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Preface

Since photosynthesis has probably been given more

attention than any other physiological processes in

plant physiology, there have been hundreds of articles

published on this topic since the first edition of this

book was published in 1997. Therefore, I felt it is

necessary that this book be revised and some of

these recent and relevant findings be included in the

new volume. For revising the book, I have eliminated

some of the old chapters and included several new

ones in the revised volume. Some of the previous

chapters which are included in the revised volume

have been extensively revised. Therefore, the new

volume looks like a new book.

Photosynthesis is by far the most spectacular

physiological process in plant growth and pro-

ductivity. Due to this fact, the study of photosyn-

thesis has captivated plant physiologists, botanists,

plant biologists, horticulturalists, agronomists,

agriculturalists, crop growers, and most recently,

plant molecular and cellular biologists around the

world.

From an aesthetic perspective, I thought that it

would be wonderful to include many of the remark-

able findings on photosynthesis in a single inclusive

volume. In such an album, selected sources could be

surveyed on this most magnificent subject. With the

abundance of research on photosynthesis available at

present, an elegantly prepared exhibition of the know-

ledge on photosynthesis is indeed in order. Accord-

ingly, one mission of this collection is to provide an

array of information on photosynthesis in a single

and unique volume. Ultimately, this unique and com-

prehensive source of intelligence will both attract

the beginning students and stimulate further explor-

ation by their educators. Furthermore, since more

books, papers, and articles are currently available on

photosynthesis than on any other plant physiological

processes, preparation of a single volume by inclusion

of the most recent and relevant issues and informa-

tion on this subject can be appreciably useful and

substantially helpful to those seeking specific infor-

mation.

I see from a scientific perspective that the novelty

of photosynthesis and its attraction for researchers

from various disciplines has resulted in a voluminous,

but somewhat scattered, database. However, none of

the available sources comprehensively discusses the

topic. The sources are either too specific or too gen-

eral in scope. Therefore, a balanced presentation of

the information on this subject is necessary. Accord-

ingly, another main objective of this collection is to

provide a balanced source of information on photo-

synthesis.

Now, more than ever, the excessive levels and

exceedingly high accumulation rates of CO2 due to

the industrialization of the nations have drawn the

attention of scientists around the globe. If the current

accumulation rates of carbon dioxide along with the

consequence of imbalance between the atmospheric

O2 and CO2, continues, all of the living organisms

including human beings and animals would be endan-

gered. The only natural mechanism known to utilize

atmospheric CO2 is photosynthesis by the green

plants. Therefore, another purpose of preparing this

volume is to gather the most useful and relevant

issues on photosynthesis on selected plant species.

In this regard, we must consider plant species with

the most efficient photosynthetic pathways to reduce

the excess atmospheric CO2 concentrations. The use

of such plants will result in balanced O2 and CO2

concentrations and will reduce toxic levels of atmos-

pheric CO2. This higher consumption of atmospheric

CO2 by plants through the photosynthetic process not

only reduces the toxic levels of CO2, but will also

result in more biomass production and higher crop

yields.

To adequately cover many of the issues related to

photosynthesis and for the advantage of easy accessi-

bility to the desired information, the volume has been

divided into several sections. Each section includes

one or more chapters that are closely related to each

other.

Like other physiological processes, photosynthesis

differs greatly among various plant species, particu-

larly between C3 and C4 plants, whether growing

under normal or under stressful conditions. There-

fore, examples of plants with various photosynthetic

rates and different responses are presented in different

chapters and included in this collection.

Now, it is well established that any plant species

during its life cycle, at least once, is subjected to

environmental stress. Since any stress alters the

normal course of plant growth and development, me-

tabolism, and other physiological processes, photo-

synthesis is also subject to this alteration and severely

affected under stressful conditions. Therefore, a



portion of this volume discusses plant photosynthesis

under stressful conditions.

Hundreds of tables and figures are included in the

volume to facilitate understanding and comprehen-

sion of the information presented throughout the

text. Thousands of references have been used to pre-

pare this unique collection. Several hundreds of index

words are provided to promote accessibility to the

desired information throughout the book.

Mohammad Pessarakli

University of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona
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I. INTRODUCTION

Intensive investigations on the nature of photosyn-

thetic light reactions during the first half of the 20th

century led to several important discoveries and obser-

vations that were extremely complicated to explain

and resulted in the postulation of two fundamental

concepts: the concept of photosynthetic unit (PSU)

[1] and the concept of two photosystems [2]. According

to the first concept, in all photosynthesizing systems

(photosynthesizing bacteria, green unicellular algae,

and higher plants), the light-absorbing pigment

molecules are divided into two groups. Only one

highly specialized pair of chlorophyll molecules (reac-

tion center dimer) present among dozens of bacteria

and among hundreds of green photosynthesizing sys-

tems could carry out the photochemical (charge separ-

ation) reaction, while the essential part of these

molecules only absorbs light quanta and transfers the

light energy to the reaction centers [1]. According to

the second concept, the light-induced linear electron

transfer reaction of H2O to NADP is realized by the

serial operation of two different photosynthesizing

systems [2].

It is generally believed that these two principal

concepts are completely proven and verified and the

unsolved problems are connected with the elucidation

of the nature of participating components and their

mutual relationship. This chapter deals with the

basic experiments and results that have led to the

concept of the PSU and to the postulation of

the concept of photosystems in light-driven photosyn-

thetic reactions and shows that, at the time of their

postulation, the existing results and observations were

not sufficient.

II. THE CONCEPT OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC
UNIT

A. FUNDAMENTAL RESULTS

There is a limited number of experimental data that

scientists consider as crucial for the postulation of a

given concept. For the concept of the PSU, the fol-

lowing results and observations are significant:

(1) The very high (maximum) quantum efficiency

of photosynthesis under limited light intensity condi-

tions, that is, when the probability for light quanta



absorption of a chlorophyll molecule is about one

quantum per hour.

This statement has been confirmed by investiga-

tions of the dependence of photosynthesis on light

(irradiance). It was shown in many experiments that

the photosynthetic response to very low light inten-

sities was linear (Figure 1.1, curve A). In a significant

number of experiments, the shape of light–response

curves had a logarithmic part (Figure 1.1, curve B)

with maximum slope (maximum quantum efficiency)

at the beginning of curves, that is, when the irradi-

ation was approaching zero. ‘‘S’’-shaped curves (Fig-

ure 1.1, curve C), which indicate that the quantum

efficiency under low light intensities tends toward

zero, were observed in a limited number of investiga-

tions (for review of the early investigations, see [3]).

These ‘‘S’’-shaped curves obtained in green plants

were interpreted in favor of the assumption of the

existence of a ‘‘photic threshold’’ of photosynthesis.

However, this suggestion was not accepted and the

results obtained by most researchers were in favor of

the linear shape of the light curves of photosynthesis.

Under anaerobic conditions, Diner and Mauzerall [4]

also observed nonlinear dependence. After the postu-

lation of the concept of the PSU, it was discovered

that the initial slope of the light curves below the light

compensation point was significantly higher, and

nearer to this point on the light curves an abrupt

change in the value of quantum efficiency of photo-

synthesis could be observed [5]. This observation is

called ‘‘Kok’s effect’’ and was explained by the

changes in the rate of dark respiration after irradi-

ation.

(2) The absence of induction period in the process

of oxygen evolution or carbon dioxide reduction

under very low light intensity conditions was one of

the most serious arguments of the PSU concept (Fig-

ure 1.2). Five oxygen induction curves were recorded

at different irradiances after 3min of dark adaptation

of Scenedesmus acutus cell suspension. Curve A was

recorded at the maximum irradiance, I0 ¼ 135W/m2,

corresponding to the oxygen-evolution rate close to

saturation (Figure 1.2, right panel point A). Other

curves were recorded at 0.76I0 (B), 0.46I0 (C), 0.19I0
(D), and 0.056I0 (E). The induction curves indicate

that the duration of the induction period decreased

simultaneously with decrease in irradiance. Under the

lowest irradiance, 0.056I0 (E), the rate of oxygen

evolution reached its steady state immediately after

the light was switched on. This observation is in

agreement with the postulate that at low irradiances

photosynthesis starts before the absorption of the

four quanta needed for the evolution of one oxygen

molecule.

(3) Oxygen flash yields depend on the dark inter-

vals between the flashes. The dependence of the oxy-

gen flash yields on the spacing between the saturating

flashes was investigated for the first time by Emerson

and Arnold [1] with Warburg’s manometric appar-

atus. It was found that the average yields were max-

imal when intervals between the flashes were about

20msec.

The dependence of oxygen yields produced by

separated flash groups (four saturating short flashes)

on the spacing between the flashes in groups and

recorded after reaching steady-state yields is pre-
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sented in Figure 1.3. It is clearly seen that ampli-

tudes of oxygen flash yields increase with increase in

spacing between flashes up to 10 to 20msec, after

which the yields decrease. Results presented in Figure

1.3 confirm the turnover time of oxygen-evolving

centers (2� 10�2 sec) estimated by Emerson and

Arnold [1].

(4)When oxygen flash yields are maximal, the ratio

between oxygen molecules evolved per flash and the

number of chlorophyll molecules in the investigated

suspensions is approximately constant and equal to

1O2/2500Chl. For the first time Emerson and Arnold

obtained this value in 1932. It was found that inChlor-

ella pyrenoidosa suspensions with different chlorophyll

concentrations 4 � 10�4M oxygen was evolved from

1M chlorophyll after every flash.

(5) Earlier studies [6–8] demonstrated that after

approximately 5min of dark adaptation of unicellu-

lar algae (e.g., Chlorella, Scenedesmus) or isolated

chloroplast suspensions, the oxygen yield of the first

saturating short (10msec) flash is zero (Figure 1.4).

(6) Oscillations in the oxygen flash yields

(Figure 1.4) with a period of four observed after 5 to

6min of dark incubation in algae or chloroplast

suspensions [9].

At the time of the postulation of the PSU concept

only the first four experimental observations were

known. Observations 5 and 6 were obtained signifi-

cantly later and are considered as additional confirm-

ations of the concept of the PSU.

B. PROBLEMS AND HYPOTHESES

Considering the general equation of photosynthesis, it

is apparent that for the evolution of one oxygen

molecule or for the reduction of one carbon dioxide

molecule to the level of carbohydrate, four electrons

should be transferred on account of the absorbed

light quanta energy and consequently at least four

photons are needed. For understanding and explain-

ing the observed experimental results the following

principal questions arise:

1. Whether energy or photoproducts of the four

photons absorbed are summarized?

2. Whether oxygen-evolving centers act independ-

ently of each other or can exchange energy,

or whether the oxygen precursors (positive

charges) could migrate and cooperate in the

surrounding medium?

It is well known that the average effective cross

section for light quanta absorption of a chloro-

phyll molecule in solution is approximately 0.2 �
10�16 cm�2. This means that under low irradiances,

that is, 1013 to 1014hg cm�2, the time needed for
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absorption of four quanta by separated chlorophyll

molecules should be approximately 1 h. Under such

conditions, if oxygen-evolving centers act independ-

ently of each other, the evolution of photosynthetic

oxygen should start after a prolonged induction time.

This is in contradiction with observation 2 and the

results presented in Figure 1.2, which show that in

reality photosynthesis starts immediately without any

induction period. The flash experiments of Emerson

and Arnold (observation 3) show that photosynthesis

decreases if the spacing between the flashes is higher

than 0.02 sec (Figure 1.3). Therefore, at low irradi-

ances, when the dark intervals between the quanta

absorption are of the order of minutes, the effective-

ness of photosynthesis should be much lower or tend-

ing toward zero. This fact is in contradiction with

observation 1, which reflects that quantum efficiency

of photosynthesis is very high under low irradiance

conditions. Observation 3 as well as additional obser-

vations 5 and 6 lead to the conclusion that oxygen-

evolving centers operate independently of each other

(noncooperative mechanism). This means that every

oxygen-evolving center should accept four light

quanta (photons) before evolving one oxygen mol-

ecule. The results observed could be explained if we

assume that oxygen-evolving reaction centers are in a

state to conserve some of the oxygen precursors (e.g.,

positive charges) for several minutes or even hours,

and upon subsequent illumination after absorption of

the first photons they could immediately start evolv-

ing oxygen. This assumption, however, is in contra-

diction with observations 3, 5, and 6. Hence, we

should conclude that the oxygen precursors are un-

stable in the dark and deactivate for about 100 sec.

If oxygen precursors are unstable in the dark, the

observed results, that is, the absence of prolonged

induction time and high quantum efficiency of photo-

synthesis under low light intensities, could be

explained by the assumption that even under limited

light conditions the oxygen-evolving centers received

photons for time intervals of about seconds or even

shorter. This assumption could be explained by an

additional speculation that hundreds of chlorophyll

molecules are functionally or even structurally assem-

bled around a given specialized chlorophyll molecule

(named reaction center), which carries out the photo-

chemical reaction and this center is supplied with the

photons absorbed by the assembled light-harvesting

(antenna) molecules. In this way, the effective cross

section of light quanta absorption of the reaction

center molecule is increased 100-fold and even under

very low light intensity conditions reaction centers

received the needed four quanta for intervals 100

times shorter than the intervals of the separated

chlorophyll molecules. This assumption explains

both the absence of the prolonged induction period

and the high quantum efficiency under low light in-

tensities. In good agreement with this assumption is

observation 4, where after every saturating flash only

one oxygen molecule is produced from approximately

2500 chlorophyll molecules. This attractive hypoth-

esis was postulated by Emerson and Arnold in 1932

and was accepted immediately. Since then this postu-

late has been supported in many investigations and

especially with the findings of observations 5 and 6.

However, a significant number of investigations have

shown discrepancies concerning the size and structure

of the postulated PSUs [10–12]. This leads to a more

ticklish question: Are the above-considered basic ar-

guments sufficient for the postulation of the PSU

concept? Careful analysis of these arguments shows

that difficulties for a logical explanation of experi-

mental results arise from observations 3, 5, and 6,

that is, from the absence of oxygen burst or oxygen

yield at the first flash given after several minutes of

dark incubation. These observations have led us to

reject the presence of any cooperative mechanism in

the action of oxygen-evolving centers. The existence

of a noncooperative mechanism of oxygen evolution

in photosynthesis has been confirmed by observations

5 and 6 as well as by numerous flash experiments.

Especially, the model of Kok et al. [13] or the Si-states

model shows that the noncooperative mechanism

could explain both the absence of oxygen flash yield

at the first saturating flash after prolonged dark incu-

bation and the oscillations in oxygen flash yields with

a period of four.

In spite of this, a number of kinetic models have

been proposed for the explanation of various compli-

cating phenomena of the oxygen flash yield oscilla-

tions [14–16]. According to Lavorel [17,18], a special

kind of cooperative action exists in the functioning of

Si-states. In addition, there are some experimental

results that cannot be explained by Kok’s model

(e.g., the linearity of the light curves under very low

irradiance conditions). Obviously, the existence of the

noncooperative mechanism of oxygen evolution does

not exclude the participation and the existence of the

cooperative mechanism. On the other hand, the ab-

sence of oxygen flash yield after the first flash cannot

be considered as a proof for the absence of the co-

operative mechanism in oxygen evolution because of

the following reasons:

1. The first flash is applied after prolonged dark

incubation of algae or chloroplast suspensions

that leads to anaerobic conditions in cell and

chloroplast volumes.

2. Since the functioning of the cooperative mech-

anism should be realized by diffusion of oxygen



precursors produced in different oxygen-

evolving centers, the rate constant of the reac-

tions leading to oxygen evolution through the

cooperative mechanism should be significantly

lower than the rate constant of the noncoo-

perative mechanism.

Consequently, it could be concluded that the ob-

servation of oxygen burst or oxygen production by the

first flash will be difficult and even impossible. More-

over, if we consider observation 1, that is, the linearity

of light curves under low light intensity conditions,

and observations 3 and 5, that is, the dependence of

yields on dark intervals between the flashes and the

absence of oxygen yield at the first flash, it is reason-

able to conclude that these observations are mutually

contradicting. If observations 3 and 5 reflect strictly

the photosynthetic oxygen production upon flash ir-

radiation, then even with structures like the postulated

PSUs the light curves of photosynthesis (oxygen evo-

lution) should have a nonlinear part under very low

light intensity conditions. This means that independ-

ently of the existence of photosynthetic units the light

curves of photosynthesis should be S-shaped if one

assumes that oxygen production is realized only

through the noncooperative mechanism and that the

defined deactivation reactions exist. Thus, two possi-

bilities could be considered:

1. The cooperative mechanism is functioning sim-

ultaneously with the noncooperative mechan-

ism.

2. The light curves of photosynthesis exhibit a

nonlinear part at very low light intensity con-

ditions.

The first assumption gives the explanation of the

basic arguments that have led to the postulation of

the concept of the PSU, that is, observations 1 to 3,

while observations 5 and 6 could be explained by the

functioning of the noncooperative mechanism. Obser-

vation 4 will be reconsidered in Section II.C. If we

accept the second possibility, we can explain the ‘‘red

drop’’ and ‘‘enhancement’’ effects of Emerson, which

are considered as basic observations of the concept of

two photosystems, without using this concept. Our

investigations during the last 35 years have shown

that these two possibilities exist. This means that

despite the participation of cooperative and noncoo-

perative mechanisms of photosynthetic oxygen evolu-

tion, the irradiance dependence of photosynthesis is

a nonlinear function, that is, the ‘‘light curves’’ are

‘‘S’’-shaped. Probably under low irradiance condi-

tions a significant part of the photosynthetically

evolved oxygen is consumed by dark respiration and

under these conditions the registered light curves have

low slopes and the quantum efficiency is low.

The following observations could be considered in

favor of the cooperative mechanism:

1. In unicellular algal suspensions, prolonged (5 to

20min) oxygen evolution is registered after

switching off the continuous irradiation.

2. Decay kinetics in oxygen flash yields are at least

biphasic, probably two different processes exist

that lead to oxygen production.

3. One cannot explain the absence of the induc-

tion period under low irradiances without the

participation of the cooperative mechanism.

4. In some photosynthesizing systems (cyanobac-

teria) one cannot register any oxygen flash

yields, despite the fact that they can produce

oxygen at a high rate under continuous irradi-

ation.

5. In our previous studies [19,20] we stressed that

the noncooperative oxygen evolving mechan-

ism operates mainly in grana regions while the

cooperative mechanism is localized predomin-

antly in stroma thylakoids.

C. VARIATION IN THE NUMBER OF EFFECTIVELY
FUNCTIONING OXYGEN-EVOLVING (REACTION)
CENTERS

If one assumes that a suspension of unicellular algae

(Chlorella, Scenedesmus, etc.) contains N0 reaction

centers, then under very general assumptions it could

be shown [21] that the following relationship exists

between the number of open reaction centers (N ) and

the rate of oxygen evolution (photosynthesis) (P):

N ¼ N0 �N0P=Pmax (1:1)

where Pmax is the saturating (maximum) rate of

photosynthesis. Obviously, the N vs. P plot is a

straight line (Figure 1.6, curve ‘‘c’’), crossing the or-

dinate at N ¼ N0 and the abscissa at P ¼ Pmax.

The experimental determination of the ratio be-

tween total and open (unoperative) centers is rela-

tively easy. According to the model of Kok et al.

[13], the oxygen-evolving centers exist in five different

oxidized states: S0, S1
þ, S2

2þ, S3
3þ, and S4

4þ. Every

center that absorbs one photon will pass to the

next higher oxidized state. After reaching state S4
4þ

one oxygen molecule is produced, and the center

returns to the initial S0 state. It is easy to understand

that independently of the oxidation state, every

center after absorption of four photons separated by

dark intervals equal to or longer than the turnover

time t of the reaction centers will evolve one oxygen



molecule and attain its former state. Consequently,

the amplitudes of oxygen bursts produced by four

saturating flashes will reflect the number of centers

in the unoperative (open) state. This means that if the

flash groups are given in darkness (when all centers

are open) the amplitudes of bursts will reflect the total

number of centers.

The results obtainedwithC. pyrenoidosa cells using

excitation with groups of four saturating flashes (t1/2
¼ 8msec) spaced 20msec from each other and with

7 sec dark intervals between the groups on the back-

ground of a gradually increasing continuous irradi-

ation with achromatic (white) light are shown in

Figure 1.5. In contrast to our expectations, data show

that the amplitude of the oxygen bursts produced by

the group of flashes in darkness (0) are very small and

after continuous background irradiation (1 to 4) a

significant increase could be seen. On increasing the

intensity of background irradiation (5 to 7) the ampli-

tudes of oxygen bursts decrease and after reaching the

saturated background irradiation (7) they are almost

invisible.

The relationship between the amplitudes and

steady-state oxygen evolution is presented in Figure

1.6. Curve ‘‘a’’ is obtained by increasing the back-

ground irradiation from zero to saturation level.

Curve ‘‘b’’ is drawn for the reverse direction, that is,

with gradually decreasing background irradiation.

Obviously, the difference between the two curves re-

flects an ‘‘hysteresis’’ effect and is more probably a

consequence of the induction phenomenon in the

photosynthetic process. It should be pointed out

that the shapes of curves presented in Figure 1.6 are

dependent on the experimental duration and the pre-

ceding history of investigated alga suspensions.

Nevertheless, an inexplicable difference between the

straight line ‘‘c,’’ theoretically predicted on the basis

of the PSU concept, and curves ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’ still

remains. The amplitudes of oxygen burst increase

under background irradiation. They reach their max-

imum at the level of the steady-state oxygen-evolution

rate, representing approximately one third of the

maximum value of the saturating level. Whenever

flash groups are given under low irradiance the

lower value of amplitudes reflects the existence of

the induction phenomenon. It is obvious that we

cannot estimate the exact number of reaction centers

from amplitudes of oxygen yield under dark condi-

tions, that is, without background irradiation.
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FIGURE 1.5 The amplitudes of oxygen yields (Chlorella

pyrenoidosa) produced by four saturating flashes (4 J, t1/2
¼ 10msec) with 20msec dark periods between the flashes

and 7 sec between the groups depending on the steady-state

oxygen evolution rate. The intensities of background light

are: 0, 0; 1, 17.0; 2, 25.0; 3, 34.0; 4, 43.0; 5, 52; 6, 82.0; 7,

135W/m2.

FIGURE 1.6 The number of unoperative

(open) centers (Chlorella pyrenoidosa) de-

pending on the oxygen evolution rate level:

(a) experimentally obtained results by in-

creasing the light intensity of background ir-

radiation from 0 to saturation level (O2 rate

from 0 to maximal [saturating-Pmax] rate);

(b) in the opposite direction; and (c) straight

line, predicted by the theory of the photosyn-

thetic unit concept.
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The results presented in Figure 1.7 show the

changes in amplitudes of oxygen burst in C. pyrenoi-

dosa produced by groups of four saturating flashes

with 20msec spacing between the flashes and 7 sec

between each flash group before, during, and after

the induction time of photosynthesis (irradiation

with saturated achromatic [white] light). These results

demonstrate well the expressed variation in oxygen

yields from flash groups and reflect in fact the number

of open reaction centers (oxygen-evolving centers).

The results presented in Figure 1.8, where the

oxygen bursts are produced by the same flash groups

as in Figure 1.7, show that the effects of flash

groups on the background saturating ‘‘white light’’

were negligible. At time 0, the ‘‘white light’’ was

switched off and the rate of oxygen evolution de-

creased sharply to the level indicated by D, after

which the process of oxygen evolution in the dark

connected with deactivation of Si states [22] or with

the deblocking of inactivated (blocked) states began.

Immediately after switching off the continuous

saturating radiation the effect of flash groups was

very small and the amplitudes of oxygen yields in-

creased slowly in the dark up to 30min. Conse-

quently, the increase of amplitude of oxygen group

yields in the dark (after switching off the background

radiation when all centers are in the open state)

showed that the number of effectively working oxy-

gen-evolving centers increased. This number was sig-

nificantly low immediately after switching off the

saturated background radiation and thus one might

assume that it had the same low value during the

preceding time of irradiation with saturating ‘‘white

light.’’ This means that under saturating irradiance

conditions the essential parts of the reaction center

are in the inactivated (blocked) state. The results in

Figure 1.7 show that the initial amplitudes of four

flash-induced oxygen bursts are restored approxi-

mately 15min after switching off the continuous sat-

urating irradiation (in the darkness).

It could be shown that the following relationship

exists between the number of operating reaction cen-

ters (Nc), the amperometric current on the polaro-

graph equipped with oxygen rate electrode (I ), the

turnover time of reaction centers (t), and the electric

charge of an electron (e):

Nc ¼ It=e (1:2)

If one can accept the value of Emerson and Arnold [1]

for turnover time of the centers, 2 � 10�2 sec, and

for the amperometric current of saturated oxygen-

evolution rate in Figure 1.8, 1.32 � 10�5A, the num-

ber of oxygen-evolving centers in the investigated

sample can be calculated as

Nc ¼ It=e

¼ (1:32� 10�5 A)(2� 10�2 sec)=1:6

� 10�19 C

¼ 1:65� 1012 (1:3)
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FIGURE 1.7 Variations in the oxygen bursts before, during,

and after the induction time of photosynthesis in Chlorella

pyrenoidosa. The suspension was kept in darkness for 5min

and the groups of four saturating flashes (20msec spacing

between the flashes and 7 sec between the groups) were

switched on at the time indicated by ‘‘".’’ The saturated

white light (135W/m2) was switched on at the time indicated

by ‘‘0’’ and switched off at the time indicated by ‘‘#.’’
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FIGURE 1.8 Oxygen bursts produced by groups of four

saturating (4 J, t1/2 ¼ 8msec) flashes with 20msec dark

periods between the flashes and 7 sec between the groups.

Suspension ofChlorella pyrenoidosa (4mm3, 15mgChl. cm�3

was irradiated with saturating white light (135W/m2) and at

the time indicated as ‘‘0’’ the saturating light was switched

off. The groups of flashes were switched on at the time

indicated by ‘‘"’’ (for details, see text).



A comparison between the number of chlorophyll

molecules (NChl) in the sample (4mm3 with 15mg

Chl cm�3, that is, 8.8 � 1014 chlorophyll molecules)

and the number of oxygen-evolving centers (Nc) leads

to

P ¼ NChl=Nc ¼ 8:8� 1014=1:65� 1012

¼ 533Chl=1RC (1:4)

If the number of chlorophyll molecules is calculated

for one oxygen molecule evolved, the value obtained

should be increased four times, that is, about 2130

for one oxygen molecule. Consequently, the value

obtained in such a way is in accordance with the

value for the PSU of Emerson and Arnold [1].

From the results presented in Figure 1.7 andFigure

1.8, it could be concluded that the number Nc, esti-

mated above, reflects only the number of effectively

working reaction centers under saturating irradiance

conditions but not their total number. An approximate

idea about the total number of oxygen-evolving cen-

ters could be obtained if we compare the amplitudes of

oxygen yields per four flashes (Figure 1.8) during the

irradiation with saturating ‘‘white light’’ with those

obtained 20min after switching off the light: Approxi-

mately 200 to 400 times increase was registered after

switching the light off. Keeping in mind that the ratio

between chlorophyll molecules and the operative reac-

tion center under saturating irradiance conditions is of

the order of 500 one can conclude that the total num-

ber of reaction centers is practically equal to the

number of chlorophyll molecules. This indicates that

the usual procedures used for the estimation of the

number of PSUs have to be revised. There are mainly

two reasons for this:

1. Under high light intensity or frequency of sat-

urating flashes the oxygen flash yields are low

due to inactivation of the essential part of the

reaction center.

2. Under low light intensity conditions the oxygen

flash yields are low as a consequence of the

induction phenomenon.

We found that after switching on the irradiation

(during the induction time of photosynthesis), the

oxygen absorption reaction occurs connected with

the oxidation of oxygen-evolving centers [23]. The

amount of oxygen absorbed during the induction

time depends on the chlorophyll content and approxi-

mately the same amount of oxygen is evolved after

switching off the light (in the darkness) (Figure 1.9,

Table 1.1).

On the other hand, according to Emerson and

Lewis [24] and McAlister [25], the amount of CO2

burst during the induction period is also of the order

of the amount of chlorophyll, which was explained by

Franck and Herzfeld [26] as a result of the decompos-

ition of the ACO2 complex under light (A is the

primary acceptor of CO2 whose quantity is assumed

to be equal to the amount of chlorophyll). Thus, it

may be assumed that functioning of the oxygen-

evolving centers may be presented as follows: in dark-

ness, all oxygen-evolving centers accept CO2 mol-

ecules or HCO�
3 anions. This statement is in

agreement with the results of Stemler [27,28]. At low

irradiance, every chlorophyll molecule works as a

part of the reaction center with low frequency de-

pending on the frequency of the quanta absorbed.

If the irradiance is sufficiently high, it leads to the

oxidation (blocking) of a significant part of oxygen-

evolving centers, a process connected with oxygen

consumption and leads to CO2 evolution from oxy-

gen-evolving centers during the induction time of

photosynthesis. At saturating irradiance the number

of unoxidized oxygen-evolving (working) centers can

FIGURE 1.9 Induction curve of photosyn-

thesis at Chlorella pyrenoidosa, recorded

after 5min dark incubation and after ir-

radiation with 135W/m2 ‘‘white light’’:

‘‘"’’ — light on; ‘‘#’’ — light off. For details

see text. The number of oxygen molecules

absorbed during the induction time of

photosynthesis, calculated from the dashed

area ‘‘A’’ and evolved after switching off

the irradiation in the dark (dashed area

‘‘B’’) are in order of the number of chloro-

phyll molecules in suspensions investi-

gated.
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decrease to approximately 1 : 500; thus, the number of

oxygen molecules absorbed or CO2 molecules evolved

during the induction time would be practically equal

to the number of chlorophyll molecules in the inves-

tigated photosynthesizing system. This assertion may

explain the observed dependence of induction time on

radiation intensity. According to the explanation pre-

sented above, if the quanta arrive at oxygen-evolving

centers after prolonged intervals (longer than several

seconds) the centers cannot reach the higher oxidized

states, S3 or S4, and oxygen can be evolved by the

cooperation of oxygen precursors obtained in differ-

ent centers, a mechanism considered previously

[29,30]. In summary, the following reaction steps

could be presumed:

Chl � ZþHCO�
3 ! Chl � Z �HCO�

3 (a)

Chl � Z �HCO�
3 þ hv ! Chl� � Z �HCO

�
3 (b)

Chl� � Z �HCO�
3 ! Chlþ � Z� �HCO

�
3 (c)

Chlþ �Z� �HCO�
3 þ P! Chlþ � Z �HCO

�
3 þ P� (d)

Chlþ � Z �HCO�
3 ! Chl � ZþHCO

.
3 (e)

4HCO.
3 ! 2H2Oþ 4CO2 þO2 (f)

H2Oþ CO2 þ CA ! H2CO3 ! Hþ þHCO
�
3 (g)

4Chl � Z �HCO�
3 þ 4O2 þ hv ! 4Chl�
Zþ �O2�

2 þ 4HCO.
3

(h)

4HCO.
3 ! 2H2Oþ 4CO2 þO2 (i)

During reaction (a), oxygen-evolving centers (i.e., all

chlorophyll molecules) capture bicarbonate ions in

the darkness. Reaction (b) reflects the light quanta

absorption by the chlorophyll molecule, which forms

a complex with the primary electron acceptor (Z). In

reaction (c), charge separation is accomplished and

one electron is transferred from the chlorophyll mol-

ecule to Z. Reaction (d) shows the electron transfer to

a component P on the electron transport chain. The

electron of the bicarbonate ion fills the missing elec-

tron in the chlorophyll molecule and the bicarbonate

ion is separated as a radical (reaction [e]). The recom-

bination of four bicarbonate radicals (reaction [f])

accumulated at a given reaction center (in flash ex-

periments or under high irradiation conditions) leads

to the evolution of one oxygen molecule, two mol-

ecules of water, and four molecules of CO2 — the so-

called noncooperative or Kok’s mechanism. Under

low irradiances or after switching off the light the

cooperation of four bicarbonate radicals, produced

in different reaction centers, leads to same reaction

— the so-called cooperative mechanism. The restored

complex of the chlorophyll molecule and the primary

acceptor in reaction (e) and the obtained CO2 mol-

ecules (reaction [f]) after hydration with the partici-

pation of carboanhydrase (CA) (reaction [g]) are

involved in reaction (a) and the cycle could start

again.

Reaction (h) takes place after irradiation and the

increased oxygen concentration during the induction

time of photosynthesis is connected with the inactiva-

tion (blocking) of the oxygen-evolving centers. These

processes lead to the liberation of bicarbonate rad-

icals and after their recombination (reaction [i]) the

process of CO2 burst [24] is accomplished. In sum-

mary, these two reactions lead to oxygen absorption

and CO2 liberation. Apparently, if the reactions pre-

sented above reflect the molecular events in oxygen-

evolving centers the isotopic experiments with labeled

oxygen will show water as the source of photosyn-

thetic oxygen. Water is included as the ultimate

source of electrons in reaction (g) during the hydra-

tion of CO2.

The above interpretation explains the results

presented in Figure 1.2. Induction curves showed

that the duration of the induction period decreased

simultaneously with decrease in irradiation, and

under low intensity (0.056I0) the rate of oxygen evo-

lution reached its steady state very quickly after the

light is switched on — reactions (h) and (i) cannot

be accomplished as the concentration of oxygen is

low (low irradiation). However, under these condi-

tions, the ‘‘working point’’ of the photosynthetic

process enters the initial nonlinear part of the curve

depicting dependence on irradiance (Figure 1.2,

right), which is characterized by a very low quantum

efficiency. Analysis of results from flash experiments

TABLE 1.1
The Ratio Between the Number of Oxygen
Molecules Absorbed During the Induction Time of
Photosynthesis and the Number of Chlorophyll
Molecules in the Investigated Suspensions of
Scenedesmus Acutus and Chlorella Pyrenoidosa

Samples O2/Chl

Scenedesmus 1.1

Scenedesmus 0.9

Scenedesmus 1.0

Chlorella 0.9

Chlorella 0.8



[31,32] showed that the linear part of the irradiance

curve corresponds to oxygen evolution connected

with successive transitions of Si states from S0 to

S4
4þ, while the deactivating back reactions of the

oxidized Si states take place in the region of the

initial nonlinear parts of irradiance curves. Thus, at

low irradiances when the absorption of four quanta

in the individual reaction centers needs a longer time

and the centers do not manage to pass over into the

S4
4þ state, the oxygen evolution is mainly a result of

the deactivation of the oxidized Si states and the

cooperation of oxygen precursors (bicarbonate rad-

icals [HCO�
3]) produced from different reaction cen-

ters.

The concept of the PSU is now more than

70 years old. During this period, our ideas about

the size and the arrangement of these structures

have often changed. The most difficult questions

still remain: ‘‘Are the concepts of Emerson and

Arnold [1] or of Gaffron and Wohl [33] sufficiently

sound to justify the present day model?’’ Or ‘‘Are

there other possibilities for the explanation of the

existing observations?’’ I suppose that if Emerson

and Arnold [1] and Gaffron and Wohl [33] have

had in their possession the results presented in Fig-

ure 1.5–Figure 1.8, which show dramatic changes in

the number of oxygen-evolving centers during the

induction time, it could hardly be assumed that

they would have postulated their hypothesis about

the PSU. Unfortunately, all their experiments were

performed with Warburg’s manometric apparatus. It

will be useful to remember the words of Birgit Ven-

nesland [34] concerning the photosynthetic unit con-

cept:

. . . These are (having in view the hypotheses, NB)

mainly based on the assumption that a hundred or

more chlorophyll molecule operate as a unit to trans-

mit the energy of the absorbed photons to appropri-

ate, hypothetical reaction centers. The flashing light

experiments on which this view is based are of dubi-

ous significance, and the complexities and detail

in which the associated theories have been clothed

should not be confused with evidence. Freedom to

use a large number of assumptions makes it easy

to devise theories and to fit innumerable observations

to them. The most valuable experimental facts are

those which restrict such flights of the imagination.

The results presented above show the complexity

and flexibility of the oxygen-evolving system of

photosynthesis. They demonstrate that many of the

experimental data obtained cannot be understood

within the framework of the postulated PSU. Fur-

thermore, there are many observations whose explan-

ations lead to serious contradictions, which have led

to the proposal of various models. Regarding the

basic arguments for the postulation of a PSU one

has to admit that the strongest point is the absence

of oxygen after the first saturating flash. However, it

demands a very careful reconsideration: after pro-

longed darkness the first flash hits the cells or the

chloroplasts in an anaerobic state; the rate constants

of reactions leading to oxygen evolution through the

cooperative mechanism are significantly lower than

those connected with a noncooperative mechan-

ism, since the functioning of a cooperative mechanism

requires diffusion of oxygen precursors between dif-

ferent reaction centers. Photosynthetic systems are

self-controlled and may attain a modified state after

a short saturating flash. This may be connected with

oxygen-consuming processes during the induction

period and further connected with self-regulating pro-

cesses that protect the living structure from oxidative

damage. This statement is supported by the data of

Boitchenko and Efimtcev [35], which prove that

under increased oxygen concentrations a significant

part of oxygen-evolving (PSII) centers are inactivated

(blocked).

Therefore, all three basic arguments about the

concept of the PSU could be explained by the exist-

ence of two different ways of oxygen evolution in

photosynthesis and by the different degrees of inacti-

vation (blocking) of oxygen-evolving centers. In this

respect the concept of the PSU should be accepted

as a dynamic system rather than as a structural or

statistical system.

III. THE CONCEPT OF TWO
PHOTOSYSTEMS

A. EXPERIMENTAL GROUNDS

The hypothesis of participation of two photochemical

systems in the light-driven reactions of photosynthesis

in green plants emerged after the discovery of Emer-

son’s second effect (the ‘‘enhancement’’ effect) and

was theoretically substantiated by Hill and Bendall

[2] in 1960, who assumed that both photosystems

function consecutively. In the course of the following

four decades, this hypothesis was supported by a

considerable number of experimental facts; that is,

the sites of the individual electron carriers were esti-

mated and, along general lines, were accepted by most

authors. However, as already pointed out, Emerson’s

second effect and also the ‘‘red drop’’ of quantum

efficiency, which are considered as headstones of this

concept, could be explained without resorting to the

hypothesis of two photosystems ensuing from the

nonlinearity of the light curves of photosynthesis

at low light intensities or from the principle of



nonadditiveness in the action of light [31]. On the

other hand, in the literature there is a great deal of

information that cannot be satisfactorily explained by

the concept of two photosystems. This is the reason

for the existence of several hypotheses about the se-

quence and the functioning of light reactions in

photosynthesis [2,36–39].

The existence of these hypotheses proves the dif-

ficulties that different groups of investigators have in

interpreting experimental results. Despite the fact that

significant differences exist between these hypotheses

they all contain at least two different photosystems

(PSI and PSII).

The main experimental facts supporting the con-

ception of two photosystems are the following:

1. The quantum efficiency of photosynthesis — 8

to 12 quanta are needed for the reduction of

one molecule of CO2 or for the evolution of

one molecule of O2.

2. The red drop of quantum efficiency of photo-

synthesis [24].

3. The enhancement effect (Emerson’s second

effect) [40].

4. The spectral transient effects [41].

5. Myers’ and French’s effect [42,43].

6. Cytochrome f oxidation by light with 700 nm

wavelength and its reduction by light with at

680 nm (or shorter wavelength).

7. The existence of alga mutants [44], one of

which (mutant no. 8) does not accomplish pho-

tolysis of water and does not evolve oxygen

(does not showHill activity) but has the ability

to reduce NADPþ and CO2, while the other

(mutant no. 11) evolves O2 and posseses Hill

activity but is not able to reduce NADPþ and

CO2.

8. The existence of chloroplast fragments pos-

sessing different activities, that is, some ac-

complish the Hill activity while the others

reduce NADPþ.

9. The results of experiments with specific inhibi-

tors of electron transport such as CMU,

DCMU, hydroxylamine, and others.

10. Some results obtained by studying photopho-

sphorylation coupled with electron transport

in the light reactions of photosynthesis.

Besides the above-cited experimental facts, there

are many other results that are interpreted with the

aid of the hypothesis of two photosystems, but pre-

sumably they could also be explained with the same

level of acceptance by leaving out this concept.

The most important experimental result that sug-

gested the idea for two photosystems was Emerson’s

second effect or the so-called ‘‘enhancement effect.’’

As is well known, in 1956 Emerson [40] looked for

an explanation of the red drop of quantum efficiency

that was observed at wavelengths above 700 nm.

During the experiments he observed that if short-

wavelength light was added to the less efficient long-

wavelength light the efficiency of this light increased.

In other words, the effect of simultaneous action of

two light beams with different wavelengths is greater

than the sum of the effects of their independent

action. The principal reason for including the two

photosystems in the light induced reactions of photo-

synthesis is just to explain this nonadditive light ac-

tion. This raises the question: Is it possible to explain

this effect with the operation of a single photosystem?

As discussed in Section I, the answer to this question

would be positive if one assumes that the light curves

of photosynthesis are nonlinear at low light inten-

sities, that is, they are S-shaped.

A suspension of C. pyrenoidosa was irradiated

with two light beams (Figure 1.10), one of which is

700 nm modulated (1 sec light/1 sec dark) and the sec-

ond is background light with different wavelengths

between 600 and 700 nm. The amplitude of the modu-

lated oxygen rate induced by the 700 nm beam

changed after applying background radiation of dif-

ferent wavelengths whose intensities were chosen in

such a way as to give an equal oxygen-evolution rate

in the linear part of the ‘‘light curve.’’ The intensity of

the 700 nm modulated beam was kept constant. The

amplitude of the modulated oxygen-evolution rate
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FIGURE 1.10 Amplitudes of the modulated (0.5Hz) oxy-

gen-evolution rate in Chlorella pyrenoidosa induced by a

700 nm beam without background radiation (a) and after

compensation of the initial nonlinear part of the ‘‘light

curve’’ with background radiation of different wavelengths

between 600 and 700 nm (b).



remained constant (in the limit of experimental errors)

in all investigated spectral regions (600 to 700 nm). If

Emerson’s second effect exists as a separate appear-

ance we should not obtain any enhancement in the

case of addition of 700 nm background radiation to

the 700 nm modulated beam. But this was not ob-

served: the enhancement did not depend on the wave-

length of the background radiation but on its intensity

and on the obtained oxygen-evolution rate. The equal

degree of enhancement with 700 nm and other wave-

lengths showed that Emerson’s second effect is only a

particular case of the principle of nonadditive action

of radiation in photosynthesis [31] and that it does not

exist even as a second-order effect. Obviously, this

suggestion is in sharp contradiction with the accepted

concepts and literature data. Mann and Myers [45]

even obtained a negative enhancement effect in the

case of superposition of two beams of the same wave-

length. Such a ‘‘negative enhancement’’ (attenuation)

exists in different regions of Emerson’s second effect

action spectra. According to Heath [46], there is no

reasonable explanation for this negative effect. Our

efforts to find such attenuation after having observed

the conditions ensuing from the nonlinearity of the

‘‘light curves’’ were unsuccessful. Probably both ab-

sence of enhancement in the case of superposition of

two beams of same wavelength and observation of

attenuation in different regions of Emerson’s second

effect action spectra are consequences of reaching sat-

uration with radiant energy. A correct compensation

of the initial nonlinear part of the ‘‘light curves’’ is

impossible not only in suspensions with high absorb-

ance (>0.5) but also in suspensions with very low

absorbance because of the nonhomogeneous distribu-

tion of pigments in them (in the cell and the chloro-

plast volumes). When one tries to compensate the

lowest sublayer in suspensions or in chloroplasts of

higher absorbance, the oxygen-evolving centers situ-

ated in the surface sublayers always reach the region of

saturation with radiant energy. Due to the difference

in the wavelengths of exciting radiation the distribu-

tion of absorbed light quanta in various sublayers of

suspension or of chloroplast volumes is also different.

This means that the action of light with different ab-

sorption coefficients will be different even after equal-

ization of their summary effects.

The graph in Figure 1.11 clearly shows the ap-

pearance of the effect of enhancement after excitation

of photosynthesis by two continuous monochromatic

rays with the same wavelength (650 nm).

Figure 1.12 represents an original protocol from

the experiment in which two monochromatic 650 nm

light beams are focused on the suspension layer of

C. pyrenoidosa. One of the beams, I1, is modulated

and the other, I2, is continuous. In the left part only

the modulated beam is used and the obtained modu-

lated oxygen-evolution rate (designated by ‘‘A’’) is

seen on the ‘‘zero’’ dashed line. In the middle part

of the figure the continuous light beam I2 is switched

on but is focused on different regions with respect to

the modulated beam (I1). It is seen that the continu-

ous oxygen-evolution rate increases; however, the

amplitudes ‘‘B’’ of the modulated oxygen-evolution

rate remain unchanged. In the right part of the

figure both beams are directed on one and the same

surface of the suspension and a significant increase

in the amplitudes of the oxygen evolution rate is

observed.
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FIGURE 1.11 ‘‘Enhancement effect’’ in Chlorella pyrenoi-

dosa obtained by means of two monochromatic light beams

of the same wavelength (650 nm): ", turning on; #, switching
off the light beams.
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The results presented lead to the conclusion that

the ‘‘enhancement effect’’ depends on the ‘‘working

point’’ of the oxygen-evolving system on the light

curve or on some feature belonging to cell or chloro-

plast structure, but not on the concentration of oxy-

gen in the surrounding volume. The changes of

oxygen-evolving amplitudes obtained after irradi-

ation with modulated light beams before switching

on the background irradiation, during the induction

time (after switching on the background irradiation

[arrow ‘‘a’’]), and in darkness (after switching off the

continuous irradiation [arrow ‘‘d’’]) are presented in

Figure 1.13. The wavelength of the two light beams

is 650 nm. Arrow ‘‘b’’ indicates switching off and

arrow ‘‘c’’ switching on the modulated irradiation. It

is seen that the amplitudes of the modulated oxygen-

evolution rate do not reach their maximum immedi-

ately after the induction of the photosynthetic pro-

cess. The amplitudes increase simultaneously with

increase in the continuous oxygen-evolution rate.

After switching off the continuous irradiation the

amplitudes do not reach their initial value and during

a certain dark period they decrease continuously.

A comparison of the enhancement values (ap-

proximately 5 to 10) obtained in our experiments

with those in Emerson’s second effect investigations

(approximately 1.2 to 2.2) shows that the effect pro-

voked by nonlinearity of the irradiance curves is

much stronger that that observed for Emerson’s en-

hancement effect. Obviously, the effect of irradiance

on photosynthesis is nonadditive not only for the

beams with different wavelengths (Emerson’s en-

hancement effect) but also for the beams with the

same wavelength. This statement was confirmed by

Warner and Berry [47] and Milin and Sivash [48]. As

pointed out earlier this effect is considered as a ‘‘cru-

cial experiment’’ for the assumption that the electrons

from water to NADP are transferred through two

consecutive photoacts.

B. PHOTOSYNTHESIS WITH SOLE PHOTOSYSTEM

Figure 1.14 presents a tentative diagram of electron

transport light reactions of photosynthesis in

green plants by a single photosystem on the basis

of the existing diagrams of Hill and Bendall and

Arnon’s group (cf. Hall and Evans [49]). The best

known electron carriers according to their corre-

sponding redox potentials are arranged in three

groups. The group of electron carriers at the reduc-

tion side of the photosystem, consisting of the pri-

mary acceptor of that photosystem Z (FRS; Fe-S),

feredoxine (FD), and flavoprotein (fp), is determined
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FIGURE 1.13 Dependence of the amplitude of the modu-

lated (0.5 sec light/0.5 sec dark) oxygen evolution in Scene-

desmus obliquus during the induction time of photosynthesis.

The two light beams have the same wavelength (650 nm) and

allow 10 and 6mmol/m2/s irradiances for modulated and

continuous beams, respectively. The continuous light is

switch on (arrow ‘‘a’’) and switch off (arrow ‘‘d.’’) Arrows

‘‘b’’ and ‘‘c’’ show switching off and switching on of the

modulated light beam, respectively.
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one (for detail see the text).



with the highest degree of significance. This group of

electron carriers has the highest negative redox poten-

tial and is closely connected with the reduction of

NADPþ. Besides this, it is known that FD partici-

pates also in the process of cyclic photophosphoryla-

tion, and on this account it is assumed that at this

point the electron transport chain branches off to-

ward the cyclic electron transport or the group of

electron carriers consisting of cytochrome b563, cyto-

chrome b559(L.P.), and probably plastoquinone (PQ).

The group of electron carriers consisting of plasto-

cyanine (PC), cytochrome b559(H.P.), and cytochrome

f shows a tendency toward oxidation upon illumin-

ation and is probably situated at the donor part of the

electron-transport chain. It is possible that some of

the carriers of this group take part in the cyclic elec-

tron transport.

The figure also shows the possible sites of photo-

phosphorylation at the cyclic electron transport, the

expected sites of action of best known inhibitors of

the individual reactions, and the artificial electron

donors and acceptors. With the exception of the nat-

ural electron acceptor in the reducing part of the

photosystem the electron carriers and the reactions

taking place in this part are relatively well known. All

electron carriers shown in the figure are at their re-

spective places in the cyclic transport according to

Hill and Bendall [2] and Knaff and Arnon [36]. Of

course, many details in both structural and functional

aspects should be clarified after a profound analysis

of the existing literature data.

Figure 1.14, indicating the functioning of the elec-

tron transport reactions of photosynthesis in green

plants, could explain the following experimental facts:

1. Emerson’s effects, the red drop and the en-

hancement, are explained by the principle of

the nonadditiveness in the action of light dur-

ing photosynthesis.

2. The existence of mutant forms algae (no. 8 of

Bishop) and also of different fragments from

chloroplasts (light fragments), which cannot

evolve oxygen, could be explained with dam-

ages of electron-transport chain in the oxida-

tive part (Z, Cythf, Cyth559[H.P.], PC, different

kinds of polypeptides), and for mutant no. 11

and for heavy chloroplast fragments with de-

structions in the reduction side (Phe, Fe-S, Fd)

[44].

3. The qualitatively different behaviors of the

photosynthesizing system toward light of wave-

lengths over and below 700 nm is probably due

to the unequal number of absorbed quanta;

hence, depending on the degree of reduction

of NADPþ, a change occurs in the relative

number of the electrons participating in the

cyclic and noncyclic pathways.

4. Depending on the sites of action of the various

inhibitors, they will lead to different effects. It

is possible that some of these substances may

have nonspecific action as well. Certainly, the

final effect of the action of individual inhibitors

will depend also on the corresponding sequence

of the electron carriers in the various groups.

5. As shown in our earlier work [30] the spectral-

transient effect of Blinks [41] and Myers and

French [42] could be considered as a result of

the superposition of the induction-type transi-

ent phenomenon observed during oxygen

evolution. As a consequence of different

permeabilities of the pigmented sections in

chloroplasts for light beams with different

wavelengths a change occurs in the frequency

of turning of the functioning reaction centers

and this leads to the difference in oxygen in-

duction curves. The same interpretation will be

valid also for the so-called ‘‘State 1–State 2’’

phenomenon. There is no doubt that these ef-

fects as well as data obtained upon investiga-

tion of photophosphorylation cannot be

considered as irrefutable arguments for the ser-

ial operation of the two photosystems in the

light reactions of photosynthesis.

IV. CONCLUSION

In every field of science the relevant and correct

choice of the basic principles or postulates has de-

cisive action on its future progress and development.

In photosynthesis, there are still many principal ques-

tions concerning the light reactions of photosynthesis

that remain unanswered. If the ‘‘enhancement effect’’

is a consequence of the nonlinearity of the irradiance

curves under low irradiances, then the idea about the

two consecutive photoacts in bringing the electron

from the primary electron donor to NADP loses its

crucial evidence. However, if the electrons are trans-

ferred in only one photoact then a problem from the

energetic point of view arises. According to Bolton

[50,51], if the photosynthetic process is affected by

one photosystem only (using only four photons),

then the fraction of photon energy («) at lmax (the

maximum wavelength at which photosynthesis could

be affected) should reach 0.73. This value is approxi-

mately equal or even higher than the theoretically

calculated thermodynamic limit. As a consequence,

it is postulated that the quantum requirement of

photosynthesis cannot be less than 8 to 12 quanta

per oxygen molecule evolved. However, as pointed



out by Brown and Frenkel [52], the experimental

determination of the minimum quantum requirement

of Chlorella photosynthesis has become one of the

most strenuously contested problems in all of biology

and thus before the acceptance of the idea about the

two photosystems there was no real agreement on the

value of the quantum efficiency. According to Bell

[53], an analysis of the available literature data

allowed the drawing of histograms in which from

nine studies, four reported quantum requirement

less then eight or even seven quanta. I believe that it

is possible that this contradiction can be overcome if

one accepts the idea of Warburg [54], Metzner [55],

and Stemler [28,56] that HCO�
3 is almost certainly the

immediate source of photosynthetically evolved oxy-

gen. In this case, the energy of one quantum with

wavelength of even 700 to 730 nm will be sufficient.

Obviously, if the bicarbonate ions and CO2 partici-

pate only as catalysts (reaction steps [a] to [i] in Sec-

tion II.C), the experiments with labeled oxygen

cannot be considered as evidence in support of the

statement that PSII receives its lost electrons directly

from water. The only conclusion that could be drawn

from these experiments is that the photosynthetic

oxygen comes from water, but this does not mean

that water is the immediate electron source to the

reaction centers of photosynthesis [55]. It seems that

we have no decisive experiments to prove the nature

of the electron donor of the reaction centers of photo-

synthesis. It is, therefore, necessary to undertake

a thorough study of the arguments considered in

favor of the participation of H2O and against the

participation of HCO�
3 ions as an immediate electron

source in the process of photosynthesis. Consider-

ing this statement the estimated values of the quan-

tum requirement, 5–6–9 quanta per oxygen [57–61],

which are lower than the estimated theoretical min-

imum quantum requirements (maximum efficiency)

of photosynthesis (10 quanta per oxygen), predicted

by the Z-scheme [62,63] seem entirely correct. Keep-

ing in mind that the entire photosynthetic process

contains a significant number of very complicated

biochemical steps, it is not possible to understand

how every photon is used with almost 100% effective-

ness without any losses even while believing that Na-

ture is built absolutely perfectly. The other strange

fact is that in many experiments (including Emer-

son’s) on action spectra of photosynthesis it is

shown that oxygen evolution could be observed even

at wavelengths around 720 to 730 nm where only

photosystem I should be active. Obviously, these re-

sults are in sharp disagreement with the concept of

two photosystems and consequently with the assump-

tion that the oxygen-evolving reaction centers receive

their lost electrons immediately from water. Thus, if

the energy for electron removal from bicarbonate ions

is twice lower [55] than from water molecules and the

electrons could be transferred with a single photosys-

tem (with one photon energy) then Nature will use

electrons from bicarbonate ions and will not create a

second photosystem.

Interpreting the sense of Warburg’s statement that

‘‘in a perfect nature photosynthesis is perfect too,’’ we

can state that Nature is built with maximum simpli-

city and at minimum expense.

There is no need to point out that the postulate of

two photosystems originates from the initial results

obtained during the investigation of mechanisms of

photosynthetic light reactions and in particular from

the results of oxygen evolution. All the other results

concerning the structural aspects of the photosyn-

thetic machinery, especially the polypeptide compos-

ition of thylakoid membranes and the ‘‘water-

oxidizing’’ system, the existence of heavy and light

fragments cannot be considered as evidence here. In

our previous works [20,64], we hypothesized that a

close relationship exists between the grana and

stroma localized PSII (PSIIa and PSIIb centers) and

the participation of two different mechanisms for

oxygen evolution. Obviously, during the process of

the development of the photosynthetic apparatus the

entire electron transport system cannot be con-

structed simultaneously. Consequently, in every

given time we could find different sorts of particles

similar to the observed heavy or light particles pos-

sessing different functional properties [65]. Moreover,

the different kinds of photosystems (PSIIa, PSIIb,

PSIg, and PSIs centers) should not be on any account

considered as artifacts and nonexisting. The main

problem is what is the real function of these structures

and whether the electron transfer from water (the

electrons after all are coming from water) to NADP

is accomplished with the participation of two con-

secutive photoacts or with a single one.

In conclusion, it should be stressed that the rejec-

tion of the ‘‘generally accepted’’ hypotheses with

more than 40 years of history is a very complicated,

difficult, and painful process and needs the cooper-

ation and efforts of many investigators in this field.

The aim of this work is only to show that there are

serious difficulties concerning the explanation of

existing experimental data supporting the concepts

of the PSU and the generally accepted ‘‘Z’’ scheme

of photosynthesis based on the assumption of two

photosystems operating in series [2] but also to em-

phasize the alternative pathways and mechanisms

explaining the basic principles of photosynthetic pro-

cesses. I hope that the young scientists in the 21th

century will reconsider more carefully the basic argu-

ments of these two hypotheses and speed up the



understanding of photosynthesis, the unique and im-

portant process for life on Earth.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thermoluminescence (TL) is defined as a burst of

light emission as a function of temperature during

the warming of a sample irradiated by light during

or before freezing. The energy for emission is supplied

by the recombination of positively and negatively

charged pairs produced by charge separation in

photochemically active centers. The emission origin-

ates from heat-activated recombination of electrons

and positive holes generated by irradiation that are

stabilized in frozen state at low temperature [1].

Arnold and Sherwood were the first to observe TL

in green plant materials. This was based on the dis-

covery of delayed luminescence by Strehler and

Arnold [2]. Their pioneering experiments gave various

indications that the emission results from reversal of

early reactions in the process of photosynthesis [3].

Besides photosynthetic materials, several minerals

show TL in various artificially produced solid states

such as semiconductors, organic solids, and complex

biological materials. TL can also be used for the

detection of irradiated food materials.

In photosynthesis, primary photochemical events

of charge separation or the formation of negative

and positive charged species occurs by light absorp-

tion of the reaction center chlorophyll in the thyla-

koid membrane. The charges generated in the reaction



center and the primary electron acceptor subse-

quently migrate through the electron transport sys-

tem. The reducing power of the electrons is stored as

NADPH and is used for carbon fixation, whereas

the oxidizing power derived from positive holes sup-

plies energy to hydrolyze water molecules by evolving

oxygen.

At room temperature, some of the positive and

negative charges are metastable and recombine spon-

taneously with lifetimes several orders of magnitude

higher than fluorescence to emit light, which is gener-

ally referred to as delayed light emission [4–6]. When

chloroplasts were cooled rapidly after or during ir-

radiation or irradiated at certain low temperatures,

some of the metastable changes are stabilized. On

warming such frozen chloroplasts, the stabilized posi-

tive and negative charges can recombine as they are

thermally activated over the barrier of activation en-

ergy. Thus, light is emitted from the chloroplast mol-

ecule that is excited by energy released from charge

recombination.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the

readers an overview of the mechanism of TL and its

application in the study of primary reactions of

photosynthesis. It is a simple and convenient tool to

study and delineate early steps of electron transport

including the water oxidation complex, as well as

primary and secondary electron acceptors. When

used in combination with other biophysical tech-

niques like fluorescence and electron spin resonance,

the amount of information that can be generated

from TL glow curves is really immense. We have

described some typical examples of the use of TL in

studying the mechanism of the water–oxidase com-

plex and the influence of various biotic and abiotic

stresses on the donor and the acceptor sides of photo-

system II (PSII), since TL mostly emanates from

PSII. The role of various ionic requirements in the

water oxidation complex and extrinsic protein were

also determined using TL. We shall only briefly touch

upon the theory of TL and not go into the details of

this process as a number of excellent reviews are

available on the subject [7,8]. This chapter mainly

focuses on the applications of this powerful technique

in study of photosynthesis.

Recently, a new phenomenon termed as ‘‘dark

TL’’ was reported by one of us (S.K.B.). The mech-

anism of light emission in this process seems very

different as it does not require any prior illumination

[9]. This phenomenon has been described in brief. The

theory and other aspects of this phenomenon are still

being worked out by one of us (S.K.B.). We may add

here that the development and fabrication of a new,

highly sensitive, and versatile TL equipment has

enabled us to detect this new phenomenon.

II. INSTRUMENTATION AND THEORY

A. THEORY OF THERMOLUMINESCENCE

Since electron traps and luminescence centers are as-

sociated with basic and functional membrane struc-

tures of chloroplasts, glow curve parameters are

useful in determining the electron trap characteristics,

such as activation energy, and the mean lifetime of

electrons in the trap states. Knowledge of these fac-

tors is likely to give insight into the characteristics of

the energy storage states as well as the probability of

leakage or loss of electrons in nonphotosynthetic

events. It is assumed that TL is a reversal of light-

induced electron transport similar to the proposals

made in several studies to explain the delayed light

[6,10–12]. Figure 2.1 shows the basic photochemical

reactions of PSII. Electron flow in the reverse direc-

tion, through two reaction centers P680 and P700, re-

sults in the generation of TL. It is assumed that light

is emitted from the first excited singlet state or triplet

state of the antenna chlorophyll to which the excita-

tion state was transferred after getting generated in

the reaction center chlorophyll.

Electron carriers are reaction center components

that could trap electrons. Reversal of electron flow,

also referred to as the back reaction, causes excita-

tion at the reaction center, which can migrate to the

antenna chlorophyll and produce fluorescence. Acti-

vation energies (E ) for some glow peaks by the

application of the Randall–Wilkins theory were

subsequently analyzed for all the glow peaks in a

comprehensive report in which E values, the preexpo-

nential frequency factors, and the lifetime of the elec-

tron trap states were calculated by several methods

[13–16]. They had used the Arrhenius equation to

QB QB
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H2O O2 PQH2 2H+
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Mn Yz P680 Pheo QA QB

Mn cluster
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FIGURE 2.1 Outline of the reactions in PSII reaction center

leading to oxidation of a water molecule by water–oxidase

complex. The S-state transition means S0 to S4 redox states

of the tetranuclear-Mn. The negative charges are generated

by the quinine reduction cycle. The positively charged Yzþ,

YDþ, and P680
þ molecules are generated during the electron

transfer process reducing the primary electron acceptor

quinine QA to QA
�. Subsequently, QA

� donates electrons

to QB forming semiquinone or quinol molecules.



determine other parameters. These analyses gave rise

to some questions regarding the applicability of the

Randall–Wilkins theory to explain the phenomenon

of thermoluminescence in photodynamic structures

like chloroplast membranes.

The intensity l of TL is given by the Arrehenius

equation

I ¼ fns exp (�E=kT)

where f is a constant of proportionality, n is the

number of trapped electrons, s is a preexponential

frequency factor with dimension S-1, E is the activa-

tion energy, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the

absolute temperature.

B. SETUP AND MEASUREMENT OF TL

The main steps of TL measurements are the excitation

of the sample and the cooling of the sample at low

temperature (liquid nitrogen), which is then followed

byheating in thedarkandsimultaneously recording the

luminescence emitted during heating. One simple and

very useful cryostat formeasuringTLwas fabricated in

our laboratory in the early 1970s although some other

devices are also available [17,18]. For themeasurement

of steady-state TL, a sample such as a section of leaf,

chloroplast, or algal material is placed on the sample

holder and is illuminated by white light or light of a

particular wavelength through amonochromator. The

sample holder is generally made up of copper and is

connected to a cold finger that is immersed in liquid

nitrogen. A heater coil placed under the sample holder

makes it possible to slowly and linearly change the

temperature of the sample. A programmable tempera-

ture controller ensures the linearity of heating. The

thermocouple welded to the sample holder monitors

the temperature of the sample and is connected to an

X–Y recorder. One of the major problems in TLmeas-

urements is that the intensity of the emitted light is very

weak and has to be amplified several fold and is meas-

ured with a red sensitive photomultiplier tube con-

nected through a differential amplifier to the input of

Y-axis of the recorder. The recorded emission intensity

against temperature is called the glow curve or a TL

band.The shapeof theglowcurve is strongly influenced

by various factors,mainly excitation temperature, time

of excitation, heating and cooling rate, and intensity

and wavelength of excitation light. The rate of cooling

of the sample during freezing and the rate of heating

while recording the glow curves are the two most im-

portant variables that affect the reproducibility of TL

data andmean peak temperatures. This may be largely

responsible for the variability reported in the literature

by various laboratories.

TL from photosynthetic materials can be easily

recorded by a home-made setup like the one described

by Tatake et al. [17]. As mentioned earlier, the

most essential procedure undertaken in a TL setup is

cooling the sample and the photomultiplier tube

so as to increase the signal-to-noise ratio followed by

controlled slow heating to measure the TL. A small

sample holder having minimal heat capacity is recom-

mended. A dark-relaxed leaf disk or a filter paper disk

having chloroplast suspension is illuminated mostly

with white room light and is quickly cooled to liquid

nitrogen temperature. The sample is then placed on

the cryostat that was previously cooled to liquid nitro-

gen temperature. The sample is then heated at a con-

stant rate of 0.5 to 18C/sec and the TL emission is

measured with a red-sensitive photomultiplier tube

while recording both the temperature and light emis-

sion. The glow curves (TL intensity versus sample

temperature) are then plotted. Typical glow curves

obtained from spinach chloroplast are shown in Fig-

ure 2.2. Single flash illumination or continuous light

illumination at low temperature gives only one TL

component but continuous illumination during sam-

ple cooling gives multiple components.

C. NOMENCLATURE

Basically, two different systems are used in the no-

menclature of TL glow curves: alphabetical and nu-

merical. Table 2.1 lists the tentative assignment of

glow peaks in these two nomenclatures. The glow

curves are characterized by the temperature max-

imum of the emission band and are assigned to the

different charge recombination (Table 2.1). The well-

characterized glow curves are peaks II (A), III (B1),

IV (B2) and peaks V (C), Z (Z), and I (Zv) according

to the two nomenclatures. Thus, about five to six

well-resolved peaks or bands are observed in the

photosynthetic material. However, peak positions

and temperatures of glow curves observed by various

authors show a slight variation due to the factors

outlined earlier. The B band (peak IV) is the most

well-characterized band among all the TL bands. In

addition, peaks II (A) and V (C band) have been

studied to some extent. It may be noted that peak V

(C band) is not related to the photosynthetic electron

chain. TL emission from photosystem I has been

reported by some workers; however, these peaks

have not yet been classified under any nomenclature

due to the lack of consensus about their origin [19].

D. CHARACTERISTICS OF GLOW CURVES

The glow curves of TL obtained from green plants

exhibit several peaks (Figure 2.2). In general, the glow



curves are simply characterized by the number of

peaks, the position, and relative intensity of the indi-

vidual bands. The first reports of TL from photosyn-

thetic materials were made by Arnold and Sherwood

[1] and Tollen and Calvin [20]. In both the reports

dried chloroplasts were used and it seems likely that

the observed TL reflected severely damaged systems.

These authors also noted that the TL glow curves

were also detected in fresh leaves, algae, and many

other photosynthetic organisms [21].

The works of Arnold and Azzi [3], Rubin and

Vanediktov [22], and DeVault et al. [23] represent a

significant step forward in this area of research. In

these reports, the first well-resolved TL peaks from

photosynthetic materials were presented. Rubin and

Vanediktov [22] resolved four peaks between �508C
and þ508C in samples illuminated during cooling and

only one band in samples illuminated at �508C. It
was subsequently reported by these researchers that

3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1-1-dimethylurea (DCMU)

(which blocks electron flow from Q�
A to Q�

B ) caused

the shift in the þ258C band to 108C.

The relationship between the functioning of the

photosynthetic apparatus and TL glow curves still

awaits an explanation about its origin and correlation

with various steps of the photosynthetic electron

transfer. It is now well accepted that the band

obtained at �1608C, the Z band, is not related to

the photosynthetic electron transport as it was

detected in chloroplasts inactivated by heat treatment

at 1008C for 3 to 5min [24]. It was concluded that this

band was due to phosphorescence from the decay of

the chlorophyll triplet molecule.

On heating the leaves up to 908C, peaks II to V

were not visible, which was considered as an evidence

that these peaks originate from the recombination of

charges stabilized on various electron acceptors and

donors of the electron transport chain [4]. Illumin-

ation of isolated chloroplast with continuous light at

�208C gives a high peak (II) and two lower peaks (III

and IV), whereas illumination below �408C yields

two high peaks (III and IV) and a low peak (II). In

the presence of 2,5-dibromo-3-methyl-6-isopropyl-p-

benzoquinone (DBMIB) and at low pH, the main

band at þ258C (peak IV) was not visible [25]. Based

on several observations, it was concluded that plasto-

quinone was involved in the generation of peaks III

and IV. Through elegant studies of Demeter and cow-

orkers, the oscillation of the B band was demon-

strated and it was concluded that the negative

charge of the B band is located on QB, the secondary

acceptor of PSII [26,27]. In general, peak V is strongly

resistant to inhibitors such as DCMU, which block

electron transfer from QA to QB. These observations

have led to the conclusion that the negative charge

responsible for peak V (C band) is located on QA

[28,29].
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FIGURE 2.2 (A) A typical glow curve of spinach chloroplast

frozen in the presence of intense white light at 77K. (B)Glow

curve of spinach chloroplast — same as above except for

pretreatment of the chloroplasts with 10mM DCMU.

(From Tatake VG, Desai TS, Govindjee, Sane PV. Photo-

chem. Photobiol. 1981; 33:243–250. With permission.)

TABLE 2.1
Nomenclature of TL Glow Peaks in Plants

Peak

Approximate

Temperature (8C) Origin

Mean Lifetime

(t, sec)

Z �160 ChlþChl� 0.2

Z1 �70 Pþ
680Q

�
A 1.3

II (A) �10 S3Q
�
A —

III (B1) þ20 S3Q
�
B —

IV (B2) þ30 S2Q
�
B 29

V (C) þ50 YDþQ�
A 1062

AG þ45 S2/S3QB 1.3

Notes: Emission maxima of peak II is at 740 nm and the excitation

maxima in the blue region. Peaks Z1, II (A), IV (B2), and V (C)

oscillate with flash number and the maxima differs between S3 for

peak II, S2/S3 for peak IV (B), and S1 for peak V (C). Some peaks

oscillate when diuron was added after excitation, for example,

peaks II and V (C).



Most of the TL bands are closely related to the

oxygen evolving system as shown by Inoue and Shi-

bata [30]. However, some genetic studies seem to

contradict this generalization. It is now well accepted

that Mn2þ-containing enzymes participate in the pro-

cess of oxygen evolution [31]. It is shown that the

intensity of peaks I and IV (A and B bands) are

extremely low in Mn2þ-deficient algae but the add-

ition of Mn2þ ions followed by short repetitive flashes

restore oxygen evolution and the appearance of glow

curves, especially peaks I and IV.

It is well known that oxygen evolution in chloro-

plast illuminated with very short repetitive flashes

shows a period four oscillation [32]. Oscillations were

also seen in the case of TL bands, especially peaks III

to V. The oscillation of peak IV (B band) of the TL

band is the best-characterized band showing maxima

at 2, 6, 10, etc., flashes with a periodicity of four

[33,34]. Manganese oxidation states S2/S3 were found

to be the most luminescent states. The different TL

peaks attributed to S2Q
�
A and S2Q

�
B reflect different

activation energies for the recombination reaction to

take place in each of these states. This energy differ-

ence may, in part, reflect a different midpoint poten-

tial between the QA/Q
�
A and QB/Q

�
B redox couple.

In dark-adapted chloroplasts, the distribution of

S0 and S1 are 25% and 75%, respectively [35]. Thus,

the maxima obtained after the second flash indicate

the participation of the S3 state in the generation of

peak IV (B band). Based on several studies it has been

concluded that peak III (B1 band) originates from

S3Q
�
B and peak IV (B2 band) originates from the

recombination of S2Q
�
B .

Peak V (C band) was first observed in DCMU-

treated chloroplasts and in etiolated leaves [36]. Since

in etiolated leaves the oxygen evolving system is in-

active, it has been suggested that peak V is not related

to the water splitting enzyme. However, several stud-

ies have shown that this peak also undergoes a period

four oscillation and it has been proposed that this

band may be originating from the charge recombin-

ation of the S0Q
�
A and S1Q

�
A redox couple [37,38].

Several other observations on peak V using inhibitors

like tetranitromethane [39] and o-phthalaldehyde [40]

indicate that any block in the transfer of electrons

from QA to QB results in an intensified peak V, thus

confirming that this peak originates from the recom-

bination of S0Q
�
A and S1Q

�
A. In addition, peak II

(Q band) was also considerably enhanced under simi-

lar conditions [41]. The intensification of peak II de-

pends on several factors such as temperature at which

the sample was excited, intensity of excitation, and

source and duration of excitation [42,43]. In addition,

cooling rate is also an important factor. When the leaf

disks are cooled slowly (time taken to cool to 77K in

our setup is about 50 sec), this band reaches its max-

imal intensity and decays in seconds.

E. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TL AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS

The involvement of PSII in TL from green plants was

first proposed by Arnold and Azzi [3]. They found

that peaks II to V were absent in the Scenedesmus

mutant deficient in PSII but were present in mutants

lacking PSI. Hence, most of the glow peaks seems to

originate from PSII; although a few early reports on

the origin of one or two glow peaks from PSI are

available in the literature, it is now well accepted

that these glow peaks could have been due to some

artifacts of measurements or incorrect interpretation

of data [44]. All the subsequent studies have un-

equivocally confirmed that all peaks resulting from

the charge recombination in the region of �408C to

þ508C have their origin in PSII activity.

This finding has been further corroborated by

subsequent experimentation by several workers

using bundle sheath chloroplasts of C-4 plants that

apparently lack PSII and, therefore, show very weak

TL. The inhibition of PSI activity by HgCl2 does not

affect the glow peak yield of isolated chloroplast

[44,45]. Several other studies using herbicides and

inhibitors that interact with PSI electron flow sup-

ports this conclusion.

III. A NEW PHENOMENON: QUANTUM
CONFINEMENT AS A SOURCE OF TL

Recently, a new phenomenon of TL has been reported

both in photosynthetic and nonphotosynthetic bio-

logical materials without excitation by any irradiation

or external stimulus. It is called dark-TL or ‘‘quantum

confinement TL’’ and presumably does not require any

charge recombination and therefore rules out the ap-

plication of the Randall–Wilkins theory to interpret

TL [15]. This paper argues that the sources of glow seen

by the TL technique may be largely from in vivo bio-

logical nanoparticles having the property of quantum

confinement that entails trapping of energy and

delayed emission typical of semiconductor nanoparti-

cles and not solely due to charge recombination. This

phenomenon could be observed not only in photosyn-

thetic materials but also in several nonphotosynthetic

organisms like bacterial cells and several other bio-

logical samples. Arnold and Sherwood [1] also ob-

served this phenomenon in air-dried chloroplast

wherein preparations when exposed to light and then

allowed to stand in dark for several hours gave some

glow. This aspect was not presented in the paper as it

was not considered important and hence neglected.

However, nonreproducibility of the TL curves from



different laboratories still raises some questions.

The new phenomenon raises doubt about the inter-

pretation of the results and addresses some of the

questions about the origin of TL [9]. A new micropro-

cessor-based instrument was developed to eliminate

the uncontrolled variations in the process of light ex-

posure during cooling and relaxation time before light

exposure, which seem to influence the details of the

glow curve [46]. While testing the instrument, during

its development with spinach leaf and culture of cy-

anobacteria, the appropriate negative controls were

difficult to design. This was because a second cycle of

cooling and heating of a sample of photosynthetic

material glowed at varying temperatures, though at

the end of the first cycle the sample reached nearly

þ1108C. This glow suggested that TL from the reused

sample was presumably not due to charge recombin-

ation, since all the charges should have been eliminated

in the first heating phase after which the electron trans-

fer system should have been destroyed. And since no

light was applied before the subsequent heating phase,

fresh charge separation could not have occurred and

kept stabilized in the cooling phase of the second cycle.

Moreover, it was possible to generate glow peaks and

bands during repeated cooling and heating cycles at

approximately the same temperature range as in the

first cycle after light exposure and all subsequent cycles

were recorded without any light exposure (for details

see legend to Figure 2.3). This clearly raises a difficult

question: Are the glow peaks of the earlier reports

entirely a consequence of light excitation or are they

mixed up with signals also resulting from heat entrap-

ment independent of the energy of the captured light

that was delivered with a view to trap charge pairs at

low temperature?

IV. APPLICATIONS OF TL IN PSII
PHOTOCHEMISTRY

TL as described earlier is a very useful tool for the

study of early reactions of photosynthetic electron

transfer both at the acceptor and the donor sides of

the chain. There are a large number of researches that

have used this technique to study the electron trans-

port chain from the water–oxidase complex to PSI

(secondary quinone acceptor). The effects of various

abiotic and biotic stress factors that influence PSII

activity, such as UV, high light, high temperature,

drought, viral infection, hormonal effect, have also

been studied. The role of various cofactors and ionic

requirements were also confirmed by using TL. The

role of amino acid residues essential for binding of

herbicide was also explained by site-directed muta-

genesis studies of Synechocystis.

Heterogeneity of PSII was also confirmed by TL in

addition to other biophysical techniques like fluores-

cence, electron spin resonance, and pulse amplitude

modulated fluorescence (PAM). The effect of gly-

cine–betaine and other solutes on Mn2þ depletion of

the water oxidation complex was also studied by TL.

In the next section, we describe some of the typical

applications of TL in studying early reactions of

photosynthesis and the effects of various factors affect-

ing photosynthetic electron transfer reactions. The po-

tential of this technique in conjunction with oxygen

evolution and fluorescence (both steady state and vari-

able) could provide a wealth of information on the

functioning of photosynthetic electron transport.

A. EFFECT OF ELEVATED LIGHT ON PSII

TL has been extensively used to investigate the high

light induced fluorescence quenching phenomenon in

plants. It is generally accepted that the target of photo-

inhibition is the D1 protein or the QB binding protein

whose turnover is light-dependent. Changes in the
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FIGURE 2.3 Superimposed dark-TL signals in the heating

phase of first to fifth excursions of the same sample as func-

tion of sample temperature. The samplewas a circular plug of

15mmdiameter incised froma fresh spinach leaf kept at room

temperature exposed to full room light. No idling was done

before the first excursion. a: first excursion; b: second excur-

sion after 50 ml of water was added at the end of the first run;

c: third excursion.d: fourth excursion; e: fifth excursion.After

adding 50 ml of water at the end of first run, the sample was

not disturbed and remained in dark all through till the end of

the experiment of five excursions. The peak position is at

about 438C that is within the range of the dark-TL signal

from the first run when no water was added. The low tem-

perature bands peak at about �968C and �1138C in second

and third excursions respectively, but the high temperature

band is close to 42 8C in all the reruns except the last onewhen

no significant signal was seen. (Adapted after corrections

from Bhattacharjee SK, In: Proceedings of BIOTALK-1,

February 6–7, 2003, pp. 37–43, Hislop School of Biotechnol-

ogy, Nagpur, India).



properties of the reaction center during photoinhibi-

tion in Chlamydomonas have been described using TL

[47,48]. Photoinhibition shifts peak IV (B band) emis-

sionbycausing thedestabilizationof theS2Q
�
B stateand

recombination takingplace at lower temperature (158C
to178C).This correlateswith the increase in thevalueof
intrinsic fluorescence F0 and the decrease in the S2Q

�
A

signal. While at extensive photo inhibitory levels of

light the B-type signal was completely lost, S2Q
�
A band

emission remained at about 20%. These events seem to

be connected to light-dependent turnover of D1 pro-

tein. The mechanism of photoinhibition was studied

using TL as a probe. Light-induced changes were seen

in isolated thylakoids such as destabilization of QB

bound to D1 protein, which was demonstrated by the

reduction in S2/S3 charge recombination by TL data

[49]. The irreversible light-dependent modification of

D1 protein may serve as the signal for its degradation

andmaybe replacedbynewly synthesizedmolecules. In

another interesting study on site-specificmutants ofD1

polypeptide in Synechocystis PCC 6803, having dele-

tionson threeglutamate residues (242 to244 fromtheN

terminal), itwas shown that themutationsmodified the

stability ofD1 protein, themanganese transition states,

and the charge recombinant S2QA/S2QB states of PSII

as demonstrated by TLmeasurements [50].

Protection of plants against photooxidative dam-

age by violaxanthine has been shown by using

TL. The results show that the violaxanthine cycle

specifically protects thylakoid membranes against

photooxidation by a mechanism involving the partial

quenching of a single excited chlorophyll [51]. Lipo-

philic antioxidants like vitamin E could be involved in

high phototolerance [52].

Chlorophyll fluorescence technique is of limited use

in distinguishing between differentmechanistic models

of photodamage; hence, it is necessary to use alterna-

tive complementary techniques like TL to unravel pro-

cesses involved in regulation and damage of PSII by

extraneous factors. To investigate the mechanism that

potentially protects PSII against high light damage by

dissipating part of excess energy as heat, TL has been

used as a barometer of chlorophyll fluorescence

quenching [48]. The nature and relative intensity of

the TL signal provide information about state of PSII.

B. ELUCIDATING THE EFFECT AND ACTION OF ADRY
AGENTS

Carbonylcyanide m-chlorophenyl hydrazone (CCCP)

is an agents accelerating the deactivation of water

splitting enzyme (ADRY) agent whose presence accel-

erates the deactivation of the water splitting enzyme

system. Thus, the higher oxidized ‘‘S’’ states that are

created in light quickly revert to the lower ‘‘S’’ state in

the presence of CCCP. The data show that the appear-

ance of peaks I andVdoes not require the formation of

the ‘‘S’’ state; however, the formation of the ‘‘S’’ state

is absolutely essential for the appearance of peaks II to

IV. The molecular mechanism of ADRY agents was

also elucidated by excellent TL studies. The nature of

oxidizing and reducing (redox) equivalents stored in

PSII has been shown by TL studies. These studies

showed that the most powerful ADRY agent, ANT-

2p, is an inhibitor of R causing detrapping of electrons

from B� and holes from S2/S3. It also reduces TL yield

due to recombination of the reduced primary plasto-

quinone acceptor, X-320, and S2 at room temperature

as well as subzero temperatures. The data further con-

firm that ANT-2p acts as a mobile species that effect-

ively enhances decay of S2 and S3. With respect to the

mechanism of action of ADRY, it can be concluded

that ANT-2p does not affect the quantum yield of

exciton formation via recombination of S2 and S3
with either X-320 or B�. ANT-2p specifically acceler-

ates decay of S2 and S3 species [53,54].

C. TEMPERATURE STRESS

Temperature is one of the most important factors

limiting crop yield. Both low- and high-temperature

stress could affect electron transport and carbon fix-

ation reactions of photosynthesis. The effect of chil-

ling stress on TL bands appearing at positive

temperatures of 408C to 508C was investigated [55].

Far-red light irradiation of leaves induced a positive

temperature band (AG band) peaking at 408C to

458C together with the B band (208C to 308C). Severe
stress affects both AG and B bands. The appearance

of a low-temperature band indicates lipid peroxida-

tion in membranes. Thus, TL is also useful in study-

ing membrane fluidity and the effect of low

temperature on membrane integrity. Chilling-tolerant

plants did not show AG band changes, making it a

useful indicator for the selection of chilling-tolerant

plants. Alteration of PSII activity due to mild and

severe heat stress was also investigated [56]. While

leaves exposed to mild heat stress retained the ability

to withstand transitions, severe heat stress affected

the acceptor side of PSII and the donor side remained

unaffected. The effect of temperature (low, room, and

high temperatures) on photoinhibition was studied in

pothos leaves using TL as a probe [55]. TL bands III

and IV associated with S2/3Q
�
A were more sensitive to

photoinhibition at chilling and high temperature, in-

dicating a synergistic effect of these two different

types of stresses. Peak V, however, was resistant to

photoinhibition; such a behavior can be expected as

this peak is not known to be involved in the main

chain of the electron transport pathway.



PS II under temperature stress is more susceptible to

photoinhibition and osmolytes such as glycine–

betaine have been shown to stabilize the oxygen

evolving function of the PSII core complex. The sta-

bilization effect is due to the minimization of protein–

water interaction as proposed by Akazawa and Tima-

sheff [56]. Decreased PSII activity after thermal stress

has been primarily linked to the destruction of the

oxygen evolving complex by virtue of the release of

Mn2þ from the PSII core complex together with the

loss of three extrinsic polypeptides. It has been pro-

posed that HisþQ�
A may be responsible for TL at 308C

and the TL at 558C may originate from the recom-

bination of Zþ and the acceptor side of PSII. Osmo-

lyte seems to stabilize the Mn2þ cluster and increase

the binding of the three extrinsic polypeptides. A

similar mechanism is proposed for reduced heat stress

sensitivity of PSII in the presence of cosolute [57].

Decreases in the rate of photosynthesis constitute

one of the primary symptoms of plant cell damage

by high temperature and other abiotic stresses. The

integrity of thylakoid membranes is perturbed result-

ing in damage to the PSII reaction center, which can

be easily quantified by using TL. The electron trans-

port is the most heat-sensitive reaction that can be

completely studied by TL glow curves using various

inhibitors and protective agents like glycine–betaine

and other osmolytes that improve osmotic potential

and improve heat tolerance of thylakoid membranes

in vivo [58].

Low-temperature stress (58C) toArabidopsis plants
is associated with changes in the acceptor side of PSII

involving redox potentials of QA and QB, which was

indicated byTL studies [59]. It is proposed from theTL

data obtained that the population of Q�
A facilitates

back reaction with P680
þ and thus enhancing dissipa-

tion of excess energy in PSII. The reasons for the

increased resistance of cold-hardened plants to low-

temperature photoinhibition were explained using this

simple technique [59]. In another study using TL as a

tool, Sane et al. [60] have suggested that lowering the

redox potential of QB by exchanging D1:1 for D1:2

imparts the increased resistance to high excitation

pressure and temperature stress by specific functional

changes in electron transport [60].

Oxidative stress during drought or methyl violo-

gen treatment in plants lacking CDSP32 showed

higher lipid peroxidation as compared to the control.

Measurements of chlorophyll TL showed the critical

component in the defense system [61].

D. EFFECT OF UV RADIATION

The effect of UV-A radiation on isolated thylakoid

was studied using TL as a probe. The results using

flash experiments indicated that UV causes an in-

creased amount of the S0 state in dark, showing the

direct effect of UV-A on the water oxidation complex.

TL measurements also showed that UV-A induced

loss of PSII centers and decreased the amount of Q�
B

relative to QB
þ, indicating that the reduction of QB

and oxidation of Q�
A was affected. Hence, UV-A af-

fects both the water oxidizing complex and the bind-

ing site of QB quinone [62].

E. SALT AND HORMONAL STRESS

TL parameters of intact leaves of NaCl-stressed seed-

lings show significant changes in glow curve pattern.

Salt stress causes destabilization of QA and QB, lead-

ing to a decrease in the Q and B bands. There were

subtle differences in the intact leaf and the isolated

thylakoid with respect to the intensity of the two glow

curves at þ108C and þ328C. This was explained in

terms of aging effect and chlorophyll concentration

[63]. In a similar study, it was observed that in aging

leaf of Mung bean the TL patterns in leaf and thyla-

koid were quite different. The aging of leaf brings

about a decrease in the B band and an increase in

the Q band, indicating a block in QA to QB transfer

[63]. An endogenous electron transport inhibitor was

postulated during aging based on the TL data [64].

The effect of jasmonic acid (JA) on the PSII reaction

was assessed by TL measurements and oxygen evolu-

tion. JA is known to affect plant photosynthesis in

general and photosynthetic electron transport in par-

ticular; however, the mechanism was elucidated using

TL measurements after hormone treatment. JA-trea-

ted samples showed reduced efficiency in utilization

of oxidizing equivalents and retardation of ‘‘S’’ state

transition, especially S2 and S3 transition was signifi-

cantly destabilized [65]. JA has an effect on the PSII

donor side, which may be related to specific changes

in the polypeptide pattern [66].

F. INDICATOR OF BIOTIC AND ABIOTIC

STRESSES IN PLANTS

It has been proposed that the AG band of a TL profile

obtained from various green tissues was sensitive to

various abiotic stresses and can be a useful indicator of

stress effects and response in plants. However, the

behavior of the AG band depends on several factors

such as leaf age, position, which must be controlled

using various means for obtaining meaningful data

[67]. In addition, a downshift in the band was also

observed during stress such as freezing temperature.

Changes in TL characteristics as well as oxygen evolv-

ing capacity were used to characterize plants infected

with pepper and paprika mottle virus. Electron trans-

fer activity was inhibited by virus infection as shown

by the shift in the temperature at which the B band



appears from 208C to 358C, corresponding to S3 (S2)

Q�
B to S2Q

�
B charge recombination, which showed that

the inhibition exists in the formation of the higher ‘‘S’’

state in the water splitting system [68]. Simultaneously,

a new band appeared at 708C due to chemilumines-

cence of lipid peroxides [69].

Heavy metal exerts multiple inhibitory effects on

photosynthesis at different structural and metabolic

levels. A strong influence of Cd2þ on D1 protein

turnover has been observed. Monitoring the effect

of Cu2þ, Zn2þ, and AS2þ on an algal system using

advanced and sensitive biophysical techniques such as

electron spin resonance, fluorescence, and thermo-

luminescence have been attempted. PSII can be used

as biosensors based on its response to heavy metals in

isolated thylakoids and PSII particles as determined

by TL glow curve characteristics. This can help in

monitoring environmental pollution in aquatic and

terrestrial ecosystems [69].

Inhibition of PSII by heavy metals (HMS) is ac-

companied by several effects on photosynthetic mem-

branes such as disappearance of grana stack and

release of some extrinsic polypeptides of the reaction

center. Membrane fluidity can be easily studied using

TL and the mechanism of heavy metal stress can be

delineated. Since there is a close synchronization be-

tween the effect of HMS and level of irradiance, these

can be studied together by TL using both steady-state

and flash-induced glow curves.

Though the photosynthetic reaction centers are

known to have good efficiency in forward flow of elec-

tronsminimizing the loss of photochemical energy, it is

important to know the factors that facilitate back flow

of electrons and instability of photosynthetic systems

related to charge recombination. Lack of stable charge

separation has been one of the major bottlenecks in

developing artificial systems that harvest solar energy

by mimicking photosynthesis. Since TL occurs by the

back reactions of separated charges during electron

transfer, it would be a useful tool in understanding

and improving the efficiency of artificial photosyn-

thetic systems. It is usually observed that artificial sys-

tems are temperature-sensitive and also the transfer

times are different. In one such study, it was observed

that protein chemical agents can be used to alter the

temperature range (making it more optimal) and time

period of stable operation of biodevices [69].

G. REGULATION OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND

NITROGEN FIXATION

The effect of nitrogen limitation on PSII activity in

cyanobacterium was studied using fluorescence and

TL measurements. Nitrogen deprivation decreased

Fv/Fm, the amplitude of the B band, and the rate

of Q�
A reoxidation. These indicated loss of PSII and

the formation of nonfunctional PSI centers and

continuous reduction of D1 protein content [70].

The strong decrease in D1 protein levels under N-

deprivation in Prochlorococcus marinus is consistent

with results from eukaryotic algae. D1 protein is the

most rapidly turned over component of the thylakoid

membrane and its continuous recycling is critical

for PSII function. In the case of P. marinus, N-limi-

tation blocked de novo synthesis and inhibited PSII

repair, leading to progressive inactivation of PSII.

In contrast, in Synecococcus no significant changes

were reported in D1 content under comparable

N-limitation.

Unlike heterocystous cyanobacteria, most of

the filamentous nonheterocystous cyanobacteria

have the ability to fix nitrogen and carry out photo-

synthesis by the same undifferentiated cells. The regu-

lation of these two processes was studied using TL

as a probe [71]. Since oxygen is inhibitory to nitro-

genase and during the photosynthetic phase oxygen

is evolved that could be inhibitory to nitrogen fix-

ation, the two phases have to be separated either

temporally or spatially as in the case of heterocystous

cyanobacteria where a specialized cell type does

the nitrogen fixation. On the basis of a detailed

TL study on both the acceptor and donor sides

of PSII, it was concluded that the redox level of QB,

the secondary quinine acceptor, regulates the two

phases. A shift in peak temperature from 258C in

the P-phase to 108C in the N-phase is likely to be

due to changes in the redox potential of the oxidizing

and reducing equivalents involved in generating these

band or glow peaks.

Atrazine-resistant species showed a similar shift in

the B band from 25 to 158C, indicating a block in QA

to QB transfer. The decrease in redox potential was

from 70mV in susceptible species to 30mV in atra-

zine-resistant species. Peak temperature and stability

of the B band is shown to depend on quinine moieties

involved in it. The modification of D1 protein led to a

shift in the B band temperature to the lower side. The

degree of downshift was related to the stability of the

QB protein complex.

The donor side was not affected during the nitro-

gen fixing phase but the downregulation of photo-

synthesis was brought about by the enhanced

degradation of the QB protein, as evidenced by

the appearance of a strong TL band at þ108C in the

N-phase due to recombination of S2/S3 Q
�
A instead of

S2/S3 Q
�
B in the P-phase [71].

H. HERBICIDE EFFECTS

The resistance to inhibition of electron transport by

triazine and other herbicides is due to an alteration in

the herbicide binding site, which is clearly shown as



the QB binding site on D1 protein. It has been well

documented that redox states of primary and second-

ary quinone acceptors of PSII can be investigated by

TL. Using TL, it has been shown that the midpoint

oxidation–reduction potential of a secondary quinone

acceptor was lowered in herbicide-resistant plants as

compared to the susceptible plant types. The mid-

point potential can be calculated mathematically

from the TL data [72].

Since the oscillation pattern characterizing the

‘‘S’’ states does not change upon addition of

DCMU, atrazine, and 4,6 dintro-o-cresol (DNOC),

the acceptor side of PSII should be responsible for the

differences in peak positions of the bands appearing

after herbicide treatment. The results of displacement

experiments suggest that DCMU, atrazine, and

DNOC have a common binding site in chloroplast

membranes and TL bands appearing at þ68C, 08C,
and �138C can be related to an electron transport

component that is located between the site of action

of these herbicides and P680.

The difference in peak positions of these bands

can be explained in two ways:

1. The structural modification of the protein-

aceous component of Q and B, due to binding

of DCMU, atrazine, and DNOC, changes

the mutual orientation of separation of Q

and P680 so that the probability of reverse

flow of electrons from Q to P680 changes.

Thus, a change in the position of the TL band

is caused.

2. From the theory of TL it follows that the

peak position of TL bands is determined by

the redox span between the donor and the ac-

ceptor molecules, particularly the recombin-

ation.

Since the S3 state is responsible for major glow

curves and the addition of herbicide can shift the

midpoint redox potential of Q to a different value,

the redox state of Q is reflected in the shift of the peak

position.

Herbicide-resistant mutants of Synechocystis

were generated, which showed significant conforma-

tional changes in the QB binding region of PSII [73].

TL and fluorescence measurements were used to con-

firm lack of functional PSII activity. TL data showed

that QA to QB transfer was significantly impaired. The

mutants also showed increased resistance to trazine.

The results further showed that structural changes in

the QB binding region affected the herbicide and plas-

toquinone binding and also perturbed the normal

regulatory factors that control degradation of D1

protein.

I. ROLE OF SMALL COMPONENTS OF PSII IN

ELECTRON TRANSPORT — A TL STUDY

The PSII complex of photosynthetic oxygen evolving

membranes comprises a number of small proteins

whose function is still unknown. The TL technique

has been effectively used to delineate the function of

these small proteins in photosynthetic electron trans-

fer reactions. The role of Cytb559 in PSII was also

proposed from TL data [74]. Cytb559 plays an im-

portant role in maintaining the plastoquinone pool

and thereby the acceptor side of PSII is oxidized in

dark. A single alteration in terms of a point mutation

(Phe–Ser) inhibits this function. A low molecular

weight protein coded by psbJ gene is an intrinsic

component of the PSII complex [75]. TL, fluores-

cence, and oxygen flash yield studies indicate that

inactivation of the gene reduces PSII-mediated oxy-

gen evolution, although PSII can be assembled in the

absence of psbJ. Both the forward electron flow from

QA to PQ and the back flow of electrons to Mn(ox)

are deregulated in the absence of psbJ and affects the

efficiency of PSII and charge separation.

Analyses of steady-state and flash-induced oxygen

evolution and TL profiles demonstrated that psbY

mutant cells have normal photosynthetic activities.

Thus, psbY protein is not essential for oxygenic

photosynthesis and is also not a ligand for Mn2þ

coordination in the oxygen evolving complex [76].

Chlorophyll florescence, electron paramagnetic res-

onance spectroscopy, and TL technique have been

used to demonstrate that only the dimeric form of

CP47–RC complex showed electron transfer activity

and QA reduction [77].

The gene product of PsbU, a 12 kDa extrinsic

protein of PSII, seems to be essential for optimizing

Ca2þ and Cl� requirements and for maintaining the

functional structure of the oxygen evolving complex

[78]. A shift in the B and Q bands of TL with a

concomitant increase in Q band intensity indicate

that the above TL and fluorescence measurements of

WT and the mutant of Synechocystis sp. PCC 7942

showed that the subunit II of NADH dehydrogenase

is essential for functional operation of PSII electron

transport at low CO2 concentrations. The inability to

accumulate Ci under air is due to disruption of elec-

tron transport in this mutant [79].

The modification of the QB binding site by site-

directed mutagenesis of essential amino acid residues

of D1 protein seems to influence the binding of QB

and herbicides, which also induces changes in TL

quantum yield and lifetime of S2 and S3 of the water

oxidation complex [80]. TL data show that Ser264 is

essential for atrazine and DCMU binding, whereas

Phe255, although involved in atrazine binding, does



not affect DCMU binding [81]. Arylaminobenzoate

derivatives were found to be efficient inhibitors of

photosynthetic electron transport at the acceptor side

of PSII. This conclusion was supported by TL and

other techniques [81]. The molecular mechanism of

arylaminobenzoate, which is Cl� channel inhibitor,

blocks PSII activity at low concentration. Its effect is

like an herbicide since it also blocks the transfer of

electron fromQA toQB at the acceptor side of PSII [81].

J. HETEROGENEITY IN PHOTOSYSTEM II

The measurement of recombination kinetics of S2Q
�
B

using TL revealed that PSII exists in at least two

substates with distinct kinetic and thermodynamic

behaviors. It is further suggested that heterogeneity

probably exists because of two conformational sub-

states of PSII proteins [81]. In principle, a TL band

can provide information about the enthalpies of acti-

vation, the intrinsic rate constants, and entropic fac-

tors for charge recombination. However, previous

attempts were only partially successful. The measure-

ments presented by Townsend et al. [78] provided the

method for deriving quantitative data from TL

curves. It allows the resolution of the TL band into

components representing different substates. TL sig-

nals were recorded from grana stacks, margins, and

stroma lamellae from fractionated and dark-adapted

thylakoid membranes of spinach to demonstrate het-

erogeneity of PSII and the mechanism of photoinhi-

bition. Stroma lamellae mainly gave rise to a C band

having emission at 428C and 528C in the absence and

in the presence of DCMU. This resulted in inactive

PSII centers [82].

K. REDOX STATES OF ELECTRON TRANSFER IN

CRASSULACEAN ACID METABOLISM (CAM)
AND C-3 PLANTS

TL signals were measured in leaves of facultative

CAM plants Mesembryanthemum crystallinum L. fol-

lowing induction of CAM by salt treatment. The

TL measurements were made during and after CAM

induction. The results show that the 468C TL band

was an indicator of the metabolic state of leaf origin-

ating from PSII centers in the S2/S3 QB oxidation

state. The intensity of the 468C band shows diurnal

rhythm and maximum intensity were observed in the

morning and in the evening. TL can be a very useful

tool in studying rhythmicity in plant systems. The

redox state of the electron transport chain is different

in CAM condition as compared to C-3 and changes

induced by CAM can be monitored by measuring

the amplitude of the TL band at 468C by flash exci-

tation [83].

L. IONIC REQUIREMENT OF WATER–OXIDASE SYSTEM

TL measurements clearly showed that the normal

course of charge accumulation is impaired by the

removal of Cl� from the PSII reaction center. The

sensitive step is the formation of the S4 state that is

capable of producing oxygen. In addition, S2 and S3
states formed in Cl�-deficient enzyme have profound

altered properties. Ca2þ is required for maintaining

the conformation of all polypeptides, and TL patterns

of Ca2þ-depleted thylakoids may show changes in TL

glow curves as removal of 18 and 23 kDa polypep-

tides [84].

Superoxide formation during photosynthesis

seems to contribute to rapid inactivation of the sec-

ondary donor of PSII. The donor side becomes se-

lectively inactivated by photodamage, which may

have been initiated by overreduction of QA, and re-

sults in superoxide formation. This was demonstrated

by TL measurements of inactivation at the donor site

and also over reduction of QA [82,85].

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The phenomenon of thermoluminescence in photo-

synthetic materials, discovered some 46 years ago,

has immensely helped in furthering our knowledge

on many redox reactions of PSII. The role of several

small molecular weight proteins, which are intrinsic-

ally part of the PSII complex and whose functional

identities were not known, could be assigned a func-

tion based on the data obtained using TL. The instru-

mentation is relatively simple and can be easily

fabricated even in laboratories having minimal infra-

structural support. The method can be applied to

study almost all redox components of PSII in both

intact leaves and isolated system. A shift in the peak

position of the TL band indicates change in the redox

distance between the positively charged donor and the

negatively charged acceptor. The oscillation in the

amount of oxidized donor or reduced acceptor mol-

ecule undergoing charge recombination can be fol-

lowed by flash-dependent amplitude change in TL.

On the basis of the oscillation pattern of TL, a

block in the ‘‘S’’ state transition can be demonstrated

along with the threshold temperature of the ‘‘S’’ state

transition.

The disappearance of the TL band with a con-

comitant intensification of another one indicates the

block in the electron transport chain and accumula-

tion of charges on new components located before the

site of the block. TL characteristics may help in iden-

tifying new site(s) of action of herbicides and other

agents.



However, the method has some limitations as this

cannot be applied to study PSI reactions and also

bacterial reaction centers. The other drawback is the

shift in the peak temperature for a particular peak.

This largely depends on the instrumentation, illumin-

ation temperature, and several other parameters that

are usually not indicated clearly. TL is a very useful

technique in delineating the effects of various herbi-

cides and other biotic and abiotic stresses on early

reaction of photosynthesis both at the donor and the

acceptor sides. The phenomenon of ‘‘dark-TL’’

reported here may also be an useful tool in under-

standing the mechanism of TL and also photosyn-

thetic systems. The new approach may provide

better comprehension of the energetics involving

light energy, storage systems, and regulation of en-

ergy conversion. This may open up the possibility of

designing more efficient light-harvesting systems

using biomolecules.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In photosynthetic organisms, at least three distinct

classes of tetrapyrroles coexist. They are closed tetra-

pyrroles chelated with either Mg2þ (chlorophyll [Chl]

family) or Fe2þ/Fe3þ (heme family), and open tetra-

pyrroles (phytochromobilins). There is increasing evi-

dence suggesting that most of them are synthesized

inside plastids, with some of them eventually exported

to other cell compartments.

As a main component of the photosynthetic ap-

paratus Chl (and bacteriochlorophyll [Bchls]) mol-

ecules play major roles in the development and

maintenance of life. Despite the importance of Chl

molecules for our world, the intimate mechanism of

the reactions leading to their formation has not yet

been fully elucidated. The regulation of Chl biosyn-

thesis is only beginning to be investigated.

The initial substrate for tetrapyrrole synthesis in-

side plastids is the activated form of glutamate (Glu),

namely, GLU-tRNAGlu, which is also used for pro-

tein synthesis. The Glu moiety is reduced by gluta-

myl-tRNA reductase (Glu-R) to form glutamic acid

1-semialdehyde (GSA), which is rearranged resulting

in d-aminolevulinic acid (ALA) (Figure 3.1). This

pathway is known as the Beale pathway. In a-proteo-

bacteria, yeast, and animal cells, ALA is formed

through the Shemin pathway, by condensation of

glycine and succinyl-CoA.

Two molecules of ALA are condensed to por-

phobilinogen (PBG). Four molecules of PBG are

condensed to form a linear tetrapyrrole, namely

hydroxymethylbilane, which, in turn, is cyclized into

uroporphyrinogen (Uro) III. The acetic acid side

chains of Uro-III are reduced to methyl groups,

yielding coproporphyrinogen (Copro) III. Then, the
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propionic acid side chains are reduced to vinyl ones,

resulting in the formation of protoporphyrinogen

(Protogen) IX, which is subsequently oxidized to

protoporphyrin (Proto) IX. After insertion of a

Mg2þ ion in the center of Proto-IX, Mg–Proto-IX is

methylated to yield Mg–Proto-IX monomethyl ester

(Mg–Proto-IX-MMe). In the subsequent steps, the

isocyclic ring is formed, resulting in protochlorophyl-

lide (Pchlide) synthesis. Pchlide is reduced to chloro-

phyllide (Chlide), which is either esterified to

chlorophyll (Chl) a or oxidized to Chlide b. Chlide b

is then esterified to Chl b. Since the publication of the

first edition of the Handbook of Photosynthesis [1],

much progress in biochemistry, biophysics, physi-

ology, and molecular biology of Chl biosynthesis

has been realized (reviewed in Refs. [2–11]). A large

number of papers on the topic covered by this review

have been published since 1997. Each of them cannot

be cited, and we apologize for this. This chapter

summarizes the main findings in the field and is the

continuation of the 1997 chapter. Therefore, it has

been organized similarly.

II. THE FORMATION OF ALA

Chl biosynthesis is heavily compartmentalized: (i)

each gene encoding the enzymes involved in the path-

way is encoded in the nucleus (except the light-inde-

pendent NADPH:Pchlide oxidoreductase [DPOR], as

reviewed in Refs. [2,5]); (ii) synthesis of ALA takes

place in the plastid stroma; (iii) Protogen oxidase is

bound to the envelope and plastid membranes; and

(iv) Pchlide reduction occurs in the plastid mem-

branes.

The initial substrate for tetrapyrrole synthesis

is the activated form of Glu, namely, tRNAGlu.

The Glu residue is reduced by Glu-R to form

GSA, which, in turn, is transformed to ALA

through the catalytic action of GSA amino transfer-

ase (Figure 3.1). The three-dimensional structure of

the Glu-R has been predicted and a putative heme-

binding site suggested [12]. Modeling suggests that

binding of the heme molecule to the His991 residue

would inhibit the formation of a thioester between

this residue and the Cys550 residue of the active

site. According to this model, a heme-insensitive

truncated Glu-R has been described [13]. As Glu-

R does not contain the only typical heme regulatory

motif identified so far (10 amino acids length) [14],

the mechanism of action of heme remains to be

determined.

GSA aminotransferase gene expression has been

shown to be induced by blue light in Chlamydomonas

reinhardtii. Light induction of the gene in a C. rein-

hardtii strain deficient in carotenoid allowed Her-

mann et al. [15] to exclude this family of compounds

as a part of the putative photoreceptor. The complete

inhibition of the light induction by the flavin antag-

onist, diphenyleneiodonium, indicates that the light-

harvesting pigment in the photoreceptor is a flavin.

Specific inhibitors of Glu-R and GSA aminotrans-

ferase have been recently described [16].

III. FROM ALA TO PROTO-IX

A. URO-III FORMATION

Two molecules of ALA are condensed to yield one

PBG molecule. The reaction is catalyzed by ALA

dehydratase. Uro-III is derived by the enzymatic

cyclization and rearrangement of the D ring of hydro-

xymethylbilane through the catalytic action of PBG

deaminase and Uro-III synthase (reviewed in Ref.

[17]) (Figure 3.1). The nonenzymatic cyclization with-

out rearrangement results in the toxic isomer Uro-I.

CsCl inhibits the reaction through an unknown mech-

anism [18].

PBG deaminase is a unique enzyme in that it

contains a covalently dipyrromethane cofactor,

which acts as a primer during the enzymatic reaction

[17]. So far, the structure of the active form of PBG

deaminase from Escherichia coli has been reported

[19,20]. These studies fully confirmed the position of

the cofactor deduced from labeling and degradative

studies (reviewed in Ref. [21]). The protein is formed

by three flexible domains, which together with the

other structural details allow speculations about the

action mechanism of the enzyme.

Uro-III synthase is an unstable enzyme, the struc-

ture of which has been solved from animal cells. In

these cells, a decrease in the activity of Uro-III

synthase leads to the autosomal recessive disorder

congenetic erythropoietic porphyria. One under-

stands easily the considerable interest of medical re-

search in this enzyme [22,23]. The protein folds into a

two-domain structure connected by a two-strand

antiparallel b-ladder, which probably contains the

catalytic site. Each domain consists of parallel b-

sheets surrounded by a-helixes. Domain 1 (residues

1 to 35 and 173 to 260), which belongs to a flavo-

doxin-like fold family, comprises a five-strand paral-

lel b-sheet surrounded by five a-helixes. Domain

2, which belongs to a DNA glycosylase-like fold fam-

ily, comprises a four-strand parallel b-sheet sur-

rounded by seven a-helixes. A structural similarity

search using domain 1 identified the vitamin B121Numbering according to the enzyme from barley.



binding domain of methionine synthase as the most

structurally similar protein. The polypeptide most

similar to domain 2 is that of the NAD-binding do-

main of flavohemoglobin. This structural similarity,

however, does not seem to reflect a functional simi-

larity, as Uro-III synthase does not utilize NAD as

cofactor.

As already mentioned, the catalytic site of Uro-III

synthase is thought to be localized between the do-

mains, where many surface-exposed conserved

amino acid residues are localized. So far, several mu-

tations (Thr103Ala, Tyr168Ala, Thr228Ala) signifi-

cantly alter the catalytic activity of the enzyme [23],

whereas mutations Ser68Ala and Ser194Ala cause

missfolding [24].

Methylation of Uro-III is the first step of the

siroheme pathway. Sirohemes are precursors of vita-

min B12 (Figure 3.1, chloroplast envelope).

B. COPRO-III FORMATION

Copro-III is catalyzed by Uro-III decarboxylase,

which catalyzes the decarboxylation of the four acet-

ate side chains of the substrate molecule. The gene

from human cells has been cloned in E. coli, and

the enzyme has been purified to homogeneity. The

purified protein was crystallized in space group

P3(1)21 or P3(2)21 with unit cell dimensions a ¼ b

¼ 103.6 Å, c ¼ 75.2 Å [25]. To the best of our

knowledge, there are no data about the enzyme

from a photosynthetic organism.

C. PROTO-IX FORMATION

All the steps, including Proto-IX formation, are

confined to plastids [26]. Formation of Proto-IX is

catalized by Protogen-IX oxidase. To date, twelve

Protogen-IX oxidases have been determined from

various sources, each of them sharing low amino

acid identities among different organisms, but a high

homology between closely related families exists

[27,28]. Two genes encoding this enzyme have been

identified in the nuclear genome of tobacco. One

product is imported in mitochondria, while the sec-

ond product is imported in chloroplasts [27].

Protogen-IX oxidase is generally sensitive to

herbicides but not that isolated from Bacillus subtilis

[29]. This pecularity was used to confer herbicide

resistance to tobacco plants [30]. The relative increase

(twofold at 100mM oxyfluorfen) in herbicide resist-

ance suggested that the tobacco cells expressed the B.

subtilis Proto-IX oxidase gene. However, it remains

unclear whether the resistance was localized in the

plastids. To solve this question, Lee et al. [31] pre-

pared rice transgenic lines transformed with either the

B. subtilis Protogen-IX oxidase or the B. subtilis Pro-

togen-IX oxidase fused to transit peptide allowing the

protein to be imported into the chloroplast. The re-

sistance of the different ‘‘cytoplasmic’’ and ‘‘plastid’’

transgenic lines is higher than in the nontransgenic

lines, with the highest and homogenous resistances

found in the plastid lines [31]. These authors have

proposed a model to explain the differences between

the resistance of the ‘‘cytoplasmic’’ and ‘‘plastid’’

transgenic lines.

IV. FROM PROTO-IX TO PCHLIDE

A. MAGNESIUM INSERTION

The first unique step in (B)Chl biosynthesis is the

insertion of Mg2þ into Proto-IX. The reaction is

catalyzed by the Mg chelatase, a heteromultimeric

enzyme composed of three subunits, whose molecular

masses are somewhat different in photosynthetic bac-

teria (Rhodobacter capsulatus) and higher plants (Ni-

cotiana tabacum): BChlD/ChlD (60/83 kDa), BChlH/

ChlH (140/154 kDa), and BChlI/ChlI (40/42 kDa)

[32–35] (reviewed in Ref. [36]). The three subunits

are encoded by the genes chlD, chlH, and chlI, re-

spectively. Molecular studies revealed that mutations

in these individual genes were previously described in

barley as mutants xantha-f, xantha-g, and xantha-h

[37,38].

In vitro assays established that the stoichiometric

amount of each subunit is 4-ChlH/2-ChlI/1-ChlD

[39]. More recently, the structure of the ChlI has

been published [40]. The diffraction data reveal

that ChlI presents a structural homology to AAA-

type ATPases (Mg2þ-dependent ATPases) and that

6-ChlI subunits assemble to form a ring. The

N-terminal domain, which contains the Walker A

and B motifs, is connected with a C-terminal four-

helix bundle by a long helical region. Three muta-

tions (xantha-hclo-125, xantha-hclo-157, xantha-hclo-161,

see Table 3.1) are located in the interface between two

neighboring subunits of AAAþ hexamer and close

to the parts forming the ATP-binding pocket [41].

These mutations, which are semidominant, confer

to the plant tissue a pale green phenotype due to

an inhibition of the enzymatic activity of Mg chela-

tase [42].

By comparison with the already elucidated en-

zymatic mechanism of AAAþ-ATPases, a mechanism

for the reaction catalyzed by Mg chelatase was pro-

posed. First, the ChlI hexamer is formed and the

subunit D binds the hexamer. Mg–ATP binding is

required for this step [41]. Binding of ChlD to the

ChlI–hexamer–ATP complex occurs in the presence

of ATP and prevents ATP hydrolysis. Hansson et al.



[43] recognized an ATPase function for the ChlD–

ChlI complex. ChlD then binds Mg2þ atoms, while

ChlH binds Proto-IX through an ATP-dependent

reaction [39,44], and the complex Proto-IX–ChlH

joins to the ChlD–ChlI complex in the presence of a

local elevated Mg2þ concentration. The binding trig-

gers a conformational modification allowing the ATP

of the ChlI–ChlD complex to be hydrolyzed while

ChlH protein inserts the Mg2þ atom into Proto-IX.

After Mg2þ insertion the ternary complex is thought

to dissociate into two complexes that are ChlH–Mg–

Proto-IX on the one hand and ChlI–ChlD–ADP on

the other [36]. The postulated conformational change

would involve conserved arginine (Arg) residues, the

so-called ‘‘Arg finger’’ and ‘‘sensor Arg’’ [45,46].

These Arg residues are placed at the interface between

two subunits of the hexamer as they interact with

ATP and thereby trigger the conformational change

[46]. Directed mutagenesis does not influence ATP

binding and the formation of the hexamer but inhibits

ATP hydrolysis [41]. During ATP hydrolyzation

a nitrogenous base–Mg2þ–porphyrin complex is

formed. The most likely candidate for the nitrogenous

base is one of the conserved histidine (His) residues

His679, His683, or His8292 [47]. Modification of

the cysteine (Cys) residues of ChlI leads to inactiva-

tion of the Mg chelatase activity with respect to the

association of ChlI–Mg–ATP, ATP hydrolysis, and

interaction of ChlH with Mg–ATP and Proto-IX

[48]. ChlH subunit contains more Cys residues than

ChlI. Among them, only three (Cys7223, Cys896, and

Cys1037) are conserved in all organisms [48]. Directed

mutagenesis should help in the identification of the

Cys residues implied in the binding of nucleotide and

in the subunit association as well.

As mitochondria need hemes to synthesize their

cytochromes, part of the synthesized Proto-IX should

be transported out of the plastid. So far, only a putative

ABC-like protein (atABC1 protein) located in the stro-

mal sidehasbeen involved in the transportofProto-IX.

On the basis of sequence homology with other ABC-

like proteins no membrane-spanning domains but sev-

eral homologieswithABCproteins from lower eukary-

otes have been found. Because the atABC1 protein

lacks membrane-spanning domains, it is likely in-

volved in an import mechanism of Proto-IX into the

chloroplast. At present, it is not known whether the at

ABC1protein is implied in a reimport process ofProto-

IX or in a mechanism correcting the Proto-IX amount

in the plastid envelope. In the laf6mutant ofArabidop-

sis thaliana, in which the atABC1 gene has been dis-

rupted, Proto-IX accumulates and a preferential

insensitivity to far-red light has been observed. These

findings demonstrate that the atABC1 protein is

involved in the signaling of PHYA but not PHYB

phytochrome protein [49]. In this respect, the latter

hypothesis — corrections of the amount of Proto-IX

in the envelope — seems to be sufficient to explain the

modification in PHYA signaling (Figure 3.1).

V. FROM PCHLIDE TO CHLIDE a

It has been shown that the synthesis of Pchlide from

Mg–Proto-IX is heterogeneous, as a photosynthetic

tissue may synthesize monovinyl or divinyl com-

pounds. However, the accumulation of DV-Chl is

lethal except in some marine prochlorophytes

(reviewed in Ref. [50]). Therefore, in other organisms

the DV intermediates should be converted to MV

ones. The links between the DV and MV routes are

ensured through the enzymatic activity of four en-

zymes, namely [4-vinyl] Mg–Proto-IX reductase [51],

[4-vinyl] Pchlide a reductase [52], [4-vinyl] Chlide a

reductase [53], and [4-vinyl] Chl a reductase [54]. The

[4-vinyl] Chlide a reductase is the most potent of the

4-vinyl reductase activities. It is a membrane-bound

NADPH-dependent enzyme that rapidly converts

nascent DV-Chlide a to MV-Chlide a but is inactive

toward DV-Pchlide a [53]. Its activity appears to be

regulated by a complex interaction of stromal and

plasmid membrane components as well as the avail-

ability of NADPH [55]. Partial purification of [4-

vinyl] Chlide a reductase from etiolated barley leaves

has been reported [56].

Pchlide reduction can be performed by two fam-

ilies of enzymes. The reaction consists of the hydro-

genation of the C17¼¼C18 double bond of Pchlide

molecule yielding Chlide. One type of enzyme re-

quires light to function, whereas the second does not.

Both enzymes are usually present in photosynthetic

2Numbering based in the C. reinhardtii sequence as published by

Chekounova et al. [47].
3Numbering according the Synechocystis ChlI sequence.

TABLE 3.1
Identification of the Subunit of Mg-Chelatase
Affected in Mutants of Barley

Mutant

Name

Subunits of Mg-Chelatase

Affected Reference

ChlD ChlH ChlI

Xantha-f � þ � Jensen et al. 1996

Xantha-g þ � � Jensen et al. 1996

Xantha-h � � þ Jensen et al. 1996

Chlorina-125 � � þ Hansson et al. 1999

Chlorina-157 � � þ Hansson et al. 1999

Chlorina-161 � � þ Hansson et al. 1999



cells except angiosperms, which only contain the

light-dependent form. As Pchlide reduction is the

topic of Chapter 5 by Bertrand and Schoefs, this

step will not be discussed here.

VI. CHL b FORMATION

Until very recently, Chl b formation has remained

obscure (reviewed in Refs. [6,57]). Chlide a monoox-

ygenase (CAO), the enzyme catalyzing the oxidation

of Chlide a to Chlide b, has been identified in higher

plants, green algae [58–61], and in two Prochloro-

phytes (Prochlorothrix hollandica and Prochloron

didemni) but not in Prochlorococus MED4 and Pro-

chlorococus MIT 9313, although the last two organ-

isms are able to synthesize Chl b. The CAO enzyme

is composed of 463 amino acids and has a MW of

approximately 51 kDa. The comparison of the amino

acid sequences indicates a putative Rieske [2Fe–2S]

center and a mononuclear iron [58]. The meaning of

this result is discussed below. The CAO enzyme

mechanism consists of a particular two-step oxyge-

nase reaction [61]. These studies established that the

true substrate of the enzyme is Chlide a and con-

firmed an earlier observation made during the green-

ing of bean leaves with etioplasts [62]. CAP, which is

probably localized in chloroplast membranes, cata-

lyzes the transformation of Chlide a to [7-CH2OH]–

Chlide a. Then, the gem diol, [7-CH(OH)2]-Chlide a

spontaneously dehydrates to form Chlide b. Then,

this compound is phytylated to Chl b.

VII. REGULATION

The knowledge of Chl regulation is very important,

not only for its basic aspect but also in applied science

and agriculture. Deregulation of this pathway or that

of hemes can have tremendous effects on the physi-

ology of plants. For instance, an increase in the

amount of free tetrapyrrolemolecules triggers deleteri-

ous photodynamic damages due to the accumulation

of porphyrin intermediates (e.g., [63]; reviewed in Ref.

[64]). In fact, the photosentization may be so high [65]

that the level of the enzymes, catalase, superoxide dis-

mutase, and ascorbate peroxidase, which remove the

reactive oxygen species from the chloroplast, decreases

[66]. It has been firmly established that a number of

components required for plastid structure and devel-

opment are encoded in the nucleus genome. Most of

these components belong to the metabolic network,

that is, the set of biochemical reactions ensuring the

metabolic activity.

There is a considerable body of evidence that

suggests that the proper and timely expression of

these genes requires a tight and efficient signaling

between chloroplast, mitochondria, and nucleus.

The components that participate in this activity are

members of the regulatory networks that control the

metabolic activity of the cell. The major points where

the regulation takes place are (i) the expression of

genes, (ii) the posttranslational modification(s) of

the enzymes, (iii) the beginning of a metabolic path-

way for channeling substrate into the pathway and

for defining the overall synthesis rate, (iv) the branch-

ing points for controlling the distribution of common

intermediates, and (v) the formation of the final prod-

ucts, which may limit the metabolic flow through a

feedback mechanism. In the following paragraphs the

regulation of Chl formation is reviewed. For easier

comprehension we have treated separately the regu-

lation of the Chl biosynthesis itself and the inter-

actions of intermediates of the Chl pathway in the

regulation of other biosynthetic routes.

A. REGULATION OF THE CHLOROPHYLL BIOSYNTHETIC

PATHWAY

The reaction catalyzed by Glu-R (hemA gene) (Figure

3.1, chloroplast stroma) is known to be the limiting

step of the tetrapyrrole pathway. The mRNA and

protein levels for the reductase oscillate in a phase

similar to that of overall ALA synthesis, reaching a

maximum in the early hours of illumination [34,67–

69]. Plant genomes contain two hemA genes. Expres-

sion of the hemA1 gene is regulated at the transcrip-

tional level by light, including high-fluence far-red

light and a plastid signal [68,70–72]. The expression

of hemA gene is repressed under photooxidative con-

ditions [71]. Expression of the hemA2 gene was so far

only observed in roots of seedlings and it is not light

regulated. Dissection of the promoter of hemA1

shows that the �199/þ252 fragment, which contains

a GT-1/I-box and a CCA-1 binding site, is sufficient

to confer the full light responsiveness to the GUS

reporter gene expression [72]. McCormac and Terry

[73] found that a continuous far-red light illumination

blocks subsequent greening through two different re-

sponses. The first response is detected after 1 day of

continuous far-red illumination. It consists of a white

light intensity-dependent incomplete loss of greening

capacity with retention of hemA1 and lhcb gene ex-

pressions but not that of lpor (transcriptionally un-

coupled response). This response is prevented in a

phyA mutant of Arabidopsis, by cytokinin treatment

[73] and by lpor overexpression [74]. The second re-

sponse is observed later, that is, after 3 days of con-

tinuous far-red illumination. It consists of a white

light intensity-independent complete loss of the abil-

ity to green. Expression of hemA1 and lhcb after



transfer to white light were totally lost. This type of

response is inhibited by sucrose and lpor overexpres-

sion [74], and it is also absent in a phyA mutant

(transcriptionally coupled response). These results

have established the involvement of phytochrome in

the regulation of hemA1 and lhcb genes through a

high-fluence far-red signaling pathway, which in-

cludes a plastid signal (denoted PF—for plastid fac-

tor—in Figure 3.1) [73]. It follows from the light

regulation of these gene expressions that the produc-

tion of Chl precursors is higher in the first hours of

the light period. Reports on the induction of Glu-R

by light, temperature, cytokinin, and circadian

rhythms [68,75–78] suggest a very complex control

at this level. Expression of the GSA aminotransferase

gene for C. reinhardtii is induced by blue light [15].

Mitochondria contains Protogen oxidase [27,79]

and ferrochelatase [80] but not the enzymes catalyzing

the earlier steps, which, therefore, appeared to be only

localized in the chloroplasts. Consequently in add-

ition to the general supply of precursors, the distribu-

tion of tetrapyrrole intermediates should be directed

towards Chl and heme synthesis. Thus the substrates

of both enzymes, namely Protogen-IX and Proto-IX

should be exported from chloroplasts to mitochon-

dria.

In plastids Proto-IX is the substrate of Mg chela-

tase and Fe chelatase. The activities of these enzymes

have antagonistic rhythmicity—Mg chelatase activity

is the major one at the transition from dark to light,

while the Fe-chelatase displays its highest activity at

the transition from light to dark [81]. In addition,

ATP, which is a cofactor of Mg chelatase, reduces

the activity of pea Fe-chelatase [82] (Figure 3.1). Al-

together, these findings suggest that Mg chelatase

plays a crucial role in determining how much Proto-

IX is directed into heme and Chl biosynthetic path-

ways (Figure 3.1) [81,83]. The diurnal activity profile

of Mg chelatase does not entirely correspond to the

expression pattern of the three genes that encode the

subunits of Mg chelatase: minor diurnal variations

are observed at the levels of ChlD and ChlI

mRNAs, whereas the amount of ChlH mRNA oscil-

lates drastically in higher plants. In fact, the level

of the ChlH transcript is very low during the dark

phase and increases just prior to the start of the

next light period, reaching its maximum in the first

half of the light period [81,83,84]. As CHLH is the

subunit that brings Proto-IX for catalysis, one can

expect that CHLH plays a major role in diverting

the pool of Proto-IX between the Chl and heme path-

ways. On the basis of the in vitro heme inhibition

of ALA formation, it was proposed that hemes regu-

late ALA synthesis in vivo through a feedback mech-

anism. However, in a chlH antisense mutant of

tobacco, the Mg chelatase activity was reduced and

the levels of Mg tetrapyrroles were low, but no accu-

mulation of Mg–Proto-IX or heme occured. The lat-

ter observation resulted from a reduction of the

expression of the nuclear genes encoding Glu-R and

ALA dehydratase [85]. Therefore, implication of

heme in the control of Chl synthesis through a feed-

back analysis seems unlikely under basic metabolic

activity. This conclusion is supported by the fact

that the Glu-R and ALA dehydratase do not contain

the heme-binding regulatory element found in heme-

regulated proteins [14]. Rather Meskauskiene et al.

[69] proposed that the activity of Glu-R is regulated

by the nuclear-encoded chloroplast-imported protein

FLU (Figure 3.1, chloroplast envelope/chloroplast

stroma). A mechanism of activation of FLU would

involve the release of the CHLH subunit of Mg che-

latase from the envelope, which occurs at low Mg
2þ

concentration. Changes in Mg2þ concentration that

affect the reversible attachment of CHLH to the

membrane surface are within the physiological con-

centration range stroma in the dark and in the light.

Then, the activated FLU could bind Glu-R [86]. FLU

would be necessary to bridge the gap between the

membrane and the stroma. This model is supported

by the fact that FLU, which is firmly attached to the

membranes [69], contains two different regions in its

hydrophylic part that are predicted to contain coiled-

coil and tetratricopeptide repeat domains. Both do-

mains are implicated in protein–protein interactions

[87,88]. A truncated form of FLU was expressed in

yeast, and a strong interaction was found between the

truncated protein and Glu-R. This interaction is no

longer observed when mutations are introduced in

either region [86].

Impairment of the synthesis of phytochromobilins

from hemes may affect the heme pool and therefore

their regulatory activity. For instance, mutants for

heme oxygenase or phytochromobilin synthase accu-

mulate reduced amounts of Chl or Pchlide [89–95].

This observation can be easily explained if an accumu-

lation of heme molecules affects the enzymatic activity

of these enzymes. The excess of heme may then repress

ALA synthesis through a feedback mechanism [96].

In organisms that contain two or more lpor genes,

the LPOR proteins seem structurally very similar,

judging from the high-sequence homology of the ma-

ture proteins (reviewed in Ref. [10]). However, their

amount and the corresponding mRNA are differen-

tially regulated by light: LPORA transcription is

strongly inhibited by light, while LPORB is constitu-

tively expressed [97,98]. In addition, the amount of

LPORA drops very quickly below the limit of detec-

tion under illumination due to regulation at the

transcriptional and proteolytical levels [99]. Similar



behaviors of LPORA and LPORB were recently

found in Pinus mungo (Swiss mountain pine [100])

and Pinus taeda (loblolly pine [101]). In contrast, the

transcript level of Arabidopsis LPORC, which is not

detected in the dark, increases under illumination

[102]. Different responses have been found in organ-

isms that have only one lpor gene. LPOR mRNA

accumulation was unaffected (pea [103,104]), en-

hanced (cucumber [105,106]; squash [107]), or de-

pressed (cucumber [108]) by light. In cucumber, the

unique lpor gene expression was controlled by

diurnal and circadian rhythms. In this organism,

the level of LPOR protein is regulated transcription-

ally and posttranscriptionally [107]. As LPOR en-

zymes are encoded in the nucleus, they have to be

imported in the chloroplast. The import is an energy-

dependent mechanism [109,110]. As the majority of

cytoplasmically synthesized proteins have to be

imported into the chloroplasts, the N-terminal part

of the LPOR sequence is extended by a transit pep-

tide, which is necessary for the binding of the protein

precursor to a receptor located at the external envel-

ope and which mediates the import [111]. The precur-

sor is then imported over the two envelopes. In fact,

the receptor is part of a protein complex formed by

several subunits, the so-called TIC–TOC complex

(translocons at the inner or outer envelope mem-

branes of the chloroplasts) [109,111] (reviewed in

[112]), which actually constitutes the general gate for

protein import into the plastids [113]. In contrast to

the translocation of the small subunit of RuBisCO

[114] the import of pLPOR would not require the

Protein Import Related Anion Channel (PIRAC)

[115]. This suggests that the import of LPOR may

occur through an original pathway. It has been also

suggested that the import of LPORA, but not

LPORB, from barley requires the presence of Pchlide

in the envelope [116]. In this respect, the LPORA

import pathway would differ from all other known

nuclear-encoded plastid-imported proteins. Trials to

obtain similar results with pea chloroplasts failed

[117]. This difference in the mechanism of LPOR

import could have been related to the absence of

several lpor genes in pea. Reexamination of this dis-

crepancy with barley plastids, which contain both

LPORA and LPORB, indicated that there is no strict

correlation between Pchlide concentration and the

import capacity of the plastids [113].

One of the most striking feature of the Chl biosyn-

thesis pathway is the so-called Pchlide–Chlide cycle.

The different reactions composing the cycle have been

described in detail in Chapter 5 by Bertrand and

Schoefs. One of the major aspects of the cycle resides

in the fact that Chlide can be released from the LPOR

catalytic site along two metabolic routes. Conse-

quently, two pathways can be followed to regenerate

the large aggregates of photoactive Pchlide. One of the

authors proposed that the ‘‘choice’’ between the dif-

ferent routes is controlled by the actual and local ratio

of newly formed Chlide to nonphotoactive Pchlide.

This ratio was denoted as R [8]. When R is high the

large aggregates are dislocated into dimers, whereas

when R is weak they are not.

ATP has no effect on ALA dehydratase, PBG

deaminase, or Copro-III oxidase (Figure 3.1, chloro-

plast envelope) activities but stimulated Uro-III dec-

arboxylase and Protogen oxidase, probably through a

kinase-mediated phosphorylation of the enzymes

[118]. The phosphorylation state, however, seems im-

portant in the case of LPOR as only the phosphoryl-

ated enzyme can form large aggregates and insert

into the plastid membranes [119,120] (Figure 3.1,

chloroplast membrane).

Hormone status influences greening. For instance,

cytokinins stimulate Chl synthesis (e.g., Ref. [121]).

This augmentation is due to an increase in the activity

and mRNA level of Glu-R. The expression of the lpor

gene is also strongly increased by cytokinins (cucum-

ber [122], moss [123], Lupinus [124], tobacco [125]).

Cytokinin regulation involves a cis element [126] (see

above). As the increase in the amount of LPOR

mRNA is about four times greater than that of

LPOR protein level, it has been suggested that some

regulation at the translational or/and posttransla-

tional levels occured.

In the slender mutant of barley (a gibberellin

[GA]-insensitive overgrowth mutant), the level of

LPOR is severely depressed [127]. The decrease af-

fects both LPORA and LPORB mRNAs but not the

distribution of the transcripts throughout the leaf.

However, the amount of LPOR was not affected

and the dark-grown leaves contained plastids with

apparently normal prolamellar bodies [128]. As the

slender mutant has low levels of biologically active

GAs (compared to the wild type), one can hypothe-

size that in this species the expression of lpor is due to

the altered hormonal status of the mutant plants. This

is confirmed by the increase of lpor gene expression

observed in cucumber treated with GA.

Except in angiosperms, photosynthetic organisms

have at their disposal two enzymatic systems to re-

duce Pchlide to Chlide: LPOR and DPOR enzymes.

Obviously, in the dark only the DPOR can reduce

Pchlide, whereas light acts as an on/off switch of the

LPOR. Thus, a priori light per se does not impact

DPOR activity. So, it is interesting to examine

whether LPOR and DPOR can cooperate to supply

Chl under illumination.

A study comparing the effects of light intensity

on Pchlide reduction in the LPOR-less mutant YF12



and the DPOR-less mutant YFC2 of the cyanobac-

terium Plectonema boryanum demonstrated that

DPOR is active when the light intensity is low (ap-

proximately 25mmolm�2 s�1). Below this value and

up to 130mmolm�2 s�1, both DPOR and LPOR par-

ticipate in Chl synthesis, but the activity of DPOR

decreases when the light intensity is further increased.

Above 130mmolm�2 s�1, only LPOR is involved in

Pchlide photoreduction [129]. The decrease of the

DPOR activity with the increase of the light intensity

is not surprising as it will increase the photosynthetic

oxygen production to which DPOR is sensitive (see

above) [130].

The influence of light intensity on the synthesis of

DPOR was investigated in a ‘‘yellow-in-the-dark’’

mutant of the green algae Chlamydomonas. In this

organism, the synthesis of the subunit ChlL of

DPOR is also controlled by the light intensity at the

translation level, while the synthesis of the other two

polypeptides (ChlB and ChlN) composing DPOR is

not modified. The light control would be exerted

through the energy state or the redox potential within

the chloroplasts [131].

The Shibata shift is inhibited only by low tem-

perature [132], whereas Chlide esterification is inhib-

ited by both low temperature [133] and water deficit

[134] (Figure 3.2). A detailed spectroscopic study on

the effects of a water deficit on the course of the

Shibata shift allowed Le Lay et al. [135] to find an

intermediate during the transformation of the large

aggregates of Chlide–LPOR–NADPH ternary com-

plexes into dimers (Figure 3.2). This intermediate

emits fluorescence at 692 nm.

B. INTERACTIONS OF TETRAPYRROLES WITH OTHER

BIOSYNTHETIC PATHWAYS

As Chl in its free form can cause extensive photoox-

idative damage under illumination (reviewed in Ref.

[64]), Chl formation should be closely coordinated to

the synthesis of carotenoids and that of pigment-

binding proteins as well (reviewed in Refs. [10,11]).
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complexes

Pchlide

Large aggregates of 
Pchlide−LPOR−NADP+

complexes
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NADP+
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complexes
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Pchlide
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FIGURE 3.2 The Pchlide–Chlide cycles. The brackets indicate a transient state of the pigments. For the others symbols, see

Figure 3.1.



As early as 1973, it was shown that accumulation of

tetrapyrrole intermediates represses the synthesis of

LHCB1 proteins, encoded by a nuclear gene, in dark-

grown C. reinhardtii [136]. Repression was suppressed

in the presence of chloramphenicol and, therefore,

one can predict the involvement of a chloroplast-en-

coded protein in the regulation pathway of lhcb1 gene

expression [136,137]. Later, Mg–Proto-IX-MMe was

shown to specifically inhibit expression of lhcb1 and

rbcS genes [138–140]. The instability of the mRNA

could explain the loss of protein [141]. The inhibition

by Mg–Proto-IX-MMe was alleviated under incuba-

tion with compounds inhibiting ALA formation

[142]. The decrease in ALA would also decrease the

formation of Mg–Proto-IX-MMe. Similar results

were obtained with cress seedlings [143,144]. Al-

together, these experiments have established that

Chl precursors are implied in the regulation of the

expression of genes involved in other pathways. More

recently, it was found in a chlH antisense mutant of

tobacco that the level of Proto-IX is low, but the

lhcb1 gene expression is also depressed [85]. This ex-

periment establishes that the subunit H of Mg chela-

tase is also involved in the regulation of cab gene

expression. This was confirmed by the fact that

when Chl synthesis is strongly depressed as in a

GSA aminotransferase antisense mutant, the lhcb1

gene is not affected [145]. Finally, in the laf6 mutant,

in which the level of Proto-IX is high, a high-fluence

far-red light reduces the expresion of lhcb1 gene but

remains unaffected under blue, red, low-fluence far-

red or white light [49]. Regulation of lhcb genes is also

mediated by the redox status of plastoquinone [146].

Therefore, lhcb1 expression does not solely depend on

photosynthesis [147]. Altogether, these results suggest

that ChlH and Proto-IX-MMe are involved in phyto-

chrome A signaling (Figure 3.1). In contrast to higher

plants, a Chlamydomonas mutant was defective in the

H subunit of Mg chelatase, did not accumulate Proto

IX and no reduction in the capacity of ALA synthesis

was observed [47]. In the mutant brs-1 of Chlamydo-

monas, which codes for CHLH but with a þ1 frame-

shift in exon 10 of CHLH, light induction of the

chaperone genes hsp70A and hsp70B is not observed

[148,149]. Feeding the mutant with Mg–Proto-IX and

Mg–Protogen-IX DME, but not the other tetrapyr-

roles, mimics the light-activation of the hsp70 genes

and therefore both molecules substitute for the light

signal [148]. On the basis of these results, Kropat et al.

[150] suggested that Mg–Proto-IX and the ChlH sub-

unit of Mg chelatase take part in the signaling path-

way between cytoplasm and nucleus. Regulation of

hsp70 gene expression by Chl precursors was also

investigated in Arabidopsis lines of mutants present-

ing defects in ChlH and ChlI [137,151]. The results

confirmed the involvement of the H subunit, but not

the I subunit, in the nucleus-to-chloroplast signaling.

The involvement of Mg–Proto-IX and Mg–Proto-IX-

MMe in the regulation of hsp70 is further indicated

by the fact that when dark-grown green algae are

transfered to the light, the levels in these precursors

increase before that of the corresponding mRNA

[150]. This increase in tetrapyrrole precursors does

not occur in the presence of cycloheximide. In organ-

isms able to synthesize Chl only in the light, the

regulation network may be more complex than in

other photosynthetic organisms; in the former organ-

isms the absence of light results in Pchlide accumula-

tion (see Chapter 5). Interestingly, Pchlide may

inhibit glutamyl-tRNA ligase [152], an enzyme in-

volved in the synthesis of ALA (Figure 3.1, chloro-

plast stroma). This way of regulation may not exist in

organisms that synthesize Chl in the dark and the

eventual accumulation of Pchlide is prevented.

The results, briefly summarized above, have estab-

lished that Mg–Proto-IX and Mg–Proto-IX-MMe

have a role in regulating the expression of some nu-

clear genes. At present, it is not certain whether the

same regulation pathway is used for the regulation of

the cab and hsp70 genes. If so, one can propose a

federative model explaining the positive and negative

effects of these precursors on the expression of nu-

clear genes. This model is presented in Figure 3.1.

Under a high-light fluence far-red light, phyto-

chrome Pfr-form somehow activates the transcription

of a putative nuclear-encoded gene (x in Figure 3.1,

nucleus), which, in turn, activates the transcription of

a putative chloroplast-encoded gene ( pf in Figure

3.1). The product of the pf gene would allow the

accumulation of Mg–Proto-IX and Mg–Proto-IX-

MMe outside the chloroplast (CPL). There the tetra-

pyrrole precursors may activate positive and negative

regulators of the hsp70 and cab gene translations,

respectively. The x and pf genes are postulated since

chloramphenicol and cycloheximide block the synthe-

sis of X and PF proteins induced by Chl precursors

(see above). In the absence of these proteins the acti-

vation of hsp70 and repression of lhcb1 genes is not

observed. Alternatively, the precursors may be in-

volved in separate ways of regulation.

Under photooxidative conditions, the synthesis of

Mg–Proto-IX and Mg–Proto-IX-MMe is reduced

and the level of HEMA mRNA as well [71]. There-

fore, and according to our model, the inhibition

of lhcb1 expression should not be repressed. Quanti-

fication of lhcb1 mRNA shows that under photoox-

idative stress the cells only contain a low amount

of mRNA [153]. Therefore, either the photooxida-

tive lhcb1 mRNA is highly unstable or there is an-

other regulation pathway for the expression of the



lhcb1 gene. This may involve the subunit H of Mg

chelatase [137]. Mochizuki et al. have proposed that

ChlH measures the flux at the beginning of the Chl

biosynthetic pathway and sends the information

about the rate of Chl synthesis to the nucleus.

How this occurs remains unclear. It may involve the

different ‘‘states’’ of the ChlH subunit, which can

exist as a free polypeptide or bound to Proto-IX or

Mg–Proto-IX [137].

It has been demonstrated that Chlide (þphytol) is

the factor that releases the block in the mRNA trans-

lation of plastid-encoded proteins (D1, D2, PSAA,

PSAB, etc.) of the photosynthetic apparatus (angio-

sperms [154–156]) (Figure 3.1). The interdependence

of the synthesis of Chl and Chl-binding proteins pro-

vides a pool to keep the Chl stable and nontoxic for the

cells (see above). As this mechanism of regulation also

exists in cyanobacteria [157,158], we can consider it as

a ‘‘universal’’ mechanism that photosynthetic cells

have evolved to preserve themselves from the produc-

tion of activated oxygen species produced by free Chl

pigments (see also below). In gymnosperms, which

synthesize Chl molecules in the dark, this block does

not exist in practice, and, therefore, the complete set of

pigment–protein complexes composing the photosyn-

thetic apparatus are synthesized in the dark [159].

VIII. EVOLUTION

The reconstruction of the evolution steps of photo-

synthesis is a difficult task, as it has been evolving

since approximately 3.5 billion years. On the basis

of the biochemical pathway of Bchl and Chl it was

proposed that the actual photosynthetic apparatus

derived from green or green-sulfur bacteria. This pro-

posal is known as the Granick hypothesis. Recently,

Xiong et al. [160] built phylogenic trees from the

comparison of the sequences of genes coding for

enzymes involved in Bchl and Chl pathways. They

found that the first branching gave purple bacteria,

a result that challenges the Granick hypothesis. Re-

servations about the conclusions of Xiong and col-

laborators work have been published by Green and

Gantt [161].

The study of biological evolution and the under-

standing of some mechanisms involved in the ap-

pearance of new structures with new functions

indicates that LPOR might have had another major

role in plants than the one observed today (for a re-

view, see Ref. [10]). The identification of two or more

expressed forms in pine species suggests that gene

duplication and divergence of LPORA and LPORB

function may have taken place prior to the divergence

of gymnosperms and angiosperms. Evidence of gene

duplication and divergence in function prior to the

angiosperm–gymnosperm split has been previously

reported for several other gene families encoding

photosynthesis-related proteins (e.g., LHCb [162]).

Chl a monooxygenase, the enzyme catalyzing the

oxidation of Chl a to Chl b, has been identified in

higher plants [58,61] and in two Prochlorophytes,

namely, P. hollandica and P. didemni, but not in Pro-

chlorococus MED4 and MIT 9313, although the last

two organisms are able to synthesize Chl b. This

finding is in direct conflict with the endosymbiotic

theory, which teaches that ancestral genes entered

eukaryotes via the cyanobacterial-like endosymbionic

progenitor to plastids [60]. As Chl a monooxygenase

has a particular enzymatic mechanism [61,163], a

search for all putative oxygenases genes in the Pro-

chlorococus genomes that could show some — even

weak — homologies with the Chl monooxygenase

gene was performed. One candidate with putative

binding sites for [2Fe–2S] Rieske center and mono-

nuclear iron was found. Both domains are essential

for Chl a monooxygenase activity. The sequence of

this gene can only be used for phylogenetic analysis if

the most variable regions are taken out. Under this

condition, a stable position for the Prochlorococus

Chl a monooxygenases was found. The tree branches

at the base, but the Prochlorococus Chl a monooxy-

genases are part of the same sequence cluster [163].

Such a level of similarity could have been driven by

the constraints of this particular biochemical reaction

alone, starting with a gene coding for some kind of

monooxygenase. That such a hypothetical convergent

evolution did not result in an enzyme more related to

the other Chl amonooxygenases may be explained by

the fact that Prochlorococus Chl a monooxygenase

uses DV-Chl a, whereas the other enzymes utilize

MV-Chl a as substrate [163].

IX. PERSPECTIVES

Much progress has been made in the understanding

of the mechanisms of enzymatic conversion of inter-

mediates of the Chl biosynthetic pathway and of its

regulation. It has become evident that some inter-

mediates, like Proto-IX, are involved in the signaling

pathway between the chloroplast and the nucleus.

Additional work is now needed to determine whether

other components of the pathways — like the subunit

H of Mg chelatase — are involved in the regulation

network of tetrapyrrole synthesis.

Some progress in the understanding of the forma-

tion of the large aggregates of photoactive Pchlide

have been obtained using mathematical analysis

of spectroscopic data. Although it seems obvious that



the spectral characteristics of the pigment must reflect

its immediate environment, the relationship between

absorption and emission maxima on the one hand and

the molecular composition and organization of the

pigment–protein complexes on the other can be diffi-

cult to establish. Additional work will be necessary to

isolate and characterize the different spectral forms of

pigment–LPOR complexes to correlate them with

their spectroscopic properties. The fact that the same

spectral forms of Pchlide are found in angiosperm and

in gymnosperm tissues suggests that the large aggre-

gates of Pchlide–LPOR complexes are formed along a

conserved process transmitted from gymnosperms. It

would be interesting to determine if this pathway has

been inherited from lower organisms like ferns, algae,

cyanobacterium, etc., which also have LPOR but usu-

ally do not accumulate Pchlide.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In an effort to study the relationship of chlorophyll

(Chl) biosynthesis to thylakoid membrane biogenesis,

we have recently proposed three Chl–protein thyla-

koid biosynthesis models [1], which are reproduced

in Figure 4.1. The models take into account the di-

mensions of the photosynthetic unit (PSU) [2–5], the

biochemical heterogeneity of the Chl biosynthetic

pathway [1,6], and the biosynthetic and structural

complexity of thylakoid membranes [7]. Within a

PSU, the three Chl–protein thylakoid biosynthesis

models were referred to as: (a) the single-branched

Chl biosynthetic pathway (SBP)-single location

model (Figure 4.1A), (b) the SBP-multilocation

model (Figure 4.1B), and (c) the multibranched Chl

biosynthetic pathway (MBP)-sublocation model (Fig-

ure 4.1C).

Within the PSU, the SBP-single location model

(Figure 4.1A) was considered to accommodate only

one Chl–apoprotein thylakoid biosynthesis center

and no Chl–apoprotein thylakoid biosynthesis sub-

centers. Within the Chl–apoprotein thylakoid bio-

synthesis center, Chl a and b were formed via a

single-branched Chl biosynthetic pathway at a loca-

tion accessible to all Chl-binding apoproteins. The

latter had to access that location in the unfolded

state, pick up a complement of monovinyl (MV) Chl

a and/or MV Chl b, and undergo appropriate folding.

Then the folded Chl–apoprotein complex had to

move from the central location to a specific photo-

system I (PSI), PSII, or Chl a/b light harvesting Chl

(LHC)-protein location within the Chl-apoprotein

biosynthesis center over distances of up to about

225 Å or larger (Figure 4.1A). In this model, observa-

tion of resonance excitation energy transfer between

intermediate metabolic tetrapyrroles (unless pro-

ceeded by MV or DV, tetrapyrroles are used generic-

ally to designate metabolic pools, that may consist

of MV and DV components) and some of the Chl–

apoprotein complexes located at distances larger than

100 Å is unlikely. This is because resonance excitation

energy transfer can take place only over distances

shorter than 100 Å [8].

In the SBP-multilocation model (Figure 4.1B),

every location within the PSU is considered to be a

Chl–apoprotein thylakoid biosynthesis center [1,9]. In

every Chl–apoprotein biosynthesis location, a com-

plete single-branched Chl a/b biosynthetic pathway

(Figure 4.1B) is active. Association of Chl a and/or

Chl b with specific PSI, PSII, or LHC apoproteins at

any location is random. In every Chl–apoprotein bio-

synthesis center, distances separating metabolic tetra-

pyrroles from the Chl–protein complexes are shorter

than in the single-branched single-location model.

Because of the shorter distances separating the

accumulated tetrapyrroles from Chl–protein com-

plexes, resonance excitation energy transfer between

various tetrapyrroles and Chl–apoprotein complexes

within each center may be observed. However, accu-

mulation of MV Mg-Proto and its monomethyl ester

[Mp(e)] is not observed in any pigment–protein com-

plex, since the single-branched Chl biosynthetic path-

way does not account for the biosynthesis of MV

Mp(e).

In the MBP-sublocation model (Figure 4.1C), the

unified multibranched Chl a/b biosynthetic pathway

[1] was visualized as the template of a Chl–protein

biosynthesis center where the assembly of PSI, PSII,

and LHC takes place [1,9]. The multiple Chl biosyn-

thetic routes were visualized, individually or in groups

of one or several adjacent routes, as Chl–apoprotein

thylakoid biosynthesis subcenters earmarked for the

coordinated assembly of individual Chl–apoprotein

complexes. Apoproteins destined to some of the bio-

synthesis subcenters may possess specific signals for

specific Chl biosynthetic enzymes peculiar to that

subcenter, such as 4-vinyl reductases, Chl a oxyge-

nase, or Chl a and Chl b synthetases. Once an apo-

protein formed in the cytoplasm or in the plastid

reached its biosynthesis subcenter destination and its

signal was split off, it bound nascent carotenoids and

Chl formed via one or more biosynthetic routes. Dur-

ing pigment binding, the apoprotein folded properly

and acted at that location, while folding or after

folding, as a template for the assembly of other apo-

proteins. Because of the shorter distances separating

the accumulated tetrapyrroles from Chl–protein com-

plexes, resonance excitation energy transfer between

various metabolic tetrapyrroles and Chl is observed

within each subcenter. In this model, both MV and

DV Mp(e) were considered to be present in some of

the pigment–protein complexes, in particular if more

than one Chl biosynthetic route was involved in the

formation of the Chl of a particular Chl–protein

complex.

In an effort to determine which of the three afore-

mentioned models was likely to be functional during

greening, it was conjectured that if resonance excita-

tion energy transfer could be demonstrated from

anabolic tetrapyrroles such as protoporphyrin IX

(Proto), Mp(e), and protochlorophyllide a (Pchlide

a), to Chl a–protein complex constituents of PSI,

PSII, and light (LHCs), it may become possible to

distinguish between the various Chl-thylakoid protein

biosynthesis models by resonance excitation energy

transfer manipulations.

Indeed, at 77K, emission spectra of isolated

chloroplasts exhibit emission maxima at 683 to 686,

693 to 696, and 735 to 740 nm. It is believed that the



fluorescence emitted at 683 to 686 nm arises from the

Chl a of LHCII, the major light-harvesting Chl–pro-

tein complex of PSII, and LHCI-680, one of the LHC

antennae of PSI [2]. The fluorescence emitted at 693

to 696 nm is believed to originate mainly from the Chl

a of CP47 and CP29, two PSII antennae [2]. That

emitted at 735 to 740 nm is believed to originate pri-

marily from the Chl a of LHCI-730, the LHC antenna

of PSI [2]. Since these emission maxima are readily

observed in the fluorescence emission spectra of green

tissues and are associated with definite thylakoid Chl

a–protein complexes, it was conjectured that they

would constitute a meaningful resource for monitor-

ing the possible occurrence of resonance excitation
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FIGURE 4.1 Schematics of the single- and multibranched Chl–apoprotein thylakoid biosynthesis models in a Chl–protein

biosynthesis center, i.e., in a photosynthetic unit: (A) single-branched single-location model; (B) single-branched

multilocation model; (C) multibranched sublocation model. As an example, the functionality of the three models

was illustrated with the use of three apoproteins, namely, CP29, LCHI-730, and CP47. Abbreviations: SBP ¼ single-

branched Chl biosynthetic pathway; PSI ¼ photosystem I; PSII ¼ photosystem II; LHCII ¼ major Chl a/b outer light-
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energy transfer from anabolic tetrapyrroles to repre-

sentative Chl a–protein complexes [9].

DV Proto, Mp(e), and Pchlide a were selected as

anabolic tetrapyrrole donors of resonance excitation

energy. DV Proto is a common precursor of heme and

Chl [1]. It is formed from coproporphyrinogen III via

protoporphyrinogen IX. As such, it is an early inter-

mediate along the Chl biosynthetic chain and bio-

synthetically, is several steps removed from the end

product, Chl.

Mg-Proto is a mixed MV–DV, dicarboxylic tetra-

pyrrole pool, consisting of DV andMVMg-Proto (1).

DV Mg-Proto is the first committed Mg-tetrapyrrole

intermediate of the Chl biosynthetic pathway. It is

formed by insertion of Mg into DV-Proto [1], and is

converted to MV Mg-Proto by reduction of the vinyl

group at position 4 to ethyl [10]. The formation of DV

and MV Mg-Proto are tightly coupled to the forma-

tion of DV and MV Mpe by methylation of the car-

boxylic function at position 6 of the macrocycle [1].

The protochlorophyll (Pchl) of higher plants con-

sists of about 95% Pchlide a and 5% Pchlide a ester.

The latter is esterified with long chain fatty alcohols

at position 7 of the macrocycle [1]. While Pchlide a

ester consists mainly of MV Pchlide a ester, Pchlide

a consists of DV and MV Pchlide a. DV Pchlide a is

formed from DV Mpe via a complex set of reactions

that results in the formation of the cyclopentanone

ring. On the other hand, MV Pchlide a is either

formed from MV Mpe via a similar set of reactions,

or is formed from DV Pchlide a by conversion of the

vinyl group at position 4 to ethyl [1,11]. In this work,

Pchlide a and its minor esterified analog will be re-

ferred to collectively as Pchl(ide) a. Protochlorophyl-

lide a is the immediate precursor of Chlide a [1].

In plastid membranes, Pchl(ide) a is coordinated

to proteins to form pigment–protein complexes re-

ferred to as Pchl(ide) a holochromes [Pchl(ide) a

Hs]. The family of Pchl(ide) a Hs is extremely hetero-

geneous with long wavelength (LW) and short wave-

length (SW) Pchl(ide) a H species. For example, in

etiolated cucumber cotyledons, five Pchl(ide) a H spe-

cies were reported with emission maxima at 630, 633,

636, 640, and 657 nm, and excitation maxima at 440,

443, 444, 445, and 450 nm [12,13]. On the other hand,

Schoefs et al. [14] reported the occurrence of seven

Pchl(ide) a H species in bean leaves. The heteroge-

neous spectroscopic properties of the various

Pchl(ide) a Hs reflect their different membrane envir-

onments. For example, the Pchlide a H that exhibits,

respectively, in situ 77K excitation and emission max-

ima at 450 and 657 nm, is a ternary complex that

consists of Pchlide a, NADPH, and Pchlide a oxidor-

eductase [15,16]. The structure of the other Pchlide a

Hs is not well understood. An extensive discussion of

this topiccanbe foundonourwebsiteat:http://w3.aces.

uiuc.edu/NRES/LPPBP/GreeningProcess/Pchl(ide) a

holochromes, and in Ref. [1].

Very recently, resonance excitation energy trans-

fers from Proto, Mp(e) and MV, and DV Pchlide a

donors to various Chl a–protein complex acceptors

belonging to PSI, PSII, and various LHCs have been

described [9]. This, in turn, paved the way for deter-

mining the functionality of the three proposed Chl–

thylakoid protein biogenesis models. In this under-

taking, the SBP-single location model was tested by

calculation of resonance excitation energy transfer

rates over a range of distances that are likely to

separate anabolic tetrapyrroles from the Chl a of

several Chl–protein complexes within a tightly packed

linear array PSU. The investigations were further

refined by calculation of the distances separating

Proto, Mp(e), and Pchl(ide) a donors from Chl a

acceptors in situ [17]. The calculated rates of reson-

ance excitation energy transfer and the distances sep-

arating anabolic tetrapyrroles from Chl a–protein

acceptors were incompatible with the operation of

the SBP-single location Chl–protein biosynthesis

model, but were compatible with the operation of

the MBP-sublocation model. In this chapter, an ac-

count of the above work and of the development of

analytical techniques that made possible the afore-

mentioned determinations are described.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. PLANT MATERIAL

Cucumber (Cucumis sativus var. Beit alpha) seeds

were purchased from Hollar Seeds, Rocky Ford,

CO. Barley (Hordeum vulgare) seeds were purchased

fromMurphy Sales Co., Golden Valley, CO. Germin-

ation was carried out at 268C in plastic trays contain-

ing wet vermiculite either in darkness or in a growth

chamber illuminated by 1000-W metal halide lamps

(211W/m2) under a 14-h light/10-h dark photoperiod.

The incident total spectral irradiance (light intensity)

between 400 and 750 nm was determined by numer-

ical integration with an Isco Model SR spectroradi-

ometer and an Isco Model SRC spectroradiometer

calibrator. The latter was calibrated against a quartz

iodine lamp of known spectral irradiance purchased

from the US Bureau of Standards [9].

B. CHEMICALS

d-Aminolevulinic acid (ALA), was purchased from

Biosynth International, Naperville, IL, and 2,2’-
dipyridyl (Dpy) was purchased from Sigma Chemical

Co., St. Louis, MO. Proto and Mg-Proto were



purchased from Porphyrins Products, Logan, UT.

DV Pchlide a was prepared as described in Refs.

[18,19].

C. INDUCTION OF TETRAPYRROLE ACCUMULATION

Various levels of tetrapyrrole accumulation were

achieved by incubation of excised tissues with various

concentrations of ALA in the absence and presence of

various concentrations of Dpy, for various lengths of

time [9,19]. Cucumber cotyledons were used for the

induction of Proto, Mp(e), and DV Pchlide a, while

barley leaves were used for the induction of Proto,

Mp(e), and MV Pchlide a accumulation. The ALA þ
Dpy treatment in darkness had no measurable effect

on the Chl a/b ratio, which remained around a value

of three.

One to two grams of 5-day-old cucumber cotyle-

dons excised without hypocotyl hooks, and 1 to 2 g of

the top half of 6-day-old barley leaves were incubated

in deep Petri dishes (10 cm in diameter), either in

10ml of water (control) or in 10ml of 4.5 to 20mM

ALA in the absence and presence of various concen-

trations of Dpy dissolved in 100mmol of methanol

(treated). The Petri dishes were wrapped in aluminum

foil, and placed in a dark cabinet for various periods

of time. Controls were incubated in distilled water for

the same periods of time, under identical conditions.

Both green and etiolated tissues were used in these

experiments. Under these conditions, per milliliter of

undiluted chloroplast suspension, tetrapyrrole accu-

mulation was linear for up to 6600, 1500, and

1200 pmol for Pchlide a, Proto, and Mpe, respect-

ively, in cucumber and up to 3000, 1100, and 550

for barley. As a consequence, the mapping of reson-

ance excitation energy transfer sites spanned nonsa-

turating and saturating tetrapyrrole accumulation

conditions [9].

D. PIGMENT EXTRACTION

At the end of incubation, the dishes were unwrapped

in the darkroom under a low irradiance green light

that did not photoconvert Pchlide a to Chlide a. The

low irradiance light source had an output maximum

at 503 nm, a bandwidth of 40 nm, and a photon dens-

ity of about 0.01mmol/m2/sec. The tissue was blotted

dry, and placed in a 40-ml plastic centrifuge tube

containing 10ml of acetone:0.1N NH4OH (9:1 v/v).

It was homogenized with a Brinkman Polytron Hom-

ogenizer, equipped with a PT 10/35 probe, at 5/10 full

intensity for 40 sec. After homogenization, the tubes

were centrifuged at 08C for 12min at 18,000 rpm in a

Beckman J2-21 M/E Centrifuge using a JA-20 angle

rotor. After centrifugation, the ammoniacal acetone

supernatant was transferred to a glass tube and stored

at –808C until use [9].

E. SPECTROFLUOROMETRY

Fluorescence spectra were recorded on a fully cor-

rected photon counting, high-resolution SLM spec-

trofluorometer Model 8000C, interfaced with an IBM

desktop computer [9]. Room temperature spectra

were recorded in cylindrical microcells 5mm in diam-

eter, at emission and excitation bandwidths of 4 nm.

Low-temperature fluorescence spectra (77K) were

recorded at emission and excitation bandwidths that

varied from 0.5 to 4 nm depending on signal intensity.

The photon count was integrated for 0.5 sec at each

1 nm increment. Both fluorescence emission and exci-

tation spectra were recorded at an angle of 908 to the

excitation beam.

F. PARTITIONING OF TETRAPYRROLES BETWEEN

HEXANE AND HEXANE-EXTRACTED ACETONE

The acetonic pigment extract was transferred to a

graduated conical glass tube and the volume was

adjusted to 10ml with acetone:0.1N NH4OH (9:1

v/v). Six milliliters of supernatant were transferred to a

30-ml separatory funnel, and extracted with an equal

volume of hexane. When the phases separated, the

hexane-extracted acetone residue (HEAR) hypophase

was decanted into a conical glass tube. Fully esterified

tetrapyrroles such as Chl and Pchlide a ester, parti-

tioned with the hexane epiphase while carboxylic tet-

rapyrroles such as Mg-Proto and its methyl ester

[Mp(e)], Pchlide a and Chlide a remained in the

HEAR hypophase [19]. The HEAR was extracted

again with 1/3 volume (2ml) of hexane. The phases

were separated by brief centrifugation at room

temperature. The HEAR hypophase was sucked off

with a Pasteur pipette and was used for further

manipulations and determination of carboxylic tetra-

pyrroles.

G. SPECTROFLUOROMETRIC DETERMINATIONS OF

TETRAPYRROLES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

An aliquot of the HEAR was used for determination

of the amounts of Proto, Mp(e), Pchlide a, and

Chlide a, by room temperature spectrofluorometry

[19]. The amounts of tetrapyrroles were determined

using a computer program that converts the fluores-

cence spectral data into concentrations [20]. The com-

puter program and the various equations used

for calculations are described in the Laboratory of

Plant Biochemistry and Photobiology (LPBP) website

at http://w3.aces.uiuc.edu/NRES/LPPBP/Newsoftware.



H. ACQUISITION OF IN SITU EMISSION AND

EXCITATION SPECTRA AT 77K FOR THE

DETERMINATION OF RESONANCE EXCITATION

ENERGY TRANSFER

In situ emission and excitation spectra were recorded

on tissue homogenates or isolated plastids as de-

scribed in Ref. [9]. At the end of dark incubation,

the tissue was blotted dry, and homogenized with

mortar and pestle in 5ml of 0.2M Tris–HCl:0.5M

sucrose (v/v), pH 8.0, under low irradiance green

light. The homogenate was squeezed through two

layers of cheesecloth, and 0.3ml of the filtrate was

mixed with 0.6ml of glycerol. The filtrate–glycerol

solutions were diluted with Tris–HCl–sucrose buffer:

glycerol (1:2 v/v) to similar Chl concentrations, and

subjected to spectrofluorometric analysis at 77K [13].

Essentially, aliquots were introduced into 2.5-mm

diameter glass tubes at room temperature in the dark-

room with a Pasteur pipette. This was followed by

repeated shaking of the tubes to drive the aliquot to

the bottom of the narrow tubes. The tubes were fro-

zen in liquid N2, and subjected to spectrofluorometric

emission and excitation analysis at 77K. Emission

spectra between 580 and 800 nm were elicited by ex-

citation at 400, 420, and 440 nm. Excitation spectra

were recorded at all elicited emission peaks. In most

cases, excitation spectra were averages of two spectra

recorded on two samples of the same aliquot. Spectral

averaging was performed with the SLM software [9].

For isolated plastids, 1 g of tissue was homogen-

ized by hand in a chilled mortar in 5ml of homogen-

ization buffer consisting of 0.5M sucrose, 15mM

Hepes, 10mM Tes, 1mM MgCl2, and 1mM EDTA

adjusted to pH 7.7 at room temperature. The hom-

ogenate was filtered through one layer of Miracloth

into cooled 40ml centrifuge tubes. The homogenate

was centrifuged at 200g for 3min in a Beckman JA-20

fixed angle rotor at 18C. The supernatant was dec-

anted and centrifuged at 1500g for 10min at 18C. The
pelleted plastids were gently resuspended in 2ml of

cold homogenization buffer:glycerol (1:2 v/v). Excita-

tion spectra were recorded as described above for

crude homogenates [9].

I. DETERMINATION OF RESONANCE EXCITATION ENERGY

TRANSFER BETWEEN ANABOLIC TETRAPYRROLES AND

CHL A: EXPERIMENTAL STRATEGY

Before determining whether resonance excitation en-

ergy transfer did occur between accumulated anabolic

tetrapyrrole donors and various Chl a acceptors, it

was necessary to: (a) select appropriate and conveni-

ent in situ Chl a acceptors, (b) enhance the detection

of putative resonance energy transfer between donors

and acceptors by correction for the occurrence of

endogenous resonance excitation energy transfers,

and (c) generate in situ excitation spectra of Proto,

Mp(e), and Pchlide a to help in locating the tetrapyr-

role–Chl a resonance excitation energy transfer bands

[9].

J. SELECTION OF APPROPRIATE CHL A ACCEPTORS

As mentioned in Section I, the task of selecting ap-

propriate Chl a acceptors was facilitated by the fluor-

escence properties of green plastids which at 77K,

exhibit maxima at 683 to 686 nm (Chl a ~F685), 693

to 696 nm (Chl a ~F695), and 735 to 740 nm (Chl a

~F735). Since these emission maxima are readily ob-

servable in the fluorescence emission spectra of green

tissues and are associated with definite thylakoid Chl

a–protein complexes, it was conjectured that they

would constitute a meaningful resource for monitor-

ing excitation resonance energy transfer between ana-

bolic tetrapyrroles and representative Chl a–protein

complexes [9].

To monitor the possible occurrence of resonance

excitation energy transfer from accumulated anabolic

tetrapyrroles to Chl a–protein complexes, excitation

spectra were recorded at the respective emission max-

ima of the selected Chl a acceptors, in most cases at

686, 694, and 738 nm. Occurrence of resonance exci-

tation energy transfer between tetrapyrrole donors

and Chl a acceptors was evidenced by definite excita-

tion maxima that corresponded to absorbance max-

ima of the various tetrapyrrole donors [9].

K. CORRECTION FOR ENDOGENOUS RESONANCE

EXCITATION ENERGY TRANSFER

Since the detection of resonance excitation energy

transfer from anabolic tetrapyrroles to various Chl

a–protein complexes may be blurred by the occur-

rence of endogenous resonance excitation energy

transfers that occur in all healthy thylakoids, it was

necessary to correct for this caveat. For example, in

green tissues and isolated chloroplasts, fluorescence

excitation spectra, recorded at emission wavelengths

of 686 nm (LHCII and LHCI-680), 694 nm (CP47 and

CP29), or 738 nm (LHCI-730) exhibit four endogen-

ous resonance excitation energy transfer bands with

maxima at 415 to 417, 440, 475, and 485 nm, respect-

ively [21]. The excitation band with a maximum at

415 to 417 nm is attributed to the eta1 transition of

Chl a, while the 440-nm band corresponds to the bulk

of light absorption by Chl a in the Soret region. The

excitations with maxima at 475 and 485 nm are res-

onance excitation energy transfer bands from carote-



noids and Chl b to Chl a [21]. As a consequence, it

was realized that the detection of tetrapyrrole donor–

Chl a acceptor resonance excitation energy transfer

bands can be better visualized by eliminating the

contribution of the endogenous resonance bands

[9]. This was achieved by subtracting a control exci-

tation spectrum from a tetrapyrrole-enriched green

thylakoid excitation spectrum. The operation gener-

ated an enhanced difference excitation spectrum

with optimized detection of accumulated tetrapyrrole

donors–Chl a acceptors resonance excitation energy

transfer bands. The control excitation spectra were

recorded on green tissue homogenates or on isolated

chloroplasts prepared from tissues that were preincu-

bated in darkness in distilled water, under identical

conditions as treated plants, but in the absence of

ALA and Dpy. Such tissues contained a normal com-

plement of Chl a and carotenoids, but lacked the

accumulation of anabolic tetrapyrroles. Both control

and treated spectra were recorded on aliquots diluted

to the same Chl concentration.

L. GENERATION OF IN SITU TETRAPYRROLE

EXCITATION SPECTRA

To better locate the wavelength regions where reson-

ance excitation energy transfer bands may be ob-

served, excitation spectra of in situ accumulated

Proto, Mp(e), and Pchlide a were generated [9].

These spectra were recorded at the in situ emission

maxima of Proto, Mp(e), and Pchlide a in dark-

prepared homogenates of etiolated cucumber cotyle-

dons or barley leaves preincubated with ALA and

Dpy in darkness. The etiolated tissues lacked Chl

and Chl-dependent endogenous excitation resonance

energy transfer bands, but exhibited pronounced ex-

citation bands corresponding to accumulated Proto,

Mp(e), and Pchlide a. Since the in situ excitation

spectrum of a given tetrapyrrole was recorded at the

emission maximum of that tetrapyrrole, the most

pronounced excitation maximum in the excitation

profile corresponded to that particular tetrapyrrole.

Other apparent excitation maxima and shoulders of

lesser magnitude originated in the other accumulated

tetrapyrroles.

M. PROCESSING OF ACQUIRED EXCITATION

SPECTRA

To compensate for very small differences in the scat-

ter and Chl concentration of the frozen control

and treated samples, excitation spectra of every con-

trol and treated pair were normalized to a value of

one fluorescence unit at a wavelength of 499 nm [9].

Since the 499-nm wavelength fell outside the Soret

excitation bands of various tetrapyrroles and carote-

noids, as a consequence, by normalization to the same

value at this wavelength, the difference spectra be-

came more representative of the real differences

between control and treated samples. This was be-

cause normalization at 499 nm was equivalent to

multiplying the fluorescence amplitudes at every

wavelength by a constant value. Therefore, this oper-

ation did not change the proportion of intraspectral

characteristics or amplitudes. Thus, by adjusting

two tetrapyrrole excitation spectra to the same amp-

litude at 499 nm, by normalization, small differences

in light scattering and Chl concentrations were elim-

inated. The resulting difference spectra became au-

thentic reflections of the intraspectral differences

between two normalized spectra. The normalized

spectra were smoothed five times. For detection of

resonance excitation energy transfer bands, control

spectra (water incubation) were subtracted from

treated spectra.

N. DETERMINATION OF EXCITATION SPECTRA OF

RECONSTITUTED TETRAPYRROLE–CHLOROPLAST

LIPOPROTEIN COMPLEXES

For comparison purposes, excitation spectra of

reconstituted tetrapyrrole–chloroplast lipoproteins

were recorded as follows [9]. Plastids were isolated

from 10 g of green tissue, as described above.

The pelleted plastids were suspended in 2ml of hom-

ogenization buffer. The plastid suspensions were

freed of pigments by extraction with 20ml of aceto-

ne:0.1N NH4OH (9:1 v/v). The pigment-free plastid

lipoproteins were pelleted by centrifugation at

39,000g for 12min at 18C. The ammoniacal acetone

supernatants containing extracted pigments were dis-

carded and the lipoprotein pellet were suspended

in 2ml of homogenization buffer. Tetrapyrroles

were dissolved in 80% acetone. Aliquots of the

plastid lipoproteins suspensions (0.95ml) were

placed in 1.5-ml Eppendorf tubes, and 0.025ml

of Proto or Mg-Proto, or 0.5ml of MV or DV

Pchlide a acetonic solutions were added, and the

total volume was adjusted to 1.0ml with homogen-

ization buffer. Controls received 0.025ml of 80%

acetone. The tubes were kept on ice for 5min, after

which they were centrifuged at 48C for 5min.

The pigmented lipoprotein membranes were resus-

pended in 1ml of homogenization buffer:glycerol

(1:2 v/v). Excitation spectra were recorded at 77K at

emission wavelengths of 686, 694, and 738 nm as

described above. Difference spectra of tetrapyrrole-

spiked plastid lipoproteins minus plastid lipoproteins

devoid of tetrapyrroles were generated as described

above.



O. DETERMINATION OF THE MOLAR EXTINCTION

COEFFICIENTS OF PROTO, AND MP(E) IN

CHLOROPLAST LIPOPROTEINS AT 77K

For the purpose of resonance excitation energy trans-

fer rates and distance calculations, it became neces-

sary to determine the molar extinction coefficients of

Proto, and Mp(e) in chloroplast lipoproteins at 77K.

This was achieved as described below.

DV Proto and DV Mg-Proto solutions were dis-

solved in 80% acetone and absorbance spectra were

recorded at room temperature. The concentration of

the Proto and Mg-Proto solutions were determined

from absorbance values at 402 (Proto) and 417 nm

(Mg-Proto) using molar extinction coefficients of

108,244 and 165,900, respectively [19]. Fifty to

100ml of the acetone solutions containing known

amounts of Proto or Mg-Proto were added to

0.75ml of chloroplast lipoproteins suspended in the

homogenization buffer. Total volumes were adjusted

to 1ml with the homogenization buffer. After mixing,

the mixtures were centrifuged at 48C for 10min, the

supernatants were discarded, and the pellets with

adsorbed Proto or Mg-Proto were resuspended in

1.5ml of Tris–HCl buffer:glycerol (1:2 v/v), pH 7.7.

Aliquots were introduced into an SLM cold finger

absorbance adaptor, with a 2-mm path length, and

frozen in liquid N2. Absorbance spectra were

recorded at 77K from 580 to 700 nm on an SLM-

Aminco spectrophotometer Model DW-2000. Blanks

consisted of chloroplast lipoprotein suspensions de-

void of tetrapyrroles. Molar extinction coefficients at

every wavelength were generated by dividing the ab-

sorbance values at every wavelength by the molar

concentration of the tetrapyrrole in the frozen sus-

pension, and multiplying by a factor of 5 to normalize

the data to a 10-mm path length. These operations

were carried out with the SLM-Aminco computa-

tional modules.

P. PREPARATION OF MONOVINYL PCHLIDE A AND

DETERMINATION OF ITS MOLAR EXTINCTION

COEFFICIENT IN CHLOROPLAST LIPOPROTEINS

AT 77K

Monovinyl (MV) Pchlide a was prepared from etiol-

ated barley leaves, and was extracted in ammoniacal

acetone and transferred to diethyl ether as described

elsewhere [19]. The ether extract was dried under N2

gas andMV Pchlide a was dissolved in a small volume

of 80% acetone prior to use. One hundred and fifty

microliters of the acetone solutions containing known

amounts of MV Pchlide a were added to 0.75ml of

chloroplast lipoproteins suspended in the homogen-

ization buffer. The total volume was adjusted to 1ml

with the homogenization buffer. After mixing, the

mixture was centrifuged at 48C for 10min, the super-

natant was discarded, and the pellet with adsorbed

MV Pchlide a was resuspended in 1.5ml of Tris–HCl

buffer:glycerol (1:2 v/v), pH 7.7. Molar extinction

coefficients were determined at 77K at various wave-

lengths as described for Proto.

Q. PREPARATION OF DV PCHLIDE A AND

DETERMINATION OF ITS MOLAR EXTINCTION

COEFFICIENT IN CHLOROPLAST LIPOPROTEINS

AT 77K

DV Pchlide a was prepared from etiolated cucumber

cotyledons that were induced to accumulate exclu-

sively DV Pchlide a [19]. This was achieved by excis-

ing etiolated cotyledons with hypocotyl hooks,

spreading the excised cotyledons on a wet glass

plate, and exposure to a 2.5ms actinic white light

flash followed by 60min of dark incubation. The

light–dark treatment was repeated two more times.

The light flashes photoconverted Pchlide a to Chlide a

and activated the DV Chl a biosynthetic route, which

predominates in dark (D) DV, light–dark (LD) DV

plant species such as cucumber [22]. The intervening

dark periods allowed the regeneration of DV Pchlide

a, and conversion of the newly formed Chlide a to Chl

a. As a consequence, after three such LD treatments,

regenerated Pchlide a consisted exclusively of DV

Pchlide a. DV Pchlide a was extracted in ammoniacal

acetone and transferred to diethyl ether as described

elsewhere [19]. The ether extract was dried under N2

gas and DV Pchlide a was dissolved in a small volume

of acetone prior to use. One hundred and fifty micro-

liters of the acetone solutions containing known

amounts of DV Pchlide a were added to 0.75ml of

chloroplast lipoproteins suspended in homogeniza-

tion buffer. The total volume was adjusted to 1ml

with the homogenization buffer. After mixing, the

mixture was centrifuged at 48C for 10min, the super-

natant was discarded, and the pellet with adsorbed

DV Pchlide a was resuspended in 1.5ml of Tris–HCl

buffer:glycerol (1:2 v/v), pH 7.7. Molar extinction

coefficients were determined at 77K at various wave-

lengths as described for Proto.

R. DETERMINATION OF THE MOLAR EXTINCTION

COEFFICIENTS OF TOTAL CHL A IN SITU AT 77K

In order to calculate the resonance excitation energy

transfer distances separating Proto, Mp(e), and

Pchl(ide) a donors from Chl a acceptors in situ,

molar extinction coefficients of total Chl a and vari-

ous Chl a acceptors needed to be determined in situ.



The molar extinction coefficient of total Chl a at 77K

was determined in situ on green tissue filtrates as

follows. Barley and cucumber seedlings were gown

in a growth chamber illuminated by 1000-W metal

halide lamps (211W/m2) under a 14-h light/10-h dark

photoperiod. Green barley leaves and cucumber coty-

ledons were homogenized with mortar and pestle in

5ml of 0.2M Tris–HCl, 0.5M sucrose, pH 7.7. The

green homogenates were squeezed through two layers

of cheesecloth. Chl a content of the filtrate was deter-

mined after extraction in acetone:NH4OH (9:1 v/v) as

described in Ref. [19]. The concentration of Chl a in

the green filtrates was determined after extraction in

ammoniacal acetone, and an absorbance spectrum of

the green filtrate was recorded between 580 and

700 nm at room temperature. One volume of the

green filtrate was mixed with two volumes of glycerol,

and an absorbance spectrum was recorded from 580

to 700 nm at 77K. Molar extinction coefficients at

various wavelengths were determined at 77K as de-

scribed for Proto. At 676 nm, the mean of two differ-

ent determinations of the molar extinction of total

Chl a in green barley filtrates amounted to 121,952

+ 5,836. In green cucumber cotyledons filtrates, the

mean amounted to 113,694+ 897.

S. ESTIMATION OF THE MOLAR EXTINCTION

COEFFICIENTS OF CHL A ~F685, ~F695,
AND ~F735 AT 77K

The Chl a species used in the calculation of resonance

excitation energy transfer from Proto, Mp(e), and

Pchl(ide) a donors to Chl a acceptors in situ were as

follows: Chl a (E670F685) (i.e., Chl a ~F685), which

amounts to about 26% of the total Chl a absorbance

area under the Chl a absorbance envelope; Chl a

(E677F695) (i.e., Chl a ~F695), which amounts to

about 32% of the total Chl a absorbance area; and

Chl a (E704F735) (i.e., Chl a ~F735), which amounts

to about 2% of the total Chl a absorbance area [23]. In

this context, E refers to the absorbance and F to the

emission maxima of the Chl a species in situ at 77K.

The assignment of emission F values to the absorbance

(i.e., excitation) E values was based on the mirror

image symmetry of the red excitation and fluorescence

emission maxima of Chl a. The molar extinction coef-

ficients of the various Chl a species were estimated

from the molar extinction coefficients of total Chl a

at 77K in situ and the relative areas and half band-

widths in situ of the various Chl a species under the

total Chl a envelope as described below.

As an approximation, the area of a Gaussian

absorbance band can be characterized in terms of its

molar extinction coefficient and its half bandwidth

[8], that is,

ð
«vdv ffi «maxDv1=2

and

«max ffi
Ð
«vdv

Dv1=2
(4:1)

where «max is the molar extinction coefficient at the

absorbance maximum,
Ð
«vdv is the area of the ab-

sorbance band, and, Dv1/2 is the half width of the

absorbance band.

The total molar extinction coefficients of barley

and cucumber total Chl a in situ at 77K and the

published in situ low-temperature relative areas and

half bandwidths of Chl a ~F685, Chl a ~F695, and

Chl a ~F735 of a green, higher plant leaf extract [23]

were used together with Equation (1) to estimate the

low-temperature molar extinction coefficients of Chl

a ~F685, Chl a ~F695, and Chl a ~F735, as described

below. For example, the in situ molar extinction co-

efficient of Chl a ~F685, in green barley at its absorb-

ance maximum, i.e., at 670 nm, was estimated from

the «max of the total Chl a of green barley at 77K,

which was determined experimentally as described

above, and from the in situ half bandwidth of total

Chl a between 650 and 720 nm reported by French

et al. [23], as follows. From Equation (4.1), the inte-

grated total area for total Chl a in green barley

amounted to

ð
«vdv ffi «maxDv1=2total Chla ¼ (121,952)(27:7)

¼ 3,378,070

where 121,952 is the determined in situ «max value of

total Chl a of green barley at 676 nm and 77K, and

27.7 is the value of Dv1/2total Chl a, the half bandwidth

of total Chl a under the Chl a envelope, as determined

by Frech et al. [23].

The area of Chl a ~F685,
Ð
«v dvChl a~F685, is

estimated from the total in situ Chl a area (i.e.,

3,378,070) and the relative in situ area of Chl a

~F685, which amounts to 26% of the total Chl a

under the Chl a envelope, as reported by French

et al. [23], by:

(«max Chla�F685)(Dv1=2Chla�F685) ¼ (3,378,070)(0:26)

¼ 878,298

From the above equation,

«max Chla�F685 ¼
878,298

Dv1=2 Chla�F685



By substituting Dv1/2Chla~F685 by its in situ value,

which amounts to 9.8 nm as reported by French et al.

[23], the above equation yields,

«max Chla�F685 ¼
878,298

9:8
¼ 89,622

«max values, calculated by the above procedure, for

Chl a ~F685, F~695, and F~735 at 670, 677, and

704 nm, respectively, are reported in Table 4.1.

T. DETERMINATION OF THE MOLAR EXTINCTION

COEFFICIENT OF RHODAMINE B IN ETHANOL

AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

The molar extinction coefficient of rhodamine B in

ethanol at room temperature was determined from

solutions of rhodamine B of known concentrations

and from the absorbance spectra of the rhodamine B

solutions as described in Ref. [24]. The mean of three

determinations amounted to 81,864+ 3,757.

U. CALCULATION OF ENERGY TRANSFER RATES

AT FIXED DISTANCES R

The rate of resonance excitation energy transfer from

a donor D to an acceptor A [25] is given by

KT ¼ 1

tD
(R0=R)

6 (4:2)

where KT is the rate constant of resonance excitation

energy transfer from an excited donor D* to an un-

excited acceptor A, which in the process becomes

excited to A*; tD is the actual mean fluorescence

lifetime of the excited donor D*; and R0 is the critical

separation of donor and acceptor for which energy

transfer from D* to A and emission from D* to the

ground state amount to 50%, that is, are equally

probable. As a consequence, at R0 ¼ R, the energy

transfer rate constant is equal to 1/tD.

R is the separation between the centers of D*, the

excited donor, and A the unexcited acceptor.

To calculate the rate constant KT for a given value

of R, it is essential therefore to determine the values of

R0 and tD. Since the occurrence of resonance excita-

tion energy transfer is better observed at low temper-

atures due to band narrowing, KT was calculated

from spectral data recorded at 77K.

V. CALCULATION OF R0
6

As described by Equation (4.2), calculation of R6
0 is

needed for the calculation of R, the distance separat-

ing the donors from the acceptors. According to

Forster [26], for practical applications, R6
0 can be

calculated from an approximate equation, where the

emission spectra of donors are expressed in terms of

the absorption spectra of the donors by using the

approximate mirror-image symmetry of these spectra,

namely,

R6
0 ffi

(9)(106)( ln 10)2k2ctD

16p4h2N2n20

ð1
0

«A(l)«D(2n0 � n)dn

(4:3)

where k is the orientation dipole, c is the velocity of

light in vacuum (3.0 � 1010 cm/sec), tD is the actual

mean fluorescence lifetime of the excited donor, i.e.,

of the excited sensitizer, h is the refractive index

which amounts to 1.45 for a membrane environment

[27], N is the Avogadro’s number (6.02 � 1023 mol-

ecules/mole, n0 is the wavenumber of the 0–0’ transi-
tion of the donor, which is approximated by the

arithmetic mean, in wavenumbers, of the donor ab-

TABLE 4.1
Estimation of the Molar Extinction Coefficients of Chl a ~F685, ~F695, and ~F735 in Green Barley and
Cucumber at 77K

Plant Chl a Species Absorbance (nm) Chl a (%) Chl a Area
Ð
«v dv Dv1/2 (nm) «max

Barley Total Chl a 676 100 3,378,070 27.7 121,952

Chl a F685 670 26 878,298 9.8 89,622

Chl a F695 677 32 1,080,982 9.2 117,498

Chl a F735 704 2 67,561 20.8 3,248

Cucumber Total Chl a 676 100 3,149,324 27.7 113,694

Chl a F685 670 26 818,824 9.8 83,553

Chl a F695 677 32 1,007,784 9.2 109,542

Chl a F735 704 2 62,986 20.8 3,028

Note: Chl a area and Dv1/2 values are those reported by French et al. [5] in situ for an unfractionated higher plant leaf extract at 77K.

Source: Reproduced from Kolossov VL, Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz CA. Photochem. Photobiol. 2003; 78:184–196. With permission.



sorption and fluorescence maxima [26], and
Ð1
0
«A (l)

«D(2n0 � n)dn is the overlap integral, Jy (see below for

calculation of Jy).

By substituting values for the constants, Equation

(4.3) can be rewritten as

R6
0 ffi

(9)(106)(5:3019)(3:0)(e10)cm=sec

(1:5585e3)(1:45)2(6:02e23)2
k2

� �
tDJy

n20

� �

Further calculations reduce the above equation to

R6
0 ffi (1:2055)(10�33)k2

tDJy

n20

� �
(4:4)

Therefore, to calculate R0, the following parameters

need to be determined: k, the orientation dipole, Jy,

the overlap integral, n0, the arithmetic mean in wave-

numbers, of the donor absorption and fluorescence

maxima, and tD, the actual mean excitation lifetime

of the excited donor. The determinations of k, Jy, n0,

and tD at 77K in a chloroplast lipoprotein environ-

ment are described below.

W. CALCULATION OF k, THE ORIENTATION

DIPOLE

Determination of the orientation dipole k is needed

for the calculation of R0 (see Equation (4.4)).The rate

of resonance excitation energy transfer from donors

D to acceptors A depend upon the orientation of

donor and acceptor dipoles and is independent of

the polarity of the medium. The orientation dipole is

calculated by the following formula [26]:

k ¼ cosfAD � 3(cosfA)(cosfB) (4:5)

where fAD is the angle between dipoles, fA is the

angle between A and a straight line connecting A to

D, and fD is the angle between D and a straight line

connecting D to A.

For two dipoles that are lined up:

fAD ¼ 1808

fA ¼ 1808

fD ¼ 08

By substituting the above values into Equation (4.5),

we get k ¼ cos 1808 – 3(cos 1808)(cos 08) which

yields, k ¼ (�1) � 3(�1)(1) ¼ 2, and k
2 ¼ 4.

For adjacent dipoles

fAD ¼ 08

fA ¼ 908

fD ¼ 908

By substituting the above values into Equation (4.5),

we get k ¼ cos 08 – 3(cos 908)(cos 908), which yields,

k ¼ 1 – (3)(0)(0) ¼ 1 and k2 ¼ 1.

For systems with random dipoles, k2 assumes

a value of about 0.67 [8,26]. In this work, as in other

reported work [27], a random dipole orientation

0.67 will be assumed for k2 (see discussion for valid-

ation).

X. CALCULATION OF Jy, THE OVERLAP INTEGRAL

AT 77K

Calculation of the overlap integral Jy is needed for the

calculation of R0 (see Equation (4.4)). The efficiency

of resonance excitation energy transfer from accumu-

lated tetrapyrroles donors to Chl a acceptors depends

a great deal on the overlap between the far-red fluor-

escence vibrational bands of the tetrapyrrole donors,

and the red absorbance bands of the Chl acceptors.

The overlap between the far-red vibrational bands of

the Proto, Mp(e), and Pchlide a donors and the ab-

sorbance bands of the Chl a acceptors was complete.

For Chl a (E670F685), the tetrapyrrole (donor) emis-

sion–Chl a (acceptor) absorbance overlap spanned

the wavelength region from 652 to 688 nm. For Chl a

(E677F695), the overlap spanned the wavelength re-

gion from 660 to 695 nm, and for Chl a (E704F735)

it spanned the wavelength region from 692 to 720 nm.

The overlaps between the far-red vibrational bands

of Proto adsorbed on barley chloroplast lipopro-

teins and Chl a 670, 677, and 704 are depicted in

Figure 4.2.

The overlap integral Jy (referred to as J(l) by

Lakowicz) [28] normalized by the area of the cor-

rected emission spectrum, can be calculated from the

following formula:

J(l) ¼
Ð1
0

FD(l)«A(l)l
4dlÐ1

0
FD(l)dl

(4:6)

where FD(l) is the corrected fluorescence emission

intensity at every wavelength, «A(l) is the molar ex-

tinction coefficient of the acceptors as a function of

wavelength l, l4 is the wavelength in nanometers in

the emision–absorbance overlap region raised to the

power 4, and
Ð1
0

FD(l)dl is the area of the corrected

emission spectra.

Two assumptions are made [8] in deriving Equa-

tion (4.6). First, it is assumed that the energy avail-

able for transfer by donors is that which would

otherwise be emitted as fluorescence. As a conse-

quence the transfer probability is stated in terms of

the strength of the individual absorbance and emis-

sion transitions, and the energy overlap of the emis-



sion band of donors, and the absorption band of

acceptors. Second, it is assumed that the transfer

time is long relative to vibrational internal conversion

processes (i.e., heat dissipation by molecular colli-

sion), so that transfer is from the lower vibrational

levels (0’) of the first excited singlet state of the donor.

Calculated Jy values for Proto–Chl a, Mp(e)–Chl a,

and Pchlide a–Chl a donor–acceptor pairs for barley

and cucumber are reported in Table 4.2.

Y. CALCULATION OF n0, THE MEAN WAVENUMBER

OF ABSORPTION AND FLUORESCENCE PEAKS OF

DONORS AT 77K

Calculation of n0, the mean wavenumber of absorp-

tion and fluorescence maxima of the donors, is needed

for the calculation of R0 (see Equation (4.4)). It can

be determined as follows. The donors are adsorbed to

chloroplast lipoproteins prepared from green barley

leaves or cucumber cotyledons as described in Section

II.C. Their absorbance and fluorescence emission

spectra are recorded at 77K. The absorbance and

fluorescence emission maxima are converted to wave-

numbers and n0, the arithmetic mean of the two

wavenumbers is calculated.

For example, for donor Proto adsorbed to chloro-

plast lipoproteins prepared from green barley

leaves at 77K, n0 is calculated as follows. The ab-

sorption maximum of Proto in barley chloroplast

lipoproteins at 77K and at 641 nm is 15,601 cm�1.

The far-red emission maximum of Proto in the same

environment at 77K and at 687 nm is 14,556 cm�1,

and

n0 ¼ (15,601þ 14,556)=2 ¼ 15,078 cm�1

The calculated n0 values for Proto, Mp(e), and

Pchlide a are reported in Table 4.3.
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FIGURE 4.2 The overlap between Proto adsorbed on barley chloroplast lipoproteins and Chl a 670, 677, and 704 in barley.

The Proto emission spectrum was recorded at 77K on barley chloroplast lipoproteins prepared as described in Section II. It

was elicited by excitation at 400 nm and for the purpose of display was arbitrarily normalized to a value 89,622, the molar

extinction coefficient of Chl a 670. The normalization value of 89,622 was for display purposes only, and had no influence on

the calculation of the overlap integral Jy, since the calculation of the latter involved normalization by the area of the

corrected emission spectrum. (Lakowicz JR. Principles of Fluorescence Spectroscopy. New York: Kluwer Academic/Plenum

Press, 1999: pp. 367–394.) The in situ low-temperature absorption spectra of Chl a 670, 677, and 704 were taken from Schoch

S, Brown JS. Comparative spectroscopy of chlorophyll a in daylight and intermittent-light-grown plants. Carnegie Institu-

tion of Washington Year Book 1980; pp. 16–20, using SLM software. The Chl a peaks correspond to absorbance at the

molar extinction maxima for the various Chl a. The left ordinate scale refers to relative fluorescence emission units. The right

ordinate scale refers to molar extinction coefficients of the various Chl a acceptors (From Kopetz KJ, Kolossov VL, Rebeiz

CA. Anal. Biochem. 2004; 329:207–219. With permission.)



Z. CALCULATION OF t0, THE INHERENT RADIATIVE

LIFETIME OF DONORS AT 77K

Determinations of the inherent radiative lifetime of

the donors, t0, and the relative fluorescence yield of

the donors in the presence of acceptors, FyDA, are

needed for the calculation of the actual mean fluores-

cence lifetimes of excited donors, tD (see below). The

latter are needed for the calculation of R6
0 (see Equa-

tion (4.4)).

The inherent radiative lifetime of a donor, t0, is

the inherent radiative lifetime of its excited state. It is

the mean time it would take to deactivate the excited

state in the absence of radiationless processes such as

internal conversion (i.e., heat dissipation) and inter-

system crossing (i.e., conversion from a singlet to a

TABLE 4.2
Overlap Integral Jy, for the Proto, Mp(e), MV and DV Pchl(ide) a–Chl a, Donor–Acceptor Pairs at
77K in Barley and Cucumber

Plant Tetrapyrrole Chl a Species Overlap Integral (Jy) (cm
3/mol)

Barley Proto Chl a F685 3.32 � 1012

Chl a F695 4.75 � 1012

Chl a F735 1.33 � 1011

Mp(e) Chl a F685 1.60 � 1012

Chl a F695 1.48 � 1012

Chl a F735 4.14 � 1010

MV Pchl(ide) a Chl a F685 2.23 � 1012

Chl a F695 2.90 � 1012

Chl a F735 1.25 � 1011

Cucumber Proto Chl a F685 1.31 � 1012

Chl a F695 1.28 � 1012

Chl a F735 3.60 � 1010

Mp(e) Chl a F685 2.79 � 1012

Chl a F695 4.24 � 1012

Chl a F735 1.49 � 1011

DV Pchl(ide) a Chl a F685 2.22 � 1012

Chl a F695 3.84 � 1012

Chl a F735 1.36 � 1011

Note: In the presence of ALA and Dpy, DMV-LDMV plant species such as barley accumulate DV Proto, and about equal

amounts of DV and MVMp(e), and MV Pchlide a, while DDV-LDDV plant species such as cucumber accumulate DV Proto,

smaller amounts of MV Mpe, and DV Pchlide a, in darkness.

Source: Reproduced from Kolossov VL, Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz CA. Photochem. Photobiol. 2003; 78:184–196. With permission.

TABLE 4.3
Mean Wavenumber n0, of Absorbance and Fluorescence Emission Maxima of the Proto, Mp(e), and
Pchl(ide) a Donors in Barley and Cucumber Chloroplast Lipoproteins at 77 K

Plant Donor

Red Absorbance

Maximum (cm�1)

Far-Red Emission

Maximum (cm�1) n0 (cm
�1)

Barley Proto 15,601 14,556 15,078

Mp(e) 16,938 15,385 16,161

MV Pchl(ide) a 15,741 14,706 15,217

Cucumber Proto 15,564 14,535 15,050

Mp(e) 16,918 15,408 16,163

DV Pchl(ide) a 15,728 14,706 15,217

The donors adsorbed to chloroplast-lipoproteins were suspended in 0.2M Tris–HCl, 0.5M sucrose, pH 7.7, diluted 1:2 (v/v)

with glycerol. Abbreviations are as in Table 4.1.

Source: Reproduced from Kolossov VL, Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz CA. Photochem. Photobiol. 2003; 78:184–196. With permission.



triplet excited state) [25]. The measured fluorescence

lifetime of an excited donor, tD, is determined by the

sum of the rates of all processes depopulating the

donor excited state. Therefore, in cases where other

unimolecular processes (such as intersystem crossing)

or bimolecular processes (such as resonance excita-

tion energy transfer), compete with fluorescence, the

observed radiative lifetimes tD, will be proportionally

shorter than the natural fluorescence lifetimes, t0 [8].

The inherent radiative lifetime of donors, t0, can be

calculated as follows [25]:

t0 ¼
3:5� 108

(y2m)(«m)(Dy1=2)
(4:7)

where ym is the Soret absorbance maximum of the

donors in wavenumbers, «m is the molar extinction

coefficient at the Soret absorbance maximum of the

donors, and Dy1/2 is the half bandwidth of the Soret

absorbance bands of the donors in wavenumbers.

For example, for Proto adsorbed to barley chloro-

plast lipoproteins at 77K,

ym ¼ 395:9 nm ¼ 25,259 cm�1

«m ¼ 116,751

Dy1=2 ¼ 4008 cm�1

and

t0 ¼
3:5� 108

(25,259)2(116,751)(4008)

¼ 1:17248� 10�9 sec or 1:17 nsec

Calculated t0 values for Proto, Mp(e), and Pchlide a

are reported in Table 4.4.

AA. CALCULATION OF FYDA THE RELATIVE

FLUORESCENCE YIELD OF TETRAPYRROLE

DONORS IN THE PRESENCE OF CHL

ACCEPTORS IN SITU AT 77K

The relative fluorescence quantum yield FyDA of

donors D in the presence of acceptors A, is needed for

the calculation of tD, the actual mean fluorescence

lifetime of excited donors (see below). The latter are

needed for the calculation of R6
0 (Equation (4.4)).

The absolute fluorescence quantum yields of

many compounds have been determined with consid-

erable precision. For example, rhodamine B in etha-

nol at low concentrations exhibits an absolute

fluorescence quantum yield [8] of 0.69. Compounds

like rhodamine B are used as actinometers for the

determination of the relative fluorescence quantum

yield of other compounds as described below.

The relative fluorescence quantum yield, FyD, of

fluorescent donors D, are related to the absolute

fluorescence quantum yield of an actinometer Qyact
such as rhodamine B, by the following equation [8]:

FyD ¼ (CFID)(Qyact)

(CFIact)
(4:8)

where FyD is the relative fluorescence quantum yield

of donors D in the absence of acceptors, in a particu-

lar solvent, and at a particular temperature; CFID is

the corrected fluorescence intensity of the red fluores-

cence emission band of donors D, which is Gaussian

(i.e., symmetrical) for all tetrapyrrole donors in

chloroplast lipoproteins at 77K, in the same solvent,

and at the same temperature; Qyact is the absolute

fluorescence quantum yield of the actinometer,

which for rhodamine B in ethanol, at room tempera-

ture, has a value of 0.69 [8]; and CFIact is the cor-

TABLE 4.4
Inherent Radiative Lifetimes t0 of the Proto, Mp(e), and Pchl(ide) aDonors in Barley and Cucumber
Chloroplast Lipoproteins at 77 K

Plant Donor

Soret Absorbance

Maximum, nm (cm�1) «m (cm�1)

SA at HBW,

Dn1/2 (cm
�1) t0 (ns)

Barley Proto 25,259 116,751 4008 1.17

Mp(e) 23,593 119,000 1597 2.07

MV Pchl(ide) a 22,512 177,780 939 4.14

Cucumber Proto 25,707 118,222 4160 1.08

Mp(e) 23,630 192,827 1592 2.04

DV Pchl(ide) a 22,212 227,888 862 3.61

Note: The suspension medium consisted of 0.2M Tris–HCl, 0.5M sucrose, pH 7.7, diluted 1:2 v/v with glycerol. SA at HBW

¼ Soret absorbance at half bandwidth. Other abbreviations are as in Table 4.1.

Source: Reproduced from Kolossov VL, Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz CA. Photochem. Photobiol. 2003; 78:184–196. With permission.



rected intensity of the actinometer at its fluorescence

emission maximum at a particular temperature, such

as room temperature, recorded in a cell having the

same path length as the cell used for recording the

fluorescence spectrum of donor D. In this case the

actinometer is rhodamine B dissolved in ethanol, at

room temperature, which also exhibits a Gaussian

emission band. The concentration of the samples

should be such that

(«D)(CD) ¼ («act)(Cact) (4:9)

In Equation (4.9) «D is the molar extinction coeffi-

cient of donors D in the chosen solvent or matrix, at a

particular temperature, say 77K (see Section II); CD

is the concentration of donors D in the same solvent

or matrix, and at the same temperature; «act is the

molar extinction coefficient of the actinometer, in this

case rhodamine B, dissolved in ethanol at room tem-

perature (see Section II); and Cact is the concentration

of the actinometer, i.e., rhodamine B, dissolved in

ethanol, at room temperature.

Equation (4.9) is valid when the «cl values (l is the

optical path length) are ¼ or < 0.02 [8], and when

expermental « values determined in the specifed solv-

ents or matrices are used. In this work, the «cl values

ranged from a low of 0.0069 to a high of 0.0081.

By substituting 0.69 for Qyact, for the rhodamine

B actinometer in Equation (4.8), it transforms to

FyD ¼ (CFID)(0:69)=(CFIact) (4:10)

Equation (4.10), and the values for rhodamine B ac-

tinometer dissolved in ethanol at room temperature,

can be used for the determination of the relative fluor-

escence quantumyield of any fluorescent compoundor

donor, in the presence of an acceptor, in any solvent or

matrix at any temperature. For example, the relative

fluorescence yield of a tetrapyrrole donor in the pres-

ence of a Chl acceptor, FyDA, at 77K can be deter-

mined via a procedure similar to that described above.

The terms in Equation (4.10) are slightly modified,

however, to reflect the fact that in this example: (a)

the donor is Proto, whichwas induced to accumulate in

barley chloroplast membranes in the presence of the

Chl a acceptors, and (b) the actinometer with a calcu-

lated quantum yield of 0.69, is rhodamine B dissolved

in ethanol at room temperature. The relative fluores-

cence quantum yield of Proto at 77K, in the presence

of a Chl a acceptor, FyDAProto77K, can be calculated

from Equation (4.11) as follows:

FyDaProto77K ¼ (CFIProto77K)(0:69)=CFIrdbEt RT)

(4:11)

where CFIProto77K is the maximum red fluorescence

amplitude in arbitrary number of photons, of the

green barley filtrate in Tris–sucrose buffer diluted

with glycerol 1:2 (v/v), at 77K. The filtrate was pre-

pared from green barley leaves induced to accumulate

Proto by pretreatment with ALA and, 2,2’-dipyridyl
(Dpy) as described in Ref. [9]. CFIrdbEtRT denotes the

maximum fluorescence amplitude in arbitrary num-

ber of photons of rhodamine B dissolved in ethanol at

room temperature.

First, 7-day-old, green, photoperiodically grown

barley leaves were incubated with ALA and Dpy

in darkness for 4 h to induce the accumulation of

anabolic tetrapyrroles including Proto [9]. The

Proto-enriched tissue was homogenized in Tris–

sucrose buffer, pH 7.7, and filtered through two lay-

ers of Miracloth as described in Section IIH.

The Proto content of the filtrate was determined

from an ammoniacal acetone extract as described in

Section II. An aliquot of the filtrate was diluted

in Tris–sucrose buffer, pH 7.7, and adjusted to

67% glycerol so that its («Proto77K) (CProto77K) ¼
(«rdbEtRT)(CrdbEtRT). The room temperature cor-

rected emission spectrum of the rhodamine B solution

between 400 and 600 nm is elicited by excitation at

400 nm. Fluorescence was monitored at an angle of

908 with respect to the excitation beam. The max-

imum fluorescence amplitude in arbitrary number of

photons, CFIrdbEtRT, amounted to 0.3516 (Table

4.5). The green barley filtrate in Tris–sucrose–glycerol

(1:2 v/v) buffer is cooled down to 77K. Its 77K

emission spectrum between 500 and 700 nm is elicited

by excitation at 400 nm. Likewise, the fluorescence

was monitored at an angle of 908 with respect to the

excitation beam. The maximum fluorescence ampli-

tude in arbitrary numbers of photons, CFIProto77K, as

determined via the SLM software, amounted to

0.1332 (Table 4.5). FyDaProto77K is calculated from

Equation (11) by substituting experimental values

for CFIProto77K and CFIrdbEtRT, which yields:

FyDaProto77K ¼ (0:1332)(0:69)=(0:3516) ¼ 0:2614

The calculated FyDA values for Proto, Mp(e), and

Pchlide a are reported in Table 4.5.

AB. CALCULATION OF tD, THE ACTUAL MEAN

FLUORESCENCE LIFETIME OF EXCITED

DONORS IN THE PRESENCE OF ACCEPTORS

AT 77K

The actual mean fluorescence lifetime of excited

donors in the presence of Chl acceptors, tD, is needed

for the calculation of R6
0 (see Equation (4.4)). The

actual mean fluorescence lifetime of excited donors

tD, are related to the relative fluorescence yield of

donors in the presence of acceptors, FyDA, by the

following equation [25]:



tD ¼ (FyDA)(t0) (4:12)

where FyDA is the relative fluorescence yield of

donors in the presence of acceptors, and t0 is the

inherent radiative lifetime of donors in the absence

of acceptors.

For example, the actual mean fluorescence life-

time of the excited Proto donor in barley chloroplast

membranes, tD, in the presence of Chl a acceptors is

calculated as follows. For Proto in barley chloroplast

membranes containing Chl a acceptors and sus-

pended in 0.2M Tris–HCl, 0.5M sucrose, pH 7.7

diluted with glycerol (1:2 v/v), FyDA amounted to

0.2614 (Table 4.5).

The inherent radiative lifetime at 77K of the

donor in the absence of acceptor, t0, for Proto

adsorbed to barley chloroplast lipoproteins and sus-

pended in the same above buffer, amounts to 1.17248

� 10�10 sec (Table 4.4), and

tD ¼ (0:2614)(1:17248)(10�9) s

¼ 3:0649� 10�10 s or 0:31 ns

The calculated tD values for Proto, Mp(e), and

Pchlide a are reported in Table 4.6.

AC. CALCULATION OF R0
6

FOR PROTO, MP(E),

AND PCHLIDE A DONOR–CHL A ACCEPTOR

PAIRS AT 77K

The critical separation of donors from acceptors, R0,

for which energy transfer from excited donors D* to

acceptors A and emission from excited acceptors A*

to the ground state, amounts to 50%, i.e., are equally

probable, is needed for the calculation of KT, the rate

of resonance excitation energy transfer described by

Equation (2), and for R, the distance separating

donors D from acceptors A (see below). As described

by Equation (4), R6
0 is given by

R6
0 ffi (1:2055)(10�33)k2

tDJy

n20

� �

For the Proto–Chl a ~F685 pair in barley chloroplast

membranes, the following values for the various ex-

pressions in Equation (4) are

k2 ¼ 0:67

tD ¼ 3:0649�10 sec (Table 4:6)

Jy ¼ 3:32� 1012 cm3=mol (Table 4:2)

n0 ¼ 15,078 cm�1(Table 4:3)

By substituting the above values into Equation (4.4),

it reduces to

R6
0 ffi 1:2055� 10�33 � 0:67

� (3:0649� 10�10 sec)(3:32� 1012 cm3=mol)

(15,078 cm�1)2

or

R6
0 ffi 3:917� 10�39

and,

R0 ffi 39:17� 10�8 cm, i:e:, 39:17Å

TABLE 4.5
Relative Fluorescence Yields for Proto, Mp(e), and Pchl(ide) a Donors In Situ at 77K

Plant Donor

Excitation

wavelength (nm) CFIrdbEt RT CFICFIDA77K FyDA

Barley Proto 400 0.3516 0.1332 0.2614

Mp(e) 420 0.2081 0.0761 0.2523

MV Pchl(ide) a 440 0.2890 0.0297 0.0709

Cucumber Proto 400 0.3516 0.0657 0.1289

Mp(e) 420 0.2081 0.0440 0.1459

DV Pchl(ide) a 440 0.2890 0.0253 0.0604

Note: Barley and cucumber green filtrates in 0.2M Tris–HCl–0.5M sucrose, pH 7.7, were diluted 1:2 (v/v) with glycerol.

Rhodamine B was dissolved in ethanol at room trmperature. CFI ¼ corrected fluorescence intensity in arbitrary number of

photons; FyDA ¼ relative fluorescence yield of tetrapyrrole donors in the presence of Chl acceptors. Other abbreviations are

as in Table 4.1.

Source: Reproduced from Kolossov VL, Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz CA. Photochem. Photobiol. 2003; 78:184–196. With permission.



The calculated R6
0 and R0 values for the Proto, Mp(e),

and Pchlide a donors–Chl a acceptor pairs are

reported in Table 4.7.

AD. SELECTION OF FIXED DISTANCES R SEPARATING

ANABOLIC TETRAPYRROLE DONORS FROM

CHL A ACCEPTORS

The linear continuous array PSU model, depicts a

central cyt b6 complex flanked on one side by PSI

and coupling factor CF1, and on the other side by

PSII and LFCII [2]. With this configuration, the

shortest distance between the single-branched path-

way and PSI, PSII, and LHCII, in the SBP-single

location model would be achieved if the single-

branched Chl biosynthetic pathway occupied a cen-

tral location within the PSU. In that case it can be

calculated that the core of PSII including CP47 and

CP29, would be located about 126 Å away from the

SBP. On the other hand, LHCI-730 would be located

about 159 Å on the other side of the SBP. The centers

of the inner and outer halves of LHCII surrounding

TABLE 4.6
Actual Mean Fluorescence Lifetimes tD of the Excited Proto, Mp(e), Pchl(ide) a Donors in the
Presence of Chl a Acceptors at 77K

Plant Donor FyDA t0 (ns) tD (ns)

Barley Proto 0.2614 1.17 0.31

Mp(e) 0.2523 2.07 0.52

MV Pchl(ide) a 0.0709 4.14 0.22

Cucumber Proto 0.1289 1.08 0.14

Mp(e) 0.1459 2.04 0.30

DV Pchl(ide) a 0.0604 3.61 0.29

Note: Other abbreviations are as in Table 4.1 to Table 4.4.

Source: Reproduced from Kolossov VL, Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz CA. Photochem. Photobiol. 2003; 78:184–196. With permission.

TABLE 4.7
Calculated R0

6 and R0 Values for Anabolic Tetrapyrrole Donor–Chl a Acceptor Pairs at 77 K

Plant Chl a Species

Chl a

Absorbance (nm) Donor t0 (ns) Jy (cm3/ mol) n0 (cm
�1) R0

6 � 10�39 (cm) R0 (Å)

Barley Chl a F685 670 Proto 0.31 3.32 � 1012 14,556 3.61 39.17

Chl a F695 677 0.31 4.75 � 1012 14,556 5.17 41.58

Chl a F735 704 0.31 1.33 � 1011 14,556 0.145 22.92

Chl a F685 670 Mp(e) 0.52 1.60 � 1012 16,161 2.59 37.05

Chl a F695 677 0.52 1.48 � 1012 16,161 2.40 36.59

Chl a F735 704 0.52 4.14 � 1010 16,161 0.067 20.15

Chl a F685 670 MV Pchl(ide) a 0.22 2.23 � 1012 15,217 2.28 36.29

Chl a F695 677 0.22 2.90 � 1012 15,217 2.97 37.90

Chl a F735 704 0.22 1.25 � 1011 15,217 0.127 22.43

Cucumber Chl a F685 670 Proto 0.14 1.31 � 1012 15,050 0.677 29.41

Chl a F695 677 0.14 1.28 � 1012 15,050 0.632 29.29

Chl a F735 704 0.14 3.60 � 1010 15,050 0.018 16.16

Chl a F685 670 Mpe 0.30 2.79 � 1012 16,163 2.57 37.02

Chl a F695 677 Mpe 0.30 4.24 � 1012 16,163 3.91 39.69

Chl a F735 704 0.30 1.49 � 1011 16,163 0.137 22.71

Chl a F685 670 DV Pchl(ide) a 0.29 2.22 � 1012 15,217 1.69 34.50

Chl a F695 677 0.29 3.84 � 1012 15,217 2.93 37.82

Chl a F735 704 0.29 1.36 � 1011 15,217 0.103 21.66

Note: Jy ¼ overlap integral; n0 ¼ mean wavenumber. Other abbreviations are as in Table 4.1.

Source: Reproduced from Kolossov VL, Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz CA. Photochem. Photobiol. 2003; 78:184–196. With permission.



the PSII core would be located about 156 Å (outer

half ) and 82 Å (inner half ) from the SBP.

Since the fluorescence emission maxima of Chl a

~F685, ~F695, and ~F735 are readily observed in

green tissues and are associated with definite thyla-

koid Chl a–protein complexes, it was decided to

monitor excitation resonance energy transfer rates,

KT from anabolic tetrapyrroles donors to the afore-

mentioned Chl a–protein complexes over distances of

159, 126, and 82 Å, as well as over distances R ¼ R0.

AE. CALCULATION OF KT AT FIXED DISTANCES R,
SEPARATING PROTO, MP(E), AND PCHLIDE A

DONORS FROM CHL A ACCEPTORS AT 77K

As described by Equation (4.2) [25], the rate of res-

onance excitation energy transfer KT, is given by

KT ¼ 1

tD
(R0=R)

6

where tD is the actual mean lifetime of excitation of

donors D* in the presence of acceptors A; R0 is the

critical separation of donors from acceptors for which

energy transfer from excited donors D* to unexcited

acceptors A and emission from D* to the ground state

D, amount to 50%, i.e., are equally probable; and R is

the separation of the centers of D*, the excited donors,

from A, the unexcited centers of acceptors.

In the SBP-single location model, for the Proto–

Chl a ~F685 pair in barley chloroplast membranes for

example, at 77K, the following values for Equation

(2) have been determined: tD ¼ 3.0649 � 10�10 sec

for Proto adsorbed to barley Chloroplast lipoproteins

(Table 4.6) and R0 ¼ 44.4629 � 10�8 cm (Table 4.7).

By substituting the above values in Equation (4.2)

for a distance R of 159 Å (159 � 10�8 cm),

KT ¼ (1=3:0649� 10�10 s)(44:4629� 10�8 cm=159

� 10�8 cm)6

¼ 1:5603� 106 s�1:

AF. EXPRESSION OF THE RATES OF RESONANCE

EXCITATION ENERGY TRANSFER, KT, FROM

DONORS TO ACCEPTORS AS A PERCENTAGE OF

DE-EXCITATION VIA 100% RESONANCE

EXCITATION ENERGY TRANSFER

The rates of resonance excitation energy transfer, KT,

from tetrapyrrole donors to the various Chl a accep-

tors were expressed as a percentage of de-excitation

via 100% resonance excitation energy transfer as fol-

lows. For example, for resonance excitation energy

transfer from Proto to Chl a (E670F685) at a k2 value

of 0.67, and at a fixed distance R of 159 Å,

R ¼ 1:59� 10�6 cm

R6 ¼ 1:6158� 10�35 cm

KT ¼ 6:64� 105 sec�1

At R0 ¼ R ¼ 38.56 Å, KT ¼ 3.43 � 109 sec�1 and,

KT% ¼ 6:64� 105

3:43� 109=50
� 100

� �
� 100

¼ 9:68� 10�3%

AG. CALCULATION OF DISTANCES, R, SEPARATING

ANABOLIC TETRAPYRROLES FROM VARIOUS

CHL A–PROTEIN COMPLEXES

The efficiency of resonance excitation energy transfer,

E, from donors D to acceptors A, is directly related to

the distance, R, separating donors from acceptors

[28], by the following equation:

E ¼ R6
0=(R

6
0 þ R6) (4:13)

Equation (4.13) can be rewritten as

R6 ¼ (R6
0 � ER6

0)=E

or as

R6 ¼ (R6
0=E)� R6

0 (4:14)

whereR is the distance separating donorsD fromaccep-

tors A, R0 is the critical separation of donors from

acceptors for which energy transfer from excited donors

D* to unexcited acceptors A and emission from D* to

the ground state D amount to 50%, i.e., are equally

probable, andE is the efficiency of resonance excitation

energy transfer from donors to acceptors.

AH. CALCULATION OF E, THE EFFICIENCY OF ENERGY

TRANSFER IN SITU AT 77K

The efficiency of energy transfer, E, is needed for the

calculation of R, the distances separating donors from

acceptors. It is calculated from the following equation

[28]:

E ¼ 1� FyDA=FyD (4:15)

where FyDA is the relative fluorescence yield of

donors D in the presence of acceptors A, and FyD is



the relative fluorescence yield of donors D in the

absence of acceptors A. According to Calvert and

Pitts [8], FyDA is given by

FyDA ¼ (CFIDA)(«act)(Cact)

(CFIact)(«DA)(CDA)
Qyact (4:16)

where CFIDA is the corrected fluorescence intensity of

the fluorescence emission bands of donors D in the

presence of acceptors A in a particular solvent or

matrix, at a particular temperature; CFIact is the cor-

rected fluorescence intensities of the fluorescence

emission band of the actinometer, in a particular

solvent or matrix, at a particular temperature; «act is

the molar extinction coefficient of the actinometer;

«DA is the molar extinction coefficient of donors D

in the particular solvent or matrix at the same par-

ticular donor temperature; Cact is the concentration

of the actinometer; CDA is the concentration of

donors D in the particular solvent or matrix; and

Qyact is the absolute fluorescence quantum yield of

the actinometer.

Likewise, for donors D in the absence of an ac-

ceptor, FyD, the latter are given by

FyD ¼ (CFIDA)(«act)(Cact)

(CFIact)(«DA)(CDA)
Qyact (4:17)

If the concentration of the donors are adjusted so that

(«DA) (CDA) ¼ («D) (CD), and the emission bands are

reasonably Gaussian, then, FyDA/FyD reduces to

CFIDA/CFID, andE ¼ 1�FyDA/FyD, transforms into

E ¼ 1� CFIDA=CFID (4:18)

The calculated efficiencies of resonance excitation en-

ergy transfer E for Proto, Mp(e), and MV and DV

Pchlide a were calculated from Equation (4.18) as

follows. First, green filtrates were prepared from

green barley leaves or green cucumber cotyledons

incubated for 4 h with ALA and Dpy in darkness to

induce the accumulation of Proto, Mp(e), and MV or

DV Pchlide a, exactly as described above for FyDA.

Likewise, etiolated filtrates were prepared from etiol-

ated barley leaves or etiolated cucumber cotyledons

incubated with ALA and Dpy in darkness for 4 h. The

filtrates were diluted with Tris–sucrose buffer, pH 7.7,

and adjusted to 67% glycerol so that for every accu-

mulated tetrapyrrole («DA)(CDA) ¼ («D)(CD). Cor-

rected fluorescence emission spectra were elicited by

excitation of the diluted filtrates at 400 nm for

Proto, 420 nm for Mp(e), and 440 nm for MV or DV

Pchlide a. The CFIDA and CFID values for every

accumulated tetrapyrrole were determined from the

recorded Gaussian emission bands. The calculated

efficiencies of energy transfer, E, thus calculated are

reported for Proto, Mp(e), and MV and DV Pchlide a

in Table 4.8.

AI. SAMPLE CALCULATION OF THE

DISTANCE R SEPARATING ANABOLIC

TETRAPYRROLE DONORS FROM VARIOUS

CHL A ACCEPTORS

As described by Equation (4.14), the distance R

separating donors from Chl a acceptors is calculated

from

R6 ¼ (R6
0=E)� R6

0

TABLE 4.8
Relative Fluorescence Intensities and Efficiencies of Energy Transfer E for Proto, Mp(e), and
Pchl(ide) a Donors In Situ at 77 K

Plant Donor CFIDA CFID CFIDA/ CFID E

Barley Proto 14.80 30.37 0.49 0.51

Mp(e) 6.65 15.11 0.44 0.56

MV Pchl(ide) a 20.50 36.61 0.56 0.44

Cucumber Proto 20.43 35.26 0.53 0.47

Mp(e) 18.79 19.38 0.57 0.43

DV Pchl(ide) a 11.00 28.56 0.53 0.47

Note: Green and etiolated filtrates of barley and cucumber cotyledons in 0.2M Tris–HCl–0.5M sucrose, pH 7.7, were

adjusted to equal donor concentrations and diluted 1:2/ (v/v) with glycerol. CFIDA ¼ corrected fluorescence intensity in

arbitrary number of photons of green filtrates; CFID ¼ corrected fluorescence intensity in arbitrary number of photons of

etiolated filtrates; E ¼ efficiency of energy transfer ¼ 1 – CFIda/ CFId. Other abbreviations are as in Table 4.1.

Source: Reproduced from Kolossov VL, Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz CA. Photochem. Photobiol. 2003; 78:184–196. With permission.



where R is the distance separating the donors from

the acceptors; R0 is the critical separation of the

donors from the acceptors; and E is the efficiency of

resonance energy transfer from the donors to the

acceptors.

For example, the distance R separating Proto

from Chl a (E670F685) was calculated as follows:

R6
0 ¼ 3:61� 10�39 cm

E ¼ 0:51

Substitution of the appropriate values for R6
0 and E

into Equation (4.14) results in

R6 ¼ (3:61� 10�39=0:51)� (3:61� 10�39)

¼ 3:43� 10�39cm

and

R ¼ [(3:43� 10�39)1=6 cm]108Å cm�1 ¼ 38:83Å

The calculated R6 values for the Proto, Mp(e), and

Pchlide a donors in green barley and cucumber coty-

ledons are reported in Table 4.9.

III. RESULTS

A. DEMONSTRATION OF RESONANCE EXCITATION

ENERGY TRANSFER FROM ANABOLIC TETRAPYRROLES

TO CHLOROPHYLL A–PROTEIN COMPLEXES

Prior to probing the topography of the relationship

between various Chl biosynthetic routes and the as-

sembly of Chl–protein complexes, it was mandatory

to determine whether resonance excitation energy

transfer from anabolic tetrapyrroles to various Chl

a species did take place in situ. This was recently

achieved by Kolossov et al. [9] as described below.

1. Excitation Spectra of Accumulated

Tetrapyrroles in Isolated Etioplasts

To help locate putative tetrapyrrole resonance excita-

tion energy transfer maxima in green tissue homogen-

ates or isolated chloroplasts, reference was made to

excitation spectra of homogenates that were prepared

in darkness from etiolated tissues that were induced

to accumulate Proto, Mp(e), and Pchlide a by incu-

bation with ALA and Dpy in darkness [19].

Proto excitation spectra were recorded at the

Proto in situ emission maximum, at 630 nm for

TABLE 4.9
Calculated R6 Values for Anabolic Tetrapyrroles–Chl a Pairs at 77 K

Plant Chl a Species Chl a Absorbance (nm) Donor R0
6 � 10�39 (cm) E R6 � 10�39 (cm)

Barley Chl a F685 670 Proto 3.61 0.51 3.43

Chl a F695 677 5.17 0.51 4.92

Chl a F735 704 0.145 0.51 0.138

Chl a F685 670 Mp(e) 2.59 0.56 2.03

Chl a F695 677 2.40 0.56 1.89

Chl a F735 704 0.067 0.56 0.053

Chl a F685 670 MV Pchl(ide) a 2.28 0.44 2.88

Chl a F695 677 2.97 0.44 3.74

Chl a F735 704 0.127 0.44 0.161

Cucumber Chl a F685 670 Proto 0.647 0.47 0.739

Chl a F695 677 0.632 0.47 0.721

Chl a F735 704 0.018 0.47 0.020

Chl a F685 670 Mp(e) 2.57 0.43 3.38

Chl a F695 677 3.91 0.43 5.13

Chl a F735 704 0.137 0.43 0.180

Chl a F685 670 DV Pchl(ide) a 1.69 0.47 1.91

Chl a F695 677 2.93 0.47 3.31

Chl a F735 704 0.103 0.47 0.117

Note: R0 ¼ critical separations of donors from acceptors, taken from Table 4.7; E ¼ the efficiencies E of resonance excitation energy

transfer from donors to Chl a acceptors, taken from Table 4.8.

Source: Reproduced from Kolossov VL, Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz CA. Photochem. Photobiol. 2003; 78:184–196. With permission.



cucumber and at 627 nm for barley. In etiolated

cucumber, Proto excitation appeared as a broad

band between 380 and 420 nm with a LW excitation

maximum at around 414 nm, and a shorter excitation

shoulder at 407 nm (Figure 4.3Aa). In etiolated bar-

ley, it appeared as shorter excitation maxima at

around 406 and 411 nm (Figure 4.3Ba). It was con-

jectured that the SW and LW Proto excitation

maxima emanate from Proto in different in situ

environments [9]. The other observable excitation

maxima and shoulders of lower magnitude between

420 and 465 nm corresponded to excitations of accu-

mulated Mp(e) and Pchlide a (Figures 4.3Aa and

4.3Ba). In diethyl ether at 77K, Proto exhibited a
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FIGURE 4.3 Excitation spectra recorded at 77K, on homogenates prepared from (A) etiolated cucumber cotyledons and (B)

etiolated barley leaves induced to accumulate Proto, Mp(e), and Pchlide a by incubation with 4.5mM ALA þ 3.7mM Dpy

for 6 h in darkness; (a) Proto–protein complex and Pchlide a–protein complex excitation spectra recorded at the emission

maximum of the Proto–protein complex and at the SW emission tail of the Pchlide a–protein complex at 630 nm (Aa) and

627 nm (Ba); (b) Mp(e)–protein complex excitation spectra recorded at the emission maximum of the Mp(e)–protein complex

at 592 nm (Ab) and 591 nm (Bb); (c) Pchlide a–protein complex, and Mp(e)–protein complex excitation spectra recorded at

the emission maximum of the Pchlide a–protein complex and near the LW vibrational emission maximum of the Mp(e)–

protein complex at 656 nm (Ac) and at 655 nm (Bc). Arrows point to various wavelengths of interest. (Reproduced from

Kolossov VL, Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz CA. Photochem. Photobiol. 2003; 78:184–196. With permission.)



red emission, maximum at 629 nm and an excitation

maximum at 409 nm [29].

The standard Mp(e) excitation band of etiolated

tissue homogenates was elicited by recording excita-

tion spectra at the in situ emission maximum of Mp(e)

at 592 nm for cucumber, and at 591 nm for barley, or

at the LW vibrational Mp(e) maximum at 655 to

656 nm [30]. In the spectra recorded at fluorescence

emissions of 592 or 591 nm, Mp(e) exhibited an exci-

tation band between 410 and 440 nm with an excita-

tion maximum at 420 to 422 nm (Figures 4.3Ab and

4.3Bb). In the excitation spectra recorded at emissions

of 656 to 655 nm, Mp(e) exhibited a LW excitation

maximum at 425 to 426 nm (Figures 3Ac and 3Bc). As

was proposed for Proto, it was conjectured that the

SW and LW Mp(e) excitation maxima emanated

from two Mp(e)s in two different in situ environments

[9]. Because of emission band broadening it was not

possible to distinguish between the two different Mpe

environments by their vibrational emission maxima,

but they were distinguished by their Soret excitation

maxima. This was made possible by the high sensitiv-

ity of Soret excitation wavelengths to structural and

environmental factors [9,19]. The other observable

excitation maxima and shoulders of lower magnitude,

between 435 and 465 nm were assigned to excitations

of accumulated Pchlide a. In diethyl ether, MVMp(e)

exhibited emission and excitation maxima at 589 and

417 nm, respectively, whereas DV Mp(e) exhibited

emission and excitation maxima at 591 and 424 nm,

respectively [31].

To distinguish between resonance excitation en-

ergy transfer from DV and MV Pchl(ide) a to various

Chl a–protein complexes, two different plant species

belonging to two different greening groups of plants

were used. Cucumber, a DDV–LDDV plant species

that formed mainly DV Pchlide a in darkness and in

light [22,32], allowed the monitoring of resonance

excitation energy transfer mainly from DV Pchlide

a, while barley, a DMV–LDMV plant species that

formed mainly MV Pchlide a in darkness and in the

light [22,32], allowed the monitoring of resonance

excitation energy transfer mainly from MV Pchlide a

to various Chl a–protein complexes.

In homogenates prepared from etiolated cucum-

ber cotyledons and barley leaves, preincubated with

ALA and Dpy in darkness, Pchl(ide) a excitation

bands between 434 and 468 nm were elicited by re-

cording an excitation spectrum at a fluorescence emis-

sion of 655 to 656 nm, i.e., at the in situ emission

maximum of the LW emission of Pchl(ide) a [12,13].

In etiolated cucumber cotyledon homogenates, three

Pchl(ide) a excitation maxima were observed, at 447,

452, and 463 nm (Figure 4.3Ac) [9]. In etiolated barley

homogenates, excitation maxima were observed at

449 and 462 nm (Figure 4.3Bc). In diethyl ether, MV

Pchlide a exhibited an emission maximum at 625 nm

and a split Soret excitation band with maxima at 437

and 443 nm. DV Pchlide a exhibited a similar emis-

sion maximum at 625 nm and split Soret excitation

maxima at 443 and 451 nm [31].

2. Evidence of Resonance Excitation Energy

Transfer from Proto to Chl a ~F685

In green cucumber, resonance excitation energy trans-

fer from Proto to Chl a ~F685, at low, medium, and

high Proto accumulation was manifested by a pro-

nounced resonance excitation energy transfer band

between 380 and 420 nm with multiple SW, medium

wavelengths (MW), and LW excitation peaks or

shoulders between 390 and 417 nm, namely at 390 to

399, 402 to 412, and 415 to 416 nm (Table 4.10,

Figure 4.4c) [9]. These resonance excitation energy

transfer maxima fell within the Proto excitation

band observed in etiolated cucumber cotyledon hom-

ogenates (Figure 4.3Aa). The best resolution of res-

onance excitation energy transfer peaks was achieved

at low to medium Proto concentration (54 to 376

pmol/ml suspension) (Table 4.10). At higher Proto

concentrations (1046 pmol/ml suspension), the reson-

ance excitation energy transfer band was dominated

by a 411 nm peak [9].

In green barley, the most pronounced resonance

excitation energy transfer donation appeared to ori-

ginate from SW Proto sites with excitation maxima at

389 to 391 nm and from MW sites with excitation

maxima between 410 and 413 nm (Table 4.10, Figure

4.5c) [9]. Other resonance excitation energy transfer

shoulders were observed at 396 to 398 and at 404 nm

(Table 4.10, Figure 4.5c).

It was proposed that the observed multiple reson-

ance excitation energy transfer maxima and shoulders

indicated different in situ environments from which

Proto donated its excitation energy to Chl a ~F685,

namely SW sites with excitation maxima between 389

and 400 nm, MW sites between 402 and 412 nm, and

LW sites with excitation maxima between 415 and

416 nm [9].

3. Evidence of Resonance Excitation Energy

Transfer from Proto to Chl a ~F695

The Chl a emission at 694 to 695 nm is believed to

originate from CP47 and/or CP29, two PSII antennae

[2]. In green cucumber, resonance excitation energy

transfer from Proto to Chl a ~F695 at low, medium,

and high Proto accumulation was manifested by a

Proto resonance excitation energy transfer band be-

tween 380 and 420 nm which exhibited multiple



TABLE 4.10
Mapping of Resonance Excitation Energy Transfer Maxima to Chl a ~F685, Chl a ~F695, and Chl a~F7335 In Situ

Plant Species

Major

Donor

Undil Donor

Conc. (pmol/

ml suspension)

Dil. Donor

Conc. (pmol/

ml suspension)
Excitation Resonance Energy Maxima to: (nm) Conc. (nM)

Incub.

(h)

Chl a F686 Chl a F694 Chl a F738 ALA Dpy

Cucumber Proto 1620 54 397p, 402p, 410p, 415p 390s, 400p, 409p 390s, 395s, 408p, 417p 4.5 3.7 6

Cucumber Proto 1242 83 387p, 402p, 412p 392p, 406p 388p, 399p, 403p, 410p, 415p 20 4 6

Cucumber Proto 1374 92 390p, 399p, 405p, 412p 399p, 409p, 412s 399p, 400p, 416p 20 0 6

Cucumber Proto 5640 376 395p, 404s, 411p, 416p 395p,406p, 414p 393p, 400s, 407p 20 16 6

Cucumber Proto 3138 1046 402s, 411p 404p, 410s, 416p, 399s, 405s, 411p 20 0 12

Barley Proto 390 13 391, 398s, 404s, 411p 389s, 395p, 406p, 414p 390s, 393p, 400s, 406p, 412p, 416s, 4.5 3.7 6

Barley Proto 1492 61 389p, 396s, 404s, 410p, 412p 396p, 406p, 412p 389s, 395p, 406s, 410p, 20 16 6

Barley Proto 966 64 395s, 400p, 405s, 413p 389p, 397s, 403p, 412p 388s, 393p, 400s, 406p, 412p 20 0 6

Barley Proto 1015 68 389p, 396p, 412p, 413s 389p, 398p, 409p, 396s, 400p, 412p, 414s 20 4 6

Cucumber Mp(e) 390 26 419p, 431p 422p, 429p, 434p – 20 0 6

Cucumber Mp(e) 2490 83 422p, 432p 420p, 425p 417p, 424s, 427s, 429p 4.5 3.7 6

Cucumber Mp(e) 1374 91 418s, 424p, 433p 419p, 426p 414p, 423p 20 4 6

Cucumber Mp(e) 1854 185 421p, 427s, 430s 421p, 428s 421p, 430p 20 0 12

Cucumber Mp(e) 1854 618 421p, 427s, 430s 421p, 427s, 430s 421p, 430p 20 0 12

Barley Mp(e) 300 10 420p, 428s 424p, 430s 426s, 432s 4.5 3.7 6

Barley Mp(e) 162 11 423p 418p, 422s, 427p 422s, 426p, 431s 20 0 6

Barley Mp(e) 378 25 423p, 428s 418p, 430p 426s, 432p 20 4 6

Cucumber DV Pchlide a 1998 133 438p, 446p, 453s, 460s, 467p 440s, 448p, 454s, 460p 448p, 453p, 461p 20 4 6

Cucumber DV Pchlide a 4590 153 443p, 449p, 457p 436s, 442p, 453p, 463p 439p, 453p, 457p, 460p 4.5 3.7 6

Cucumber DV Pchlide a 6180 412 437p, 444s, 452p, 458p 435p, 441p, 451p, 462p 437p, 447s, 454s, 457p, 463s 20 0 6

Cucumber DV 6180 1030 438s, 447p, 452p, 456s, 462s 441s, 447p, 452p, 459p 436p, 448s, 454s, 458p 20 0 6

Cucumber DV Pchlide a 6180 1435 435p, 447s, 453p, 460s 438s, 445s, 452p, 456s, 460s, 462s 436s, 444s, 452s, 458p, 462s 20 0 12

Cucumber DV Pchlide a 14352 4784 440s, 449p, 455s, 460s 434p, 440s, 447s, 452p, 459s 434s, 440p, 447s, 462p 20 0 12

Barley MV Pchlide a 780 26 434s, 441p, 452p, 460p 438s, 445p, 449p, 463p 440p, 449p, 458s, 468p, 4.5 3.7 6

Barley MV Pchlide a 1554 104 439p, 445s, 450p, 458p, 463s 436s, 447p, 455p, 463s 440p, 450p, 458p 20 4 6

Barley MV Pchlide a 2900 193 439s, 444p, 451p, 462p, 467p 435p, 440s, 446p, 453p, 460p 438s, 453p, 457p, 464s 20 0 6

Note: A dash represents missing data. Undil. ¼ donor concentration before dilution, Dil. ¼ donor concentration after dilution, s ¼ shoulder; p ¼ peak. Only the barley spectra depicted in Figure 4.9

were recorded at the observed peak of Chl a emission at F742 nm.

Source: Reproduced from Kolossov VL, Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz CA. Photochem. Photobiol. 2003; 78:184–196. With permission.



excitation peaks or shoulders between 389 and 416 nm,

namely at SW sites between 389 and 400 nm, at MW

sites between 406 and 412 nm, and at LW sites be-

tween 414 and 416 nm (Table 4.10, Figure 4.6c) [9].

Resolution of resonance excitation energy transfer

peaks was equally good at low medium and high

Proto accumulation. In green barley, the most pro-

nounced resonance excitation energy transfer dona-

tion appeared to emanate from SW Proto sites at 389

to 396 nm, from MW sites at 403 to 412 nm, and from

LW sites with excitation maxima at 414 to 416 nm

(Table 4.10, Figure 4.7c).

It was proposed that the observed multiple reson-

ance excitation energy transfer maxima and shoulders
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FIGURE 4.4 Excitation energy transfer from anabolic tetra-

pyrroles to Chl a F686 in isolated chloroplasts prepared

from green cucumber cotyledons. (a) 77K excitation spec-

trum of isolated chloroplasts prepared from green cucum-

ber cotyledons incubated with 20mM ALA for 6 h in

darkness. Tetrapyrrole accumulation amounted to 92

(Proto), 26 (Mp(e)), and 412 (Pchlide a) pmol/ml of diluted

plastid suspension. (b) 77K excitation spectrum of isolated

chloroplasts prepared from green cucumber cotyledons in-

cubated with water for 6 h in darkness. (c) Calculated ALA-

treated – water-incubated difference spectrum. Spectra were

recorded at an emission wavelength of 686 nm on chloro-

plast suspensions diluted with glycerol (1:2 v/v), at 77K.

Treated and control chloroplasts were diluted to the same

Chl concentration. After smoothing, very small differences

in Chl concentrations were adjusted for by normalization to

the same value at 499 nm. The left ordinate scale is for the

excitation spectra. The right ordinate scale is for the differ-

ence spectrum. The upper abscissa scale at an ordinate value

of 0 is for the excitation spectra. The lower abscissa scale at

an ordinate value of �2.14 is for the difference spectrum. At

499 nm, the difference spectrum intercepts its ordinate at

0.0. Arrows point to wavelengths of interest. Negative peaks

in the difference spectra were observed only for cucumber in

the carotenoids region. It may be due to specific energy

transfer from carotenoids to accumulated tetrapyrroles,

which is dissipated as heat by internal conversion. (Repro-

duced from Kolossov VL, Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz CA. Photo-

chem. Photobiol. 2003; 78:184–196. With permission.)
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FIGURE 4.5 Excitation energy transfer from anabolic tetra-

pyrroles to Chl a F686 in isolated chloroplasts prepared

from green barley leaves. (a) 77K excitation spectrum of

isolated chloroplasts prepared from green barley leaves in-

cubated with 20mM ALA and 16mM Dpy for 6 h in dark-

ness. Tetrapyrrole accumulation amounted to 61 (Proto), 23

(Mp(e)), and 58 (Pchlide a) pmol/ml of diluted plastid sus-

pension. (b) 77K excitation spectrum of isolated chloro-

plasts prepared from green barley leaves incubated with

water for 6 h in darkness. (c) Calculated ALA-treated –

water-incubated difference spectrum. Other conditions and

conventions are as in Figure 4.4. The abscissa scale at an

ordinate value of 0 is for the excitation spectrum and the

difference spectrum. Arrows point to wavelengths of inter-

est. (Reproduced from Kolossov VL, Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz

CA. Photochem. Photobiol. 2003; 78:184–196. With permis-

sion.)



indicated different in situ environments from which

Proto donated its excitation energy to Chl a ~F695,

namely from SW sites with excitation maxima be-

tween 389 and 400 nm, from MW sites between 406

and 412 nm, and from LW sites between 414 and

416 nm [9].

4. Evidence of Resonance Excitation Energy

Transfer from Proto to Chl a ~F735

The Chl a emission at F735 to 742 nm is believed to

originate from LHCI-730, a PSI antenna [2]. In green

cucumber, resonance excitation energy transfer from

Proto to Chl a ~F735 at low, medium, and high Proto

accumulation was manifested by a Proto resonance

excitation energy transfer band between 380 and

420 nm which exhibited multiple excitation peaks or

shoulders between 388 and 416 nm [9]. SW resonance

excitation energy sites were observed at 388 to
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FIGURE 4.6 Excitation energy transfer from anabolic tetra-

pyrroles to Chl a F694 in isolated chloroplasts prepared

from green cucumber cotyledons. (a) 77K excitation spec-

trum of isolated chloroplasts prepared from green cucum-

ber cotyledons incubated with 20mM ALA for 6 h in

darkness. Tetrapyrrole accumulation amounted to 92

(Proto), 26 (Mp(e)), and 412 (Pchlide a) pmol/ml of un-

diluted plastid suspension. (b) 77K excitation spectrum of

isolated chloroplasts prepared from green cucumber cotyle-

dons incubated with water for 6 h in darkness. (c) Calcu-

lated ALA-treated – water-incubated difference spectrum.

Other conditions and conventions are as in Figure 4.4. The

upper abscissa scale at an ordinate value of 0 is for the

excitation spectra. The lower abscissa scale at an ordinate

value of �4.13 is for the difference spectrum. At 499 nm, the

difference spectrum intercepts its ordinate at 0.0. Arrows

point to wavelengths of interest. Negative peaks in the

difference spectra were observed only for cucumber in the

carotenoids region. It may be due to specific energy transfer

from carotenoids to accumulated tetrapyrroles, which is

dissipated as heat by internal conversion. (Reproduced

from Kolossov VL, Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz CA. Photochem.

Photobiol. 2003; 78:184–196. With permission.)
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FIGURE 4.7 Excitation energy transfer from anabolic tetra-

pyrroles to Chl a F694 in isolated chloroplasts prepared

from green barley leaves. (a) 77K excitation spectrum of

isolated chloroplasts prepared from green barley leaves in-

cubated with 20mM ALA for 6 h in darkness. Tetrapyrrole

accumulation amounted to 64 (Proto), 11 (Mp(e)), and 193

(Pchlide a) pmol/ml of diluted plastid suspension. (b) 77K

excitation spectrum of isolated chloroplasts prepared from

green barley leaves incubated with water for 6 h in darkness.

(c) Calculated ALA-treated – water-incubated difference

spectrum. Other conditions and conventions are as in Fig-

ure 4.4. The abscissa scale at an ordinate value of 0 is for the

excitation spectrum and the difference spectrum. Arrows

point to wavelengths of interest. (Reproduced from Kolos-

sov VL, Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz CA. Photochem. Photobiol.

2003; 78:184–196. With permission.)



400 nm, MW sites were observed at 405 and 411 nm,

and LW sites were observed at 415 to 416 nm (Table

4.10, Figure 4.8c). In green barley, the most pro-

nounced resonance excitation energy transfer dona-

tion appeared to emanate from SW Proto sites at 389

to 400 nm, from MW sites at 406 to 412 nm, and from

LW sites with excitation maxima at 414 to 416 nm

(Table 4.10, Figure 4.9c) [9]. In this case too, it was

proposed that the observed multiple resonance exci-

tation energy transfer maxima and shoulders indi-

cated different in situ environments from which

Proto donated its excitation energy to Chl a F738 to

742 [9].
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FIGURE 4.8 Excitation energy transfer from anabolic tetra-

pyrroles to Chl a F738 in isolated chloroplasts prepared

from green cucumber cotyledons. (a) 77K excitation spec-

trum of isolated chloroplasts prepared from green cucum-

ber cotyledons incubated with 20mM ALA and 4mM Dpy

for 6 h in darkness. Tetrapyrrole accumulation amounted to

83 (Proto), 91 (Mp(e)), and 133 (Pchlide a) pmol/ml of

diluted plastid suspension. (b) 77K excitation spectrum of

isolated chloroplasts prepared from green cucumber cotyle-

dons incubated with water for 6 h in darkness. (c) Calcu-

lated ALA-treated – water-incubated difference spectrum.

Other conditions and conventions are as in Figure 4.4. The

abscissa scale at an ordinate value of 0 is for the excitation

spectra. The lower abscissa scale at an ordinate value of

�1.70 is fused with the upper abscissa scale and is for the

difference spectrum. Arrows point to wavelengths of inter-

est. Negative peaks in the difference spectra were observed

only for cucumber in the carotenoids region. It may be due

to specific energy transfer from carotenoids to accumulated

tetrapyrroles in cucumber, which is dissipated as heat by

internal conversion. (Reproduced from Kolossov VL,

Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz CA. Photochem. Photobiol. 2003;

78:184–196. With permission.)
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FIGURE 4.9 Excitation energy transfer from anabolic tetra-

pyrroles to Chl a F738–742 in isolated chloroplasts pre-

pared from green barley leaves. This is the only instance

where the emission maximum of Chl a was observed at 442

instead of 738 nm. (a) 77K excitation spectrum of isolated

chloroplasts prepared from green barley leaves incubated

with 20mM ALA and 4mM Dpy for 6 h in darkness.

Tetrapyrrole accumulation amounted to 68 (Proto), 25

(Mp(e)), and 104 (Pchlide a) pmol/ml of undiluted plastid

suspension. (b) 77K excitation spectrum of isolated chloro-

plasts prepared from green barley leaves incubated with

water for 6 h in darkness. (c) Calculated ALA-treated –

water-incubated difference spectrum. Other conditions and

conventions are as in Figure 4.4. The abscissa scale at an

ordinate value of 0 is for the excitation spectrum and the

difference spectrum. Arrows point to wavelengths of inter-

est. (Reproduced from Kolossov VL, Kopetz KJ, Rebeiz

CA. Photochem. Photobiol. 2003; 78:184–196. With permis-

sion.)



5. Evidence of Resonance Excitation Energy

Transfer from Mp(e) to Chl a ~F685

Since Mg-Proto and Mp(e) exhibited identical elec-

tronic spectroscopic properties and could not be dis-

tinguished from one another in situ, Mg-Proto and

Mp(e) were monitored in situ, as a single entity,

namely Mp(e). The Mp(e) pool in cucumber and

barley consisted mainly of DV Mp(e). In green cu-

cumber, resonance excitation energy transfer from

Mp(e) to Chl a ~F685, at low, medium, and high

Mp(e) accumulation was manifested by a pronounced

resonance excitation energy transfer band between

410 and 440 nm with multiple short medium, and

LW resonance excitation energy transfer peaks or

shoulders at 418 to 422, 421 to 427, and 430 to

433 nm, respectively (Table 4.10, Figure 4.4c) [9].

These resonance excitation energy transfer maxima

and shoulders fell within the Mp(e) excitation band

observed in etiolated cucumber cotyledon homogen-

ates (Figure 4.3Ab). The best resolution of resonance

excitation energy transfer peaks was achieved at low

to medium Mp(e) concentrations (26 to 185 pmol/ml

diluted suspension) (Table 4.10). At higher Mp(e)

concentrations (618 pmol/ml diluted suspension), the

resonance excitation energy transfer band was dom-

inated by a SW 421 nm peak (Table 4.10). In green

barley, the most pronounced resonance excitation

energy transfer donation appeared to originate from

SW Mp(e) sites with excitation maxima at 418 to

420 nm, from MW sites with excitation maxima at

423 to 426 nm, and from a LW site at 428 nm (Table

4.10, Figure 4.5c) [9].

It was proposed that the observed multiple reson-

ance excitation energy transfer maxima and shoulders

indicated different in situ environments from which

Mp(e) donated its excitation energy to Chl a F686,

namely from SW sites with excitation maxima at 418

to 420 nm, MW sites at 423 to 426 nm, and LW sites

at 426 to 428 nm [9].

6. Evidence of Resonance Excitation Energy

Transfer from Mp(e) to Chl a ~F695

In green cucumber, resonance excitation energy trans-

fer from Mp(e) to Chl a ~F694, at low, medium, and

high Mp(e) accumulation was manifested by a pro-

nounced resonance excitation energy transfer band

between 410 and 440 nm with multiple SW, MW,

and LW excitation peaks or shoulders at 419 to 421,

425 to 426, and 428 to 430 nm, respectively (Table

4.10, Figure 4.6c) [9]. These resonance excitation

transfer maxima fell within the Mp(e) excitation

band observed in etiolated cucumber cotyledon hom-

ogenates (Figure 4.3Ab). The best resolution of res-

onance excitation energy transfer peaks was achieved

at low to medium Mp(e) concentration (26 to

185 pmol/ml diluted suspension) (Table 4.10). At

higher Mp(e) concentration (618 pmol/ml diluted sus-

pension), the resonance excitation energy transfer

band was dominated by a 421 nm peak (Table 4.12).

In green barley, the most pronounced resonance ex-

citation energy transfer donation appeared to eman-

ate from a SW Mp(e) site with an excitation

maximum at 418 nm, and from LW sites with excita-

tion maxima at 427 and 430 nm, (Table 4.10, Figure

4.7c) (9). It was proposed that the observed multiple

resonance excitation energy transfer maxima and

shoulders indicated different in situ environments

from which Mp(e) donated its excitation energy to

Chl a F694 [9].

7. Evidence of Excitation Resonance Energy

Transfer from Mp(e) to Chl a ~F735

In green cucumber, resonance excitation energy trans-

fer from Mp(e) to Chl a ~F735, at low, medium, and

high Mp(e) accumulation was manifested by a pro-

nounced resonance excitation energy transfer band

between 417 and 440 nm with multiple SW, MW,

and LW excitation peaks or shoulders at 417 to 421,

424 to 427, and 429 to 430 nm, respectively (Table

4.10) [9]. These resonance excitation transfer maxima

and shoulders fell within the Mp(e) excitation band

observed in etiolated cucumber cotyledon homogen-

ates (Figure 4.3Ab). At high Mp(e) concentrations

(618 pmol/ml diluted suspension), the resonance exci-

tation energy transfer band was dominated by 421

and 430 nm peaks (Table 4.12) [9]. In green barley,

the most pronounced resonance excitation energy

transfer donation appeared to originate from a MW

Mp(e) site with an excitation maximum at 426 nm

(Table 4.10), and from a LW site with an excitation

maximum at 432 nm (Figure 4.9c) (9). It was pro-

posed that the observed multiple resonance excitation

energy transfer maxima and shoulders indicated dif-

ferent in situ environments from which Mp(e) do-

nated its excitation energy to ~Chl a F735, namely:

SW sites at 417 to 422 nm, MW sites at 423 to 427 nm,

and LW sites at 429 to 432 nm [9].

8. Evidence of Resonance Energy Transfer from

Pchlide a to Chl a ~F685

In green cucumber, resonance excitation energy trans-

fer from DV Pchlide a to Chl a F686 at low, medium,

and high DV Pchlide a accumulation was manifested

by a pronounced resonance excitation energy transfer

band between 434 and 468 nm with multiple excita-

tion SW, MW, and LW peaks or shoulders at 435 to



438, 440 to 453, and 458 to 462 nm, respectively

(Table 4.10, Figure 4.4c) [9]. These resonance excita-

tion transfer maxima and shoulders fell within the DV

Pchlide a excitation band observed in etiolated cu-

cumber cotyledon homogenates (Figure 4.3Ac). In

green barley, the most pronounced resonance excita-

tion energy transfer donation appeared to emanate

from SW MV Pchlide a sites at 437 to 439 nm, MW

MV Pchlide a sites with excitation maxima at 441,

448, 451 to 452 nm and from LW sites with excitation

maxima at 460 to 462 and 467 nm (Table 4.10, Figure

4.5c) [9]. It was proposed that the observed multiple

resonance excitation energy transfer maxima and

shoulders indicated different in situ environments

from which DV and MV Pchlide a donated excitation

energy to Chl a F686, namely: SW sites at 434 to 439,

MW sites at 440 to 453 nm, and LW sites at 458 to

467 nm [9].

9. Evidence of Resonance Excitation Energy

Transfer from Pchl(ide) a to Chl a ~F695

In green cucumber, resonance excitation energy trans-

fers from DV Pchlide a to Chl a ~F695, at low,

medium, and high DV Pchlide a accumulation were

manifested by a pronounced resonance excitation en-

ergy transfer band between 434 and 468 nm with mul-

tiple SW, MW, and LW resonance excitation energy

transfer peaks or shoulders at 435 to 438, 440 to 454,

and 458 to 463 nm, respectively (Table 410, Figure

4.6c) [9]. These resonance excitation energy transfer

maxima fell within the DV Pchlide a excitation

band observed in etiolated cucumber cotyledon hom-

ogenates (Figure 4.3Ac). In green barley, the most

pronounced resonance excitation energy transfer do-

nations appeared to originate from a SW MV Pchlide

a site with an excitation maximum at 435 nm, from

MW MV Pchlide a sites with excitation maxima at

445 to 447 and 453 to 455 nm, and from LW sites with

excitation maxima at 460 to 463 nm (Table 4.10, Fig-

ure 4.7c) [9]. It was proposed that the observed mul-

tiple resonance excitation energy transfer maxima and

shoulders indicated different in situ environments

from which DV and MV Pchlide a donated excitation

energy to Chl a ~F695, namely from SW sites at 435

to 438 nm, MW sites at 440 to 453 nm, and LW sites

at 458 to 467 nm [9].

10. Evidence of Resonance Excitation Energy

Transfer from Pchl(ide) a to Chl a ~F735

In green cucumber, resonance excitation energy trans-

fer from DV Pchlide a to Chl a ~F735 at low, med-

ium, and high DV Pchlide a accumulation was

manifested by a pronounced resonance excitation en-

ergy transfer band between 434 and 468 nm with mul-

tiple SW, MW, and LW resonance excitation energy

transfer peaks or shoulders at 436 to 439, 440 to 454,

and 457 to 463 nm, respectively (Table 4.10, Figure

4.8c) [9]. These resonance excitation energy transfer

maxima or shoulders fell within the DV Pchlide a

excitation band observed in etiolated cucumber coty-

ledon homogenates (Figure 4.3Ac). In green barley,

the most pronounced resonance excitation energy

transfer donations appeared to originate from MW

MV Pchlide a sites with excitation maxima at 440, 449

to 450, and 453 nm and from LW sites with excitation

maxima at 458 to 464 nm (Table 4.10, Figure 4.8c) [9].

It was proposed that the observed multiple resonance

excitation energy transfer maxima and shoulders in-

dicated different in situ environments from which DV

and MV Pchlide a donated excitation energy to Chl a

F738–742, namely from SW sites at 436 to 438 nm,

MW sites at 440 to 454 nm, and LW sites at 457 to

468 nm [9].

11. Comparison of Excitation Spectra of

Reconstituted Tetrapyrroles-Cucumber

Plastid Lipoproteins to the Resonance

Excitation Energy Transfer Profiles Observed

In Situ

In an effort to gain a better understanding of the

possible relationship between the Soret excitation

profiles of Proto, Mg-proto, and DV Pchlide a, ran-

domly bound to chloroplast lipoproteins, and the

resonance excitation energy transfer profiles observed

in situ in isolated chloroplasts this issue was investi-

gated as described below.

Isolated cucumber chloroplasts were stripped of

their pigments and were complexed to exogenous

Proto, Mg-Proto, and DV Pchlide a as described

in Section II. Excitation spectra of tetrapyrrole-

complexed and tetrapyrrole-free lipoproteins were

recorded at vibrational emission maxima of 686,

694, and 738 nm, and difference spectra of tetrapyr-

role-spiked plastid lipoproteins minus plastid lipopro-

teins devoid of tetrapyrroles were generated. It was

conjectured that if nonspecific tetrapyrrole–lipopro-

teins binding took place at a highly unspecific binding

site, then one would observe a main Soret excitation

peak that would overtake and dwarf all others.

As reported in Table 4.11, the putative nonspecific

tetrapyrrole–chloroplast lipoprotein binding resulted

in very simple Soret excitation profiles, far less com-

plex than the resonance excitation energy transfer

profiles reported in Table 4.10 [9]. No corresponding

Soret excitation peaks were observed at vibrational

emissions of 738 nm.



12. Could the Anabolic Tetrapyrroles Have

Diffused from Their Enzyme Binding Sites to

Bind Nonspecifically to Various Chloroplast

Proteins In Situ?

It was pointed out by Kolossov et al. [9] that under

the present experimental conditions, it was very un-

likely for accumulated tetrapyrroles to leave their

enzyme binding sites in order to associate at random

with membrane lipoproteins. It is noteworthy that for

a particular tetrapyrrole, under various incubation

conditions, and at various levels of tetrapyrrole accu-

mulation, the heterogeneous resonance excitation en-

ergy transfer profiles from SW, MW, and LW sites to

a particular Chl a species were remarkably preserved

(Table 4.10). This was in contrast to the simple Soret

excitation profiles which were observed in Table 4.11,

for reconstituted cucumber chloroplast lipoproteins–

exogenous-tetrapyrrole complexes. This, and the con-

stancy of the resonance excitation donation profiles

reported in Table 4.10 over a wide range of tetrapyr-

role concentrations, argued against significant tetra-

pyrrole diffusion and nonspecific binding to proteins

(also see Section IV) [9].

Furthermore, the only documented case of a tet-

rapyrrole leaving its natural enzyme binding site is

that of DV Proto which accumulates when protopor-

phyrinogen IX oxidase activity is inhibited [33–35].

Under these circumstances, protoporphyrinogen IX

leaves its enzyme binding site and tunnels its way out

of the chloroplast. It was suggested that the tunneling

may be caused by the highly flexible structure of

protoporphyrinogen IX, which is a reduced tetrapyr-

role that lacks the rigid planer structure and alternat-

ing double bond system of oxidized tetrapyrroles [9].

Altogether, the above results demonstrated unam-

biguous resonance excitation energy transfer from

anabolic tetrapyrroles to Chl a–protein complexes

and made it possible to investigate the relationships

between Chl biosynthetic routes and the topography

of thylakoid membrane biogenesis by resonance exci-

tation energy transfer manipulations, as described

below.

B. CALCULATION OF RESONANCE EXCITATION ENERGY

TRANSFER RATES FROM ANABOLIC TETRAPYRROLES

TO CHLOROPHYLL A–PROTEIN COMPLEXES AT FIXED

DISTANCES THAT MAY PREVAIL IN A TIGHTLY

PACKED LINEAR, CONTINUOUS ARRAY PSU

In a first attempt, efforts were made to investigate

whether the observed resonance excitation energy

transfers described in Section IIIA were compatible

with the SBP-single location model described in Fig-

ure 4.1A. To this end, resonance excitation energy

transfer rates from anabolic tetrapyrroles to various

Chl–protein complexes that populated a tightly

packed continuous array PSU were calculated over

the shortest fixed distances that would prevail in such

a model. The results of these calculations are de-

scribed below.

1. Energy Transfer Rates from Proto to Various

Chl a–Protein Species at Fixed Distances R

That May Prevail in the SBP-Single Location

Chl–Thylakoid Apoprotein Biosynthesis Model

As mentioned earlier, DV Proto is an early intermedi-

ate along the Chl biosynthetic chains and is several

steps removed from the end product, Chl a. The

detection of excitation resonance energy transfers

from Proto to (a) Chl a ~F685 (the Chl a of

LHCII), and to LHCI-680 (the inner LHC antennae

TABLE 4.11
Mapping of the Soret Excitation Profiles of Exogenous DV Proto,
DV Mg-Proto, and DV Pchlide a Complexed to Cucumber Chloroplast
Lipoproteins

Tetrapyrrole

Emission

Maximum (nm)
Soret Excitation Maxima Observed at Emissions of

686nm 694nm 738nm

DV Proto 624 406p 406p None

DV Mg-Proto 592 422p, 430p 420s, 425p None

DV Pchlide a 635 446p, 450s 450p None

Note: p ¼ peak, s ¼ shoulder.



of PSI), (b) to Chl a ~F695, the Chl a of CP47 and

CP29 (two PSII antennae), and (c) to Chl a ~F735,

the Chl a of LHCI-730 (the inner PSI antenna) [2],

made it possible to investigate whether resonance

excitation energy transfer from Proto to the above-

mentioned Chl–protein complexes can take place over

distances that separate them from a single-branched

Chl a biosynthetic pathway located in the center of a

tightly packed, continuous array PSU model [2]. In-

deed, in this model it can be calculated that the core

of PSII including CP47 and CP29, would be located

about 126 Å away from the SBP. On the other hand,

LHCI-730 would be located about 159 Å on the other

side of the SBP. The centers of the inner and outer

halves of LHCII surrounding the PSII core would be

located about 156 Å (outer half) and 82 Å (inner half)

from the SBP. Therefore, energy transfer rates from

Proto to the various Chl a species over 159, 126, and

82 Å as well as over critical distances R ¼ R0 were

calculated.

In Table 4.12 and Table 4.13, the rates of reson-

ance excitation energy transfer, KT, from Proto to

various Chl a species are expressed as a percentage

of de-excitation via 100% resonance excitation energy

transfer. In all cases, rates of excitation resonance

energy transfer from Proto to Chl a ~F685, ~F695,

and ~F730 (i.e., at distances of 159 to 82 Å) were

negligible. In other words, resonance excitation en-

ergy transfer rates for the SBP-location model from

Proto to Chl a-protein complexes belonging to PSI,

PSII, and LHCII at distances that were likely to

prevail in a 130 � 450 Å continuous array PSU were

TABLE 4.12
Rates of Resonance Excitation Energy Transfer, KT, at Fixed Distances R Separating Proto from Various Chl a
Species In Situ at 77 K in Green Barley Leaves

Chl a Species

Chl a Absorbance

(nm) tD (ns) R0 (Å) R (Å) KT (s
�1)

KT as Percent

of 100% Transfer

Efficiency

Chl a F685 (LHCI-680 þ outer half of LHCII) 670 0.31 39.17 159.00 7.29 � 106 1.11 � 10�2

Chl a F685 (inner half of LHCII) 670 0.31 39.17 82.00 3.88 � 107 0.60

Chl a F685 at R0 ¼ R 670 0.31 39.17 39.17 3.26 � 109 50

Chl a F695 (CP47) þ CP29) 677 0.31 41.58 126.00 4.22 � 106 0.60 � 10�1

Chl a F695 at R0 ¼ R 677 0.31 41.58 41.58 3.26 � 109 50

Chl a F735 (LHCI-730) 704 0.31 22.92 159.00 2.93 � 104 4.49 � 10�4

Chl a F738 at R0 ¼ R 704 0.31 22.92 22.92 3.26 � 109 50

Note: tD ¼ actual mean lifetime of excitation of the Proto donor in the presence of the acceptor (Chl a species); R0 ¼ critical separation of

Proto donor from Chl a acceptors for which energy transfer from the excited Proto donor to the Chl a acceptor and emission from the excited

donor to the ground state amount to 50% (i.e., are equally probable); R¼ separation between the centers of the excited Proto donor and the

unexcited Chl a acceptors.

TABLE 4.13
Rates of Resonance Excitation Energy Transfer, KT, at Fixed Distances R Separating Proto from Various Chl a
Species In Situ at 77K in Green Cucumber Cotyledons

Chl a Species

Chl a Absorbance

(nm) tD (ns) R0 (Å) R (Å) KT (s
�1)

KT as Percent

of 100% Transfer

Efficiency

Chl a F685 (LHCI-680 þ outer half of LHCII) 670 0.14 29.41 159.00 2.89 � 105 2.00 � 10�3

Chl a F685 (inner half of LHCII) 670 0.14 29.41 82.00 1.53 � 107 0.11

Chl a F685 at R0 ¼ R 670 0.14 29.41 29.41 7.20 � 109 50

Chl a F695 (CP47) þ CP29) 677 0.14 29.29 126.00 1.14 � 106 0.79 � 10�2

Chl a F695 at R0 ¼ R 677 0.14 29.29 29.21 7.20 � 109 50

Chl a F735 (LHCI-730) 704 0.14 16.16 159.00 7.94 � 103 5.5 � 10�5

Chl a F738 at R0 ¼ R 704 0.14 16.16 16.16 7.20 � 109 50

Note: Abbreviations are as in Table 4.12.



not observable. Yet, as reported elsewhere [9], reson-

ance excitation energy transfers from Proto to Chl a

~F685, ~F695, and ~F730 were very pronounced.

These results suggested that in actuality, resonance

excitation energy transfers from Proto to Chl a ~F685,

~F695, and ~F738 probably took place over smaller

distances, which were more compatible with either the

SBP-multilocation, orMBP-sublocation models.

2. Resonance Excitation Energy Transfer Rates

from Mg-Proto (Ester) to Chl a ~F685, ~F695,

and ~F735 at Fixed Distances R That May

Prevail in the SBP-Single Location Chl–

Thylakoid Apoprotein Biosynthesis Model

In this instance, two different plant species belong-

ing to two different greening groups of plants were

used: cucumber, a DDV-LDDV plant species [22]

that accumulates mainly DV Mp(e), and barley, a

DMV-LDMV plant species [22], which usually accu-

mulates larger amounts of MV Mp(e), than cucum-

ber.

As with Proto, rates of resonance excitation en-

ergy transfer from Mp(e) to Chl a ~F685, ~F695, and

~F738 were calculated over distances R of 159, 126,

and 82 Å, as well as at critical distances R ¼ R0. As

reported in Table 4.14 and Table 4.15, the rates of

excitation resonance energy transfer, KT, from Mp(e)

to the various Chl a species at 159 to 82 Å were

negligible. In this case too the data suggested that

actual excitation resonance energy transfer from

Mp(e) to various Chl a species probably took place

over smaller distances, which are more compatible

with the SBP-multilocation, or MBP-sublocation

models.

TABLE 4.14
Rates of Resonance Excitation Energy Transfer, KT, at Fixed Distances R Separating Mp(e) from Various Chl a
Species In Situ at 77K in Green Barley Leaves

Chl a Species

Chl a Absorbance

(nm) tD (ns) R0 (Å) R (Å) KT (s
�1)

KT as Percent

of 100% Transfer

Efficiency

Chl a F685 (LHCI-680 þ outer half of LHCII) 670 0.52 37.05 159.00 3.06 � 105 0.59 � 10�2

Chl a F685 (inner half of LHCII) 670 0.52 37.05 82.00 1.63 � 107 0.31

Chl a F685 at R0 ¼ R 670 0.52 37.05 37.05 1.91 � 109 50

Chl a F695 (CP47) þ CP29) 677 0.52 36.59 126.00 1.14 � 106 0.30 � 10�1

Chl a F695 at R0 ¼ R 677 0.52 36.59 36.59 1.91 � 109 50

Chl a F735 (LHCI-730) 704 0.52 20.15 159.00 3.20 � 104 8.40 � 10�4

Chl a F738 at R0 ¼ R 704 0.52 20.15 20.15 1.91 � 109 50

Note: Abbreviations are as in Table 4.12.

TABLE 4.15
Rates of Resonance Excitation Energy Transfer, KT, at Fixed Distances R Separating Mp(e) from Various Chl a
Species In Situ at 77K in Green Cucumber Cotyledons

Chl a Species

Chl a Absorbance

(nm) tD (ns) R0 (Å) R (Å) KT (s
�1)

KT as Percent

of 100% Transfer

Efficiency

Chl a F685 (LHCI-680 þ outer half of LHCII) 670 0.30 37.02 159 5.35 � 105 7.96 � 10�3

Chl a F685 (inner half of LHCII) 670 0.30 37.02 82 2.84 � 107 0.38

Chl a F685 at R0 ¼ R 670 0.30 37.02 37.02 3.36 � 109 50

Chl a F695 (CP47) þ CP29) 677 0.30 39.69 126 3.28 � 106 4.88 � 10�2

Chl a F695 at R0 ¼ R 677 0.30 39.69 39.69 3.36 � 109 50

Chl a F735 (LHCI-730) 704 0.30 22.71 159 2.85 � 104 4.24 � 10�4

Chl a F738 at R0 ¼ R 704 0.30 22.71 22.71 3.36 � 109 50

Note: Abbreviations are as in Table 4.12.



3. Energy Transfer Rates from Pchlide a to Chl a

~F685, ~F695, and F~735 at Fixed Distances R

That May Prevail in the Single-Branched Single-

Location Chl–Thylakoid Apoprotein

Biosynthesis Model

To distinguish between resonance excitation energy

transfer from DV and MV Pchl(ide) a to the various

Chl a species, two different plant species belonging to

two different greening groups of plants were used [22].

Cucumber, a DDV-LDDV plant species, which accu-

mulated mainly DV Pchlide a, allowed the monitoring

of resonance excitation energy transfer mainly from

DV Pchl(ide) a to the various Chl a species. On the

other hand, barley, a DMV-LDMV plant species,

which accumulated MV Pchlide a, allowed the mon-

itoring of excitation resonance energy transfer from

MV Pchl(ide) a to the various Chl a species.

As with Proto and Mp(e), rates of resonance

excitation energy transfer from DV and MV Pchl(ide)

a to Chl a ~F686, ~F694, and ~F738 were calculated

over distances R of 159, 126, and 82 Å, as well as

at critical distances R ¼ R0. As shown in Table 4.16

and Table 4.17, the rates of excitation resonance

energy transfer, KT, from DV and MV Pchl(ide) a

to the various Chl a species at 159 to 82 Å were

negligible. In this case too, the data suggested that

actual resonance excitation energy transfer from

Pchl(ide) a to various Chl a species probably took

place over smaller distances which were more

compatible with the SBP-multilocation, or MBP-

sublocation models.

TABLE 4.16
Rates of Resonance Excitation Energy Transfer, KT, at Fixed Distances R Separating MV Pchlide a from Various
Chl a Species in Situ at 77 K in Green Barley Leaves

Chl a Species

Chl a Absorbance

(nm) tD (ns) R0 (Å) R (Å) KT (s
�1)

KT as Percent

of 100% Transfer

Efficiency

Chl a F685 (LHCI-680 þ outer half of LHCII) 670 0.22 36.29 159 4.82 � 105 0.71 � 10�3

Chl a F685 (inner half of LHCII) 670 0.22 36.29 82 2.56 � 107 0.38

Chl a F685 at R0 ¼ R 670 0.22 36.29 36.29 3.41 � 109 50

Chl a F695 (CP47) þ CP29) 677 0.22 37.90 126 2.56 � 106 3.75 � 10�2

Chl a F695 at R0 ¼ R 677 0.22 37.90 37.90 3.41 � 109 50

Chl a F735 (LHCI-730) 704 0.22 22.43 159 26.87 � 104 3.90 � 10�3

Chl a F738 at R0 ¼ R 704 0.22 22.43 22.43 3.41 � 109 50

Note: Abbreviations are as in Table 4.12.

TABLE 4.17
Rates of Resonance Excitation Energy Transfer, KT, at Fixed Distances R Separating DV Pchlide a from Various
Chl a Species In Situ at 77 K in Green Cucumber Cotyledons

Chl a Species

Chl a Absorbance

(nm) tD (ns) R0 (Å) R (Å) KT (s
�1)

KT as Percent

of 100% Transfer

Efficiency

Chl a F685 (LHCI-680 þ outer half of LHCII) 670 0.29 34.50 159 47.83 � 105 5.22 � 10�2

Chl a F685 (inner half of LHCII) 670 0.29 34.50 82 2.54 � 107 2.77 � 10�1

Chl a F685 at R0 ¼ R 670 0.29 34.50 34.50 4.58 � 109 50

Chl a F695 (CP47) þ CP29) 677 0.29 37.82 126 3.35 � 106 3.66 � 10�2

Chl a F695 at R0 ¼ R 677 0.29 37.82 37.82 4.58 � 109 50

Chl a F735 (LHCI-730) 704 0.29 21.66 159 2.93 � 104 0.3 � 10�3

Chl a F738 at R0 ¼ R 704 0.29 21.66 21.66 4.58 � 109 50

Note: Abbreviations are as in Table 4.12.



C. CALCULATION OF THE DISTANCES THAT SEPARATE
PROTO, MP(E), DV PCHLIDE A, AND MV PCHLIDE

A FROM VARIOUS CHL A ACCEPTORS IN LATERALLY
HETEROGENEOUS PSU

Since resonance excitation energy transfer rates at

distances that prevailed in a continuous array PSU

were insignificant (see above), an effort was made to

calculate the probable distances that separated ana-

bolic tetrapyrroles from Chl a receptors in more

plausible PSU models. Distances separating Proto,

Mp(e), and DV and MV Pchlide a from Chl a accep-

tors were therefore determined and were compared to

current concepts of PSU structure [3–5] and to the

Chl–thylakoid biogenesis models proposed in Refs.

[1,9] (see Section IV). The calculated distances separ-

ating Proto, Mp(e), and DV and MV Pchlide a from

various Chl a acceptors in situ are reported in Table

4.18.

Distances separating anabolic tetrapyrroles from

various Chl–protein complexes ranged from a low of

16.52 Å for Proto–Chl a ~F735 separation in cucum-

ber, to a high of 41.23 Å for Proto–Chl a ~F695

separation in barley (Table 4.18). The magnitude of

these distances was compatible with the observation

of intense resonance excitation energy transfer

reported in Ref. [9].

In cucumber, a DDV-LDDV plant species [22],

the distances that separated Proto from Chl a accep-

tors were shorter than those that separated Mp(e) and

DV Pchlide a from the Chl a acceptors (Table 4.18).

Since Proto is an earlier intermediate of Chl a biosyn-

thesis than Mp(e) and Pchlide a, it indicated that in

cucumber, the Chl a–protein biosynthesis subcenter is

a highly folded entity, where linear distances separat-

ing intermediates from end products bear little mean-

ing (see Section IV). On the other hands, in barley, a

DMV-LDMV plant species [22], distances separating

Proto from various Chl a acceptors were generally

longer than those separating Mp(e) and MV Pchlide

a from the Chl a acceptors (Table 4.18). This in turn

suggested that tetrapyrrole–protein complex folding

in cucumber (DV subcenters) is different than in bar-

ley (MV subcenters).

In all cases, it was observed that while distances

separating anabolic tetrapyrroles from Chl a

(E670F685) (i.e., Chl a ~F685) and Chl a

(E677F695) (i.e., Chl a ~F695), were in the same

range, those separating Chl a (E704F735) (i.e., Chl a

~F735) from anabolic tetrapyrroles were much

shorter (Table 4.18). As may be recalled, it is believed

that the fluorescence emitted at ~F685 nm arises from

the Chl a of the light-harvesting Chl–protein com-

plexes (LHCII and LHCI-680), that emitted at

~F695 nm arises mainly from the PSII antenna Chl a

(CP47 and/or CP29), while that emitted at ~F735 nm

arises primarily from the PSI antenna Chl a (LHCI-

730) [2]. This in turn suggested that in the Chl a–

protein biosynthesis subcenters, protein folding is

such that the PSI antenna Chl a (LHCI-730) is

much closer to the terminal steps of anabolic tetra-

pyrrole biosynthesis than the LHCII and LHCI-680

Chl–protein complexes or the CP47 and/or CP29 PSII

antenna Chl a complexes.

IV. DISCUSSION

Evidence of heterogeneous resonance excitation en-

ergy transfer from anabolic tetrapyrroles to Chl–pro-

tein complexes was reviewed by describing resonance

excitation energy transfer donation from multiple

Soret excitation sites to Chl–protein complexes. The

accumulation of anabolic tetrapyrroles was induced

by treating plant tissues with ALA in the absence and

presence of Dpy. Treatment of plant tissues with

ALA and/or Dpy resulted in the accumulation of

tetrapyrroles [19]. In the light the accumulated tetra-

pyrroles cause the formation of singlet oxygen that

TABLE 4.18
Calculated Distances R (Å) that Separate Proto, Mp(e), and Pchlide a Donors from Chl a–Protein Complexes
Acceptors in Barley and Cucumber Chloroplasts at 77 K In Situ

Chl a Species Proto Mp(e) MV Pchlide a DV Pchlide a

Barley Cucumber Barley Cucumber Barley Cucumber

Chl a F685 (LHCI-680 þ outer half of LHCII 38.83 30.07 35.60 38.74 37.73 35.22

Chl a F695 (CP47) þ CP29) 41.23 29.94 35.15 41.53 39.41 30.60

Chl a F735 (LHCI-730) 22.72 16.52 19.36 23.76 23.32 22.11

Note: the distances R were determined from [(R6)1/ 6 cm]108 Å cm�1. The R6 values were taken from Table 4.9. A k2 value of 0.67 was used in

the calculations.



destroys all biomolecules including chloroplast pig-

ments [21,36]. However, in darkness, as is the case in

this work, induction of tetrapyrrole accumulation left

the total Chl profile intact with no obvious alteration

in the Chl a/b ratio as reported elsewhere [37].

Since the emission spectrum of isolated chloro-

plast is flat between 580 and 660 nm, accumulated

tetrapyrroles exhibited definite emission maxima in

this wavelength region, at 77K, namely at 591 and

650 nm (Mp(e)), 623 nm (Proto), and 633 and 652 nm

(Pchlides). However, the emission peaks were broad.

Furthermore, since emission wavelengths are less sen-

sitive to structural and environmental factors than

Soret excitation maxima, Soret excitation peaks and

Soret resonance excitation energy transfer maxima

were more sensitive markers of chemical and site

heterogeneity [1] than emission spectra. For example,

although MV and DV Pchlide a exhibit identical

emission maxima at 625 nm, in ether at 77K, they

exhibit different Soret excitation maxima at 417 and

424 nm, respectively [19].

Demonstration of resonance excitation energy

transfers for the purpose of calculating distances

separating anabolic tetrapyrroles in their native loca-

tions, from Chl–protein complexes, is only meaning-

ful if the accumulated tetrapyrroles occupy their

natural positions in the thylakoid membranes [9]. It

was argued that the natural positions were most prob-

ably binding sites of the enzymes that process various

reactions of the Chl biosynthetic pathway [9]. It was

also argued that this does not mean that every en-

zyme-binding site should accumulate stochiometric

amounts of tetrapyrroles [9]. It is well known that

tetrapyrrole–tetrapyrrole associations via van der

Waal forces and/or keto–Mg axial coordination are

very ubiquitous in photosynthetic organisms [38–41].

For example, it is very conceivable that Pchlide a

accumulation occurs as a shell around a Pchlide a–

enzyme binding site, via Pchlide a–Pchlide a–keto–

Mg axial coordination. As a consequence excess

amounts of Pchlide a per Pchlide a binding site

may accumulate. Leaked fluorescence would be emit-

ted by the Pchlide a directly attached to the protein

binding site, while the Pchlide a shell would be non-

fluorescent or very weakly fluorescent. As a conse-

quence, resonance excitation energy transfer profiles

would be relatively independent of the size of the

aggregated Pchlide a shell, and as shown in Table

4.10, would be relatively constant over a wide range

of tetrapyrrole accumulation. The same reasoning can

be extended to other tetrapyrrole side-chains–Mg co-

ordination and/or aggregation via van der Waal

forces.

It is also important to point out that, under the

present experimental conditions, it was very unlikely

for the accumulated tetrapyrroles to leave their en-

zyme binding sites to associate randomly with mem-

brane lipoproteins. The only documented case of a

tetrapyrrole leaving its natural enzyme-binding site is

that of protoporphyrinogen IX, which accumulates

when protoporphyrinogen IX oxidase activity is

inhibited [33–35]. Under these circumstances, proto-

porphyrinogen IX leaves its enzyme-binding site and

tunnels its way out of the chloroplast. The tunneling

may be caused by the highly flexible structure of

protoporphyrinogen IX, which is a reduced tetrapyr-

role that lacks the rigid planar structure and alternat-

ing double bond system of oxidized tetrapyrroles. We

are unaware of Mg-porphyrins or -phorbins with a

rigid planar structure, leaving their enzyme binding

sites to be excreted in the incubation medium as is

often observed with flexible porphyrinogens such as

uroporphyrinogens, coproporphyrinogens, and Pro-

toporphyrinogen IX. It is also noteworthy that for a

particular tetrapyrrole, under various incubation con-

ditions, and at various levels of tetrapyrrole accumu-

lation, the heterogeneous resonance excitation energy

transfer profiles from SW, MW, and LW sites to a

particular Chl a species were remarkably well pre-

served (Table 4.10). This is in contrast to the simple

Soret excitation profiles which were observed during

reconstituted binding of cucumber chloroplast lipo-

proteins to exogenous Proto, Mp(e), and DV Pchlide

a (Table 4.11).

Another issue that was addressed in Ref. [9], was

the impact of prolamellar body formation on the ob-

served resonance excitation energy transfer profiles. It

was reasserted that by the end of the fifth dark cycle of

the photoperiod, prolamellar body formation was no

longer observed in chloroplasts [42]. However, a very

small number of thylakoid plexuses were formed. If as

expected, the thylakoid plexuses were devoid of Chl,

contribution of plexus-bound tetrapyrroles to reson-

ance excitation energy donation to Chl a ~F685,

~F695, and ~F735 would not be observed.

In Ref. [9], resonance excitation energy transfers

between Proto, Mp(e) and Pchlide a, and the Chl a of

several Chl–protein complexes of PSI, PSII, and

LHCII were clearly demonstrated in the presence of

contributions from the vibrational bands of the accu-

mulated tetrapyrroles. That contribution should be

considered in the context of the (a) fluorescence in-

tensities of the accumulated tetrapyrrole vibrational

bands at ~685, ~695, and ~735 nm, and (b) overlap

between the vibrational bands of the accumulated

tetrapyrroles and the absorbance bands of Chl a

(E671F686), (E677F694), and (E705F738), as dis-

cussed in Ref. [9].

First, it was pointed out that the fluorescence

intensities at 685, 694, and 738 to 742 nm of the



Mp(e) vibrational band were minimal, and for all

practical purposes their contribution to the Soret ex-

citation profile of Mp(e) can be largely ignored. The

same held true for the fluorescence intensities at 738

to 742 nm of the Proto and Pchlide a vibrational

bands. That left the contribution of the fluorescence

intensities at 685 and 694 nm of the Proto and Pchlide

a vibrational bands, to the resonance excitation en-

ergy transfer profiles of Proto and Pchlide a at ~F685

and ~F695 nm. At these wavelengths the ratio of the

vibrational bands emission maxima to the Chl emis-

sions at ~F685 and ~F695 nm is about unity. How-

ever, since all excitation spectra were recorded at

narrow 0.5 to 4 nm excitation and emission slit

widths, one would expect the excitation contribution

of the Proto and Pchlide a vibrational bands at F686

and F694 to generate single Proto and Pchlide a

excitation maxima at each wavelength. Such excita-

tion maxima would not be due to resonance excita-

tion energy transfer. Therefore, it was argued that one

of the peaks or shoulders reported in Table 4.10 at

~F685 and ~F695, for both Proto and Pchlide a, may

be true excitation peaks instead of being resonance

excitation energy transfer peaks. Nevertheless, that

left the majority of the peaks reported in Table 4.10,

as authentic resonance excitation energy transfer

peaks [9].

Second, it was argued that efficiencies of reson-

ance excitation energy transfer from accumulated

tetrapyrrole donors to Chl a acceptors depended

largely upon the overlap between the fluorescence

vibrational bands of the tetrapyrrole donors, and

the red absorbance bands of the Chl a acceptors.

The overlap between the vibrational bands of the

Proto and Pchlide a donors, and the absorbance

bands of the Chl acceptors was complete, as depicted

in Figure 4.2 for Proto. The overlap was not as com-

plete for the Mp(e) emission vibrational band. For

Chl a (E670F686), the tetrapyrrole emission–Chl ab-

sorbance overlap spanned the wavelength region

from 652 to 688 nm. For Chl a (E677F694) the over-

lap spanned the wavelength region from 660 to

695 nm, and for Chl a (E705F738) it spanned the

wavelength region from 692 to 720 nm. It was argued

that if there were multiple tetrapyrrole fluorescence

donor sites with subtle emission wavelength differ-

ences in the wavelength regions of the overlap, the

resonance excitation energy transfer profiles will ex-

hibit multiple Soret resonance excitation energy

transfer peaks that corresponded to the Soret absorb-

ance maxima of the tetrapyrroles emitting from the

various sites. This in turn would be compatible with

the data reported in Table 4.10. On the other hand, if

the observed resonance excitation energy transfer

profiles reported in Table 4.10, were only Soret exci-

tation peaks contributed by the Proto and Pchlide a

vibrational bands at ~685 and ~695 nm, then contrary

to the heterogeneous resonance excitation energy

transfer profiles reported in Table 4.10, only one

Soret excitation maximum per accumulated tetrapyr-

role would be observed [9].

It was also pointed out that in view of extensive

energy transfer in green systems, input may occur at

many different positions and not just at the com-

plexes whose fluorescence was monitored in Ref. [9].

For example, because of the fluorescence–absorbance

overlap between Mp(e) fluorescence (as donor) and

the red absorbance bands of Proto and Pchlide a as

acceptors, as well as between Proto fluorescence (as

donor) and the red absorbance band of Pchlide a as

acceptor, resonance excitation energy transfer from

Mp(e) to Proto and Pchlide a, and from Proto to

Pchlide a as well as from Proto and Pchlide a to the

Chl acceptors may be observed. It was argued that

this phenomenon was likely to contribute very min-

imally to the intensities of the resonance excitation

energy transfer profiles reported in Table 4.10 for

several reasons. First, because of the very low molar

extinction coefficients of the red absorbance bands of

Proto and Pchlide a, the value of the overlap integral

would be very small, which will result in turn in poor

resonance excitation energy transfer rates between

donor Mp(e) and the Proto and Pchlide a acceptors.

Second, since resonance excitation energy transfer is

seldom 100% efficient due to competing nonradiative

photochemical processes such as internal conversion

and intersystem crossing, the multiple resonance ex-

citation energy transfer steps will result in further

losses in resonance excitation energy transfer inten-

sities.

The assignment of in situ excitation maxima to the

various metabolic tetrapyrroles reported in Ref. [9]

was unambiguous except for a few cases at the SW

and LW extremes of excitation bands. For example,

the 428–433 nm resonance excitation energy transfer

maxima were assigned to LW Mp(e) sites, although

one can argue that it may belong to SW Pchlide a

sites. Likewise, the 415–417 nm resonance excitation

energy transfer maxima were assigned to LW Proto

sites, although one can argues that it may belong to

SW Mp(e) sites. In this context, it should be recog-

nized that excitation maxima may be slightly skewed

to shorter or longer wavelengths in difference excita-

tion spectra like the ones depicted in Figure 4.4 to

Figure 4.9. In spite of these uncertainties, in most

cases well-pronounced resonance excitation energy

transfer bands with well-defined excitation maxima

were observed.

It was most surprising to observe diversity in the

various intramembrane environments of Proto,



Mp(e), and Pchl(ide) a. This diversity was manifested

by a differential donation of resonance excitation

energy transfer to different Chl a–apoprotein com-

plexes. This observation is highly compatible with

the notion of Chl biosynthetic heterogeneity. Conse-

quently, the multibranched Chl a biosynthetic path-

way depicted in Ref. [19] had to be modified in order

to accommodate the existence of multiple donor sites

for Proto, Mp(e), and Pchl(ide) a [9]. A proposed

modification that extends biosynthetic routes 1, 8,

10, 11, and 12 all the way to ALA is reproduced in

Figure 4.10 from Ref. [1].

The detection of pronounced excitation resonance

energy transfer from Proto, Mp(e), and Pchl(ide) a to

Chl a ~F685, ~F695, and ~F735 indicated that these

anabolic tetrapyrrole donors were within distances of

100 Å or less of the immediate Chl a acceptors. In-

deed, resonance excitation energy transfer is insignifi-

cant at distances larger than 100 Å, since dipole–

dipole energy transfer may only occur up to a separ-
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ation distance of 50 to 100 Å [8]. This observation was

documented quantitatively as discussed below.

The dimensions of a tightly packed, continuous

array PSU that consisted of PSI, PSII, and LHC Chl–

apoprotein antenna complexes is approximately 130

� 450 Å [2]. Theoretically, resonance excitation en-

ergy transfer is inversely proportional to the power 6

of the distance separating donors from acceptors

[8,25]. It was conjectured that calculation of reson-

ance excitation energy transfer rates from anabolic

tetrapyrroles to various Chl–protein complexes within

a continuous array PSU may determine their possible

compatibility with the operation of the single-

branched single location model within a Chl–apopro-

tein biosynthesis center. For these calculations, the

choice of a tightly packed continuous array PSU

model over the laterally heterogeneous models [3–5]

was motivated by the fact that in the latter longer

distances would separate a SBP from Chl a acceptors.

In Table 4.12 to Table 4.17, calculated excitation

resonance energy transfer rates from anabolic tetra-

pyrroles to Chl a acceptors were converted into per-

centages of the 100% energy transfer rates that would

be observed if no de-excitation other than resonance

energy transfer took place. The calculation of these

values was made possible by determination of the res-

onance excitation energy transfer rates at 50% effi-

ciency that were observed at critical distancesR ¼ R0.

As shown in Tables 4.12 to Table 4.17, the rates of

resonance excitation energy transfer from Proto,

Mp(e), and Pchl(ide) a to Chl a acceptors at distances

of 159 to 82 Å, which would include excitation reson-

ance energy transfer to PSI, PSII, and LHCII Chl–

protein complexes, were far below those found at

critical distances, R ¼ R0, and for all practical pur-

poses were insignificant. Since pronounced resonance

excitation energy transfers from Proto, Mp(e), and

Pchl(ide) a to Chl a ~F685, ~F695, and ~F735 have

been observed [9], the results reported in Table 4.12 to

Table 4.17 imply that for a tightly packed 130 �
450 Å continuous array PSU, there must exist more

than one location where anabolic tetrapyrrole biosyn-

thesis and resonance excitation energy transfer to

nearby Chl a–protein complexes took place over dis-

tances shorter than 82 Å. Such a scenario is more

compatible with the SBP-multilocation or MBP-

sublocation Chl–protein biosynthesis models, and

with the observation of multiple resonance excitation

energy transfer cites as reported in Ref. [9].

Since the resonance excitation energy transfer rate

calculations argued against the operation of the SBP-

single location Chl–protein biosynthesis model, the

question arises as to which of the other two models,

namely the SBP-multilocation and MBP-sublocation

model is functional in nature. This issue was ad-

dressed by drawing (a) on the wealth of experimental

evidence supporting the operation of a multibranched

Chl biosynthetic pathway in green plants, and (b) by

calculation of the probable distances that separate

anabolic tetrapyrroles from Chl a acceptors in re-

cently proposed PSU models [3–5].

The early concept of a PSU consisting of about

500 antenna Chl per reaction center has evolved into

two pigment systems each with its own reaction center

and antenna Chl [4]. The early visualization of the

two photosystems consisted of various pigment–pro-

tein complexes arrayed into a tightly packed linear

PSU (the continuous array model), about 450 Å in

length and 130 Å in width [2]. In the PSU, the LHCII

was depicted as being shared between the two photo-

systems [2]. More recent models, however, favor the

concept of a laterally heterogeneous PSU [3–5]. In

these models, LHCII shuttles between PSI and PSII

upon phosphorylation and dephosphorylation [3]. In

all these models, PSI, PSII, and LHCII are depicted

as spatially discrete globular entities. While PSII is

considered to be located mainly (but not exclusively)

in appressed thylakoid domains, PSI is considered to

be located in nonappressed stroma thylakoids, grana

margins, and end membranes [4,5].

The shorter distances separating anabolic tetra-

pyrroles from Chl–protein complexes reported in

Table 4.18 are compatible with the SBP-multilocation

and MBP-sublocation models. However, the SBP-

multilocation model implies a random association of

pigments including Chl with thylakoid apoproteins

which is a very unlikely possibility. Furthermore,

since overwhelming experimental evidence argues

against the operation of a single-branched Chl bio-

synthetic pathway in plants [1], that leaves the MBP-

sublocation model as a valid working hypothesis.

The MBP-sublocation model is very compatible

with the lateral heterogeneity of the PSU [1,6]. In this

model, the unified multibranched Chl a/b biosynthetic

pathway is visualized as the template of a Chl–protein

biosynthesis center where the assembly of discrete

PSI, PSII, and LHC entities takes place. In each of

these entities, multiple Chl biosynthetic routes may be

visualized, in groups of two or several adjacent

routes, as Chl–apoprotein biosynthesis subcenters

earmarked for the coordinated assembly of the par-

ticular Chl–apoprotein complexes that make up PSI,

PSII, or LHCII. Apoproteins destined to some of the

subcenters may possess specific polypeptide signals

for specific Chl biosynthetic enzymes peculiar to that

subcenter, such as 4-vinyl reductases, formyl synthe-

tases or Chl a and Chl b synthetases. Once an apo-

protein formed in the cytoplasm or in the plastid

reaches its subcenter destination and its signal is

split off, it binds nascent Chl formed via one or



more biosynthetic routes, as well as carotenoids. Dur-

ing pigment binding, the apoprotein folds properly

and acts at that location, while folding or after fold-

ing, as a template for the assembly of other pigment-

proteins. Such a model can readily account for: (a) the

observed resonance excitation energy transfer from

distinct and separate multiple sites [9], such as PSI,

PSII, and LHCII, and (b) the short distances separ-

ating anabolic tetrapyrroles from Chl–protein com-

plexes in the distinct PSI, PSII, and shuttling LHCII

entities that compose the PSU (Table 4.18).

In calculating the excitation resonance energy

transfer rates reported in Table 4.12 to Table 4.17

and the actual distances separating anbolic tetrapyr-

role donors from Chl a acceptors (Table 4.18), two

type of parameters were used: (a) parameters deter-

mined in situ, i.e.,on thylakoid membranes suspended

in Tris–HCl:glycerol (1:2 v/v), pH 7.7, and cooled to

77K, such as fluorescence yields, and corrected fluor-

escence intensities, and (b) parameters determined in

chloroplast lipoprotein membranes such as molar ex-

tinction coefficients of donors and acceptors («m),

mean wavenumber of absorbance and fluorescence

emission maxima of donors (n0), Soret absorbance

maxima of donors (ym), Soret absorbance half band-

width of donors (Dy1/2), and red absorbance maxima

of donors. Under ideal conditions, these parameters

should be determined in situ, i.e.,in the native envir-

onment of the thylakoid membranes at 77K. Tech-

niques are presently being developed for the

generation of such data. At this stage, however, an

approximation was made by deriving the above

parameters from spectra recorded in chloroplast lipo-

proteins suspended in Tris–HCl:glycerol (1:2 v/v) buf-

fer, pH 7.7. It was conjectured that the polarity of this

environment is an acceptable approximation of the

thylakoid in situ environment.

Finally, in calculating the orientation dipole k2 of

donor and acceptor pairs, a random dipole orienta-

tion value of 0.67 was used, as proposed by others

[27]. In order to determine whether the use of other k2

orientation dipole values were likely to drastically

change the calculated distances reported in Table

4.18, calculations with extreme k2 values of 1 (lined

up dipoles) and 4 (adjacent dipoles) were performed

on the Proto–Chl a pairs, which exhibited the largest

tetrapyrrole–Chl a–protein separation distances. As

shown in Table 4.19, the calculated distances separ-

ating anabolic tetrapyrroles from Chl a acceptors

increased slightly with increasing values of k2. How-

ever, even at the highest k2 value of 4, the calculated

distances remained far below those that would have

prevailed in the SBP-single location model for a

packed continuous array model, where distances sep-

arating tetrapyrrole donors from Chl a acceptors

would have ranged from 156 to 82 Å, or the longer

distances that would have prevailed in the laterally

heterogeneous models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As the main component of the photosynthetic appar-

atus, Chl (and bacteriochlorophylls) molecules a play

major role in the development and maintenance of life

since its appearance. Even though the importance of

Chlmolecules for ourworld is known, it is obvious that

the intimate mechanism of the reactions leading to

their formation has not been fully elucidated yet. The

regulation of Chl biosynthesis has only begun to be

investigated. One of the most attractive reactions of

the pathway (see Chapter 3 by Schoefs and Bertrand

for a review) is the reduction of protochlorophyllide

(Pchlide) to chlorophyllide (Chlide). Pchlide reduction

can be performed by two families of enzymes. The

enzymatic reaction consists of the reduction of the

C17¼¼C18 double bond of Pchlide molecule yielding

Chlide. One enzyme requires light to function, whereas

the second does not. Both enzymes are usually present

in every photosynthetic cell except in angiosperms,

which only contain the light-dependent enzyme.

In this chapter we have reviewed the recent data

concerning the transformation of Pchlide to Chlide

reaction.

II. LIGHT-DEPENDENT CHL a FORMATION

The light-dependent Chlide formation is catalyzed by

the light-dependent Pchlide oxidoreductase (LPOR),

which reduces Pchlide and oxidizes NADPH. In the

dark the LPOR enzymes are inactive and form stable

ternary complexes with both Pchlide and NADPH (or

NADPþ; see Figure 5.1). In the following the new

data dealing with LPOR, LPOR–Pchlide complexes,

and their fate under illumination are summarized.

A. THE NADPH:PCHLIDE REDUCTASES

LPOR is accumulated in the dark. Therefore, in etio-

plasts the protein is in excess of the minimum require-

ment for normal plastid development [1]. However,

this large excess of enzymes is of great help in experi-

ments designed to isolate and purify the enzyme.

Oliver andGriffiths [2] andApel et al. [3] independ-

ently identified LPOR as a polypeptide of 36 kDa by

SDS-PAGE electrophoresis. Comparison of the

LPOR sequences with the already known sequences

revealed that LPOR belongs to the alcohol dehydro-

genase family and is not a flavoprotein [4] (reviewed in



Ref. [5]). Exploring the possibility that several LPOR

proteins could simultaneously occur in plastids, Apel

and colleagues identified two genes coding for LPOR

in Arabidopsis thaliana (mouse-ear cress [6]),Hordeum

vulgare [7], and Pinus mungo (mountain pine [8]). The

two corresponding LPOR proteins were denoted

LPORA and LPORB. A recent search for the presence

of genes encoding LPORA and LPORB in loblolly

pine indicates that there are actually many more

genes (more than 10) encoding LPOR enzyme in this

plant [9]. At present, it is not known whether this

situation is common or exceptional in gymnosperms.

In the light of this last result, it is not completely

surprising that an additional gene, encoding a third

A. thalianaLPORprotein (LPORC), has been recently

found [10]. The occurrence of more than one LPOR

gene is, however, not a general rule, and organisms

containing one single lpor gene have been detected

within several taxonomic groups: cyanobacteria

(Synechocystis sp. strain PCC6803 [11,12],Plectonema

boryanum [13]); Chlorophyta (Chlamydomonas rein-

hardtii [14]); and angiosperms (Cucumis sativus

[10,15], Pisum sativum [16]). In organisms that contain

two or more LPOR genes, the LPOR proteins seem

structurally very similar, judging from the high-se-

quence homology of the mature proteins. However,

their amount and the corresponding mRNA are dif-

ferentially regulated by light: LPORA transcription is

strongly inhibited by light, while LPORB is constitu-

tively expressed [6,7]. In contrast, the transcript level of

A. thaliana LPORC, which is undetectable in the dark,

increases under illumination [10]. Different responses

have been found in organisms that have only one lpor

gene. LPOR mRNA accumulation was unaffected

(pea [16,17]), enhanced (cucumber [15,18]), or de-

pressed (cucumber [19]) by light. The regulation of

lpor gene expression in photosynthetic organisms

seems therefore highly variable. This is confirmed by

a report on the lpor content of tobacco leaves. In this

organism, two distinct LPOR cDNAs (LPOR1 and

LPOR2) have been isolated. From their expression

profile, LPOR1 is similar to A. thaliana LPORB,

while LPOR2 is similar to A. thaliana LPORC [20].

The expression of the lpor gene is also regulated

by cytokinins. Transient expression assays indicated

that the 5’ region upstream of the lpor gene is respon-

sible for the transcriptional activation. This suggests

that this region contains a cis-acting element for cyto-

kinin. A sequence 5’-TGACG-3’, similar to the cyto-

kinin sensitivity motif (5’-AAGATTGATGAG-3’) of
hydroxypyruvate reductase gene [21], has been found

upstream of the lpor sequence [22]. Gibberellin also

increases lpor gene expression, whereas abscisic acid

downregulates its expression [23]. The action of these

hormones may involve additional cis-acting elements

that remain to be identified.

As already pointed out, all the LPOR proteins

characterized up to now are very similar (reviewed

in Refs. [5,24,25]). Each LPOR polypeptide sequence

displays a Gly-X-X-X-Gly-X-Gly motif associated

with the b1-aB-b2 binding domain (Rossman fold),

which mostly constitutes the NADPH binding

pocket. Mutations within the Rossman fold, within

the helixes aE or aF (likely constituting the Pchlide

binding pocket), or within the helix aH impair LPOR

assembly with plastid membranes or Chlide forma-

tion [26]. LPOR mutants with Ser instead of Cys

residues fail to associate to thylakoids [27]. In the

cyanobacterium Synechocystis the amino acids be-

yond residue 111 are necessary for Pchlide binding

and LPOR activity [28]. A strong functional similarity

between the different LPOR proteins was demon-

strated by cloning LPORA or LPORB genes in the

cop1mutant of A. thaliana. cop1mutant is affected by

pleiotropic phenotypes (reviewed in Ref. [29]), for

instance, its inability to accumulate LPOR in the

form of photoactive ternary complexes (see below)

and to form prolamellar bodies (PLBs) in the dark.

The insertion of either LPORA or LPORB gene in the

nuclear genome of cop1 mutant fully restores these

capacities. The spectral forms of photoactive Pchlide

(see below) are identical in both cloned and wild-type

plants [30]. In addition, the accumulation of photo-

active Pchlide–LPOR complexes and the develop-

ment of PLBs in the dark were found to be

independent of the relative expression of LPORA or

LPOR-Pchlide complexes

 Free pigment Monomeric Dimeric Oligomeric 

Nonphotoactive forms 

Photoactive forms 

   P?-637   P?-643 + P642-649 + P ?-667 + P676-686 
+ LPOR  +NADP +

 P?-625 P?-631  hν = 680 nm 
+NADPH

  P638-645  P648-652 + P650-657 

FIGURE 5.1 Scheme of the formation of the LPOR–Pchlide–nucleotide ternary complexes and their aggregation forms.



LPORB in A. thaliana [31]. In vitro assays of photo-

reduction of exogenous Pchlide by overexpressed

LPOR proteins showed very similar, if not identical,

characteristics [30,32,33]. Therefore, there is a great

deal of evidence indicating that the different LPOR

enzymes present structural and functional similarities.

Consequently, in the following, we will refer collect-

ively to the different enzymes as LPOR, except when

a distinction between the different enzymes is neces-

sary.

1. Formation of Photoactive and Nonphotoactive

Pchlide Aggregates

It was believed that five different spectral forms of

Pchlide coexisted in nonilluminated leaves [34–36].

Using a combination of Gaussian deconvolutions

and calculations of the fourth derivative spectrum to

analyze 77K fluorescence spectra of leaves at differ-

ent developmental stages, Schoefs et al. [37] estab-

lished that not less than ten spectral forms of

Pchlide are simultaneously present in nonilluminated

leaves. Recently, Ignatov and Litvin [38] refined the

analysis in the region l > 660 nm and obtained evi-

dence for a new spectral form of Pchlide, absorbing at

676 nm and emitting fluorescence at 686 nm. Thus,

there are three forms of photoactive Pchlide1 and

eight forms of nonphotoactive Pchlide. Some pro-

gress has been made in the biochemical characteriza-

tion of the native LPOR–Pchlide–NADPH ternary

complexes as Ouazzani Chahdi et al. [39] purified

P638–645 and P650–657. These authors established

that the former spectral form of photoactive Pchlide

is a dimer of the Pchlide–LPOR–NADPH ternary

complex, whereas the later is a much larger aggregate.

Both P638–645 and P650–657 contain the same set of

carotenoids. The most abundant were violaxanthin,

antheraxanthin, and zeaxanthin [39]. As all the spec-

tral forms of Pchlide are not yet characterized at the

biochemical level, it is very convenient to use their

spectral properties to refer to each of them (Table

5.1). Obviously, the spectral characteristics of Pchlide

in the different LPOR–Pchlide complexes reflect the

immediate environment of the pigments. As the rela-

tionship between the spectral characteristics, and the

molecular composition and organization of the pig-

ment–protein complexes is not straightforward, no

definitive assignment of the different in situ Pchlide

spectral forms to precise states of the pigment–protein

complexes can be done at present. Nevertheless, rea-

sonable hypotheses on the routes leading to the for-

mation of the large aggregates of photoactive and

nonphotoactive LPOR–Pchlide complexes can be

proposed on the basis of a few assumptions, which

relate the spectroscopic shifts of Pchlide with its bind-

ing to LPOR, change of redox state of the cofactor,

phosphorylation of the enzyme, and formation of

aggregates (Figure 5.1). Some of the assumptions

used to build the model shown in Figure 5.1 have

received experimental support from in vitro studies:

(i) the redshift due to pigment–pigment interactions

(caused by the formation of LPOR dimers or oligo-

mers) is amply demonstrated by studies on Pchlide

aggregation in nonpolar solvants [40,41], (ii) in vitro

reconstitution of long-wavelength photoactive forms

from the short-wavelength one [42], (iii) the nonpho-

toactive Pchlide P?–P625 is mostly not bound to

LPOR [43], and (iv) P638–645 and P650–657 have

been isolated, partially purified, and their molecular

weight determined [39]. As in vitro experiments

showed that NADPH is not necessary for the firm

binding of Pchlide to LPOR [12,44], we hypothesized

that the pigment binds first the enzyme (Figure 5.1).

Spectroscopic data suggest that these Pchlide–LPOR

complexes are monomeric and not well ordered [43].

Klement et al. [45] deduced from their study of LPOR

substrate specificity that the side groups around the D

ring and the isocyclic ring, and the metal chelate

together with the orientation of the C132 side groups

are essential for the correct positioning of Pchlide in

the catalytic site. The photoactive LPOR catalytic site

contains amino acids with specific charges [46]. The

smallest photoactive Pchlide form, P638–6452, is a

dimer [39,47]. As Pchlide is not required for mem-

brane association of LPOR [48], no clear description

is found at present on the location at which Pchlide

and NADPH binding occurs. It can be deduced from

in vitro results [32] that the dimers assemble spontan-

eously, probably through interactions between dimer-

ization domains, localized between the a-helix F and

the b-sheet 5. The dimerization domain is composed

of 35 hydrophobic residues. Alternatively, this loop

could also serve to anchor the protein in the mem-

brane. Correct positioning of the Pchlide molecule in

the catalytic center may await LPOR maturation or

nucleotide binding. Aggregation of LPOR–Pchlide

complex dimers may require ATP [49,50] and LPOR

phosphorylation [51].

Each of the spectral forms of photoactive Pchlide

has its nonphotoactive Pchlide counterpart. The slight

redshift to the positions of the absorption and emission

maxima of Pchlide is due to the fact that the complexes

1A photoactive protochlorophyllide is a protochlorophyllide that is

transformed to chlorophyllide during a short illumination (e.g.,

5ms).

2The suffix numbers relate to wavelengths of absorption and emis-

sion maxima, respectively.



contain NADPþ instead of NADPH, as demonstrated

by the transition from P642–650 to P650–657 upon the

reversible replacement of NADPþ by NADPH in isol-

ated etioplast membranes [35,52]. Ignatov and Litvin

[38] described a new nonphotoactive Pchlide–LPOR

complex, P676–686, which is highly aggregated. Upon

a monochromatic illumination at 680 nm, P676–686

partially disaggregates and yields P648–652, the main

photoactive Pchlide spectral form in nonilluminated

leaves with proplastids [37].

From spectroscopic analysis on isolated PLBs or

prothylakoids (PTs) from etioplasts [53,54], it was

concluded that aggregated, photoactive Pchlide

forms accumulate in PLBs, whereas nonphotoactive

and less aggregated photoactive forms predominate

in PTs. There is a strong correlation between the

development of PLBs and the accumulation of

P650–657, as indicated also by studies on mutants

unable to accumulate photoactive Pchlide [55] and

with plants in which the expression level of LPOR

has been manipulated [30,31]. The coexistence of the

different Pchlide forms in well-differentiated etio-

plasts of dark-grown leaves probably indicates the

occurrence of dynamic equilibria between these

forms [37]. Local conditions may displace these equi-

libria toward free Pchlide or aggregated, photoactive

ternary complexes.

It is noteworthy that the same spectral forms of

nonphotoactive and photoactive Pchlide were found

in leaves from dark-grown or naturally greening di-

cotyledons or monocotyledons [37] as well as in dark-

grown primary needles of gymnosperms [56] and in

the seed coat of the honey locust (Gleditsia triacanthos

[25]). Therefore, we conclude that the large aggregates

of Pchlide–LPOR complexes are formed along a con-

served process transmitted from gymnosperms. It is

not clear whether a similar process exists in the other

groups of organisms like ferns, algae, cyanobac-

terium, which also have LPOR. In these organisms,

Pchlide accumulation is usually not observed.

It has been known for a long time that at 77K, the

excitation energy can be transferred between the

Pchlide–LPOR–NADPH ternary complexes compos-

ing the aggregates, the so-called energy transfer unit

(reviewed in Ref. [5]). However, it was not clear if

nonphotoactive Pchlide was also able to participate in

this transfer, and if so, whether the ratio between

nonphotoactive Pchlide and photoactive Pchlide is

fixed. The answer to these two questions came from

a study of the relationship between the molecular

ratio of nonphotoactive and photoactive Pchlide and

their respective fluorescence intensities as measured

in situ during the course of etiolation. It is important

to emphasize that during this process the molecular

ratio of nonphotoactive and photoactive Pchlide

changes dramatically [37]. A linear relationship be-

tween the nonphotoactive Pchlide to photoactive

Pchlide ratio and the amount of photoactive Pchlide

was found and it was calculated that statistically,

there is one nonphotoactive Pchlide for eight photo-

active Pchlide molecules in the aggregate. This result

was confirmed using transgenic Arabidopsis cotyle-

TABLE 5.1
Spectral Heterogeneity of the Nonphotoactive and Photoactive Pchlide Emission Bands. The Question Marks
Indicate that the Absorbance Maxima are not yet Determined Symbols: a Negative Regulation ! Positive
Regulation

Notation Maxima Photoactivity

Absorbance Fluorescence

P?–6252 ? 625 �
P?–631 ? 631 �
P?–637 ? 638 �
P?–643 ? 644 �
P642–649 642 650 �
P638-645 638 645 þ
P648–652 648 652 þ
P?–656 ? 656 �
P650-657 650 657 þ
P?–667 ? 667 �
P676–686 676 686 �

Source: Prepared using data from Schoefs B, Bertrand M, Franck F. Photochem. Photobiol. 2000; 2:85–93 and Ignatov NV, Litvin FF.

Photosynth. Res. 2002; 71:195–207.



dons with under- or overexpressed lpora or lporb

genes [31]. Altogether, these data show that the or-

ganization of photoactive Pchlide does not depend on

the amounts of pigment and of enzyme molecules

present in the plastid. Another consequence of these

studies is that nonphotoactive Pchlide (regardless of

its molecular structure) has probably a very minor

role in the excitation of photoactive Pchlide, as al-

ready deduced from the photoreduction kinetic stud-

ies [57]. It is important to note that the searches for

Pchlide b in etiolated plants have failed so far [58,59].

2. The First Products of Photoreduction, the

Spectral Shifts, and the Regeneration of

Photoactive Pchlide

Some progress has been made in the understanding of

the intimate mechanism of the reaction catalyzed by

LPOR: An electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)

study shows that the formation of short-lived para-

magnetic intermediates, formed quickly after light

absorption by Pchlide, requires the direct transfer of

the hydride from the NADPH bound to LPOR [60].

The transfer of the second hydrogen ion would not

require light and spontaneously occurs at temperat-

ures higher than 193K [32,61]. Unfortunately, the

attribution of the EPR to a specific spectral form of

the pigment is ambiguous as the reconstituted

Pchlide–LPOR–NADPH ternary complexes used by

different teams do not have the same spectral proper-

ties. The use of a more standardized procedure for

reconstitution of the complexes or, alternatively, the

use of isolated ‘‘native’’ Pchlide–LPOR–NADPH

ternary complexes, like those prepared according to

Ouazzani Chahdi et al. [39], would help in the clarifi-

cation of this particular point (see Ref. [62]).

Site directed mutagenesis of the highly conserved

Tyr275 (Y275F) and Lys279 (K279I, K279R) residues

in the catalytic center demonstrates that the presence

of these two amino acids dramatically increases the

probability of the formation of the photoactive state.

At the same time, they destabilize the enzyme and

increase its denaturation. The two amino acids (Tyr

and Lys) are not involved in binding the LPOR sub-

strates (Pchlide and NADPH). However, the presence

of Tyr275 is absolutely necessary for the second step

of photoreduction, that is, the conversion of the inter-

mediate into the first Chlide product [46].

As discussed above, nonilluminated leaves contain

three spectral forms of photoactive Pchlide, which are

transformed under illumination to three distinct

Chlide spectral forms [37,38]. The study of the modi-

fications of the spectral properties of Chlide arising

from the photoreduction of photoactive Pchlides in

leaves at different stages of development allowed

Schoefs [63] to partially clarify the fate of the first

products (Figure 5.2). As explained by him, the two

first pathways form short wavelengths absorbing

Chlide, whereas the third pathway ends with the for-

mation of long wavelengths absorbing Chlide. Al-

though the way of regulation of the formation of

either Chlide spectral form remains unclear, it seems

that the actual and local ratio between the amount of

first Chlide products and the amount of nonphotoac-

tive Pchlide plays a major role in this process. This

ratio was denoted R by Schoefs [24,64]. The impact of

modifications of R on the regulation of the Pchlide–

Chlide cycle is discussed elsewhere (see Chapter 3 by

Schoefs and Bertrand). During the spectral shifts,

Chlide molecules are released from the LPOR cata-

lytic site. On the basis of spectroscopic data recorded

in situ and in vitro, it was concluded that two differ-

ent mechanisms are available for this purpose [65]

(Figure 5.3). The first pathway, denoted A in Figure

5.3, consists of the direct and fast release of Chlide

molecules from the LPOR catalytic center without

disaggregation of the large aggregates, while in

the second pathway, denoted B, disaggregation of the

large aggregates to dimers precedes the release of the

Chlide molecules from the enzyme catalytic site [39].

Depending on the value of R, either pathway is used

in vivo. Once Chlide has left the LPOR catalytic site, it

is esterified through a four-step process, identical in

leaves with proplastids and in leaves with etioplasts

[66,67]. Binding of geranylgeraniol to the carboxyl

group of ring D of Chlide is catalyzed by Chl synthase

(chlG gene) [68]. After the release of Chlide molecules,

the catalytic site can be reoccupied by new Pchlide

molecules. This leads to the regeneration of LPOR–

Pchlide complexes. As two pathways for the release of

Chlide are possible, there are also two possible ways

to regenerate the photoactive Pchlide complexes:

1. The direct release of Chlide from the catalytic

site results in the transient formation of large

P638−645

P648−652

P650−657

C676−684

C676−686

C678−690

hn

C676−675

C684−696

Dark

Darkhn

hn

hn

PSII formation

?

FIGURE 5.2 Scheme of the formation of the three first

products resulting from the photoreduction of photoactive

Pchlide. The open arrow indicates a positive regulation of

the process.



aggregates of LPOR–NADPþ complexes,

which after binding new molecules of Pchlide,

give large aggregates of Pchlide–LPOR–

NADPþ ternary complexes (P642–649 in

Table 5.1) [52,65]. The NADPþ is progressively

replaced by NADPH and the large aggregates

of photoactive Pchlide are regenerated. As the

large aggregates are not dislocated through this

pathway, regeneration of photoactive Pchlide

through this pathway should not require ATP

or phosphorylation. Altogether, this Pchlide

cycle is a fast process (second timescale).

2. The dissociation of the large aggregates results

in the formation of LPOR–NADPH dimers,

which upon binding with new molecules of

Pchlide regenerate P638–645 [39,65]. The ag-

gregation of P638–645 together or with ternary

complexes of nonphotoactive Pchlide present

before the illumination regenerates the large

aggregates of photoactive Pchlide [65]. Accord-

ing to Kovacheva et al. [69], ATP has a positive

effect on the re-formation of the large aggre-

gates of photoactive Pchlide. The process is

inhibited by the kinase inhibitor K252a. How-

ever, in vitro, re-formation of the large aggre-

gates of photoactive Pchlide can occur in the

absence of added ATP [70–72]. Therefore, the

involvement of an LPOR kinase in the regen-

eration of the large aggregates of photoactive

Pchlide remains questionable. This Pchlide

cycle is slow (minute timescale).

So far the Pchlide–Chlide cycle could only be

studied in situ or in isolated membranes. Detailed

kinetic and structural studies are now necessary for

further understanding of the LPOR catalytic mech-

anism. This requires an abundant source of pure

enzyme. Overexpression of LPOR from several

sources (pea, barley, Synechocystis) has been success-

ful as maltose-binding protein [4,32,47]. However,

this procedure presents a major drawback, which is

that the maltose moiety cannot be cleaved. Therefore,

a procedure using cleavable His-tag for purification of

LPOR should be preferred [12]. Using this method,

C670−675 Chlorophyll

Large aggregates
of LPOR−NADP+

complexes

Pchlide

Large aggregates of 
Pchlide−LPOR−NADP+

complexes
NADPH

NADP+

Dimers of 
Chlide−LPOR−NADPH
complexes

Nonphotoactive
Pchlide

ChlideChlorophyll

Esterification
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Large aggregates of 
Chlide−LPOR−NADPH
complexes

Large aggregates of
Pchlide−LPOR−NADPH
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NADP+

NADPH
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emitting at 692 nm

FIGURE 5.3 The Pchlide–Chlide cycles. The brackets indicate a transient state of the pigments.



Heyes et al. [12] determined the apparent Km and

specific activity of the LPOR. The values found differ

significantly from those obtained previously, with

LPOR–membrane assemblies, suggesting that the

membranous environment modifies tremendously

the enzymatic properties of the enzyme.

Despite the good progress made in the elucidation

of the components implied in the formation of Chlide,

one central question has remained unanswered for

quite a long time: What is the role of the individual

spectral forms of Chlide? The first answer came from

the elegant experiments performed by Franck et al.

[73], who demonstrated that the formation of a def-

inite amount of C684–696 — a Chlide spectral inter-

mediate during the dislocation of the large aggregates

of Chlide–NADPH–LPOR complexes (reviewed in

Refs. [24,64,74] ) (Figure 5.3) — is a sine qua non

condition for the formation of photoactive photosys-

tem II (PSII). In juvenile plants, which only produce a

low amount of C684–696 [73,75], PSII is formed with

a very low efficiency [76,77].

B. LIGHT-INDEPENDENT CHL A FORMATION

This reaction is found in every photosynthetic organ-

ism except those belonging to the group of angio-

sperms (reviewed in Refs. [24,64,78,79]; however, see

Ref. [80]). The enzyme is composed of three subunits,

ChlL, ChlB, and ChlN. In vitro reconstitution of the

enzyme has confirmed its nitrogenase-like features,

for example, oxygen sensitivity, deduced from the

sequence homologies [81]. There is evidence for the

fact that ChlL polypeptide is not absolutely required

for Chl synthesis in the dark; its presence, however,

strongly increases Chl production [82].

III. CHLOROPHYLL BIOSYNTHESIS IN
GREENING AND IN GREEN LEAVES

It is known that the requirement of Chl during leaf

greening is high. Green leaves also require Chl as the

Chl-binding proteins of the photosynthetic apparatus

turn over. The same spectral forms of photoactive

Pchlide as those found in nonilluminated leaves (see

above and Table 5.1) are responsible for Pchlide

photoreduction in greening and green leaves

[37,38,74]. Only low amounts of the spectral forms

of nonphotoactive Pchlide P?–631 and P?–643 were

accumulated in green leaves replaced in the dark [38].

As lpor gene expression is downregulated and the

proteolytic degradation of LPORA occurs during

the first hours of illumination (see above), the en-

zymes that ensure Chl synthesis during greening are

LPORB and LPORC. At the earliest stage of green-

ing, LPOR is localized preferentially in the appressed

thylakoids even though a significant amount of the

enzyme is present in the nonappressed thylakoids [83].

In mature leaves, the enzyme is exclusively localized

in grana. It has been shown that inhibition of Chl

synthesis rapidly causes an inhibition of PSII activ-

ities and a loss of PSII components [84] as PSII repair

would require new Chl molecules. This suggests a

major role of LPOR in these regions of the photosyn-

thetic membranes, where a fast PSII reaction center

turnover takes place. An alternative, but not exclu-

sive, explanation would involve the presence of a

chloroplast stroma light-induced nucleus-encoded

protease, which degrades LPOR–Chlide complexes

[85]. This action would deplete the nonappressed thy-

lakoids in LPOR.

During senescence, Chl a/b-binding proteins and

LPOR levels decline considerably leading to a pro-

gressive degreening of the photosynthetic tissues. The

seed coat of the Cesalpinacea G. triacanthos is green

and contains Chl a and Chl b, and several spectral

forms of nonphotoactive Pchlide have been observed

[25].

During regreening the levels of Chl a/b-binding

proteins and LPOR increase. The increase in LPOR

is accelerated by cytokinin [86].

In the natural environment, plants continuously

undergo changes in light intensity. These changes

trigger adaptation mechanisms such as the modifica-

tions in the Chl a/Chl b ratio. It is tempting to specu-

late that the monooxygenase catalyzing the

conversion of Chl a to Chl b is implied in this process.

As monooxygenases catalyze strongly exothermic re-

actions, Chlide a to Chlide b reaction is a irreversible

process. Chl a to Chl b interconversion may occur

through the Chl a/Chl b cycle, first proposed by Oster

et al. [87], as a link between the biosynthetic and

degradation pathways for Chl molecules (see also

Ref. [88]). The Chl degradation pathway has been

reviewed by Bertrand and Schoefs [89]. In fact, it

has been shown that overexpression of CAO broke

the limit of the Chl a/Chl b ratio. This suggests that

CAO is the primary factor determining antenna size

in green tissues [90].

IV. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Progress in the understanding of the formation of

the large aggregates of photoactive Pchlide has

been made using mathematical analysis of spectro-

scopic data. Although it seems obvious that the spec-

tral characteristics of the pigment must reflect its

immediate environment, the relationship between ab-

sorption and emission maxima on the one hand and

the molecular composition and organization of the



pigment–protein complexes on the other can be diffi-

cult to establish. Additional work will be necessary to

isolate and characterize the different spectral forms of

pigment–LPOR complexes to correlate them with

their spectroscopic properties. The fact that the

same spectral forms of Pchlide are found in angio-

sperm and gymnosperm tissues suggests that the large

aggregates of Pchlide–LPOR complexes are formed

along a conserved process transmitted from gymno-

sperms. It would be interesting to determine if this

pathway has been inherited from lower organisms like

ferns, algae, cyanobacterium, which also have LPOR

but usually do not accumulate Pchlide.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of chloroplast from proplastid dur-

ing leaf formation and the subsequent transformation

of the chloroplast to gerontoplast (senescing chloro-

plast) during leaf yellowing have been extensively

examined (for a review, see Ref. [1]). Various studies

indicate that the biogenesis of chloroplast, both

formation and demolition, is tightly coupled to leaf

ontogeny.

The development of the photosynthetic organelle

from proplastid is accompanied by the accumulation

of pigments, proteins, lipids, and other cofactors re-

quired for the facilitation of photosynthesis. During

rapid chloroplast development, the rates of transcrip-

tion and translation, the level of mRNAs, the total

content of organelle ribosomes, as well as the level of

polysomes remain high, which, however, maintain a

steady level in fully mature leaves. On the other hand,

the levels of different inclusions like pigments,



proteins, and other constituents of the organelle start

declining, which results in the formation of geronto-

plast during leaf senescence. The events associated

with both development and senescence are perfectly

coordinated and regulated by genes.

Recent data on the synthesis and assembly of

different thylakoid complexes, demolition of these

complexes leading finally to their degradation, and

the coordinated action of nuclear and plastid genes

regulating the biogenesis events of the organelle are

critically discussed in this review. Few questions re-

lated to the nature and transduction of signals that

regulate these events are also addressed.

II. ORGANIZATION AND FORMATION OF
CHLOROPLAST DURING LEAF
DEVELOPMENT

The transformation of proplastid to chloroplast in-

volves the formation of mature stacked thylakoids

from structurally simple membrane precursors.

There structural changes are linked to the accumula-

tion of photosynthetic pigments.

A. ACCUMULATION OF GREEN PIGMENTS: BIOLOGY OF

NADPH–PROTOCHLOROPHYLLIDE

OXIDOREDUCTASE AND CHLOROPHYLL

BIOSYNTHESIS

Leaf greening is the visible symptom of chlorophyll

accumulation in developing chloroplasts. The biosyn-

thesis of the pigment involves several steps including

the formation of 5-ALA and a pyrrole ring with a

conjugate bond system, insertion of magnesium, syn-

thesis of protochlorophyllide, and its subsequent re-

duction to chlorophyllide followed by phytylation.

Most of the enzymes involved in the biosynthetic path-

way have been characterized and their molecular biol-

ogy is known (for a review, see Ref. [2]). Among all the

enzymes, NADPH–protochlorophyllide oxidoreduc-

tase (POR) has been extensively examined [3]. Its mo-

lecular biology and photoregulation are considered to

be very exciting and fascinating areas of research in

plant science. In addition to its role in chlorophyll

biosynthesis, POR is reported to play a role in process-

ing and transformation of precursors of thylakoids

to their mature form during the development of the

photosynthetic organelle. In the biosynthesis of

the pigment, the enzyme mediates the light-dependent

photoreduction of protochlorophyllide to chlorophyl-

lide. The protochlorophyllide complexed with POR

acts as the photoreceptor. The photoreduction step

brings about the structural modulation of the mem-

branes, resulting in the formation of lamellar systems

of the chloroplasts. Three types of the enzyme, PORA,

B, and C, were isolated and characterized. These en-

zymes exhibit differential modes of processing and

targeting [1,3]. The genes coding for the three POR

species are differentially regulated by light and devel-

opmental factors. The coordinated action of POR and

chlorophyll synthase during the final stages of chloro-

phyll biosynthesis has been critically discussed [4]. The

in vivo stabilities of both chlorophyll and carotenoid

primarily depend on their insertion to apoprotien,

forming pigment–protein complexes of thylakoid

membranes. The apoproteins, after synthesis, are tar-

geted, pigmented, and inserted at the proper location

of the thylakoid membranes.

B. CHLOROPLAST DNA, PROTEIN SYNTHESIS, AND

TARGETING OF THE NUCLEAR ENCODED

CHLOROPLAST PROTEINS

Plastid DNA has a circular structure and ranges in size

from 100 to 180 kb. The DNA is cloned and sequenced

in many plant systems [5]. As mentioned earlier, the

biogenesis of the photosynthetic organelle requires the

participation of both the plastid genes and the nuclear

genes. The plastid genes are normally classified into

two major classes — those coding for photosynthetic

components and those required for different compon-

ents of the protein synthesis process of the organelle

itself. The plastid and nuclear genes encoding the pro-

teins involved in the biogenesis of chloroplast are

shown in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2.

The chloroplast proteins encoded by the nuclear

genes are synthesized in the cytoplasm as high mo-

lecular weight precursors, processed, and targeted to

the organelle through importing mechanisms associ-

ated with the organelle envelope. The entire process

involves several steps including recognition and bind-

ing of the precursor proteins to the import machine,

transport through the envelope utilizing energy and

various modulators, proteolytic cleavage of the tran-

sit sequence, and, finally, insertion of mature proteins

at the proper location [6,7]. Because of different loca-

tions of the nuclear encoded chloroplast proteins,

the targeting follows different paths of transport

including DpH pathway, Sec-like pathway, and signal

recognition particle (SRP)-like pathway. The trans-

port involves energy in different forms for different

pathways. The proteins synthesized in chloroplasts

also follow regulated transport pathways and are

targeted to the correct locations [6].

C. ASSEMBLY OF THYLAKOID COMPLEXES

There are more than 60 thylakoid proteins that

constitute four major complexes: PSII, cytochrome



b/f complex, PSI, and ATPase. In addition to these

complexes, plastocyanin, ferredoxin, and ferredoxin–

NADP–oxidoreductase (FNR) are the major redox

components of the electron transport chain of

thylakoids [8]. Among the stroma proteins, Rubisco,

a multimeric protein complex, has been well

studied [1].

There are several factors that regulate transcrip-

tional, posttranscriptional, translational, and post-

translational processes for the formation and

processing of chloroplast proteins during organelle

biogenesis [1,9,10].

Existing literature suggests the temporal appear-

ance of the activities of thylakoid complexes during

leaf greening [1,11,12]. Ohashi et al. [13] have exam-

ined in detail the sequence of assembly of PSI, PSII,

electron transport complexes connecting these photo-

systems, and the partial electron transport systems

associated with the individual photosystem during

the greening of etiolated barley leaves. However, the

sequence of appearance of PSI, PSII, and other com-

plexes varies with plant species and the environmental

conditions the plants experience [11,12].

1. Organization and Assembly of PSII

Among the individual complexes, the assembly of

PSII has been widely studied in recent years [1,11].

The major intrinsic protein subunits of the PSII com-

plex such as D1, D2, cytochrome b559, CP43, and CP47

are encoded by chloroplast genes (Table 6.1), synthe-

sized in the organelle, processed on membranes, and

transported within the thylakoids from stroma lamel-

lae to stacked grana regions where they are inserted

with other proteins and nonprotein components to

form the final stable assembly. On the other hand,

the extrinsic proteins of molecular weights 33, 23, and

16 kDa are encoded by nuclear genes (Table 6.2),

synthesized in cytoplasm as high molecular weight

precursors, processed, and transported through the

chloroplast envelope and the thylakoid membrane.

Finally, the proteins reach the lumen and are attached

TABLE 6.1
Proteins of Thylakoid Complexes and Rubisco Encoded by Chloroplast Genes

Thylakoid Complexes and Rubisco Gene Protein Function

PSII psbA D1 RC II core

psbB CP47 Antenna

psbC CP43 Antenna

psbD D2 RC II core

psbE Cyt b559a RC II core heme protein

psbF Cyt b559b Photoprotection by cyclic electron flow in PSII (?)

psbH PSII-H Photoprotection

psbI PSII-I RCII core?

psbJ PSII-J PSII assembly

psbK PSII-K PSII assembly and stability

psbL PSII-L Involved in QA function.

psbM PSII-M ?

psbN PSII-N ?

PSI psaA PSI-A RC I core

psaB PSI-B RC I core

psaI PSI-I ?

psaJ PSI-J Interacts with PSI-E and F

psaC PSI-C [4Fe–4s] electron acceptor, FeS-A and FeS-B.

Cyt b6/f petA Cyt f c-Type heme protein

petB Cyt b6 b-Type heme protein

petD Subunit IV Quinone binding protein

petE Subunit V Involved in QA function.

ATP synthase atpA CF1-a Regulation

atpB CF1-b Catalytic site

atpE CF1-e Inhibitor of ATPase

atpF CF0-I(b) Binding CF0 and CF1

atpH CF0-III(c) Rotor complex (9–12 subunits)

atpI CF0-IV(a) Proton translocation

Rubisco rbcL LSU8 Large subunit of Rubisco enzyme



to the intrinsic core complex. It is proposed that some

of the protein subunits may remain stable in the

absence of other subunits of the complex but cannot

have a proper orientation on lamellar bilayer mem-

branes [14]. The synthesis, regulation, and assembly

of both intrinsic and extrinsic proteins and their final

insertion to the PSII core complex were examined in

detail in both in vitro and in vivo conditions (for a

review, see Ref. [1]).

2. Assembly of PSI, Cytochrome b/f Complex, and

ATPase

The assembly of PSI involves the synthesis of several

proteins encoded both by plastid and nuclear genes

(see Table 6.1 and Table 6.2; see Refs. [1,8]). It is a

heteromultimeric protein complex with different pig-

ments and several redox centers. The assembly pro-

cess is known to be regulated by the nuclear gene

products.

Similarly, the assembly of the cytochrome b/f

complex and ATPase requires the proteins that are

encoded by the chloroplast and nuclear genes (Table

6.1 and Table 6.2; see Refs. [1,8]). Steps like heme

attachment, synthesis and binding of the iron–sulfur

centers, and other cofactors modulate the assembly of

the cytochrome b/f complex [1]. On the other hand,

both the nuclear and plastid factors are shown to

regulate the synthesis of protein subunits and assem-

bly of ATPase [1].

3. LHC Assembly

PSI and PSII light-harvesting systems of the thyla-

koid membrane consists of several distinct pigment–

protein complexes. These are predominantly integral

TABLE 6.2
Proteins of Thylakoid Complexes and Rubisco Encoded by Nuclear Genes

Thylakoid Complexes and Rubisco Gene Protein Function

PSII psbR PSII-R Docking extrinsic subunits

lhcb 1 LHCII b

lhcb2 LHCII b

lhcb3 LHCII b

lhcb4 LHCII a Light harvesting

lhcb5 LHCII c

lhcb6 LHCII d

psbO 33 kD

psbP 23 kD Extrinsic proteins

psbQ 16 kD

PSI psaF PSI-F Plastocyanin docking

psaG PSI-G ?(in green plants only)

psaK PSI-K Interacts with PSI-A and -B

psaL PSI-L Trimer formation

psaO PSI-O ?(in green plants only)

lhca1 LHCI-I

lhca2 LHCI-II

lhca3 LHCI-III Light harvesting

lhca4 LHCI-IV

psaD PSI-D Ferredoxin docking

psaE PSI-E Cyclic electron transport

Binding of ferredoxin

psaH PSI-H ?(in green plants only)

petG Ferredoxin FeS protein

petH FNR Ferredoxin �NADPþ reductase

petI FNR binding Binding FNR

petF Plastocyanin Electron donating to RC I

Cyt b6/f petC Rieske [2Fe–2S] protein

ATP synthase atpC CF1-y

atpD CF1-d Regulation

atpG CF0-II(b’) Binding CF0 and CF1

Rubisco rbcS SSU8 Small subunit of Rubisco enzyme



protein complexes of lamellar systems both in green

algae and higher plants. The complexes associated

with PSI and PSII are referred to as light-harvesting

chlorophyll protein complex I (LHC I) and light-

harvesting chlorophyll protein complex II (LHC II),

respectively. Literature on the expression of the nu-

clear genes coding for LHC apoproteins is extensive.

Most of these genes, as shown in Table 6.1 and Table

6.2, are isolated, sequenced, and characterized from

different plant species. LHCs are synthesized as high

molecular weight precursor proteins, which are pro-

cessed and transported to the thylakoids of the or-

ganelle [6]. Usually, the LHCs degrade when the

proteins are not complexed with chlorophylls and

carotenoids. Although the precise nature of sequen-

tial events leading to the assembly of LHCs is not

clear, Dreyfuss and Thornber [15,16] have examined

in detail the formation, organization, and sequential

assembly of light-harvesting complexes of both the

photosystems during the biogenesis of plastids of

barley leaves. Their work provides relevant informa-

tion in understanding the manner in which various

components of the complex assemble, particularly the

manner in which the sequential assembly of supra-

intrinsic LHC IIb occurs in the organelle. The syn-

thesis of protein subunits and their binding with

chlorophylls and carotenoids were shown to lead to

the formation of LHC IIb monomers. The monomers

along with other minor light-harvesting complexes

were demonstrated to appear during the early hours

followed by the formation of LHC IIb trimers and

their subsequent assembly to form a supra-complex

with the PSII core during the late hours of greening.

The assembly is suggested to be stabilized by different

photosynthetic pigments, particularly by chlorophyll

b and carotenoids. Specific fatty acids in the organelle

also appear to play a significant role in the stability of

the final assembly of the supra-complex. Similarly,

during the early phase of greening, the newly synthe-

sized LHCs I exist as monomers, which subsequently

aggregate to form trimers that are finally inserted to

the core complex to form a complete PSI assembly of

thylakoids [15,16].

The LHC genes are known to be regulated by

tissue specificity and light through the action of dif-

ferent photoreceptors [17]. The differential response

of individual members of the gene family to different

light regimes has been worked out in detail [18]. The

expression of genes is also known to be controlled by

plastid factors [19].

D. RUBISCO: SYNTHESIS AND REGULATION

Rubisco, an important enzyme of the Calvin cycle,

has been extensively studied form various angles

including its study as a model for coordinated

interaction of nuclear and plastid genes. Its struc-

ture–function relationship and regulation were

recently reviewed [20]. The enzyme has a hexadeca-

mer structure and is composed of equal numbers

of large subunits (LSUs) and small subunits

(SSUs). The LSU is encoded by a chloroplast genome

and the SSU by a multigene family in the nucleus.

The SSUs are synthesized as precursors in the cyto-

plasm, processed, and transported to the organelle,

where they bind with LSUs and take up a hexadeca-

meric form of the holoenzyme. The assembly

of Rubisco is suggested to be modulated by chaper-

onins, which may bind with the LSU of the enzyme

immediately after its synthesis in chloroplasts and

process it for final assembly in the holoenzyme [21].

Although the synthesis and processing of the chaper-

onins have been well characterized in the recent years,

their precise role in the assembly process still remains

unclear.

The regulation of biogenesis of Rubisco is very

complex. The assembly of the enzyme was demon-

strated to be regulated by different factors. Extensive

reports are available on the photoregulation of the

synthesis of SSUs and LSUs of the enzyme. The light

effect is mainly mediated through the participation of

phytochrome and blue light receptors [17]. The ex-

pression of the plastid gene coding for the LSU of the

enzyme is known to be regulated by nuclear gene

products. Similarly, the nuclear gene, coding for the

SSU of the enzyme, is regulated by the so-called

plastid factor [22]. The other factors that regulate

the accumulation of SSUs and LSUs have been well

reviewed [1,17].

III. DEMOLITION OF CHLOROPLAST
DURING LEAF SENESCENCE

The events associated with the demolition of the

chloroplast are reported to be sequential and well

coordinated (for a review, see Ref. [23]). The precise

mechanism of the induction of leaf senescence leading

to the disorganization of the organelle and conse-

quently the loss of photosynthetic activity largely

remains unclear.

A. LEAF SENESCENCE IS GENETICALLY PROGRAMMED

The process of leaf senescence involves downregula-

tion of photosynthetic genes and upregulation of

senescence associated genes (SAGs) [1,24–27].

Chloroplast is the major source of protein and

other nutrients in green plants. Therefore, its demoli-

tion during leaf senescence is physiologically signifi-

cant, particularly in nutrient salvation processes.



The organelle is dismantled along with the deg-

radation of other cellular components [23]. The

degradation of macromolecules, their subsequent

conversion to useable forms of nutrients, and trans-

port to growing parts of the plant for reuse are well

regulated. The genes that are upregulated to facili-

tate these processes include those that code for

proteases, lipases, and regulatory proteins relating

to transport (Table 6.3; see Refs. [24,25,28]). The

senescing leaves can carry out this process only

when they remain viable and healthy with an effective

defense mechanism against pathogen attack and en-

vironmental stresses. The genes that are upregulated

to provide protection to the senescing cells against

these unfavorable conditions are shown in Table

6.3, which also shows other upregulated genes

responsible for the conversion of lipids and other

metabolites to respiratory substrates for provid-

ing energy to facilitate the senescence process. This

is necessary because of senescence-induced loss

in photosynthesis, the primary source of energy in

green leaves.

B. COORDINATED REGULATION OF PIGMENT

BREAKDOWN AND ULTRASTRUCTURAL CHANGES

OF CHLOROPLAST DURING LEAF SENESCENCE

In addition to the loss of proteins and green pigments,

the level of carotenoids also decreases during leaf

senescence [29,30]. The carotenoids, however, are

shown to degrade slowly compared to chlorophylls

[30]. But the general kinetic pattern of loss in pig-

ments and membrane proteins remains more or

less the same, suggesting a common point in their

degradation mechanisms [30]. Since these pigments

exist in the form of complexes with proteins, disloca-

tion or breakdown of any individual component

may lead to the collapse of the complex. The dismant-

ling of the complex is the prerequisite for enzymatic

degradation of individual components. It appears

that the structural status of different pigment–protein

complexes may play a key role in coordinating

the loss of photosynthetic pigments and proteins

during senescence. The possibility of senescence-

induced modification in the structure of the light-

harvesting protein complex and a change in the top-

ology of the pigments on the protein with consequent

loss of pigments has been proposed in the chloro-

plasts of wheat leaves [31]. But a question still remains

unanswered: What really triggers disassembly of the

complex and which component of the complex de-

grades first?

1. Enzymatic Degradation of Photosynthetic

Pigments

Reports published thus far on the enzymatic degrad-

ation of individual pigments were recently reviewed

[1,32].

a. Degradation of Chlorophyll

The degradation of chlorophyll has been considered

as a major symptom of thylakoid disorganization

during leaf senescence. The enzymes that participate

in stepwise degradation of the pigment [32] are de-

scribed as per the following scheme:

TABLE 6.3
Classification of Senescence Associated Genes

Senescence-Related Metabolism Senescence Associated Genes (SAGs) References

Homologs of genes for serine protease See Roberts et al. [28] and cross-references

therein

Protein degradation Homologs of gene for cysteine proteases and

aspartic proteases

Homologs of gene for ubiquitin

Nitrogen mobilization Glutamine synthatase and aspargine synthatase

See the specific references from the

review by Buchanan-Wollaston [24]

and the book by Biswal et al. [1]

Carbolydrate metabolism Homologs of genes for b-glucosidase, pyruvate-O

phosphate dikinase, and b-galactosidase

Lipid metabolism and mobilization Homologs of genes for phospholipase-D,

phosphoenol pyruvate carboxykinase, NAD-malate

dehydrogenease, isocitrate lyase, and malate synthase

Defense metabolism Homologs of genes for PR like proteins,

various metallotheonines
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The enzyme chlorophyllase, basically a hydrophobic

protein, is suggested to be attached to the chloroplast

envelope. It is responsible for the hydrolysis of chloro-

phyll into chlorophyllide and phytol, the first step in

the breakdown of the pigment. In the next step, Mg-

dechelatase acts on chlorophyllide and removes Mg2þ

from it, which results in the formation of pheophor-

bide. The enzyme Mg-dechelatase is also bound to the

organelle membrane. The next step in the chlorophyll

degradation pathway involves the participation of

pheophorbide a oxygenase, which in combination

with another enzyme, red chlorophyll catabolite

reductase (RCC reductase), is responsible for the

opening of the ring structure of the pigment and gives

the product RCC. The cleavage of the ring results in

the loss of green color of the pigment. The enzyme is

specific to the senescence process. The product RCC,

in a series of subsequent reactions, is converted to

fluorescent chlorophyll catabolites (FCCs), which are

subsequently modified and converted to nonfluores-

cent chlorophyll catabolites (NCCs). The final dis-

posal of chlorophyll catabolites in NCCs may occur

in the cytoplasm (for a review, see Ref. [32]).

b. Carotenoid Degradation

Not much is known about the enzymes that partici-

pate in the degradation of carotenoids although re-

ports are available on qualitative changes of the

pigment-like formation of carotenoid esters and ep-

oxides. The possibility of enzymatic participation,

identification of the enzymes, and their regulation

for quantitative loss of these pigments were recently

described by Biswal et al. [1].

2. Ultrastructural Changes of Thylakoid

Membranes

The ultrastructural modifications and changes in mo-

lecular composition of thylakoids during leaf senes-

cence have been extensively examined by electron

microscopy, x-ray diffraction, immunological tech-

niques, and absorption and fluorescence techniques in

different plant systems [1,23]. Membrane disorganiza-

tion of the organelle as probed by electron microscopy

appears to be sequential startingwith the unstacking of

grana thylakoids as the first event that is followed by

the formation of loose and elongated lamellae. These

loose lamellae subsequently undergo massive degrad-

ationwith the concomitant formation of plastoglobuli,

the degradation products of thylakoids [23,33]. The

details of the sequential changes in the ultrastructures

of thylakoids are shown in Figure 6.1.

C. DISASSEMBLY OF THYLAKOID COMPLEXES AND

LOSS IN PRIMARY PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS

Thylakoid complexes were reported to be destabilized

during leaf senescence, most likely in an ordered se-

quence [23,33]. In most of the plant systems, leaf sen-

escence is demonstrated to cause earlier and rapid loss

of photochemical activities associated with PSII com-

pared to PSI activities [1]. There could be several fac-

tors contributing to the rapid degradation of the PSII

of chloroplasts. A significant decline in oxygen evolu-

tion and restoration in the loss of PSII mediated

2,6-dichlorophenol indophenol photoreduction in

chloroplasts with an exogenous electron donor like

diphenyl carbazide during leaf senescencemay indicate

severe damage of the oxygen evolving system [23]. The

restoration of dye reduction is suggestive of the relative

stability of the PSII reaction center. The exact nature

of senescence-induced loss in the oxygen evolving cap-

acity of chloroplasts is not known. The release of Mn

during leaf senescence as observed by Margulies [34]

may be a factor directly affecting oxygen evolution.

The loss of Mn may be the consequence of the senes-

cence-induced loss of a 33 kDa extrinsic protein that is

known to stabilizeMn binding on thylakoids. The loss

of this extrinsic protein, as immunologically probed by

western blots, has been clearly demonstrated during

leaf senescence of Festuca pratensis [35]. Experiments

conducted during leaf senescence of barley also suggest

a parallel loss of extrinsic proteins and a decline in

oxygen evolution [36]. The decline in the content of

protein is attributed to senescence-induced loss in the

quantity of its transcripts [37]. It is assumed that a loss

of the proteins may lead to destabilization of Mn clus-

ters, resulting in the inactivation of the oxygen evolv-



ing system. With the advancement of senescence, the

reaction center core complex may start showing signs

of deterioration contributing to the total loss of PSII

photochemistry. The core complex may be damaged

either by quantitative loss of reaction center proteins

[38,39] or their structural modification [40]. Senes-

cence-induced loss and disorganization of the light-

harvesting system may be another factor contributing

to the loss in the primary photochemistry of the photo-

system [41].

It is assumed that the disassembly of PSII occurs

in a sequence with disorganization of its oxygen

evolving system as the first event followed by damage

of the reaction center core complex and finally loss in

the light-harvesting systems.

Although relatively stable, the photochemical re-

actions associatedwith PSI decline in senescing chloro-

plasts and the decline is attributed to the inactivation

and loss of plastocyanin and NADP reductase [23].

Senescence-induced impairment of electron transport

that links two photosystems could be attributed to the

quantitative loss or inactivation of plastoquinones and

plastocyanines, the shuttling molecules that mediate

transfer of electrons between PSII and PSI via the

cytochrome b/f complex [23,42,43]. The precise nature

of dismantling of the coupling factor complex is not

known, in spite of the availability of reports suggesting

senescence-induced loss in photophosphorylation and

loss of some of the protein subunits of the complex [1].

The existing data on dismantling of thylakoid

bound complexes during leaf senescence, although

extensive, do not provide any definite clue for under-

standing the nature of initial events that ultimately

lead to the disorganization of complexes. In our earl-

ier review, we have proposed several models of trig-

gering mechanisms that might be operating during

senescence [23].

D. DECLINE IN RUBISCO ACTIVITY AND LOSS IN THE

ENZYME PROTEIN

The changes in activities of many enzymes located in

the stroma were examined in different plant systems

during leaf senescence andRubiscowas proposed to be

the most susceptible one to senescence [23,42,44]. Ex-

tensive literature is available on the loss of activity of

the enzyme during the process [42,44,45]. The loss in

enzyme activity may be attributed to the quantitative

loss of the enzyme protein [42]. The loss in the level of

the protein reflects both proteolytic degradation of the

enzyme and impairment of its synthesis [1,42]. The

proposition that the enzyme protein significantly de-

grades without much of its synthesis during senescence

was reported extensively by many authors (for a re-

view, see Refs. [1,23,46]). The mechanism of impair-

ment of the synthesis of the enzyme during senescence

is not clearly understood. Senescence is shown to cause

a decline in the LSU and SSU levels of the enzyme

[1,42,47]. Further analysis of their corresponding tran-

scripts by Dot and Northern blots clearly suggests the

regulation at the level of transcription or posttran-

scriptional modifications resulting in a loss of

mRNAs, one of the limiting factors for the synthesis

of enzyme proteins [1,37,42,45]. It seems logical to

suggest a senescence-induced alteration in the turnover

rate of the enzyme. Once the photosynthetic organelle

is mature and shows signs of senescence, the turnover

should preferentially shift more toward degradation

FIGURE 6.1 Ultrastructural changes of

chloroplast during leaf senescence.

Fully mature chloroplast

Unstacking of grana thylakoid and swelling of
intrathylakoid space

Formation of loose, elongated, and parallel lamellae

Lamellar degradation and appearance of plastoglobuli

Gradual disappearance of lamellar system with increase in the number and
size of the plastoglobuli

Formation of flocculent stroma and rupture of
envelope

Release of plastoglobuli and other plastid inclusions to
cytoplasm



than synthesis, thereby causing a loss in the level of the

enzyme protein. The degradation of the protein could

be attributed to senescence-induced activity of specific

proteases [1,48,49].

E. DIFFERENTIAL LOSS IN PRIMARY PHOTOCHEMICAL

REACTIONS AND THE ACTIVITY OF RUBISCO:
PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE

The data on temporal loss in the efficiency of photo-

electron transport of thylakoid membranes and the

activity of Rubisco for carbon dioxide fixation during

leaf senescence suggest an early and rapid loss of the

latter. Since Rubisco is the major source of nitrogen

in green leaves, rapid degradation of the enzyme pro-

tein is essential so that senescing leaves can act as the

source of nitrogen. At the same time, the transport of

nutrients from senescing leaves to other growing parts

of the plant needs energy, which is likely to be sup-

plied by the relatively stable photoelectron transport

system of thylakoid membranes. Reports are avail-

able on the relative stability of light-harvesting pig-

ment complexes and reaction centers of the

photosystems. The PSI, which is involved in cyclic

electron flow for the production of ATP, exhibits

remarkable stability during leaf senescence. The rela-

tive stability of the so-called light reactions (primary

photochemistry) compared to the dark reaction relat-

ing to carbon dioxide fixation thus can be considered

as a physiological strategy of green plants to provide

the requisite energy for nutrient mobilization.

IV. SIGNALS FOR CHLOROPLAST
BIOGENESIS

The chloroplast genome has limited genetic informa-

tion, which can code for about 100 polypeptides and

possesses only a few regulatory genes. Nuclear genes,

in addition to coding for several protein components

of chloroplasts, also code for the proteins that control

the location, time of gene expression, processing, and

targeting of the organelle proteins. The possible signal

transduction systems for coordinated assembly and

disassembly of chloroplast complexes as mediated

by the gene products of both nuclear and plastid

genomes are briefly described. The biogenesis of

chloroplast as regulated by photosignals and signals

from the developmental program of the organelle are

also critically discussed in this section.

A. SIGNALS CONTROLLING PLASTID GENE EXPRESSION

Extensive reports are available on the regulation of

plastid gene expression, RNA processing, translation,

and posttranslational modifications by nuclear gene

products [10,22]. Many nuclear mutants were isol-

ated, identified, and demonstrated to block synthesis

of proteins encoded by the organelle genome [10,50].

For example, a nuclear mutant of Chlamydomonas, a

green alga, has been shown to lack the ability to

synthesize the LSU of Rubisco encoded by the plastid

gene in spite of the synthesis of the SSU encoded by

the nuclear gene and other plastid proteins [51]. The

specific effect of the nuclear gene product on the

synthesis of the LSU may suggest that the signal

from the nuclear genome has a target site on the

plastid for the expression of specific gene(s). Analysis

of the nuclear mutants also reveals the control of

nuclear gene products on the accumulation of other

proteins including core proteins of the PSII reaction

center [10].

In addition to nuclear signal, plastid gene expres-

sion is also known to be regulated by its own devel-

opmental process [52]. The accumulation of

transcripts for the synthesis of several intrinsic pro-

teins associated with the core complex of the reaction

centers of PSI and PSII is greatly influenced by the

aging and functional status of developing chloro-

plasts [52]. The tissue and organ specificity is another

factor assumed to control plastid gene expression

[1,22,53]. The levels of transcripts of several plastid

genes remain low in plastids of roots compared to

their levels in the leaves. The nature of tissue-specific

signals and signals originating from the sequences of

organelle development are yet to be explained.

B. SIGNALS THAT REGULATE NUCLEAR GENE

EXPRESSION FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF CHLOROPLAST

PROTEINS

A plastid signal otherwise known as plastid factor,

extensively studied during last few years, is shown to

regulate nuclear gene expression; that is, the expres-

sion of the genes coding for LHCs and SSUs and

some of the genes for proteins of the oxygen evolving

complex [1,19]. This proposition is supported by the

observation that photooxidative damage of chloro-

plast with possible loss of the signal results in a

block in transcription of these genes. The nature of

the signal remains unclear. The signal’s behavior

varies in different phases of plastid development.

During the early stages of development, the signal

exhibits strong effects on the nucleus in accumulating

a high level of transcripts for LHCs and SSUs. It was

shown that a quantitative loss or a structural modifi-

cation during senescence may lead to the switching

off of the gene expression.

Nuclear gene expression for chloroplast proteins

also appears to be modulated by tissue characteristics.



Differential expression of photosynthetic genes in

bundle sheath and mesophyll cells in the leaves of

higher plants supports this proposition [10]. However,

the nature of the tissue-specific signal remains ob-

scure.

C. LIGHT AS A COMMON SIGNAL FOR COORDINATED

EXPRESSION OF NUCLEAR AND PLASTID GENES

Among all the environmental factors, light is consid-

ered to be the most important and well studied factor.

It acts as a common signal for activating gene expres-

sion in the nucleus and in chloroplasts [54,55]. Light is

believed to modulate posttranscriptional events in the

chloroplasts. On the other hand, it directly controls

the transcription during nuclear gene expression

[17,56]. Light reportedly acts through two major

photoreceptors: phytochrome and blue light receptors

[56]. It has been proposed that the light signal in a

signal transduction cascade is received by the photo-

receptors and is transmitted in the cascade finally to

control the transcription or posttranscription modifi-

cations. However, the nature of signal transduction

that couples light perception by photoreceptors and

the final expression of genes still remains a mystery

except for the some recent findings that there are

some light regulatory elements in the promoter re-

gions that possibly receive the photoreceptor pro-

cessed signal(s) for gene activity [55]. The possibility

of G-proteins (GTP binding proteins) in phyto-

chrome-mediated response cannot, however, be

ruled out [57,58].

D. SIGNALING SYSTEMS ASSOCIATED WITH LEAF

SENESCENCE

In spite of the presence of large amount of data in the

area of molecular biology of senescence, the precise

nature of the signaling systems associated with its

induction and progress in green leaves remains un-

clear [1]. As discussed earlier, many genes responsible

for macromolecular degradation and nutrient salva-

tion were identified, cloned, and characterized

[24,48,49,59]. But the genes that initiate and regulate

the process are still unidentified.

Developmental factors, phytohormones, and

stresses (both biotic and abiotic) are suggested to

bring changes in the metabolic threshold, initiating

the signal cascade for senescence induction. The

metabolic changes are likely to result in the down-

regulation of photosynthetic genes and upregulation

of senescence associated genes, which subsequently

carry out the process of nutrient salvation leading

to the death of the organ (Figure 6.2; see Refs.

[1,25]).

The loss of photosynthesis as a signal for the

induction of senescence in green leaves has been sug-

gested by many authors (for a review, see Refs.

[1,25,48]). During progressive senescence of many

plants, the lower leaves receive light that is different

in quality and quantity when compared to the light

received by the upper leaves in the canopy of the plant

body. The light transmitted through and reflected

from the upper leaves is enriched by the far red com-

ponent with a loss in photosynthetically active radi-

ation. This may result in the downregulation of

photosynthesis and causes induction of senescence.

E. NUCLEAR FACTOR FOR CHLOROPLAST DEGRADATION

Literature is available on the communication system,

between nuclear and plastid genomes, for the highly

ordered breakdown of the photosynthetic organelle

during leaf senescence. The nucleus may have a con-

trol of the organelle degradation and the nuclear

factor has been proposed to constitute a part of

the signal cascade for chloroplast break down. The

following experimental findings support the propos-

ition:

1. The senescence-induced degradation is remark-

ably delayed in cell-free chloroplasts or chloro-

plasts in the cells devoid of nucleus [23,48].

2. Eukaryotic transcription and translation in-

hibitors have been demonstrated to arrest

chloroplast senescence. Prokaryotic inhibitors

fail to exhibit a similar response [23,60].

3. Mutation of the nuclear gene is known to pre-

vent chloroplast degradation [61,62]. A nuclear

mutant known as sid (senescence-induced deg-

radation), a gene mutant of Festuca pratensis,

does not show symptoms of degreening and

remains green for quite a long time compared

to its wild-type counterpart [62]. We have

shown a block in the disappearance of PSII

reaction center proteins of thylakoids in this

mutant during senescence [38].

It was shown that the signal for chloroplast deg-

radation is a protein and is encoded by the nuclear

DNA. This proposition is further supported by the

findings of Kawakami and Watanabe [37], who have

demonstrated the efficient import of a senescence-

related protein encoded by the nuclear gene to chloro-

plasts. The question of what really triggers the expres-

sion of the nuclear gene for chloroplast degradation

remains unanswered. In the background of the find-

ings on the role of the plastid signal regulating nuclear

gene expression for the proteins necessary for its own

development, it is quite logical to argue in favor of a



signal of chloroplast origin that could send a message

to the nucleus and initiates its own degradation.

V. THE FUTURE

In spite of significant accumulation of data in the areas

of chloroplast development and senescence, there are

many questions that need to be addressed for future

studies. Some of the new and challenging areas in the

field that require further study are as follows:

1. The multimeric thylakoid and stroma com-

plexes are well characterized. Both the nuclear

and plastid genomes are known to be involved

in the biogenesis of these complexes but the

nature of coordination between these two re-

mains unclear. Targeting of the nuclear en-

coded proteins, the role of transport

modulating proteins, and the factor(s) that de-

termine the specific location of the assembly of

the organelle complex are poorly understood

and therefore need more experimentation.

2. Light is thought to be the major factor in regu-

lating the synthesis of organelle proteins. How-

ever, the precise molecular mechanism of

photoregulation at the gene levels largely re-

mains unclear. Whether light regulates at tran-

scription, posttranscription, or at both levels

has to be resolved. The differential rates of

gene expression by light at different stages of

plastid development have to be explained.

3. Data are available on the nature and location

of the enzymes involved in the synthesis of

proteins and pigments during chloroplast de-

velopment, but the enzymes responsible for the

degradation of individual components of multi-

meric proteins, both in thylakoid and stroma,

are poorly identified. There was a study of the

participation of enzymes in chlorophyll degrad-

ation during leaf senescence [32], but almost

nothing is known about the catabolism of car-

otenoids, a problem that requires serious atten-

tion [1]. We also need a better understanding of

the mechanism of protein degradation in the

organelle. Nevertheless, the preliminary data

available on the proteolytic degradation of

Rubisco are quite encouraging and provide a

base for further research in this area [28,63,64].

4. Leaf senescence is known to be controlled by

genes but the question that has to be addressed

is whether the senescence program could be

genetically altered in a regulated way. The suc-

cess in the control of fruit ripening, comparable

to leaf senescence in many ways, by genetic

manipulation may be the beginning of this

highly fascinating and applied area of senes-

cence research. Currently, successful attempts

have been made in producing ‘‘stay green’’ mu-

tants that exhibit a significant delay in leaf

yellowing, but a link between the ‘‘stay green’’

character and ultimate plant productivity in the

field is yet to be established.

Senescence signaling systems
(developmental, hormonal, and stress)

Alteration in normal metabolic balance

Signal cascades

Downregulation of photosynthetic genes and
upregulation of SAGs

Activation of salvage pathway (remobilization of
nutrients from senescing chloroplast/leaves)

Necrosis

Death
FIGURE 6.2 Signal transduction during leaf senes-

cence.



5. The communication systems operating between

the chloroplast and nucleus for the coordinated

synthesis of chloroplast complexes are known

and the control of nuclear gene products in

chloroplast gene expression was extensively

examined. On the other hand, the role of the

plastid factor in nuclear gene expression for or-

ganelle proteins during greening has also been

recorded. The triggering mechanisms, in both

the cases, however, remain obscure. The nature

of the plastid factor still needs clarification.

6. The signaling system associated with chloro-

plast development and senescence has not

been properly identified. Although hormones,

developmental factors, other cellular factors,

and light are considered to be the major signals,

the concept of the coupling between these sig-

nals and chloroplast biogenesis remains un-

clear.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phosphorus (P) is a major mineral nutrient for plants

and is required in many compounds in cells and or-

ganelles [1]. These compounds are associated with

numerous components of metabolism (sugar phos-

phates, nucleic acids, nucleotides, coenzymes, phos-

pholipids) and are closely associated with energy

transfer (triphosphonucleotides) and genetic material

(nucleic acids). The covalent ester bond between two

P atoms is at a higher ‘‘energy level’’ than the covalent

bonds between many other kinds of atoms. That is, it

takes more energy for these compounds to be synthe-

sized, and conversely they release more energy when

they are either hydrolyzed or participate in alternative

reactions such as P addition to other molecules.

Plants must have P for plant growth and develop-

ment. Limited inorganic phosphate (Pi) supply results

in numerous perturbations in plant growth and de-

velopment and strongly affects plant yields [2].

Photosynthesis is the primary physiological pro-

cess whereby CO2 diffuses down a concentration gra-

dient from the atmosphere, through the epidermis,

and into chloroplasts, where energy derived photo-

chemically is used to assimilate CO2 in the formation

of organic compounds (Figure 7.1). In algae and

higher plants there is only one primary carboxylating

mechanism, which results in the net synthesis of car-

bon compounds. The photosynthetic carbon reduc-

tion (PCR) cycle is common to all plants (C3, C4, and

crassulacean acid metabolism [CAM]) although C4

and CAM plants have auxiliary mechanisms of car-

bon fixation [3].

During photosynthesis, carbon is fixed through

the PCR cycle in the chloroplast, and is then exported

to the cytosol as triose phosphate (triose-P). The

triose-P is then converted to sucrose in the cytosol,

releasing Pi, which is then available to allow further

export of triose-P from the chloroplast. If there is any

restriction of sucrose synthesis in the cytosol, it will



lead to a decreased export of triose-P from the chloro-

plast, so more photosynthate is retained in the stroma

for conversion to starch (Figure 7.1). Chloroplastic

starch degradation may be closely related to internal

factors in the cell such as the supply and demand of

carbon substrates. Orthophosphate (Pi), together

with CO2 and H2O, is a primary substrate of photo-

synthesis [4] according to the overall equation:

3CO2 þ 6H2Oþ Pi �!hv triose-PþH2Oþ 3O2

Within the chloroplast, Pi is involved in organic com-

bination during photophosphorylation, as a proton

gradient is discharged through an ATPase into the

chloroplast stroma. In the stroma, ATP is consumed

by the PCR cycle. Nine molecules of Pi are consumed

for every three molecules of CO2 fixed and three

molecules of O2 evolved. Eight molecules of Pi are

released in the PCR cycle and the remaining molecule

of Pi is incorporated into triose-P, which is trans-

ported to the cytosol in exchange for imported Pi.

Sucrose synthesis in the cytosol releases Pi and

thereby recycles Pi. Four molecules of Pi must enter

the chloroplast for every molecule of sucrose synthe-

sized in the cytosol. Adequate supply of Pi is essential

for the assimilation of photosynthetic carbon in

plants [4] and there has been a great deal of interest

for the past two decades related to the idea that the
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level of Pi in plant tissues may regulate various as-

pects of photosynthesis and the flow of carbon be-

tween starch and sucrose biosynthesis [5–17]. In

addition, it has been proposed that Pi may be in-

volved in the partitioning of photosynthates between

plant parts [18–22].

The rate of photosynthesis is dependent on the

ATP/reductant (NADPH, NADH, and ferredoxin)

balance, which can be stabilized by extrachloroplastic

compartments such as mitochondria [23]. At the

whole plant level, photosynthesis is regulated by

sink demand [24]. In P-deficient plants, low sink

strength imposes the primary limitation on photosyn-

thesis [16]. Therefore, the response of photosynthesis

to phosphate limitation is a ‘‘whole plant’’ one and

depends on the dynamic interactions between sink

and source tissues [16,24]. The decrease in phosphate

concentration due to limited Pi supply from the

growth medium involves several changes not only in

the photosynthetic process but also in glycolysis, res-

piration, and nitrogen metabolism, which affect the

rate of net photosynthesis. Metabolic aspects of the

phosphate-starvation response were reviewed recently

by Plaxton and Carswell [14].

Inadequate supply of Pi limits photosynthesis be-

cause of its large demand for adenylate energy and

the role of phosphorylated intermediates in the PCR

cycle [15]. The inhibition of photosynthesis due to Pi

deprivation results from both short- and long-term

effects of Pi on photosynthetic carbon assimilation

and carbon partitioning processes [13]. In this chap-

ter, we review the research progress that contributed

to our present understanding of the role of Pi in

photosynthetic carbon metabolism. To illustrate the

effects of Pi deprivation on photosynthesis and parti-

tioning of photosynthates, a simplified outline is pre-

sented of the short-term in vitro effects of Pi

deprivation, followed by long-term in vivo effects of

Pi deprivation, the recovery of plants from P defi-

ciency, and the acclimation and adaptive responses

of plants to P deficiency.

II. SHORT-TERM IN VITRO EFFECTS OF Pi
DEPRIVATION

The evidence for a crucial role of Pi in the regulation

of photosynthesis arose from the studies of photosyn-

thetic induction. It was demonstrated that in isolated

chloroplasts the induction period is due to a need to

build up the pool sizes of the intermediates of the

PCR cycle [25,26]. The interrelationships between Pi

and induction, together with the demonstration that

isolated chloroplasts require Pi for the continuation

of photosynthesis, led to the concept that C3 chloro-

plast is not a fully self-sufficient photosynthetic

organelle [27].

Experimental observations on the photosynthetic

induction period have led to the view that the chloro-

plast produces triose-P, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate

(G-3-P), and dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP),

which it exchanges for Pi from the cytoplasm of the

cell [28,29]. Subsequent research work indicated that

light activation of key enzymes [30–32] may be in-

volved along with the autocatalytic build-up of

metabolites [33] to overcome the lag period in photo-

synthetic CO2 fixation [34]. However, experimental

verification of these hypotheses with intact wheat

leaves suggested that light activation of enzymes

may not be a limiting factor during photosynthetic

induction [35].

Studies of the short-term effects of Pi on photo-

synthesis, based on in vitro experiments, have shown

the inhibition of triose-P export from the chloroplast

to the cytosol through the Pi translocator leading to

the build-up of starch and a decrease in the rate of

photosynthesis [34,36–38]. It was demonstrated that

in isolated chloroplasts the increase in Pi concentra-

tion in incubation medium up to 1mM stimulated

net photosynthesis and lowered starch production

whereas low Pi concentration in external medium

increased starch synthesis despite a low photosyn-

thetic rate [39–41]. Low supply of Pi might restrict

photophosphorylation, which should lead to in-

creased energization of the thylakoid membrane, de-

creased electron flow, and associated inhibition of

photosynthesis. At high Pi supply, triose-P export

competes with ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP) re-

generation and the rate of photosynthesis can be

diminished.

Optimal photosynthesis of isolated chloroplasts

requires a finely balanced concentration of Pi in the

cytosol [42]. This optimal concentration may be main-

tained by transport to and from the vacuole and by

metabolic processes causing changes in the rate of

sucrose synthesis [18,42]. Over the short term, low Pi

in the cytosol decreases the export of triose-P from

the chloroplast, which leads to the inhibition of

sucrose synthesis in the cytosol [9,34,43,44].

A. PHOSPHATE TRANSLOCATORS

In higher plants, photosynthesis is compartmental-

ized in the chloroplast, which is bounded by the en-

velope membranes that serve both as a barrier

separating the chloroplast stroma from the cytoplasm

and a bridge enabling rapid exchange of specific

metabolites between the two (Figure 7.1) [45–47].

The outer envelope membrane is nonspecifically

permeable to all molecules, both charged and



uncharged. The impermeability of the inner envelope

membrane to hydrophilic solutes such as Pi, phos-

phate esters, dicarboxylates, and glucose is overcome

by translocators that catalyze specific transfer of me-

tabolites across the envelope [46,47]. The energy-

transducing thylakoid membranes, located within

the chloroplasts, are distinct from the envelope mem-

branes.

The mechanism by which external Pi influences

photosynthesis has been attributed to the operation

of the Pi translocator, an antiport located in the inner

membrane of the chloroplast envelope that facilita-

tes a rapid counterexchange of Pi, triose-P, and 3-

phosphoglyceric acid (PGA) [39,46,47]. The major

flow of metabolites across the chloroplast envelope

is mediated by the Pi translocator, which enables the

specific transport of Pi and phosphorylated com-

pounds such that photosynthetically fixed carbon in

the form of triose-P can be exported from the stroma

to the cytosol in a one-to-one stoichiometric and obli-

gatory exchange for Pi [48]. The Pi released during

biosynthetic processes is shuttled back through the Pi

translocator into the chloroplasts for the formation of

ATP catalyzed by the thylakoid ATPase [49].

If triose-P is regarded as the end product of the

PCR cycle (Figure 7.1), then one molecule of Pi must

be made available for incorporation into triose-P for

every three molecules of CO2 fixed. Some Pi will be

released within the stroma as triose-P is utilized for

starch synthesis, but starch synthesis is usually slower

(by a factor of 3 to 4) than maximal CO2 fixation.

Virtually all the remaining Pi must enter the chloro-

plast in exchange for exported triose-P [46–48]. In the

short term, a sudden decrease in the Pi concentration

in the cytosol of photosynthetic mesophyll cells will

have a direct effect on the triose-P and Pi exchange

between the chloroplast and the cytosol, decreasing

the availability of Pi in the chloroplast and thus de-

creasing the production of ATP needed in the turn-

over of the PCR cycle.

Triose phosphate/phosphate translocator (TPT)

was the first phosphate transporter to be cloned

from plants [50]. The activity of TPT is closely asso-

ciated with photosynthetic carbon metabolism and

the expression of the TPT gene is observed only in

photosynthetic tissues [41]. Its importance in in vivo

communication between chloroplast and cytosol was

demonstrated in transgenic potato plants with re-

duced expression of the TPT at both RNA and pro-

tein levels due to antisense inhibition [51]. Four

different groups of Pi transporters have been de-

scribed so far in plastids and one among them is

phosphoenolpyruvate/phosphate transporter, which

transports Pi out of the chloroplast into cytosol

under most physiological conditions [52].

Recently, Versaw and Harrison [53] described a

low-affinity Pi transporter PHT2;1, Hþ/Pi symporter,

located in the inner envelope of the chloroplast. The

identification of the null mutant of Arabidopsis thali-

ana, pht2;1-1, revealed that the PHT2;1 transporter

affects Pi allocation and modulates Pi-starvation re-

sponses including the expression of genes and the

translocation of Pi within leaves [53]. The presence

of several transporters indicates highly controlled

transport of phosphate into and out of the chloro-

plast.

The synthesis of sucrose from triose-P is believed

to make the major contribution to the recycling of Pi

(Figure 7.1). Sucrose synthesis releases Pi due to the

action of a phosphatase and rapid export of sucrose

from the cytoplasm will make Pi available as fast as

the plant can synthesize triose-P; little or none will be

available for storage within the stroma as starch. If

the demand for sucrose by growing sinks is less how-

ever, excess triose-P would be stored as starch and the

rate of photosynthesis possibly diminished.

Another important function of the Pi translocator

is to link intra- and extrachloroplast pyridine nucleo-

tide and adenylate systems through shuttles involving

the exchange of DHAP and PGA. Photosynthetically

produced ATP and NADPH are not directly avail-

able to the extrachloroplastic compartments due to

the low permeability of the inner envelope membrane

to these compounds in mature tissue. The Pi translo-

cator provides an indirect shuttle system for transfer-

ring ATP and NADPH to the cytoplasm involving

exchange of triose-P and PGA. This shuttle can op-

erate in either direction depending on the redox po-

tential of the pyridine nucleotides in the cytoplasm

and stroma [46].

Gerhardt et al. [54] observed asymmetric distribu-

tion of DHAP and 3-PGA across the chloroplast

envelope in spinach leaves and suggested that the Pi

translocator may be kinetically limiting in vivo. The

reduction of TPT activity in vivo by antisense repres-

sion of chloroplast TPT resembles the situation of

chloroplasts performing photosynthesis under Pi limi-

tation [39]. To examine more specifically the role

of the Pi translocator in assimilate partitioning in

photosynthetic tissues, Barnes et al. [55] transformed

tobacco plants with sense and antisense constructs of

a cDNA encoding the tobacco Pi translocator. Al-

though the transformed plants showed a 15-fold vari-

ation in Pi translocator activity, the growth and

development and the rate of photosynthesis showed

no consistent differences between antisense and sense

transformants. In contrast, the distribution of assimi-

late between starch and sugar had been altered with

no change in the amount of sucrose in leaves, suggest-

ing a homeostatic mechanism for maintaining sucrose



concentrations in the leaves at the expense of glucose

and fructose. However, in potato plants antisense

repression of the triose-P translocator affected carbon

partitioning as chloroplasts isolated from such plants

showed reduced import of Pi, reduced rate of photo-

synthesis, and change in carbon partitioning into

starch at the expense of sucrose and amino acids

[56]. Published evidence indicates that TPT exerts a

considerable control on the rate of both CO2 assimi-

lation and sucrose biosynthesis [41].

B. REGULATION OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Since Pi, triose-P, and PGA are exchanged through

the Pi translocator, changes in the Pi concentration

outside the chloroplast could affect the PCR cycle

indirectly by altering the amount of intermediates

within the chloroplast. Pi might also have direct ef-

fects on PCR cycle enzymes through the level of

activation. Heldt et al. [57] indicated that Pi is re-

quired for light activation of ribulose 1,5-bispho-

sphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco). Later,

Bhagwat [58] showed that Pi is an activator of

Rubisco. However, Machler and Nösberger [59]

showed that although the activity of Rubisco de-

creased with decreased stromal Pi concentration,

they believed this to be an indirect effect mediated

through the changes in stromal pH.

The activation of fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase

(FBPase) [60] and of sedoheptulose 1,7-bisphospha-

tase (SBPase) [61] is strongly inhibited by Pi concen-

trations in the range of 5 to 10mM. Pi inhibited the

PCR cycle turnover in thiol-activated stromal ex-

tracts; this inhibition was due primarily to effects on

the SBPase [62]. Another PCR cycle enzyme, the

light-activated form of ribulose-5-phosphate kinase

(Ru5Pkinase), is inhibited by the monovalent ionic

species of Pi [63]. The decrease in the concentration

of stromal Pi, which occurs upon illumination, is

therefore likely to enhance the activity of the PCR

cycle.

The reduction in photosynthetic rate that occurs

when cytoplasmic Pi is decreased, for example, when

Pi is sequestered in the cytoplasm by mannose [64] or

glycerol [65], might be explained in terms of an end-

product inhibition [66]. This end-product inhibition

could be due to high concentrations of triose-P. Be-

cause the properties of the Pi translocator dictate that

the total Pi (inorganic plus organic) within the chloro-

plast is relatively constant [48], high triose-P is auto-

matically coupled with low Pi, which in turn could

limit photosynthesis [6,10,43].

The consumption of Pi as a substrate of photo-

synthesis [27] could decrease photosynthesis by a direct

effect of low stromal Pi concentration on Rubisco

[57]. Low stromal Pi concentration, together with

the accumulation of triose-P, might influence the ac-

tivation state of Rubisco by various mechanisms [6].

Rubisco could be inactivated by the build-up of vari-

ous intermediates, for example, ribose-5-phosphate

[67,68] and other chloroplast metabolites [69]; or, it

may be inactivated by the build-up of PGA [67].

Another possibility is that the pH of the stroma

could be changed [70,71].

Alternatively, inhibition of photosynthesis might

occur due to a drop in the ATP/ADP ratio [72].

A decrease in stromal Pi concentration could diminish

the rate of photophosphorylation and thereby reduce

the rate of carbon fixation because of the sensitivity of

the PCR cycle to the ATP/ADP quotient. Such a

reduction is readily demonstrated with isolated

chloroplasts photosynthesizing in a medium contain-

ing suboptimal Pi concentrations. The reduced con-

centration of Pi leads to a reduction in ATP/ADP,

which could restrict the activity of Rubisco activase

and therefore Rubisco carbamylation [73].

Robinson and Giersch [74] determined the con-

centration of Pi in the stroma of isolated chloroplasts

during photosynthesis under Pi-limited and Pi-satur-

ated conditions. They used colorimetric and
32P

labeling techniques in their study and found that

when chloroplasts are illuminated in the absence of

added Pi, photosynthesis declines rapidly due to Pi

depletion in the stroma, which was estimated to be

1.4mM by the colorimetric method and 0.2mM by
32P high-performance liquid chromatography. With

optimal concentrations of Pi added to the medium,

the stromal Pi concentration was estimated to be 2.6

and 1.6mM with the colorometric and 32P methods,

respectively. This study demonstrated that any de-

crease in the supply of Pi from the medium leads to

a rapid decrease in stromal Pi to the point where

photophosphorylation may become Pi-limited, de-

creasing the rate of photosynthesis.

C. STARCH BIOSYNTHESIS

The important role of Pi in starch synthesis stems

from the elegant work of Preiss and colleagues [5,75]

that ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase (ADPGPPase),

the key regulatory enzyme for starch synthesis, is

stimulated by high triose-P/Pi levels. In the chloro-

plast, the concentration of these effector molecules

was postulated to vary due to the physiological con-

ditions to which the plant was exposed [5]. It has

been shown that starch synthesis is greatly increased

in those plant species where mannose-phosphate

accumulates as a result of mannose feeding, which

serves to lower the cytoplasmic Pi concentration

[76].



A specific effect of Pi ions is exerted through

the control of the distribution of newly fixed carbon

between starch synthesis in the chloroplasts and

the transfer of triose-P to the cytoplasm followed

by synthesis of sucrose [48]. In isolated chloroplasts,

low Pi slows photosynthesis and shifts the flow of

carbon toward starch [48]. In some leaves mannose

feeding produces the same effect by sequestering Pi

as an abnormal hexokinase reaction becomes linked

to oxidative phosphorylation [64,76]. Low levels of

phosphate and high levels of sugars in phosphate-

limited plants will lead to increased levels of ADP-

glucose pyrophosphorylase transcript, which could

contribute to increase in starch accumulation [77].

The starch deposited in the chloroplasts is usually

degraded during the subsequent night period (Figure

7.1). An increased stromal Pi level favors starch

breakdown [78]. Glucose-1-phosphate, the product

of phosphorylytic starch degradation, is transformed

through the oxidative pentose phosphate pathway

[79,80] and also through phosphofructokinase [81]

to triose-P or further to PGA [48,82,83]. The Pi trans-

locator catalyzes the export of these phosphate esters

into the cytosol.

The influence of Pi concentrations outside the

chloroplast on the steady-state concentrations of vari-

ous stromal metabolites and the corresponding rates

of CO2 fixation and starch production was determined

using a kinetic model [84] based on control theory [85].

This kinetic analysis indicated that PGA and Pi play

an important role in regulating starch synthesis and

that ATP, glucose-1-P, and fructose-6-P make signifi-

cant contributions. Since these metabolites are either

substrates or effectors of the ADPG PPase, the analy-

sis is consistent with the view that Pi is a negative

effector and PGA is a positive effector of ADPG

synthesis and that the PGA/Pi ratio therefore regu-

lates starch synthesis [75].

D. SUCROSE BIOSYNTHESIS

Sucrose is a major product of photosynthesis. In

many plants it is the main form in which carbon is

translocated through the phloem of the vascular sys-

tem from the leaf to other parts of the plant, but

sucrose and other sugars may also be isolated and

stored in vacuoles in the mesophyll cells. Sucrose is

not merely a crucial sugar of vascular plants but

is preeminently the sugar of vascular plants [86].

The rate of sucrose synthesis is a function of the

carbon fixation rate, chemical partitioning of carbon

between starch and sucrose, and the rate of sucrose

export from the leaf [87]. Several processes may be

involved in regulating the movement of carbon

from the chloroplast to the vascular tissue [88]. It is

not possible in this review to present a complete

analysis.

Sucrose formation occurs exclusively in the cyto-

plasm [89]. Substantial progress has been made in

elucidating the biochemical mechanisms that control

sucrose formation in leaves [9,10,86,90,91]. The cyto-

solic sucrose formation pathway starts with triose-P

exported from the chloroplast, which are converted to

hexose phosphate (hexose-P) and ultimately to su-

crose (Figure 7.1). The key enzymes involved in the

synthesis of sucrose from triose-P are cytoplasmic

FBPase and sucrose-phosphate synthase (SPS)

[90,92–97]. It is now recognized that there are at

least two key aspects of the regulation of the pathway

of sucrose biosynthesis: (i) control of cytosolic

FBPase by the regulatory metabolite fructose-2,

6-bisphosphate (F2,6BP) [96] and (ii) control of SPS

activity by allosteric effectors and protein phosphor-

ylation [87,90,97]. Although control of the sucrose

biosynthesis pathway is shared between cytosolic

FBPase and SPS, it appears that SPS probably exerts

more of a limitation to the maximal rate of sucrose

synthesis than does FBPase [95]. However, recently it

was found that decreased expression of these two

enzymes in antisense Arabidopsis lines has different

consequences for photosynthetic carbon metabolism

[98]. In transformants with decreased expression of

SPS there was a slight inhibition of sucrose synthesis,

no accumulation of phosphorylated intermediates,

and carbon partitioning was not redirected to starch.

This indicates that decreased expression of SPS trig-

gers compensatory responses that favor sucrose syn-

thesis, which included an increase of UDP-glucose/

hexose-P ratio and decrease of pyrophosphate con-

centration. Strand et al. [98] conclude that these re-

sponses are presumably triggered when sucrose

synthesis is decreased both in light and dark condi-

tions. Decreased expression of cytosolic FBPase

represented a passive response to the lower rate of

sucrose synthesis and lead to accumulation of phos-

phorylated intermediates, Pi limitation of photosyn-

thesis, and high rates of starch synthesis [98].

Regulation of FBPase received increased atten-

tion with the discovery of F2,6BP in plants [96]. The

extensive studies of Stitt and coworkers showed that

F2,6BP plays a key regulatory role in sucrose biosyn-

thesis [9,93–96,99–101]. In plants the level of F2,6BP

responds to changes in light, specific metabolites,

sugars, and CO2. F2,6BP is a potent inhibitor of

cytoplasmic FBPase and sensitizes FBPase to the ef-

fects of FBP and Pi. F2,6BP decreases when triose-P

becomes available for sucrose synthesis and it in-

creases when hexose-P accumulates in the cytosol.

The response of the cytosolic FBPase to a rising

supply of triose-P has been described in a semiempi-



rical model [9,102]. This model predicts how cytosolic

FBPase activity responds to a rising rate of photosyn-

thesis and relates closely with the actual response of

sucrose synthesis in vivo.

UDP-glucose pyrophosphorylase is an important

enzyme producing UDP-glucose for sucrose synthesis

in leaves. The UDP-ase encoding gene of A. thaliana

was suggested as a possible regulatory entity that is

closely involved in the readjustment of plant response

to environmental signaling [103]. In Arabidopsis mu-

tants (pho 1–2) impaired in Pi statusUgp was found to

be upregulated by conditions of phosphate deficiency

[104]. Ciereszko et al. [104] concluded that under Pi

deficiency, UGP-ase represents a transcriptionally

regulated step in sucrose synthesis/metabolism, and

that it is involved in homeostatic mechanisms for

adjusting to the nutritional status of the plant.

Huber and coworkers have documented the role

of SPS in the regulation of photosynthetic sucrose

synthesis and partitioning in leaves [90,97,105–111].

SPS is minimally regulated at three levels. The steady-

state level of the SPS enzyme protein is regulated

developmentally during leaf expansion [108]. There

are two distinct mechanisms to control the enzyme

activity of the SPS protein: (i) allosteric control by

G6P (activator) and Pi (inhibitor) and (ii) protein

phosphorylation (covalent modification). These two

mechanisms are often referred to as ‘‘fine’’ and

‘‘coarse’’ controls, respectively. There are apparent

differences among species in the properties of SPS

that may reflect different strategies for the control of

carbon partitioning [109]. The importance of SPS in

the regulation of carbon partitioning in leaves has

been confirmed using recombinant DNA technology

[112]. Although SPS is not the only determinant of

the rate of sucrose synthesis; in some cases, the

growth rate of the whole plate is correlated closely

with SPS activity in leaves [113].

Sucrose synthesis is a Pi-liberating process (net

reaction, 4 triose-P þ 3H2O ¼ 1 sucrose þ 4Pi). The

liberation of Pi in the cytoplasm during sucrose syn-

thesis favors continued triose-P export from the

chloroplast by counterexchange through the Pi trans-

locator. Thus, under conditions that favor sucrose

synthesis, triose-P molecules are partitioned away

from the starch biosynthetic pathway that resides in

the chloroplast. If sucrose synthesis in the cytoplasm

is reduced, triose-P remains within the chloroplast for

starch synthesis. The resulting increase in PGA within

the chloroplast stroma (high PGA/Pi ratio) also fa-

vors starch synthesis by allosterically activating the

starch-synthesizing enzyme ADPG PPase [75,114].

Pi may be involved in determining the proportion

of the flux of photosynthetically fixed carbon between

starch synthesis and export from the chloroplast

[115]. As an inhibitor of SPS and cytosolic FBPase

[116] and an activator of fructose-6-phosphate-2-

kinase [117], Pi plays a critical role in regulating the

rate of sucrose synthesis. When sucrose synthesis in

the cytosol is restricted, there can indeed be substan-

tial changes of the stromal Pi in leaves [43]. The rate

of sucrose synthesis may also have an indirect control

over the synthesis and accumulation of starch in

leaves. Cytosolic FBPase and SPS, when acting in

coordination with the Pi translocator, may represent

an important link between sink demand and rates of

carbon partitioning into starch and sucrose [118,119].

A change of partitioning does not necessarily imply

that the rate of photosynthesis has been inhibited [10].

However, Pieters et al. [16] found that low sink

strength lowers sucrose synthesis and restricts the

recycling of Pi back to the chloroplast thus limiting

the rate of net photosynthesis.

Four lines of evidence suggest that short-term

availability of Pi in the cytosol may restrict sucrose

synthesis and can limit the maximal rate of photosyn-

thesis in saturating light and CO2 [9]. The first ap-

proach is based on the manipulation of leaf material

through Pi or mannose feeding [4,8]. A second ap-

proach is based on observations that the net rate of

CO2 assimilation does not always increase in C3

plants when the O2 concentration is decreased from

21% to 2% to suppress photorespiration, which is

generally known as ‘‘O2 insensitivity’’ [6,120,121].

A third approach involves using a brief interruption

of photosynthesis to transiently increase the Pi level in

the cytoplasm of the leaf [122]. A fourth line of evi-

dence comes from the study of photosynthetic oscil-

lations that can be triggered by increasing the CO2 or

lowering O2 [4], or by a short period in the dark [122].

These oscillations are decreased when Pi is supplied to

leaves and increase when mannose is supplied to se-

quester Pi. As sucrose is the major end product of

photosynthesis, it is likely that a restriction in sucrose

synthesis can limit photosynthesis through short-time

limitation of Pi in the cytosol.

III. LONG-TERM IN VIVO EFFECTS OF Pi
DEPRIVATION

The view that Pi is an important regulator of the rate

of photosynthesis and of the partitioning of triose

phosphates between starch biosynthesis and sucrose

biosynthesis is to a large extent based on research

carried out with in in vitro systems involving the use

of isolated chloroplasts, enzyme systems, protoplasts,

and with detached leaves or leaf disks fed with man-

nose to induce Pi deprivation. All of these studies

point to the fact that the concentration of Pi in

the cytosol versus that in the chloroplast is what



potentially controls the intracellular flow and distri-

bution of triose-P, and possibly, of the rate of photo-

synthesis itself.

Studies of long-term limitations of Pi on photo-

synthesis and carbon partitioning based on in vivo

experiments using low phosphate (low P) plants

have shown that the inhibition of photosynthesis

was to a large extent due to limitations imposed on

the PCR cycle in terms of RuBP regeneration

[7,19,123–134] while the changes in carbon partition-

ing could be influenced in part by the relative capaci-

ties of the enzymes involved in starch and sucrose

metabolism [134]. Recently, it was shown by Pieters

et al. [16] that during Pi deficiency low rates of sucrose

synthesis due to low demand from sinks limits Pi

recycling to chloroplast and restricts photosynthesis.

A. PLANT GROWTH RESPONSE AND PHOSPHATE

CONCENTRATION

Long-term P deficiency greatly affects the plant

growth processes at subcellular, cellular, and whole

organ levels of organization [1]. The growth of several

plant species tested was greatly reduced by P defi-

ciency. Leaf area, leaf number, and shoot dry matter

per plant were found to be more sensitive to P defi-

ciency than photosynthetic rate per unit leaf area

[19,20,130,132,135,136]. Effects of P deficiency were

similar in C3 (sunflower and wheat) and C4 (maize)

species [130]. In Pi withdrawal experiments of the

range of C3, C3–4 intermediate, C4 annual, and peren-

nial monocotyledons and dicotyledons species, it was

shown that C3 and C4 species had similar photosyn-

thetic P use efficiency but the growth of C3 species

was more affected by Pi supply than C4 species; more-

over, leaf photosynthetic rates were not correlated

with growth response [137]. These results indicated

that the relative growth rate decreased before any

significant effect on photosynthesis [137]. Growth an-

alysis of maize field crops under P deficiency sup-

ported the idea that P deficiency affects plant

growth, especially leaf growth, earlier and to a greater

extent than photosynthesis per unit leaf area [138].

Jacob and Lawlor [130] showed that the extreme P

deficiency reduced plant height by 52%, leaf area per

plant by 95%, and shoot dry weight per plant by 93%

in sunflower (Table 7.1). The respective reductions

were 57%, 89%, and 90% in maize and 53%, 91%,

and 93% in wheat. P-deficient leaves contained more

and smaller cells per unit leaf area. The mean cell

volume and specific leaf weight were reduced to

a smaller extent by P deficiency.

A typical response to phosphate deficiency is the

increase of root mass/shoot mass ratio resulting from

the decrease of shoot growth and the increase of root

growth. The increase in root elongation and growth is

probably a plant adaptive response to low Pi in sur-

rounding medium and some kind of P searching strat-

egy [139–143]. From the studies on bean plants it was

found that the relative growth rate (RGR) of phos-

phate-deficient roots was higher only at the beginning

of phosphate starvation and after 2weeks (with severe

TABLE 7.1
Effect of Extreme P Deficiency on Plant Characteristics of Sunflower, Maize, and Wheat

Plant Growth Characteristics Treatment Sunflower Maize Wheat

Plant height (cm) Control 46 103 68

P-deficient 22 44 32

Leaf area per plant (cm2) Control 895 708 232

P-deficient 41 79 21

Shoot dry matter per plant (g) Control 6.0 4.0 2.8

P-deficient 0.4 0.4 0.2

Number of cells per m2 leaf area (�107) Control 723 152 98

P-deficient 967 172 105

Mean cell volume (pl) Control 27 43 144

P-deficient 19 38 131

Ames/Aleaf
a Control 31 9 14

P-deficient 34 10 13

Specific leaf weight (g fresh wt. per m2) Control 235 145 204

P-deficient 222 121 201

aAmes, mesophyll surface area; Aleaf, leaf surface area.

Source: From Jacob J, Lawlor DW. J. Exp. Bot. 1991; 42:1003–1011. With permission.



P deficiency) RGR was significantly lower as a result

of decreasing ATP concentration in the roots [144].

To assess the importance of increased carbon al-

location to roots for the adaptation of plants to low P

availability, Nielsen et al. [145] constructed carbon

budgets for four common bean genotypes with con-

trasting adaptation to low P availability in the field

(‘‘P efficiency’’). They found that P-efficient geno-

types allocated a larger fraction of their biomass to

root growth, especially under low-P conditions. They

also found that efficient genotypes had lower rates of

root respiration than inefficient genotypes, which en-

abled them to maintain greater root biomass alloca-

tion than inefficient genotypes without increasing

overall root carbon costs. Hogh-Jensen et al. [146]

tested the influence of P deficiency on growth and

nitrogen fixation of white clover plants. Their results

indicated that nitrogen fixation did not limit the

growth of clover plants experiencing P deficiency.

A low-P status induced changes in the relative growth

of roots, nodules, and shoots rather than changes in

nitrogen and carbon uptake rates per unit mass or

area of these organs.

The extent to which plant growth might be

affected by P supply may depend on the sink–source

status of the examined plant and how this is regulated

[147]. The reduction in shoot biomass production in

low-P plants may be attributed to a lower rate of leaf

expansion, which may be induced by lower hydraulic

conductance of the root system and a lower leaf water

potential [19,20,148,149]. Using experimental and

simulation techniques Rodriguez et al. [150] identified

the existence of direct effects of P deficiency on indi-

vidual leaf area expansion. Recently, Chiera et al.

[151] found that expansion of soybean leaves under

P stress was limited by the number of cell divisions,

which would imply control of cell division by a com-

mon regulatory factor within the leaf canopy. The

reduction in leaf expansion in low-P sugar beet plants

was associated with a 30% increase in leaf dry weight

per unit area. Only 9% (or less) of the increase in dry

weight in low-P leaves was due to starch [129]. Most

of the remainder of the increase in dry weight may be

attributed to other structural carbohydrates (e.g., cel-

lulose and hemicelluloses). But our knowledge is lim-

ited regarding the effects of P on cell wall properties,

especially those affecting cell division and cell wall

expansion.

Jacob and Lawlor [130] reported that the extreme

P deficiency in nutrient solution not only diminishes

plant growth but also drastically reduces the total and

inorganic P contents of leaves of sunflower, maize,

and wheat (Table 7.2). The concentration of Pi in the

leaf water decreased as the Pi content per unit leaf

area decreased. Soluble protein content was lower in

P-deficient leaves of all the three species while chloro-

phyll content was reduced in sunflower and maize.

Under Pi deficiency, the concentration of Pi in

leaves depends mainly on the transport from the

roots and mobilization of stored phosphate from

older leaves [152]. Short-term phosphate starvation

tends to maintain constant cytoplasmic Pi concentra-

tion at the expense of the vacuolar pool [153]. To

regulate Pi homeostasis, plants develop signaling

mechanisms [154]. It was recognized since many

years that restriction of P, nitrate, or sulfur influences

transpiration, stomatal conductance, and root hy-

draulic conductivity. The experiments with Lotus

japonicus indicated that roots are capable, by a com-

pletely unknown mechanism, of monitoring the nu-

trient content of the solution in the root apoplasm

and of initiating responses that anticipate by hours or

TABLE 7.2
Effect of Extreme PDeficiency on the Leaf Composition in Sunflower,Maize, andWheat Plants

Leaf Composition Treatment Sunflower Maize Wheat

Total P content (mmol/m2) Control 7.20 4.80 5.90

P-deficient 1.81 0.51 0.97

Pi content (mmol/m2) Control 1.65 0.58 0.65

P-deficient 0.21 0.11 0.21

Concentration of Pi in leaf tissue water (mol/m3) Control 7.81 4.51 4.00

P-deficient 1.20 1.01 1.21

Total chlorophyll (g/m2) Control 0.56 0.42 0.50

P-deficient 0.48 0.26 0.54

Total soluble protein (g/m2) Control 12.2 5.8 6.28

P-deficient 6.7 1.1 5.83

Source: From Jacob J, Lawlor DW. J. Exp. Bot. 1991; 42:1003–1011. With permission.



days any metabolic changes resulting from nutrient

deficiency [155].

Reduced hydraulic conductance resulting from

phosphate deficiency may affect the distribution of

phosphate and nitrate ions between shoot and root

[156]. In phosphate-sufficient bean plants the equal

Pi distribution between shoot and root was noted,

whereas in plants grown on a Pi-deficient solution

almost 70% was partitioned to the shoot [157]. It

seems that during moderate phosphate deficiency

the leaf Pi pool remains relatively more stable mainly

due to the possible effect of Pi recycling processes

[158].

B. PHOTOSYNTHETIC MACHINERY

Several studies conducted with isolated chloroplasts,

thylakoid membranes, and pigment systems have

shown that the primary processes of light reactions

of photosynthesis and photosynthetic electron trans-

port were relatively little affected by long-term Pi

deprivation [7,37,124]. However, it was shown that

phosphate availability may change thylakoid mem-

brane lipid composition by replacing some phospho-

lipids for galactolipid digalactosyldiacylglycerol

[159,160]. Significant changes in plasma membrane

phospholipid composition were also observed in

bean roots during prolonged phosphate deficiency

[157].

Investigations on changes in photochemical ap-

paratus organization and function in relation to leaf

P status in sugar beet revealed the following: low-P

leaves exhibited increased levels of chlorophyll/area,

PSI/area, LHCP/area, Cyt-b563/area, and Cyt-f/area

while PSII, Cyt-b559, and Q per area were not much

affected [124]. PSII electron transport was slightly

decreased per area while PSI electron transport was

slightly increased so that the ratio of PSII/PSI is

decreased.

It is generally believed that the results from in vitro

studies with external supplies of artificial electron

donors and acceptors and possibly damaged or atyp-

ical membranes may not always represent the in vivo

situation. Light scattering and modulated chlorophyll

a fluorescence have been successfully employed by

several research workers as experimental probes for

analyzing the state of the photosynthetic apparatus

in vivo [161]. Rao et al. [123] measured the changes in

light scattering in vivo during photosynthetic induc-

tion with variation in the leaf Pi status. Light scatter-

ing was markedly increased during photosynthetic

induction in low-P leaves. This effect was reversible,

disappearing within 24 h after P resupply. Measure-

ments of in vivo fluorescence at room temperature

and fluorescence at 77K suggested that the low-P

leaves had less mobility of the antenna, which may

be due to (i) the enhanced phosphatase activity lead-

ing to dephosphorylation of the antenna and (ii) the

large proton gradient may promote dephosphoryla-

tion [162]. However, low-P leaves, to overcome this

difficulty, developed a larger permanent antenna

[124].

Using modulated chlorophyll a fluorescence tech-

niques, the effects of extreme P deficiency during

growth in the in vivo photochemical activity of PS II

were determined in leaves of sunflower and maize

[163]. In both species, long-term P deficiency de-

creased the efficiency of excitation energy capture

by open PSII reaction centers, the photochemical

quenching coefficient of PSII fluorescence and the

in vivo quantum yield of PSII photochemistry, and

increased the nonphotochemical dissipation of excita-

tion energy. Observations from PSII fluorescence

from intact leaves suggested that P deficiency causes

photoinhibition of PSII. Furthermore, their calcula-

tions showed that there was a relatively higher rate of

electron transport across PSII per net CO2 assimi-

lated in extreme P-deficient leaves. Most of these

photosynthetic electrons that are not used for CO2

reduction are diverted to photorespiration leading to

proportionately more photorespiration and less CO2

fixation in P-deficient leaves [164]. The important role

of photorespiration for supporting photosynthesis

when isolated chloroplasts were incubated at a low

Pi level was shown by Usuda and Edwards [42].

Heber et al. [165] proposed that photorespiration

substantially increases Pi availability for photosyn-

thesis in the leaves of spinach. Unicellular green

algae, Chlorella vulgaris, was used to study the effect

of low-phosphate supply on glycolate metabolism

[166]. P deficiency did not change chlorophyll concen-

tration but with subsequent medium alkalization, dis-

solved inorganic carbon increased the photosynthetic

O2 evolution and intrachloroplast oxygen concentra-

tion resulting in enhancement of glycolate production

[167]. The study of postillumination burst (PIB) of

CO2, which is interpreted as short-lived continuation

of photorespiration in dark, indicated that the photo-

respiratory potential activity of P-deficient bean

leaves is enhanced [168]. The importance of photore-

spiratory metabolism in Pi balance in bean plants

under moderate phosphate deficiency was also sug-

gested by Kondracka and Rychter [158] but the elu-

cidation of its role needs further studies.

Plesnicar et al. [133] evaluated the efficiency of

PSII photochemistry and electron transport, and

light utilization capacity of sunflower leaves grown

under sub- to supraoptimal Pi supply conditions. The

apparent quantum yield (based on the initial slope of

the relationship between photon flux density and rate



of O2 evolution) and the maximum (light and CO2-

saturated) rates of photosynthesis were the highest

with the plants that were grown in optimal

(0.5molm�3 Pi and 1.0molm�3) Pi concentrations

in nutrient solution. The photosynthetic efficiency

was decreased by sub- or supraoptimal supply of Pi

in nutrient solution. They suggested that the processes

associated with nonphotochemical energy dissipation

could modify the efficiency with which the reaction

centers can capture and utilize excitation energy dur-

ing Pi limitation of photosynthesis. This downregula-

tion of the efficiency of PSII photochemistry by

nonphotochemical energy was attributed to the ad-

justment of the rate of photochemistry to match that

of photosynthetic carbon metabolism in order to

avoid overexcitation of the PSII reaction centers.

C. CARBON METABOLISM

Several studies have shown that P deficiency in leaves

decreases the rate of net CO2 assimilation by intact

leaves of C3 and C4 plants. This decline in net photo-

synthesis with long-term inadequate supply of Pi may

result from a decrease in the conductance of CO2

from the atmosphere to the chloroplasts; from a det-

rimental effect on the photosynthetic mechanism

(mesophyll activity) itself; or from a combination of

the two. It is often associated with decreases in

Rubisco activity, RuBP concentration, rate of RuBP

regeneration, stomatal conductance, and an increase

in mesophyll resistance [7,126,130,131,169,170].

Phosphorus deficiency reduced the rate of photo-

synthesis in leaves by reducing the carboxylation effi-

ciency and apparent quantum yield [7,127,133] by its

influence on leaf metabolism, and also by decreasing

leaf conductance [20,126]. Jacob and Lawlor [130]

analyzed the effects of P deficiency on stomatal and

mesophyll limitations of photosynthesis in sunflower,

maize, and wheat plants. They found that stomatal

conductance did not restrict the CO2 diffusion rate;

rather the metabolism of the mesophyll was the limit-

ing factor. This was shown by poor carboxylation

efficiency and decreased apparent quantum yield for

CO2 assimilation, both of which contributed to the

increase in relative mesophyll limitation of photosyn-

thesis in P-deficient leaves.

Brooks [7] attempted to determine which aspects

of photosynthetic metabolism are affected when spin-

ach plants are grown with inadequate P supply.

P deficiency caused reductions in Rubisco activity,

RuBP regenerating capacity, and quantum yield.

The reduction in quantum yield was accompanied

by changes in chlorophyll fluorescence of PSI and

PSII measured at 77K. The levels of RuBP and

PGA were significantly reduced than the control

leaves while the response of photosynthesis to low

[O2] was similar to control leaves, indicating that the

photosynthesis is not limited by triose-P utilization.

Dietz and Foyer [8] also observed decreased levels of

phosphorylated metabolites in leaves as a result of P

deficiency. The decrease in phosphorylated sugar

levels was also observed in roots despite the increased

sugar concentrations, which indicates that sugar

phosphorylation may be limited by lower activity of

fructokinase and hexokinase [171].

Rao and Terry [20] explored the changes in the

activity of PCR cycle enzymes in relation to leaf Pi

status. Low-P leaves exhibited increased levels in total

activity of Rubisco, FBPase, and Ru5PKinase while

the activity of PGA kinase, G-3-P-dehydrogenase,

trannsketolase, and FBP aldolase decreased. The per-

centage light activation of Rubisco, PGA kinase, G-3-

P-dehydrogenase, FBPase, SBPase, and R5PKinase

was lower in low-P leaves (Table 7.3). Jacob and

Lawlor [131] have also shown that P deficiency de-

creased the RuBP content of the leaf more than

it decreased Rubisco. They suggested that the de-

creased specific activity of Rubisco found in Pi-defi-

cient sunflower leaves is a consequence of the

decreased ratio of RuBP to RuBP binding sites ob-

served in such leaves allowing inhibitors to bind to the

active sites of the enzyme.

It has been shown that long-term inadequate sup-

ply of Pi decreases the rate of photosynthesis by limit-

ing the capacity for regeneration of RuBP, although

decreased activation of Rubisco may play a part

[7,20,130,131]. Rao et al. [126] measured a number

of metabolites in low-P leaves, including RuBP, PGA,

triose-P, FBP, F6P, G6P, adenylates, nicotinamide

nucleotides, and Pi (Table 7.3). They suggested that

RuBP regeneration in moderately P-deficient leaves is

limited by decreased supply of carbon due to in-

creased diversion of assimilated carbon for starch

synthesis rather than by the decreased supply of ATP.

What are the precise metabolic control points that

diminish regeneration of RuBP in P-deficient leaves?

Several factors, including the initial activity of PCR

cycle enzymes, the supply of ATP and NADPH, and

the availability of fixed carbon, all affect the RuBP

regeneration capacity of leaves. At moderate P-defi-

cient conditions, RuBP regeneration of sugar beet

leaves may be limited by the supply of Ru5P and the

initial activity of the Ru5P kinase [126,134]. The con-

ditions necessary to alter the RuBP pool size by this

mechanism are yet to be clearly understood. Accord-

ing to Jacob and Lawlor [163], it is more probable

that a deficiency of ATP in severely Pi-deficient leaves

slows down the PCR cycle activity and thus decreases

the regeneration of ATP. They found marked reduc-

tions in the amounts of ATP, ADP, and oxidized



pyridine nucleotides per unit leaf area in extremely

Pi-deficient sunflower and maize leaves (Table 7.4).

As pointed out by Noctor and Foyer [23], a small

change in the ratio of ATP and NADPH production

during photosynthesis relative to the ratio of their

consumption has an impact on cell adenylate and

redox status. In bean leaves, during moderate phos-

phate deficiency, the net photosynthesis rate was

lower and the concentration of NADPH increased;

the ratio of NAD(P)H/NAD(P) also increased [172].

At the same time, leaf ATP concentration was re-

duced by 50% [173]. The reduction in leaf ATP con-

centration was comparable in light and dark periods.

The determinations of ATP in leaf extracts during the

light period reflect chloroplastic, mitochondrial, and

cytosolic pools of ATP, whereas the leaf extracts from

the dark period reflect mainly cytosolic and mito-

chondrial ATP pools. The ATP produced during

photophosphorylation may be immediately utilized

in the chloroplasts to support CO2 fixation and

chloroplast synthetic processes [174]. ATP synthe-

sized in mitochondria can be transported to cytosol

to support cytosolic reactions connected with sucrose

synthesis [174]. Therefore, small differences between

light and dark concentrations of ATP in phosphate-

deficient leaves may reflect the determination of only

the cytosolic pool being strongly dependent on the

efficiency of mitochondrial ATP production [173]. It

was found by Rychter’s group that the efficiency of

mitochondrial ATP production in bean plants during

phosphate deficiency is lower due to increased partici-

pation of a cyanide resistant, alternative pathway

(AOX) [173–177], which bypasses two respiratory

chain phosphorylation sites. The determinations of

actual participation of AOX and ATP efficiency of

respiratory chain phosphorylations in bean, tobacco,

and Gliricidia sepium leaves revealed that during pro-

longed phosphate deficiency AOX expression is spe-

cies dependent and is not observed in tobacco or

G. sepium [178].

The rates of photosynthesis in C3 plants have been

modeled on Rubisco kinetics and the supply of CO2,

RuBP, and Pi [6,11,73,179–182]. It seems clear that at

all levels regulation is serving to maximize efficiency

while striving to avoid damage to the photochemical

apparatus [179]. In general, nonlimiting processes of

photosynthesis are regulated to balance the capacity

of limiting processes [180]. When photosynthesis is

limited by the capacity of Rubisco, the activities of

electron transport and Pi regeneration are downregu-

lated so that the rate of RuBP regeneration matches

the rate of RuBP consumption by Rubisco. Similarly,

when photosynthesis is limited by electron transport

or Pi regeneration, the activity of Rubisco is down-

regulated to balance the limitation in the rate of

RuBP regeneration.

It is important to understand that several param-

eters interact and a change in any one will result in a

change in the activity of the others [85,183]. When the

activity or level of any one of the components is

TABLE 7.3
Effect of Low-P Treatment on the Percent Light Activation of Certain PCR Cycle
Enzymes and Pool Sizes of Sugar Phosphates in Leaves of 5-week-old Sugar Beet Plants

PCR Cycle Enzymes and Metabolites Control Low-P

Light activation of PCR cycle enzymes (%)

Rubisco 82 73

PGA kinase 78 65

NADP-G3PD 34 10

FBPase 33 39

SBPase 82 82

Ru5P kinase 34 23

Pool size of sugar phosphates (mmol/m2)

RuBP 66 32 (48)a

PGA 125 38 (30)

Triose-P 21 10 (48)

FBP 27 18 (67)

F6P 18 2 (11)

G6P 4 7 (16)

aFigures in parenthesis represent percentage of control values.

Source: From Rao IM, Terry N. Plant Physiol. 1989; 90:814–819 and Rao IM, Arulanantham AR, Terry N.

Plant Physiol. 1989; 90:820–826. With permission.



reduced (Ru5P kinase or RuBP), that component

temporarily assumes an increased importance until

equilibrium is restored. The enzymes of the PCR

cycle, the pool sizes of sugar phosphates, along with

the flux of ATP and NADPH, interacting as a system,

share control over the rate of photosynthesis. None

of these system elements controls the rate but all

regulate jointly. It is the self-regulated lowering of

the RuBP pool and not the inability to regenerate it

faster that is a major factor in restoring and main-

taining metabolic balance [182].

D. INTRACELLULAR PI COMPARTMENTATION

In order to prove that Pi regulation of photosynthesis

occurs in vivo, it will be essential to demonstrate that

cytosolic and chloroplastic Pi concentrations vary

sufficiently to bring about changes in the flow and

distribution of triose-P within the cell. There are

practical problems to overcome in determining Pi

compartmentation between chloroplast, cytoplasm,

and vacuole. An additional problem is that there

may be an internal Pi buffering mechanism. For ex-

ample, if a mechanism for regulated transport of Pi

across the tonoplast membrane were present, then the

vacuole could act as a Pi reserve for the cytosol. More

general evidence for a cytosolic Pi buffering mechan-

ism arises from studies on P-deficient plants, which

appear to maintain the cytosolic Pi level at the ex-

pense of vacuolar Pi [154,184].

Methods have been developed for the assay of

subcellular metabolite levels using leaf protoplasts.

The protoplasts were ruptured by passage through a

nylon net or a capillary tube. This was followed by

immediate filtration of the particles (formed after

rupture of the protoplasts) through a layer of silicone

oil [72,185,186] or a combination of membrane filters

[187]. Unfortunately, it has proved experimentally

difficult to accurately determine chloroplastic and

cytosolic Pi concentrations. Part of the problem re-

lates to the presence, in the leaf cell vacuole, of a

comparatively large amount of Pi [188], which

masks the much smaller amount present in the cyto-

sol. Furthermore, protoplasts are of limited value

since their carbohydrate metabolism is almost cer-

tainly affected by the lack of sucrose export to the

phloem.
31P-nuclear magnetic resonance (31P-NMR) spec-

troscopy can provide information on the relative con-

centration of Pi in the different cellular compartments

[189]. A characteristic feature of the 31P-NMR spec-

tra of most plants tissues is the detection of two

clearly resolved Pi signals, assigned to the cytoplasmic

and vacuolar pools. In vivo 31P-NMR provides an

important method for studying the interaction be-

tween the two pools under different physiological

TABLE 7.4
Effect of P Deficiency on Adenylates and Nicotinamide Nucleotides of the Third Fully
Expanded Leaves of Sunflower and Maize Grown at P Sufficient (10mM Pi) or P Deficient
(0mM Pi) Conditions (values indicate pool sizes in mmol/m2)

Leaf Metabolites Sunflower Maize

P Sufficient P Deficient P Sufficient P Deficient

Adenylates

ATP 19.8 8.9 22.4 5.7

ADP 13.5 6.5 14.5 8.6

AMP 7.4 6.5 NS 9.1 8.8 NS

Total 40.7 21.9 46.0 23.1

ATP/ADP 1.5 1.4 1.5 0.7

Nicotinamide nucleotides

NADþ 13.9 5.9 19.7 11.5

NADPþ 12.6 7.1 16.8 9.8

NADH 3.2 4.4 NS 7.3 5.2

NADPH 4.5 4.1 8.9 9.4 NS

Total 34.2 21.4 52.7 35.9

NADPH/NADPþ 0.36 0.58 0.53 0.96

NS ¼ not significant at p ¼ .05.

Source: From Jacob J, Lawlor DW. Plant Cell Environ. 1993; 16:785–795. With permission.



conditions. With 31P-NMR spectra it is possible to

determine the absolute concentrations of Pi in the

cytosol and the vacuole and thus to assess the extent

to which the Pi distribution across the tonoplast

reaches electrochemical equilibrium under different

nutritional conditions [189–191].

The 31P-NMR technique has been applied exten-

sively in studies of chloroplasts, protoplasts, cell sus-

pensions, leaves, and roots [18,19,127,153,192–203].

Foyer and Spencer [18] determined the intracellular

distribution of Pi in barley leaves grown under differ-

ent Pi regimes. They showed large differences in the

vacuolar Pi content between the plants grown at dif-

ferent levels of P supply. In contrast, the cytosolic Pi

level was similar in the leaves of plants grown at 1 and

25mM Pi. Based on these data, they suggested that in

leaves as in isolated cells the cytoplasmic Pi level is

maintained constant as far as is possible, while the

vacuolar Pi pool is allowed to fluctuate in order to

buffer the Pi in the cytoplasm [192,193]. Several studies

suggest the role of the vacuole in homeostasis of the

cytoplasmic Pi concentration. Under different external

phosphate levels, the cytoplasmic phosphate concen-

tration remains relatively stable at the expense of the

vacuolar pool, which decreases under Pi deficiency

[153,154]. The mechanisms that control Pi transport

from and to the vacuole are not clear, but changes in

cytosolic and vacuolar Pi concentrations are consid-

ered as a signal for triggering different starvation re-

sponse systems [154].

Using 31P-NMR, Lauer et al. [127] determined P

compartmentation in leaves of reproductive soybeans

as affected by P supply in nutrient solution (Table

7.5). As the concentration of P in nutrient solution

increased from 0.05 to 0.45mM, the vacuolar P pool

size increased relative tocytoplasmicandhexosemono-

phosphate P pools. Under low-P supply (0.05mM),

cytoplasmic P pool size was greatly reduced at full

flower and full seed growth stages. This study indi-

cated that the cytoplasmic P pool and leaf carbon

metabolism dependent on it are buffered by the vacu-

olar P pool until the late stages of reproductive

growth of soybeans.

Kerr et al. [106] found that the rates of net fixation

of carbon, assimilate export, and net starch accumu-

lation are not constant in continuous light. Since

cytoplasmic concentrations of key regulatory metab-

olites such as F2,6BP and Pi could fluctuate as photo-

synthetic rates change [100], it may be possible that

changes in intracellular Pi compartmentation could

alter endogenous rhythms of photosynthesis and SPS

activity.

E. CARBON PARTITIONING AND EXPORT

The partitioning of photosynthate between starch and

sucrose appears to be strictly regulated at both gen-

etic and biochemical levels [5]. There is a distinct

interspecific variation in the ratio of starch: sucrose

synthesized in leaves of different species [92,118]. This

genetically determined predisposition allows classifi-

cation of plants as high (e.g., soybean), intermediate

(e.g., spinach), or low (e.g., barley) starch formers.

P deficiency increased the starch synthesis relative to

TABLE 7.5
31P-NMR Determination of P Compartmentation in Leaves of Reproductive Soybeans as
Affected by P Nutrition

Growth Stage Phosphate Poolsa P Supply to Plants (mM)

0.05 0.10 0.20 0.45

Pool size (mM)

Full flower HMP 0.54 2.11 5.75 7.65

Pc 0.23 0.87 3.56 8.32

Pv < 0.05 < 0.10 3.50 8.01

Full pod HMP 0.42 0.81 1.24 8.98

Pc 0.23 0.69 0.93 7.59

Pv < 0.025 < 0.005 0.51 13.56

Full seed HMP < 0.01 0.39 0.78 4.10

Pc < 0.01 0.21 0.72 5.63

Pv < 0.01 < 0.05 < 0.10 7.65

aHMP, hexose monophosphate; Pc, cytoplasmic inorganic phosphate; Pv, vacuolar inorganic phosphate.

Source: From Lauer MJ, Blevins DG, Sierzputowska-Gracz H. Plant Physiol. 1989; 89:1331–1336. With

permission.



sucrose in soybean, spinach, and barley leaves al-

though the accompanying limitation on photosyn-

thetic capacity varied considerably between the

species [18]. Usuda and Shimogawara [204] measured

carbon fixation, carbon export, and carbon partition-

ing in maize seedlings in the early morning and at

noon in P-adequate and P-deficient leaves (Table 7.6).

P deficiency caused marked reductions in carbon fix-

ation and carbon export and changed the partitioning

of fixed carbon between starch and sucrose.

Long-term P deficiency causes increased starch

concentrations in organs of several plant species

[19,129,136]. These elevated starch concentrations in

P-deficient plants may result from increased partition-

ing of photosynthetically fixed carbon into starch at

the expense of sucrose synthesis in leaves [19,129] and

decreased starch utilization in plant organs during the

dark phase of the diurnal cycle [136]. Accumulation

of high starch concentration in leaves and stems and

decreased starch utilization in the dark in P-deficient

soybean plants indicated that growth was restricted to

a greater degree than photosynthetic capacity [136].

However, in barley plants omission of Pi from the

growth medium resulted in increase in fructan con-

centration whilst little or no effect on starch, sucrose,

glucose, and fructose was observed, which indicates

that in some plants the mechanism for carbon parti-

tioning into fructans is more sensitive toward low-P

conditions than the mechanism for carbon partition-

ing into starch [205].

The work of Qiu and Israel [21] addressed the

issue of whether increased starch accumulation is the

cause or the result of decreased growth in P-deficient

soybean plants. During onset of P deficiency, signifi-

cant decreases in relative growth rate and in day and

night leaf elongation rate occurred before or at the

same time as significant increases in stem, leaf, and

root starch concentrations. Based on these data, they

concluded that disruption of metabolic functions as-

sociated with growth impairs utilization of available

nonstructural carbohydrate in plants adjusting to

P-deficiency stress.

Pieters et al. [16] studied the importance of sink

demand on photosynthesis limitation during low-Pi

conditions. The source–sink ratio was altered by dar-

kening of all but two source leaves and compared to

fully illuminated leaves of tobacco plants grown in Pi-

sufficient and Pi-deficient conditions. They concluded

that in tobacco plants grown in phosphate-deficient

conditions low demand for assimilate (low sink

strength) is the primary reason for photosynthesis

limitation. Pi deficiency drastically decreased RuBP

content in the Pi-deficient leaves and hence the rate of

photosynthesis. This decrease was the result of end-

product limitation since decreased sucrose synthesis

restricted Pi recycling to chloroplast, thereby limiting

ATP synthesis and RuBP regeneration.

In P-deficient sugar beet leaves, large accumula-

tions of not only starch, but also sucrose and glucose

were observed. This accumulation was associated

with a marked reduction in carbon export from the

leaves [129]. P deficiency also increased the levels of

starch, sucrose, and glucose of petioles, storage root,

and fibrous roots of sugar beet [134]. In contrast to

sugar beet, P deficiency in soybean leaves caused a

significant decrease in sucrose concentration together

TABLE 7.6
Carbon Fixation, Carbon Export, and Carbon Partitioning Between Starch and Sucrose in the
Middle Part of Third Leaves of 18- or 19-Day Old Maize Plants

Measurement Period Measurementa Treatment

Control Low-P

Early morning Carbon fixedb 293 110

Carbon exportedc 221 81.9

Carbon partitioningd 0.191 0.051

Around noon Carbon fixed 214 112

Carbon exported 158 103

Carbon partitioning 0.253 0.103

aMeasurement conditions were 1400mmol/m2/s PAR and 33Pa ambient CO2 concentration.
bMatom/m2/2 h.
cMatom/m2/2 h.
dCarbon partitioning was expressed as a ratio of carbon atom accumulated in starch to carbon atom accumulated in

sucrose (including transported sucrose).

Source: From Usuda H, Shimogawara K. Plant Cell Physiol. 1991; 32:497–504. With permission.



with a decrease in the activity of SPS [19,21]. The

apparent carbon export rate from leaves was also

restricted in soybean but the assimilate transport to

stems and roots exceeded assimilate utilization in

these organs, which implies that carbohydrate avail-

ability was not the primary factor limiting the growth

of nonphotosynthetic organs of P-deficient plants

[21]. Recently, De Groot et al. [206] investigated

growth and dry mass partitioning in tomato as

affected by P nutrition and light. They found that at

mild P limitation, transport and utilization of assimi-

lates in growth, not the production of assimilates,

results in an increase in starch accumulation, and at

severe P limitation, the production of assimilates is

limited.

In bean leaves, sucrose concentration increased

but light-promoted accumulation of sucrose was

lower than in control leaves [158]. It is consistent

with the observation of enhanced sucrose transloca-

tion from shoots to roots during phosphate deficiency

[22,207–209]. The increase in soluble sugars in bean

roots is believed to be not only the result of greater

assimilate transport from leaves to roots but also

higher hydrolysis of sucrose [210] and decrease in

hexose phosphorylation [171]. Typical responses to

phosphate-deficiency stress in root meristematic tissue

include increase in sugar concentration, increase in

the size of the vacuolar compartment, and changes

in factors that control the rate of respiration [211].

IV. RECOVERY OF PLANTS FROM
PHOSPHATE DEFICIENCY

Several researchers tested the reversibility of the long-

term Pi-deprivation effects on plant processes such as

Pi transport, photosynthesis, carbon partitioning,

and growth. Leaf Pi levels of P-deficient plants raised

markedly when the Pi supply was increased to spinach

[212], potato [213], barley [214], maize, and soybean

[215] due to an enhanced P uptake system. Obviously,

a transport system with a large capacity for Pi uptake

was induced in the root system when the plants were

deprived of Pi. This system may catalyze a rapid

accumulation of Pi in the leaves once the Pi availabil-

ity is improved [201]. Based on the comparison of the

results of the long-term experiment with those of

the short-term uptake experiments, Jungk et al. [215]

concluded that plants markedly adapt P uptake kin-

etics to their P status.

Increased Pi supply to low-P plants should in-

crease leaf RuBP and should eliminate the inhibition

of photosynthesis. It should also lower the pool sizes

of storage carbohydrates (mainly starch) due to the

recovery in leaf expansion and plant growth. Under-

standing the changes involved in the reversibility

of low-P effects is important in predicting long-

term plant growth and yield because of the varying

sink strengths during plant development. The ability

to reduce accumulations of starch and to relieve

photosynthetic inhibition can significantly restore

photosynthetic rates and increase the amount of

photosynthate available for the actively growing

sinks.

The changes in photosynthesis and carbon parti-

tioning induced by low-P treatment could be due both

to structural modifications induced by long-term

phosphate stress and to metabolic changes accommo-

dating the shortage of Pi as a reactant in biochemical

pathways. These effects may be distinguished since

the latter should be readily reversible when the supply

of Pi is restored. The effects of P deficiency on photo-

synthesis were shown to be rapidly reversible with the

resupply of P to the P-deficient plants or Pi feeding

[7,8,21,123,134,212].

Brooks [7] reported that when low-P spinach

plants were returned to nutrient solutions with ad-

equate Pi, the percentage activation of Rubisco,

amounts of RuBP and PGA, quantum yield, and

maximal RuBP regeneration rate were increased

within 24 h. The rapid increase of leaf RuBP and

other sugar phosphates, which occurred as a conse-

quence of increased Pi supply to low-P plants, sub-

stantiates the claim that the photosynthesis in low-P

leaves was limited by RuBP regeneration [126].

Rao and Terry [134] monitored changes in photo-

synthesis, carbon partitioning, and plant growth in

sugar beet by increasing the Pi supply to low-P plants.

Within 72 h of increased Pi supply, low-P plants

developed very high leaf blade Pi concentrations (up

to sixfold of control levels). This dramatic increase in

leaf blade Pi concentration was associated with a

rapid increase in leaf sugar phosphates (especially

RuBP), ATP, and total adenylates, which led to the

rapid recovery (within 4 h) of the rate of photosyn-

thesis. Increased Pi supply to low-P plants also de-

creased the amount of carbon accumulation in leaf

blades in the form of starch, sucrose, and glucose, but

this decrease was found to be slower than the recov-

ery of photosynthesis. These results suggest that the

effects of low P on photosynthetic machinery and the

partitioning of fixed carbon are reversible. The rapid

recovery of photosynthesis may be attributed to the

lack of marked effects of low P on the structure and

function of the photosynthetic membrane system

[124].

Compared to the recovery of photosynthesis, the

recovery in leaf expansion and other plant growth

parameters were found to be slower in sugar beet

[134]. When P-deficient soybean plants were supplied



with adequate P, starch concentrations in leaves and

stems decreased to the levels of P-sufficient plants

within 3 days [21]. Thus, starch stored in leaves and

stems is ready to be utilized in the synthesis of struc-

tural biomass during the time required for activation

and development of additional photosynthetic

capacity.

In the context of whole plant growth, plants may

have developed an ability to buffer photosynthetic

metabolism against decreases in P supply using Pi

stored in the vacuoles. The poor correlations between

short-term measurements of photosynthetic rate and

long-term plant growth [216] may be due to the buf-

fering power of the vacuoles [149]. Therefore, the

primary influence of P deficiency on plant growth

may be through a reduction in leaf expansion rather

than through a marked reduction in photosynthetic

capacity.

V. ACCLIMATION AND ADAPTATION OF
PLANTS TO PHOSPHATE DEFICIENCY

Deficiency of phosphate in the growth medium cre-

ates a stress condition for growing plants. Recent

investigations indicated that phosphate deficiency

stress, as most if not all stresses, involves also a mild

oxidative stress [217,218]. Plants can achieve toler-

ance to stress either by adaptation or by acclimation.

Adaptation refers to heritable modifications, whereas

acclimation refers to nonheritable modifications in

metabolism and morphology of plant that is subjected

to stressful conditions [219]. Both terms are often

confusing in literature. It is important to note that

many researchers describe acclimation process and

refer it as adaptation to phosphate deficiency.

The effect of phosphate deficiency on photosyn-

thesis depends on capability of plant metabolism to

acclimate to low internal Pi supply. The current pic-

ture of the acclimation of plants to P deficiency is

complex and involves integrated cellular, tissue, and

whole plant responses [14,52,152,154,220]. Plants ac-

climate to P stress by changes in the pattern of

growth, changes in the activity of Pi transport system,

and changes in the physiological and metabolic activ-

ities. Changes in the pattern of growth and root

architecture can be achieved by the increase in exten-

sion rates of roots, root hairs, and lateral root forma-

tion [152]. Some plant species develop the cluster or

proteoid roots, releasing organic acids and phosphat-

ases to growth media or form the symbiotic associ-

ations of roots with mycorrhizae. All those responses

are presumed to enhance Pi acquisition from the soil

and involve altered gene expression. In acclimation of

plants to low-Pi environment over 100 genes may be

involved, the expression of some of those genes was

described recently by Abel et al. [220] and

Raghothama [154]. Sensing a low-Pi environment in-

volves not only the changes in Pi uptake and trans-

port system [221] but also remobilization of

phosphate from roots and older leaves to growing

leaves to maintain the rate of net photosynthesis

[154,222].

The metabolic changes that occur in response to P

stress may be part of an acclimation of plants to low-

P environments. This physiological and metabolic

adjustment increases the amount of Pi available for

photosynthesis and other essential physiological func-

tions [14]. In photosynthetic carbon metabolism, Pi is

liberated during the synthesis of carbohydrates, or-

ganic acids, and amino acids, and during photore-

spiration. In different plant species, under Pi

deficiency, some of the above-mentioned reactions

may be enhanced and thereby temporarily serve as

an additional Pi source [132,158,164,223]. Also, an

enhanced activity of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxy-

lase and changes in PEP metabolism were observed

[224,225]. Kondracka and Rychter [158] indicated the

crucial role of PEP carboxylase, PEP metabolism,

and enhanced amino acid synthesis for Pi recircula-

tion during photosynthesis under moderate phos-

phate deficiency in bean leaves. It seems that the

extent of acclimation of plants to low-phosphate con-

ditions depends on individual plant species and serves

primarily to maintain the rate of net photosynthesis

through internal Pi recycling processes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The pioneering work of Walker and colleagues dem-

onstrated that the isolated chloroplast requires a

continuous supply of Pi in order to sustain photosyn-

thesis. The Pi imported into the chloroplasts from the

cytosol in exchange for triose-P and the Pi released

from metabolic intermediates in the chloroplast

stroma is available for photophosphorylation, which

generates ATP for utilization in the PCR cycle. Thus,

an adequate supply and internal cycling of Pi in the

cell are essential for the regeneration of RuBP in the

PCR cycle, which is a major limitation to maintain

the rate of photosynthesis under Pi deprivation. The

view that Pi supply is maintained in vivo by sucrose

synthesis within the cytosol has been strengthened by

substantial experimental evidence. The subcellular

compartmentation of reactions and the resulting con-

servation of stromal and cytosolic Pi play an import-

ant role in the regulation of photosynthesis and

carbon partitioning in leaves. Further, the rapid re-

covery of photosynthesis after P resupply to low-P



leaves provides the direct evidence for the Pi regula-

tion of photosynthesis in vivo.

Inadequate supply of Pi to plants limits the rate of

photosynthesis due to both short- and long-term in-

fluences of Pi on the development of the photosyn-

thetic machinery and metabolism. In the short term,

low Pi might restrict photophosphorylation, which

should lead to increased energization of the thylakoid

membrane, decreased electron flow, and associated

inhibition of photosynthesis. Inadequate supply of

Pi over the long term decreases the rate of photosyn-

thesis by limiting the capacity for regeneration of

RuBP in the PCR cycle. However, the precise mech-

anisms that control RuBP regeneration under Pi

deprivation are yet to be elucidated.

The research reviewed here suggests the following:

(i) Pi deprivation does not affect photosynthetic elec-

tron transport; (ii) Pi deprivation reduces photosyn-

thesis through the limitation of RuBP regeneration

and not through Rubisco; (iii) RuBP regeneration

may be limited by the supply of ATP and by increased

partitioning of sugar phosphates to starch and su-

crose synthesis; (iv) Pi deprivation affects leaf area

most and photosynthesis to a lesser extent; (v) Pi

deprivation diminishes carbon export more than the

rate of photosynthesis; (vi) carbon accumulates in

leaves of Pi-deprived plants; (vii) Pi-deprivation ef-

fects on photosynthesis and carbon partitioning are

reversible; and (viii) sink strength imposes the most

important regulatory role on photosynthesis in vivo

during phosphate deficiency.

During the last decade, the use of Arabidopsis

mutants with increased or decreased Pi level in the

shoots and transgenic plants with altered gene expres-

sion served as powerful tools for studying the in vivo

effect of Pi on photosynthetic carbon metabolism.

Phosphate concentration in the leaves depends

strongly on long- and short-distance transport pro-

cesses and the efficiency of the uptake process [52].

The expression of genes encoding high-affinity root

phosphate transporters is regulated by the phosphate

status of the plant [221]. Overexpressing genes encod-

ing high-affinity phosphate transporters may be one

of the strategies for increasing Pi uptake and in con-

sequence leaf Pi concentration. The recently described

novel chloroplast phosphate transporter (PHT2;1)

may be a key component in coordinating Pi acquisi-

tion and also Pi allocation toward the demands of

photosynthetic carbon metabolism [53].

The precise mechanisms of the control of photo-

synthesis in vivo by Pi under a variety of environmen-

tal conditions are yet to be defined. It would of great

interest to learn more details about the influence of

various environmental factors such as light intensity,

temperature, ambient CO2 concentration, water, and

nutrient stress on Pi compartmentation in mesophyll

cells to determine whether cytosolic Pi is important in

mediating plant photosynthetic response to these en-

vironmental factors. Increased P requirement of pine

species at elevated CO2 has been clearly demonstrated

[226]. Arabidopsis mutants with decreased and in-

creased shoot Pi concentrations were used to demon-

strate that low Pi triggers cold acclimatization of

photosynthetic carbon metabolism leading to an in-

crease of Rubisco expression, changes in Calvin cycle

enzymes, and increased expression of enzymes of su-

crose biosynthesis [227]. These results suggest that

low-Pi levels resulting from low rates of sucrose syn-

thesis can induce long-term changes in photosynthesis

at the level of gene expression.

Phosphite (Phi), the analog of phosphate, is

known to interfere with many Pi-starvation responses

and could serve as an interesting tool to study plant

responses to phosphate starvation. Varadarajan et al.

[228] recently provided molecular evidence that Phi

suppresses expression of several Pi-starvation-induced

genes. They suggest that suppression of multiple Pi-

starvation responses by Phi may be due to inhibition

of primary Pi-starvation response mechanisms and

therefore could serve as a tool in dissecting the Pi-

starvation-induced molecular changes [228].

Our intention was not to make an exhaustive

review of all the work carried out so far on Pi regu-

lation of photosynthesis, but rather to evaluate the

role of Pi in the regulation of photosynthetic carbon

metabolism and to point out where our understand-

ing is limited. It is clear that the Pi concentration in

the cytosol is what potentially controls the rate of

photosynthesis in vivo and partitioning of photoassi-

milates between starch and sucrose. Even though our

knowledge from isolated chloroplasts provides sub-

stantial basis for the role for Pi in the control of

photosynthesis, and undoubted importance of Pi

to the life of ‘‘higher’’ plants, advanced theories

concerning the mechanisms of Pi control of photo-

synthesis in vivo remain to be fully tested experimen-

tally.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photosynthesis takes place in a unique, highly organ-

ized organelle, the cholorplast of higher plants. Two

photosystems, PS I and PS II, participate in light en-

ergy absorption, charge separation, water oxidation,

and electron transport reactions, according to a basic

‘‘Z-scheme’’ [1] proposed half a century ago. When

electron transport runs its course, reducing equivalents

are produced in the form of NAD(P)H in PS I to be

used by the Calvin cycle enzymes. On the other side of

the equation, protons from PS II are released in the

chloroplast lumen tobeutilizedby the chloroplastATP

synthase, CF0F1, tomakeATP, an indispensable high-

energy source for many different cell functions.

It is not the aim of this review to describe the

details of the structural components of PS I or PS II

and their function, for which numerous excellent re-

views are available in the literature [2–13]. Likewise,

we omit all mutant studies, which would require more

space than a single chapter. However, we would like

to provide a basic overview of various inhibitors and

treatments used in chloroplast research in the last 10

to 15 years. Many of these inhibitors were discovered

as long as 40 to 50 years ago, but their mode of action

has been clarified only recently, as chloroplast struc-

ture has been refined on a molecular basis. For a

review of earlier chloroplast electron transport inhibi-

tors see Barr and Crane in the Handbook of Photo-

synthesis, first edition [14].

II. THE DONOR SIDE OF PS II

A. PS II REACTION CENTER AND WATER OXIDATION

The PS II core complex where charge separation and

water oxidation take place [15–18] consists of up to 25

different integralmembraneproteinsandlight-harvest-

ing chlorophyll–protein complexes (CP43 [Psb C] and

CP47 [Psb B]). It includes the reaction center polypep-

tides D1 (Psb A) and D2 (Psb D) and redox cofactors

cytochrome c559 (PsbEandPsbFplus heme) andPsb I.

The Psb O protein stretches across the surface of the

reaction center with its N-terminal and C-terminal do-

mains locatedtowardCP47andCP43, respectively [19].

The manganese cluster, in which water oxidation

takes place, is ligated to the D1 protein and is stabil-

ized by the extrinsic 33-kDa protein (Psb O). Two

other extrinsic proteins, the 23-kDa (Psb P) and the

17-kDa proteins (Psb Q), are also involved. They also

aid in retaining Cl� and Ca2þ ions necessary for water

oxidation.



When light strikes the chloroplast antenna light-

harvesting chlorophylls, the light energy is passed to

the special reaction center chlorophyll P680þ, where

charge separation takes place, when P680þ is aided by

Y2, a tyrosine residue on D1 polypeptide, which is the

component that switches on the proton currents ne-

cessary for water oxidation [20]. After each of four

successive charge separations, P680þ abstracts one

electron from the four manganese clusters by means

of the redox-active tyrosine residue TZ. Finally, the

four positive charges accumulated in the manganese

cluster oxidize two water molecules and release one

oxygen molecule and four protons [21]. It is also

possible for charges to recombine, but this is not the

normal case because P680þ oxidizes YZ in the 10�8 to

10�4 time range [22]. P680þ transfers its electron to

pheophytin, which, in turn, reduces a bound plasto-

quinone (PQ) QA, located on the D2 polypeptide in

PS II. The electron from QA is transferred to another

PQ molecule, QB, forming the plastosemiquinone QB
~.

After another successive electron transfer from QA,

QB is reduced to plastoquinol with the uptake of 2Hþ.

The plastoquinol is then exchanged for another PQ

from the PQ pool.

Treatments (Table 8.1) that inactivate water oxi-

dation are popular subjects of study. The manganese

cluster, located on the lumenal side of the PS II

reaction center complex, is inactivated by treatments

that remove Mn2þ, Ca2þ, or Cl�. The most com-

monly used inhibitors of water oxidation are hydro-

xylamine or azide (Table 8.2).

The water oxidizing complex comprises five oxi-

dation states, designated as S0 to S4. S0 is the resting

state in the dark. Each turnover in the reaction center

of PS II advances the oxidation state from S0 to S4.

Oxygen release occurs at the end of the cycle with the

conversion of S4 back to S0 in the dark [38]. Recent

studies have also focused on the size of the water

cluster around the water-splitting enzyme [39–43].

B. CYTOCHROME b559

Cytochrome b559 is closely associated with the PS II

reaction center [44]. It is not directly involved in the

linear electron transport from PS II to PS I, but it

may provide a cyclic electron pathway around PS II

[45,46].

Cytochrome b559 consists of two small subunits: a

(9 kDa) and b (4 kDa). The a subunit is the product

of Psb E gene; the b subunit of Psb F gene. The heme

of this cytochrome is located between the two sub-

units [43]. Cytochrome b599 has two different redox

potentials: a low form (0 to 80mV) or the high po-

tential form (370 to 485mV). In oxygen-evolving PS

II membranes, an intermediate redox form of the

enzyme can also be detected [47,48]. The high-poten-

tial form can be converted to the low-potential form

in presence of carbonyl cyanide-p-trifluoromethoxy-

phenyl hydrazone (FCCP), but it can be stabilized by

ligation with calcium [49].

Two different functions for cytochrome b599 have

been shown: it may provide a cyclic electron pathway

around PS II [45,50] or it relieves photoinhibition

under high-light conditions [51–57].

Alternatively, it may be bicarbonate that protects

PS II against photoinhibition [57,58].

III. THE ACCEPTOR SIDE OF PS II

A. BICARBONATE

Bicarbonate is an essential component of PS II reac-

tion centers. It facilitates electron transport through

PS II [59,60–62]. Bicarbonate has two separate effects

on PS II [61]: (1) on water oxidation where it binds to

the manganese cluster [63,64] on the donor side of PS

II and (2) on the iron–quinone site on the acceptor

side of PS II between QA and QB [60,61,64]. The

bicarbonate effect on water oxidation can be shown

by replacement of bicarbonate with other ions, such

as formate treatment of thylacoids or isolated PS II

reaction centers [66,67].

Bicarbonate,which is required forPS II activity [66]

on the acceptor side of PS II, binds to the nonheme iron

located between QA and QB [68]. Other anions, such as

formate, oxalate, glycolate, or glyoxylate, compete

with bicarbonate for its binding site to the nonheme

iron [69]. Bicarbonate may have a dual role at this site

as a ligand for the nonheme iron and assisting in pro-

tonation of QB [18,70,71].Mutants ofChlamydomonas

are known, which have lost inhibition by formate [72].

Bicarbonatemayprotect thedonor side ofPS II against

photoinhibition [73]. It may be required by the water-

oxidizing complex for its assembly and stabilization

through binding other components [74].

B. NONHEME IRON

Nonheme iron is located betweenQAandQB sites in PS

II. It may also serve as a ligand for bicarbonate [61,62],

but it is not thought to be directly involved in the linear

electron transport from PS II to PS I. However, when

studied by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)

spectroscopy, it gives a g ¼ 6 signal, which correlates

with Fe2þ oxidation by PQ or oxygen [18]. In absence

of oxygen, the g ¼ 6 EPR signal is inhibited. Yet, a

high-spin EPR signal (g ¼ 1.6) given by a nonheme

iron in PS II of chloroplasts involves an interaction

between semiquinones QÃ and QB. The nonheme iron

in PS II can be affected by inhibitors of the QB site,



TABLE 8.1
PS II Treatments Affecting Water Oxidation

Treatment Site of Action Plant Material Conditions Ref.

Mn2þ depletion O2 evolution PS II particles from spinach 10mM NaCl wash 23

Mn depletion Water oxidation complex PS II membranes from wheat seedlings PS II particles incubated with

5mM NH2OH for 60min in the dark

24

Removal of Ca2þ S2 ! S3 transition in water oxidation PS II membranes from spinach Membranes suspended in 40mM

sucrose, 20mM NaCl, and 20mM

citrate–NaOH at pH 3

25

Ca2þ depletion Water oxidation complex Spinach PS II particles Particles incubated with 30mM NaCl, 25mM

Mes, pH 6.5, and 50mM EGTA

26

Sodium acetate Inhibits O2 evolution Spinach PS II particles Spinach BBY particles 27

Trichloroacetate Releases extrinsic polypeptides

33, 23, and 17 kDA from PS II

Spinach chloroplasts Chloroplasts incubated in dim light at 08C for 30min 28

Mn2þ depletion Water oxidation complex Spinach chloroplasts Chloroplasts incubated with 5mM hydroxylamine

in darkness for 1 hr at 273K

29

Mn2þ depletion Water oxidation Spinach BBY particles 0.8M Tris, pH 8.5, under room light, 208
Mn2þ depletion Inactivation of water oxidation Thylakoid membranes from spinach 0.8M Tris–HCl, pH 8, for 30min under dim light 31

Ca2þ depletion Extraction of Ca2þ from all S states

without extracting Mn2þ
PS II core particles from pea seedlings Low-pH citrate treatment 32

Formate treatment Inhibits the S2 state multiline signal Spinach BBY particles Incubation with 25mM to 500mM formate 33

Mn2þ depletion Water oxidation complex Spinach chloroplasts Incubation with 800mM Tris, pH8, at

room light at 08C for 30min

34

Mn2þ depletion O2 evolving complex PS II core complex from peas 0.8M Tris buffer, pH 8.8 35

Mn2þ depletion Water oxidation Spinach PS II core complex 10mM hydroxylamine 36



TABLE 8.2
Inhibition of Water Oxidation

Inhibitor Site of Action Plant Material Conditions Ref.

Hydroxylamine Inactivates the S2 state of water oxidation complex Spinach chloroplasts 4–10mM 29

Acetone hydrozone Binds to water oxidation complex, followed by

photoreversible reduction of Mn2þ; loss of S1 ! S2

transition due to extraction of Mn2þ

PS II membrane from spinach 1–2mM 30

Antimycin A Inhibits qE Thylakoid membranes 200 nM 31

Tetracyane ethylene Inhibits O2 evolution PS II membrane fragments of chloroplasts C1/2 � 3mM 32

Hydroxyurea (photooxidized) HO aminoxy radical modifies Y2* Incubation at 48C for 2 hr in the dark 20mM 33

Azidyl radical Inhibits tyrosine Z photooxidation Spinach chloroplasts 34

Hydroxylamine Inactivation of O2 evolution Spinach chloroplast O2-evolving

membranes with hydroxylamine for

45min in the dark at 48C

3mM 35

Trinitrophenol, promoxynil, dinoseb Effects on S1!S2 state transition Pea chloroplasts Various concentrations 36

Azide In the presence of chloride, azide suppressed the

formation of the multiline and g ¼ 4.1

EPR signals normally shown by the S2 state

Spinach thylakoids 25mM chloride plus 10mM NaN3 37

Azide O2 evolution Spinach thylakoids 20mM 37



such as 3-(3’4’-dichlorophenyl)-1, 1-dimethylurea

(DCMU), 2-chloro-4-ethylamino-6-isopropylamino-

5-triazine (atrazine), 2-(tert-butylamino-4-ethyla-

mine)-6-methyl-thio-5-triazine, or 2-sec-butyl-4,6-

dinitrophenol (dinoseb) [75,76].

The midpoint redox potential of the nonheme iron

couple (Fe2þ/Fe3þ) at pH 7 is þ400mV with a pH

difference of 60mV per pH unit from pH 6 to pH 8.5

[18]. This indicates that the reduction of the nonheme

iron is associated with proton binding. Since electron

transport may function normally in the absence of the

nonheme iron, its function may be different from

straight electron transfer. Carboxylate anions, such

as glycolate, glyoxylate, or oxalate, can bind to the

iron in the state QÃFe
2þ, replacing bicarbonate

[69,77].

The nonheme iron of PS II can also reversibly

bind small molecules, such as nitric oxide (NO)

[78,79] or sodium cyanide (CN) [80]. Addition of

NO to spinach chloroplasts induces an EPR signal

at g ¼ 4. This signal is small in states QÃQB, QÃQB
�,

and QAQB
� but large in states QAQB and QAQBH2 on

the acceptor side of the Fe2þ�NO adduct [78,79].

Competition experiments with CN� and NO show

that 50mM CN� at pH 6.5 eliminates the EPR signal

at g ¼ 4, which arises from the Fe2þ�NO adduct

[81].

Several functions have been suggested for the non-

heme iron in PS II [82]:

1. It maintains a favorable position or a favorable

midpoint potential for the acceptor side of PS

II.

2. It could also be involved in an oxidase function

with access to the PQ pool via QB.

3. It could also act as a catalase, since it can react

with hydrogen peroxide.

NO and CN can bind to the nonheme iron with

various consequences to the PS II reaction sites be-

tween QA and QB (Table 8.3).

C. PLASTOQUINONE

PQ is closely associated with the PS II reaction center.

It participates in the linear electron transport chain

from water to NADP. It can act as an electron donor

(QA) and acceptor (QB). There is also a mobile PQ

pool in thylakoid membranes. After charge separ-

ation and water oxidation by the PS II reaction center

after illumination, the primary electron donor,

chlorophyll P680þ, transfers one electron to pheophy-

tin, which reduces QA to its semiquinone form. After

four successive accumulations of oxidizing equiva-

lents from the water-oxidizing complex, one oxygen

molecule is created. QA
� can reduce the secondary

PQ accepter QB, first to its semiquinone form and

then to a quinol after a second charge accumulation.

The quinol takes up two protons at the same time to

generate the neutral form of the quinone, QH2, which

dissociates from the reaction center and is replaced by

a quinone from the membrane quinone pool [75].

A nonheme iron facilitates the transfer fromQA to QB.

The electron transfer from QA to QB can be inhibited

by urea-type inhibitors, such as DCMU [82–84].

Table 8.4 cites only a few recent publications

where QB site inhibitors have been used, since there

are too many references over the last 50 years to be

cited individually.

The nonheme iron located between QA and QB

has been studied by EPR spectroscopy in regard to

photoinhibition [103], which leads to the degradation

of the D1 protein in the PS II reaction center. Accord-

ing to chlorophyll fluorescence kinetics, the initial

event during photinhibition is an overreduction of

the quinone pool, which leaves the QB site inopera-

tional. When the QB site is nonfunctional, QA shows a

longer lifetime, thereby forming a semistable Foi

form, which leads to light-induced chlorophyll triplet

formation. In the presence of oxygen, singlet oxygen

species arise that are toxic to the chloroplast.

In Chlamydomonas cells [104] step 1 leading to D1

degradation under photoinhibition is PQ overreduc-

tion, followed by irreversible modification of the D1

protein. The regular cleavage process of D1 is inter-

rupted when the QB site is occupied by PQ, PQH2, or

diuron leading to D1, CP43, and CP47 protein deg-

radation. The phenol-type inhibitor of the QB site, N-

octyl-3-nitro-2,4,6-trihydroxybenzamide, prevents

D1 degradation into 23- and 9-kDa fragments

[95]. DCMU in the QB site also prevents D1 from

degradation.

The QB site in PS II is also known as the herbicide

binding site [105,106]. The amino acid sequence 211

to 275 on the D1 protein, encoded by the Psb A gene,

provides the dimensions of the herbicide binding site.

Only one herbicide molecule binds to the D1 protein,

competing with the reversibly bound QB. This pre-

vents the oxidation of the firmly bound QA on the D2

protein, which means that electron transport through

PS II is interrupted. The various classes of herbicides

that compete with PQ for the QB binding site include
14C-azido atrazine [108] as a representative of the

urea/triazine family of herbicides. DCMU or diuron

is the most frequently used inhibitor of this group.

Another herbicide group includes nitrophenols, aza-

phenanthrines, hydroxypyridines, and others. This is

known as the phenol family of inhibitors [109].

The QB site is occupied by DCMU/triazine-type

inhibitors.



PQ also participates in the regulation of electron

transport through the state transitions [62] to adjust

electron flow between the two photosystems accord-

ing to the available light. If electron carriers in PS II

become more reduced, more excitation energy is

transferred to PS I (state 2). In the case of the oppos-

ite situation, where electron carriers in PS II become

more oxidized, excitation energy is transferred to PS

II (state 1). Thus, the redox state of electron carriers

in the electron transport chain determines the rate of

electron transfer in the system.

A quinol binding site in the cytochrome b6 f com-

plex has been implicated as a trigger for the state

transitions [96]. The actual mechanism whereby the

regulation of light energy distribution between the

two photosystems is carried out by phosphorylation

of the light-harvesting protein complexes is clear now.

An overreduced PQ bound to the PS II reaction

center can activate a thylakoid protein kinase, which

catalyzes the phospharylation of light-harvesting

complex II (LHC II). This increases the LHC II af-

finity for PS I. The phospho-LHC II can diffuse in the

membrane to PS I, thus equalizing the energy distri-

bution between the two photosystems [110]. Actually,

at least two protein kinases with molecular masses of

53 and 66 kDa with different modes of action are

known [111]. Other PS II peptides can also be phos-

phorylated (D2, CP43, and Psb H) in a redox-

controlled manner [112]. Phosphorylation of the

LHC II and PS II core complex proteins can be

inactivated by exposure to high light intensities [111]

in vivo in pumpkin and spinach leaf disks. This may

be due to reduction of thiol groups in the LHC II

kinase. All these proteins become phosphorylated at

an N-terminal threonine residue exposed to the thy-

lakoid surface [113].

PQ may be distributed differently between

appressed or grana thylakoid membranes and nonap-

pressed or stroma lamellae [114–116] according to

different reduction rates in the light. The fast PQ

pool in PS II reaction centers is reduced in 25 to

60msec, while the slow pool reacts in 0.8 to 1 sec.

Recent studies also implicate the PQ pool in PS II

as a nonphotochemical quencher of fluorescence

[114]. 2,5-Dibromo-3-methyl-6-isopropyl benzoquin-

one (DBMIB), a well-known inhibitor of electron

transport in chloroplasts, can suppress Fo fluores-

cence and retard the light-induced rise of Fv. It

was also found to be an efficient energy quencher in

PS II in the dark [116]. 5-Hydroxy-1,4-naphthoqui-

none can serve as a model for nonphotochemical

fluorescence quenching in spinach thylakoids [117].

The PQ pool can also control chloroplast gene

expression [118].

D. CYTOCHROME b6 f COMPLEX

The cytochrome b6f complex transfers electrons from

reduced PQ to a soluble electron carrier, plastocyanin

or a c-type cytochrome, which then carries electrons

to PS I. Electron transfer through the b6 f complex is

accompanied by translocation of protons across the

thylakoid membrane into the lumen to be used by the

chloroplast ATP synthase.

The cytochrome b6 f complex is made of seven

subunits: the Rieske iron–sulfur protein containing a

2F–2S cluster (Em~ þ300 to 370mV), encoded by the

pet C gene; a c-type cytochrome; cytochrome f, en-

coded by the pet A gene (Em~ þ300 to 370mV); a

b-type cytochrome; cytochrome b6, encoded by the

pet B gene, which comprises two b-hemes, defined

by their midpoint potential, bh (Em~ �50 to �80mV)

and b (Em~ �160 to �170mV); and subunit IV (su IV),

encoded by the pet D gene. The cytochrome b6 f com-

plex binds PQ at the Q0 site. Several small subunits

have recently been identified for this complex: pet G,

pet M, pet L gene products (for details see Refs.

[9,119–121]).

TABLE 8.3
Inhibition of Nonheme Iron in PS II

Inhibitor Site of Action Plant Material Conditions Refs.

Nitric oxide Inhibits electron transport

between QA and QB (reversed

by bicarbonate but not by formate)

Spinach chloroplast

BBY particles

30mM 78

CN� Eliminates EPR signal at

g ¼ 4 from Fe2þ–NO adduct

Spinach chloroplast

BBY particles

50mM at pH 6.5 79

NaCN Conversion of g ¼ 1.98

to g ¼ 140 EPR signal

BBY spinach preparation 30–300mM 80

Carboxylate ions (oxalate,

glycolate, glyoxylate)

Various effects on the EPR

signal from Fe2þ
BBY spinach particles 40mM 69,80



TABLE 8.4
Inhibition of Chloroplast Electron Transport

Inhibitor Site of Action Plant Material Conditions Ref.

Azidoatrazine Inhibits at the QB site Spinach chloroplasts 0.59mM 85

Stigmatellin Inhibits at the reducing side of

PS II as DCMU

Spinach chloroplasts 52.5 nM 86

2-(3-Chloro-4-trifluoromethyl)anilin-o-3,5-

dinitrothiophene (ANT 2p)

Inhibits water oxidation PS II particles from peas 0.5mM 87

Hydroxylamine Binding to the primary electron QA
�Fe Spinach chloroplasts 10mM 88

2,3,4-Trichloro-1-hydroxyanthra-quinone Inhibits in D1 protein Spinach chloroplasts pI50 value 7.75 89

Aurachin C Inhibits at the QB site Spinach chloroplasts pI50 value 7.2mM 90

Various phloroglucinol derivatives Inhibit PS II electron transport like DCMU

and atrazine, but some derivatives could act

as phenol-type inhibitors

Chloroplasts from Brassica napus Various concentrations 91

Derivatives of 5-propionyl-3-[1-(3,

4-dichlorobenzyl)amino-propylidene]-4-

hydroxy-2H-pyron-2,6(3H)-dione (PT 72)

Inhibit PS II electron transport like

phenylureas

Spinach chloroplasts Various concentrations 92

Acridones, xanthones, quinones Inhibit at the QB site Spinach and Chlamydomonas chloroplasts Various concentrations 93

4-Hydroxypyridines Upon halogination 4-hydroxypyridines

changed their mode of action from PQ

pool inhibitors to phenol-type inhibitors

Spinach thylakoids Various concentrations 94

DCMU Inhibits electron transport between QA and QB Spinach thylakoids 10�5M 82

Azide or azidyl radical Inhibits between Yz and QA Spinach chloroplast membranes 3mM 34

PNO 8 Inactivates O2 evolution when bound to QB

site and degrades D1 into 23- and 9-kDa

fragments

Spinach thylakoid membranes 10mM 95

DCMU Inhibits electron transport in PS II at QB site Spinach thylakoid 20mM 83

DBMIB Acts at the Q0 site Spinach thylakoids 3–18mM 96

O-Phenanthrolene, atrazine Prevents light-induced oxidation of PS II Fe

when bound at the QB site

Spinach BBY particles 2.5mM 30mM 97

Tricolorin A Inhibits electron transport between QA and QB Spinach chloroplasts 10mM 98

Trinitrophenol (TNP), 4-hydroxy-3,5-

dibromobenzonitrile, dinoseb

Inhibit at the QB site (also influence S1 and S2

state transitions)

Chloroplasts and maize leaves I50 175–225 nM for TNP 39

Heterocyclic orthoquinones Inhibit QB site on D1 protein Spinach chloroplasts pI50 values from 5.19 to 7.51 99

Various quinolones Inhibit electron transport at the herbicide

binding site, QB, shown by displacement

of [14C]atrazine

Spinach chloroplasts Various concentrations 100

2-(4-Promobenzyl-amino)-4-

methyl-6-trifluroomethyl-pyrimidine

Inhibits electron transport at QB site Spinach chloroplasts Various concentrations 101

Tetraphenylboron (TPB) plus DCMU Minimize the presence of QA
� Spinach chloroplast incubated in the

dark with TPB and DCMU for 15min

25mM TPB, 5mM DCMU 22

Phenolic inhibitors (TNP, ioxymil, dinoseb) S2QA
� state is tenfold less stable when

phenolic inhibitors bind to QB site

Spinach chloroplasts Various concentrations 102



The cytochrome b6f complex in highly active

state has been purified from spinach [122]. The best-

known quinone-type inhibitor of the Q0 site is

DBMIB, which inhibits quinone oxidation. This site

is also affected by scores of other inhibitors, including

2-iodo-2’,4,4’-trinitro-3-methyl-6-isopropyldiphenyl

ether (DNP-INT), 4-hydroxyquinoline N-oxide

(HQNO), stigmatellin, aurachins C and D, quino-

lones, 5n-undecyl-6-hydroxy-4,7-dioxobenzothiazole

(UHDBT), E-b-methoxyacrilate-stilbene (MOA-stil-

bene), and heterocyclic and tertiary amines (Table 8.5).

The cytochrome b6 f complex is also involved in

cyclic electron transfer around PS I. The same elec-

tron transport inhibitors as mentioned in Table 8.5

also inhibit cyclic electron transport around PS I.

E. PLASTOCYANIN

Plastocyanin, a 10-kDa copper-containing mobile

protein, couples electron transfer from PS II to PS I

[136–138]. It is located in the thylakoid lumen and

transfers electrons between the reduced cytochrome

of the b6f complex and the photooxidized chlorophyll

special pair P700þ of PS I [119,139–141].

The atomic structure of plastocyanin is described

as a b-barrel with hydrophilic residues in the interim

of the protein [136,137]. Plastocyanin shows two con-

served surface regions, the so-called ‘‘eastern’’ and

‘‘northern’’ protein patches. The eastern patch is a

negatively charged region, which participates in elec-

trostatic interactions with its electron transfer part-

ners. The northern patch is hydrophobic and is

involved in electron transfer through the copper-

bound His86. Both electrostatic and hydrophobic

interactions are involved in electron transfer between

plastocyanin and PS I [138]. After being reduced by

cytochrome c of the b6 f complex, plastocyanin docks

in PS I and reduces P700. The two highly conserved

negative patches are essential for electron transfer

from cytochrome f to plastocyanin and from plasto-

cyanin to PS I. The hydrophobic flat ‘‘north’’ surface

of plastochanin close to His87 is essential [137,138].

Plastocyanin binds to a small cavity on the lume-

nal side of PS I with a slight bias toward the Psa L

subunit complex [140,141].

Plastocyanin can be replaced by cytochrome c6
found in Arabidopsis [142]. Higher plants also contain

a modified cytochrome c6 [143].

The plastocyanin molecule can be modified by

treatment with ethylenediamine plus carbodiimide

with replacement of the negatively charged carboxylate

group with the positively charged amino group [145],

with the result of inhibiting cytochrome f oxidation.

The plastocyanin pool size in several soybean cul-

tivars varied considerably between 0.1 and 1.3mol

plastocyanin (mol/PS II) [146]. Such variations could

influence the photosynthetic capacity of these plants.

IV. PHOTOSYSTEM I

PS I of higher plants is found at the edges of the

grama stacks and the stroma lamellae of thylakoid

membranes [146]. It consists of 11 to 17 polypeptide

subunits with cofactors including about 90 chloro-

phyll a and b, 10 to 15 b-carotene, 2 phylloquinone

molecules, and 3 iron–sulfur centers [147–152]. The

molecular structure of PS I has been described in

detail [153–156].

The major subunits of PS I are two �80-kDa

proteins (PS I-A and PS I-B). They bind most of the

pigments and members of the electron transport path-

way, but the 9-kDa (PS I-C) subunit carries the iron–

sulfur centers (4Fe–4S) and some members of the

electron transport chain. Polypeptides PS I-D, - E,

and �H help maintain the functional integrity of PS I

on the lumenal side. PS I also carries four light-har-

vesting chlorophyll a/b binding proteins. The PS I

pigment–protein complex functions as a plastocya-

nin:ferredoxin oxidoreductase [157].

The electron transfer components of PS I are

P700, the reaction center chlorophyll as a dimer, the

primary electron acceptor A0, which is also a chloro-

phyll molecule, the secondary acceptor A, a phyllo-

quinone molecule [158,159], and the iron–sulfur

centers Fx, FB, and FA. There are six chlorophyll a

molecules, two phylloquinones, and three Fe4S4 clus-

ters associated with the PS I reaction center [159].

Light harvesting in PS I is accomplished by four

LHC I polypeptides. The genes for encoding the dif-

ferent PS I polypeptides are summarized (14/76). The

light-harvesting proteins of PS I from different plant

species are described [160] and also energy transfer in

PS I [161].

Under illumination with wavelengths shorter than

700 nm, PS I performs a transmembrane electron

transfer from the primary electron donor, P700þ,

through a chain of intermediate electron acceptors

to the 4Fe–4S clusters named FA and FB [162].

(FAFB)� is a strong reductant (midpoint redox poten-

tial ��540mV), which donates its electron to

NADPþ via ferredoxin located on the stromal side

of the membrane [148]. In the meantime, P700þ (Em

� 490mV) receives an electron from PS II by way of

the cytochrome b6 f complex and mobile plastocyanin

[136].

P700 is a dimer of chlorophyll a, which acts as an

electron donor to another chlorophyll a molecule, A0

[148]. The secondary electron acceptor A1, is a phyl-

loquinone or vitamin K1, which has been extracted



TABLE 8.5
Inhibition of the Cytochrome b6f Complex

Inhibitor Site of Action Plant Material Conditions Ref.

DBMIB Inhibits plastoquinol–cytochrome c552 oxidoreductase Spinach chloroplasts used for isolation

of the cytochrome b6 f complex

pI50 ¼ 7.6 123

DNP-INT Inhibits plant quinone–plastocyanin oxidoreductase Spinach chloroplasts used for isolation of

the cytochrome b6 f complex

10mM 124

Stigmatellin Inhibits cytochrome b6 f complex (same as DBMIB) Spinach chloroplasts I50 59.0 nM 86

Stigmatellin Inhibits plastocyanin oxidoreductase Isolated b6 f complex Between 10�8 and 10�7M 86

Stigmatellin Inhibits at the same site as DBMIB Spinach chloroplasts I50 59.0 nM 124

DNP-INT Inhibits Rieske iron–sulfur centers in b6 f complex Isolated b6 f complex from spinach chloroplasts 5–10 nM 125

Stigmatellin Inhibits Rieske iron–sulfur centers in b6 f complex Isolated b6 f complex from spinach chloroplasts 5–10 nM 125

Halogenated 1,4-benzoquinones Bind to Rieske iron–sulfur proteins and to

cytochrome f in b6 f complex

Spinach chloroplasts Various concentrations 126

HQNO Inhibits quinone reductase site on stroma side Spinach thylakoids 1mM 127

DBMIB Inhibits reduction of cytochrome b6 Spinach thylakoids I50 ¼ 80 nM 127

Stigmatellin Inhibits cytochrome b6 f complex (Rieske Fe–S

centers affected; reduction potential changed

from 326 to 460mv in cytochrome f by quinone)

Cytochrome b6 f complex 20mM 128

Aurachin C b6f Complex Isolated cytochrome b6 f complex pI50 ¼ 7mM 129

Aurachin D b6f Complex Isolated cytochrome b6 f complex pI50 ¼ 7.49mM 129

DBMIB Inhibits electron transport through b6 f complex Pea chloroplasts 0.5mM 130

MOA-stilbene Inhibits cytochrome b6f complex Pisum sativum chloroplasts 40mM 131

Cu2þ Inhibits cytochrome f in the b6 f complex Thylakoids or isolated b6 f complex 0.3–5mM 132

DBMIB (reduced) Binds to Q0 site Purified b6 f complex 15mM 133

DBMIB Modified cytochrome b6 at positions D148, A154,

and S159

Less sensitivity to DBMIB in mutants

A154G and S159A

134

Quinolones or acridon Cytochrome b6 f complex Spinach thylakoids I50 values given for 12 different

derivatives

135



from spinach chloroplasts with diethyl ether [163].

Reconstitution with phylloquinone and other substi-

tuted naphthoquinones has also been shown [164].

The existence of two quinone molecules QK and QK1

has been verified on an electron density map [159].

The next members of the PS I electron transport chain

are three 4Fe–4S clusters, FA, FB, and FX [164].

Treatment of spinach chloroplasts [166], Synechoeoe-

cus [167], Synechocystis [168], Chlamydomonas, and

other mutant cells [169] destroys the FB cluster and

inactivates electron transfer to ferredoxin and, hence,

photoreduction of NADPþ. These studies and others

propose that the sequence of the iron–sulfur clusters

is as follows: FX ! FA ! FB ! Fd. Other investiga-

tors [149,170] advocate a split pathway of electron

transport through PS I. Electrons can be diverted

from NADPþ by spraying Erigeron canadensis bio-

types in vivo with paraquat, with production of toxic

oxygen species [171].

It has recently been shown that PS I can be

destroyed by photoinhibition. In Cucumis sativus L.

leaves, for example, exposed to low-light intensity and

48C temperature for 5 hr, the quantum yield of PS I

decreased to 20–30% of untreated control leaves due

to destruction of P700 [172].

Isolated chloroplast PS I can also be photoinhib-

ited, as shown [150,173] with inactivation of the iron–

sulfur clusters first on the acceptor side, leading to

later destruction of the reaction center and degrad-

ation of the Psa B gene product. After 4 hr of expos-

ure to photoinhibitory light, spinach PS I formed

oligomers containing CP1, LHC I-680, and LHC-

730 [174]. Photoinhibition in PS I has also been ob-

served in the common bean [175] or pumpkin [176].

PS I polypeptides, carotenoids, and lipids have

been characterized by their antisera [177].

A. CYCLIC ELECTRON TRANSPORT IN PS I

Cyclic electron transport in higher-plant chloroplasts

utilizes the same electron carriers of PS I and the

cytochrome b6 f complex as the linear electron trans-

port system from PS II to PS I.In contrast to the

linear electron transport, which produces both ATP

and NADPþ when both photosystems are involved,

cyclic electron transport by PS I provides only ATP.

The stoichiometry between the two photosystems has

to be poised for less efficiency by PS II, so that the PS

I cyclic system can predominate [178,179]. The cycle

starts with reduced ferredoxin and ferredoxin–PQ

reducatase. This enzyme can be inhibited by tetra-

bromo-4-hydroxypyridine, DBMIB, dimaleimide,

and heparin [180]. Alternatively, ferredoxin–NADPþ

reductase (FNR) may be involved in the PS I cyclic

electron transfer [178,180–182]. These two pathways

may be parallel [183]. FNR has been shown to be a

35-kDa subunit of the cytochrome b6f complex, lo-

cated on the stromal side of the thylakoid membrane

[184].

The cyclic PS I pathway is sensitive to antimycin

A inhibition [181,182,185]. It is also impaired in to-

bacco chloroplasts by disruption of the ndhB gene

[186,187]. In barley leaves FNR was found to be

associated with the chloroplast pyridine nucleotide

dehydrogenase complex as shown by antibodies

against barley FNR [188].

In studies with extremely high CO2-tolerant green

microalgae, growth under 40% CO2 in the presence of

DCMU showed a higher relative quantum yield of PS

I, suggesting an increase in cyclic electron transport

around PS I [189].

Cyclic PS I electron transport supports a DpH

gradient across the thylakoid membranes used for the

synthesis of ATP [190]. The calculated rate of PS I-

dependent proton transport was found to be 220mmol

protons/mg chlorophyll/h in intact spinach chloro-

plasts [191], but an active Mehler peroxidase can pre-

vent cyclic electron transport in the presence of oxygen

[192]. Cyclic electron transport is known to regulate

the quantum yield of PS II by decreasing the intrathy-

lakoid pH,when availability of electron carriers in PS I

is limited, as under stress conditions [190]. Downregu-

lation of PS II as a result of the pH gradient generated

by cyclic electron transport around PS I also protects

PS II against photoinhibition [193].

B. FERREDOXIN AND FNR

Ferredoxin is the terminal electron acceptor in the

linear electron transfer chain from PS II to PS I. It

reduces NADPþ to NADPH in a one-electron trans-

fer reaction.

Ferredoxin is a water-soluble protein (11 kDa)

found on the stroma side of thylakoid membranes

[194,195]. Psa L, Psa D, and Psa E subunits of PS I

are mainly required for ferredoxin docking [196–201].

Arginine 39 of the Psa E subunit provides a positive

charge for interaction with ferredoxin [202]. From

Fourier difference analysis it is seen that ferredoxin

is bound on top of the stromal ridge principally inter-

acting with the extrinsic PS I subunits Psa C and Psa

E [201].

Ferredoxin reduces NADPþ via the flavo enzyme

FNR,which isa 37-kDaprotein in spinachchloroplasts.

The structural aspects of FNR are found in Refs.

[198,199]. Spectral and kinetic studies reveal the exist-

ence of several PS I–ferredoxin complexes [200]. Mung

bean seedlings also show two isoforms of FNR [203].

Electron flow from NADPH to ferredoxin can

also support NO2 reduction [204].



Ferredoxion–NADPþ oxidoreductase has at least

three different locations in chloroplasts: (1) it is asso-

ciated with PS I on the stromal side where it reduces

NADPþ [205], (2) it is associated with the cytochrome

b6f complex as a 35-kDa protein complex [184], and

(3) in barley leaves it is associated with chloroplastic

pyridine nucleotide dehydrogenase complex [188].

FNR is a flavoprotein with multiple functions, includ-

ing a reverse reaction as follows: 2 FdFe2þ þNADPþ

þ Hþ . 2 FdFe3þ þ NADPH. The plant-type FNR

has a multiplicity of functions [206].

Spinach FNR shows three binding sites for sub-

strates: NADP(H), Fd-cytochrome e, quinone/2,6-

dichlorophenol indophenol (DCIP) [207]. A specific

inhibitor for FNR is disulfodisalicylidenepropane-

1,2-diamine as well as maleimides [208].
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I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND
OVERVIEW

In the photosynthetic electron transport of plant-type

oxygenic photosynthesis, the concept of a photo-

chemical reaction center pigment is central to the

two-photosystem (PS) theory, that is, the ‘‘Z-scheme.’’

Historically, the discovery of P700 [1] preceded not

only the Z-scheme but also bacterial and photosystem

II (PS II) reaction centers.

In contrast to PS II, whose reaction center had

been for a long time only a vague hypothetical one,

the reaction center of photosystem I (PS I) has been

P700 from the beginning. The definition of P700 was

well defined by Kok [1,2]: a photosynthetic pigment

that is reversibly oxidized by excitation with photons.

Upon oxidation, P700 decreases its absorbance char-

acteristically around 700 nm (after which it was

named). Another peak is around 430 nm. Moreover,

its photochemical oxidation/reduction was proved ex-

perimentally by demonstrating that identical spectral

changes could be induced by chemical oxidation/re-

duction. Kok’s original reports described all these. In

the following decade, Witt’s group, using flash spec-

trophotometry, confirmed these findings and estab-

lished more solid pictures of P700 (chlorophyll aI by

their definition) and the electron transport mechan-

ism around it [3].

A photochemical reaction center is not complete

without its primary electron acceptor, a chemical en-

tity that must be photoreduced concomitantly with the

photooxidation of the reaction center pigment. Nu-

merous candidates for the primary electron acceptor

of PS I had been proposed — pteridines, cytochrome-

reducing substance (CRS), and ferredoxin-reducing

substance (FRS), among others — before the so called

membrane-bound ferredoxin of Malkin and Bearden

[4] and P430 of Hiyama and Ke [5] were proposed in

1971. Their pieces of evidence were more solid than

those of their predecessors, though neither is consid-

ered to be the true primary acceptor any longer; other

components found later are more primarily photore-

duced as will be shown later.

The main function of PS I is the generation of

NADPH2. The enzymatic mechanism of the final

stage was well characterized in the early 1960s by

Arnon’s group [6], who established participation of

an iron–sulfur protein (ferredoxin) and a flavin en-

zyme (ferredoxin:NADP oxidoreductase). The donor

side of PS I had been speculated to be either cyto-

chrome f or plastocyanin for a long time. Only re-

cently [7], plastocyanin, a copper protein [8], has been

established as the direct donor to P700 of the electron

from PS II via the cytochrome b6/cytochrome f com-

plex (b6/f complex).

Efforts to isolate the PS I activity in the form of a

complex from thylakoid membranes started in 1960s.

An earlier work on detergents of Shibata’s group [9]

was followed by one of the first successful PS I par-

ticle preparations of Anderson and Boardman [10]. In

the following years, many types of PS I particle were

prepared, mainly for optical measurement of kinetics.

As their goal at that time was to lower the chloro-

phyll-to-P700 ratio to facilitate optical monitoring of

electron carriers, little attention was paid to their

protein constituents.

At the end of the 1970s, in an effort to obtain PS I

complexes of simple and minimal subunit composi-

tions, Nelson’s group showed for the first time that

the PS I complex was composed of several protein

subunits [11,12]. They proposed rightly that the large

subunit of more than 60 kDa would be the host of the

reaction center of PS I, and presented some specula-

tions on the roles of other small subunits smaller than

20 kDa. Since then, a great number of different pre-

parations have been reported from numerous photo-

synthetic organisms. The trouble was that their

subunit compositions varied tremendously even

within the same species, not only because preparation

methods were different but also because the resulting

patterns of sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), a technique used exclu-

sively for separation and detection of the subunits,

could be notoriously variable among workers and

laboratories. As a result, one could hardly compare

each other’s work. Later, N terminal amino acid se-

quencing of SDS-PAGE bands has opened up possi-

bilities of defining each subunit in terms of its primary

structure. Above all, techniques of cloning and se-

quencing of genes by means of molecular genetics

have revealed the entire amino acid sequences as

well as the gene structures of those subunits. The

most notable were perhaps the sequencing of the

genes for the large subunits, now designated as PsaA

and PsaB, by Fish et al. [13], and the determinations

of the whole nucleotide sequences of tobacco and

liverwort chloroplast DNA, by Sugiura’s group [14]

and Ohyama and Ozeki’s group [15], respectively.

Numerous reports have appeared since, and we now

have an almost complete set of the primary structures

of the PS I subunits, as summarized in Table 9.1.

Functionally, PS I can be defined as ‘‘a pigment–

protein complex embedded in thylakoid membranes

that can photoreduce ferredoxin by electrons from PS

II fed through plastocyanin.’’ In short, it may also be

called a ‘‘light-driven plastocyanin:ferredoxin oxidor-

eductase’’ [16], although its inherently irreversible na-

ture might not fit well the word ‘‘oxidoreductase’’ in

its enzymological sense. The core of the complex is a

heterodimer of the two 80 kDa polypeptides (the large



subunits: PsaA and PsaB). This core binds P700,

two molecules of phylloquinone (vitamin K1),

an iron–sulfur cluster and a number of light-harvest-

ing chlorophyll molecules (mostly chlorophyll a).

So far, as many as 15 other subunits smaller than

20 kDa have been claimed to be members of the PS

I complex (Table 9.1). Recently, a much more elab-

orate and detailed picture has emerged as a result of

high-resolution crystallography, as will be described

later.

As stated above, PS I activities, usually repre-

sented by photooxidation of P700, can be isolated as

pigment–protein complexes from thylakoid mem-

branes by means of detergent solubilization. The

most common type of PS I complex consists of, be-

sides the large subunits, PsaC, PsaD, PsaE and a

group of other polypeptides smaller than 20 kDa.

This type will be categorized later as Type II. Some

of the simplest compositions are seen in Triton X-100

treated spinach preparations [17]. More complex

compositions are common. Among those 15 polypep-

tides proposed as the small subunits of PS I, PsaC is

most certainly an essential component, which hosts

two iron–sulfur clusters. Complexes that contain this

component can photoreduce ferredoxin. Thus, a

hypothetical minimal PS I complex would consist of

PsaA, PsaB and PsaC. However, no PsaC-containing

complex without PsaD and PsaE has been isolated so

far, which suggests that PsaD and PsaE help binding

those subunits to the complex and stabilizing the

complex. Those complexes can be categorized

roughly into the following three types:

Type I: complex with ‘‘complete’’ set of PS I sub-

units including light-harvesting chlorophyll

proteins (LHCPs) and pigments

Type II: Type I minus LHCPs and sometimes

some of the small subunits

Type III: core complexes that consist only of the

large subunits (PsaA and PsaB)

Type I complexes contain typically as many as

200 chlorophyll a/b per P700 and are sometimes

designated as PSI-200 [18]. This type of preparation

has been prepared by using mild detergents like

digitonin [10], or low concentrations of Triton

X-100 [18].

Type II is the most common preparation and can

be prepared readily by using Triton X-100, the almost

exclusively used solubilizing detergent, followed by

TABLE 9.1
PS I Subunits and Peripheral Proteins

Protein Synonym Gene Location

PsaA PSI-A Subunit Ia psaA (Chl)

PsaB PSI-B Subunit Ib psaB (Chl)

PsaC PSI-C Subunit VII psaC (Chl)

PsaD PSI-D Subunit II psaD (Nuc)

PsaE PSI-E Subunit IV psaE (Nuc)

PsaF PSI-F Subunit III psaF (Nuc)

PsaG PSI-G Subunit V psaG (Nuc*)

PsaH PSI-H Subunit VI psaH (Nuc*)

PsaI PSI-I Subunit X psaI (Chl)

PsaJ PSI-J Subunit IX psaJ (Chl)

PsaK PSI-K Subunit VIII psaK (Nuc)

PsaL PSI-L Subunit V’ psaL (Nuc)

PsaM PSI-M psaM (Chl)

PsaN psaN (Nuc)

PsaX psaX (*)

PsaY(PsbW) psbW (Chl**)

Ferredoxin (Fd) petF (Nuc)

Plastocyanin (PC) petE (Nuc)

Ferredoxin:NADPþ oxidoreductase (FNR) petH (Nuc)

Chl: chloroplast-DNA encoded.

Nuc: nuclear genome encoded.

*Cyanobacteria only, so far.

**Higher plants only, so far.



ion exchange column chromatography, density gradi-

ent centrifugation, and other protein purification

techniques. There have been numerous reports on

this type of preparation.

It should be noted, however, that there always

remains a question of what is the real PS I complex

in vivo or in situ on the thylakoid membranes. In those

complexes solubilized from any membranous struc-

tures, there are always some possibilities of missing or

contamination of certain components. One has to be

very careful in deciding a certain subunit to be assigned

to a certain system. For that matter, complexes

obtained by a number of different methods should be

reexamined and compared with each other carefully

before the final conclusion. Recently, some cyanobac-

terial preparations have been crystallized. One of the

most successful ones has allowed us to obtain a 3-D

structure [19]. This particular crystal was reported to

contain PsaA, B, C, D, E, F, I, J, K, L, M, and X [20].

According to this, most of those subunits reported so

far seem to belong to PS I after all. The roles of these

subunits are not well known except for PsaA, PsaB,

and PsaC. Molecular genetics that allows creation of

deletion mutants and site-specific mutagenesis have

been contributing tremendously in this field. The pri-

mary structures and possible roles of the individual

subunits will be discussed later.

Both ferredoxin and plastocyanin are peripheral

to the thylakoid membrane. These loosely bound pro-

teins as well as ferredoxin:NADP oxidoreductase,

another peripheral component, can be included as

one of those components that the PS I complex is

composed of. PS I preparations, however, usually do

not contain these proteins because they are easily

released from thylakoid membrane when cells are

broken for preparations.

A Type III preparation from spinach was first

reported in 1987 [21], and a cyanobacterial prepar-

ation followed [22]. Either strong detergents like so-

dium/lithium dodecyl sulfate or chaotropic agents

have been used to remove the smaller subunits (for a

spinach preparation, see Ref. [17]). This type of com-

plex, however, cannot photoreduce ferredoxin, though

electrons from plastocyanin can be accepted.

II. FUNCTIONS AND KINETICS

A. OXIDIZING SIDE

1. Reaction Center/Primary Electron Donor

The reaction center pigment of PS I is P700 as stated

above (Figure 9.1). More about P700 will appear in

the following sections.

2. Physiological (Secondary) Electron Donors

Plastocyanin is most likely the electron carrier that

directly donates an electron to P700 [7]. Cytochrome

f provides electrons to plastocyanin. Recent advances

in this field are summarized in Ref. [23]. It is known

that in cyanobacteria and red algae under special con-

ditions, such as a copper-deficient growth medium,

certain c-type cytochromes may replace plastocyanin.

3. Artificial Electron Donors

Ascorbate, although a potentially strong reductant

of P700, is a rather poor electron donor by itself,
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FIGURE 9.1 Light-minus-dark difference spectra of P700 (small circles) and P430 (large circles). A short xenon flash

(100msec) was applied to a reaction mixture containing digitonin-treated PS I particles from spinach, TMPD, ascorbate,

and methylviologen as in Ref. [24]. The P430 spectrum was obtained by subtracting absorbance changes in a sample without

methylviologen from those of P700 as in Ref. [33]. See the text for DE (difference extinction coefficient) and details of

kinetical analysis. Refer to Figure 9.3 as well.



perhaps due to its poor accessibility to the hydropho-

bic environment of thylakoid membranes. By adding

some redox dyes such as 2,6-dichlorophenolindophe-

nol (DCIP), the reduction of P700 by ascorbate be-

comes extremely rapid. Phenazine methosulfate

(PMS) is even more efficient for this purpose.

N,N,N’,N’-tetramethylphenylenediamine (TMPD) is

another convenient artificial electron donor. The

combination of TMPD and ascorbate is a recom-

mended reductant for the chemical reduction of

P700 for recording a difference spectrum and for

flash spectrophotometry [24–26]. So far, plastocya-

nin, the physiological electron donor, is the most

efficient reductant in vitro in the presence of excess

amounts of ascorbate.

B. REDUCING SIDE

1. Primary and Other Electron Acceptors

and Carriers

As stated above, good evidence on this matter

emerged in the early 1970s when a thylakoid-bound

ferredoxin-type electron paramagnetic resonance

(EPR) signal (later designated as Center A) and

P430 were reported. Since then, several other entities

have been proposed: Center B [27], Component X

[28], A1 [29], A2 [29], A0 [30], and vitamin K1 (phyl-

loquinone) [21]. Those can be reclassified according to

evidence accumulated so far as follows.

A0: the ‘‘real’’ primary acceptor, a chlorophyll a

bound to the PsaA/PsaB heterodimer protein

pigment complex (see the discussion in Refs.

[20,31])

A1: vitamin K1 (phylloquinone) bound to the

PsaA/PsaB heterodimer protein pigment com-

plex [20,22].

A2: originally called Component X, a 4Fe-4S iron

sulfur cluster bound to the PsaA/PsaB hetero-

dimer protein pigment complex; often abbrevi-

ated as FeSx (or FX), also called P430 [28,29,32].

(A difference spectrum of P430 is shown in

Figure 9.1, together with that of P700. An

EPR spectrum of component X, represented

by a g¼ 1.78 signal, is shown in Figure 9.2.

More to come later.)

Centers A/B: 4Fe–4S iron–sulfur clusters on the

PsaC subunit, often abbreviated as FeSA(FA)

and FeSB (FB). g values of 2.03, 1.94, and 1.86

are assigned for FeSA and 2.03, 1.92, and 1.89

for FeSB (Figure 9.2).

At present, it is thought that electron flows on the

reducing side of PS I as follows:

(PS II ! b6f ! plastocyanin ! P700) !
A0 ! A1 ! A2 ! FeSA=FeSB !
(Ferredoxin ! NADP)

2. Artificial Electron Acceptors

A number of redox dyes have been used as artificial

electron acceptors of PS I [33]. Among them, per-

haps, methylviologen (1,1’-dimethyl-4,4’-bipyridi-
nium dichloride) is one of the most frequently used

acceptors. Readily available as the main ingredient of

a widely used but highly toxic herbicide (Paraquat),

methylviologen is convenient and quite specific for PS

I because of its extremely low redox potential

(�446mV) — so low that PS II cannot photoreduce

methylviologen. Benzylviologen, though less electro-

negative (�360mV), and Safranin T (�290mV) are

also specific for PS I. The site of the photoreduction

of methylviologen on the reducing side of PS I has

been shown to be A2 (FeSx or P430) rather than

FeSA/FeSB [17].

As the reducing power of PS I is extremely high,

almost any oxidant can potentially be photoreduced

by PS I. Methylene blue (þ11mV), DCIP (þ217mV),

TMPD (þ260mV), PMS (þ80mV), and ferricyanide
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FIGURE 9.2 Low-temperature EPR spectrum of PS I par-

ticles. The preparation was a crude membrane fraction from

Nostoc [32]. The reaction mixture was supplemented with

sodium dithionite and illuminated during the entire freezing

procedure in liquid nitrogen. Temperature, 15K; power of

X-band microwave, 20mW. g values for the signals are

listed conventionally: 2.05, 1.89, 1.86, and 1.78, measured

at the peaks (troughs) of the derivative absorption spectra,

and 1.94 and 1.92 as the points of inflexion.



(þ360mV) are among them [33]. They are indeed the

so called Hill reagents (oxidants).

3. Physiological Electron Acceptors

Ferredoxin, a 2Fe–2S iron–sulfur protein, accepts elec-

trons from PS I. Ferredoxin is known to form a com-

plex with ferredoxin:NADP oxidoreductase (FNR) to

reduce NADP eventually. In cyanobacteria, flavo-

doxin replaces ferredoxin under iron-deficient growth

conditions.

C. MEASUREMENT OF LIGHT-INDUCED REACTIONS

AND KINETICS

The reactions (oxidations and reductions) of these

electron carriers have been monitored most readily

using absorbance spectroscopy in the visible wave-

length region. It should be noted that, in photosyn-

thetic systems, background absorbances due to

antenna pigments are usually very high, which

makes it very difficult in certain wavelength regions,

notably around 400 to 450 nm and 650 to 700 nm. It is

also noteworthy that fluorescence emission excited by

actinic light would become quite a nuisance in the red

region (650 to 700 nm). For these reasons, most meas-

urements have used preparations partially depleted of

chlorophylls.

1. Optical Properties of P700

As stated above, P700 was first discovered as a com-

ponent that changes (decreases) the absorbance

around 700 nm upon photooxidation. The oxidized

form can be rereduced readily by electrons provided

by appropriate electron donors in the medium, either

physiological or artificial. A typical difference spec-

trum (photooxidized-minus-reduced or light-minus-

dark) is shown in Figure 9.1. Typical difference ex-

tinction coefficients at several representative wave-

lengths [24] are summarized in Table 9.2. Three

distinct peaks (troughs) are noteworthy, namely

those at 700, 682, and 430 nm. It should also be

noted that there are several isosbestic points, notably

one at 444 nm, which is quite useful for monitoring

P430 (Figure 9.1, larger dots) independent of P700,

and another at 575 nm, which is convenient for mon-

itoring blue colored electron carriers such as plasto-

cyanin, TMPD, and DCIP. It should be added that

the quantum efficiencies of the P700 photooxidation

in the far red regions have been measured to be close

to unity in a PS I complex [25].

2. Quantitative Determination of P700

By using the extinction coefficients shown in Table

9.2, the concentration of P700 can be determined

from difference spectra (oxidized-minus-reduced).

A commercially available recording spectrophotom-

eter with a computerized data processing system, a

rather common feature of a modestly priced spectro-

photometer for a biochemistry laboratory nowadays,

can be readily used for this purpose [26]. The chemical

oxidation is achieved by using ferricyanide and the

reduction by using TMPD-ascorbate.

A more sensitive and, once set up, quick method is

flash spectrophotometry. Unfortunately, there has

been almost no instrument for this purpose commer-

cially available so far. Apparata for flash spectros-

copy on the market are all designed for nonbiological

photochemistry, where quantumyields aremuch lower

and much less sensitivities are required. Thus, they

usually cannot be used for measuring flash-induced

absorbance changes in biological photosynthetic sys-

tems without extensive modifications. Construction

of an instrument set-up for P700 measurement may

not be as painstaking as it used to be, since low-cost,

high-performance digital oscilloscopes with signal-

averaging capability are readily available. Computer

interfacing is no longer a state-of-the-art technique; a

number of plug-in boards and software packages are

presently available for personal computers for this

purpose. With a xenon flash, a time resolution of a

millisecond would be enough for quantitative deter-

mination of P700 and P430. One of the most import-

ant points leading to successful monitoring of light-

induced absorbance changes is the combination of

optical filters for actinic light (flash) and those for

protecting a measuring device like a photomultiplier

and a photodiode. The best combinations of these

complementary filters (e.g. red and blue) are not

many; one can refer to Refs. [17,24,25,32,33] for

these matters.

Continuous illumination is much easier to obtain

and could be useful for determination of P700. Use of

fiber optics, a tungsten–halogen lamp, an appropriate

filter combination, and a mechanical shutter would

TABLE 9.2
Difference Extinction Coefficients of P700

Wavelength (nm) D« (mM� 1 cm�1)

430 44

444 0

575 0

682 40

700 64

810 8



permit an actinic illuminator to cross-illuminate a

sample cuvette. High-intensity light emitting diodes

(LEDs), now widely available, may be good choices

for light sources. Modification of a common spectro-

photometer for this purpose would not be too com-

plicated. Again, the filters are very important, though

not as stringent as in the case of flash spectroscopy.

As the timescales are in seconds rather than millisec-

onds, a chart recorder connected to the output of the

spectrophotometer would suffice. Another important

point is the intensity of actinic light, which has to be

checked carefully so that the intensity is saturated.

The magnitudes of the light-induced steady state

changes are reflections of the balance of photooxida-

tion, which depends on the light intensity, and the

reduction by the reductant present in the system.

Thus, the intensity required for saturation depends

on the concentration and reducing power of the redu-

cing system in the reaction mixture.

Three wavelength regions have been used in most

cases. The largest changes, around 700 nm, have sev-

eral advantages: a high extinction coefficient, low

background absorbances, and a high specificity. No

light-induced absorbance changes due to components

other than P700 can be anticipated around 700 nm.

A disadvantage is fluorescence interference in this

region, particularly in the case of relatively crude

preparations. Fluorescence interference in some

cases can be minimized by using a sharp cut-off filter

system or a monochromator between the cuvette and

the photodetector. The only advantage of using wave-

lengths around 430 nm is escaping fluorescence inter-

ference. The disadvantages are high background

absorbance and coincidental changes due to other

components, notably P430. A near-infrared region

(800 to 830 nm) [24] has been used in some cases.

The advantages here are an almost null fluorescence

and very low background absorbance, which might

well compensate for otherwise disadvantageous low

extinction coefficients in this region. Other merits

would be that any actinic wavelengths, either red or

blue, can be used for excitation.

3. Kinetics of Flash-Induced Absorbance Changes

In Type II preparations with an electron donor sys-

tem just enough to keep P700 reduced under a weak

measuring beam, a pulse of a saturating actinic flash

(pulse width several microseconds to several hundred

microseconds) induces typical absorbance changes.

At 700 and 430 nm, these are absorbance decreases,

and at 820 nm, it is an increase. A typical case is

shown in Figure 9.3. These changes are almost in-

stantaneous in a millisecond timescale and are fol-

lowed by a much slower relaxation (recovery) phase

with a half time ranging from 30 to 100msec (Figure

9.3, left). The half decay time varies from preparation

to preparation. This half time does not depend on the
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FIGURE 9.3 Flash-induced absorbance changes in a Type II PS I preparation. A, without methylviologen; B, with 60mM

methylviologen. Measuring beam wavelengths: 703 nm, top; 44 nm, middle; 430 nm, bottom. Flashes are applied as indicated

by arrows. For experimental details and interpretations, see the text and [17,24,32,33].



concentration of the donor system, typically TMPD

with an excess amount of ascorbate. This recovery

phase is not exponential but hyperbolic, reminiscent

of a typical bimolecular second order reaction; recip-

rocal plots would give a straight line [33]. A very

similar decay is observed at 444 nm, an isosbestic

point of P700 where no change due to P700 is

expected. When an artificial electron acceptor, typic-

ally methylviologen, is added to this reaction mixture

(Figure 9.3, right), a remarkable difference is ob-

served in the recovery kinetics, with no appreciable

difference in the extent of the initial fast changes. At

700 and 820 nm, the recovery becomes usually slower

and now dependent on the concentration of the donor

system. At 430 nm, the recovery phase becomes

biphasic: a faster and smaller phase is followed by a

slower phase. This latter slower and exponential

phase is dependent on the concentration of the

donor system and kinetically identical with those at

700 and 820 nm, where only one phase is observed

[5,33].

The above observations have been interpreted as

follows [5,33]: the absorbance changes at 700 and

810 nm are solely due to P700 and those recoveries

are dependent on donor concentrations, and repre-

sent the rereduction of the flash-oxidized P700 in the

dark after the flash. Without any externally supple-

mented artificial electron acceptor, the electron from

a photoreduced molecule, which has accepted the

electron from P700, goes directly back to P700,

which otherwise would have gone to an artificial ac-

ceptor. Although this has been called a ‘‘back reac-

tion’’ or a charge recombination, this reaction must

be an interphotosystem reaction, that is a diffusion-

dependent collision of two different PS I particles

suspended in an aquatic medium, rather than a

charge recombination within a PS I complex. At

444 nm, an isosbestic point of P700, an identical kin-

etics is observed in the absence of the acceptor, while

in the presence of the acceptor, the kinetics becomes

more like that of the faster phase at 430 nm. This

monophasic recovery at 444 nm, which becomes ex-

ponential in the presence of the added acceptor, is

dependent on the concentration of the acceptor: the

higher, the faster. The absorbance changes at 444 nm

and the faster recovery phase at 430 nm thus represent

a molecule that has been photoreduced concomitantly

with P700, and was originally designated as P430 [5],

and later assigned to FeSx [17,32].

In Type III preparations, the half times of the

back reaction are much faster. In a carefully prepared

photochemically active preparation, the half recovery

time was 8msec [17], but usually much faster. Other-

wise, the kinetics are basically similar to those in the

case of Type II preparations [17].

4. Other Electron Carriers

Cytochromes can be measured fairly specifically in

their alpha band, where the background is minimal.

In intact or nearly intact systems, this region (500 to

550 nm), however, is often dominated and interfered

by huge changes, the so called P520, a membrane

potential indicator due perhaps to carotenoids, so

huge that cytochrome changes often cannot be meas-

ured at all. P520 is absent in cyanobacteria.

Although the extinction coefficient of plastocyanin

(oxidized form) is quite low (9.8mM�1 cm�1 at

597 nm) due to its broad nature, 575 nm, an isosbestic

point of P700, can be used as a measuring beam wave-

length. Upon reduction, the absorbance decreases.

Absorbance changes (decrease upon reduction)

due to iron–sulfur clusters (FeSx, FeSA, and FeSB)

are somewhat confusing and controversial. When

P430 was first proposed [5], it was not assigned

to any chemical entity except for Center A, which

had been reported as a low temperature EPR signal

[4]. In the following year, Center B, another EPR

signal, was discovered [27], and then P430 was some-

how automatically assigned thereafter to ‘‘FeSA/

FeSB’’ without much substantial evidence. Later,

Component X (FeSx), another EPR signal with a

presumably much lower redox potential, was pro-

posed [28]. Hiyama and Fork examined both optical

absorbance changes and low-temperature EPR sig-

nals in a cyanobacterial thylakoid preparation, and

concluded that P430 can be equated with Component

X (FeSx, A2) rather than with FeSA/FeSB [32]. Results

with preparations devoid of PsaC, the host of FeSA/

FeSB, clearly showed a P430-like difference spectrum

[17,22] and support an earlier contention that P430 is

FeSx. Unfortunately, most reviews still refer to P430

as FeSA/FeSB. The difference spectrum of FeSA/FeSB
is not clear at the moment except for a crude one,

which looks quite different from that of P430 [32]. At

present, there is another (and perhaps good) possibil-

ity that P430 is A1 (phylloquinone, vitamin K1). Evi-

dence in Refs. [17,22] is not inconsistent with this

possibility. The difference extinction coefficients of

P430 are approximately 12mM�1 cm�1 at 430 nm

and 6mM�1 cm�1 at 444 nm [33].

5. EPR Signals

Iron–sulfur clusters like Center A (FeSA), Center B

(FeSB), and Component X (FeSx) can be detected by

using low temperature EPR. Figure 9.2 shows a typ-

ical X-band EPR spectrum of a Type II preparation

reduced by a strong reductant, sodium dithionite,

under anaerobic conditions. Optimal temperatures

for measurements of FeSA and FeSB, which are



represented by characteristic g values of 2.03, 1.94,

and 1.86 for FeSA and 2.03, 1.92, and 1.89 for FeSB,

are around 20K, while that for FeSx, represented by a

g ¼ 1.78 signal, is lower (near 10K). Microwave

power saturation is achieved at a very high energy,

beyond the high end (20mW) of most commercial

instruments [32].

III. STRUCTURAL ASPECTS

A. PROTEIN SUBUNITS AND PROSTHETIC GROUPS

So far, more than 17 polypeptides have been reported

as subunits of the PS I reaction center complex. Table

9.1 summarizes those subunits whose amino acid se-

quences have been reported, together with peripheral

proteins. As stated above, it should be noted that most

of these subunits have not been well established as

actual members of PS I complex in vivo. Some of

them appear only in certain preparations and cannot

be found in others [45]. Notable exceptions are PsaA,

PsaB, PsaC, PsaD, PsaE, and possibly PsaL, which are

omnipresent in Type II preparations. A recent crystal-

lographical study [20] revealed that nine polypeptides

with transmembrane a-helices (PsaA, PsaB, PsaF,

PsaI, PsaJ, PsaK, PsaL, PsaM, and PsaX) and three

stromal subunits (PsaC, PsaD, and PsaE) in a Type II

preparation from a thermophillic cyanobacterium

(Synechococcus (Thermosynechococcus) elongatus),

which was originally isolated by Sakae Katoh’s group

from Beppu Hot Spa, Japan. Although the molecular

ratios (stoichiometries) of these subunits in a complex

were the subject of a few studies long ago [43,100], one

each of these subunits seems to be present for one

reaction center according to the crystallography. The

description of each subunit follows.

1. PsaA (Subunit Ia) and PsaB (Subunit Ib)

The amino acid sequences deduced from the corre-

sponding genes for these proteins (psaA and psaB)

were first reported in maize [13]. Since then, numerous

sequences have been reported and registered in data

banks. Figure 9.4 shows representative sequences of

PsaA and PsaB (spinach). Amino acid residues con-

served within 13 species listed are indicated by bold

letters. These two genes, located on the chloroplast

DNA in higher plants, form an operon with the excep-

tion of Chlamydomonas [34]. The N terminals of both

PsaA and PsaB, as isolated by SDS-PAGE using urea,

are usually blocked and cannot be cleaved by Edman

degradation chemistry forN terminal sequencing. Fish

and Bogorad isolated a peptide fragment by using high

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) from a

cyanogen bromide digest of a maize PsaB preparation,

which showed that the N terminal sequence of PsaB is

just as predicted from the gene except for the N ter-

minal methionine [35]. A similar fragment with the

predicted N-terminal sequence of PsaA without the

N-terminal methionine has been isolated by using

HPLC from a Staphylococcus V8 protease digest of a

spinach PsaA/PsaB preparation (A. Ohinata, H. Hir-

ata, H. Hiraiwa, and T. Hiyama, unpublished results).

These results suggest that the N terminal residues of

the mature PsaA and PsaB are possibly unprocessed

formylmethionine. From these sequences, the molecu-

lar weights of these two polypeptides would be calcu-

lated as 82,000 to 83,000 with 750 to 800 amino acid

residues. These two have some 40% homologies to

each other.

An earlier computer analysis predicted that each

polypeptide had 11 membrane-spanning a-helix do-

mains [36]. The results of x-ray crystallography

mostly support this presumption [20,37]. Three and

two cysteine residues are conserved in PsaA and

PsaB, respectively. Of these, Cys604 and Cys613 of

PsaA and Cys568, and Cys577 of PsaB have been im-

plicated as ligands for FeSx (FX: component X),

a 4Fe–4S iron–sulfur cluster [38,39].

There are 36 and 32 conserved histidine residues in

PsaA and PsaB, respectively. These are implicated as

ligands to chlorophylls (mostly chlorophyll a). Some

of them could be ligands to P700, a possible chloro-

phyll a and chlorophyll a’ heterodimer, as will be

discussed later.

According to the recent crystallography, PsaA

and PsaB, which share similarities in protein sequence

and structure, contain 11 transmembrane helices

each that are divided into an N terminal domain

and a C terminal domain [20]. The C terminal domain

forms two interlocked semicircles enclosing the elec-

tron transport cofactors (phylloquinone, etc.). This

core structure is separated from the N terminal-

helices and the transmembrane-helices of the smaller

PSI subunits by an elliptically distorted cylindrical

region bridged by-helices and harboring a large num-

ber of the antenna Chl a molecules and carotenoids

[20].

Chemical analyses and the amino acid composition

of a reaction center preparation consisting of PsaA and

PsaB alone (Type III) showed previously that there are

four iron, four sulfur, and one phylloquinone mol-

ecules as well as one each of PsaA and PsaB per

P700 [44]. The number of phylloquinone molecules

per P700 is usually two in most PS I preparations that

contain other lowmolecular weight subunits (Type II).

crystallographical analyses revealed two quinone

planes are p-stacked with indole rings of well-

conserved tryptophan residues (Trp697 of PsaA and

Trp677 of PsaB) [20].



The separation of PsaA and PsaB has been

achieved only by using SDS-PAGE with urea con-

taining gel [35]. It should be noted that an apparent

separation achieved with SDS-PAGE without urea in

an earlier pioneering report [71] was wrong. N ter-

minal sequencing and immunoblotting of the two

separated bands revealed that the lower band

obtained by that method was a mixture of degraded

PsaA and PsaB, while the upper band was the unre-

solved mixture of PsaA and PsaB (H. Hiraiwa,

H. Hirata, and T. Hiyama, unpublished results).

2. PsaC (Subunit VII)

This 9 kDa protein is now widely believed to be the

host of two 4Fe–4S iron–sulfur clusters, FeSA (FA:

Center A) and FeSB (FB: Center B). The apoproteins

were first isolated and sequenced independently at

three different laboratories [53,55,56]. The genes

were found in chloroplast genomes of tobacco and

liverwort. Since then, a number of sequences from

various organisms have been reported. Figure 9.5

shows a representative spinach sequence and indicates

(by bold letters) conserved amino acid residues in 22

species in data banks. From the results of a series of

studies using site-specific mutagenesis, Golbeck’s

group recently suggested that those cysteines at posi-

tions 11, 14, 17, 58 are ligands for FeSB and 21, 48, 51,

54 for FeSA [31]. The overall primary structure resem-

bles those of bacterial ferredoxins with two 4Fe–4S

iron–sulfur clusters.Among them, a three-dimensional

structure of a crystallized ferredoxin fromPeptococcus

FIGURE 9.4 Amino acid sequences of the PS I large subunits, PsaA and PsaB, of spinach [43]. Residues conserved

throughout 14 species are written in bold letters. Those species are Marchantia polymorpha (liverwort, Ref. [15]); Oryza

sativa (rice, Ref. [40]); Pisum sativum (pea, Ref. [41]); Spinacia oleracea (spinach, Ref. [42,43]); Nicotiana tobacum (tobacco,

Ref. [14]); Chlamydomonas reinhardtii [34]; Euglena gracilis [46]; Zea mays (maize, Ref. [13]); S. elongatus [47]; Synechococcus

vulcanus [48]; Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 [49]; Synechococcus sp. PCC 7002 (Agmenellum quadruplicatum, Ref. [50]);

Anabaena variabilis [51]. Sequence information has been updated using the BLAST (NCBI) and FASTA (DDBJ) databases.



aerogenes has been proposed on the basis of x-ray

crystallography [72]. Based on this structure, a num-

ber of workers came up with possible three-

dimensional structures of the PsaC holoprotein [58,

73,74]. The crystallography of a cyanobacterial Type

II preparation mentioned before has also supported

these earlier contentions and revealed more solid

structural features [20]: Though PsaC harboring two

Fe4S4 clusters exhibits pseudo-twofold symmetry

similar to that of bacterial 2Fe4S4 ferredoxins, it con-

tains an insertion of ten amino acids in the loop

connecting the iron–sulfur cluster binding motifs

and extensions of the N and C termini by two and

14 amino acids, respectively. As the insertion extrudes

as a large loop, it may be engaged in docking of

ferredoxin or flavodoxin. The long C terminus of

PsaC interacts with PsaA/B/D and appears to be

important for the proper assembly of PsaC into the

PSI complex [20].

3. PsaD (Subunit II)

Lately, the role of this subunit, once thought to be

essential, may not seem as important as those chloro-

plast genome encoded subunits described above. As

shown in Figure 9.6, the sizes and amino acid se-

quences of this subunit, like other smaller subunits,

are quite diverse among species, in contrast to those

core subunits described above (PsaA, PsaB, and

PsaC). The degrees of homology are fairly low

among higher plants and also among cyanobacteria.

It was first reported that a mutant of a cyanobac-

terium that lacked psaD, the corresponding gene,

could not grow autotrophically [88]. But under more

controlled conditions, the same strain seemed to sur-

vive well in the light without an organic carbon source

(H. Nakamoto et al., unpublished results). Golbeck’s

group first reported that PsaD was essential for re-

constitution of a PS I complex using PsaA, PsaB, and

PsaC [89], but later said that it was needed only for a

‘‘stable’’ binding of PsaC [90]. Nevertheless, the ubi-

quitous presence of this subunit as well as the other

two (PsaE and PsaL) in purified preparations of the

PS I complex [17] indicates that these polypeptides are

essential constituents of PS I and are required at least

in higher plants for the integrity and stability of the

complex. The crystallography has again revealed that

PsaD forms an antiparallel, four-stranded b-sheet, in

which the loop connecting the third and fourth

strands contains an a-helix, followed by a two-

stranded b-sheet [20]. The loop segment extending

from His95 to the C terminus is attached by numerous

hydrogen bonds to the sides of PsaC and PsaE ex-

posed to stroma [20].

4. PsaE (Subunit IV)

The sequences are shown in Figure 9.7. The corre-

sponding gene, psaE, is nucleus encoded in higher

plants. The overall homology among species is no

better than that in PsaD and other nucleus encoded

subunits. A cyanobacterial mutant that lacks this

protein grows well under autotrophical conditions

[86]. The fact that this subunit remains to be bound

even in the simplest Type II preparation [18], never-

theless, suggests an essential role of this subunit. The

structure of PsaE consists of a five-stranded antipar-

allel b-barrel [20].

5. PsaF (Subunit III)

The sequences are shown in Figure 9.8. The corre-

sponding gene, psaE, is nucleus encoded in higher

plants. This subunit is usually removed in the first

step of Triton treatment of higher plant chloroplasts

and does not remain in final preparations [12]. In

cyanobacteria, however, the protein seems to be

bound tightly to thylakoids [102]. The role of this

subunit remains unclear despite an earlier claim of it

being a plastocyanin-docking protein [12]. The pro-

tein was even implicated as a part of other complexes:

a ferredoxin:plastoquinone oxidoreductase complex

[104] and a light harvesting complex [105]. In the

thermophilic cyanobacterial Type II preparation

FIGURE 9.5 A representative amino acid sequence of PsaC from spinach. Residues conserved throughout 22 species are

written in bold letters. Species covered are: Z. mays (maize) [49]; N. tabacum (tobacco) [52]; Triticum aestivum (wheat) [54];

Hordeum vulgare (barley) [55]; Oryza sativa (rice) [57]; P. sativum (garden pea) [54]; S. oleracea (spinach) [58];M. polymorpha

(liverwort) [56]; Antithamnion sp. [59]; C. reinhardtii [60]; E. gracilis [61]; Fremyella diplosiphon (calothrix PCC 7601) [62];

Nostoc sp. PCC 8009 [63]; Cyanophora paradoxa [64]; Calothrix sp. PCC 7601 [65]; Anabaena sp. PCC 7120 [66]; S. elongatus

[67]; S. vulcanus [68]; Synechococcus sp. PCC 7002 (Agmenellum quadruplicatum) [64]; Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 [69];

Synechococcus sp. PCC6301 [70]. Sequence information has been updated using the BLAST (NCBI) and FASTA (DDBJ)

databases.



[20], PsaF is tightly bound and contributes prominent

structural features to this surface of PSI with two

hydrophilic a-helices at the N terminus of a trans-

membrane helix. As the shortest distance between

their helix axes and the pseudo-C2 axis is 27 Å, direct

interaction with cytochrome c6 or plastocyanin is

unlikely [20].

6. PsaG (Subunit V) and PsaH (Subunit VI)

Homologs of these two nucleus coded subunits have

not been reported in cyanobacteria. As seen in Figure

9.9 and Figure 9.10, the sequences of PsaG and PsaH

of Chlamydomonas, a green algae, are remarkably

different from those of their higher plant homologs.

They are so different that there is even some possibil-

ity that the Chlamydomonas PsaG and PsaH may not

be the homologs of the corresponding proteins of

higher plants. On the other hand, the homologies

among higher plants are very good. The roles of

these subunits have yet to be elucidated.

7. PsaI (Subunit X) and PsaJ (Subunit IX)

These two subunits are usually blocked at the N

terminal and, as a consequence, were not recognized

FIGURE 9.6 Amino acid sequences of PsaD subunits: Cucumis sativus (cucumber) [75];H. vulgare (barley) [76]; Lycopersicon

esculentum (tomato) [77]; Nicotiana sylvestris (wood tobacco) [78]; S. oleracea (spinach) [79]; P. sativum (garden pea) [80];

Fremyella diplosiphon (Calothrix) PCC 7601 [81]; A. variabilis [82]; S. elongatus [83]; Synechococcus sp. PCC 6301 [84];

S. vulcanus [85]; Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 [86]; Synechococcus sp. PCC 7002 [87]; Nostoc sp. PCC8009 [88]. Bold letters

represent homologous residues among either higher plants or cyanobacteria; underlined ones are common to all species.

Sequence information has been updated using the BLAST (NCBI) and FASTA (DDBJ) databases.



FIGURE 9.7 Amino acid sequences of PsaE subunits: H. vulgare (barley) [92]; S. oleracea (spinach) [79]; C. reinhardtii [93];

Synechococcus PCC 7002 [95]; Synechococcus PCC 6301 [97]; Synechocystis PCC 6803 [91]; F. diplosiphon [81]; Porphyra

umbilicalis [98]; A. variabilis [82]; S. elongatus [99]; Nostoc sp. PCC 8009 [63]. Bold letters represent homologous residues

among either higher plants or cyanobacteria; underlined ones are common to all species. Sequence information has been

updated using the BLAST (NCBI) and FASTA (DDBJ) databases.

FIGURE 9.8 Amino acid sequences of PsaF subunits: C. reinhardtii [93];H. vulgare (barley [94]); Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803

[100]; S. oleracea (spinach, Ref. [101]); S. elongatus [96]; Synechococcus PCC7002 [102]; A. variabilis [82]; Synechococcus sp.

PCC 6301 [103]. Bold letters represent homologous residues among either higher plants or cyanobacteria; underlined ones

are common to all species. Sequence information has been updated using the BLAST (NCBI) and FASTA (DDBJ)

databases.



as PS I subunits until recently. The sequences of

cyanobacterial ‘‘homologs’’ only slightly resemble

those of higher plants as seen in Figure 9.11 and

Figure 9.12. The corresponding genes of the higher

plant polypeptides are encoded in chloroplast DNA.

Although the roles of these two subunits are not

known yet, PsaI seems to be a part of cyanobacterial

complexes [20].

8. PsaK (Subunit VIII)

This nucleus encoded subunit seems to be bound to

thylakoid membranes, sometimes tightly [128,129]

and sometimes loosely [121]. Again, the role is not

clear yet. Cyanobacterial homologs are not exactly

homologous to those of higher plants as seen in

Figure 9.13. The only exceptions are remarkably

homologous N terminal sequences (more than 30

residues).

9. PsaL (Subunit V’)

This nucleus encoded subunit had long been neglected

until recently despite its distinct presence, because the

N termini are blocked in most cases. Although the

role is not clear yet, this subunit is almost as ubiqui-

tous as PsaD and PsaE. In a spinach preparation,

PsaL can be removed exclusively by heat treatment

[17]. Possible homologs in cyanobacteria have been

reported as seen in Figure 9.14, although the degrees

of homology are low. It has been suggested that PsaL

is necessary for forming a trimeric complex in cyano-

bacteria [20].

10. PsaM

In the EMBL data bank, a group of short polypep-

tides are listed as PsaM (Figure 9.15). The corre-

sponding gene, psaM, was found in chloroplast

DNA ofMarchantia polymorpha [138] and of Euglena

gracilis [139]. No homologous genes (ORFs) have

been found in the chloroplast DNA of either tobacco

or rice, yet. Nor has any similar polypeptide been

reported to be expressed in any higher plants yet.

Despite all these, PsaM may be an essential part of

cyanobacterial complexes as revealed by the crystal-

lographical study [20].

11. PsaN

One set of amino acid sequences is listed under the

name PsaN in the PIR protein sequence database

FIGURE 9.9 Amino acid sequences of PsaG subunits: C. reinhardtii [106]; H. vulgare (barley) [107]; P. sativum (garden pea)

[80]; S. oleracea (spinach) [101]. Sequence information has been updated using the BLAST (NCBI) and FASTA (DDBJ)

databases.

FIGURE 9.10 Amino acid sequences of PsaH subunits: C. reinhardtii [106]; H. vulgare (barley) [108]; O. sativa indica (rice)

[109]; P. sativum (garden pea) [80]; S. oleracea (spinach) [110]. Sequence information has been updated using the BLAST

(NCBI) and FASTA (DDBJ) databases.



FIGURE 9.11 Amino acid sequences of PsaI subunits: A. variabilis ATCC 29413 [111]; Angiopteris lygodiifolia (turnip fern)

[112]; H. vulgare (barley) [113]; Z. mays (maize) [114]; M. polymorpha (liverwort) [115]; O. sativa Nipponbare (rice) [116];

P. sativum (garden pea) [117,118]; S. elongatus [120]; N. tabacum (tobacco) [121]; T. aestivum (wheat) [125]; Synechocystis

PCC 6803 (H. Nakamoto, unpublished data); Synechococcus PCC7002 [95]; A. variabilis [111]. Bold letters represent

homologous residues among either higher plants or cyanobacteria; underlined ones are common to all species. Sequence

information has been updated using the BLAST (NCBI) and FASTA (DDBJ) databases.

FIGURE 9.12 Amino acid sequences of PsaJ subunits:E. gracilis [126];Z. mays (maize) [115];M. polymorpha (liverwort) [116];

O. sativaNipponbare (rice) [117]; P. sativum (garden pea) [121]; S. elongatus [119,123]; S. vulcanus [127];N. tabacum (tobacco)

[124]; S. oleracea (spinach, partial) [122]; Synechococcus sp.PCC7002 and Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 [102];A. variabilis [111].

Bold letters represent homologous residues among either higher plants or cyanobacteria; underlined ones are common to all

species. Sequence information has been updated using the BLAST (NCBI) and FASTA (DDBJ) databases.

FIGURE 9.13 Amino acid sequences of PsaK subunits: C. reinhardtii [100]; H. vulgare (barley) [130]; P. sativum (garden pea,

partial) [111]; S. oleracea (spinach, partial) [115]; S. elongatus [118]; S. vulcanus (partial) [111]; A. variabilis (partial) [119];

Synechococcus PCC7002 [95]. Bold letters represent homologous residues among either higher plants or cyanobacteria;

underlined ones are common to all species. Sequence information has been updated using the BLAST (NCBI) and FASTA

(DDBJ) databases.



(National Biomedical Research Foundation). These

are sequences of ‘‘9 kDa polypeptides’’ [143], which

had been tentatively designated as ‘‘PsaO’’ by Bryant

[140]. Since then, homologous genes, psaN, have been

cloned and sequenced in several higher plants as

shown in Figure 9.16. No cyanobacterial homolog

has been reported so far. This is another subunit

whose function is unknown.

12. PsaX and PsaY

Two partial amino acid sequences were originally

listed in the PIR data bank under the name of PsaX.

Now, two complete sequences are available at data

banks. These are all from cyanobacteria (Figure

9.17). Recently, it was found that a substantial

amount of another small (5 kDa) subunit was tightly

bound to Type III PS I preparations from spinach

and radish [178] as shown in Figure 9.18. The

N terminal sequence of a similar, and most likely

identical, polypeptide was reported some time ago in

a crude PS II preparation from spinach [152], and has

been designated as PsbW. Homologs of this polypep-

tide have been found in other species, and corre-

sponding genes have been cloned and sequenced

from many species, though details have not been

FIGURE 9.14 Amino acid sequences of PsaL subunits:H. vulgare (barley) [133]; S. oleracea (spinach) [134,137]; C. caldarium

[131]; A. variabilis [82]; Synechococcus sp. PCC 6301 (partial) [103]; S. elongatus [135]; S. vulcanus (partial) [127]; Synecho-

cystis sp. PCC 6803 [136]; underlined ones are common to all species. Sequence information has been updated using the

BLAST (NCBI) and FASTA (DDBJ) databases.



published yet. All these have been listed as PS II

subunits. It should be noted, however, that they

have not been found in ‘‘purified’’ PS II preparations

so far.

13. Plastocyanin

A representative sequence from a higher plant (spin-

ach) is given in Figure 9.19. There are three groups:

plant, algal, and cyanobacterial types. Although their

sequences differ considerably among these groups,

the homologies are high within a group. Well-con-

served His42, Cys92, His95, and Met100 (shown by

asterisks) are implicated as ligands for coordinating

a copper atom. In mechanically broken chloroplast

preparations, plastocyanin is usually still bound to

thylakoids membranes. High concentrations of salt,

sonication, or mild detergents release plastocyanin,

FIGURE 9.15 Amino acid sequences of PsaM subunits: E. gracilis [139]; M. polymorpha (liverwort) [138]; S. elongatus [177];

Cyanophra paradoxa [140]; Synechococcus PCC7002 [102]; Synechococcus PCC6803 [141]. Bold letters represent homologous

residues among either higher plants or cyanobacteria; underlined ones are common to all species. Sequence information has

been updated by using BLAST (NCBI) and FASTA (DDBJ) databases.

PsaN
Hordeum vulgare: SVFDEYLEKS KLNKELNDKK RAATSGANFA RAYTVQFGSC KFPYNFTGCQ DLAKQKKVPF ITDDLEIECE GKEKFKCGSN VFWKW/ 

TIFDEYLEKS KANKELNDKK RLATSGANFA RAYTVEFGSC QFPYNFTGCQ DLAKQKKVPF ISDDLEIECE GKEKFKCGSN VFWKW/ 
GVIDEYLERS KTNKELNDKK RLATSGANFA RAFTVQFGSC KFPENFTGCQ DLAKQKKVPF ISEDIALECE GKDKYKCGSN VFWKW/ 

Zea mays:
Arabidopsis thaliana:
Phaseolus vulgaris: GVIEEYLEKS KTNKELNDKK RLATTGANFA RAYTVEFGSC KFPENFTGCQ DLAKQKKVPF LSDDLDLECE GKDKYKCGSN VFWKW/ 

GVVEDLQAKS AANKALNDKK RLATSYANLA RSRTVYDGTC TFPENFFGCE ELAFNKGVKF IAEDIKIECE GKTAKECGSK FTLRSN/Chlamydomonas:

PsaN’ (PsaO)
Marchantia polymorphosa: MTIAFQLAVF ALIAISFLLV IGVPVVLASP EGWSSNKNVVF SGASLWIGL VFLVGILNSF IS/
Nicotana tobacum: MTLAFQLAVF ALIATSLILL ISVPVVFASP DGWSSNKNVVF SGTSLWIGL VFLVGILNSL IS/
Triticum aestivum: MTIAFQLAVF ALIATSSILL ISVPLVFASP DGWSNNKNIVF SGTSLWLGL VFLVAILNSL IS/
Spinacia oleracea: MTIAFQLAVF ALIATSSILL ISVPVVFASP DGWSSNKNIVF SGTSLWLGL VFLVGILNSL IS/
Zea mays: MNIAFQLAVF ALIATSSILL ISVPVVFASP DGWSSNKNIVF SGTSLWLGL VFLVAILNSL IS/
Pisum sativum: MTIAFQLAVF ALIVTSSILL ISVPVVFASP DGWSSNKNVVF SGTSLWIGL VFLVGILNSL IS/
Hordeum vulgare: MTIAFQLAVF ALIVTSSILL ISVPVVFASP DGWSSNKNVVF SGTSLWIGL VFLVAILNSL IS/
Oryza sativa: MTIAFQLAVF ALIVTSSILL ISVPLVFASP DGWSNNKNVVF SGTSLWIGL VFLVAILNSL IS/

Cyanophora paradoxa: MLIAFQGAVF ALVLLSFVLI VAVPVALASP GEWERSQRLI YAGAALWTSL IIVIGVLDSV VANQA/

FIGURE 9.16 Amino acid sequences of PsaN and PsaN’ (O): H. vulgare (barley) [142,145,149]; S. oleracea (spinach) [15,151]

and P. sativum (garden pea) [143,148]; C. sativus (cucumber, partial) [144]; O. sativa (rice) [40,57]; M. polymorpha (liverwort)

[15]; Z. mays (maize) [146]; T. aestivum (wheat) [147]; C. paradoxa [150]; N. tobacum [14]. Sequence information has been

updated by using BLAST (NCBI) and FASTA (DDBJ) databases.

FIGURE 9.17 Amino acid sequences of PsaX subunits. References: A. variabilis (partial) [132]; S. vulcanus [127]. Sequence

information has been updated using the BLAST (NCBI) and FASTA (DDBJ) databases.



which thereafter becomes a ‘‘soluble’’ protein [155].

For more details including three-dimensional struc-

tures, refer to a review [156]. The gene, petE, is nu-

cleus encoded in eukaryotes [160].

14. Ferredoxin

This is one of the earliest proteins to be sequenced;

numerous ferredoxins have been registered in data

banks (for a review, see Ref. [162]). The genes are

nucleus encoded in higher plants, and in most cases

two forms are present. Figure 9.20 shows two iso-

forms of spinach ferredoxin. The prosthetic group is

a 2Fe–2S iron–sulfur cluster coordinated by four cyst-

eine residues (shown in Figure 9.20 by asterisks). The

protein is small (a little over 10,000 kDa). A three-

dimensional structure of Anabaena ferredoxin has

been proposed [162]. Ferredoxin can be prepared

readily from soluble fractions of plant and algal ma-

terials [165]. The gene, petF, is nucleus encoded in

eukaryotes [166].

15. Ferredoxin:NADP Oxidoreductase

This flavoprotein, often called FNR (ferredoxin–

NADP reductase), is fairly tightly bound to thylakoid

membranes in higher plants, but readily solubilized

by acetone treatment [167]. Once solubilized, this en-

zyme is soluble in water without any detergent and

readily purified [167]. The amino acid sequence of

the spinach enzyme is shown in Figure 9.21. The

prosthetic group is flavin adenine dinucleotide

(FAD). A three-dimensional structure has been pro-

posed from x-ray crystallography with 2.6 Å reso-

lution [168]. For more about structures and

functions, refer to a review [169]. The gene, petH, is

nucleus encoded in eukaryotes [170]. Although

this protein is believed to be peripheral and is located

on the stromal side, it has been reported to be com-

plexed with some other thylakoid constituents: with

the b6/f complex [179,182], with a 17.5 kDa protein

[180,181], and with a 33 kDa protein (H. Yamazaki,

T. Hiyama, unpublished result). More work has to be

done on these matters, since FNR has often been

implicated as a part of the cyclic electron transport

[183].

B. WHAT IS P700?

Although little substantial evidence had been avail-

able, it had long been speculated that P700 was a

FIGURE 9.18 Amino acid sequences of PsaY subunits. References: spinach [178]; spinach (PS II, Ref. [152]); Arabidopsis

(gene, Ref. [153]); radish (PS I, partial) [178]; wheat (PS II, partial) [152]; Chlamydomonas (PS II, partial) [154]. Sequence

information has been updated using the BLAST (NCBI) and FASTA (DDBJ) databases.

FIGURE 9.19 Amino acid sequences of plastocyanins. References: C. reinhardtii [157–159]; S. oleracea (spinach) [160]; A.

variabilis [161]. Cu-coordinating residues are marked by asterisks.



chlorophyll a dimer in a specialized environment cre-

ated by some special proteins. Watanabe’s group pro-

posed that P700 was a heterodimer of chlorophyll a’
(a chlorophyll a epimer present in a variety of PS I

preparations; see Figure 9.22) and chlorophyll a [171].

Hiyama et al. further showed that, by adding chloro-

phyll a’ to a Type III preparation that had been

exhaustively treated by strong detergent to remove

most of chlorophylls as well as P700 activity, a

P700-like pigment was formed [172]. This pigment

underwent photooxidation as well as chemical oxida-

tion, yielding difference spectra strongly reminiscent

of those of P700. X-ray crystallography now shows

clearly that the reaction center special pair consists of

one chlorophyll a’ and one chlorophyll a [20], sup-

porting the above hypothesis.

It is of particular interest that the recently found

Acariochloris marina, a type of cyanobacterium that

has chlorophyll d in place of chlorophyll a, has a small

number of a chlorophyll d epimer (chlorophyll d’, see
Figure 9.22). Their photosystem resembles that of PS

I, particularly in terms of its strong reductant-gener-

ating capacity to reduce NADP. With its absorbance

maxima shifted to longer wavelengths in both the blue

and red bands, the P700-like absorbance changes also

shifted to a longer wavelength [184]. Preliminary an-

alysis suggested that this P700-like reaction center is a

heterodimer composed of chlorophyll d and chloro-

phyll d’ [184]. This is in contrast to the reaction centers

of heliobacteria and green sulfur bacteria, which are

considered to be homodimers of bacteriochlorophyll g’
and bacteriochlorophyll a’, respectively [185]. These

photosynthetic bacteria are presently regarded as pre-

cursors of PS I since they also directly reduce NAD(P)

[185].

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Due to the space limitation, several subjects have

not been covered in this review, LHCPs are one

of them, but perhaps somewhat deliberately. The

author feels that, as far as PS I is concerned, most

of the light energy is harvested by the large sub-

units and the so called LHCPIs may not have a

significant role except for some regulatory ones.

Again, this hypothesis is supported by recent crystal-

lographical results that show as many as 100 chloro-

phyll molecules are bound mostly on the large

subunits [20].

Another topic that should have been covered in

this review is cyclic electron transport/photopho-

sphorylation. For this increasingly important aspect,

the readers should refer to an excellent review by

Bendall and Manasse [176].

The present review is admittedly biased and not

well balanced, reflecting the author’s long indulgence

in this field since the 1960s. The emphasis is some-

times on the historical side rather than on hot news

items, which appeared often too hot to handle for the

present author. An old Chinese proverb says, ‘‘Dig-

ging into classic literature provides useful hints and

often leads to a new discovery.’’ It may not be a waste

of time to look back at the past once in a while. It may

also be true that ‘‘there’s many a good tune played on

an old fiddle.’’ Some unpublished results in the

author’s hand have also been included here to back

up the author’s views. The readers might as well refer

to excellent reviews for more details, for subjects not

covered here, and for sometimes different and per-

haps more ‘‘balanced’’ views in this field [16,31,38,

74,87,140,175,176].

FIGURE 9.20 Amino acid sequences of two ferredoxins from spinach. References: ferredoxin I [162]; ferredoxin II [164].

FIGURE 9.21 Amino acid sequences of ferredoxin:NADP oxidoreductase (FNR) from spinach [173]. The corresponding

gene has been reported [174].



For the present revision, the author has deliber-

ately left out many parts unchanged; some are histor-

ical accounts and others are what have been valid

throughout these years and most likely will not

change in the future as well. Certainly, the recent

presentation of three-dimensional structures more

elaborate [20] than the previous one [19] is revolution-

ary and seems to have solved most of the problems.

It should be noted, however, that this cyanobacterial

PS I has certain differences, though seemingly subtle,

such as subunit composition, trimer formation,

and donor specificity (c-type cytochrome in place

of plastocyanin). Primary structures of many subunits

as shown in this chapter, notably those nuclear-

encoded, are so different from higher plant counter-

parts that, in some cases, the present designation of

some polypeptides may not be valid after all. The

advent of complete genome sequences of higher

plants (Arabidopsis, rice, and more) and cyanobac-

teria (Synechocystis 6803, T. (S.) elongatus among

others) have also opened up a new era. In addition

to x-ray crystallography and NMR, postgenome

state-of-the-art technologies such as DNA arrays

and numerous proteome techniques will contribute

tremendously to our understanding of the structures

and functions of PS I. Looking forward to seeing

another great leap forward in the coming years,

I would like to say once again, ‘‘Bring an old chest

to new light and find treasures glimmering in the

dark.’’
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. PHOTOSYSTEM II REACTION CENTER POLYPEPTIDES

AND THEIR COFACTORS

Photosystem II (PS II) drives the photooxidation of

water generating molecular oxygen, releasing protons

to the lumenal side of the thylakoid vesicle, and pro-

viding the electrons for the linear photosynthetic elec-

tron transport chain. PS II is a largely intrinsic

membrane pigment–protein complex consisting of a

number of different polypeptides with chlorophyll,

pheophytin, b-carotene, heme, plastoquinone, and a

number of metal and other ions as cofactors. The

activities of PS II can be divided into three functional

domains. A light harvesting function is accomplished

by a number of peripheral chlorophyll a-binding in-

trinsic polypeptides (notably CP43 and CP47), which

also serve to funnel excitation energy from antenna

complexes into the photosynthetic reaction center.

The reaction center containing the primary donor

P680 performs the energy conversion function enab-

ling electrons to be transported to the two-electron

gate QB via bound pheophytin and plastoquinone

molecules. The reaction center also contains the poly-

peptide tyrosine residue (YZ), which is the secondary

donor and which in turn accepts electrons from the

third functional domain, the oxygen-evolving com-

plex (OEC), which is a four-electron gate. The heart

of the OEC is a tetranuclear manganese cluster that is

closely associated with the reaction center and stabil-

ized by a number of extrinsic polypeptides as well as

calcium and chloride ions [1]. The OEC binds a pair

of water molecules and accumulates the four oxidiz-

ing equivalents required for their oxidation through

five so-called S-states (S0 to S4) [2,3]. Both the

antenna complexes and the extrinsic polypeptides as-

sociated with the OEC vary considerably between the

oxygenic prokaryotes and eukaryotes. The reaction

center itself, however, is highly conserved.

The PS II reaction center has been isolated [4] and

consists of five polypeptides. The D1 and D2 poly-

peptides bind P680, pheophytin, and the quinone

acceptors QA and QB of linear electron transport in

a structure that bears considerable homology to the

known structure of the purple bacterial reaction cen-

ter [5,6]. Polypeptides PS II-E and PS II-F bind the

heme and constitute cytochrome b559, which is placed

closely to the D1 and D2 polypeptides so that it can

both directly donate and accept electrons to the reac-

tion center [7]. The fifth polypeptide PS II-I, though

intimately associated with the reaction center [8], has

an unknown function and is evidently dispensable

in vivo [9]. All of the polypeptides of the reaction

center are intrinsic; D1 and D2 (~39 kDa each) have

five transmembrane a-helices each, whereas the smal-

ler PS II-E, -F, and -I (~4 to 10 kDa) polypeptides

have a single a-helix, each crossing the membrane just

once. It is most probable that all five N termini are

exposed to the stroma [5,10,11], whereas all C termini

are exposed to the lumen. Along with two pheophytin

molecules, it is thought that the reaction center con-

tains four to six chlorophyll a and two b-carotene

molecules, giving a total molecular weight of a little

over 100 kDa.

B. POSTTRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONS AND THE

ASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY OF PS II

The PS II reaction center is regularly damaged, pre-

sumably as a consequence of the highly oxidizing

potential generated by P680 (þ1.17V) [12] in order

to split water. A complex repair cycle has evolved

such that damaged units are replaced via turnover of

D1, which is removed from the reaction center and

replaced with a newly translated polypeptide [13,14].

If photodamage to PS II exceeds the capacity for its

repair, then activity declines in a process called photo-

inhibition [15–17]. Despite protective mechanisms at

every level of plant organization, it is likely that

photoinhibition does lead to losses of productivity in

the field [18]. Posttranslational modifications to the

PS II reaction center polypeptides accompany all

stages of the repair cycle; these are discussed in

more detail in Section II. Artificially introduced co-

valent polypeptide modifications and their use in the

study of PS II reaction center structure and function

are reviewed in Section III.

II. NATURAL COVALENT MODIFICATIONS
OF PS II REACTION CENTER
POLYPEPTIDES

A. N-TERMINAL PROCESSING

In spinach and other higher plants, the N termini of

both D1 and D2 polypeptides are processed. The

initiating methionine is removed leaving a threonyl

residue at the N terminus that may be both N-acety-

lated and O-phosphorylated. The wide conservation

of threonine 2 of D1 and D2 in all species examined

(except Euglena D1 [19]) suggests that these modifica-

tions may be universal. However, in lower plants,

algae, and cyanobacteria the processing of the N

termini of both D1 and D2 remains less clearly char-

acterized. The PS II-E, -F, and -I subunits are pro-

cessed at their N termini but are not widely

considered to be phosphorylated. The function of

phosphorylation of the reaction center polypeptides



is controversial but is probably linked to regulation of

PS II activity or the PS II repair cycle.

1. Phosphorylation of PS II Reaction Center

Polypeptides

a. Structural determination of phosphorylation sites

Spinach thylakoids were phosphorylated in vitro, the

N-terminal peptides originating from D1 and D2

were isolated, and their covalent structures were de-

termined by tandem mass spectrometry. The residue

corresponding to T2 was demonstrated to be N-acety-

lated and O-phosphorylated in both cases [20]. Be-

cause the ferric ion affinity chromatography technique

was specific for phosphopeptides, it was not possible

to determine whether the entire population of the D1

and D2 polypeptides was phosphorylated or whether

a significant population remained nonphosphorylated

(or nonacetylated/processed).

b. The D1* conformer of D1 is most probably the

phosphorylated form of D1

An extended SDS-PAGE run allowed separation of

D1 and a slightly more slowly migrating conformer

designated D1* to be observed after labeling studies

of thylakoids from the aquatic angiosperm Spirodela

[21]. Further studies provide convincing evidence that

D1* is indeed the phosphorylated form of D1 in

Spirodela [22,23]. The observation that D1* can be

converted back to D1 under certain conditions im-

plies that the phosphorylation of D1 is reversible [23].

The appearance of D1* has been observed in other

higher-plant species under conditions known to pro-

mote phosphorylation [24–26], suggesting that D1

phosphorylation is a widespread phenomenon. How-

ever, D1* did not appear in the lower-plant species

examined [26], and the authors concluded that D1

phosphorylation was limited to higher-plant species.

Since the unicellular green alga Chlamydomonas rein-

hardtii is considered a good model system for the

study of PS II structure–function, assembly, and deg-

radation, it is pertinent to consider whether the

characteristics of reaction center polypeptide phos-

phorylation in this and other green algae are similar

to those in higher plants.

c. Is D1 phosphorylated in the green algae?

Phosphorylation of C. reinhardtii thylakoid polypep-

tides has been extensively investigated since the early

1980s with no convincing demonstrations of D1 phos-

phorylation despite both in vitro and in vivo labeling

studies under a variety of conditions including those

that led to D1* accumulation in higher plants.

A recent detailed analysis of PS II particles isolated

from C. reinhardtii cells 32P-labeled for 14 hr demon-

strated phosphorylation of D2, P6 (PS II-C polypep-

tide), and three low-molecular-weight polypeptides,

but not D1 [27]. It seems unlikely the lack of phos-

phorylation of D1 is artifactual unless the hypothet-

ical phospho-D1 of Chlamydomonas is unusually

sensitive to endogenous cellular phosphatases that

were not completely inhibited by the 20-mM fluoride

present in the isolation buffers. Dephosphorylation of

D1 during isolation of thylakoids has been observed,

and it is noted that 125mM NaF was used to prevent

dephosphorylation of Spirodela D1 [23].

A polypeptide tentatively identified as D1 was

observed to be phosphorylated after in vivo 32P-

labeling of Dunaliella salina cells in the light [28].

Phosphorylation of this polypeptide was stimulated

under photoinhibitory conditions consistent with the

conditions required for D1* formation in higher

plants. To conclude, D1 is not phosphorylated across

the whole range of green algal species and thus

‘‘lower’’ plants in general.

d. The D2 polypeptide is consistently observed to

be phosphorylated

The D2 polypeptide of spinach was shown to be phos-

phorylated at its N terminus by mass spectrometry

[20]. It is also phosphorylated in pea (see Figure 10.1)

[31]. In C. reinhardtii the phosphorylated form of D2

(D2.1) can be distinguished from the nonphosphory-

lated form (D2.2) by its slightly lower migration in

SDS-PAGE [27,32]. Treatment of phosphorylated PS

II particles with alkaline phosphatase removed all

signs of phosphopeptides as assessed by autoradiog-

raphy and led to loss of the D2.1 band observed by

staining the polypeptides with Coomassie brilliant

blue and a concomitant increase in stain on the D2.2

band [27]. Study of D2 phosphorylation in vivo

revealed that the polypeptide tended to become phos-

phorylated under oxidizing conditions rather than the

reducing conditions that favor phosphorylation of

most other thylakoid polypeptides [33]. In vitro redox

titrations contradicted this finding, however [34]. Nei-

ther D1 nor D2 has been observed to be phosphoryl-

ated in the cyanobacteria.

e. Are the low-molecular-weight polypeptides of

PS II phosphorylated?

The only low-molecular-weight polypeptides of the

reaction center are PS II-E, -F, and -I, none of

which are generally considered to be phosphopro-

teins. Could at least one of them become phosphor-

ylated? de Vitry et al. [27] identified a 5-kDa

phosphopeptide of Chlamydomonas PS II core par-

ticles, which they suggested could be PS II-F or

PS II-I. Analysis of the Chlamydomonas psbI gene

sequence has revealed that the PS II-I protein has a



threonine in position 2 that hypothetically could be

phosphorylated [9]. However, the sequences of

Chlamydomonas PS II-E and -F, as translated from

their gene sequences, both reveal possible phosphor-

ylation sites at the N termini also [35,36]. It should be

noted that the core PS II particles also contain other

low-molecular-weight polypeptides, which might be

an unidentified small phosphopolypeptide [27] such

as the psbL gene product that was suggested to be

phosphorylated in wheat [37].

Most thylakoid phosphoproteins contain arginine

or lysine residues close to their N termini so that the

N-terminal phosphate label is removed during trypsin

or lys-C endopeptidase treatments. However, there is

a low-molecular-weight phosphoprotein of pea thyla-

koids that resists both trypsin and lys-C treatments

(see Figure 10.1). The sequence of pea PS II-I revealed

no arginyl or lysyl residues at the N terminus and

threonine at position 2 [8]. Perhaps the PS II-I poly-

peptide of the reaction center can be phosphorylated

with D1 and D2. The identity of the five low-molecu-

lar-weight phosphopeptides seen in Figure 10.1 war-

rants further study.

f. What is the function of PS II reaction center

polypeptide phosphorylation?

Current hypotheses involve control of D1 degrad-

ation by its phosphorylation [38]. Some predict that

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

[14C]-D1

lys-Cincreasing [trypsin]

PS II-H

LHC II
Phospho-D1
Phospho-D2

PS II-I?

FIGURE 10.1 Pea PS II reaction center polypeptides phosphorylated in vitro. Autoradiograph of pea thylakoid membrane

polypeptides subjected to protease treatments after phosphorylation in vitro with [g32P]-ATP and separation of phospho-

peptides using discontinuous tricine SDS-PAGE followed by blotting to nitrocellulose. The phosphorylated D1 (phospho-

D1) polypeptide is not degraded by the endoproteinase lys-C because its sequence is devoid of lysyl residues. The

phosphorylated D2 polypeptide (phospho-D2), which is observed to migrate more slowly than D1 in this gel system, is

degraded by both lys-C and trypsin. Phosphopeptides of LHC II (LHC II) and the 10-kDa psbH gene product (PS II-H)

are degraded due to the abundant presence of arginyl and lysyl residues. Five low-molecular-weight polypeptides are

observed to be phosphorylated, though only one remained resistant to both lys-C and trypsin treatments (PS II-I?). The

mobility and protease sensitivity of D1 were confirmed by immunodecoration of the blot using anti-D1 antibodies (not

shown) as well as comigration of the [14C]-azidoatrazine labeled D1 polypeptide of Scenedesmus obliquus ([14C]-D1; lane 11).

Thylakoid membranes were isolated from peas [29] and phosphorylated for 30min in the presence of 0.5mM ATP (80Ci/mol

[g32P]-ATP), 0.5mg/ml dithionite, and 10mMNaF. Samples containing 12.5mg chlorophyll were treated with trypsin or lys-

C endopeptidase in 20-ml final volume (lanes 2 to 8: 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 10, 50, 100, 500mg/ml trypsin, respectively; lane 9: 500mg/ml

lys-C; lanes 1 and 10, no protease) for 30min at 378C prior to solubilization at 808C for 5min and tricine–SDS-PAGE 16.5%

T, 3% C [30]. These gels are efficient at separating low-molecular-weight peptides. Transfer of the polypeptides to nitrocel-

lulose prior to direct autoradiography proved highly effective for observing the low-molecular-weight phosphopeptides,

although it is possible that some larger polypeptides might fail to transfer to nitrocellulose efficiently.



D1 phosphorylation targets the polypeptide for

degradation [22], while others suggest that its phos-

phorylation postpones degradation once damage

has occurred [24–26]. The damaged phospho-D1 was

proposed to stabilize a dissipative form of PS II in-

volved in protection of the remaining PS II activity

against high-light damage [39]. Site-directed mutagen-

esis of psbA in order to alter the D1 phosphorylation

site may provide a handle on this problem.

Phosphorylation of the reaction center polypep-

tides probably cannot be consistent independently of

the observed phosphorylation of other PS II polypep-

tides such as CP43 and the 10-kDa psbH gene product

or the polypeptides of the light harvesting complex

(LHC II), all of which tend to be phosphorylated

under reducing conditions [38]. It has been suggested

that thylakoid polypeptide phosphorylation protects

against photoinhibition, and studies have provided

some evidence that phosphorylated reaction centers

are less likely to be damaged [40].

B. C-TERMINAL PROCESSING

In higher plants and most other species examined, the

D1 polypeptide is synthesized with a short C-terminal

extension. Structural models place the C terminus of

D1 on the lumenal side of the thylakoid such that the

newly synthesized C terminus of D1 must transverse

the membrane following translation and release from

the ribosome sitting on the stromal side of the thyla-

koid. The C-terminal extension must be removed to

allow assembly of the OEC since the mature C ter-

minus is apparently required as a ligand [41]. How-

ever, a photochemically competent reaction center is

assembled in the LF-1 nuclear mutant of Scenedesmus

obliquus, which is unable to process the D1 C

terminus due to its lack of the appropriate specific

protease [42,43]. The PS II membranes isolated from

LF-1 can be engineered back to competency in water-

splitting by treatment with the protease necessary to

process the D1 C terminus followed by assembly of an

OEC in vitro [44]. A gene encoding a protease appar-

ently specific for D1 C-terminal processing has been

sequenced in Synechocytis 6803 and designated ctpA

[45]. A Synechocystis mutant in which the ctpA gene

was inactivated has a phenotype very similar to LG-1

[46]. It is not clear why plants go to the extent of

synthesizing the C-terminal extension of D1 and a

specific protease for its removal — the sequence of

psbA in the green alga Euglena gracilis reveals no

C-terminal extension and cells that are competent in

oxygen evolution [47,48]; removal of the C-terminal

extension of C. reinhardtii by genetic engineering and

chloroplast transformation produced a phenotype in-

distinguishable from the wild type at least under the

conditions tested [49,50]. The processing does, how-

ever, provide a useful means by which the plant nu-

cleus might control the activation of previously

assembled reaction centers [44,51]. Other functions

might include the possibility that the C-terminal

amino acid(s) of D1 are sensitive to nonspecific car-

boxypeptidase activity or some other modification

during the assembly process, which would otherwise

waste the entire polypeptide.

The mature C terminus of D1 was confirmed by

sequencing studies [52]. Reaction centers isolated

from spinach thylakoids were denatured with SDS

and the D1 and D2 polypeptides separated by size

exclusion chromatography in the presence of 0.2%

SDS. Analysis of amino acids released by carboxy-

peptidase treatment of purified D1 and D2 enabled

determination of their C termini revealing the pro-

cessing site of D1 and the unprocessed D2 C ter-

minus. It is unlikely, though unconfirmed, that PS

II-E, -F, and -I are processed at their C termini.

C. METHYLATION

The light-regulated methylation of chloroplast has

been documented, but none appeared to be thylakoid

membrane proteins [53]. It is possible that D1 is

synthesized with a short C-terminal extension because

occasional a-carboxymethylation can occur immedi-

ately after the polypeptide is synthesized and before

the C-terminal domain has been translocated across

the thylakoid. The C-terminal processing in the lumen

then proceeds once the C terminus is isolated from

stromal carboxymethyl transferase activity, allowing

100% of the D1 C termini to bear the free a-carboxy

group required for assembly of the OEC. Thus, a

single methylation would not waste an entire D1

and tie up other PS II subunits in a complex that

could never become active in linear electron transport

(see Section II.B).

D. FATTY ACYLATION

When the aquatic angiosperm Spirodela oligorhiza

was pulse-labeled with [3H]-palmitic acid, a number

of chloroplast polypeptides were observed to become

labeled. The only thylakoid polypeptide that was ob-

served to be labeled after the 3-min pulse was D1,

which was also rapidly synthesized under the condi-

tions. It was confirmed that the acyl group remained

as palmitoyl and that a thioester bond linked it to the

D1 N-terminal tryptic peptide T22/T20 [54] limiting

the modification site to one of only a few methionine

or cysteine residues found in this portion of the poly-

peptide. Since palmitoylation in animals is confined

to cysteine [55], the only cysteines of D1, residues 19



and 126, which are highly conserved in the all species

examined [19], are strong candidates for the modifi-

cation site. The palmitoylation event apparently oc-

curred after C-terminal processing of D1 and

translocation to the granal lamellae [56], though it is

also possible that palmitoylation immediately pre-

ceded translocation as the authors concluded [54].

The function of the transient palmitoylation remains

obscure.

The palmitoylation studies above also revealed

that the large subunit of Rubisco and the chloro-

plast acyl carrier protein were similarly modified

[54]. A more general investigation of plant protein

acylation has revealed that many plant proteins

from several different organelles, particularly the mi-

tochondria and the nucleus, can be modified with

farnesyl, geranylgeraniol, phytol, and other

isoprenoids [57]. It seems that the study of plant

protein lipidation is in its infancy, and further inves-

tigations of thylakoid membrane proteins might be

productive.

E. DAMAGE, OXIDATION, AND DEGRADATION

It has been known for some years that PS II is sensi-

tive to electromagnetic radiation of both visible

and ultraviolet wavelengths, particularly UVB

[58]. The molecular basis of this sensitivity is under

investigation and has revealed several different

mechanisms for the deleterious effects of illumin-

ation. Loss of activity is often accompanied by poly-

peptide cleavage, but it is not clear whether the

reaction center is designed to promote controlled

peptide cleavage or whether such cleavage is simply

the gross observable result of extensive polypeptide

damage. Until the covalent modifications accom-

panying activity loss are carefully characterized, it

will not be possible to fully understand the mechan-

isms underlying inhibition.

1. Photosynthetically Active Radiation —

Imbalance of Electron Transport

Photodamage of the PS II reaction center is a regular

consequence of its function, requiring a sophisticated

mechanism for the removal and replacement of D1

polypeptide from damaged PS II units such that the

number of active PS II units remains constant. If

light-induced damage exceeds the repair capacity,

then overall activity drops in a phenomenon called

photoinhibition [14–17]. Photodamage to the reaction

center appears to involve two separate mechanisms,

the first of which is observed when the donor side of

the reaction center is unable to supply enough elec-

trons for the rapid reduction of P680
þ (donor-side

photoinhibition); the second type results when the

acceptor side cannot transfer electrons away from

the reaction center fast enough, leading to what is

thought to be the double reduction of the primary

quinone acceptor QA and elevated charge recombin-

ation (acceptor-side photoinhibition). Both donor-

and acceptor-side photoinhibition can lead to chloro-

phyll oxidation and cleavage of the D1 polypeptide

[59]. However, such polypeptide cleavage, which has

been observed in vivo, does not lead to immediate

destruction of the reaction center [59]. It can be specu-

lated that structural alterations resulting from poly-

peptide cleavage result in targeting of the reaction

center either for disassembly and replacement or for

conversion to an energy-dissipating form depending

on the prevailing conditions. It is postulated that

phosphorylation of the D1 polypeptide may be im-

portant in determining the immediate fact of the re-

action center [39].

The D1 polypeptide cleavage is not random but

results in distinct fragments depending on whether it

results from donor- or acceptor-side photoinhibition

[59]. These fragments have been identified based on

their size and antigenicity: acceptor-side photoinhibi-

tion leads to primary cleavage in the region between

the fourth and fifth membrane-spanning a-helices

giving 23-kDa N-terminal and 10-kDa C-terminal

fragments, whereas donor-side photoinhibition leads

to primary cleavage in the region of the second trans-

membrane a-helix giving 9-kDa N-terminal and

24-kDa C-terminal fragments. Since the 10-kDa C-

terminal fragment is most often observed in vivo, it is

inferred that the prevalent mode of damage in vivo is

via the acceptor-side mechanism. The precise cleavage

sites, if indeed they are precise, have not been deter-

mined, and the mechanisms of polypeptide cleavage

are unclear. In the case of acceptor-side photodam-

age, the mechanism apparently involves singlet oxy-

gen (1O2) formation [60], but donor-side damage may

occur even in the absence of oxygen [59]. Further-

more, it seems likely that other kinds of damaging

oxidation that do not result in cleavage may occur.

Some evidence for the formation of a bityrosine cross-

link between neighboring segments of the D1 poly-

peptide has been discussed [14]. Evidence is accumu-

lating that D1 may form cross-links to other PS II

polypeptides under conditions of photodamage also

[61].

The D2 polypeptide can probably suffer photo-

damage also since its rate of turnover may also be

somewhat accelerated under photoinhibitory condi-

tions [14]. The PS II-E, -F, and -I polypeptides are

probably not photodamaged but are recycled through

the turnover cycle, unlike D1, which is replaced along

with D2 if required.



2. Ultraviolet Radiation

The PS II reaction center is especially sensitive to UVB

irradiation, resulting in inactivation of electron trans-

port activity [61,62]. The D1 polypeptide cleavage can

accompany damage both in vivo and in vitro [64].

A-20 kDa C-terminal fragment is observed after UVB

treatments, suggesting a cleavage sitewithin the second

transmembrane helix of the reaction center [64]. How

polypeptide cleavage occurs is not known, but the re-

quirement formanganese associatedwith theOEC [64]

hints at a novel mechanism worthy of further investi-

gation. Degradation requiring the presence of plasto-

quinone bound at theQB site has also been discussed in

terms of cleavage between the fourth and fifth trans-

membrane helices ofD1 [65], but it is argued that this is

not the prominent mode of UVB damage in vivo [64].

Plastoquinone is highly sensitive to UVB, and a

significant proportion of PS II inactivation results

due to a general loss of plastoquinone [66] as well as

the bound QA [63]. Recently, degradation of the D2

polypeptide under UVB has been observed in a process

that apparently involves the bound plastoquinone QA

[67]. A specific D2 cleavage site in the hydrophilic loop

connecting transmembrane helices 4 and 5 was in-

ferred from the observed 22-kDaN-terminal fragment

and the pair of 10- and 12-kDa C-terminal fragments

(seen only in the presence of the artificial quinone

acceptor 2,5-dibromo-3-methyl-6-isopropyl benzo-

quinone [DBMIB]). It was implied that in vivo the

bound semiquinone QA
� is the vulnerable species,

with polypeptide cleavage resulting from a novel

mechanism independent of oxygen or proteolytic

activity [67].

3. Degradation

Degradation of D1 polypeptide is thought to limit the

rate at which active PS II units are recovered via

translation of a new polypeptide [68]. The initial steps

in degradation are probably polypeptide cleavage

events as discussed above, but these do not necessarily

lead to immediate destabilization and disassembly of

the reaction center. The steps leading to degradation

of the D1 polypeptide as assessed by its turnover have

been summarized [65]. It was demonstrated that oc-

cupancy of the QB site with quinone or inhibitors

modulates primary D1 degradation in this region of

the polypeptide. It would be surprising if no proteases

were involved in the degradation process, and evi-

dence has been presented that the CP43 polypeptide

of the PS II core possesses protease activity [69].

Evidence for the involvement of a nuclear-encoded

degradation system also remains compelling [70].

Control over degradation of D2 remains unclear.

Once targeted polypeptides or peptide fragments are

removed from the reaction center, they are rapidly

broken down, presumably by protease activity.

4. Localization

Several recent studies have indicated that PS II is in

fact dimeric [71–76]. Current hypotheses suggest that

active PS II units are found in dimers in the appressed

granal thylakoid regions, whereas inactive units are

found in their monomeric form in the nonappressed

stromal membrane regions where degradation and

translation of new polypeptides take place [59]. The

relationship between membrane localization/aggrega-

tion state and posttranslational modifications should

help clarify degradation pathways and associated

control mechanisms.

III. STRUCTURE–FUNCTION STUDIES
USING DIRECTED/ENGINEERED
COVALENT MODIFICATIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

With the goal of relating the structure of PS II to its

function, a common experimental approach intro-

duces specific alterations at known sites within the

reaction center and examines functional consequences.

Earlier studies relied on directed chemical modifica-

tion techniques, which always suffered from the criti-

cism that observed functional alterations may have

resulted from an unpredicted modification. Dissection

of spontaneous or induced genetic alterations in

photosynthesis mutants provided important advances

but lacked the goal of the ability to choose the alter-

ation. The development of genetic engineering and

transformation techniques allowing site-directed

modification of the genes encoding reaction center

polypeptides in some model photosynthetic species

has effectively provided a potentially more rigorous

approach to directed modification, that is, the in vivo

biosynthesis of reaction centers altered only by a single

specific amino acid chosen by manipulation of the

genetic code. Both chemical and genetic methods

have provided important and often complementary

information on PS II structure and function.

B. CHEMICAL MODIFICATIONS TO PS II REACTION

CENTER POLYPEPTIDES

1. Controlled Protease Treatments Can Be Used to

Modify PS II Activity

Controlled protease treatments of PS II do not lead to

destabilization of the complex provided they are not



too severe and can be used to gain structure–function

information. It was the discovery of a specific prote-

ase treatment of thylakoid membranes that modu-

lated electron transport through PS II and herbicide

binding that first led to the hypothesis that a ‘‘pro-

teinaceous shield’’ was associated with PS II [77].

Many studies have examined the effect of controlled

proteolysis with specific effects on both donor and

acceptor sides having been documented (e.g., Refs.

[78,79]). Cleavage of D1 and D2 in the regions be-

tween their fourth and fifth membrane-spanning

a-helices is implicated in modification of the acceptor

side [80], whereas perturbation of the donor side

probably arises from cuts to polypeptides associated

with the OEC.

2. Covalent Modification of PS II Reaction Center

Polypeptides with Organic Agents

Phenylglyoxal has been used to modify the arginine

residues of PS II with demonstrated effects on both

donor and acceptor sites [81,82]. Diethylpyrocarbo-

nate (DEPC) has been used to modify histidine res-

idues with effects on both donor and acceptor sites of

PS II [83–85]. Tetranitromethane, which can modify

both sulfhydryl and tyrosine residues, appears to af-

fect the donor side of PS II, but it is not clear whether

this effect is specifically due to tyrosine or –SH

modification [86,87]. Modification of carboxyl groups

by 1-ethyl-3-[3-(dimethylamino)propyl]carbodiimide

(EDC) has been used to study the high-affinity man-

ganese-binding site of the PS II donor side incorpor-

ating suitable controls to diminish the possibility that

the observed effects were due to cross-linking or –SH

modifications [88]. The results suggested that the site

modified was the other half of the high-affinity man-

ganese site that was insensitive to DEPC treatment

[89], and protection of the modification site by Mn2þ

implied that lumenal carboxyl groups provide ligands

to manganese bound at this site [88]. Identification of

the polypeptide amino acid residue(s) protected from

EDC modification by Mn2þ would provide an elegant

conclusion to this work. Controlled proteolysis ex-

periments indicated that H337 of D1 was one of the

DEPC-sensitive ligands, though residues on other

polypeptides cannot be ruled out [84].

3. Covalent Modification of PS II Reaction Center

Polypeptides with Inorganic Agents

Iodide (I–) is able to donate electrons to PS II that

lack a functional OEC in a light-dependent reaction

that iodinates a tyrosine residue on D1. A tyrosine

residue on D2 is iodinated in the dark [90,91]. It was

concluded from peptide-mapping studies that Y161

of D1 (YZ) and Y160 of D2 (YD) were probably the

modified residues [92,93].

4. Photoaffinity Labeling of PS II Reaction Center

Polypeptides with Herbicide Analog

Since photoaffinity labeling of thylakoid membranes

with 2-azido-4-ethylamino-6-isopropylamino-s-tria-

zine (azidoatrazine) was used to identify the 32-kDa

herbicide receptor protein of PS II [94], this technique

has enjoyed considerable focus. The identification of

photoaffinity labeling sites combined with genetic an-

alysis of herbicide-resistant mutants provided chem-

ical and genetic proof that the herbicide receptor was

indeed the D1 polypeptide that along with D2 formed

a heterodimeric reaction center homologous in struc-

ture to the solved crystal structure of the purple bac-

terial reaction center. Peptide-mapping studies [95]

and peptide-sequencing studies [29] support modifica-

tion of M214 of D1 by azidoatrazine. Sequencing

studies showed that Y237 and Y254 of D1 were

modified by azidomonuron, an analog of the herbi-

cide diuron-[3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea]

(DCMU) [96]. 2-Azido-3,5-diiodo-4-hydroxybenzo-

nitrile (azidoioxynil) labeled V249 of D1 [97]. Several

other compounds have also been observed to photo-

affinity label D1 and other reaction center polypep-

tides [98,99].

5. Chemical Cross-Linking of PS II Reaction Center

Polypeptides

In the absence of a solved crystal structure for the PS

II reaction center, chemical cross-linking studies can

be used to probe nearest-neighbor relationships of the

polypeptides in isolated PS II. This is particularly

meaningful with regard to the interface between the

PS II-E, -F, and -I polypeptides and the D1/D2 het-

erodimer, which is predicted to form a structure simi-

lar to that of the purple bacterial reaction center. The

bifunctional reagents 3,3’-(dithiobis)succinimidyl pro-

pionate (DSP) and 1,6-hexamethylene diisocyanate

(HMDI) have been used to cross-link PS II reaction

centers, suggesting that K4 of PS II-I is close to a

stromal loop lysine of D2 as well as the N terminus of

PS II-E [100] and that the C-terminal domains of D1

and D2 are in close proximity [101]. PS II particles

can be cross-linked using a procedure involving

adducts of the photoaffinity reagents succinimidyl

[(4-azidophenyl)dithio]propionate (SADP) [102] and

sulfosuccinimidyl[(4-azidophenyl)dithio]propionate

(SSADP) [103], although the cross-linking sites have

not been characterized. Interestingly, D1 is com-

pletely resistant to chemical cross-linking using agents

such as glutaraldehyde in intact thylakoids unless



pretreated with octyl b-D-glycoside [104]. Cross-link-

ing studies have also been used to probe changes in

spatial relationships of polypeptides in PS II mem-

branes in response to protein phosphorylation [105].

C. IDENTIFICATION OF SPECIFIC MODIFICATION SITES
oF PS II REACTION CENTER POLYPEPTIDES

1. Detection of Specific Modifications

Most of the covalent modifications to PS II reaction

center polypeptides have been analyzed by gel elec-

trophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and labeling studies. Anti-

bodies to known epitopes have been useful in

identifying specific proteolytic fragments, and sequen-

cing studies have enabled the identification of some

photoaffinity labeling sites. As the demand for accur-

ate characterization of modification sites increases,

more precise methods of analysis will be required.

Structural determinations by x-ray or electron dif-

fraction studies of crystals are one means of charac-

terizing modifications, but the PS II reaction center

has not yet yielded to such methods at the levels of

resolution required. The reaction center is too big for

structural analysis with current nuclear magnetic res-

onance (NMR) methodologies. The most promising

method for accurate analysis of all PS II reaction

center polypeptide modifications is mass spectrom-

etry, which can yield primary structure information.

Along with primary structures predicted from gene

sequences, accurate mass determination can reveal

the presence of modifications, and detailed structural

determination can then be used to characterize the

modification site. The solving of the nature of N-

terminal processing of D1 and D2 [20] provides an

example of such methodology and highlights some of

the technical difficulties that must be overcome to

make mass spectrometry more broadly applicable.

2. Characterization of Modification Sites

Mass spectrometric analysis requires moderate quan-

tities of material, highly purified using high-perform-

ance liquid chromatography (HPLC) or capillary

electrophoresis. Though masses in the range of indi-

vidual PS II polypeptides can now be accurately meas-

ured, much smaller peptides are required for structural

information to be obtained. The extreme hydrophobi-

city of most of the peptides derived from the PS II

reaction center makes them difficult to handle without

resorting to SDS. The N-terminal phosphopeptides of

D1 and D2 are quite hydrophilic, enabling their puri-

fication by ferric ion affinity chromatography and

standard HPLC techniques [20], though the use of a

method of isolation specific for the phosphate group

eliminates the chance to observe the nonphosphory-

lated form if indeed it exists.

An important breakthrough was made by White-

legge et al. [29], who used one of the new generation

of macroporous poly(styrene/divinylbenzene) chro-

matography supports combined with a formic acid/

isopropanol solvent system to isolate hydrophobic

peptides originating from intrinsic a-helical regions

of the D1 polypeptide. These peptides were suitable

for both sequencing studies and mass-spectrometric

analysis. Use of the poly(styrene/divinylbenzene)

support has been extended to intact thylakoid mem-

brane proteins [106]. Some cyanogen bromide frag-

ments derived from D1 and D2 were separated on a

C8 silica column [101] using a trifluoroacetic acid

(TFA)/acetonitrile solvent system. D1 was first isol-

ated by HPLC using a C18 silica column [107].

D. SITE-DIRECTED MUTAGENESIS AND THE COVALENT

MODIFICATION OF PS II REACTION CENTER

POLYPEPTIDES

1. Introduction

The most elegant method of introducing specific cova-

lentmodifications to PS II reaction center polypeptides

is surely site-directed mutagenesis. In principle, by

altering the appropriate gene it is possible to alter single

ormultiple amino acid residues or introduce or remove

sections of polypeptide of varying lengths. Unfortu-

nately, such goals can only be accomplished in the few

species currently amenable to transformation. Fur-

thermore, even single amino acid alterations are fre-

quently sufficient to destabilize the reaction center so

that very little or no modified complexes accumulate

precluding functional analysis. Despite these draw-

backs, it is most likely that site-directed mutagenesis

will remain the most important means of modifying

reaction center polypeptides for many years to come.

Of the wide range of organisms capable of oxy-

genic photosynthesis, both prokaryotic cyanobac-

teria, such as Synechocystis PPC 6803, and the

eukaryotic green algal species C. reinhardtii are trans-

formable to the extent that any of the five PS II

reaction center polypeptides can be potentially altered

at will. This objective is facilitated in Chlamydomonas

by the fact that these polypeptides are encoded within

the chloroplast genome, which can be conveniently

engineered in contrast to its nuclear genome. Import-

antly, both of the above-mentioned species will grow

using heterotrophic metabolism such that mutations

that cripple photosynthetic production do not kill the

transformed organism, thus overcoming a significant

barrier to site-directed mutagenesis of nearly all



higher-plant species. Nevertheless, development of a

workable chloroplast transformation system for ma-

nipulation of PS II reaction center polypeptides in a

higher-plant species remains an important priority.

The choice of host species for transformation de-

pends on the type of analysis to be performed upon

mutants. Biophysical analysis of the primary reac-

tions of electron transport by PS II can be conveni-

ently accomplished in either Synechocystis or

Chlamydomonas since reaction centers [108,109], oxy-

gen-evolving core particles [27,110,111], or PS II–en-

riched membranes (BBYs) [112,113] can be isolated

from either species in broadly comparable yields.

Comparison of the sequences of D1 and D2 reveals

a very high homology between the prokaryote and the

eukaryote [19], and similarly PS II-E, -F, and -I

[9,35,36,114] are also quite highly conserved, suggest-

ing a similar function of the reaction center in both.

The OECs of both host types function comparably,

yet it is known that extrinsic polypeptides of the

OEC, which are thought to stabilize the tetranuclear

manganese cluster, do vary considerably between the

species, with Synechocystis displaying a rather differ-

ent arrangement from that observed in eukaryotes [1].

The extrinsic phycobilisome light harvesting antenna

of the cyanobacteria is also very different from the

intrinsic LHC II found associated with PS II in algae

and higher plants. Whether such differences between

OEC or antenna are significant with regard to the

primary function of the reaction center is doubtful.

What is clear is that the physiologies of the two host

types are quite different and the choice of host for

studies with a more physiological bias should be care-

fully considered. Even Chlamydomonas, whose

chloroplasts are similar to higher plants in many

ways, cannot be regarded a perfect model species.

Undoubtedly, the most engineered species with

regard to PS II reaction center polypeptides, Synecho-

cystis PCC 6803, offers several features that make it

highly attractive to the genetic engineer. Probably the

most significant of these is its ability to take up small

pieces of homologous DNA and recombine them into

its genome [115]. With the appropriate use of heter-

ologous selectable markers, engineering of PS II reac-

tion center polypeptides is accomplished with ease

[116,117]. Furthermore, in situ complementation

[118] achieved by spotting appropriate DNA solu-

tions onto a lawn of mutant cells provides a powerful

means of visualizing growth phenotype as well as

confirming mutant genotype [119,120]. C. reinhardtii

PS II reaction center polypeptides have been some-

what less engineered, and I shall here review the

subject in more detail to supplement the indispensable

‘‘Chloroplast Transformations in Chlamydomonas’’

[121] and The Chlamydomonas Sourcebook [122].

2. Manipulation of Chloroplast PS II Electron

Transport in C. reinhardtii Using Site-Directed

Mutagenesis

While C. reinhardtii PS II reaction center polypep-

tides are encoded in the chloroplast genome, the as-

sembly of PS II complexes in vivo requires the

coordinated expression of many nuclear genes as

well [123]. The discovery that DNA could be intro-

duced to the chloroplast via the particle gun and that

homologous recombination of transforming DNA

with the chloroplast genome occurred [124] paved

the way for efficient engineering of chloroplast-en-

coded PS II polypeptides. The nuclear-encoded poly-

peptides cannot yet be engineered with precision,

although nuclear DNA may be transformed [125],

and progress has been made in directing transform-

ation to specific loci as well as accomplishing hom-

ologous recombination of transforming DNA with

target nuclear genes [126–128].

a. Choice of hosts

One of the most significant advances of C. reinhardtii

as a model organism is its ability to synthesize chloro-

phyll in the dark, unlike nearly all higher-plant

species. Thylakoid membranes and associated chloro-

phyll–protein complexes are thus nearly fully assem-

bled in the dark. PS II is fully assembled, except for

the photoactivation (assembly) of the OEC. Conse-

quently, Chlamydomonas can assemble its PS II reac-

tion center in complete darkness allowing an

otherwise impossible study of superphotosensitive

mutants, as well as the study of the photoactivation

process in vivo. The ability of C. reinhardtii to synthe-

size chlorophyll in the dark is lost quite easily if cells

are stored in the light, so it is wise to obtain a green-

in-the-dark (GID) line and keep it in the dark. The

author’s favorite wild-type strain is 2137, which forms

compact, very dark green colonies on agar and deep

green liquid cultures even when grown in darkness.

Other wild-type host varieties have also been used

successfully [49,129–132].

An alternative host variety for transformation is

deleted in all or part of the gene to be engineered.

When using such a host, transformation can be used

to replace a missing gene or gene segment with a piece

of engineered DNA resulting in restoration of an

otherwise wild-type gene bearing the desired alter-

ation. Whitelegge et al. [132] used such a technique

to successfully engineer psbA site-directed mutants.

Alternatively, the piece of DNA used for gene re-

placement can be more highly engineered. For exam-

ple, a recent study has produced a single plasmid

suitable for all manipulations of Chlamydomonas

psbA by splicing out the four psbA introns,



introducing unique restriction sites for more conveni-

ent engineering and adding a heterologous selectable

marker [133]. These strategies are summarized in

Figure 10.2.

b. DNA constructs for transformation

The major DNA constructs used for transformation

of psbA in Chlamydomonas are summarized in Figure

10.2. The chloroplast restriction fragments R16

9pRR, which contain psbA exons 1 to 4, and R24,

which contain exon 5 (in the pRX subclone), were

first isolated and sequenced in the Rochaix laboratory

[135,136]. As shown in Figure 10.2, smaller subclones

are usually used for genetic manipulation followed by

further subcloning into larger constructs. Removal of

psbA introns by splicing and engineering of unique

restriction sites along with the insertion of the aadA

cassette has generated a single plasmid (pBA157) that

can be used for any psbA alteration without the need

to subclone or use a second plasmid containing a

selectable marker [133].

The psbD gene, which does not contain introns, is

contained within restriction fragments R3 and R06

[135,137]. The psbE and psbF genes are found on

chloroplast restriction fragment PstI-4 (p074) [35,36].

The psbI gene is found on chloroplast restriction

fragment R7 [9,135].

c. Transformation method

The method of choice for chloroplast transformation

in C. reinhardtii is the particle gun. Transforming

DNAs are coated on tungsten or gold microprojec-

tiles, which are fired at high velocity into target cells

using gunpowder charge or compressed gas

[121,124,138,139]. Transformation efficiency is rather

low (10�4 is around the highest reported) but never-

theless results in up to several thousand successful

transformations per individual target of approxi-

mately 2 million cells. This success rate is often les-

sened, depending on the transforming DNA. The

high velocity of the microprojectiles ensures that

the transforming DNA enters the cell regardless of the

presence of the cell wall. It is assumed that the particle

leading to successful transformation also penetrate

the membranes surrounding the single chloroplast of

the Chlamydomonas cell, allowing interaction between

the transforming DNA and the 50 to 100 copies of the

chloroplast genome. Homologous recombination be-

tween transforming DNA and the chloroplast gen-

ome results in incorporation of foreign DNA into

one or more chloroplast genome copies. Cell division

and replication eventually allow the segregation of

some homoplasmic cell lines where all copies of the

chloroplast genome bear the modified DNA se-

quence.

Unfortunately, the particle gun is a rather special-

ized piece of equipment not widely available to all

researchers, and its price presents a barrier to most

individual laboratories. Other techniques for chloro-

plast transformation have consequently been devel-

oped. Vortexing of cells with transforming DNA and

glass beads has proved successful provided that the

host strain is cell wall minus (e.g., CW15) or the cell

walls are removed [140]. To overcome the problem of

the cell wall minus requirement, it has recently been

reported that the glass beads can be replaced with

silicon carbide ‘‘whiskers’’ allowing successful trans-

formation of wild-type strains [141]. Thus, there are

other methods for successful chloroplast transform-

ation that can be used instead of the particle gun

provided they are not overly efficient at transforming

the nucleus. Transformation of the nucleus with

heterologous DNA leads to random insertions often

accompanied by neighboring deletions [142], there-

fore it is important to ascertain that the mutant

phenotype obtained is truly the result of the designed

chloroplast alteration and not the result of an altered

nuclear genotype. Of course, such a consideration is

also required for mutants obtained using the particle

gun.

d. Segregation

Due to the polyploid nature of the chloroplast genome

of Chlamydomonas, a single transformed cell is likely

to contain a mixture of wild-type and mutant genome

copies. This transient heteroplasmic state is apparently

rapidly replaced by the segregation of homoplasmic

siblings after several rounds of cell division. If the

mutant genome is providing resistance to some kind

of selection pressure (e.g., a drug resistance marker),

then it is likely that all surviving siblings will be mu-

tant. If, however, there is no selection pressure for the

mutation, then both wild-type and mutant siblings

would be expected. Such a state of affairs is observed

after a cotransformation experiment like that shown in

Figure 10.2. Only transformants bearing the selectable

marker mutation in the 168 rRNA gene survive during

segregation, but not all of these contain the second

mutation, the desired psbA alteration. The double mu-

tants with the desired psbA alteration as well as the

selectable marker must then be identified among the

different siblings of the initial transformant, if indeed

any contain the second mutation. Fortunately,

cotransformation frequencies are often quite high (up

to 25%) [132]. If the deletion mutant host is used, then

only mutant copies of psbA will be found in the segre-

gating population. If a wild-type host is used, then it is

possible that both wild-type and mutant copies of

psbA are found during segregation. Any phenotype

observedmight arguably result from amixed genotype



leading to interpretation problems. It is thus necessary

to demonstrate that segregation is complete, particu-

larly if using a wild-type host. It is believed that a fully

segregated mutant contains identical copies of psbA in

each half of the inverted repeat resulting from a copy

correction mechanism such that all chloroplast gen-

ome copies are identical [121]. Thus, it should be ex-

perimentally verified at a sensitivity of around 1:200

that all psbA copies are mutant if conclusions regard-

ing phenotype are to be considered valid. Obviously,

the same mutation can be constructed in a deletion

host to confirm a particular phenotype [132].
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pxb1.8

R X Xb Xb Xb XbR R R BB B

pCrBH 4.8

1 2 3 4 5 5S 23S 3S7S 16S
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pRRX

rRNA

rRNA

1 kb

1 kb

BgH H xb xb xbR R R BB BK K
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psbA (four introns)
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aadA
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(intron-free)
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FIGURE 10.2 Strategies for the transformation of psbA in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. (A) Transformation using a homolo-

gous selectable marker. Plasmid insert pCrBH4.8 is used to introduce a single-point mutation in the 16S rRNA gene that

confers spectinomycin resistance upon successful transformants. In cotransformation strategies a second plasmid is introduced

to cells along with the spectinomycin resistance marker (pCrBH4.8). The plasmid insert pRR can be used to transform a wild-

type host (above the map), but the larger pRRX plasmid insert is required to replace psbA in the FuD7 deletion mutant (below

the map; note the deletion in FuD7-speckled box). Since both pRR and pRRX are too large for convenient engineering

techniques such as site-directedmutagenesis, a smaller plasmid insertmust be used formanipulations. For example, to engineer

specific alterations to codon asp170 of psbA exon 3,Whitelegge et al. [132] used the pXb1.8 insert (shown above themap), which

required subcloning into the larger constructs pRR and pRRX for transformation of wild-type and FuD7 deletion hosts,

respectively. Transformants containing the desired psbA alteration must be identified among those bearing the spectinomycin

resistance marker, with observed cotransformation frequencies in the 1% to 25% range. Final transformants contain solely

alterations to a maximum of three base pairs per altered codon of psbA and a single base-pair alteration to the 16S rNA

(adapted from Ref. [132]). (B) Transformation using a heterologous selectable marker. The heterologous aadA cassette (open

box) confers resistance to spectinomycin upon expression of the aadA gene in transformants [134]. Alteration of psbA is

achieved in the intron-free psbA gene in plasmid insert pBA157,which also contains the spectinomycin resistancemarker aadA.

Linkage of the two genes in this way results in efficient transformation of a deletion host such as ac-u-;ys (below the map;

speckled box) with approximately 100% of spectinomycin-resistant transformants also carrying the desired alteration to psbA

[133]. Final transformants contain the spliced intronless psbA gene with chosen codon alterations as well as silent changes used

to introduce restriction sites and express the heterologous aadA gene in their chloroplasts. (Adapted from J. Minagawa and

A. R. Crofts, Photosynth. Res., 42:121 (1994)).



e. Controls

The ideal controls to use when examining the pheno-

type of transformants include the host strain when a

wild-type host is used or a transformant bearing a

wild-type replacement gene if a deletion host is used

[132]. It should also be confirmed that the selectable

marker mutation does not perturb whatever aspect of

phenotype is examined. Since the particle gun can

induce both chloroplast and nuclear mutations, it is

preferable to examine phenotype in two or three in-

dependent transformants for each alteration studied

to absolutely confirm that the observed phenotype

results from the desired alteration and not from an-

other unsuspected mutation.

f. Reduction of chloroplast copy number

Many chloroplast transformation protocols suggest

growing host cells in 5-fluoro-2’-deoxyuridine to de-

crease the chloroplast copy number and increase

chloroplast transformation efficiency [121,140,143].

Since the treatment is mutagenic toward chloroplast

DNA [144] as well as personnel, it is desirable to

avoid the use of this chemical. Transformation and

cotransformation efficiencies apparently remain satis-

factorily high even when FdUrd treatments are not

used [132].

g. Maintenance of mutant lines and storage

Transformant lines are kept in darkness to avoid

any selection pressure for revertants. Mutants are

usually kept growing on agar plates since cold storage

of Chlamydomonas cells usually kills them. Fortu-

nately, protocols for the successful long-term freezing

of cells are under development [145] that will hope-

fully eliminate the tedious task of keeping all cell lines

on agar.

h. C. reinhardtrii site-directed mutants with

modified PS II reaction center polypeptides

Only a limited number of studies have so far exam-

ined the effect of site-directed mutations on PS II

structure and function. Whitelegge et al. [131,132]

have examined the role of D170 of D1 in the assembly

of the OEC (see Figure 10.3). Roffey et al. have made

alterations at D1 codons 195 [130] and 190 [146,147]

to probe electron donation within the reaction center.

Przibilla et al. [129] have examined the effect of twin

alterations to D1 codons 266 and 264 and a triple

alteration (D1 codons 266, 264, and 259) on herbicide

sensitivity of PS II. Lers et al. [49] engineered a mu-

tant that lacked the D1 C-terminal extension.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The many possible combinations of posttranslational

modifications to PS II reaction center polypeptides

may underlie the difficulty in obtaining high-reso-

lution three-dimensional structural information from

crystallographic studies. When the structure is solved,

it will aid our understanding of how the dynamic

nature of covalent modification relates to all aspects

Donor side Acceptor side

2H2O

O2+
4H+

OEC PS II reaction center

D1/D2 D1/D2D1 D1 D2 D1

D1/D2D1 D1 D2 D1

4e− 2e−
Mn4 Yz

Yz

P680

P680 Pheo

Pheo QA

QA QB

QB

PQ+

PQH2

2H+

hν

Donor side Acceptor side
hν

2e−
PQ+

PQH2

2H+

PS II reaction center

?

A

B

FIGURE 10.3 Manipulation of electron

transport through PS II in vivo. The linear

electron transport pathway through PS II is

shown for wild-type reaction center (A) and

those where D1 codon 170 has been cova-

lently modified via site-directed mutagenesis

(B). In Chlamydomonas reinhardtii White-

legge et al. [132] have demonstrated that

such modifications lead to either partial or

complete loss of the ability to assemble the

OEC, thus generating a shortage of electrons

for reduction of the primary and secondary

donors, P680
þ and YZ

þ. Alternative donors

such as cytochrome b559 or YD may provide

some electrons, but it is also likely that the

lifetime of P680
þ will be increased leading to

oxidation of chlorophyll, carotenoids, and

amino acid residues. Manipulation of the

PS II electron transport pathway in vivo pro-

vides an exciting tool for the dissection of

damage and protection mechanisms.

(Adapted from J. P. Whitelegge, D. Koo, B.

A. Diner, I. Domain, and J. M. Erickson,

J. Biol. Chem., 270:225 (1995)).



of PS II physiology and ultimately plant productivity.

A deeper comprehension of processes such as the PS

II repair cycle and functional heterogeneity as well as

their intimate relationship to the supermolecular or-

ganization of the thylakoid will require further careful

analysis of covalent modifications. Controlled modi-

fication via site-directed mutagenesis will prove in-

valuable for the testing of hypotheses not only

concerning PS II physiology but also with regard to

the biophysics of energy conversion by the photo-

synthetic reaction center. Recent advances have been

reviewed [148].
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I. INTRODUCTION

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are constantly pro-

duced during normal cellular metabolism. Originally

regarded mainly as toxic by-products of metabolism,

nowadays their diverse and indispensable role in nu-

merous aspects of plant growth and development is

fully appreciated. Alterations in ROS levels can act as

the signals that switch on developmental programs or

regulate physiological processes such as adaptation to

abiotic stress, resistance to pathogens, cross-toler-

ance, and programmed cell death (PCD) (Figure

11.1).

Because of their role in such profound processes

and their toxicity at high concentrations, the levels

of ROS are kept under stringent control [1]. Dramatic

increases in ROS lead to a phenomenon referred

to as oxidative stress. Severe or persistent oxidative

stress eventually results in PCD. Many adverse envir-

onmental factors, including extreme temperatures,

salt, and drought, can cause oxidative stress and

PCD [2–4]. On the other hand, deliberate production

of ROS, known as oxidative burst, is essential for

triggering the hypersensitive response (HR), a defense

reaction against pathogens [5,6]. Likewise, moderate

transient elevations of ROS levels are necessary for

switching on protective mechanisms leading to stress

adaptation [7]. The transient kinetics of the ROS

changes is indeed very important, ensuring that the

protective mechanisms are switched on and are oper-

ational only when needed. Constant elevation of ROS

even at a moderate rate under nonstressful conditions

would have a negative effect, as illustrated by the

growth suppression in ascorbate peroxidase (APx)-

deficient plants [8].

The essential role of ROS in plant growth

and development is further substantiated by the

interplay of ROS with a number of plant hormones.

H2O2 mediates the effect of MeJa during wound-

ing [9], ABA and stomatal closure [10], and the

auxin-mediated root gravitropism [11]. On the other

side, H2O2 can repress the auxin signaling via an

MAP kinase cascade [12]. Other important com-

pounds like salicylic acid, NO, and ozone also

act through formation or interaction with H2O2

[2,13–15].

Chloroplasts are the main sources of ROS in

photosynthetically active organisms. ROS produced

in chloroplasts can damage the photosynthetic appar-

atus but they can also diffuse out, causing damage

to other cellular compartments and eventually cell

death [16]. At the same time, ROS generated in the



chloroplasts are important signals for the communi-

cation of the plastids with the nucleus [17].

Not surprisingly, plants have evolved elaborate

mechanisms to regulate their ROS homeostasis.

These include a sophisticated antioxidant system

that can scavenge the excess ROS levels produced

under stress and a number of ROS generating sys-

tems that can raise the ROS levels when necessary.

Apparently, plants can sense the changes in ROS

levels very efficiently and respond to those changes

accordingly. The signals originating from the changes

in ROS levels are transduced via an extensive stress

signaling network. Essential components of this net-

work are the oscillations in Ca2þ fluxes that can

trigger various cellular responses through diverse

Ca2þ binding proteins, alterations in the redox status

of the cell, and various protein kinase cascades. Re-

cent studies revealed that the eventual activation of

stress-regulated transcription factors results in mas-

sive transcriptional reprogramming and dramatic

biological effects as described above. In the past few

years it has become increasingly clear that selective

degradation of key regulatory proteins is equally as

important and acts in concert with the upregulation

of stress-related genes to fine tune the biological

response.

II. PRODUCTION AND
DETOXIFICATION OF ROS

The most important biochemical property of ROS is

their reactivity with other biomolecules, which deter-

mines their half-life and the ability to diffuse away

from the site of their production. The first and the

only endothermic step in the reduction of molecular

dioxygen leads to the formation of superoxide (O2
��)

or hydroperoxyl (HO2
��) radicals. During its rela-

tively short life (half-life 2 to 4ms), O2
�� can oxidize

amino acids like histidine, metionine, and tryptophan

or reduce quinones and transition metal complexes of

Fe3þ and Cu2þ, thus affecting the activity of metal-

containing enzymes [1]. Its protonated form, the

hydroperoxyl radical, is predominant in acidic envir-

onment. It can cross biological membranes and sub-

tract hydrogen atoms from polyunsaturated fatty

acids, thus initiating lipid auto-oxidation. The second

step leads to the formation of hydrogen peroxide

(H2O2), a moderately active, relatively stable and

therefore long-lived molecule with a half-life of 1ms.

Because of these properties, H2O2 can migrate quite

some distance from the site of its production and is

therefore the best candidate for a signaling molecule.

In addition to its well-known ability to inactivate

enzymes by oxidizing their thiol groups (e.g., enzymes

from the Calvin cycle, Cu/Zn-superoxide dismutase

[SOD], phosphotyrosine phosphatases), it can also

form hydroxyl radicals in the presence of Fe2þ or

Cuþ. The hydroxyl radical is the most reactive of all

ROS with a half-life of less than 1ms. It can react with

and damage all biological molecules and ultimately

cause cell death. Due to its extreme reactivity, cells do

not have enzymatic mechanisms to detoxify it, so care

should be taken to avoid its production. O2
�� and

H2O2 can also initiate cascade reactions leading to

the formation of lipid peroxides [18]. Singlet oxygen

(1O2), a ROS arising from quenching of P680 triplet,

is also very dangerous. It can either transfer its exci-

tation energy to other biological molecules or react

with them, thus forming endoperoxides or hydroper-

oxides, and can trigger, for instance, degradation of

the D1 protein and subsequent destruction of PSII

[19].

Chloroplasts are the major sources of ROS in

plants, especially under conditions limiting CO2 fix-

ation [1]. Superoxide radicals are formed during elec-

tron leakage to oxygen from the Fe–S centers, the

reduced ferredoxin, and thioredoxin. The produced

O2
�� is then rapidly converted to H2O2 by SOD.

Although production of ROS is generally considered

detrimental, in this case the ability of oxygen to ac-

Developmental
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Environmental
factors

ROS

Stress
adaptation

Development

PCD

FIGURE 11.1 Biological effects mediated by oxidative

stress (H2O2). H2O2 resulting from various developmental

cues, including plant hormones, or generated in response to

environmental factors (abiotic and biotic stress), mediates a

number of important biological processes related to plant

stress adaptation, development, or PCD. The stress adap-

tation may include antioxidant enzyme activation, inhib-

ition of photosynthesis, accumulation of HSPs, PR, and

other host defense genes, cell wall cross-linking, phytoalexin

biosynthesis, and stomatal closure. Examples of develop-

mental programs related with ROS signaling include root

gravitropism, peroxisome biogenesis, as well as the PCD in

barley aleurone cells and during aging/senescence. HR, oc-

curring in some incompatible plant–pathogen interactions,

is also a type of PCD.



cept excess electrons prevents overreduction of the

electron transport chain, thus minimizing the risk of

formation of activated singlet oxygen [1]. Other major

sources of H2O2 are glycolate oxidase in peroxisomes

and fatty acid b-oxidase in glyoxysomes. Mitochon-

dria, the main ROS producing organelles in animals,

also generate ROS in the plant cell. NAD(P)H–oxi-

dase complex is the primary ROS generating system

during the oxidative burst in plant–pathogen inter-

actions. In addition, a number of cell wall peroxidases

and germin-like oxalate oxidases also contribute to

the oxidative burst. ROS are also produced by xan-

thine oxidase during the catabolism of purines (O2
��,

H2O2), ribonucleotid reductase during deoxyribonu-

cleotide synthesis (O2
��), and various amine and fla-

vine oxidases.

To keep ROS under control, plants have evolved a

very efficient antioxidant system comprising antioxi-

dants and antioxidant enzymes. Antioxidants are

components capable of quenching ROS without

themselves being destroyed or converted to destruc-

tive radicals. Antioxidants are water-soluble (ascor-

bate, glutathione) or lipid-soluble (a-tocopherol,

carotenoids). The antioxidant enzymes catalyze the

quenching of ROS directly or with the help of the

antioxidants. The most important antioxidant en-

zymes include catalase, SODs, the enzymes of the

ascorbate–glutathione cycle, glutathione peroxidase

(GPx), glutathione-S-transferases (GSTs), and guaia-

col peroxidases. Catalases decompose H2O2 to water

and oxygen without any reducing substrates. They are

mainly found in peroxisomes and glyoxysomes (mito-

chondria in some plants) and function as a cellular

sink for H2O2 [20]. SODs catalyze the immediate

dismutation of O2
�� to H2O2 and oxygen at the site

of its production. As these are the only plant enzymes

that convert O2
��, they are distributed in all cellular

compartments. Based on their metal cofactor, three

groups can be distinguished in plants: FeSOD in

chloroplasts, MnSOD in mitochondria and peroxi-

somes, and Cu/ZnSOD in cytosol and chloroplasts.

APx, monodehydroascorbate reductase (MDHAR),

dehydroascorbate reductase, and glutathione reduc-

tase (GR) form the so-called ascorbate–glutathione

cycle [18], which is found in the chloroplasts, cytosol,

mitochondria, and peroxisomes [18,21]. This cycle

converts H2O2 to water using the reducing power

of ascorbate, glutathione, and ultimately NADPH

(Figure 11.2).

Other antioxidant enzymes that have attracted

more attention recently are thioredoxins and peroxir-

edoxins. Thioredoxins belong to an ancient group

that also includes glutaredoxins and protein disulfide

isomerases [22]. Together with thioredoxin reductases

they are electron donors to peroxiredoxins, low-

molecular-weight peroxidases present in all kingdoms

O2
-.

SOD

H2O

APx

Ascorbate

MDHA

DHA

MDHAR DHAR

GSH

GSSG

GR

NADPH

NADP+

H2O2

FIGURE 11.2 Ascorbate–glutathione cycle.

Hydrogen peroxide, produced nonenzyma-

tically or by various enzymes (SOD, oxi-

dases), is reduced to water by APx acting

with ascorbate as electron donor. During

that process, the monodehydroascorbate

radical (MDHA) is formed. MDHA can

be reduced back to ascorbate by monode-

hydroascorbate reductase (MDHAR) or re-

duced ferredoxin (not shown here).

Alternatively, MDHAR can spontaneously

disproportionate to ascorbate and dehy-

droascorbate (DHA). DHAR is reduced to

ascorbate by dehydroascorbate reductase

(DHAR) utilizing reduced glutathione as

electron donor. The reduced glutathione is

recovered by GR and the ultimate electron

donor NADPH. Such a cycle operates in

cytosol, in chloroplasts, in mitochondria,

and in a slightly modified version in peroxi-

somes. While SOD is the only plant enzyme

capable of detoxifying superoxide radicals,

hydrogen peroxide can be also scavenged by

catalase, GPx, and various other nonspeci-

fic peroxidases (please see the text for more

explanations).



[23–25]. Peroxiredoxins are important for antioxidant

defense, at least in the chloroplasts [26]. Their sub-

strate specificity can be rather broad and includes

alkyl hydroperoxides as well as H2O2 [27].

III. ROS MEDIATED SIGNAL
TRANSDUCTION IN PLANTS

Our knowledge of ROS signal transduction is much

more advanced in microorganisms and animals than

in plants. In bacteria ROS are sensed directly by

transcription factors or repressors. For example, in

Escherichia coli OxyR is activated by H2O2 through

formation of intramolecular disulfide bonds [28],

while O2
�� activates SoxS by oxidizing the Fe–S clus-

ter of its repressor, SoxR [29]. In Bacillus subtilis,

OhrR repressor senses organic hydroperoxides by re-

versible formation of cys-sulphenic (�SOH) acid

derivatives [30], and in Streptomyces coelicolor s
R is

activated by H2O2-dependent oxidation of its anti-

sigma repressor, RsrA [31]. In Eukaryota oxidative

stress is sensed by redox-sensitive components and

then signal transduced to the nucleus, though direct

activation of transcription factors may also occur. In

yeast, genes induced by redox signals consist of a

complex network of different regulons [32]. In ani-

mals, more than half of the oxidative stress events are

mediated by MAP kinase or NF-kB signaling path-

ways [33].

Although less studied, the available data suggest

that the pathways in plants are as complex as those in

animals. The plant cell can also sense different ROS

like O2
�� and H2O2 [34,35] and even respond differ-

ently to increasing concentrations of H2O2 [7]. Gen-

erally, very little increases in H2O2 have no effect

while moderate doses lead to regulatory effects, for

example, acclimation to certain stress factors. High

doses of H2O2 can trigger PCD or cause necrotic

damage. How can such a simple molecule cause so

many different biological effects? The recent work of

Quinn et al. [36] partly answered that question, un-

raveling how distinct regulatory proteins control the

graded transcriptional response to increasing H2O2

levels in the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces

pombe. In this study, two histidine kinases sense low

doses of H2O2 and activate a MAPK cascade. The

MAPK cascade eventually phosphorilates and acti-

vates a transcription factor called Pap1, which in turn

regulates the antioxidant genes thioredoxin peroxid-

ase and catalase. At high doses of H2O2, other yet

unidentified factors progressively activate the MAPK

cascade, but at the same time the nuclear transloca-

tion of Pap1 is somehow prevented. As a result, an-

other transcription factor called Atf is activated, and

a different set of genes are transcribed. Similar mech-

anisms may be present in plants. There are 60

MAPKKKs, 10 MAPKKs, and 20 MAPKs in Arabi-

dopsis thaliana, which means that these may be con-

vergence and divergence points of the stress signaling

[37]. In A. thaliana H2O2 activates an MAPKKK

called ANP1, which in turn activates two downstream

MAPKs — AtMPK3 and AtMPK6. These two

MAPKs eventually lead to upregulation of the

stress-related genes GST6 and Hsp18.2 [12]. This is

in accordance with the observation that H2O2 can

induce the GST6 promoter [38]. AtMPK3 and

AtMPK6 can also be activated in response to flagelin,

although in this case a different set of genes are

transcribed [39]. More recently, Arabidopsis NDPK2

kinase has been found to be strongly induced by

H2O2, and yeast two-hybrid assays suggested that

AtNDPK2 kinase interacts with AtMPK3 and

AtMPK6 [40]. Mutants lacking AtNDPK2 accumu-

lated ROS, while AtNDPK2 overexpressors had

lower levels of ROS and were more tolerant to cold,

salt stress and methyl viologen [40]. H2O2 and O2
��

can also activate the tobacco ortholog of AtMPK6,

SIPK [41]. Interestingly, both overexpression and

suppression of SIPK result in ozone sensitivity [42].

It is also possible that MAPKs themselves can in-

crease H2O2 levels, as suggested by Ren et al. [43].

In this work, overexpression of two MAPKKs,

AtMEK4 and AtMEK6, activates a downstream

MAPK, the prolonged activation of which leads

to generation of H2O2 and subsequent triggering of

HR-like PCD.

Ca2þ is an important second messenger in plants.

Increased H2O2 levels lead to Ca2þ mobilization [44].

Ca2þ signals are generated through opening of Ca2þ-

permeable ion channels in plasmalema, endoplasmatic

reticulum, and vacuole, while Ca2þ pumps and Hþ/

Ca2þ antiporters maintain the Ca2þ homeostasis [45].

Ca2þ is a point where a cross talk between different

stress factors occurs or specificity by a particular Ca2þ

signature can be exerted [46]. Elevation in cytosolic

Ca2þ can lead to activation of the NADPH oxidase

complex directly or indirectly through activation of

NAD kinase, thus amplifying the H2O2 signal (Figure

11.3). NADPH oxidase is essential for the oxidative

burst during HR [47]. NADPH oxidase and Ca2þ are

also involved in the regulation of H2O2 production at

low oxygen concentrations, when Rop signaling plays

a key role [48]. At the same time, the rise in cytosolic

Ca2þ may activate plant catalases through interaction

with calmodulin (CAM), which would have the op-

posite effect on H2O2 levels [49]. In addition to cata-

lases, plants possess a unique set of Ca2þ and Ca2þ/

CAM binding proteins that influence numerous as-

pects of plant stress physiology. Examples of such



stress-related proteins include SOS3 (salt overly sensi-

tive), GAD, and SCaBP5 [50–52]. Ca2þ/CAM can also

bind to all six Arabidopsis signal-responsive genes

(AtSR1-6), named so because they are rapidly and

differentially induced by a variety of stresses, includ-

ing H2O2 [53]. AtSR1 is in fact a DNA binding protein

that recognizes a novel CGCG box. Such boxes are

found in many genes, including ein3, TCH4, as well as

genes encoding transcription factors and heat shock

proteins (HSPs) [53]. Plants also possess calcium/

CAM dependent protein kinases and an impressive

number of calcium dependent protein kinases

(CDPK), the latter binding Ca2þ ions directly [54].

They mediate a wide variety of growth and develop-

mental processes and are deeply involved in abiotic

stress and pathogen defenses. Overexpression of a rice

CDPK was able to confer tolerance to both cold and

salt/drought [55]. Interestingly, in this experiment the

overexpression of CDPK induced a distinct set of

genes in response to the salt/drought treatment, but

the same genes were not induced in response to the

cold, suggesting that different signaling pathways

function downstream from the CDPK. In another

experiment, a tomato CDPKwas systemically induced

upon wounding [56]. As wounding generates the sec-

ond messenger H2O2 [9], it was demonstrated that

indeed H2O2 alone can also upregulate the mRNA

levels of the tomato CDPK, and this correlated with

increased CDPK activity [56]. CDPKs are indispens-

able for mounting HR in Nicotiana benthamiana in

response to Avr–cf. interactions [57]. The two

CDPKs studied, NtCDPK2 and NtCDPK3, show

rapid activation in response to Avr9 race-specific re-

sponse, and silencing of the two genes compromised

the HR reaction. It is now clear that bothMAPKs and

CDPKs are mediators of the ROS signals and both are

essential for such processes as pathogen defense; how-

ever, the exact interrelation between MAPKs and

CDPKs is still not well understood.

H2O2 signal can be mediated through alterations

in the glutathione homeostasis of the plant cell. In

addition to the role of a substrate of various enzymes,

glutathione itself can be a signaling molecule and can

regulate, for example, the synthesis of a number of

enzymes [58,59]. Under normal conditions, glu-

tathione redox state is constant with almost all of

the glutathione in a reduced state (GSH). However,

oxidative stress and many extreme environmental fac-

tors like high light and cold can cause increases in the

glutathione pool as well as alterations in the reduced/

oxidized GSH/oxidized glutathione (GSSG) ratio

[59,60]. Elevation of H2O2 levels by the catalase in-

hibitor aminotriazole can also cause rapid stimulation

of glutathione synthesis and accumulation of GSSG

[60]. It seems that both the size of the GSH pool as well

as the GSH/GSSG ratio are very important in convey-

ing the oxidative stress signal [61]. In Arabidopsis,

excess light can induce APx1 and APx2 via signals

originating from the photosynthetic electron transport

in chloroplasts [62]. Treatment with GSH can com-

pletely abolish that induction, suggesting a primary

role of the redox poise in the regulation of these

genes. It has been speculated that H2O2 and GSH

have opposite effects on a chloroplast sensor that con-

trols nuclear and chloroplast expression [63]. On the

other hand, GSH treatment has been shown to upre-

gulate the transcription from the parsley chalcone

synthase promoter through the GST1-dependent

mechanism [64]. Alterations in the GSH/GSSG ratio

can modulate the activity of the enzymes as well. In

Scots pine, lowering the GSH/GSSG ratio by exogen-

ous application of GSSG results in increase in GR

activity without any apparent increase in GR mRNA

or protein levels [65]. In the same experiments, exogen-

ous application of GSH resulted in increased GSH/

GSSG ratio and decreased Cu/ZnSOD levels without

any alterations in the enzyme activity.

Transgenic tobacco seedlings overexpressing an

enzymewith bothGSTandGPx activity demonstrated
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FIGURE 11.3 Interplay between H2O2 and Ca2þ. H2O2

produced at different locations (oxidative stress) increases

cytosolic Ca2þ through Ca2þ mobilization from external or

internal sources (vacuole, endoplasmatic reticulum). Ca2þ

then can activate NADPH oxidase complex directly by

binding to the EF-hand of one of its subunits or indirectly

through binding to CAM. The Ca2þ/CAM complex then

activates NAD kinase, generating more substrate molecules

for NADPH oxidase. Increased activity of NADPH oxidase

leads to more H2O2 formed in the apoplast. H2O2 can

migrate via peroxiporins inside the plant cell, thus over-

amplifying the oxidative stress signal. On the other hand,

the Ca2þ/CAM complex can activate catalases, thus redu-

cing H2O2 levels. In addition, Ca2þ or Ca2þ/CAM can bind

to and activate Ca2þ or Ca2þ/CAM dependent protein

kinases (not shown in the figure for clarity) or the stress-

inducible Ca2þ/CAM binding transcription factor AtSR1,

and in this way influence a wide spectrum of other genes.



higher GST- and GPx-specific activities and grew sig-

nificantly faster than control seedlings under chilling

or salt stress [66]. Interestingly, the levels of GSSG

were significantly higher in transgenic seedlings than

in wild types. In agreement with that observation,

growth of wild-type seedlings was accelerated by treat-

ment with GSSG, while treatment with GSH or other

sulfhydryl-reducing agents inhibited growth. In this

case the oxidation of the glutathione pool observed in

the GST/GPx transgenic plants can stimulate seedling

growth under stress.

Plants can respond to stress conditions by slowing

down growth and saving energy for mounting defense

responses. Both abiotic and biotic stresses can repress

cell cycle genes and arrest cell division at specific

checkpoints [61]. Such cell growth arrest and blocked

cell division is associated with low GSH/GSSG ratio

and GSH depletion. Arabidopsis plants deficient in

GSH due to a mutation in a gene of the GSH biosyn-

thetic pathway (g-glutamylcysteine synthetase) are

sensitive to CAM and are unable to develop normal

meristems in the roots [67]. A similar phenotype can

be obtained with the inhibitor of g-glutamylcysteine

synthetase buthionine sulfoximine, while the mutant

phenotype can be rescued by exogenous application

of GSH. GSH, as well as other redox agents, can also

promote cell proliferation and hair tip growth in

Arabidopsis [68].

IV. ROS ARE INVOLVED IN PLANT
ADAPTATION TO STRESS

In the last few years a number of publications have

demonstrated that relatively low sublethal doses of

either O2
�� or H2O2 can protect against subsequent

oxidative stress or play an essential role in plant

adaptation to abiotic and biotic stress. Pretreatment

with H2O2 can induce tolerance to high temperatures

in potato and to chilling stress in maize and mung-

bean [69–72], as well as to high light intensities in

Arabidopsis [73]. Pretreatment with the superoxide

generating compound menadione also induced chil-

ling tolerance in maize [74]. More recently, methyl

viologen, another superoxide generating agent, ap-

plied at low doses was able to render tobacco leaf

disks resistant to subsequent oxidative stress gener-

ated by high doses of the same compound [34]. In

addition, a number of other compounds or acclima-

tion treatments can also induce stress tolerance

through transient accumulation of ROS. Acclimation

of mustard plants at elevated temperatures for a short

time results in acquiring thermotolerance, and sali-

cylic acid has been found to transiently accumulate

during the acclimation period [75]. Indeed, exogenous

application of salicylic acid can also induce thermo-

tolerance, and the induced thermotolerance was

associated with short, transient elevation in the en-

dogenous H2O2 levels [72]. Similar thermoprotective

results were obtained with salicylic acid and potato

[69,72].

The adaptation to the different stress factors is

concomitant with global and specific switches in

gene expression [34,76,77], including alterations in

the expression of specific transcription factors [78].

The changes in transcriptome can lead to both

short-term and long-term protective effects through

induction of stress-related genes encoding antioxidant

enzymes, dehydrins, cold-responsive, heat shock, and

pathogenesis related proteins, downregulation of

elements of the photosynthetic apparatus, and others.

In tobacco, H2O2 can induce a set of antioxidant

enzymes, including catalase, APx, GPx, and guaiacol

peroxidases, and protect against subsequent exposure

to oxidative stress generated by high light or the

catalase inhibitor aminotriazole [7]. Similarly, the tol-

erance to low temperatures in H2O2 treated or accli-

mated maize plants is associated with higher activities

of the antioxidant enzymes catalase and guaiacol per-

oxidases [74]. In agreement with the role of antioxi-

dant enzymes in stress tolerance, a number of stress-

tolerant species or cultivars have increased antioxi-

dant capacities compared with the stress-sensitive

ones. Manipulation of the various components in-

volved in the ROS signaling is an indispensable tool

for studying the enormous complexity of that net-

work. It is also an attractive approach to enhance

the tolerance to a number of stress factors and thus

to generate plants with better agricultural properties.

All components of a stress signaling cascade can be

manipulated to achieve stress tolerance: upstream

events like the levels of ROS that trigger the cascade,

the various kinases or phosphatases that are involved

in the transduction of the signal, the specific tran-

scription factors that switch the expression pattern

of the cell, and the downstream genes that are ultim-

ately responsible for acquiring the stress tolerance.

Generally, manipulating the early steps can have mul-

tiple effects on different stresses, because parallel sig-

nal transduction pathways may be affected. These

pathways often converge and diverge in a complex

network, as is the case with the MAP kinase network

or Ca2þ fluxes. Transgenic tobacco plants with re-

duced catalase activity accumulate H2O2 under high-

light conditions and express antioxidant and defense-

related proteins, including APx, GPx, and PR-1 [79].

Induction of PR-1 is independent of leaf damage and

is associated with increased resistance against the

bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas syringae pv. syrin-

gae. In similar experiments, transgenic tobacco plants



with severely reduced catalase activity expressed very

high levels of PR-1 proteins and showed enhanced

resistance to tobacco mosaic virus [80]. In another

experiment, antisense suppression of Arabidopsis

ankyrin repeat-containing protein AKR2 resulted in

small necrotic areas in leaves accompanied by higher

production of H2O2, similar to the HR to pathogen

infection in plant disease resistance [81]. The elevation

of H2O2 levels was concomitant with increased tran-

scripts of PR-1 and GST6, as well as with a ten-fold

resistance to a bacterial pathogen. Transgenic plants

that express glucose oxidase also accumulate H2O2

and are more tolerant to pathogens [82]. At the

same time, plants with a compromised ROS scaven-

ging system are more susceptible to abiotic stresses

like high light intensities [20]. Interestingly, double-

antisense tobacco plants lacking the two major H2O2

detoxifying enzymes APX and CAT were shown to

have reduced susceptibility to oxidative stress [83]. A

possible explanation of this phenomenon is the fact

that the double-antisense plants were able to switch

on alternative metabolic pathways, including induc-

tion of pentose phosphate pathway genes, MDHAR,

IMMUTANS — a chloroplastic homolog of mito-

chondrial alternative oxidase (AOX), and to suppress

photosynthetic activity. Suppression of photosyn-

thesis seems to be a general response under stress,

allowing plants to minimize chloroplastic ROS pro-

duction and to activate various defense mechanisms

[84]. An integral part of the defense mechanisms is

mitochondrial AOX. H2O2 as well as salicylic acid

and actinomycin A, a mitochondrial electron trans-

port inhibitor, can induce AOX, thioredoxin perox-

idase, and a number of PCD-related genes [85].

Although not a typical antioxidant enzyme, AOX

can minimize mitochondrial ROS production by

diverting electrons from the electron transfer chains

directly to oxygen [86,87]. AOX seems to be crucial in

preventing cell death as transgenic plants lacking this

enzyme are much more sensitive to PCD induced by

H2O2 or salicylic acid [88]. A distantly related chlor-

oplastic homolog of this enzyme — IMMUTANS —

diverts electrons from the flow between photosystem

II and photosystem I, acting as a terminal oxidase by

reducing O2 into water at the plastoquinone step and

thus decreasing the overall ROS production in

chloroplasts [89,90]. The important role of IMMU-

TANS makes it essential also for chloroplast

biogenesis [89].

HSPs can be induced by heat shock as well as by

other stress factors [91]. Their biological functions are

diverse, but the common feature is their ability to act

as molecular chaperones and protectors against

stress. In tomato cell suspension culture, mild H2O2

pretreatment and heat shock can induce tolerance

against oxidative stress [92]. Both treatments induced

a number of HSPs, among which the main protein

identified was HSP22. It is believed that the induction

of the HSPs and HSP22 in particular plays a major

role in the tolerance against oxidative stress. In agree-

ment with that, oxidative stress (H2O2 or methyl vio-

logen) can upregulate the mRNA levels of a rice HSP,

Oshsp26 [93]. In Arabidopsis the developmentally and

environmentally regulated HSP101 is a crucial regu-

lator of thermotolerance. Antisense inhibition or

cosuppression of HSP101 results in higher sensitivity

to elevated temperatures, while overexpression of the

same gene leads to increased thermotolerance without

any detrimental effects on normal growth or develop-

ment [94]. Upregulation of HSPs can be exerted by

the HSP transcription factors, HSFs, while selective

protein degradation may account for reduction in

HSP levels. As in the case of HSPs, plants possess a

much larger number of HSFs than any other king-

doms. Humans and animals have four different

HSFs, while in Arabidopsis they are 21 [95]. Interest-

ingly, HSFs regulate the expression not only of HSPs

but also of other stress protective proteins like APx.

Arabidopsis APx1 gene contains a functional heat

shock element in its promoter region [96], and the

mRNA level of APx is upregulated by H2O2 as well

as by excess excitation energy [73].

H2O2 is second messenger for the induction of

proteinase inhibitors and polyphenol oxidase in re-

sponse to wounding, systemin, and MeJa in tomato

[9]. The induction probably depends on H2O2 gener-

ation arising at least partially from the NADPH

oxidase complex, as the NADPH oxidase inhibitor

diphenylene iodonium can completely prevent it.

The authors also showed that the same genes can be

induced by the H2O2 generating system glucose þ
glucose oxidase [9].

Another example of acquiring multiple stress

resistance is the overexpression of the upstream

MAPKK kinase ANP1, which leads to increased tol-

erance to salt and heat stress [12]. In this case,

no negative side effects have been reported. The mul-

tiple effects can be explained by the activation of a

number of downstream genes, in particular Hsp18.1

and GST6. A similar effect can also be achieved by

overexpression of transcription factors that control

expression of important stress protective genes. Heter-

ologous expression of Arabidopsis C-repeat/dehydra-

tion response element binding factor 1 (CBF1) in

tomato conferred enhanced tolerance against chilling

and methyl viologen [97]. This was accompanied by

induction of catalase, linking the oxidative stress sig-

naling and abiotic tolerance. CBF1 binds to DRE

promoter element found in the complex promoter

region of a number of stress-responsive genes [98],



and its overexpression induces an array of cold-

regulated (COR) genes [99]. Another two transcrip-

tion factors from the same family, DREB1A and

DREB2A, can also bind to DRE and mediate

drought, cold, and salt tolerance [100]. Overexpression

of these two genes under a constitutive promoter re-

sults in growth retardation. However, when overex-

pressed under control of the stress-inducible gene

rd29A, DREB1A can protect against drought, salt,

and freezing with no obvious negative side effects

[101]. These as well as other unfavorable abiotic con-

ditions can cause oxidative stress, as pointed out earl-

ier. In addition to rd29A, a number of other stress-

inducible genes possess promoter elements that can be

activated by different stress-inducible transcription

factors. The transcription factors themselves can be

regulated by multiple stress factors, as is the case with

the drought- and salt-inducible DREB2 [100] or hor-

mone and stress-inducible AtSR1 [53]. Like MAP

kinases and Ca2þ fluxes, these promoter elements

and transcription factors can be convergence points

and provide additional insights into the phenomenon

called cross-tolerance [46,50,102]. The regulation of

the transcription factors can be positive as well as

negative. Interestingly, DREB1 may be negatively

regulated by selective ubiquitin-dependent protein

degradation of upstream signaling components, as

revealed by the cloning of HOS1 locus [103]. HOS1

contains a RING finger motif similar to that found in

IAPs and probably acts as E3 ubiquitin ligase to target

regulatory proteins for proteasome degradation. The

ubiquitin–proteasome pathway is a highly complex

system involved in many housekeeping functions as

well as in a number of developmental processes and

responses to stress [104]. Plants also possess a group of

small ubiquitin-like proteins with a role not only in

protein degradation but also mostly in protein modi-

fication and regulation. Members of that family

include Nedd8 and small ubiquitin-like modifier

(SUMO) [105,106]. Recently, H2O2 and other stress

factors were reported to induce rapid SUMOylation of

proteins in Arabidopsis, suggesting that this type of

regulation can also mediate the H2O2 signal [107].

V. CONCLUSION

The immense research onROS in recent years revealed

the multilateral effects these compounds have on vir-

tually all aspects of plant physiology. Their interaction

with many plant hormones further adds to the com-

plexity of the ROS signaling. O2
�� and H2O2 play

essential roles in plant development, stress adaptation,

and PCD. Low levels of theseROS serve as signals that

induce stress protective mechanisms. If the protective

mechanisms fail, further accumulation of ROS trig-

gers PCD.We can also distinguish this ‘‘accidental’’ or

‘‘unwanted’’ PCD from the cases where we have delib-

erate production of ROS and PCD, as in barley aleur-

one cells during embryo development or in HR.

Chloroplasts have key roles in regulating these pro-

cesses as they are the most significant source of ROS in

plants. Moreover, often it is the ROS from chloro-

plasts that communicate with the nucleus and other

cell compartments to trigger adaptive responses. The

responses to the ROS derived signals are carried out by

an array of proteins and genes that interact to form a

complex signaling network. It is amazing how such

simple molecules can be so pleyotropic and at the

same time so specific in their biological effects. Such

different outcomes of ROS signaling are often deter-

mined by the whole cellular context. To understand

this complexity, we need to know more about the

primary sensing mechanisms for ROS, as well as

more about the intermediate and downstream network

components of the signaling network leading to gene

regulation.

Combined genetic, molecular biological, and

physiological approaches are already revealing the

picture. Microarray studies showed us the large num-

ber of genes responsive to elevated ROS levels, with

some of these genes never associated with stress re-

sponses before. Extensive proteome research will not

only identify new proteins involved in plant stress

adaptation but also add to our knowledge of how

selective protein degradation contributes to the regu-

lation and execution of these processes. Then, the real

challenge will be to integrate this vast information

into a model that can unravel the multifunctionality

of ROS signaling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plastids are typical cell organelles of the plant body.

Their presence or absence divides living organisms

into two categories: autotrophs and heterotrophs.

Different types of plastids occur in plant cells. The

most distinctive plastid types are the chloroplasts,

which are discrete cell organelles in which photosyn-

thesis is carried out. Plastid morphogenesis is the

result of mutual cooperation of the nuclear and plas-

tid genomes, carried out under the influence of

internal and external factors. The series of steps

involved in plastid development can be interrupted

at a certain stage of differentiation, resulting in

the creation of a specialized type of plastids. Plastid

morphogenesis has been studied extensively for

many years, and there are several reviews describing

the structure, morphology, and function of plastids

[1–3].

Much of the material in other sections of this

book concerns the physical, biochemical, and physio-

logical processes involved in photosynthesis. In the

present chapter, we will describe plastid ultrastruc-

ture, variability, and ontogenesis.

II. PLASTIDS

A. CLASSIFICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF PLASTIDS

There are several types of plastids that are more or

less related to one another developmentally. Criteria

used to classify them vary. The best-known plastid

classification is based on color, including the colorless

plastids named leucoplasts, green chloroplasts, and

yellow and red chromoplasts. Leucoplasts occur

mostly in roots and in meristematic tissues, whereas

chloroplasts are found in leaves, superficial tissues of

stems, undifferentiated flowers, and unripe fruits.

Chromoplasts occur in flowers, fruits, and occasion-

ally in roots of carrot. The inner membrane system is

best developed in chloroplasts, whereas leucoplasts

and chromoplasts are scarce in the membranes. On

the basis of photosynthetic ability, plastids can be

divided into two groups: photosynthetic (chloro-

plasts) and nonphotosynthetic (leucoplasts and chro-

moplasts).

The unpigmented plastids, a special category, con-

tain different storage products such as the amylo-

plasts, proteinoplasts, and elaioplasts. Amyloplasts



contain starch in the form of starch grains (Figure

12.1). The starch in amyloplasts can occur either as a

single large grain or as a number of granules of vari-

able size. Due to the presence of numerous and large

starch grains, the amyloplast shape is irregular.

Starch grains often almost completely fill the whole

volume of amyloplasts, and therefore it is very diffi-

cult to recognize other structural components in the

plastid stroma.

Amyloplasts occur in storage tissues, meristems,

and specialized cells. In the central part of root caps,

the columella, there are specialized cells called stato-

cytes, which possess gravity-sensitive bodies, stato-

liths, which are actually starch grains located in the

amyloplasts. The first person to observe the active

role of amyloplasts in root gravitropism was the

Czech botanist B. Němec in 1900. Amyloplasts are

located in the distal (lower) part of statocytes, where

they sediment and press on the cisternae of the endo-

plasmic reticulum and plasma membrane. It has been

suggested that the interaction of these three compart-

ments (amyloplasts, endoplasmic reticulum, and

plasma membrane) is responsible for the positive

gravitropism of the roots [4].

Chemically, starch is made from two substances:

amylose and amylopectin. Amylose may be absent in

starch grains. A high content of amylopectin is noted

in the amyloplasts of the sieve elements. Reaction of

such starch grains with iodine does not give a typical

blue-violet coloration but rather a red one.

Generally, amyloplasts are achlorophyllous, but it

is well known that peripheral cell layers of potato

tubers turn green when they are kept for some time

in the light. The greening is accompanied by the

transformation of the amyloplasts into chloroamylo-

plasts. Detectable traces of chlorophylls and thyla-

koids arranged in small grana occur in the

amylochloroplasts after only 2 days of illumination

[5]. The process of amyloplast transformation and

chlorophyll synthesis in potato tubers is not as intense

as it is during the formation of the photosynthetic

apparatus in etiolated leaves after illumination. This

slow rate of plastid transformation is also typical for

plastids in greening roots. Plastid transformation in

potato tubers and roots is probably governed differ-

ently from that in leaves.

Under certain circumstances, chloroplasts can

also accumulate a great deal of starch and then

originate transitional types of plastids, chloroamylo-

plasts. Chloroamyloplasts appear, for example,during

spring in mesophyll cells of evergreen plants, and

bundle sheath chloroplasts of C4 plants are in fact

also chloroamyloplasts.

Protein inclusions can occur in plant cells freely in

the cytosol or they can be present in plastids. Plastids

containing protein inclusions are called proteino-

FIGURE 12.1 Amyloplast from the stylar tissue of Brugmansia suaveolens (28,000�).



plasts. Proteinoplasts have been observed in different

types of cells, for example, in plastids of meristematic

cells, epidermal cells, and root tip cells, in plastids of

heterotrophic plants, and in chloroplasts at different

stages of development [6].

In the stroma, protein inclusions are defined by a

membrane. It is a generally accepted view that storage

material present in the membrane-bound bodies of

nongreen plastids is used in the differentiation of

plastid membranes, but proteins present in the

intrathylakoidal space of chloroplasts have been iden-

tified as the enzyme ribuloso 1,5-bisphosphate car-

boxylase [7].

The striking accumulation of protein can be also

observed in plastids of sieve elements. Sieve element

plastids possess either proteins or starch (see above).

According to the presence of storage material, sieve

elements plastids have been classified into two funda-

mental types, the P (protein) type and the S (starch)

type [8]. The proteins present in sieve element plastids

look like crystalloids (Figure 12.2), which are not

limited by a membrane. P plastids have been observed

only in the sieve elements of monocotyledons. It has

been claimed that the protein inclusions together with

callose play an active role in plugging the sieve plate

pores of injured sieve tubes [9,10].

Leucoplasts can serve also as a reservoir of lipids,

and such plastids have been called elaioplasts. Lipids

are present in plastid stroma in the form of globules.

Numerous plastoglobuli are present in un-

differentiated chloroplasts and in chromoplasts with

degenerated membranes. The striking occurrence of

plastoglobuli is typical for superficial tissues of cacti

stems. It has been found that these plastoglobuli store

photosynthetically bound carbon. It is commonly

known that lipids present in the plastoglobuli are

used in plastid membrane differentiation and released

lipids from disintegrated membranes are placed back

into the plastoglobuli [11].

The plastid stroma may also contain deposits of

phytoferritin (Figure 12.3). Phytoferritin occurs

mostly in nonphotosynthetic plastids, for example,

proplastids, amyloplasts, etioplasts, and senescent

plastids. Phytoferritin in plastids has a similar struc-

ture to ferritin in animal cells. Fe–protein complex is

made of electron-dense nucleoid, which comprises

around 4000 to 5000 Fe atoms. The nucleoid is cov-

ered by apoferritin envelope made up of 20 to 24

protein subunits [12]. It is accepted that the phytofer-

ritin in plastids represents a reservoir of nontoxic

iron, which is later utilized in enzymatic processes.

Different cells contain leucoplasts of variable

structure and function. The plastid is probably the

best named of cell organelles, for the name indicates

the plasticity of both its structure and its function [6].

Leucoplasts are involved in different metabolic

FIGURE 12.2 Plastid in a fully mature sieve element of Aegilops comosa with two kinds of crystalloids (40,800�). (From

Binns AN. Annu. Rev. Plant Physiol. Plant Mol. Biol. 1994; 45: 173–196. With permission.)



processes, for example, synthesis of carbohydrates,

amino acids, some proteins, lipids, and isoprenoids.

Therefore, we must think of the leucoplast as a spe-

cialized type of plastid in a certain stage of plastid

development and not only as an enlarged proplastid

[13]. Plastid differentiation is carried out under the

influence of internal and external factors. The series

of steps involved in plastid development can be inter-

rupted at a certain stage of differentiation, resulting

in the creation of a specialized type of plastid. One of

the factors that fundamentally affect plastid diversity

is the degree of cell differentiation. Structural hetero-

geneity of plastids is the expression of the cell type

wherein they occur.

It is quite common for two neighboring cells to

have plastids with different inner architecture. A good

example of these are the assimilatory leaves. Leaf

tissues, in fact, represent a mosaic of cell diversity.

Different groups of cells contain heterogenous plastid

populations.

It is well known that more than one type of

chloroplast exists within the same leaf blade in C4

plants. In the leaves of Amaranthus retroflexus as

many as seven distinct types of chloroplasts have

been observed [14].

Leaf epidermal cells contain either leucoplasts

with protein inclusions, plastoglobuli, and reduced

membrane systems or chloroplasts with a different

degree of chloroplast membrane differentiation.

Chloroplasts are invariably present in stomatal cells.

A great variety of plastid modification can be

observed in vascular tissues. In dicotyledons both

vascular parenchyma cells and companion cells have

chloroplasts, but in monocotyledons chloroplasts are

absent, for example, plastids of vascular parenchyma

cells in leaves of Ophrys sphegodes lack any traces of

thylakoids (Figure 12.4) [15]. Plastids in sieve elem-

ents, as mentioned above, store either starch or pro-

teins. In tracheal elements plastids occur only in the

early phases of their development. These plastids are

leucoplasts with prominent starch grains. During sub-

sequent development of xylem cells, up to the stage of

secondary wall formation, plastids gradually lose

starch. The starch is utilized for secondary wall for-

mation. The first signs of plastid degeneration appear

when autolytic processes in the protoplast of xylem

cells are activated. Plastid degeneration during xylem

formation is a part of programmed senescence of

these cells [16].

The striking plastid polymorphism caused by a

different stage of cell differentiation is well observed

in the ribbon leaves of some monocotyledons (e.g.,

barley, maize, wheat). It is the case of a linear gradi-

ent of cell and plastid differentiation. Cells of the

expanding monocot leaves are produced primarily

from a meristem located at the leaf base. Therefore,

more differentiated cells and better-developed plas-

tids (chloroplasts) are located close to the leaf tip.

Juvenile (meristematic) cells on the leaf base contain

undeveloped plastids (proplastids). This gradient of

FIGURE 12.3 Leucoplast from the stylar tissue of Brugmansia suaveolens with phytoferritin inclusions (25,000�).



plastid differentiation in the leaves of monocots is

well observed not only in the light but also in the

dark [17]. The occurrence of ameboid plastids also

contributes to the plastid heterogeneity. During plas-

tid development the shape of plastids alters. Origin-

ally they are spherical, and subsequently they

transform to discoid shape of the mature chloro-

plasts. In addition to this typical plastid shape, ameb-

oid or pleomorphic plastids often occur. Ameboid

plastids are of irregular shape, they make protrusions

into cytoplasm, and cytoplasmic inclusions can be

seen in their stroma (cup-shaped plastids). The pos-

ition of the pleomorphic plastids in the pattern of

plastid biogenesis is uncertain. Do they represent a

real step in plastid differentiation or do they occur in

cells as a result of metabolic changes? The shift in

plastid form indicates (1) a change in the sol–gel state

of the stroma, (2) a change in the character of the

envelope, (3) a change in the ratio of volume to

surface area of the plastid (as during the loss of starch

from a distended amyloplast), or (4) a combination of

these three [6]. Ameboid plastids have been occasion-

ally observed in meristemic tissues where they might

be considered as an optional stage of plastid develop-

ment [18,19]. Plastids require components synthesized

in the cytoplasm for their development, and pleo-

morphic forms conspicuously increase the plastid sur-

face area over which such exchange of metabolites

can take place [20]. However, ameboid plastids

occur also in cells engaged in the secretion of different

substances, in senescent leaves, in the leaves during

their regreening, in early phases of plastid develop-

ment in tissue cultures, in the actinorhizal root nod-

ules, and in degenerated leaves after the effect of

herbicides, antibiotics, and heavy metals [11,19,

21–25]. These findings indicate that formation of

pleomorphic plastids is a metabolic response induced

by environmental factors. The presence of ameboid

plastids contributes to the structural heterogeneity in

plastid population.

Plastid biogenesis in higher plants is influenced

also by external factors (nutrition, light), and their

effect on this process is discussed in other parts of this

chapter.

B. PLASTID ONTOGENY

Plastid ontogenesis is considered as a chain of struc-

tural and functional processes that represent changes

in plastid development from structurally simple pro-

plastids via chloroplasts (or other specialized types of

plastids) to the last phase of their existence — plastid

senescence. Every developmental plastid stage is char-

acterized by a certain level of membrane differenti-

ation.

The pattern of plastid development is similar in

different higher plants. It is, therefore, suggested that

the changes in plastid structure that take place during

FIGURE 12.4 Different types of plastids in mesophyll cells and vascullar parenchyma cells of Ophrys sphegodes (3500�).

(From Dahline C, Cline K. Plant Cell 1991; 3: 1131–1140. With permission.)



maturation may be permanent (proplastids, the

change of size and shape, the origin of plastid mem-

branes, and grana formation) or optional (determined

by species and tissue specificity and environmental

factors).

The basic precursors of all plastid types (leuco-

plasts, chloroplasts, and chromoplasts) are proplas-

tids. These are present in zygotes and in root, stem,

leaf, and flower meristems. Proplastids are usually

small (0.4 to 1mm in diameter), spherical organelles.

They are separated from the cytoplasm by a double-

membrane envelope. The internal structure of proplas-

tids is very simple (Figure 12.5). In proplastid stroma,

a few single thylakoids, vesicles, and small plastoglo-

buli are present. Proplastids can also contain minute

starch grains, which are present in the root meristem-

atic cells. In proplastid stroma, there are low amounts

of plastid DNA, RNA, ribosomes, and soluble pro-

teins. This indicates that a basal level of plastid gene

expression is active in the dividing cells of the meristem

[3]. During ontogenesis of the cells into differentiated

forms, proplastids are gradually transformed into spe-

cialized types of plastids, for example, leucoplasts,

which have already been described.

1. Plastid Differentiation in Light

From the view of photosynthesis, the most important

plastid type is chloroplast. As meristem cells divide

and develop into leaf cells, proplastids differentiate

into chloroplasts. Subsequent development of chloro-

plasts is connected with gradual differentiation of leaf

meristems into mesophyll cells.

The process of gradual transformation of proplas-

tids into chloroplast requires light. If the light condi-

tions are sufficient, chlorophylls are synthesized and

the membrane system is differentiated.

The chloroplast membrane system is derived from

the envelope. The inner membrane of the plastid en-

velope at many places makes invaginations into plas-

tid stroma (Figure 12.6). These protrusions often

appear long and thin, and from their ends different

vesicles are released. While one protrusion is still in

contact with the envelope, the others are freely scat-

tered in plastid stroma. The process of invagination

continues until there are many thylakoids in the

stroma. Vesicles and tiny thylakoids coalesce and

form primary membranes. As differentiation pro-

ceeds, the number of thylakoids in stroma increases.

Many thylakoids occur in stacks of two or three,

representing immature grana. With further chloro-

plast differentiation, the number of thylakoids in

each stack increases until the typical grana of mature

chloroplasts are produced. Single grana are intercon-

nected by thylakoids, which pass from one to the

other [1,17,21].

As already noted, the pathway of chloroplast de-

velopment can be strikingly influenced by tissue spe-

cificity. In many developing leaves chloroplasts can

reach different developmental stages in adjacent cells,

FIGURE 12.5 Proplastid from the transmitting tissue of Brugmansia suaveolens (30,000�).



namely, in dicotyledons, whose leaf tissue is a mosaic

of cells in different phases of development and in

which islands of young, still dividing cells are sur-

rounded by regions of cells that have completed

their expansion. The strap-shaped leaves of many

monocotyledons are convenient for the study of the

sequential changes during chloroplast development.

A linear gradient of cell and plastid differentiation

occurs in these leaves. Young cells on the leaf base

have proplastids, but older cells close to the tip leaves

contain chloroplasts [17].

Proplastids during leaf development in the light

are transformed into structurally and functionally

mature chloroplasts. However, not all building ma-

terial of newly arisen membranes comes from the

plastid envelope. A substantial part of structural

and functional proteins is synthesized in the process

of chloroplast differentiation. Accumulation of the

light-harvesting chlorophyll a/b protein complexes

can be first detected when formation of grana starts,

and the increases continue until chloroplast develop-

ment is complete. The accumulation of the membrane

lipid components also becomes maximal as granal

stacking progresses [26]. During this time, the plastids

accumulate thylakoid membrane proteins involved in

the light reactions of photosynthesis and soluble pro-

teins that participate in CO2 fixation as well as other

metabolic pathways.

Plastids are semiautonomous organelles having

their own DNA but strongly dependent on the nu-

clear DNA and the cytosolic translation system. Ap-

proximately 80% to 85% of chloroplast proteins are

encoded on nuclear genes, and the remaining 15% to

20% are encoded by plastid genes [27]. The majority

of plastid proteins are synthesized in cytosol in the

form of precursors, and these are transported into the

plastids. Protein transport comprises the following

steps [28]:

1. Association of the precursor with the outer

envelope membrane

2. Translocation of the polypeptide across the

inner and outer envelope membranes, perhaps

at contact sites

3. Proteolytic removal of the transit peptide by

the stromal processing protease

4. Further sorting of modified precursor to other

chloroplastic compartments, followed by fur-

ther proteolytic processing (if necessary)

5. Association with other polypeptides to form

multimeric protein complexes (if necessary).

Simultaneously, with chloroplast membrane dif-

ferentiation, the plastid population per cell increases.

It is generally accepted that all plastids arise from the

division of preexisting plastids. Plastids can divide at

any stage of their development from the proplastid to

the recently mature chloroplast, and all plastids ap-

pear to be capable of division. Two types of plastid

division have been observed: binary fission and parti-

tion. In binary fission, a constriction of the entire

plastid gradually divides the organelle into two

daughter plastids. In plastid partition, only the inner

membrane of the plastid envelope forms an invagin-

ation that progressively divides stroma into nearly

equal parts. The number of plastids per cell increases

proportionally with increase in cell size. Plastids div-

ide and expand as long as they do not occupy a

constant proportion of the mesophyll cell surface

[29–32].

FIGURE 12.6 Chloroplast membrane differentiation in mesophyll cells of Zea mays (27,000�). (From Oross JW, Possi-

ngham JV. Protoplasma 1989; 150: 131–138. With permission.)



2. Etioplasts

When the plants have been cultivated several days in

the absence of light or in weak light, their leaves are

achlorophyllous and mesophyll cells contain plastids

named etioplasts. Etioplasts are typical for the leaves

of etiolated plants. During dark growth, the leaf pro-

plastids are not transformed into chloroplasts, but

they take an alternative route of plastid development

via the temporal stage, which results in the formation

of plastids with peculiar architecture. Thus, light is

one of the external factors that directly affects plastid

biogenesis. In the dark, plastid volume increases and

stroma exhibit the prominent structure of etioplasts,

called the prolamellar body (Figure 12.7). Each etio-

plast contains one or more prolamellar bodies of

paracrystalline appearance consisting of intercon-

nected membranous tubules [1,33]. Single thylakoids

can occur on the periphery of prolamellar bodies, and

where there is more than one prolamellar body in the

etioplast, these thylakoids may extend from one to

the other.

Besides the prolamellar bodies in the etioplast

stroma, there are also plastoglobuli gathered into

groups, ribosomes, and small starch grains (Figure

12.8). The membranes of etioplasts have no chloro-

phyll but contain protochlorophyllide. When etiol-

ated plants are illuminated, the protochlorophyllide

is immediately converted into chlorophyll and prola-

mellar bodies are gradually transformed into the

membrane system of mature chloroplasts. If the

plants are cultivated permanently at low light inten-

sity, etioplast transformation into chloroplasts is

incomplete. The chloroplasts of these plants have

developed grana, but instead of stroma lamellae,

small prolamellar bodies are present called chloroe-

tioplasts [21].

3. Ability of Gymnosperms to Form Chloroplasts

in the Dark

Angiosperms synthesize chlorophylls and form

chloroplasts only in the light. In complete darkness

chlorophyll synthesis is blocked at the level of proto-

chlorophyllide, and plastids are differentiated as etio-

plasts. Among the angiosperms, the ability to form

chlorophyll in the dark is very rare and is confined to

the embryos, and on the basis of this plants are div-

ided into Chloroembryphyta and Leucoembryphyta

[34]. This striking phenomenon is observable in onion

bulbs, where quite frequently green leaf primordia

occur. These green tissues inside the bulbs contain

chlorophyll a and b and plastids, besides prominent

prolamellar bodies possess grana composed of up to

ten thylakoids. This example confirms that under

certain circumstances angiosperms can synthesize

chlorophyll and also form chloroplast in the dark,

but the meaning of this ability is unclear [35]. In

FIGURE 12.7 Etioplast in a palisade parenchyma cell of Zea mays (30,000�). (From Oross JW, Possingham JV. Proto-

plasma 1989; 150: 131–138. With permission.)



contrast, gymnosperms form chloroplasts and chlor-

ophylls in the dark as well as in the light. The ability

to synthesize chlorophylls in the absence of light ap-

pears to be confined to the cotyledons of gymno-

sperms. When mature branches of conifers are

allowed to form new needles in the dark, these con-

tain almost no chlorophyll [1,36].

There is a considerable variation among different

species in the structural organization of the dark

formed chloroplasts and in the ability to form chlor-

ophylls. Of the different species of gymnosperms in-

vestigated after germination and growth in darkness

Ephedra twediana, Picea excelsa, Abies alba, Pinus

nigra, and Pinus mugo form chloroplasts, while Gne-

tum montana, Welwitschia mirabilis, Larix deciduas,

and Pinus sylvestris form only etioplasts under the

same conditions [37–39]. The structural differences

in the chloroplast architecture are significant.

L. decidua plastids have immature lamellar systems

with minute grana, each of which contains only

two or three thylakoids; prominent plastoglobuli

are assembled into groups and large prolamellar bod-

ies (Figure 12.8). P. excelsa, A. alba, and P. mugo

have chloroplasts, where the large grana may each

contain up to ten thylakoids (Figure 12.9). If prola-

mellar bodies are present, they occur in the place

of future stroma lamellae, they are smaller, and

their number is higher than in the case of larch etio-

plasts [38].

Differences exist not only in the chloroplast ultra-

structure, but also in the ability to synthesize chlor-

ophylls. Seedlings of L. decidua appear to be much

less effective than seedlings of P. excelsa and P. mugo

in synthesizing chlorophylls in the dark. They contain

far less of both chlorophylls than the other two spe-

cies. When etiolated seedlings are exposed to light,

P. excelsa and P. mugo immediately show a net oxy-

gen release, while L. decidua exhibits a net oxygen

uptake until 6 hr of light [39].

These results indicate that chloroplasts in

dark grown seedlings of P. excelsa and P. mugo are

structurally and functionally well developed. Both the

reaction centers and the light-harvesting complexes

are formed and regularly assembled in the mem-

branes.

As already noted, many gymnosperm species

(their seedlings) and lower plants can synthesize

chlorophyll in the dark. There is evidence that these

plants possess two reductive pathways, one proto-

chlorophyll(ide) oxidoreductase, which does not re-

quire the presence of light, and the light-dependent

protochlorophyll(ide) reductase [37,40,41]. Classical

and molecular-genetic studies of anoxygenic photo-

synthetic bacteria, cyanobacteria, and green algae,

combined with plastid genome analyses of algae and

higher plants, proved crucial to identifying the chlB,

chlL, and chlN genes required for light-independent

Pchlide reduction. These genes have been revealed to

FIGURE 12.8 Etioplast of dark-grown seedling of Larix decidua with prolamellar bodies, starch grains, plastoglobuli, and

plastid ribosomes (35,000�). (From Tevini M, Steinmüller D. Planta 1985; 163: 91–96. With permission.)



encode a multibisubunit light-independent Pchlide

oxidoreductase [42].

In spite of these findings, why these plants are

equipped with this ability remains unclear. One ex-

planation is that the signal for chlorophyll and

chloroplast formation in the dark originates in the

endosperm via the effect of cytokinins [43]. The avail-

able data from DNA–DNA hybridization studies,

plastid genome analyses, and characterization of

PCR-amplified gene fragments support the hypoth-

esis that angiosperms and the few other eukaryotic

organisms that do not green in the dark have, in most

cases, lost chlB, chlL, and chlN during evolution [42].

Another assumption takes into consideration light

requirements for normal growth of the species. It is

a well-known fact that P. excelsa and A. alba belong

to the group of shadow-tolerating trees. Moreover,

these two species and P. mugo compose very dense

stands. When seeds from the three species germinate,

the seedlings grow under conditions of very low light

intensity. Therefore, it is believed that the ability of

these seedlings to form chlorophyll and chloroplast is

due to their developmental adaptation of very low-

light conditions.

C. CHLOROPLASTS

The process of photosynthesis is carried out within a

specific cytoplasmic compartment, the chloroplast.

Chloroplasts are the best studied of all plastid types,

and there are numerous reviews describing their struc-

ture and functions [1–3,21].

Most chloroplasts are present in the mesophyll

cells of the leaves. They also occur in the outer stem

cells, in guard cells, in immature flowers, and fruits;

however, the internal organization of their thylakoid

system in these tissues is variable [1,44].

The occurrence of chloroplasts in root tissues is

rare. Plant roots grow underground as heterotrophic

organs and have little ability to turn green and form

chloroplasts after illumination. However, if the roots

are grown in root cultures, they maintain their typical

root anatomy, but in the cortical cells well-developed

chloroplasts are present [45].

The number of chloroplasts per cell fluctuates

from one plant species to another but generally in-

creases with the cell size. A striking variation can also

be seen in plastid shape and size. Algal chloroplasts

can have very bizarre shapes, but higher plant leaves

show a characteristic lens shape for chloroplasts,

which are usually 5 to 10mm in diameter.

Mesophyll cells are highly vacuolized, and chloro-

plasts are found within the cytoplasm, usually around

the cell periphery close to the plasma membrane.

Distribution of chloroplasts inside the plant cell var-

ies according to the light conditions. Under low light

intensity, chloroplasts are lined up along anticlinal

walls of palisade cells where there is more light, but

FIGURE 12.9 Detail of the Picea abies chloroplast with grana and prolamellar body. This figure demonstrates the

remarkable ability of spruce to differentiate thylakoids in the absence of light (35,000�).



under high light intensity they are placed along the

inner walls where the light is weaker [46].

Chloroplasts are plant cell organelles with highly

organized internal architecture. The structural modi-

fication of the inner membrane system of chloroplasts

is influenced by different factors and one of these is

the mode of photosynthesis.

1. Chloroplast of C3 Plants

The first initial products after carboxylation of the

CO2 acceptor, ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate are two mol-

ecules of 3-phosphoglycerate. The presence three-

carbon compounds leads to the name of this group,

which contains monocotyledonous and dicotyledon-

ous plants.

The distinct photosynthetic tissue in the leaves of

C3 plants is mesophyll. The mesophyll cells are spread

out between the upper and lower epidermis (Figure

12.10) [47] and are made up of palisade and spongy

cells. C3 plants usually have uniform-appearing

chloroplasts throughout the leaf. Chloroplast from

the leaf mesophyll cells of both C3 and C4 plants

exhibit similar internal membrane organization

(Figure 12.12).

On the basis of numerous electron microscopic

investigations, we can distinguish three major struc-

tural regions of the chloroplasts: double-outer-

membrane envelope, chloroplast stroma, and highly

organized lamellar system.

The chloroplast envelope consists of two mem-

branes separated by a translucent gap of about

10 nm. This gap regulates the movement of carbon

intermediate products in and out of the chloroplasts,

it is the site of biosynthesis of galactolipids, and ne-

cessary proteins synthesized in cytoplasm are trans-

ported across the envelope. The envelope does not

contain chlorophyll but possesses carotenoids that

probably protect chloroplasts against photooxida-

tion.

Inside the chloroplasts, there is a proteinaceous

stroma. The stroma surrounds the thylakoids and is

the site of biochemical (dark) reactions of photosyn-

thesis. The prominent chemical substance of the

chloroplast stroma is the enzyme ribulose bispho-

sphate carboxylase, which catalyzes carboxylation of

ribulose bisphosphate. Ribulose bisphosphate car-

boxylase is composed of large and small subunits.

The large subunit is encoded by the nuclear genome

and synthesized by cytoplasmic ribosomes. The small

subunit is encoded by the nuclear genome and syn-

thesized by the cytoplasmic ribosomes. The proteins

of the small subunit are transported across the envel-

ope and assembled in the stroma into functional mol-

ecules of the enzyme [48].

The chloroplast stroma also contains a number

of discrete particles. Chloroplast DNA appears as a

mesh of 2.5-nm fibrils, and the area in which

the fibrils are present is called nucleoid. The molecule

of chloroplast DNA is of circular configuration,

FIGURE 12.10 Leaf anatomy of C3 plant Hordeum vulgare (580�). (From Benková E, Van Dongen W, Kolář J, Motyka V,

Brzobohaty B, Van Onckelen HA, Macháčková I. Plant Physiol. 1999; 121: 245–251. With permission.)



and it occurs in all plastid types. Ribosomes are

present in varying abundance in the stroma of

higher-plant chloroplasts. They are either free in the

stroma or bound to the chloroplast membranes. Plas-

toglobuli in chloroplast with a highly developed mem-

brane system are regularly spread over the stroma.

Starch grains are also often present in the stroma,

which in general represent transitionally stored

photosynthate. The number of starch grains greatly

varies in chloroplasts; however, spongy mesophyll

cells contain invariably more starch than palisade

cells.

The light reactions of photosynthesis are localized

in the chloroplast membranes. The internal mem-

brane system of the chloroplasts includes grana and

stroma thylakoids (Figure 12.12). The internal mem-

branes are shaped like disks and are often stacked

together, forming a granum. Each disk is vesiculated

or saclike and is termed a thylakoid. A granum is

made of at least two or three thylakoids. The number

of thylakoids per granum varies considerably within

the same chloroplast. The thylakoids that traverse the

stroma and interconnect the grana are called stroma

thylakoids or stroma lamellae. The number as well as

the size of the grana are variable, depending on cell

type and light conditions where the plants are culti-

vated. For example, spongy mesophyll cells have big-

ger grana stacks than palisade cells, and shade plant

chloroplasts have larger grana with more thylakoids,

while chloroplasts from plants grown in the sun con-

tain poorly stacked grana [49].

Granal thylakoids have their own substructure.

The areas of paired membranes brought about by

the close contact or adhesion of the surfaces of the

adjacent thylakoid layers within the granum are

termed partitions. The membranes exposed to the

stroma at the edge of the granal thylakoids are termed

margins. The partitions plus the margins enclose the

electron-translucent space or lumen [50].

This substructure of granal thylakoids is useful in

locating different proteins and photosystems in the

thylakoid. A wide variety of proteins essential to

photosynthesis are embedded in the thylakoid mem-

brane. In many cases portions of these proteins ex-

tend into the aqueous regions of both sides of the

thylakoid.

Integral membrane proteins of the chloroplasts

often have a unique orientation within the membrane.

Thylakoid membrane proteins have one region point-

ing toward the stromal side of the membrane and the

other oriented toward the interior portion of the thy-

lakoid, the lumen.

In recent years it has been established that the

photosystem II reaction center, along with its antenna

chlorophylls and associated electron transport pro-

teins, is located predominantly in the stacked regions

of the grana thylakoids. The photosystem I reaction

center and its associated antenna pigments and elec-

FIGURE 12.11 Leaf anatomy of C4 plant Chrysopogon gryllus. Chloroplasts are located centrifugally in the bundle sheath

cells (360�). (From Armstrong GA. J. Photochem. Photobiol. B 1998; 43: 87–100. With permission.)



tron transfer proteins, as well as the coupling factor

enzyme that catalyzes the formation of ATP, are

found almost exclusively in the stroma lamellae and

at the edges of the grana thylakoids. The cytochrome

b6�f complex that connects the photosystems is

evenly distributed. Thus, the two photochemical

events that take place in O2-producing photosynthesis

are spatially separated [50].

The various photosynthetic pigments involved in

the absorption of light are part of the thylakoids.

Higher plants have two groups of photosynthetic pig-

ments: chlorophylls and carotenoids. There are two

types of chlorophylls, chlorophyll a and chlorophyll

b, in the higher plants. In algae and photosynthetic

bacteria, bacteriochlorophylls are present. Chloro-

phyll a is the major pigment and is found in all

photosynthetic organisms that produce oxygen. It

has various forms with different absorption maxima.

The short-wavelength Chl a forms are predominantly

present in photosystem II. The long-wavelength

forms are mostly present in photosystem I. The

major portion of chlorophyll b is present in photo-

system II. The chlorophylls are noncovalently bound

to protein in the thylakoid membrane forming chloro-

phyll proteins.

Carotenoids are the yellow and orange pigments

found in most photosynthetic organisms. There are

two classes of carotenoids: carotens, for example,

a and b carotene and lycopene, and xanthophylls

(containing a hydroxyl group), for example, zeax-

anthin, antheraxanthin, and violaxanthin. It is gener-

ally accepted that most of the carotenes are present in

photosystem I, while the xanthophylls are involved in

photosystem II [51].

Carotenoids are usually intimately associated with

both the antenna and the reaction center pigment pro-

teins and are integral constituents of the membrane.

The energy of the light absorbed by carotenoids is

rapidly transferred to chlorophylls, so carotenoids

are termed accessory pigments. Carotenoids also play

an essential role in photoprotection [50].

2. Chloroplasts of C4 Plants

The basic characteristic of the C4 plants is that the

primary initial products of CO2 fixation are the four-

carbon dicarboxyl acids — oxaloacetate, malate, and

aspartate. Both monocotyledons and dicotyledons

from this group have a striking leaf anatomy and

chloroplast architecture. The most prominent charac-

teristic of the C4 plant leaves is the organization of the

chlorenchymatous tissue in concentric layers around

the vascular tissue — Kranz-type (wreathlike) anat-

omy. This peculiar leaf anatomy was first described

and named by the German botanist Haberlandt in

1904. As we have already noted, a cross section of

C3 plant leaf reveals essentially only one type of

photosynthetic tissue containing chloroplasts —

mesophyll. In contrast, the C4 plant leaf has two

distinct tissues containing chloroplasts — mesophyll

and the bundle sheath (Figure 12.11) [52]. There is a

considerable variation in the arrangement of the bun-

dle sheath cells with respect to the mesophyll and

vascular tissue [53].

Chloroplasts from the leaf mesophyll cells of C4

plants exhibit grana similar to other higher-plant

chloroplasts. However, the chloroplasts of the neigh-

boring bundle sheath cells of these plants often have

different chloroplast organization.

Originally, it was thought that the chloroplasts of

C4 bundle sheath cells were agranal. This assumption

was supported by the observations of chloroplast

ultrastructure of C4 plants such as corn and sugar-

cane. But further evaluation of many C4 plants

showed that bundle sheath chloroplasts often possess

grana [51,54].

FIGURE 12.12 A mesophyll cell chloroplast of Andropogon ischaemum (30,000�). (From Armstrong GA. J. Photochem.

Photobiol. B 1998; 43: 87–100. With permission.)



On the basis of numerous physiological and struc-

tural studies of C4 plants, it has been suggested that

they can be divided into three distinct subgroups. The

sorting of plants into these subgroups is based on the

presence of the enzymes that catalyze their decarbox-

ylation reactions, and they are also named after these

enzymes. In decarboxylating mechanisms, NADP-

malic enzyme (NADP-ME), NAD-malic enzyme

(NAD-ME), and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxyki-

nase (PEP-CK) enzymes are involved. The chloro-

plast organization in the single groups is as follows.

Chloroplasts in NADP-ME subgroup are agranal,

and they are located centrifugally in the bundle

sheath cells. Grana, if present, are few and are com-

posed of two to four thylakoids. Examples of plants

with these chloroplasts are corn, sugarcane, and sor-

ghum (Figure 12.13).

Chloroplasts in NAD-ME subgroup contain nu-

merous and well-developed grana, and they have a

centripetal position in the bundle sheath cells. Plants

like pigweed, purslane, and millet belong to this sub-

group.

Chloroplasts in the PEP-CK subgroup possess

grana, and their position in the bundle sheath cells is

centrifugal. Plants that belong to this subgroup in-

clude guinea grass and Rhodes grass [40].

From this minireview it is quite obvious that

chloroplast position in the vascular bundle sheath

cells is variable. Disposition of bundle sheath chloro-

plasts changes during leaf development. Young

chloroplasts of finger millet are almost evenly distrib-

uted along the cell walls in bundle sheath cells of

folded immature leaves. Above the elongation zone,

the bundle sheath chloroplasts tend to lie along radial

walls and the walls adjacent to the vascular bundle.

They further migrate close to the vascular bundle,

finally establishing a centripetal arrangement [55].

Bundle sheath chloroplasts typically have a high ac-

cumulation of the starch. However, if translocation of

photosynthetic products is inhibited, numerous starch

grains are present in the mesophyll chloroplasts after

the bundle sheath chloroplasts are first loaded [51].

In the periphery of C4 plant chloroplasts, a com-

plex of vesicles and tubules occurs called the periph-

eral reticulum. The peripheral reticulum, which

initially was thought to be unique to the bundle

sheath and mesophyll cell chloroplasts, has also

been found in the mesophyll cell chloroplasts of a

number of C3 plants. The peripheral reticulum is

continuous with the chloroplast envelope and pos-

sibly with the thylakoid system. For these reasons it

has been suggested that the peripheral reticulum may

be involved in the rapid transport of metabolites

between thylakoids and the chloroplast envelope

[14,56]. In addition to starch grains, in plastoglobuli,

ribosomes and regions with DNA fibrils can be ob-

served in the stroma of bundle sheath chloroplasts.

Variation in the chloroplast organization of C4 plants

is a good example of the influence of cell differenti-

ation and function on plastid biogenesis.

D. CHROMOPLASTS

Chromoplasts represent a group of plastids that lack

chlorophyll but accumulate carotenoids. They pro-

vide the bright red, yellow, and orange colors of

FIGURE 12.13 Chloroplast from a bundle sheath cell of Chrysopogon gryllus (21,300�). (From Armstrong GA.

J. Photochem. Photobiol. B 1998; 43: 87–100. With permission.)



many flowers, old leaves, fruits, and some roots [6].

Morphologically, chromoplasts are very heterogen-

ous. The original lens shape changes into elongated,

spindle-shaped, and irregular ameboidal shape.

Chromoplasts can develop from chloroplasts or

leucoplasts. When chloroplasts are transformed into

chromoplasts, the membranes are broken down, and

simultaneously the number of plastoglobuli increases.

The course of chromoplast development in fruits and

in flowers is similar to chromoplast differentiation in

senescent leaves. Membrane breakdown takes place

in the granal and stroma thylakoids but not in the

plastid envelope.

During chloroplast transformation into chromo-

plasts in the tissues of fruits and flowers, there are

transitional plastid chlorochromoplasts. Chlorochro-

moplasts contain both chlorophyll and carotenoids.

Fully differentiated chromoplasts lack chloro-

phylls and have a poor membrane system, but they

have the ability to produce new types of carotenoids.

The carotenoid present in green, unripe fruits and

undeveloped flowers are those characteristic of the

chloroplast. However, in the course of ripening, dif-

ferent carotenoids are formed, for example, lycopene

in tomato and capsanthin in red pepper [1].

There is great variation not only in chromoplast

shape and size but also in their ultrastructure, which

varies in different fruits and flowers. This morpho-

logical variability has led to classifying chromoplasts

as follows: globulous, membranous, tubulous, reticu-

lotubulous, and crystallous [57]. The sorting of chro-

moplasts into different classes is done on the basis of

morphological differences in the carotenoid contain-

ing structures.

The most frequent chromoplast type is globu-

lous. Carotenoids of these chromoplasts are

bound to globules of variable size. Globulous chro-

moplasts are present, for example, in fruits of Sola-

num luteum, bananas, oranges, cucumbers, and in

flowers of Ranunculus repens, in tulips, Chrysosple-

nium alternifolium, and in senescent leaves (Figure

12.14).

Membranous chromoplasts are characterized by

having multiple layers of membranes, which contain

the carotenoid pigments. Such chromoplasts have

been observed, for example, in the flowers of narcis-

sus and in tomato fruits.

Tubulous chromoplasts typically exhibit tubulous

and fibrillar structures, whereas carotenoids are

bound. Tubules are often organized into the bundles,

which are separated by single thylakoids. There is

close contact between tubules and plastoglobuli. Tu-

bulous chromoplasts occur, for example, in the fruits

of red pepper and in cucumber flowers.

Crystallous chromoplasts contain their carote-

noids (b-carotene and lycopene) in crystals. They

are formed within or in association with the thylakoi-

dal membrane. They occur in carrot roots, tomatoes,

and in leaves of the lycopenic maize mutant (Figure

12.15) [58].

FIGURE 12.14 Globulous chromoplast of Aucuba japonica (27,000�).



Reticulotubulous chromoplasts contain mutually

connected tubules branched in different ways com-

posing a network of tubules of variable size. Such

chromoplasts have been observed in Typhonium

divaricatum.

The ability of chromoplasts to synthesize new

carotenoids indicates that metabolically they are not

inactive organelles. The total content of proteins de-

creases due to the thylakoid breakdown, but they still

contain DNA [59].

It is generally accepted that chromoplasts in fruits

and flowers serve as attractants for pollinators and

seed distributors.

E. PLASTID SENESCENCE

Senescence is the last phase in the ontogeny of a

whole organism, organ, cell, or organelle. It is basic-

ally a degenerative process that leads to the death of a

living system. Senescence of the leaf is controlled by

nuclear genes and is accompanied by decreased ex-

pression of genes related to photosynthesis and pro-

tein synthesis and increased expression of senescence-

associated genes (SAGs) [60–65].

Different tissues and cells of leaves have their own

pattern and timing of senescence. The first leaves

formed by a plant generally begin to senesce first,

for example, cotyledons in dicotyledonous plants.

Leaf senescence is commonly caused by shading as

the canopy thickens above the early leaves, but it can

also be caused by developmental changes taking place

elsewhere in the plant, such as in the formation of

seeds; by competition between the mature leaves and

the growing shoot; or by environmental factors,

which can bring about the synchronous senescence

of the leaves of deciduous trees in autumn [11].

Leaf senescence is accompanied by loss of proteins

and chlorophyll and by extensive degradation of

chloroplast membranes. A change in leaf color is the

first symptom of leaf senescence. Disappearance of

chlorophyll in senescent leaves is attributed to the ac-

tion of chlorophyllase. This enzyme is an intrinsic thy-

lakoid protein, therefore its activity is modulated by

themembrane environment.Chlorophylaseundernor-

mal conditions is in an inactive form in the membrane.

Senescence-induced changes in the thylakoid organiza-

tion may lead to the activation of chlorophyllase,

which subsequently breaks down chlorophyll [66].

The fate of carotenoids is questionable. They are

part of chlorophyll–protein complexes, and therefore

their degradation is possible only with the destruction

of these complexes. Compared to chlorophyll, caro-

tenoids are quite stable. It is suggested that during the

breakdown of membranes, the fatty acids released

interact with liberated carotenoids to form carotenoid

esters in plastoglobuli, thus keeping the pigments

stable [4,67]. In connection with carotenoids, it is

necessary to take into consideration the ability of

chromoplasts to synthesize new forms of carotenoids

not present in the chloroplasts [1].

During leaf senescence the original green color

changes to yellow. A gradual deepening of this yellow

color is accompanied by alterations in the chloroplast

architecture. Yellow-green leaves possess a transi-

tional type of plastid chlorochromoplasts. These

plastids have the features of both chloroplasts (with

degenerating membranes) and chromoplasts

(with numerous plastoglobuli).

FIGURE 12.15 Crystallous chromoplast with lycopenic crystals of Zea mays lycopenic mutant (40,000�). (From Tevini M,

Steinmüller D. Planta 1985; 163: 91–96. With permission.)



Ultrastructure degradation of senescent chloro-

plasts consists of three major events: thylakoid break-

down, formation of plastoglobuli, and rupture of the

envelope [4].

At the beginning of chloroplast senescence the

stroma thylakoids are destroyed first and the number

of plastoglobuli increases with advanced membrane

destruction (Figure 12.16). Gathering of plastoglobuli

during chloroplast senescence and their closeness to

degenerated membranes have led to the suggestion

that plastoglobuli contain released lipids from

destroyed thylakoids [68,69]. After stroma thylakoids

break down, grana disorganization begins. The deg-

radation of grana is induced by the loss of chlorophyll

b and light-harvesting complex, which are known to

be responsible for grana stacking [60].

Senescent yellow leaves may have either regular a

green stripes or green spots on their margins. The

yellow regions contain chromoplasts, but the green

regions have chloroplasts with grana that are remark-

able for their size and the number of thylakoids (they

are also called giant grana) [11]. Chloroplasts with a

similar lamellar organization occur in green islands in

barley leaves (e.g., after infection with powdery

mildew) [70].

The late phase of chloroplast senescence is char-

acterized by both a change in shape and extensive

vacuolation. At the beginning of plastid vacuolation

many electron-transparent vacuoles appear in plastid

stroma, which gradually fuse and finally occupy

almost the entire plastids. Unlike during induced

senescence, when vacuoles are formed by the hyper-

trophy of intrathylakoidal space [21,71], during

natural senescence vacuoles originate from the local

lysis of plastid stroma. The origin of vacuoles is the

result of the activity of hydrolytic enzymes (e.g., pro-

teases, Chl-degrading enzymes, galactolipase, and

other enzymes), which are able to carry out the deg-

radation within the chloroplasts.

The pattern of ultrastructural changes of chloro-

plasts differs with plant species and depends on the

conditions under which senescence is carried out.

However, generally we can conclude that complete

plastid destruction during plastid senescence precedes

the extensive vacuolation that results in the rupture of

the plastid envelope and the decay of plastids.

F. PLASTIDS OF HETEROTROPHIC PLANTS

The mode of plant nutrition significantly influ-

ences plastid morphogenesis. Among the plants

with nonautotrophic nutrition are saprophytic

and parasitic plant species from different families.

Observations of different nongreen species indicate

that the pathway of plastid differentiation differs

from that in autotrophic plants. Plastid ultrastructure

may be species specific in saprophytic and parasitic

plants.

FIGURE 12.16 Senescent plastid of Limodorum abortivum with numerous plastoglobuli, dilated thylakoids, and stroma

vacuolation (23,000�).



Semiparasitic plants constitute a special category.

Chloroplasts of semiparasitic Viscum album are devel-

oped as in other autotrophic plants; their structure

does not depend on the seasonal activity of the host.

Green leaves of semiparasitic plants, both in winter

(even at �78C) and in summer, possess chloroplasts

with a well-developed thylakoid system [72,73].

Saprophytic Neottia nidus-avis contains plastids

with coiled and branched thylakoids, plastoglobuli,

as well as starch grains in flowers, stalks, and scales

(Figure 12.17) [74,75].

Parasitic plants (e.g., Epifagus virginiana, Oro-

banche fuliginosa, Orobanche hederae, Lathrea squa-

maria, Cuscuta epithymum, Aeginatia indica, and

Cuscuta europaea) possess plastids with strongly re-

duced membrane systems. Besides single thylakoids,

plastoglobuli and prominent protein inclusions and

starch grains can occur in these plastids (Figure

12.18) [72,76,77]. It is of considerable interest that

plastids of both parasitic and saprophytic plants are

often developed as amyloplasts. The presence of large

starch grains indicates that plastids of both sapro-

phytes and parasites may serve as compartments of

starch synthesis and storage. The precursors for

starch synthesis in the case of saprophytes are taken

from the substrate where they grow or from the host

in the case of parasites.

The effect of heterotrophy on the sieve element

plastids is interesting. While typical proteinoplasts

(P-plastids) are present in the phloem cells of

N. nidus-avis, the sieve elements of E. virginiana plas-

tids are present only in the early stages of sieve elem-

ent ontogeny, but they are absent in virtually all

mature sieve elements [77,78].

Heterotrophic plants usually appear yellow,

brown, or purple. Pigment analysis of the holopara-

site O. fuliginosa has shown the presence of different

carotenoids. The presence of carotenoids together

with the simple inner organization of plastids led to

their classification as chromoplasts [72,76].

The presence of chlorophyll in parasitic plants is

questionable. Detectable levels of chlorophyll have

not been observed in the parasites E. virginiana,

C. europaea, and O. fuliginosa [76,79,80].

But in other parasites like Cuscuta reflexa, Cus-

cuta campestris, L. squamaria, and Orobanche lutea

both chlorophylls are detectable [79]. Explaining

these discrepancies in the chlorophyll content of para-

sitic plants may be difficult. For instance, chlorophyll

content can be influenced by the sensitivity of appar-

atuses used for chlorophyll detection. Originally, in

N. nidus-avis only chlorophyll a was observed, but

from recent results it is obvious that chlorophyll b is

also present in detectable amounts [75].

Small differences among the various species

may be caused by special growth conditions. For

example, the chlorophyll content in the stems of Cus-

cuta australis grown in the darkness is two times

higher than in illuminated stems [81]. The ontogenetic

stage of plant development is probably also import-

FIGURE 12.17 Plastid of saprophytic Neottia nidus-avis with coiled thylakoids and starch grains (21,000�).



ant. Parasitic plants, during flowering, contain more

chlorophyll than during their vegetative phase.

Suprisingly, a high chlorophyll content has been

found in the pistils of C. campestris. Slight photo-

synthetic activity together with the presence of

chlorophyll has been also identified in some parasites

[79].

It is generally accepted that heterotrophic plants

have evolved from autotrophs. Therefore, the ques-

tion arises: Why do parasitic plants possess chloro-

phylls and exhibit low photosynthetic activities?

Perhaps it is only a relic of their evolution from an

autotrophic to a parasitic way of life, or it may be

connected with the higher organic requirements of

parasites during seed production (increased content

of chlorophyll during flowering). The extent to which

a parasite extracts organic compounds from its hosts

presumably depends on the extent to which the para-

site can satisfy its organic needs by its own ability to

carry out photosynthesis.

G. PLASTIDS OF EVERGREEN PLANTS

Juvenile plastids of annual and deciduous plants in

spring are gradually transformed into fully differenti-

ated chloroplasts, and at the end of the vegetative

period they mature and change into chromoplasts.

Seasonal variation occurs not only in the chloroplast

structure but also in their photosynthetic capacity

[82]. In species in which the leaves persist for several

years, the chloroplasts may undergo seasonal changes

in the structure of the thylakoidal system and its

function [83–85].

In summer mesophyll cells possess well-developed

chloroplasts with a rich membrane system. Grana are

made of numerous thylakoids and are interconnected

with the stroma lamellae. Chloroplasts are lined up

along the cell walls. Summer chloroplasts contain a

variable number of starch grains.

In autumn the membrane system of chloroplasts is

not changed substantially. A peculiar shift occurs in

the reduction of both the number and the size of the

starch grains.

Conspicuous changes in chloroplasts take place in

winter. The starch completely disappears. Chloro-

plasts usually are not regularly distributed along the

cell walls but create irregular formations in different

parts of cells. The membrane system of chloroplasts is

often located in one part of the plastid, and in the

other there is only membrane-free stroma. The num-

bers of grana and stroma lamellae are reduced, and

they are not as compact as during summer (Figure

12.19). Both grana and stroma thylakoids swell

slightly. To what extent chloroplast membranes are

altered during winter is probably determined by the

sensitivity of plant species to low temperatures.

In spring, the plastids are again distributed along

the cell walls. The striking feature of these plastids is

the presence of a great number of starch grains. Nu-

merous and large starch inclusions make the plastid

shape irregular. The membrane system of the spring

plastids in evergreen plants does not show a regular

FIGURE 12.18 Plastids of holoparasite Aeginatia indica (27,000�).



organization (typical for chloroplasts in other seasons

and strongly limited by starch grains). These plastids

are typical chloroamyloplasts. Such a high content of

starch in the plastids has been observed only during

spring. It is therefore possible to conclude that in

spring these plastids function as amyloplasts and pro-

vide reserve material for cell division and differenti-

ation in forming new shoots.

Studies of chloroplast alterations during the an-

nual cycle of evergreen plants confirm the plasticity of

the plastid membrane system, which is able to suit-

ably respond to changing environmental conditions

during the annual cycle.

H. PLASTID REGENERATION

It is obvious that various plastid types may in prin-

ciple be reversibly transformed into one another. In

different tissues, under certain conditions, transi-

tional types of plastids (e.g., chloroamyloplast, chlor-

oetioplasts, and chlorochromoplasts) occur.

In this regard it is necessary to ask if chromoplasts

from both mature flowers and fruits or from the

senescent leaves can be transformed into fully func-

tional chloroplasts. Regeneration of senescent plas-

tids into chloroplasts is very interesting and

important for a better understanding of plastid bio-

genesis. The study of plastid transformation can indi-

cate the approaches of the possible manipulation of

leaf senescence [86]. Photosynthetically active chloro-

plasts lose their membrane system in the process of

senescence, and gradually they are developed into

senescent plastids — gerontoplasts [11,60]. During

the reversion process chromoplasts are transformed

into chloroplasts. Leaf regreening is accompanied by

structural changes of plastids (new membranes are

differentiated) and synthesis of chlorophyll. The re-

sults of this process are full transformation of chro-

moplasts into chloroplasts.

Several attempts have been made to induce plastid

regeneration. Reversion of chromoplasts into chloro-

plasts has been described in Valencia orange fruits, in

greening carrot roots [87,88], in pumpkin fruits [89],

in the spathe of Zantedeschia elliotiana, and in the

sepals of Nuphar luteum [90], in soybean cotyledons

[91], in the leaves of tobacco and blackberries [92], in

Buxus leaves [93], in lemon fruits [94], and in in vitro

cultures of pericarp segments from fruits of Citrus

sinensis.

The cotyledons have proved to be very useful

plant material for the study of the regreening process,

especially for their short life span. During the early

phase of plant development cotyledons are photosyn-

thetically active. Later, when the stems with leaves are

differentiated, the cotyledons turn yellow and fall

down. The senescence of cotyledons can be delayed

when the differentiating stems are permanently re-

moved from the seedlings, the cotyledons are green

(evergreen), their size is bigger and even their life span

is longer than those cotyledons with stems. In the time

FIGURE 12.19 Chloroplast of Aucuba japonica in winter with slightly dilated membranes and membrane-free stroma

(22,000�).



when the seedlings possess only green cotyledons,

they are the only sink of the endogenous cytokinins.

During the phase of stem and leaf differentiation all

cytokinins are utilized in this process. When the stems

from the seedlings are removed, the transport and

new sink of cytokinins is blocked and they begin to

accumulate in the yellow cotyledons. A positive influ-

ence after external application of cytokinins in delay-

ing of plastid senescence and in plastid differentiation

has been reported in numerous observations [61,95–

100]. Therefore, it is supposed that the accumulation

of cytokinins in senescent cotyledons might have in-

duced their regreening.

During the transformation of chromoplasts into

chloroplasts, chlorophyll accumulates and new thy-

lakoids are formed within the original chromoplasts

[91]. The protein spectrum is also changed during

senescence and after regreening. Significant changes

occur especially in the case of both subunits of

RUBISCO. In senescent chloroplasts there are only

traces of RUBISCO, but the regreened cotyledons

are interesting for strong expression of both large

and small RUBISCO subunits. Ultrastructural ob-

servations have revealed that during regreening,

chloroplasts appeared to be formed by reversion of

chromoplasts. No proplastids have been observed in

FIGURE 12.20 Regenerated chloroplast from mustard cotyledons (40,000�).



the regreening tissues. New thylakoids are formed

either by invagination of the inner membrane of the

plastid envelope [89,90,92] or by multiplication of

pre-existing thylakoids as in the case of mustard

cotyledons [101]. If new thylakoids are differentiated

from present membranes at the beginning, the mem-

branes are swollen, but later they assume the shape

of normal thylakoids and form typical grana (Figure

12.20). Both residual plastid structures (thylakoid

membranes) and preservation of the plastid envelope

integrity seem to be a prerequisite for the regreening

phenomenon [91,102,103]. Plastoglobuli formed in

chromopast during the disintegration of their mem-

branes are reduced in number and size after extensive

regreening. Factors influencing the reversal trans-

formation of chromoplasts into chloroplasts are

variable.

Suitable light and temperature conditions can

cause regreening of tissues [87,89,93]. In the mustard

cotyledons, after excision of the epicotyls, a direct

correlation between the extent of regreening and the

cytokinin content of the cotyledons has been ob-

served. A similar course of plastid reversion can be

also seen after external cytokinin treatment of senes-

cent mustard cotyledons [25]. Plastid regeneration can

be obtained not only in the case of natural senescence

but even after the harmful effect of cadmium on

cotyledons. Yellow Cd-treated cotyledons, after

transferring 10�5 benzylaminopurine, solution are

recovered after 72 hr of cultivation, and regreened

cotyledons possess plastids with a well-developed

membrane system [104].

Although plastid reversion occurs only under spe-

cial experimental circumstances, the significance of

this phenomenon lies in the fact that plastids are

organelles that can progressively change their archi-

tecture according to the growth conditions.

III. SUMMARY

In this chapterwe have focused onplastid development

in vascular plants. There is a close interrelationship

between plastid differentiation and cell different-

iation, the tissue specificity, the mode of photosyn-

thesis and nutrition, and different factors of the

environment.

Plastids are flexible plant cell organelles that are

able to dynamically respond to the changing condi-

tions of plant growth. Plastid structural heterogeneity

reflects their different functions in both plant species

and plant tissues.

This contribution describes the fundamental prin-

ciples of plastid differentiation in higher plants and

brings new data regarding plastid regeneration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plastids form a major proteinaceous compartment in

plant and algal cells. For example, chloroplasts con-

tain 2000 to 2500 proteins [1] and account for 75% to

80% of the total nitrogen in a leaf [2]. Also, the dry

weight of a chloroplast is 50% to 60% protein [3]. It is

well known that the concentrations of apparently all

proteins in plant cells result from both synthesis and

degradation of the individual proteins [4]. Thus, plas-

tid proteins, like those in other compartments of eu-

karyotic cells, are continually synthesized and

subsequently degraded by a variety of proteases.

Also, many plastid proteins are first synthesized as

precursor molecules that are then processed to mature

forms by proteases in the organelle (e.g., Ref. [5]).

Plastid proteins originally were proposed to be

degraded by proteases located in a plant cell’s vacu-

ole, the presumed plant counterpart [6] of the animal

cell lysosome. This proposal, however, became unten-

able when studies on senescing cells showed a large

loss of protein occurred within chloroplasts before

any loss in number of the organelles took place [7].

The latter indicated that, though final destruction of



senesced chloroplasts may be accomplished within the

vacuole, proteolysis indeed does occur in the plastids

themselves. The idea also arose that plastid proteins

were degraded by a ubiquitin-type system within the

organelles (e.g., Refs. [8,9]), but this idea was dis-

counted when it was clearly shown that there are no

ubiquitinated proteins in chloroplasts [10].

It is now well known that chloroplasts contain

multiple proteases. Proplastids, etioplasts, and chro-

moplasts also contain proteases but the proteolytic

complement of these plastids has been little studied.

The topic of plastid proteases was reviewed for the

first time in 1996 [5] and covered the published litera-

ture to about mid-1995. The present chapter is an

updated version of the earlier one [5] and emphasizes

the relevant literature published from mid-1995 to

mid-2003. A number of relevant publications also

have appeared in recent years [11–19] and these

should be consulted for additional information on

plastid proteases. In the present chapter, the terms

‘‘protease’’ and ‘‘peptidase’’ are used interchange-

ably.

II. PROTEASE FAMILIES

A. CLP PROTEASES

The ATP-dependent Clp proteases (caseinolytic pro-

tease) are soluble multisubunit protein complexes in

both prokaryotes and chloroplasts. A Clp protease

was first discovered in Escherichia coli and subse-

quently in chloroplasts (e.g., Ref. [5]). A typical Clp

protease in chloroplasts consists of two types of

subunit: ClpP (now known as ClpP1, see Table

13.1), which is a protease, and ClpC, which is an

ATPase that regulates proteolysis by activating the

ClpP protease. ClpC is encoded in the nuclear

genome and ClpP in the plastid genome [5,20].

In plastids, ClpP1 is the homolog of the bacterial

ClpP and ClpC is the homolog of the bacterial ClpA

[13,21].

Clp protease genes and subunits are found in a

wide variety of higher plants and green algae [5,18–

28]. ClpC and ClpP genes and polypeptides are found

in all tissues, including roots, of Arabidopsis thaliana

[21,28] and pea seedlings [24], with ClpC mRNA and

protein being the most abundant in green leaves com-

pared to etiolated ones [24].

The Clp enzyme has been implicated in the deg-

radation of the cytochrome b6 f complex [29] and

suggested to perform a vital housekeeping function

[30] including the degradation of proteins misdirected

to the wrong compartment of the plastid [26]. The

level of ClpC decreases during senescence in Arabi-

dopsis leaves [31] while the level of the plastid-

encoded ClpP1 is reported both to remain unchanged

in one study [31] and to decrease in another [32]. Any

role for the Clp protease during senescence remains to

be defined.

The Clp protease is reportedly essential in several

cases for chloroplast function and for the growth and

viability of algae and plant cells. Inactivation of the

plastid-encoded ClpP1 prevents growth in Chlamydo-

monas [33] and normal chloroplast development in

tobacco [25]. Inactivation of the gene by insertional

mutagenesis results in failure to produce homoplas-

mic transformants in tobacco [25] and Chlamydomo-

nas [29]. Reduced levels of ClpP1 result in arrested

chloroplast development in tobacco [27]. However, a

requirement of ClpP1 for plant cell viability has been

questioned recently: two nonphotosynthetic lines of

maize suspension cells lack the gene but still grow

[34]. Therefore, a functional ClpP1 does not seem to

be required for general plant survival but has been

suggested to be essential for the development and

function of plastids [34]. However, a plastid-encoded

ClpP is not essential in all plastids because the plastid

genomes of the green algae, Euglena gracilis [35] and

Odontella sinensis [36], and of the red alga, Porphyra

purpurea [37], do not contain a gene for ClpP, yet the

plastids of these algae are functional.

TABLE 13.1
Clp Subunits from Arabidopsis Chloroplasts

Encoding Genome Proposed Namea
Other Names

and References

Plastid ClpP1 pClpP [30,31]

ClpP (generic

for ClpP isomers)

Nucleus ClpP3 nClpP3 [31]

nClpP4 [30]

ClpP4 nClpP3 [30]

nClpP4 [31]

ClpP5 nClpP1 [31]

nClpP5 [30]

ClpP6 nClpP1 [30]

nClpP6 [31]

ClpC1, C2 C1 and C2 not usually

distinguished in the

literature; most often

either one is called

ClpC

ClpD ERD1 [22,32,43]

ClpR1 nClpP5 [31]

ClpR2 nClpP2 [31]

ClpR3

ClpR4

aAdpated from Refs. [17,18].



In bacteria [38], there is one gene for each of the

ATPase subunits present, ClpA and ClpX, and one

gene for the proteolytic subunit, ClpP. In contrast in

Arabidopsis, multiple Clp isomers are encoded. Ara-

bidopsis has become the standard organism for stud-

ies on molecular biology in higher plants, and

especially since its genome has been completely se-

quenced [39]. Useful nomenclature for the previously

otherwise-named Clp isomers in Arabidopsis has been

proposed [17,18]. This nomenclature includes ClpP1,

which is encoded in the plastid genome, as well as

multiple subunits encoded in the nuclear genome, i.e.,

four more ClpP proteolytic subunits (ClpP3, 4, 5, and

6), three ATPase subunits (two near identical ClpC

isomers, i.e., ClpC1 and C2, and ClpD), plus ClpR1,

R2, R3, and R4. All of these Clp subunits locate in

the chloroplasts (Table 13.1) and an additional ClpP

subunit locates in the mitochondria [17,18]. ClpC1,

C2, and D belong to the heat shock protein (Hsp)

family of chaperones [18,28,40,41]. The high number

of Clp genes in Arabidopsis is the result of gene du-

plication during evolution [42].

Aside from the ClpC and ClpP1 subunits that

form the ‘‘Clp protease’’ in chloroplasts, little is

known about the other Clp subunits. ClpD was first

identified in Arabidopsis as a desiccation-induced pro-

tein, ERD1 [22]. ClpD also is induced by a high salt

concentration, by dark-induced etiolation and by sen-

escence [43]. The function of the ClpR isomers is not

known [17]; however, some of them apparently inter-

act with ClpP proteins in a large 350-kDa complex on

thylakoid membranes in Arabidopsis [44]. This com-

plex contains the chloroplast-encoded ClpP1, the nu-

clear-encoded ClpP proteins, two additional and

unassigned ClpP homologs (ClpP7 and 8), and an-

other Clp protein (ClpS1), which does not belong to

any of the known Clp gene families. A ClpC subunit

also is reported to interact with the import apparatus

of the chloroplast [40,41,45].

Clp proteins generally are considered to be located

in the chloroplast stroma [17,19,28]. However, other

locations also have been noted. The thylakoid-

membrane-associated 350-kDa Clp complex and the

import-apparatus-associated ClpC mentioned above

are two cases in point. Also, in both E. gracilis [46]

and wheat [47], ClpP is more abundant in the chloro-

plast membrane fraction than in the stromal fraction.

B. DEG PROTEASES

The Deg proteases are nuclear-encoded serine-prote-

ases comprising three families [19]. The Arabidopsis

genome contains 14 genes for Deg isomers of which

four (DegP1, P2, P5, P8) encode proteases that are

known to locate in the chloroplasts and two (DegP6

and 14) encode proteases that are thought to locate

in chloroplasts ([17,19]; see also Table 13.2). DegP1

is a thylakoid lumen protease [15,48,49] that is

tightly associated with thylakoid membranes [48].

DegP1 is expressed constitutively and its level in-

creases in plants exposed to high temperatures

[48,50]. DegP1 can degrade both plastocyanin and

OEC33 suggesting that it may be a general protease

[50].

Deg P2 is active on the stromal side of thylakoid

membranes and has been reported to initiate the

GTP-dependent [51,51] degradation of photoda-

maged D1 protein, at least in vitro ([52]; but see also

Section II.C). DegP5 and DegP8 are thylakoid lumen

proteases [49]. Little is known about Deg P6 and Deg

P14.

C. FTSH PROTEASES

In chloroplasts, the FtsH proteases are AAA prote-

ases [53,54]. AAA enzymes (ATPase associated with a

variety of cellular activities) form a novel class of

conserved ATP-dependent proteases that are embed-

ded in the membranes of chloroplasts, mitochondria,

and bacteria and recognize membrane proteins as

substrates [53].

Arabidopsis has 16 homologous nuclear-encoded

FtsH genes. The protein products of 13 of these genes

are known or suspected to locate in chloroplast mem-

branes while the products of two locate in mitochon-

dria and the product of one is unknown in location

[19]. Of the 13 FtsH protein isomers in chloroplasts

(Table 13.3), nine contain a catalytic zinc-binding site

and are proteolytically active. The remaining four,

designated FtsHi, lack the zinc-binding motif and

are proteolytically inactive [19].

An FtsH protease was first identified in spinach

and pea thylakoid membranes, and the expression of

TABLE 13.2
Known and possible chloroplast Deg proteases in
Arabidopsisa

Protease Location

Known

DegP1 Luminal side, thylakoid membrane

DegP2 Stromal side, thylakoid membrane

DegP5 Thylakoid lumen

DegP8 Thylakoid lumen

Possible

DegP6

DegP14

aAdpated from Refs. [17,19].



its gene was shown to be light inducible [55]. This

protease was proposed to degrade unassembled

Rieske FeS proteins in pea seedling thylakoids, but

this is questionable because the protease activity

measured was ATP independent [56]. However, if

the unassembled FeS protein is already unfolded,

then the ATPase function of FtsH may not be needed

because ATP is thought necessary for unfolding poly-

peptides but not for cleaving peptide bonds [56].

Later, Spetea et al. [51] showed that a plastid ATP-

dependent protease degrades the 23-kDa fragment

resulting from the primary degradation of photoda-

maged D1 protein. In a following study, Lindahl et al.

[57] reported that the latter enzyme is an FtsH

protease.

In tobacco mosaic virus-infected tobacco leaf

cells, a decrease of FtsH in chloroplasts leads to an

acceleration of the hypersensitive reaction [58]. The

hypersensitive reaction is defined as the rapid death of

infected cells accompanying the formation of necrotic

lesions [59]. Clearly, further work is needed to eluci-

date how a decreased level of FtsH is related to an

amplification of the hypersensitive reaction.

FtsH1, also called Var1 [55,57,60], is located on

the stromal side of thylakoid membranes in red pep-

per chromoplasts [61] and Arabidopsis chloroplasts

[55]. FtsH2 in Arabidopsis, also called VAR2, is

highly diverged from FtsH1 at both its amino- and

carboxyl-termini and is required for plastid differen-

tiation [62,63]. With Arabidopsis mutants studied

in vivo, Bailey et al. [54,64] showed that FtsH2 is

required for the efficient turnover of the D1 protein

during photoinhibition and presented evidence that

FtsH2 does the initial cleavage of photodamaged D1.

Further, Silva et al. [65] showed that an FtsH enzyme

plays a similar role in the degradation of photoda-

maged D1 in the cyanobacterium Synechocystis.

These latter results [54,64,65] contrast with the results

of Haussühl et al. [52] who reported that DegP2 does

the initial cleavage of photodamaged D1 (see Section

II.B).

In sum, other than FtsH1 and FtsH2, very little is

known about the FtsH proteases. The FtsHi isomers

in particular are little understood but are speculated

to have evolved from the FtsH isomers by gene du-

plication accompanied by changes (unknown) in

function [19].

III. PROTEIN PROCESSING

A. BACKGROUND

Some chloroplast proteins are encoded in the organ-

elle’s own DNA while most are encoded in nuclear

DNA. Those encoded in the organelle and destined

for the chloroplast stroma are synthesized as the

mature form. Others are destined for the thylakoid

lumen and may require some processing. For ex-

ample, the organelle-encoded D1 protein is synthe-

sized with a C-terminal extension (e.g., Ref. [66]),

which is subsequently removed by a C-terminal pro-

cessing enzyme (e.g., Ref. [19]). Proteins encoded in

the nucleus must be directed not only into the

chloroplast but also to their proper locations within

the organelle (e.g., [67,68]). The large majority of the

nuclear-encoded proteins are synthesized as pre-

cursors with a cleavable N-terminal transit peptide

that targets the proteins to the chloroplast. Nuclear-

encoded precursors that lack additional targeting

information are deposited into the organelle’s stroma

where a stromal processing protease removes the

transit peptide. For nuclear-encoded precursors that

are to be inserted into membranes, additional target-

ing information often is contained in the mature

region of the protein. This appears to be the case

for proteins targeted to the thylakoid membranes

and the inner membrane of the chloroplast. Some

nuclear-encoded proteins may require a stop-transfer

signal for localization to the outer membrane of the

chloroplast. Other outer membrane proteins lack a

cleavable transit peptide and are inserted directly

into the outer membrane without being first

imported into the organelle. Precursors that are des-

tined for the thylakoid lumen require a bipartite

transit peptide. The first part is removed by the

stromal processing protease. The second part, lo-

cated just behind the first in amino acid sequence,

TABLE 13.3
FtsH in Arabidopsis Chloroplastsa

FtsH

Proteolytic FtsH 1

FtsH 2

FtsH 5

FtsH 6

FtsH 7

FtsH 8

FtsH 9

FtsH 11

FtsH 12

Non-proteolytic FtsHi 1

FtsHi 2

FtsHi 3

FtsHi 4

aAdapted from Ref. [19].



is removed by a second protease as the protein enters

the thylakoid lumen.

B. ENZYMES PROCESSING NUCLEAR-ENCODED PLASTID
PROTEINS

1. Processing in the Chloroplast Stroma

In higher plants, a zinc-binding, stromal-processing

enzyme (SPP) removes the transit peptide from a

nuclear-encoded chloroplast protein [69–71]. If the

enzyme is rendered nonfunctional, chloroplast devel-

opment is affected with altered plastid division and

chlorotic leaves resulting [72].

This general SPP binds to the transit peptide of a

nuclear-encoded precursor protein and proteolyti-

cally removes it [73,74]. The SPP then fragments the

transit peptide but does not further degrade the

resulting fragments. Instead, the fragments are de-

graded [73,74] by a separate ATP-dependent, soluble

metalloprotease with broad optimum pH and tem-

perature but which is not FtsH (Section II.C). As

previously reported for Chlamydomonas [75], more

than one SPP with differing specificities for nuclear-

encoded precursor proteins may exist in higher-plant

chloroplasts [71].

E. gracilis presents an interesting situation. Its

light-harvesting chlorophyll a/b-binding protein

(LHCPII) is synthesized as a polyprotein precursor

composed of eight LHCPIIs covalently joined by a

decapeptide. This precursor is processed in chloro-

plasts to mature LHCPII molecules by a stromal

thiol protease that differs from SPP [76].

2. Processing in the Chloroplast Thylakoids

Pea thylakoid membranes contain a processing pro-

tease that cleaves the thylakoid-transfer domain from

the nuclear-encoded precursor to the mature 23-kDa

extrinsic protein of photosystem II [77]. A cDNA

encoding a similar thylakoid processing protease

from Arabidopsis has been identified [78]. A possibly

related protease was described in photosystem II

membranes prepared from spinach thylakoids. This

latter enzyme is a metalloprotease and exists as inter-

convertible 39-kDa monomers and 159-kDa tetra-

mers but its role was not determined [79].

Interestingly, the heterokont alga, Heterosigma

akashiwo [80], possesses a thylakoid processing pro-

tease with substrate specificity similar to the plant

enzyme [77]. However, the algal enzyme matures a

nuclear-encoded protein destined for the thylakoid

lumen by cleaving, in a single step, the entire prese-

quence including both the stromal- and the thylakoid-

targeting domains.

C. ENZYMES PROCESSING PLASTID-ENCODED PROTEINS

1. Background

Plastid-encoded proteins, destined to locate in the

stroma of the chloroplast, are translated as mature-

sized molecules. Others, for example, those destined

to locate in the thylakoid lumen, are translated as

precursors with C-terminal extensions that are re-

moved by a processing protease.

2. C-Terminal Processing Proteases

The C-terminal processing proteases of Arabidopsis

consist of CtpA, CtpB, and CtpC [19]. A proteome

analysis showed that all three Ctps are located in the

thylakoid lumen of Arabidopsis chloroplasts [81].

A CtpA-type protease processes the C-terminal

extension of the D1 precursor protein in barley [82],

pea [83], and spinach [84,85]. cDNAs for spinach and

barley CtpAs [86,87] have been isolated and se-

quenced. Steady-state CtpAmRNA levels are strongly

light regulated [87]. TheCtpAprotease appears to have

a unique catalytic center because the enzyme is not a

serine-, aspartate-, or cysteine-type endoprotease nor a

metalloprotease [87–89]. More studies are needed to

define molecular mechanisms of action of CtpA.

Further, very little is known about CtpB or CtpC.

IV. INITIAL DEGRADATION BY ACTIVE
OXYGEN SPECIES

A. BACKGROUND

Although widely searched for, so far a protease has

not been found to be responsible for the initial de-

naturation–degradation step of certain proteins in

plastids incubated in light. In these cases, active oxy-

gen species are said to be responsible for the initial

alteration of the protein in question. The transport of

electrons through the thylakoids and the oxidative

events associated with this transport lead to the for-

mation of active oxygen species and possibly other

highly oxidizing species. Then, subsequent to or pos-

sibly concomitant with the action of active oxygen,

the affected protein appears to become susceptible to

chloroplast proteases [90,91].

B. PROTEINS

1. Ribulose-1,5-Bisphosphate Carboxylase/

Oxygenase (Rubisco)

Rubisco is normally found as a soluble enzyme in a

chloroplast in the light and in the dark. However,



oxidative treatment in the light stimulates the associ-

ation of Rubisco with the insoluble fraction of the

organelle and also, at least, leads to the partial frag-

mentation of the enzyme’s large subunit (LS; Ref.

[92]). Active oxygen, for example, breaks down the

LS into 36 to 37 and 16 to 20 kDa fragments repre-

senting the N- and the C-terminal portions, respect-

ively, of the subunit [92–96]. Desimone et al. [93]

reported that it is the Rubisco holoenzyme which,

upon exposure to active oxygen species, then is de-

graded by proteases in the chloroplast stroma and

that this proteolysis proceeds in an ATP-dependent

manner.

The LS apparently is fragmented differently in the

dark. Lysates of chloroplasts incubated in the dark

degrade the LS to a 44-kDa fragment that lacks the

N-terminal portion of the subunit [97]. This degrad-

ation is thought to be triggered by an unknown

protease.

2. Glutamine Synthase

Under conditions of oxidative stress in the light,

wheat chloroplasts and chloroplast lysates apparently

use active oxygen species to fragment glutamine

synthase into degradation products of 39 and

31 kDa [98,99].

3. D1

Light-induced inactivation of photosystem electron

transfer, i.e., photoinhibiton, appears to be a pre-

requisite for D1 protein degradation (e.g., Ref. [100]).

Active oxygen species or other highly oxidizing species

generated within photosystem II are thought to be

responsible for the initial ‘‘photodamage’’ to the D1

protein (e.g., Refs. [13,101]). The nature of the initial

photodamage during photoinhiibition remains unset-

tled, however. Photoinhibition has been reported to be

accompanied by the fragmentation of the D1 protein

(e.g., Refs. [102,103]). However, it has been claimed

that photochemical reactions arising during photoin-

hibition do not directly cleave D1 but rather alter it via

a conformational change, which then turns the protein

into a substrate for proteolysis [101]. Recent experi-

mental evidence is in line with this claim and indicates

that the photodamaged/conformationally altered D1

protein is then initially cleaved by the DegP2 (Section

II.B) or the FtsH2 protease (Section II.C).

During photoinhibition in spinach chloroplasts,

the D1 protein cross-links covalently or aggregates

noncovalently with nearby polypeptides in photosys-

tem II complexes [104]. These adducts are degraded

by multiple, sodium dodecyl sulfate resistant prote-

ases and most prominantly by a 15-kDa protease. In

the case where D1 protein cross-links to cytochrome

b559, a 41-kDa product forms [105]. A chloroplast

stromal extract, enhanced by ATP or GTP and con-

taining mainly a 15-kDa protease, degrades the 41-

kDa product and enhances the degradation of the D1

protein itself.

V. MISCELLANEOUS PLASTID ENZYMES

A. AMINOPEPTIDASES

Aminopeptidases (AP) are a class of enzymes in-

volved in the removal of N- or C-terminal amino

acid residues from proteins or peptides [106]. In re-

cent years, several N-terminal APs have been identi-

fied in the stroma of chloroplasts in several plants: a

leucine aminopeptidase in potato [107], two leucine

APs in tomato [108–110], a methionine AP in Arabi-

dopsis [111], and an alanine AP in barley [112]. How-

ever, the significance of N-terminal processing by

aminopeptidases in chloroplasts is not known.

B. GLUTAMYL PROTEASE

A glutamyl protease was partially purified from spin-

ach chloroplasts [113]. This protease is located in the

chloroplast stroma, has a high molecular weight (350

to 380 kDa), is optimally active at about pH 8.0, and

depends on chloride ions for activity.

C. PHOTOSYSTEM II-PARTICLE PROTEASE

A 43-kDa metalloprotease has been purified from

photosystem II particles prepared from spinach

[114]. Its function was not determined.

D. NADPH: PROTOCHLOROPHYLLIDE REDUCTASE

DEGRADATION

Two different light-dependent NADPH: protochlor-

ophyllide oxidoreductases, i.e., PORA and PORB,

control chlorophyll synthesis in barley plastids [115–

117]. PORA is present in large amount in etioplasts

but selectively disappears shortly after the start of

illumination. In the dark, complexes containing

PORA, protochlorophyllide, and NADPH, form. In

the light, these complexes photoreduce their proto-

chlorophyllide to chlorophyllide and simultaneously

become susceptible to degradation by plastid prote-

ases. The PORA-degrading activity is not detected in

etioplasts but is induced during illimination. In con-

trast, PORB remains functional in the light and leads

to chlorophyll production. The PORA-degrading ac-

tivity is composed of multiple constituents comprising

both aspartic- and cysteine-type proteases.



E. LIGHT-HARVESTING CHLOROPHYLL a/b-BINDING

PROTEIN DEGRADATION

Plants adapted to low or high light intensities contain

larger or smaller light-harvesting antennas, respect-

ively (e.g., Ref. [13]). Plants acclimated to low light

contain more light-harvesting chlorophyll a/b-binding

protein (LHCPII) per photosystem II reaction center

while plants transferred to high light reduce their con-

tent of this protein. When spinach leaves are trans-

ferred from low to high light, LHCPII is degraded by

an ATP-dependent serine- and/or cysteine-type prote-

ase associated with thylakoid membranes [118]. The

LHCPII targeted for degradation laterally migrates

from its functional site with PSII in the appressed

regions of grana stacks to the stroma-exposed thyla-

koid regions where the protease is located [119].

A possibly related protease has been solubilized

from thylakoids of etiolated Phaseolus vulgaris. This

latter enzyme is a serine-type protease that degrades

LHCPII and increases in activity when etiolated

plants are exposed to light [120,121]. The enzyme

cycles between the stroma and the thylakoids depend-

ing upon the local magnesium ion concentration

[122]. Another possibly related serine-type protease

called SppA has been isolated from thylakoid mem-

branes of Arabidopsis [123]. This 68-kDa protease is

light inducible, is speculated to be involved in the

degradation of light-harvesting complexes, and may

associate with thylakoid membranes as a tetramer.

A cysteine-type protease closely associated with

the light-harvesting complex of photosystem II

(LHCII) is reported to ‘‘self-digest’’ the LHCII as

well as the D1 and D2 proteins of this photosystem

[124]. This 114-kDa protease is membrane bound and

light inducible.

F. EARLY LIGHT-INDUCIBLE PROTEIN DEGRADATION

Early light-inducible proteins (ELIP) are expressed

transiently in etioplasts during the greening of etiol-

ated seedlings and also are expressed in the chloro-

plasts of mature leaves exposed to a high light stress

[13]. The ELIPs are stably maintained at high light

but are rapidly degraded in the dark [125,126]. The

ELIP-degrading activity is of the serine type, is ATP

independent, and is located at the outer membrane

surface of the stroma-exposed regions of thylakoids

[126,127].

G. TRUNCATED D1 DEGRADATION

When a plasmid containing a deletion in the reading

frame of psbA (encodes the D1 protein of photosys-

tem II) is inserted into the chloroplast of Chlamydo-

monas, a truncated protein is synthesized but does not

accumulate [128]. Instead, the truncated protein is

rapidly degraded in the chloroplast by an ATP- and

metal-dependent protease.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
CHALLENGES

A growing number of proteases are now known to be

present in plastids but how many proteolytic reac-

tions and pathways exist in these organelles remains

an open question. Best understood so far are the

proteolytic pathways involved in the processing of

precursor proteins to mature and functional mol-

ecules.

In several cases, active oxygen species appear to

initiate the degradation of a specific protein by alter-

ing its structure by such as a change in conformation.

The altered molecule then seems to be marked for

degradation, but all the proteolytic enzymes involved

in the degradation are not well defined.

Several protease families are present in plastids

including the Clp, DegP, and FtsH families. Of par-

ticular note are the numerous isomers that exist in

these families, but it is not yet clear whether these

isomers have overlapping activities or, at least in

some cases, have distinct properties such as substrate

specificity or pattern of expression. Indeed, substr-

ate specificity has not yet been defined for most of

the known plastid proteases.

Besides their substrate specificities and patterns of

expression, much else remains to be discovered about

plastid proteases. For example, the molecular struc-

tures of even the known proteases and the mechan-

isms whereby their activities are regulated remain to

be defined. Major challenges remain in elucidating all

the proteases that exist in plastids and then determin-

ing how their individual functions are related to regu-

latory events associated with the physiological

responses and changes that characterize plants and

algae.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept that cells are bags full of freely diffusing

macro- and micromolecules, where the precise chem-

ical reactions occur by unintended encounter of these

molecules, forms the basis of modern biochemistry

and molecular biology. However, this view has been

seriously questioned many times. The problems of

protein concentration, solvation capacity and evi-

dence for enzyme–enzyme interaction have given rise

to the proposal that sequential enzymes of a meta-

bolic pathway should exist in vivo as loosely organized

complexes which remain associated with subcellular

structures as well as with membranes. The existence

of such supramolecular organization among sequen-

tial enzymes should result in channeling and facilitate

delivery of substrates, ensuing the efficiency of the

metabolic processes in water-limited and protein-

crowded environment in vivo [1]. It is also known

that intermediates of different metabolic pathways,

ATP, NADPH, GTP, and several other micromole-

cules in cells exist in separate pools, which explains

why enzymes exhibiting differences in affinities for

identical substrates can function efficiently in the

same cell. However, it has been extremely difficult to

prove the concept that the soluble macro- and micro-

molecules are spatially organized in the cell with the

prevailing technologies in biochemistry and molecu-

lar biology. In fact, supramolecular organization and

its metabolic significance has habitually been a sub-

ject of debate [2]. Though, recently scientific world

seems to be realizing the importance of such kind of

organization [3].

Several efforts were made in the past to demon-

strate the organization of sequential enzymes in dif-

ferent metabolic pathways. Noteworthy results for

the Krebs cycle [4], glycolysis [5], Calvin cycle [6],

and several other pathways [7] have been obtained.

These studies were done using conventional methods

such as copurification, kinetic analyses, cross-linking



for nearest neighbor analysis, fluorescence measure-

ments, and countercurrent distribution etc. [6–8].

The importance of protein–protein interactions is

becoming apparent in the postgenomic-proteomic

era. Recent advances in biotechnology have opened

up new high throughput technologies to study inter-

action among proteins. The important among these

are use of yeast two-hybrid system, mass spectrom-

etry of purified complexes, FRET assays, correlated

expression of genes, genetic interactions, and in silico

analysis, etc. Most of these studies have been done in

the eukaryotic model system of yeast where over

80,000 interactions between proteins have been pre-

dicted [9]. The comparative protein–protein inter-

action maps have been obtained by developing a

technology involving tandem affinity purification

and mass spectrometry in high throughput approach

to characterize supramolecular complexes in Sacchar-

omyces cerevisiae in order to study functional organ-

ization of the yeast proteome by systematic analysis

of protein complexes [10,11]. Since it is now slowly

realized that most of the cellular process are carried

out by multiprotein complexes either permanent or

transient, scientists are getting engaged in evolving

newer methods to study such interactions especially

in models systems such as yeast or higher eukaryotes

including some mammals [3].

In contrast, information on supramolecular or-

ganization of enzymes in plant metabolic pathways

is relatively limited [12] and is mostly confined to

components of the electron transport chains. It is

noteworthy that the ultimate aim of research in

plant biochemistry revolves around the idea of im-

proving the efficiency of the metabolic processes in-

cluding photosynthesis in crop plants. It is, therefore,

crucial that regulation of essential metabolic path-

ways in situ needs to be understood for any ingenious

genetic reconstruction to alter metabolic pathways

in vivo in plants. Such study will, therefore, require

understanding of the supramolecular organization

of enzymes of different metabolic pathways. In this

article we present evidence for the need for organiza-

tion among soluble enzymes in stroma and describe

the data gathered by different groups working on

supramolecular organization among Calvin cycle

enzymes and their distribution along the thylakoid

membranes.

II. PROTEIN-CROWDED ENVIRONMENT IN

THE CHLOROPLAST MATRIX

The chloroplast matrix (stroma) encompasses all the

structures and molecules located between inner envel-

ope membrane and thylakoid membranes. Most of

these molecules are water soluble. Enzymes of Calvin

cycle (reductive pentose phosphate pathway) espe-

cially Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase

(Rubisco) mainly contribute to the bulk of protein

in the stroma of C-3 chloroplasts. Besides, the en-

zymes of other metabolic pathways such as oxidative

pentose–phosphate cycle, nitrite reduction and am-

monia assimilation, amino acid biosynthesis, fatty

acid biosynthesis, ribosomes, and the entire protein

synthesis machinery, multiple copies of DNA, ribo-

somes, mRNA, starch grains, and platsoglobuli are

also present in stroma. Conventionally, all these pro-

teins and the metabolites present in stroma are con-

sidered to be freely mobile and evenly distributed

through out the chloroplast matrix in green plants

and algae. The protein concentration of the chloro-

plast matrix is around 400mg/ml. Out of this around

250mg/ml alone are due to Rubisco [13]. This con-

centration is similar to that found in Rubisco crystals

[14]. Since such high protein concentrations are diffi-

cult to be attained even in vitro, a tight packing of

stromal enzymes has to be assumed. Employing cryo-

scanning electron microscopy at �1908C, dense pack-
ing of large stroma protein clusters can be actually

observed on extended areas of chloroplast matrix,

which do not possess thylakoid membranes (Figure

14.1). These protein clusters lead to the formation of

solvent channels, which may allow specific transloca-

tion of proteins, ions, and metabolites. This suggests

that the random mobility of proteins within stroma

may be very low, if at all possible. Interestingly, it was

observed in Avena sativa that when chloroplasts lose

water during wilting, Rubisco molecules aggregate in

stroma to form whorl-like masses of tightly packed

fibrils termed as stroma centers [15]. Sprey [16] also

had observed crystalline Rubisco in water-stressed

spinach leaves. Although the principles governing

the distribution and supramolecular organization of

stroma proteins still remain to be elucidated, these

ultrastructural observations point to the existence of

properly arranged enzyme clusters rather than that of

randomly distributed water-soluble chloroplast pro-

teins (K.H. Süss, personal communication, 2000). The

prevailing doubts about the supramolecular organiza-

tion of Calvin cycle enzymes are mainly due to the

experience that stromal proteins are easily released

into solution by osmotic shock of intact chloroplasts

and can be subsequently purified to homogeneity fol-

lowing salt treatments. It should be noted that osmot-

ically shocked chloroplasts do not carry out CO2

fixation, unless supplied by RuBP [17]. Though signifi-

cant progress has beenmade in elucidation of structure

of pigment–protein complexes involved in electron

transport chain of chloroplast thylakoid membranes

[18], the concept of supramolecular organization and



coupling of electron transport components with sol-

uble enzymes in stroma is never mentioned or consid-

ered. The conviction that substrate specificity of

sequential enzyme reactions is sufficient to maintain

metabolic pathways in the crowded atmosphere in

stroma sustains the universal philosophy in biochem-

istry which does not take into consideration the fact

that same substrate is shared by various enzymes of

different metabolic pathways concurrently. By not

considering the possibility that enzyme pairing at

high protein concentrations may be lost upon aqueous

dilution of stromal proteins, due to disintegrating ac-

tion of aqueous dipoles, the research on regulation of

chloroplast metabolism remained grounded in chem-

istry of dilute solutions and assumption of freely dif-

fusing molecules [19]. Thus, as acknowledged by Ellis

[20] macromolecular crowding, though perceptible, re-

mains mostly unacknowledged by most of the biolo-

gists, biochemists and biotechnologists.

III. VOLUME CHANGES IN CHLOROPLASTS

Chloroplasts not only have high concentration of

macromolecules and limited solvation capacity, but

they also show light-induced structural changes.

Chloroplast volume changes were demonstrated

in vitro using particle volume counters such as coulter

counter and in living cells by scattering of light beams

of 546 nm [21]. These and related studies showed that

chloroplasts have larger volume in dark while illumin-

ation decreases their volume by 20% to 40%. The half

time for these changes is 3min with concomitant

increase in rate of photoassimilation [22]. It was ob-

served that in general chloroplasts are more spherical

in dark and flatten in light resulting in increase in

concentration of metabolites and enzyme active sites

in light. Chloroplasts were shown to selectively allow

free movement of water across the membranes but

restrict movement of solutes like sugars, amino acids,

intermediates of Calvin cycle, etc. Light was shown to

cause extrusion of Kþ and Cl� from chloroplasts

along with efflux of 32% of free water. Light also

induces changes in ultrastructure of thylakoid mem-

branes [23]. Inhibitors of electron transport and phos-

phorylation were shown to inhibit light-induced

changes, indicating a role for these processes in struc-

tural changes of chloroplast volume.

Such volume changes in chloroplasts, resulting in

selective extrusion of water will also be important in

structural reorganization of enzyme systems in light

and dark and are expected to play an important role

in the regulation of assimilation of light energy by

photosynthetic machinery in chloroplasts. Crowding

of macromolecules will be much higher in light and

free water may be highly limited in chloroplasts dur-

ing operation of Calvin cycle. Thus, mere substrate

specificity of cognate enzyme may not be sufficient to

maintain activities of the various metabolic pathways

in chloroplast stroma especially in face of such drastic

volume alterations in light. Supramolecular organiza-

tion will be the key to the precision of metabolism in

these circumstances.

IV. ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
OF CALVIN CYCLE MULTIENZYME
COMPLEXES

Among the metabolic pathways occurring in chloro-

plasts, Calvin cycle is the most studied one and sev-

eral groups have investigated the supramolecular

organization among the sequential enzymes of this

cycle. The existence of a CO2 fixing complex was

predicted in early 1960s especially when it was ob-

FIGURE 14.1 Cryo-scanning electron micrograph of a

tobacco chloroplast. Freeze fracturing after rapid

freezing of a piece of leaf to expose the substructure

of the chloroplast. Note the highly packed protein

clusters. Proteins present in these clusters will be highly

immobile and may not diffuse randomly in chloro-

plasts. The network of water-filled channels may be

important for translocation of proteins, water and

solutes. Bar ¼ 1mm.



served that some enzymes of photosynthetic carbon

reduction cycle remain associated even after isolation

[24,25]. Muller [26] had suggested in 1972 that some

of the CO2 fixing enzymes might be associated in the

form of a labile complex. However, with the advances

in protein purification techniques, several publica-

tions on purified enzymes accumulated and these ini-

tial observations and hypotheses were pushed into

oblivion. Regardless of the ever increasing knowledge

about several purified enzymes of Calvin–Benson

cycle, the answer to the key question in plant biology

‘‘What controls rates of photosynthesis?’’ remained

elusive [27]. Considering the discrepancies in the

in vitro and in vivo conditions, several laboratories

sought to revive the investigations in multienzyme

organization among stromal enzymes of chloroplasts.

Since the interactions among the soluble enzymes can

be generally weak and transient, the study of their

supramolecular organization is often tricky and at

times perplexing. The multimolecular associations

among Calvin cycle enzymes have now been discov-

ered by a variety of procedures. Sainis and Harris

[28,29] observed that Rubisco fractions isolated on

sucrose density gradient showed R-5-P þ ATP-

dependent carboxylase activity. This indicated that

phosphoriboisomerase (RPI) and phosphoribuloki-

nase (RPK) must be copurifying with Rubisco.

Later it was observed that almost all the RPK activity

was associated with carboxylase on sucrose gradients.

However, if the stromal extracts were precipitated

with ammonium sulfate prior to density gradient cen-

trifugation, RPK was dissociated from the complex.

Rubisco purified using method of PEG precipitation

was also associated with RPI and RPK [30].

Gontero et al. [31] have purified a functional five

enzyme complex of the consecutive enzymes of Calvin

cycle, viz., RPI, RPK, Rubisco, PGK and GAPDH

by using DEAE Tris-acryl, Sephadex G-200, and

hydroxyapaptite. The homogeneity of the complex

was tested by analytical centrifugation. Studies on

the structural and functional properties of this multi-

enzyme complex from spinach chloroplasts indicated

that the phosphoribulokinase, which was inserted in

the complex, showed reduced autooxidation [32]. An-

alysis of this complex showed that the quaternary

structure of the enzymes in the complex was different

than that reported for isolated and purified enzymes

[33]. Kinetic investigation showed that the enzymes in

the complex had higher VMAX and lower KM [34].

Based on the statistical thermodynamics, interactions

among these enzymes in the complex have been

shown to exert stabilization, modulation of their re-

action rates and result in information transfer of their

altered kinetic parameters. Gontero et al. had

reported that these effects on conformation stabiliza-

tion in the complexes are unusual as compared to the

standard effects on channeling of intermediates in

multienzyme system [35,36].

Later, this group used Chlamydomonas chloro-

plasts to isolate and purify a bienzyme complex of

RPK and GAPDH, which are the nonsequential en-

zymes in photosynthetic carbon reduction cycle

[37,38]. In 1991, Nicholson et al. [39] had also reported

a stable complex between GAPDH and RPK from

chloroplasts. These two enzymes remain associated

and influence each other’s kinetic properties. Stabil-

ization or destabilization of the complex is produced

by conformational changes generated by protein–pro-

tein interaction and results in creating imprints of their

association. Both the enzymes were found to carry

memory of these imprints even after dissociation,

which was studied using thermodynamics of the con-

formational changes, resulting in alteration of kinetic

properties with respect to cofactors [37,38,40,41].

Mouche et al. in 2002 [42] used a multitechnique ap-

proach to studymultienzyme complex ofGAPDHand

RPK. The dimers of RPK are supposed to undergo a

remarkable change in the activity during binding and

detaching from GAPDH. The authors have reported

striking structural changes in the isolated andmodeled

RPK dimer and the counterpart in the three-dimen-

sional reconstruction volume of whole complex,

obtained using cryoelectron microscopy and image

processing. This bienzyme complex uses ATP and

NADPH produced by the primary reactions in photo-

synthesis. The authors envisage that this bienzyme

complex may allow concerted regulation of two en-

zymes as ‘‘Unit Control’’ — a starting point for the

regulation of Calvin cycle by light, pH, and metabol-

ites. Thus, protein–protein interactions may provide

for a fine control of Calvin cycle [40].

Several other groups have also worked on the

multienzyme organization among Calvin cycle en-

zymes. Persson and Johansson [43] had reported par-

tition behavior of six Calvin cycle enzymes using

countercurrent distribution in the aqueous two-

phase system that suggested a trend to exist as a

protein–protein complex among these enzymes. The

enzymes involved were Rubisco, PGK, GAPDH,

TPI, aldolase, and FBPase. Association between

RPI and RPK has also been predicted from the

kinetic studies [44]. This was further confirmed by

studies with countercurrent distribution and copurifi-

cation [45,46].

Süss et al. [47] were able to isolate a multienzyme

complex containing RPI, RPK, Rubisco, GAPDH,

sedoheptulose-1,7-bisphosphatase, and also ferre-

doxin NADP reductase (FNR) on FPLC using mo-

lecular sieve and anion exchange chromatography.

The multienzyme complex had a molecular weight



of 900 kDa and accommodated 80% of RPK and

GAPDH and also catalyzed R-5-P þ ATP-dependent

CO2 fixation.

Thus, there is adequate data from these in vitro

studies to demonstrate that many of the sequential

Calvin cycle enzymes can be isolated as supramolecu-

lar complexes. The differences in the constituent en-

zymes among various complexes isolated in vitro

may be ascribed to the variations in extraction and

purification procedures employed and also to the

loose-fitting as well as dynamism in multimolecular

associations. Therefore, the exact stoichiometric ra-

tios of the components cannot be predicted. The

complex of Calvin cycle enzymes showed 530-kDa

band on nondenaturing polyacrylamide gels that

cross-reacted with antibodies against Rubisco, RPK,

and GAPDH. The densitometric analysis of Coomas-

sie blue-stained polypeptides suggested that there are

two RPK, two subunits of RPI, two large and four

small subunits of Rubisco, along with one subunit of

PGK, and two subunits of RPI in enzyme complex

[33]. Hosur et al. [48] attempted to crystallize the

complex which shows R-5-P þ ATP-dependent CO2

fixation activity. Preliminary X-ray diffraction analy-

sis of such crystals showed that besides normal L8S8
form of Rubisco these crystals have extra density,

which may be due to the other protein in the complex.

The stoichiometric ratios of the component en-

zymes are vital for the formation of supramolecular

complexes even in situ. However, they have been

somewhat elusive. The protein complexes comprising

stromal and membrane bound enzymes are probably

arranged as protein networks rather than as a ‘‘cha-

otic’’ random distribution of single-enzyme compon-

ents in vivo. Since multienzyme complexes tend to

dissociate into their constituents when dissolved in

aqueous media, only the most stable enzyme aggre-

gates may sustain the unphysiological aqueous condi-

tions after extraction and can be further isolated and

characterized. Additionally, it is not known how the

rates of synthesis and degradation of these enzymes

are coordinated in the chloroplasts in response to

various physical and physiological factors. However,

an analysis of the protein composition of chloroplast

stroma extracts and thylakoid membranes of spinach

did not result in any qualitative and quantitative

differences in the protein composition [6] when simple

analysis by SDS–urea PAGE was carried out for

plants of the same variety grown under different en-

vironmental conditions in field.

Isolation of stromal enzymes is no proof, how-

ever, that Calvin cycle enzyme complex do not repre-

sent isolation artifact caused by uncontrolled

aggregation of partially unfolded enzymes in the

course of several experimental manipulations. A sen-

sitive test is therefore necessary to reveal complex-

ation of enzymes in fresh aqueous organelle extracts

prior to any other manipulation. Süss et al. [47]

employed a limited proteolysis combined with immu-

noblotting to demonstrate enzyme pairing in solution.

This method is based on the assumption that comple-

mentary protein interfaces, while perhaps accessible

and cleaved by specific proteases in the case of isol-

ated enzymes, should not be susceptible to proteolysis

if these components are organized into multienzyme

system. Trypsin, which specifically cleaves arginine

and lysine residues, has proved suitable for this pur-

pose and was successfully used to show that RPK and

GAPDH are complexed in freshly prepared stromal

extracts. Moreover, dissociation of Calvin cycle en-

zyme complexes into their components at different

ionic strengths could be followed by employing the

same technique [47]. It was obvious from these results

that any treatment of stromal extracts, including

aqueous dilution, may cause dissociation of Calvin

cycle multienzyme complexes. This provides the ex-

planation why high and low molecular mass forms of

Calvin cycle enzyme complexes have been isolated

from same extracts.

Like the Calvin cycle, the sequential enzymes of

other metabolic pathways also have to be organized

in chloroplasts so that all metabolic reactions occur in

a coordinated manner to make efficient use of energy

and reducing power generated by light reaction. How-

ever, not much information is available about the

organization of enzymes in other metabolic pathways.

V. SUBSTRATE CHANNELING AND
ADVANTAGES OF ORGANIZED STATE

Supramolecular organization is considered to result

in substrate channeling, which will have obvious ad-

vantage in crowded atmosphere in vivo. Substrate

channeling between components of CO2 fixing com-

plexes of Calvin cycle enzymes has been observed in

vitro [49,50]. The multienzyme complex containing

RPI, RPK, and Rubisco shows R-5-P þ ATP-depen-

dent CO2 fixation activity. The observed transient

time for the above linked reaction is much less than

that expected from the KM and VMAX of individual

enzymes. The rates of R-5-P þ ATP-dependent reac-

tions are 70% to 80% of RuBP dependent rates even

though free RuBP concentration is very low. R-5-P þ
ATP-dependent activity is stable and linear for much

longer time unlike RuBP-dependent activity. The

dark-inactivated Rubisco from bean leaves was

found to be activated in vitro in R-5-P þ ATP-depen-

dent assay [51]. Kinetic analysis of this complex by

Gontero et al. in 1993 [34] showed that catalytic

efficiency of Rubisco is increased when it is present



in the complex, which may be due to an increase in

VMAX per active site and a decrease in KM.

Rubisco shows a progressive decrease in activity

during catalysis, which is called fall-over due to the

production of catalytic inhibitor [52]. In R-5-P þ
ATP-dependent assay this fall-over was not observed

[50]. It is highly unlikely that the rapid inactivation of

Rubisco observed during catalysis in the in vitro as-

says could be tolerated in the chloroplast during the

active periods of photosynthesis. In fact, it has been

shown that Rubisco does not undergo any inactiva-

tion in vivo [53]. Hence, such fall-over may be an

in vitro artifact. RPK in the complex can be more

rapidly activated by reduced ferredoxin as compared

to free RPK indicating fine-tuning of regulation of

enzyme activity [34].

Proteins are known to bind water molecules. It is

known that the properties of water molecules in vivo

are different compared to normal water molecules

[54]. Pulsed NMR studies have revealed that water

molecules in situ in leaves and chloroplasts experience

severe restriction in mobility [49] as compared to

aqueous buffers used for enzyme assays. Such aque-

ous environment results in almost near-crystalline

state for several enzymes in vivo. The in vivo state of

water molecules can be simulated in vitro by addition

of water-binding macromolecules to the enzyme assay

mixtures of the multienzyme complex of Calvin cycle

enzymes. Channeling was found to offer advantage to

the sequential enzymes when diffusion was restricted

in vitro due to hydrophilic macromolecules [49] in

enzyme assay mixtures.

Several metabolic pathways share the same inter-

mediates and operate simultaneously in vivo at a given

time in such crowded environment. The microcom-

partmentation of pathways and channeling of sub-

strates among the sequential enzymes is very

essential and obvious. This will minimize competition

for common substrates and cofactors and efficient

functioning of these metabolic pathways. The organ-

ization and networking of Calvin cycle enzymes with

thylakoid membranes will aid in accessibility of

NADPH and ATP produced by electron transport

to the respective enzymes and will avoid the problem

of nonspecific binding of intermediates [55].

VI. ARE THERE TWO POPULATIONS
OF RUBISCO?

It is now realized that some proteins can have func-

tions, other than those assigned to them traditionally

by enzymology. This phenomenon is currently de-

scribed as moonlighting. Rubisco is the most abun-

dant enzyme present in chloroplast stroma of C-3

plants. Some of the Rubisco molecules may be moon-

lighting and can get engaged in activities other than

their normal role in Calvin cycle. Analogous to the

dynamic behavior of hemoglobin molecules, these

Rubisco molecules along with Rubisco activase and

carbonic anhydrase may function in a CO2 concen-

trating mechanism. The function of Rubisco activase

may be to keep active conformation of Rubisco to

bind CO2 and Mg2þ. This is consistent with the view

that Rubisco activase binds close to loop 6, which

represents a flexible domain of catalytic large subunit

of Rubisco. Perhaps bound CO2 is further translo-

cated from catalytic site along the interdimer interface

of large subunit towards the solvent filled channel,

which is 1.5 nm and extends through the center of the

Rubisco molecule (K.H. Süss, personal communica-

tion, 2001). The abundance of Rubisco molecules

over and above that needed for photosynthetic car-

bon reduction has been suggested by the fact that in

tobacco transgenic plants where Rubisco amount was

decreased by over 50%, rates of CO2 fixation were not

affected at low light intensities [56]. At higher inten-

sities, CO2 concentrating mechanisms become rate

limiting for realizing higher carboxylation efficiencies.

In nature, C-4 plants have managed very high CO2

fixation rates even at high light intensities with much

lesser amounts of carboxylases, albeit with an alter-

native CO2 concentrating mechanism. If C-3 plants

are grown at higher CO2 concentrations, the amount

of Rubisco in leaves decreases [57]. It may be that

CO2-concentrating mechanism becomes redundant at

higher CO2 concentrations. However, more direct

proof for the role of Rubisco as a tool for concentrat-

ing CO2 is awaited. Another interesting observation

on the transgenic tobacco lines is that under high

nitrogen conditions, in the normal wild type tobacco

plants the amount of Rubisco increases, whereas in

the tobacco transgenics, the excess of nitrogen is

stored in other proteins. Rubisco thus may be acting

as nitrogen-store under excess nitrogen conditions

[58].

Two forms of Rubisco differing in in situ localiza-

tion [59] have been shown in chloroplasts of green

algae. In chloroplasts of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii

one of the forms is associated with thylakoid

membranes and inner surface of pyrenoid tubules,

whereas another enzyme form is confined to the

crystalline pyrenoid matrix. Analysis of multien-

zyme complex of Calvin cycle enzymes also has

suggested a possibility of two populations of Rubisco

differing in their subunit composition [33]. These

results have demonstrated that the soluble enzymes

can exist in complexed and uncomplexed forms

and may serve different functions depending on the

need.



VII. ASSOCIATION OF WATER-SOLUBLE
ENZYMES WITH THE THYLAKOID
MEMBRANES

Protein extraction studies have indicated partial bind-

ing of Rubisco and non abundant Calvin cycle en-

zymes FBPase, RPK, GAPDH, PGK, and RPI to

chloroplast membranes [60–62]. It was also observed

that Hþ ATP synthase may be a possible membrane

attachment site for Rubisco [62]. However, in the

absence of information on binding of Calvin cycle

enzymes in situ, the possibility of nonspecific enzyme

adsorption to thylakoid membranes cannot be ruled

out. This problem was partially solved by employing

immunoelectron microscopy of cryo-fixed and cryo-

substituted leaf sections. Earlier immunochemical

studies had revealed a random distribution of

Rubisco molecules throughout the chloroplast matrix

in situ [63,64]. Other Calvin cycle enzymes were also

thought to be evenly distributed. Unexpectedly,

immunoelectron microscopy on cryo-fixed (�1858C)
and cryo-substituted preparations called this assump-

tion into question and showed that nonabundant

enzymes of Calvin cycle like RPK, GAPDH, SBPase,

and FNR, the terminal electron transport enzyme, are

predominantly associated with nonappressed thyla-

koid membranes [47]. Moreover, predominant thyla-

koid binding of RPK in microalgae [65] and of

FBPase and thioredoxin has been shown [66]. The

same in situ localization for Calvin cycle enzymes

RPI, FBPase, aldolase, and PGK has been observed

in chloroplasts of green alga Chlamydomonas rein-

hardtti [67]. Since spatial distribution of Calvin cycle

enzymes does not differ in illuminated and darkened

leaves, it has been inferred that light-dependent ener-

gization–deenergization of thylakoid membranes is

not accompanied by spatial relocalization of stromal

enzymes in situ. These observations anticipate that

Calvin cycle enzymes may be permanently located

with nonappressed thylakoid membranes. It should

be emphasized that this is also true of those Calvin

cycle enzymes, which did not coisolate with CO2-

fixing multienzyme complexes [68]. The ferredoxin–

thioredoxin reductase complex is responsible for the

light-dependent activation of several Calvin cycle en-

zymes and Hþ-ATP synthase. The complex which is

also localized at the surface of thylakoid membranes

[47,67], close to the Calvin cycle or even more likely,

is itself a constituent of Calvin cycle multienzyme

complex in vivo.

Melzer, Süss, and Sainis (unpublished) used

immunoelectron microscopy to study the in situ local-

ization of several soluble enzymes in the dimorphic

chloroplasts of maize leaves. Antibodies against

Rubisco, Rubisco activase, RPI, RPK, aldolase,

pentose-5-phosphate 3-epimerase, NADP-malic en-

zyme, pyruvate phosphate dikinase (PPDK), PGK,

GAPDH, transketolase, Hþ-ATP synthase, FNR,

chaperonin 60, ribosomes, DNA ligase, and glutam-

ate-1-semialdehyde aminotransferase (heme synthe-

sis) were used along with protein A–gold labeling.

Figure 14.2 shows the expected labeling pattern for

antibodies against the large subunit of Rubisco with

specific signals only in bundle sheath chloroplasts.

Interestingly around 80% of the gold particles for

Rubisco in bundle sheath chloroplasts could be lo-

cated along the thylakoid membranes (Figure 14.3).

The same or even higher percentage of preferential

location adjacent to thylakoid membranes could

be shown for all other soluble chloroplast enzymes.

The in situ localization of Calvin cycle enzymes

suggests that most of the reactions of the Calvin cycle

may be occurring close to the membranes. It is un-

likely that Calvin cycle intermediates will be diffusing

randomly in the stroma to find the sequential enzymes

of this cycle. If the existence of stroma protein clusters

is taken into consideration, the distance over which

free intermediates would have to diffuse will be very

large. Moreover, any collision of RuBP and other

intermediates of the Calvin cycle with other macro-

molecules will significantly decrease the diffusion rate

and thus slow down the cycle. The supramolecular

organization among enzymes of the Calvin cycle will

make sense only if the reactions of photosynthetic

carbon reduction proceed sequentially in the

restricted spaces close to the thylakoid membranes

and therefore at least a fraction of enzymes involved

in the Calvin cycle will be membrane bound. The

isolation of partial Calvin cycle complexes and their

association with nonappressed chloroplast thylakoid

membranes in situ lend support to the idea that en-

zymes catalyzing photosynthetic dark and light reac-

tions may be organized as supercomplexes in situ. The

evidence for such enzyme supercomplexes is tentative

and the idea of cofactor and metabolite channeling in

photosynthesis is still a matter of discussion. How-

ever, an association between photosystem I (PSI) and

Calvin cycle can be inferred from the observations

that FNR is a thylakoid-bound electron transport

component in situ, but a portion of this enzyme can

be coisolated with Calvin cycle multienzyme com-

plexes also comprising of GAPDH [47]. The

association of GAPDH, the only enzyme catalyzing

NADPH-dependent reduction in Calvin cycle with

FNR can be shown by immunoaffinity chromatog-

raphy of stromal extracts using anti-FNR and anti-

GAPDH antibody (C. Arkona and K.H. Süss, un-

published results). The major binding site for FNR at

thylakoid membranes was shown to be the E-subunit

of PSI [69]. It appears, therefore, that FNR does not



simply function as a membrane linker of Calvin cycle

complexes to PSI, but in association with GAPDH is

thought to enable channeling of the cofactor pair

NADPþ/NADPH. Hence, the FNR–GAPDH pair

along with ATP synthase and kinase may actually

represent the linking element between light and dark

reactions of photosysnthesis.

A functional connection between PSI and Calvin

cycle is also strengthened by the observations

on photosynthesizing leaves. In vivo measurements

have shown that the level of oxidized PSI complexes

is probably related to the rate of CO2 fixation in

intact leaves [70].

This strengthens the view that chloroplast metab-

olism may be performed by a thin enzyme layer on the

membranes. Such an enzyme organization may facili-

tate metabolite and nucleotide channeling between

membrane-associated and integral membrane en-

zymes, and also interconnect metabolic pathways.

Membrane-associated enzyme assemblages may also

account for an efficient coupling between photosyn-

thetic electron transport and CO2 fixation in higher

plants. Besides, membrane attachment of intercon-

nected enzymes would limit water diffusion into the

enzyme layer and create a more nonpolar environ-

ment at catalytic sites to facilitate enzyme catalysis.

Indeed, nonaqueous media do significantly increase

the stability and turnover number of soluble enzymes.

Moreover, the lifetime of enzymes bound to mem-

brane support increases considerably, because it

prevents enzyme aggregation and inactivation [71].

The membrane attachment can prevent degradation

of the cross-connected enzymes and integral mem-

brane proteins covered by them by housekeeping pro-

teases. It has been shown that surface-exposed lysine

and arginine residues of Calvin cycle enzymes are not

susceptible to trypsinolysis as long as they are assem-

bled into multienzyme complexes [47,72].

The rate of CO2 fixation in broken chloroplasts is

orders of magnitudes lower, if at all detectable, than in

FIGURE 14.2 Transmission electron microscopy.

Immunolabeling of a typical leaf thin section from

maize with anti-Rubisco IgG and 10 nm protein A–

gold. The absence and presence of grana thylakoid

membranes in bundle sheath (A) and mesophyll (B)

chloroplasts, respectively, is evident. Compared to the

high labeling of bundle sheath chloroplasts, meso-

phyll chloroplasts did not show any significant sig-

nals. Bars ¼ 0.1mm.



intact chloroplasts [17]. This indirectly indicates that

photosynthetic enzymes are spatially organized in vivo.

Aqueous media favor dissociation of enzyme assem-

blages frommembranes and disintegration into partial

structures and free enzymes [6].

VIII. QUANTASOMES,
PHOTOSYNTHESOMES,
METABONUCLEONS

In the early years, the search for a morphological and

functional photosynthetic unit led to the detection of

quantasomes [73]. Electron microscopy was used to

visualize the quantasomes in thylakoid membranes

and quantasomes were regarded as smallest units,

which perform light reactions of photosynthesis. Al-

though the quantasome concept was of fundamental

importance, it did not stand the test of time [74]. The

supercomplexes of Calvin cycle enzymes along with

the components of electron transport system in thy-

lakoid membranes can be termed as photosynthe-

somes [6]. However, the evidence on the membrane

association of several soluble enzymes belonging to

protein biosynthesis, protein folding and DNA me-

tabolism along with Calvin cycle enzymes, solicit for

the explanations concerning the organization of

whole chloroplast metabolic system. The sequential

enzymes of a metabolic pathway may be tightly and

orderly packed to form a set of connections on the

surface of thylakoid membranes. The peripheral com-

ponents in these complexes may associate with en-

zymes of different metabolic pathways, resulting in

large supramolecular structures performing all the

linked functions in chloroplasts including photosyn-

thesis, DNA and protein synthesis as well as fatty acid

synthesis. The term metabolon would be inappropri-

ate to describe these structures because it defines that

only enzymes of one pathway are assembled [75,76].

A term Metabonucleon had been proposed to

describe the putative superstructures along the thyla-

koid membranes (K.H. Süss, personal communica-

tion, 2002). In the following, we describe the

concept of structure and function of Metabonucleon

as visualized by Süss in his own words. ‘‘A delicate

but definite interaction among different enzymes will

assemble as Metabonucleon-like structures. The

Metabonucleons will perform all the pathways neces-
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FIGURE 14.3 Immunogold labeling of the chloroplasts of bundle sheath and mesophyll cells in maize leaves. Antibodies

against 1: PPDK, 2: NADPME, 3: RPI, 4: RPK, 5: Rubisco (large subunit), 6: Rubisco activase, 7: aldolase, 8: epimerase, 9:

PGK, 10: GAPDH, 11: transketolase, 12: CF1, 13: FNR, 14: ribosomes, 15: DNA ligase, 16: chaperonin 60 and 17:

glutamate-1-semialdehyde aminotransferase (heme synthesis) were used for immunolabeling of thin sections of maize leaf

samples. The sections were contrasted with uranyl acetate for visualization under TEM. The number of gold particles along

the thylakoid membrane were counted and expressed as percent of total.



sary for the synthesis of chloroplast-made proteins

and nucleic acids, which concomitantly serve as re-

ceptors for chloroplast proteins of nuclear-cytosolic

origin. Environmental adaptation and transgenic ef-

fects can be coherently explained in terms of multiple,

albeit metabolically interdependent chloroplast Meta-

bonucleons. For instance, stress factors such as UV-

light causing positive mutations in chloroplast and

nuclear genes encoding chloroplast proteins would

favor formation of functionally improved offspring

Metabonucleons either due to the incorporation of

more active enzymes or an advanced spatial arrange-

ment of their components. The later may facilitate

metabolite channeling between sequential enzymes

and pathways, but also limit degrading processes. In

contrast, negative gene mutations will cause offspring

Metabonucleons with partially or completely inactive

pathways, because enzymes are either not synthesized

or assembled as inactive components. In the worst

case that DNA nucleoids bound to some, but not

those attached to other Metabonucleons are severely

damaged, the former entities cannot contribute fur-

ther to chloroplast biogenesis and will be degraded.

Accordingly, Metabonucleon-like structures would

enable Darwinian evolution, i.e., evolution that

favors the most vital self-reproducing enzyme assem-

blages and extinguishes the worse. Such superstruc-

tures may also account for the maintenance,

multiploidy, and maternal inheritance of chloro-

plast-encoded genes, because the proteins encoded

by them serve as receptors for nuclear-encoded

chloroplast proteins.’’ The Metaboucleon hypothesis

can also provide an explanation for the common

observation that the level of a particular soluble en-

zyme can be drastically lowered by antisense-mRNA

expression with only marginal effects on photosyn-

thesis and plant growth [77]. Those entities lacking a

particular enzyme are affected in one or more path-

ways, but may use metabolites set free in the stroma

by other Metabolonucleons to perform partial se-

quences of the affected pathways eventually to repro-

duce chloroplast components. A thin enzyme layer on

the surface of thylakoid membranes can ensure that

free metabolites can be made available to the inter-

connected enzymes. If so, up-regulation of an enzyme

by sense-mRNA expression would not improve meta-

bolic pathways, because the principle of interlocking

pairing determines the number of potential binding

sites for a particular enzyme in Metabonucleons and

in turn the quantitative ratios between chloroplast

proteins. However, plastid differentiation may re-

quire that Metabonucleons are flexible structures

that can either loose or adopt enzyme complexes to

fulfill their functions. These principles may apply

similarly to mitochondria and enzyme assemblages

in other cell compartments. The Metabonucleon hy-

pothesis can be tested by a combination of transgenic,

biochemical, and ultrastructural approaches. The for-

mation of Metabonucleons may not only facilitate

CO2 fixation through channeling of cofactor pairs

(NADPþ/NADPH, ATP/ADP) and enzyme inter-

mediates at least in partial reaction sequences of

photosynthesis, but may also cause an enzyme-en-

closed microspace where intermediates can accumu-

late and migrate preferentially among associated

enzymes. The FNR system may be localized to a

similar microspace to allow for light-mediated activa-

tion of several enzymes of Calvin cycle. The hydro-

phobic environment in the neighborhood of

membranes can facilitate the organization and the

functioning of enzymes performing sequential

reactions.

Thus, the organized system of enzymes will confer

several advantages to the living organism such as

cofactor recycling, prevention of competition with

enzymes of other metabolic pathways for intermedi-

ates, synchronization of enzyme turnover rates prob-

ably through substrate dependent conformational

changes in the enzymes, protection against chemical

denaturation as well as uncontrolled proteolytic deg-

radation to increase the biological lifetime of sequen-

tial enzymes and precise functioning of sequential

reactions in crowded environment in vivo.

IX. FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN THE STUDIES
ON SUPRAMOLECULAR
ORGANIZATION

These experimental findings have revealed a new per-

spective in research of the mechanism of the regula-

tion of photosynthetic carbon reduction cycle. The

reductive pentose phosphate pathway is a unique

process in plant anabolism responsible for the assimi-

lation of carbon dioxide and also, in turn, related to

the total biomass and productivity. Several attempts

have been made to understand the regulation of this

pathway, by studying the properties of individual

enzymes of this cycle in isolation. Since Rubisco is

considered as a ‘‘rate liming’’ enzyme, it has been

characterized extensively at protein and genetic level

[78]. However, the observations by Quick et al. [58]

regarding the redundancy of Rubisco put the theory

of ‘‘rate-limiting’’ concept in question. In this context,

as aptly discussed by Srere [79], it is now important to

reconsider whether the controls for the metabolic

processes should still theoretically rest on the activ-

ities of singular enzymes of a metabolic pathway. In

vivo, the supramolecular organizations and micro-

compartmentalization of metabolites as well as their



transport may be playing important part in regulating

the metabolic processes. It is, therefore, important to

be able to monitor reactions of entire metabolic path-

way in situ by entering the living cells gently.

Recently, an attempt was made to monitor se-

quential reactions of the Calvin cycle in cells of

Anacystis nidulans, which were differentially permea-

bilized with lysozyme, toluene, toluene–triton, and

toluene–triton–lysozyme [80]. Transmission electron

microscopy showed that cells permeabilized with only

lysozyme or toluene showed the typical concentric

arrangement of thylakoid membranes. However,

when toluene-treated cells were further treated with

triton and lysozyme the thylakoid membranes were

disrupted. Sequential reactions of the Calvin cycle

were examined in these differentially permeabilized

cells in vivo by monitoring CO2 fixation, using vari-

ous intermediates such as 3-PGA, GA-3-P, FDP,

SDP, R-5-P, RuBP and cofactors like ATP,

NADPH depending on the requirement. RuBP and

R-5-PþATP-dependent activities could be observed

in all types of permeabilized cells. Sequential reac-

tions of the entire Calvin cycle using 3-PGA could

be detected only in cells that had retained the internal

organization of the thylakoid membranes after per-

meabilization. The results indicated that integrity of

thylakoid membranes might be necessary for the or-

ganization as well as functioning of sequential en-

zymes of the Calvin cycle in vivo. The conclusive

demonstration of the precise role of thylakoid mem-

branes in the organization of soluble Calvin cycle

enzymes may be possible in future when the technol-

ogy of cryoelectron tomography and use of structural

signatures to localize the enzymes in vivo will be feas-

ible [81]. The functional significance of organization

can be examined in future by generation of precise

mutations using site-directed mutagenesis, where

membrane location of the Calvin cycle enzymes will

be specifically disrupted.

The concept of organization may answer several

perplexing questions in biology. The observation

that enzymes can exist in complexed and uncom-

plexed states can explain the irregular molar ratios

of sequential enzymes of a metabolic pathway in vivo.

Supramolecular organization may be helping en-

zymes to function in the water-restricted, protein-

crowded milieu in vivo with much too less concen-

tration of intermediates. The metabolic pathways

could be controlled by dynamic association–dissoci-

ations of these complexes in response to environmen-

tal factors. The associations between sequential

proteins will need specific structural features for in-

dividual proteins, which can explain why there are

isozymes and isoforms, which are proteins with simi-

lar catalytic functions, but different structural

parameters. The occurrence of multigene families

can also be justified by the divergent structural

needs to pack the proteins in vivo suitably. The en-

zymes, therefore, will have to be structurally defined

by sites, which interface with other proteins, and not

merely by their active site residues. The structural

compatibility of sequential enzymes may be playing

substantial role in the precise regulation of metabolic

reactions of living systems.

In short, with minor modifications of our tools

and techniques, but with major deviation from the

contemporary philosophy of biochemistry and

molecular biology, the research in supramolecular

complexes will take us nearer to the goal of under-

standing chemistry of biological systems [3].
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FNR: Ferredoxin NADP reductase

FBPase: Fructose-1,6-diphosphatase

GAPDH:Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
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RPI: Phosphoriboisomerase

RPK: Phosphoribulokinase

Rubisco: Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase/oxyge-

nase

R-5-P: Ribose-5-phosphate
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I. INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents new information about cyto-

chrome c6 in the areas of genomic sequence and loca-

tion. Complete genomic sequencing has revealed that

multiple copies of cytochrome c6 genes occur in both

filamentous and unicellular cyanobacteria (Table

15.1). The location of one of the cytochrome c6
genes next to a plastocyanin appears to be a feature

in three of the genomes studied (Table 15.1). These

findings, together with the recent realization of a

higher plant gene encoding a cytochrome c6-like pro-

tein [1], offer new opportunities to study the role and

regulation of cytochrome c6 using molecular ap-

proaches. For many years this protein has been

thought to be involved in photosynthesis [2,3], respir-

ation [4], and anoxygenic photosynthesis [5,6]. It re-

mains unclear whether these processes involve a single

or multiple forms of this protein. The available gene

sequences of different cytochrome c6 from the same

organism will be useful molecular tools to address this

problem. The discovery of a cytochrome c6-like gene

in higher plants dispels a long-held belief that this

cytochrome was lost during evolution and provides

a unique opportunity to study the role of a very

ancient protein in these organisms. The detection of

isoforms of cytochrome c6 in the same organism has

so far failed based on conventional biochemical tech-

niques [2,3]. For this purpose, a mass spectrometric

method made feasable by organic solvent extraction

has been introduced here. The organic solvent extrac-

tion provides a simple method for sample preparation

and does not require preliminary chromatographic

separation. Initial studies aimed at the detection of

cytochrome c6 in Lyngbya spp. have been successful.

The final part of this chapter describes what is known

now about heterologous expression of cytochrome c6
in bacteria. This method will be useful for producing

material for structure and function analysis.

II. CYTOCHROME c6 GENES

A. GENOME CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

The genomes of several different cyanobacteria have

already been sequenced, and the genome sequences

can be obtained from databases in Kazusa DNA Re-

search Institute (http://www.kazusa.gov.jp/cyano),

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (http://genome.ornl.-

gov/microbial), and National Institutes of Health

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank). From se-

quence information, a total of 17 cytochrome (cyt) c6
genes have been identified in nine genomes, four of

which are from filamentous cyanobacteria and the

rest from unicellular ones. The filamentous cyanobac-

teria include Anabaena sp. PCC7120 [7–9], Gloeobac-

ter violaceus PCC7421 [10,11], Nostoc punctiforme

ATCC29133 [12], and Trichodesmium erythraeum



IMS101 (for preliminary sequence files, see its website

listed in Table 15.1) and the unicellular ones are

Prochlorococcus marinusMIT9313 [13], Prochlorococ-

cus marinus SS120 [14], Synechococcus sp. WH8102

[15], Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 [16–18], and Thermo-

synechococcus elongatus BP-1 [19,20]. Table 15.1 lists

the different cyt c6 gene sequences identified in each

genome and the genome websites. The positions of

the initial and terminal nucleotides for the genes

of cyt c6 and plastocyanin in the genome are also

listed. It is evident that six genomes have multiple

copies of cyt c6 gene sequences, belonging to four

filamentous cyanobacteria and two unicellular ones.

Among the filamentous cyanobacteria, Anabaena sp.

PCC7120 and N. punctiformec have three copies each

whereasG. violaceus andT. erythraeum have two each.

The two unicellular cyanobacteria, P. marinus

MIT9313 and Synechococcus sp. WH8102, have two

copies each.

The genome organization of different cyt c6
genes is similar in different cyanobacteria. Regard-

less of the number of cyt c6 genes in a particular

cyanobacterium, they appear to scatter over the

genome. For example, the two cyt c6 genes in G.

violaceus are separated by as many as 373,106 base

pairs while the smaller number of 10,000 base pairs

is found to separate the two genes in Synechococcus

sp. WH8102. An interesting difference emerges be-

tween different cyanobacteria, when a plastocyanin

(PC) gene is used as a reference gene to locate the

different cyt c6 genes. PC is a copper protein that

can replace cyt c6 in photosynthetic electron trans-

port. In Anabaena sp. PCC7120, N. punctiforme, and

Synechococcus sp. WH8102, all have one cyt c6 gene

located just downstream from a PC gene. While the

two genes are separated by 566 and 270 base pairs

in Anabaena sp. PCC7120 and N. punctiforme, re-

spectively, they are found even closer together in

Synechococcus sp. WH8102 and separated by only

125 base pairs. Such close proximity between a cyt c6
gene and a PC gene is not found in the other three

cyanobacteria that have two cyt c6 genes each. Instead,

the cyt c6 gene that is close to the PC gene is separated

from the PC gene by 2,895, 10,447, and 372,762 base

TABLE 15.1
Genomic Sequences and Locations of Cytochrome c6

Genome # ID INT TER petE INT TER

Anabaena sp. PCC 7120

(www.kazusa.or.jp/cyano/Anabaena)

3 all0161

alr4251

166206

5100219

165871

5100554

asl0256 276831 276724 all0258 277816 277397

Gloeobacter violaceus PCC 7421

(www.kazusa.or.jp/cyano/Gloeobacter)

2 gll1980

glr1906

2129049

2027275

2128705

2027613

gll2341 2502200 2501811

Nostoc punctiforme ATCC 29133

(genome.ornl.gov/microbial/npun)

3 Contig

350Gene11 1939 1664

477Gene104 31674 31339

497Gene57 75088 75408 497Gene56 74399 74818

Prochlorococcus marinus MIT 9313

(genome.ornl.gov/microbial/pmar_mit)

2 Gene

PMT0462 516010 516387 PMT0447 505204 505563

PMT0509 560175 560513

Prochlorococcus marinus SS 120

(NCBI access number; www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)

1 COG2863

(NP_874970)

547525 547139 COG3794

(NP_875473)

1003534 1003893

Synechococcus sp. WH 8102

(genome.ornl.gov/microbial/syn_wh)

2 Syn_wh

Gene448 1462484 1462816

Gene434 1451769 1452125 Gene433 1451285 1451644

Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803

(www.kazusa.or.jp/cyano/Synechocystis)

1 Sll1796 846328 845966 Sll0199 2526207 2525827

Thermosynechococcus elongatus BP-1

(www.kazusa.or.jp/cyano/Thermo)

1 tll1283 1336182 1335844

Trichodesmium erythraeum IMS 101

(genome.ornl.gov/microbial/tery)

2 Contig122

Gene6986 1403730 1404065

Gene7635 581790 581395 Gene7632 585086 584685

Key: INT, initial nucleotide; TER, terminal nucleotide; petE, plastocyanin gene.



pairs in T. erythraeum, P. marinus MIT 9313, and G.

violaceus, respectively. This type of large separation

between a cyt c6 gene and a PC gene is also observed in

P. marinus SS120 and Synechocystis sp, PCC6903,

both of which have only a single cyt c6 gene. It is

interesting to note that T. elongatus has a single cyt c6
gene but no PC gene. Thus, it is not possible to com-

pare the gene locations in this organism with the other

cyanobacteria.

It is worth noting that one of the cyt c6 gene

sequences, identified in the Anabaena sp. PCC7120

genome and assigned with an accession code

asl0256 in the Kazusa database, is actually incom-

plete. The sequence has only 108 base pairs with

ATG as the initiation codon, encoding a short

protein of 35 amino acids. This protein sequence

aligns well with a carboxyl-terminal portion of other

complete cyt c6 sequences, with its amino-terminal

residue matching a conserved methionine located

near the carboxyl-terminus. In the present presenta-

tion, the gene sequence corresponding to as10256

has been extended to include an unannotated genome

sequence of 258 base pairs located upstream next

to the initial nucleotide of its 108 base pairs sequence.

The expanded sequence assembles a full-length cyt

c6 gene with three potential initiation translation

sites. Two of the potential initiation codons start

with TTG and one with ATT. These are rare

codons first discovered in the Synechocystis spp. gen-

ome sequence [21]. Throughout this work, as10254 is

referred to the full-length cyt c6 gene as described

here.

B. PROPERTIES OF THE MATURE CODING

SEQUENCES

Table 15.2 shows some properties of mature protein

sequences derived from different cyt c6 genes. Despite

sequence variability, all the mature protein sequences

have a similar mass ranging from 9,000 to 10,000 Da

and contain 86 to 96 amino acids. In Anabaena sp.

PCC7120 as well as in N. punctiforme, two of the

mature protein sequences are basic and a third one

is acidic. Pair wise comparisons among the three

TABLE 15.2
Some Properties of the Mature Protein Sequences Derived from Different cyt c6 Genes

Cyanobacteria #AA MW (Da) pI % AA identity

1 2

Anabaena sp. PCC 7120

(1) ana_all0161 86 9669 8.05

(2) ana_alr4251 86 9130 8.94 52.3

(3) ana_asl0256 96 10733 5.35 41.0 50

Cloeobacter violaceus PCC 7421

(1) Glo_1906 88 9330 5.6

(2) Glo_1980 88 9518 9.55 55.7

Nostoc punctiforme ATCC 29133

(1) Nos_Gene57 89 9631.8 5.6

(2) Nos_Gene11 86 9597.9 8.65 50

(3) Nos_Gene104 86 8999.3 9.4 55.6 54.65

Trichodesmium erythraeum IMS 101

(1) Tri_7635 86 9230 9.43

(2) Tri_6986 86 9848 9.55 40.7

Prochlorococcus marinus MIT 9313

(1) Pro9313_A 89 8751.6 4.54

(2) Pro9313_J 88 9491.6 6.92 35.9

Prochlorococcus marinus SS 120 88 9734 8.01

Synechococcus sp. WH 8102

(1) Syn8102_gene434 92 10142.3 4.6

(2) Syn8102_gene448 88 9166.3 8.1 31.6

Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 85 8688.8 5.5

Thermosynechococcus elongatus BP-1 87 9178.4 5.5

Key: AA, amino acid; MW, molecular weight; pI, isoelectric point. The pI and MW values were predicted by a Compute pI/Mw software

listed in the ExPASy molecular biology server (us.expasy.org/tools/pi_tool.html).



sequences reveal an identity of 40% to 50% for Ana-

baena spp. and 50% to 55% for N. punctiforme. For

G. violaceus, T. erythraeum, P. marinus MIT 9313,

and Synechococcus sp. WH8102, they are character-

ized by a combination of one acidic and one basic,

one acidic and one neutral, or two basic mature pro-

tein sequences depending on the species. A pair wise

comparison between the two mature protein se-

quences in each of these cyanobacteria results in an

identity ranging from 32% to 56% depending on the

species. For other cyanobacteria identified with a

single copy of cyt c6 gene, the charge property of the

mature protein sequences is either basic or acid de-

pending on the species.

Of the nine genomes, three have a cyt c6 gene

next to a PC gene. The three belong to Anabaena sp.

PCC7120, N. punctiforme, and Synechococcus sp.

WH8102 and their respective genes are listed as

asl0256, Contig 497Gene 57, and Syn_wh Gene434

(Table 15.1). Sequence comparison among the ma-

ture protein sequences deduced from different cyt c6
genes (Figure 15.1) reveals that cyt c6 genes of this

group share a high degree of similarity and that

among the nine genomes, generally cyt c6 genes

from the same genome are more similar to some

other cyt c6 genes than they are to each other. Figure

15.1 shows the alignment of mature protein se-

quences deduced from 19 cyt c6 genes. The latter

include two cyt c6 genes cloned from Synechococcus

sp. PCC7002 [22], the genome of which is not fully

sequenced. The alignment appears to encompass

three sequence groups, with each group having a

different pair of Anabaena sp. PCC7120 and N. punc-

tiforme sequences and one sequence each from some

other cyanobacteria. Group 1 contains sequences

from eight cyanobacteria (sequences 1 to 8 in Figure

15.1) except P. marinus SS120 and T. erythraeum.

The protein sequences corresponding to asl0256,

Contig 497Gene 57, and Syn_wh Gene434 are close

together in this group and occupy the first three

positions of the alignment pattern. A common fea-

ture of this group is that all of its sequences have an

acidic isoelectric point, ranging from pH 4.6 to 5.6.

Group 2 contains four sequences from different fila-

mentous cyanobacteria (sequences 9 to 12) and they

share a basic isoelectric point, ranging from pH 9.0

to 9.5. A member of this group, G. violaceus, is

thought to be among the earliest branched cyano-

bacteria [23]. It has no thylakoid membranes and the

plasma membrane possesses the catalysts for both

photosynthetic and respiratory pathways. Group 3

contains sequences from seven cyanobacteria (se-

quences13 to 19) and excludes G. violaceus, Synecho-

cystis sp. PCC6803, and T. elongatus. While one

sequence from P. marinus MIT9313 is neutral, all

the other sequences are basic with an isoelectric

point ranging from pH 8.0 to 9.5.

C. ROLE OF SPECIFIC CYT c6 GENES

The facts that of nine completely sequenced genomes,

six contain more than one copy of cyt c6 gene and that

the six genomes include both filamentous and unicel-

lular cyanobacteria suggest isogenes may be a feature

of a large group of cyanobacteria. Isogenes raise the

possibility that each gene may have evolved for a

specific function. Cyt c6 can contribute to different

metabolic pathways through electron transport. One

is photosynthesis [2,3]. Cyt c6 has long been impli-

cated in photosynthetic electron transport as it can

catalyze the transport of electrons from the cyt b6 f

complex into the PSI complex. A second pathway is

respiration [4]. Cyt c6 is thought to act as an electron

donor to the cyt oxidase complex in the thykaloids as

well as the plasma membrane. A third mechanism

[5,6] involving cyt c6 is anoxygenic photosynthesis in

which hydrogen sulfide acts as an electron donor. Cyt

c6 may act as an electron carrier between some quin-

ones and iron–sulfur centers during anaerobic sulfide

oxidation. An analysis of the functional role of spe-

cific cyt c6 isogenes in photosynthetic electron trans-

port has been conducted with Synechococcus sp. PCC

7002 [22]. Two cyt c6 genes, designated as petJ1 and

petJ2 (Figure 15.1), were inactivated by intersposon

mutagensis and used for cell transformation. The

transformants were then selected for genetic and

growth characterization. The results suggested that

petJ1 has an essential function in electron transport

under normal photoautotrophic or photohetero-

trophic growth conditions and that petJ2 has no ef-

fect in photoautotrophic growth. A major difference

between petJ1 and petJ2 is the charge property of the

gene product. For petJ1, the mature protein sequence

of cyt c6 is acidic, whereas for petJ2, it is basic (Table

15.2). This agrees well with an earlier report that an

acidic cyt c6 of unicellular cyanobacteria can act as a

competent electron carrier to both photosynthetic

and respiratory pathways [24,25]. For functional

characterization of cyt c6 isogenes, N. punctiforme

provides the advantage of its genome having been

completely sequenced. In addition, much information

is available about its physiology and different modes

of growth [12]. N. punctiforme can grow in both

photoautotrophic and heterotrophic conditions. In

prolonged darkness and provided with an appropri-

ate organic substrate, it can maintain a growth rate

less than half of that in the light. N. punctiforme is

likely to perform anoxygenic photosynthesis with

hydrogen sulfide as an electron donor in view of the

following considerations. First, it can survive in



FIGURE 15.1 An alignment of the mature protein sequences deduced from different cyanobacterial cytochrome c6 genes.

The translated sequences as reported in the data bases were analyzed by a SignalP program (www.cps.dtu.dk/services/

SignalP) to determine the cleavage sites of the signal peptides. The mature protein sequences were aligned by a ClustalW

program (clustalw.genome.ad.jp). Key (each species name is followed by its database accession code or identification): 1.

ana_asl0256, Anabaena sp. PCC7120 (asl0256); 2. Nos_Gene57, Nostoc punctiforme ATCC29133 (Contig597 Gene57); 3.

Syn8102_gene434, Synechococcus sp. WH8102 (syn_wh Gene434); 4. Syn7002_1, Synechococcus sp. PCC7002 (petJ1 in

reference #22); 5. Pro9313_A, Prochlorococcus marinus MIT9313 (Gene PMT0462); 6. Synechocystis, Synechocystis sp.

PCC6803 (sll1796); 7. Thermosyn_BP1, Thermosynechococcus elongatus BP-1 (tll1283); 8. Glo_1906, Gloeobacter violaceus

PCC7421 (glr1906); 9. ana_alr4251, Anabaena sp. PCC7120 (alr4251); 10. Nos_Gene104, Nostoc punctiforme ATCC29133

(Contig477 Gene104); 11. Tri_7635, Trichodesmium erythraeum (Contig122 Gene7635); 12. Glo_1980, Gloeobacter violaceus

PCC7421 (gll1980); 13. ana_all0161, Anabaena sp. PCC7120 (all0161); 14. Nos_Gene11, Nostoc punctiforme ATCC29133

(Contig350 Gene11); 15. Syn7002_2, Synechococcus sp. PCC7002 (petJ2 in reference #22); 16. Tri_6986, Trichodesmium

erythraeum (Contig122 Gene6986); 17. Pro1375_c6, Prochlorococcus marinus SS120 (COG2863); 18. Pro9313_J, Prochlor-

ococcus marinus MIT9313 (Gene PMT0509); 19. Syn8102_gene448, Synechococcus sp. WH8102 (syn_wh Gene448). (*)

identical residues; (:) and (.) similar residues.



anaerobic or acidic conditions. Second, a search

through its genome sequence reveals a gene encoding

a putative sulfide–quinone reductase that is thought

to catalyze an early step in sulfide oxidation [26].

Lastly, a member of its genus Nostoc muscorum has

been shown to catalyze H2 production in the presence

of sodium sulfide [27]. Thus, a comprehensive ap-

proach that relates different modes of growth to ex-

pression of different cyt c6 genes is possible in the

same organism and may lead to a better understand-

ing of the roles of individual cyt c6 genes in different

metabolic pathways.

III. HIGHER PLANT CYT c6-LIKE GENE

Studies of cyt c6 have always been conducted with

cyanobacteria and algae until very recently [1]. From

information about genome sequences and cDNA se-

quences, it is now clear that a gene of a cyt c6-like

protein occurs in a variety of higher plants [28]. Gly-

cine max (gi26049241) was probably the first plant

identified with such a gene in the NIH Genbank

database. Others include Arabidopsis thaliana

(gi19863220), Populus tremula � Populus tremuloides

(gi24057988), Medicago truncatula (gi11610049), An-

tirrhinum majus (gi31662857), Solanum tuberosum

(gi13615108), Lactuce sativa (gi22411485), Hordeum

vulgare (gi16311393), Triticum aestivum (gi20298797),

Aegilops speltoides (gi11222607), Ipomoea nil

(gi27239253), Nicotiana tabacum (gi32878225),

Oryza sativa (gi34899810), Poncirus trifoliate

(gi34433042), and Zea mays (gi9900484). Most of

the higher plant sequences are obtained from cDNA

clones and appear to be incomplete. Figure 15.2

shows a comparison between mature protein se-

quences derived from the cyt c6 genes of Anabaena

sp. PCC7120 and the cyt c6-like genes from G. max,

A. thaliana, and O. sativa. The higher plant sequences

are all acidic and seem to align better with an alkaline

form of the Anabaena cyt c6. They have a higher

molecular mass than the Anabaena sequences and a

12 amino acid insert that is missing in the Anabaena

sequences. This insert GFGKEC(M/T)PRGQC has

so far been detected in most of the higher plant se-

quences found in the NIH Genbank database. It has

been shown that Arabidopsis plants lacking both the

cyt c6-like protein and a plastocyanin are not viable

[1]. However, the functional role of the cyt c6-like

protein in photosynthetic electron transport remains

unclear [29].

IV. PROPERTIES AND ISOLATION OF CYT c6

Cyt c6 has been isolated from a variety of cyanobac-

teria including species similar to those that are now

known to contain multiple cyt c6 genes. While most

studies resulted in the isolation of a single form of cyt

c6, some reported the isolation of isoforms differing in

size, charge, hydrophobicity or location [30–34]. The

isoforms are generally explained by posttranslational

modifications or protein aggregation. In view of the

present finding that multiple cyt c6 genes occur among

FIGURE 15.2 An alignment of the mature protein sequences deduced from cytochrome c6 genes of Anabaena sp. PCC7120

and higher plants. The translated sequences as reported in the databases were analyzed by a SignalP program

(www.cps.dtu.dk/services/SignalP) to determine the cleavage sites of the signal peptides. The mature protein sequences

were aligned by a ClustalW program (clustalw.genome.ad.jp). Key (each species name is followed by its database accession

code or identification): 1. ana_alr4251, Anabaena sp. PCC7120 (alr4251); 2. ana_asl0256, Anabaena sp. PCC7120 (asl0256);

3. ana_all0161, Anabaena sp. PCC7120 (all0161); 4. Soya, Glycine max (gi26049241); Ara, Aradibopsis thaliana (gi19863220);

Rice, 6. Oryza sativa (gi34899810). (*) identical residues; (:) and (.) similar residues.



different species of cyanobacteria, it may be a time to

reexamine the isoforms isolated from a few species.

Anacystis nidulans, also known as Synechoccocus

PCC6301, was the first to be recognized as having

two isoforms of cyt c6 [30,31]. One acidic form has

been sequenced and crystallized for structure analysis.

Less is known about the other basic form that is

recovered in a small quantity. It may be cyt cM (per-

sonal communication with DW Krogmann). A. nidu-

lans is closely related to Synechococcus sp. PCC7002.

It should be recalled that the latter contains two cyt c6
genes, one for an acidic form of the protein and the

other for a basic form. There is a reasonable chance

that A. nidulans also contains two such genes and that

its two cyt c6 isoforms represent different gene prod-

ucts. A second study shows an acidic cyt c6 with a

molecular weight of 23,500 from Oscillatoria Bo32.

Cyt c6 proteins that have been isolated from other

cyanobacteria grown under aerobic conditions gener-

ally show a smaller molecular weight ranging from

9,000 to 10,000 Da. It is possible that Oscillatoria

Bo32 grown under normal aerobic conditions has an

additional cyt c6 similar to those found in other cy-

anobacteria. A smaller basic cyt c6 has actually been

isolated from a member of the same genus, Oscilla-

toria princes [32], which was collected from the bot-

tom of a shallow pond. There may be an alternate

explanation for the molecular weight of cyt c6 in

Oscillatoria Bo32 based on the observations made in

A. nidulans and Arthrospira maxima. When purified,

the acidic cyt c6 in A. nidulans was reported to have a

molecular weight of 23,000 per heme [31]. This value

is about twice of that predicted by its protein se-

quence [35]. In A. maxima, a dimeric form of cyt c6
has been detected on gel filtration chromatography

(personal communication). Thus, the acidic cyt c6 in

Oscillatoria Bo32 could represent a dimeric form of a

smaller protein. Another study reported the location

of a basic cyt c6 in the perisplasmic and intracellular

spaces of Nostoc MAC [33]. When grown under che-

moheterotrophic instead of photoautotrophic condi-

tions, Nostoc MAC produced more cyt c6 in the

perisplasmic and intracellular spaces. This resulted

in a tenfold increase of the perisplasmic cyt c6 and a

less than twofold increase of the intracellular cyt c6,

suggesting that the former protein might be expressed

for dark respiration. Initial characterization of the

two proteins did not reveal any difference between

their molecular weights and isoelectric points. How-

ever, there is a need to further characterize these

proteins in view of a previous experience with the

cyt c6 samples of Oscillatoria princeps and Schizothrix

calcicola [32]. These samples, that had been purified

by isoelectric focusing gels and judged to be homo-

genous, were resolved into different bands by re-

versed-phase HPLC. In addition, N. punctiforme, a

species closely related to Nostoc MAC, is known to

contain three cyt c6, two of which encode two basic

forms of a mature cyt c6. From the deduced amino

acid sequences, the two mature proteins are predicted

to have similar molecular weights and isoelectric

points. It will be of interest to see whether the two

cyt c6 proteins from Nostoc MAC can be resolved by

reversed-phase HPLC prior to any attempt at protein

sequencing. All the species discussed above were

grown under laboratory conditions. Materials col-

lected in nature have been found to yield isoforms of

cyt c6 as well, including O. princeps and S. calcicola

[32]. These hardy species usually form a surface mat

in the diverse environments where they survive. Since

cyt c6 plays an important role in photosynthesis and

respiration, different isoforms of cyt c6 would be

expected in these species. The genome information

about other filamentous species, Anabaena sp.

PCC7120 and N. punctiforme, tends to support this

expectation since the latter two species have more cyt

c6 genes than the less complicated, unicellular species.

The work concerning O. princeps and S. calcicola

resulted in the separation of forms differing in hydro-

phobicity using reversed-phase HPLC. If these iso-

forms can be verified by protein sequencing to be

different, they can be used as tools for studying gene

expression in different populations of the two species.

Cyt c6 is a small water-soluble protein that is

characterized by a distinct visible light absorption

spectrum. These properties make it simple to isolate.

An isolation usually starts with an aqueous extraction

of a broken cell mass and follows by the application

of a series of steps involving such techniques as am-

monium sulfate precipitation, ultrafiltration, and col-

umn chromatography in different gel matrices and gel

electrophoresis. The number of steps and the tech-

niques being used depend on the scale of preparation.

The details about the techniques have already been

presented as a chapter in an earlier edition of this

book. Despite its ease of isolation, cyt c6 has been

isolated only as a single protein from many different

species of cyanobacteria. There are several possible

explanations for this observation. First, the organism

being studied has a single cyt c6 gene like Synechocytis

sp. PCC6803., T. elongatus, and P. marinas SS120.

Second, in Oscillatoria Bo35 and Nostoc MAC, an

increase level of cyt c6 has been observed in cells

grown in acidic sulfide environments or in the dark.

This suggests that different cyt c6 genes in the same

organism may have different purposes. Since most of

the studies were conducted with cells that were grown

under photoautotrophic conditions, other cyt c6 genes

that are not relevant in such conditions might or

might not be expressed. If expressed, the level of the



gene products might be too low for detection. Third,

the isolation protocol may not be applicable to dif-

ferent cyt c6 proteins, particularly to the ones that are

available in small quantities. Lastly, the other cyt c6
genes may be simply noncoding DNA sequences.

Whatever the explanation, it is obvious that there is

a need to study the growth conditions for cyt c6 gene

expression as well as to have a more systematic char-

acterization of cyt c6 isolated from cells grown under

different conditions. Here, a simple method has been

introduced to isolate highly purified fractions of cyt c6
from small cell samples in order to facilitate growth

studies and the use of mass spectrometric-based pro-

tein identification to further characterization. For cyt

c6 purification, the problem is that the initial cell

extract contains a large amount of colored pigments,

particularly the phycobiliproteins. Methods to re-

move the colored pigments have been developed for

large samples ranging from several liters to hundreds

of liters of cells. The present method takes into ac-

count the small amounts of starting material and the

problem of phycobiliproteins. It uses a mixture of

ethanol and chloroform to remove phycobiliproteins

and other colored pigments that normally require

repetitive chromatographic separation on gel matri-

ces. The resulting aqueous layer is concentrated and

exchanged into an appropriate buffer for mass spec-

trometry. The protocol described below has been suc-

cessfully applied to A. maxima. Typically, cells

harvested from 50 to 100ml cultures are suspended

in a 5 to 10ml of Tris buffer (50mM Tris/HCl, 1mM

EDTA, pH 7.5) and subjected to two cycles of freez-

ing and thawing. The broken cell mass is brought to

40% ammonium sulfate saturation and spun at

14,000 rpm for 15min. The resulting supernatant is

brought to 80% ammonium sulfate saturation and

spun again to give a final pellet that is resuspended

in the Tris buffer. A 1-ml sample corresponding to ~5

to 10mg chlorophyll is used for organic solvent ex-

traction. A 0.5-ml sample of two parts of chloroform

and three parts of ethanol previously chilled at �208C
is mixed with the protein sample kept on ice for

FIGURE 15.3 An absorption spectrum of

Lyngbya spp. cytochrome c6 purified by or-

ganic extraction as described in the text. (A)

–, Prior to organic solvent extraction; after

organic solvent extraction. (B) An enlarged

view of the absorption spectrum from 700 to

350 nm showing the distinct 553, 523, and

418 nm peaks of the cytochrome c6 after

organic solvent extraction.
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~2min and vortexed for 10 to 15 sec. The resulting

mixture is spun at 14,000 rpm in a table top Eppen-

dorf centrifuge for 5min, and the clear aqueous

layer is removed. Figure 15.3 shows the absorption

spectra of the sample prior to organic extraction and

the clear aqueous layer containing the cyt c6. The

latter is diluted 20 times in distilled water and con-

centrated to ~1ml using a centrifugal filter unit

(Centriprep YM-3, Amicon). The concentrated sam-

ple is diluted ten times in 1mM Tris/HCl (pH 7.0)

and reconcentrated to ~200ml in the same filter unit.

Figure 15.4 shows the result of matrix-assisted laser

desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry

applied to a sample of the concentrated cyt c6
sample. The peak at 10914.6 corresponds with the

calculated mass of the cyt c6 whose amino acid se-

quence was done (unpublished result by Krogmann

DW). The results indicate that the present method

offers a simple way to identify cyt c6. This method

also has the advantage of higher sensitivity and there-

fore will be useful for detecting isoforms in cyt c6
samples.

V. HETEROLOGOUS EXPRESSION OF
CYT c6 GENE IN BACTERIA

The electron transport activities of cyt c6 are achieved

through protein–protein interactions between cyt c6
and its interacting partners in the protein complexes

of cyt b6f, PSI, and cyt oxidase. Comparing the inter-

actions between different isoforms of cyt c6 and indi-

vidual complexes can provide information about the

functional role of specific isoforms. This approach

requires recombinant proteins that are produced by

heterologous expression of different cyt c6 genes in

Escherichia coli. Cyt c6 genes have been cloned from

Anabaena sp. PCC 7119 [36], T. elongatus [37], and

Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 [38] and expressed with

some success in the bacteria. In the case of Anabaena

sp. PCC 7119, the cyt c6 gene was cloned in a pBlue-

scriptII SK(þ) vector and expressed in DH5a strain

of E. coli. The yield of the purified cyt c6 was reported

to be ~200mg/l of the cell culture. A similar study of

Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 produced about the same

amount of purified cyt c6. In a more recent study, the

FIGURE 15.4 A matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) spectrum of Lyngbya spp. cytochrome c6 purified by

organic extraction and concentrated as described in the text. The spectrum was produced by a Voyager-DE Pro time-of-flight

mass spectrometer. The cytochrome c6 sample shows a distinct peak with a mass of 10914.60.



yield of the Synechocystis sp. PCC6803. Cyt c6 has

been improved five to ten fold using a different strain

of bacteria, E. coli MC1061 for protein expression

[39]. The yield of cyt c6 can be improved further by

having the bacterial cells cotransformed with a plas-

mid containing the E. coli cyt maturation genes

(ccmA to H). This system has been used for the pro-

duction of other c-type cytochromes [40].

VI. CONCLUSION

The genome sequences have raised some intriguing

questions, not the least being the role of specific cyt

c6 genes. Equally perplexing is why there are more cyt

c6 genes in the filamentous cyanobacteria than in the

unicellular ones. One possible explanation is that dif-

ferent gene products are responsible for different func-

tions ascribed to cyt c6 in filamentous species like N.

punctifirme and Anabaena sp. PCC6803. Biochemical

evidence is not available to support this despite many

attempts to isolate isoforms of cyt c6. Clearly, a new

approach to detect the isoforms is needed. Mass spec-

trometry has been used to identify isoforms of proteins

associated with the thykaloid membranes [41]. Initial

results presented here showed that this method could

help identify individual isoforms of cyt c6. Currently,

this method is being extended to Phormidium 1058,

Lyngbya spp. and A. platensis. Other questions raised

by the genome sequences are why one of the cyt c6
genes is close to a plastocyanin gene and whether

different cyt c6 genes are regulated differently. Since

plastocyanin and cyt c6 are interchangeable proteins in

the photosynthetic pathway it is not unreasonable to

assume that the close proximity of the two genes help

coordinate their regulation. However, inAnabaena sp.

PCC7120 the cyt c6 gene thought to be responsible for

photosynthetic electron transport is not the one that is

close to the plastocyanin gene. The expression of this

cyt c6 gene is downregulated by copper [42]. Thus, it

will be of interest to look at the upstream regions of the

coding sequences among the three cyt c6 genes and to

see whether they are all responsive to copper

regulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Midday depression of photosynthesis occurs in

many plants and significantly affects crop yields.

Since it was discovered at the beginning of the last

century, many studies have been carried out, and

several hypotheses, such as feedback inhibition of

photosynthesis resulting from assimilate accumula-

tion, stomata closure, enzyme deactivation, and re-

versible decline in photochemical activity, have been

proposed to explain the phenomenon [1–4]. In recent

years, the midday depression has been scrutinized by

modern techniques. However, its causal mechanism is

still not established [4]. Based on available data, the

ecological, physiological, and biochemical factors re-

lated to the midday depression are analyzed and the



possible mechanisms and adaptive importance are

discussed in this chapter.

II. THE PHENOMENON

A. PATTERN OF DIURNAL VARIATION FOR

PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Under natural conditions there are two typical pat-

terns of photosynthetic diurnal course [5]. One is one-

peaked, that is, net photosynthetic rate increases

gradually with the increase in sunlight intensity in

the morning, reaches its maximum around noon,

then decreases gradually with the decrease in sunlight

intensity in the afternoon. Another is two-peaked,

that is, there are two peak values of net photosyn-

thetic rate, one in late morning and the other in late

afternoon with a depression around noon, the so-

called midday depression of photosynthesis, as

shown in Figure 16.1 (curves 1 and 2).

B. MIDDAY DEPRESSION OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Midday depression of photosynthesis is a common

phenomenon. It may occur in many species of plants

including C3, C4, and calmodulin (CAM) plants

under a particular combination of environmental

conditions [6]. In plants that show midday depression,

however, it does not necessarily occur in all situ-

ations. For example, in some plants midday depres-

sion occurs in summer but not in winter [7,8]. In

addition, this phenomenon is remarkable only in the

upper-layer leaves of cassava [9].

When the midday depression is serious, no second

peak in the diurnal course of photosynthesis appears

[10]. The single-peaked curve of the diurnal course of

photosynthesis in such cases differs very much from

those where the midday depression is absent. For the

former the peak value of net photosynthetic rate is

often in the morning (Figure 16.1, curve 3), but

the peak value is at noon for the latter (Figure 16.1,

curve 1).

III. ECOLOGICAL FACTORS RESPONSIBLE
FOR MIDDAY DEPRESSION

A. SUNLIGHT

In general, the two-peaked diurnal course of photo-

synthesis occurs on clear days with intense sunlight,

while the one-peaked diurnal course occurs on cloudy

days with weak sunlight [2,11]. Naturally, it is as-

sumed that the midday depression is caused by in-

tense light. Nevertheless, it may occur at medium

light of about 500mmol photons/m2/sec [12,13]. Al-

though intense light is not a necessary condition for

midday depression to occur, in fact, intense sunlight is

the most important ecological factor for midday de-

pression. In some cases, it may lead indirectly to

midday depression through low humidity and high

temperature because intense sunlight is the primary

driving force of diurnal variation in many environ-

mental conditions. In other cases, it may result in

midday depression through downregulation of photo-

synthetic capacity caused by intense sunlight, as

observed in some woody plants [14].

B. AIR TEMPERATURE

Herppich et al. [15] reported that Protea acaulos, a

prostrate fynbos shrub, often experiences very low air

humidity at leaf temperatures over 108C higher than

mean air temperature, and shows a pronounced mid-

day depression of gas exchange at the end of the dry

summer season, independent of water supply. How-

ever, artificially lowered leaf temperatures in a gas

exchange cuvette can prevent this midday depression

almost completely under the same light conditions.

Therefore, they considered that leaf temperature, dir-

ectly or via the vapor pressure deficit (VPD) between

leaf and air, rather than plant water status, is the

determinant of midday depression. Around noon,

high temperature can enhance CO2 efflux from res-

piration or photorespiration, causing a decline in net
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FIGURE 16.1 Schematic diagram of diurnal variation of net

photosynthetic rate in plant leaves. Curve 1, one-peaked

diurnal course; curve 2, two-peaked diurnal curve; curve 3,

one-peaked diurnal course, but with severe midday depres-

sion.



photosynthetic rate to some extent. High temperature

can also lead to a decrease in activated Rubisco [16].

High VPD can induce stomatal closure, limiting

photosynthetic CO2 uptake due to decreased CO2

availability and exacerbating photoinhibition due to

excessive light energy, thereby leading to a decrease in

net photosynthetic rate.

C. AIR HUMIDITY

Photosynthesis in many plants is highly sensitive to

changes in air humidity, or, more precisely, VPD.

One-peaked diurnal course of photosynthesis could

be artificially induced by high air humidity even at

the end of the dry season when two-peaked patterns

are common in natural weather [17]. Under low air

humidity the two-peaked diurnal course of photosyn-

thesis was observed in apricot even when soil water

status was good [18]. Net photosynthetic rate in cas-

sava decreased rapidly as VPD increased [19]. In wheat

a significant negative correlation between net photo-

synthetic rate and air saturation deficit was observed.

Furthermore, increasing air humidity led to an in-

crease in net photosynthetic rate and to disappearance

of midday depression [20]. It was found in maize that

both high photon flux density and high air saturation

deficit were necessary for afternoon inhibition of

photosynthesis to appear [21]. The afternoon declines

in canopy CO2-exchange rates found in a number of

species were associated with an increase in VPD [22]. It

was observed that enhanced air humidity increased not

only net photosynthetic rate but also the optimal tem-

perature of photosynthesis in wheat leaves [23]. The

nonstomatal mechanism by which air humidity affects

photosynthesis is not clear [24].

Due to its effect on VPD, influence of temperature

is often closely linked to air humidity impact on the

diurnal course. Raschke and Resemann [13] demon-

strated the dominant role of humidity in the induction

of midday depression in Arbutus unedo leaves. The

depression occurred at a constant leaf temperature in

their experiment when a threshold in VPD was

exceeded, but the depressions were hardly noticeable

when VPD was held constant and leaf temperature

was allowed to vary within a certain range.

Low air humidity has been considered an import-

ant ecological factor responsible for the midday de-

pression [13,25–30].

D. SOIL WATER STATUS

Among environmental factors, soil water status seems

to be a decisive factor in midday depression of photo-

synthesis. For instance, with a decline in soil water

potential, a one-peaked diurnal course of photosyn-

thesis in soybean leaves became two-peaked, and mid-

day depression became more severe [31]. After heavy

rain, midday depression disappeared almost com-

pletely in wheat leaves on the following day [32]. Leaf

water potential at dawn is a reflection of soil water

status. As the leaf water potential at dawn declined, the

pattern of the diurnal course of photosynthesis in soy-

bean leaves changed from one-peaked to two-peaked,

and the midday depression gradually became severe

[33]. In addition, it was observed that midday depres-

sion of photosynthesis occurred in pot-grown, but not

in field-grown, wheat under the same aboveground

conditions (D.-Q. Xu et al., unpublished data). This

difference was also reported between field-grown and

pot-grown soybean plants [34]. Of course, the effect of

soil water status on leaf photosynthesis is indirect.

Many studies have suggested that under drought con-

ditions stomatal closure often plays the main role in

the decline in leaf photosynthesis, that is, photosyn-

thetic biochemistry and photochemistry are not

impaired by the lack of water [35].

E. CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION IN THE AIR

Midday depression of photosynthesis is often accom-

panied by decreased air CO2 concentration around

noon. Some researchers consider the decreased CO2

concentration as an important ecological factor lead-

ing to midday depression [36]. However, according to

Xu et al. [20], the extent of the decline in CO2 con-

centration did not match the extent of the midday

depression. Moreover, the air CO2 concentration did

not increase when the second peak of net photosyn-

thetic rate in the daily course appeared, indicating

that the diurnal variation pattern in net photosyn-

thetic rate is not dependent on the air CO2 concen-

tration. The midday depression in Quercus suber

persisted even at a CO2 partial pressure of 250 Pa

[37]. It appears that decreased air CO2 concentration

around noon is not an important ecological factor for

midday depression.

IV. PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
RESPONSIBLE FOR MIDDAY
DEPRESSION

A. STOMATAL CLOSURE

In some plants midday closure of stomata occurs

[5,38], and it is often coincident with midday depres-

sion of photosynthesis [13,18,20]. However, whether

the midday closure of stomata is the cause of midday

depression of photosynthesis cannot be established

only on the basis of a change in stomatal conduct-

ance. According to Farquhar and Sharkey [39],



stomatal closure can be considered an important

cause of decline in photosynthetic rate only when

the intercellular space CO2 partial pressure (Ci) also

decreases.

A decreased Ci was observed when midday de-

pressions in net photosynthetic rate and stomatal

conductance occurred in bamboo [14,40], wheat [41],

soybean [42,43], Ginkgo biloba [44], and strawberry

[45]. These reports indicate that stomatal partial clos-

ure is indeed responsible for midday depression of

photosynthesis.

Although among the 37 cases of midday depres-

sion investigated, 19 were accompanied by a reduc-

tion in Ci of 1 to 3 Pa, Raschke and Resemann [13]

concluded that the midday depression of photosyn-

thesis in leaves of A. unedo was not caused by stoma-

tal closure. However, it is not clear whether

nonuniform stomatal closure occurs in their experi-

ments. Due to the patchy closure of stomata under

stress conditions [46–48], overestimated Ci may lead

to the misinterpretation that the reduction in photo-

synthesis caused by stomatal closure results from

nonstomatal factors.

In general, Ci is calculated from leaf gas exchange

data according to the equation Ci ¼ Ca � A/Gc,

where Ca and Ci are the partial pressures of CO2 in

the air and inside the leaf, and A and Gc are net

photosynthetic rate and stomatal conductance to dif-

fusion of CO2, respectively [39]. From this equation, it

is very clear that Ci decreases rarely in proportion to

the decrease in A when A and Gc decrease simultan-

eously. In fact, during midday depression the magni-

tude of Ci decrease is often much less than that of the

decrease in net photosynthetic rate. For instance, com-

pared with the value of the first peak, net photosyn-

thetic rate in wheat leaves decreased by about 48%

during midday depression, while Ci decreased by

only 11%, although an analysis showed that stomatal

closure was the most important physiological cause of

midday depression [41]. It is likely that an increased

CO2 efflux from respiration or photorespiration is

responsible for the difference in the extent of decline

between A and Ci because the CO2 efflux leads to a

decrease in A and an increase in Ci. Therefore, stoma-

tal limitation of photosynthesis during midday depres-

sion cannot be precluded based only on the fact that

the extent ofCi decline is less than that of the decline in

net photosynthetic rate. Furthermore, when A and Gc

evidently decline in a coordinated way, namely, the

plot of A against Gc is linear, or patchy closure of

stomata occurs, calculated Ci from the equation is

unchanged because A/Gc is constant, but actually Ci

is changed. Thus, such an apparently constant Ci is

likely to mask the fact of stomatal limitation, forming

an artifact of nonstomatal limitation of photosyn-

thesis. In other words, only when Ci increases can

one confidently say that the decline in net photosyn-

thetic rate results from a nonstomatal factor.

B. ENHANCEMENT OF RESPIRATION AND

PHOTORESPIRATION

There is evidence that a rise in respiration or photo-

respiration near noon is one of the physiological

causes of midday depression. Thus, in the leaves of

Q. suber a substantial increase in the CO2 compensa-

tion point has been observed during midday depres-

sion of photosynthesis [37], implying that respiration

and photorespiration are enhanced by the higher leaf

temperature around noon. In satsuma mandarin (Cit-

rus unshiu Marc) midday depression of both net

photosynthetic rate and apparent photosynthetic

quantum efficiency has been attributed to increased

photorespiration around noon [49]. The increased

photorespiration may be a response to high light or

the decline in Ci due to midday closure of stomata.

C. INCREASE IN MESOPHYLL RESISTANCE

Mesophyll resistance to CO2 diffusion should be con-

sidered when one explores further the physiological

causes of midday depression. In soybean leaves both

stomatal resistance and mesophyll resistance in-

creased during the midday depression of photosyn-

thesis [33]. Mesophyll resistance seems to play a more

important role in some conifers [2].

D. DECREASE IN LEAF WATER POTENTIAL

As a consequence of the larger evaporative demand

near noon, there is usually a midday depression of

leaf water potential. The diurnal course of change

in leaf water potential similar to that of photosynthesis

was observed in some conifers [2]. In some experiments

with Helianthus annuus, however, no unique relation-

ship among stomatal conductance, photosynthetic

rate, and leaf water potential was observed, but stoma-

tal conductance and net photosynthetic rate decreased

when about two thirds of the extractable water in the

soil had been used irrespective of the leaf water poten-

tial. Therefore, it was suggested that soil water status,

not leaf water status, affected the stomatal behavior

and photosynthesis ofH. annuus [50].

E. DEVELOPMENT STAGE

Gao et al. [51] reported that under high temperature

and low humidity midday depression of photosyn-

thesis could occur in spring, summer, and autumn,

and it occurred easily at the grain-filling stage in field-



grown and pot-grown soybean plants. It is not clear,

however, why midday depression occurs easily at this

stage. There is a possibility that at this stage a par-

ticular microclimate around soybean plants or a com-

bination of light, temperature, and water factors,

leads easily to midday depression.

F. CIRCADIAN RHYTHM

Many studies have shown that midday depression is

not related to circadian rhythm. Under simulated

habitat conditions in a growth chamber, increasing

atmospheric stress in the form of higher temperature

and lower humidity resulted in midday depression of

transpiration rate and net photosynthetic rate of the

leaves in Arbulus unedo and Quercus ilex due to mid-

day stomatal closure, while midday depression did

not occur when the atmospheric stress was absent.

These experiments were carried out under the same

light conditions on four consecutive days [38]. It was

demonstrated by experiments in which only one en-

vironmental variable changed at a time while all

others were held constant that a circadian component

was not essential for the development of midday de-

pression in A. unedo L. [13]. Obviously, the fluctu-

ation in atmospheric conditions rather than circadian

rhythm is responsible for midday depression.

Under constant conditions net photosynthetic

rate in peanut (Arachis hypogaea) leaf displayed a

rhythm change within a period of about 24 hr, but

its valley value or depression was at midnight not at

midday [52]. Gao et al. [53] reported that under rela-

tively constant conditions of light, temperature, hu-

midity, and CO2 concentration, net photosynthetic

rate and stomatal conductance were lower in the

morning and afternoon, and higher around noon,

indicating a periodic change, namely circadian

rhythm. Nevertheless, the periodic change is not re-

lated to midday depression of photosynthesis ob-

served in the field. Their experiments showed that

midday depression of photosynthesis was negligible

after soybean plants were transferred to relatively

constant conditions from field conditions where they

often displayed a remarkable midday depression. This

fact indicates that under natural conditions the envir-

onmental factors rather than circadian rhythm are the

determinants for the daily pattern of photosynthesis.

There is another view on the relationship between

midday depression and circadian rhythm. On the basis

of a remarkable midday depression of photosynthesis

in rice plant observed under constant light and tem-

perature conditions, Deng and Chen [54] concluded

that midday depression is related to circadian rhythm.

However, it is not clear whether air humidity around

rice plants was constant during their observation.

V. BIOCHEMICAL FACTORS RESPONSIBLE
FOR MIDDAY DEPRESSION

A. PHOTOSYNTHATE ACCUMULATION

In 1868 Boussingault [55] first proposed a hypothesis

that the accumulation of assimilates in an illuminated

leaf might result in a reduction in net photosynthetic

rate. Some investigators are in favor of the hypothesis

and consider the photosynthate accumulation to be an

important cause of the midday depression of photo-

synthesis [56]. Nevertheless, some studies have indi-

cated that photosynthate accumulation has no

negative effect on photosynthesis under normal con-

ditions without environmental stress or block of as-

similate export from leaves [12,57]. Moreover, it has

been observed that the photosynthate content in wheat

leaves is not higher during midday depression than in

the morning when photosynthesis is actively going on.

Net photosynthetic rate in wheat leaves decreased by

less than 10% even when photosynthate contents were

much higher than the control after blocking of photo-

synthate export from the leaves for 6 hr by heat gird-

ling of the leaf sheath [20]. Undoubtedly, the effect

should be even less when photosynthate export is nor-

mal. Therefore, photosynthate accumulation is not a

likely cause of midday depression.

B. DECREASE IN RUBISCO ACTIVITY

Rubisco is a key enzyme in photosynthetic carbon

assimilation. It often limits the maximal net photosyn-

thetic rate [58–60]. However, there is a great deal of

evidence indicating that plants may contain excess

Rubisco and that photosynthesis may be controlled

by several enzymes or processes [61]. Perhaps, the ac-

tivated amount rather than the total amount of

Rubisco often limits the maximal photosynthesis. In

consonance with this supposition, a soybean cultivar

with a higher net photosynthetic rate had a higher

carboxylation efficiency and higher initial activity of

RuBP carboxylation of Rubisco [62]. In addition,

under unfavorable conditions net photosynthetic rate

may be maintained by a greater concentration of

Rubisco [63]. A midday decline in carboxylation effi-

ciency, namely, the initial slope of the A–Ci curve,

associated with midday depression of photosynthesis

has been observed in Q. suber leaves [37,64]. Further-

more, Jiang et al. [65] reported that midday depression

of net photosynthetic rate was accompanied by a mid-

day decline ofRubisco initial activity in rice flag leaves.

It seems thatmidday depression is related to a decrease

in Rubisco activity or content of activated Rubisco.

However, one cannot be sure whether the decreased

Rubisco activity is the main reason for midday



depression of photosynthesis because of the lack of

data on diurnal variation in stomatal conductance

and intercellular CO2 concentration measured simul-

taneously.

C. ENHANCED ABA BIOSYNTHESIS

There is a possibility that abscisic acid (ABA) is an

important biochemical factor responsible for midday

depression. In the daily course of ABA content

change, a midday peak associated with midday sto-

matal closure was observed in grape (Vitis vinifera)

leaves [66]. Unfortunately, the diurnal variation in net

photosynthetic rate was not measured simultaneously

in this study. Thus, the relationship between ABA

and midday depression of photosynthesis is still an

open question.

D. DECLINE IN PHOTOSYSTEM II PHOTOCHEMICAL

EFFICIENCY

On clear days the midday decline in photosynthetic

efficiency, expressed in apparent quantum yield of

CO2 uptake or chlorophyll fluorescence parameter Fv/

Fm, a measure of phostosystem II (PS II) photochem-

ical efficiency, often occurs in plants [67–70]. Natur-

ally, the question arises whether themidday depression

of net photosynthetic rate often observed results from

the midday decline in photosynthetic efficiency.

Demmig-Adams et al. [3] observed that the mid-

day depressions of net photosynthetic rate and sto-

matal conductance were accompanied by decreases in

Fv/Fm and apparent quantum yield of O2 evolution in

A. unedo leaves. However, they were not sure whether

this reduction in photochemical efficiency is serious

enough to limit CO2 fixation in high light and thereby

to impose a nonstomatal limitation to net CO2 uptake

in A. unedo in the field at noon.

It should be pointed out that midday depression

of the photosynthetic rate is always observed at sat-

urating light, while the photosynthetic quantum effi-

ciency is often measured at low light intensity.

Therefore, decreased efficiency does not necessarily

lead to a decrease in light-saturated rate because

strong sunlight may compensate for the decline in

PS II efficiency to maintain the high rate to some

extent. The light-saturated rate of photosynthesis

began to decrease when photoinhibition reached a

level of 40% to 60%, and at a lower inhibition level

the efficiency, but not the light-saturated O2 produc-

tion, was affected [71,72]. In wheat flag leaves a mid-

day decline in photosynthetic efficiency was not

invariably accompanied by midday depression of net

photosynthetic rate. Intercellular CO2 concentration

decreased when midday depression of both the effi-

ciency and the rate occurred simultaneously. Further-

more, photosynthetic rate was correlated with

stomatal conductance and intercellular CO2 concen-

tration to a higher level of significance than with

photosynthetic efficiency. These facts indicate that

midday decline of photosynthetic efficiency may be,

if at all, a less important cause of midday depression

of net photosynthetic rate than midday closure of

stomata in the case studied [41].

Some woody plants require a lower light intensity

(a photon flux density not more than one half of full

sunlight) to saturate photosynthesis. Thus, in these

plants severe photoinhibition, characterized by a de-

crease in the quantum efficiency of photosynthetic

carbon assimilation and a decline in PS II photo-

chemical efficiency caused by excessive light energy,

often occurs around noon on clear days. For these

plants the main immediate cause of midday depres-

sion may be the decline in PS II photochemical effi-

ciency induced by strong sunlight. In summer,

midday depression of both the efficiency and the

rate often occurred in the upper leaves of the bamboo

canopy, while intercellular CO2 concentration de-

clined first, and then increased. These facts indicate

that midday depression of net photosynthetic rate is

related to decline in photochemical efficiency, at least

in part [14]. Similarly, midday depression of net

photosynthetic rate was accompanied by a pro-

nounced decrease in leaf conductance and a substan-

tial increase in intercellular CO2 concentration, as

well as a considerable decline in PS II photochemical

efficiency (Fv/Fm) in P. acaulos [15]. Midday depres-

sion in tea (Camellia sinensis) [11] and grapevine (Vii-

tis uinifera) [73] leaves has been attributed to

photoinhibition. Results from other studies also

show that photoinhibition may be a factor contribut-

ing to midday depression of photosynthesis [4,74].

As mentioned above, midday depression of net

photosynthetic rate is closely related to many factors

such as stomatal partial closure, decreased Rubisco

activity, and declined PS II photochemical efficiency.

Then, which of them, stomatal or nonstomatal factor,

is the main cause of midday depression when these

factors exist simultaneously? The data of change in

intercellular CO2 concentration (Ci) during midday

depression may help to answer this question. In gen-

eral, stomatal partial closure or a decrease in stomatal

conductance may lead to a decreased Ci, whereas the

decline in photosynthetic activity of leaf mesophyll

cells such as a decrease in Rubisco carboxylation

activity or PS II photochemical efficiency may induce

an increase in Ci. The direction, increase or decrease,

of change in Ci depends on the predominant one

when changes in these factors occur simultaneously.

When the decreases in stomatal conductance,



Rubisco activity, and PS II photochemical efficiency

occur simultaneously during midday depression, for

example, if Ci declines, the main cause of midday

depression is the decreased stomatal conductance.

On the contrary, if Ci increases, the main cause must

be the decreases in Rubisco activity and PS II photo-

chemical efficiency. In this case, the direction rather

than the extent of change in Ci is important for mak-

ing the conclusion [75].

E. POSSIBLE MECHANISMS

From most of the evidence cited above, it is suggested

that for midday depression of photosynthesis, strong

sunlight, low air humidity or high VPD, and low soil

water potential may be the main environmental fac-

tors, decreased stomatal conductance may be the

most important physiological factor, and increased

ABA synthesis and decreased PS II photochemical

efficiency may be the most important biochemical

factors. Of course, these factors are closely linked to

each other. Strong sunlight causes an increase in air

temperature and a decrease in air relative humidity

and soil water potential because of enhanced plant

transpiration. These changes in ecological factors re-

sult in variations in the physiological and biochemical

factors. Low soil water potential leads to increase in

ABA synthesis, and both increased ABA and in-

creased VPD cause a decrease in stomatal conduct-

ance, resulting in a decline in net photosynthetic rate

due to decreased CO2 supply. However, midday clos-

ure of stomata is not the sole important physiological

or biochemical cause of midday depression. In some

woody plants such as bamboo and tea, the decline in

PS II photochemical efficiency induced by strong sun-

light may be the most important biochemical cause of

midday depression. Perhaps the main immediate

cause and mechanism of midday depression are dif-

ferent for different plant species under various condi-

tions. The factors related to midday depression are

shown in Figure 16.2 [76,77].

VI. ADAPTIVE IMPORTANCE

A. ADAPTIVE IMPORTANCE

In many cases midday depression of photosynthesis

seems to be a strategy to cope with environmental

stresses formed during evolution. Midday stomatal

closure and downregulation of photochemical effi-

ciency are effective ways to avoid excess water loss

and photodamage of the photosynthetic apparatus

under strong sunlight and dry conditions.

Midday stomatal closure may be a response to low

air humidity or high VPD. In this case midday closure

of stomata is an important physiological cause of

midday depression of photosynthesis. Alternately,

midday closure of stomata may be a response to in-

creased intercellular space CO2 concentration due to a

decline in mesophyll photosynthetic activity or in-

crease in respiration and photorespiration. In this

case midday closure of stomata is the result rather

than the cause of decreased photosynthetic rate. In

any case, midday stomatal closure always increases

the water use efficiency of plants [78–80]. This is be-

cause of the predominant occurrence of leaf gas ex-

change in the morning and in the afternoon when net

photosynthetic rate is higher and transpiration rate is

lower. Obviously, such stomatal regulation is quick,

reversible, and favorable for growth and development

of plants under dry conditions of air and soil.

Downregulation of photochemical efficiency

around noon is often observed in many plants under

field conditions on clear days [69,81]. In some cases it

may be responsible for the midday depression, for

example, in the leaves of some woody plants such as

bamboo and tea. Such downregulation may be due to

enhanced thermal energy dissipation related to the

xanthophyll cycle or the reversible inactivation of PS

II, which is considered to be an important mechanism
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Rs+
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WL−
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Ca− RH−
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FIGURE 16.2 Possible relationships between ecological,

physiological, and biochemical factors and midday depres-

sion. SR, solar radiation; Ta, air temperature; Ca, CO2 con-

centration in theair;RH, relativehumidity;VPD,watervapor

pressure deficit from leaf cell to air; Ws, soil water potential;

TR, transpiration; WL, leaf water potential; Rpd, photore-

spiration and respiration; Rm, mesophyll resistance to CO2

diffusion; Ci, CO2 concentration in intercellular space; PE,

photochemical efficiency; ABA, abscisic acid; A, net photo-

synthetic rate. ‘‘þ’’ and ‘‘�’’ indicate increase and decrease,

respectively. Double-line arrow indicates a strong effect.



to protect the photosynthetic apparatus from photo-

damage [82–84]. Although there have been many

studies, the molecular mechanism of such thermal

energy dissipation is not yet clear [85–87].

B. MEASURE OF ALLEVIATION

Midday depression of photosynthesis, as a regulation

process, is advantageous for the survival of plants

under stress conditions, but it is at the expense of

effective use of light energy and plant productivity.

Midday depression may decrease crop productivity

by 30% to 50% or more. Therefore, it is worthwhile

to search for alleviating or eliminating measures.

Under strong-light and high-transpiration conditions,

midday mist irrigation could increase stomatal con-

ductance and photosynthetic rate in leaves of Beta

vulgaris despite adequate soil water supply [88]. Mist

irrigation for 40 days not only increased the photo-

synthetic rate in cassava leaves but also increased

production of dry roots (91%) and total biomass

(27%) [89]. Similar effects of mist irrigation were ob-

served in wheat and soybean plants. Mist irrigation in

the grain-filling period increased stomatal conduct-

ance and net photosynthetic rate in flag leaves, thus

increasing grain yield by about 18% in wheat [32].

Mist irrigation in the seed-filling period increased

the seed yield by about 19% in soybean [10].

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Midday depression of photosynthesis is a common

phenomenon in higher plants. It is related to many

external and internal factors interacting with each

other. Midday stomatal closure or decreased photo-

chemical efficiency may cause the midday depression,

depending on plant species and environmental condi-

tions. It may be a strategy of plants to cope with

environmental stresses. Further study on the mechan-

isms of midday depression is required for understand-

ing the regulation of photosynthesis and finding ways

to increase plant productivity. Because the present

viewpoints and hypotheses about these mechanisms

are based on inadequate or incomplete data, in the

following studies a better combination of many kinds

of experimental methods, such as physiological, bio-

chemical, and biophysical ones, is absolutely neces-

sary for getting more abundant data to reveal exactly

these mechanisms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most ubiquitous plant abiotic stress in the global

environment is generally thought to be water deficit.

The opposite of water-deficit stress, flooding, initially

involves relief of the abiotic factor of water deficit and

only becomes stressful after flooding persists long

enough to directly or indirectly interfere with a var-

iety of plant functions via several mechanisms. The

relief of stress with short term flooding (typically a

day or less) is the principle upon which irrigation

hinges. By contrast, the negative impacts of pro-

longed flooding on ecosystems, and particularly agri-

cultural production systems, are substantial [1] and

may be as significant as drought, depending on one’s

accounting strategy. Much of this impact is the result

of the combination of soil and plant chemical, phys-

ical, and biological changes that cause stomata to

close after prolonged flooding. This contributes sig-

nificantly to a drastic reduction in photosynthesis and

damages many other plant functions by disrupting

transpiration and the complex system of hormonal

control of plant systems and processes.

Figure 17.1 gives a conceptual diagram of the

effects of flooding on the yield potential of a crop

and compares the pattern with what is typically seen

under drought. With drought stress, onset is very

gradual and plant adaptation has ample time to

occur at a pace that moderates the impact of the

water-deficit stress. Drought would have to persist

for weeks in most crops to collapse the yield potential

to near-zero levels. Unless water-deficit stress is ex-

ceedingly severe and has persisted for weeks, the loss

in yield potential is moderate, and relief of the stress

can usually bring about substantial recovery in yield

potential, even full recovery, although yield compon-

ents may shift. By contrast, when flooding occurs,

plants initially see relief of any water deficit stress

they may be experiencing. However, as the oxygen

in the root zone is depleted by plant roots and com-

peting soil organisms (usually in the first 24–48 h), the

initial boost in yield potential rapidly gives way to a



precipitous drop. Stress relief upon drainage typically

produces a far more gradual, and usually less success-

ful recovery than with moderate drought, simply be-

cause the plant infrastructure is often far more

devastated by the many system impairments that

can accumulate with flooding. In our chapter, refer-

ence to flooding in the context of this subject matter

refers to prolonged flooding, typically 24–48 h or

longer, which is about the length of time usually

needed for soil organisms to deplete soil water of

dissolved oxygen.

It is interesting and curious that common plant

reactions to root inundation or prolonged flooding

involve several physiological responses much akin to

drought stress. This occurs even though plant roots

are submerged, i.e., in contact with free water. That

wilting and stomatal closure occuring in flooded

plants indicate that the physiological responses to

flooding are not caused by the energy status of the

water, which is the dominant direct mechanism initi-

ating wilting and stomatal closure during drought.

The physiological responses to soil hypoxia and

flooding have been reviewed by a number of scientists

[1–5].

The wilting, stomatal closure, and various other

physiological responses to flooding have been

explained by several plant response scenarios. These

fall into about five categories: obstruction of xylem

elements by disease organisms, reduced root system

extent or root system/membrane water conductance,

altered soil–plant nutritional status, production or

imbalancing of plant hormones or biochemical sig-

naling compounds, and the action of soil- or plant-

produced toxins [2,6–11].

II. FLOODING AND HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON
SOIL PROCESSES

The way in which flooding or waterlogging proceeds

along a given scenario or set of scenarios is related to

how the physical and chemical properties of water

affect soil mineral and biological processes. Ponnam-

peruma [12] gave an excellent summary of the physi-

cochemical processes that occur in soil upon

prolonged flooding, depleting oxygen as an electron

acceptor. As reactive oxygen disappears, soil redox

potential falls, causing a cascading series of organic

and mineral transformations, resulting in the release

of numerous soluble chemically reduced minerals,

many of which are toxic to plants including methane,

sulfides, and reduced forms of iron and manganese.

Water is essential to most soil biological activities.

As the amount of water in the soil environment shifts

from shortage to plentiful and on to excess, the popu-

lations and functional dominance of competing or-

ganisms also shift. Under excessively wet or flooded

conditions, disease organisms are often favored [8].

Water affects the heat capacity, heat conductivity,

and evaporative properties of soil in a way that gen-

erally tends to cool soil when wet. Water is a potent

solvent, facilitating the mobility of mineral and or-

ganic solutes, to the benefit or detriment of a given

soil biological process, depending on the intensity and

direction of solute movement into or out of an organ-

ism’s sphere of influence.

Very important to our discussion is the fact that

water also changes the net oxygen availability of the

soil environment in a temperature-dependent fashion.

While soil aeration can be characterized as the vol-

ume of gas-filled pore space in a given soil volume, or

as the concentration of oxygen (and other gases)

within the pores, most edaphologists agree that soil

oxygen diffusion rate (ODR) is the best indicator of

soil aeration status. This is because ODR gives an

indication of the soil’s ability to supply oxygen to

organisms as a rate function [13]. Rhizosphere ODR

is also relatively easy to determine using the platinum

microelectrode technique [14,15], and leaves both soil

and roots essentially undisturbed. The rate at which

soil can supply oxygen must be balanced against the

rate at which an organism in soil consumes oxygen.

This balance of rates has been the basis of under-

standing and modeling soil-oxygen-mediated pro-

FIGURE 17.1 Conceptual comparison of stress accumu-

lation and stress relief effect on yield potential for flood-

ing stress vs. drought stress.
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cesses [16,17]. Luxmoore and Stolzy [18] gave an

elegant graphic depiction of this dependency (Figure

17.2).

As soil water content increases, the thickness of

water films around soil particles, microorganisms,

and surfaces of plant roots also increases. The thick-

ness of these water films greatly influences the transfer

of oxygen from the soil environment to respiration

sites in roots and microorganisms [8]. Oxygen diffuses

104 times more slowly through water than through air

[19] and only one-fourth as rapidly through dense

protoplasm as through water [20,21]. The physics of

this process are described by Fick’s first law:

J ¼ D0 dC0=dx

where J is the gas flux per unit cross sectional area of

soil, C0 is the concentration of the particular gas in

the gas phase of the medium, and D0 is the apparent

diffusion coefficient of the gas in the medium [22,23].

There is a long history and voluminous literature

pointing to the direct and indirect roles of rhizosphere

oxygen status during flooding as key factors in

plant physiological response to flooding. Clements

[24] documented that the negative impacts of water-

logging on plants have been recognized for centuries.

The specific role of soil oxygen for maintaining plant

vigor was noted as early as 1853 [25]. Rhizospere

oxygen status appears to affect plant physiological

responses both directly (via respiration-mediated

metabolic processes in the root) and indirectly (via

cascading chemical, biochemical, and physical pro-

cesses in the soil, rhizosphere, and the plant).

Our chapter focuses primarily on the role of root

zone hypoxia and anoxia in bringing about stomatal

closure. While flooding or waterlogging is certainly

the most common circumstance limiting root oxygen

availability, it is not the sole scenario. Several other

examples can be noted. Generous incorporation of

fresh organic matter into warm wet soil can stimulate

depletion of soil oxygen through the respiration of

microorganisms decomposing the fresh substrate. Soil

compaction, which reduces average gas-filled soil

pore size and total pore space of soil, creates many

dead-end soil pores, and favors blockage of the smal-

ler soil pores with water films, restricting diffusion of

oxygen through the soil matrix. Oxygen diminishes

with soil depth, and if an established plant’s roots are

buried too deeply under additional soil, the root sys-

tem can become oxygen limited.

The dominant literature, of course, relates to

flooding; however, a number of studies have manipu-

lated soil oxygen independently of flooding, providing

important insights to the phenomena [8]. Also, since

oxygen unavailability is probably the dominant direct

trigger for most of the plant responses that ultimately

manifest themselves as familiar visual and otherwise

easily monitored physiological responses, it is logical

to quantitatively tie measurable physiological re-

sponses to rhizosphere ODR values. ODR can be

physically predicted with reasonable reliability for a

range of soil conditions [26–28]. Thus, the correlation

of quantifiable physiological responses to ODR meas-

urements facilitates the normalizing of responses to a

reliable soil indicator, allowing species and cultivar

response comparisons. Ultimately this approach also

enables modeling of physiological responses on a

sound physical basis.

In contrasting the effects of flooding and other

sources of oxygen exclusion, it is important to remem-

ber that flooding causes numerous ancillary changes

in the rhizosphere. These include lowered chemical

redox potential, resultant specific ion effects, leaching

of mobile water-soluble nutrients, metabolic release,

and dispersal from microorganisms of organic com-

pounds affecting higher plant function, displacement

of soil oxygen with carbon dioxide, ethylene, and

other partially water-soluble plant-impacting gases,

and promotion of favorable conditions for patho-

gens. When they occur en suite, these multiple rhizo-

sphere changes confound our ability to understand

stomatal closure, which so strongly impacts gas ex-

change and photosynthesis. Direct manipulation of

soil atmospheres has been used in many experiments

to limit the sources of confounding, and/or reduce

their intensity.
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III. SOIL HYPOXIA, THE RHIZOSPHERE,
AND PLANT METABOLISM

As the rate of oxygen supply dwindles in a soil system,

eventually falling below the demand rate of respiring

organisms, a series of consequences often results. Ini-

tially, root respiration, lacking sufficient free oxygen,

begins to proceed along a fermentative pathway, rap-

idly consuming the available pool of stored carbohyd-

rates in what is often referred to as the Pasteur effect

[29–31]. Under these conditions, oxidative phosphor-

ylation of mitochondria is blocked and the Krebs

cycle is bypassed in meeting the demand for adeno-

sine triphosphate (ATP) [32]. Alcohol, rather than

carbon dioxide, becomes the dominant metabolic

by-product released. The relative amount of energy

released in this manner is only about 5% of that

liberated by substrates utilized via the aerobic respir-

ation pathway [29]. There can be numerous other

alternative pathways, depending on the organism

and properties of the soil system [31]. These include

reduction of inorganic compounds such as sulfur and

production of other by-products, such as methane.

The specific biochemical pathways taken under hyp-

oxic conditions probably varies among higher plant

species and their complexities are not yet fully under-

stood [33–37]. Several authors have suggested that the

alcohol produced under hypoxic conditions does not

injure roots because it easily migrates out of and away

from the root and perhaps the action of acetaldehyde,

rather than alcohol is the injury causing agent in these

scenarios [38].

Boamfa et al. [39] showed that oxygen released by

photosynthesis in rice (Oryza sativa) was completely

consumed within the plant and that exposure to light

reduced the intensity of the anaerobic metabolic re-

sponses. By contrast Luxmoore et al. [16] showed an

increase in root porosity and hypoxic symptoms in

oxygen-stressed wheat (Triticum aestivum) exposed to

increasingly higher light intensities. It was their inter-

pretation that under high light intensity there is a

large supply of carbohydrate to the root, a high res-

piration rate, and an ‘‘induced oxygen scarcity’’ to

inner root cells resulting in necrosis of some cells and

the development of gas spaces.

Generally, as aerobic respiration becomes

impaired, energy conversion slows and potentially

toxic organic and inorganic wastes begin to accumu-

late in the rhizosphere and in the plant, impairing

various metabolic and membrane functions, particu-

larly in roots. Flooded plants also tend to produce

fewer mycorrhizal filaments affecting nutrient and

water availability as well as extent of contact surface

for diffusion entry of oxygen [40,41]. As a result, in

the early stages of root hypoxia, root uptake of nu-

trients from soil slows and plants begin to experience

mobilization and reallocation of existing nutrients

from areas of higher concentration (usually from ac-

tively growing, more juvenile tissue) to areas of lower

concentration [42–44]. Passive transfer of water and

nutrients in the xylem stream is also reduced as sto-

mata close and transpiration decreases.

Reviews of physiological response to flooding or

hypoxia have usually noted that there is not a con-

sistent co-occurrence of plant water potential shift

associated with hypoxia-induced stomatal closure.

Even when changes in water potential accompany

stomatal response, it is often not clear whether sto-

mata are more directly affecting or affected by the

changes in plant water potential. Because of the com-

plicated nature of these environmental alterations and

the equally or greater complexity of species-specific

plant response to each given hypoxia-dominated

scenario, it may well be that different processes dom-

inate under different circumstances.

Eventually with prolonged hypoxia, because en-

ergy conversion has become so inefficient, the sub-

strate requirement of roots can only be met by

metabolizing less resistant cellular constituents in

place. This latter process gradually results in the de-

velopment of lysigenous zones of intercellular voids,

which eventually contribute to improved internal dif-

fusion of oxygen to the roots from the aerial portions

of the plant. This constitutes one of the most import-

ant adaptive mechanisms of flood resistant plants,

allowing survival and eventual return to more normal

plant function [16–18,45–58].

If a plant is less capable of shifting metabolic

pathways, or if hypoxia persists and the entire soil

profile is completely depleted of oxygen, resulting in

hypoxia or anoxia that persists for several days, root

systems become necrotic. Necrotic tissues lose phys-

ical integrity and can provide an easy vector for

pathogen and pest invasion. This process, which is

sometimes referred to as root pruning, also impairs

physiological recovery following improved aeration

of the profile — for example, upon drainage following

flooding. In this case root extent has been abruptly

decreased making plants far more susceptible to sub-

sequent water deficits. The increase in root-to-shoot

ratio impairs soil-nutrient and soil water extraction

and slows the recovering plant’s subsequent growth.

In crop plants this usually significantly reduces crop

yield [59–67].

IV. HYPOXIA AND STOMATAL CLOSURE

The effect of flooding on stomatal closure has been

recognized directly or indirectly for at least 60 years,

however, only a few papers have concentrated on soil



oxygen effects per se. Reduced transpiration and

photosynthesis was seen by Childers and White [68]

within 2 to 7 days of flooding apple trees (Malus

domestica). They reported slight elevation of transpir-

ation and photosynthesis immediately upon inunda-

tion, likely due to initial relief of mild water-deficit

stress. But, as in many findings to the present day for

many species, after about 48 h leaf expansion ceased

and root necrosis became extensive. While their meas-

urements showed no leaf temperature or stomatal

aperture differences among treatments, this failure

may have been the result of inadequate measurement

technology at the time of their work. Reduced stoma-

tal conductance and photosynthesis in soybean (Gly-

cine max) 2 days after flooding imposition was

reported by Oosterhuis et al. [60,61].

Moldau [69] published the first measurement

of increased leaf diffusive resistance (RL), which is

the inverse of leaf conductance (gs), caused by root

waterlogging in common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris).

Smucker [70] also reported similar findings for navy

beans. Regehr et al. [71] reported increased RL for

flooded cottonwood (Populus deltoides). Meek et al.

[72] reported that RL was greater for cotton (Gossy-

pium hirsutum) with a continuous 30 cm water table

depth than with a 90 cm depth, and also noted

reduced soil ODR in wetter profiles. These early

measurements of increased RL drew attention to

waterlogging’s impairment of normal plant control

of leaf gas exchange and regulation of water and

solute transport. These reports also explained earlier

observations of reduced leaf damage by airborne oxi-

dants when exposure occurred during flooding

[73,74].

Increased RL in wheat (Triticum aestivum) was

measured by Sojka et al. [75] when the wheat was

grown at optimal water content but had soil oxygen

excluded by continuous flushing of the soil with

mixtures of air and nitrogen gas (Figure 17.3).

Flushing with ambient air (21% O2) had the lowest

RL, flushing with pure N2 produced the highest

RL, and flushing with a 4% oxygen concentration

only slightly increased RL over the air-flushed treat-

ment. In subsequent publications [9,76–78] curvilin-

ear regression demonstrated that RL could be reliably

related to measurements of soil ODR as measured by

the platinum microelectrode technique [14] for a num-

ber of diverse plant species grown at optimum water

contents in controlled soil oxygen chambers. This

pattern suggested that stomatal response to soil oxy-

gen availability was abrupt at some threshold value of

oxygen availability. The curvilinear regressions of RL

against ODR for numerous species have shown sharp

response thresholds occurring at or near ODR values

of 20 � 10�8 g/cm2/min. This same ODR value is a

recognized threshold for a variety of plant growth,

physiological and nutritional responses [8,79].

The observations from controlled root atmos-

phere chambers also suggested that stomatal closure

from reduced oxygen in the root zone was largely

independent of increases in rhizosphere carbon diox-

ide or other physiologically active gases such as ethyl-

ene. Even though those gases were not measured in

the studies, they could not have accumulated signifi-

cantly in the soil because of the continuous flushing of

the root chambers with gas mixtures free of the sus-

pect gases. While various power or exponential equa-

tions could provide high correlation of RL to ODR

for a given study, the equation form of the curvilinear

relationships observed in these root-gas studies that

most often worked well across species and studies was

the simple power function:

RL ¼ a(ODR)b

As Figure 17.4 shows, there was also an interaction of

stomatal response with root temperature. As root

temperature increased, the baseline RL increased.

This would be expected, since as we learned in Figure

17.1 that the respiration requirement increases with

temperature. Thus, the adequacy of oxygen availabil-

ity for roots or root-linked plant functions at any

given soil ODR diminishes as temperature in the

root environment rises, increasing the demand side

of the two rate functions. The expression of this de-

pendency in Figure 17.4 is the increase in RL with root

temperature.
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FIGURE 17.3 Diffusive resistance of wheat flag leaves as

affected by soil oxygen diffusion rate (ODR). (From Sojka

RE, Stolzy LH. Soil Sci. 1980; 130:350–358. With permis-

sion.)



In the series of investigations conducted by Sojka

and Stolzy, cited above, the value of RL regressed

against ODR was the parallel resistance calculated

from the individual adaxial (Rd) and abaxial (Rb)

leaf measurements, using the relationship

R�1
S ¼ R�1

ab þR�1
ad

In a flooding study of tomato (Lypersicon esculen-

tum), Karlen et al. [80] showed that, while adaxial

surfaces of control plant leaves had somewhat higher

diffusive resistance values than their abaxial surfaces,

the diffusive resistance response to flooding regimes

of either individual surface or of the calculated

parallel resistance were similar in pattern and magni-

tude (Figure 17.5). One difference was a faster recov-

ery to a normal resistence value for adaxial leaf

surfaces.

Figure 17.6 and Figure 17.7 show the stomatal

response of soybean (Glycine max) to reduction in

root zone oxygen availability [78]. Figure 17.6 shows

a series of vinyl leaf surface impressions associated

with continuous flushing with varying oxygen mix-

tures through the sealed cylinders in which the

soybean root systems were growing. Figure 17.7

gives the RL and ODR values generated by the treat-

ment scheme. A key finding of this study was that

the RL increase in the poorly aerated treatments were

not due to changes in the stomatal number per unit

leaf area. This finding is not entirely consistent

among reports of stomatal closure with flooding

in the literature. The effect of hypoxia on stomatal

distribution and function is likely species dependent

and, perhaps more importantly, dependent upon

the onset history of flooding treatments. Plants that
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FIGURE 17.4 Leaf diffusive resistance (Rs) as a function of

soil oxygen diffusion rate (ODR) at various soil temperat-

ures for sunflower and Jojoba. (From Sojka RE, Stolzy LH.

Soil Sci. 1980; 130:350–358. With permission.)
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FIGURE 17.5 Time-course of flooding effects on tomato

leaf diffusive resistance (Rab ¼ abaxial resistance, Rad ¼
adaxial resistance and RL ¼ calculated parallel resistance).

Flood treatments were well drained (DD), 5-day flooded

(F1), or 8-day flooded (F2), where flooding began on day

28. Points with differing letters on a given date in a given

figure differ statistically at P < 0.05. (From Ref. [9] as

adapted from Ref. [80].)



are abruptly stressed would have no opportunity to

experience changes in leaf expansion or cell differen-

tiation affecting RL or gs, and any response in these

parameters would have to be physiologically driven

rather than morphologically driven. Gradual or

repeated onset of stress would provide an opportunity

for morphological differentiation. Greater RL or re-

duced gs caused by changes in stomatal distribution

or dimensions would have to result from a drop in

stomatal density or a reduction in stomatal (i.e.,

guard cell) size. These morphological changes in re-

sponse to growth-inhibiting stress scenarios have

rarely been reported.

There have been extensive observations of in-

creased leaf diffusive resistance, or decreased leaf

conductance across scores of plant species (Table

17.1). Not all studies specify whether the resistances

reported are abaxial, adaxial, or parallel resistances.

Among the studies where abaxial and adaxial re-

sponses are observed separately, the most common

occurrence is a general similarity of abaxial and

adaxial response. However, some cases of surface-

FIGURE 17.6 Photomicrographs of

vinyl leaf impressions showing: (A)

open, well-aerated (21% O2) abaxial

stomata; (B) closed, more densely dis-

tributed abaxial stomata of the poorly

aerated (0% O2) treatment; (C) group-

ing of adaxial stomata along leaf

xylem; (D) enlarged impression of an

open (21% O2) stomate and (E) en-

larged impression of a closed (0% O2)

stomate. (From Sojka RE. Soil Sci.

1985; 140:333–343. With permission.)
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FIGURE 17.7 Parallel leaf diffusive re-

sistance (RS) as a function of soil oxygen

diffusion rate (ODR) measured on several

observation dates. Each point is the mean

of between 3 and 12 observations. (From

Sojka RE. Soil Sci. 1985; 140:333–343.

With permission.)



Species Stimulus Refs.

Acer rubrum Soil O2 þ CH4 [129]

Acer rubrum Flood [130]

Acer saccharum Soil O2 þ CH4 [129]

Actinidia chinensis Flood [132]

Anoxic soln. [132]

Actinidia deliciosa Flood [133,134]

Apios americana Flood [135]

Avicennia germinans Flood [136]

Avicennia marina Flood [137]

Betula papyrifera Flood [138]

Betula nigra Flood [138]

Betula platyphylla Flood [139,140]

Bruguiera gymnorrhiza Flood þ salt [128]

Flood [137,141]

Citrus aurantium Flood [94,142]

Citrus jambhiri Flood [94,142]

Citrus sinensis Flood [142]

Capiscum annuum Flood [143]

Carya illinoensis Soil O2 [144]

Flood [82,145]

Cucurbita pepo Flood þ salt [146]

Cydonia oblongs Anoxic soln. [147]

Flood [91]

Eucalyptus

camaldulensis

Flood [81,148]

Eucalyptus globulus Flood [81,148]

Eucalyptus obliqua Flood [148]

Fraxinus pennsylvanica Flood [81,149–152]

Glycine max Flood [60,61]

Soil O2 [78]

Gmelina arborea Flood [153,154]

Gossypium barbadense Soil O2 [76,155]

Gossypium hirsutum Flood [72]

Soil O2 [76,155]

Gustavia superba Flood [156]

Helianthus annuus Anoxic soln. [157]

Flood [158,159]

Anoxic soln. þ salt [160,161]

Soil O2 þ heat [76,77,162]

Hydrangea macrophylla Flood [163]

Larix laricina Flood [164,165]

Liquidambar styraciflua Flood [166]

Lycopersicon esculentum Flood [80,102,167–171]

Mangifera indica Flood [172,173]

Malus domestics Flood [91,174,175]

Melaleuca quinquenervia Flood [176]

Momordica charantia Flood [177]

Nauclea diderrichii Flood [154]

Nyssa aquatica Flood [149]

Nyssa aquatica Flood þ heat [178]

Panicum antidotale Flood þ salt [179]

Persea americana Flood [180]

Species Stimulus Refs.

Phaseolus vulgaris Flood [69,181–183]

Anoxic soln. [127,182–185]

Picea glauca Flood þ heat [186]

Picea gauca Flood [165]

Picea mariana Flood þ heat [186]

Picea mariana Flood [164]

Pisum sativum Flood [103,187–189]

Poa pratensis Compaction þ
irrigation

[190]

Populus balsamifera Flood [191]

Populus canadensis Flood [191]

Populus deltoides Flood [71,81]

Prioria copaifera Flood [156]

P. trichocarpa � deltoides Anoxic soln. [128,192,193]

Prunus armeniaca Flood [194]

Prunus cerasus Flood [115]

Prunus persica Anoxic soln. [147]

Flood [91,175,195]

Pyrus betulaefolia Anoxic soln. [147,196]

Flood [91]

Pyrus calleryana Anoxic soln. [147,196]

Flood [91]

Pyrus communis Anoxic soln. [147,196]

Flood [91,174]

Pyrus pyrifolia Flood [91]

Pyrus ussuriensis Flood [91]

Quercus alba Flood [149]

Quercus falcata Flood [197,198]

Quercus lyrata Flood [198]

Quercus macrocarpa Flood [152]

Quercus nigra Flood [149]

Quercus michauxii Flood [83]

Quercus nuttallii Flood [83]

Quercus rubra Flood [81]

Rhizophora mangle Flood [136]

Rhizophora mucro nata Flood [137]

Salix discolor Anoxic soln. [147]

Flood [91]

Salix nigra Flood [81]

Simmondsia chinensis Soil O2 þ heat [76,77,162]

Sorghum bicolor Flood [159]

Taxodium distichum Flood þ salt [85]

Tectona grandis Flood [154]

Theobroma cacao Flood [199]

Triticum aestivum Soil O2 þ heat [75–77]

Anoxic soln. [200]

Ulmus americana Flood [81,201]

Vaccinium ashei Flood [93,202]

Vaccinium corymbosum Flood [92,203,204]

Virola surinamensis Flood [156]

Vitis sp. Flood [175]

Zea mays Anoxic soln. [183,205]

TABLE 17.1
Observed Increase of RL or Decrease of gs in Response to Root Flooding or Hypoxia



differentiated onset or recovery of stomatal response

to hypoxia or flooding have been reported among

species with varying degrees of surface differentiation

[80–82].

In rare instances, prolonged flooding has been as-

sociated with reduced RL or increased gs, usually in

highly specialized plants, such as bald cypress (Taxo-

dium distichum) or rice (Oryza sativa), which are spe-

cifically adapted to flooded environments [83,84]. We

have not attempted to comprehensively catalogue

these exceptions, which are not always consistent,

even for the particular adapted species [85], but have

found a few reports for several species [86–90]. It is not

always clear what caused these responses, although

factors may include intrinsic species adaptations to

hypoxia, gradual exposure allowing adaptation, ex-

posure brevity or an undepleted oxygen supply.

V. STOMATA CLOSURE MECHANISMS

While there is not yet a complete understanding of the

physiological and biochemical mechanisms that bring

about stomatal closure, several processes are repeat-

edly implicated in the published literature. A number

of studies have shown increased root resistance to

water entry to meet transpirational needs [91–94].

This may be the result of loss of root hairs or micro-

rrhiza as hypoxia persists, or changes in membrane

properties reducing the hydraulic conductivity of

roots. With prolonged flooding disease entry may

physically block xylem elements [8].

Potassium ion flux is crucial to regulation of

guard cell turgor. Several researchers [9,78,95,96]

noted that the single most consistent nutritional

shift reported for plant hypoxia and flooding is a

drop in leaf or plant potassium concentration. While

reviews of nutritional involvement in root hypoxia

have noted that several other plant nutrients, particu-

larly nitrogen and phosphorus are often impacted

[96], the consistency of response and directness of

cause–effect relationship, particularly in the response

time frame of stomatal closure is less clear. Because

potassium accumulation and retention is an active

uptake process requiring outlay of energy [97], it is

rapidly disrupted when anaerobic respiration ensues

and plants become energy-starved. Loss of potassium

ion in the leaves is thought to impair the function of

the potassium ion pump responsible for maintaining

the turgor of guard cells that opens stomatal pores for

gas exchange between the atmosphere and the leaf

interior. Peaslee and Moss [98] showed that potas-

sium deficiency alone can impair stomatal opening

of corn (Zea mays), and Graham and Ulrich [99]

showed potassium deficiency reduces sugarbeet root

system permeability to water.

Many observations of stomatal closure with root

hypoxia or flooding have noted increases in leaf ab-

scisic acid (ABA) concentrations, with the ABA ori-

ginating in the hypoxic roots and then transferred to

leaves [100–109]. Abscisic acid interferes with stoma-

tal control by impairing guard cell accumulation and/

or retention of potassium ions [110] and by causing

transient potassium and chloride ion efflux [111].

Markart et al. [112] found that ABA affected the

root hydraulic conductivity.

Reduction in leaf conductance (gs), or increase in

diffusive resistance (RL) to water vapor, directly im-

pacts photosynthesis by concomitantly lowering the

rate of carbon dioxide exchange (Figure 17.8). How-

ever, because the diffusion coefficient of carbon diox-

ide in air is only about 60% that of water, assuming

all other factors equal, there should be a greater

incremental effect of stomatal closure on water

vapor transfer than on carbon fixation and photosyn-

thesis. The effect of stomatal closure on C3 plant

carbon exchange reduction is greater than on C4

plants because of the steeper concentration gradient

to sites of carbon fixation in the C4 substomatal

mesophyll [113].

However, explaining the effect of root hypoxia

on photosynthesis reduction by only considering

the effects on gas transfer into and out of the

leaf is an oversimplification. Many biochemical pro-

cesses within flooded plants are affected by root

hypoxia, and the intensity and nature of the aberra-

tions vary with stress scenarios and species as the

citations in Table 17.1 bear out. Oosterhuis et al.

[60,61] essentially demonstrated this point (Figure

17.8) for soybean. Photosynthesis was depressed to

a plateau rate by reduction of stomatal conductance

in the presence or absence of flooding, however, the

flooded plants had a lower plateau value than the

nonflooded plants, indicating the involvement of

additional factors. Gardiner and Krauss [114]

showed that the photosynthetic light response (Fig-

ure 17.9) was reduced by nearly half as the result

of flooding of cherrybark oak (Quercus pagoda).

While stomatal closure may be the most significant

mechanism restricting photosynthesis in the early

hours of root hypoxia, with prolonged oxygen

depravation the rate of photosynthesis declines in

response to other inhibitory effects on the photosyn-

thetic process involving changes in carboxylation

enzymes and loss of chlorophyll [92,93, 115–117].

Reicosky et al. [118,119] used infrared thermometry

to measure increased cotton leaf temperature when

plants were flooded. As stomata close, transpira-

tional cooling is reduced. This may also lead to

several metabolic stress reactions in addition to

de-optimization of photosynthesis if leaf heating



causes plants to deviate from their ideal thermal

kinetic window [120].

Several other biochemical triggers have been im-

plicated in the closure of stomata of plants exposed to

root hypoxia although they have been less intensively

researched. These include changes in the nitrogen

metabolism of hypoxic plants [121,122], leaf ethylene

accumulation [123–127], transport of cytokinin from

the roots to the shoot [128], and possibly other as yet

unidentified biochemicals acting alone or in concert

with other signaling agents [102].

VI. SUMMARY

The negative effects of flooding and root hypoxia

on plant performance has been recognized for cen-

turies and the important role of soil oxygen deprav-

ation in triggering the metabolic and physiological

changes causing damage have been recognized with

increasing clarity for nearly a century. Strong quanti-

tative links between the soil oxygen diffusion rate

and leaf conductance to water vapor and other gases

have been documented. Flooding effects on plant

performance are primarily caused by the sharp reduc-

tion in oxygen diffusion to roots, with numerous

secondary soil physical and chemical and plant bio-

chemical or pathological effects rapidly ensuing as

flooding becomes prolonged. Direct manipulation

of soil atmospheres at optimal (nonflooded) soil

water contents is a powerful tool for studying

plant response with minimal interference of ancillary

stress-causing factors. Correlation of stomatal hyp-

oxic response to soil ODR is suggested as the most

appropriate way to normalize plant response to the

primary environmental stimulus that could facilitate

discrimination of species and cultivar sensitivity to

hypoxia and offer potential for modeling the

response.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid increase in human population, indus-

trial development, fossil fuel dependence, and chan-

ging land-use practices, a doubling of atmospheric

carbon dioxide concentration ([CO2]), currently at

about 370 parts per million (ppm), is expected within

this century [1–4]. Because CO2 is responsible for

about 61% of global warming [5], a rise in atmos-

pheric [CO2] and other ‘‘greenhouse’’ gases will in-

crease the mean global temperature, possibly as much

as 48C to 68C [3,6,7], as well as alter the precipitation

patterns in many areas of the world [8,9]. Producing

crops under climate change conditions is, therefore,

an emerging problem in world agriculture, and new

strategies are required to improve and maintain world

food supplies and nutrition. As a consequence, the

need to enhance the production efficiency of econom-

ically important crop plant species and their tolerance

of warmer, more arid environment conditions will

escalate, as competition for arable land and fresh-

water increases.

As the present atmospheric [CO2] limits photosyn-

thesis and growth of many plants [10–12], rising at-

mospheric [CO2] could potentially benefit many

important agricultural crops. Current knowledge of

photosynthetic CO2 assimilation processes classifies

terrestrial plants into three major photosynthetic cat-

egories, namely C3, C4, and Crassulacean acid metab-

olism (CAM). Although C4 plants represent only 1%

of the total plant species, as compared to 95% for the

C3 and 4% for the CAM species, their ecological and

economic significance is substantial [13]. On a global

basis, about 21% of gross primary productivity is

provided by C4 plants [14,15]. In many tropical re-

gions, the food source is primarily based on C4 spe-

cies, which supply grains for human consumption and

forage for livestock [16]. Maize, millet, sorghum, and

sugarcane are the most important C4 food crops

globally in terms of production. On a land area

basis, maize, millet, and sorghum account for 46%,

55%, and 70% of the cereals grown in North America,

South America, and Africa, respectively [16].

In C3 plants, the binding of atmospheric CO2 to

its primary acceptor, ribulose bisphosphate (RuBP),

is catalyzed in the chloroplasts of mesophyll cells by

the enzyme RuBP carboxylase–oxygenase (Rubisco),

and the product of this carboxylation reaction,

3-phosphoglycerate (PGA), is converted to other car-

bohydrates, including starch, sucrose, and reducing

sugars. In addition, Rubisco also catalyzes an oxyge-

nase reaction, widely known as photorespiration, in

which O2 reacts with RuBP to form PGA and phos-

phoglycolate. This oxygenation process results in the

loss of CO2 and energy and therefore has an adverse

effect on the photosynthetic efficiency of C3 plants.

As the balance between carboxylation and oxygen-

ation of RuBP depends on the relative concentration

of CO2 and O2 at the Rubisco site, a higher atmos-

pheric [CO2] will reduce photorespiration and



enhance leaf photosynthetic CO2 exchange rate

(CER) and growth and yield of C3 plants.

CAM plants are widely distributed in arid and

semiarid regions, where their contribution to commu-

nity biomass production is significant. CAM

plants normally close their stomata during the day to

prevent water loss. At night, the stomata are open and

atmospheric CO2 is combined with phosphoenolpyr-

uvate (PEP) in the chloroplast-containing cells of leaf

or stem tissues, via PEP carboxylase (PEPC), to form

oxaloacetic acid. This C4 acid is subsequently reduced

to malate, which then accumulates in large vacuoles.

During the daylight hours, stomata are closed, and

malate is transported back into the cytoplasm where

it is decarboxylated. The CO2 just released enters the

chloroplasts where it is fixed by Rubisco of the con-

ventional C3 cycle. Presumably, minimal response to

rising atmospheric [CO2] may be expected for CAM

plants, which are capable of raising their daytime in-

ternal CO2 levels as high as 10,000 ppm through dec-

arboxylation of the C4 malic acid accumulated during

the previous evening. Such a presumption, however, is

only partially corroborated [11,17].

C4 plants have developed a CO2-concentrating

mechanism to overcome the limitations of low atmos-

pheric [CO2] and photorespiration [18–21]. Leaves of

C4 plants feature a Kranz architecture, having both

mesophyll cells where atmospheric CO2 is fixed by

PEPC into C4 acids and bundle sheath cells in which

Rubisco refixes the CO2 released from the C4 acids.

The release of CO2 is catalyzed by one of the three C4

acid-decarboxylating enzymes: NADP-malic enzyme

(NADP-ME), NAD-malic enzyme (NAD-ME), or

PEP carboxykinase (PEPCK) [22]. Most, if not all,

C4 species fit into one of these three groups, namely

NADP-ME type, NAD-ME type, and PEPCK type,

based on differing C4 acid decarboxylating systems

and leaf ultrastructural features [22,23]. Thus, the re-

actions that are unique to C4 photosynthesis can be

considered as an additional step to the conventional C3

pathway. They operate to transfer CO2 from meso-

phyll cells to bundle sheath cells through the inter-

mediary of dicarboxylic acids, and consequently

increase the concentrations of CO2 in the bundle

sheath cells specifically for refixation via Rubisco in

the C3 photosynthetic pathway [18]. Through this add-

itional step, C4 plants are able to concentrate [CO2] at

theRubisco site to levels up to 3 to 20 times higher than

atmospheric [CO2] [18,20,21,24]. Photosynthesis by C4

plants is therefore near saturation at current atmos-

pheric [CO2], and a rise in atmospheric [CO2] presum-

ably may have little or no enhancement on C4

photosynthesis and growth.

As a result, research on rising atmospheric [CO2]

and climate changes has focused mainly on C3 spe-

cies. The existing information on acclimation in leaf

photosynthetic capacity under long-term exposure to

elevated [CO2] and the nature of interactive effects of

elevated [CO2] on the fundamental aspects of leaf

photosynthesis in plants subjected to global climate

changes (elevated air temperature or soil water deficit)

are well documented for the C3 species [12,25–29].

Nevertheless, the literature does reveal a positive

growth response of many C4 plants to elevated at-

mospheric [CO2], although to a smaller extent than

that of C3 plants [10,30–38]. Such increases in bio-

mass are not as easily explained, because these C4

plants often show little or no enhancement in short-

term CER measurements of mature leaves at the

elevated [CO2] used for growth, which is in contrast

to the C3 species [10,34,37–41].

This review focuses primarily on our current

knowledge of C4 leaf photosynthesis response to ele-

vated atmospheric [CO2], with emphasis on econom-

ically important annual crops. Comparisons will be

made in several instances to similar studies conducted

on C3 crop plants. In addition, interactive effects of

elevated [CO2] with anticipated simultaneous changes

in climate, including air temperature and soil water

availability, will be discussed.

II. LEAF PHOTOSYNTHESIS ACCLIMATION
TO ELEVATED [CO2]

In C3 plants, current atmospheric concentrations of

CO2 and O2 and Rubisco specificity factors translate

into photorespiratory losses by as much as 40% [42].

Existing research data show that a doubling of the

atmospheric [CO2] would increase CERs of C3 crops

up to 63%, and their growth and yield up to 58%

[10,12,30,34,43,44]. However, long-term exposure of

C3 plants to elevated [CO2] leads to a variety

of acclimation effects, including changes in leaf

photosynthetic physiology and biochemistry and

alterations in plant growth and development

[11,12,45,46]. Under long-term growth [CO2], many

C3 species show decreased leaf photosynthesis [47–

49], and carbohydrate source–sink imbalance is be-

lieved to have a major role in the regulation of photo-

synthesis through feedback inhibition [50–53]. With

respect to the acclimation in photosynthesis biochem-

istry, long-term exposure to elevated [CO2] results in a

downregulation of the Rubisco capacity in many C3

plants [12,25,26,48,54–57]. Both ‘‘coarse’’ control,

through lowering of the Rubisco protein concentra-

tion, and ‘‘fine’’ control, through decreasing the acti-

vation state of the enzyme, play a role in this

downregulation. In addition to Rubisco, long-term

growth at elevated [CO2] also affects the regulation



of sucrose metabolism enzymes, including sucrose

phosphate synthase and acid invertase [58,59].

Reduced expression of the Rubisco genes and

differential response of other photosynthetic genes,

including chlorophyll binding protein Cab and

Rubisco activase Rca, have been also reported for a

variety of C3 crops grown at elevated [CO2] [28,58,60–

66]. The expression of several genes coding for key C3

photosynthetic enzymes has been shown to be influ-

enced by the levels of soluble sugars [67–69]. Particu-

larly for Rubisco, transcription of the small subunit

(rbcS), and to a lesser extent the large subunit (rbcL),

has been shown to be strongly repressed by sucrose

and glucose [60,70]. The buildup in carbohydrates at

elevated growth [CO2], however, may signal the re-

pression, but does not directly inhibit the expression,

of Rubisco and other proteins that are required for

photosynthesis [52,53,71–73]. Although the signal

transduction pathway for regulation of the sugar-

sensing genes may involve phosphorylation of hex-

oses derived from sucrose hydrolysis [65,68,74–81],

unknown gaps still exist between hexose metabolism

and repression of gene expression at elevated [CO2]

[53,68,80].

For C4 species, limited research attention has been

paid to the photosynthesis mechanisms in response

to rising atmospheric [CO2]. Studies on a number of

C4 plants grown at elevated [CO2] show either no en-

hancement or only a minor increase in leaf CER, even

though a stimulating effect on biomass does exist

[10,30,34,36,37,43,82]. In a study conducted in natur-

ally sunlit greenhouses, long-term double-ambient

growth [CO2] (720 ppm) increased sugarcane leaf area

31%, total aboveground dry weight 21%, and main

stem juice volume 83%, when compared with plants

grown at ambient [CO2] [36,37]. Such increases oc-

curred without enhancement of midday leaf CERs,

measured at the growth [CO2] for the most expanded

sections of the uppermost leaves. Similarly, a study by

Ziska and Bunce [35] showed no differences in leaf

CERs of ambient [CO2]- and double-ambient [CO2]-

grown plants of maize and sugarcane, although leaf

area and total plant biomass of the CO2-enriched

plants increased 14%. However, there are reports for

some C4 grasses showing that leaf CERs are also re-

sponsive, although toa small extent, to elevatedgrowth

[CO2] [35,41,83,84]. Light-saturated CERs of mature

leaves of maize plants grown and measured at triple-

ambient [CO2] (i.e., 1100 ppm) were 10% higher than

those of plants grown and measured at ambient [CO2]

[38]. The triple-ambient [CO2]-grown maize plants,

however, were 20% higher in biomass, 23% higher in

leaf area, 85% to 100% higher in dark respiration, 65%

to 71% lower in stomatal conductance, and 2- to 3.5-

fold higher in water-use efficiency (WUE) [38].

It has been suggested that elevated [CO2] could

affect growth of C4 plants via several mechanisms.

First, a reduction in stomatal aperture and conduct-

ance, which is a common response of plants to ele-

vated growth [CO2], occurs across a variety of both

C3 and C4 species, although there are cases of insensi-

tive stomatal responses [11,12,25]. The reduction in

stomatal aperture and conductance eventually leads

to a reduction in transpiration rates, resulting in im-

provement of WUE for plants grown under elevated

[CO2] [12,85]. For C4 plants, the reduction in stomatal

aperture and hence transpiration rate, in response to

elevated [CO2], would also increase leaf temperature

and enhance leaf CER and plant growth through

conserving soil water and improving shoot water re-

lations [82,84]. Second, elevated [CO2] could affect

growth of C4 plants by raising the intercellular

[CO2] (Ci) and consequently enhancing leaf CER

[82]. There is an indication that leaf CERs of some

C4 species are likely not saturated at current atmos-

pheric [CO2], thus allowing for some response to

rising [CO2] [34]. Even a small, but consistent, percent

stimulation in leaf CER throughout the growing sea-

son could account for the plant biomass enhancement

at final harvest observed in a number of C4 species

[34,40]. Third, elevated [CO2] could enhance tillering

and leaf area, so that photosynthesis of the whole

plant is greater, even without an increase in CER

per unit leaf area [11,25,86]. Besides, elevated [CO2]

may reduce dark respiration [12] and improve the

efficiency in photosynthate partitioning [87], and

such factors could contribute to growth enhancement

in C4 plants. Fourth, any consideration of elevated

[CO2] effect on growth and physiology of C4 species

must also address time-dependent changes in the

plant growth rate [88]. Leaf photosynthetic rates,

often determined through short-term midday meas-

urements on fully expanded leaves of developmentally

advanced C4 plants, generally show little or no re-

sponse to elevated growth [CO2]. However, recent

studies show that leaf CERs of sugarcane, sorghum,

and maize are responsive to elevated [CO2] at certain

growth stages of the leaf or plant [89–91]. Evaluation

of the impacts of elevated [CO2] on C4 leaf photosyn-

thesis, therefore, should be carried out at various

stages of leaf/plant growth and development, and

diurnal variations of leaf CERs for elevated CO2-

grown C4 crop plants also should be characterized.

III. PHOTOSYNTHESIS DURING LEAF
ONTOGENY AT ELEVATED [CO2]

In C3 plants, interactions exist between leaf ontogeny

and the degree of the acclimation response to elevated

[CO2] exposure [49,64,88,92–95]. Long-term exposure



of a number of annual crops to elevated [CO2] leads

to an enhancement of the growth rate in young

plants, but not in older plants [96–98]. Similarly, for

tree crops, increases in biomass are mostly due to

increased growth rates during the first year of ele-

vated [CO2] exposure, and growth is enhanced less

or not at all in the subsequent years [99–101]. Leaves

of dicots during ontogeny undergo two distinct

photosynthetic phases: a phase of increasing CER

correlated with leaf expansion and a prolonged sen-

escence phase of declining CER, with a transient peak

of maximal CER in between [102]. In tobacco, both

ambient (at 350 ppm) and high (at 950 ppm) CO2-

grown plants exhibit this photosynthetic pattern dur-

ing leaf ontogeny [95]. However, the high-CO2 plants,

which show a temporal shift to an earlier transition

from the increasing-CER first phase to the declining-

CER senescence phase, enter the declining-CER

phase several days before their ambient-CO2 counter-

parts. Such changes in leaf CER are controlled largely

by Rubisco activity [95]. Similar observations are also

reported for tomato during leaf ontogeny [49].

For C4 plants, the causes of the observed growth

stimulation by elevated [CO2] remain uncertain. As

mentioned earlier, there are studies showing a positive

growth response of C4 plants to elevated [CO2] with-

out a concomitant enhancement in leaf CER

[36,37,40,82]. Such photosynthetic rates, however,

were determined by short-term measurements on

fully expanded mature leaves of developmentally ad-

vanced plants, and there were no studies on the vari-

ations of CER during the day or at various growth

stages of the leaf or plant. It is possible that increases

in CER at elevated growth [CO2] are only apparent at

certain daylight periods, and during early, but not

late, development of the leaf or plant [82].

Expression of the C4 photosynthetic characteristics

has been shown to be controlled by leaf age. Tremmel

and Patterson [103] reported that the young, develop-

ing leaves of some C4 species show the normal C3 type

of photosynthesis, and this may cause such species to

be responsive to high [CO2], at least in the short term.

In Portulaca oleracea, an NADP-MEC4 dicot, there is

a shift in the route of CO2 assimilation toward a lim-

ited, direct entry of CO2 into the PCR cycle in senes-

cent leaves [104]. In Flaveria trinervia, also a C4 dicot

of the NADP-ME type, an estimated 10% to 12% of

the CO2 entered the PCR pathway directly in young

expanding leaves. However, CO2 is apparently fixed

entirely through the C4 pathway in mature expanded

leaves, and this partitioning pattern is attributed to the

bundle sheath compartment in young leaves, which

have a relatively high conductance to CO2 [105].

In maize, an NADP-ME-type monocot, pulse-

chase experiments with mature and senescent leaf

tissues show that the predominant C4 acids malate

and aspartate differ between the two leaf ages [106],

and a high CO2 compensation point (~25 ppm) is

found in senescent leaves of maize, in contrast to

lower values (<10 ppm) for most C4 plants [107]. In

addition, the activity of Rubisco during leaf ontogeny

in maize parallels the development in activity of this

enzyme in C3 plants [106]. The activities of Rubisco

and PEPC in maize leaves are found to vary accord-

ing to leaf position (also related to leaf age), with

activity of PEPC less than that of Rubisco in the

lower leaves, while the upper leaves exhibit high levels

of PEPC [108]. The 14C-labeling patterns of photo-

synthetic products in different sections of a develop-

ing maize leaf suggest that there may be some direct

entry of CO2 into the PCR pathway in the young

tissues of the basal section, while the C4 pathway

functions in the more differentiated tissues of the

center and top sections [109]. Besides, bundle sheath

cell walls of young and senescent maize leaves have a

relatively high conductance, leading to a low capacity

for CO2 concentration in these bundle sheath cells

during photosynthesis [110]. Diurnal courses of gas

exchange measurements for upper-canopy leaves

show that CER under elevated [CO2] is significantly

greater early, but not late, in the growth season [91].

Such increases in maize CER at elevated [CO2] are

associated with reduced stomatal conductance and

transpiration and increased Ci and WUE of the leaf.

In sorghum, elevated growth [CO2] is shown to

enhance CER of young expanding leaves [89]. At later

stages of leaf growth, however, elevated [CO2] has

little effect on CER. In sorghum, although activities

of Rubisco and PEPC increase rapidly as leaf differ-

entiates and emerges from the surrounding whorl,

Rubisco accumulates well before significant amounts

of PEPC are detectable in the very early stages of leaf

development, suggesting that the youngest leaf tissues

are more C3-like and are thus likely more sensitive to

elevated [CO2] [111]. The CER enhancement in young

leaves of sorghum at elevated growth [CO2] is par-

tially due to suppression of the photorespiration rate.

Furthermore, elevated growth [CO2] enhances en-

ergy-use efficiency in the young leaves, possibly by

reducing both the overcycling of the C4 pump and the

amount of CO2 leaking from the bundle sheath cells

[89].

In an experiment with sugarcane, grown for a

season under field-like conditions at ambient and

double-ambient [CO2], leaf CERs increase with leaf

development and are highest by 14 days after leaf

emergence (DAE) for both [CO2] treatments [90].

Leaf CERs of the CO2-enriched plants, however, are

16% higher than the ambient-CO2 counterpart plants

at 7 DAE. At other DAE, the impacts of elevated



growth [CO2] on leaf CER are not significant. In

contrast, leaf WUE of the CO2-enriched plants is

higher for most DAE. Activities of Rubisco and

those of the C4 photosynthetic enzymes generally

follow leaf CER patterns during leaf ontogeny. At

14 DAE, Rubisco activity of the high-CO2 plants is

12% greater than that of the ambient-CO2 plants.

PEPC activity of the high-CO2 plants does not differ

from that of the ambient-CO2 plants at 7 or 14 DAE,

but is lower at other DAE. Thus, for sugarcane, there

are certain growth stages of leaf ontogeny during

which leaf photosynthesis could be enhanced by ele-

vated [CO2], even though this enhancement occurs to

a lesser degree compared with the C3 rice and soybean

[26].

For sugarcane, CER, stomatal conductance, and

activities of both PEPC and Rubisco increase from

the base to the tip of the leaf [112]. Analyses of a

range of leaf developmental stages in maize also indi-

cate that when leaf chlorophyll and Rubisco protein

contents are below a critical level, that is, 50% or less

compared to those found in mature leaves, the degree

of photorespiration could approach that of C3 plants

[110]. For the NADP-ME-type maize and sugarcane,

chloroplasts of the bundle sheath and mesophyll cells

are morphologically similar early in development,

i.e., both contain granal stacks [113,114]. Subsequent

dedifferentiation of bundle sheath cell chloroplasts

results in the agranal bundle sheath chloroplasts

seen in the mature leaves [113,114]. The expression

of C4 genes does not occur until Kranz anatomy has

been established, and exclusive use of the C3 photo-

synthetic pathway may occur prior to the full differ-

entiation of Kranz anatomy [115]. Therefore, a

proposed explanation for the growth enhancement

observed in C4 plants at elevated [CO2] is that the

‘‘immature’’ C4 pathway in young C4 leaves has the

C3-like characteristics, and thus photosynthesis of

these young leaves is responsive to elevated atmos-

pheric [CO2] [40,43,89,103,111,116]. This, however,

may be species specific, as gas exchange parameters

in young leaves of Panicum antidotale (C4, NADP-

ME type) and P. coloratum (C4, NAD-ME type) do

not show the C3-like characteristics of P. laxum (C3)

[117]. These young C4 Panicum leaves have CO2 and

light response curves typical of C4 photosynthesis. In

addition, over the range of O2 concentrations between

2% and 40%, CERs of both mature and young C4

Panicum leaves are hardly affected while those of the

C3 Panicum leaves decline [117].

Elevated growth [CO2] can induce alterations in

C4 leaf ultrastructure, in addition to changes in leaf

biochemistry. In sorghum, ultrastructural examin-

ation of leaf sections indicates a twofold decrease in

the thickness of the bundle sheath cell walls of plants

grown at elevated relative to ambient [CO2] [118]. Gas

exchange analysis of leaf CER response to growth

[CO2] also indicates that there is a significant [CO2]

effect on the CER/Ci response curve, and that both

carboxylation efficiency and CO2-saturated photo-

synthetic rate are lower in plants grown at elevated

relative to ambient [CO2]. This is accompanied by an

almost 50% reduction in PEPC content of leaves in the

elevated CO2-grown sorghum plants, but no change in

Rubisco content is observed. Despite a lower PEPC

content, rates of assimilation are similar when leaves

are measured at growth [CO2], and there is no differ-

ence in the CO2 compensation point for plants grown

at either ambient or elevated [CO2]. In addition, bun-

dle sheath leakiness is higher, and there is a threefold

increase in carbon isotope discrimination for leaves of

sorghum plants grown at elevated [CO2] [118]. This

suggests that acclimation to elevated growth [CO2]

could be also encountered in C4 plants. Such acclima-

tion to elevated [CO2] would be species specific and

occur at a certain stage of leaf growth and develop-

ment. In maize, both Rubisco and PEPC activities are

generally lower in plants grown at elevated [CO2] than

in plants grown at ambient [CO2] [54]. In addition,

activities of a number of C3 and C4 cycle enzymes

decreased while those of the enzymes required for

triose-phosphate utilization increased in maize plants

grown at 1100 vs. 350 ppm CO2 [38]. Analyses of leaf

cross-sections from maize plants grown under triple-

ambient CO2 do not reveal apparent differences in size

of mesophyll cells and bundle sheath cells. In the C4

plant Amaranthus retroflexus, both activity and pro-

tein concentration of Rubisco are lower in plants

grown at near-double-ambient [CO2] [119], whereas

in the C4 species F. trinervia, Panicum miliaceum,

and Panicum maximum, this increase is not associated

with any significant change in Rubisco or PEPC ac-

tivity, despite an enhancement in leaf CER of plants

grown at double-ambient [CO2] [83].

The differences in growth response of C4 plants to

elevated [CO2] could be related also to the biochem-

ical subtype [41,83], or more specifically to the C4

photosynthetic pathway leakiness, defined as ratio of

the rate of CO2 leakage out of the bundle sheath to

that of PEP carboxylation [120]. In other words, the

growth response of C4 to elevated [CO2] has been

thought to increase with leakiness. A recent analysis,

however, indicates that there is no defined relation-

ship between leakiness and growth response of C4

plants to elevated [CO2] [82]. Gas exchange determin-

ations on seven C4 grass species containing the three

biochemical subtypes NADP-ME, NAD-ME, and

PEPCK showed that net CER is only increased in

one, but stomatal conductance decreases in five, and

WUE increases in all species under elevated growth



[CO2] [121]. In addition, gas exchange responses for

the C4 grass species are generally poorly related toCO2

responsiveness, and parameters derived from leaf

CER–light response curves are also not differentially

influenced by CO2 treatment. Under elevated [CO2],

significant increases in leaf growth and canopy leaf

area are found in two NADP-ME-subtype species,

whereas increases in nonleaf, aboveground growth

are significant in three species representing all three

C4 subtypes [121]. Therefore, as for C3, the responses

of C4 plants to elevated [CO2] are species specific.

IV. RISING ATMOSPHERIC [CO2] AND
ANTICIPATED CLIMATE CHANGES

A. HIGH TEMPERATURE

Photosynthesis of C3 plants is, in addition to elevated

[CO2], influenced by high growth temperature, and

Rubisco plays a central role in these responses [122].

Temperature and CO2 have interactive effects, be-

cause a rise in temperature reduces the activation

state of Rubisco [26,123,124] and decreases both the

specificity for CO2 and the solubility of CO2, relative

to O2 [122,125,126]. The latter two effects result in

greater losses of CO2 to photorespiration as the tem-

perature rises. Consequently, a doubling of atmos-

pheric [CO2] and the concomitant inhibition of the

Rubisco oxygenase reaction should moderate the ad-

verse effects of high temperature on C3 photosyn-

thesis and result in even greater enhancement of net

photosynthesis by elevated [CO2] as growth temper-

atures increase [122]. However, the data in this regard

are equivocal [51], and species-specific effects may be

partly responsible for the differing results. In soy-

bean, the enhancement effect on leaf photosynthetic

rate due to doubling the growth [CO2] increases lin-

early from 32% to 95% with increase in day temper-

atures from 288C to 408C, whereas with rice it is

relatively constant at 60% from 328C to 388C [26].

In addition, although both elevated [CO2] and tem-

perature reduced Rubisco protein concentration and

activity, the reduction by either factor is greater for

rice than for soybean [26]. Even within the same

species, however, plant biomass and grain yield re-

spond differently to increasing growth temperature.

In the case of rice, plants grown at 348C accumulate

biomass and leaf area at a faster rate than plants at

288C, but grain yield declines by about 10% for each

18C rise above 268C [127,128]. Similar scenarios have

been reported for soybean [129] and wheat [130].

For C4 species, the interactive effects of elevated

[CO2] and temperature are not well understood. For

C3 and C4 plants adapted to similar climates, C4

plants have long been recognized as having a higher

temperature optimum for photosynthesis, as well as a

higher overall photosynthetic rate at the temperature

optimum, than C3 plants [131–135]. C4 plants, in

addition to the C3 pathway, use the C4 photosynthetic

cycle to concentrate the [CO2] at the site of Rubisco

and thus suppress its oxygenase activity. This mech-

anism enables C4 plants to achieve, at the current

atmospheric [CO2], a much greater photosynthetic

capacity than C3 plants, particularly at elevated

growth temperatures, in addition to higher water-

and nitrogen-use efficiencies [42]. However, because

of their concentrating mechanism capability, it has

been generally considered that C4 plants would show

little CO2 stimulation irrespective of temperature [25].

In spite of that, the degrees of enhancement in growth

parameters for C4 plants may be greater under long-

term exposure to both elevated CO2 and temperature

than to elevated [CO2] alone [36,37]. Besides, factors

such as light regime, soil moisture, nutrient status,

and plant developmental stage, all modify the inter-

active responses to elevated [CO2] and temperature

[2,25,40,88,136–138].

There is an indication that the growth response of

C4 plants to elevated [CO2] is partly due to the re-

duced transpiration effect on leaf temperature [82].

Under elevated growth [CO2], leaf temperature may

rise as a result of less transpiration, and this could

lead to increases in leaf CER and expansion rates. In

C4 grasses grown between 208C and 368C, a rise of

18C in leaf temperature under both ambient and ele-

vated growth [CO2] conditions leads to an average

increase of 2mmol CO2/m
2/sec in leaf CER [82]. In

maize, leaf expansion rates of both field- and cham-

ber-grown plants at temperatures between 138C and

348C are closely related to the meristem temperature,

and such growth enhancement responses to tempera-

ture are the results of simultaneous increases in cell

division and cell-wall expansion rates [139]. Such in-

creases in leaf CER and expansion rates may occur

due to leaf warming, and this could contribute to an

enhancement in biomass accumulation for elevated

CO2-grown C4 plants [82]. Growth of sugarcane

plants at double-ambient [CO2] and 68C above ambi-

ent temperature increases leaf area 56%, total above-

ground dry weight 74%, and juice volume 164%,

when compared to plants grown at ambient [CO2]

and 1.58C above ambient temperature. Such enhance-

ments, however, are only 31%, 21%, and 83%, re-

spectively, for double-ambient [CO2] plants at 1.58C
above ambient temperature [36,37].

B. LIMITED SOIL WATER AVAILABILITY

As atmospheric [CO2] rises, potential shifts in re-

gional scale precipitation patterns could result in



increased drought conditions in many areas of the

world. As discussed earlier, a reduction in stomatal

conductance is a common response of many plants to

elevated growth [CO2]. Observations made from a

variety of C3 and C4 species indicate that a doubling

of atmospheric [CO2] can also double the instantan-

eous WUE [140]. As the [CO2] is increased, the im-

provements in WUE are due to increased assimilation

rate and decreased water loss, with the latter being

more important under water-deficit situations [25].

Under soil water-deficit conditions, an improvement

in WUE as induced by elevated [CO2] could enhance

growth, and this has been suggested as a factor respon-

sible for the improved photosynthesis and increased

biomass of some C4 species [141–144]. As soil water

becomes less available, the relative enhancement of

photosynthesis and growth by elevated [CO2] tends

to be greater, which can alleviate drought stress and

delay its onset [45,46,141,145]. A delay in the adverse

effects of soil water deficit on leaf and canopy photo-

synthesis by elevated [CO2] has been reported for a

variety of crop plant species, including soybean

[146,147], sweet potato [148], groundnut [149], rice

[27,28,150,151], and sugarcane [87]. In rice, elevated

[CO2] delays the adverse effects of severe drought on

rbcS transcript abundance and activities of Rubisco,

and permits photosynthesis to continue for an extra

day during the drought–stress cycle [28]. Similarly in

sugarcane, a reduction in transpiration and an en-

hancement in WUE for plants grown at elevated

[CO2] also help to delay the adverse effects of severe

drought and allow the stressed plants to continue

photosynthesis during drought [87]. Furthermore,

there is evidence that C4 growth can respond as

strongly to elevated CO2 as do C3 species under soil

water-deficit conditions. In the tallgrass prairie ecosys-

tems, C4 species show increased productivity under

elevated [CO2] in dry years, but not in wet years

[143]. In drying soil, growth of maize and sorghum

also responds strongly to CO2 enrichment [152,153].

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

There is speculation that competitiveness and prod-

uctivity of C4 plants would decrease with future rising

atmospheric [CO2], since the responses of photosyn-

thesis and growth of C3 species to elevated [CO2] are

much greater than those of C4 species [16]. However,

as increases in atmospheric [CO2] are likely to be

accompanied by increases in air temperature, C4

plants may retain their competitive advantage, and

the areas of their adaptation may even increase

[154,155]. As the impact of C4 agricultural crops on

world food supply is enormous, there is a need to

understand how they respond to a future rising at-

mospheric [CO2] and changing global climate. The

near saturation of C4 photosynthesis at current am-

bient [CO2] and the positive growth response of sev-

eral C4 crop species to elevated [CO2] offer a

challenging opportunity for research to unravel the

causes and mechanisms leading to the enhancement

of CO2 in C4 biomass.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Exposure of photosynthesis apparatus to illumination

that exceeds the capacity of the carbon cycle or the

ability of the light-harvesting system to dissipate light

energy not used for photosynthetic functions leads to

reversible and irreversible damage. The first stage of

this process is related to the destruction of the photo-

system II (PSII) reaction centers, and the resulting

inhibition of electron transport is referred to as

photoinhibition [1,2]. The second stage is due to the

lack of dissipation of absorbed energy through photo-

synthetic energy conversion and concerns the bleach-

ing of the antenna pigments. The latter process

requires light and oxygen and is therefore referred to

as pigment photooxidation [3,4]. This oxidative pro-

cess significantly occurs only when the photosynthetic

activity is strongly impeded and under saturating

illumination.

There exist, however, several mechanisms that

prevent or retard the above damaging processes [5].

The most important of these is probably the energy-

dependent nonphotochemical fluorescence quenching

connected with the so-called violaxanthin cycle [6]

and cyclic electron transport pathway around PSII

[7]. The dissipation of excessive absorbed energy can

also be implemented by special chlorophyll forms

absorbing at relatively high wavelengths [4].

II. PHOTOINHIBITION OF PSII

A. MOLECULAR MECHANISM

PSII is the photosystem most sensitive to excessive

illumination and is primarily affected by photoinhibi-

tion [1]. Photosystem I (PSI) is also affected, and

there is some indication that under certain specific

conditions PSI may be more affected than PSII [8].

PSI photoinhibition will be discussed in a separate

section. In PSII, two mechanisms of photoinactiva-

tion are involved, which affect the acceptor and

donor sides [9].



Acceptor-side photoinhibition is considered as the

predominant photoinactivation mechanism. It is initi-

ated by the fully reduced state of the plastoquinone

pool and of the primary quinone acceptors of the

photosystem generated under strong light or when the

illumination exceeds the capacity of the carbon cycle to

reoxidize the reduced intermediates of the electron

transport chain. In that case, the QB site remains non-

functional due to the absence of oxidized plastoqui-

none, and the primary quinone acceptor remains in its

reduced state (Q�
A) [10]. There is a probability that the

latter becomes doubly reduced and protonated under

conditions where the reoxidation is prevented [11]. The

fully reduced and protonated QA is supposed to leave

its binding site [11], but even if it does not, the proto-

nated state ofQAshouldprevent electrostatic repulsion

between reduced pheophytin (Pheo�) and reduced QA

[12]. Under these conditions, charge separation be-

tween P680 and Pheo can still occur with a significant

yield.Recombination of the primary charge separation

products [P680þPheo�] leads to the formation of P680

in triplet state [13]. Under aerobic conditions, these

triplet states are quenched by oxygen and highly react-

ive singlet oxygen molecules thus appear [14]. These

species are thought to irreversibly inactivate the reac-

tion center P680 with the consequent full inhibition of

photochemical energy conversion [10].

It is clear that the above process requires the

presence of oxygen. The donor-side photoinhibition,

however, can proceed under both aerobic and anaer-

obic conditions because it does not seem to depend on

oxygen. Such photoinhibitory conditions are pro-

duced when the water-splitting complex is either par-

tially or fully inactivated [15–18]. This situation is

created when Mn is depleted from the water-splitting

enzyme or if the Cl� or Ca2þ requirement for oxygen

evolution is not fully met. The lack of reducing

equivalents usually arriving from the water-splitting

apparatus leads to formation of strongly oxidizing

radicals such as P680þ and YZ
þ, which is the inter-

mediate electron carrier between the water-splitting

site and P680. These radicals are thought to be re-

sponsible for photoinhibitory damage. Donor-side

photoinhibition also results in the irreversible photo-

bleaching of b-carotene and Chl670 (ChlZ), an acces-

sory chlorophyll of the reaction center complex

[19,20]. The above intermediates are oxidized by

P680 when YZ is kept in its oxidized form.

B. TURNOVER OF THE POLYPEPTIDE D1

1. D1 Synthesis/Degradation

Photoinhibition in PSII is known to be accompanied

by the degradation of the polypeptide D1 (psbA gene

product), one of the two polypeptides (D1 and D2)

that bear the primary acceptors and donors of the

photosystem together with the reaction center P680.

This polypeptide is characterized by its fast light-

induced turnover rate in comparison with other poly-

peptides of the thylakoid membrane [21]. At high

light intensity, the processing of the polypeptide, its

degradation, and its replacement by newly synthe-

sized ones is saturated, a condition that leads to

strong photoinhibition [22]. However, it was also

demonstrated that the quantum yield for photoinhi-

bition was independent of light intensity [23]. Deg-

radation of D1 thus occurs even at very low light

intensity and increases with light intensity [23,24],

which is also reflected in the ability to adjust psbA

gene expression with light condition to ensure the

reconstruction of altered PSII centers [25]. It was

clearly shown that both translation and elongation

of D1 and its subsequent incorporation in PSII core

complexes require light [26]. Incorporation of D1

seems to depend on the primary quinone acceptors

redox state, with the accumulation of reduced QA

specifically inactivating psbA transcription [27]. It

has also been reported that D1 degradation is trig-

gered by the inactivation of QA reduction [28]. Thus,

with oxidized QA, psbA transcription is activated and

D1 degradation is promoted, which correlates well

with the finding that the rate of D1 degradation co-

incides with the extent of accumulation of radiola-

beled methinonine into the D1 polypeptide [29].

It should be mentioned that the processing of D1

is required to protect PSII against abusive photoinhi-

bition. Therefore, mutants deficient in biosynthesis or

degradation of D1 were more sensitive to photoinhi-

bition [30]. One factor that delays D1 synthesis is the

low content of unsaturated fatty acids in the thyla-

koid membranes [31–33]. Therefore, the rate of

photoinactivation of PSII is greatly enhanced in mu-

tant organisms with deficient saturation levels of

membrane fatty acids [34,35]. Various stresses such

as oxidative stress and slat stress inhibit the repair

mechanism by affecting the transcription and trans-

lation of the psbA gene and thus also increase the

susceptibility of PSII to photoinhibition [36,37]. Con-

versely, phosphorylation of D1 was reported to be

part of the regulation mechanism of D1 degradation

[38]. It was shown that D1 degradation was retarded

in its phosphorylated state whether acceptor- or

donor-side photoinhibition was studied, and the im-

plication of kinase and phosphatase activity was pro-

posed to be part of the control mechanism for D1

degradation [39]. It was further indicated that a pool

of PSII centers with phosphorylated D1 not involved

in protein turnover was formed in the central region

of the grana [40]. There are some contradictory re-



ports indicating that dephosphorylation is either es-

sential [41] or not [42] for D1 cleavage. However, it

seems likely that phosphorylated D1 migrates from

the granal section of the thylakoid membrane to the

stroma lamellae section where it would be depho-

sphorylated and submitted to more extensive prote-

olysis [40,43]. Another means of regulating the

degradation of the protein D1 that seems specific for

cyanobacteria concerns the exchange of constitutive

D1 (D1:1) with another form of D1 (D1:2, a product

of psbAIII) [44]. The content in D1:2 is increased with

closure of the PSII reaction centers [44,45]. Insertion

of D1:2 in the PSII centers significantly reduces the

sensitivity to photoinhibition [44–46]. This was asso-

ciated with a greater turnover rate of D1:2 compared

to D1:1 [47].

It is suggested that during assembly, the polypep-

tide D2 is first introduced as a stabilizing component

followed by D1 and cytochrome b559 (cyt b559) [48].

A heat shock protein, HSP70B, has also been impli-

cated in the repair of photodamaged reaction centers.

Increasing growth light intensity in green algae cul-

tures corresponded with an increased level of HSP70B

[49]. Correspondingly, mutants with underexpression

of HSP70 present an increased light sensitivity and

those with overexpression are more resistant to

photoinhibition, and their reactivation after photoin-

hibition is more effective [50]. The repair mechanism

of PSII core may thus be controlled by chloroplast-

specific chaperones.

2. D1 Cleavage Mechanism

The photoinduced breakdown of the D1 polypeptide

was shown to occur in various photosynthetic systems

such as whole cells, isolated thylakoids, PSII par-

ticles, or reaction center preparations. There is some

indication that the degradation of D1 may be pre-

ceded by the disassembly of the internal antenna

complexes CP47 and CP43 from the photosystem

[51]. The initial degradation of D1 is characterized

by specific breakdown products that can be detected

after separation of the polypeptides by gel electro-

phoresis and subsequent immunoblotting using D1

antiserum. A fragment with an apparent molecular

weight of 23.5 kDa was first analyzed by Greenberg

et al. [52] as originating from the N terminus of D1. It

is believed that the fragments that are generated dur-

ing photoinhibition are different according to

whether the donor- or the acceptor-side mechanisms

are involved. Donor-side photoinhibition was shown

to produce a 24-kDa fragment originating from the C

terminus, with a cleavage site located between trans-

membrane segments I and II, and another fragment

of about 10 kDa derived from the N terminus [53,54].

On the other hand, acceptor-side photoinhibition

produced an N-terminal 23-kDa fragment and a C-

terminal 10-kDa fragment [55,56]. A 16-kDa frag-

ment was also detected during donor-side photoinhi-

bition and attributed to the C-terminal portion of D1

[57], but another report from the same group identi-

fies the 16-kDa fragment as originating from midway

in the protein [58].

The cleavage of D1 has been inferred to be initi-

ated by a conformational change of the polypeptide

due to primary damage [10,59]. This change may

expose specific sites to proteolysis. Dissociation of

the PSII cores during photoinhibition also implicates

the proteolysis of the polypeptide D2 and the degrad-

ation of cyt b559 [60]. Photodegradation also results

in the oxidative cross-linking of the associated poly-

peptides of the core complex D1/D2–cyt b559 both

in vitro and in vivo [61,62]. During donor-side photo-

inhibition, a cross-linked product of D1 and CP43, an

inner light-harvesting complex of PSII, also appears,

which is absent if the oxygen evolving complex is

preserved by the extrinsic polypeptide OEC33 [63].

It is still unclear if proteolysis is affected by active

oxygen species or by the enzymatic activity of en-

dogenous proteases. The current idea is that an oxida-

tive mechanism initiates the degradation process,

which is then completed by proteases. Although the

proteinase that catalyzes D1 degradation has not been

identified, it has been suggested that a serine-type

proteinase or a thiol-endoproteinase could be respon-

sible [64,65]. A proteinase in charge of catalyzing the

degradation of damaged proteins, such as the protein

complex Clp A/P, which is a chloroplast serine-type

proteinase, could be involved. However, because D1

degradation can lead to multiple fragments and pro-

ceed differently depending on whether the photoinhi-

bitory action is located on the acceptor or the donor

side of the photosystem, more than one protease

should be involved. Reports of the retardation of D1

light-dependent degradation by inhibitors of chloro-

plast transcription and translation and inhibition of

D1 degradation by inhibitors of serine-type proteases

seem to constitute a good argument in favor of the

enzymatic cleavage of the polypeptide [64,66,67].

However, D1 degradation has been demonstrated

in submembrane fractions, and even in the isolated

reaction center complex of PSII [54]. This indicates

the involvement of a proteinase in charge of D1 deg-

radation that would be a membrane-bound protein in

close relation to PSII [68–70]. The above correlates

with the inhibition of D1 fragmentation by inhibitors

of serine-type proteinase in the isolated D1/D2–cyt

b-559 reaction center complex [71]. The 43-kDa

protein of the internal antenna complex was also

proposed to have proteolytic activity [67]. More



recently, a GTP-dependent DegP2 protease homolo-

gous to prokaryotic trypsin-type Deg/Htr serine pro-

teases associated with the outer surface of the

thylakoid membrane was shown to cleave damaged

D1 on its stromal D–E loop [72]. An ATP-dependent

zinc metalloprotease, FtsH, was also shown to par-

ticipate in D1 degradation targeting the 23-kDa pri-

mary light-induced cleavage product [73]. The

involvement of FtsH in the early step of D1 degrad-

ation was strongly suggested as it is present in purified

PSII preparations [74]. Further to the cleavage of D1,

other unidentified stromal proteases, presumably of

serine type, are proposed to be involved in the deg-

radation of the cross-linked products generated dur-

ing photoinhibition [61,75,76].

Another approach to explain the mechanism of

D1 degradation is to consider the involvement of the

active oxygen species generated during photoinhibi-

tion. These species may be involved in an initial con-

formational change that exposes the protein to the

proteinase activity. Alternatively, the initial cleavage

of D1 may be due to a reaction between susceptible

protein segments and active oxygen species. In sup-

port of the above mechanism, Miyao [77] has sug-

gested that the inhibitory action of protease inhibitors

on D1 degradation may be due to their capacity for

scavenging active oxygen species owing to their

nucleophilic character.

Singlet oxygen was clearly detected by electron

paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy in thylakoid

membranes and PSII core complexes affected by ac-

ceptor-side photoinhibition, and hydroxyl radicals

were present in the preparations submitted to

donor-side photoinhibition [78,79]. Hydroxyl radicals

are able to react directly with protein bonds, and

singlet oxygen can generate alkoxyl radicals that can

also react with the polypeptides [80,81]. Scavengers of

oxygen radicals such as mannitol, propyl gallate, and

uric acid as well as the scavengers of singlet oxygen,

histidine and rutin, were shown to reduce the light-

induced degradation of D1 [82–84]. Exposure of PSII

core complexes to artificially generated singlet oxygen

increases the rate of D1 fragmentation [79,85]. It was

verified in isolated PSII reaction center preparations

that singlet oxygen generation correlated with the

production of P680 triplet states during recombin-

ation between oxidized P680 and reduced pheophytin

[86]. Singlet oxygen was also detected in intact leaf

segments exposed to photoinhibitory treatment

[87,88], though superoxide ions were not detected in

the intact leaves [88]. The latter observation coincides

with the lack of protective effect of an overexpression

of the enzyme superoxide dismuatase in poplar plants

[89]. However, superoxide ions were detected in

photoinhibited PSII membrane fragments where

they were proposed to have originated from the QB

binding site [90]. All of the above point to the involve-

ment of active oxygen species during D1 degradation

under aerobic photoinhibition. On the other hand,

active oxygen species cannot be created during anaer-

obic illumination [16], and in this case, the highly

oxidizing radicals P680þ and Zþ generated during

donor-side photoinhibition may trigger D1 degrad-

ation [15,16].

III. PHOTOINHIBITION IN PSI

Several early in vitro studies suggested that PSI

photochemical activity could also be inhibited by

strong light. Satoh [91,92] reported that the illumin-

ation of isolated chloroplasts damaged PSI as well as

PSII. In these initial experiments, the photoinactiva-

tion of PSI was not observed in the absence of oxy-

gen. Later, Satoh and Fork [93] demonstrated the

inactivation of PSI in intact Bryopsis chloroplasts

under strongly reducing conditions. The authors sug-

gested the photoinactivation site to be either P700

itself [93] or close to the PSI reaction center [94]

under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions [93].

Inoue et al. [95] proposed that the main cause of PSI

photoinhibition under aerobic conditions was the in-

activation of iron–sulfur centers, whereas the anaer-

obic photoinhibition resulted from the blocking of

electron transfer between A0 and FX [96].

PSI was also found to be inactivated by light in

intact leaves. In Cucumis sativus leaves, weak light

illumination readily photoinhibited PSI at chilling

temperatures (48C), while little damage to PSII was

observed [97,98]. Sonoike et al. [98] suggested that the

destruction of FX, FA, FB, and A1 electron carriers

was responsible for the photoinhibition of PSI. In

barley, it was shown that the degradation started

with the centers FA, FB, followed by FX, and then

the phylloquinone A1 and the chlorophyll A0 [99].

Sonoike and Terashima [100] assumed that the photo-

inactivation of PSI occurs essentially in three succes-

sive steps: (i) inactivation of the acceptor side, (ii)

destruction of reaction center chlorophylls, and (iii)

degradation of the reaction center subunits.

The general mechanism of preferential photode-

gradation of PSI under relatively low light and low

temperature is proposed to be due to the generation

of active oxygen species and inactivation of oxygen-

scavenging enzymes at low temperature [101,102].

When the acceptor side of PSI is in a reduced state,

the recombination between A1
� or A0

� and P700þ gen-

erates P700 in triplet state [103]. The triplet states are

quenched by oxygen to form singlet oxygen. Further,

oxygen can accept electrons at the acceptor side of the

photosystem to produce superoxide ions that dismute



into hydrogen peroxide. The latter can also react with

the iron–sulfur centers of PSI to produce hydroxyl

radicals. These active forms of oxygen can be scav-

enged by active enzyme systems. However, at low

temperatures the activities of these enzymes can be

lower. It was indicated that in both isolated chloro-

plasts and PSI submembrane fractions kept under

stressful conditions leading to the production of ac-

tive oxygen species, membrane-bound superoxide dis-

mutase was either denatured or released from the

membranes [104,105], which can further enhance the

photooxidative processes. Thus, in barley leaves, in-

hibition of ascorbate peroxidase and superoxide dis-

mutase increases photoinhibitory damage to PSI [99].

Conversely, the addition of oxygen radical scavengers

retarded the photoinhibitory effects measured in

chloroplasts or PSI particles [106–108].

The explanation above shows the protective effect

of DCMU against PSI photoinhibition [97,109] be-

cause the inhibition of electron transport from PSII

prevents the reduction of the acceptor side of PSI,

which is required for the deleterious effects to operate

[109]. A similar protecting action of methylviologen,

an artificial electron acceptor that keeps the FeS cen-

ters in the oxidized state, was also observed [110,111].

Thus, inhibition of carbon fixation at chilling tem-

perature should also enhance PSI photoinhibition

[102]. Illumination under strong light mainly inhibits

PS II, and the reduced electron transport activity

keeps P700 in the oxidized state P700þ. It is proposed

that this cation radical can convert efficiently the

excess absorbed light energy into heat and protect

against PSI photoinhibition at high light intensities

[112]. The above indicates that photoinhibition of

PSII may protect PSI from photodamage [102,113],

to the advantage of the whole plant because, in con-

trast with PSI core proteins, which are processed very

slowly [114], the reaction center of PSII can be re-

placed with a fast turnover rate.

The loss of PSI activity in thylakoids isolated

from spinach leaves exposed to weak illumination at

room temperature is associated with the degradation

of PsaB protein, one of the PSI reaction center sub-

units [110]. In barley and cucumber leaves exposed to

weak light at chilling temperatures, Tjus et al. [115]

have shown that the photoinhibition of PSI was due

to the damage caused to both reaction center pro-

teins, PsaA and PsaB, and also to the smaller proteins

located on the acceptor side of the photosystem, such

as PsaD and PsaE. It was reported that active oxygen

species could trigger the initial degradation of the

polypeptides as in PSII, followed by proteolysis in-

volving a serine-type protease [108,110,116]. It is pro-

posed that the initial degradation of FeS centers by

reactive oxygen species may expose PsaB for degrad-

ation [113]. In spinach, the photodegradation of PsaB

produced 18-, 45-, and 51-kDa fragments [110]. In

barley, the initial degradation of PsaA/B polypeptides

under low-temperature photoinhibition resulted in

33- and 35-kDa fragments. These fragments were

further degraded only when the plants returned to

higher temperatures [116]. In isolated PSI submem-

brane fractions, the initial effect of photoinhibitory

illumination was to induce a photooxidative cross-

linking of chlorophyll–protein complexes that has

not yet been reported in vivo [105,117]. However,

such cross-linking of polypeptides was reported for

PSII as discussed above [61,62].

IV. CHLOROPHYLL PHOTOBLEACHING
AND ENERGY DISSIPATION

A. MECHANISM OF PHOTOBLEACHING

Exposing photosynthetic organisms or isolated

photosynthetic materials to excess light is known to

induce the photobleaching of pigment molecules. This

process has been demonstrated to involve oxygen

radicals, and antiradical species — mainly a-toco-

pherol [118], superoxide dismutase [119], ascorbate

[119,120], flavonols [121,122], and carotenoids

[3,118,119,123] — exert a protective action against

this photooxidation. The mechanism is thought to

involve the formation of singlet oxygen through en-

ergy transfer from triplet chlorophyll, and chloro-

phyll is in turn oxidized in its triplet state by singlet

oxygen [3,123,124].

Although pigment bleaching can occur in photo-

synthetically active materials, inhibition of electron

transport does accelerate the process. It has been

shown that herbicides affecting the reduction of plas-

toquinone on the acceptor side of PSII can greatly

increase the photobleaching rate [125–127], which

indicates that when absorbed light energy is not

used for photosynthesis, the greater pool of excited

chlorophylls allows the formation of a larger popula-

tion of triplet chlorophylls, and thus leads to the

formation of singlet oxygen. In isolated PSI submem-

brane fractions and complexes, photoinhibition and

pigment photobleaching occur almost simultaneously

during strong illumination because of the absence

of electron donors and acceptors to support photo-

chemical dissipation of absorbed light energy

[105,117,128,129].

Even in the presence of active electron transport,

an effective dissipation of absorbed energy must pre-

vent pigment bleaching. Absorbed energy migrates

through the pigment bed toward pigment absorbing

at higher wavelengths. The holochromes located at

the end of the migration pathway undergo faster



bleaching because they are unable to dissipate the

transferred energy. The preferential bleaching of

holochromes absorbing at relatively long wavelengths

has been shown previously [130–132]. Based on this

same idea, chlorophyll b, which transfers energy to

chlorophyll a, was shown to be photobleached at

a much slower rate than chlorophyll a due to the

protective effect of this energy transfer [131–134].

On the other hand, carotenoids can protect chloro-

phyll a from photobleaching because of the energy

transfer between the triplet form of these pigments

[123,124,134]. Similarly, experiments using isolated

chlorophyll incorporated into chloroplast lipid ve-

sicles have shown that at high chlorophyll:lipid

ratio, an aggregate absorbing at 700 nm can dissipate

the absorbed energy and protect the pigment against

photooxidation [135]. Chlorophylls absorbing at

wavelengths above 700 nm were found in the outer

antenna complexes of PSI and in the core of

PSI [136,137]. In vivo, the occurrence of energy-

dissipating aggregates between long-wavelength-

absorbing chlorophyll molecules and carotenoids

was suggested to be involved in photoprotection

[138]. The long-wavelength-absorbing chlorophylls

have been proposed to act as energy traps to dissipate

excess energy [139].

B. ENERGY DISSIPATION PATHWAYS

Migration of absorbed energy usually occurs toward

holochromes with higher absorption wavelengths, in

which case, as stated above, chlorophyll forms having

absorption maxima in the red at a relatively high

wavelength are beached first. This phenomenon was

clearly shown by a blue shift in the absorption max-

imum in the red observed during strong illumination

of various photosynthetic materials [4,117,134]. Such

absorbance shifts were clearly detected in whole thy-

lakoid membranes, PSI submembrane fractions, the

pigment–protein complex of PSI, and the antenna

complex of CP29 [4,117,134]. Hence, the difference

spectrum obtained by subtracting the absorption

spectrum of an illuminated (photobleached) sample

from that of an untreated sample, representing in fact

the absorption spectrum of the bleached pigments,

presented an absorbance maximum in the red at a

higher wavelength than the spectrum of the untreated

sample. In other words, the bleached holochromes

absorbed at higher wavelength compare to the bulk

of the pigments. It was therefore assumed that the

pigment aggregates absorbing at these high wave-

lengths could be involved in photoprotection.

These shifts, however, were not present in other

complexes such as the major light-harvesting complex

of PSII, the complexes CP47 and CP43, and the PSII

submembrane fractions. The above indicates that the

aggregates absorbing in the far red were either absent

or present in smaller proportions in these materials. It

was shown by deconvolution of the absorption spec-

tra that holochromes absorbing at relatively high

wavelengths were also preferentially bleached in

PSII submembrane fractions [140].

The bleaching kinetics followed at the absorption

maximum in the red often presented an initial lag

phase where illumination failed to produce significant

bleaching [4,117,134]. This delay was associated with

energy-dissipating aggregates that could effectively

prevent the bleaching of bulk pigments. The bleach-

ing was assumed to resume at a greater rate after the

photodestruction of these dissipating centers [4,117].

The weak photooxidation rates found at the begin-

ning of illumination were thought to be associated

with the bleaching of far-red-absorbing aggregates.

Accordingly, in isolated PSI core complexes where

the chlorophyll:P700 ratio was below 40, there was

no absorbance shift of the absorption maximum in

the red and no lag phase was detected at the begin-

ning of the bleaching kinetics [141]. It was deduced

that far-red-absorbing holochromes were absent in

these core complexes and that the reaction center

P700 was bleached at a similar rate with the bulk

pigments due to a homogenous distribution of ex-

citons [141].

An alternative interpretation of the increased

bleaching rates after an initial slower rate is the in-

creased interpigment distance. The efficiency of

energy transfer in PSII preparations was shown to be

affected only after 30% of the pigments were bleached,

and the rate of bleaching kinetics may increase after

this point when the pigment network does not allow

efficient energy transfer to the protecting traps

[141,142].

Another effect of the energy migration pathways

on chlorophyll photobleaching is that pigment–

protein complexes located at the end of the migration

pathway through the light-harvesting complexes, core

antenna complexes, and reaction center complexes,

are the most photosensitive ones. The peripheral

antenna complexes are protected from photobleach-

ing by transferring the excess absorbed energy to the

core complexes [4,117].

The above is also at the root of the sensitivity of

PSII to photoinhibition. PSI is less affected by photo-

inhibition than PSII but is more sensitive to pigment

photooxidation [4]. This may be explained by the

presence of the core antenna complex on the same

polypeptide with the reaction center P700 in PSI. This

configuration protects the reaction center and the

primary electron acceptors from overreduction be-

cause the excess energy is dissipated directly into the



pigment bed, which favors chlorophyll photobleach-

ing. In fact, it has been demonstrated that in PSI

reaction center complexes the excitons are randomly

distributed among all the chlorophyll holochromes

and that energy transfer to the reaction center P700

was not favored over transfer between antenna pig-

ments [143]. On the other hand, in PSII, the core

antenna complex is located apart from the reaction

center complex on other polypeptides (CP47 and

CP43), and the funneling of absorbed energy toward

the reaction center P680 leads to photoinhibition.

V. PHOTOPROTECTION

A. CYCLIC ELECTRON TRANSPORT AROUND PSII

Because the specific energymigration pathway leads to

overreduction of the primary acceptors in PSII, there

exist some mechanisms to help in preventing photoin-

hibition. The first mechanism that will be discussed is

cyclic electron transport around the photosystem,

which is thought to retard both acceptor- and donor-

side photoinhibition [19,144,145]. This cycle would

allow the reduction of the donor side of the photosys-

tem when the water-splitting enzyme is not function-

ing properly, and would increase the oxidation state

of the acceptor side in the presence of excessive

illumination.

Several different schemes of cyclic electron trans-

port have been suggested [146–149]. The most

accepted view of the electron transport pathway in-

volves the reduction of cyt b559 by plastoquinone

(QA or QB), followed by subsequent reoxidation by

b-carotene and P680. It was also suggested that the

low-potential form of the cytochrome can be reduced

by the primary acceptor pheophytin [150], and cyclic

electron transport was demonstrated in the D1/D2–

cyt b559 reaction center complex devoid of quinone

acceptors [146]. However, it is believed that the re-

duction of cyt b559 by plastoquinone would proceed

at a faster and more functional rate [147,148].

The high-potential form of the cytochrome could

be converted to the low-potential form following the

reduction of the intermediates on the acceptor side of

the photosystem by strong illumination as was shown

to occur during photoinhibition [11]. The reverse con-

version of the low-potential form of cyt b559 to its

high-potential form was proposed to depend on the

ambient redox system [146] and would lead to the

reduction of P680 [144].

The electron transfer pathway between an acces-

sory chlorophyll absorbing at 670 nm located on the

polypeptide D1, ChlZ, and P680 has recently been

suggested to involve a chain of accessory chlorophylls

located on the pigment–protein complexes CP43 and

CP47 [149]. The electron then would go to the b-

carotene molecule located on D2 [20]. Then it would

be transferred to an accessory chlorophyll on the

polypeptide D2 (ChlD2) and P680 [149]. The location

of cyt b559 indicates that it may also transfer elec-

trons to the carotenoid [20,149]. Implication of tyro-

sineZ on D1 and tyrosineD on D2 in this type of

electron transfer involved in photoprotection is also

suggested [151].

It has been indicated by photoacoustic experi-

ments that the cyclic pathway around PSII would

remain active even after complete inhibition of linear

electron transport [152]. A direct and efficient pro-

tective function of cyclic electron transport against

photoinhibition has been demonstrated in PSII sub-

membrane fractions and reaction center complexes

[145].

B. NONPHOTOCHEMICAL FLUORESCENCE QUENCHING

Nonphotochemical fluorescence quenching (qN) is, in

contrast to photochemical quenching (qP), not dir-

ectly related to the photochemical reactions [153].

Several reactions contribute to nonphotochemical

quenching. Photoinhibition contributes to qN as the

component qI [1], but the most important contribu-

tion to qN originates from the energy-dependent

fluorescence quenching (qE), which results in thermal

dissipation of absorbed energy. Energy-dependent

quenching is related to the formation of the pH gra-

dient across the thylakoid membrane during electron

transport [154], and in fact, a strictly linear relation-

ship was demonstrated between qE and the intrathy-

lakoid Hþ concentration [155].

The exact mechanism of qE is still debated in the

literature. It has been suggested that nonphotochem-

ical quenching could be due to thermal dissipation of

absorbed energy by inactive reaction centers [156].

Alternatively, it has been proposed that cyclic elec-

tron transport around PSII, possibly involving cyt

b559, or charge recombination between acceptor-

and donor-side intermediates could mediate thermal

dissipation [157]. These processes should be promoted

by donor-side limitation following impairment of

oxygen evolution, a situation shown to occur at

pH < 5.5 with the concurrent release of the Ca ions

required for an active water-splitting complex [158–

160]. A study using time-resolved fluorescence meas-

urements in isolated thylakoid membranes indicated

that only a nanosecond decay component is affected

by qE, which was first interpreted by the recombin-

ation between QA
� and P680 during DpH-dependent

quenching [161]. However, a more recent study has

shown that the rate of QA
� reoxidation is independ-

ent of low pH, and the nonphotochemical quenching



was suggested to originate from direct quenching by

P680þ [162].

Another interpretation of energy-dependent non-

photochemical fluorescence quenching is that the

quenching occurs in the light-harvesting system

where energy is dissipated as heat following aggrega-

tion of the pigment–protein complexes [163,164]. En-

ergy-dependent quenching coincides with the

accumulation of the carotenoids zeaxanthin and

antheraxanthin, which are formed during the so-

called xanthophyll cycle [165–168]. Both structural

rearrangements of the light-harvesting complex and

zeaxanthin formation are needed in conjunction with

an increased DpH for optimal formation of qE [169–

172].

During the xanthophyll cycle, a zeaxanthin-epox-

idase converts zeaxanthin to violaxanthin, and the

latter is converted back to zeaxanthin by a de-epox-

idase. These reactions include antheraxanthin as an

intermediate, and it was shown in a prasinophycean

alga where the xanthophyll cycle is incomplete and

does not generate zeaxanthin that antheraxanthin can

enhance nonphotochemical quenching [173]. Both en-

zymes were isolated and their genes cloned from vari-

ous plant species [174–178]. Violaxanthin de-

epoxidase is localized in the thylakoid lumen. It has

its maximal activity at pH 5.2, requires ascorbate, and

is inhibited by dithiothreitol [179]. It was suggested

that violaxanthin is present in the light-harvesting

complexes in its 15,15’-cis isomer and a cis–trans-iso-

merization would coincide with its dissociation from

the pigment-binding protein forming a rod-like struc-

ture when it is located in the lipid phase of the thyla-

koid membrane [180]. This conformation would make

violaxanthin available for introduction into the tubu-

lar cavity of the de-epoxidase where the catalytic

center for de-epoxidation is located [181]. The major

light-harvesting complex of PSII has been reported to

exhibit epoxidase activity [182]. However, more re-

cent data indicate that this complex is unlikely to

have epoxidase activity and is rather limited to sub-

strate binding [183]. Zeaxanthin-epoxidase activity

was indicated to require oxygen, NADPH, ferre-

doxin, and ferredoxin-like reductase activity [177]

and was suppressed by chloroplast phophatase inhibi-

tors showing that dephosphorylation of an as yet

unidentified component is also required [184]. Regu-

lation of the conversion of violaxanthin into zeax-

anthin in relation to DpH is postulated to be

associated with the presence of localized and delocal-

ized proton domains. It has been proposed that the

protons in the localized domains (at the surface or in

membrane proteins) are diverted to the lumen under

excessive light intensity. The decrease in pH favors

violaxanthin availability with the consequent rise in

zeaxanthin concentration [185]. On the other hand,

de-epoxidation activity seems to be controlled by the

pH in the localized domains [185].

It has been shown that the removal of zeaxanthin

during epoxidase activity reverses qE [186], and, fur-

ther, the formation of zeaxanthin due to the de-epox-

idase activity is strictly correlated with qE and with

increased DpH in the thylakoid lumen [165,187]. A

low intrathylakiod pH was shown to increase the

affinity for zeaxanthin and antheraxanthin at their

binding site in the chlorophyll–protein complexes,

and the binding of these carotenoids decreased fluor-

escence emission [188]. Thus, it is clear that zeax-

anthin is involved in qE formation. However, the

exact mechanism of quenching by this xanthophyll

is unclear. It has been proposed that the lowest singlet

state of zeaxanthin may quench the first singlet state

of chlorophyll [189]. This idea is sustained by a lower

energy level of the first singlet state of zeaxanthin in

comparison with chlorophyll due to the length of the

p conjugation of the polyene, whereas the lower en-

ergy level of violaxanthin would favor energy transfer

to chlorophyll [189]. It should be noted that besides

xanthophyll cycle pigments, the carotenoid lutein was

also reported to have participated in energy dissipa-

tion through nonphotochemical quenching [190–192].

Both mechanisms of qE formation, that is, fluor-

escence quenching at the reaction center and thermal

dissipation in the antenna due to aggregation of the

light-harvesting complexes and to zeaxanthin forma-

tion are believed to occur [193]. It is probable that

both mechanisms are either supplemental to each

other or that quenching in the antenna amplifies the

quenching occurring at the reaction center level [194–

196]. It was shown using barley mutants lacking the

light-harvesting complex that qE can be formed with-

out these complexes, which were also shown to con-

tain most of the xanthophyll pigments [197,198].

However, the above mutants may still contain the

PsbS protein of 22 kDa that has been demonstrated

to be essential for qE [199]. It was proposed that

protonation of this and other polypeptides is involved

in nonphotochemical quenching by the xanthophylls

located either on the PsbS protein or on other light-

harvesting subunits such as CP29 and CP26 [200,201].

It has been demonstrated that photoinhibition is

retarded by qE formation and zeaxanthin formation

[200,202], and it has even been suggested that the

xanthophyll cycle would participate in the repair of

PSII after photoinhibition [203,204]. It is believed

that the xanthophyll cycle directly participates in the

removal of excess excitation energy through qE

[195,205]. Hence, it was shown in isolated thylakoids

that added ascorbate protects against photoinhibition

due to its cofactor requirement for de-epoxidation of



violaxanthin [206]. The dpH was also correlated with

decreased photoinhibition [207,208]. Thus, the release

of energy-dependent quenching by uncouplers in-

creases photoinhibition [209].

VI. CONCLUSION

When absorbed light energy exceeds what can be used

by the photosynthetic apparatus, specialized processes

engage in photoprotection. Processes such as thermal

dissipation by quenching of chlorophyll aggregates

absorbing at relatively high wavelengths or by non-

photochemical quenching of absorbed energy due to

proton gradient formation and to the associated xan-

thophyll cycle seem to effectively retard photodegra-

dation of the electron transport intermediates and

photobleaching of photosynthetic pigments.

However, photoprotection mechanisms are not

sufficient, and photoinhibition does occur when the

replacement of cleaved D1 polypeptides cannot keep

up with the degradation process. It appears that PSI

is less sensitive to photoinhibition due to homogen-

ization of the excitons in the core antenna complex,

which favors pigment photooxidation. In PSII the

excess light energy can probably not be returned to

the antenna pigment and, depending on the activity of

the water-splitting complex, leads to overreduction or

overoxidation of electron transport intermediates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many environmental factors influence plant develop-

ment, including light, temperature, water availability,

abiotic and biotic stress, and nutrient conditions that

serve as signals for the activation of endogenous de-

velopmental programs. Of these, not only is light used

by plants as the source of energy for photosynthesis,

but it is also the most important factor in the regula-

tion of the biogenesis of the photosynthetic apparatus

in chloroplasts and the adaptation and acclimation of

that apparatus to the everchanging environment, as

well as actual incident light acting as a signal for

various photomorphogenetic responses.

It is well known that photosynthetic machinery

can acclimate to its particular light environment fluc-

tuating in intensity, duration and spectral quality

by modulating the composition of its photosynthetic

membranes and biochemical circuits to enhance

the efficiency of photosynthesis and protect itself

from photoinhibitory damage caused by excessive

irradiance. Light signals are mediated through photo-

receptors (protochlorophyllide, phytochromes, UV-

blue light receptors) that are already present at the

earliest stages of leaf development. Activation of

these photoreceptors initiates and continuously regu-

lates the structural and functional responses of

chloroplasts.

The development of photosynthetically active

chloroplast from progenitor organelles — proplastids

and etioplasts — is accomplished by the cooperation

of two genetic systems: the nucleus and the plastid

genomes. Light interacts with the endogenous devel-

opmental program modulating these genes responses

and appears to operate at various levels, transcrip-

tionally and posttranscriptionally.



In addition to light-induced and -controlled pro-

cesses affecting plant genetic program, there are other

endogenous factors, mainly phytohormones, which

are responsible for the maintenance of the effect of

light interacting synergistically or antagonistically

with it.

This chapter focuses on the effects of light on the

biogenesis of photosynthetic apparatus interacting

with hormonal factors, especially cytokinins.

II. DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES OF
PLASTIDS

Meristematic cells in the shoot and root apices and

leaf primordia contain small, undifferentiated pro-

plastids, where their number per cell is low [1]. The

ultrastructure of these nongreen proplastids is simple

and consists of the envelope, often with some inva-

ginations from the inner membrane, and a stroma

with some ribosomes, nucleoids, plastoglobuli, some-

times some inner membranes, starch grains, and a

limited amount of procaryotic type DNA.

Proplastids develop into various types of plastids

with different functions. The stage of plastids devel-

opment closely reflects the developmental program of

the entire cell in which the plastids are located. A

given cell type has a plastid population that is rela-

tively uniform with regard to its differentiation state

[2], depending on the tissues and on the environmen-

tal conditions, such as light, temperature, water avail-

ability, and nutrient supply [3]. In developing plants,

most of proplastids in a leaf meristem develop into

chloroplasts. Proplastids can also differentiate into

specialized plastid types that assume other functions

in nonphotosynthetic plant organs of higher plants,

such as amyloplasts in roots and tubers or chromo-

plasts in many flower petals and fruits.

In those tissues and organs destined to become

green and photosynthesizing in light, the proplastids

develop into etioplasts in darkness. Etioplasts are the

end product of a differentiation route in dark-grown

angiosperm seedlings that begins with the proplastid

stage. A characteristic feature of the etioplast is the

prolamellar body (PLB), which consists of a cubic

lattice of interconnected membranous tubule network

derived from the inner membrane of plastid envelope

forming a paracrystalline structure composed of

lipids and proteins. Only a few thylakoid membranes,

prothylakoids (PT) extending from the PLB, are usu-

ally found. The lipid to protein ratio is higher in PLBs

than in PTs, and so is the ratio of monogalactosyldia-

cylglycerol (MGDG) to digalactosyldiacylglycerol

(DGDG). PLBs and PTs have similar polypeptide

composition even if NADP-protochlorophyllide oxi-

doreductase (POR) quantitatively dominates the

PLBs. The basic arrangement of PLBs and PTs can

be varied in many different ways resulting in differ-

ences between plant species or groups.

Seedlings grown in the dark, or plant tissues that

are developing for a prolonged period in darkness,

accumulate a larger amount of phytochrome (Phy)

and NADP-protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase

(POR A) relative to the green chloroplasts. POR A

is a protein that has been shown to form complexes

with chlorophyll (Chl) precursors, protochlorophyl-

l(ide)s (Pchlide). This protein is stabilized as a ternary

complex with Pchlide and NADPH [4]. The stored

Pchlide functions not only as a precursor for Chl

synthesis but also as a photoreceptor in the etio-

plast/chloroplast transformation [5]. When illumin-

ated, POR A photoreduces its Pchlide to Chlide,

and simultaneously, the PBs begin to disintegrate.

During catalysis, POR A is inactivated and subse-

quently rapidly degraded [6].

Etioplast inner membranes contain 30 to 35 dif-

ferent polypeptides. The dominating polypeptides be-

long to coupling factor (CF1) g and d subunits of

ATP synthetase and POR. Some components of the

thylakoid electron transport chain, such as cyto-

chrome b559LP, cytochrome b563, cytochrome f, the

precursor form of D1 protein, the Rieske Fe–S pro-

tein, plastocyanin, ferredoxin, ferredoxin-NADP oxi-

doreductase, and the extrinsic polypeptides of the

oxygen-evolving system, are synthesized in dark

[7–9]. Light-induced components are assembled to-

gether with those of preexisting ones after illumin-

ation to form a complete electron transport system

during greening.

The transition from etioplast to chloroplast by

light is to a large extent reversible, thus, chloroplast

development via this route can be experimentally in-

fluenced in both directions. The transition from etio-

plast to chloroplast by light is also a favorite system

to study the processes of photoconversion of Chl

precursors, the light-induced synthesis of some

groups of compounds (pigments, nucleic acids, poly-

peptides, and lipids), and the organization of photo-

synthetic apparatus during greening.

III. ACTION OF LIGHT ON THE
STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL
ORGANIZATION OF ETIOPLASTS

When dark-grown etiolated seedlings are exposed to

light, dramatic structural and functional changes take

place. The differentiation of etioplast into chloroplast

is a multistep process, involving the biosynthesis of

photosynthetic pigments, nucleic acids, proteins, and

lipids stimulated mainly by light. It requires the close



cooperation of both chloroplast and nucleic genetic

machineries. Their products are processed and assem-

bled into supramolecular complexes of developing

thylakoid membranes.

A. PIGMENT CONVERSION

Photosynthetic organisms have evolved two different

strategies to synthesize Chl or bacteriochlorophyll

(BChl) [10,11]. In a light-independent reaction,

PChlide can be reduced to Chlide through a Pchlide

reducing enzyme that requires three different poly-

peptides encoded by chloroplast DNA [12]. The

presence of these genes has been established in cyano-

bacteria, green algae, bryophytes, pteridophytes, and

gymnosperms [10]. In angiosperms, the absence of a

light-independent Pchlide-reductase complex is con-

nected with the inability of etiolated angiosperm seed-

lings to reduce Pchlide to Chlide in the dark [13]. In

another way, the first detectable light-dependent step

is the phototransformation of Pchlide to Chlide cata-

lyzed by the plastid-localized POR enzyme, which is

encoded by nuclear genes [14,15]. It is present in all

oxygenic photosynthetic organisms including cyano-

bacteria, algae, liverworts, mosses, gymnosperms,

and angiosperms. Among all enzymes POR is unique

because it is a photoenzyme requiring light for its

catalytic activity and using Pchlide itself as a photo-

receptor [16]. Two distinct POR enzymes can be dis-

tinguished on the basis of their in vivo activity. The

function of POR A is confined to the very early stages

of transition from etiolated to light growth. The

amounts of both POR A protein and its mRNA

decrease drastically soon after the beginning of illu-

mination, due in part to the rapid proteolytic turn

over of the enzyme protein stimulated by a light-

induced protease, and a negative light-regulation of

its synthesis, a process which is accompanied by the

degradation of PBs. To perform the reduction of

PChlide to Chlide during the final stages of the

light-induced greening and to sustain Chl synthesis

in fully green, mature leaves, another Pchlide-redu-

cing enzyme has to operate in angiosperms, termed

POR B. POR B and its mRNA are present through-

out the angiosperm life cycle, and its expression is

more or less independent of light [17].

After the light triggered, there is a short lag period

in Chl formation followed by a steady increase in the

accumulation of Chl until a plateau is reached. Under

continuous light, the formation of Chl a is followed

by the appearance of Chl b, however, the mechanism

and localization of Chl b synthesis are not well under-

stood.

The preexisting components of photosystem I

(PSI) and photosystem II (PSII) in etioplasts are

complemented with newly synthesized polypeptides

coming at first from the plastidic protein-synthesizing

system, where the initial signal may be the appearance

of Chlide a or Chl a. During further greening, core

complexes of PSI and PSII are supplied with light-

harvesting Chl a/b complexes (LHCs) arriving from

the cytoplasmic protein-synthesizing system switching

on through phytochrome action.

B. MEMBRANE DEVELOPMENT

Changes in pigment content are paralleled by changes

in protein composition and by structural changes in

membrane composition. The PLBs disrupt and are

replaced by vesicles, and PTs are converted to pri-

mary thylakoids. These membranes serve as a lipid

matrix for the assembly of large pigmented (PSI and

PSII core complexes, light-harvesting complexes of

PSI and PSII), and nonpigmented (cytochrome b6/f

complex, ATP synthetase) complexes, which are

made of proteins, pigments, and other cofactors at-

tached and embedded in the lipid bilayer. Thylakoids

are organized into appressed and nonappressed re-

gions, which are a consequence of a segregation of

complexes showing a lateral heterogeneity between

the stroma and grana membranes in rearrangement

[18–20].

C. PIGMENT–PROTEIN COMPLEXES

Etioplast do not contain chlorophyll–protein com-

plexes (CPCs). The synthesis of CPCs occurs during

the light-induced greening of etiolated seedlings. A

large number of CPCs exist in chloroplasts, which

differ from one other in molecular weight, function,

and amount and quality of associated pigments

(chlorophylls, carotenes, and xanthophylls). These

CPCs are the components of photosystems, function-

ing as reaction centers of PSI and PSII and some of

the associated light-harvesting chlorophyll a/b com-

plexes (LHCI and LHCII inner and outer antenna).

However, some photochemical activities have

often been reported to appear at the early stages of

greening, even before the end of the lag period of

massive Chl synthesis, and CPC formation is required

for the appearance of photochemical activities, but

none have yet been isolated at such early stages of

greening. The accumulation of CPCs in thylakoid

membranes during chloroplast development was ob-

served early [21]. The earliest reported appearances

of CP1 (P700–Chl a–protein complex) [22], ‘‘PSI

complex’’ [23], and Cpa (Chl a–protein complex of

PSII core) [24] are 4, 6, and 13 h after the onset of

illumination, respectively. By an improved method of

sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electro-



phoresis (SDS-PAGE), 10min after the onset of illu-

mination, a labile CP complex (CPX) was detected.

The CP1 appeared after 45 to 60min of illumination

together with P700 activity, and LHCs began to ac-

cumulate at 2.5 h with the beginning of Chl b synthe-

sis [25]. It seems that at early stages of greening, CP1

is the only detectable CPC. Cpa and LHCPs could be

detected only after 3 to 4 h of continuous illumin-

ation, although PSII activity appeared much earlier

[25,26]. These discrepancies between time of detection

of photosynthetic activity and of its CPCs are likely

caused by the difficulties of detecting a very small

amount of these complexes and by the lability of

Chl binding at the early stages of greening, but it

is generally due to the problems of solubilization

processes.

The rapid development of PSI and PSII requires

biosynthesis of Chl a-binding polypeptides shortly

after Pchlide has been reduced to Chlide a and con-

verted to Chl a. Results demonstrated that POR and

Chl-synthetase are key enzymes in the light-induced

expression of plastid-encoded polypeptides such as

CP47 and CP43 polypeptides of PSII and the P700-

apoproteins that are accumulated in plastids. How-

ever, when the rate of Chl formation is low (lag

period) relative to the other thylakoid components,

small PSI and PSII units are formed, containing only

the core complexes of these units. When the rate of

Chl formation enhanced, the units that are increased

in size by incorporation of LHCPs are nuclear en-

coded. This stepwise formation and growth of the

photosynthetic units has been observed in etiolated

leaves exposed to intermittent light (IML), millisec-

ond flashes, far-red light, or very low light intensity

and then transferred to continuous light of normal

intensity [27,28]. Similar information can be obtained

by studying the redistribution of Chls among newly

synthesized core complexes in dark [29,30].

D. APPEARANCE OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC ACTIVITIES

Formation of the photosynthetic apparatus during

chloroplast development consists of three main pro-

cesses: the expression of genetic information, convey-

ance of constitutive subunits to the thylakoid

membranes, and the assembly of subunits to form

the functional, oligomeric structure of photochemical

systems.

When dark-grown plants are illuminated, synthe-

sis of apoproteins of subunits of photosystems is

initiated and photochemical activities appear. It has

been generally established that PSI activity can be

detected at an earlier stage of greening than that of

PSII [31,32], but the time of the appearance of these

two activities varies greatly with the plant material,

growth conditions, duration of etiolated period, light

regimes, and the method used to detect them. Hardly

any work has been done to compare the beginning of

photochemical activities with the appearance of

PSI and PSII obtained using a method suitable for

isolating them from tissues at these earliest stages of

greening.

The development of photochemical activities in

isolated plastids during the early phase of greening

has been studied by traditional chemical methods.

Photochemical activities of PSI [dichlorophenol-indo-

phenol (DCPIPH2) to methyl viologen (MV)] and

PSII [H2O to DCPIP, diphenylcarbazide (DPC) to

DCPIP] appeared 1 and 1.5 h after the onset of illu-

mination, respectively. However, PSI þ PSII activity

(H2O to MV, H2O to NADPþ) appeared at 4 h

[32,33]. Time-appearance of photochemical activities

can also be verified by cytochemical methods by the

photooxidation of 3,3’-diaminobenzidine (DAB) for

PSI activity and photoreduction of thiocarbamyl

nitrotetrazolium blue (TCNB) for PSII activity [34].

Appearance of Chlide a and Chl a within several

seconds of exposure to light is sufficient to trigger the

formation of very small amounts of functional photo-

synthetic units. Induction of low level of O2 evolution

and CO2 fixation could be detected as early as 20min

after a 40-sec light pulse [35]. Higher amounts of O2

evolution during the second illumination suggest that

photoactivation of the water-splitting system in PSII

is formed as a result of the first light pulse. However,

PSII is very unstable at the early stage of greening.

PSII-mediated electron transport could be detected a

very short time after illumination using delayed lumi-

nescence and fluorescence variation measurements

[36]. Similar results were shown in the case of PSI

activity [37].

As for the development of PSI after 1 h, it

continued as follows: some components may be

associated with the reaction center (RC), and they

began to reduce ferredoxin after 2 h. At 4 h,

ferredoxin:NADPþ oxidoreductase (FNR) became

attached to the PSI core allowing reduction of

NADP. The whole electron transport from water to

NADP was operational after 4 h of development.

Once PSI and PSII have appeared, the number of

both photosystems increased at the same rates during

the greening process. After 6 h, the increase of both

photosystems was accelerated, probably because the

electron transport activity driven by the two photo-

systems was sufficient to further support the develop-

ment of plastids. As for the antenna of PSI, it was

proposed that LHCI apoproteins are first assembled

into monomeric pigmented complexes after 2 h of

illumination and then assemble into a trimer before

attaching to the preexisting core complexes to form a



complete PSI holocomplex, which in total required

more than 4 h of greening [38].

IV. LIGHT REGULATION OF
CHLOROPLAST DEVELOPMENT

A. RECEPTOR SIDE OF LIGHT-INDUCED PROCESSES

Developmental processes in plants are regulated not

only by a genetic program, but also by a huge amount

of environmental information, particularly light sig-

nals. The light-dependent development is induced and

controlled by the combined action of several distinct

photoreceptors including POR, blue and UV light

receptors, and the red/far-red light-absorbing recep-

tors, termed phytochromes [39]. These receptors can

absorb photons over a wide range of wavelengths,

ranging from the far-red to the UV. In addition,

plants also sense the duration, intensity, and direction

of light using these photoreceptors. Photoreceptors

exhibit dual molecular functions: a sensory function

responsible for detecting relevant light signals, and a

regulatory function in which perceived information is

transferred to downstream signal transduction path-

way.

Phytochrome is the most intensively studied and

characterized red/far-red absorbing chromoproteins

and is responsible for initiating a wide range of

photomorhogenic events including the expression

of nuclear and chloroplastic genes encoding photo-

synthetic components [40–42]. It exists in two

spectrophotometrically different, photointerconverti-

ble forms between its inactive (Pr) and active (Pfr)

forms by sequential absorption of red and far-red

photons of light, which leads to the isomerization of

the phytochrome chromophore [43]. Two types

of phytochromes have been defined on the basis of

their lability in light. Type I phytochromes (PhyA) are

abundant in etiolated seedlings, Type II phyto-

chromes (PhyB-E) are present in much lower

amounts, but their stability in the Pfr form ensures

that they are predominant in light-grown plants dur-

ing their life cycle. In higher plants, phytochromes are

encoded by a small gene family [40], and are synthe-

sized in its red-absorbing form (Pr), which has a

major absorption peak at 660 nm. Illumination with

red light converts Pr to far-red absorbing form (Pfr).

Irradiation of Pfr with far-red light converts it back to

Pr. Pfr is considered the active form of phytochrome,

because red light irradiation is correlated with the

induction of growth and development.

In contrast to PhyA, which is supposed to be

localized mainly in the cytosol, the nucleo/cytoplas-

mic partitioning of PhyB is a light-regulated process,

and the import of PhyB into the nucleus is part of this

regulatory circuit [44]. It could be suggested that the

cytosolic pool of PhyB Pfr either may have a role in

regulating rapid phytochrome effects such as influ-

ence of ion fluxes at the plasma membrane [45].

Based on recent observation it is plausible to assume

that light quality- and quantity-dependent import of

PhyA and PhyB into the nucleus is an essential step in

signal transduction controlled by these photorecep-

tors. Data indicate that light-induced conversion of

Pr to Pfr is required for translocation, and only the

Pfr forms of PhyA and PhyB are transportable [46].

Genetic studies indicate that light responses are

not simply endpoints of linear signal transduction

pathways but result from the integration of informa-

tion from a network of interacting signaling

components. The signaling components include the

photoreceptors themselves, as well as positive and

negative regulatory elements that act downstream

from these photoreceptors [41,47]. Many genes have

been reported to be activated through more than one

photoreceptor [48]. It is conceivable that different

light-activated transduction pathways target differ-

ent transcription factors and/or cis-acting light-

responsive elements within the promoter of a given

gene, but it is also possible that they target common

light-responsive elements.

Individual phytochromes may have at least two

separate mechanisms of action: one that results in

selective expression of target genes (slow response)

and another that rapidly and reversibly operates to

modulate cellular ionic balance [49], strongly suggest-

ing that it does not require de novo protein synthesis.

Recent data indicate that PhyA and PhyB have at

least two different modes of action. On the one hand,

they directly interact with transcription factors and

act as transcriptional modulators in the nucleus [50],

and on the other hand, they function as light-

regulated kinases in cytoplasm [51]. It was shown

that the C-terminal domain of PhyA and PhyB play

an essential role in mediating phytochrome signal

transduction. Several interacting proteins with C-ter-

minal domain of PhyB were isolated like phyto-

chrome interacting factor-3 (PIF3) a member of a

small gene family. It has the characteristics of a tran-

scription factor localized in the nucleus. Besides bind-

ing to the Pfr form of PhyB, PIF3 also binds to G-

box-containing promoter elements of light-regulated

genes. These findings point to a straightforward

mechanism for a PhyB-dependent signaling cascade

[50]. Phytochrome has now been demonstrated to

have Ser/Thr protein kinase activity. Phosphorylation

is a light- and chromophore-regulated process, and it

is believed that after photoconversion of Pr into Pfr,

the phytochrome kinase activity initiates light signal-

ing either by phosphorylating downstream elements



of the signaling pathway or by phosphospecific inter-

actions with them [51,52].

It has been reported that some molecules as sec-

ond messengers take part in phytochrome signal

transduction. In this way, results have shown that

membrane-bound heterotrimeric G-proteins are in-

volved in amplification of PhyA signal transduction.

First, cGMP can activate chalcone synthase (CHS)

and stimulate anthocyanin biosynthesis [53]. Second,

calcium and calmodulin can activate synthesis of

light-harvesting complexes, PSII, ribulose bispho-

sphate carboxylase, and ATPase and, thus, partial

chloroplast development. Third, a pathway requiring

both calcium and cGMP can activate synthesis of PSI

and cytochrome b6 f complex. The combination of

these three pathways therefore leads to produce fully

mature chloroplasts [54].

In addition to the components mediating phyto-

chrome-dependent signaling cascade, a type-A re-

sponse regulator, ARR4, was identified as an

interactive component [55], which might be a candi-

date molecule that is required for regulation of Pfr !
Pr dark reversion. Expression of ARR4 is regulated

not only by PhyB but also by cytokinin [56]. These

results provide the first molecular evidence for an

interaction between light- and hormone-dependent

signaling cascade with ARR4 acting as a novel mo-

lecular switch to mediate this cross-talk [55].

Other groups of photoreceptors are responsible

for the perception of UV and blue region of incident

light called cryptochromes. Large number of blue

light responses have been documented in plants, in-

cluding inhibition of the rate of hypocotyl growth,

phototropism, stomatal opening, anthocyanin pro-

duction, and the induction of gene expression

(CHS) [41,57]. Though blue light receptors play a

considerably smaller role in the development of

photosynthetic apparatus, interactions between

phytochrome- and cryptochrome-activated signal

transduction pathways can be demonstrated.

B. REGULATION OF LIGHT-INDUCED EXPRESSION

OF CHLOROPLAST GENES

The biosynthesis of the photosynthetic apparatus in

higher plants and algae depends on the concerted

action of two genetic systems located in the nucleus

and in the plastid. Approximately 50% of thylakoid

membrane proteins are encoded by the plastid gen-

ome in plants and green algae, and appear to be

synthesized on thylakoid membrane-bound ribo-

somes. There are some differences between the plas-

tid and nuclear genomes. The informational content

of the chloroplast genome is modest, the chloroplast

genome is polyploid, it is present in 100 to 10,000

copies per cell, and the nuclear genome contains

numerous genes for the construction of chloroplast

[58]. Studies have revealed the existence of approxi-

mately 100 plastid genes that fall into three major

functional categories: (1) half of them encode RNAs

and proteins involved in transcription and transla-

tion of plastid genome (RNA polymerase subunits,

t-RNAs, r-RNAs, ribosomal proteins, initiation and

elongation factors, etc.), (2) about 30 genes encode

subunits of the five large multicomponent, photosyn-

thetic complexes (PSI and PSII core complexes,

cytochrome b6/f complex, ATP synthetase, and the

large subunit of Rubisco), and (3) genes encoding

proteins of the NADH-dehydrogenase complex, are

known to be regulated by light [59]. The other sub-

units of the photosynthetic complexes are encoded

by nuclear genes, translated as precursors on cyto-

solic ribosomes, processed and imported into

the plastid, where they are associated with the

chloroplast-encoded subunits, various photosyn-

thetic pigments, and cofactors to form functional

multicomplexes. The dual genetic origin and a vast

difference of two to three orders of magnitude in

gene copy number between nucleus and plastids

imply that the synthesis and assembly of thylakoid

polypeptides must be highly coordinated in time and

space, with regard to stoichiometry and in response

to external signals. Genetic and biochemical studies

of these processes have revealed several general

features:

1. The stable assembly of thylakoid complexes

requires that all core components be synthe-

sized. Failure to produce any of the core com-

ponents usually leads to the rapid degradation

of the other subunits of the complex, neither

free chlorophylls nor apoproteins of CPCs ac-

cumulate.

2. Expression of chloroplast genes depends on

many nuclear-encoded factors, and not surpris-

ingly these factors are involved in the expres-

sion of specific chloroplast genes. They may act

either at the level of RNA processing and spli-

cing, RNA maturation, stability and transla-

tion (initiation and elongation), or at the level

of the assembly of the photosynthetic com-

plexes [60,61]. The nuclear control is mediated

by organellar-targeted proteins that specifically

affect the expression of either on gene or of a

subset of organellar genes [62,63]. For example,

some nuclear mutations interrupt certain pro-

cesses in chloroplast biogenesis, assembly of

multicomponent complexes [64], plastid tran-

scription [65], and plastid RNA processing

and translation [66].



3. Expression of certain nuclear genes depends on

so-called ‘‘plastid factor’’ that is thought to be

reproduced by plastids [60,67, 68]. The chloro-

plast signal may play an important role in con-

trolling nuclear gene expression during the

greening process, and when chloroplast is sen-

escent or develops into another type of plastid

[69].

4. Regulation of protein synthesis in plastids by

light is realized at various levels including tran-

scriptional and posttranscriptional (transla-

tional, posttranslational) mode of actions, but

some characteristic differences can be observed

between light-regulated synthesis of plastid and

nuclear-encoded polypeptides.

5. In most cases, signal transduction chains are

still largely unknown, especially in the case of

plastids, however, vast amount of knowledge

has been accumulated about the perception of

light signal as the starting point and the final

changes in gene expression as a target point in

the synthesis and assembly of polypeptides.

Plastid transcriptional activity and levels of

RNAs increase during the early stages of greening,

especially for rpoB–rpoC1–rpoC2, rps1b, rRNAs,

and some tRNAs relative to genes encoding proteins

of the photosynthetic apparatus [70]. This step is

followed shortly by the activation of plastid and nu-

clear genes encoding proteins. The induction of plas-

tid transcription could be resulted from increased

DNA template level, and changes in DNA conform-

ation as well as modification of the level of RNA

polymerases. After completion of greening of chloro-

plast a decline in overall plastid transcription is ob-

served [71], but the extent to which illumination

controls plastid gene transcription varies depending

on the plant species, leaf type, influence of nuclear

genome, and the developmental state of the tissue

investigated.

The expression of many of the genes encoding

chloroplast components is regulated by phyto-

chromes and cryptochromes via direct or indirect

way at the transcriptional level; posttranscriptional,

translational, and posttranslational regulatory pro-

cesses have also been detected. While the role of

transcription has been documented for several plastid

genes [72,73], the major regulatory step in plastid gene

expression appears to occur posttranscriptionally

[74–77], at the levels of pre-mRNA processing

[75,78,79], mRNA stability [80], translation or protein

modification or turnover [65,81,82] influenced as a

nuclear control. The fact that translational and post-

translational regulatory mechanisms are important in

plastid gene expression is evident in many cases from

the lack of correspondence between plastid mRNA

and protein levels in different growth conditions.

Most of chloroplast-encoded proteins for thyla-

koid membrane complexes are not detectable in dark-

grown plants despite the relatively high levels of their

mRNAs, but accumulate rapidly after illumination

[76,83]. For example, it is noted that mRNA for the

psaA–psaB genes, which encode the 65 to 70-kDa PSI

(CP1) reaction center, Chl a-apoproteins were present

in dark-grown seedlings even though the PSI Chl

a-apoproteins were undetectable. After illumination

the rapid synthesis of these apoproteins in the absence

of changes in their mRNA level is consistent with the

activation of translation. It is evidenced that the syn-

thesis of CP1 polypeptides is arrested at the level of

translational elongation in dark-grown barley seed-

lings [74,84]. This translational block is removed by

the synthesis of Chl a in vivo and in isolated plastids,

allowing CP1 accumulation. The distribution of

mRNAs — localized almost exclusively in large mem-

brane-bound polysomes — indicates that synthesis of

Chl a-apoproteins in dark-grown plants is inhibited

late in apoprotein translation, elongation or at the

point of apoprotein–mRNA–ribosome dissociation

[58]. Similar results were obtained where synthesis of

Chl a controls the translation of Chl a-apoproteins of

P700, CP47, CP43, and D2 [85] and for the transla-

tion of the large subunit of Rubisco (rbcL) [86].

Posttranslational control mechanisms in the

chloroplast appear to have evolved as a regulatory

mechanism that allows the plant to uncouple the

synthesis and assembly of photosynthetic proteins

from the obligate transcription of their genes, if it is

not necessary to be running on.

C. REGULATION OF LIGHT-INDUCED EXPRESSION OF

NUCLEAR-ENCODED GENES

It is well accepted that the chloroplast genome origin-

ated from endosymbiotic procaryotes. There has been

a tendency for the plastid genome to lose gene se-

quences to the nuclear genome integrating into the

eucaryotic cell. So the plastid genome contains rela-

tively little genetic information and its expression in

now under the control of the nuclear genome. The

transition from an etiolated seedling to a fully green

plant is accompanied by a dramatic change of expres-

sion of nuclear-encoded genes, many of which are

regulated by light through one or more different

photoreceptors [87]. Nuclear-encoded thylakoid pro-

teins are synthsized on cytoplasmic ribosomes as pre-

cursors containing a cleavable N-terminal extension

designated the transit sequence [88]. The photocon-

trolled appearance and accumulation of nuclear-

encoded polypeptides also seem to be regulated both



transcriptionally and posttranscriptionally [58,87,89]

influencing the activity of plastid genome, and the

formation of chloroplast architecture.

The most studied nuclear-encoded chloroplast

proteins are the light-harvesting chlorophyll a/b-

binding (LHCI and LHCII) proteins and the small

subunit (SSU) of Rubisco [60,89–92]. The LHCs are

encoded in the nucleus by a multigene family. The

LHC-apoproteins are translated on cytoplasmic ribo-

somes as soluble precursor polypeptides and translo-

cated into the chloroplast by an energy-dependent

posttranslational process, where they are integrated

into the thylakoids with chlorophylls and carote-

noids. Their synthesis regulated by light and con-

trolled by the developmental state of the plastid [93].

However, light may also affect the redox state of

intersystem electron carriers of the photosynthetic

electron transport chains. In addition, light stimulate

chlorophyll biosynthesis, a pathway that is coupled

by some presently unknown mechanisms to the rate

of transcription of the Lhcb genes (i.e., plastid devel-

opment and the functional state of the chloroplast

strongly influence transcription of the Lhcb genes).

The synthesis, accumulation, and assembly of

photosynthetic pigments and LHCs require mutual

regulatory interactions to coordinate the formation

of complete membrane complexes. A posttransla-

tional regulation also operates whenever the rate of

synthesis of one or more thylakoid components is

relatively low. Such a posttranslational control can

be observed in cases when (1) the rate of Chl accumu-

lation is low (IML, far-red, and low-light illumin-

ation) or (2) Chl a synthesis is abolished in contrast

to the other thylakoid components, which continue to

be synthesized in darkened conditions. Under IML

conditions translatable LHC-mRNA is synthesized,

although no LHC is accumulated [94]. Under such

condition, LHCII is degraded because pigments are

not available in sufficient amounts to bind and stabil-

ize it [95,96]. This posttranslational regulation is also

evidenced under greening of low-light irradiance,

millisecond flashes, and far-red illumination [97–99].

An alternative explanation for posttranscriptional

light regulation of LHCII synthesis, in particular at

the translational level, has been suggested [100]. How-

ever, IML plants and Chl b-less mutants do differ in

some aspects of posttranslational cab (Lhcb) poly-

peptide accumulation. For example, some LHCI

polypeptides will accumulate in Chl b-less mutants

[101], but not in plants grown under IML light re-

gime, which strongly limits Chl b synthesis [102,103].

Other cofactors necessary for LHC assembly also

require the presence of light. An important light re-

quirement for Chl synthesis is the Pchlide photocon-

version and the accumulation of Chl b, which is also

strongly light dependent. It seems that the appearance

of Chl b is strictly correlated with the synthesis of

LHC polypeptides, and the nature of regulation de-

pends on the actual light regime [104,105].

Another example of regulated translation in

plants is that of the SSU of Rubisco. It was found

that synthesis of SSU protein declined 10- to 20-fold

within 4 h, when light-grown amaranth seedlings were

placed in the darkness [86]. In contrast, levels of

mRNA encoding this protein declined two- to four-

fold at most. Isolation of polysomes indicated that

the SSU message remained bound to polysomes for

several hours following the shift to darkness, suggest-

ing that translational elongation or initiation was

blocked. When dark-grown amaranth seedlings were

placed in light, the rate of SSU synthesis increased at

least 20-fold, while only a two- to threefold increase in

the level of mRNA was observed.

Various types of regulatory mechanisms take part

in the light-induced gene expression of chloroplast

development during greening. All possible levels of

regulation have an important role in contributing to

the formation of the photosynthetic apparatus, but

they show more or less importance and activity in

time and space (i.e., during the development of chloro-

plast and between the two genetic systems). Transcrip-

tion activity has an important role being switched on

by light through an appropriate photoreceptor at the

onset of illumination or reillumination. Beside the pri-

mary importance of transcriptional regulation, post-

transcriptional mechanisms also play a very great role

in the regulation of normal plant gene expression

[106–108].Mechanisms that regulate either translation

or transcript stability are inherently more rapid than

transcriptional mechanisms, and as such, they may be

preferentially employed for those responses that need

to be flexible and rapid. For example, upon illumin-

ation of the etiolated plant, Pr is converted to Pfr,

Pchlide is converted to Chlide, signal transduction is

initiated, and light-regulated genes switch on. As time

passes the abundance of phytochrome and POR A

mRNA is greatly decreased, in part due to the rapid

decline in the transcription of both Phy andPORgenes

[109,110]. In addition, the transcription activity of the

plastid and nucleus usually decrease when chloroplast

development is completed [71], and other regulatory

mechanisms come to the forefront (different levels of

posttranscriptional control), increasing the flexibility

and rapidity of responses.

D. REGULATION OF THE OPERATION OF

PHOTOSYNTHETIC APPARATUS BY LIGHT

To survive and work efficiently under ever-changing

light conditions, which vary over two orders of mag-



nitude, photosynthetic organisms have some control

mechanisms to optimize and maintain their photosyn-

thetic functions. These control mechanisms are in

existence during the greening process, but also oper-

ate during the life of mature plants. This strongly

suggests that the composition, function, and structure

of thylakoid membranes, and related biochemical net-

work are highly dynamic rather than static. The dy-

namic response of thylakoid membranes and the

adjustment of photosystem stoichiometry to different

light quality/quantity regimes suggest the existence of

a mechanism capable of recognizing imbalance in the

rate of light utilization by the two photoreactions and

directing cellular metabolic activity for photosystem

stoichiometry adjustment [19,82,111–113]. The dy-

namic adjustment of the photosystem stoichiometry

in oxygenic photosynthesis has been documented in

cyanophytes [114], red and green algae [115], and

higher plant chloroplasts [116]. Since coordination

of the action of the two photosystems is the primary

determinants of photosynthetic, the adjustment of the

photosystem ratio must come about as a result of a

feedback control mechanism whose function is to

regulate the biosynthesis/assembly and concentration

of the two photosystems in the chloroplast thyla-

koids, as well as to avoid photosynthetic machinery

the potentially damaging effects of excess irradiance.

A variety of mechanisms have been proposed for

sensing the fluence rate of light. Despite the involve-

ment of light sensors in the expression of genes en-

coding components of the photosynthetic apparatus,

and although changes in chloroplast composition

occur in response to the light environment, there is a

growing evidence that chloroplast level acclimation

is not direct regulated by light. The phytochrome

photoreceptors appear to play only very indirect

roles in acclimation [117]. However, there is evidence

for a specific role of blue light photoreceptors that

cause changes in nuclear gene expression.

1. Short-Term Adaptation

Two kinds of timescale adaptations can be distin-

guished. On short timescales of minutes to hours,

plants undergo changes in response to light frequency

variations in the light intensity. ‘‘Leaf level’’ responses

include changes in leaf thickness, change in orienta-

tion of leaves, and in number per cell and per unit leaf

area, as well as the ability of plants (shade-avoidance

response) to increase their capacity for light capture by

detecting and responding to one another [118,119].

‘‘Chloroplast level’’ responses include the dissipation

of excess excitation energy via xantophyll-cycle caro-

tenoids [120] and ‘‘state 1–state 2’’ transitions where

reversible phosphorylation of LHCII leads to comple-

mentary alterations in the effective absorption cross

section of PSII and PSI [121–123], and as a conse-

quence modulates the extent of grana stacking [20]. It

is suggested that the redox state of electron transport

chain components (plastoquinone and cytochrome

b6/f complex) between PSII and PSI is the primary

signal, which alters the distribution of absorbed light

energy between photosystems [124].

2. Long-Term Acclimation

Long-term adaptation, termed acclimation, involve

the selective synthesis and degradation of chloroplast

components as LHCs, PSI and PSII reaction centers,

electron carriers, ATP-synthetase, and other proteins

to modulate the composition and function of the

photosynthetic apparatus [125]. It occurs on a longer

timescale, usually many hours or more. The long-

term mechanisms compensate for the unequal utiliza-

tion of light by the two photosystems with an increase

in the relative quantity of PSII in PSI light and the

relative quantity of PSI in PSII light [126], sometimes

mimicking ‘‘shade or low-light’’ or ‘‘sun or high-

light’’ plants developed and genetically fixed during

the evolution [20,127]. The explanation for the long-

term acclimation phenomenon based on a two-

component regulatory system reflecting changes in

the state of redox potential of redox components has

been discovered at first in bacteria [128]. On the

longer scales, photoacclimatory responses can lead

to changes in gene expression. This process requires

a signal transduction pathway that couples an irradi-

ance sensor, but not definitely photosensor, and its

substrate, a response regulator to both nuclear and

plastid gene expression. It was demonstrated that the

rate of transcription of chloroplast genes encoding the

reaction center apoproteins of PSII and PSI also

depends on the redox state of plastoquinone. This

chloroplast gene expression is direct and rapid, either

permitting transcriptional responses within minutes

of perturbation of the redox state of electron carriers

between the photosystems [129], or it is even thought

to be primarily regulated posttranscriptionally via

RNA stability and translation [63,78]. Moreover,

thioredoxin, which undergoes a reversible, photosyn-

thesis-dependent reduction, has also been implicated

in the translational regulation of the chloroplast-

encoded psbA transcript (D1) [130].

The rate of transcription of nuclear genes encod-

ing LHCIIb is also controlled by the redox state of

plastoquinone in Dunaliella species [131]. It was also

shown that changes in photosynthetic electron trans-

port can cause dramatic effects on posttranscriptional

steps in the expression of nuclear genes for photosyn-

thetic proteins [132,133].



Other molecular pathways, including carbon fix-

ation (activation state of Rubisco), carbohydrate and

nitrogen metabolism exert feedback influences on

photosynthesis, which are also sensed by the redox

state of the intermediate carriers [19,134]. A feedback

mechanism is postulated from a light intensity regu-

lation of chlorophyll synthesis, which is confined to

the plastid, to either gene expression or protein sta-

bility [135]. Therefore, signal transduction pathway

could supposedly involve a chloroplast phosphopro-

tein intermediate (a redox sensor) that is released

from the membrane upon phosphorylation. Its sub-

strate, the response regulator, is a sequence-specific

DNA-binding protein, whose phosphorylation is re-

quired for the binding of RNA polymerase and initi-

ation of transcription at promoters of genes. The

mode of signal transduction between the chloroplast

and nucleus is not clear, although the phosphorylase

inhibitor experiments suggest the involvement of a

phosphorylation cascade. This possible feedback con-

trol could act at the level of chloroplast transcription

or translation by protein phosphorylation targeting

chloroplast-encoded (psaA, psaB genes) or nuclear-

encoded (cab, Lhc genes) polypeptides [117,123,136].

Regulation of both short-term adaptation and

long-term acclimation potentially involves multiple

signal tranduction chains, which cross-talk between

redox control and other pathways that control photo-

synthetic gene expression [117].

V. ROLE OF PHYTOHORMONES IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC
APPARATUS

A. CYTOKININS

Cytokinins as members of the phytohormonal net-

work of plants have been implicated in many devel-

opmental processes and environmental responses of

plants, including regulation of cell division, initializa-

tion of shoot meristem, differentiation of leaf and

root, bud opening, apical dominance, anthocian pro-

duction, protection against abiotic oxidative stress,

plant–pathogen interaction, some aspects of nutrient

metabolism, and control of leaf senescence [137,138].

Furthermore, cytokinins are involved in the induction

and regulation of some biochemical and structural

steps associated with photomorphogenesis including

chloroplast development [139]. These processes are

also influenced by various other stimuli (e.g., light

and other phytohormones), and the physiological

and developmental outcomes reflect a highly inte-

grated response to these multiple stimuli.

Cytokinins are known to affect photosynthetic

structures and functions, and to stimulate chloroplast

biogenesis, promoting chlorophyll synthesis, the ex-

pression of genes encoding chloroplast polypeptides

and influence the architecture of thylakoid mem-

branes [140].

Numerous experimental data are available to

demonstrate numerous effects of cytokinins on plas-

tid development at physiological level. Cytokinins can

promote chlorophyll synthesis. Hormone treatment

abolishes the lag period in chlorophyll synthesis and

accelerates its rates [141,142], thus mimicking the

effect of a red-light pulse on the greening process

[143]. It has been suggested that cytokinins initiate

production of the enzymes involved in 5-aminolevu-

linic acid (ALA) synthesis [141,144] and Pchlide re-

generation [141,145].

Cytokinins enhance the steady-state levels of cer-

tain mRNAs and proteins in etiolated or green leaves,

cotyledons, and cell cultures [146,147] but cause a

decline in the levels of others [148]. Cytokinin indu-

cible RNAs include those encoding the light-

harvesting chlorophyll a/b-binding protein [149–

151], the SSU of Rubisco [152], and nitrate reductase

[153]. These hormones induce the synthesis of nuclear

and plastid DNA synthesis [154,155], transcriptional

activity of nucleus [156], polyribosome formation

[157,158], polyadenylation of RNAs [159], transla-

tional activity of poly(A)RNAs [160], photosynthetic

electron transport [161,162], photosynthetic activities,

and protein synthesis [163–165]. All of these effects of

cytokinins promote the formation of the photosyn-

thetic apparatus and are more or less synergistic with

light and directed to maintain an enhanced develop-

mental status of plastids.

There are much experimental data indicating that

cytokinins affect the abundance of transcripts and

proteins encoded both by nuclear and plastid gen-

omes [106,166]. The most notable genes are for the

SSU of Rubisco and LHCP. In dark-adapted Lemna

gibba plants, cytokinin treatment increases fivefold

the level of transcripts encoding the major chloro-

phyll a/b-binding protein of LHCII, as measured by

RNA blot hybridization [149]. Similarly, in dark-

adapted plants subjected to a pulse of red-light, a

threefold increase in LHC mRNA was observed in

response to cytokinin treatment. The increase in

mRNA accumulation levels may be due to a stabil-

ization of LHC transcript in the presence of cytoki-

nin. Control at the level of mRNA stability may

contribute to the regulation of the light-responsive

genes encoding the SSU of Rubisco. However,

cytokinins did not modulate the synthesis of every

light-controlled polypeptide, but did modulate the

synthesis of some light-independent polypeptides [167].

The mechanism by which these effects occur has not

been completely resolved, but there is evidence for



different sites of regulatory points [166,168]. It was

concluded from the analysis of runoff transcription

assays that the cytokinin response of nitrate reductase

and hydroxypyruvate reductase genes was at least in

part due to a hormonal influence on transcriptional

control [169,170]. The transcription rate for the phos-

phoenol pyruvate-carboxylase (C4Ppc) gene in maize

leaves was stimulated by cytokinin more than sixfold

as determined by nuclear runoff analysis [171]. Cyto-

kinin-responsive promoters have provided further

evidence of cytikinin-regulated transcription of plant

genes [172]. However, it has become evident that

posttranscriptional mechanisms are also involved in

cytokinin regulation of plant gene expression [173]. It

was shown that the cytokinin-induced accumulation

of mRNAs encoding LHCII apoprotein and the SSU

of Rubisco occurs primarily by a posttranscriptional

mechanism in Lemna gibba [149,152149]. Differences

in the steady-state mRNA levels that accumulated in

the dark or light, with or without cytokinin treatment

were compared with transcriptional activity as deter-

mined by nuclear runoff experiments, which point to

a posttranscriptional regulation. This can affect, for

example, the ripening process of mRNA, mRNA

transport, increased transcript stability, increased

level of polyribosome formation increasing the rate

of initiation through an enhancement of the affinity

of ribosomes for the mRNAs in the cytoplasm

[157,166,174], while phytochrome regulates the abun-

dance of these mRNAs at the level of transcription

[175,176]. Hormonal influence on the posttranscrip-

tional or posttranslational control of protein synthe-

sis may be mediated by polyribosome formation

[177], modification of the secondary structure of

poly(Aþ)RNA [178], phosphorylation of the riboso-

mal proteins [179], or regulation of the activity of

tRNAs [180].

Chloroplast genes are also affected by cytokinins.

Two- to threefold greater steady-state mRNA levels

were found for the plastid-encoded LSU of Rubisco

gene (rbcl) after cytokinin treatment of etiolated coty-

ledons of Cucurbita pepo [146,147]. In contrast, in

Lemna gibba [149] and cucumber cotyledons [181]

there was no noticeable cytokinin influence on the

rbcl mRNA level. Kusnetsov et al. [182] conducted a

large study on the abundance of 15 chloroplast-

encoded genes and their corresponding proteins,

which were related to all major thylakoid membrane

complexes, in etiolated lupin cotyledons. Transcript

levels changed only slightly in response to cytokinins

while the corresponding polypeptides accumulated to

high levels. This indicates a primary action of cytoki-

nins at the level of mRNA translation in chloroplasts.

These conclusions are based on the comparative an-

alysis of rates of mRNA synthesis (nuclear run-on

transcription), and mRNA accumulation (northern

analysis) or direct measurements of mRNA half-

lives in the presence of potent inhibitors of transcrip-

tion (cordycepin or actinomycin D) [183,184].

Some data indicate that the mode of action of

cytokinins is not always quite the same. Conflicting

results arise due to different experimental conditions

and plant material. For example, it is well known that

light is required for the transcription of the cab

(Lhcb) genes, but low levels of LHC-mRNAs have

often been detected in dark-grown plants, while the

corresponding proteins are absent. Detached water-

melon cotyledons seem to be a peculiar system in this

regard, since both the protein and its mRNA can be

detected in the dark, if exogenous cytokinin is present

[150].

Hormone-induced changes in gene expression lead

to the increase of some components that are constitu-

ents of thylakoid membranes and metabolic machin-

ery of chloroplast, thus it is not surprising to observe

changes in the composition and function of the

photosynthetic apparatus and related biochemical

processes. At the early stages of greening, cytokinins

stimulate measurable photosynthetic activities (i.e.,

oxygen evolution, CO2 fixation) [161,165], and partial

reactions of photosynthetic electron transport

[162,185,186].

Stimulating effects of cytokinins on the synthesis

of transcripts, corresponding polypeptides and chlor-

ophylls manifest at the level of the composition and

function of thylakoid membranes during chloroplast

development. It was shown that cytokinin treatment

increase the Chl content and decrease the Chl a/b

ratio at the early stages of greening and promoted

the formation of complete, LHCI-containing PSI par-

ticles and the amount of LHCII in developing thyla-

koids. A larger antenna size for PSI and PSII and a

facilitated synthesis of enzymes (Rubisco subunits)

taking part in the primary action of the Calvin cycle

can explain the increase in photosynthetic activity.

Cytokinin treatment promotes the synthesis and as-

sembly of some important components of thylakoid

membranes (Chls, apoproteins of LHCs), allowing a

more developed structure (i.e., more complete LHC

system) and higher efficiency of photosynthetic func-

tion at different light regimes [165].

The abovementioned effects of cytokinins show

great similarity to the effect of light on the develop-

ment of chloroplasts indicating a more or less syner-

gistic cooperation between them.

It is well known that light acts via different kinds

of photoreceptors, most dominantly phytochromes,

so the mode of coaction of cytokinins and phyto-

chromes is controlling plant morphogenesis including

chloroplast development and maintenance. It is



generally presumed that there are multiple inter-

actions or regulatory networks between phyto-

chromes and cytokinin action, but the nature of

these interactions is not well established. It can be

assumed that signal transduction chains are working

independently, but common use is also strongly sug-

gested (additive and multiplicative responses), or

cytokinins may be the elements of the signal trans-

duction pathway mediated by light.

A model for the interaction of light signal and

cytokinins has been interpreted by Chory and cow-

orkers [139,187] based mainly on the study of Arabi-

dopsis thaliana de-etiolated (det) mutants. Whether

light and hormones act independently to influence

developmental responses or whether plant hormones

are involved in the sequence of events initiated by

physiologically active photoreceptors is still un-

known.

The activity of any signal molecule must be medi-

ated by the interaction of that signal with some per-

ceiving factors, which then affect response elements

leading to molecular, biochemical, or physiological

events. In such a system, molecule signals as cytoki-

nins bind to a receptor that may, for example, affect

systems controlling ion channels, phosphorylation of

regulatory proteins modifying expression of genes

then manifest at physiological level.

Despite the wealth of information concerning

cytokinin chemistry and physiology, the transition

from descriptive studies to molecular biology, includ-

ing perception and signal transduction pathways, has

been relatively slow compared with other phytohor-

mones, particularly ethylene [188,189], and gibberel-

lins [190].

In the last decade, genetic and molecular analysis

of mutant plants, especially huge pieces of new infor-

mation arising from studies of Arabidopsis and the

completion of its genome sequence have provided

valuable insights into the molecular mechanisms

underlying the action of cytokinins. Now several re-

cent reports have implicated two well-characterized

types of signaling pathways in cytokinin action: a

G protein-coupled receptor pathway, and a two-

component histidine kinase pathway.

Recently, evidence has emerged that cytokinin

action may involve a G protein-coupled receptor

(GPCR). A gene was identified in Arabidopsis that

encodes a protein with similarity to GPCRs

[191,192]. It might be a component in cytokinin sig-

naling, or a receptor for a different ligand, whose

signaling pathway interacts with cytokinin signaling

[193]. Furthermore, it is not excluded that G protein-

coupled signaling pathway takes part in the transduc-

tion of other plant hormones like auxin [194] and

gibberellins [195] (Figure 20.1).

Rapid progress has recently been made in the

characterization of a cytokinin signaling pathway

that is similar to two-component systems, which are

known as a prevalent procaryotic signaling pathway

[199]. Typically, signaling involves two partners, the

sensor kinase and the response regulator, and pro-

ceeds through and alternating His-Asp phosphoryl-

ation. The sensor histidine (His) kinase consists of an

N-terminal input and a C-terminal transmitter do-

main. Detection of the signal by the input domain

controls the activity of the transmitter domain, which

is an invariant histidine kinase. Sensor kinases, which

associate into dimers, transphosphorylate onto a con-

served His residue located in the transmitter domain.

The phosphoryl group is then transferred onto the

Asp residue within the receiver domain of a cognate

response regulator. The phosphorylation state of the

receiver domain regulates the more complex version

of the two-component system includes multistep

phosphorelay circuits, an additional signaling domain

known as the histidine-containing phosphotransfer

(HPt) domain [196].

At first CKI1, a hybrid histidine (His) protein

kinase with a conserved receiver domain, has been

implicated in cytokinin responses [200]. Another Ara-

bidopsis hybrid His protein kinase, CRE1, has been

shown to be a cytokinin receptor [201,202]. It binds

cytokinin; cytokinin binding induces the His kinase

activity of CRE1, and CRE1 can transfer the phos-

phoryl group to the intrinsic His phosphotransfer

protein (HPt) domain protein initiating multistep,

two-component signaling cascade [197]. CRE1 is

probably not responsible for mediating all of the

plant cytokinin responses [203,204]. Two additional

CRE1-like His kinases and further 14 His and hybrid

kinase-like proteins are identified in Arabidopsis

(AHKs, Arabidopsis histidine kinase). AHK2 and

AHK3, presumably also function as cytokinin recep-

tor [197,202,205] (Figure 20.1).

According to a phylogenetic analysis of their

amino acid sequence, domain composition and tran-

scriptional regulation two types of Arabidopsis re-

sponse regulators (ARRs) can be classified: the

cytokinin inducible A-type and the DNA-binding

B-type [206,207]. Recent evidence suggests that B-

type response regulators ARR1, ARR2, and

ARR10-14 are involved in cytokinin signaling, and

they have a long C-terminal extension that mediate

sequence-specific DNA binding and transcriptional

activity. Type-B ARRs act as positive regulators of

cytokinin responsiveness, including the induction of

type-A ARR gene expression. Because AHKs are

present on an extranuclear membrane, the Arabidop-

sis HPts (AHPs) domain proteins could perform the

information transfer to B-type ARRs.



Type-A ARR proteins may in turn modulate

the output of cytokinin signaling via interaction with

other members of the signaling chain, or alternatively,

may by themselves regulate other downstream targets.

One of the type-A ARR, ARR4 can specifically inter-

act with the plant photoreceptor phytochrome-B [55].

A novel type of cross-talk is suggested between an

ancestral two-component system and the phyto-

chrome-B-dependent light-signaling pathway. This

cross-talk may enable the integration of signals pro-

vided by hormone (cytokinin) and red light (phyto-

chrome-B) signal transduction cascade.

Five genes encoding His-containing phospho-

transfer proteins (AHP) have been identified in the

Arabidopsis genome [208]. AHPs are predicted to

mediate the transfer of the phosphoryl group from

the receiver domain of an activated hybrid sensor

His kinase to the receiver domain of a response regu-

lator in a multistep phosphorelay signal transduction

pathway.

In conclusion, the multiple elements of the plant

two-component signaling system may offer the diver-

sity required to integrate a simple hormone signal into

the diverse developmental processes that are regulated

by cytokinins. Differences in signal interpretation and

output can be reached by combining different parts of

the signaling chains in a cell-specific fashion. This sys-

tem may also cross-talk with other signaling pathway

such as those of known coactors of cytokinin, other

phytohormones like ethylene and light.

B. OTHER PHYTOHORMONES

All of other phytohormones including auxins, gibber-

ellins, abscisic acid, ethylene, jasmonates, brassinos-

teroids influence and control many aspects of plant

development, and show synergistic or antagonistic

effect on light, but their role in the formation and

maintenance of photosynthetic processes is more or

less indirect. However, some direct effects of phyto-

hormones (abscisic acid, jasmonates) are known.

Several lines of evidence have implicated the

action of brassinosteroid hormones in light-regulated

gene expression [209,210], and data suggest that light

may affect the levels of gibberellins as a possible

interaction between phytochromes and hormones

[211], but the relationship between light and hormo-

nal signal transduction pathways is not understood.

Apart from some other effects of jasmonates, they

were shown to have a direct effect on the photosyn-

thetic apparatus. They repress genes encoding protein

involved in photosynthetic processes, and reduce the

synthesis of LSU and SSU subunits of Rubisco, and

suppress translation of LSU mRNA level [212], and

also cause a loss of Chl from leaves [213].
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FIGURE 20.1 Schematic model of the multistep two-

component and G protein-coupled signaling systems

in cytokinin signal transduction. On perception of the cyto-

kinin signal, cytokinin binds to the input domain of a

hybrid hystidine kinase (CRE1, AHK1, AHK2). The bind-

ing of cytokinin activates the transmitter domain, which

autophosphorylates on a His (H) residue. The phosphate

is then transferred to an Asp (D) residue on a fused receiver

domain and then to a His residue on a HPt-type transmitter

domain containing AHP protein, which translocates

to the nucleus, where it activates type-B ARRs (phosphor-

elay cascade). The activated type-B ARR binds to their

promoter sequence of target genes inducing the activation

of their transcriptional processes [196–198,201,209]. This

model is mainly based on findings gained in Arabidopsis

thaliana. (H, conserved His residue; D, conserved

Asp residue; HPt, His-containing phosphotransfer domain).

Other signal transduction pathway includes a G protein-

coupled receptor (Rc) perceiving cytokinin and/or other

signals. G proteins could induce dihydropyridin binding

to calcium channels causing calcium penetration into

the cytosol. Calcium could result in the enhancement of

kinase/phosphatase activities mediated by calmodulin pro-

teins leading to different responses (DHP, dihydropyridins)

[193].



There have been a number of reports that abscisic

acid (ABA) participates in a wide range of physio-

logical processes including opening and closing of

stomata, response to environmental stresses, wound

responses, regulation of the expression of ABA-

responsive genes, and control of plastid biogenesis

[214]. So ABA has some direct effects on photosyn-

thetic processes. This phytohormone inhibits the ex-

pression of genes that are known to be positively

regulated by phytochromes. It appears to modulate

POR gene expression and decreases the steady-state

level of POR mRNA [215]. It was shown that ABA

inhibits the appearance of rbcS mRNA in germinat-

ing wheat seedlings [216], and ABA could repress

transcription of both rbcS and Lhcb genes in tomato

and soybean [217]. It is suggested that light and ABA

effects are antagonistic and it was shown that DNA

sequence elements for the two signals are separable in

the Lhcb gene [218], while ABA and light have a

synergistic effect on phosphoenol pyruvate carboxy-

lase expression [219], but antagonistic effect on

chlorophyll a/b-binding protein gene transcription

[218]. These findings have shown that ABA acts in

the physiological integration of light signals in the

control of plant development.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

During recent years, a molecular genetic approach has

been used to gain more insight into the relationships

between light and phytohormones. Most of the mu-

tants, especially Arabidopsis mutants considered are

modified in their responses to light and hormones in

perception or transduction, but it is not quite clear how

light and hormonal regulatory pathways are organized

into common network or act independently, and how

they exert influence on each other. However, it has

been proven that light interferes with hormone signal-

ing by regulating the expression and activity of the

elements involved in hormone biosynthesis, and there

is growing evidence that other signaling cascades such

as those induced by phytohormones modulate phyto-

chrome signaling at various levels.

Further search for new mutants and novel inter-

action components in combination with molecular

genetic and other highly specific techniques would be

useful in unraveling the secrets of the light and hormo-

nal regulatory mechanisms and their relationship.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photosynthetic efficiency sets in the ultimate limit for

the productivity of crops for food, fuel, and fiber.

Atmospheric carbon dioxide provides through the

process of photosynthesis all raw materials for bio-

logical activity on our planet. The global uptake of

CO2 in photosynthesis is about 120 gigatons (Gt) of

carbon per year and virtually all passes through one

enzyme, ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase. In-

creasing photosynthetic efficiency is an important as-

pect of any program targeted toward increasing plant



productivity. Thus, a thorough understanding of the

process of carbon fixation is a prime requisite for

achieving this goal. In late 1950s, Melvin Calvin and

his colleagues had delineated the details of the photo-

synthetic carbon assimilation process that operates in

chlorella by following the fate of labeled carbon di-

oxide. The essential steps of the pathway have with-

stood the test of time for over 50 years without any

appreciable changes. This process provides the final

source of total free energy in all living organisms.

Even though the Calvin cycle represents the cardinal

pathway whereby net carbon gain is affected, some

adaptations of this process have been seen in various

plant types. In the late 1960s, Hatch and Slack showed

an adaptation in several grasses that had evolved an

additional pathway of carbon fixation in conjunction

with the special leaf anatomy having two distinct

types of photosynthetic cells. This evolutionary pres-

sure was due to the fast depleting concentrations

of atmospheric CO2 and increasing global temperat-

ures. This pathway of photosynthesis was called the

dicarboxylic acid (C4) pathway because the first de-

tectable stable product of carbon fixation was a dicar-

boxylic acid (C4) (such as malate and aspartate), in

contrast with a C3 acid, 3-phosphoglycerate, in C3

plants. One of the neatest elements of the C4 pathway

is the well known division of labor between chloro-

plast and the spatial separation of the process that

permits the working of the CO2 concentrating mech-

anism. Another adaptation of the carbon fixation

pathway is found in succulent plants that are known

as CAM (crassulacean acid metabolism) plants and

are popularly called ‘‘dark fixers’’ as they mostly

assimilate atmospheric CO2 during dark periods and

store it as malate in vacuoles. This adaptation is

purely for conserving water during the day by keeping

the stomata closed under desert conditions. About

90% of all terrestrial plant species, which include

major crops such as rice, wheat, soybean, and potato,

are classified as C3 plants, and they assimilate CO2

directly through the Calvin cycle. Even though most

photosynthetic systems follow one of the three estab-

lished pathways for carbon fixation, some variations

have been noticed, and I shall briefly touch upon this

aspect later.

The scope of this chapter is to provide the reader

with an overview of the mechanisms of carbon fix-

ation operating in these three biochemical classes of

plant. In addition, I would also highlight the import-

ance of C3–C4 intermediate species as they provide an

excellent experimental material for a study of the

regulation of the process of photorespiration in C3

as well as C4 plants and evolution of the C4 pathway.

Molecular evolution and genetic engineering of C4

photosynthetic enzymes, their cell specific expression

in C3 plants and mimicking of C4 photosynthesis as

operational in some aquatic organisms and in single-

cell systems of C3 plants will be some of the recent

developments included in this revised chapter. I shall,

however, not go into the details of the description,

structure function, and regulatory properties of the

enzymes of these pathways, which will be adequately

covered in other chapters of this book.

II. C3 PATHWAY OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS

The C3 cycle is apparently found in all photoauto-

trophic green plants [1,2] and also occurs in a variety

of photosynthetic bacteria [3,4]. In C3 plants, the

whole process of carbon assimilation takes place in

the chloroplasts [5]. The enzymes catalyzing the steps

of reductive pentose phosphate (RPP) cycle are gen-

erally thought to be water soluble and are located in

the stromal region of the chloroplast [6]. However,

recent studies indicate that at least some of the en-

zymes of the Calvin cycle may be membrane bound

[7–10]. These studies also provide evidence indicating

that in chloroplast stromal extracts, Calvin cycle

enzymes such as Rib-5-PI, Ru-5-PK, Rubisco,

GAPDH, Sed-1, and 7-BPase are organized into

heteromeric CO2-fixing multienzyme complexes of

approximately 900 kDa.

A. CALVIN CYCLE

The delineated path of carbon in the Calvin cycle has

remained virtually unchanged from that originally

outlined by M. Calvin in the late 1950s. The subse-

quent studies have, no doubt, removed many of the

lingering problems such as the insufficient catalytic

rates of the enzymes like Rubisco and diphosphatases

under in vitro conditions. The mechanism of activa-

tion and regulation of many of these enzymes became

known during this period, which helped us in under-

standing the process of activation under in vitro and

in vivo conditions. Activation of these enzymes re-

quires either a metal ion and CO2 or sulfhydryl group

reduction by some special systems like the ferredoxin/

thioredoxin system in the activation of FDPase and

SDPase, which has been clearly established [11–13].

The role of a soluble protein, Rubisco activase in the

case of Rubisco, has been well documented [14–16].

Recent studies have indicated that Rubisco activase is

actually a molecular chaperone rather than a conven-

tional enzyme. Several of the known biochemical

properties of molecular chaperones are found in

Rubisco activase [17]. The Calvin cycle consists of

three phases and 13 steps. The three phases are

(1) the carboxylation phase, (2) the reductive phase,

and (3) the regenerative phase. As many as ten out of



the total 13 reactions of the cycle are devoted to

regenerating the CO2 acceptor molecule ribulose 1,5

bisphosphate.

1. Autocatalytic Nature of the Calvin Cycle

The appearance of the first stable labeled product

other than 3-phosphoglyceric acid detected in plants

having the C4 or CAM pathway of photosynthesis

does not necessarily indicate an alternative to the

Calvin cycle. Any CO2 fixation mechanism permitting

growth must be autocatalytic in nature and should be

able to generate more CO2 acceptor molecules than

present initially [18]. In other words, it must function

as a breeder reaction. Several studies have clearly

differentiated between the Calvin cycle and the C4

pathway on this basis and concluded that while the

Calvin cycle is autocatalytic in nature, the C4 path-

way is not. This uniqueness of the Calvin cycle as the

only presently known pathway for net incorporation

of CO2 for growth is helpful in interpreting much of

the data available so far.

2. Possible Alternatives to the Calvin Cycle

A direct reduction of CO2 to formate has been dem-

onstrated by an aerobic bacterium [19]. This observa-

tion was also used in explaining the distribution

of labeled CO2 in organic acids in Vicea faba leaves

in light. However, reduction of CO2 to formate

in these leaves has not been demonstrated directly.

During a study of solanidine biosynthesis in green-

ing potatoes, it was observed that in isolated chloro-

plasts from greening potato tubers the formation of

3-PGA could not be detected [20,21]. Ribulose

1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase activity was also not

detected. Formate was identified as the primary prod-

uct of CO2 fixation by potato chloroplast. The ultim-

ate product in the presence of DCMU was shown to

be mevalonate, and in its absence the major product

was identified as solanidine [22]. The enzyme involved

in the CO2 fixation has been identified as CO2 reduc-

tase that has been partially purified. The CO2

reductase was found to be activated by light and the

activation is mediated through a reversible sulfhydryl

group reduction [23].

3. Stoichiometry and Energetics of the

Calvin Cycle

There are two steps in the Calvin cycle that require

ATP and one step requiring the reducing power of

NADPH. Thus, a complete turn of the reductive

pentose pathway requires 9mol of ATP and 6mol of

NADPH to make 1mol of triose phosphate:

6(NADPH)þ1=2OþHþ!NADPþH2O DG0

�325:5kcal

9(ATP)þH2O!ADPþPiþHþ DG0 �68:8kcal

Total DG0 �384:3kcal

3CO2þ3H2OþPi! triose-P2þ3O2 DG0 þ350:4kcal

Therefore, the net difference in free energy is

�33.9 kcal, which is the driving energy for one turn

of the cycle. The energy efficiency is 350/384 ¼ 91%.

However, the actual measurements in photosynthe-

sizing chlorella cells gave a value of 83% [14]. This

high efficiency of the basic RPP reactions is offset by

the relatively lower efficiency of photosynthesis and

plant growth. The production of nine ATP and six

NADPH molecules along with oxidation of water to

O2 stores about 384.3 kcal but requires a minimum of

24 moles of photons of PAR. Thus, the efficiency is

only 32% for PAR and since PAR is only 43% of the

solar spectrum, the overall efficiency of the light re-

action is 13.8%. If this is multiplied by a carbon

efficiency of 83%, the overall photosynthetic effi-

ciency becomes 11.4% even before any respiratory or

photorespiratory losses are taken into account. The

highest efficiency for conversion of solar energy to

total biomass during the periods of most rapid

growth are in the range of 2% to 3% for C4 plants

and 1% to 2% for C3 plants.

4. Enzymes of the Calvin Cycle

The ATP and NADPH generated by the photosyn-

thetic light reactions are used in green plants to drive

CO2 fixation into sugars by a chain of reactions

known as the photosynthetic carbon reduction cycle

(Calvin cycle). The ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carbox-

ylase/oxygenase performs the role of initial acceptor

of atmospheric carbon dioxide to give two molecules

of three carbon compounds that are metabolized by a

subsequent ten reactions resulting in both regener-

ation of the acceptor molecule and translocation of

three molecules of trioses to the cytosol for synthesis

of sucrose and starch. For detailed information on

the various enzymes of the Calvin cycle including

Rubisco, readers are advised to refer to some excel-

lent reviews by Raines et al. [24] on all enzymes in

general and by Hartman and coworkers [25,26] for

Rubisco in particular.

B. REGULATION OF C3 PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Many of the regulatory properties of the PCR cycle

have been discussed in detail in several earlier reviews

[27–30]. Understanding how the Calvin cycle medi-

ates regulatory interactions among the cytosol,



electron transport, and Rubisco is extremely import-

ant. Conservation of phosphate is of great import-

ance because it requires that a change in the level of

any phosphorylated intermediate be compensated by

an equal and opposite charge (in terms of phosphate

elsewhere in the cycle). Therefore, changes in the

activity of any of the PCR enzymes can affect both

the substrate concentration and activities of other

enzymes in the chloroplast regardless of whether

they are adjacent on a metabolic scheme or are con-

nected by the classical mechanism. Studies on the

effect of various chloroplastic metabolites on Rubisco

activity under suboptimal CO2 concentrations have

shown that both phosphoglycolate and inorganic

phosphate activate the enzyme [31,32]. The effectors

elicit their response by stabilizing reversibly the bind-

ing of a CO2 and Me2þ in much the same manner that

CABP does, but unlike CABP these effectors readily

dissociate on dilution, yielding an activated ternary

complex. The activation by inorganic phosphate ap-

pears very interesting because the enzyme seems to

have two binding sites for Pi, which appears to be an

allosteric activator, and play an important role in

regulating Rubisco activity [32]. This conclusion has

been subsequently confirmed by Sawada et al. [33,34].

They have emphasized the role of Pi in regulating

Rubisco activity, especially under conditions of sink

limitations. The second property of PCR cycle in-

volves regulatory responses at the two major branch

points. At the first of these, triose-P is withdrawn

from the chloroplast for ultimate synthesis of sucrose

and the second hexose phosphate is used for synthesis

of starch. Thus, in the stroma, the FBPase, SBPase,

Ru5P-kinase, and ADP-glucose phosphorylase are

important in determining the metabolite partition at

both branch points, and in the cytosol FBPase and

phosphate translocator can influence the competition.

1. Photochemical Events

Illumination of chloroplast causes large changes in

the chemical environment of the stromal compart-

ment, and such changes are likely to influence the

operation of the PCR cycle. For plants in full sunlight

the rate of photosynthesis will be limited by the rate

of reaction of the PCR cycle rather than by the rate of

electron transport and phosphorylation. Up to 90%

of the chloroplast NADP is in the reduced state in full

light intensity, in contrast to 5% to 20% in the dark

[35]. The levels of ADP and ATP are variable [36].

Thus, the rise in NADPH and ATP levels in light will

exert a major control on photosynthesis as the cycle

cannot function without the continued supply of

these two metabolites. Second, the electron transport

is coupled to the proton uptake into the thylakoid

space and increases the stromal pH from 7.0 in the

dark to 8 to 8.5 in light [37]. The stromal enzymes can

thus function best in this environment. This is also

accompanied by an uptake of Cl� and efflux of Mg2þ

in the stroma, and both these ions can influence the

activity of the enzymes. The most important regula-

tion mediated through the electron transport chain is

through redox control of many enzymes of the Calvin

cycle like SDPase and FDPase, which are regulated

by the ferredoxin–thioredoxin system. Several other

photosynthetic enzymes are regulated through activa-

tion of specific protein kinases.

2. Activase as Potential Target for Increasing

Photosynthesis

The activation state of Rubisco is modulated through

Rubisco activase, which also has ATPase activity, by

the supply of ATP generated by photophosphoryla-

tion. The active site of Rubisco assumes a closed

conformation with certain phosphorylated ligands ir-

respective of its carbamylation state. The binding of

RuBP to the uncarbamylated Rubisco indicates that

once closed these sites are very slow to open.

This closed conformation represents a potential

dead end for carbamylated sites because these are

unable to trigger C��C bond cleavage. In the absence

of catalysis, conversion of Rubisco from the closed to

the open conformation is extremely slow. To facilitate

the process, plants have Rubisco activase, an ATP-

dependent enzyme that releases tight-binding sugar

phosphates from the Rubisco active site [38].

The activase interacts with Rubisco somehow to

release the bound sugar phosphate from the active site

by causing a conformational change that promotes

opening of the closed configuration. Once the activase

opens a closed site, the sugar phosphate can dissociate

and activation of the enzyme is possible. Activase pro-

tein can be detected in all plant species examined so far

including C3 and C4 and many algal systems. Because

activase is an ATP-dependent enzyme, stromal ATP

seems to control the closed and open conformations of

Rubisco and regulate its activity by light. The mech-

anism of activase action is not known; however, the

process is coupled toATPhydrolysis either for priming

the activase or its interaction.

The C-terminus of activase is important in recog-

nizing that Rubisco and 50 N terminal amino acids

are required for activation but not for ATP hydroly-

sis. Alternative splicing is generally believed to be

involved in generation of activase isoforms; however,

in some cases two different genes may be present.

Redox control of the longer form of activase is medi-

ated through thioredoxin-f mediated reduction of a

pair of cysteins located at the C terminal extension.



Reduction decreases the sensitivity of activase to in-

hibition byADP. Redox control/regulation of activase

serves a regulatory role. Several questions regarding

the regulation of activase remain unanswered as to-

bacco, tomato, maize, and chlamydomonas have only

single activases that do not have cystein at the exten-

sion but are still regulated by irradiance levels. The

strategies employed so far for increasing photosyn-

thesis generally revolve around Rubisco and control-

ling the oxygenase activity of the enzyme in particular.

However, no significant success is yet in sight in

achieving this goal. The Rubisco would require a

change in the structure of the enzyme, and it is also

necessary to consider how each change will affect the

interaction of Rubisco with activase. Thus each strat-

egy for improving Rubisco should include the possible

need to co-design activase. Redesigning the activase

will require a more complete understanding of the

mechanism of action and site of interaction with

Rubisco.

Because the activation state of Rubisco limits

photosynthesis under conditions of high CO2 and tem-

perature, improvements in the activase like making it

heat stable, especially in C4 plants, may stimulate

photosynthesis. The decrease in Rubisco activation

level that occurs at high CO2 levels appears to involve

activase. Heat stress inhibits photosynthesis by

reducing the activation of Rubisco using Rubisco acti-

vase. The thermal denaturation of activase in vivo oc-

curs at a temperature close to those that denature

isolated activase and far below those required to

denature Rubisco or phosphoribulokinase. Thus, loss

of activase during heat stress is caused by an excep-

tional sensitivity of the protein to thermal denatur-

ation [39].

Using specific amino acid replacement by site-

directed mutagenesis of Rubisco activase from Arabi-

dopsis showed two- to threefold higher activation by

recombinant 43 kDa Rubisco activase. However, the

rate of ATP hydrolysis was only marginally greater.

The sensitivity to ADP inhibition was also less. The

ADP/ATP ratio plays a role in regulation of the

Rubisco activation and the photosynthetic rate [40].

In addition to ADP/ATP ratio, regulation of activase

by a transthylakoid pH gradient and the reduced state

of the acceptor side of PSI and/or the degree of re-

duction of the thioredoxin is also possible [41]. Thus a

balance between electron transport and the consump-

tion of its products may also be important. RuBP

modulates Rubisco activity in vivo by binding tightly

to an uncarbamylated active site blocking the carba-

mylation process, and removing the RuBP from these

sites is the primary function of activase. The rate of

RuBP generation is matched by its consumption and

decarbamylation by the activase [42].

C. PHOTORESPIRATION

Under most conditions of photosynthesis in chloro-

plast some glycolate is formed. Under the conditions

that favor photorespiration, a large part of the carbon

fixed by the PCR cycle can be converted to glycolate

[43]. Such conditions include high light, low CO2,

high O2, and high temperature. The most accepted

pathway of glycolate formation, which has been

clearly worked out, is through the oxygenase reaction

of Rubisco [44,45]. It is generally believed that photo-

respiration is a necessary evil which is a consequence

of the chemistry of this bifunctional enzyme. A

detailed consideration of the process of photorespira-

tion can be found in several excellent reviews by

Lorimer and others [44–47]. Photorespiration con-

sumes light-generated ATP and NADPH. The CO2

remains inside the leaf, and it is effectively captured

by the rapid photosynthesizing machinery of the

chloroplast. However, photorespiration is indeed a

wasteful process because the released CO2 must be

refixed in the leaf at an expense of extra energy to the

plants, and the net assimilation of CO2 from the

atmosphere is reduced proportionately, affecting the

entire yield and productivity. Photorespiration has

been assigned a major role in preventing photooxida-

tive damage at low CO2 and high light intensities [47].

The oxygenase activity of Rubisco may have a major

role in maintaining electron transport during periods

of water stress, a feature of even well irrigated crops

on hot summer days. Since some of the above conclu-

sions are based on extrapolation of laboratory experi-

ments done with isolated chloroplasts, it is argued

that these may not hold true under real-life field

conditions. However, several studies have shown

that prevention of photorespiration could increase

the net photosynthesis [48,49]. A recent study by

Zelitch has shown that genetically decreasing photo-

respiration in C3 species could increase yield without

any substantial increase in the inputs. During the

selection of oxygen resistant mutants in tobacco it

was observed that these mutants had higher levels of

catalase activity, up to 40% to 50% higher than the

wild type [49]. The mutants showed higher rates of net

photosynthesis even under conditions that normally

show high rates of photorespiration such as high

temperature, high oxygen, and low CO2, indicating

that high catalase activity in the mutant decreases

photorespiratory CO2 losses by utilizing H2O2 pro-

duced by glycolate oxidase that otherwise would rap-

idly decarboxylate keto acids such as glyoxylate,

producing additional CO2 and facilitating photore-

spiratory losses. The hypothesis must now be put to

a severe test by cloning the catalase gene and by

production of transgenic plants with different levels



of catalase activity to establish the biochemical link-

age of these traits. When photorespiration is reduced

in C3 plants either by increasing ambient levels of

CO2 (see Table 21.1) or reducing levels of O2, both

the yield (vegetative dry matter) and nitrogen use

efficiency are enhanced in wheat but not in maize

[50]. Recent studies have shown that the high levels

of NO3 seen in barley and wheat relative to sorghum

and maize are related to a carbon deficiency caused by

inhibition of the mitochondrial pyruvate dehydrogen-

ase complex by monovalent cations, in particular by

ammonium ions produced by photorespiration in C3

plants [51–53]. Ammonium production is lower in C4

plants than in C3 cereals. In addition, NH4 produc-

tion is localized in bundle sheath cells in C4 plants,

whereas NO3 assimilation is found in mesophyll cells:

its impact on the carbon flow, which is required for

NO3 assimilation should be negligible in C4 plants.

The interplay of mitochondrial respiration, nitrogen

metabolism, and photosynthesis involves recycling of

carbon and nitrogen and reducing equivalents. At

least four different metabolic pathways are required

to be coordinated for efficient recycling of carbon and

nitrogen. Apart from CO2 fixation, the second largest

sink for photosynthates is nitrogen (nitrate) metabol-

ism. These processes are coupled. The mitochondrial

respiratory chain can play a role in cellular ATP

production in light.

III. C4 PATHWAY OF CARBON
ASSIMILATION

A. BASIC PHENOMENA

The C4 pathway of photosynthesis has evolved subse-

quent to the C3 cycle and provides several advantages

to the plants in which this cycle operates. The C4

pathway may have evolved about 600 million years

ago as a consequence of a dramatic drop in atmos-

pheric CO2 concentrations at the end of the Cret-

aceous period and the beginning of the Paleozoic

era. It was not until the second drop, 6 to 8 million

years ago that C4 plants became dominant in grassland

in tropical and subtropical areas all over the world.

The CO2 concentrating mechanism, several of the en-

zymes, and the altered leaf anatomy has evolved sev-

eral times over during the evolution of C4 plants

during angiosperm evolution [54]. The fast evolution

of the C4 pathway was due to duplication of genes

already present in C3 plants. There have been well

defined advances and contractions in the distribution

of C4 plants during last full Glacial, 20,000 to 30, 000

years ago. Another contraction of C4 plants may begin

in the next 50 to 100 years. It may perhaps take the

transfer of C4 traits effectively to C3 crops. It is obvi-

ous that the low atmospheric CO2 concentration was

the major selective pressure favoring C4 photosyn-

thesis, which is, however, vanishing very fast. The

industrial revolution is returning several billion years

of fossil photosynthesis to the atmospheric CO2 con-

centration. The so called C4 species have evolved a

complex biochemical process, and with the help of

some unique modifications in leaf anatomy and asso-

ciated ultrastructure they concentrate CO2 in the bun-

dle sheath cells at the site of the PCR cycle that is

initiated by Rubisco. C3 photosynthesis is the only

mode of carbon assimilation in algae, bryophytes,

pteridophytes, gymnosperms, and the majority of

angiosperm families. Only about ten monocot and

dicot families possess the C4 pathway of photosyn-

thesis. These families are not closely related, and it

seems that the C4 pathway arose independently in

each of them. In some instances more than one separ-

ate origin can be documented in a single family. C4

photosynthesis has evolved at least 20 separate times

[54]. The existence of this modified cycle was recog-

nized in the mid-1960s, and the basic pathway of car-

bon assimilation was determined from kinetic analysis

of CO2 fixation into intermediates [55–58]. By the early

1970s it was realized that the partitioning of photo-

synthates between two cell types in C4 plants was a

crucial process of the pathway [58]. In the mid-1970s it

became evident that the C4 pathway basically func-

tions as a pumping mechanism in increasing large

pools of CO2 þ HCO3 in bundle sheath cells and this

is accomplished by three different decarboxylating

TABLE 21.1
Effect of CO2 Concentration on Photorespiration and Quantum Yield in C3 and C4 Plants

Gas Phase CO2/O2 Vc/Vo
a Photorespiration Quantum Yieldb CO2 (%)

Air level of CO2 þ O2 0.025 2.5 20% 0.05

CO2 10� in air 0.25 25.0 <2% ~0.08

aVc, carboxylase; Vo, oxygenase.
bMole CO2/mole quanta, 308C.



enzymes, which formed the biochemical basis of clas-

sification of the C4 plants [59–62]. The developments

in the state of our knowledge on the C4 pathway have

been assessed in several excellent reviews that have

appeared during last 10 years [63–66]. A common

feature of all the enzymes implicated in the C4 path-

way is their high activity in C4 leaves as compared

with that recorded in C3 plants (15- to 100-fold

higher). In addition, C4 leaves also contain high ac-

tivities of adenylate kinase and pyrophosphatase (20

to 50 times higher than C3 plants), largely located in

mesophyll chloroplast together with pyruvate Pi diki-

nase [58]. Figure 21.1 shows the detailed pathways of

the carbon metabolism operating in three subgroups

of C4 plants. In general terms C4 photosynthesis

involves the initial assimilation of CO2 into C4

acids via PEP carboxylase in mesophyll cells. The

decarboxylation of these C4 acids after transfer to

bundle sheath cells is followed by assimilation of the

released CO2 via Rubisco and the PCR cycle. The

regeneration of the primary CO2 acceptor PEP takes

place in themesophyll cells through the unique enzyme

of the C4 pathway, pyruvate Pi dikinase. The sub-

cellular location of the enzymes is listed in Table

21.2. The finding that C4 plants evolved three distinct

options as described below for decarboxylating C4

acids in bundle sheath cells was one of the many unex-

pected and surprising features of this process. Under

the metabolic conditions which apply in the cytosol,

the activity of NAD malate dehydrogenase would

limit the rate of conversion of oxoaloacetate to malate

in the C4 pathway in all the three plant species. A brief

account of the decarboxylating enzymes is given

below.

B. BIOCHEMICAL MECHANISM AND ENZYMES

1. NADP — Malic Enzyme Type

In these plant types, e.g. sugarcane, sorghum, maize,

the CO2 is initially fixed in mesophyll cells into oxa-

loacetate, which is then reduced to malate by NADP–

malate dehydrogenase, which moves to bundle sheath

cells. In the chloroplasts of these cells the malate is

decarboxylated by NAD–malic enzyme giving rise to

pyruvate, CO2 and NADPH, which can be cycled

back to NADP by coupling to PGA reduction in the

PCR cycle. The pyruvate formed moves back to

mesophyll cells, where it is converted to PEP by pyru-

vate Pi dikinase, thereby regenerating the primary

acceptor of CO2.

2. PEP Carboxykinase Type

A great deal of diversity has been observed among

C4 plants, and in many cases the NADP–malic

enzyme as well as NADP–malate dehydrogenase

activity was much lower than that required for effi-

cient functioning of the pathway; however, these

plant species exhibited much higher activities of

aspartate and alanine aminotransferases. Such species

were found to be aspartate-formers rather than

malate formers. The enigma was further resolved

by the observation that in aspartate formers the ac-

tivity of PEP carboxykinase was much higher and had

low NADP–malic enzyme activity [59]. Later studies

have clearly established that PEP carboxykinase is

specifically located in the cytosol of bundle sheath

cells.

3. NAD–Malic Enzyme Type

The discovery of the above two decarboxylating path-

ways did not completely resolve the problem because

there remained a number of C4 plants that showed

neither high NADP-malic enzyme activity nor PEP

carboxykinase. This problem was resolved by Hatch

and Kagawa when they showed that such species

showed high activities of the NAD–malic enzyme

located in mitochondria [63]. In NAD–malic enzyme

species, the activity of this enzyme in mitochondria is

10- to 50-fold higher than in other species and the

number of mitochondria is also increased by a factor

of 3 to 4.

a. Regulation of C4 pathway

Leaf ontogeny is a useful tool for studying the regu-

lation of the C4 pathway. Young maize leaves

are more C3 than older leaves, which when fully

developed are C4. A similar tendency was seen in

several other C4 plants. Both C3 and C4 photosyn-

thetic characteristics in the same plant have also been

reported by several researchers [67–69]. Expression

of C4 characteristics is controlled by leaf position,

leaf age, and nutritional status. Such variable C4

function in leaves is due to the gradient of develop-

ment of the ‘‘Kranz’’ anatomy as well as the levels of

mRNA of the key enzymes of the pathway. The

major emphasis during the subsequent years has

been in understanding the regulation of the enzymes

involved in various mechanism of C4 photosynthesis.

For a detailed account of this aspect please refer

to the chapters by Iglesias and Podesta as well as

by Andreo and Podesta (this book). The posttransla

tional regulation of at least two enzymes of NADP-

ME type has been understood to a large extent

[70,71]. Both PEPC and pyruvate Pi dikinase

seem to be regulated by endogenous protein kinase

through reversible phosphorylation/dephosphoryla-

tion [32,72–74]. Light regulation at the level of

transcription is supposedly mediated through phyto-
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FIGURE 21.1 Pathway of carbon assimilation and localization of

reaction intermediates for the three biochemically distinct subgroups

of C4 species: (A) NADP–malic enzyme; (B) NAD–malic enzyme;

(C) PEP carboxykinase. The enzymes involved are shown by num-

bers in the parentheses: 1, PEP carboxylase; 2, NADP-MDH; 3,

NADP–malic enzyme; 4, pyruvate Pi dikinase; 5, 3-PGA kinase

and GAD dehydrogenase; 6, aspartate amino transferase; 7, NAD

malate dehydrogenase; 8, NAD–malic enzyme; 9, alanine amino-

transferase; 10, PEP carboxykinase; 11, mitochondrial NADH oxi-

dation system. [Reproduced with permission of the publishers and

the author from Hatch MD. C4 photosynthesis: a unique blend of

modified biochemistry anatomy and ultrastructure. Biochim. Bio-

phys. Acta 1987; 895:81–106.].



chrome. The other two enzymes of the pathway,

NADP–malic enzyme and NADP–malate dehydro-

genase, have been shown to be light regulated

through the involvement of sulfhydryl groups by re-

versible oxidation–reduction that is mediated by the

ferredoxin–thioredoxin system [104]. Regulation of

PEPC and NADP–malic enzyme by several chloro-

plastic metabolites has also been demonstrated

[75–78].

b. Function of C4 pathway

of photosynthesis

As mentioned earlier, the C4 pathway transfers CO2

from mesophyll cells to bundle sheath cells through

a dicarboxylic acid intermediate. The advantage of

this additional pathway will be clearly realized

when we consider the operation of the Calvin cycle

in C3 plants under normal environmental conditions,

whereby these plants lose up to 30% to 50% of the

carbon fixed by photorespiration. The high levels of

CO2 maintained through the C4 pathway helps in

inhibiting the oxygenase activity of Rubisco and

eliminating the photorespiratory loss. The oxygenase

reaction and the associated metabolism have an ad-

verse effect on the photosynthetic efficiency of

plants. It is clearly seen from the data compiled in

Table 21.2 that increasing the CO2 concentration to

ten times the ambient level virtually eliminates the

oxygenase activity and reduces the photorespiratory

loss to a mere 2%, thus increasing the quantum yield

from 0.05 to 0.08. The question is, does this really

resemble the in vivo situation? The answer is yes. The

CO2 concentration in C3 leaves is ten times less than

that found in C4 bundle sheath cells. In addition,

Jenkins et al. [79] have developed a model of the

inorganic carbon status in bundle sheath cells that

predicted that the total Ci in bundle sheath cytosol is

about 150mM, of which the steady state concentra-

tion is at least 30mM, which is about 20 times the

steady state concentration of CO2 in the adjacent

mesophyll cells during active photosynthesis, thereby

virtually eliminating the oxygenase function of

Rubisco. The photosynthetic efficiency of C4 plants

is virtually unaffected by temperature between 208C
to 458C, whereas C3 plants perform much better

at the lower temperatures, but at higher temperat-

ures their yields are significantly affected. The bio-

chemical reasons for the higher efficiency of C4

plants at higher temperatures and light intensities

were investigated, and the higher affinity of

NADP–malic enzyme for malate at higher temperat-

ures seems to contribute towards a higher fixation of

CO2 [80,81]. Unlike Calvin cycle enzymes, some of

the key enzymes of the C4 pathway are sensitive to

low temperatures. It has been shown that at temper-

atures below the optimum range, these enzymes tend

to dissociate into monomeric forms. The temperature

inactivation seems to be the primary cause for de-

creased photosynthetic capacity below 108C and

158C and susceptibility to photoinhibition at chilling

temperatures as compared with the C3 plants [82,83].

The water use efficiency and stomatal conductance

of C4 plants are some of the other features that are

superior to those of C3 plants. The C4 plants are

generally twice as efficient in conserving water at

258C as C3 plants, although this difference decreases

at lower temperatures [84]. The nitrogen use effi-

ciency of C4 plants is twice that of C3 plants and

has both agronomical and evolutionary implications.

Apart from these characteristics, the general permea-

TABLE 21.2
Activity and Localization of Photosynthetic Enzymes in the Three Subgroups of C4 Plants

ENZ Activitya Location Activity Location Activity Location

NADP-ME 25–40 BS, chl Trace — Trace —

PEP-CK Trace — 40–110 BS, cyt Trace —

NAD-ME 1 BS, mit 3–10 BS, mit 18–60 BS, mit

Asp trans 1–3 cyt 15–35 cyt 12–27 cyt

Ala trans 1–3 cyt 15–35 cyt 12–27 cyt

NADP-MDH 12–21 mit 2–6 mit chl 1–2 mit chl

Rubisco 4 chl 4–6 chl 5–8 chl

NAD-tri-P 8–11 chl 8–10 chl 8–10 chl

PEPC 16–30 mit cyt 21–34 mit cyt 15–31 mit cyt

PPDK 40–80 mit chl 40–90 mit chl 15–40 mit chl

Note: chl, chloroplast; cyt, cytoplasm; mit, mitochondria; Asp trans, aspartate amino transferase; Ala trans, alanine amino transferase;

NAD-MDH, NAD dependent malate dehydrogenase.
aActivities are expressed as mmole/mg chl/min.



bility of C4 plants is also at least ten times higher

than the maximum metabolite permeability meas-

ured for other plant cells. There is strong evidence

to show that the increased flux of metabolites in C4

plants is due to proliferation of plasmodesmeta in

the mesophyll/bundle sheath cell walls [85,86]. How-

ever, the back flux of CO2 from the bundle sheath to

mesophyll is insignificant because of reduced per-

meability, which is attributed to suberin lamellae

specifically located in the wall separating these cells.

Despite these permeability barriers, whatever back

flux occurs can be readily reassimilated by PEP car-

boxylase [87]. Many of the important agricultural

crops are C3 plants, and only a few crops and some

fodder grasses are of the C4 type. A serious problem

that is often encountered during crop management

has been the draining of soil nutrients by weeds,

which are mostly C4 type. In the U.S. alone, among

the top ten weeds that affect plants, six are of C4

type. Thus, an efficient control of these weeds by

making a specific inhibitor of C4 enzymes like pyru-

vate Pi dikinase would be extremely beneficial in

weed management and overall yield of the crop

plants. Recently a specific inhibitor of PEP carbox-

ylase that drastically reduces carbon assimilation in

C4 plants without significantly affecting carbon fix-

ation in C3 plants has been discovered. The applica-

tion of such compounds under field conditions will

now have to be tested rigorously to determine their

efficacy.

c. Expression of C4 genes

There has been a great deal of information available

on the molecular mechanism and signaling pathway

that control C4 photosynthetic gene expression. Cur-

rent evidence suggests that preexisting genes were

recruited for the C4 pathway after acquiring potent

and surprisingly diverse regulatory elements. I will

deal briefly with the coordinated nuclear chloroplast

action hormonal metabolite, stress and light re-

sponses in gene regulation and control of enzyme

activity by phosphorylation and the reductive pro-

cess. In the meantime the notions that the crop yield

can be improved through greater photosynthetic cap-

acity and that the C4 metabolism alone may boost the

yield of C3 crops continue to stimulate creative re-

search. Such projects are exposing the consequences

of introduction of C4 photosynthetic traits into C3

plants, but evidence of functional C4 metabolism is

yet to be published. Achievement of a high level

of expression of C4 enzymes in rice suggests that

trans acting factors present in rice recognize C4

genomic clones and that the mechanism for upregula-

tion of housekeeping genes such as PPC and PDK

still exists in C3 plants. The discovery that overexpres-

sion of maize NADP–malic enzyme in rice chloro-

plast is accompanied by reduction in PSII activity

and reduced granal stacking. This opens up newer

possibilities for research into coregulation of unre-

lated genes.

Mesophyll-specific gene expression is mainly regu-

lated at the transcriptional level, whereas bundle

sheath specific expression is likely to be controlled at

both the transcriptional and posttranscriptional levels

in maize. Most C4 genes are closely related homologs

displaying low ubiquitous expression in C4 and C3

plants. C4 genes are products of recent gene duplica-

tion. Drastic changes in regulatory sequences could

have caused the changes.

Several of the C4 genes have been cloned, and

these are members of a small gene family whose indi-

vidual members have independent roles. It has been

clearly shown that the cell-specific localization of

many of the C4 enzymes is due to differential expres-

sion of the respective genes, which are regulated in the

two cell types at the level of transcription. In C4

plants, there appears to be a spatial reregulation of

genes for metabolic enzymes that are also present in

C3 plants i.e. plants not using the C4 pathway. How-

ever, the nature of this reregulation of certain C4

genes involved in photosynthesis is unknown because

the regulation of these C4 genes in C3 plants has also

not been studied. On the contrary, a large amount of

information is available on regulation of C4 gene

expression, especially with regard to the cell specifi-

city and light inducibility [88]. With the advent of

in situ transient expression assay it has now become

possible to study the cell-specific and photoregulated

expression of C4 genes that are also present in C3

plants, and C4 plants. The assay would help in distin-

guishing the C4 promoters from their C3 counterparts

and in determining whether the upstream sequences

have been altered to give rise to cell-specific expres-

sion.

4. Leaf Development and Differential

Gene Expression

Most C4 genes examined show strict expression in

leaves but not in roots or stem. The expressions of

C4 genes show temporal and spatial regulation that

relates developmental stages of leaves. A current

model points to unknown regulatory signals gener-

ated from veins for the control of bundle sheath and

mesophyll differentiation and C4 pattern gene expres-

sion [89].

Several studies have illustrated links between ni-

trogen and cytokinine signaling in controlling C4 ex-

pression [90,91]. Metabolite repression has been

extensively demonstrated in maize [92]. Stress and



ABA repress the expression of genes in C4 photosyn-

thesis.

a. Metabolites in C4 regulation

Metabolite repression of C4 gene transcription has

been demonstrated [92,93]. Some promoters are re-

pressed by sucrose, glucose, fructose, acetate, and

glycerol. Inhibition of positive elements and not re-

pression of negative elements cause transcriptional

repression. Six other promoters have shown global

effects of sugars and acetate on gene expression. Me-

tabolite repression overrides light and developmental

control and may serve as a mechanism for feedback

regulation of photosynthesis.

b. Stress and abscisic acid

Eleocharis vivapara shows Kranz anatomy and C4

characteristics under terrestrial conditions but de-

velops C3 traits when submerged in water [94]. Trans-

fer from water to land can cause water stress. The

anatomical development and gene expression could

represent an adaptation. Abscisic acid is a stress hor-

mone and controls the development of the C4 path-

way. ABA was able to induce the Kranz anatomy and

C4 gene expression, which can be uncoupled [94]. A

nitrogen signal that controls C4 gene expression was

discovered in maize [90]. The signaling process does

not involve de novo protein synthesis and protein phos-

phorylation [95]. A recent study shows that nitrogen

signals are sensed by roots and stimulate accumulation

of cytokinines that activate C4 gene expression [95].

Recent studies have identified a cytokinine-inducible

gene in maize and Arabidopsis [96,97].

c. Fixation of atmospheric CO2 by bundle sheath

cells

Does the Calvin cycle present in the bundle sheath

cells of C4 plants assimilate the carbon dioxide from

the air directly in addition to the CO2 released from

C4 acids? The answer to this is partially in the

affirmative. Labeling studies using several inhibitors

of photosynthesis like malonate for PEPC, DL-glycer-

aldehyde for RuBP generation, and 3-mercaptopico-

linic acid and oxalate for C4 acid decarboxylation

showed that in the absence of functional PEP carbox-

ylase and C4 acid decarboxylation, no label was

found in C4 acids, whereas, the label was detected in

a variety of Calvin cycle intermediates (14% to 17% of

the control with a fully operational C4 cycle). This

indicates that a small amount of atmospheric CO2

diffuses into the bundle sheath cells, where it is fixed

by the Calvin cycle. The permeability coefficients for

CO2 diffusion in to bundle sheath cells show that

these cells are at least 100 times less permeable to

CO2 than are C3 mesophyll cells. The O2 permeability

barrier allows the development of high CO2 concen-

trations in the bundle sheath cells during C4 photo-

synthesis.

d. Photorespiration in C4 plants

Several lines of evidence suggest an apparent lack of

photorespiration in C4 plants. The photorespiration

in C4 may be too low to be detected. The levels of

photorespiratory enzymes and pools of metabolites

involved in photorespiration are small. In addition

to this, whatever CO2 may be liberated through the

photorespiratory cycle is refixed efficiently by PEPC

sitting outside in the mesophyll cells. In C4 plants,

both the photoproduction of O2 and photorespiration

are low even at limiting CO2 concentrations.

e. Energetics of C4 pathway

The photochemical reactions of C4 plants are of

course the same as those operating in C3 plants; how-

ever, the ratios of PSI and PSII may be different in the

two plant types and also among the subgroups of the

C4 plants. In C4 plants, the relationship of the quan-

tum yield of PSII electron transport to quantum yield

of CO2 fixation is linear; suggesting that photochem-

ical use of energy absorbed by PSII is tightly linked to

CO2 fixation in C4 plants. This is nearly identical in

all the three subgroups and may allow estimates of

the photosynthetic rate based on the PSII efficiency.

The energy requirement for the classical PCR cycle is

3ATP and 2NADPH/CO2 fixed. The real cost of

oxygenase and photorespiration is much higher. The

estimate of energy requirement of C4 plants is based

on the specific demand for carbon metabolism. Since

NADP–malic enzyme species exhibit agranal chloro-

plast, the entire NADPH requirement has to be met

by NADP–malic enzyme. However, the latter could

provide only half of the total NADPH required, the

other half of 3-PGA must be exported to the

mesophyll cells for fixation to DHAP, which is then

transported back to bundle sheath cells. The relation

between carbon metabolism, energy requirement, and

quantum yield is given in Table 21.3. The calculated

total energy demand for NADP-ME and NAD-ME-

type species are 5ATP and 2NADPH/CO2 fixed, but

photoreactions of PCK-type species generate less

ATP and more NADPH. Irrespective of this differ-

ence, the greater energy efficiency of C4 photosyn-

thesis is apparent. In terms of ATP, the C3

photosynthesis requires 14.5ATP/CO2 fixed as com-

pared with about 11ATP/CO2 in C4 photosynthesis

(assuming 1NADPH ¼ 3ATP in terms of energy

equivalents). The NADPH requirement can be met

by eight quanta, but the amount of energy needed to

produce ATP depends on the mechanism of proton

partitioning across the thylakoid membrane. The



involvement of the Q cycle in ATP synthesis has

been well documented. The existence of the Q cycle

mechanism is considered to be largely responsible

for the evolution of the C4 pathway in terms of

its energy requirement. The CO2 leakage from

the bundle sheath cells and its recycling would of

course put an additional burden on the total energy

requirement.

f. Role of carbonic anhydrase in CO2 fixation

The initial carboxylation reaction of the C4 pathway

utilizes bicarbonate rather than CO2 as the inorganic

carbon substrate [98]. Thus, the atmospheric carbon

dioxide must be converted to bicarbonate rapidly.

The enzyme carbonic anhydrase, which catalyzes

the conversion, is indeed localized in mesophyll

cells of C4 plants, where PEP carboxylase is located

[99,100]. The maximum activity of this enzyme when

measured at the saturating concentrations of CO2 at

258C was found to be 3,000 to 10,000 times the

maximum photosynthetic rates in leaves; however,

under in vivo conditions the rates are just sufficient

to maintain the optimal rate of carbon fixation and

are not limiting. The role of CA in C3 plants is still

unclear [101]. It may convert HCO3 to CO2. CA is

indeed found to be associated with Rubisco in car-

boxysomes in cyanobacteria. A recent study on ex-

pression of carbonic anhydrase and Rubisco in a C3

plant, pea, shows that CA and Rubisco expression

are correlated during development and CA protein

levels in mature tissue are modulated with respect to

Rubisco abundance [102]. The enzyme may simply

facilitate diffusion of CO2 through cytosol and

chloroplast stroma. The role of CA in photosyn-

thesis has been reviewed recently by Badger and

Price [103].

g. Evolution of C4 pathway

C4 plants are known to be of polyphyletic origin and

to have evolved independently several times during

the evolution of angiosperms. This indicates that the

evolution of the C4 metabolism was quite easy to

accomplish. One reason for this may be that all the

enzymes of the C4 pathway of photosynthesis includ-

ing PEP carboxylase were already present in C3

plants. The evolution of C4 photosynthesis therefore

took advantage of a set of genes already existing in

ancestral C3 species and used them as a starting point

to create genes in this specialized pathway of photo-

synthesis. The new expression pattern and regulatory

elements of these genes were suitably modified during

evolution to make them more efficient and spatially

regulated. It is believed that C4 pathway has probably

existed at low abundance for past 12–13 million years.

Since the time of the fossil grass Tomlinsomia, which

has a known Kranz anatomy and d13C value of

�13.7%, much of the evidence from direct and indir-

ect sources dates the explosion of C4 plant biomass at

some 6 to 8 million years ago, when atmospheric CO2

levels fell to about 200 ppm in air with 20% oxygen.

Under these conditions the catalytic shortcomings of

Rubisco favor the oxygenation of RuBP. This in-

creases the energy cost of C3 photosynthesis. The

CO2 concentrating mechanism evolved in C4 plants

gave a competitive edge during atmospheric and

warmer periods. C4 photosynthetic genes had previ-

ously been considered to be specific for C4 plants,

since the activities of the corresponding enzymes

TABLE 21.3
Photosynthetic Traits of C3, C4, and CAM

Characteristics C3 C4 CAM

Leaf anatomy No bundle sheath cell Well organized bundle

sheath, organelle rich

Usually no palisade

cells, large vacuoles in mesophyll

cells

Carboxylating enzymes Rubisco PEP carboxylase Dark, PEP carboxylase; light,

Rubisco

Theoretical energy requirement 1:3:2 1:5:2 1:6.5:2

Transpiration ratio 450–950 250–350 18–25

Leaf chlorophyll a/b ratio 2.8 3.9 2.5

CO2 compensation point 30–70 0–10 0–5 in dark

Photosynthesis inhibited by 21% O2? Yes No Yes

Photorespiration detectable? Yes Only in BS cells In late afternoon

Optimum temperature (8C) 15–25 30–47 Approximately 35

Dry matter production (tons hectare�1 year�1) 22 39 Low and highly variable



were low in C3 plants and their kinetic properties are

usually different from those in C4 plants [104–106].

However, recent comparative studies have revealed

that C3 plants have at least two different types of

gene, one encoding enzymes of ‘‘housekeeping’’ func-

tion and other very similar to C4 genes of C4 plants,

although the expression of the latter is very low or

even undetectable in C3 plants. Based on these it is

believed that C4 genes evolved from a set of preexist-

ing counterpart genes in ancestral C3 plants with

modifications in the expression level in leaves and

kinetic properties of the enzyme [107]. Maize has

three different isoforms of PPDK, namely chloroplas-

tic (involved in C4 pathway) and two cytosolic. Rice

also has three different isoforms. One of the genes of

rice is highly homologous to maize pdkI [108]. The

reasons for low level of expression of C4 genes in C3

plants are because of regulatory elements. Recent

studies have clearly shown that a cis acting element

for light responsive expression is present in the rice

promoter but those of cell-specific and high level

expression were missing and had to be acquired dur-

ing evolution. Some of these cis acting elements in the

promoter have been identified as trans acting elements

required for expression of C4 specific genes present in

C3 plants. Thus, modification of pdkI or other genes

required for evolution from C4-like to C4-specific

genes is relatively simple, namely the gain of cis acting

elements for cell-specific and high level expression in

the promoter region.

So far only a limited number of transgenic plants

containing a maximum of two C4 cycle enzymes have

been investigated physiologically. Most of the ob-

served effects were based on pleiotropic changes

in metabolism. Modification of enzyme activity by

covalent modification and the availability of cofac-

tors and substrates ought to be considered as well.

It appears to be useful and perhaps even necessary

to engineer a larger number of C4 enzymes or

the respective promoters to be better adapted to

specific requirements of the C4-like cycle in a C3

environment.

h. Possibility of using single-cell C4-like

system in air

Since the discovery of the mechanisms related to the

C4 cycle some 37 years ago, the spatial separation

into mesophyll and bundle sheath cells was thought

to be a prerequisite for an efficient CO2 concentrat-

ing mechanism. It is therefore surprising that a sub-

merged aquatic plant, Hydrilla verticillate, was

identified as being capable of inducing a C4-like

metabolism but lacks the Kranz anatomy [113]. The

switch from C3 to C4 is triggered by low CO2 con-

centrations, i.e. at high water temperatures, which

results in increased PEPC, malic enzyme, and pyru-

vate Pi dikinase activities and causes a substantial

drop in the CO2 compensation point. Further evi-

dence of a C4-like metabolism without a Kranz anat-

omy has emerged from Egeria densa [114]. Apart

from inducible photosynthesis, these species also ex-

hibit a pH polarity of their leaf surface allowing a

higher CO2 concentration at equilibrium [114] CAM

plants also exhibit single-cell concentrating mechan-

isms. Attempts to introduce a single-cell CO2 con-

centrating mechanism in terrestrial crops using a

transgenic approach is in progress [115]. It is believed

that introduction of an intracellular CO2 pump

might improve the efficiency of C3 plants by suppres-

sion of photorespiration. The progress in this direc-

tion has been heartening and it is believed that

engineering C4 cycle enzymes driven by more

specific promoters may be useful. The terrestrial che-

nopod Borszczowia aralocaspica appears to contain a

single-cell concentrating mechanism distributed be-

tween the cytosol, mitochondria, and two types of

chloroplast. Although this is a very exciting discov-

ery, the anatomy of this plant is adapted to a semi-

dry environment with succulent leaves, central

vascular bundle water storing cells, and intracellular

air spaces. These features are different from typical

C3 plants. It might be necessary to decrease the free

air space in the leaves of C3 crops to minimize sto-

matal aperture.

A number of attempts are presently made to intro-

duce the enzyme components of C4 photosynthesis

into C3 plants such as rice, potato, and tobacco.

These attempts are based on the Hydrilla system,

which is single–celled, having PEP carboxylase in

the mesophyll cytosol, and the decarboxylation of

C4 acid takes place in the chloroplast with the premise

that a CO2 concentrating system would operate in C3

mesophyll cells. A single-cell CO2 concentrating

mechanism is effective in algae and cyanobacteria;

however, both have an internal compartment within

the chloroplast that prevents CO2 leakage from the

site of CO2 release. How does this system operate in

Hydrilla in the vicinity of Rubisco? It seems that

many of these single-cell CO2 concentrating mechan-

isms are able to function because of a long diffusion

path from one end of the cell to the other. So the

answer to this question is apparently yes.

The major question that needs to be addressed is

whether or not it is desirable to engineer C3 plants to

behave biochemically as C4 plants with higher photo-

synthetic efficiency [109]. It seems unlikely that at-

tempts to introduce single-cell CO2 concentrating

mechanisms will be successful without introducing

some of the structural characteristics of C4 plants,

i.e. a compartment in which CO2 can be concentrated,



and coordinated regulation of all enzymes of the C4

pathway will be required including posttranslational

modification and other regulation. Expressing a single

gene or even two genes may be deleterious as in the

case of egression of high levels of NDP–malic en-

zyme, which causes marked changes in the NADP/

NADPH ratio in rice plants, causing seriously stunted

growth and bleaching of leaf color due to enhanced

photoinhibition under natural light conditions. The

increase in the NADP/NADPH ratio suppresses

photorespiration, rendering photosynthesis more sus-

ceptible to photoinhibition.

Apart from photosynthesis, overproduction of

a single C4-specific enzyme seems to have some

positive effects on the physiology of C3 plants. It

has been reported that overproduction of the chlor-

oplastic but not the cytosolic PPDK increased the

number of seed capsules and the weight of each

seed capsule in transgenic tobacco [110]. Overproduc-

tion of C4-specific PEP carboxylase improved the

resistance of root elongation to aluminium [111]. It

is important to elucidate the mechanism of these ef-

fects and to confirm whether or not similar phenom-

ena can be generally observed in various other plant

species.

i. C4 Pathway in nonleaf green tissues of

C3 plants

The role of nonleaf green tissues like pods, pod

walls, and ears in carbon assimilation in several C3

plants has been shown to be extremely important

for the overall yield because of their ability to reassi-

milate respiratory CO2 and thus help in reducing

dry matter losses. The contribution of nonleaf tissues

and the mechanism of CO2 fixation have been studied

in pigeon pea and wheat [112]. It has been clearly

established that these C3 species fix CO2 in nonleaf

tissues through the C4 pathway and utilize PEPC for

recapturing respired CO2; however, the pod wall is

impermeable to atmospheric CO2. Immature pericarps

of wheat and barley, both C3 plants, have been

reported to exhibit very high activity of PEPC [112].

IV. PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN C3–C4

INTERMEDIATES

C3–C4 intermediate species offer an excellent model

system for studying the mechanism of photorespira-

tion and the evolutionary aspects of the C4 pathway

[116–119]. Till now 23 species belonging to seven

genera from five families have been reported to be

C3–C4 intermediates. C3–C4 intermediate species

seem to have arisen during the process of evolution

of C4 plants from the C3 species, and C3 photosyn-

thesis is believed to be the phylogenetic precursor of

the C4 pathway [120]. That intermediary character-

istics are evolutionary rather than hybrid products

is evident from the fact that in the Cruciferae, Mor-

icandia arvensis and Panicum milliodes are inter-

mediates but C4 plants have not been identified in

this family. A partial ‘‘Kranz’’ anatomy occurs in

all the present day C3–C4 intermediates [121,122],

and efficient recycling of photorespiratory CO2 re-

sults in a low level of photorespiration. A partial

reduction of activities of the photorespiratory en-

zymes in the intermediate species is evident from

limitations in both the extent of glycine production

and decarboxylation. In addition to this, the enzyme

compartmentation may be an important factor in

reducing photorespiration. It has been shown re-

cently that bundle sheath mitochondria are enriched

with glycine decarboxylase, which would facilitate

efficient refixing of CO2 not only from photorespira-

tion but also dark respiration [123]. The efficiency

of water use of C3–C4 intermediates is also greater

than that of C3 plants, apparently due to a low CO2

compensation point [124]. Artificial production of

C3–C4 intermediates have been attempted by gener-

ating hybrids between C3 and C4 species of Atriplex

[125]. A few hybrid individuals resembled the C4

parents both anatomically and biochemically but

still were unable to carry out fully integrated C4

photosynthesis. Thus, it appears that a proper com-

partmentation of photosynthetic reactions seems to

be a stringent requirement for C4 photosynthesis,

although some studies conducted earlier on Hydrilla

do no corroborate this conclusion [114]. The inher-

itance of a complete C4 pathway is rather complex,

even though the number of genes involved for each

component may not be large [126,127]. A subse-

quent study on hybrids between C3 and C4 Atriplex

species showed that the inheritance of the biochem-

istry of C4 photosynthesis and of a Kranz anatomy

are not closely linked, and segregation of a hybrid

possessing complete and fully coordinated C4

photosynthesis is a rare event. Thus, conventional

breeding methods may not be useful in incorporat-

ing C4 traits into C3 plants. The newer techniques of

plant transformation and genetic engineering are

opening up new vistas in this endeavor and are

under extensive investigation [128]. Of the C3–C4

intermediates identified so far, those in the genus

Flaveria, which appear to be true intermediates,

seem to provide the maximum potential for future

evolutionary studies of C4 pathway. Interspecific

crosses between C3 and C4 and C3–C4 intermediate

species are quite successful. Future taxonomic, cyto-

genetic, and genetic studies may be helpful in inter-

preting the evolutionary data.



V. CRASSULACEAN ACID METABOLISM

The crassulacean acid metabolism was discovered

in 1815 by Heyne [129,130]. Intensive investigation

of the CAM phenomena during the last three decades

has led to the concept that CAM represents a

modification of the photosynthetic pathway by

which certain terrestrial plants harvest carbon dioxide

from the atmosphere. Furthermore, as in the case

of C4 plants, CAM also provides a dramatic example

of strategies that enable plants to consolidate

their water and carbon balance in an arid environ-

ment but CAM is not the ancestor of C4 photosyn-

thesis. CAM is found in terrestrial angiosperms that

have diversified polyphyletically from C3 ancestors

some time during the Miocene as a consequence of

reduced CO2 and water stress. CAM has attracted

worldwide attention because of its ecological import-

ance and interesting aspects of comparative biochem-

istry and physiology. It is therefore not surprising

that several reviews and monographs have been

published on this aspect during the last two decades

[129–133].

A. BASIC PHENOMENA

In contrast to other photosynthetic plants, CAM

plants fix CO2 mainly at night; hence they are popu-

larly known as ‘‘dark fixers.’’ They open their stomata

at night and keep them closed during the major part of

the day. This we know now is true for a very limited

number of CAM plants, and there is a wide spectrum

of response ranging from no net CO2 uptake to 24 h

continuous CO2 uptake [134]. The large amount of

CO2 fixed at night is stored as malate via the C4 path-

way of photosynthesis. The accumulation of malate

causes the tissue to become acidic, thus the name ‘‘acid

metabolism.’’ This phenomenon was first observed in

the family Crassulaceae. Therefore, the term ‘‘crassu-

lacean’’ was added to the name of the pathway, but it is

by no means limited to this family. Some plants are

obligate CAM, while in others it is facultative. In the

latter, this phenomenon can be induced by the photo-

period, water stress, hormonal treatment, etc. [129–

131]. Although CAM is definitely an adaptation to

water stress in terrestrial species, it is manifested in a

diverse array of species and life forms that make gen-

eralization about the pathway difficult. One of the

most striking themes to emerge in the recent years is

the extent to which the phylogenetic and ecological

diversity of CAM plants is also reflected in a remark-

able plasticity of the basic metabolic scheme. Geno-

typic, ontogenetic, and environmental factors such as

light intensity, relative humidity, and water availabil-

ity combine to govern the extent to which the biochem-

ical and physiological attributes of CAMare expressed

[135]. Most notable among these CAM plants are

pineapple, agave, cacti, and orchids. CAM is correl-

ated with various anatomical or morphological fea-

tures that minimize water loss including thick

cuticles, a low surface to volume ratio, large cells,

and vacuoles with enhanced water storage capacity

and reduced stomatal size and/or frequency. CAM is

found in approximately 7% of vascular plant species

yet suffers from being considered as a minor photo-

synthetic pathway restricted to a small number of

desert plants. CAM has evolved independently on

numerous occasions in different families and even

with individual families. It is curious that CAM is

also found in aquatic vascular plants where it presum-

ably enhances inorganic carbon under conditions

where CO2 availability can become rate limiting.

CAMplants exhibit a distinct diurnal oscillation in

their malic acid content. The malic acid rhythm

is characterized by a nocturnal increase in concentra-

tion up to 20 mEq g�1 fresh wt. and the disappearance

of that acid during the day. The diurnal rhythm is

coupled to an inverse rhythm of the starch level in

the cells.

1. Comparative Aspects of C3, C4, and

CAM Plants

The major differences between the C4 and CAM

pathways is that the CO2 concentrating mechanism

in C4 plants is based on spatial separation of C4 acid

decarboxylation, and the enzymes involved in carbox-

ylation–decarboxylation are compartmentalized in

adjacent cells, whereas in CAM plants these enzymes

are found in the same cells and the two processes are

temporally separated, requiring complex control of

alternative metabolic pathways in response to light

and water stress. A comparative statement on various

physiological traits of C3, C4, and CAM plants is

given in Table 21.3. The carbon dioxide concentration

in CAM plants results from a high rate of decarbox-

ylation in light, and internal production of CO2 (up to

1%) results in stomatal closure. The unique physio-

logical feature of crassulacean plants is their capacity

to store and mobilize free malic acid in the cell vacu-

oles. The uptake of malate into the vacuoles is an

energy-dependent process that occurs against a trans-

membrane concentration gradient and the transport

is coupled to the action of an Hþ translocating

ATPase [136]. The linkage between net CO2 fixation,

malic acid synthesis, and carbohydrate utilization in

dark has been clearly established.

Reserve Carbohydrate C3 Precursors Malic acid.
CO2



2. Induction of CAM

Water economy is the most significant functional ad-

vantage the pathway provides to the plants. A recent

demonstration of induction of CAM in normal suc-

culent C3 plants under water stress has provided ex-

cellent material for the study of induction, regulation,

and significance of the CAM pathway. For example,

7 to 14 days after application of water stress, mature

leaves of Mesembryanthemum crystallinum show sub-

stantial dark fixation with malic enzyme synthesis and

stomatal closure during acidification [137–140]. The

capacity for CAM induction in these plants is lost

when the stress is removed. CAM-specific PEPC is

elicited by osmotic stress and shows an about 50-fold

increases in the enzyme activity. Exposure of roots to

low temperature or anoxia also elicits CAM in M.

crystallinum. Associated with the transition from C3

to CAM in facultative CAM plants are increases in

the activities of the key enzymes like PEP carboxy-

lase, nocturnal opening of stomata, and other CAM

associated properties. The increase in PEP carboxy-

lase activity is paralleled by an increase in PEPC

mRNA. However, very little is known about the na-

ture of the stimulus perceived by the plants during

stress. It is postulated that a common mechanism or

signal such as an endogenous growth regulator may

play a role in induction [141]. Exogenously applied

ABA has been shown to substitute for salinity or

drought in inducing CAM [142].

3. Regulation and Adaptive Mechanisms in CAM

Recent studies have illustrated how the behavior of

plants using CAM provides adaptations to salinity.

Plants having constitutive CAM show adaptations

at the whole plant level, involving regulation of sto-

mata, internal CO2 recycling, and a root physiology

associated with salt exclusion. Thus, they are stress

avoiders. Annual plants such as M. crystallinum,

which is an inducible CAM, are salt includers. They

are stress tolerant and show regulation at several

levels: (i) regulation of turgor and gas exchange at

the whole plant level; (ii) metabolic adjustments at

the cellular level; (iii) adaptive transport proteins

at the membrane level and (iv) at the macromolecular

level; and (v) inductive changes at the gene expression

level of the enzyme complement for metabolism (in

particular involving glycolysis and malic acid synthe-

sis with PEPC as the key enzyme, and gluconeogen-

esis (with PPDK as the key enzyme) and membrane

transport (in particular involving tonoplast ATPase

[143]. The development of CAM in inducible CAM

plants is under strict developmental control and ap-

pears only when a certain stage of development of the

whole plant is reached. Higher concentrations of

NH4
þ in hydroponically grown Kalanchoe blossfeldi-

ana depressed CAM photosynthesis through suppres-

sion of Kþ absorption, and Kþ is also known to play

an important role in CAM photosynthesis, particu-

larly in relation to PEPC synthesis [144–146].

4. Control of Malic Acid Synthesis

Malic acid synthesis is influenced by environmental

factors like temperature, carbon dioxide, oxygen, and

light intensity. An increase in temperature also in-

creases the efflux of malate from vacuoles by chan-

ging the properties of the tonoplast. It is assumed that

the increased export of malic acid lowers the in vivo

activity of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase by feed-

back inhibition. Malic acid synthesis is also influ-

enced by internal factors including tissue water

potential. Some of these responses are controlled by

CO2 availability through stomatal control. It has also

been postulated that reduced sensitivity of guard cells

PEPC activity to malate inhibition is an important

regulatory feature of stomatal opening, which is as-

sociated with malate accumulation [147].

5. Regulation of Carboxylation–Decarboxylation

The rate-limiting enzyme in CAM is phosphofructo-

kinase [148,149]. The activity of this enzyme in vivo

regulates the flow through glycolysis [150]. One of the

known regulators of phosphofructokinase is PEP

[151]. The increase in the enzyme activity is accom-

panied by a decrease in PEP pool size.

6. Regulation of Decarboxylation

There is often a lag of several hours before any sig-

nificant decarboxylation commences on illumination.

This is because of the activation of light-dependent

reactions and the metabolite activation of rate-limit-

ing enzymes. Once malic acid is available at the sat-

urating concentrations, it may be decarboxylated by

NADP–malic enzyme in cytoplasm or NAD–malic

enzyme in mitochondria. The exact distribution of

the malic acid through these two decarboxylating

pathways is not known [152]. In most of the

PEPCK-CAM the activity of NADP–malic enzyme

was not negligible, but the pyruvate cannot be con-

verted efficiently to PEP in these systems. An essential

component of all hypotheses regarding the regulation

of CAM is the inhibition of PEPC during deacidifica-

tion, which is essential for preventing a futile cycle of

carboxylation–decarboxylation. The inhibition of the

enzyme by malic acid is generally the accepted mode

of regulation. However, several recent studies show



that phosphorylation–dephosphorylation and dimer/

tetramer conversion may be the primary regulating

mechanisms influencing the malate sensitivity [153].

The oligomerization state vis-à-vis phosphorylation is

still not clear. The day enzyme was mainly a malate-

sensitive homodimer, and during night it is malate

insensitive homotetramer [154].The dark form of

CAM-PEPC is phosphorylated at the serine residue

and is more active and less sensitive to malate as

compared with the unphosphorylated day form,

which is highly sensitive to malate and less active.

Malate reduces binding of PEP, while glucose-6-phos-

phate increases the binding of the substrate. Glucose-

6-phosphate requires magnesium for binding, while

malate does not. In view of the light-induced changes

in the aggregation state of the holoenzyme, the gen-

eral mechanism for regulation of PEPC in CAM

plants is currently under dispute [154]. Recent studies

show that PEP carboxylase is not only controlled by

the light dark transition but circadian oscillations

may also be involved in flux through PEP carboxylase

[155]. The primary effect of circadian oscillation in

this system may be at the level of tonoplast, and

changes in kinase expression may be secondary to

circadian changes in the concentration of the metab-

olite, perhaps cytosolic malate.

It is possible that there is a direct connection

between circadian oscillation and expression of PEP

carboxylase kinase in CAM plants that is mediated by

a transcription factor similar to CCA1 (circadian

clock-associated) protein of Arabidopsis [156]. Such

a connection could involve cytosolic pH, but this

hypothesis could not be substantiated experimentally.

The other possibility is that this could be a secondary

control. Concentration of malate reduces both kinase

mRNA and accumulation of kinase [157].

In well irrigated CAM plants the stomata open

in the afternoon following malic acid consumption.

The CO2 fixation involves conventional photosyn-

thesis and assimilation of atmospheric carbon. The

initial product of CO2 fixation is 3-PGA and is

subsequently converted to sucrose as in C3 and

C-4 plants. Similarly the CO2 fixation is also stimu-

lated by reducing the oxygen concentration in CAM

plants.

7. Productivity of CAM Plants

CAM species (agave and cactus) are taxonomically at

least five times more numerous than C4 species, but

often grow slowly. However, the slow growth is not a

necessary corollary of the CAM photosynthetic path-

way as can be seen from the energetics of CO2 fix-

ation. For every CO2 fixed photosynthetically, C3

plants require 3ATP and 2NADPH, whereas the add-

itional enzymatic reactions and compartmentation

complexity for C4 plants require 4 or 5ATP and

2NADPH and the CAM plants require 5.5 to

6.5ATP and 2NADPH. Photorespiration in C3 plants

can release part of the CO2 fixed and also has an

energetic cost, whereas photorespiration is much less

in C4 and CAM plants. Therefore, CAM plants can

perform net CO2 fixation 15% more efficiently than

C3 plants, although 10% less efficiently than the C4

plants. Using a simple model that assumes eight

photons per CO2 fixed and a processing time of 5

msec, a maximum instantaneous rate of 55 msec mol

m�2 is predicted. Using this model to study the po-

tential productivity of all three classes of plant has

clearly shown a high potential productivity of certain

CAM species under optimal environmental condi-

tions exceeding that of most C3 species. This may

increase the cultivation of such CAM species in vari-

ous areas in the future.

8. Circadian Rhythm in CAM Plants

Circadian rhythms are biological oscillations display-

ing a 24 h period under natural environmental con-

ditions. These rhythms reflect the behavior of

endogenous systems or a property called the bio-

logical clock. The circadian rhythm of organic acids

in the Crassulaceae was classically defined as a night/

day two-step mechanism. The malate accumulates

during the night and the major part of it is depleted

during the day with production of CO2. Malate and

aspartate are allosteric inhibitors of PEPC and the

activators of the malic enzyme [158]. The causes of

rhythmicity in CAM appear to be very complex, and

allosteric inhibition of PEPC by malate seems to be a

good candidate for initiating oscillations [159]. The

carboxylation rhythm is controlled by the stomatal

rhythm. The available data from the experiments

done in continuous light and dark suggest that these

rhythms are primarily limited by physiological

processes such as tonoplast flux and stomatal con-

ductance [159]. One great challenge in understanding

circadian regulation of CAM will be dissecting the

mechanism responsible for controlling the circadian

oscillations in malate uptake and release across the

tonoplast membrane. It will be important in particu-

lar to understand how tonoplast malate transport is

controlled by an underlying nuclear-controlled circa-

dian clock. Rapid molecular identification of malate

transport components in the tonoplast and circadian

clock components from CAM species will be essential

for these efforts. Diel oscillations in the activity of

PEPC are controlled in part by circadian changes in

its phosphorylation state and play a key role in direct-

ing the carbon flux through the CAM pathway by



changing the enzyme sensitivity to malate, which in

turn is regulated by PEPC kinase.

9. Molecular Genetics of CAM

A large number of enzymes, transporters, and regula-

tory proteins required for CAM have been identified

and characterized.Most studies have been restricted to

inducible CAMbecause of the differential gene expres-

sion induced in response to water. CAM induction is in

response to salinity, water deficit, osmotic stress, or

ABA treatments controlled by transcriptional activa-

tion initiated through a signaling cascade with an ap-

parent requirement of calcium and calcium-dependent

protein kinase. Changes in mRNA stability and utili-

zation or translational efficiency are also likely to gov-

ern gene expression changes during the C3 to CAM

transition. Molecular characterization of vacuolar

malate transporters, carriers, and channels for malate

influx and efflux has remained a challenge. Recent

studies indicate about threefold increase in malate

transport on CAM induction.

10. Genetic Model for CAM

C3 and C4 plants have well-established genetic models

like Arabidopsis and Zea mays, respectively. How-

ever, no genetic model has yet been developed for

CAM plants. This has indeed hindered our under-

standing of many molecular processes that regulate

CAM. The common ice plant seems to fulfill many of

the conditions required to be called a model plant for

molecular and genetic studies including an efficient

transformation system and does not involve tissue

culture-based methodology.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Throughout this review I have tried to present an

overall perspective of the photosynthetic pathways

operating in higher plants. Even though the basic

mechanism of the process is known, the finer details

on the regulation of the key enzymes involved in

carbon fixation, transport, and partitioning of the

photosynthates are still not very clear. The present

day emphasis has been on understanding the regula-

tion both at the protein level and also at the level of

gene expression. Understanding the intricacies of

light-regulated gene expression would be useful in

deciding the strategies for plant transformation with

an ultimate goal of improving potential crop yield.

We know from CO2 and light enrichment studies that

crop yield is frequently, perhaps usually, limited by

photosynthetic efficiency, yet genetic improvement in

the growth rate or photosynthetic rate has not oc-

curred so far. Attempts to improve either the catalytic

efficiency of Rubisco or its specificity for CO2 or O2

using various methods including site-directed muta-

genesis should receive greater attention. Control of

plant productivity by regulation of photorespiration

is another area whose potential has been well recog-

nized, but the solution still eludes us. Of course,

modulating the Rubisco specificity would surely alle-

viate this problem to a large extent. Evolutionary and

regulatory aspects of C4 and CAM photosynthesis are

also topics of present day interest, including the

phylogenetic relationship of various PEPC isoforms

for gaining insight into the evolution of C4 and CAM

plants.
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I. INTRODUCTION

All plants use the same basic pathway for photosyn-

thetic CO2 fixation: the C3 cycle (alternatively called

photosynthetic carbon reduction cycle or Calvin and

Benson cycle). In this pathway, ribulose bisphosphate

carboxylase–oxygenase (RuBisCO) catalyzes the

entry of CO2 into the cycle. At ambient CO2 and O2

conditions, the enzyme also acts as an oxygenase

incorporating O2 into the photorespiratory carbon

oxidation cycle with the resultant loss of the fixed

carbon [1]. To overcome the effect of O2 on

RuBisCO, some plants have developed ways to in-

crease the level of CO2 at the location of RuBisCO in

the plant, decreasing in this way the oxygenation

reaction and thus the carbon flux through the photo-

respiratory carbon oxidation cycle. Among the differ-

ent photosynthetic modes are the C4 cycle and the



crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM), which are evo-

lutionarily derived from C3 photosynthesis [2]. The C4

photosynthesis requires the coordination of biochem-

ical functions between two types of cells and the cell

type-specific expression of the enzymes involved [1,3].

In these plants, atmospheric CO2 is first incorporated

into C4 acids in the mesophyll cells by phosphoenol-

pyruvate carboxylase. These C4 acids are then trans-

ported to bundle sheath cells where they are

decarboxylated and the released CO2 is incorporated

into the C3 cycle. The C4 system is more efficient

under some environmental conditions as it increases

the concentration of CO2 in bundle sheath cells, sup-

pressing the oxygenase activity of RuBisCO and thus,

photorespiration. On the other hand, CAM is a meta-

bolic adaptation to arid environments: stomata are

closed during most of the day and opened at night.

Malic acid is accumulated in the vacuoles of meso-

phyll cells at night as a result of fixation of CO2 by the

phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase. During the day,

malic acid is decarboxylated and the released CO2

is refixed in the C3 cycle [4]. Compared with C4

plants, leaves of CAM plants have a simple inner

structure [5].

Another mechanism found among photosynthetic

organisms that eliminates the O2 inhibition of photo-

synthesis is the one present in unicellular and multi-

cellular algae [6] and cyanobacteria. In this case, the

concentration of inorganic carbon in the site of

RuBisCO is the result of different transporters lo-

cated at the plasma membrane or at the chloroplast

envelope and carbonic anhydrase (reviews: Refs. [7–9]

and references therein).

Although most C4 plants present Kranz anatomy

and C4 biochemical features in a constitutive manner,

many variations as well as transitions to and from

other photosynthetic modes have been described.

These nontraditional C4 plants can be grouped as

follows: (a) submersed aquatic species like Egeria

densa, Elodea canadensis, and Hydrilla verticillata

that show induction of a C4-like metabolism without

Kranz anatomy under conditions of high temperat-

ures and light intensities [10,11]; (b) amphibious spe-

cies like the sedge Eleocharis vivipara, which has traits

of C4 plant in the terrestrial form and those of a C3

plant in the submerged form [12]; (c) C4 photosyn-

thetic plants belonging to the Chenopodiaceae where

C4 photosynthesis functions within a single photosyn-

thetic cell though lacking the Kranz anatomy [13,14];

and (d) C4 succulent species of Portulaca that exhibit,

under water stress, transition to a crassulacean acid-

like metabolism (as in Portulaca oleracea [15]) or

induction of a CAM-cycling metabolism compart-

mentalized in a different cell type while the C4 path-

way is also operating (Portulaca grandiflora [16]).

II. INDUCTION OF A C4-LIKE MECHANISM
IN SUBMERSED AQUATIC PLANTS OF
THE HYDROCHARITACEAE FAMILY

Submersed aquatic macrophytes are a large group of

phototrophs, which include nonvascular plants,

primitive vascular plants, and angiosperms. The sup-

ply of dissolved inorganic carbon species in water can

be limiting because of the high diffusive resistance in

water [17]. In this respect, submersed aquatic auto-

trophs exhibit plasticity in relation to photosynthesis

in aspects such as biochemistry, physiology, and anat-

omy [18] and have developed mechanisms to cope

with limiting CO2 and high O2 concentrations, such

as CO2-concentrating mechanisms and the ability to

use HCO3
� in photosynthesis, and the presence of

carbonic anhydrase in the apoplast [18,19]. In general,

submersed aquatic macrophytes exhibit unique char-

acteristics related to their environment, such as low

photosynthetic rates [20], low light requirements, very

high Km (CO2/HCO3
�) values [21], and the require-

ment of high CO2 levels to saturate photosynthesis

[17,19,20].

In a variety of submersed aquatic macrophytes

low CO2 compensation points are induced by submer-

gence and growth under stress conditions of low CO2

levels, high temperatures, and long photoperiods

[18,22–25]. At least three members of the monocot

family Hydrocharitaceae, H. verticillata, E. canaden-

sis, and E. densa, have an appreciable Kranz-less C4

acid metabolism in the light.

A. THE CASE OF E. DENSA

Among the higher aquatic plants, E. densa has been

preferred material for a number of different studies in

plant physiology. Its leaves contain a single longitu-

dinal vascular bundle, and the blade consists of two

layers of cell only, allowing studies of the whole un-

damaged organ in a natural environment. In this

species, heterogeneity is reduced to a minimum; all

leaf cells are in direct contact with the external med-

ium and at the same developmental stage and thus in

similar physiological condition. These properties, to-

gether with the leaf polarity displayed by E. densa,

represent an advantage for different kinds of research

and make this species one of the model organisms of

the plant kingdom for experiments such as electro-

physiology [26–29].

1. Anatomical Description

E. densa is a submersed rooted aquatic diocecious

herb [30]. It is a common waterweed that occurs in

streams, ponds, and lakes. The slender stems of



Egeria are usually a foot or two long but can be much

longer. The small leaves are strap-shaped, about 1 in.

long and 0.25 in. wide. The leaf margins have very fine

saw teeth that require a magnifying lens to be seen.

Leaves occur in whorls of three to six around the

stem. The flowers are on short stalks about 1 in.

above the water. Flowers have three white petals

and are about 0.75 in. across.

2. Photosynthetic Modes in E. densa

The existence of two photosynthetic metabolic

conditions in this plant has been reported. The high

photorespiration state with C3 photosynthesis is char-

acterized by a high CO2 compensation point, which

occurs under conditions of high CO2 availability; the

second condition is a low photorespiration state,

which is induced after conditions of high light, tem-

perature, O2, probably UV-B radiation, and low CO2

[11,31,32].

3. 14CO2 Fixation and CO2 Compensation Point

in E. densa under Different Environmental

Conditions

The first studies in E. densa as well as in Lagarosiphon

major Moss. [33] showed radiolabeled inorganic car-

bon fixation into malate and aspartate, especially at

low pH and in the short term. Two further reports

also indicated that malate is the major product of

short-term 14C labeling in Egeria [34] and E. canaden-

sis Michx. [35]. Later, it was found that the Calvin

cycle is the primary carboxylation mechanism, re-

sponsible for over 90% of the 14C initially incorpor-

ated [34]. Although these primary studies in E. densa

have produced conflicting results, it was then estab-

lished that low CO2 levels influence the products

formed, with malate increasing at the expense of the

Calvin cycle intermediates [34,36–39].

Then, a CO2 compensation point of 43ml CO2/l

(typical of terrestrial C3 plants) was described when

plants were incubated under conditions of low tem-

perature (128C) and light [22]. But when incubated

under high light and temperature (308C) (conditions
that cause a decrease of gas solubility in water), a value

of 17ml CO2/l was observed. Maximal RuBisCO ac-

tivity (76.0 and 70.6mmol/mg Chl/h) under these con-

ditions shows no correlation between the decrease in

compensation point and RuBisCO activity.

4. Study of the Expression and Regulation of the

Main Photosynthetic Enzymes

After 23 days under conditions of high light intensity

(300mmol/m2/sec) and high temperature, phosphoe-

nolpyruvate carboxylase and NADP–malic enzyme

(ME) increased their activity 3.7 and 3 times, respect-

ively, above the constitutive levels expressed in plants

under low light intensity (30mmol/m2/sec) and low

temperature (128C), which corresponds to conditions

of high compensation point [11]. Western blot analy-

sis showed the increased protein levels involved in this

process. In contrast, RuBisCO content remained con-

stant during the induction period. After a 23-day

induction period, the phosphoenolpyruvate carboxy-

lase/RuBisCO ratio increased but to a lesser extent

than that observed in H. verticillata [11,22].

A 72-kDa isoform of NADP–ME expressed in E.

densa leaves was purified. It possesses physical and

kinetic properties similar to those of the enzyme from

terrestrial C3 plants. The increase in the amount of

NADP–ME after temperature and light induction

may facilitate the maintenance of high rates of dec-

arboxylation of malate and delivery of CO2 to

RuBisCO [11].

In the case of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase,

two immunoreactive bands of 108 and 115 kDa are

expressed in plants kept under low light and tempera-

ture; after 23 days of induction, the lower-molecular

mass form is clearly induced, while the level of the

other isoform seems not to be affected by the treat-

ment. The purified inducible 108-kDa isoform has a

low Km for phosphoenolpyruvate and exhibits a

hyperbolic response as a function of this substrate

[11]. Moreover, the estimated Km value for HCO3
�

(7.7mM) is lower than all the reported values for the

enzyme from different C4 species [40]. Thus, this

E. densa phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase isoform

not only has a high affinity for its substrates but

also is induced under conditions of low CO2 avail-

ability [11]. In addition, it shows differential phos-

phorylation during the day, with the process of

phosphorylation–dephosphorylation highly regulated

during the induction of this Kranz-less C4 acid me-

tabolism in E. densa [41].

5. Localization of Key Enzymes Participating

in C4 Photosynthesis

Cellular fractionation using Percoll gradient accom-

panied by Western blot analysis indicated that phos-

phoenolpyruvate carboxylase, as in C4 plants, is

located in the cytosol of the photosynthetic cells of

E. densa leaves, whereas NADP–ME and RuBisCO

are located in the chloroplasts [11]. The specific local-

ization of these enzymes is very important for deliver-

ing inorganic carbon from the cytosol to the

chloroplasts via C4 acids. The chloroplast is the site

of CO2 generation from C4 acids and, consequently,

of the concentrating mechanism.



6. Induction of Phosphoenolpyruvate Carboxylase

and NADP–ME from E. densa by Abscisic Acid

Although E. densa does not show leaf dimorphism (as

in the case of E. vivipara, see below), abscisic acid

supplied exogenously to plants kept under low light

and temperature caused increased activities of phos-

phoenolpyruvate carboxylase and NADP–ME simi-

lar to those occurring after temperature induction.

However, the increase in phosphoenolpyruvate car-

boxylase activity is related to an increase in the 108-

kDa as well the 115-kDa isoform. Therefore, different

signaling systems may exist in this species in response

to high temperature or abscisic acid, both leading to

changes in photosynthetic metabolism, and may have

evolved in plants that can change the mode of photo-

synthesis according to environmental fluctuations,

like E. vivipara, Mesembryanthemum crystrallinum,

and E. densa.

7. Electrophysiological Studies in E. densa

E. densa shows leaf pH polarity and values of electric

potential difference at the plasmalemma of up to ca.

�300mV in the light [29]. Under strong illumination,

leaf cells acidify the medium on the abaxial side of the

leaf and alkalize the adaxial side of the leaf. This

acidification is mediated by a Hþ ATPase located in

the plasmalemma [42,43] and controlled by the photo-

synthetic process, apparently by redox regulation [26].

The leaf polarity present in the E. densa leaf is pro-

posed to be used for bicarbonate utilization, and it

has been described not only in species of the Hydro-

charitaceae but also in Potamogeton species [44].

At high light intensities and low dissolved carbon

concentrations, Egeria generates a low pH at the

abaxial leaf side for CO2 uptake. To balance the loss

of the Hþ from the symplasm, there is an OH� efflux

at the upper side of the leaf together with the Kþ

(Caþ2) flux from the abaxial to the adaxial solution.

In this way, the photosynthetic reduction of HCO3
� by

these so-called polar plants produces one OH� for

each CO2 assimilated. The acidification in the lower

side of the leaf results in a shift in the equilibrium

from HCO3
� to CO2, with CO2 then entering the

abaxial cells by passive diffusion [45]. By this means,

E. densa cells have extra CO2 available under condi-

tions where the concentration of this gas is limiting

for photosynthesis.

8. CO2-Concentrating Mechanism in E. densa

under Conditions of High Light and Temperature

E. densa responds to a decrease in CO2 concentration

by induction of an ancient-like isoform of NADP–

ME similar to the one present in C3 terrestrial species

[46]. The regulation of phosphoenolpyruvate carbox-

ylase in E. densa-induced plants appears to be similar

to that of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase from C4

species, so the 108-kDa isoform is probably partici-

pating in a C4-like mechanism, with a regulation simi-

lar to that of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase from

C4 plants.

High activity and kinetic and regulatory proper-

ties of C4 enzymes such as phosphoenolpyruvate car-

boxylase and NADP–ME, and labeling of malate,

together with a decrease in the compensation point,

are evidence that a C4-like photosynthetic system

operates in E. densa, when transferred to conditions

of low CO2 availability (Figure 22.1).

Finally, in E. densa, both the C4-like mechanism

and the pH-polarity mechanism contribute to its

photosynthetic performance under CO2-limiting

circumstances.

B. THE CASE OF H. VERTICILLATA

1. Botanical Description

H. verticillata is a submersed, usually rooted, aquatic

perennial herb with slender ascending stems to 30-ft

length, heavily branched. The stems from slender

rhizomes are often tipped with a small tuber. Leaves

are whorled, three to eight per whorl, bearing coarse

teeth along the margins. Fleshy axilliary buds are

often formed at the leaf axils, to 2-in. length with

three sepals and three petals, each about 0.3 in. long,

whitish or translucent, floating at the water surface.

Male flowers detached and free floating at maturity

are white to reddish brown, about 2mm long.

Flowers release floating pollen from stamens when

they pop open at the water surface.

2. Physiological and Biochemical Studies

In 1924 it was shown that H. verticillata was more

acidic in summer than in winter and had a higher

malate content and that malate could replace CO2 in

driving photosynthetic O2 evolution [47]. Later, it

was indicated that its CO2 compensation point was

modified depending on growing conditions [48] and

correlated with changes in phosphoenolpyruvate car-

boxylase activity. Plants grown in winter or under

short photoperiod accompanied by low temperature

(258C) exhibited higher CO2 compensation points

than those grown in summer or under longer photo-

period and higher temperatures (278C). The low-

compensation point plants incorporated 60% 14CO2

into malate and aspartate, with only 16% in sugar

phosphates [39]. Moreover, in H. verticillata plants,

low CO2 levels influenced the products formed, with



malate increasing at the expense of the Calvin cycle

intermediates. However, pulse–chase labeling experi-

ments indicated that malate was turned over at a low

rate [39].

In high compensation point plants photorespira-

tion, as a percentage of net photosynthesis, was

equivalent to that in terrestrial C3 plants, while

plants with decreasing CO2 compensation points

were associated with reduced photorespiration

and increase in net photosynthesis rates [22]. In this

last group of plants, the phosphoenolpyruvate

carboxylase/RuBisCO activity ratio was higher with

respect to the high-compensation group of plants,

and plants exhibited increased activity of pyruvate

orthophosphate dikinase, pyrophosphatase, adeny-

late kinase, NAD–and NADP–malate dehydrogen-

ase, NAD–and NADP–MEs, and aspartate and

alanine aminotransferases [22]. In contrast,

the activities of the photorespiratory enzymes phos-

phoglycolate phosphatase and glycolate oxidase

and of phosphoglycerate phosphatase showed no

change. The decrease in the CO2 compensation

point reflects at least increased (or refixed) fixation

via phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase. In addition,

dark 14C fixation, fixation of CO2 in the dark, and

diurnal fluctuations in the level of titratable acidity

have been observed in H. verticillata [24,39]. It was

then established that malate formation occurred in

both photorespiratory states, but reduced photore-

spiratory states resulted when malate was utilized in

the light [10].

3. Anatomical Features and Localization of Key

Enzymes Participating in C4 Photosynthesis

Leaf sections show no evidence of Kranz anatomy

and reveal the existence of two layers. The adaxial

section is composed of larger cells than the abaxial,

with prominent vacuoles. RuBisCO was found in the

chloroplasts of both photosynthetic-type cells with an

equivalent extent of labeling. As expected, the local-

ization of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase was

mainly cytosolic, and it was found in all leaf cells

[49]. For both enzymes, the localization did not vary

when plants under both photorespiratory states were

analyzed. Subcellular fractionation of leaves under

low CO2 compensation point confirmed the localiza-

tion of phosphoenopyruvate carboxylase and showed

that NADP–ME as well as pyruvate orthophosphate

dikinase were located in the chloroplasts. Most of the

NADP–malate dehydrogenase was found in the

chloroplasts, while NAD–ME was mitochondrial

[50].

Intercellular differentiation of fixation events,

found in plants with Kranz anatomy, does not occur

in low-CO2 compensation point H. verticillata plants,

and it is suggested that intercellular separation of C3

and C4 fixation events may account for the low

photorespiration state [49]. A C4-like cycle concen-

trating CO2 was proposed to take place in the

chloroplast, with phosphoenopyruvate carboxylase

fixing inorganic carbon in the cytosol and C4 acids

moving to the chloroplasts and being decarboxylated

FIGURE 22.1 Proposed photosynthetic mechanisms

operating in Egeria densa and Hydrilla verticillata

under conditions of low (induced by high light and

temperature) and high (induced by low light and

temperature) CO2 availability. The intracellular lo-

calization of the main C4 photosynthetic enzymes is

shown. NADP–ME: NADP–malic enzyme; PCR

cycle: photosynthetic carbon reduction cycle; PEPC:

phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase; PPDK: pyruvate

orthophosphate dikinase.
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by NADP–ME so as to supply CO2 to RuBisCO

[50].

In contrast to NADP–ME terrestrial C4-type

plants, Hydrilla chloroplasts have grana stacks, and

they are presumably not deficient in photosystem II

or NADP, and their leaves are not prone to photo-

inhibition. Thus, oxaloacetate or aspartate, rather

than malate, is probably the major imported acid to

the chloroplasts [47].

4. Study of the Expression and Regulation of the

Main Photosynthetic Enzymes

Later, the participation of phosphoenolpyruvate car-

boxylase in the expression of low-photorespiratory

gas exchange characteristics in H. verticillata was

demonstrated by directly inhibiting this enzyme in

this state, resulting in increases in the CO2 compen-

sation point, O2 inhibition of photosynthesis, and

CO2 evolution in the dark by 51% [51]. This also

indicates that the use of HCO3
� is not responsible for

concentrating CO2. As the relation between phos-

phoenolpyruvate carboxylase activity and the CO2

compensation point was nonlinear, the expression

of low-photorespiratory gas exchange characteristics

might require the subsequent induction of other C4

photosynthetic enzymes [51].

After a 12-day induction period, increases were

observed in phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase and

aspartate and alanine aminotransferase activities

(with the major increase occurring in 3 days), with a

slower but considerable increase of NADP–ME and

pyruvate phosphate dikinase activities, accompanied

by constant levels of RuBisCo [52]. These results were

also observed by Western blotting, showing that the

induction of some C4 enzymes is consistent with a C4-

like cycle concentrating CO2 in leaves of H. verticil-

lata [50].

The increase of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase

activity was correlated with de novo synthesis of the

protein. The 110-kDa enzyme from C4-type leaf ex-

tracts was 14 times more active than that in C3-type

leaves, with daytime values 53% higher than at night,

resembling the enzyme from C4 plants [47]. During

the day the enzyme was less sensitive to malate inhib-

ition as accounted by higher I50 values and glucose-6-

phosphate acting as a positive effector of the enzyme.

In contrast, while this form exhibited upregulation in

the light, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase from C3

leaves showed no light activation, lower rates, and

was virtually insensitive to malate inhibition [47].

Two isoforms of NADP–ME have been identified:

the 72-kDa isoform was more similar to the house-

keeping isoform of the enzyme in C3 and C4 plants

[53].

5. Molecular Studies of Phosphoenolpyruvate

Carboxylase and NADP–ME

Three full-length cDNAs encoding phosphoenolpyr-

uvate carboxylases were isolated from H. verticillata.

Hvpepc4 was exclusively expressed in leaves during C4

induction, with kinetic data from the expressed pro-

tein consistent with a C4 form of the enzyme, but

interestingly the C4 signature serine of terrestrial

plant C4 isoforms was absent in all sequences, and

an alanine was found in its place [54]. Nevertheless, it

contains the putative C4 determinant Lys349.

Hvpepc3 and 5 have Arg, a common feature of C3

sequences [55]. In phylogenetic analyses, the three

sequences grouped with C3, nongraminaceous C4,

and CAM phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylases, but

not with the graminaceous C4, and formed a clade

with a gymnosperm, which is consistent with H. ver-

ticillata phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase predating

that of other C4 angiosperms [54]. It seems that

Hvpepc3 and 4 isoforms function in the C4 leaf, with

the latter being the photosynthetic form and the other

probably participating in the dark fixation. In con-

trast, Hvpepc5 is a root enzyme [54].
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FIGURE 22.2 Diagram of various cell types in a cross

section of Eleocharis vivipara grown in terrestrial conditions

(Kranz anatomy). EC: epidermal cell; IBSC: innermost

bundle sheath cell (Kranz cell); MC: mesophyll cell; MSC:

mestome sheath cell; OBSC: outermost bundle sheath cell.



A partially deduced amino acid sequence from a

cDNA clone of Hydrilla C4 leaf NADP–ME shows

that the 540 amino acid-longHydrilla sequence shares

85% identity with a 585 amino acid-long Aloe arbor-

escens NAD–ME, apparently being more similar to a

CAM isoform than to the C4-maize photosynthetic

isoform [47].

6. CO2-Concentrating Mechanism Operating

in H. verticillata

In H. verticillata, a C4-like cycle has been described

when this plant is grown under summer conditions

(high temperature and light), which result in limiting

levels of inorganic carbon in water [24]. These effects

produce gas exchange and biochemical modifications

that demonstrate a shift from C3- to C4-like photo-

synthesis in the leaves [18], but without the typical

Kranz anatomy [25]. This lack of Kranz anatomy is

perhaps the major difference with terrestrial C4 spe-

cies and challenges the notion that Kranz compart-

mentation is essential for C4 photosynthesis [47].

Direct measurements of internal inorganic carbon

pools in C3 and C4 H. verticillata leaves [25] demon-

strate that the C4 cycle produces a CO2 concentration

in this species, even at low pH medium where HCO3
�

is negligible. A CO2 flux mechanism facilitates the

entry of inorganic carbon into the cells in both C3

and C4 modes by providing access to the HCO3
� pool

in the medium. This plant is a HCO3
� user and be-

comes pH polarized in the light [56]. However, when

inorganic carbon is limiting, the effectiveness of this

carbon flux mechanism is diminished and the CO2-

concentrating mechanism in the chloroplasts based

on a C4-like cycle minimizes CO2 losses from respir-

ation in H. verticillata [47] (Figure 22.1).

In addition, net photosynthetic rates at limiting

CO2 concentrations are substantially greater when

shoots are in the C4 mode [22,57]. However, the C4

quantum yield is half of that in the C3 shoots [57],

demonstrating that the C4 cycle in Hydrilla has a

substantial energy cost to it, perhaps more than in a

terrestrial C4 plant [47].

C. THE CASE OF E. CANADENSIS

First studies suggested that E. canadensis was not a C4

plant as 50% of the 14C initially incorporated was in

C4 acids but at a low turnover rate [35]. C4 acids were

proposed to have a role in a pH-stat mechanism, to

act as an anaplerotic carbon source or as a counter

ion.

Later, mature shoots of E. canadensis grown in

artificial pond water exposed to 14CO2 or submersed

in solution containing H14CO3
� for 30min under

photosynthetic active radiation showed label in

malic acid, glucose, asparagine, proline, and hexose

phosphates, while sucrose appeared only slightly la-

beled, indicating that bicarbonate was used for

photosynthesis, while gaseous 14CO2 was not incorp-

orated [58]. 14C was taken by penetrating the epider-

mis of the stem and the lower side of the leaves. In the

symplast, label was accumulated in the chloroplasts

of both epidermal layers and in the plastid envelope

of the chloroplasts of cortex cells.

A model has been advanced by Prins et al. [56],

which operates with proton pumps, with the energy

derived from ATP hydrolysis. The upper leaf surface

is negatively charged, while the lower epidermis wall

is provided with protons that neutralize OH� groups

derived by the generation of CO2 from HCO3
�. There

is an alkalinization at the adaxial side to pH values of

9 to 11 and an acidification at the abaxial side of the

leaf to pH values of 4 to 5, which results in a shift of

the equilibrium between HCO3
� and CO2 in the direc-

tion of CO2, which then diffuses into the leaf cells

[27].

In E. canadensis, acidification is induced by condi-

tions of high light and low dissolved inorganic carbon

in plants previously grown under conditions favorable

for photorespiration, but it is absent in plants grown

under high CO2 conditions [26]. Under low CO2 con-

ditions the plants exhibited low CO2 compensation

point, indicative of plants in a C4-like state, and an

increase in the activity ratio phosphoenolpyruvate car-

boxylase/RuBisCO, indicating a central role of the

former in this metabolism [59]. The very same condi-

tions induced HCO3
� utilization in this species. In add-

ition, differences inHCO3
� affinity have been described

for E. canadensis that correlate with the inorganic

carbon concentration in its habitat [60]. Both mechan-

isms operate in the same plant simultaneously [59]. It is

thought that in E. canadensis, a carbon-concentrating

mechanism activity results in the suppression of

photorespiration but has only a marginal effect on

the net rate of photosynthesis when the diffusion of

CO2 in the leaf is limiting.

D. EVOLUTIONARY CONTEXT

Submersed aquatic species include cyanobacteria, sev-

eral algal divisions, bryophytes, lower vascular plants,

and angiosperms. In marine and freshwater environ-

ments, the approximately 50,000 submersed photosyn-

thetic species are taxonomically far more diverse than

the estimated 300,000 species of vascular plants, which

constitute the major photosynthetic organisms of ter-

restrial habitats [61]. Viewed in this way, it is not

surprising that the variability in carbon acquisition

mechanisms would be greater than that among terres-



trial species. The macroscopic green alga Udotea fla-

bellum is the most primitive plant demonstrated to

have a C4-based form of photosynthesis [62]. Recently,

Reinfelder et al. [63] presented evidence that C4 photo-

synthesis supports carbon assimilation in the marine

diatom Thalassiosira weissflogii. Although it is prema-

ture to designate marine diatoms as C4 photosynthesi-

zers in a traditional sense [64], there is evidence that

marine diatoms can concentrate inorganic carbon for

photosynthesis [65]. Diatoms underwent their main

evolutionary diversification during the Mesozoic,

when the concentration of CO2 was lower than in the

earlier eras (Precambrian and Paleozoic) when most

photosynthetic microorganisms evolved. Unicellular

C4 carbon assimilation may have predated the appear-

ance of multicellular C4 plants. Moreover, Voznesens-

kaya et al. [13,14] (see below) suggested that Kranz

anatomy is not essential for terrestrial C4 plant photo-

synthesis, providing evidence that C4 photosynthesis

can function within a single photosynthetic cell in

Borszczowia aralocaspica and Bienertia cycloptera.

Among angiosperms, there are at least three members

of the Hydrocharitaceae that have been reported to

possess a CO2-concentrating mechanism under certain

conditions [22,50]. Like the use ofHCO3
�, CO2 fixation

into C4 acids could be part of a concentrating mech-

anism to improve photosynthesis under carbon-limit-

ing conditions in these species. Both mechanisms may

be ancient within submersed species, considering that

the Hydrocharitaceae is a submersed monocot family

that may have its origin 100 million years ago in the

Cretaceous period [66,67] and that this family could be

more ancient than the C4 monocots, which became

more abundant in the Miocene (7 million years ago

[2,66]). Fossil evidence has been found for theHydrilla

genus from the upper Eocene (40 million years ago

[47]). The phylogenetic analysis ofH. verticillata phos-

phoenolpyruvate carboxylases [54] as well as the kin-

etic properties of NADP–ME in E. densa [11] also

show the ancientness of these plants. The C4-like

mechanism in E. densa and H. verticillata, which

takes place in a single cell, may represent an ancient

form of C4 photosynthesis compared to that occurring

in terrestrial plants. This could have arisen in response

to declines in CO2 concentration in water [68], in a

similar way as C4 photosynthesis may have evolved

in response to decreases in atmospheric CO2 concen-

tration [67].

III. C3 AND C4 DIFFERENTIATION IN
AMPHIBIOUS SEDGES

The monocotyledonous family Cyperaceae includes

several genera with C3, C4, and C3–C4 intermediate

species [12,69]. A great number of species are hygro-

phytes growing in wet habitats, and some possess the

characteristics of amphibious plants [12]. In this re-

spect, the C4 group of this family represents ecologic-

ally unusual C4 plants [70]. E. vivipara displays

dramatic changes in its photosynthetic and anatom-

ical traits depending on the environmental conditions:

it exhibits C4-like traits as well as Kranz anatomy

under terrestrial conditions but C3-like characteristics

without Kranz anatomy in the submersed form. This

plant exhibits heterophylly, the name given to this

dimorphism [12,66,71], between aerial and aquatic

leaves.

A. THE CASE OF E. VIVIPARA

1. Gross Morphology of Plants and Anatomy

of Mature Tissues

Photosynthesis in E. vivipara occurs primarily in the

culm. Leaves are not apparent and only short, tubu-

lar, bladeless sheaths enclose the base of culms. A

culm of this sedge is composed of a single long inter-

node with a crown at the top, which contains axilliary

buds. Developmentally, new culms originate as axilli-

ary buds in the crown of the preceding culm and grow

by elongation of the single internode. The elongation

actually occurs only at the base of the internode

where the intercalary meristem produces cells upward

[72].

2. The Beginning: C4–C3 Characterization

The firsts biochemical studies were carried out in the

1980s with E. vivipara plants collected from a creek in

the vicinity of Tampa, FL, and maintained in the

aquarium or transplanted to sandy clay soil for a

couple of months [12]. In the terrestrial form the

gross morphology is that of the genus, and erect and

firm culms possess a Kranz-type anatomy typical of

C4 plants, characterized by tightly arranged meso-

phyll cells and well-developed bundle sheath cells,

which consist of three kinds of cell, the innermost

Kranz cells containing numerous and large chloro-

plasts, the middle mestome sheath cells lacking

chloroplasts, and the outermost parenchyma sheath

cells with chloroplasts [12,73] (Figure 22.2). In con-

trast, the submersed form shows a hairlike morph-

ology with soft culms with a completely different

structure; one layer of spherical mesophyll cells are

surrounded by the epidermis, and the vascular bun-

dles are reduced and possess large air cavities. Small

bundle sheath cells are present, but with few and

small chloroplasts (Figure 22.3). Culms died as a

result of rapid desiccation when the submersed form



was exposed to air, but the plants would develop new

photosynthetic organs. In contrast, when the terres-

trial form was submersed, new hairlike culms with

intermediate traits were produced and after several

months; they changed gradually from the C4 to the

C3 mode [12].

Under terrestrial conditions, the initial photosyn-

thetic products formed are aspartate (40%) and

malate (35%), and the label in C4 acids ‘‘chases’’

into phosphate esters typical of C4 plants. This form

of E. vivipara exhibits a d13C value of �13.5%, char-

acteristic of C4 plants but slightly more negative than

the values of other Eleocharis spp. [12,69], and pre-

sents high activities of the key C4 photosynthetic

enzymes phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase, pyruvate

orthophosphate dikinase, and NAD–ME, with a low

ratio of RuBisCO/phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase

activity [12]. Altogether, the data suggest that the

terrestrial form behaved as a C4–NAD–ME-type spe-

cies [12].

Under submergence, when the stomata density is

low and they seem to be nonfunctional, the Kranz

anatomy is absent, with a higher volume ratio

of mesophyll/bundle sheath cells than in the terres-

trial form. The pattern of 14C incorporation into

photosynthetic products in 14C pusle–12C chase ex-

periments was typical of the C3 pathway, with 3-phos-

phoglyceric acid (53%) and sugar phosphates (14%) as

the main primary products. A C3-like d13C value

(�25.9%) was also obtained under submergence. In

this condition, high activity of RuBisCO and a de-

crease in the activities of key C4 enzymes corresponds

to the functioning of the C3 metabolism [12]. Under

water conditions of low carbon, the proportion of 14C

incorporated into C4 compounds is higher than under

conditions of high carbon. However, the turnover of
14C in C4 compounds is very slow [74]. In consequence,

even though the NAD–ME-dependent C4 cycle also

operates in the submerged form, the contribution to

total carbon flux is not large [75].

3. Going Deeper: The Ultrastructural

Characterization of Photosynthetic Cells

By the middle of the 1990s there was a great body of

information on C4 anatomical variation in the Cyper-

aceae [76–78], but up to that time the ultrastructure of

the family had received relatively little attention. Be-

fore the discovery of NAD–ME Eleocharis species

with the photosynthetic carbon reduction in the bor-

der parenchyma position [79], it had seemed that the

biochemical type could be predicted from anatomy

alone [80]. Bruhl and Perry [81] carried out ultrastruc-

tural characterization of E. vivipara but only in the

terrestrial form. Sedges, regardless of anatomical and

biochemical type, possess a suberized lamella in photo-

synthetic organs, which is invariably present and con-

fined to the mestome sheath cell walls, occupying the

inner and the outer tangential walls of the mestome

sheath [69,82]. As the mestome sheath externally en-

velops theKranz sheath, it may play a role in suppress-

ing leakage of CO2 from the Kranz cells [73].

The correlation between biochemical type and

chloroplast position in sedges does not always corres-

pond to the situation seen in grasses [83]. In contrast

with other C4 sedges, NAD–ME Eleocharis species, in

the terrestrial form, possess abundant mitochondria

and chloroplasts with well-stacked grana in the photo-

synthetic carbon reduction at the bundle sheath cells

[81]. Peripheral reticulum is well developed in both

types of chloroplasts but differs from that seen in

other sedges (fimbristyloid and chlorocyperoid) [81].

Latter, Ueno [73] found clear differences between

the submerged and terrestrial forms, with the former

showing a higher ratio of fresh weight to dry weight

than the terrestrial form, probably due to vacuolated

mesophyll cells and to the reduced vascular tissues

and sclerenchyma in the submerged form [73]. In the

latter state, the ratio of surface area to dry weight of

the culms was about five times that in the terrestrial

form. A few stomata were found at the tips of the

culms of the submerged form, while large numbers of

stomata were uniformly distributed on the epidermis

of the terrestrial form, suggesting that this form prob-
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FIGURE 22.3 Diagram of various cell types in a cross

section of Eleocharis vivipara under submergence (non-

Kranz anatomy). EC: epidermal cell; IBSC: innermost bun-

dle sheath cell (Kranz cell); MC: mesophyll cell; MSC:

mestome sheath cell; OBSC: outermost bundle sheath cell.



ably fixes dissolved inorganic carbon in water via the

epidermis like the submersed aquatic species [66,73].

The mesophyll cells of the terrestrial form were not

organized in the radial arrangement typical of leaves

of many C4 plants; these cells were just inside the

epidermis and tightly packed, and the inner meso-

phyll cells exhibited a tendency toward a radial ar-

rangement. In contrast, in the culms of the submerged

form, mesophyll cells were inside the epidermis form-

ing a sheath-like ring, appearing circular in transverse

sections, differing from those in the terrestrial form

[73]. The Kranz cells of the terrestrial form had ba-

sically the structural characteristics of plants of the

NAD–ME type, with the exception of the intracellu-

lar location of the organelles. The Kranz cells of

the terrestrial form contained many organelles scat-

tered randomly, the chloroplasts had well-developed

grana and a large number of mitochondria with well-

organized cristae. Both parenchyma sheath and

mesophyll cells contained chloroplasts with well-

developed grana, but smaller in parenchyma sheath

that in mesophyll cells, and possessed a lower density

of mitochondria than the Kranz cells. The Kranz cells

of the submersed form were few in number and in-

cluded only a few organelles, although chloroplasts

also showed well-developed grana. The size (length of

the long axis) of chloroplasts of the Kranz cells of the

submerged form was 64% to 70% that of the terres-

trial form.

4. In Situ Immunolocalization Studies

Since the photosynthetic tissues of E. vivipara have a

complex anatomical structure [12,73,81], the photo-

synthetic cells being difficult to separate, in situ immu-

nolocalization has been proved to be very useful in

determining the specific location of an enzyme [84].

In the terrestrial form both pyruvate orthopho-

sphate dikinase (chloroplastic) and phosphoenolpyr-

uvate carboxylase (cytosol) were expressed, in a

gradient manner, in the mesophyll as well as in the

parenchyma sheath cells (stronger) [85] but were ab-

sent in the Kranz cells. By contrast, RuBisCO, which

was localized in all photosynthetic cells, showed the

lowest label in the parenchyma sheath cells. This

pattern differs from that in C4 plants [3], and paren-

chyma sheath cells but not mesophyll cells have

stronger C4 features. In C4 species of the Cyperaceae,

which also show unusual Kranz anatomy, RuBisCO

is restricted to only the innermost bundle sheath cells

[86]. In conclusion, the terrestrial form of E. vivipara

possesses C4-like characteristics rather than complete

C4 traits, because of the accumulation of RuBisCO in

the mesophyll cells as well as in the Kranz cells [85]

(Figure 22.4).

In the submerged form RuBisCO was densely

distributed in the chloroplasts of all the photosyn-

thetic cells, but pyruvate orthophosphate dikinase

(chloroplastic) and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase
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(cytosol) were found in both the mesophyll and par-

enchyma sheath cells and at lower levels than in the

terrestrial form [85], in agreement with the lower

activities previously determined [12].

In the terrestrial form, an NAD–ME-type C4-

like metabolism operates in E. vivipara although

RuBisCO is also present in mesophyll and paren-

chyma sheath cells. In the submersed form, the levels

and activities of NAD–ME, pyruvate orthophosphate

dikinase, and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase de-

clined with modification in the structure (Figure

22.4). Up to now, although there is no direct evidence

that RuBisCO in the mesophyll cells and the paren-

chyma sheath cells of the submerged form is active,

the enzyme in these cells would be responsible for the

operation of the C3 pathway in this state [85].

5. Regulation of Differentiation by Abscisic Acid

in E. vivipara

It is known that abscisic acid is a stress hormone

in plants [87] and is involved in the determination

of leaf identity in aquatic plants showing dimorphism

between the terrestrial and the submerged form

[88,89], as well as in the induction of CAM in succu-

lent plants [90,91]. When the submerged form of

E. vivipara form was grown in water containing

5mM abscisic acid, it developed new photosynthetic

tissues with Kranz anatomy, forming well-developed

Kranz cells that contained many organelles and ex-

pressing C4-like biochemical traits [74]. The abscisic

acid-induced tissues accumulated large amounts of

phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase, pyruvate ortho-

phosphate dikinase, and NAD–ME. The pattern of

cellular accumulation of photosynthetic enzymes was

basically similar to that found in the terrestrial form.

However, the accumulation pattern of pyruvate

orthophosphate dikinase appeared to be a combin-

ation of the patterns in the terrestrial and submerged

forms. The tissues had 3.4 to 3.8 times more C4 en-

zyme (phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase, pyruvate

orthophosphate dikinase, and NAD–ME) activity

than did the tissues of the untreated submerged

plants. The activity of RuBisCO in the abscisic acid-

induced culms was higher than in both the terrestrial

and the submerged forms (1.6 times). Consequently,

in the abscisic acid-induced culms the ratio of

RuBisCO/phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase activity

was intermediate between the ratios in the submerged

and terrestrial forms. The abscisic acid-induced tis-

sues fixed higher amounts of 14C into C4 compounds

and lower amounts of 14C into C3 compounds as

initial products than did the submerged plants, and

they exhibited a C4-like pattern of carbon fixation

under aqueous conditions of low carbon, suggesting

higher C4 capacity in the tissues. In this way, in the

presence of abscisic acid, photosynthetic tissues with

Kranz anatomy and C4-like biochemical traits are

developed in the submerged form of E. vivipara.

6. Structure and Analysis of the Expression

of Photosynthetic Enzymes

Pyruvate orthophosphate dikinase catalyzes the ATP-

and Pi-dependent synthesis of phosphoenolpyruvate

in C4-ME plants and also participates in the recycling

of the pyruvate generated by malate decarboxylation

in the light in ME-CAM plants [92]. Two isoforms of

the pyruvate orthophosphate dikinase have been de-

scribed in mesophyll cells of NAD(P)–ME-CAM

plants [93]. In species likeMesembryanthemun crystal-

linum this enzyme is exclusively localized in chloro-

plasts, while in species like Kalanchoe it is found in

chloroplasts as well as in cytosol. On the other hand,

a cytosolic isoform has been found in nonphotosyn-

thetic organs of plants C3 and C4 [94], and is also

induced by drought stress in rice roots [95]. In C3

leaves the enzyme has also been found in chloroplasts

[85,96,97].

Using a cDNA library prepared from culms of the

terrestrial form, two highly homologous (95%) full-

length cDNAs, ppdk1 and ppdk2, have been charac-

terized. The deduced sequence for the PPDK1 protein

contained an extra domain at the amino terminus of

69 aminoacids that would correspond to a chloroplast

transit peptide; in contrast, ppdk2 encodes for a cyto-

solic protein. In this way, the two transcripts found in

E. vivipara are derived from different genes [98]. In

maize pyruvate two genes encode orthophosphate

dikinase, one encoding a cytosolic isoform and the

other a chloroplastic and cytosolic enzyme as a con-

sequence of differential splicing [99–101]. Southern

blot analysis indicated that a small family of genes,

probably two, would encode pyruvate orthopho-

sphate dikinase [98]. Northern blot analysis indicated

that both isoforms are expressed simultaneously in

the culms and the levels are more abundant in the

terrestrial form than in the submerged form, in agree-

ment with higher activities and in situ immunolocali-

zation studies [12,85,98]. In addition, in the terrestrial

form ppdk1 was expressed at somewhat higher levels

than ppdk2, and ppdk2 was expressed at higher

levels than ppdk1 in the submersed form [98]. It was

also found that ppdk2 transcript is expressed in roots,

in agreement with the cytosolic location of the en-

zyme. Thus, the expression pattern of ppdk1 and

ppdk2 would be related to its specific localization.

A full-length cDNA (pep1) encoding a 698-ami-

noacid phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEP1)

with a predicted molecular mass of 110 kDa was



characterized from the terrestrial form of E. vivipara

[102]. A phylogenetic analysis indicated that the pro-

tein is located between a cluster of C4-form phosphoe-

nolpyruvate carboxylase of C4 grasses (maize and

sorghum) and another large cluster including C3-

and CAM-form phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase

of dicots and monocots and C4-form phosphoenol-

pyruvate carboxylase from Flaveria [102]. The gene

pep1 has similar behavior to the isogene for C4 phos-

phoenolpyruvate carboxylase, although it holds high

homology to the C3 form. Apart from other con-

served sequence motifs, PEP1 contains the putative

phosphorylation motif (serine-11) for serine kinase

[103]. The terrestrial form of PEP1 has kinetic prop-

erties that differ from those of the typical C4-phos-

phoenolpyruvate carboxylase and are intermediate

between the C3 and C4 forms of the enzyme [75].

7. Expression of Isogenes Encoding for

Phosphoenolpyruvate Carboxylase, Pyruvate

Orthophosphate Dikinase, and RuBisCO

Northern blot studies indicated that higher levels of

phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase and pyruvate

orthophosphate dikinase were present in the terres-

trial form than in the submerged form [102]. The

expression of pep1 is regulated by light as its tran-

script is reduced when plants grown under light con-

ditions are transferred to darkness for up to 3 days.

The transcript level of ppdk1, ppdk2, and pep1 is

controlled by the water environment even in a single

plant growing both underwater and above the water

surface and having aerial secondary culms with Kranz

anatomy, underwater culms without this anatomy,

and secondary floating culms showing various inter-

mediate anatomies [102]. Northern blot studies indi-

cated that pep1 was more abundant in the above-

water secondary culms and less abundant in the

underwater culms. In the secondary culms floating

at the water surface the level was intermediate. In

addition, ppdk transcripts exhibited a similar behav-

ior; however, the difference in ppdk2 transcript level

in the three types of culms was smaller than that for

ppdk1 [102].

Abscisic acid induces the expression of ppdk iso-

genes and pep1, even in mature photosynthetic tissues

without Kranz anatomy [102], indicating that the

expression of the enzymes under these conditions is

regulated largely at the transcriptional level [72,98,

102–104]. Thus, anatomical and biochemical com-

ponents of the C4 traits are controlled independently,

although both components seems to be well coordin-

ated in naturally growing environments.

Studies of mRNA in situ hybridization indicated

that the expression of RuBisCO small subunit

(RuBisCOss) and pepc occurs mainly in bundle

sheath cells and mesophyll cells, respectively [72]. In

the submerged form, RuBisCOss was expressed in

both bundle sheaths and mesophyll cells, and no

expression of pepc was observed. In the immature

internodal region with undeveloped bundle sheath

cells, both life forms showed the same expression

pattern as in C3 plants. RuBisCOss expression was

localized in mesophyll cells, and no phosphoenolpyr-

uvate carboxylase was observed [72]. The C3-type

expression pattern of RuBisCOss and pepc in the

intercalar meristem, where the photosynthetic tissue

is located, represents a ground state in both terres-

trial and submerged forms. In the terrestrial form,

the transition from C3- to C4-type expression pattern

occurs during tissue maturation, concomitantly with

the development of bundle sheath cells [72]. The

transition of the expression pattern of RuBisCOss

occurs earlier than that of pepc. In addition, in re-

sponse to submergence, the transition of the gene

expression of the two carboxylases from C4- to C3-

type pattern is not concomitant with the change in

the anatomy of the internode [72].

In summary, the C4-type pattern of expression

does not directly depend on the anatomy but prob-

ably depends on an independent mechanism that

does not correlate to the formation of Kranz anat-

omy. The good correlation between the C4 pattern

of gene expression and the anatomical development

during the formation of Kranz anatomy suggests that

the two events proceed with a casual relationship.

However, the correlation during the reversal of

Kranz anatomy is not rigid. The C4-type gene expres-

sion pattern does not depend on Kranz anatomy,

a fact that has never been observed in other C4

plants [72].

8. Regulation of Differentiation

There is no evidence of a single gene capable of setting

in motion the entire C4 photosynthesis machinery. C4

photosynthesis appears to be a combination of inde-

pendently inherited characteristics [105]. It appears

that abscisic acid may stimulate one single signaling

system that leads to the entire differentiation or sep-

arate signaling systems that are responsible for the

individual differentiation of the anatomical and bio-

chemical traits [74]. At present, it is unclear why the

structural features and the photosynthetic traits of

E. vivipara are modified under submerged conditions

[85]. What is certain is that in E. vivipara the struc-

tural and biochemical characteristics of C4 photosyn-

thesis are not always differentiated in a coordinated

manner, implying that separate signaling systems are

responsible for both traits.



B. STUDIES IN OTHER ELEOCHARIS SPECIES

Two other Eleocharis species, E. baldwinii and E.

retroflexa subsp. Chaetaria, show NAD–ME C4 traits

in their terrestrial forms [69]. The culms also exhibit

unusual Kranz anatomy: the mestome sheath is inter-

posed between the mesophyll cell and the bundle

sheath cells. The d13C values of the terrestrial forms

of these two species are less negative than those found

in E. vivipara, but still within the range. However,

they differ in their responses to aquatic environments

[106].

Under submergence conditions E. baldwinii

express C3–C4 intermediate characteristics with the

reduction of the bundle sheath cells and the develop-

ment of the mesophyll cells [106]. The amounts of

phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase, pyruvate ortho-

phosphate dikinase, and NAD–ME are lower in the

submersed form, but NADP–ME exhibits an oppos-

ite trend. The amount of RuBisCO is higher in the

submerged form than in the terrestrial form.

RuBisCO is accumulated in the mesophyll cell chloro-

plasts and in the bundle sheath chloroplasts, increas-

ing the amount of enzyme in these last cells under

submergence conditions [107]. NAD–ME was located

in the mitochondria of bundle sheath cells, and pyru-

vate orthophosphate dikinase and phosphoenolpyru-

vate carboxylase were detected in the mesophyll cells.

In contrast, NADP–ME was found in the chloro-

plasts of both mesophyll and bundle sheath cells

[107]. It is suggested that under submergence condi-

tions E. baldwinii could fix some CO2 through a C4-

like metabolism as in the case of the aquatic plants E.

densa and H. verticillata, which show a C4-like me-

tabolism without Kranz anatomy under conditions of

low carbon availability [11,18,25,32,107].

On the other hand, E. retroflexa maintains the

C4 characteristics when it is submersed, the Kranz-

like anatomy with the C4 biochemical traits [74],

with slightly higher levels of RuBisCO under this

condition.

Although it is interesting that there is a gradient

in the degree of expression of C4 characteristics

among the three terrestrial forms of these Eleocharis

species, it should not be surprising considering that

the C4 photosynthesis in Eleocharis spp. evolved re-

cently in the genus, generating various intermediate

stages [69].

C. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The high developmental plasticity shown by E. vivi-

para makes this species a suitable system for studying

the genetics and development of C4 photosynthesis in

response to environmental factors, as well as the

ecological and adaptive aspects of C4 species [98]. Eco-

logical considerations suggest that the extreme and

changeable microenvironments inhabited by its spe-

cies may have been decisive in the appearance of

these variations in the photosynthetic pathway [81].

The dimorphism of this species is of considerable inter-

est because it provides a system in which to study the

relationship between the development of Kranz anat-

omy and C4-type cell-specific expression of genes in-

volved in photosynthetic carbon metabolism [72].

IV. C4 PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN THE
CHENOPODIACEAE FAMILY

The Chenopodiaceae family has C3, C4, and C3–C4

intermediate metabolism species [108–112], with the

most C4 species among the dicot families [113]. There

are interesting anatomical variations in the photosyn-

thetic apparatus of leaves/stems and cotyledons of

representative species of the tribe Salsoleae [114].

Apart from the Kranz-like organs with mesophyll

cells and bundle sheath cells, in many species a circu-

lar anatomy that includes water storage and subepi-

dermal cells has been described [114]. In addition, the

species B. cycloptera and B. aralocaspica show appre-

ciable C4 photosynthesis in a single chlorenchyma

cell [13,14]. In spite of C4 photosynthesis being ac-

complished by more than a dozen biochemical and

anatomical combinations that arose independently

[116,117], all C4 plants share the common initial step

of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylation, and, until re-

cently, it was thought that Kranz anatomy was also

essential for C4 photosynthesis in terrestrial plants

[116]. The new findings in B. cycloptera and B. aralo-

caspica challenge this view [118].

A. THE CASE OF B. CYCLOPTERA

1. Occurrence and Description

Bienertia is a monotypic genus of the tribe Suaedeae

within the Chenopodiaceae family. It is an Irano-

Turanian floristic element distributed in the central

Iranian deserts and subdeserts within northern and

southern radiation in the Persian Gulf countries and

Central Asia [118]. Bienertia grows as a halophytic

annual on clay, silt, or sandy alluvial soils in depres-

sions and along lagoons. Climatic conditions are

marked by hot, sunny, and dry summers and by

winters with no or little to moderate frost and mean

precipitation from ca. 100 to 200mm [119].

The plants are 10 to 60 cm in height and richly

branched from the base. Leaves (2–15mm � 2.5mm

� 1.5–2.5mm) are usually glaucous, narrow to broad

oblong, slightly narrow at the base, and obtuse at the



apex. Young leaves are covered by small, shortly

stalked vesicular hairs [119].

2. Structure and Ultrastructure of the Leaf

Five variants of Kranz anatomy, Atriplicoid, Koi-

chioid, Salsoloid, Kranz-Suaedoid [109], and Conos-

permoid [120], were identified in the family. In the

case of Bienertia it represents a new leaf type named

Bienertiod, and in the overall layout it resembles most

of the C3 species of Suaeda, except for the cytological

structure and arrangement of the chlorenchyma and

its strict separation from the water storage tissue [119]

(Figure 22.5).

The epidermis is one-layered with large individual

cells in which chloroplasts are missing, except for the

small and slightly sunken guard cells.

The chlorenchyma consists of two to three layers

of radially elongated cells that are arranged in short

rows between the epidermis and the aqueous tissue.

Cells are unique in containing two cytoplasmic com-

partments, a peripheral cytoplasmic layer with scat-

tered chloroplasts, and a large globular cytoplasmic

body located in the center of the cell, completely

surrounded by the vacuole and densely packed with

starch producing chloroplasts and joined by the nu-

cleus [119]. Both compartments are connected by

cytoplasmic channels that contain a few chloroplasts

with a development of grana intermediate between

those of both cytoplasmic compartments [14]. The

central compartment is filled with mitochondria,

with an extensive system of tubules and lamellae,

which encircle the granal chloroplasts. In contrast,

the peripheral compartment lacks mitochondria and

has agranal chloroplasts that exhibit lower granal

index, density of appressed thylakoids, and ratio of

appressed to nonappressed thylakoids than the

chloroplasts in the central compartment [14]. Even

after long light exposure periods starch was absent

in the chloroplasts of the peripheral cytoplasmic com-

partment [119].

The aqueous tissue together with the embedded

vascular bundles accounts for about two thirds to

three fourths of the leaf volume (Figure 22.5). It

consists of one to two layers of large cells with thin

walls and thin peripheral cytoplasmic layers without

chloroplasts. The vascular system consists of one

large central bundle and a varying number of smaller

secondary bundles [119].

3. Biochemical Studies: Carbon Isotope

Composition and 14CO2 Fixation

Studies involving leaf anatomy observation and the

finding that after 10 sec of 14CO2 exposure 45% of

the total radioactivity was present in sugar phos-

phate and only 19/11% in malate/aspartate indicated

that the plant was exclusively C3 [110]. However,

later, d13C isotope values of �15.4% [112] and

14.3% [108] were reported, which are similar to

those of C4 plants with Kranz anatomy. Recently,

Freitag and Stichler [119] measured d13C isotope

discrimination values in Bienertia leaves under a

wide range of conditions. They found values of

�13.4 to �15.5% in leaves from natural habitats

(typical of C4 species), but values ranging from

�15.5 to �21.1% were measured in newly formed

leaves in the greenhouse. In addition, Voznesenskaya

et al. [14] using mature leaves found values (�13.5%)

similar to that reported for plants collected in

the natural habitat, and also reported more negative

values for younger leaves. These results suggest

that Bienertia is a C4/C3 facultative species and

explain the differences in the results reported by

the first authors. With respect to the photosyn-

thetic carbon labeling pattern, considering than

the diffusion pathway is shorter within a single

cell rather than between mesophyll and bundle

sheath cells, Voznesenskaya et al. [14] used a

shorter pulse (3 sec) to identify the C4 acids. Under

this experimental condition, 50% of the initial prod-

ucts were in malate and aspartate and 13% in

3-phosphoglycerate.

EC

IS

CC

CC

AT

B. cycloptera

FIGURE 22.5 Diagram of various cell types in a cross sec-

tion of Bienertia cyclopetera. EC: epidermal cell; IS: inter-

cellular space; CC: chlorenchyma cell; AT: aqueous tissue.



4. Biochemical Studies: Analysis of the Main

Photosynthetic Enzymes

RuBisCO was mainly found in the chloroplasts of the

central compartment, and only a weak signal was

found in the chloroplasts of the peripheral compart-

ment. Although phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase

was found through all the cytosol, the most intensive

labeling was found in the peripheral cytoplasm. The

levels of these enzymes are similar to those in C4 che-

nopods and also exhibited a phosphoenolpyruvate

carboxylase/RuBisCO ratio greater than 1. In contrast

to RuBisCO, pyruvate orthophosphate dikinase was

located in the peripheral chloroplasts. Again, activity

and immunoreactive protein levels were similar to

those found in the C4 plant Salsola laricina. Higher

activity levels of NAD–ME relative to NADP–ME

were measured in Bienertia. While the former was

immunodetected, the NADP-dependent enzyme was

not. Immunoelectron microscopy indicated that

NAD–ME and glycine decarboxylase were localized

in the mitochondria of the central compartment [14].

5. Gas Exchange Analysis

Its photosynthetic response to varying CO2, with 21%

versus 3% O2, is typical of C4 plants with Kranz

anatomy. In addition, O2 did not inhibit photosyn-

thesis in Bienertia. The lack of night-time CO2 fix-

ation indicates that this species does not undergo

CAM [14].

6. Biochemical Pathway in B. cycloptera

On the basis of carbon isotope values, anatomical

studies although excluding Kranz anatomy [13,120],

products of 14CO2 fixation, immunolocalization stud-

ies, and facultative C3/C4 expression [120], it can be

concluded that B. cycloptera exhibits a novel solution

to C4 photosynthesis without Kranz anatomy. This

metabolism is carried out in a single chlorenchyma

cell through spatial compartmentation of dimorphic

chloroplasts, other organelles, and photosynthetic en-

zymes in distinct cell positions that mimics the spatial

separation of Kranz anatomy [14] (Figure 22.6).

Thus, the peripheral and central cytoplasmic com-

partments may be functionally equivalent in photo-

synthesis to palisade and Kranz cells in the Kranz-

type C4 plants [119]. The vacuole appears to be the

resistant barrier minimizing CO2 efflux, and the cyto-

plasmic strands are the channels for metabolite flux

[117]. CO2 would be initially fixed by phosphoenol-

pyruvate carboxylase localized in the peripheral com-

partment. Then, C4 acids would be transported

through the cytoplasmic channel to the mitochondria

in the central cytoplasmic compartment where NAD–

ME acting as decarboxylase would provide RuBisCO

in the neighboring chloroplasts with CO2. Three car-

bon compounds would then return to the peripheral

cytoplasmic compartment where pyruvate orthopho-

sphate dikinase located in the chloroplasts would

regenerate phosphoenolpyruvate. As this last enzyme

is not found in the central cytoplasmic compartment,

and thus the presence of phosphoenolpyruvate is un-

likely to occur there, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxy-

lase in the central compartment probably would not

be involved in this metabolism [14].

B. cycloptera is also remarkable for its ability

to adapt its photosynthetic machinery to environ-

mental conditions as a facultative C4/C3 species.

Leaves developed under conditions of high light and

temperature carry out C4 photosynthesis, but under

conditions of low light and temperature C3 photosyn-

thesis is performed [119].

B. THE CASE OF B. ARALOCASPICA

1. Occurrence and Description

B. aralocaspica Bunge is a Central Asian floristic

element with scattered distribution through the semi-

deserts from the northeastern Caspian lowlands to

western China and southern Mongolia. It belongs to

the strongest halophytes and is found in monospecific

B. aralocaspica B. cycloptera
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FIGURE 22.6 Proposed scheme of C4 photosynthesis within

a single cell in Borszczowia aralocaspica and Bienertia

cycloptera. The intracellular localization of the main C4

photosynthetic enzymes is shown within the chlorenchyma

cell. NAD-ME: NAD-malic enzyme; PCR cycle: photosyn-

thetic carbon reduction cycle; PEPC: phosphoenolpyruvate

carboxylase; PPDK: pyruvate orthophosphate dikinase.



stands in the foremost zone of higher vegetation

around salt lakes and deep depressions. The habitat

is usually flooded in spring and covered with a thick

salt crust during summer and autumn [120].

B. aralocaspica is a succulent species with unusual

chlorenchyma. Plants are 4 to 50 cm in height and

richly branched from the base. Succulent glabrous

leaves (10–17mm � 1.5–2.2mm � 0.5–1.1mm) are

isolateral with a pronounced tendency toward a cen-

tric arrangement of tissues [120].

2. Structure and Ultrastructure of the Leaf

Similar to the C4 Salsoloid type B. aralocaspica has

particular cytological features with only a single layer

of unusual palisade-shaped chlorenchyma cells lo-

cated between the central water storage tissue and

the hypodermal cells [13] (Figure 22.7). It is unique

because all known C4 species have two, more rarely

three, layers of chlorenchyma, which are highly dif-

ferentiated in cytological [121] and physiological re-

spects [122,123]. The pattern of vascularization with

numerous small peripheral bundles attached to the

inner surface of the chlorenchyma makes B. aralocas-

pica similar to the Salsolid type of C4 chenopods

[120].

Hypodermal cells are large with thin walls and no

chloroplasts. The central aqueous tissue comprises

one third of the volume of the cell, and it is consti-

tuted by large polyhedral cells with thin walls, a thin

protoplast, and few or no chloroplasts [120].

Chlorenchyma cells have a cylindrical shape in the

upper two thirds to three fourths, but the basal parts of

the cells are trapezoid. The layer is compact to the

center of the leaf, with intercellular spaces in the outer-

most part of the chlorenchyma (Figure 22.7). The cell

wall is thicker in the basal parts and has perfect straight

orientation. The protoplast has also differential fea-

tures in the upper and basal parts of the chlorenchyma

cells [120]. The basal parts possess a much smaller

central vacuole, a higher number of chloroplasts per

unit volume, chloroplasts with abundant starch grains,

higher density of cytoplasm, and firmer attachment of

plasmalemma to the cell walls. The nucleus is invari-

ably located at or just above the border of the two

macrocompartments of the chlorenchyma cells [120].

Largemitochondria are in the proximal position (from

the vascular bundle) [13], and chloroplasts in the distal

part of the cell lack grana and are without starch, while

those in the proximal part have grana and contain

starch. Thus, B. aralocaspica has leaf anatomy similar

to C4 Salsola, but it has dimorphic chloroplasts in a

single photosynthetic cell instead of in two cell types

with Kranz anatomy [13].

3. Biochemical Studies: Carbon Isotope

Composition

B. aralocaspica carbon isotope ratios of �13.78 [120]

and –13.37% d
13C [13] not only matches with the

those described for C4 plants (�10 to �14%, 124)

but also with those reported from 198 C4 chenopods,

�9.27 to �15.06%, [108]. In contrast, the C3 species

Suaeda heterophylla exhibited values of �25.34 and

�27.28% [13] as in this plant RuBisCO fixes atmos-

pheric CO2. Thus, although lacking Kranz anatomy

B. aralocaspica probably fixes atmospheric CO2 by

phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase that does not dis-

criminate against 13CO2.

4. Biochemical Studies: Analysis of Main

Photosynthetic Enzymes

Voznesenskaya et al. [13] found biochemical compart-

mentation in the chlorenchyma cells for the carbon

assimilation enzymes. RuBisCO was found in the

chloroplasts in the proximal part of the cell, while

pyruvate orthophosphate dikinase was located in the

chloroplasts in the distal cytosol. RuBisCO was also

detected in the few and small chloroplasts of water

storage and hypodermal cells. Phosphoenolpyruvate

carboxylase was visualized in all the cytosol. NAD–

ME is located in the mitochondria in the proximal

part of the cells.

B. aralocaspica

AT

CC

HC

EC

FIGURE 22.7 Diagram of various cell types in a cross

section of Borszczowia aralocaspica. CC: chlorenchyma

cell; EC: epidermal cell; HC: hypodermal cell; AT: aqueous

tissue.



The activities of RuBisCO, phosphoenolpyruvate

carboxylase, NAD–ME, and pyruvate orthopho-

sphate dikinase are high enough to support the meas-

ured rates of CO2 assimilation and except for NAD–

ME, were similar to the values measured in the C4

plant S. laricina.

5. Gas Exchange Analysis

As the response of photosynthesis to varying CO2

and O2 is a diagnostic tool for discriminating C3

versus C4 photosynthesis, the response of B. aralocas-

pica against different O2 concentrations was evalu-

ated, and it was found that photorespiration is

restricted in this species [13]. While ambient levels of

O2 (21%) inhibited photosynthesis in C3 S. hetero-

phylla, it did not have an effect on photosynthesis in

the C4 species S. laricina or B. aralocaspica.

6. Biochemical Pathway in B. aralocaspica

B. aralocaspica presents a unique pattern of enzyme

distribution, with some of the C4 enzymes present to

the same extent as in C4 plants. Gas exchange analysis

and carbon isotope composition indicate that B. ara-

locaspica behaves like a C4 plant. Overall, Borszczo-

wia is a C4 plant, although it lacks Kranz anatomy, in

which the distal and proximal cytosolic compart-

ments would probably act as the mesophyll and bun-

dle sheath in C4 plants with Kranz anatomy (Figure

22.6). In this novel photosynthetic metabolism atmos-

pheric CO2 enters the cell at the distal part thorough

the thin cell wall and is fixed by phosphoenolpyruvate

carboxylase. Then, C4 acids would be transported to

the proximal part of the cell where the decarboxyla-

tion in the mitochondria by the action of NAD–ME

provides RuBisCO with CO2. In this proximal part of

the cell CO2 leakage is restricted by the thicker cell

wall. Thus, the radial arrangement of the elongated

chlorenchyma cell is of great importance to prevent

the CO2 efflux [117]. As pyruvate orthophosphate

dikinase is located in the chloroplasts in the distal

cytosol, phosphoenolpyruvate would be regenerated

in this part of the cell, providing the substrate for

phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase. Distal generation

of phosphoenolpyruvate and the thick cell wall at the

proximal part of the cell make improbable that phos-

phoenolpyruvate carboxylase in the proximal cytosol

fixes atmospheric CO2.

C. EVOLUTION OF C4 PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN

B. CYCLOPTERA AND B. ARALOCASPICA

C4 photosynthesis in terrestrial plants was thought to

require Kranz anatomy. However, it is now known

that in B. cycloptera and B. aralocaspica the compart-

mentation of the photosynthetic enzymes, and thus

the avoidance of futile cycles, is achieved through the

separation of two types of chloroplasts and diverse

organelles within the photosynthetic cell. In these

species the evolution of cytoplasmic organization

and C4 photosynthesis has taken distinctly different

paths. These species are more distantly related, and

their C4 leaf types have evolved along independent

evolutionary lines from the basal Austrobassioid

type, which is still present in C3 species of Suaeda

[14]. The tribe Suaedeae comprises four genera:

Suaeda (100 species, 60% C4), Alexandra (one C3

species), Bienertia (one C4 species), and Borszczowia

(one C4 species) [113,120,125]. Within the Suaedeae,

five distinct C4 origins are suspected, three in Suaeda,

and one in Bienertia and one in Borszczowia [119]. It

seems that the present tribe is very prolific in evolving

C4 photosynthesis [117]. As the Suaedeae species

grow in extreme saline soils where the interspecific

competition is restricted and which favor character-

istics enhancing water use efficiency, Bienertia and

Borszczowia might have had a competitor-free space

in which to evolve [117].

D. PERSPECTIVES FOR BIOTECHNOLOGICAL

APPROACHES TO IMPROVE C3 PHOTOSYNTHESIS

The efficiency by which aquatic plants are capable of

switching from a C3-type to a C4-like metabolism in

single cells when the availability of CO2 declines is

encouraging because it might be possible to establish

a similar system in terrestrial C3 crops by the trans-

genic approach [126]. The discovery of chenopods

containing a single CO2-concentrating mechanism

[13,14,119,120] opens a new possibility in engineering

C4 plants from C3 species, which is easier than was

previously believed [127]. However, it should be con-

sidered that the anatomy of these halophytic cheno-

pods is adapted to semidry environments [126], even

though engineering a single-celled C4 system would

require a reworking of C3 leaf structure [128]. Never-

theless, it would not require the development of two

photosynthetic cells [13].

V. STUDY OF THE TRANSITION FROM C4

PHOTOSYNTHESIS TO CRASSULACEAN
ACID-LIKE METABOLISM IN THE
PORTULACA GENUS

In general, leaves of a plant fix CO2 through one type

of photosynthetic pathway. However, some plants

can shift their photosynthetic mode depending on

the age or environment, like the shift from C3 photo-



synthesis to CAM [129,130]. Current mechanistic

understanding of the induction of CAM is largely

based on studies with facultative species that present

a transition from C3 photosynthesis. In contrast, the

shift from C4 photosynthesis to CAM has been de-

scribed only in some succulent C4 plants belonging

to the genus Portulaca [15,16,131–135]. P. oleracea,

P. grandiflora, andP.mundulawere reported to express

CAM characteristics when subject to drought stress

conditions or short photoperiods [15,16,131–136].

Although most CAM and C4 species occur in a

few families where they are mutually exclusive, five

plant families share genera containing species that are

CAM or C4. The photosynthetic diversity of the Por-

tulacaceae is considerable despite the small size of the

family, with species C3, C4, and facultative CAM

plants. Moreover, the occurrence of the decarboxylat-

ing enzymes reinforces this diversity. P. grandiflora is

an NADP–ME species [134], P. oleracea is an NAD–

ME subtype [137], and Portulacalaria afra is a phos-

phoenolpyruvate carboxykinase plant [138].

CAM induction is a complex reaction needing the

coordination of many changes in metabolism [139].

The study of the transition from one type of photo-

synthesis to another is of great interest since it can

provide insight into the different expression–regula-

tion of the enzymes involved in each type of photo-

synthesis. For example, the transition from C4 to

CAM photosynthesis may involve the expression of

different isoenzymes or the occurrence of an opposite

regulation of the same enzyme, like phosphoenolpyr-

uvate carboxylase, which is opposite regulated in both

metabolisms [140,141]. Investigations were performed

in Portulaca species under different stress conditions,

mainly drought stress [15,16,131–135].

A. THE CASE OF P. OLERACEA

1. Distribution and General Features

P. oleracea is found in places as diverse as gardens

and cultivated fields, or in agriculturally poor habitats

such as roadsides and out-rocks, but it is usually

found in hot, dry conditions and in high-light inten-

sity environments [142].

The firsts works done with respect to this species

remarked the weediness exhibited by it. By the 1970s,

P. oleracea was the eighth most common plant on

earth and was classified as a weed, in part because

of its process and pattern of growth, which gave the

plant quick response capability [142]. Nowadays, this

plant is listed as a noxious weed by the U.S. Federal

Government. Zimmerman [142] pointed out that

P. oleracea uses a wide variety of photoperiods, and

capsule numbers are correlated with the amounts of

light received. This weed is widely tolerant of light

intensities, temperature regimes, and soil types, and

the plants produce adequate levels of capsules over a

wide range of these factors. The plasticity shown by

P. oleracea with respect to its habitats would be just a

feature of its flexibility with respect to its photosyn-

thetic metabolism.

2. First Studies on Photosynthetic Metabolism

Early studies have classified P. oleracea as a C4

plant, although the stage of leaf development was

one of the most important factors determining the

operation of C4 photosynthesis. Young and mature

leaves fixed 14CO2 primarily into organic and aminoa-

cids, and less than 2% of the 14CO2 fixed appeared

in phosphorylated compounds. Young leaves pro-

duced more malate than aspartate, whereas mature

leaves produced more aspartate than malate

[143]. In addition, young and mature leaves exhibited

typical C4-plant light/dark 14CO2 evolution ratios

[144]. In contrast, senescent leaves had a relatively

large amount of C3 photosynthesis, as accounted

by a quantitative shift of primary products toward

phosphorylated compounds (18% in phosphoglyceric

acid) with a concomitant reduction of the label resid-

ing in malate and aspartate [143]. Senescent leaves

had photorespiration ratios similar to C3 plants. In

this state, P. oleracea leaves had a less absolute

amount of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate, phosphoenol-

pyruvate carboxylase (10% of mature leaves), and

RuBisCO (27% of mature leaves) than mature leaves

[144].

P. oleracea has small succulent leaves with Kranz

anatomy, characteristic of other C4 species, and it

also possesses large water storage. Total chlorophyll

content is low, but as leaves of P. oleracea are rela-

tively succulent, this value is still within the reported

range for several other C4 plants [143].

3. Conditions for CAM Induction in P. oleracea

Studies of a wide range of environments in which

P. oleracea grows, the succulence of its leaves, the

particularly high water use efficiency, and its location

within a family that contains species exhibiting C3,

C4, or CAM metabolism led to the investigation of

the possible occurrence of CAM or facultative CAM

in this species by analyzing diurnal acid fluctuation,

CO2 gas exchange, and leaf resistance under various

photoperiods and water regimes [131]. The data pre-

sented strongly suggested that CAM occurred in

P.oleracea leaves andstems.Under shortphotoperiods

or water stress, P. oleracea presented a CAM-like

pattern of acid fluctuation accompanied by low



nocturnal leaf resistance, in the first case, and this

feature plus net dark CO2 uptake and daytime CO2

release, in the second [131].

Later, Koch and Kennedy studied the occurrence

of CAM under natural environmental conditions

but protected from the rain. This study confirmed

the results obtained previously in drought stressed

plants and established that malate was the predomin-

ant compound labeled during the night, with some

citrate and aspartate [132]. Under natural environ-

ment conditions, CAM contributed to the carbon

balance and water retention in the C4 dicot P. oler-

acea. Stomatal closure in the light reduced water loss

from plants, with insoluble compounds synthesized

from the CO2 assimilated during the night. They

also determined that not only drought stress condi-

tions but also photoperiod, developmental state,

and diurnal temperature changes appear to be im-

portant in CAM expression in P. oleracea [132].

Similar results have been reported by Kraybill and

Martin [133]. In either case, the diurnal fluctuation of

titratable acidity, accounted for by malic acid, sug-

gests that a crassulacean acid-like metabolism is ef-

fectively induced in P. oleracea upon water stress

treatment.

4. Induction of a Crassulacean Acid-Like

Metabolism in P. oleracea under Drought

Stress Conditions

Recently, Lara et al. [15] studied the induction of a

crassulacean acid-like metabolism in P. oleracea

under drought stress conditions and a 12-h photo-

period by stopping watering of young plants. After

23 days of drought stress a diurnal change in titrat-

able acidity was observed, evidenced by a seven- to

eightfold increase of the fluctuation in titratable (day/

night) acidity. The stressed leaves presented an in-

crease in malate levels of almost two orders of mag-

nitude between the end of the day and night periods

relative to well-watered plants, suggesting the induc-

tion of a crassulacean acid-like metabolism. This was

also confirmed by limited or nil CO2 assimilation in

the light and slow CO2 rates of uptake in the dark by

P. oleracea stressed plants.

5. Leaf Anatomy Studies in Control and Water

Stressed Plants

The C4 dicot P. oleracea possesses succulent leaves

with branched veination and composed of various

types of cells (Figure 22.8). Bundle sheath cells are

around the vascular bundles, and their chloroplasts

are located in a centripetal position (toward the vas-

cular tissue). Mesophyll cells completely surround the

bundle sheath cells. A third type of cell constitutes

two or three layers between the epidermis and the

parenchyma. These cells, called water storage cells,

are particularly large, vacuolated, and contain a few

small chloroplasts [15].

Drought had an important effect on the leaf struc-

ture of P. oleracea with the distortion of the meso-

phyll cells and the displacement of its chloroplasts

toward the bundle sheath cells, probably due to

water loss, accompained by a general loss of the

chloroplast number through the tissue. Partial col-

lapse of the water storage cells and the loss of organ-

ization of this tissue was also observed.

FIGURE 22.8 Diagram of various cell types in a cross

section of Portulaca oleracea. EC: epidermal cell; BSC:

bundle sheath cell; MC: mesophyll cell; WSC: water

storage cell.
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6. Phosphoenolpyruvate Carboxylase in Control

and Water Stressed Plants: Characterization

of the Different Isoforms

The regulatory properties of phosphoenolpyruvate

carboxylase were also studied under both conditions.

The enzyme presented a subunit mass of 110 kDa and

exhibited changes in the isoelectric point and electro-

phoretic mobility of the native enzyme [15].

In C4 and CAM plants the enzyme is regulated by

a mechanism of phosphorylation/dephosphorylation

[145]. In the phosphorylated state, feedback inhib-

ition by L-malate is severely diminished [145–147].

In vivo phosphorylation and native isoelectrofocusing

studies indicated that phosphoenolpyruvate

carboxylase activity and regulation are modified

upon drought stress treatment in a way that allows

P. oleracea to undergo a crassulacean acid-like me-

tabolism. Stressed leaves contained less (lower specific

activity and lower enzyme content on a protein basis)

of a noncooperative form of phosphoenolpyruvate

carboxylase with different kinetic properties, such

as a higher affinity for phosphoenolpyruvate and

more sensitivity to malate inhibition. In summary,

the regulation of the enzyme from P. oleracea control

plants appears to be similar to that occurring in C4

species, while the regulation of the enzyme from

drought stressed plants resembles that of the CAM

type [15].

Other work has shown that the induction of CAM

in the C4 P. oleracea was accompanied by an increase

in the levels of activity and quantity of phosphoenol-

pyruvate carboxylase [135]. This finding was rather

surprising since, although this enzyme should be ac-

tive at different periods of the day in C4 and CAM

plants, one biochemical similarity between these types

of photosynthesis is the high phosphoenolpyruvate

carboxylase activity in mesophyll cells.

7. Study of Decarboxylating Systems, RuBisCO,

and Pyruvate Orthophosphate Dikinase in

P. oleracea Control and Water Stressed Plants

As the function of a C4 and CAMmetabolism implies

a different spatial and temporal participation of the

enzymes involved in the CO2 fixation, the study of

these enzymes in both tissue conditions was of great

interest. Lara et al. analyzed the activity and levels of

the decarboxylation enzymes. They confirmed that

this species is a NAD–ME-subtype C4 plant and

that the enzyme is upregulated by light in this photo-

synthetic mode. However, as in the case of maize,

phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase may contribute,

along with NAD–ME, to the concentrating mechan-

ism [148].

After 23 days of drought stress, a general decrease

in the photosynthetic metabolism was found, as

accounted for by the decrease in the net CO2 fixation

[15] and in the activity of enzymes related to that

metabolism, such as RuBisCO, phosphoenolpyru-

vate carboxylase, pyruvate orthophosphate dikinase,

phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase, and NAD–

ME. In contrast, NADP–ME shows no variation in

the activity or immunoreactive levels. Western blot

analysis indicated that changes in the activities were

correlated with the levels of immunoreactive proteins,

except for phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase activ-

ity in which putative phosphorylation of the enzyme

would be responsible for the changes in the activity.

Pyruvate orthophosphate dikinase showed two

immunoreactive bands the levels of which varied not

only between day and night but also with the water

status; a higher level of immunoreactive protein was

found in control samples than in stressed plants, with

the lower-molecular mass protein being the more

abundant and possibly being involved in phosphoe-

nolpyruvate regeneration in control plants perform-

ing C4 photosynthesis. In contrast, as the levels of the

higher-molecular mass isoform were higher in

stressed leaves, this isoform could be related to the

operation of CAM [149].

8. In Situ Immunolocalization of

Phosphoenolpyruvate Carboxylase, RuBisCO,

and NAD–ME

RuBisCO is located in the bundle sheath chloroplasts

of P. oleracea leaves, while NAD–ME is found in the

mitochondria of the same cells. In contrast, phos-

phoenolpyruvate carboxylase was found in the cyto-

sol of mesophyll and water storage cells. Although the

localization of the enzymes was the same for control

and stressed plants, the amount of immunogold par-

ticles varied in the same way as the amount of protein

previously determined. The main change was ob-

served for phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase, which

exhibited higher levels of immunocomplexes in the

cytosol of the water storage cell in stressed samples

in comparison with control leaves [149].

9. Carbohydrate Metabolism-Related Enzymes

Different patterns of assimilate partitioning are de-

scribed among CAM species. As in M. crystallinum

[4], in P. oleracea changes have been reported in

the day/night activities and in the level of immunor-

eactive protein of some of the enzymes involved

in glycolysis, in gluconeogenesis, and in the generation

of reduction power when CAM is induced. While

some enzymes (ATP-dependent phosphofructokinase,



PPi-dependent phosphofructokinase, NAD– and

NADP–malate dehydrogenase, and nonphosphory-

lating glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase) in-

creased under stress conditions; others (aldolase and

glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase) decreased. These

changes in the activities could be of great importance in

the establishment of CAM in P. oleracea [149].

10. Biochemical Pathways Operating in Control

and Stressed P. oleracea Leaves

In control P. oleracea plants under well-watered

conditions a C4 photosynthetic metabolism operates

with NAD–ME as the major decarboxylating

enzyme, accompanied by phosphoenolpyruvate car-

boxykinase (Figure 22.9). Additionally, as phosphoe-

nolpyruvate carboxylase was also found in the water

storage cells, these cells could also contribute to the

primary CO2 fixation by producing oxaloacetate,

which could be then transformed in malate by malate

dehydrogenase in these cells and then transported

to the bundle sheath cells through the mesophyll

cell, thus increasing the malate pool given by these

last cells.

An inducible CAM may be a physiological fea-

ture in leaves of water stressed P. oleracea, which

could account for the relative long duration of this

species in habitats characterized by extended dry

periods [131]. In these periods a general decrease

of CO2 would occur. A spatial separation of the

primary and secondary carbon fixation would be

accompanied by a temporal separation of these pro-

cesses. According to this, during the night CO2

would be fixed through phosphoenolpyruvate car-

boxylase in the cytosol of mesophyll cells yielding

oxaloacetic acid, which would be then kept in the

vacuoles in the form of malate. In the following light

period, the released malate would be transported to

the bundle sheath cells where NAD–ME, together

with other decarboxylating enzymes, would provide

RuBisCO with CO2. Probably, a cytosolic CAM-

specific pyruvate orthophosphate dikinase could par-

ticipate in the phosphoenolpyruvate regeneration.

Although the role of water storage cells is still un-

certain, an enhanced activity of these cells could take

place under this condition by generating and storing

malate. Alternatively, these cells act as a water res-

ervoir for mesophyll cells and bundle sheath cells for
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conditions of limited water supply; the presence of

phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase in water storage

cells reveals a possible remaining ancestral CAM

metabolism.

B. THE CASE OF P. GRANDIFLORA

P. grandiflora Hook is an ornamental dicot that

grows best in sandy soil originally from northern

South America [150]. It has been reported as a C4

plant based on the measurement of d13C [151] and

biochemical studies [137]. The occurrence of P. gran-

diflora in an open stand community with xeric and

high light conditions, its succulent cylindrical leaves

having a large volume of water tissue and a low

surface area to volume ratio, which aids water reten-

tion, and its phylogenetic position (it belongs to Por-

tulacaceae) motivated the investigation of the possible

occurrence of CAM in this species, especially under

drought stress conditions.

1. Induction of a Crassulacean Acid-Like

Metabolism in P. grandiflora under Drought

Stress Conditions

Ku et al. [134] measured greater diurnal acid fluctu-

ations and malic acid concentration in stems and

leaves of well-watered plants of P. grandiflora than

in drought stressed individuals. These parameters

were much reduced under severe drought conditions.

In contrast, Kraybill and Martin [133] indicated that

no significant diurnal malic acid fluctuations occurred

under well-watered conditions but under drought

stress significant diurnal malic acid fluctuations were

measured. They also found that no net CO2 uptake

took place under drought stressed conditions and

suggested that this species underwent CAM cycling.

Subsequent research by Guralnick and Jackson [152]

confirmed that P. grandifloramaintained high organic

acid levels and large diurnal acid fluctuation when

water stressed.

Recently, diurnal fluctuation in acidity in leaves

that was not accompanied by a net gain or loss of

CO2 at night and a decrease in net CO2 fixation during

the day showed the upregulation of the CAMpathway

after water stress [16]. After 8 days of water stress the

leaves presented CAM-cycling activity and suggested

that this featuremay occur completely in water storage

tissue. On the basis of diurnal fluctuations in acidity in

stems and no net carbon gain during the day or night,

as the stems lack stomata, they also proposed that

CAM-idling photosynthesis could take place in

stems, which may have an important role in recycling

carbon and conserving water to support photosyn-

thetic activity in leaves during water stress [16].

2. Anatomical and Ultrastructural Studies

P. grandiflora has a slightly different Kranz leaf anat-

omy (Figure 22.10). The succulent, cylindrical leaves

of this dicot species possess three distinct green cell

types: bundles sheath cells in radial arrangement

around the vascular bundles, mesophyll cells in an

outer layer adjacent to the bundle sheath cells, and

water storage cells in the leaf center. This last type of

cell constitutes the water tissue and contains scattered

chloroplasts and a large vacuole. Unlike typical

Kranz leaf anatomy, the mesophyll cells do not sur-

round the bundle sheath tissue but occur only in the

area between the bundle sheath and the epidermis

[134]. While bundle sheath cells around the peripheral

vascular bundles possess agranal chloroplasts that are

centripetally oriented, as is typical of NADP–ME

plants [153,154], mesophyll cells have granal chloro-

plasts [154]. Nevertheless, granal development is sup-

pressed in the chloroplasts of the innermost water

storage cells adjacent to the central vascular bundle.

Chloroplasts in the water storage cells just adjacent to

the central vascular bundle show a tendency to be

located near the vascular bundles [154].

When leaf anatomy is examined in plants under

drought stress the collapse of the water storage cells is

observed, with a C4 tissue still hydrated and function-

ing. Thus, under limited water supply, the water stor-

age tissue transfers water to the mesophyll and bundle

sheath cells [16]. Similar to P. oleracea mesophyll

cells, the chloroplasts of cortical cells of P. grandiflora

P. grandiflora
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EC

FIGURE 22.10 Diagram of various cell types in a cross sec-

tionofPortulacagrandiflora. EC: epidermal cell; BSC:bundle

sheath cell; MC: mesophyll cell; WSC: water storage cell.



became clustered in comparison to well-watered

leaves [16].

3. Intercellular and Intracellular Location

of Photosynthetic Enzymes

Using protoplasts it was found that RuBisCO and

NADP–ME were located in the bundle sheath cell

chloroplasts, but pyruvate orthophosphate dikinase

is mainly found in mesophyll cell chloroplasts [134].

Although pyruvate orthophosphate dikinase, phos-

phoenolpyruvate carboxylase, and NADP–malate

dehydrogenase were present in all three green cell

types [134], it can be proposed that this ubiquitous

localization of the enzyme is the consequence of

cross-contamination of the protoplast fractions. In

contrast, and unlike other C4 plants, other enzymes

such as NADP–malate dehydrogenase, aspartate

aminotransferase, 3-phophoglicerate kinase, and

NADP–triose-phosphate-dehydrogenase were equ-

ally distributed between chloroplasts from mesophyll

and bundle sheath cells. Alanine aminotransferase

and NAD–malate dehydrogenase were mainly pre-

sent in the cytosol of both cell types [134].

Nishioka et al. [154] investigated the location of

RuBisCO using immunogold labeling and found that

the enzyme was accumulated in bundle sheath chloro-

plasts and in the chloroplasts of water storage cells

adjacent to the central vascular bundle. Labeling of

RuBisCO was markedly reduced in mesophyll chloro-

plasts and in the chloroplasts of the remaining water

storage cells. Gradient in labeling of RuBisCO and

granal development is not observed in the remaining

water storage cells. Thus, accumulation of RuBisCO

and the suppression of granal development is

restricted to the chloroplasts in the cells adjacent to

the vascular bundles [154].

In situ immunolocalization in well-watered leaves

showed that phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase was

located in mesophyll and water storage cells, with

lower density in the latter type of cell. As expected,

RuBisCO was found in chloroplasts of bundle sheath

cells. In stems, RuBisCO and phosphoenolpyruvate

carboxylase were located in cortical cells. Finally, Gur-

alnick et al. [16] performed tissue printing and found

an increase in phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase in the

water storage tissue of leaves and the cortex of stems.

4. Study of Phosphoenolpyruvate Carboxylase,

NADP–ME, Pyruvate Orthophosphate Dikinase,

and RuBisCO in P. grandiflora Control and

Water Stressed Plants

Western blot analysis showed that stressed leaves had

a slight decrease in the C4-CAM pathway proteins

NADP–ME and pyruvate orthophosphate dikinase,

while a new isoform of NADP–ME appeared and

an increase of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase

was observed after 10 days of water stress treatment.

RuBisCO content remained constant during the

water stress period in leaves as well as in stems. Inter-

estingly, Fathi and Schnanenberg [155] found that

NADP–ME of P. grandiflora displayed an immuno-

chemical cross-reaction more similar to that of C3 and

CAM plants than to that of C4 species.

Stems exhibited increases in the levels of phos-

phoenolpyruvate carboxylase, NADP–ME, and

pyruvate orthophosphate dikinase when subjected to

drought stress [16].

5. Biochemical Pathways Operating in Control

and Stressed P. grandiflora Leaves

P. grandiflora leaves have shown CAM-cycling activ-

ity, while the stems exhibit CAM-idling metabolism,

both upregulating the CAM pathways under water

stress. Guralnick et al. [16] proposed that both C4 and

CAM metabolisms operate simultaneously in stressed

plants as the diurnal course of acid fluctuation com-

mences in leaves as the light period begins, as does

CO2 uptake. Nevertheless, the photosynthetic role of

the innermost water storage cells is questionable be-

cause of their distance from mesophyll cells and the

sparse occurrence of chloroplasts in these cells [154].

However, some kind of activity may take place in

the outermost water storage cells as accounted for

by the presence of RuBisCO in these cells and the

increase of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase protein

in the same cells after drought stress treatment [16].

C. THE CASE OF PORTULACA MUNDULA

P. mundula is a small succulent plant native to the

central and southwestern United States that grows in

shallow gravelly soil over limestone outcrops [156].

On the basis of anatomical [157] and physiological

characterization [158] and d
13C of �13.8% [133],

P. mundula is clearly a C4 plant.

In contrast to P. oleracea and P. grandiflora, there

are only a few scattered reports with respect to

P. mundula metabolism plasticity. Kraybill and Mar-

tin [133] studied the occurrence of a CAM-type me-

tabolism under drought stress conditions.

Net CO2 uptake in well-watered and drought

stress plants occurred only during the day, although

small amounts of night-time CO2 uptake occurred in

a few stressed individuals. Generally, CO2 assimila-

tion rates were lower in stressed than in control plants

during the day. Stomatal conductances in well-

watered and drought stress P. mundula were higher



during the night than during the day, though these

higher conductances were generally not accompanied

by net CO2 assimilation. In addition, no significant

diurnal acid fluctuations occurred under well-watered

conditions; however, under drought stress conditions

significant diurnal malic acid fluctuations occurred in

P. mundula [133]. In consequence, the primary source

of carbon for nocturnal malic production acid was

presumed to be respiratory CO2, as occurs in C3

plants that undergo CAM cycling.

D. EVOLUTIONARY MATTERS

It has been proposed that the species belonging to

Portulaca constitute an advanced line in the Portula-

caceace family, which have derived from CAM ances-

tors [152]. It is suggested that during Portulaca

evolution C4 metabolism could have probably been

developed from a preexistent CAM tissue and that

CAM has been weakened and released to a minor

function, for example, under adverse environmental

conditions [117]. The occurrence of a crassulacean

acid-like metabolism, operating throughout meso-

phyll and bundle sheath cells in P. oleracea leaves,

could be the consequence of the expression of the

ancestral CAM with the more evolved Kranz anat-

omy. The existence of CAM and C4 photosynthesis in

the same cell within a leaf is likely incompatible due

to futile cycles and loss of metabolic control [117].

Thus, this combination is not possible when consider-

ing the simultaneous functioning of both photosyn-

thetic metabolisms. However, it can be accepted that

a transition from one mode to another can occur

under different environmental conditions, as in the

case of P. oleracea [15], and in different cells within

a tissue, as in P. grandiflora, where CAM cycling may

take place in water storage cells [16].

E. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Different metabolic modifications can be induced in

Portulaca due to water stress: transition to a crassu-

lacean acid-like metabolism (as in P. oleracea [15]) or

induction of a CAM-cycling metabolism compart-

mentalized in a different cell type while the C4 path-

way is also operating (P. grandiflora [16]). Inducible

CAM may be a physiological feature in leaves of

water stressed Portulaca spp. that could account for

their relative long duration in habitats characterized

by extended dry periods. In addition, comparative

studies indicated that P. mundula exhibited a higher

degree of acid fluctuations and a higher water use

efficiency than P. oleracea and P. grandiflora, and it

took more time to effect an appreciable decrease in

the shoot water potential and net CO2 exchange rates

were much less affected [133], showing, as this species

tends to grow in the most arid environments, a cor-

relation between photosynthetic mode and habitat in

which the species is found and thus indicating that the

transition from C4 metabolism to a type of CAM is an

adaptation to drought stress. Moreover, due to the

biochemical similarities between CAM and C4 plants,

both exploiting a common set of enzymes and facili-

tating CO2 capture and concentration around the

active site of RuBisCO, the transition between both

pathways should not be surprising.

Thus, Portulaca spp. constitute attractive bio-

logical systems to study the molecular and biochem-

ical modifications underlying the shift from C4

photosynthesis to CAM and offer an alternative

field of investigation on the different CO2 fixation

mechanisms [15]. The capacity for acid metabolism

may be dependent on endogenous species and devel-

opmental stage as well as on environmental condi-

tions such as photoperiod, temperature, and light

intensity [134].

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING
REMARKS

Photosynthesis forms the basis on which all ecosys-

tems on earth function. Most plants are C3 plants, in

which the first product of photosynthesis is a three-

carbon compound. C4 plants, in which the first prod-

uct is a four-carbon compound, have evolved inde-

pendently many times and are found in at least 18

families [113,159]. These distinctive properties enable

the capture of CO2 and its concentration in the vicin-

ity of RuBisCO. In addition, photosynthetic organs

of C4 plants show alteration in their anatomy and

ultrastructure, [3] and thus C4 photosynthesis in ter-

restrial plants was thought to require Kranz anatomy

because the cell wall between mesophyll and bundle

sheath cells restricts leakage of CO2.

Recent work with ancestral Asian chenopods

shows that C4 photosynthesis functions efficiently in

individual cells containing both C4 and the C3 cycles

[13]. In addition, in the aquatic plants E. densa and

H. verticillata, a single-celled C4-type CO2-concen-

trating mechanism has been described [10,11]. Dia-

toms like Thalassiosina weissflogii are also reported to

operate a complete C4 photosynthesis cycle in indi-

vidual photosynthetic cells [63]. Thus, even though

the vast majority of C4 plants exhibit Kranz anatomy,

it would be not a sine qua non for the C4 photosyn-

thesis. These discoveries provide new inspiration for

efforts to convert C3 crops into C4 plants because the

anatomical changes required for C4 photosynthesis

might be less stringent than was previously thought



[126]. To engineer even the simplest theoretical single-

celled system into a C3 leaf requires a deep knowledge

of the operation of the CO2-concentrating mechan-

isms within a single cell.

C4 photosynthesis is more plastic than was previ-

ously thought. Amphibious species like E. vivipara

exhibit changes in their photosynthetic and anatom-

ical traits depending on the environmental conditions,

shifting between forms with C4-like traits with Kranz

anatomy and those with C3-like characteristics with-

out Kranz anatomy, in the terrestrial or submersed

habitats. In contrast, C4 plants with Kranz anatomy

such as P. oleracea and P. grandiflora can shift to a

kind of CAM when subjected to drought stress con-

ditions.

In summary, since Kortschak and coworkers per-

formed 14CO2 pulse–chase experiments with sugar-

cane and found a different pattern from the one

they were expecting, giving the basis for the discovery

of the C4 metabolism, much progress has been made

in the study of CO2-concentration mechanisms.

Nevertheless, as science keeps in motion new vari-

ations in the photosynthetic modes are found and

not everything is as was previously stated or thought.

Fortunately for those who are studying the photosyn-

thetic mechanisms, there is still a long way to the

complete characterization of photosynthesis and a

lot of work is waiting to be done.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Extant cyanobacteria derive from the oldest oxygen-

evolving photosynthetic organisms that appeared on

Earth some billion years ago. Their photosynthetic

apparatus is very similar to the one of green plants

and was at its origin. Indeed the chloroplasts of green

plants andalgae all derive fromaunique endosymbiotic

event that occured between a cyanobacterial ancestor

and a primitive eukaryotic cell (Ref. [1] and references

therein). Although oxygen-evolving photosynthesis is

achieved by the same mechanism, differences exist in

the light-harvesting apparatus between phylogenetic

groups. Instead of the integralmembrane light-harvest-

ing complexes that surround photosystems I and II (PS

I and PS II), most cyanobacteria harvest light through

an extrinsic membrane-anchored, water-soluble multi-

protein assembly, the phycobilisome (PBS). This struc-

ture transfers the light energy to the underlying PSs [2].

PS II uses the harvested energy to create a charge sep-

aration at the level of special chlorophyll (Chl) mol-

ecules. The electron is then transferred to PS I through

the chain of electron transporters while the electrical

neutrality of the special Chlmolecules is restored by the

transfer of one electron coming from the oxidation of a

water molecule.

Survival of free-living organisms in a changing

environment relies upon their capacity to modulate

their cellular metabolism according to the external

conditions. As energy production relies on photosyn-



thesis, it clearly appears that the effective absorption

of light by PBSs is a critical step in the photosynthetic

process and thus for the physiology of the photosyn-

thetic organisms. Light flux to the PSs must therefore

be strongly regulated. In cyanobacteria, most of this

regulation occurs by controlling the transcription of

the genes coding for the PBS components. The pur-

pose of this contribution is to: (i) review the literature

dealing with the regulation of PBS biosynthesis and

degradation; and (ii) present models for the biochem-

ical and regulatory networks involved in this process.

The organization of the cyanobacterial cells, their

photosynthetic apparatus, as well as their physiology

may differ between taxons (even at the species level) [3–

5]. Responses specific and adapted to changes in the

environmental parameters have been described for

strains able to differentiate, fix atmospheric dinitrogen

and perform complementary chromatic adaptation

(e.g., [6,7]).Extensive structural andfunctionalanalyses

of PBS have been performed, and different shapes have

been observed. We will focus this chapter on the most

common hemidiscoidal PBS that consists of a central

tricylindrical core from which six rods radiate [2].

II. PIGMENT, POLYPEPTIDE
ORGANIZATION, AND FUNCTIONING
OF THE PHYCOBILISOMES

PBSs form an ordered spatial arrangement, which

covers the outer surface of the photosynthetic mem-

branes. In electron micrographs, PBSs generally ap-

pear as being made up of two discrete subdomains:

the ‘‘core’’ and the ‘‘peripheral rods’’. In a front view,

the core presents itself as three stacked cylinders that

form a triangle (or, for a few strains, only as two

stacked cylinders arranged side-by-side; reviewed in

Ref. [4]). The composition and length of the rods

depend on cell growth conditions. For the hemidis-

coidal PBSs, both the core cylinders and the rods are

composed of stacked disks, connected by the so-called

linker polypeptides (reviewed in Ref. [4]). The poly-

peptides required for the building up of functional

PBSs or associated with them may be grouped into

three classes (Table 23.1):

Phycobiliproteins (PB): These proteins carry

open tetrapyrrolic pigments and represent

about 85% of the total PBS proteins. Typically,

cyanobacteria contain two main PBs, namely

phycocyanin (PC), which forms the rods and

allophycocyanin (AP), which forms the core

[2]. Some strains may additionally possess, as

part of the rods, either a second type of PC,

phycoerythrin (PE) or phycoerythrocyanin

(PEC). Most PBSs are heteromonomers com-

posed of equimolar amounts of a and b sub-

units. The a and b subunits of AP and the a

subunit of PC and PEC bind one chromophore

molecule whereas the b subunit of PC and PEC,

as well as the a subunit of PE bind two chro-

mophore molecules, three chromophores being

bound to the b subunit of PE (Table 23.1) [2,8].

Some marine strains contain yet another type of

PE that carries PUB chromophores [2]. The a

and b subunits assemble to form either trimers

in the core or hexamers (ab)6 in the rods. The

most recent refined structure reported for a PB

is the one of c-PC from Thermosynechococcus

vulcanus, solved to 1.6 Å resolution [9].

Linker polypeptides: They account for approxi-

mately 10 to 20% of the total PBS proteins.

The generally accepted nomenclature uses the

abbreviation LX
Y, with X referring to the loca-

tion of the linker within the structure (C for

core, R for rod, and M for membrane), and Y

to its apparent molecular mass (if it is a num-

ber) or the PB with which it is associated (if

letters, PC, PE, or PEC). Most of the linker

polypeptides are nonpigmented, exceptions

being: (i) the largest one (LCM), which always

carries a phycocyanobilin and serves as terminal

energy acceptor for the PBS; and (ii) the re-

cently discovered PE-associated rod linkers

of the marine Synechococcus sp. WH8102 (F.

Partensky, personal communication). The lin-

ker polypeptides have different functions: they

are involved in the association of the PB trimers

and they modify the absorption properties of

the PBSs and thus have to perform a unidirec-

tional transfer of the excitation energy within

the PBS structure [2]. The above mentioned

LCM, besides its role as terminal energy ac-

ceptor, plays a key role in the assembly of the

PBS core. It has been shown that it is the scaf-

fold onto which AP subunits assemble, its size

determining the shape of the core [10,11]. Most

of the linkers induce a face-to-face aggregation

of trimers and tail-to-tail joining of hexamers in

the peripheral rods. It has been suggested that

the linker proteins occupy positions running

through the internal cavities of the disks. The

small LC has been crystallized with AP trimers

and the structure showed it lying within the

cavity, in contact with two AP ab monomers

[12]. On the basis of crystallographic data and

calculation, it has been proposed that a special

PC isoform, together with specific linkers (LRC),

make the contact between the PC rods and the

AP core in T. vulcanus [13]. Models have been



proposed to explain the close to 100% transfer

of excitation energy all along the supramolecu-

lar structure: first from the distal to the prox-

imal hexamer within the rods [2,14], from the

rods to the core, and then to the reaction cen-

ters that are embedded into the thylakoid mem-

branes (for a model of the interaction between

AP and PS II [15].

PBS-associated proteins: Although tetrapyrroles

can spontaneously form adducts with PB apo-

proteins, it has been shown that specific lyases

are necessary for the attachment of phycocya-

nobilin to the a subunits of PC [16]. Similarly,

another lyase is required to produce holo-PEC

from the apo-PEC a subunit [17]. Genes shar-

ing similarities with the ones that code for these

lyases have been reported, and their products

would catalyze the covalent attachment of phy-

coerythrobilin to the apo-PE a subunit [18]. All

of these lyases are heterodimeric enzymes. On

the other hand, the copurification of the

ferredoxin:NADPþ oxidoreductase with the

PBSs strongly suggests that a certain amount

of this enzyme is bound to the PBSs [19]. An-

other protein, NblA, first identified as required

for PBS degradation [20], also copurifies with

PBSs [21].

III. PIGMENT BIOSYNTHESIS

The pigments attached to the PBs are linear tetrapyr-

roles, called phycobilins. They are bound to the pro-

tein moiety at conserved positions by cysteinyl

thioether linkages through the vinyl substituent of

the pyrrole ring A. Occasionally, a second linkage is

established through the vinyl substituent of the pyr-

role ring D [2]. Phycobilin synthesis follows the same

pathway as Chl until the metal chelation step. As

TABLE 23.1
Phycobilisome Components and Associated Proteins

Protein Pigment Function Gene Names

Phycobiliproteins

aAP-B 1 PCB Core terminal energy acceptor apcD

aAP 1 PCB Allophycocyanin a subunit apcA

bAP 1 PCB Allophycocyanin b subunit apcB

b18.3 1 PCB Allophycocyanin b-type subunit apcF

a
PC 1 PCB Phycocyanin a subunit cpcA

bPC 2 PCB Phycocyanin b subunit cpcB

aPE 2 PEB Phycoerythrin a subunit cpeA

b
PE 3 PEB Phycoerythrin b subunit cpeB

aPEC 1 PCB Phycoerythrocyanin a subunit pecA

bPEC 1 PCB þ 1 PXB Phycoerythrocyanin b subunit pecB

Linker polypeptides

LCM 1 PCB Large core linker with a PB domain

acting as terminal energy acceptor

apcE

LC None Small core linker apcC

LRC None Core–rod linker cpcG

LR
PC None Rod linker for PC cpcC or cpcH or cpcI

LR
10 None Small rod linker cpcD

LR
PE None Rod linker for PE cpeC or cpeD or cpeE

LR
PEC None Rod linker for PEC pecC

Associated proteins

CpcE None a Subunit of the phycocyanobilin lyase cpcE

CpcF None b Subunit of the phycocyanobilin lyase cpcF

CpeY None Putative a subunit of the phycoerythrobilin lyase cpeY

CpeZ None Putative b subunit of the phycocyanobilin lyase cpcZ

PecE None a Subunit of the phycoerythrocyanobilin lyase pecE

PecE None b Subunit of the phycoerythrocyanobilin lyase pecF

PcyA None Phycocyanobilin:ferredoxin oxidoreductase pcyA

NblA None Polypeptide involved in PBS degradation nblA

FNR or PetH None Ferredoxin-NADP oxidoreductase petH



these steps are described in detail in another chapter

(see Chapter 3), they will be only summarized here.

Like for the production of Chl molecules, the phyco-

bilin biosynthetic pathway starts with the synthesis of

d-aminolevulinic acid molecules, which are formed

along the Beale pathway [22]. This pathway requires

the activity of three enzymes, namely tRNAGlu(UUC)

ligase, also termed glutamyl-tRNA synthetase [23],

a NADPH:glutamate tRNA dehydrogenase [24],

and a glutamate 1-semialdehyde aminotransferase

(reviewed in Chapter 3). The dehydrogenase catalyzes

the conversion of Glu-tRNAGlu to glutamate 1-semi-

aldehyde and the glutamate 1-semialdehyde amino-

transferase converts glutamate 1-semialdehyde into

d-aminolevulinic acid through transaminations. The

aminotransferase from Synechococcus sp. PCC 6301

has been purified, and its N-terminal amino acid

sequence show significant similarities with that from

barley [24]. Subsequent intermediates are uropor-

phyrinogen III, coproporphyrinogen III, and proto-

porphyrin (Proto) IX (Cyanidium caldarium, [25]).

The route by which Proto-IX is converted into linear

bilins was resolved in 1981 after administration of

[14C] heme to Cyanidium caldarium. The resultant

phycocyanobilin was radiolabeled [26]. The direct

proof that heme is a biosynthetic intermediate in

phycobilin synthesis implied the existence of the en-

zymes ferrochelatase, catalyzing iron insertion into

Proto-IX, and the NADPH:heme oxygenase, per-

forming heme oxidative degradation to biliverdin

IXa. Such enzymes have indeed been found in the

genomes of completely sequenced cyanobacteria

(http://www.kazusa.or.jp/cyano/). Using 18,18O2, it

was shown that a heme oxygenase opens the heme

molecules by incorporating two different oxygen mol-

ecules to yield biliverdin IXa [27,28]. The enzyme is

soluble [27]. Full activity requires two reductants:

ferredoxin and soluble vitamin E or ascorbate, with

the vitamin as the most efficient cofactor [29]. Heme

oxygenase is encoded by the gene ho1 [30]. Light

regulates the production and activity of ferrochela-

tase [31]. Biliverdin IXa is then transformed to 3Z-

isomers of phycocyanobilin [29], which, in turn, bind

to the apoprotein [27] via a thioether linkage to cystei-

nyl residues [32–34]. Phycoerythrobilin was shown to

be an intermediate in this pathway [35], but an alter-

native route has recently been described [36]. Syne-

chocystis PCC 6803 cells can accumulate only

pigmented PBS proteins [29]. Chromophore attach-

ment seems to stabilize the structure and enhance

subunit binding of the ab monomers [37]. How the

synthesis of pigments and apoproteins are coupled is

still under debate. Whether the pigmented proteins

and the nonpigmented ones assemble spontaneously

or require chaperones remains to be determined. One

model for the assembly of PBSs, based on numerous

experimental observations obtained with mutants,

proposed that the main control would operate at the

level of the formation of the ab monomers [38]. In

agreement with this, it was found that for the synthe-

sis of PEC the release of the holo-a subunit from its

complex with the chromophore lyase would be medi-

ated by the formation of the holo-a–holo-b hetero-

dimer [17].

IV. GENOME ORGANIZATION

The number of components, as well as the number of

transcriptional units encoding the PBS components

varies between species. Table 23.1 lists the compon-

ents that can be found in PBSs together with the

corresponding gene names. Gene clustering also

widely differs: the 22 PBS-related genes of Anabaena

PCC 7120, as well as the 15 of Themosynechococcus

elongatus BP-1, are grouped into five clusters,

whereas nine clusters exist for the 15 genes of Syne-

chocystis PCC 6803 (Table 23.2). The genes that code

for the a and b subunits of a given PB are usually

adjacent and cotranscribed. For the core AP, apcA

(a) is located upstream of apcB (b), while for the rod

PBs (PC, PE, and PEC) the gene coding for b pre-

cedes the one coding for a. The genes for the linker

polypeptides are often adjacent and cotranscribed

with those encoding the PB with which they are spe-

cifically associated [4,6]. The genes coding for the two

subunits of the PB a-subunit phycobilin lyases, which

attach the chromophore to the a apoproteins, are

often adjacent to and part of the corresponding phy-

cobiliprotein operon.

Although the clustering and location of the genes

on the chromosome is highly variable, all of the

genes required for the building up of functional

PBSs are regulated tightly in a coordinated manner.

No free PBs or phycobilins are found in cyanobacter-

ial cells under standard conditions. Differences have

been reported in the level of stable transcripts corre-

sponding to the genes that constitute an operon. As

an example, apcEABC, apcABC, apcAB, and apcC

mRNAs have been found in Tolypothrix PCC 7601,

with the same 5’-end for the apcABC and apcAB

transcripts [39]. Whether they correspond to start

sites originating from internal promoters or to stable

processed products remains to be established. It is

worth noting that the relative ratio between the dif-

ferent mRNAs reflects the relative abundance of the

gene products within the PBS, the apcAB transcripts

being by far the most abundant. Gene families have

been found for a few genes but the specific roles

of each of the gene products is largely unknown:



TABLE 23.2
Physical Organization of the Genes Related to Phycobilisome Biosynthesis in Three Fully Sequenced
Cyanobacterial Geneomes. Gene Assignments were taken from Cyanobase (http://www.kazusa.or.jp/cyano/)

Cluster Gene Gene Product Gene Assignment

Anabaena/Nostoc sp. PCC 7120

7120 cluster 1 apcF b18.3 Allophycocyanin b-type subunit all2327

7120 cluster 2 apcE LCM terminal energy acceptor alr0020

apcA aAP Allophycocyanin a subunit alr0021

apcB bAP Allophycocyanin b subunit alr0022

apcC LC small core linker asr0023

7120 cluster 3 apcD aAPB Allophycocyanin B all3653

7120 cluster 4 apcA2 Allophycocyanin a-type subunit all0450

7120 cluster 5 pecB b
PEC Phycoerythrocyanin beta chain alr0523

pecA aPEC Phycoerythrocyanin alpha chain alr0524

pecC LR
PEC PEC-associated rod linker protein alr0525

pecE Phycobiliviolin lyase a subunit alr0526

pecF Phycobiliviolin lyase b subunit alr0527

cpcB b
PC Phycocyanin beta chain alr0528

cpcA aPC Phycocyanin alpha chain alr0529

cpcC LR
PC PC-associated rod linker protein alr0530

cpcD LR
PC small rod linker polypeptide asr0531

cpcE Phycocyanobilin lyase a subunit alr0532

cpcF Phycocyanobilin lyase b subunit alr0533

cpcG1 LRC rod–core linker polypeptide alr0534

cpcG2 LRC rod–core linker polypeptide alr0535

cpcG3 LRC rod–core linker polypeptide alr0536

cpcG4 LRC rod–core linker polypeptide alr0537

Thermosynechococcus elongatus BP-1

BP-1 cluster 1 apcA aAP Allophycocyanin a subunit tll0957

apcB bAP Allophycocyanin b subunit tll0956

apcC LC small core linker tsl0955

BP-1 cluster 2 apcD aAPB Allophycocyanin B tll1551

BP-1 cluster 3 apcE LCM terminal energy acceptor tll2365

BP-1 cluster 4 apcF b
18.3 Allophycocyanin b-type subunit tlr2034

BP-1 cluster 5 cpcB bPC phycocyanin beta chain tlr1957

cpcA aPC Phycocyanin alpha chain tlr1958

cpcC LR
PC PC-associated rod linker protein tlr1959

cpcD LR
PC small rod linker polypeptide tlr1960

cpcE Phycocyanobilin lyase a subunit tlr1961

cpcF Phycocyanobilin lyase b subunit tlr1962

cpcG1 LRC rod–core linker polypeptide tlr1963

cpcG2 LRC rod–core linker polypeptide tlr1964

cpcG4 LRC rod–core linker polypeptide tlr1965

Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803

6803 cluster 1 cpcB bPC Phycocyanin beta chain sll1577

cpcA aPC Phycocyanin alpha chain sll1578

cpcC2 LR
PC PC-associated rod linker protein sll1579

cpcC1 LR
PC PC-associated rod linker protein sll1580

cpcD LR
PC small rod linker polypeptide ssl3093

6803 cluster 2 cpcG2 LRC rod–core linker polypeptide sll1471

6803 cluster 3 cpcG1 LRC rod–core linker polypeptide slr2051

6803 cluster 4 cpcE Phycocyanobilin lyase a subunit slr1878

6803 cluster 5 cpcF Phycocyanobilin lyase b subunit sll1051

6803 cluster 6 apcD aAPB Allophycocyanin B sll0928

6803 cluster 7 apcE LCM terminal energy acceptor slr0335

6803 cluster 8 apcF b18.3 Allophycocyanin b-type subunit slr1459

6803 cluster 9 apcA aAP Allophycocyanin a subunit slr2067

apcB bAP Allophycocyanin b subunit slr1986

apcC LC small core linker ssr3383



cpcG1-2 in Synechocystis PCC 6803 code for slightly

different core — rod linkers (up to four have been

found in Anabaena PCC 7120; [40]); apcA2 code for a

second a-type AP subunit in Tolypothrix PCC 7601

and Anabaena PCC 7120, but no function has yet

been attributed to ApcA2 ([41]; http://www.kazusa.

or.jp/cyano/Anabaena/) and, nblA1-2 specify two

NblA polypeptides [42].

V. TRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATIONS
INDUCED BY ENVIRONMENTAL
CHANGES: A COMPLEX INTRICATE
NETWORK

It is well established that the composition and the

number of PBSs per surface unit of thylakoidal mem-

brane vary in response to environmental changes such

as intensity and spectral quality of light and nutrient

availability (e.g., [6]). The effects of these two kinds of

stress will be discussed.

A. NUTRIENT AVAILABILITY

Nitrogen is a key element that accounts for approxi-

mately 10% of the dry weight of a cyanobacterial cell

[43]. Under standard conditions, cyanobacteria use

ammonium, nitrate, urea, or amino acids (in decreas-

ing order of preference) to satisfy their nitrogen re-

quirements, a number of strains also being able to

grow on molecular dinitrogen [44]. Whatever the ini-

tial source, ammonium is produced and assimilated

through the central glutamine synthetase/glutamate

synthase cycle, so-called GS-GOGAT pathway (Fig-

ure 23.1). Nitrogen starvation has pleiotropic effects

on cell metabolism: it triggers the expression of genes

involved in nitrate and nitrite uptake and assimila-

tion, and the degradation of the PBSs. Indeed, be-

cause PBSs may constitute nearly half of the soluble

proteins of a cyanobacterial cell, they represent an

important source of nitrogen (reviewed in Ref. [45]).

Degradation of PBSs leads to the depigmentation of

the cells, which turn from blue-green to yellow-green,

a phenomenon known as chlorosis [46,47]. Electro-

phoretic studies have revealed a sequential degrad-

ation from the distal end of the rods towards the

central core of the PBS [47], i.e., essentially the reverse

of the assembly process [4,48].

Mutants of Synechococcus sp. PCC 7942 that do

not bleach when grown under nitrogen starvation con-

ditions have been selected and have led to the identifi-

cation of the so-called nbl (nonbleaching) genes: nblA

encodes an ~7-kDa polypeptide, nblB the product of

which shares similarities with phycobilin lyases, nblR

and nblS code, respectively, for a response regulator

and a histidine kinase, typical of bacterial two-com-

ponent systems [20,49–51]. In Synechococcus PCC

7942, the nblA gene is transcribed under nitrogen-

and sulfur-limiting growth conditions [20], whereas

in Synechocystis PCC 6803 the transcription of the

two tandem copies of nblA is only activated by nitro-

gen deficiency [42]. nblA genes are present in all PBS-

containing strains with the exception of the marine

strains (http://www.kazusa. or.jp/cyano and http://

www.jgi.doe.gov/JGI_microbial/html), may be be-

cause the latter live in a more stable environment

(Figure 23.1). Although an nblA gene is necessary for

PBS degradation, it may not be the triggering factor

since it was found to be expressed in Tolypothrix sp.

PCC 7601 cells grown under nitrogen-replete condi-

tions [21]. The precise mechanism by which NblA

proteins act in PBS degradation remains to be eluci-

dated. NblA may tag or provoke a conformational

change of the PBSs, which would then be degraded

by a protease induced by starvation conditions. On the

other hand, it has been shown that nblA mutants of

both Synechocystis PCC 6803 and Synechococcus PCC

7942 enter, underN-limiting conditions, a nondividing

dormant state which suggests pleiotropic effects of

NblA on cell physiology [52,53]. For Synechococcus

PCC 7942, the transcription of nblA is controlled by

NblR and NtcA, a global nitrogen regulator (see

below), under nitrogen starvation, but only NtcA

under conditions of sulfur deficiency [54].

The function of NblB still remains to be deter-

mined. Its similarities with the phycobilin lysases sug-

gest that it could take the chromophore off the PBSs,

thereby rendering these PBSs susceptible to proteoly-

sis. nblR codes for a response regulator typical of the

two-component systems, and NblS appears to be the

cognate histidine kinase that will form with NblR a

signal transduction pathway controlling general accli-

mation responses [51]. The global regulator NtcA [55]

is present in all cyanobacteria examined so far ([44],

http://www.kazusa.or.jp/cyano and JGI). It belongs

to the cAMP receptor protein (CRP) family of

transcriptional regulators [56]. It bears close to its

C-terminal end a helix–turn–helix motif for inter-

action with DNA, and acts as a dimer, each subunit

making contact with one half of a palindromic recog-

nition sequence GTA-N8-TAC [57]. NtcA binding

sites have been found in the promoter regions of

nblA genes, but the role of NtcA in controlling nblA

transcription has only been demonstrated to date in

Synechococcus PCC 7942 [42,54].

B. STRESS BY LIGHT

While sunlight provides the energy for photosyn-

thesis, high visible light intensity and UV light injure
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many organisms, and their responses to such stresses

vary with strains (for a review, see Ref. [6]). Gross-

man et al. [58] have recently reviewed the effect of the

light environment on PBS composition, in particular

during complementary chromatic adaptation, and we

will therefore not discuss this phenomenon here.

Changes in the spectral quality or intensity of visible

light trigger another cellular response known as the

‘‘state transition’’. This cellular defense mechanism is

rapidly initiated in order to regulate the transfer of

light energy between the two PSs. The state transition

model predicts that the ‘‘excess’’ energy absorbed by

PBSs associated with PSII is directed preferentially to

PSI; cells are then said to be in state 2. Three models

have been proposed: the ‘‘mobile PBS model’’ (move-

ment of the PBS between PSII and PSI), the ‘‘spill-

over’’ model (change in the rate of energy transfer

from PSII to PSI chlorophyll molecules), and the

‘‘detachment model’’ (detachment of PBSs from

PSII) (reviewed in Ref. [59]). Fluorescence recovery

experiments after photobleaching treatment have in-

dicated that PBSs could be more mobile than PSII

[60]. However, experimental evidences such as (i) state

transitions that occur in mutants devoid in PBS [61],

(ii) the absence of reversible phosphorylation–depho-

sphorylation process, which, in chloroplasts, is in-

volved in state transitions [62], and (iii) in vitro

experiments performed with isolated PSI and PSII

[63] make the ‘‘spillover’’ model the most likely. Mu-

tants of the apcD gene (Table 23.1) have been shown

to be impaired in state transition and appear to be

blocked in state 1 (Synechococcus sp. PCC 7002: [64];

Synechocystis PCC 6803: [65]). Insertional inactiva-

tion of the Synechocystis PCC 6803 ORFsll1926

(rpaC ¼ regulator of PBS association) also prevents

state transitions [66]. Rigidification of membranes,

occurring naturally under low-temperature stress or

provoked by engineering strains, was shown to influ-

ence state transitions [67]. State transitions are an

example of the physiological changes that occur in

photosynthetic organisms to cope with changes in the

light quality and intensity of UV-B and white light,

but little is known about the regulatory networks

controlling the response. It is worth mentioning that

recent data showed that the transfer of excitation

energy harvested by the PBSs directly to PSI has

been highly underestimated [68].

Global analyses of the transcriptional modifica-

tions triggered by high-intensity visible light or

UV-B irradiation, using the cDNA microarray tech-

nology, have been reported recently [69,70]. In

addition to the downregulation of PS I gene expres-

sion, there was a coordinated decrease of most of the

genes encoding structural subunits of PBSs, including

apcA, apcB, apcC, apcD, apcE, apcF, cpcB, cpcC,

cpcD, and cpcG. The genes encoding key enzymes

of the biosynthetic pathway for tetrapyrroles,

i.e., hemA (NADPH:glutamate-tRNAGlu reductase),

hemF (coproporphyrinogen oxidase), and ho (heme

oxygenase) are also downregulated. In contrast, the

expression of the genes encoding PC-phycocyanobilin

lyase (cpcE, cpcF ) is not affected. Interestingly, the

expression of nblA is upregulated by a factor of 3 to 8

but whether this activation is directly triggered by the

UV-B irradiation remains to be elucidated. UV-B

downregulates genes involved in CO2 fixation, i.e.,

Rubisco (rbcL and rbcS genes) [70] (Figure 23.1). It

is interesting to note that in Anabaena PCC 7120 the

rbcL promoter presents a site at which NtcA can bind

[71,72]. UV-B also represses the constitutive low-

affinity inorganic carbon-transport and concentrating

mechanism proteins (ccm genes) (Figure 23.1). There-

fore, under UV-B irradiation, the cellular CO2 in-

come would decrease. Consequently, the cellular

concentration in 2-oxoglutarate would also be pro-

gressively reduced since the Krebs cycle will be less

productive as a result of the reduction in the Calvin

cycle activity. Because 2-oxoglutarate is at the heart

of the GS/GOGAT cycle, through which all cellular

nitrogen is incorporated (Figure 23.1), UV-B irradi-

ated cells would be rapidly depleted in nitrogen. As

described above (Section V.A), nitrogen deficiency

triggers the activation of the ntcA gene and PBS

degradation, as well as the activation of the synthesis

of the nitrate assimilation system. The latter would

however not occur if the cellular 2-oxoglutarate con-

centration is low because it requires the phosphoryl-

ated form of the PII (GlnB) protein, the formation of

which requires 2-oxoglutarate [73] (Figure 23.1).

The increase in the intensity of visible light from

25 to 200mmol/m2/s produces responses similar

to those induced by an UV-B irradiation at 60mE/

m2/s1 [70]. This suggests that the regulatory networks

controlling PBS biosynthesis and functioning under

these two conditions involve common intermediates.

Time-course studies using quantitative RT-PCR, as

well as analyses of the proteome by two-dimensional

gels will be necessary to elucidate the order of the

events that allow cells to appropriately modify their

metabolism and cope with the changes that occur in

their environment.

VI. REGULATORY LOGIC

As pointed out in the preceding sections, the synthesis

and degradation of PBSs is highly regulated and must

respond to multiple environmental influences. The

regulatory network controlling PBS synthesis and deg-

radation dynamically integrates these environmental



parameters, most important among which are light

intensity and quality, as well as availability of

carbon, nitrogen, and other essential nutriments.

In order to fully understand the functioning of this

regulatory network we would need to know all

(or at least most) of the regulatory components in-

volved, their interactions, as well as the kinetic con-

stants describing these interactions. Unfortunately, we

are still far from this goal and at present we have to

resort to a more intuitive understanding of the regula-

tory logic.

The analysis is complicated by the fact that the

PBS system combines genetic regulatory controls

(gene expression, protein stability, etc.) and meta-

bolic control (intracellular concentration of metabol-

ites that influence enzymatic reaction rates). This

latter type of control acts on a much faster time-

scale than the former and we consider metabolic

adaptation as essentially instantaneous in our dis-

cussion, which therefore focuses mainly on genetic

control.

A. CONTROL OF PBS SYNTHESIS AND DEGRADATION

The rate of synthesis of the PBSs is determined by the

metabolic state of the cell, as described in the previous

paragraph. The genetic control of PBS synthesis is

primarily exerted at the level of expression of the

apc and cpc genes. Although some of the transcrip-

tion start sites have been mapped, no in depth studies

of the promoter regions have been performed, and

little is known about transcriptional control of these

genes. Their expression is greatly diminished under

conditions of nitrogen starvation [74]. In Synechocys-

tis PCC 6803, the transcription of the photosynthetic

genes (psa, psb, apc, and cpc), as well as of nblA, is at

least in part controlled by the two-component re-

sponse regulator RppA [75]. At present it is not

clear what physiological or environmental signal is

exactly detected by the putative sensor kinase RppB.

Induction of NblA expression promotes, directly

or indirectly, the degradation of PBS; NblA being a

protein that is necessary, but not sufficient, for the

degradation of PBS. The less well characterized pro-

tein NblB also participates in the degradation of PBS

together with at least one other protein, a protease,

which remains to be discovered. Analysis of the tran-

scriptional control mechanisms of the nblA gene

shows a direct influence of NtcA and NblR [54].

These multiple, often redundant or parallel sensory

inputs into the control of PBS synthesis and degrad-

ation, connect the PBS to all major physiological and

environmental parameters sensed by the cells. Figure

23.2 shows a summary of some of the known regula-

tory connections.

B. THE KEY REGULATORY PROTEINS

At least three global regulators are intimately in-

volved in the regulatory network controlling PBS

expression: NtcA, NblR, and SigE. Even though

each one of these regulators acts on the PBS system,

they each have multiple other regulatory connections

to different control circuits in the cell. NtcA has been

described as the central regulator of nitrogen metab-

olism, and its homologs are found in many cyanobac-

teria [44]. The ntcA gene is transcribed from a single

or multiple promoters, depending on the cyanobac-

terial species, and its expression is repressed by NH4.

For the marine Synechococcus WH7803 this occurs at

the posttranscriptional level through a reduction in

the mRNA half-life [76]. Further control of NtcA

activity may be exerted through 2-oxoglutarate,

which modulates the affinity of NtcA to its DNA-

binding sites. The control circuits are rather complex;

the transcription of the ntcB gene, for example, is

activated by NtcA and both proteins activate simul-

taneously the expression of the nir operon, i.e., the

genes responsible for nitrate uptake and assimilation.

Furthermore, many other genes possessing NtcA

binding sites have been identified in different cyano-

bacteria. In Anabaena PCC 7120, NtcA is involved in

the control of heterocyst formation, may control the

global regulator HU [77], and binds to the promoter of

the rbcL gene (ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase),

thereby linking carbon and nitrogen metabolism. Fur-

thermore, NtcA activates the transcription of sigE in

Synechocystis PCC 6803. This sigma factor, also called

rpoD2-V, is important for survival under conditions of

nitrogen starvation but deletion of this gene affects the

transcription of many other genes unrelated to nitro-

gen metabolism (unpublished results). As all class II

sigma factors, SigE directs the transcription of a well-

defined class of genes and thereby changes profoundly

the transcriptional profile of the cell. Identification of

the members of this regulon is underway and prelim-

inary results show a connection between SigE and

the transcription of genes involved in photosynthesis

(unpublished results).

Another central building block of the regulatory

system is the response regulator NblR. The import-

ance of this regulator lies in the fact that the activity

of this protein, its phosphorylation state, is affected

by a number of different physiological conditions. An

nblR mutant rapidly dies during sulfur or nitrogen

starvation or after exposure to high light. NblR is

thus the target of kinases that detect various stresses

to the cell. The sensor kinase NblS may be the cog-

nate histidine kinase transferring the phosphate to

NblR, even though this hypothesis has not yet been

demonstrated experimentally [51]. This sensor kinase



appears to detect multiple stresses such as UV light

and nutrient deprivation, as well as the redox state of

the cell. The signals emanating from other sensor

kinases may also converge to NblR. Even though

the only well-established target of NblR is NblA,

indirect evidence shows that NblR controls many

other genes. For example, an NblA mutant grows in

high light, whereas an NblR mutant does not. This

shows that signal transduction through NblR does

not necessarily pass on to NblA. Most of the targets

of the global transcription regulator NblR remain to

be identified.

C. COMMON THEMES OF REGULATION

The regulatory networks controlling the expression of

the PBSs are highly interconnected and controls are

exerted at all levels: enzyme activity, transcription,
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mRNA, and protein stability. Much of the genetic

control converges to NblA. However, at present we

do not yet know the molecular basis of many of the

interactions that constitute this intricate regulatory

circuit. Some of the uncertainties are indicated in

Figure 23.2 by question marks. This lack of informa-

tion precludes a detailed analysis of the dynamical

properties of the regulatory network. However, cer-

tain themes of construction can already be seen in the

still sketchy and incomplete scheme of Figure 23.2.

A large number of the signal transduction path-

ways utilize two-component systems (histidine

kinase–response regulator). Since a sensor kinase

never has an absolute specificity for only one response

regulator there is necessarily crosstalk between the

different systems. The path of signal transduction is

therefore never strictly linear; the response regulators

rather integrate environmental and physiological sig-

nals originating from very different sources. Further

integration is achieved by multiple controls of key

regulators, such as NblA or the PBS genes and pro-

teins themselves.

The response to a particular stress or physio-

logical state is not channeled to the key regulator

only via a single signal transduction pathway. On

the contrary, the network architecture ensures that

one particular signal is distributed to numerous

subsystems of the organism. For example, the car-

bon–nitrogen balance of the cell is probably detected

via the intracellular concentration of 2-oxoglutarate.

This ‘‘signal’’ is perceived not only by NtcA, which by

itself controls a large number of diverse target genes

[44], but also by PII (GlnB). One of the NtcA targets

is the sigma factor SigE (sll1689). The specific pro-

moter elements recognized by this sigma factor have

not yet been characterized, but being the subunit of

the RNA polymerase that confers specificity for gene

transcription, induction of this gene will certainly

profoundly affect the global transcriptional program

of the cell.

A third striking feature of the phycobilisome regu-

latory network is redundancy: the same signal is often

perceived by and/or acting on more than one trans-

duction pathway. For example, exposure to high light

results in the degradation of the PBS via the NblR–

NblA pathway as well as by an NblR-dependent but

NblA-independent route [49]. The upregulation of

nitrogen assimilation genes passes not only through

the activation of SigE and GlnN, but also through the

parallel pathway that relieves the inhibitory influences

of NtcA on GifAB, and in turn that of GifAB on

GlnA.

The high connectivity within this regulation net-

work, and our limited knowledge of the interactions

precludes precise model building of the dynamics for

this system. Much of what we know is based on the

investigation of individual interactions that are

mostly organized in a linear manner. However, the

global behavior of the network, the stable states, and

the transitions between these states, must emerge

from intertwined positive and negative feedback

loops. At present we can apprehend the response of

the system in very specific conditions, but a true

understanding of the dynamics has to await the dis-

covery of at least some of the missing connections.

The recent development of DNA microarrays and

quantitative RT-PCR allow us to perform the global

analyses required for a more comprehensive under-

standing of the regulatory networks. In addition, we

expect that further levels of control, e.g., at transla-

tion, mRNA stability, etc., will emerge as this system

is further investigated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Normal growth of plants depends on the coordinated

regulation of sink and source metabolism. The growth

of new sinks, such as fruits or new leaves, and the

demand of nonphotosynthetic tissues, such as roots,

must be balanced with the source acquisition of nutri-

ents, such as carbon assimilation during photosyn-

thesis in fully expanded leaves. This balance ensures

efficient use of all nutrients by all parts of the plant.

Short-term changes in this balance can result in regu-

lation of enzyme activities by metabolic intermediates,

while perturbing long-term growth conditions can re-

sult in regulation of gene expression and a reallocation

of nutrients. For example, C3 photosynthesis is

thought to be limited by CO2 at atmospheric concen-

trations [1]. Therefore, C3 plants usually have a large

excess of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxy-

genase (Rubisco), presumably to enable the plant to

respond to rapidly fluctuating irradiance [2] and as a

storage form of nitrogen [3]. Typically, when C3 plants

are grown at elevated CO2 levels there is an initial

increase in photosynthetic rate as a response to the

increased substrate availability. However, after a

short period the photosynthetic rate decreases to

lower levels than plants grown at normal CO2 levels.

This acclimation response is controlled at the level of

gene expression, with decreased expression of photo-

synthetic genes, such asRbcS transcripts and decreases

in Rubisco protein [4–7]. This response also ensures

reallocation of nitrogen fromRubisco to other parts of

the plant. Changes in growth conditions that lower

sink demand usually result in downregulation of

photosynthesis [8], while increases in sink demand

result in upregulation of photosynthesis [9,10]. These

changes are controlled at the level of enzyme activities

and gene transcription.

II. SHORT-TERM CONTROL OF
PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Leaf development involves a balance between sink

demand and source strength that can be affected by

a variety of factors [11]. Source photosynthesis and

sink utilization occur in a coordinated fashion with

fine control of enzyme activity by metabolic inter-

mediates and coarse control by changes in photosyn-

thetic gene expression [12]. During photosynthesis in

source leaves, Rubisco incorporates CO2 into ribu-

lose-1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP) to form two molecules

of 3-phosphoglycerate (3-PGA) and ultimately triose

phosphate (TP) (Figure 24.1). While some of this TP

is used to regenerate RuBP, the remaining TP is
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exported from the chloroplast to the cytosol via the

triose phosphate translocator with a mandatory ex-

change of inorganic phosphate (Pi) [13]. TP is then

synthesized into sucrose in the cytosol and ultimately

exported to developing and nonphotosynthesizing

parts of the plant, e.g., roots, fruits, and young, emer-

ging leaves.

When sink demand declines, the need for source

photosynthetic capacity decreases in a coordinated

fashion. This sink regulation of source strength is

thought to be triggered by a buildup of carbohydrates,

namely sucrose, in the source tissues. In the short term,

the accumulation of sucrose causes a downregulation

of sucrose phosphate synthase (SPS) [16] and an in-

crease in glucose and fructose as the accumulated su-

crose is hydrolyzed by apoplastic or vacuolar

invertases. Hexose phosphates begin to accumulate

due to the decreased SPS activity and possibly the

phosphorylation of free hexoses by hexokinase [17].

An increase in fructose-6-phosphate stimulates fruc-

tose-6-phosphate, 2-kinase (Fru-6-P,2K) to form fruc-

tose-2,6-bisphosphate (F-2,6-BP), which in turn

inhibits the cytosolic fructose-1, 5-bisphosphatase

(cytFBPase) [18]. The overall result is an accumulation

of TP and a decrease in free Pi in the cytosol, which

limits the export of TP from the chloroplast via the TP

translocator. In the chloroplast, the increased ratio of

3-PGA/Pi stimulates ADP glucose pyrophosphorylase

activity, the controlling step in starch synthesis [19,20],

resulting in increased starch in the source leaf. Hence,

the overall short-term result of limiting sink utilization

of sucrose is an increase in starch accumulation in

the source leaf. Starch synthesis thus provides a buffer

to a short-term decrease in demand for photosynthate,

and provides a temporary ‘‘sink’’ for TP to maintain a

high rate of photosynthetic activity in the leaf [12].

III. LONG-TERM CONTROL OF
PHOTOSYNTHESIS

The long-term adjustment to decreased sink demand

involves a coarse control of photosynthesis via a

downregulation of gene expression for photosynthetic

genes such as RbcS and LhcB [5,14,15,21]. This down-

regulation appears to be linked to the accumulation

of carbohydrates, but the mechanism is not well

understood. Studies of plants grown in enriched

CO2 environments demonstrate this kind of regula-

tion [22–24]. For example, in similar studies where

plants have been transferred from ambient to elevated

CO2 environments [25], there is an initial short-term

burst of enhanced photosynthetic activity followed by

a downregulation of photosynthesis, or acclimation

response, in which carbon exchange rate (CER) val-

ues are lower than the ambient control. This decrease

in photosynthesis is a result of decreased Rubisco

activity, which is a result of decreased amounts of

Rubisco protein as well as transcript levels for the

nuclear-encoded gene for the Rubisco small subunit

(rbcS) and the plastid-encoded gene for the Rubisco

large subunit (rbcL). This downregulation appears to

be in response to an accumulation of all carbohyd-

rates in the source leaf [24,25].

To study the acclimation response we examined

several photosynthetic parameters in a single leaf of

tobacco grown at either ambient or elevated CO2

concentrations [22]. We selected leaf 10 (in order of

emergence) because of its large size at full expansion.

When tobacco plants are grown at ambient CO2

(350ml/l), individual leaves show a phase of increasing

photosynthetic activity, followed by a brief period of

maximal photosynthetic activity at day 12 (coincident

with full leaf expansion), and ending with a long sen-

escent phase of photosynthetic decline, during which

time leaf yellowing occurs and nutrients

are reallocated to the rest of the plant (Figure 24.2)

[26–28]. This pattern is similar for chlorophyll

concentrations, total soluble proteins, and Rubisco

protein contents and activities. To examine photosyn-

thesis at elevated levels of CO2, ambient-grown to-

bacco plants were transferred to controlled-CO2

growth chambers (350ml/l) when leaf 10 had reached

1 cm in length. This leaf initially shows an accelerated

increase in photosynthesis when compared to ambient

conditions (Figure 24.2). However, the photosynthetic

rate reaches an earlier photosynthetic maximum and

begins to decline even before the leaf is fully expanded.

The senescent decline appears to proceed at the same

rate as in ambient-grown tobacco, but with the CER

reaching zero at approximately day 25 as opposed to

day 35 in the tobacco grown at ambient CO2. This

pattern is similar for chlorophyll concentrations and

for Rubisco contents and activities.

Based on these results, we proposed a ‘‘temporal

shift model’’ to explain the acclimation response in

plants grown at high CO2 [22] (Figure 24.3). In this

model, there is a shift in timing of leaf development in

high-CO2 grown plants with an earlier peak photo-

synthetic rate and a shift to an earlier onset of senes-

cence. The lower CER observed in high-CO2 grown

plants is due to a further progression of the senescent

phase when compared to ambient-grown plants

examined at the same time point.

If increased source strength results in an earlier

onset of senescence, then decreased source strength

might be expected to delay the onset of senescence. To

test this hypothesis, we examined tobacco plants

transformed with the RbcS gene in the antisense

orientation [29]. These plants have reduced amounts



of Rubisco protein and decreased leaf carbohydrates.

These plants also have an early slow-growth pheno-

type with a retarded leaf emergence and a greater

number of smaller leaves. This is followed by a nor-

mal phase of growth similar at flowering to wild type

plants. To study ‘‘developmentally similar’’ leaves, we

examined leaf 13 of antisense plants, as opposed to

leaf 10 of wild type, due to similar expansion and size

of the leaves. Photosynthetic rates of the antisense

plants were lower than wild type and reached a peak

at day 20, as opposed to day 12 in wild type (Figure

24.2). A prolonged senescent phase was also observed

in antisense plants during which CER did not fall

below zero before day 55, compared to wild type

around day 35. A similar pattern was observed with

chlorophyll concentrations, Rubisco contents, and

Rubisco activities. Taken together with the studies

of high-CO2-grown plants, we hypothesize that there

is a threshold level of carbohydrate production which

initiates the senescent phase of leaf development. This

threshold level perhaps represents the point at which

leaf source strength exceeds sink demand for photo-

synthate. When this occurs, an accumulation of

carbohydrates may signal a downregulation of photo-

synthesis and a progression into the senescent phase

of leaf development.

A. CARBOHYDRATE CONTROL OF GENE EXPRESSION

Carbohydrates have been shown to modulate the ex-

pression of genes in plants, including photosynthetic

genes [20,30–33]. Gene expression appears to be con-

trolled by a ‘‘feast versus famine’’ condition that may

exist in the plant. Feast gene expression favors those

genes that involve storage and utilization of carbo-

hydrates, while famine favors expression of genes for

photosynthesis, reserve mobilization, and export pro-

cesses [30]. The coordination between the two ensures

a balance of utilization and acquisition of resources.

FIGURE 24.2 Photosynthetic rates (CERs) of

tobacco grown at ambient and elevated CO2

levels, and Rubisco antisense tobacco grown

at ambient CO2. For comparisons of wild type

and antisense, plants were maintained under

identical grown conditions. For tests at high

CO2, plants were transferred to elevated CO2

when leaf 10 had reached 1 cm in length. CER

measurements were taken from developmen-

tally similar leaves of the different treatments

throughout leaf ontogeny. Leaf 10 was used

for the ambient and high-CO2-grown wild

type plants, and leaf 13 for the antisense

plants. Each point represents the average

(+SD) of multiple measurements from at

least four different plants. (Adapted from

Miller A, Tsai CH, Hemphill D, Endres M,

Rodermel S, Spalding M. Plant Physiol. 1997;

115:1195–1200 and Miller A, Schlagnhaufer

C, Spalding M, Rodermel S. Photosynth.

Res. 2000; 63:1–8. With permission.).
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Much of the attention about gene expression re-

sponses to carbohydrates has focused on hexokinase-

mediated signaling. It is known that yeast hexokinase

has a dual function of catalysis and signaling. Jang

et al. [21] and Jang and Sheen [34] have proposed that

hexokinase plays a similar role in plants, with a cata-

lytic activity and a hexose-sensing or signaling

activity. The hexose-sensing ability appears to be

dependent on metabolism of hexoses rather than on

the concentrations of the substrates or products. This

was demonstrated in a maize protoplast expression

system, in which sugars that are substrates for HXK

were able to repress expression of photosynthetic

genes [20,34]. Glucose analogs that are transported

across the plasma membrane but are not phosphoryl-

ated by HXK did not repress photosynthetic gene

expression. The same is true of hexose phosphates

that were delivered by electroporation into the proto-

plasts. 2-deoxyglucose and mannose, which are phos-

phorylated by HXK but not further metabolized,

were able to repress gene expression. Mannoheptu-

lose, an inhibitor of HXK, is able to block the repres-

sion caused by mannose [35].

Experiments with transgenic Arabidopsis also

demonstrate the signaling effects of hexokinase. Ara-

bidopsis contains two genes encoding hexokinase,

AtHXK1 and AtHXK2. Plants that overexpress

AtHXK1 or AtHXK2 displayed a hypersensitive re-

sponse when grown on glucose media, with enhanced

repression of RBCS gene expression [21]. Antisense

hexokinase plants had a hyposensitive response with

reduced repression of RBCS expression. Mutants

overexpressing the sense yeast HXK2 gene also

showed a hyposensitive response even though they

had an elevated phosphorylating activity. This oc-

curred presumably because the yeast signaling activity

is not recognized by the plant system, and the in-

creased catalytic activity reduced the available

substrates for the endogenous enzyme. Overexpres-

sion of the Arabidopsis AtHXK1 in tomato shows

a decrease in photosynthesis and an accelerated

senescence [36].

B. INVERTASE, SUCROSE CYCLING, AND A POSSIBLE

CONTROL POINT OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Invertase is an enzyme that catalyzes the irreversible

reaction converting sucrose to glucose and fructose.

In plants there are two forms of the enzyme, an acid

and a neutral/alkaline form, each reflecting the pH

optimum of the enzyme [37,38]. The neutral form ex-

ists in the cytosol while the acid form is located in both

the apoplast and the vacuole. The acid invertases are

encoded by a small gene family, with separate and

multiple genes for both the apoplastic and vacuolar

forms. Both forms of invertase, along with sucrose

synthase, are associated with sink tissues that require

a constant influx of sucrose for metabolism [39]. In-

vertase maintains this flux by hydrolyzing sucrose and

thus maintaining a gradient of sucrose from source to

sink.

A perplexing observation is that source leaves

have acid invertase activity [40]. This would seem to

confound the ability of the source leaf to export su-

crose if it is hydrolyzed. However, it has been pro-

posed that acid invertase is part of a sensing system

that initiates sink regulation of photosynthesis

[23,41,42]. According to this proposal, limited utiliza-

tion of sucrose by sinks would cause an accumulation

of sucrose in source leaves. This sucrose would then

be hydrolyzed into hexoses by either the apoplastic or

vacuolar acid invertases, and the free hexoses would

enter the cytosol and be phosphorylated by hexoki-

nase. The hexose-phosphates would be resynthesized

into sucrose. As stated previously, this would ultim-

ately shift partitioning toward starch synthesis. In-

deed, species that have high activities of vacuolar

acid invertase tend to store higher amounts of starch

[43]. Also, the net effect of sucrose hydrolysis by

invertase and synthesis through hexokinase would

generate a signal to downregulate photosynthesis

(Figure 24.1).

Experiments with tobacco that overexpress a yeast

invertase provide an extreme example of the possible

effects of source invertase activity. These plants de-

velop pale sectors in the leaves that contain low levels

of chlorophyll and accumulate large amounts of all

carbohydrates due to an inhibition of sucrose export

[17]. These leaves also have lower rates of photosyn-

thesis with decreased levels of Calvin cycle enzymes.

Interestingly, SPS activity is increased in these plants,

this may be indicative of an increased cycling of su-

crose synthesis and hydrolysis. Also interesting is that

the pale sectors do not appear until the leaf has made

the sink to source transition. This enhances the role of

carbohydrates in regulating photosynthesis, and pos-

sibly a role for acid invertase in generating the signal

by sucrose hydrolysis.

Antisense experiments with acid invertase, how-

ever, have not yielded the opposite effect, that being

an increase in photosynthesis by decreased generation

of hexoses or an increased sucrose/hexose ratio. Ra-

ther, these experiments have demonstrated that vacu-

olar acid invertase controls the ratio of sucrose to

hexose stored in tomato fruits and tomato leaves

[44,45], and that there appears to be a threshold

level of activity above which hexoses rather than

sucrose accumulate [41,44]. This also occurs over a

range of species, with those that have low vacuolar

acid invertase storing sucrose [23].



Moore et al. [23] have shown that the acclimation

response to high CO2 is more pronounced in species

with high vacuolar acid invertase. In a wide range of

species examined, there was no correlation between the

photosynthetic decline and the amount of carbohy-

drate that accumulated in leaves, nor was it correlated

with any particular sugar. Rather, high acid vacuolar

acid invertase activity was always associated with a

decrease in photosynthetic capacity, and those species

that lacked an acclimation response had low invertase

activity. These data also showed a threshold response.

The evidence for a role of invertase and sucrose

cycling in the regulation of photosynthesis is indirect

at best. To address this question, we pulse-fed 14CO2

to Arabidopsis during different time points of devel-

opment [46]. We chose Arabidopsis because of its wide

use as a model organism, with a wealth of genetic

information available. The feeding experiments had

two goals: (1) to characterize photosynthesis during

development of a single leaf, and (2) to examine the

short-term partitioning or flux of newly synthesized

carbohydrates which may correlate with regulation of

photosynthesis. For this experiment, we exposed a

whole Arabidopsis plant to 14CO2 in an enclosed

chamber for a 10min followed by a chase in unlabeled

air for 10min to allow time for partitioning of label

into the different carbohydrate fractions. After the

chase, leaf 8 was harvested and evaluated for parti-

tioning of 14C into ethanol-soluble and ethanol-insol-

uble fractions. The soluble fraction was further

fractionated into neutral, anionic, and cationic frac-

tions, with the neutral fraction containing sucrose,

glucose, and fructose. Partitioning into sucrose, glu-

cose, and fructose was analyzed using thin layer chro-

matography (TLC) plates.

Our experiments demonstrated that inArabidopsis,

the photosynthetic rate declines from the first time

points measured (Figure 24.4B), as do chlorophyll

concentrations and total protein levels. This decline

occurs even as the leaf is still expanding and increasing

in fresh weight. This is similar to results obtained from

studies of photosynthetic rates using the entire rosette

of Arabidopsis [28], but is in contrast to the previously

mentioned tobacco experiments, which initially have a

period of increasing photosynthetic rate followed by a

senescent decline [22]. The expression of LhcB declines

slightly during development, with a dramatic decline

after full leaf expansion is attained (Figure 24.5). The

expression of the senescence-associated gene, SAG12,

dramatically increased at the last time point measured

(Figure 24.5).

The majority of 14C incorporation was into the

neutral soluble sugar fraction at each time point

measured. Further analysis of this fraction revealed

that the majority of the label was present in the

sucrose fraction (Figure 24.6B). However, there was

an increasing amount of label incorporated into the

hexose fraction until full leaf expansion was attained,

after which the partitioning of label into hexoses
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declined (Figure 24.6B). This increase was not

reflected in the total pool sizes of hexoses in the leaf.

Rather, the maximum flux of label into hexoses coin-

cided with the strong decrease in LhcB expression. At

this time the leaf may have reached a threshold level

of hexose metabolism or sucrose cycling, which would

support the hypothesis that flux of carbohydrate

through invertase and hexokinase signals a decrease

in photosynthetic gene expression, since it is the

short-term partitioning into hexoses and not a change

in total pool size that correlates with gene expression

changes. However, this evidence is indirect and can-

not account for the decline in photosynthetic rate that

occurs from the beginning of Arabidopsis leaf devel-

opment.

Interestingly, these experiments showed no change

in acid invertase or hexokinase activities early in leaf

development when partitioning of labeled 14C into

hexoses increases, indicating there is probably some

other factor controlling partitioning between sucrose

and hexose at this time. However, others have shown

that the source leaf acid invertase activity may serve

as a mechanism to detect accumulation of carbohyd-

rates under conditions of stress rather than the nor-

mal developmental process. It is known that acid

invertase expression is induced by pathogen infection

or wounding [47–51]. This may serve as a signal to

downregulate photosynthesis to shift metabolic needs

towards defense mechanisms.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The balance between sink utilization of photo-

synthate and source strength is carefully controlled

by both a short-term control of sucrose–starch parti-

tioning by intermediate metabolites and by a long-

term regulation by gene expression. Perturbing the

sink–source balance can interrupt the partitioning of

carbohydrates and lead to an accumulation of carbo-

hydrates in source leaves. The accumulation of car-

bohydrates, specifically sucrose, may generate a signal

to downregulate photosynthesis through metabolism

by acid invertase and hexokinase [23]. There are also

nonhexokinase mediated signaling pathways and su-

crose signaling pathways that may also contribute to

the regulation of carbohydrate production and its

mobilization to sinks [30,33,52]. To date these path-

ways are not well characterized. Several mutants have
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been identified that display a sugar-responsive pheno-

type, but very few have linked the signal with changes

in gene expression. Rather, most have identified

points of cross-talk with hormone signaling path-

ways. The existence of multiple gene families and

redundancy of metabolic pathways probably makes

direct identification of mutants involved in signaling

difficult to obtain or characterize. The combination of

activation-tagging, selection of sugar-responsive mu-

tants, T-DNA knockout lines, and information from

genome sequencing projects will continue to aid in

the dissection of the pathways relating carbohydrate

signaling and gene expression responses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In angiosperms, chloroplast development is a light-

dependent process [1]. It begins from small (0.4 to

1mm in diameter) spherical organelles called proplas-

tids (Figure 25.1), which can be observed in zygotes

and cells of meristem tissues [2,3]. Like all types of

plastids they possess a double-membrane envelope.

The internal space is filled with stroma, which con-

tains a few single thylakoids, vesicles, plastoglobuli,

and often starch grains [4].

Under normal light conditions the proplastids

of leaf tissues differentiate into structurally and func-

tionally mature chloroplasts. The differentiation

processes include a gradual increase of plastid size

(5 to 10 times) and number of plastids per cell (from

10–15 up to 150) [5]; intensive synthesis and accumu-

lation of photosynthetic pigments (chlorophylls

[Chls], carotenoids) and pigment–protein complexes;

building of photosynthetically active thylakoid mem-

branes; accumulation of the enzymes of the biochem-

ical machinery responsible for carbon dioxide fixation

[6], etc.

Under optimal conditions the transformation of

proplastids to photosynthetically active chloroplasts

takes about 6 h [1]. Electron micrographs of fully

developed chloroplasts reveal that they consist of a

double-membrane build envelope enclosing a com-

plex of inner membranes known as thylakoids (Figure

25.1). The thylakoid membrane system of one chloro-

plast is believed to be formed from one continuous

membrane, which divides the inner chloroplast vol-

ume into two separated spaces: extrathylakoid —

stroma — and intrathylakoid — thylakoid lumen

[7–9]. The biochemical part of photosynthesis takes

place in the stroma, which contains all the enzymes of

the CO2 fixation pathway. The thylakoids of higher-

plant chloroplasts are probably the most complexly

organized of all biological membranes. Their main

function is to capture light quanta and to drive a



series of redox reactions, which produce ATP and

oxygen and reduce ferredoxin [10].

In the absence of light or in weak light the chloro-

plast development is retarded and the proplastids

develop into achlorophyllous plastids named etio-

plasts [3,11]. Etioplasts accumulate precursors of

Chl in a concentration of about 1% of the normal

Chl content of the green plant. These precursors are

represented mainly by protochlorophyllide (Pchlide)

and esterified protochlorophyll (Pchl) in amounts 5%

to 15% of the precursors’ pool [12–14], as well as

traces of other precursors, such as Mg–protoporphyr-

ine ester [15].

Instead of the arrangement of grana and stroma

lamellae seen in light-grown chloroplasts, the etio-

plast inner membranes form one or more semicrystal-

line prolamellar bodies (PLBs) connected with simple

unbranched lamellae named prothylakoids (PTs)

(Figure 25.1) [3,11,16]. The PLBs are unique struc-

tures with a number of typical characteristics. Never-

theless, the recognition of PLBs and PTs as separate

membrane systems is artificial, and no distinct border

between them can be seen in situ. Together they con-

stitute a dynamic interconnected membrane system

where the relative amount of the two structures de-

pends on plant species and age and growth conditions

of the plant [17–20]. The PLBs contain the predom-

inant part of the Pchlide, highly organized in pig-

ment–protein complexes [20]. Upon illumination

they ensure rapid and very efficient conversion of

Pchlide to chlorophyllide (Chlide) [21–26]. Soon

after the Pchlide reduction the PLBs disappear,

and Chlide is esterified to Chl and channeled to Chl-

binding proteins [20,27].

The regular structure of PLBs is a prerequisite for

their specialized functions [28]. Electron micrographs

revealed that they are composed of a highly regular

network of tubular membranes, which resemble a

bicontinuous cubic Q224 lipid phase organization

[20,29]. The high percentage (up to 60mol%) of mono-

galactosyldiacyl glycerol (MGDG) in plastid lipids is

regarded to be important for PLB formation since the

cone shape of the MGDG molecules favors rounded

or tubular lipid assembly [30,31]. However, the typical

PLB structure cannot be achieved only on the base of

lipid mixtures [32,33]. The PLBs consist of about 50%

proteins, mainly (up to 90% of proteins) NADPH–

PChlide oxidoreductase (POR, EC 1.3.1.33) [34,35].

POR is a nuclear-encoded, 36-kDa protein that cata-

lyzes the light-dependent reduction of Pchlide to

Chlide [20,34]. Two forms of POR — PORA and

PORB, were identified inArabidopsis [36] and in barley

[37]. Recently, a third putative isoform of POR

(PORC) was reported in Arabidopsis [38]. Both

PORA and PORB are capable of binding stoichiome-

trically their substrate (Pchlide) and cofactor

(NADPH) in photoactive ternary complexes. Several

authors [20,34,35,39,40] have suggested that PORmay

bind substoichiomentric amounts of nonphotoactive

Pchlide to a secondary site. In that way also PLBs can

have defined pigment stoichiometry within minimal

structural units where a small amount of nonphotoac-

tive Pchlide transmits excitation energy to a large ex-

cess of photoactive Pchlide [40]. The POR–Pchlide

complexes accumulate in PLBs as large aggregates

[41–44]. The aggregation of POR complexes decreases

the lifetime of excited triplet Pchlide forms with about

an order of magnitude [28]. POR is a peripheral mem-

brane protein, tightly associated with lipids [29,31].

Many authors [28,29,31,43,45–47] consider that the

aggregated POR complexes tightly associated with

lipids are sufficient to provoke the formation of

PLBs. However, some newly obtained results indicate

that the other big group of plastid pigments — caro-

tenoids — also plays a role in PLB formation and

disassembly; particularly, zeaxanthin and violax-

anthin molecules might be associated with the

photoactive POR–Pchlide–NADPH complexes [48].

Recently, Park et al. [49] identified a novel class of

mutations in Arabidopsis gene encoding carotenoid

isomerase (crtISO) and reported that the etioplasts of

these mutants accumulate acyclic poly-cis-carotenoids

and lack PLBs.
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PLBs can be found also in young chloroplasts

[50,51] during the chloroplast–chromoplast conver-

sion [52], in plastids of epidermal cells [53] and in

some meristem tissues like vascular cambia [54].

Initially, PLBs have been considered only as a

laboratory artifact and a temporal storage of lipids

and pigments [55]. Recently, it became clear that

PLBs act as a defense system that protects plants

against photooxidative damage at early stages of

their life [20–22,28]. PLBs are probably more deeply,

than thought before, involved in the regulation of the

chemical heterogeneity of Chl pigments, for example,

in the ratio between mono and divinyl forms [40].

Therefore, knowledge of the mechanisms of PLB for-

mation and disassembly is important for better under-

standing the regulation of the formation of

photosynthetic machinery. Applying membrane

fluorescent probes for studying plastid membrane

architecture and creating artificial membrane systems

led to obtaining of more straightforward data about

the membrane structure, the distribution of pigment–

protein complexes within the lipid phase, and their

role in the formation of membrane structures.

II. BIOCHEMICAL AND SPECTRAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF INNER
ETIOPLAST MEMBRANES

A. PIGMENTS

1. Pchlide as the Main Chl Precursor of

Dark-Grown Leaves

Pchlide is the immediate precursor of Chl in the inner

membranes of a dark-grown leaf, and it is also

coupled to the normal processes of greening. Pchlide

has been proved to have several other functions such

as that of a photoreceptor in etioplast–chloroplast

transformation [56,57], a protector against photoin-

duced damage [21,22], or a regulator of plant adap-

tation to different light intensities [58].

The combination of different spectroscopic

methods (absorption spectroscopy, low-temperature

fluorescence emission and excitation spectroscopy,

circular dichroism) and computational programs

(SPSERV for Gaussian deconvolution of spectra)

gives information about the variety of Pchlide spec-

tral forms that reflect the native arrangement of the

pigment and its molecular environment.

In etiolated leaves Pchlide excitation at 440 nm

results at low temperature (77K) in three major spec-

tral bands with emission maxima at 633, 657 (of high-

est intensity), and 670 nm [59–63].

Using different excitation wavelengths Cohen and

Rebeiz [59] showed that the spectral band at 633 nm

consisted of four forms with emission maxima at 630,

633, 636, and 640 nm. Later, Böddi and coworkers

[62–64] did a more detailed spectroscopic analysis and

interpreted the band at 633 as an envelope of three

emission bands with maxima at 628, 632, and 642 nm.

Pchlide 628 is presented by ‘‘free’’ Pchlide molecules

that are not connected to the protein, and in wheat

leaves their small amount contributes to a very weak

peak [65]. Pchlide 633 was attributed to monomeric

Pchlide or Pchl molecules possibly bound to a protein

of PT [66] and reported as photochemically inactive

at flash irradiation [67]. The presence of Pchlide 645

in the spectra of holochrome preparations and after

detergent treatment [68], the strong energy transfer to

Pchlide 657 [62,65], and its situation on the edges of

the PLBs prove the association of this form with POR

in small and loose aggregates [62,69].

The dominating Pchlide form, which has absorp-

tion maximum at 650 nm and fluorescence emission

maximum at 657 nm (Pchlide 650 to 657), is referred

to as phototransformable for its ability to transform

light-dependently to Chlide. Pchlide 657 forms tern-

ary complexes with POR and NADPH [35] that are

specifically arranged in the regular structure of the

PLBs.

Site selective excitation revealed the composite

nature of the band at 657 nm, namely, that it is or-

ganized in donor and acceptor structures [64]. Kis-

Petik et al. [64] observed that when the excitation was

in the blue side of the band, the emission spectrum

had its position at a well-observable redshifted pos-

ition relative to the energy of excitation. It was con-

sidered that the emitting electronic state is not the one

that is directly excited, but the energy is transferred to

always the same specific type of molecules with an

emitting state of lower energy. When the excitation

was in the red side of the band, the emission spectrum

shifted with the tuning of the exciting laser frequency.

This shows that in each case, the excitation selects

certain groups of molecules from an inhomogenous

population of chromophore dimers.

When the temperature of the spectroscopic assays

is raised from 10 to 100K the energy absorbed in the

small-size aggregates and in the donor–acceptor com-

plexes of the main structural form is transferred to

nonfluorescent intermediates in a thermally activated

excited state reaction [64,70]. In experiments at room

temperature by flash light excitation, short-lived

intermediates of Pchlide phototransformation with

absorption bands at wavelengths longer than those

of the excitation were detected in bean leaves [71].

Fluorescence line narrowing revealed the Pchlide

670 as a vibronic satellite of the band at 657 nm, but

containing also a small band with an absorption max-

imum at 674 nm. Such a small contribution may



arise from the presence of a very small amount of

random Pchlide aggregates [64].

Many plants accumulate a mixture of monovinyl

(MV)- and divinyl (DV)-Pchlide in darkness but

wheat, oats, barley, and maize accumulate almost

exclusively MV-Pchlide [72]. Kotzabasis et al. [73]

suggested that the two main fluorescent maxima at

633 and 657 nm in etiolated leaves represent aggre-

gates of MV- and DV-Pchlide, respectively. The ac-

cumulation pattern of both forms in different species,

though, implies that the DV precursors could be re-

duced at the Pchlide or Chlide level to form the

functional MV form of Chl [20].

2. Light-Dependent Transformation of Pchlide

to Chlide

Irradiation of dark-grown angiosperms starts Chl

biosynthesis primarily by photoreduction of accumu-

lated Pchlide 657 and secondarily by further trans-

formation of continuously newly synthesized Pchlide

657 [74]. The initial photoreaction is followed by the

successive formation of light-independent short-lived

intermediates [28,75,76]. The number and kind of the

intermediates strongly depend on the temperature or

the light intensity used for the Pchlide to Chlide

transformation.

The formation of a nonfluorescent intermediate

with absorption band at 690 nm was shown to be a

result of primary photoreaction [77,78] that was

proved to be dark reversible [79,80]. Measurement

of electron spin resonance spectra showed that this

intermediate is a free radical. Comparison of the

fluorescence and absorption spectra of leaves irradi-

ated at low temperature showed that this intermediate

has the same absorption bands as the active Pchlide

forms [81,82]. In these studies it was revealed that the

first nonfluorescent intermediate is the sum of two

components with absorption maxima at 697 and

688 nm. Thus, both forms can be transformed to

Chlide only together and are interpreted as a mix

dismutation of the free radicals of the carbon atoms

17 and 18 of the Pchlide molecule [83].

The next step is a light-independent transform-

ation of the nonfluorescent intermediate to several

short-lived fluorescent Chlide forms [75,76,79,84].

The primary fluorescent Chlide form was shown to

have an emission maximum at 688 nm and to repre-

sent the complex POR–Chlide–NADPþ [85]. Given

that exogenous NADPH is present in etioplasts and

PLBs, the unstable Chlide 688 undergoes a long-

wavelength shift in 30 sec to give rise to Chlide 696

consisting of POR–Chlide–NADPH complexes

[86,87]. The Chlide 688 transformation leads also to

the formation of a minor short-wavelength form,

Chlide 675. This form is likely to be dissociated

Chlide or a mixture of Chl a and Pheo a derived

from part of the Chlide formed [88]. This heterogen-

eity in Chlide forms shortly after the photoreduction

step is most probably associated with the heterogen-

eity of the etioplast inner membrane structure. Short-

wavelength Chlide is preferentially formed in the PTs,

while in the PLBs mainly long-wavelength Chlide is

observed [89]. A similar formation of pheophytin can

also occur during irradiation with low light intensities

[88]. It is speculated that this may be a specific route

for the formation of Pheo used for pigment ligation to

the D1/D2 proteins in the reaction centers of photo-

system II (PS II).

During prolonged incubation in darkness after a

brief saturating irradiation, Chlide 696 is shifted

within some minutes to Chlide 682, a process well

known as a Shibata shift [90]. This shift is connected

to the disaggregation of the complex between Chlide

and POR [86], dispersal of the PLBs [91], and ester-

ification of Chlide via Chl-synthetase [92,93]. A final

slow shift with a fluorescence maximum at 685 nm has

been shown to parallel the appearance of PS II activ-

ity and to be strongly dependent on plastid protein

synthesis [67].

Recently, Belyaeva and Sundqvist [94] showed

that the formation of the first fluorescent Chlide

forms from the nonfluorescent intermediates might

include several dark reactions with different tempera-

ture dependencies. When the temperature of samples

that had been illuminated at 77K is increased to

190K, the dark reactions are slowed down and four

primary Chlide forms are found with fluorescence

emission maxima at 690, 696, 684, and 706 nm. Dur-

ing the prolonged dark exposure at 253K, Chlide 684

remains stable while Chlide 696 and Chlide 706 are

transformed to Chlide 672 and Chlide 684, respect-

ively. The fate of Chlide 690 is unclear.

The Shibata shift rate depends on the Pchlide

content, and a high Pchlide/Chlide ratio results in

very fast formation of Chlide 682 [86,95]. The shift

cannot be found if a small part of Pchlide (5% to 10%)

is transformed with a short light impulse of 15msec

[96] or with low-intensity light [97], and in 10 sec after

insufficient irradiation the newly formed Chlide al-

ready has absorption at 672 nm [96]. The red light

can trigger a shift from 684 to 678 nm [98,99].

The Shibata shift appears to be regulated by the

plastid NADPH/NADPþ ratio [100]. According to

the scheme of Oliver and Griffiths [86] the ternary

complex POR–Pchlide–NADPH has to be formed

before the Pchlide phototransformation. After en-

zyme oxidation or in the presence of surplus of

NADPþ, the absorption peak is shifted to around

642 nm but the complex is not phototransformable



[87,101]. So, together with the ‘‘free’’ Pchlide, a ‘‘non-

phototransformable’’ Pchlide might be formed and

found in etiolated leaves. The first stable product is

Chlide, absorbing at 678 nm, which is bound to the

oxidized enzyme. This complex is stable in vitro espe-

cially in the presence of NADPþ, while in the pres-

ence of NADPH a form with an absorption

maximum at 684 nm is formed instead. The next

step is a slow shift to 672 nm, which can be stimulated

in vitro by the Chlide being released from the complex

[86]. The authors consider the form of 672 nm as a

free Chl(ide), a mix of Chlide and Chl, that has been

displaced in vivo from the pigment–protein complexes

by Pchlide molecules of the inactive pool. The last

shift from 672 to 678 nm, although it does not take

place in vitro, is shown in vivo in isolated re-

formed PLBs [102]. Ryberg and Sundqvist [103]

have shown that the presence of NADPH stabilizes

the PLBs and prevents their further transformation in

intact leaves.

3. Spectral Changes after Irradiation

of Re-Etiolated Leaves

Upon irradiation of etiolated leaves the Pchlide-to-

Chlide transformation triggers PLB disintegration

and thylakoid formation. If the plants are returned

to darkness their leaves become re-etiolated and ac-

cumulate new PLBs, called ‘‘re-formed’’ PLBs, along

with the thylakoids already formed during the irradi-

ation. The main Pchlide form of the re-formed PLBs,

isolated and purified from etiolated leaves illuminated

for 4 h and grown in darkness for 16 h, has a fluores-

cence emission maximum at 657 nm and is bound to

POR and NADPH [102,104,105]. Almost no Pchlide

with fluorescence emission maximum at 633 nm could

be found there [105]. In the thylakoids, however, most

of the Pchlide is nontransformable. Both membrane

systems contain also Chl(ide) synthesized during ir-

radiation and having in vitro a fluorescence emission

maximum at 680 nm [105].

We have found multiple Pchlide forms existing in

isolated re-formed PLBs. High-pressure liquid chro-

matography (HPLC) analysis of pigments extracted

from re-formed PLBs in 50% methanol revealed two

Pchlide peaks instead of the one peak that could be

seen in 80% methanol. After irradiation with three

flashes in the presence of NADPH, only the Pchlide

peak with lower mobility decreased while the peak of

the newly formed Chlide increased. The irradiation

did not affect the other Pchlide peak significantly, and

it remained almost unchanged (Figure 25.2).

At the beginning of redarkening no large amount

of Pchlide was found to resynthesize in bean leaves

[90]. Using the in vivo spectrophotometry Wolf and

Price [106] and Madsen [107] have clearly shown the
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FIGURE 25.2 HPLC of 50% pigment methanol extracts from isolated re-formed PLBs (A) and irradiated with three flashes

of saturating white light (B). A linear gradient 20% to 80% ethyl acetate in methanol:water (80:20, v/v) with a flow rate of

1ml/min for 20min was used for the HPLC. Two distinct peaks of Pchlide are present in nonirradiated PLBs, which are

transformed to Chlide after irradiation.



S-shaped character of the Pchlide regeneration curve.

It seems that the lack or the presence of a lag-phase

depends on plant age. In bean leaves, regeneration

could not be registered before the fifth day of growth,

after which it appeared and was enhanced with age

[108].

Under continuous irradiation the Pchlide reaccu-

mulation is also accomplished as an S-shaped curve

with an initial lag-phase [74,109], and the Pchlide

resynthesis in the dark closely coincides with the

curve of Chl accumulation in the first hours of green-

ing [74,110]. In that sense, the lag-phase of Chl accu-

mulation might be due to the lag-phase of Pchlide

synthesis or actually of its resynthesis [111]. Accord-

ing to Smith and Young [112] the accelerated synthe-

sis of Chl after the lag-phase is an autocatalytic

process, connected with photosynthesis, but this

does not explain the S-shaped curve of Pchlide regen-

eration in darkness. The lag-phase might be overcome

by the addition of exogenous 5-aminolevulinic acid

(ALA), which implies that the rate of Chl formation

likely depends on the rate of ALA synthesis [113,114].

The Pchlide resynthesis is closely related to the

Shibata shift, and it is probably not possible in plants

that have not undergone this shift. In bean leaves the

Pchlide resynthesis does not start if the absorption of

Chl(ide) is at 682 nm. The Pchlide regeneration was

not observed in barley mutants that are unable

to undergo the Shibata shift [93,115]. In PLBs isol-

ated from barley plastids the shift of Chl(ide) from

682 to 672 nm blocked the secondary accumulation of

Pchlide at 650 nm [116].

After flash irradiation of isolated re-formed PLBs

the phototransformable Pchlide 657 disappears and

the fluorescence maximum of Chl(ide) shifts to from

680 to 690 nm [102]. Unlike the original PLBs, the

Chlide of the re-formed PLBs has spectral character-

istics that are independent of NADPH. This might

suggest that there should be an energy transfer from

the Chl present already before the second irradiation

to the Chlide formed after it; and hence that the Chl

should be located close to POR. Ryberg and Sundq-

vist [103] assumed that in PLBs the newly synthesized

Chl(ide) remains bound to their membranes after

irradiation since there is hardly any Pchlide available

to replace the Chl(ide).

4. Carotenoid Contribution to Plastid

Development

Carotenoids play a key role in light harvesting,

photoprotection, singlet oxygen scavenging, excess

energy dissipation, and membrane stabilization

[117]. In the past decade the participation of carote-

noids in photosynthesis was well identified, while

their importance for processes of Chl accumulation

still unclear.

Lütke-Brinkhaus and Kleinig [118], performing

plastid subfractionation experiments, showed that

the phytoen–synthase complex in etioplasts and etio-

chloroplasts is present in a soluble form in the stroma,

whereas the subsequent enzymes, that is, the dehydro-

genase, cis–trans isomerase, and cyclase, are integral

membrane proteins and occur in both membrane

fractions, the PLBs/PTs and envelope membranes,

with an eightfold higher specific activity for the

PLBs/PTs. The presence of carotenoids in PLBs

[119] and the association of antheraxantin and zeax-

anthin with POR [48] have also been demonstrated.

Recent studies demonstrate that PLB formation

requires carotenoid biosynthesis and reveal the key

role of carotenoids in plastid photomorphogenesis.

Recently, a novel class of mutations, carotenoid,

and, chloroplast regulation (ccr) was identified in

Arabidopsis [49]. These mutations disrupt carotenoid

synthesis resulting in the accumulation of acyclic car-

otene isomers in the etioplasts and the reduction of

lutein in the chloroplasts. The molecular basis of the

three alleles of ccr2 unequivocally confirms it as the

gene encoding for crtISO. Etioplasts of dark-grown

crtISO mutants accumulate acyclic poly-cis-carotenes

instead of cyclic all-trans-carotenes and lack PLBs. It

is proposed that the role of all-trans-carotenoids in

PLB assembly may be to stabilize or facilitate the

curved membranes that form as a result of interaction

between membranes, POR:Pchlide, and carotenoids.

The stepped shape of the poly-cis-carotenoids may

destabilize membrane curvature by altering mem-

brane fluidity [20,120].

The Pchlide–Chlide interactions during the photo-

transformation process might be affected by carote-

noids [121]. The partial Pchlide photoreduction and

the successive formation of long-wavelength Chlide

forms in wheat leaves with norflurazon-induced ca-

rotenoid deficiency were studied by low-temperature

florescence spectroscopy (77K). There were signifi-

cant differences between the fluorescence emission

spectra (the position and height of the peaks) of

dark-grown normal and carotenoid-deficient leaves

irradiated with nonsaturating white light of increas-

ing intensity. The successive appearances of the newly

formed Chlide species varied — the long-wavelength

Chlide forms appeared first in the leaves nearly de-

void of carotenoids, then in the leaves with carotenoid

deficiency, and finally in the normal leaves. These

findings are in agreement with the findings of Koski

et al. [122] that the low efficiency of Pchlide to Chlide

phototransformation in normal etiolated leaves in the

blue region can be attributed to the competitive ab-

sorption of light by carotenoid pigments. In the leaves



devoid of carotenoids or with carotenoid deficiency,

the Pchlide molecules were the main light absorbing

molecules. Thus, many more Pchlide molecules ab-

sorb light quanta, pass into the excited state, and

trigger the photochemical reaction. As a result, a

greater number of Pchlide molecules are transformed

to Chlide per flash, which can be the cause of the

higher effectiveness of partial Pchlide phototransfor-

mation in carotenoid-deficient leaves than in normal

ones.

However, the question is whether the competitive

absorption is the only way of carotenoid interference

in Pchlide phototransformation. Taking into account

that carotenoids absorb light in the blue spectral

region, etiolated normal and carotenoid-deficient

leaves were irradiated with red light to avoid caroten-

oid absorption. Under these conditions a light dose

causing partial Pchlide photoreduction also caused a

more effective formation and accumulation of Chlide

species in leaves with a low carotenoid content. This

finding demonstrates the role of carotenoids in differ-

ent light screenings. The faster appearance of newly

formed Chlide at partial Pchlide reduction in carot-

enoid-deficient leaves may be due to a more efficient

energy transfer from Pchlide to Chlide in the pig-

ment–protein complexes in PLBs. The absence of

energy transfer from carotenoids to Pchlide [83] does

not exclude the ability of carotenoids to influence the

Pchlide–Chlide energy migration. Both the caroten-

oid dependence of partial Pchlide phototransforma-

tion demonstrated here and the carotenoid

association with POR complexes found by Chahdi

et al. [48] suggest the location of some carotenoids

close to Pchlide or Chlide in the pigment–protein

complexes of PLBs. These carotenoids might also

somehow delay the transformation process.

B. PROTEINS OF THE ETIOPLAST MEMBRANES

Isolated inner etioplast membranes contain 30 to 35

different proteins [123]. During greening about 15 of

them disappear and another 20 appear [124]. The

prevailing proteins of the inner etioplasts membranes

are the a- and b-subunits of the chloroplast-binding

factor 1 (CF1) and POR [123,125]. Polypeptides with

a molecular mass of 10 to 15 kDa have often been

observed and are thought to play a role in the early

stages of light-harvesting complex formation [126].

Traces of a number of polypeptides typical for the

fully developed chloroplast membranes, such as cyto-

chromes f, b-6, b-559, the apoprotein of Fe–S Riske

center, have also been found [127,128]. There are

several studies revealing a kind of proteolitic activity

bound to the inner etioplast membranes as well [129–

133].

The protein composition of PTs is dominated by

the a- and b-subunits of CF1 [134–136]. Silver stain-

ing of electrophoretically separated samples indicates

the presence of other proteins having molecular

masses of 28, 34, and 86 kDa [136]. The 33- and 24-

kDa proteins of the water-splitting system were found

in the inner PT lumen [137,138]. Other findings

showed that the enzymes involved in the Chl biosyn-

thetic pathway after coproporphyrinogen III forma-

tion are associated with the thylakoids [139–141],

though it remains unclear whether they are organized

in supramolecular complexes identical to the centers

for Chl biosynthesis proposed by the group of Shlyk

[142].

Separation of PLB proteins by polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis revealed that their main component

has a molecular mass of 36 kDa, comprises up to 98%

of the total protein, and is identified as NADPH-

dependent POR (EC 1.3.1.33 [143,144]). Some other

proteins such as Chl-synthetase, chlorophylase, and

carotenoid have also been detected as bound to the

PLB membrane [20,49,93].

1. POR Structure and Enzymatic Activity

POR is one of only two enzymes known to require

light for their catalysis; the other one is the DNA

photolyase [145]. On the basis of sequence compari-

son, POR has been shown to be a member of the

family of short-chain dehydrogenase or RED (reduc-

tases/epimerases/dehydrogenases) enzymes [146,147].

The enzymes of this family are all single-domain

dinucleotid-binding oxidoreductases. They are gener-

ally dimers or tetramers, with the tetrameric form

being essentially dimers of dimers. The cross-linking

studies revealed that POR from wheat is present in

PLBs as aggregates and the fundamental aggregated

unit is a dimer [43]. From x-ray structural analysis of

several RED proteins, the dimer interface has been

identified as two long conserved parallel helices (a-4

and a-5) that correspond to residues 190 to 208 and

271 to 292 in pea POR [148]. The N terminus of POR

is likely to be exposed on the surface of the protein,

away from the dimerization interface, so that proteo-

lytic processing of the enzyme on import into plastids

may occur.

The reaction catalyzed by POR is a light-depen-

dent trans-reduction of the double bond in ring D of

the tetrapyrrole ring system of Pchlide [149] and re-

quires NADPH as cosubstrate [34,123,150]. Using

barley etioplast membrane preparations, Griffiths

[150] determined the Km
Pchlide to be 0.46mM and

Km
NADPH to be 35mM. The enzyme seems to prefer

DV-Pchlide [151] but both forms, MV- and DV-

Pchlide, can be photoconverted to Chlide [152].



Blue-light excitation of Pchlide triggers the photo-

chemical act [71,153]. During reduction, a hydride is

suggested to be transferred from NADPH to the C-17

of Pchlide [149,154,155] to form a Pchilde-H� anion

[156]. A proton is then transferred from Tyr-275 (pea

POR) to the C-18 position of Pchlide.

The catalytic site is located in a pocket where the

Pchlide is inserted with the C and D rings at the

bottom and the A and B rings protruding [157].

Within the catalytic site the Tyr-275 and Lys-279

stabilize NADPH [158], and the close proximity of

Lys-279 is considered to be necessary to lower the pKa

of Tyr-275 to facilitate deprotonation of the phenolic

group [146]. Although the Cys-308 is not located

within the active site, it is considered close enough

to exert an effect on Pchlide binding and reduction

[47].

According to Oliver and Griffiths [86] NADPþ is

rapidly displaced by fresh NADPH. In isolated etio-

plasts, there is no measurable decrease in the level of

NADPH during the phototransformation of Pchlide

to Chlide, indicating a rapid regeneration of reduced

NADPH [159]. During the Shibata shift Chlide re-

leases the POR–Chlide–NADPH complex. After that

a new molecule of Pchlide binds to the POR–

NADPH complex to re-form the photoactive ternary

complex, and a new reaction of photoreduction takes

place. On the contrary, Reinbothe et al. [160] reported

that Chlide is not easily dissociated from the enzyme

and considered that each PORA molecule may be

used for catalysis only once. Nevertheless, later find-

ings have supported the idea that POR is able to carry

out multiple turnovers of substrate binding, product

formation, and product release [161].

2. POR is Encoded in the Nucleus, Translated in

the Cytosol, and Transported into Plastids

The enzyme POR is encoded by the nucleic DNA.

Full-length cDNAs encoding POR were first isolated

from barley and oat by differential screening of etiol-

ated and light-grown plants [162,163]. Later, Spano

et al. [164,165] isolated POR cDNAs from pea and

pine by immunoscreening of expression libraries.

Based on the sequence similarities more POR

cDNAs were isolated from Arabidopsis thaliana,

wheat, and barley [36,37,166,167]. The deduced

amino acid sequences revealed that the products of

isolated cDNA clones result in a protein with a mo-

lecular mass between 41 and 43 kDa, and consist of

36-kDa mature products and a transit peptide of

varying size (74 amino acids for barley [165], 64

amino acids for pea [164]).

The comparison of sequences revealed two differ-

ent cDNA clones in barley encoding for PORA [162]

and PORB [37] and three different cDNAs in Arabi-

dopsis for PORA [36], PORB [166], and PORC [38].

The homology between sequences of mature POR

proteins is 75% to 88% [36,38,166]. Within the cereals

it is even greater — 98% between wheat and barley

[167], which suggests high conservation in the gene

organization within the angiosperms.

The first identification of the nuclear genes encod-

ing POR was done by Spano et al. [164,165] in pea

and loblolly pine. The genes have four introns, two of

which are situated in the area encoding the transit

peptide [28,164,165]. The genes encoding PORA and

PORB in Arabidopsis are situated in chromosomes 5

and 4, respectively, while the PORC was mapped in

chromosome 1 [38,168].

Despite the high degree of sequence similarities

and identical functions, the different POR isoforms

have different expression patterns. The expression of

PORA is negatively regulated by light. PORA is

strongly expressed in etiolated seedlings and its

mRNA abundance is much higher than that of

PORB in barley [28]. In etiolated Arabidopsis the

amounts of both PORA and PORB mRNAs are

similar [40]. The exposure to continuous light causes

a dramatic decrease in PORA protein and mRNA

amounts [123]. The experiments with the effects of

red and far-red light on the PORA mRNA level

demonstrate that PORA expression is under the con-

trol of phytochrome A [169–173]. Unlike PORA, the

mRNA and protein of PORB remain at approxi-

mately constant levels during the plant’s transition

from dark growth to light. Study of the effects of

plant age on POR gene expression show that PORA

is expressed nearly exclusively in young seedlings,

while PORB is expressed both in seedlings and in

adult plants [28,36,174]. PORA mRNA is much less

stable than PORB mRNA, which is explained by the

presence of the plant-specific DownStream Element

(DST) in 3’-UTR of PORA mRNA [175].

PORC, like PORA and PORB, catalyzes light-

dependent reduction of Pchlide to Chlide with cofac-

tor NADPH. The expression of its mRNA is light

inducible. There are no indications whether any en-

zyme accumulates in etiolated seedlings. The tran-

script and the protein appear after transition of the

etiolated plants to light [38]. When light-grown seed-

lings of Arabidopsis are transferred to the dark,

PORB mRNA levels do not change, while the con-

centration of PORC mRNA rapidly declines. In more

mature, light-adapted plants these differences in the

expression of the PORB and PORC genes are less

apparent, and transcripts of both POR genes were

reported to accumulate in all photosynthetically ac-

tive organs of Arabidopsis [38]. However, under dif-

ferent light regimes, the transcript levels of PORB



gene remain unaffected, while those of PORC in-

crease with the increase in light intensities [168].

On the protein level, a few minutes of exposure to

continuous light causes a decrease of both the enzym-

atic activity (with 80% to 90%) and the amounts of

immuno-detectable PORA protein (with 60%) [176].

This is due to the rapid degradation of PORA caused

by the activity of nuclear-encoded proteases whose

ability to degrade PORA is considered to depend on

conformational changes in the enzyme following

Pchlide photoreduction [28]. At the same time the

level of PORB protein remains unchanged. A similar

effect of light on PORA protein and mRNA levels has

been observed in different dicotyledonous and mono-

cotyledonous species [177].

The different light responses suggest that the func-

tions of the three POR enzymes of Arabidopsis are not

completely redundant, but may allow the plant to

adapt its needs for Chl biosynthesis more selectively

by using preferentially one of the three enzymes under

a given light regime. It was hypothesized that PORA

plays an important role as a photoprotectant in

the initial phase of the light-induced chloroplast for-

mation, while PORB seems to maintain a certain level

of Chl synthesis at all stages of chloroplast develop-

ment [25,178]. On the other hand, PORC starts to

accumulate only at the end of rapid Chl accumula-

tion, so one can expect that the two enzymes, PORB

and PORC, are required to jointly meet the changing

demands for Chl synthesis in mature chloroplasts

or act at different sites within the photosynthetic

membranes [168].

3. POR Import and Assembly into Plastids

Plastid proteins are products of two genetic systems.

The plastid genome encodes only about 100 proteins

[179], while the vast majority of plastid proteins are

nuclear encoded. The latter are translated by cytosolic

80S ribosomes as precursors. These precursors have

on their N-terminal ends targeting sequences with

highly variable lengths (from 20 to 120 amino acids),

enriched with basic amino acids and a high content

of serine and threonine [180,181]. The targeting

sequences do not fold in aqueous surroundings, but

in a hydrophobic environment form amphipathic

b-strands or a-helices [182,183]. The transport across

the double-envelope membranes mediated by stro-

mal-targeting sequences is a common step for all

proteins, regardless of their ultimate destination in

organelles. Most of the proteins studied to date are

imported via a single transport system, referred to as

the general import pathway (GIP) [184,185]. Al-

though most of the results obtained so far indicate

that the vast majority of the plastid proteins are

imported via GIP, it is likely that other routes exist

for entry into chloroplasts [186].

Protein translocation across the plastid envelope is

a highly energy-dependent process and occurs prob-

ably at the regions where the two membranes are in

close contact [180,182]. The translocon at the outer

membrane of chloroplasts (Toc) is composed of at

least four membrane proteins — Toc 159 (earlier

known by its degradation product as Toc 86), Toc

75, Toc 34, and Toc 36. One of the functions of Toc

159 and Toc 75 is to bind the precursor protein — the

receptor function [180]. They also form trans-mem-

brane pores of diameter 0.8 to 0.9 nm, through which

the precursor protein translocates [182]. Toc 159 and

Toc 34 bind also GTP and have intrinsic GTPase

activities. The functions of Toc 36 are unclear, but it

is likely required for optimal protein translocation. It

was shown that there is also a membrane-bound

Com70 protein (from the Hsp70 family) that has

ATP-dependent protein unfoldase activity [187,188].

Another Hsp70-like protein is localized on the inner

face of the outer membrane and facilitates the trans-

location of the proteins from the Toc complex to the

translocon at the inner membrane of the chloroplasts

(Tic) complex [180,182]. The Tic complex is composed

of Tic 110, Tic 22, and Tic 20. Tic 110 binds the

precursor protein during the translocation and trans-

locates it in close association with Toc 22 and Toc 20

[189]. The three proteins do not form stable associ-

ations except when interacting with the Toc complex.

Insertion of precursor proteins requires ATP hydroly-

sis within the stroma [180]. Two other proteins were

reported as components of the Tic complex: Tic 55

[190], which possesses an iron–sulfur center, and Tic

44 [191]. However, the questions about the roles of

these proteins and whether they indeed are part of

the Tic complex remain to be elucidated [186]. The

molecular chaperones Clpc and Cpn60 are associated

with Tic 110. Clpc might be required for protein trans-

port across the membrane, while Cpn60 assists in pro-

tein refolding in the stroma [186,188].

When a precursor protein reaches the stroma, the

signal peptide removes the precursor sequence com-

pletely or partly [180]. The partial removal occurs in

proteins confined to the inner space of thylakoids,

and such targeting sequences are known as bipartite

transit peptides [186,192,193].

Like all other nuclear-encoded proteins, POR is

synthesized in cytosol as a precursor protein (pPOR).

Some authors report that the POR mRNAs gather

close to the plastid surface and are translated there by

cytosolic 80S ribosomes [194,195]. The pPOR pos-

sesses at its N-terminal end a targeting sequence

whose length and primary structure vary among the

plant species and between POR isoforms. There is no



common view about the mechanisms of POR import

into the plastids. Using cross-linking during the early

stages of the import, Aronsson et al. [196] found pea

pPOR cross-linked to Tic 75. The addition of a large

excess of pSS (precursor of the small subunit of

Rubisco which is imported via GIP) out-competed

the import of pea POR and barley pPORA and

pPORB [196]. Thus, there are a number of indications

that pPOR proteins are imported in plastids via GIP

[167,196–199].

Reinbothe and coworkers [160,200–202] have sug-

gested that the import of barley pPORA depends on

the Pchlide content in envelope membranes. pPORA

was readily imported into plastids enriched with

Pchlide (by etiolation, re-etiolation or d-aminolevoli-

nic acid treatment), while chloroplasts lacking Pchlide

were unable to import pPORA. In vitro processing

experiments showed that when pPORA is bound to

Chlide the targeting sequence is masked and is unable

to interact physically with the outer plastid envelope

membrane. In contrast, the pPORA alone as well as

pPORA–Pchlide and pPORA–Pchlide–NADPH have

their transit peptide exposed and able to interact with

the plastid envelope [24,160,200]. The role of the transit

peptidewas clarifiedwhen the transit peptides of barley

pPORB and dihydrofilate reductase (DHFR) were

replaced by that of pPORA. Under these conditions

both pPORB andDHFR showed a Pchlide-dependent

pattern of import [201]. Later, other groups performed

import studies with barley pPORA and pPORB in the

presence and absence of Pchlide and could not confirm

the Pchlide dependence of pPORA import [196,198].

However, a kind of Pchlide-stimulated membrane as-

sociation was observed for barley pPORA in barley

and pea chloroplast lysates [203]. Obviously, more in-

vestigations are needed to determine whether the

pPORA import is Pchlide dependent, Pchlide stimu-

lated, or completely independent of Pchlide.

The other contradictory problem is the localiza-

tion of POR toward membrane lipids. Little is known

about the interaction of POR with the membrane

lipids, and there are almost no data about the POR

of re-formed PLBs. Oliver and Griffiths [204] showed

that POR is only loosely attached to the PLB mem-

brane and can be easily washed off the membrane. On

the basis of the high hydrophobic amino acid ratio in

the POR molecule, Röpper et al. [205] suggested that

it is an integral protein. Based on the hydrophobicity

of POR, Selstam and Widell-Wigge [206,207] con-

cluded that POR is an amphiphilic membrane protein

tightly associated with the membrane and thus most

probably is an integral membrane protein [208]. How-

ever, the secondary structure prediction based on the

amino acid composition revealed no obvious mem-

brane-spanning region [163]. Hydropathy profiles

also do not indicate any clear membrane-spanning

or thylakoid transfer domain [164,165], which might

indicate that the enzyme is peripherally associated

with the membrane on the stromal side. The compari-

son of the deduced POR protein sequences allowed

identification of a group of similar enzymes — short-

chain alcohol dehydrogenases [146]. The secondary

structure prediction based on similarities between en-

zymes of this group revealed about seven b-sheets

connected with eight to nine a-helices. The circular

dichroism study of purified POR showed that 33% of

amino acids are organized in a-helices and 19% in

b-sheets, 20% form turns and 28% random coils [209].

Later studies suggested that the POR secondary

structure consists of a central b-sheet built of seven

b-strands, surrounded by nine a-helices [47,210].

The attachment of POR to the plastid inner mem-

branes seems to involve first interactions of charged

amino acids of POR with membranes [47]. Mutagen-

esis performed on POR to substitute uncharged ala-

nine for charged amino acids revealed that charges in

the central region of POR (between amino acid res-

idues 86 and 342) or close to amino acids involved in

NADPH or Pchlide binding were essential for the

membrane association of POR in a thermolysin re-

sistant way [47]. The charged amino acids in the N-

and C-terminal regions of the mature protein did not

significantly affect membrane association [47]. How-

ever, studies with POR deletion mutants revealed that

amino acids in the range of 362 to 395 are vital for

membrane association [148]. Both hydrolysable ATP

and a minor dpH are required to stimulate association

of POR [197]. Both PORA and PORB are capable of

binding stoichiometrically their substrate (Pchlide)

and cofactor (NADPH) in photoactive ternary com-

plexes [20,34,35,39]. The cofactor NADPH is vital for

the membrane association of POR [47,148,197,199].

The POR–Pchlide–NADPH complexes accumulate in

PLBs as large aggregates [41–44]. The phosphoryl-

ation of POR protein seems to favor its membrane

aggregation [45]. It is possible that the reversible

phosphorylation can regulate the POR aggregation

and disassembly during the formation of PLBs and

their light-induced disappearance, but the exact

role of the phosphorylation is still unclear [211].

Many authors consider that the aggregated POR

complexes, tightly associated with lipids in mem-

branes reached of the cone shape MGDG molecules,

are sufficient to provoke the formation of PLBs

[28,29,31,43,45,47].

C. LIPIDS OF INNER PLASTID MEMBRANES

The lipids form about 50% of the mass of inner

plastid membranes and act as a fluid matrix for the



functional supramolecular complexes. The fatty acid

tails shape the hydrophobic, central core of the mem-

brane, and the hydrophilic heads of lipids are situated

at the surface. The lipids are not equally distributed

between the two monolayers as well as in the lateral

direction [212]. Since the lipids are highly unsatur-

ated, the membranes are very fluid at physiological

temperatures. Fluidity allows for the high lateral

mobility of pigment–protein complexes through the

membranes. However, due to the high content of

proteins (50% of the mass) the diffusion coefficient

of individual molecules is limited to 10�10 to 10�9m2/

sec [10,213].

Thylakoid lipids are a complex mixture containing

about 80% galactolipids — such as MGDG (50mol%

of total lipids) and digalactosyldiacil glycerol

(DGDG, 25mol%) — that are electrically neutral.

The remainder are mainly phosphatidyl glycerol

(PG, 10 to 15mol%) and sulphoquinovosyl diacilgly-

cerol (SQDG, 5 to 10mol%), charged under physio-

logical pH [212,214]. The predominant fatty acid in

plastid inner membrane lipids is linolenic (C18:3).

However, C16:3 fatty acids are also present in some

groups of plants [31]. Specific to the thylakoid mem-

brane fatty acid is trans-3-hexadecanoil acid (C16:1).

It is a component of PG [31,212,214].

D. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF PLASTID LIPIDS

Studies on structural properties of plastid lipids

revealed that when mixed with water, MGDG forms

reverse hexagonal phase (type HII) while DGDG,

SQDG, and PG form lamellar (La) phase [215–218].

The ability to form lipid phases with different organ-

ization is due to the shape of the molecule. MGDG

with its small polar head group and large wider

hydrophobic part formed by the hydrocarbon chains

of the fatty acids has a cone shape, whereas DGDG

with a larger polar head group is a more cylindrically

shaped molecule [32,218].

Mixtures of isolated chloroplast lipids (MGDG,

DGDG, SQDG, and PG) are able to form different

cubic phases. When the water content is low (5% to

13%), they form cubic phase identified as bicontinu-

ous reversed Ia3d phase [33], which is composed of

three armed units. Higher water content results also

in cubic bicontinuous reversed phases, but they vary

between Pn3m and Im3m types — having four-armed

and six-armed structural units, respectively [33]. The

description of different bicontinuous cubic phases

was made using an infinite periodic minimal surface

model [219,220]. Structures made of polyhedra, in

comparison with the lipid–water phase made of ag-

gregated 12- or 14-armed lipid micelles (the cubic

phase Q223 [221]), although about eight times smal-

ler, resemble much more closely the PLBs than other

MGDG–DGDG-composed phases [29,217,222].

Nevertheless, the typical geometry for open-type

PLBs cannot be deduced based only on lipid–water

mixtures [32,200,223].

III. ULTRASTRUCTURE AND BIOGENESIS
OF DEVELOPING PLASTIDS

A. STRUCTURE OF THE PLBS

Etioplasts or etiochloroplasts arise when normal

chloroplast development is curtailed by lack of light

[16]. The etioplasts contain two interconnected inner-

membrane systems: PLBs and PTs. The PLBs are

relatively small, regular ‘‘paracystalline’’ structures

(2 to 3mm). The membrane architecture of PLBs has

been analyzed in detail by means of ultrathin sections

[16,224–230], freeze fracture [231,232], x-ray diffrac-

tion [44], and mathematical analysis [233,234]. Gran-

ick first proposed a simple cubic lattice model,

according to the suggestion of von Vettstein, in

which tubular units with six arms at right angles are

connected to each other [235]. Based on ultrastruc-

tural studies, the structure of PLBs is considered to

consist of four- or six-armed units [224–226,229,230].

Gunning and Jagoe [236] on the basis of ultrathin

sections from Avena etioplasts also considered the

six-armed model, but later they explained the struc-

ture of Avena PLBs [230], using the model of Wer-

mayer [224–226]. According to this model the PLBs

from Phaseolus consist of four-armed tubular units.

Use of high-resolution scanning electron micro-

scopy has shown that the basic unit of the squash

PLB is a tetrapodal structure, which has four short

tubular arms meeting at one point with equal angles.

This structure displays three lattice forms, hexagonal,

square, and zigzag (distorted hexagonal), and is re-

ferred to as zincblende type [232].

The PLBs from different plants differ. The oat

etioplasts contain highly organized paracrystaline

PLBs, while other plants (barley and wheat) exhibit

loosely packed and irregular structures. The types are

referred to as ‘‘narrow’’ for the paracrystalline PLBs

and ‘‘wide’’ for the type in wheat [237,238]. According

to Gunning and Jagoe [236] 99% of the PLBs show

paracrystaline structure.

There are data that some tissues grown in dark-

ness lack PLBs. Wellburn [239] reports the absence of

photoconversion of Pchlide to Chlide in etiolated

tobacco tissue culture, which is connected with the

absence of PLBs. Some conifers (Pinus) develop their

photosynthetic system in darkness but, nevertheless,

contain PLBs [17]. After irradiation of wheat plants



with intermittent light they develop thylakoids and

grana and also keep their PLBs [240].

On the basis of the investigation of the lipids in the

PLBs one might consider their structure as built

through connection of the lipid phase and the POR.

The cubic phase, which is typical for the membrane

structure of the PLBs [220], is the thermodynamically

preferred organization of the POR complex and

the plastid lipids [31]. It is known that on the places

where POR is foundbound to the glycolipids, themem-

brane builds a cubic phase of the lipids [135,241,242].

The formation of such regular crystalline PLBs is also

provenbymodel investigationswithartificial lipids and

lipid–protein phases, which build spontaneously a

regular structure with two independent canal systems,

resembling the PLB structure [33,219,220,243]. This

shows that the way of building the PLBs is a spontan-

eous process of organizing lipids and proteins by the

principle of Schwarts for infinite periodic minimal sur-

face [244]. The POR in the planar membrane of the

envelope [245] is not organized in a cubic phase because

of the different lipids in this membrane.

B. RE-FORMED PLBS

When dark-grown plants are irradiated and Pchlide is

converted to Chlide, the ‘‘original’’ PLBs disintegrate

and thylakoids are synthesized. When the plants are

returned to darkness, new PLBs appear, called

‘‘re-formed’’ PLBs [236,237,246]. Their structure is

mainly of ‘‘narrow’’ type [102,104,247]. This recrys-

tallization is accompanied by new accumulation of

Pchlide depending on the leaf age [108,236,237,248].

The rate of Pchlide resynthesis found in young leaves

allows very fast recrystallization of PLBs and even

inhibits the initial destruction of PLBs after irradi-

ation [91]. In plants grown in darkness, have max-

imum amount of Pchlide, the lag-phase of Pchlide

resynthesis follows the photoconversion of the pig-

ment [108,236,237] with simultaneous destruction of

the PLBs. After the lag-phase a re-formation of new

PLBs is initialized together with Pchlide resynthesis

[237]. Such PLBs have a higher degree of crystallinity,

and the process is known as re-etiolation. Berry and

Smith have shown that the re-etiolated etioplasts

from barley have highly organized tubular structures

that differ from the ‘‘wide’’ PLBs in the etioplasts

[238]. Later, those investigations were proved for

wheat [104,105,249] and for rye and oat [249]. The

PLBs that are re-formed in wheat and rye after re-

etiolation for 30 to 60min cannot be distinguished

from the original PLBs in oat.

The re-formed PLBs might also appear in young

etioplasts in a weak white light or under a red light

independent of the Pchlide reduction [4,238,250–255].

These structures were referred to in the beginning as

‘‘PLBs of the weak light’’ [252]. On studying these

PLBs Ikeda found that they have a structure that is

different from the original PLBs formed in darkness

[228]. The investigations have shown that the PLBs

that appear under these conditions depend on the

light intensity. They also react faster than the original

PLBs to external changes, and they might be useful

for studying the nature of PLBs [102,256]. The sensi-

tivity of these PLBs might depend on the higher

amount of pigments in their membranes compared

with the original PLBs formed in the dark [91]. In

some cases the re-formation might not be connected

with Pchlide regeneration [250].

At the same time there are re-formed PLBs that

appear at night and disappear after sunrise [256]. In

young maize seedlings grown in a dark–light cycle,

crystalline PLBs are formed during the dark period

and are destructed during the light period [257]. Plas-

tids from the primary leaves in barley that have

formed grana after 6 h of light following 6 h of dark-

ness form a number of small crystalline PLBs [237].

The crystalline PLBs have been found in detached

leaves or in intact bean seedlings, which are greened

or kept in weak light [251,252]. Plastids that contain

crystalline PLBs and grana have also been found in

leaves of maize chloroplast mutants [258,259] and

barley, and the presence of Pchlide was shown [237].

In fully green and redarkened plants the crystal-

line structures found are re-formed PLBs [236,237,

246,260,261]. In our investigations we showed that

all the original PLBs in etiolated wheat leaves disap-

peared after 4 h of irradiation and new, re-formed

PLBs appeared after redarkening of the plants for

16 h [104,105]. We have applied a method for isolat-

ing PLBs from re-etiolated wheat leaves by differen-

tial centrifugation, and PLBs were separated on a 10%

to 50% continuous sucrose density gradient. The isol-

ated re-formed PLBs were found at the same density

(1.17 g/ml) as the PLBs from dark-grown material

[60]. Electron microscopy showed a large similarity

between re-formed PLBs and PLBs from dark-grown

material; even the re-formed PLBs were mainly of the

narrow type (Figure 25.3) and offered the possibility

of controlling the cross-contamination of PLBs and

thylakoids during isolation.

IV. USE OF FLUORESCENCE PROBES FOR
INVESTIGATING PIGMENT–PROTEIN
COMPLEXES IN PLASTID MEMBRANES

The fluorescent probes are low-molecular weight

fluorescent dyes, which during the interactions with

membrane structures change their fluorescence by a



certain pattern. The changes in the fluorescence spec-

tra can give us information about the structures and

the processes in the membranes [262]. Here, we ap-

plied double-membrane fluorescence probes to exam-

ine POR organization and its changes after brief

irradiation in PLBs isolated from etiolated plants

(oPLBs) and from plants treated with 10mM norflur-

azone and therefore lacking carotenoids (cdPLBs).

The localization of the fluorescent probe 1,8-ANS

(Mg salt of 1-aniline-8-naphthalene sulfonate) in

membranes is known — the probe partly binds to

the membrane proteins and partly integrates with

the membrane lipids at the level of their polar heads

[263]. The nonpolar hydrophobic probe pyrene is

localized in the fatty acid region of the membranes

[264]. The energy transfer from Trp residues of the

membrane proteins to ANS and pyrene can be used to

obtain information about the protein localization in

membranes [265]. This approach is very promising in

the study of PLBs, where the only main protein is

POR (90% of the total proteins) [144,204]. According

to Birve et al. [209] POR is anchored to the lipid phase

with b-sheets or a helices, which contain the Trp

residues of the molecule. Therefore, by determination

of Trp localization one can estimate the localization

of the whole POR molecule. The energy transfer was

measured by quenching of tryptophan fluorescence at

328 nm after excitation at 294 nm. The energy transfer

occurs if the distance between Trp and the probe is

less than 1.2 times the Förster radius (R0), equal to

2.6 nm for the pair Trp–ANS and 2.8 nm for the pair

Trp–pyrene [265]. Based on the distance between

probes and Trp the latter could be divided into two

parts — accessible for quenched b and nonquenched

(1 � b) by the probe. Dobretsov et al. [265] described

a method for calculating b:

b ¼ a=[F0=(F0 � F )]min

where a is a constant equal either to 0.75, if the

acceptors are in the volume of the lipid phase (pyr-

ene), or to 0.65, if they are on the surface (ANS) [266].

The [F0/(F0�F)]min values were obtained by using the

modified Stern–Folmer plot [267]. They represent the

maximum possible quenching of tryptophan fluores-

cence in the largest concentration (infinite) of the

acceptor (the probe).

The distances between the Trp and probes were

calculated using the equations given by Dobretsov

and coworkers [265,266]. First, the percentage of

Trp accessible for quenching by the surface localized

1,8-ANS (b) was calculated by the method described

above [266]. The relative localization and average

distance (X) between Trp and the probe was deter-

mined according to the following equation [265]:

F=F0 ¼ (1� b)þ b exp(�aCaB(X )NapR2
0=S)

where F is the fluorescence intensity of the pyrene

monomers in the presence of ANS in concentration

FIGURE 25.3 Electron micrographs of re-formed PLBs from 7-day-old wheat seedlings irradiated for 4 h with white light

with intensity of 4W/m2 and redarkened by keeping in darkness for 16 h. (A) Scanning micrograph of isolated re-formed

PLBs. A bottom-loaded 1% to 50% sucrose gradient was used for isolation. (B) Transmission micrographs of a cross-section

of isolated re-formed PLBs.



Ca; b has been previously determined; a represents

the orientation of donor and acceptor molecules and

is equal to 1.35 [265]; S is the estimated total mem-

brane surface; and B(X) is a function describing the

relation between the quenching rate and the ratio

X/R0. After determination of B(X) using the descrip-

tions given by Dobretsov et al. [265] the X values were

calculated. They represent the average distance be-

tween Trp and ANS molecules. The complete descrip-

tion of that function was given by Dobretsov and

coworkers [265,266]:

X ¼
ð0

þ1:2R0

XN(X )dX

� ð0

þ1:2R0

N(X )dX

The same calculations were used to determine the

average distance between Trp and pyrene, but the

function in this case is:

X ¼
ð�1:2R0

þ1:2R0

XN(X )dX

� ð�1:2R0

þ1:2R0

N(X )dX

where N(X) is the amount of donor molecules (Trp)

separated by distance X from the acceptor molecule

(probe).

On the other hand, the quenching of pyrene

monomers by ANS was used to determine the average

distance between the two probes.

We found that in nonirradiated cdPLBs and

oPLBs the average distances between Trp and ANS

were similar: �0.5 and 0.3 nm, respectively. The aver-

age distances between Trp and pyrene were�1.2 nm in

both cdPLBs and oPLBs. The negative value means

that the Trp is situated beyond a border, which cannot

be crossed by pyrene molecules due to thermodynam-

ical limitations. In the case of biomembranes hydro-

phobic pyrene molecules are situated in the fatty acid

region of lipid phase and have very limited ability to

cross beyond the glycerol backbone of the membrane

lipids. Therefore, the distance�1.2 nm means that the

Trp residues are situated above the glycerol backbone,

within the area of lipid polar heads.

The average distance between pyrene monomers

and ANS was 2.1 nm.

The flash irradiation did not change significantly

the distances between pyrene monomers and ANS —

it increased to 2.4 nm in oPLB and 2.3 nm in cdPLB

(Figure 25.4). In oPLBs the distance between Trp and

pyrene increased from �1.2 to �1.9 nm and between

Trp and ANS from 0.3 to 1.0 nm. This probably

means that Trp residues (resp. POR) were relocalized

closer to the surface but still remain within the polar

head of the lipids (Figure 25.5A). Irradiation caused

drastic changes in the localization of Trp in cdPLBs:

the distance between Trp and pyrene increased from

�1.2 to �4.2 nm and between Trp and ANS from 0.5

to 2.1 nm (Figure 25.5B). Such distances are equal to

the thickness of the lipid monolayer and could be an

indication that a substantial part of Trp residues

move closer to the membrane surface or even leave

the lipid phase.

It is known that POR, together with NADPH and

Pchlide, is organized in large aggregates and that the

irradiation triggers dissociation of the aggregates into

smaller units [20,34,35,39]. Our results suggest that

the dissociation of POR complexes in cdPLB is ac-

companied by relocalization of POR closer to the

lipid surface or separation from the lipids, a process

different from that registered in oPLBs [268]. Taking

into account all these findings, we consider carote-

noids as an important factor for the stable association

of POR to the lipid phase of PLBs.

We also used fluorescent probes in combination

with large unilamellar vesicles (LUVETs) to study the

interactions of in vitro synthesized POR with lipids

and pigment [269].

We have developed an in vitro system based on

LUVETs containing fluorescent probes to study early

interactions between POR and membrane lipids. The

great advantage of LUVETs in comparison with isol-

ated plastids and plastid membranes is that by using

the miniextruder of Avestin Ltd. (Canada) we can

produce LUVETs of the desired size (100 to 400 nm)

FIGURE 25.4 Light-induced changes in average distances

between pyrene and 1,8-ANS probes in isolated cdPLB and

oPLB. The distances were calculated by fluorescence of

pyrene monomers at 390 nm (excitation 330 nm) in the pres-

ence of different concentrations of 1,8-ANS.



and composition of lipid, pigments, and proteins. The

presence of membrane fluorescent probes allows us

to study localization of proteins, organization and

dynamic properties of lipid phase, etc. We used

these artificial membranes to study the interaction of

in vitro synthesized pea pPOR and mPOR with

LUTETs. The LUVETs were prepared by the method

of Mayer et al. [270] and MacDonald et al. [271], and

the proteins were synthesized and added to LUVETs

following the assembly protocol of Dahlin et al. [197].

First, we studied whether the LUVETs remain in-

tact during all the treatments included in the integra-

tion protocol.With this aimwe loaded 1mM 6-carboxy

fluorecein within the LUVETs. This probe has a high

level of self-quenching. The loaded concentration is

not high enough to get complete self-quenching, but

it is enough for registration of any probe leakage

through the bilayer. Samples were taken at any one of

the critical steps of the assembly protocol. The results

indicate no leakage and no destruction of LUVETs

during the experimental steps (Figure 25.6). Next, the

specificity of the LUVET–POR interactions was stud-

ied. The assembly reaction was run only with transla-

tion mixture, followed by thermolysin treatment. The

results clearly indicate that water-soluble proteins can-

not remain attached to LUVETs after the washing

procedures (Figure 25.7).

The localization of in vitro synthesized protein

after assembly reaction and thermolysin treatment

was examined by two independent methods:

1. Using electrophoresis followed by fluorogra-

phy — the fluorograms showed that after the

assembly reaction all systems contained radi-

olabeled proteins. Thermolysin treatment re-

moved all proteins, which indicated that they

have been attached to the LUVET surface

without a penetrating bilayer.

2. Using the energy transfer from Trp to probes,

we calculated the average distance between

them.

The two-membrane fluorescence probes, 1,8-ANS

and pyrene, were used to study themembrane localiza-

tion of POR. The energy transfer from Trp to probes

was used to determine the localization of proteins.

The results obtained allowed us to draw the fol-

lowing conclusions:

1. LUVETs are a suitable artificial system for

studying the interactions between POR and

galatolipids.

2. The association of the proteins to LUVETs

shifts the maximum of tryptophan fluorescence

from 345 to 330 nm. This shift is an indication

for more hydrophobic surroundings of trypto-

phan residues.

3. The quenching accessibility of tryptophan res-

idues for probes shows that they are situated on

the level of the lipids’ polar heads in all

variants.

4. The amount of proteins associated to galacto-

lipid LUVETs is higher than that associated to

the phospholipid LUVETs and is proportional

to the presence of nonbilayer monogalactosyl

diacylglycerol.

FIGURE 25.5 Light-induced changes in average distances between tryptophan residues in membrane proteins of cdPLB and

oPLB and fluorescent probes pyrene (A) and 1,8-ANS (B). The quenching of tryptophan fluorescence at 330 nm (excitation

290 nm) in the presence of different concentrations of fluorescent probes was used to calculate the distances.



5. The precursor proteins are found deeper in

the zone of the lipids’ polar heads than

mature PORA, probably due to their transit

sequences.

6. Thermolysin treatment destroys all proteins

but Trp-containing fragments remain anchored

to the lipids.

7. By incorporation of Pchlide into the LUVETs

we stimulated the association of POR to the

lipid phase. We assumed that the effect is spe-

cific for POR and is based on conformational

changes in POR protein after binding of its

substrate — 2 Pchlide. The presence of Pchlide

did not influence the association of pSS to the

LUVETs.

8. Carotenoids have a much higher effect on pro-

tein–lipid interactions than was considered

before. We assume that this effect is not specific

and is limited only to POR because the proteins

with transit peptides (pPOR and pSS) were

associated deeper than the mature form of

POR. The presence of more MGDG increases

this effect. Probably, the presence of carote-

noids and nonbilayer MGDG influences the

membrane geometry of the lipid bilayer and

facilitate the lipid–protein interactions. Our

data are in agreement with the recent results

of Park et al. [49]. They studied the crtISO

mutants of Arabidopsis, which accumulate

acyclic poly-cis-carotenes in place of cyclic all-

trans-carotenes and lack PLBs. They [49] pro-

posed that the role of all-trans-carotenoids in

PLB assembly may be to stabilize or facilitate

the curved membranes that form as a result of

interaction between membranes, POR:Pchlide,

and carotenoids.

FIGURE 25.6 Changes in fluores-

cence of 6-carboxyfluorescein (6-cf.)

trapped in LUVETs during different

steps of protein assembly reactions

and postassembly treatments accord-

ing to the assembly protocol given by

Dahlin et al. [197]. The release of 6-cf.

with Triton X-100 treatment proves

that the LUVETs remain intact

through all the steps of the assembly

protocol.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The site of photosynthesis in plants is predominantly

the green leaf, and its productivity directly depends

upon the chlorophyll bearing surface area, irradiance,

and the potential to utilize CO2 [1,2]. Although leaf is

the main organ contributing to carbon budget of

plant throughout life cycle, other vegetative and re-

productive parts also fix carbon and contribute to

plant growth. In some xerophytic deciduous plants,

photosynthesis takes place in chlorophyll bearing

phylloclades [3,4]. Herbaceous and woody stems in

the temperate and tropical plants [5], twigs and

branches of trees may also be photosynthetic [6,7].

Plant parts other than leaf that can retain or develop

chlorophyll such as stem, branches, floral parts,

fruits, and some aerial roots, also photosynthesize

[8]. Some tropical and temperate fruits stay green

even after ripening (e.g., varieties of tomato, mango,

guava, and apple). Besides these, the calyx, glumes,

tiny stamen parts, and carpels are also photosynthetic

and contribute to carbon economy, although in low



to negligible amounts [9]. Green streaks in veins and

splashed occurrence of chlorophyll in petals of petu-

nia not only beautify it, but also contribute to photo-

synthesis — a clever utilization of surface area.

Photosynthesis in the stem is similar to that in the

leaf when it contains stomata, but photosynthesis in

cortex and wood tissues is entirely different from

normal photosynthesis [5,8]. Similarly, photosyn-

thesis reported in a great variety of fruits, although

physiologically different from both leaf and stem, also

has a great participation in their growth and size

attainment [10,11]. A comparative account of photo-

synthetic processes operative in various plant parts

and their contribution to the carbon economy is given

below.

II. PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN LEAVES

Leaf lamina is the main photosynthetic organ of

most plants to trap light energy and convert into

chemical energy. The gaseous exchange and water

loss take place through stomatal pores, varying

widely in number on the abaxial and adxial surfaces

(20 to 300mm�2) in xeric and nonxeric leaves.

A mesophyll cell generally contains about 20 to 100

chloroplasts, which can shift their position accord-

ing to the intensity and direction of illumination for

optimum interception of radiations. This expanded

surface area increases the area in contact with

CO2, while the intracellular spaces facilitate CO2

diffusion. Photosynthesis can differ in various

plants or their parts because of following diverse

carboxylation reactions, and as summarized in

Table 26.1.

A. C3 PLANTS

Majority of the dicots and monocots of temperate

regions belong to this category. They contain a

three-carbon compound, phosphoglycerate, as the

initial stable product of CO2 fixation. The chloro-

plasts of the mesophyll cell have well-developed

grana and stromal lamellae where the light is har-

nessed, and stroma where CO2 is fixed by ribulose-

1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco).

Plants with this pathway have low water use efficiency

and a high photorespiratory rate, wasting 30% to 50%

of assimilates, and thus termed less efficient.

B. C4 PLANTS

Most of the grasses and cereals generally endemic to

tropics are C4 plants. They are more efficient than C3

plants because they apparently lack photorespiration

and have a mechanism for maintaining high CO2

concentration at the site of Rubisco action. This pro-

cess can work at very low levels of CO2 even if the

stomata are partially or fully closed. They show the

formation of C4 dicarboxylate as a result of initial

CO2 fixation, i.e., oxaloacetate and malate. Because

of distinct Kranz-type anatomy [12], the photosyn-

thetic process is spatially located in the mesophyll

and bundle sheath cells. Mesophyll chloroplasts pos-

sessing well-developed grana are the site of initial

carboxylation where phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP)

TABLE 26.1
Comparison of Photosynthetic Pathways Operative in Leaves of Plants Exhibiting Various Categories of
Carboxylation Reactions

Characteristics C3 C3–C4 C4 CAM

Origin Temperate Subtropical and tropical Tropical Arid zone/desert

Anatomy Non-Kranz Kranz Kranz Non-Kranz

Interveinal distance (mm) Large (190–300) Small (72–120) Small (72–120) —

Carboxylation pathway C3 C3 C3–C4 C3–C4

Carboxylating enzymes Rubisco Rubisco PEPCase, Rubisco PEPCase, Rubisco

Carboxylation products Phosphoglycerate Phosphoglycerate Oxaloacetate, malate Oxaloacetate, malate

CO2 compensation point (ppm) 30–50 10–20 5–10 5–10

Water use efficiency

(g dry matter/kg H2O transpired)

3–5 5–6 6–10 2–3

Rate of photosynthesis

(mmol CO2/m
2/sec)

24–‘43 24–50 21–59 4–26

Site of photosynthesis Mesophyll cells Mesophyll and bundle

sheath cells

Mesophyll and

bundle sheath cells

Mesophyll cells

Separation of photosynthetic processes — Spatial Spatial Temporal



carboxylase (PEPCase) converts PEP to C4 dicarbox-

ylate. Subsequently, the carboxylation of released

CO2 occurs in chloroplasts of bundle sheath cells,

which generally lack grana and contain Rubisco in

the stroma. PEPCase has a high affinity for CO2 and

is less affected by high O2 concentration. The C4

plants are very productive as they show higher water

use efficiency compared with other photosynthetic

category plants.

C. C3–C4 INTERMEDIATE PLANTS

A form of higher plants, intermediate to C3 and C4,

exists (e.g. Flaveria, Panicum spp.), which depicts

Kranz-type anatomy like that in C4 plants but lacks

a functional C4 cycle [13]. The photosynthetic and

photorespiratory pathways are identical to those of

C3 leaves but Rubisco is found in both mesophyll

and bundle sheath, cells and carboxylation and

oxygenation properties are similar [2]. Oxygen inhib-

ition of net photosynthesis is less than those of

C3 plants primarily due to the lack of leakage

of CO2 from leaf to the ambient atmosphere [14].

CO2 evolved during light or dark respiration is refixed

efficiently with the help of glycine carboxylase located

in the bundle sheath mitochondria. This results in

low CO2 compensation point. They are more pro-

ductive than C3 plants due to greater water use effi-

ciency [15].

D. CRASSULACEAN ACID METABOLISM PLANTS

Crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM), occurring in

succulent plants in arid environments and some

aquatics, shows temporally separated CO2 fixing pro-

cesses. The leaves possess well-packed parenchyma

with large vacuoles [2]. The mesophyll cells contain-

ing Rubisco are not generally differentiated into pal-

isade and spongy layers. The stomata are fewer in

number and remain open during the night to replen-

ish the CO2 supply of the leaf. PEP is converted

into oxalate and malate with the help of PEPCase

and malate dehydrogenase respectively. Malate is ul-

timately stored in the vacuole. During the day, the

stomata close, malate is converted into PEP, and

CO2 released is used in light-dependent carboxylation

by Rubisco. Two modifications in their gas-exchange

parameters include (i) CAM-cycling — diurnal

acid fluctuation due to recycling of respired CO2

and (ii) CAM-idling — drought-induced stomatal

closure. During drought periods, glucan and mucilage

are stored, mostly in young cortex [16], and are used

as substrates for malate synthesis during CAM-

cycling. These plants are inefficient because they

show photorespiration and much reduced water use

efficiency.

E. LEAF PHOTOSYNTHESIS — PLANT FACTORS

1. Leaf Position

Presence of leaves at a certain position is very import-

ant to perform optimum photosynthesis. The leaves

at the top of the canopy usually have higher values of

electron transport due to optimal absorption of

photosynthetically active radiations, and Rubisco ac-

tivity for assimilation of CO2 and acquisition of nu-

trients [17,18]. The lower leaves are at a disadvantage

due to nonavailability of light as a sole source [19].

For example, second, third, and lower leaves of wheat

exhibit much reduced photosynthesis compared with

the flag leaf lamina, sheath, and stem internode [20].

2. Leaf Age

The rate of photosynthesis declines steadily when the

leaves become aged or senesced [21,22]. A comparison

of leaves of different ages manifests a significant de-

crease in the 14CO2 photosynthates [20]. Rawson and

Constable [23] found that younger leaves could

not become light-saturated at 1800mmol/cm2/sec,

while older ones were about 90% light-saturated at

600mmol/cm2/sec indicating that leaf age, and not

light intensity, determines the photosynthetic rate.

Aged maize leaves show higher photorespiration

than younger ones because lower senescing leaves

have a reduced capacity to concentrate CO2 in the

bundle sheath. When the chlorophyll and Rubisco

contents reduce to 50% or less than that of mature

maize leaves, the degree of photorespiration could

reach that of C3 plants due to photosynthetic inhib-

ition under atmospheric levels of CO2 [24]. Xu et al.

[6] attributed a decrease in gross photosynthesis of

tomato leaves to a decrease in the content rather than

activity of Rubisco. Photosynthetically active life of

aged leaves may be prolonged if they (i) are shaded

and (ii) do not accumulate sugars during the early

phase of senescence [25].

3. Plant Gender

Recently, attention has been given to the differences

in leaf photosynthesis of male and female plants at

different phonological phases [26]. Gynodioecious Si-

dalcea hirtipes (Malvaceae) shows a well-defined sex-

ual dimorphism in photosynthetic gas exchange [27].

Wang and Griffin [28] did not find any difference in

the male and female leaf photosynthesis during the

vegetative phase. However, the leaf photosynthesis



increased by 82% in males and 97% in females under

elevated CO2 during reproductive phase in Silence

latifolia. Likewise, in Sipuruna grandifloa (a dioecious

shrub) males had a higher photosynthetic capacity at

the leaf level, while females had a higher capacity at

the crown level [22]. This indicates a shift of photo-

synthesis in favor of reproductive growth.

F. LEAF PHOTOSYNTHESIS — ENVIRONMENTAL

FACTORS

1. CO2 Concentration

Carbon dioxide is of fundamental importance as a

substrate in dark reactions of photosynthesis. Low

CO2 concentration lowers the photosynthetic rate,

while its elevation enhances it. As ribulose-1,

5-bisphosphate (RuBP) is the acceptor of CO2 in the

Calvin cycle, changes in the level and activity of

Rubisco are of great significance. Elevated levels of

CO2 do not change the levels of soluble proteins,

Rubisco protein and chlorophyll a þ b content [29].

However, conflicting reports are available on the ac-

tivity of Rubisco, which decreases, remains

unchanged [29] or increases under high levels of CO2

[30]. Application of external sucrose, but not the glu-

cose, and high CO2 reduces Rubisco content and

photosynthesis of leaves [31]. The supplementation

of sucrose presumably reduces the photosynthesis as

a feedback inhibition of the activity of sucrose phos-

phate synthase (SPS). Higher assimilatory carbon flux

under elevated CO2 is accompanied by a higher acti-

vation state rather than level of SPS [32].

In addition to biochemical changes, CO2 causes

certain allometric, anatomical, and physiological

changes at the whole leaf level. Leaf area and leaf

fresh weight are greater in plants grown in CO2-en-

riched air [31]. Exposure of leaves to an abrupt in-

crease in CO2 greatly enhances the photosynthesis

than a gradual increase [33]. Loblolly pine under the

application of elevated CO2 for 4 years produced 90%

more biomass and that the photosynthetic rate was

always higher in summer [34]. This may be due to the

acclimation response of leave to high CO2, as

reported for transgenic lines of tobacco [35]. Camp-

bell et al. [36] reported that exposure of soybean to

higher levels of CO2 produces thicker leaves with

a higher number of palisade cells, showing increased

net photosynthesis and enhanced yield up to 44%.

2. Temperature

Both the photochemical and biochemical reactions of

photosynthesis are affected by temperature fluctu-

ations. Photosystem-II (PSII) is highly labile and its

activity is greatly reduced or even partially lost under

high temperature [37,38]. However, PSI-driven cyclic

electron pathway capable of contributing to thyla-

koid proton gradient are activated [38]. Increased

temperature strongly influences the photosynthetic

capacity of leaves with the exception of C4 plants.

Changes in temperature affect the activities of the

Calvin cycle enzymes including Rubisco [2,39] and

the rate of RuBP regeneration [40]. Moreover, starch

or sucrose synthesis is also greatly influenced as seen

from the reduced activity of SPS [41], ADPG pyro-

phosphorylase, and invertase [42]. Increased tempera-

ture curtails photosynthesis and increases the CO2

transfer conductance between intercellular spaces

and carboxylation sites [43].

Low temperature affects the chlorophyll content,

chlorophyll a/b ratio, and larger total carotenoid pool

size as well as their composition [44]. Low tempera-

ture alters leaf gas exchange that is related to reduced

chlorophyll florescence [45]. In terms of leaf anatomy,

growth at low temperature results in increased leaf

thickness, which may hamper CO2 diffusion [46].

3. Irradiance

Any change in light intensity changes leaf photosyn-

thesis. With a gradual increase in irradiance, there is a

relatively large increase in photosynthesis up to the

light compensation point. Beyond this point, there is

saturation in photosynthesis of C3 plants but not of

C4 plants. Any abrupt decrease in irradiance instantly

decreases the photosynthesis of the individual leaves

[47].

Long-term changes in photon flux density (PFD)

alter the anatomical, physiological, and biochemical

properties of leaf. Plants, when grown under reduced

radiation fluxes, show a reduced carbon exchange

rate, low stomatal conductance, and reduced meso-

phyll area, resulting in slower photosynthetic rate

[48]. Consequently, this reduces the growth rate and

dry matter production in C4 compared to C3 plants,

although the morphological responses are almost

similar [49]. A comparison of tall fescue leaves

grown under low (30%) and high (full) sunlight

showed a 25% reduction in CO2 exchange rate

(CER) per unit leaf area under low light intensity

[50]. High PFD grown vines of kiwifruit (Actinida

deliciosa) show greater leaf area, leaf, and stem bio-

mass than low-PFD vines [51].

Biochemically, small modulations in PFD disturb

the balance of RuBP and other metabolites of the

Calvin cycle, as reflected by a change in carboxylation

rate. Reduced PFD instantly decreases RuBP concen-

trations, but with optimum PFD, its concentration

rises again to steady level [52]. Changes in PFD



have a direct relationship with the soluble protein

content of the leaf, but not with a change in CO2

levels [53]. Carboxylation efficiency of Rubisco in-

creases up to PFD of 550mmol/m2/sec and to pro-

mote it further, higher Rubisco is a prerequisite. The

efficiency to reduce the CO2 so attained could be

explained by a mesophyll CO2 barrier associated

with a high chlorophyll and protein content of leaves

[54].

4. Shade

Shade is an ecological factor that is important for

interception of light in accruing optimal photosyn-

thesis [55]. Lower shaded leaves are largely affected

as far as photosynthesis is related [56]. Severe shading

at a PFD of 85 to 95mmol/m2/sec induces greatest

reduction in the maximum photosynthesis [57], while

partial shading reduces the percentage of photosyn-

thetic area [58]. A comparison of differentially shade

tolerant Acer species indicated that light-demanding

species have much higher water use efficiency com-

pared with intermediate and shade tolerant species

[59]. Soybean plants receiving 63% less light due to

shading display a 9% to 23% less seed growth. This

indicates that plants become source limited due to

shading [60].

Shading not only causes a reduction in Rubisco

activity, maximum electron transport, and triose-

phosphate activity in grapevine [56], but also induces

changes in the allometric and anatomical character-

istics, as is evident from the increased leaf size and

branching, but reduced specific leaf weight [61]. Shad-

ing up to 90% leads to increased senescence of leaves

[62]. Some plants may show survival under shaded

conditions. For example deep shade was highly detri-

mental to growth of six green-stemmed leguminous

species while moderate shade promoted their survival

[63].

III. PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN THE STEM

Although the observation on stem photosynthesis of

various plants was made at the beginning of the twen-

tieth century [64,65], the efforts were continued

subsequently to quantitatively prove its occurrence

and contribution to carbon economy in many plants

from diverse origins, e.g., aspen bark [66,67], trees

[68,69], cladodes [70,71], etc. These research efforts

increased manifold particularly during the past dec-

ade [4,5,8,72–74]. Green stems of herbaceous (mono-

cots and dicots), shrubs and woody plants, and

cladodes of the CAM plants photosynthesize and

contribute to carbon economy, while wood photosyn-

thesis is of greater ecophysiological significance [8,75].

So far, stem photosynthesis has been reported in more

or less 36 plant families [5]. Various stems and their

tissues display varied patterns and mechanisms of

photosynthesis. For photosynthesis to take place,

the presence of pertinent photosynthetic machinery

is imperative, which is present in all stems. Aschan

and Pfanz [8] have conveniently categorized the stems

into different types based on the pathways of carbon

fixation and the specificity of these pathways to vari-

ous tissues.

A. STEM PHOTOSYNTHESIS — CO2 ASSIMILATION

1. Nonsucculent Green Stems

Herbaceous and shrubby stems of temperate and

tropical species show the presence of stomata in epi-

dermal layer for gas exchange [76–79] and Rubisco

for the CO2 fixation [80]. The chlorophyll and caro-

tenoids are present throughout the thickness of the

stem and maximum chlorophyll a/b ratio (i.e., 3.8)

matches the minimum value for leaves [81]. This

type of stem photosynthesis is identical to leaf photo-

synthesis in many respects, for instance, the use of C3

pathway, presence of abundant stomata in the epider-

mis and similar responses to environmental changes.

These stems therefore contribute to net or positive

carbon gain [8,82].

Determination of net photosynthesis using carbon

isotope discrimination has a more negative value for

stem 13C/12C than for leaves on the same plant [83].

Maximum net photosynthesis in the green-stemmed

nonsucculent leguminous plants species ranges from

1.7 to 11.6mmol CO2/m
2/sec [5,8], and it varies sub-

stantially in other species (Table 26.2). Although the

stem photosynthesis is more sensitive to changes in

low water potential and temperature [82], it remains

positive annually. This is because the leaves of woody

legumes are small and ephemeral and plant relies on

the carbon gain by the stem photosynthesis round the

year [89].

2. Cladodes

The plants confined to desert environment show

photosynthesis in green flattened stems without leaves

(cladodes) or with highly reduced leaves. This type of

photosynthesis has been reported in many members

of the families Asclepiadaceae, Asteraceae, Cacta-

ceae, Crassulaceae, and Euphorbiaceae [3,90]. Net

CO2 is assimilated during night when the stomata

are open and malate is produced from PEP by PEP-

Case. Net CO2 assimilation ranges from 10 to

26mmol/m2/sec (Table 26.2) [4,85]. As a result, stem



of a highly productive CAM, Opuntia ficus-indica

yields biomass up to 47 metric tons/ha/year, which is

greater than the productivity of most of the C3 and

some C4 species [75].

During the leafless state of plant growth, stem

photosynthesis becomes increasingly important in

the carbon economy [84]. During the initial phases

of development, although the newly emerging

(daughter) cladodes are photosynthetically active

but act as sink, and import up to 60% of the photo-

synthates from the basal cladodes. After 6 months the

daughter cladodes also become source [91]. Max-

imum net photosynthesis is comparable to C3 leaves

(Table 26.2). Coincidence of high glucose content of

the daughter cladodes with the SPS activity also sug-

gests that these cladodes act as strong sinks for su-

crose during initial stages of growth [4]. The cladodes

[85,92] or stems [93] usually persist for long time and

act as reservoir of carbohydrates to support the

growth of new cladodes in subsequent years.

B. STEM PHOTOSYNTHESIS — CO2 REFIXATION

But in contrast to stomatal-dependent carbon gain in

the stems of tropical and temperate species, woody

stems do not have stomata [5,94]; rather they contain

chlorophyll in the bark and cortical layers, referred to

as chlorenchymal tissues, and perform photosyn-

thesis. This is different from normal leaf and CAM

photosynthetic pathway [95] in that these tissues rely

on the refixation of respired CO2 in the cortical or

other living cells within the wood [74]. Woody stem

chlorenchyma lies some 80 to 150mm underneath the

periderm or rhytidome, which offer high resistance to

the diffusion of gases [76,95,96]. Chloroplasts in the

chlorenchyma of the outer bark region are high in

number and resemble those of shaded leaves [97,98],

but they show a greater number of plastglobulii, un-

like shaded leaves [99]. The number and density of

grana stacks are greater in phelloderm and chloro-

phyllous outer cortex and decrease towards the mid-

dle. In the perimedullary region of the stem, the

chloroplasts show slightly greater number of grana

stacks than wood rays [100].

The distribution pattern of starch grains in the

chloroplasts of cortical cells differs from the shade

type leaves. The chloroplasts from the stem of plants

of all regions contain starch grains, but their size

increases from the outer cortex to the pith. Both the

density and size of grana stacks and size of starch

grains indicate a higher photosynthetic capacity in

the phellodermal and outer cortical region than in

the chloroplasts of more inwardly situated cells [95].

The chlorophyll content of stem resembles those

of shaded leaves when expressed on fresh mass basis.

However, total chlorophyll content of stem bark is

much less than those of leaves on the same plant. It

accounts for up to 70% of the leaf when expressed on

surface area basis [101,102]. The chlorophyll a/b ratio

ranges between 1.8 and 2.7 in different species [95].

The chlorophyll is distributed throughout the deeper

tissues in the wood, but its concentration may be

TABLE 26.2
Photosynthesis in the Green Stems of Nonsucculent, Succulent, and Woody Plants
Species

Species

Maximum Net Rate of CO2

Uptake (mmol/m2/sec) Ref.

Nonsucculent green stem

Caesalpinia virgata 3.5–7.8 [82]

Cytisus scoparius 1.7–11.6 [84]

Spartinum junceum 6.5 [78]

Syringa vulgaris 6.0–8.0 [79]

Succulent stems (cladodes)

Opuntia ficus-indica (28 days old) Approx. 12.0 [4]

Retama sphaerocarpa 10.0–26.0 [85]

Woody stems (bark and twigs)

Populus tremula (bark) 7–10a 72

Pinus monticola (twigs) 0.64b 86

Populus tremuloides (bark) 2.8b 87

Ilex equifolium (bark) Approximately 2a 88

aIn terms of photosynthetic O2 evolution.
bGross photosynthesis in terms of CO2 fixation.



much lower [103]. Chlorophyll content of various

photosynthetic tissues depends on the age of the

bark and exposure to light. Full sunlight exposed

side of the Populus tremula twigs show greater chloro-

phyll content than on the side exposed to 20% of full

sunlight. Furthermore, 1-year-old twigs contain lower

chlorophyll content than 2-year-old twigs [7].

The chlorenchymal tissue of the stem bark is

shaded by epidermis, periderm and rhytidome. For

photosynthesis to occur, enough light has to pene-

trate all these tissues to reach light-harvesting com-

plexes in the thylakoid membranes, but these

structures tend to reduce the transmission of light to

reach the photosynthetic light harvesting systems.

Determination of light transmission to various depths

reveals that after passing through shading layers,

0.2% to 1% of the light reaches the chlorenchyma,

while 0.01% to 0.2% reach the center of the stem.

This, however, depends upon the age of the twig

and intensity of light [73,95]. The light can penetrate

through the natural openings in the outer bark, lenti-

cels, and bark valleys or cracks in the absence of

stomata [104,105].

Carbon isotope discrimination data shows a more

negative value of 13C/12C for outer than the inner

bark region [87]. Of the two types of photosynthetic-

ally active radiations, blue light is mainly absorbed in

the outer bark region while red light penetrates the

deeper tissues [73,102]. The light funneling system at

the PSII in the thylakoid membrane [2] might be one

reason for a greater photosynthetic rate of the outer

layer of the chlorenchymal tissue in the stem bark.

Since the stomata are typically absent in the stem

bark and there is no stomatal gas exchange, the

refixation of CO2, can take place in the dark [106],

which accounts for up to 55% of the leaves at

1000mmol PAR/m2/sec [86]. This is achieved by the

PEPCase that can fix CO2 (actually HCO3
�) in quite

high amounts converting PEP to malate [15]. The

refixation rate is higher in young twigs (~6mmol

CO2/m
2/sec) than in the older ones (~1.3mmol CO2/

m2/sec) [8] as measured from photosynthetic oxygen

evolution (Table 26.2). Like other plant parts, the

mitochondria perform dark respiration in the wood

parenchyma and pith and produce CO2 in quite high

amounts (i.e., 500 to 800 times higher than the ambi-

ent air). This amount of CO2 is an ideal prerequisite

for PEPCase activity within the stem [95]. Any

depletion in oxygen levels due to respiration is com-

pensated by the photosynthesis operative in the

chlorenchymatous tissues [6,8].

From the above it is evident that bark photosyn-

thesis is different from C3, C4, and CAM pathways of

photosynthesis in that it does not involve the ex-

change of gases from and to the ambient air, rather

relies upon the internally produced CO2 due to res-

piration and consumption of O2 produced due to

photosynthesis (Table 26.2). Although there is no

net or positive photosynthesis in the woody stems, it

has ecophysiological implications in having (i) a very

little associated water loss [86], (ii) an increased car-

bon use efficiency to offset the respiratory losses [96],

(iii) a greater importance for C-budget in the leafless

state of plants [8], and (iv) a diminished danger of

anaerobiosis that leads to the fermentation and pro-

duction of ethanol or lactate to toxic levels [95].

IV. PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN FLOWERS

A. FLORAL PARTS

Photosynthesis in floral organs is important in redu-

cing the cost of reproduction [8]. Early reports on the

flower photosynthesis date back to the findings of

Arditti [107], emphazing that flowers have green pig-

ment and the capability to fix 14CO2 in the dark [108].

It is now established that flowers and their floral parts

have necessary apparatus for photosynthesis. Sto-

mata are present in the epidermis of floral parts for

the gaseous exchange, but their density varies widely

depending on the part [9]. For instance, green carpels

of Alpine butter cup have one to two stomata [110],

sepals of apple have 200 stomata/mm2 [111] and sto-

mata on the bracts of Spiranthes cernua are compar-

able to those on the leaf [112].

The chloroplasts of floral parts in Petunia are

similar to leaves showing PSI activity at the young

stage, but remain no longer photosynthetic and are

converted to chromoplasts on maturity [113]. Chloro-

plasts of Dendrobium flower are smaller with fewer

thylakoid membrane and grana compared to leaf.

These chloroplasts degenerate towards maturity and

become less distinct with dilated thylakoid mem-

branes [114]. PSII photochemical efficiency of Den-

drobium flower is lower than leaf with much reduced

chlorophyll content [115]. Rubisco activity of the

flower declines towards maturity with an increase in

PEPCase activity and nocturnal malate accumula-

tion, representing a CAM-like pathway [114].

All nonleaf green parts of tomato photosynthesize

and contribute to the fruit growth [116]. Floral parts

like calyx, green shoulder, and pericarp fix CO2 and

contribute up to 14% to the fruit growth [9]. In add-

ition to CO2 fixation, sepals show some adaptations

to contribute to the fruit development of different

plants. (i) With the expansion of tomato fruit, the

sepals align vertically, so that at any one time

the upper surface of some and lower surface of the

other parts are maximally exposed to light [9]. (ii)

During the course of flower senescence, the photosyn-



thetic activity of sepals is important for the final yield

of the Meadowfoam seed [117]. Among the various

parts, the calyx has the highest net photosynthetic

capacity followed by green shoulder (Table 26.3).

B. INFLORESCENCE

Inflorescence and ear are important sites of photosyn-

thesis, because they form the canopy for maximum

exposure to radiation flux. Large ear cultivars show

greater rate of net photosynthesis and grain yield than

small ear type due to optimum interception of photo-

synthetically active radiations [123]. Various parts in

the inflorescence of grasses show net photosynthesis,

albeit in lower amounts (~10% of the leaf) [124], and

most of the carbohydrate requirement for grain filling

is fulfilled from the flag leaf [118].

Different parts of the ear including rachis, lemma,

palea, awn, glume, and even the panicle, photosyn-

thesize and contribute to grain filling [123,125,126].

Net photosynthesis by these parts, though lower, has

a significant contribution to the flower and fruit

growth (Table 26.3). Carbon isotope discrimination

value is more negative for the glume than for the

leaves. Glume has PEPCase to refix the respired

CO2 and accumulates sucrose for partitioning to the

developing grain [127]. In addition, palea, lemma,

pericarp, and panical also contain PEPCase and

refix the respired CO2 during reproductive develop-

ment [126]. The developing wheat grains also show

gas exchange as they have up to 10 to 30 stomata in

their greenish epidermis. However, the chloroplasts of

these stomata disintegrate at maturity 128]. The

grains contain PEPCase in the scutellum and aleurone

layer for the refixation of respired CO2, as seen from

the continued accumulation of transcript throughout

the grain development [129]. Bort et al. [130]

have shown that 14CO2 evolved by respiration of
14C-labeled sucrose fed to the grain while in the ears

of wheat and barley is trapped (about 55% to 75%) by

the closely located structures of the ear.

The awn plays a key role in ear photosynthesis.

Olugbemi et al. [121] established that awnless wheat

lines contribute only 10% to the grain filling, while the

awned ones contribute up to 18%; thus a strong

correlation exists between the final weight of the

grain and the length and area of the awn. This cor-

relation is due to the fact that presence of the awn

increases the photosynthetic area and at the same

time economizes on total ear transpiration during

water stress [131,132].

V. PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN FRUIT

After the fertilization has taken place, the next stage is

the development of fruit and seed set for continuity in

generations. During early stages of development, the

fruits are usually green and photosynthetic [10].

Nevertheless, the fruits remain heterotrophic and

rely upon the supply of photoassimilates from the

adjacent leaves [9,122,133]. At maturity, the fruits

are no more photosynthetic and show variegated pat-

tern of the flesh in different species.

While green in the early ontogeny, the fruit are

endowed with stomata in the epidermis. The density

TABLE 26.3
Photosynthesis in Flowers and Floral Parts of Various Plant Species

Species Part

Maximum Net CO2

Assimilation (mmol/m2/sec) Ref.

Acephylla glaucescens Inflorescence 11.0 [118]

Helleborus niger Sepals 295 [119]

Helleborus viridus Sepals 2.3 [8]

Lilium hybr.enchantment Anther 2.3 [120]

Spiranthes cernua Flower 2.5 [112]

Bud 3.7

Inflorescence 0.2

Limnanthes alba Rosette leaves 7.9 [117]

Lycopersicon esculentum Calyx 88–154a [9]

Green shoulder 97a

Triticum aestivum Awn 5.2 [121]

Rubus ursinus Fruiting canes 3–7 [122]

Rubus discolor Fruiting canes 10–14 [122]

aMeasured as electron transport activity.



of stomata is 10 to 100 times lower than the abaxial

surface of corresponding leaves [8,10]. Size, shape,

and function of these stomata, as well as their sensi-

tivity to environmental stresses resemble C3 leaves

[134]. The stomatal density varies greatly in different

species. For instance, pea pod contains 25% lesser

stomata than lower surface of corresponding leaf

[135]. Different varieties of currant (Rabies sp.)

show 4 to 18 stomata per berry [134]. Developing

wheat and barley have 10 to 30 stomata per single

fruit [128]. In apple fruit, after a week of petal fall, the

stomatal frequency is maximum and uniform over the

entire surface, but decreases as the fruit expands. In

midseason, these stomata are transformed into lenti-

cels for gas exchange [134]. In tomato fruit, the sto-

mata are absent but the CO2 fixation is achieved by

trapping respired CO2 from the fruit inside [136].

Microscopic observations in different fruits and

pods reveal the presence of chloroplasts [137,138]. In

apple, chloroplasts are found in green hypodermal

and inner perivascular tissue but they differ in struc-

ture. The chloroplasts of perivascular tissue are larger

than leaf, contain no starch grain and show C4 photo-

synthesis [10,139]. On the contrary, the chloroplasts

of hypodermal layer are relatively small, contain

grana and starch grains comparable to mesophyll

cells, and perform photosynthesis-like C3 pathway.

These chloroplasts become vacuolated 60 days after

full bloom, show markedly increased number and size

of starch grains after 120 to 145 days, and deteriorate

on full maturity [137]. Similar to apple, the grana

containing chloroplasts are highest in the exocarp,

low in mesocarp, and lowest in the endocarp of pea

[138]. The epidermal chloroplasts are comparable in

size to leaf, but those in the central region resemble

amyloplasts and are quite large due to increased

quantity of starch [135].

The chlorophyll content of the fruit peel varies

greatly in different species, being lowest (7mg/g fresh

weight) in apple and highest (850mg/g fresh weight) in

cucurbits [8]. Apple peel contains chlorophyll a, b,

PSI, PSII, and other apparatus required for energy

utilization, but the rate of photosynthesis is propor-

tionate to the amount of pigments. The chlorophyll

content gradually declines towards maturity but

never approaches zero [10]. However, the chlorophyll

a/b ratio of 2.4 at unripe stage approaches to 0.5 at

overripe stage, indicating a more pronounced loss of

chlorophyll ‘‘a’’ towards maturity [11]. At this stage

the carotenoid and anthocyanins contents increase at

the cost of chlorophyll [140]. The increase in caroten-

oid content is due to the activity of phytoene synthase

located in the plastid stroma [141].

Gas exchange at the fruit surface takes place

through stomata and is positively correlated with its

size, chlorophyll content, CO2 concentration, light

intensity, and low diffusive conductance of epidermis

[133,134,140,142]. Like the leaf, the fruit has surface

cuticle but it is up to 10 times more permeable to

inflow of CO2 than the leaf [142]. An exception is

the tomato fruit, which has no net CO2 uptake but

shows photochemical activity and an effective elec-

tron transport system [11]. Stomatal conductance is

high during initial fruit formation and declines as the

fruit grows further [143–145]. The ambient CO2 is not

reflective of the fruit’s internal CO2 concentration.

The outflow of CO2 from fruit is much less, which

builds up the internal CO2 concentration as high as

0.3% to 2%, that is, 7- to 60-fold greater than ambient

CO2 [146]. This clearly indicates the CO2 recycling

within the fruit is similar as seen for woody stems [8].

The ambient CO2 taken up by the fruit is assimi-

lated by Rubisco, which has been detected in various

fruits and pods, but with reduced activity [11,147].

The activity of Rubisco is 10–100 times less than in

the subtending leaf [10]. In contrast, PEPCase has

been found in all fruit tissues in high amounts

with increased capacity to recapture respired CO2

[138,148]. A high ratio of PEPCase to Rubisco (4:5)

suggests a different CO2 assimilation mechanism

compared to leaf, where this ratio is 1:10 [10]. In

avocado fruit, the general pattern of PEPCase inhib-

ition and partial relief from inhibition by glucose-6-

phosphate is similar to C3, C4, and CAM leaves.

However, its pH sensitivity (below 7.00) supports a

non-C4 and non-CAM behavior [149].

Bravdo et al. [150] reported a decreased RUBP

carboxylase and increased RUBP oxygenase activity

with the progressive ripening of tomato fruit. High

activities of malate dehydrogenase and glycolate oxi-

dase indicated a higher respiratory potential as com-

pared to leaf. The activity of carboxylating enzymes

coupled with those of CO2-releasing enzymes would

be considerably higher in the pod wall than in the leaf,

thus stimulating the PEPCase when there is net loss of

CO2 [151]. Substantial evidence indicates that high

PEPCase activity is associated with the C4 and

CAM photosynthetic systems and is also involved in

the development of plants with a C3 type of photo-

synthesis. The photosynthetic response of peach fruit

to temperature, light, and CO2 levels does not show

C4 photosynthesis, as the CO2 response curve are

more similar to C3 photosynthesis.

Based on differences in the photosynthetic pat-

terns, Blanke and Lenz [10] suggested a novel name

for CO2 assimilation in fruits — fruit photosynthesis

— which is dissimilar to C3, C4, or CAM pathways in

many respects (Table 26.4). It differs from C3 path-

way in having b-carboxylation, high internal CO2

concentration, and high diffusive resistance of fruit



TABLE 26.4
Difference of Fruit Photosynthesis from C3, C4, and CAM Pathways

Characteristics Fruit C3 C4 CAM

b-Carboxylation þ � þ
Chloroplast dimorphism � � þ
Kranz anatomy � � þ
Stomatal frequency Low High High Low

Chl a/b ratio 1 2.6 3.9 �
Direction of CO2 gradient Inside to outside Outside to inside Outside to inside Outside to inside

Nocturnal malate accumulation þ � �
Diurnal malate fluctuation � � �
Concentration of PEPCase,

PEPCK, malic enzyme, NAD-MDH

High Low High High

Km of PEPCase for PEP Low Low High High

Decarboxylation types Central perivascular tissue (apple): � PEPCK, NADP-ME, NAD-ME NADP-ME

i. Early stage PEPCK

ii. Later stage NADP-ME

Tissues involved Pericarp, locular chlorenchyma Mesophyll Mesophyll and bundle sheath Mesophyll

Source of CO2 Respiratory Ambient Ambient Ambient

Net rate of photosynthesis Negligible Low–high High Low

Source: Partly adapted from Blanke MM, Lenz F. Plant Cell Environ. 1989; 12:31–46.



epidermis to CO2 evolution. Variation from the C4

pathway is due to non-Kranz anatomy, pH sensitiv-

ity, and CO2 affinity being constant for PEP carbox-

ylase and from the CAM pathway because of the

absence of pH fluctuation specific to this pathway.

VI. PHOTOSYNTHETIC RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN LEAF, STEM, FLOWER,
AND FRUIT

Although various chlorophyllous tissues contribute to

the carbon economy of the plants, the fact remains

that leaves are an exclusive source of net carbon gain

and supporting the growth of other parts. Photoassi-

milates partitioning is under the control of two com-

ponent system; source — the site of photoassimilate

production, and sink — the site of utilization or

storage of assimilates [152]. The partitioning of as-

similates from a source to a sink continues to occur

throughout the life of plant and is important for both

vegetative and reproductive growth.

Roots, stems, and young emerging leaves are com-

petitive sinks for assimilates at the vegetative stage.

After passing through a number of structural and

physiological changes, the leaf attains the status of

an active source and becomes the exporter of carbo-

hydrates to the organs where they are required

[2,153]. Green stems most of the time and roots all

the time are importers of assimilates for respiration

and storage. Defoliation (source removal) has a nega-

tive effect on the growth of Vitis vinifera vines [154].

The carbohydrates stored in the stem and roots of tea

plant are utilized for the production of new shoots

following pruning [155]. Sometimes feedback inhib-

ition of photosynthesis occurs when the sink is re-

moved or its capacity is not enough to accept the

photoassimilates [156].

Partitioning of photosynthetic products is cru-

cially important to the reproductive growth. Sus-

tained supply of photoassimilates is needed for

flowering, fruit, and seed set [124,157,158]. It is gen-

erally accepted that the altered status of both source

and sink limits the yield [159]. However, most of the

recent reports indicate that sink strength is more im-

portant than source [157,158,160, 161]. Low sink ac-

tivity results in poor translocation and partitioning of

assimilates to grain, leading to allocation of more

resources for vegetative growth [161]. Demand of

sink triggers the changes in the physiological pro-

cesses of different organs. The presence of fruit in-

creases the stomatal opening and net photosynthesis

of apple leaves [162]. Similarly, the rate of leaf photo-

synthesis enhances significantly during blooming and

rapid fruit expansion without any change in the light

and dark respiration, leaf conductance, and transpir-

ation [163].

Translocation of 14C-assimilates in leaves of the

extension shoot or of spur without fruit as compared

to the fruit on the spur was promoted by decreasing

the leaf to fruit ratio. Faster transport took place on

the side where the leaf to fruit ratio was the lowest.

Attraction of photosynthates depends upon the spur

size and its location on the branch [164]. Photoassi-

milate contribution by proximal leaves or leaves sub-

tending the fruit is much greater than distal ones

[157,158,165]. It is plausible that the sink has direct

vascular connections with the source (leaf) tissue

[166,167], which helps in the catchment of photo-

synthates for the growth of the sink (fruit) tissue

[168].

Manipulation of the source–sink ratio determines

the dry matter partitioning, as the removal of one

hampers the other’s activity. Partial defoliation re-

sults in increased photosynthesis of the remaining

leaves. Sink removal, on the other hand, greatly de-

creases the net photosynthesis and final grain yield of

wheat [160]. The removal of fruit at anthesis in garden

pea altered the photoassimilate distribution pattern of

associated leaflets, revealing that fruit growth sub-

stantially controls the pattern of photosynthesis

[169]. Removal of spikelets form the ear reduces the

flag leaf photosynthesis due to feedback inhibition

[170] as a result of excess of photosynthates accumu-

lation [156]. Likewise, removal of ear from monotil-

lered plant brings about a 50% reduction in the net

photosynthesis of flag leaf but this is not the case for

ear removal from a multitillered plant. This suggests

that the remaining tillers of the same plant are con-

nected by phloem via roots. This is verified from the

presence of radiolabeled compounds in the tillers

other than that exposed to 14CO2 in the same plant

[171].

VII. CONTRIBUTION OF LEAF,
STEM, FLOWER, AND FRUIT
PHOTOSYNTHESIS TO PRODUCTIVITY

Leaves initially contribute to vegetative growth and

then to reproductive growth during whole of the life

cycle. Leaf contribution to the vegetative growth var-

ies substantially and is related to position on the

plant, availability of light, sink strength, etc. Never-

theless, the leaves are important in fulfilling the

carbohydrate needs and contributing to the net car-

bon budget from as low as 10% to as high as 98% in

various plant species (Table 26.5).

The leaf photosynthetic activity becomes crucially

important for the reproductive growth [8,10,164].



Photosynthetic activity of flag leaf in monocots is

always crucial that contributes from 50% [172] to

94% [173] to grain filling. However, towards senes-

cence, the tendency decreases considerably, and any

extra nitrogen supplied to grain is by the degradation

of proteins mainly Rubisco [181]. Like lamina, flag

leaf sheath also participates in the grain filling. It

photosynthesizes when green but the CO2 uptake

rate is one third that of the leaf [182,183]. It stores

assimilates (usually nonstructural carbohydrates)

during active periods and transfers them to grain

during senescence [184–186].

Sustained assimilate supply from proximal leaves

or those subtend the floral parts or fruit is crucial

in the provision of carbohydrates and nutrients for

the flower formation and fruit growth [158,187,188].

Tomato leaves contribute about 56% to fruit growth

[116], while this value is higher, i.e., 70% to 80% in

cucumber [179] and even higher, i.e., 91% in Spir-

anthes cernua [112] (Table 26.5). Nearly 90% of the
14C-assimilates by an apple leaf is translocated to the

nearby fruit during midseason [164].

Herbaceous stems, nonsucculent green stems, and

succulent stems contain stomata and show net photo-

synthesis, but the contribution of these stems is too

low to support their own carbohydrate requirement

(Table 26.5). Although rice stem contributes up to

17% to the plant carbon budget [175], it is just 3%

for the apple stem [164]. Opuntia ficus-indica, by vir-

tue of CAM photosynthesis, annually yields up to

47 tons/ha above ground dry matter [75,180]. Stem

of Trillium sp. acts as temporary reservoir of carbo-

hydrates and supports the fruit growth when com-

pletely defoliated [93]. Woody stems, on the other

hand, are devoid of stomata but perform photosyn-

thesis by capturing most part (55% to 90%) of the

internally produced CO2 by pathway similar to CAM

[8]. Gross rate of photosynthesis in cortex is always

positive, but no net photosynthesis, as determined

from O2 evolution [72,88]. These stems therefore

partly rely on the photosynthates imported from

leaves.

Reproductive parts including awns, glumes,

lemma, palea, ear, and developing grains in cereals,

TABLE 26.5
Photosynthetic Contribution of Various Parts to Plant Biomass Production

Plant Species % Contribution

Leaves Stem Floral Parts Fruits Ref.

Triticum aestivum 66–84a — 9–18 (ear) — [121]

55–75 — 9–11 (awn) — [121]

80–92 — — — [171]

10–20 — 17–30 (ear) — [172]

Hordeum vulgare 40–50 — 50–60 (ear) — [172]

94 — 5 (ear) — [173]

Up to 70 3–40 — — [174]

Oryza sativa 60 17 23 (ear) — [175]

Glycine max 70–85 — — 4 [1]

60–70 — — 16–20 [138]

Pisum sativum 69 — — 16 [169]

Vigna unguiculata 85–95 — — 4–13 [176]

Phaseolus vulgaris 90–95 — — 5–9 [135]

Malus sylvestris 30–40 3–6 — 55–60 [164]

65–75 — — 27–30 [133]

70 — 15–33 — [177]

Prunus persica 70–78 — — 3–15 [142]

Cymbidium spp. 90–93 — 7–10 — [108]

Rubus ursinus 50 <50 — — [122]

Olea sp. 30–40 — — 40–80 [145]

Mangifera indica >97 — — 1 [178]

Lycopersicon esculantum 56 — 29 15 [116]

Cucumis sativus 70–80 — — 20–30 [179]

Opuntia sp. — 90 — 10 [180]

Spiranthes cernua 91.6 — 8.4 — [112]

aIncludes contribution by other vegetative parts if not mentioned otherwise.



and buds, sepals, petals, anthers, green shoulder, and

rosette leaves in other species possess stomata and

show net CO2 uptake [9,10,110,130]. Out of net

photosynthesis (18%) of wheat ear, 11% was contrib-

uted by awn [121]. Nonfoliar green parts in tomato

contribute up to 29% [116], and that of Spiranthes

cernua contribute approximately 9% to the net photo-

synthesis, and partly support fruit growth and seed

set [113]. Flower photosynthesis is advantageous to

apple fruit growth when rosette leaves are no longer

exporters of carbohydrates [177].

Tree fruits, legume pods, and developing cereal

grains while at immature stage are photosynthetic

and show net carbon gain. However, as their growth

advances, the photosynthesis by fruits is insufficient

to meet the carbohydrate demand and they bank

upon assimilates supplied by leaves [10]. With the

advancing age, the pod/fruit photosynthesis contrib-

utes to the carbon economy by fixing internally re-

spired CO2 both in the light and the dark with the

help of PEPCase. This contributes up to 20% to pea

pod [138], 40% to 80% to olive fruit [145], and 10% to

60% to orchids [189]. Ears of cereals refix CO2 and

contribute up to 75% (barley) and 63% (wheat) to

gross photosynthesis [130]. Tomato fruit, although

devoid of stomata, shows up to 15% of the gross

photosynthesis by the PEPCase activity in the peri-

carp and locular tissues [9].

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Photosynthesis in leaf, stem, flower, and fruit differs

considerably with regard to mechanisms and contri-

bution to carbon budget. In leaves, C3 pathway op-

erates in temperate plants, while C4 pathway is

characteristic of tropical ones. Another group of trop-

ical and subtropical plants intermediate to C3 and C4

pathway has Kranz anatomy but lacks a functional

C4 cycle, whereas the CAM pathway is characteristic

of succulent desert plants. Dry matter production is

relatively lower in C3 plants, greater in C3–C4 inter-

mediate plants and highest in C4 plants. CAM plants,

on the other hand, show very low productivity due to

reduced water use efficiency.

Leaf photosynthesis is modulated by plant as

well as environmental factors. Plants factors include

position of leaf on the plant for the interception of

radiations. Ageing affects net photosynthesis and as-

similate partitioning. Leaf photosynthesis might also

be different at various phonological stages. A greater

and net CO2 assimilation in the leaves of female plant

during flowering indicates a shift of photosynthesis to

reproductive growth. Among the important environ-

mental factors, increased CO2 levels enhance the

photosynthetic rate resulting inmore drymatter. Tem-

perature adversely affects the activities of photosys-

tems and enzymes of CO2 assimilation. Sub- or

supraoptimal light intensity reduces the rate of leaf

photosynthesis by affecting the gas exchange proper-

ties. Similarly, lower leaves shaded by canopy or im-

mediately upper leaves in a stand show a diminished

rate of photosynthesis and hence senesce readily.

Stem photosynthesis, which is important to the

plant carbon economy, is different in plants of differ-

ent origins. Green stems of nonsucculent plants and

cladodes of desert plants possess stomata and show

net photosynthesis, although at much lower rate than

leaves. Green bark of woody plants, on the contrary,

does not have stomata but photosynthesis takes place

in the chlorophyllous cortical layer by virtue of PEP-

Case that can trap the internally produced CO2. Stem

photosynthesis is important in increased carbon use

efficiency to offset the respiratory losses and avoid the

anaerobiosis, in addition to curtailing surface water

loss.

Reproductive parts, including floral parts, inflor-

escence of grasses, and fruits, all photosynthesize. The

photosynthetic tendency of these structures is greater

during early phenology when they are green and de-

creases towards ripening. They contribute to the net

CO2 fixation, but in very low amounts compared to

respective leaves. Fruits are heterotrophic in nature

and possess stomata in the outer wall and chloro-

plasts in the green parts. Their photosynthetic path-

way is different from the leaf photosynthesis in many

physiological and biochemical respects.

The leaf acts as a major source tissue during vege-

tative and reproductive growth, whereas other parts

are sink most of the time. However, at reproductive

growth all green parts contribute to the grain devel-

opment, seed filling, or fruit growth depending upon

the species. It is estimated that flag leaf in grasses and

leaf proximal to the fruit in other species contribute

up to 60% to 75%, floral parts 8% to 26%, and pods or

fruit 1% to 50% to the carbon budget during repro-

ductive development.
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Feeding the world’s population is considered to

be one of the major challenges of the 21st century.

The response to this challenge consists of several

factors.

1. Policy makers and governments should make a

major effort to alleviate hunger all over the

world, particularly in developing countries

where it is worst, by encouraging local produc-

tion.

2. Economic and technological means should

be used to maximize plant production in

developing countries and to optimize it to re-

sources in developed ones, without the distor-

tions produced by subsidies and market

protection.

3. Farmers should be provided with current

knowledge about yield formation and how to

increase efficiency of utilization of all the

resources and technology, including use of



improved genotypes, fertilization, crop protec-

tion, and irrigation methods to preserve soil

fertility and biodiversity, etc.

4. Scientists should enhance understanding of

crop growth and development with special em-

phasis on the quantification of productive ideo-

types for particular environments, with optimal

efficiency in mineral nutrient use and dry mat-

ter allocation, and with resistance to various

biotic and abiotic stresses.

This chapter does not deal with the first three

aspects. Nevertheless, it is important to stress that

science itself cannot solve the deplorable problem of

food shortage. Scientists have to fulfill their duties to

develop the understanding and techniques, enabling

an environmentally friendly, and biologically effect-

ive, increase in crop production at all locations, not

only those with optimal climate and soil conditions

but also those with less favorable conditions.

This chapter deals with principles of photosyn-

thetic productivity. It is evident that the scientific

base of crop production involves many branches of

science including pedology, chemistry, genetics, and

plant physiology. Of all the aspects of plant processes

contributing to production, photosynthesis has to be

considered the most relevant. This is demonstrated by

the following.

Crop biomass produced in the field consists of

water and dry matter. Considering the energy and

nutritional needs of people and other animal con-

sumers, it is the dry mass which is important, particu-

larly in the case of cereal and legume grains, the staple

food of humanity. Farmers harvest this biomass with

various amounts of water simply because in many

cases, it is not convenient or possible to leave the

water on the field. Dry mass consists of organic sub-

stances (carbohydrates, proteins, lipids) and mineral

elements (phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magne-

sium, etc.). These mineral constituents contribute

only about 5% to the total dry mass. Hence, the

majority of dry matter consists of assimilates synthe-

sized in photosynthesis. This is not to say that both

water and minerals in biomass are useless. But it is

essential to emphasize that the amount (mass) of

assimilate produced plays a decisive role in the for-

mation of economic yield. Because assimilates are

synthesized in photosynthesis, using energy derived

from the sun and consuming carbon dioxide from

the atmosphere, the amount of absorbed and fixed

solar energy, as well as the amount of incorporated

carbon dioxide, are the biological basis of crop

production.

In this chapter, several features of photosynthetic

productivity will be illustrated by considering cereals.

This is because of their importance in nutrition

(Figure 27.1) and because many principles of yield

formation have been deduced from studies with cereal

species, predominantly wheat, rice, and maize.

I. DRY MATTER PRODUCTION IN A
CROP CANOPY

In most crops, economic yield is represented by only

one structural part (grain, tubers, roots). The ratio of
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dry mass of the main economic yield (Y) to the total

plant or canopy dry mass (W) is called the harvest

index (HI). Hence,

Y ¼ W �HI

Instead of total plant dry mass (W ), only shoot

(above ground) dry mass is used because measuring

root dry mass is often difficult.

It follows that yield could be increased either by

increasing harvest index or total plant dry matter.

Intuitively, HI cannot reach unity. This would be

possible only for crops in which the main economic

yield is represented by the total plant. In most crops,

HI increases with selection of improved crop varieties

and can be optimized for particular environmental

conditions, so it is not a fixed value. However, it is

assumed that HI has biological limits, the exact values

of which are not known. For example, in cereals, HI

ranges from about 0.4 to 0.6, indicating, that up to

60% of the total or above ground dry matter accumu-

lates in grain.

The other possibility of increasing yield is by an

enhancing total plant dry mass, which is determined

by the length of the growing period (D), leaf area of

the canopy (L), and rate of net photosynthesis per

unit of leaf area (P). On the other hand, total plant

dry mass (W) is reduced by losses due to respiration

(R). Hence (Figure 27.2),

W ¼ (D � L � P)� R

This expression is simplified, neglecting the variability

of each of the components, but it clearly indicates the

main factors determining both the absorption and

utilization of solar radiation in a canopy. Next, the

individual components are treated in more detail.

A. LENGTH OF THE GROWING PERIOD

There is no doubt that the longer the duration of

active photosynthesis by a crop, the more the produc-

tion of assimilates. However, the period suitable for

crop growth is mainly correlated with the genetically

determined life-span of the crop and by the geograph-

ical location; the latter can hardly be altered although

selective adaptation of wheat, for example, to grow at

high latitudes with extended daylight in summer, is

associated with increased yields. There are at least

two other possibilities of how to extend the growing

period:

1. The selection of genotypes (plant species or

varieties) that have the capacity for growth

and photosynthesis over longer periods, and

are, for example, less sensitive to low tempera-

ture, could enhance the growing period in cold

climates. Similarly, in climates where summer

heat restricts the growing season, more drought

and heat resistant genotypes could use more

days of a year to capture solar radiation and

use it for photosynthesis.

2. The use of all the days of a growing season by

minimizing the time lag between the cultivation

of successive crops. Bare soil, without a full

green surface cover of growing plants, should

be avoided as much as possible by suitable

management practices.

Often, the final dry mass of crops depends on the

length of their vegetation period (Figure 27.3)

According to Monteith and Elston [1], the mean val-

ues of daily dry matter production of a canopy for the

two plant groups are:

C3 plants: 13:0	 1:6 g m�2 day�1

C4 plants: 22:0	 3:6 g m�2 day�1

The values are realistic, obtained under conditions

suitable for growth of the particular types and with

no nutrient or water limitation. Similar values of the

maximum rate of daily plant dry matter production

have been given by de Wit in the 1960s (Table 27.1).

Obviously, in the term ‘‘vegetation period,’’ solar

radiation plays a decisive role as the amount of dry

matter produced by a canopy, well supplied with

water and nutrients, depends on the amount of solar

radiation absorbed. Photosynthetic efficiency of a

canopy is the amount of dry matter produced per

unit of absorbed energy (Table 27.2). This efficiency

is relatively constant during the period when the can-

opy is closed, and is mostly maintained by gradual

replacement of old senescing leaves of lower inser-

tions with newly developed leaves of higher insertion

in the well-lit upper canopy.

Vegetation
period

Dry mass-
-respiration

Rate of 
photosynth.

Harvest
index

Leaf area
index (LAI)X X

X

=

=

=

=

Economic
yield

FIGURE 27.2 Schematic illustration of the participation of

the main plant and canopy parameters in yield formation.



B. LEAF AREA INDEX

Quanta of solar energy incident on a canopy must be

absorbed as effectively as possible and then utilized

with the maximum efficiency in photosynthetic pro-

cesses for maximizing production (Figure 27.4).

Photosynthesizing organs, mostly leaf blades but in-

cluding leaf sheaths, stem, internodes, ears, etc., con-

tribute to light absorption and photosynthesize to

different extents. We should speak about the area of

photosynthesizing or assimilating plant parts, but for

simplicity and with respect to tradition, we shall call it

leaf area. It has been shown that the size of individual

leaves, or total leaf area per plant, is not so important

as the total leaf area of a canopy per unit ground area,

which is called the leaf area index (LAI), and is most

often expressed as m2 (leaf area) per m2 (ground

area). The concept of LAI proved to be extremely

useful in assessing the most important parameter of

the photosynthetic activity of a canopy [4,5].

It is interesting to recall that LAI is one of several

parameters used in growth analysis, which was devel-

oped in England in the 1920s, and further elaborated

and used, especially in the 1950s, by Watson and his

coworkers [6,7]. At the same time, Ničiporovič repre-

sented a Soviet school [8,9], which also contributed

substantially to our understanding of the importance

of canopy leaf area.

Radiant energy incident on a canopy (Q) is either

reflected (QR), absorbed (QA), or transmitted (QT).

The coefficients of reflection (r), absorption (a), and

transmission (t) are then given by QR/Q, QA/Q, and

QT/Q, respectively. The mean values for these are

0.15, 0.75, and 0.1, respectively, for photosynthetic-

ally active radiation (PAR). However, it should be

taken into account that the values of the coefficients

also depend on the spectrum (wavelength) of the

incoming radiation. Because leaves absorb blue and

red wavelengths predominantly, in comparison with

absorption of the green part of the spectrum, vegeta-

tion appears green to the human eye. In the ultravio-

let part of the spectrum (wavelengths shorter than

380 nm), the absorption coefficient reaches nearly 1.

On the other hand, in the near infrared part (750 to

1200 nm), absorption is rather low with values of the
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duration of growth of C3 and C4 plants. Equations (in-

cluded in the graph) taken from Ref. [1]. (Bottom) The

dependence of canopy dry mass on absorbed radiation,

which is used with the efficiency of 1 or 4 g/MJ.

TABLE 27.1
Potential (Theoretical Maximum) Production of
Assimilates (t ha–1month–1). The Values in the
Numerator and Denominator are for a Clear and a
Cloudy Day, Respectively. Calculated with Data
from [56]

Latitude January April July

08 12.8/6.8 12.8/6.8 12.8/6.8

408 6.8/3.1 12.8/6.7 15.4/8.2

858 0/0 10.0/4.0 19.6/9.2

TABLE 27.2
Efficiency with which Photosynthetically Active
Radiation is Used to Form Dry Matter of Several
Plant Species [100]. One Gram of Dry Matter
Corresponds to About 17 kJ and so a 100% Use
Efficiency would give Values of About 60 g Dry
Matter per 1 MJ

Plant Species g (dry matter) MJ–1

Soybean (Glycine max) 1.3

Clover (Trifolim subterraneum) 1.6

Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) 2.5

Sunflower (Helianthus annuus) 2.6

Maize (Zea mays) 3.4

Rice (Oryza sativa) 4.2



absorption coefficient only 5% to 25%. And finally,

long-wave radiation (above 4000 nm) is nearly com-

pletely absorbed by leaves.

C. PENETRATION OF SOLAR RADIATION

INTO THE CANOPY

Leaf absorption characteristics are important photo-

synthetic features, but the penetration of radiation

into the canopy is of more importance for photosyn-

thesis of the whole stand. Japanese researchers Monsi

and Saeki [10] quantitatively described penetration of

radiation into the canopy. Irradiance at a particular

positioning the canopy (I ) is related to the cumulative

LAI from the top of the canopy (L) by:

I ¼ I0e
�kL

where I0 is the solar radiation incident on the top of

the canopy (Wm–2), k is the extinction coefficient of

the canopy, and L is the cumulative LAI from the top

of the canopy down to the appropriate height.

According to a review [11], the extinction coeffi-

cients vary in canopies of different species (Table

27.3) from about 0.4 to 0.9. If the extinction coeffi-

cient equals 0.5, then the irradiance at the bottom of a

canopy with LAI 3 equals 1 � e�0.5.3, i.e., 22%. Simi-

larly for L ¼ 5 irradiance at the bottom of the

canopy corresponds to only 8.5% of the irradiance

at the top (see Figure 27.5).

The extinction coefficient for canopies with verti-

cally oriented leaves (monocots — cereals, grasses) is

generally less than 0.6. On the other hand, canopies of

dicots, with large leaves in a more horizontal orienta-

tion, have extinction coefficients larger than 0.7.

Knowing the proportion of reflected radiation, it is

possible to calculate the amount of absorbed radi-

ation by individual canopy layers on the basis of

their cumulative LAI and extinction coefficients.

The mean proportion of radiation reflected from a

canopy is in the range of 15% to 25%. A canopy with

predominantly vertical orientation of narrow leaf

blades reflects less radiation, especially if the sun is

high above the horizon. In this case, radiation pene-

trates deeper into the canopy. On the other hand, if

the sun is low above the horizon, and particularly in

canopies with large leaf blades, the reflection in-

creases.

In order to determine the suitability of a canopy

to maximize capture of the incident solar radiation,

the static value of the LAI is not sufficient. The

dynamics of the development of LAI during the

whole growth period determines the total energy cap-

tured by the canopy.

D. DYNAMICS OF LEAF AREA INDEX

At sowing, the bare soil absorbs all of the incident

radiation, thus increasing evaporation. After emer-

gence, the leaves appear. If they are distributed hori-

zontally, this enables a more rapid cover of the soil

compared with the more vertical orientation. Hence,

at this stage of canopy development, rapid growth of

horizontally oriented leaves is required to achieve a

highly productive canopy. When LAI reaches values

of about 3 and higher, most of the incident radiation

is absorbed by the leaves. At this stage, optimum LAI

must be maintained as long as possible. It is evident

Transport and
partitioning

of assimilates

Radiation use
efficiency

in photosynthesis

Radiation
absorption

by a conopy

Economic
yield

Solar radiation
incident on a canopy

FIGURE 27.4 Consecutive steps in the use of solar radi-

ation for production of crop yield.

TABLE 27.3
Extinction Coefficients of Radiation Penetration into
the Canopy of Several Plant Species [11]

Plant Species Coefficient

Reed (Phragmites communis) 0.51

Fescue (Festuca arundinacea) 0.57

Sugar cane (Saccharum officinarum) 0.59

Sorghum (Sorghum vulgare) 0.61

Clover (Trifolium repens) 0.76

Rape (Brassica napus) 0.84

Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) 0.88

Cowpea (Vigna unguicaulata) 0.93



that in most crops, an optimum LAI is not main-

tained by the same leaves. The older leaves become

senescent and die and must be regularly replaced by

leaves of higher insertions. In cereals and other crops

cultivated not for the whole shoot biomass but only

for certain organs, the leaves should be active as long

as possible. Theoretically, they should senescence just

before harvest (Figure 27.6).

As seen from the description of the dynamics of

LAI, there are three growth stages suitable for genetic

or physiological manipulation. (1) The period from

emergence to the time when optimum LAI is reached

should be as short as possible. Otherwise, part of

incident solar radiation is absorbed by the soil surface

and lost for production. (2) The period of optimum

LAI should last as long as possible. The question

about the optimum value itself is dealt with in the

next chapter. (3) Leaf senescence should be prevented,

for as long as possible, in order to produce the max-

imum of carbohydrates. However, this statement

should be taken with caution. In many crops, leaves

contain a considerable amount of protein, which is

broken down during senescence and the nitrogen

compounds translocated into organs of economic im-

portance (grain). Hence, this third stage represents a

compromise between the need to prolong assimilate

production in the leaves whilst allowing enough time

for the break down of proteins and their transport out

of senescent leaves.

E. RADIATION USE EFFICIENCY

According to many authors (see Ref. [12]), the radi-

ation use efficiency of crops has not changed during

the last century, a period over which yields increased

considerably. The major contribution to this yield

increase was modification of dry matter allocation,

shown by an increase in HI of cereals from about

0.3 at the beginning of the last century up to the

current values approaching about 0.6. However, the

possibility of a further enhancement of HI is obvi-

ously limited because a plant cannot consist only of

grains. Therefore, any further yield increase will de-

pend on the increase in the efficiency with which

the absorbed radiation is used in photosynthesis, to

increase biomass production. However, this also

requires that the capacity of the grain to accumulate

dry matter must also increase.

Efficiency can be considered in the following way.

For fixation of 1mol CO2, some 8 to 10mol of PAR

quanta are needed, which approaches 20% of the

utilization of the absorbed radiation energy at max-

imum efficiency. The global annual utilization of in-

cident solar radiation corresponds to about 0.1% of

total radiation, or 0.2% of the PAR. In canopies of
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various crops, the utilization efficiency varies from

about 0.5% to some 3%.

Depending on the CO2 concentration and tem-

perature, the amount of dry matter produced per

unit of radiation ranges from 1 to 3mg/ J, correspond-

ing to 3 g/MJ (Table 27.2; [13]). In legumes, the values

are somewhat lower because of the higher content of

proteins, the synthesis of which requires more energy.

For example, Jeuffroy and Ney [14] found values in

the range from 0.96 to 1.42 g dry mass per megajoule

incident PAR.

Theoretical analysis of radiation use efficiency in a

closed canopy and its dependence on quantum re-

quirement has been published [15]. The calculations

show (Table 27.4) that a closed canopy could achieve

radiation use efficiency from 4.2 to 5.8 g dry mass per

megajoulePAR absorbed. There is no doubt that an

increase in the radiation use efficiency achieved either

by breeding or agronomic management is a major

challenge to the plant sciences, and represents one of

the most promising tools to obtain yield increase in

the future.

F. EFFICIENCY OF SOLAR ENERGY UTILIZATION

IN CANOPIES

Leaves absorb about 75% of the incident solar radi-

ation. If we suppose that in a canopy, leaves with

horizontal spatial arrangement are uniformly distrib-

uted, then with an LAI value of 3, nearly all incident

radiation penetrating into the upper layers of a can-

opy would be absorbed. Hence, an LAI of 3 should be

sufficient. Therefore, it is surprising that highly pro-

ductive canopies have been characterized by LAIs of

8 and more. The explanation becomes apparent, if we

take into consideration not only maximization of

solar energy capture, but also maximization of the

use of absorbed energy in photosynthesis.

The rate of net photosynthesis per unit area

of individual leaves increases with increasing irradi-

ation, reaching saturation at about PAR 600 and

900mmol m–2 sec–1 for C3 and C4 plants, respectively.

In regions with moderate climate, the rate of canopy

net photosynthesis is not saturated even at the

highest summer irradiances. Leaves at the top of the

canopy receive more light than can be efficiently

used in photosynthesis. The amount of assimilate

produced per unit leaf area increases progressively

less with the increase in irradiance, so the radiation

use efficiency per joule of absorbed radiation is high-

est at lowest irradiances and decreases with an in-

crease in irradiation (Figure 27.7). This point

explains the need to increase the LAI of highly pro-

ductive canopies well above values that would assure

the maximum physically possible absorption of the

incident radiation.

It follows that in a productive canopy, not only

the time course of the LAI but also optimization of

the spatial distribution of leaves — mainly blades is

of prime importance [16]. Varying spatial arrange-

ment enables the absorption of energy by the indi-

vidual leaves to be varied and optimized for

photosynthesis.

Let us suppose that several types of canopies differ

in the vertical inclination of their leaves.With an angle

of 908 and uniform horizontal distribution, an LAI of

TABLE 27.4
Calculation of the Radiation use Efficiency (RUE, g(dry matter)MJ–1) of a Closed Maize Canopy (C4 plant) for
Three Different Quantum Requirements (Quantum 15 is almost the Minimum for the Photosynthetic Fixation
of 1 CO2). Assumed Rate of Maintenance Respiration is 0.5mmol (CH2O) per g (Dry Mass) per Day, which is
Equivalent to 0.015 g g–1Day–1 of the 1400 g Canopy Dry Mass per m2, and Incident Solar Radiation of
28MJm–2Day–1. Growth Efficiency, i.e. Produced Plant Dry Mass per Unit Consumed Glucose, is 0.74, which
Corresponds to Dry Matter Containing 43% Carbon and 1.1% Nitrogen. Assumptions: Intercepted Solar
Radiation: 2.20mol (1.00MJ), Radiation Reflection from the Canopy: –0.13mol, PhAR Quanta Absorbed by
the Canopy: 2.07mol [13]

Calculation of the RUE

Quantum requirement 14 16 18

The amount of produced CH2O (mmol) 148 129 115

CH2O consumed for maintenance (mmol) 25 25 25

CH2O available for growth (mmol/g) 123/3.69 104/3.12 90/2.70

RUE for intercepted solar radiation (g/MJ–1) 2.7 2.3 2.0

RUE for PhAR

g (dry matter) MJ–1 (incident/absorbed PhAR) 5.5/5.8 4.6/4.9 4.0/4.2



unity is sufficient to cover the ground.All the leaveswill

be exposed to direct radiation of, for example,

1000W m–2 from above (Figure 27.8). In this case, its

leaves will be irradiated with 1000Wm–2 intensity (for

simplicity neglecting reflectance), and their rate of

photosynthesis will be high but their radiation use

efficiency rather low. If the canopy is composed of

plants with a uniform leaf angle of 208, i.e., nearly
vertical position, then its rate of photosynthesis will

be only about 15mmol m–2 sec–1, but its radiation use

efficiency will be 0.05mol CO2/mol quanta (Figure

27.9). Furthermore, in such a canopy, the LAI will be

about 3and the total photosynthetic absorptionofCO2

will reach 45mmol m–2 sec–1. Figure 27.10 illustrates

the effect of leaf angle on irradiation of individual

leaves and on the rate of photosynthesis per unit leaf

area and also per unit ground area. The relatively low

rates of photosynthesis per leaf area of nearly vertical

leaves is more than compensated by their potential

maximum LAI (Figure 27.8) resulting in a large

rate of photosynthesis per unit ground area (Figure

27.10). It is also important to stress that erect leaf

blades are irradiated from both adaxial and abaxial

surfaces, which further improves their radiation use

efficiency [17].

As shown by Kuroiwa [18], using a theoretical

model of canopy structure consisting of leaves with

various inclinations, leaves of the highest insertion

should be in a near vertical position, absorbing only

a minor part of the incident radiation. The lower the

insertion, the more horizontal the leaf position should

be, with leaves of the lowest insertion being horizon-

tal in order to absorb the remaining radiation pene-

trating deeply into the canopy.

Let us now recall the time course of the LAI

during the vegetation. After sowing, rapid growth of

horizontally oriented leaves is desirable in order to

fully cover the whole ground surface. When this is

achieved, leaves should take more vertical position in

order to maximize not only energy absorption but

also photosynthesis (see above).

Of course, leaves will not change their spatial

orientation according to our theoretical consider-

ation. But plant breeders have been successful in

selecting genotypes, the first leaves of which are

oriented horizontal, while the subsequent ones are

much more vertical [19]. This is well demonstrated

by the canopy structures of old and current cereal

varieties. The old varieties were not only tall (and

lodging prone), but also had large leaves, which

FIGURE 27.7 The effect of PAR flux on the

rate of photosynthesis (PN, mmol m–2 sec–1)

and quantum yield («, mol CO2 per mol

quanta) or (below) quantum requirement

(mol quanta per mol CO2).
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were unable to maintain a vertical orientation. In

contrast, modern wheat or barley varieties are not

only much shorter (in order to prevent lodging) but

also their leaf blades are small and practically vertical.

The optimum spatial arrangement of leaves of cereal

varieties has been supported by fact that their leaf

sheaths and internodes are vertical and also contrib-

ute substantially to total assimilate production. In

this way, the LAI, including the total assimilating

area, of these crops reaches values well above 6.

A remarkable confirmation of the advantage of

vertical orientation of the leaves in the canopy was

provided by Blackmann [20]. Under the climatic con-

ditions of Oxford, U.K., dry matter production of

several plant species cultivated for 101 days was com-

pared. Surprisingly, the maximum dry matter produc-

tion corresponding to 30 ton ha–1 was reached by

Gladiolus, the canopy of which consisted of vertical

leaves and reached an LAI above 20.

The great increases in production and efficiency

that may result from the growing conditions is shown

by Polonskij and Lisovskij [21]. Wheat plants were

cultivated in environmentally controlled chambers at

208C to 218C, relative air humidity 50 to 60%, 0.4 to

0.9% of CO2 concentration, and irradiance up to

1300W m–2 PAR. There were 2000 plants m–2 and

the vegetation period was 63 to 65 days. At highest

irradiance, the LAI reached 33.2, the total plant bio-

mass 8 kg m–2, and grain yield 3.3 kg m–2. These

correspond to 80 and 33 ton ha–1. Their experiments

clearly demonstrate the importance of high values of

LAI. Furthermore, the authors also document that

even the current varieties are able to produce unex-

pected high yields, if cultivated at optimum condi-

tions. In a similar way, Angus et al. [22] confirmed

that modern varieties of barley, with more or less

vertical spatial arrangement of their leaves, have to

be cultivated at very high densities, either by high

sowing rate or by producing a large number of tillers.

In fact, the LAI of canopies with prevailing verti-

cal orientation of leaves cannot be too high. From

this point of view, the optimum LAI represents an

equilibrium between two contrasting processes:

1. In a theoretical canopy with vertical leaves, the

LAI could be so high that the irradiation of
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leaves would approach irradiance compensa-

tion point. In this case, the energy utilization

efficiency and canopy production would be the

highest although the rate of photosynthesis per

unit leaf area would be very low.

2. Increase in LAI increases the construction costs

(e.g., for carbon, nitrogen, and energy) of leaf

formation. Such an increase is desirable only if

the subsequent production of the constructed

leaves is high enough to ensure high economic

yield [23].

The fact that the daily course of irradiance varies

must also be taken into consideration. The LAI can-

not be too large, because at lower irradiance (cloudy

days, during the early morning and late afternoon)

the leaves of lower insertion could not be sufficiently

irradiated and their loss of assimilate due to respir-

ation could be higher than their gain in photosyn-

thesis. Thus, the optimization must take into

account the dynamics of plant growth and environ-

mental conditions.

Finally, leaves of different insertion differ in their

physiological properties [24]. The leaves adapt to their

immediate environment. The adaptation irradiance,

which is defined as an irradiance at which the radi-

ation use efficiency of the leaf reaches its maximum,

was calculated [25]. The adaptation irradiance of the

upper leaves should be higher than that of the lower

ones because of the light environment. In this case, an

optimum canopy structure should ensure that irradi-

ance of the leaves at various depths in the canopy

would correspond to their appropriate adaptation

irradiance. This concept extends the features of an

optimum structure from one of light absorption and

includes the physiological considerations.

G. THE ROLE OF RESPIRATION

Mitochondrial respiration decreases the amount of

accumulated dry matter. However, this physiological

process cannot be considered negative for yield for-

mation. Respiration is needed for the production of

both various metabolites in the whole plant and of

energy for growth and maintenance (Figure 27.11).

There is no longer the tendency to suggest minimiza-

tion of respiration in order to maximize production of

plant organic matter. Growth efficiency is used to

assess the efficiency with which the primary photo-

synthetic products are transformed into plant struc-

tures. Its value («) is calculated as the ratio between

plant dry mass (W) and the total assimilates (P), i.e.,

« ¼ W/P.

Growth efficiency is often expressed in percent.

The value of growth efficiency varies from about

50% to 70% (Figure 27.12), meaning that about 30%

to 50% of assimilates are respired in the processes of

plant growth. Because of the higher energy demand

for protein and lipid synthesis, it is not surprising that

growth efficiency is negatively related to the content

of these substances (Figure 27.13).

Carbohydrates

GrowthRespiration

Photosynthesis

ATP, NAD(P)H,
C skeletons

N, P, K, Ca, Mg,...
Mineral
nutrient
uptake

FIGURE 27.11 Schematic of the role of respiration in the

provision of chemical energy (ATP), reducing equivalents

(NAD(P)H), and carbon skeletons for both growth and

nutrient uptake. The mutual interdependence of photosyn-

thesis and nutrient uptake is also shown.

FIGURE 27.12 Growth efficiency expressed

as the ratio of plant dry mass to plant dry

mass þ plant dry mass respired, in 20 crop

species. Data from Ref. [26].
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In a more detailed analysis, it is useful to distin-

guish several components of respiration. Often the

most important components are [27]:

1. Respiration for synthesis of new structures of a

growing plant.

2. Maintenance respiration, which produces ne-

cessary energy and turnover of metabolites for

a nongrowing plant, i.e., when no substance for

growth is available or required.

3. Respiration involved in the active processes of

mineral nutrition, especially nitrogen metabol-

ism, and active uptake of ions by plant roots.

4. Respiration providing carbon skeletons, ATP

and NAD(P)H for the assimilation of mineral

nutrients, predominantly nitrate, into organic

components.

5. Respiration needed for the active loading and

unloading of carbohydrates and amino acids

into the phloem.

It is possible to quantify the individual compon-

ents of respiration in model situations, but more re-

search is needed in order to understand energy costs

of the individual metabolic processes enabling a plant

to grow.

The relationships between photosynthesis and res-

piration in the formation of plant dry matter are

illustrated in Figure 27.14. Increasing the quantum

requirement for CO2 fixation decreases dry matter

production and increases the ratio between the rates

of respiration and photosynthesis. Because of the

relatively constant maintenance respiration, a de-

crease in radiation use efficiency decreases final

plant dry matter production.

II. TRANSPORT AND DISTRIBUTION
OF ASSIMILATES

Not only the economic yield but also the total dry

matter production could be modified substantially by

the allocation of assimilate. Simply, if a plant invests

most of its new assimilates into leaf growth, then it

enhances the growth of the whole much more than if

the majority of assimilates were allocated to roots.

Optimization of this distribution depends on the en-

vironment; where water or nutrients are scarce, the

investment in roots will be of greater benefit. The

importance of assimilate distribution was identified

in the 1970s and the 1980s. Previously, it was believed

that yields could be enhanced if photosynthetic pro-

duction was increased by any means (e.g., Refs.

[28,29]). However, in the 1970s the concept of the

sink emerged [30,31]. Finally, it was recognized that,

depending on the genotype and external conditions,

the yield is determined by the interplay between the

source and the sink. Most recently, the importance of

translocation capacity has been identified.

A. PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND SINKS

Sinks could be defined as places within a plant (tissue,

organ) where assimilates are consumed (growing
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young leaves, tillers, buds) or accumulated (grains,

bulbs, tubers). While the principles of the capacity

to produce assimilates in the source (mostly leaves)

have been fully understood (e.g., Ref. [32]), the mech-

anisms underlying sink attraction capacity or sink

strength are still unknown. But it is well documented

that sufficient sink size, expressed as number of grow-

ing or accumulating organs, is a necessary prerequis-

ite for high yields. It has also been recognized that

sinks are not only able to attract assimilates, but also

alter the rate of photosynthesis [30,31] by mechanisms

that are still poorly understood. For example, King

et al. [30] found a decrease in the rate of photosyn-

thesis of the main source (flag leaf blade), when the

main sink (ear) was removed: experiments [33] con-

firmed this. On the other hand, a close relationship

between sink size and rate of photosynthesis is not

always observed (e.g., Ref. [34]). Mokronosov [31,35]

explained the dependence of the rate of photosyn-

thesis on the ‘‘need’’ of the plants. Relatively early,

the effect of sink on the regulation of photosynthesis

was ascribed to phytohormones [36,37].

At present, photosynthesis remains the center of

attempts to enhance crop production. However, it is

not just a problem of optimization of the external

conditions or photosynthetic properties of the geno-

type. It is evident that understanding of the mechan-

isms of growth, morphogenesis, and organogenesis

are decisive, not only because these processes are

strongly dependent on production of assimilates but

also because they regulate photosynthetic properties

of the plant. Hence, photosynthesis, allocation, and

accumulation of assimilates must be considered as

integrated activities of the whole plant which deter-

mine the growth and productivity. From this point of

view, the rate of photosynthesis under certain condi-

tions could be better understood and subsequently

regulated by manipulating seemingly independent

processes of leaf growth, reproductive organ initi-

ation, plant hormone regulation, etc.

B. ASSIMILATE DISTRIBUTION AND DRY MATTER

PRODUCTION

In most crops, economic yield results from assimilate

allocation into particular, mostly reproductive or

storage, organs. It is obvious that the translocation

capacity could alter the total amount of assimilate

moving into the organs providing the economic yield

(see next chapter). However, the model of assimilate

allocation within a plant is also decisive for the total

plant production. This is illustrated with a theoretical

example as presented by Good and Bell [38].

Plant dry mass (W ) may be separated into dry

matter of assimilating organs (WP) and the remaining

organs (WS). The rate of production of the new bio-

mass is expressed by the relative growth rate (RGR),

which calculates the dry mass increase per unit plant

dry mass and unit of time (t), i.e.

RGR ¼ dW

dt

1

W

Let us also define a as that ratio of the newly synthe-

sized assimilate, which is used for the construction of

photosynthesizing organs (WP). Then the rate of dry

mass increase in photosynthesizing organs is:

dW

dt
¼ a �RGR �WP

By integrating this equation, an expression describing

dry mass of the photosynthesizing organs (WP) at any

time (t) is obtained, i.e.,

WP(t) ¼ WP0 � eat�RGR

where WP0 is the dry mass of the photosynthesizing

organs at time t ¼ 0.

Let us suppose that the total plant dry matter

increase is distributed both into the production of

new assimilating structures (WP) and into the other

(supporting, accumulating, etc.) organs and tissues

(WS). Then the ratio WP/WS is proportional to the

ratio a/(1 � a). It can be shown that:

WP þWS ¼ 1

a
WP0e

aT �RGR � 1� a

a
WP0

Figure 27.15 illustrates this relationship. It is evident

that the total plant dry mass depends not only on the

rate of photosynthesis, in this example represented by

RGR, but also on the dry matter allocation (a). Any

factor decreasing the investment of newly synthesized

assimilates into photosynthetic organs also decreases

the potential increase in the total plant dry matter

although the rate of photosynthesis remains constant.

The importance of dry matter partitioning increases

with the increase in the assimilate production, as

illustrated by the curves in the right-hand part of

Figure 27.15.

Under nonlimiting conditions, the source produc-

tion of assimilate corresponds to the sink capacity of

the plant. This equilibrium is determined by unknown

mechanisms, with which the sink endogenously regu-

lates the longevity, size or activity of the source or-

gans. Alterations of this equilibrium by both abiotic

and biotic stresses could result in changes in import-

ance of either source (nitrogen or water limitation,

premature senescence, attack of pathogens) or sink



(disturbance of flowering, embryo or tuber develop-

ment). From the agronomic point of view, it is im-

portant to identify whether yield has been limited by

source or sink limitation In the former case, manage-

ment should improve leaf development and activity,

while in the latter case, stimulation of branching,

tillering, and flower initiation could help.

C. ASSIMILATE TRANSLOCATION

In most crops, economic yield is represented by par-

ticular organs (grains, tubers), the dry matter of

which has been accumulated via translocation from

other organs. With increases in productivity, both

source production and sink accumulation are en-

hanced to such a degree that translocation capacity

between the source and sink could become limiting.

This translocation capacity is determined by both size

(cross-sectional area) of the phloem tissue and the

speed of the translocation.

There is some evidence that the amount of trans-

located assimilates could be correlated with the cross-

sectional area of the phloem. Using three wheat geno-

types with potentially very high grain dry mass per

ear has shown [39] (Figure 27.16) that grain dry mass

per ear closely correlates with the number of sheath

bundles, their cross-sectional area and cross-sectional

area of phloem. Subsequently, using 26 winter wheat

varieties, it was shown [40] (Figure 27.17) that the

cross-sectional area of phloem of the last internode

(the one below the ear) is a very useful indicator of the

maximum translocation capacity of the genotypes. As

illustrated in Figure 27.17, the values for some geno-

types strongly deviate from the general regression, for

all the data, of grain dry mass per ear on phloem

cross-sectional area. If the limiting lines of all but

one value have been calculated, a maximum trans-

location capacity was obtained which was not sur-

passed by any variety (with one exception). It is

concluded that in varieties approaching the limiting

regression value, further yield enhancement is limited

by the translocation capacity.

Obviously, cross-sectional area of translocation

tissue need not be the best expression of the trans-

location capacity. However, it is a first attempt to

quantify this plant characteristic. More sophisticated

measurements are needed, which would characterize

not only the size but also the actual ability to trans-

locate assimilates. The main difficulty arises from the

fact that the basic mechanism of phloem movement,

as described long ago by Münch [41], is still poorly

understood [42]. An understanding of the mechanism

of phloem translocation is of prime importance, as is

the establishment of quantitative parameters suitable

for the assessment of the translocation ability [43].

D. HARVEST INDEX

The final result of dry matter production, transloca-

tion, distribution, and allocation is manifested in the

HI. It may be determined at the end of the growing

season and, in a certain way, it integrates the whole of

the preceding period. This is its major advantage — it

sums up the whole growing period — but also its

disadvantage — it cannot identify changes during

plant growth.

It is generally accepted that the increase in HI has

been the main reason for the enormous increase in

economic yields in developed agriculture in the last

century. This increase has been mainly due to the

reduction in crop height, which simultaneously in-

creased lodging resistance and allowed an increase in

the use of fertilizers [44]. For example [45], an old

variety (Nürnberg from the year 1832) was compared

with newly released spring barley varieties. Total dry

matter production was comparable, but the HI of the

modern varieties increased considerably. As shown by

Wacker et al. [46], the dry matter distribution among

leaves, stems, and roots did not change during the

domestication of wheat and barley varieties.
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Characteristic values of HI of various crops are

given in Table 27.5. In some crops, more than 50% of

the total plant dry matter is accumulated in the eco-

nomic yield. There is an upper limit for HI. In most

cases, there are no useless organs present on a plant

even if we take economic yield as the main criterion of

usefulness. We could think of the possible reduction

of all the unfertile tillers or florets in cereals. How-

ever, a plant has to produce roots, stem and leaves in

order to be able to produce sufficient assimilates to be

accumulated in the organs with most important eco-

nomic yield. In cereals, the upper limit for HI could

be in the range of about 0.6 to 0.65. In the individual

varieties, its value will also depend on the longevity

and photosynthetic activity of the assimilating tissue.

III. PLANT PHOTOSYNTHETIC
CHARACTERISTICS AND YIELD
IMPROVEMENT

Before agriculture was developed, natural food re-

sources were able to support only several million

people globally. At present, modern agriculture can

support, reasonably well, the current 6 billion people,

if economic and political conditions are suitable. And
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in the future, agriculture must produce food for 8 to

12 billion humans.

Photosynthesis is no doubt the very basis of any

economic yield. In the past, yields have been mainly

increased by the change of assimilate allocation favor-

ing the accumulation in the organs of prime economic

importance. This increase in HI has been achieved

predominantly by: (1) breeding and (2) fertilizer use.

By emphasizing these two factors it is not the inten-

tion to negate the importance of other factors, such as

plant protection, irrigation, soil management, etc. But

it seems that the former two played a decisive role.

Furthermore, they could be of prime importance in

future yield improvement, which will be achieved by

the enhancement of photosynthetic production and

not only by the assimilate allocation.

A. HIGHLY PRODUCTIVE VARIETIES

The discovery of the basic genetic laws by Mendel in

the middle of the 19th century [47] enabled their

application in crop selection in the first half of the

last century. In the 1950s and the 1960s, the role of

photosynthesis in yield formation was elucidated and

parameters of the optimum leaf area size and spatial

distribution formulated. This enabled the unexpected

rise of yields in the second half of the 20th century.

One of the most important achievements was the

Green Revolution, with the use of new, short stem,

and photoperiodically neutral wheat varieties selected

by Borlaug (awarded the Nobel Prize in 1970), which

subsequently increased yields in Mexico, India,

Bangladesh, Pakistan, and other developing countries

[48].

An important milestone reached by the tremen-

dous yield increase in the 20th century was the selec-

tion of new rice varieties in the International Rice

Research Institute in the Philippines. Their success is

attested by the fact that in Asia, since 1962, the popu-

lation increased from 1.6 to 3.7 billion and rice pro-

duction increased by 170% [17,49].

Another achievement, which however, has not yet

been fully exploited in breeding was the concept of

ideotype described by Donald [50]. According to

him, selection aimed only at removing defects in exist-

ing varieties or simply at yield improvement by any

means. Donald emphasizes that it is time to adopt a

new strategy, namely selection on the basis of an ideo-

type, i.e.,‘‘a form denoting an idea.’’ Now, some 35

years after the Donald’s definition of an ideotype, the

time is here to use it both in research in the photosyn-

thetic basis of yield formation, as well as in practical

breeding. The concept required adaptation to include

the interaction of plant with environment, and indeed

the development of an ideotype has been achieved in

several complex dynamic mathematical models, which

could well be used as a starting point for the research

into the quantitative parameters for breeding.

Donald [50] also described his idea of an ideotype

of spring wheat, which was characterized as a single

shoot (uniculm) plant. His idea has been criticized

as unrealistic, because tillering is considered a neces-

sity to fill in gaps in a canopy, caused, for example, by

plant death. However, the time to appreciate Donald’s

uniculm plant is approaching and modern wheats

have very limited tillering, with production of yield

mainly from the main stem ear. Combining such a

variety with methods of precision agriculture could be

very promising [51].

As regards the future possibilities for improve-

ment of photosynthetic characteristics of more pro-

ductive varieties, there are many, some that could be

considered as ready for practical breeding or at least

highly desirable for applied research are mentioned

here.

1. Plant Morphology

Plants are characterized by their morphology, which

includes number and size of individual organs, their

longevity, activity, and spatial arrangement. Com-

pared with varieties from some 50 years ago, current

varieties are shorter, with smaller leaf blades, which

are more vertically oriented. This trend will continue.

More information is needed about optimum stature

of the plant and the whole canopy best adapted to

current local climate and soil conditions. Knowledge

about canopy LAI and its time course should be

better exploited with the aim of maximizing solar

energy absorption by the leaves and increasing effi-

ciency in photosynthesis.

TABLE 27.5
Characteristic Values of Harvests Index of Several
Crop Species Cultivated in the 1980s (simplified
from a review [44])

Plant Species Harvest Index

Wheat (Triticum aestivum) 0.31–0.54

Barley (Hordeum vulgare) 0.33–0.63

Triticale 0.45–0.47

Rice (Oriza sativa) 0.35–0.62

Maize (Zea mays) 0.36–0.57

Soybean (Glycine max) 0.35–0.53

Cickpea (Cicer arietinum) 0.28–0.36

Cowpea (Vigna unguicelata) 0.15–0.64

Rape (Brassica napus) 0.22–0.38

Cassava (Manihot esculenta) 0.30–0.65

Potato (Solanum tuberosum) 0.47–0.62



Using the example of rice, the yield potential of

the modern high-yielding varieties, cultivated under

optimum conditions, is 10 ton ha–1, which corres-

ponds to about 20 ton dry matter ha–1 with an HI

of 0.5. The need to further increase food availability

has stimulated researchers at the International Rice

Research Institute (IRRI) to attempt to develop a

new plant type, which would further increase total

plant dry matter production by enhancing the rate

of photosynthesis and which would have an HI of

0.6. Such varieties would have a yield potential of

about 13 ton ha–1. It is also expected that the use of

these new plant type varieties could be used to pro-

duce hybrid rice, exceeding the best of its parents by

about 25% and thus reaching a yield potential of

15 ton/ha. It is important to mention that among the

most important attributes of the new plant type, the

following have been included: lower tillering capacity

with no unproductive tillers, short growth duration

which is needed in order to get high values of HI, and

dark green, thick, erect leaves [17,49,52].

2. Rate of Photosynthesis

Current techniques enable measurement of the rate

of photosynthesis, its individual processes or spectral

characteristics even under field conditions, and

on hundreds of plants [53,54]. Varietal differences

in the rate of photosynthesis have been known for

a long time [28,55]. Although this parameter de-

pends on external conditions (irradiation, tempera-

ture, nutrient and water availability), selection

could stimulate progress in total plant dry matter

production [56].

3. Dependence of the Rate of Photosynthesis on

CO2 Concentration

The current CO2 concentration (370mmol mol–1) ex-

ceeds that of the 19th century by about one third and

the rise will continue. Remarkable variety differences

have been found in the effect of enhanced CO2 con-

centration on the rate of photosynthesis and espe-

cially on the plant dry matter production. As far as

we are aware, no attempt has been described in the

literature about the practical use of these differences.

4. Mathematical Modeling

Mathematical modeling has not been restricted to

photosynthetic aspects of crop production, but has

proved to be extremely useful in explaining photosyn-

thesis at the organ, plant, and canopy level by incorp-

orating biophysical and biochemical principles of

energy and CO2 absorption and assimilation.

Since the 1970s, mathematical modeling has been

used both as a tool for integrating knowledge across

several hierarchical levels of plant functioning and as

a heuristic means to stimulate formulation, as well as

testing, of new scientific hypothesis [2,57,58]. Math-

ematical modeling is the only means for the objective

integration of the steadily growing knowledge of

plant growth. Furthermore, only by combining scien-

tific knowledge with management practices, will fur-

ther progress in crop productivity be achieved. In a

stimulating review [59], two major goals for extending

modeling activity in the future were identified:

1. Heuristic role supporting further scientific ac-

tivity aimed at facilitating decision making by

farmers as well as education of students. The

authors also emphasize that modeling will be

needed in order to integrate crop and landscape

management.

2. Simulation to enhance understanding of the

genetic regulation of plant growth and crop

improvement.

5. Introduction of C4 Photosynthesis into C3 Plants

The most productive and efficient crops — maize and

sugar cane — have C4 photosynthesis. With the ad-

vances in molecular genetics [60], attempts have been

made to introduce C4 photosynthesis into the less

efficient C3 plants (rice, wheat, etc.). The C4 carbox-

ylating enzyme phosphoenopyruvate carboxylase has

been successfully expressed in the C3 plants [61–63],

and in some plants not only higher rate of photosyn-

thesis but also increased yield has been found [64,65].

Until recently, it has been argued that such an intro-

duction of the C4 photosynthesis into C3 plants will

be extremely difficult because of the special leaf anat-

omy (‘‘Kranz’’ type) of C4 plants. However, in CAM

plants, practically the C4 type of photosynthesis oc-

curs in the same cells in which the two carboxylating

reactions take place at different times — C4 fixation

at night and C3 during the day. Furthermore, it has

recently been found that some other species — not of

the CAM type — exist, in which the typical C4 photo-

synthesis takes place in the same cells [66,67]. Under-

standing of this type of one-cell-C4 photosynthesis

will further facilitate the possibility of genetically

introducing the C4 type of photosynthesis into C3

plants of economic value [68].

This procedure has been hailed as the most prom-

ising breakthrough in enhancing the rate of dry mat-

ter production in the most important crops — rice

and wheat. However, confirmation of such work is

required. Also, even if achievable, an increase in the

potential rate of photosynthesis need not be automat-



ically coupled with an increase in grain yield. C4

photosynthesis is more energy demanding and its

temperature optimum is higher than that of C3 photo-

synthesis. Furthermore, with future increase in the

atmospheric CO2 concentration the photosynthetic

predominance of the C4 photosynthesis over C3 type

will decrease [69]. However, introduction of C4

photosynthesis into C3 plants would greatly increase

the potential for selection of important crops with

improved production.

6. Plant Biotechnology Potential

Modern plant biotechnology has provided new trans-

genic varieties grown on millions of hectares. They

are mostly improved in their resistance to pathogens

or herbicides. Some of the biotechnology achieve-

ments represent varieties with improved nutritional

properties, as the well-known ‘‘golden rice’’ with en-

hanced content of provitamin A and several other

[70–72]. However, the value of this is contested be-

cause of the large amounts of the grain that would be

needed to provide for daily need. It is believed that

the use of plants for pharmaceutical purposes will rise

and could be a considerable part of agriculture activ-

ities in the next decades [73].

Considerable enhancement of yield from biotech-

nology alone is not to be expected in the near future

[74]. Yield represents a very complex phenomenon,

involving many metabolic processes in the source and

sink organs as well as translocation of large amounts

of sugars and amino acids over long distance. Plant

metabolic engineering is far less understood than the

genetic manipulation of only one or few genes, e.g., of

herbicide resistance. It is extremely difficult to predict

the effects of alteration of appropriate metabolic

route in cells with thousands of metabolites, if only

the concentration of one enzyme is modified by chan-

ging gene expression [75]. In the case of yield, not only

thousands of metabolites in one cell, but also billions

of cells within the organism have to be taken into

account. This is not to negate the present and future

role of biotechnologies [76,77]. But we fully agree

with the statement of Morandini and Salamini [75]

that classical ‘‘plant breeding will not be substituted

in a few years by plant biotechnology, rather the two

different approaches are — and will be — cooperat-

ing for years to come.’’ And in this connection, the

following quotation concerning the role of mathemat-

ical modeling in connecting plant breeding and func-

tional genomics from Ref. [59] is of special

importance: ‘‘This frontier provides a unique oppor-

tunity for crop modeling to play a significant role in

enhancing the integration of molecular genetics with

crop improvement whilst offering new intellectual

challenges to those who assemble logically con-

structed frameworks of how plant systems work.’’

Present knowledge represents a very good starting

point for such constructions [78,79].

7. Other Possibilities for Future Plant Use

There is a shortage of food in large parts of the globe

(particularly with extreme environmental conditions)

with many millions of people lacking adequate nutri-

tion for growth and energy (and this becomes par-

ticularly acute in times of civil unrest). However, crop

production will continue to be oriented not only to-

ward producing food, but also toward production of

animal feed, raw materials, and biomass for energy

[80]. In any orientation of crop production, high rate

of photosynthesis will always be a desirable trait [81].

The main differences will consist of dry matter allo-

cation between individual organs. Maximizing solar

energy utilization in photosynthetic CO2 fixation will

remain the ultimate goal.

This chapter was devoted to crop photosynthetic

production, but it is worth mentioning the role of

photosynthesis of algae, cultivation of which is very

efficient and could play an important role in the

production of food and feed as well as a non-CO2

producing source of energy [82–84].

B. MINERAL NUTRIENTS

Mineral nutrients, and especially nitrogen, play an

important role both in plant growth and crop prod-

uctivity (Figure 27.18).

1. About half of the soluble nitrogen in the leaf is

present in the main carboxylating enzyme —

Rubisco, the content of which may reach 8 g

m–2 [32,79]. There is much evidence that the

rate of net photosynthesis is directly propor-

tional to the content of N in the leaf [85] over a

broad range of N content, with an upper limit.

C4 plants, which are more efficient in photosyn-

thetic CO2 assimilation than C3 plants, also

use N with higher efficiency, expressed as the

amount of produced dry matter per unit nitro-

gen in the photosynthetic tissue [32].

2. In cereals, grains contain some 2% to 3% N per

unit dry mass. Hence, removing a yield of

about 5 tons grain per hectare each year

means removal of some 100 to 150 kg nitrogen.

There is no evidence that in the long term, high

yields can be achieved without the use of the

appropriate applications of fertilizers [86]. Al-

though the Green Revolution was achieved

predominantly by the use of new short-stem



varieties, their successful cultivation was only

possible by use of higher fertilization applica-

tions [87,88]. The content of N in the plant dry

matter steadily decreases during growth period

and this general course has been also success-

fully modeled (Figure 27.19). Such a decrease is

well explained by the continuous accumulation

of both structural (cellulose in cell walls) and

nonstructural carbohydrates (starch).

1. Mineral Nutrients and Yield

Mineral nutrients do not affect yield directly (Figure

27.18). They may alter, directly (Figure 27.20):

1. duration of the vegetation period by delaying

or accelerating senescence,

2. LAI by modifying the rate of appearance of

individual leaves and by modifying their size,

3. rate of photosynthesis predominantly by an

adequate supply of nitrogen and phosphorus,

4. allocation of assimilates by encouraging trans-

location into shoot and reproductive organs, if

mineral nutrient and water supply is adequate.

An interplay of the four factors leads to the final

plant dry matter, a proportion of which is the eco-

nomic yield.

Uptake of mineral nutrients depends not only

on nutrient availability in the soil, but also on their

rate of absorption by the roots, which may be limited

by assimilate availability (see Figure 27.11). Assimi-

lates are needed as a source of energy (ATP) and

reducing equivalents (NAD(P)H) for active ion up-

take. Furthermore, carbon skeletons, produced

mainly in the processes of plant respiration, are

needed for the incorporation — assimilation — of

the mineral nutrients into organic substances. Again,

FIGURE 27.18 Schematic of the changes

induced by the alteration of mineral nu-

trients in the soil (addition of fertilizers),

leading to a sequence of structural and

metabolic changes in the roots and

shoots, resulting finally in changes to eco-

nomic yield.
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nitrogen, which is taken up predominantly in the

form of nitrate ions, requires large amount of energy

for its reduction and subsequent incorporation into

amino acids.

Unfortunately, fertilizer production requires huge

amount of energy. In this respect, nitrogen fertilizers

are of special importance. Generally, fertilizers repre-

sent the major part of the input energy, which is

needed to support crop growth. This energy is pro-

vided by fossil fuel burning. The highest efficiency of

input energy use is obtained at very low levels of this

input energy, i.e., in primitive, extensive agriculture

(Figure 27.21). However, high yields need consider-

able support in various forms (fertilizers, mechaniza-

tion, soil management, pesticides) all of which require

energy, although their efficiency of use decreases

steadily with increasing input. This is another import-

ant reason why agriculture should shift from ‘‘oil

assisted’’ to ‘‘solar powered’’ forms. In another

words, future increase in crop yields should relymostly

on an enhanced rate of photosynthesis. To increase the

photosynthetic rate without increasing capacity (more

biochemical component of the photosynthetic system

per unit leaf area) is essential if nutrient requirements

are not to increase. This means that the components

and the system as a whole must work more efficiently.

This is a major challenge to the plant sciences,

breeders, and genetic engineers.

2. Nitrogen and Photosynthesis

There is a general relationship between the rate of

photosynthesis (yield, dry matter accumulation) and

the content of mineral nutrients in the plant [90]. An

increase in nutrient content in the region where it is

deficient increases the rate of photosynthesis consid-

erably [91]. Photosynthesis reaches a plateau with

final decline when the nutrients reach such concentra-

tions at which they become toxic. Because of the

difficulty in determining the beginning of the saturat-

ing content of the nutrient, the so-called critical con-

tent or critical concentration is often taken as the

value at which 90% of the maximum rate is reached

[92].
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Although the value of the optimum nutrient con-

tent in the crops is of prime importance for crop

management [93], physiologically it is not a constant

value, as it depends on radiation, CO2 concentration,

temperature, etc. Furthermore, it has been shown that

the mineral nutrient content varies considerably, even

in different tissue of a leaf [94]. Sufficient data and

understanding of the biochemical system are available

for making an attempt to construct a generally valid

model, although many aspects, including the most

important external and internal (age, leaf insertion)

factors modifying the optimum content of nitrogen

and other biogenic elements in leaves, plants, or can-

opies are poorly understood.

3. Nitrogen Allocation

Shoot and root growth are colimited by the availabil-

ity of assimilate provided by the shoot and availabil-

ity of nutrients and water supplied by the roots.

Primarily, local carbon and nitrogen availability con-

trol dry matter distribution between the shoot and the

leaf. A relative surplus of nitrogen within the plant

will enhance dry matter allocation into the shoot

because this organ is able to restore the balance be-

tween C and N. In contrast, with N limitation, roots

assume priority as assimilate sinks because they can

decrease the N/C imbalance. However, knowledge of

how these imbalances are sensed and of the mechan-

isms regulating assimilate partitioning is required [95]

within a framework allowing for interpretation.

Leaves represent the basic unit of photosynthesis

of the whole plant or canopy. Leaf structure and

heterogeneity of chemical components have been

often studied in order to establish the optimum for

maximizing the rate of CO2 assimilation. Although

the rate of photosynthesis is most often expressed per

unit leaf area surface, it is also related to dry matter or

leaf volume. Each of these relationships has some

advantages and shortcomings. Leaf surface area is

the most natural because it determines the amount

of absorbed solar radiation as well as the diffusion of

CO2. On the other hand, leaf volume may better

express the internal (intercellular) leaf surface, which

reflects the final diffusion step for the CO2. Dry mat-

ter may reflect the amount of enzymes available for

photosynthetic CO2 fixation. For example, Garnier

et al. [96] demonstrated that rate of photosynthesis

per unit leaf area was positively correlated with leaf

thickness and with the amount of mesophyll tissue.

On the other hand, rate of photosynthesis per unit

leaf volume negatively correlated with leaf thickness,

but positively with leaf organic nitrogen. A positive

correlation occurred between the rate of photosyn-

thesis per unit leaf mass and the relative growth rate

in several Poa species [97]. Such aspects should not be

an impediment to developing effective models of crop

photosynthesis.

Rubisco and other enzymes of CO2 assimilation

and carbohydrate metabolism, each containing nitro-

gen, have to be distributed within the leaf to make

most effective use of the captured light energy, Con-

siderable differences in irradiance occur over a leaf and

the chloroplasts are spread along the mesophyll cell

surface exposed to intercellular airspaces [98]. A high

ratio of the mesophyll cell surface to volume thus

facilitates diffusion of CO2 to the carboxylation sites

in the chloroplast stroma. Figure 27.22 demonstrates

that high diffusion conductance for CO2 does not

necessarily correlate with large amounts of Rubisco

(potentially large rates of CO2 assimilation), and with

large nitrogen allocation that is required. There is an

optimum ‘‘cooperation’’ between nitrogen and carbon

metabolism and light energy capture and use. At the

top of the canopy, bright light and availability of CO2

require photosynthetic systems of large capacity,

whereas at the bottom, light and capacity are much

smaller. This is the reason, as Sheehy et al. [99] con-

cluded, that radiation absorption within a leaf declines

exponentially with cumulative chlorophyll content

measured from the irradiated surface. Hence, the

light absorption profile is dominated by the distribu-

tion of pigments. Similarly, the distribution of nitro-

gen within the canopy is of comparable importance.

More knowledge on the carbon and nitrogen metab-

olism and their relationships is needed [32]. In the near

FIGURE 27.21 The effect of input en-

ergy on the ratio of solar to input en-

ergy (left) and on the amount of

harvested energy (right). Data for

graph construction taken from Ref. [4].
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future, current use of empirical correlations between

yield andmineral nutrient content in the plant needs to

be replaced by the quantitative description of events

starting with ion uptake by root cells, leading up to the

appropriate modification of photosynthesis with sub-

sequent assimilate partitioning.

IV. CONCLUSION

Innumerable experiments have been carried out for

analyzing the effect of increasing amount of fertilizer

on yield. Figure 27.23 illustrates the well-known con-

cept of Mitscherlich. These types of experiment were

needed in the early stages of fertilizer use between

1850 and 1950 and offered valuable advice to farmers,

and stimulation to research. It was soon realized,

however, that considerable differences could exist be-

tween the amount of nutrients in the soil and in the

plant itself. Hence, by the middle of the 20th century,

much attention was paid toward establishing suitable

criteria for the assessment of nutritional status to

achieve an appropriate crop canopy [100]. At the

same time, considerable progress has been made

in the elucidation of both photosynthetic carbon

fixation and nutrient assimilation. Biophysical, bio-

chemical, and physiological principles of photosyn-

thesis have already enabled agricultural scientists to

construct mechanistic models describing the effects of

the main climatic factors on canopy photosynthesis.

However, similar progress has not been made in

understanding the mechanisms of absorption and as-

similation of mineral nutrients. This field of plant

biology is just beginning to be studied in detail.

However, taking the formation of economic yield

into consideration, even good knowledge of both car-

bon and nitrogen metabolism will not be sufficient to

replace — within a realistic time frame — Mitscher-

lich’s equation with a mechanistic model of crop

growth and yield. Individual yield components (e.g.,

ear number, grains per year, grain dry mass) are

established at various times during crop development

(tillering and tiller death, flowering, grain set, and

filling). Each of these components depends on both

genetic determination and on environmental factors,

including weather and soil conditions, determining

nutrient and water supply. The interplay between

carbon and nitrogen metabolism represents the fun-

damental process of dry matter production. Its under-

standing will enhance not only our ability to describe

plant growth, but also offer valuable hints for crop

management. Nevertheless, mechanisms controlling

dry matter partitioning within plants, as well as all

the processes of morphogenesis and developmental

regulation, also await improved understanding. In

summary, we repeat from Ref. [32]: ‘‘The processes

involved in crop production are very complex and

multilayered, ranging from the molecular to the

whole organism, and environmental factors affect all

levels of organization.’’
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I. INTRODUCTION

The photosynthetic process sustains life on our planet

since it is the mechanism by which energy from sun-

light is used to synthesize biomolecules. Broadly

speaking, photosynthesis may be defined as the me-

tabolism by which atmospheric CO2 is fixed into car-

bohydrates (photosynthates), with sucrose (Suc) and

starch being the quantitative major end-products of

the process. The production of these two metabolites

provides organic carbon source for the synthesis of

other cellular constituents such as proteins and lipids.

In higher plants, photosynthesis takes place in green

tissues, mainly in leaves, with the photosynthetic ma-

chinery localized within the chloroplast where the

newly fixed carbon (namely triose-phosphate or

triose-P) can be initially found [1–5]. Triose-P is the

immediate source for starch synthesis within the

chloroplast; alternatively, this photosynthate can be

exported to the cytoplasm and utilized for Suc pro-

duction [1,4,6]. With some exceptions, starch is the

principal storage carbohydrate that accumulates in

photosynthetic and nonphotosynthetic tissues of

higher plants [7–9]. Leaf starch constitutes a transient

pool of carbohydrate accumulation, the level of which

varies within the day [8]. Long-term storage of starch

is confined to plastids (amyloplasts) of cells in special-

ized nonphotosynthetic organs (roots, seeds, tubers)

[7,8]. Suc, meanwhile, is the major form by which

carbon is moved from photosynthetic to reserve tis-

sues, although some plants may also use it for long-

term storage [1,8].

From the above discussion, it follows that photo-

synthates are partitioned between a rather stationary

(starch) and a mobile (Suc) form. The partitioning

occurs not only at the intracellular level, between

plastid and cytosol; but also affects the plant as a

whole, as determined by its relative abundance in

source and sink tissues [6]. The importance of the

knowledge of the processes involved in photo-

synthates formation, partitioning, and storage by

plants is clear from the fact that most crops are



dedicated to the production of Suc or starch [8]. Be it

for animals or humans, starch is the main resource

obtained from plants as a food [8,10]. The efficiency

in the control of assimilated carbon partitioning is

crucial with regard to the productivity of a crop

plant. Such a control is the result of many different

factors acting at a local, cellular level or systematic-

ally, affecting the carbon and energy demand in dif-

ferent organs. A great deal of effort on plant research

has been dedicated to individualize and characterize

the factors governing carbon partitioning. Successful

results allow the manipulation of the partition of

assimilated carbon in certain crop plants in order to

improve productivity [6,8–13].

II. PHOTOSYNTHATE FORMATION AND
PARTITIONING IN THE LEAF

A. STARCH SYNTHESIS AND BREAKDOWN

Leaf starch metabolism is a dynamic process occur-

ring within the chloroplast organelle [3,7,8,14] (Figure

28.1). Starch is predominantly synthesized during the

day from sugar-P intermediates produced by photo-

synthetic carbon assimilation. In the light, up to 30%

of the CO2 fixed by leaves is incorporated into starch.

The polysaccharide accumulates in the chloroplast

during the light period forming relatively small gran-

ules, whose shape is not species specific. During dark-

ness, leaf starch is actively degraded and so utilized to

provide photoassimilates to the whole plant [1,3,

6–8,14].

A key intermediate metabolite of the autotrophic

Benson–Calvin cycle, fructose-6-phosphate (Fru6P),

serves to initiate synthesis of starch in photosynthetic

cells [1,3]. Chloroplastic glucose-6-phosphate (Glc6P)

isomerase (EC 5.3.1.9; Equation (28.1)) and P-gluco-

mutase (EC 5.4.2.2; Equation (28.2)) interconvert

Fru6P, Glc6P, and Glc1P. It is regarded that hex-

ose-P pool is close to equilibrium in plant cells.

Fru6P ) Glc6P (28:1)

Glc6P ) Glc1P (28:2)
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FIGURE 28.1 Diagram of carbon flow in photosynthetic tissues. Pathways leading to starch or Suc formation or degradation

are depicted as solid lines for processes taking place in the light, as dotted lines for those occurring predominantly in the dark,

and as dashed lines for processes occurring throughout the day. The modes of regulation of some of the key control points are

indicated. Dotted arrows indicate inhibition, whereas empty arrows indicate activation. The shadowedPs indicates control by

phosphorylation. Numbers indicate reactions catalyzed by: 1, ADPGlc pyrophosphorylase; 2, PFP; 3, cFru1,6bisPase; 4, SPS.

NST, neutral sugar transporter; TPT, triose-phosphate transporter; PPT, phosphoenolpyruvate transporter.



The predominant metabolic route for starch synthesis

from Glc1P in photosynthetic cells is the ADPGlc

pathway [1,3–5,7,8,13–15]. The biosynthetic metabol-

ism involves three enzymatic steps (Equations (28.3)–

(28.5)), respectively catalyzed by ADPGlc synthase or

ADPGlc PPase (EC 2.7.7.27), starch synthase (EC

2.4.1.21), and branching enzyme (EC 2.4.1.18).

Glc1PþATP , ADPGlcþ PPi (28:3)

ADPGIcþ (a-1,4-glucan)n )
ADPþ (a-1,4-glucan)nþ1

(28:4)

Linear a-1,4-glucanchain ) a-1,4-glucan chain

with a-1,6 linkage branch point

(28:5)

Since the first report on the occurrence of ADPGlc

PPase activity made by Espada in 1962 [16], numer-

ous experimental evidences have been accumulated

strongly supporting that the metabolic route for

starch buildup is confined to the chloroplast, and

that mainly (if not solely) occurs through the ADPGlc

pathway. The autonomy of the organelle to synthe-

size the polysaccharide was established after

evidences showing that isolated chloroplasts accumu-

late starch when incubated with CO2 in the light, with

no requirement of other subcellular components [17].

The kinetic, regulatory, and structural characteriza-

tion of the enzymes involved further sustain the

ADPGlc pathway as the predominant route for

starch synthesis in chloroplasts [8,14,15].

The key role of Fru6P as a branch point between

the Benson–Calvin cycle and transitory starch synthe-

sis has been demonstrated by analysis of antisense

RNA transformed potato plants that express reduced

levels of chloroplastic fructose-1,6-bisphosphate 1-

phosphatase (Fru1,6bisPase) [18]. The restriction to

produce Fru6P by these transgenic plants was correl-

ated with a reduction of starch accumulation in the

light and a consequent increase in carbohydrate parti-

tioning toward soluble sugars. In a similar way,

mutants with reduced activity of Glc6P isomerase and

P-glucomutase demonstrate the importance of these

enzymes in photosynthate partitioning as well as their

involvement in the route for starch synthesis [19,20].

In addition to this common core biochemical

pathway, other enzymes of malto-oligosaccharide me-

tabolism are required for normal starch metabolism.

As recently reviewed in great detail [21,22], the

functioning of these additional enzymes is particu-

larly important to understand how the semicrystalline

structure of the polysaccharide and the starch granule

are formed.

Conclusive experimental evidence also demon-

strated that ADPGlc PPase is a key regulatory en-

zyme [5,8,12–15,23]. As critically analyzed by Preiss

et al. (see Ref. [4,8] and references therein), genetic

data from different starch deficient mutants, molecu-

lar biology studies as well as analysis on flux control

and metabolism clearly establish that, in vivo, chlor-

oplastic starch is synthesized via ADPGlc PPase, with

this enzyme catalyzing the first committed step of the

metabolic pathway.

The ADPGlc PPases from different plant leaves,

green algae, and cyanobacteria have been character-

ized, and recent extensive reviews on the enzyme from

bacteria and plants are available [14,23]. ADPGlc

PPase catalyzes the synthesis of ADPGlc and PPi

from Glc1P and ATP (see Equation (3)), in the pres-

ence of a divalent metal ion (physiological Mg2þ).

Although in vitro the reaction is freely reversible, the

hydrolysis of PPi by a high activity of plastidic alka-

line pyrophosphatase certainly pulls the equilibrium

far toward synthesis of ADPGlc in vivo. An almost

irreversible operation of ADPGlc PPase under

physiological conditions agrees with the rationale of

it being the regulatory step of starch synthesis.

All ADPGlc PPases from photosynthetic tissues

of higher plants characterized so far are allosterically

regulated by 3-phosphoglycerate (3PGA) and inor-

ganic phosphate (Pi), as the more important activator

and inhibitor, respectively [2–4,8,12,14,15,23]. The

enzyme is also subject to transcriptional regulation

[24]. Studies on the structure–function relationships

show that the enzyme from higher plants is a hetero-

tetrameric protein of molecular mass around

210 kDa, composed of two subunits (a and b) that

give rise to an a2b2 quaternary structure [14,23]. Sub-

units a and b are different in size, immunogenicity,

and amino acid sequence [8,23,25]. Similar structural

properties have been found for the ADPGlc PPase

from the green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii [26].

The enzyme from cyanobacteria seems to be the only

ADPGlc PPase regulated by 3PGA and Pi that is a

homotetramer (as corresponds to the structure of

heterotrophic and anoxygenic photosynthetic bac-

teria) [14,15]. However, the cyanobacterial protein

is immunologically more related and shares higher

sequence homology with the plant than with the

enzyme from heterotrophic bacteria [27]. Independ-

ently of similitudes or differences, it is clear that

regulation by 3PGA and Pi is a characteristic of

ADPGlc PPase from cells performing oxygenic

photosynthesis.

Activation of plant ADPGlc PPase by 3-phospho-

glycerate (3PGA) not only increases Vmax and the

affinity of the enzyme by its substrates, ATP

and Glc1P, but also decreases sensitivity towards



inhibition by Pi [14]. For the enzyme from different

plants leaves, maximal activation by 3PGA varies

between 5- and 100-fold, depending on pH condi-

tions; whereas the concentration of 3PGA causing

half this stimulatory effect (A0.5) ranges from 0.01 to

0.5mM [8,14]. On the other hand, values of I0.5 (con-

centration required for 50% inhibition) between 0.02

and 0.2mM are reported for the inhibition of the

enzyme by Pi. These values are effectively increased

by the presence of 3PGA [2,3,8,12].

Recent studies have underscored the relevance of

the cross-talk between allosteric regulators of

ADPGlc PPase from photosynthetic cells in the fine

modulation of the enzyme activity [28–31]. Studies

performed with the ADPGlc PPase from the cyano-

bacterium Anabaena PCC 7120 have shown that Pi

and molecular crowding conditions (those resem-

bling high concentration of macromolecules, mainly

proteins, found in the chloroplast stroma) elicit an

ultrasensitive response of the enzyme toward the

activator 3PGA [29]. As defined by Koshland et al.

[32,33], ultrasensitivity is a type of amplification by

which a biological system exhibits a sharp response

(manifold increase in the signal) after a narrow vari-

ation range of the stimulus. Ultrasensitivity adds a

level of complexity in the interplay between allosteric

regulators of ADPGlc PPase, enhancing their re-

spective effects. Thus, activation of the cyanobacter-

ial enzyme by 3PGA exhibits a cooperative behavior

in the presence of Pi (and in molecularly crowded

media), as relatively small changes of the allosteric

activator produce manifold increases in the enzyme

activity [28]. The cooperativity in the saturation

curve for 3PGA increases as the concentration of Pi

and crowded conditions is increased. Exemplifying

this, for a ninefold (from 10% to 90% of Vmax)

activation of ADPGlc PPase, it is necessary to in-

crease 3PGA concentration by 200-fold in a medium

without Pi and molecular crowding; whereas in

crowded media containing 5mM Pi the same activa-

tion of the enzyme is exerted by only sevenfold in-

crease in the activator level [29,30]. More recently

[31], it has been shown that such an ultrasensitive

behavior of ADPGlc PPase is operative under intra-

cellular conditions occurring in cyanobacteria

and probably in plastids of higher plant cells. In

addition, a mathematical model was developed

and experimental data agree with the fact that the

whole process of starch synthesis occurs with ultra-

sensitivity.

A rational picture for the physiological regula-

tion of starch synthesis in leaves through modulation

of ADPGlc PPase activity by the 3PGA:Pi ratio can

be established [1–3,8,14,17,20]. Active photosynthesis

produces an increase of 3PGA, the primary CO2

fixation product, and a decrease in the Pi level be-

cause of photophosphorylation [1,17,20]. In this

scenario, the high 3PGA:Pi ratio in the chloroplast

activates ADPGlc PPase and, consequently, the in-

creased levels of sugar-P and ATP are channeled

towards synthesis of starch. Conversely, in the dark

Pi concentration increases, ATP decreases and the

Benson–Calvin cycle is inactive with the consequent

decrease in 3PGA levels. Under these dark condi-

tions, starch synthesis is effectively inhibited at the

level of ADPGlc PPase. The physiological signifi-

cance of this regulatory mechanism has been demon-

strated by different studies, including determination

of metabolite levels as well as analysis of mutants

from plant leaves and green algae with altered cap-

acity to accumulate starch [11,20,34–36]. The numer-

ous experimental data available clearly establish that

the 3PGA:Pi ratio within the chloroplast regulates

starch synthesis via modulation of ADPGlc PPase

activity. The latter regulation is thus critical for the

accurate partitioning of photosynthates in leaf cells

[8,11,35].

Studies performed with ADPGlc PPase from po-

tato tuber [37,38] have demonstrated that reduction

by dithiothreitol or thioredoxin of an intermolecular

disulfide bridge (linking the enzyme small subunits)

produces an activation (operating in addition to the

effect of 3PGA) of the enzyme (for more details see

Section IV.B.). Since the cysteine residues involved in

the disulfide bridge are conserved in leaf ADPGlc

PPases, it has been proposed that the same regulatory

mechanism could operate via the ferredoxin–

thioredoxin system in chloroplasts [14,38]. According

to this model, starch metabolism is regulated by co-

valent modification of the enzyme on the basis of a

light–dark cycle. Upon illumination, reduced thiore-

doxin modifies ADPGlc PPase to a more active state

thus stimulating starch synthesis; with the mechanism

being reversed during the dark period [14,38]. This

regulatory mechanism is complementary to that

involving ultrasensitive allosteric modulation of

ADPGlc PPase activity by the cross-talk between

3PGA and Pi, and it could ensure a more fine control

the synthesis of the polysaccharide.

Concerning starch breakdown, there are two pos-

sible routes of operation in leaves: the hydrolytic and

the phosphorolytic [3,4,7,8,39]. It is not completely

clear which of these pathways for starch degradation

is more important in vivo. It is thought that in leaves

starch is catabolized through the combination of both

the hydrolytic and the phosphorolytic route. The pre-

eminence of one or the other catabolism seems to be

dependent on the level of Pi in the chloroplast stroma

[2,3,8]. The products of starch phosphorolysis are

triose-P and 3PGA, which can be exported from the



chloroplast via the Pi-translocator system. The hydro-

lytic route renders Glc and maltose, which are re-

leased through the hexose transporter of the

chloroplast envelope [39,40].

Chloroplastic starch phosphorylase (EC 2.4.1.1)

phosphorolytically cleaves a-1,4-glucosyl bonds

from the nonreducing end of an a-glucan chain

according to Equation (28.6)

(a-1,4-glucan)n þ Pi ) (a-1,4-glucan)n�1

þGlc1P
(28:6)

Since the substrates for starch phosphorylase are a-

1,4-glucan larger than maltotetraose, complete phos-

phorolysis of amylose/amylopectine requires the add-

itional action of a glucosyltranferase (EC 2.4.1.2;

namely D-enzyme) and the debranching enzyme (EC

3.2.1.4). D-enzyme catalyzes condensation of donor

and acceptor a-1,4-glucan with the release of free Glc

(a-1,4-glucan)d ¼ (a-1,4-glucan)a )
(a-1,4-glucan)dþa�1 þGlc

(28:7)

whereas the debranching enzyme hydrolyzes a-1,6-

glucosyl bonds at the branch points of the amylopec-

tin molecule [2,3,7,8,22].

On the basis of their affinities for glucans, molecu-

lar mass, and subcellular localization, starch phos-

phorylases has been classified into two types [41].

One type localizes in plastids (chloroplast, amylo-

plast) and utilizes long linear a-glucan chains as the

preferred substrates. The second type comprises cyto-

solic phosphorylases exhibiting high affinity for

branched glucans. Four different forms of starch

phosphorylase, differing in optimal pH, primer de-

pendence, and developmental expression have been

found in maize. A plastidic starch phosphorylase,

constituting a major protein in the amyloplast stro-

mal fraction of maize has been identified [42,43]. The

enzyme was purified and characterized as a 112-kDa

protein, composed of two identical subunits, and

exhibiting an eightfold higher affinity toward amylo-

pectin than for glycogen. When malto-oligosacchar-

ides are used as substrates, the purified enzyme

catalyzes the phosphorolytic reaction with preference

over the starch synthesis reaction [43]. However, the

exclusive involvement of phosphorylase in starch deg-

radation has been challenged by studies showing that

expression of the plastidial enzyme correlates with

starch biosynthesis [44,45].

The hydrolytic pathway for starch breakdown in

chloroplasts mainly involves a-amylase (EC 3.2.1.1)

[2,3,8]. The enzyme possesses an endoamylolytic ac-

tivity hydrolyzing a-1,4-glucosyl bonds of starch and

rendering a mixture of linear and branched oligosac-

charides, branched dextrins, maltotriose, maltose,

and Glc [2,3]. Complete degradation of starch

through the hydrolytic route can be achieved with

the complementary action of debranching enzyme

and a-glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.20) [3]. The latter hydro-

lyzes a-1,4-glucan linkages of dextrins, maltose, and

short maltosaccharides, attacking from the nonredu-

cing end and liberating Glc [2,3]. Of the three types of

a-glucosidases classified, enzymes of type III mainly

hydrolyze maltose, isomaltose, and starch [46].

Starch can also be hydrolyzed by b-amylase (EC

3.2.1.2), an enzyme with exoamylolytic activity cleav-

ing maltosyl residues from amylose starting from the

nonreducing end [3,7,8]. Although b-amylase has

been reported to be present in leaves of different

plants [7], its involvement in starch metabolism is

unlikely after studies demonstrating the extrachloro-

plastic localization of the enzyme [2,7]. A different

class of starch/glycogen degrading enzyme, namely

a-1,4-glucan lyase, has been characterized in red

algae [47]. The enzyme catalyzes the degradation of

maltose, malto-oligosaccharides, starch, and glycogen

to produce 1,5-anhydrofructose. The importance of

this enzyme in red algae metabolism as well as its

occurrence in other organisms remains to be eluci-

dated. Although red algae are a very distinct group

of organisms and phylogenetically distant from green

plants, the absence or presence of a-1,4-glucan lyase

in higher plants needs to be determined to have a clear

picture of all the possible starch catabolic pathways.

Regulation of the routes for starch degradation in

the chloroplast is not as well understood as its syn-

thesis is. It is unlikely that the diurnal dynamic pro-

cess of starch buildup/breakdown is regulated only at

the synthetic level. Simultaneous operation of starch

synthesis and degradation would constitute a futile

cycle and thus both pathways must be finely and

coordinately regulated [3,7,8]. Moreover, the absence

of detectable starch turnover when leaves are exposed

to light indicates a direct regulation of starch break-

down operating in vivo [3]. The function of the phos-

phorolytic pathway may be restricted during the light

period due to the low Pi levels available as substrate

for the phosphorylase [1,3,8]. However, this control

point cannot by itself account for an adequate regu-

lation of starch catabolism [8].

A possible regulatory mechanism of starch deg-

radation could be associated with photosynthetically

driven pH change in the chloroplast stroma. Activity

of most a-glucosidases, a-amylases, glucosyltrans-

ferases, and debranching enzymes markedly decrease

at pH values higher than the optimum value, which is

at or below 6.0 [7,8]. Accordingly, hydrolytic starch

degradation would be significantly more active at the



stromal pH of 7 found in the dark than at pH 8

occurring in the light [2,3,8]. To a lesser extent, this

effect could also apply to starch phosphorylase, since

the pH–activity curve of the enzyme shows a sharp

optimum around pH 6.5 [7].

Recently [39], a protein that is bound to potato

starch granule, namely R1, has been characterized

and proposed to be involved in the metabolism of

the polysaccharide. R1 is a 120-kDa protein that

exhibits glucan water dikinase activity and thus was

identified as the starch phosphorylating enzyme.

Phosphorylation is the only covalent modification

found in natural starch. Depending on the botanical

origin, the polysaccharide (specifically the amylopec-

tin fraction) contains different quantities (from min-

ute amounts in cereals to 0.2% to 0.4% w/w in potato)

of phosphate groups monoesterifying C-6 and C-3

positions of the Glc units [39]. The phosphorylation

degree is determinant of the starch physical properties

and thus is a relevant issue for the industrial use of the

polymer. Characterization of the mechanism of starch

phosphorylation has opened up new avenues in plant

carbohydrate research [39]. A dependence of phos-

phorylation on the starch structure has been shown.

It is now considered that phosphorylation constitutes

an integral part of the biosynthesis of starch. Add-

itionally, and despite the apparent lack of amylolytic

activity of R1, it is thought that phosphorylation is

required for normal starch degradation [39]. This is

suggested by results obtained with potato antisense

R1 mutants that present excess levels of starch in

leaves. Thus, new insights are emerging that seems

to be relevant for the complete elucidation of the

reactions involved in normal biosynthesis, and

(mainly) temporary mobilization or degradation of

starch.

The possible occurrence of other molecular com-

ponents involved in starch metabolism and regulation

should not been ruled out. In this way, a recent report

pointed out the presence of regulatory 14-3-3 proteins

within starch granules of Arabidopsis chloroplasts

[48]. Consequently, the understanding of the mechan-

isms operating and regulating leaf starch metabolism

remains incomplete and somehow speculative, wait-

ing for further experimental work.

B. TRANSPORT OF METABOLITES ACROSS THE

CHLOROPLAST ENVELOPE

The occurrence of separate but coordinate carbon

metabolisms in the chloroplast and the cytosol

makes obvious the importance of metabolite trans-

port between both cellular compartments in a photo-

synthetic cell. Chloroplasts are enclosed by two

galactolipid-rich membranes, which are different in

terms of both their physical and functional properties

[49–53]. The outer membrane, believed to be derived

from the endoplasmic reticulum, has a low protein:li-

pid ratio [53]. Pore-forming proteins (porins) are re-

sponsible for the permeability of the envelope outer

membrane. Porins are similar to proteins found in

mitochondria and Gram-negative bacteria allowing

the free passage of molecules smaller than 10 kDa in

mass [52,53]. The former idea that porin-like proteins

of the outer envelope membrane are unspecific has

been reassessed [40,51,54]. After characterization of

outer envelope proteins it became clear that they

exhibit substrate specificity. In addition, the function-

ing of these membrane proteins seems to be under

regulation (probably including voltage-independent

gating control) [40,54]. The new picture proposes

that the chloroplast outer envelope is a molecular

sieve and, consequently, the interenvelope space is

not freely accessible [40,51,54]. In this way, the

chloroplast permeability is controlled by the outer

and inner envelope membranes [54].

The inner envelope membrane is strictly selective

with respect to metabolite flux because of the presence

of specific translocators [40,49–54]. The Pi-transloca-

tor is, quantitatively, the major protein of the chloro-

plast envelope inner membrane [49,52,53]. It amounts

for about 15% of the total envelope protein and con-

stitutes the main transport system between chloro-

plast and cytosol, playing a key role for the

functioning and regulation of carbon metabolism in

leaf cells of C3, C4, and CAM plants [49,50,52,55]

(Figure 28.1). Despite its relative abundance in the

inner chloroplast envelope, the Pi-translocator may

be kinetically limiting in vivo, at least under certain

circumstances [50,56]. Transformation of plants with

sense and antisense constructs of cDNA encoding for

the tobacco Pi-translocator underscored the import-

ance of the transport protein in photosynthate parti-

tioning. Studies with transgenic plants showed that

the higher the amount of functional translocator ex-

pressed, the lower the starch to soluble sugars ratio

found, and vice versa [56].

The Pi-translocator from spinach chloroplasts has

been characterized at the structural and functional

level [49,50,52,54]. The isolated protein reveals as a

single band in SDS-PAGE with an apparent molecu-

lar mass of 29 kDa. Hydrodynamic studies, carried

out with the purified protein reconstituted into lipo-

somes, demonstrated that the functional Pi-transloca-

tor is a homodimer possessing a prolate ellipsoidal

shape with semiaxes 6.6 and 1.6 nm length and pro-

truding from both sides of the membrane.

The Pi-translocator from C3 plants, also known as

triose-phosphate translocator or TPT, is highly spe-

cific for Pi or three-carbon chains possessing a P-ester



group at the end of the molecule; namelyPi, triose-P,

and 3PGA, the main metabolites serving as substrates

in vivo [49,50,52,54]. These compounds compete

with each other for the binding to the transport

protein. The Pi-translocator facilitates the passive

transport of its substrates by a mechanism implying

a strict and stoichiometric counterexchange, via a

ping-pong type of reaction mechanism. Thus, for

each molecule of Pi, triose-P, or 3PGA transported

inwards another one is transported outwards. The

translocator from C3 plants is also selective for the

transport of double-negatively charged anions, which

is of physiological relevance [50,52–54]. On the other

hand, electrophysiological studies have shown that

the Pi-translocator can also behave as a voltage-

dependent ion channel, with preference to permeate

anions [50,54].

The chloroplast envelope of mesophyll cells

from C4 and CAM plants contains a different form

of the Pi-translocator, the PPT, which displays a

high affinity towards phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP)

[52,55]. Effective export of PEP from mesophyll C4

chloroplasts, occurring in the light period, indicates

that the PPT possesses different specificity, counter-

exchanging a three-carbon molecule with a P-group

attached at position 2, that at the pH of the stroma

of illuminated chloroplasts is an anion with three

negative charges [55]. In 1997, the PPT was also

found to be operative in the chloroplast envelope of

C3 plants [57]. This translocator mainly interchanges

PEP and Pi, exhibiting a poor efficiency for the trans-

port of triose-P and 3PGA. The PPT was found in

different subtype of plastids, including those from

nonphotosynthetic plant cells. The functioning of

this transport system fulfills carbon demands of dif-

ferent metabolisms, as fatty acids synthesis and the

shikimate pathway, conducting to the production of

aromatic amino acids and secondary metabolites

[50,54,57].

Isolation and sequencing of cDNA clones coding

for the Pi-translocator from different plant tissues

gave further information on the structure, synthesis,

and assembly of this ubiquitous protein [50,58,59].

The translocator protein is coded for by the nuclear

DNA. The functional, mature protein is derived after

synthesis of a higher molecular mass precursor on

soluble cytosolic ribosomes followed by posttransla-

tional import into chloroplast and cleavage of the

transit peptide by a specific protease [50,58,59]. The

N-terminal extension of Pi-translocator precursors

from spinach and pea involving 80 and 72 amino

acid residues, respectively, contain a positively

charged amphiphilic a-helix, which directs the

polypeptides to the envelope inner membrane [50].

There is a high sequence similarity between TPT

transporters in different plants or tissues, but

not with the PPT or hexose-Pi translocator or GPT

(see Section IV.B), with homologies not higher

than 35% and restricted to a few regions of the

protein [50].

The molecular mass of the mature protein,

obtained from amino acid sequence, is around

36 kDa, a value higher than that calculated from

SDS-PAGE [58,59]. Differences probably reflect an

enhanced capacity of the protein to bind detergent

due to the high number of nonpolar amino acid res-

idues it contains. Hydrophobicity distribution analy-

sis showed that the mature Pi-translocator contains at

least seven membrane-spanning segments anchoring

the protein to the membrane [49,50.54]. These seg-

ments form a-helical structures and the amphiphilic

character found in some of them would form a hydro-

philic channel functional for the translocation

process.

Specific translocators of the inner membrane me-

diate the transport through the chloroplast envelope

of other compounds involved in different metabolic

pathways. Transfer of neutral sugars, mono and

dicarboxylates and adenylates is thus catalyzed by

the following transport systems:

1. A selective carrier (neutral sugar transporter

or NST) can transfer several neutral sugars

such as hexoses and pentoses (D-Glc, D-Fru,

D-Rib, D-Xyl, D-Man) as well as maltose. The

NST seems to be important for the export

of Glc from the chloroplast in the dark

[52,53]. Nuclear magnetic resonance studies of

intracellular carbon distribution performed

in deuterium-labeled water have demonstrated

physiologic export of Glc, maltose, and higher

maltodextrin from chloroplasts at night [60].

2. Transport of dicarboxylates and amino acids

(L-malate, 2-oxoglutarate, L-aspartate, L-glu-

tamate, and L-glutamine) occurs by a counter-

exchange mechanism catalyzed by two different

translocators, one transporting preferentially

glutamine while the other is specific for dicar-

boxylates [50,52–54]. These translocators are

mainly related to nitrogen assimilation and

photorespiration metabolisms [54].

3. Oxaloacetate transport is mediated by a highly

specific translocator, which plays an important

role in C4 plants, by importing the ketoacid

into the chloroplast of mesophyll cells [52].

4. The pyruvate translocator found in bundle-

sheath and mesophyll chloroplasts of C4 plants

also plays a key role for the functioning of

carbon metabolism. Pyruvate transport is

uncoupler-sensitive, since it is an active process



driven by a light-dependent cation gradient

across the envelope [52,53].

5. The glycolate–glycerate translocator operates

through a proton symport or hydroxyl antiport

mechanism. This system is important for the

photorespiratory metabolism where two glyco-

late molecules are exported from chloroplast in

exchange for one D-glycerate molecule. The

translocator also binds glyoxylate and D-lactate

[52].

6. An ATP/ADP translocator of the chloroplast

envelope, different from the mitochondrial car-

rier, has been characterized. The role of this

transporter in protein translocation into

chloroplasts has been demonstrated; whereas

its involvement in the energy import into the

organelle in the dark was proposed from the

preference to catalyze uptake of ATP instead of

ADP as well as the high transport activity

found in young immature leaves [52,53].

C. SUCROSE SYNTHESIS AND BREAKDOWN

Sucrose (Suc) is one of the main end-products of

photosynthesis and the prevalent sugar mobilized in

plants, by which carbohydrate is distributed from

source to sink tissues [1]. Exceptionally, Suc can also

be used as long-term carbohydrate reserve by some

plants (i.e. sugarcane). Suc synthesis is a cytosolic pro-

cess [1] that must be maintained at levels that ensure a

ready carbon source for export throughout the day.

In photosynthetic tissue, Suc is derived mainly

from the triose-P (DHAP) synthesized in the chloro-

plast by the Benson–Calvin cycle turnover and

exported to the cytosol through the Pi translocator

(Figure 28.1). After isomerization of DHAP to Ga3P,

mediated by the triose-P isomerase (EC 5.3.1.1) (Equa-

tion (28.8)), these compounds are converted to

Fru1,6P2 by Fru1,6P2 aldolase (EC 4.1.2.13) (Equa-

tion (28.9)), followed by hydrolysis mediated by the

cytosolic Fru1,6bisPase (cFru16bisPase, EC 3.1.3.11)

(Equation (28.10)) or by the reversible conversion

catalyzed by PFP (EC 2.7.1.90, pyrophosphate:fruc-

tose-6-phosphate 1-phosphotransferase) (Equation

(28.11)). The Fru6P thus produced is converted to

Glc6P and Glc1P by the sequential action of hexose

phosphate isomerase and phosphoglucomutase

(Equations (28.1) and (28.2), respectively). Glc1P is

uridylated in a reaction catalyzed by UDP-glucose

pyrophosphorylase (EC 2.7.7.9) (Equation (28.12)).

Suc-P synthesis proceeds then via sucrose phosphate

synthase (SPS; EC 2.4.1.14) (Equation (28.13)) and

Suc is finally formed by hydrolytic cleavage of Suc-P

by Suc-P phosphatase (EC 3.1.3.24) (Equation

(28.14)).

DHAP ) Ga3P (28:8)

DHAP þGa3P ) Fru1,6P2 (28:9)

Fru1,6P2 ) Fru6P (28:10)

Fru1,6P2 þ Pi , Fru6Pþ PPi (28:11)

Fru6P ) Glc6P (28:1)

Glc6P ) Glc1P (28:2)

Glc1PþUTP ) UDPGlcþ PPi (28:12)

UDPGlcþ Fru6P ) Suc-P þUTP (28:13)

Suc-PþH2O ) Sucþ Pi (28:14)

Several regulatory mechanisms are responsible for

sustaining cytoplasmic Suc in photosynthetic tissues

at levels allowing an uninterrupted flow of carbon to

sink tissues, and these act mainly upon cFru1,6bis-

Pase and SPS [61,62].

A metabolite-based type of fine control is respon-

sible for the regulation of both the cFru1,6bisPase (by

the Fru2,6P2 system, AMP, and Pi) [63] and SPS (by

Pi and Glc6P) [64]. Additionally, cFru1,6bisPase [65],

and SPS [66] protein levels are developmentally regu-

lated and, most notably, the latter protein is subject to

reversible phosphorylation, which accounts for its

coarse regulation, depending on factors such as illu-

mination, nitrogen metabolism, and carbohydrate ac-

cumulation [67]. The participation of PFP in this

metabolism is dubious [68,69], since severe reduction

of PFP levels in tobacco photosynthetic tissue did not

alter the rate of sucrose synthesis. Rather than an

alternative to FBPase, PFP seems to act in the glyco-

lytic direction in this tissue [69].

The signal metabolite Fru2,6P2 strongly inhibits

cFru1,6bisPase [70], which catalyzes the first nonre-

versible reaction of the Suc formation pathway. How-

ever, it does not affect the activity of cytosolic PFK.

The effect of Fru2,6P2 on cFru1,6bisPase is to induce

sigmoidal kinetics for Fru1,6P2, increasing the S0.5 for

this substrate and the sensitivity of the enzyme to-

wards the inhibitors Pi and AMP [71,72]. The pres-

ence of a high level of Fru2,6P2 would thus prevent

Suc formation. In turn, levels of Fru2,6P2 are dictated

by the relative activities of the Fru6P 2-kinase and

Fru2,6P2 bisphosphatase, located in a bifunctional

single polypeptide [73]. The kinase activity is inhibited

by three-carbon phosphorylated metabolites and PPi

and activated by Pi [73]. The Fru2,6P2 bisphosphatase

is subject to product inhibition by both Pi and Fru6P

[73]. A high cytosolic concentration of DHAP (as



expected to emerge from a ‘‘surplus’’ in carbon fix-

ation by the Benson–Calvin cycle, which would con-

comitantly raise the 3PGA concentration), would

have a dual effect in promoting its own use: first,

through the release of Fru2,6P2 inhibition of cFru1,

6bisPase, since at high DHAP (and mainly 3PGA) the

Fru6P 2-kinase would be inhibited; and second, ob-

viously, due to an increase of the substrate for

cFru1,6bisPase, since cytosolic conversion of triose-

P to Fru1,6P2 is a near-equilibrium reaction in vivo. A

rise in Suc synthesis would also liberate Pi, shifting

the Fru2,6P2 metabolism towards degradation. Con-

versely, accumulation of hexose phosphates in the

cytosol would lower the rate of Fru1,6P2 utilization,

since Fru6P activates Fru6P 2-kinase [73], restricting

the metabolic flow in the direction of Suc formation.

This balancing mechanism is thought to be respon-

sible for the shift observed in metabolism to net starch

accumulation during the photoperiod [74]. Work on

plant mutants with altered contents of phosphoglu-

coisomerase show that increased levels of Fru6P are

in correspondence with a higher Fru2,6P2 content

and a change in partitioning in favor of starch [75].

This correlative evidence of Fru2,6P2 regulating

carbon partitioning has been confirmed by experi-

ments showing that direct manipulation of Fru2,6P2

levels in tobacco [76] or Arabidopsis [77] leaves affects

carbon partitioning. Transgenic tobacco plants regen-

erated from leaf disks that had been transformed with

heterologous Fru6P 2-kinase/Fru2,6P2 phosphatase

constructs showing only one of the two activities

showed that increased Fru2,6P2 content shifts the

balance of photosynthetically assimilated carbon al-

location toward starch, with a concomitant decrease

in Suc accumulation. The high Fru2,6P2 transgenic

lines also show a gradual accumulation of starch

during growth, which has been attributed to a de-

creased capacity for starch breakdown [76]. More

recently, it has been shown that in plants with reduced

content of Fru2,6P2 the production of Suc, Glc, or

Fru is clearly favored with respect to starch, albeit

with a concomitant reduction in CO2 assimilation

[77,78]. Changes effected by Fru2,6P2 levels are

thought to be produced by activation of PFP

[79].These results also show that Fru2,6P2 definitely

affects the coordination of cytosolic and plastid

carbon metabolisms.

Evidence exists that cFru1,6bisPase from sugar

beet leaves is subject to indirect light regulation. Dur-

ing a diurnal cycle, cFru1,6bisPase activity and tran-

scripts were higher at the end of light and lower at the

end of the dark period. No corresponding changes

were observed in cFru1,6bisPase protein levels [65].

Etiolated leaves showed little or no cFru1,6bisPase

protein and transcript levels, but both increased

within 24 h of exposure to light [65]. Current thinking

on the regulation of the enzyme strongly acknow-

ledges the possibility of postranslational modification

of cFru1,6bisPase as a regulatory mechanism [65,80].

Interspecies variations in the properties of the

cFru1,6bisPase allow the regulation of the pathway

for Suc synthesis to operate in systems in which con-

centration of metabolites assume extreme values. This

is the case in maize leaves, for instance. In the meso-

phyll cells, where Suc synthesis takes place, DHAP

levels are very high compared to C3 plants [81] due to

the existence of a DHAP/3PGA shuttle that reduces

3PGA in the mesophyll and sends the DHAP back to

the photosystem II-deficient bundle sheath cells [1],

where definitive carbon fixation by the Benson–

Calvin cycle takes place. The shuttle is driven by

metabolite concentration gradients [81,82], and

hence the elevated levels of DHAP in the mesophyll.

However, as noted above, a high DHAP level would

trigger a response of low Fru2,6P2/increased cFru1,6-

bisPase activity/high Suc formation rate. This situ-

ation could enable enough DHAP to be removed

from the shuttle as to thwart the C4 cycle operation.

However, maize cFru1,6bisPase has a higher thresh-

old for Fru1,6P2 utilization compared to its C3 coun-

terparts (i.e., S0.5 7- to 15-fold higher), and therefore

Suc synthesis proceeds only when DHAP levels are

correspondingly in excess [82].

Suc-P synthesis in leaves is catalyzed by SPS, an

allosteric, rate limiting enzyme that shares the control

of Suc formation with cFru1,6bisPase. SPS is thought

to be a determinant factor in controlling the parti-

tioning of carbon in the leaf and the whole plant [83–

85]. Work with tomato plants expressing the maize

SPS show that high SPS activities are not necessarily

accompanied by a parallel compensating restriction in

cFru1,6bisPase activity, which would imply that regu-

lation of SPS is more important than that of cFru1,

6bisPase in determining the rate of Suc synthesis [85].

Recent research in transgenic tobacco overexpressing

maize SPS demonstrated that a higher sucrose syn-

thesis capacity accelerates plant development without

altering total biomass production, accelerates photo-

synthesis, and increases the sucrose:starch ratio, sug-

gesting a major shift in carbohydrate metabolism [83].

As mentioned before, SPS is subject to fine and coarse

types of regulation, afforded respectively by allosteric

control by Glc6P (activator) and Pi (inhibitor) and by

reversible protein phosphorylation (which deactivates

SPS). Work by Neuhaus et al. [86] on the rate of

carbon flux in spinach leaves has shed light on the

interaction between the feedforward (i.e., control of

photosynthetic rate through irradiance) and feedback

(i.e., dependent on Suc content of the leaf) regulation

of photosynthesis. The authors found that absolute



rates of Suc formation were always lower in leaves

with higher Suc content. Differences in rates were

correlated with large changes in Fru2,6P2 concentra-

tion and the activation state of SPS and smaller

changes in metabolites concentrations. Forcing high

photosynthetic rates provoked stimulated responses

of Suc synthesis to changing metabolites concentra-

tions (i.e. rising Glc6P and decreasing Pi) [86]. This

effect could arise as a consequence of the dual effect

of the SPS allosteric effectors, which also act in the

regulation of the enzymes that regulate the SPS acti-

vation state, as described below.

These enzymes are a light-inducible, okadaic acid-

sensitive type 2A protein phosphatase and SNF1-

related protein kinases that copurifies with SPS and

phosphorylates it in Ser residues [64,87]. Phosphoryl-

ation in two sites (Ser-424 and Ser-158 in spinach) is

responsible for the light/dark modulation and os-

motic stress activation [88,89]. A third site promotes

inhibitory interaction with 14-3-3 proteins [90,91].

Changes in activity are evident at suboptimal sub-

strate levels in the spinach SPS, and consist of an

increase in the affinities for the substrates (about

twofold) and effectors (fourfold) [92]. Maize SPS is

regulated in a manner analogous to that of the spin-

ach enzyme, but dephosphorylation also has an effect

on Vmax (two- to threefold increase) [93]. Phosphor-

ylation of the enzyme occurs at multiple sites, but

only some of these sites are involved in SPS regula-

tion, while the others appear to be constitutively

phosphorylated [87]. The soybean SPS, instead, does

not appear to be regulated by phosphorylation and is

only weakly affected by metabolites [87]. Glc6P in-

hibits the SPS kinase, while Pi has an opposite effect

by decreasing the rate of dephosphorylation [87], so

that the allosteric effectors that affect directly SPS

activity also act upon the processes regulating its

activation state with the same overall effect.

In addition to its pivotal role in regulating carbon

partitioning, SPS may be involved in the cross-talk

between C and N metabolism, as suggested by the

apparent coordinate operation of Suc biosynthesis,

the reduction of nitrate and the rate of photosynthesis

[94], processes that are driven or stimulated by light.

The link between these related processes could be a

common regulation of the reversible phosphorylation

processes affecting each particular metabolic route

(both proteins are probably dephosphorylated by

the same enzyme [87]). Van Quy and Champigny

[95] have suggested that NO3
�, or a product of its

metabolism, favors the deactivation of SPS by pro-

moting the light activation of the SPS protein kinase

without affecting the phosphatase activity.

Early reports on the presence of Suc in chloro-

plasts have been reinforced by introducing enzymes

that metabolize the disaccharide in plastids [96]. The

latter studies do not provide any clues as to the meta-

bolic function of Suc within these organelles.

D. BALANCE OF CARBON DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN

SUCROSE, STARCH, AND RESPIRATORY METABOLISM

So far, the central metabolic pathways in leaves, lead-

ing to carbohydrates formation and their biochemical

regulation, have been examined. The quantitative al-

location of assimilated carbon is an interactive pro-

cess determined by the coordinated function of the

above regulatory mechanisms. Factors influencing

carbon partitioning in the leaf cell include:

1. Rates of transport to sink tissues

2. Variable energetic needs during the day cycle

(respiratory metabolism)

3. Drainage of carbon for intermediate metabol-

isms and other biosynthetic pathways

4. Variations in photosynthetic rates

5. Availability of nutrients by the plant.

In general, regulation of carbon partitioning in

source tissues must accommodate to sustain a per-

manent (although variable) translocation of assimi-

lates [97,98]. Several examples illustrate the relevance

of a sustained export rate. For instance, actively

growing parts of the plant show different diurnal

growth rates and thus impose fluctuating demands

of carbon and energy [97]. The developmental state

of a plant also affects the timing and supply of as-

similates from leaves [70,98]. As reported by Huber

et al. [97], the rate of assimilate export from leaves of

vegetative soybean leaves tends to decrease during the

day but, contrarily, it increases in leaves of reproduct-

ive plants.

Starch metabolism is governed primarily by the

concentrations of chloroplastic metabolites (levels of

substrates, 3PGA and Pi) and is then highly depen-

dent on the photosynthetic rate. During the light

period, starch is actively synthesized due to the high

levels of assimilated carbon and energy as well as the

high 3PGA:Pi ratio within the chloroplast; while it is

degraded in the dark. Conversely, Suc synthesis is

controlled somewhat independently of photosynthetic

rates. Different studies show that starch synthesis can

be affected by alterations in Suc formation, whereas

the reverse is not necessarily true [74].

Starch and Suc synthesis are also subject to en-

dogenous rhythms as revealed by studies on plants

maintained under a continuous light regime showing:

1. Starch accumulation slowed down at a time

near the usual day’s end and ceased within 4 h



2. A parallel increase in Suc formation and export

rate;

3. A constant photosynthetic activity during the

usual light period, which decreased gradually at

the beginning of the extended illumination

[98,99].

During the course of a normal day period, starch

levels show sinusoidal variation, although the general

trend is a net accumulation in the light and degrad-

ation in the night [98]. With regards to Suc, as previ-

ously mentioned, production levels are maintained

fairly constant throughout the diurnal cycle. How-

ever, the carbon source for Suc synthesis switches

from newly fixed carbon in the light to carbon derived

from starch during the night.

Part of the photoassimilated carbon remains in

the photosynthetic tissue and is utilized to satisfy the

many biosynthetic reactions occurring within the leaf

cell. In particular, much of the carbon flows into the

respiratory metabolism [100]. Respiration plays an

important function in green cells, even under light

conditions. For instance, routing carbon to the tricar-

boxylic acid cycle provides carbon skeletons for

amino acid biosynthesis. The relevance of this metab-

olism is such that the rate of Suc synthesis may be

sharply affected by nitrate availability [94]. The diver-

sion of photosynthetic carbon from carbohydrate to-

ward amino acid synthesis results after N-signaled

phosphorylation of SPS and PEP carboxylase [95].

As a consequence, SPS activity is impaired and PEP

carboxylase is activated. In addition to its anapleuro-

tic role, respiration can also furnish ATP for biosyn-

thetic reactions taking place outside the chloroplast

through the mitochondrial electron transport [101].

Actually, mitochondrial activity may be necessary to

sustain the photosynthetic rate [101].

In synthesis, carbon assimilation and partitioning

is regulated by multiple factors arising from the inter-

action of all metabolic pathways occurring inside the

leaf cell.

III. TRANSPORT OF CARBON FROM
SOURCES TO SINKS

The yield of crop plants has a direct correspondence

with the ability of the plant to allocate carbon from

source leaves to the economically important sink tis-

sue. In addition, growth and energy needs from other

sink tissues must also be conveniently satisfied by the

plant. The most widely accepted form of movement of

photoassimilated carbon (of which Suc is frequently

the major component) from sources to sinks is the

pressure flow mechanism through the phloem [102].

According to this mechanism, active loading of Suc

into the phloem at the source site increases the hydro-

static pressure and drives the subsequent flow [102]. A

turgor-dependent Suc movement has been shown in

developing bean seeds [103].

While this model is widely recognized, the pathway

through which Suc is finally loaded in the phloem has

been subject to some controversy. Suc is thought to

move symplastically from one mesophyll cell to the

next until it reaches the sieve tubes. Two modes of

loading of the phloem are possible at this point. The

entirely symplastic model calls for symplastic (through

plasmodesmata) connections between the mesophyll

cells and the phloem cells. These plasmodesmatal con-

nections have been observed in adult leaves [104], but

there is not certainty as to whether they are actually

functional or not [104,105]. The alternative model of

phloem loading proposes an apoplastic transport step

prior to entry of Suc into the minor veins [104], and

requires a carrier-mediated, active transport of this

metabolite [104]. Both mechanisms have their advo-

cates, and yet other researchers think of the problem as

being species-dependent and proposing that both ways

could be operative [106,107].

Those who argue in favor of an apoplastic step

being involved in phloem loading cite a low symplas-

tic connectivity and the inherent difficulty of moving

Suc from the relatively dilute mesophyll cytosol (1 to

20mM) to the highly concentrated phloem sap (500

to 1000mM) as arguments against a totally symplas-

tic phloem-loading model [104,108].

In recent years, work with transgenic plants has

yielded compelling evidence favoring the apoplastic

loading hypothesis. For instance, expression of yeast

invertase in tobacco [109,110], tomato [105], and po-

tato [111] results in an increased carbohydrate con-

tents in leaves and remarkable variations in the

plant’s phenotype. Expression of apoplastic invertase

in tomato plants reduces growth in a fashion which is

correlated with the level of invertase activity [105].

Tobacco plants also show reduced growth and

bleached leaf areas in which a high accumulation of

Glc, Fru, Suc, and starch can be detected [109]. Green

areas do not degrade starch at night. Accumulation of

proline suggest that transformed plants are subject to

water stress, as expected from the higher concentra-

tion of soluble carbohydrates [111]. From the above

described results it follows that Suc transport prob-

ably needs from an apoplastic step [105,109] in which

a transporter, specific for this metabolite, plays a

pivotal role [112]. This translocator shows a high

specificity for Suc and has been described as a Suc-

Hþ cotransporter with a 1:1 stoichiometry [113]. The

Hþ gradient is linked to a plasmalemma-bound Hþ-

ATPase extruding protons into the apoplast [104].



Suc transporter-like proteins are under hormonal

control and Suc itself can act as a hormone-like signal

[114]. Transporter levels are enhanced by auxin-type

hormones and light [114]. Roblin et al. [115] have

shown that phosphorylation inhibits sucrose trans-

port, adding a further level to the complex Suc move-

ment regulation.

Suc unloading in sink cells is also apoplastic in

some tissues like the developing embryo or the endo-

sperm, which lack of symplastic continuity with the

parent plant [107]. However, in roots and expanding

leaves this process may be completely symplastic

[107]. The unloading of Suc at the sink and its subse-

quent transformation or storage in the vacuole pro-

vides the means of maintaining the steep

concentration gradient needed to support the carbon

flow. Vacuolar Suc transport is a well studied, pH-

dependent process, which, unlike the plasma mem-

brane transport, responds to a proton antiport mech-

anism [114]. More recent results indicate a facilitated

diffusion mechanism in some species [116].

Clearly the transport processes occurring at the

whole-plant level need further work before they are

thoroughly understood. These unsolved aspects of

plant physiology could hold important clues for the

enhancement of plant breeding.

IV. CARBON PARTITIONING IN SINK
TISSUES

A. CARBON METABOLISM IN THE CYTOSOL

As discussed in the preceding section, photoassimi-

lated carbon, mainly in the form of Suc, is distributed

through the veinal network to sink tissues, i.e., devel-

oping leaves, the apex, shoots, fruits, etc. Upon up-

take of the mobilized Suc, it undergoes different

changes: conversion to storage forms, like starch,

fructans or stored as such in the vacuole, or it may

be degraded to provide energy through respiration or

to supply carbon skeletons for different biosynthetic

reactions. The degree of participation of each route of

Suc utilization depends on the tissue involved; in

some tissues most of the carbohydrate will be dedi-

cated to support growth or elongation, while in

others, such as in tubers, both growth and starch

synthesis will occur simultaneously [117]. In any

case, sink tissues are heterotrophic, and cytosolic

carbohydrate metabolism proceeds mainly in the dir-

ection of Suc breakdown, or storage, as opposed to

Suc formation.

In this section, the two main metabolic routes of

Suc utilization in the cytosol of sink cells will be

considered, namely its conversion to starch pre-

cursors and its use as a glycolytic start-point. It

should be borne in mind that these two processes

may take place simultaneously and that the separ-

ation is solely for the purpose of a better understand-

ing of the issue, and does not necessarily reflect a real

separation in a sink cell. The glycolytic route has been

previously reviewed [118] and will not be considered

in detail here, except for those features relevant to the

control of carbon partitioning.

The study of animal glycolysis has always consid-

ered Glc as a starting point of the metabolic pathway

ending in pyruvate. The carbon currency in plants,

instead, is not Glc but Suc or one of its derivatives

[70], and then plant glycolysis should therefore begin

with this metabolite. The ending point of glycolysis

may also differ in plant when compared to animals,

since, in addition to pyruvate kinase, another cytoso-

lic enzyme, namely PEP carboxylase, may use PEP

and transfer the product of its transformation (oxa-

loacetate in this case) to the Krebs cycle, behaving as

an anapleurotic enzyme.

The first step in Suc utilization in the cell is its

cleavage in its monosaccharide components (or its

derivatives). This is accomplished by two different

enzymes activities, invertases (b-D-fructofuranosi-

dases, EC 3.2.1.26 [Equation (28.15)] or Suc synthase

[SuSy, EC 2.4.1.13] [Equation (28.16)]:

SucþH2O ) Glcþ Fru (28:15)

SucþUDP ) UDP-Glcþ Fru (28:16)

Invertases cleave Suc into Glc and Fru and the energy

of the glycosydic bond is lost. Invertases can be clas-

sified into several groups [119]. First, a distinction can

be made according to the pH optimum, and so acid

(pH 4.5 to 5.0) and alkaline or neutral (pH 7.0 to 7.8)

forms are found. Second, these enzymes may be

found in the intra- or extracellular milieu. Finally,

invertases may be soluble or be bound to the cell

wall. Neutral invertases are mainly cytosolic. Their

acid counterparts share similar kinetic properties (low

Km values, product inhibition) and may be found in

the vacuole or in the extracellular space [119]. The

precise role of invertases in Suc breakdown is still a

matter of debate [106,119,120], partly due to insuffi-

cient characterization of the properties of these en-

zymes and the metabolic implications of the widely

varying proportions of acid or neutral invertases in

different tissues [119,121–123]. There are a few studies

that indicate that neutral invertases are associated

with mature tissues in which Suc is being actively

stored [122,124], while others have inversely correl-

ated acid invertase activity with Suc contents in fruits

[123,125,126]. Reduction of invertase activity by gen-



etic manipulation results in the conversion of the fruit

from sugar-storing to Suc-storing [119].

The other way of Suc degradation is through

SuSy. This enzyme catalyzes a reversible reaction,

but is generally thought to be involved in Suc break-

down [127,128], in part because it is predominantly

present in tissues in which Suc breakdown occurs and

that its activity is higher than that of the invertases in

certain tissues also concerned with Suc utilization

[119,120]. While the products of the invertases may

be converted to Fru1,6P2 by the classical glycolytic

pathway, that is, through hexokinase or fructokinase,

sucrolysis by SuSy, instead, follows a pathway based

on uridine-diphosphate and inorganic PPi [128]. The

pathway’s main characteristics are the preferential use

of uridylates over adenylates, and the cycling of

Fru6P and Fru1,6P2 by the ATP-dependent PFK

and PFP to provide PPi. As sketched in Figure 28.2,

the pathway calls for a leading role of UDPGlc pyr-

ophosphorylase, which utilizes PPi to generate UTP

and Glc1P; and PFP, which regenerates the PPi util-

ized in the former reaction. Alternatively, uridylates

may cycle via fructokinase using UTP (Figure 28.2).

Recent reports indicate that indeed uridine nucleot-

ides play an important role in controlling sucrose

degradation and starch synthesis in sliced potato

tubers [129]. Uridilates may be a limiting factor of

this process since the Km for UDP of SuSy (100 to

700mM) and reported levels for this metabolite do

not exceed 60mM. Adenilate levels are more import-

ant in the control of respiration and ADPGlc PPase

activity [129,130].

The hypothesis of a SuSy-linked degradation of

Suc is backed by the presence of appreciable amounts

of PPi in the cytosol [68,104,105], by the fact that

PFK may use UTP instead of ATP and finally be-

cause transgenic potato lines with low SuSy levels are

characterized by decreased starch and tuber yield [68].

Since PFP seems to play a central role in this route,

the system would be expected to be subject to control

by Fru2,6P2. Recent work has provided some evi-

dence on this. First, transgenic potato tubers contain-

ing decreased PFP activity, obtained by antisense

inhibition of the enzyme, show an increased level of

hexose-P and decreased level of triose-P but no modi-

fication of the flux of glycolysis [131]. Less starch was

synthesized only when PFP was extremely reduced,

probably as a result of a decrease of 3-PGA, which

acts as an activator of ADPGlc PPase [68]. Notably,

these plants also show an increased content of

Fru2,6P2, suggesting that the plant’s response is to

activate the remaining PFP. This constitutes a further

proof of the flexibility of plant metabolism, in the

sense that plants possess many alternatives to circum-

vent steps otherwise considered as essential.

Concurrently, another study using transgenic po-

tato plants, in which high levels of Fru2,6P2 were

induced in the cytosol, demonstrate the opposite ef-

fect, that is decreased hexose-P and increased triose-P

pools [76], suggesting an increment in glycolytic flux

brought about by Fru2,6P2.

Depending on the tissue, carbon from degraded

Suc may be used for starch synthesis or continue

the glycolytic pathway. Plastid starch synthesis is
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supported by import of hexose-P, as will be dealt with

in the next section. The same hexose-P pool constitutes

the major source of cytosolic glycolysis in plants.

The first regulatory step in plant glycolysis is, as in

animals, the conversion of Fru6P to Fru1,6P2. How-

ever, it cannot be said to be the committed step, since

this reaction can be catalyzed by either PFK (EC

2.7.1.11) (Equation (28.17)), which makes it irrevers-

ible, or by PFP, which catalyzes a reaction that is

close to equilibrium in vivo (Equation (28.11)) [118].

Fru6PþATP ) Fru1,6P2 þADP (28:17)

The fact is that in many tissues PFK and PFP coexist

at comparable activity levels. As discussed by Kruger

[132] , based on the known properties of PFK and the

correlation between glycolytic flux and PFK activity

in several plants, there is little doubt that PFK con-

tributes to the entry of hexose-P to glycolysis. Al-

though there are many reasons to assume that PFP

plays an important role in plant metabolism, such as a

the strong activation by nanomolar amounts of

Fru2,6P2 [70,133], an activity often equal or exceeding

that of PFK [134,135] and levels that depend on the

developmental stage or nutrition status [134,136], the

role of this enzyme has been debated for some time.

The main reason is the fact that physiological con-

centrations of Fru2,6P2 are on average 2000-fold

greater than its Ka to activate PFP. Therefore, PFP

would seem as a permanently activated (and thus

nonregulated) enzyme. However, new evidence sug-

gests that in vivo concentration of substrates, espe-

cially Pi, and phosphorylated intermediates raise the

Ka to values that allow variations in Fru2,6P2 con-

centration to effectively regulate PFP [137]. A good

example of a definite function for this enzyme in plant

metabolism is that of pineapple leaf PFP. Pineapple, a

crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM) plant, degrades

mainly soluble sugars at night to provide the carbon

skeletons necessary for CO2 fixation by PEP carbox-

ylase [138]. PFP activity in this tissue is about 50- to

70-fold higher than PFK [135] and, according to the

known properties of PFP and PFK and the environ-

mental situation favoring CAM in pineapple, only

PFP is expected to contribute to the glycolytic flux

[135]. However, as noted by Hajirezai et al. [131],

these ‘‘correlative’’ approaches to the study of plant

metabolism may often lead to unclear and contradict-

ory results. Therefore, clarification of these unsolved

aspects must wait for studies combining molecular

genetics and biochemistry.

With respect to the factors governing the amount

of carbon dedicated to respiration or starch synthesis,

a major factor to be taken into account is the avail-

ability of N. Increased N supply has been reported to

accelerate the respiratory rate in a number of plants,

cell suspension cultures, and green algae

[131,139,140]. This response has been linked to an

increased demand for carbon skeletons for amino

acid synthesis and the associated higher ATP demand

[134,139]. Both terminal enzymes of glycolysis in

plants, namely PEP carboxylase (EC 4.1.1.31)

(Equation (28.18)) and pyruvate kinase (EC

2.7.1.40) (Equation (28.19)) show regulatory proper-

ties, which makes them well suited to their apparent

major role in controlling glycolytic flux in response to

varying N assimilation rates [134].

PEPþHCO�
3 ) oxaloacetateþ Pi (28:18)

PEPþADP ) pyruvateþATP (28:19)

A coordinate control of both enzymes has been pro-

posed based on detailed kinetic studies of the enzymes

extracted from the same tissues. In general, PEP

carboxylase is sensitive to feedback inhibition by the

amino acids glutamate and aspartate and malate, and

feedforward activated by Glc6P [118,141,142]. Pyru-

vate kinase, on the other hand, is inhibited by glu-

tamate but activated by aspartate [141]. This mode of

regulation is relevant not only for the control of these

enzymes (and the glycolytic flux) but also provides a

link between the use of Suc and N assimilation, which

is dependent on an adequate provision of carbon

skeletons.

B. CARBON METABOLISM IN AMYLOPLASTS

Plastids are double-membrane-limited organelles

characteristically occurring in plant cells. Except for

autotrophic chloroplasts, all the other (nongreen)

plastids depend on the cytoplasm for providing car-

bon and energy [143]. The biochemical machinery,

distinctive of each type of plastid, determines the

specialization of the organelle to synthesize and accu-

mulate specific biomolecules. Next, we will discuss

carbon metabolism in amyloplasts, which are plastids

largely present in sink organs and specialized in starch

accumulation [8,21,143,144].

In reserve tissues, starch accumulates in amylo-

plasts as a long-term form of carbon storage. In cer-

tain organs (i.e. potato tubers, cereal endosperm), the

polysaccharide piles up to constitute between 50%

and 80% of the dry weight [144]. Amyloplastic starch

granules vary in size, shape, composition (relative

amounts of amylose and amylopectin), and proper-

ties, although they are generally higher than chloro-

plastic granules. Moreover, shape, size, and other fine

features of amyloplastic starch granules are specific of

the plant; and thus, from their microscopic examin-



ation, it is possible to identify the botanical source of

the polysaccharide [8,22,144].

In amyloplasts, the metabolic route leading to

starch synthesis, as well as its regulation, has been

less characterized than in chloroplasts. As a result, the

flow of carbon in the nongreen plastid has been a

matter of some controversy [145]. Although it is

clear that ADPGlc serves as the glucosyl donor for

starch synthesis in amyloplasts, two pathways have

been proposed for the biosynthetic process. The route

characterized earlier is supported by major experi-

ments (consensus route, see Ref. [145]) and is similar

to that described in chloroplasts.

According to the consensus route, amyloplastic

starch is synthesized from Glc1P by the series of

reactions, shown in Equations (28.3)–(28.5) (see Sec-

tion II.A), all occurring within the plastid and cata-

lyzed, respectively, by ADPGlc PPase, starch

synthase, and branching enzyme [3–5,8,13,22,143,

145]. On the other hand, the alternative pathway

assumes that ADPGlc is synthesized in the cytoplasm,

either by sucrose synthase [146] or by a cytosolic iso-

form of ADPGlc PPase [147]. Then, the sugar-nucle-

otide is imported into the plastid, via an adenylate

translocator, where it serves as a substrate for starch

synthase [143,145,146]. It has been proposed that the

alternative route for starch synthesis is operative in

cereal endosperm [148], where it could function in

addition to the consensus pathway and its occurrence

may be dependent on the development stage of the

storage tissue [143].

Figure 28.2 shows the flow of carbon in cytoplasm

and amyloplast in cells of plant reserve tissues, as

supported by the bulk of experimental data and con-

ducting to starch synthesis through the consensus

route. Different studies have shown that transport

of triose-P through amyloplast envelope is not a sig-

nificant source for starch synthesis inside the plastid.

Experiments using Glc or Fru labeled with 13C in

carbons 1 or 6, showed that the radioactive label

found in amyloplastic starch redistributed only par-

tially (12% to 20%) [149]. Based on this, it was sug-

gested that hexose-P, rather than triose-P, is the

metabolite mainly transported across the amyloplast

envelope for starch synthesis. In agreement with the

above, it was observed that only Glc1P is actively

used to synthesize starch by amyloplasts from wheat

endosperm, and nuclear magnetic resonance studies

demonstrated that hexose-P is effectively transported

into nongreen plastids [143,150]. In addition, amylo-

plasts lack Fru1,6P2 phosphatase, an enzyme neces-

sary to convert triose-P into hexose-P [151].

The above picture is strongly supported by the

molecular characterization of the GPT present in the

envelope of nongreen plastids [152]. This transport

system imports hexose-P (preferentially Glc6P) into

the amyloplast in exchange with Pi or triose-P

[50,54,152]. Transport of Glc6P was also found in

chloroplasts of guard-cells (which also lack Fru1,6P2

phosphatase as well as chloroplasts of detached leaves

supplied with Glc [50]. Thus, the entrance of hexose-P

(mainly Glc6P) is the main pathway conducting to

starch synthesis in amyloplasts, with triose-P trans-

port (if it occurs) being quantitatively less important

for the process (Figure 28.2).

Regulatory and structural properties of amylo-

plastic ADPGlc PPase can be assumed to be similar

to those previously described for the enzyme from

different sources (see Section II.A). A well-character-

ized amyloplastic ADPGlc PPase is the potato tuber

enzyme, which is a heterotetramer of molecular mass

210 kDa, being allosterically regulated by 3PGA

(activator) and Pi (inhibitor) [153–155].

It has been reported that the potato tuber

ADPGlc PPase is also subject to regulation by chem-

ical modification [37,38]. Cysteine-12 forms an inter-

molecular disulfide bridge that binds two small

subunits in the heterotetrameric enzyme. Reduction

of this disulfide by dithiothreitol [37], or more effi-

ciently by thioredoxins f and m [38], activates the

enzyme at low concentrations of 3PGA. Oxidized

thioredoxin reverses activation of the enzyme. This

suggests that potato tuber ADPGlc PPase could be

regulated by a system sensing the reductive status in

the amyloplast [38]. Concurrently, studies performed

on potato tubers detached from the growing plant

have shown inhibition of starch synthesis caused by

changes in the structure of ADPGlc PPase [156]. In

the detached tubers the small subunit was found in a

dimeric state and the enzyme exhibited decreased ac-

tivity and affinity for substrates and activator. Inter-

estingly, incubation of detached tubers with either

dithiothreitol or sucrose reduced dimerization of the

enzyme and increased the synthesis of starch [156].

These in vivo studies strongly support the assumption

that of starch synthesis in potato tuber amyloplasts

via the reductive activation of ADPGlc PPase is of

physiological significance.

Reports on the regulatory properties of ADPGlc

PPase from some reserve tissues have been subject of

some discrepancies. Many studies showing a relative

insensitivity to 3PGA and Pi of the enzyme from

endosperm of different plant species have been

reported [157–161]. These results can, in part, be

attributed to proteolytic degradation undergoes by

the enzyme during purification [158,162]. Character-

ization of ADPGlc PPase purified from wheat endo-

sperm has shown that the enzyme exhibits distinctive

regulatory properties, being coordinated regulation

exerted by a series of metabolites [161]. Thus, the



wheat endosperm enzyme is sensitive to allosteric

inhibition by Pi, ADP, and Fru1,6P2, with 3PGA

and Fru6P being effective toward reverse inhibition.

Although the enzyme is not affected by 3PGA alone,

it is still sensitive to the 3PGA:Pi ratio within the

endosperm amyloplast. In fact, this behavior consti-

tutes one of the variations in the interaction between

3PGA and Pi found to regulate ADPGlc PPases from

plants (reviewed in Ref. [14]).

The presence of multiple isoforms of starch

synthase and branching enzyme has been established

in different reserve tissues. The properties of the dif-

ferent isoenzymes and their involvement in the forma-

tion of amylose and amylopectin, with the consequent

determination of the specific structure of starch gran-

ules, have been comprehensively reviewed [5,21,22].

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND
PERSPECTIVES

As we have seen in this chapter, the success of a crop

plant is dictated by its aptitude to efficiently assimilate

carbon followed by its mobilization and storage in the

agronomically important sink organ. Biochemical and

genetic work is gradually leading to a better under-

standingof the events participating in plant metabol-

ism. This is potentially relevant for the targeted

manipulation of selective parts of the biosynthetic ma-

chinery determining plant efficiency and productivity.

Although plant science is still midway in elucidating

many of these aspects, some remarkable results

have already been achieved in plant transformation.

It is predictable that in the not so distant future many

of the most important crops will be genetically engi-

neered so as to introduce beneficial characteristics like

improved productivity and quality of natural prod-

ucts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

From an ecological perspective, plants can be consid-

ered to be ‘‘biological machines’’ that capture and

convert solar energy into chemically available forms

(i.e., biomass and grain) using a process unique to

plants — photosynthesis. Earth receives solar energy

at an average mean rate of 1.36 kJ/m2/sec, known as

the ‘‘solar constant,’’ which is the energy equivalent

of about 26,000 t biomass/ha/year [1]. Worldwide the

production of agricultural crops ranges from a max-

imum of 30 to 60 t/ha/year under the best of condi-

tions to less than 1 t/ha/year under the marginal

conditions of subsistence farming. Thus, only a very

small fraction of the total sunlight received by the

earth is converted into edible biomass for human



use by our present agricultural systems. This repre-

sents an efficiency of only between 0.2% and 0.004%

[1]. If this light use efficiency were to be increased

by only a small fraction, the effort required for food

production would be reduced drastically, thereby

providing many more options for society. As a bio-

logical machine, the efficiency of crop production can

be looked at as the ratio of energy output (carbohy-

drate or biomass produced) to energy input (solar

radiation) [1]. Thus, radiation use efficiency (RUE)

is basically a measure or index of the growth effi-

ciency of field-grown crops. Monteith [2] is one of

the pioneers in the use of the concept of RUE as a

factor to help explain the variability in biomass pro-

duction of various crop species grown in different

environments.

Crop biomass production can be portrayed as the

product of two major components; the amount of

accumulated intercepted radiation and the efficiency

with which the intercepted radiation is converted into

biomass, i.e., RUE [2,3]. The amount of radiation that

is intercepted by a canopy depends on the level of

incident radiation, the proportion of that radiation

intercepted by the photosynthetically active surfaces

of the crop (i.e., leaf area), and the length of the grow-

ing season. Light interception by crop canopies de-

pends on its architecture, which is to some extent

determined genetically, but can also be manipulated

to some degree by crop management (such as by the

manipulation of plant density). Breeders have im-

proved cumulative intercepted radiation in crops

mostly through modifications in the leaf area index

(LAI) of crop species. Another major part of the

breeding efforts in crop improvement has been direc-

ted toward improving the harvest index (HI), which

has been increased to the degree that it is now ap-

proaching its theoretical maximum. It appears that

future efforts toward crop improvements should be

directed toward improving RUE as this seems to

have the most potential to increase the total biomass

production and also to stabilize crop production over

a range of production environments where nutrient

and water stress are the major constraints.

Despite four decades of sporadic efforts to

study theRUE phenomenon in crops and other plants,

our understanding of this important critical attribute

is very limited. Most crop models by default consider

RUE as a plant-specific coefficient, mainly because of

our very limited understanding of how RUE is genet-

ically influenced by crop variety (or genotype) and

environmental or agronomic factors. Our objective in

writing this chapter is to examine some of the factors

contributing to RUE along with the options and strat-

egies available to crop scientists to possibly improve

genetical crop response to these factors.

II. COMPONENTS OF RUE

The efficiency («) with which crops produce biomass

as defined by Monteith [1] is the net amount of solar

energy stored by photosynthesis divided by the

solar constant integrated over the same period.

RUE can also be expressed as the product of seven

factors [1]:

« ¼ «(g,r) ¼ «g«a«s«q«i«d«r

where «g is the geometrical factor, «a the atmospheric

transmission factor, «s the spectral factor, «q the

photochemical efficiency, «d the diffusion efficiency,

«i the interception efficiency and «r the respiration

factor

Geometrical factor «g: The geometrical factor («g)

is defined as the ratio of the solar energy received

(outside the atmosphere on a plane parallel to the

Earth’s surface) to the solar constant integrated over

the same period, and this solar constant depends only

on latitude and season. Monteith [1] estimated that

the average value of «g decreases from about 0.3 in

the tropics to 0.2 in temperate latitudes.

Atmospheric transmission factor «a: Solar radi-

ation is absorbed and scattered by gases, clouds, and

aerosols (such as soil, smoke, and salt particles) while

passing through the earth’s atmosphere. By taking

into account the water vapor and ozone in the atmos-

phere, it is possible to calculate the amount of solar

energy received at the surface of the earth in the

absence of clouds, and express this solar energy as

a fraction of the extraterrestrial radiation on a hori-

zontal surface (i.e., «g times the solar constant). The

mean transmissivity of a cloudless atmosphere is rela-

tively constant during the year in the tropics com-

pared to temperate latitudes [1], and ranges from

0.48 (cloudy locations) to about 0.58 (cloud-free

locations).

Spectral factor «s: Only a small fraction of the

solar radiation (wave band of 0.4 to 0.7mm) is util-

ized for photosynthesis, which is referred to as

photosynthetically active radiation (PAR). At the

earth’s surface, the intensity of PAR depends on

the extent to which the solar spectrum is modified

by absorption and scattering and can be calculated

for a given solar spectrum as a function of water

vapor and dust content of the atmosphere. At solar

elevations of 308 and above, the fraction of PAR to

the total solar radiation is estimated as 45% [4].

When solar elevation exceeds 408, the estimated

ratio of PAR to total radiation in the diffuse com-

ponent is about 60%. Combining the direct and dif-

fuse components in appropriate proportions,

Monteith [5] suggested that the ratio of PAR to

total radiation should be close to 0.5. Integrating



over the spectrum from 0.4 to 0.7mm, the fraction of

PAR absorbed by leaves is usually between 80% and

90%. Thus, the fraction of whole-spectrum radiation

absorbed by green leaves is close to 0.5 � 0.85 ¼
0.425, which is denoted by «s.

Photochemical efficiency «q: The efficiency of

photosynthesis can be defined as the ratio of energy

stored in the formation of carbohydrates to the

absorbed radiant energy. Most of the absorbed en-

ergy is used in biochemical cycles involving many

intermediate compounds that act as carriers of en-

ergy. In very weak light (i.e., when the rate of photo-

synthesis is limited only by the supply of light quanta

and not by other factors such as the supply of carbon

dioxide molecules to the chloroplasts), nearly 20% of

the absorbed energy is stored in the final products of

the photochemical system; the remaining 80% is used

to form intermediates that are used in the formation

of proteins and fats; the rest is either rejected in the

form of heat or used for plant structure. The synthesis

of one molecule of carbohydrate requires one mol-

ecule of CO2 and the energy of ten light quanta [6].

The average energy content of one quantum of PAR

is 3.6 � 10�19. Monteith [1] has shown that the max-

imum photochemical efficiency («q) of a ten-quantum

process in sunlight is

«q ¼ 7:7� 10�19=10(3:6� 10�19) ¼ 0:215

The energy content of 1 g of biomass (for plants that

do not store oil) is approximately 18 to 20 kJ [7–9].

Based on these above calculations [(0.425 � 0.215)/

16.7], 1 kJ of solar radiation is assumed to be equiva-

lent to 54mg of dry matter [1].

Diffusion efficiency «d: Intercellular CO2 decreases

as the photosynthetic rate (which is driven by inten-

sity of irradiance) increases from near zero to high

values as a result of the limited rate at which CO2 can

be transported to the chloroplasts by diffusion from

the external air or from respiring mitochondria. This

decrease in the availability of intercellular CO2 is

responsible for the characteristic shape of the photo-

synthesis–light curve (Figure 29.1). ‘‘Light satur-

ation’’ is achieved when an increase in irradiance no

longer increases the rate of photosynthesis.

Interception efficiency «i: The interception effi-

ciency of a crop canopy is defined as the ratio of

actual photosynthesis by a crop canopy to the max-

imum rate achieved at full light interception [1]. «i is a

function of LAI of the canopy, canopy coverage, and

light extinction coefficient (k), and can be estimated

from the light intercepted by the crop canopy.

Respiration factor «r: The respiration factor is

defined as the fraction of assimilates used in respir-

ation, which ranges from 0.25 to 0.50 as estimated in

several field crops [11–13]:

«r ¼ 1� R=P

where R is the weight of the carbohydrate used for

respiration, and P is the weight of the carbohydrate

produced by the photosynthesis.

For temperate crops, «r will be lower than for

tropical crops on an average; however, for short-

term crops, the temperature of the actual growing

season may be the determining factor. Monteith [1]

suggested that for the tropics, «r should be about 0.50.

III. EFFICIENCY OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS
IN CONVERTING ENERGY INTO
BIOMASS

The efficiency with which plants convert intercepted

solar energy into biomass rarely exceeds 5% because

of a number of inherent limitations associated with

the photosynthetic process and the biological systems

in general (Figure 29.2). Some of them are

1. Only about 50% of the solar energy (i.e., wave-

lengths between 400 and 700 nm) can be used

for photosynthesis by crops, and much of the

remaining (i.e., >700-nm wavelengths) is in the

near-infrared part of the spectrum, which does

not have sufficient energy per quantum to drive

photosynthesis.
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FIGURE 29.1 Photosyntheis (in terms of energy trapped in

stored carbohydrate, i.e., J/m2/sec) is plotted against solar

energy (J/m2/sec). (Adapted from Chrispeels MJ, Sadava

DE. Plants, Genes and Crop Biotechnology. Boston, MA:

Jones and Bartlett, 2003.)



2. Of the PAR (about 50% of the total radia-

tion intercepted by the crops) absorbed by

plants, about 10% is not used in photo-

chemistry. Although violet photons have 70%

more energy than red photons, the photo-

synthetic outputs in terms of ATP for red pho-

ton and violet photon are exactly the same.

The additional energy of the violet photon

is lost as heat, representing an intrinsic

photochemical inefficiency of photosynthesis

[14].

3. About 6% of the absorbed radiation is reflected

back to the sky from a closed canopy [15].

4. Leaf pigments such as anthocyanins absorb

light, but they are not part of the photo-

synthetic chain, thus this energy is not

directly productive in terms of biomass produc-

tion.

5. Transfer of energy from the short-term energy

stores of the chloroplasts, ATP and NADPH,

to the synthesis of carbohydrates (i.e., the long-

term energy stores of most plants) proceeds

only at the cost of energy, with an efficiency

of about 35% in C3 plants.

Theoretically, only 5% of the radiation intercepted

by the crop canopies can be converted into biomass

under even the best agronomic and climatic condi-

tions as has been demonstrated with a number of field

and pasture crops [16,17].

A. DETERMINATION OF RUE

RUE as used by many crop physiologists is defined as

the ratio of chemical energy stored in assimilates (i.e.,

biomass produced by the crop) to radiant energy

intercepted and absorbed by the crop canopy during

the growing season. RUE is derived from measure-

ments of accumulated crop mass and intercepted

radiation. However, the measurements needed for

calculating RUE are not standardized. Thus, the es-

timates of RUE reported in the literature differ for a

number of reasons:

1. Some are expressed on a PAR basis, while

others are expressed on a short-wave radiation

basis. Transmission of PAR through canopies

differs from that of short-wave radiation [18].

2. Some are expressed on an intercepted basis,

while others are expressed on an absorbed

basis.

3. Some are based on net aboveground dry matter

production with variable leaf losses, while

others are expressed on a total dry matter pro-

duction basis including roots.

4. Some are based on differences between two

discrete samplings at different stages of crop

growth, which is subject to large sampling

errors.

5. RUE estimations are based on the fitted slope

from many crop growth samplings and cumu-

% solar energy lost due to
1. -unavailability for photosynthesis
2. -Reflection from crop canopy
3. -Inactive absorption by the crop canopy
4. -Photochemical inefficiency
5. -Carbohydrate synthesis
6. -Photorespiration 
7. -Dark respiration
8. % Remaining energy stored by the plants

1  50.0%

2  5.0%

3  1.8%

4  8.6%

5  22.8%

6  3.5%
7  3.3%

8. remaining
energy  5.0%

FIGURE 29.2 Energy losses during conversion of intercepted solar energy into plant biomass. (Adapted from Chrispeels MJ,

Sadava DE. Plants, Genes and Crop Biotechnology. Boston, MA: Jones and Bartlett, 2003.)



lative intercepted radiation, perhaps the most

reliable estimation among all, but labor and

resource intensive.

6. Some estimates of RUE are based on short-

term gas exchange measurements.

7. There are also differences in the time frame

used for the calculations of RUE ranging

from minutes to hours to full growing season.

These different methods of measuring RUE are

not necessarily wrong, for they are often the result of

studies set up to look at different aspects of RUE.

Short-term measurements of RUE are appropriate

for biochemical studies, but long-term measurements

are better suited for the evaluation of the overall

efficiency of the crop.

1. Measurement of Crop Biomass

Usually the net aboveground biomass is used for the

calculation of RUE as recovering root biomass under

field conditions can be extremely difficult. RUE esti-

mates based on consecutive field samplings can be

highly variable when based on the difference between

two discrete samplings [3]. Use of small plots and

small sampling areas can lead to edge effects, which

will bias estimates when there is a significant amount

of lateral radiation [19]. In some crop species, RUE

declines during the reproductive growth stage because

of the remobilization and loss of nitrogen from the

leaves to the reproductive tissue even under high ni-

trogen input conditions, with the subsequent loss of

photosynthetic capacity [20]. This should be taken

into account while obtaining RUE estimates based

on regression of dry matter accumulation based on

several samplings during the growing season and cu-

mulative intercepted radiation. In these cases, RUE

estimations should be made only on dry matter es-

timations up to flowering [21]. Also, it is necessary to

consider the energy content of plant mass. For high

energy content of oily seed crops such as soybean,

peanut, and sunflower, the energy content of the grain

needs to be adjusted upward (about 1.3 times that of

the vegetative material) when calculating RUE [22–

27]. For other legumes such as cowpea or mungbean,

the energy content of seed and vegetative material can

be considered the same as that of the rest of the plant

biomass [28].

2. Measurement of Incident and Intercepted

Solar Energy

Solar radiation can be expressed as either total solar

radiation (0.4 to 3mm) or that in the wavebands of

PAR (0.4 to 0.7mm) [2]. The ratio of PAR to total

radiation in the direct solar beam is between 0.44 and

0.45 when the sun is more than 308 above the horizon
[4], and a figure of 0.45 has often been used by biolo-

gists to calculate PAR from the flux of total radiation

recorded with a solarimeter [29]. When the solar ele-

vation exceeds 408, the estimated ratio of PAR to

total radiation and the diffuse component is about

0.60. Combining the direct and diffuse components in

appropriate proportions, the ratio of PAR to total

solar radiation is close to 0.50, which is considered to

be appropriate for the tropics and temperate latitudes

[1]. Thus, to calculate RUE values on a total solar

radiation basis, it is appropriate to multiply those

estimates based on intercepted PAR by 0.5 [1,30].

The amount of radiation intercepted by the crop

canopy can be determined based on the received and

transmitted radiation, which can be measured by pla-

cing the tube solarimeters beneath and above the

canopy [31]. Tube solarimeters measure irradiance

received, and the information can be stored on a

data logger to provide continuous diurnal measure-

ment of the fraction of incoming radiation that is

intercepted by the crop canopy [32].

B. RUE IN VARIOUS CROP SPECIES

Crop species differ substantially in RUE (Table 29.1).

The plant’s photosynthetic pathway has a major im-

pact on RUE. In general, C4 crop species have the

highest RUE, followed by nonleguminous species,

with leguminous species having the lowest [33,36].

Among C4 crop species, sugarcane has been reported

to have the highest RUE, with values approaching

close to 2.0 g/MJ. Among C3 crop species, potato has

RUE values ranging from 1.6 to 1.75 g/MJ. Among

cereals (wheat, barley, and rice), RUE ranges from

1.3 to 1.5 g/MJ. Sunflower is reported to have the

highest RUE among oilseed crops. Most of the

grain legumes have the lowest RUE among crop spe-

cies with values below 1.0 g/MJ [33]. Some of the

reported values for various crop species are presented

in Table 29.1. Early in the season many crops grow

rapidly, thus higher efficiencies can be achieved for a

few days. For the comparative evaluation of crop

species, RUE averaged over the life of a crop would

be appropriate. For C3 crops, the highest efficiencies

are about 3.5% and for C4 about 4.3%.

There are only a few systematic evaluations of

genotypic variation in crop species for RUE, a pre-

requisite for future genetic improvement efforts.

Nearly 30% variation in RUE among peanut geno-

types was reported [67]. For pigeonpea, about 29%

variation in RUE was reported among six genotypes

tested under irrigated and drought conditions (Figure

29.3) [69]. Similarly, genotypic variation in RUE has



been reported in sorghum [75], potato [76], wheat

[38,77], barley [40], soybean [60], peanut [64], faba-

bean [63], chickpea [78], and pigeonpea [69,70].

IV. FACTORS THAT INFUENCE RUE

RUE is highly dependent on the photosynthetic per-

formance of crop canopies and can be influenced by

several factors, namely, extremes of temperature

[79,80], water, and nutrient status [59,69,81,82]. This

is indicated by the variation reported in RUE among

and within crop species and across locations and

growing environments. Of the factors that influence

RUE in crop canopies, water availability, temperat-

ures, vapor pressure deficits, radiation levels, and

crop nutritional status are some of the environmental

factors that affect the RUE of crop species. Crop-

specific factors such as photosynthetic metabolism

types (i.e, C3 vs. C4), growth stage, source–sink status,

and canopy- and biochemical-attributes (that deter-

mine photochemical efficiency) are some of the bio-

logical factors that are important in influencing the

RUE of crops. Some of these factors are closely

linked to the growing environment, and thus can be

manipulated through agronomic management to op-

timize RUE and thus crop production at any given

location. Other factors are more crop/genotype spe-

cific, and thus amenable to genetic manipulations

using traditional breeding or molecular biological

tools. RUE often is calculated from the aboveground

biomass production, assuming that the root biomass

is a constant proportion of the total biomass (usually

10%). However, it has been shown in several studies

that the root/shoot ratio will increase substantially

under marginal environments where drought and nu-

trient stress are integral features of the production

systems.

Crop species differ in their adaptation to water

deficits and nutrient utilization efficiencies, which are

some of the reasons for the expected genetic differ-

ences within and among crop species with regard to

RUE. Earlier researchers have assumed that RUE in

crop species is a conservative feature and thought to

be little influenced by either stage of growth, or en-

vironmental or agronomical factors [2]. This has been

subsequently shown not to be the case. Indeed, RUE

was shown in a number of crop species to change with

crop growth stage and environmental and agronomic

growing conditions. Some of the important crop,

agronomic, and environmental factors that influence

RUE are as follows.

A. GROWTH STAGE

For a given crop species, RUE has been widely

regarded as a stable entity during various stages of

growth in the absence of water deficits, inadequate

nutrition, pests, and diseases [3,83]. However, subse-

quent studies have shown that biomass production of

TABLE 29.1
RUE in Various Crop Species

Crop/Plant Species RUE Based on Total Radiation (g/MJ) RUE based on PAR (g/MJ PAR) Ref.

Sorghum 1.25–1.30 2.8 [32–34]

Wheat �1.25 1.68–3.82 [3,32,35–38]

Barley 1.79–2.90 39,40

Maize 1.26–1.75 3.0–4.14 32,33,36,41–46

Sugarcane 1.72–1.96 47–49

Rice 0.93 2.2–3.28 33,50,51

Pearlmillet 2.4 4.1 18

Potato 1.6–1.76 52,53

Sunflower 1.77–3.13 27,33,54

Soybean 0.60–1.20 2.04–2.4 28,55–61

Cowpea 1.05 28

Fababean 2.06–4.80 62,63

Mungbean 0.94 2.17 28,64

Peanut 0.98–2.24 2.5–3.04 18,25,65–67

Pigeonpea 0.83 1.70–2.19 68–70

Lentil 2.14 71

Chickpea 0.67–0.78 72

Garlic 2.9 73

Cassava 0.90 74



crops commonly increases linearly with the amount of

solar radiation and that the RUE of many crops

reaches its maximum just before the onset of repro-

ductive growth, thus RUE is not as stable as it was

once assumed to be [30,69]. RUE has been reported to

decline during the reproductive stage in sunflower

[26,54], maize [32,38,84,85], and sorghum [32,38,84].

In many leguminous crops including soybean, field

pea, cowpea, mungbean, and pigeonpea, RUE has

declined from flowering until physiological maturity

[21,58,86,87] (G.V. Subbarao and N.H. Nam, unpub-

lished data). In pigeonpea (based on the evaluation of

six short-duration varieties), RUE was shown to in-

crease up to flowering, then declined and reached its

lowest values during grain filling, under both nonli-

miting and limiting water conditions (Figure 29.4).

The decline in RUE of many leguminous crops is

related to the mobilization of nitrogen (which in-

cludes nitrogen from Rubisco) from leaves to the

reproductive tissue, which resulted in loss of the

photosynthetic capacity and hence a decline in RUE

[81,88–90]. The close link between leaf nitrogen and

photosynthetic capacity in general [81] suggests that

such a decrease in RUE during the reproductive stage

could be a general phenomenon in many crops [21].

A number of studies with soybean have shown that

photosynthetic rates of individual leaves decline dur-

ing seed filling [91,92]. This decline in photosynthetic

rate correlates well with the decline in leaf nitrogen

[87,91], leaf protein loss, and RuBPcase protein activ-

ity. It is suggested that this loss of nitrogenous com-

pounds could be the trigger that induces leaf
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FIGURE 29.3 RUE (g dry matter per MJ PAR) of six genotypes grown under irrigated and drought conditions. (Drought

was imposed by withholding water to the field plots from 50 days after planting and continued until physiological maturity;

the experiment was conducted in automated rainout shelter, which excludes the rainfall during the growing season).

(Adapted from Nam NH, Subbarao GV, Chauhan YS, Johansen C. Crop Sci. 1998; 38:955–961.)
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N.H. Nam, unpublished data.)



senescence [22], thus limiting yield by cutting short

the time available for seed filling [93]. During the

early stages of growth when water and nutrients

are most abundant, the relationship between inter-

cepted solar radiation and biomass production

is about linear, and has been recognized in various

crops [30]. Nevertheless, RUE is influenced by

the crop growth stage; growth stages control the

progression of growth and development and there-

fore photosynthesis, respiration, and partitioning

biomass to roots. As a result of this realization,

changes in RUE during different stages of crop

growth are now being considered in some of the

crop models [59].

B. NITROGEN STATUS

High crop RUE is directly dependent on obtaining

the maximum leaf photosynthetic rate [81,94]. Nearly

70% of the soluble protein in the leaf is concentrated

in the carboxylation enzymes (i.e., Rubisco), thus the

relation between nitrogen availability, canopy photo-

synthetic efficiency, and RUE is not unexpected [95–

101]. A positive relationship between leaf nitrogen

content per unit area (specific leaf nitrogen) and

photosynthetic rates has been reported for a number

of crops including wheat, maize, sorghum, rice, soy-

bean, potato, sunflower, peanut, and sugarcane

[20,60,81,94,97,102–108]. The quantum yield of CO2

assimilation, which is one of the major determinants

of the photosynthetic efficiency of crop canopies,

reportedly decreases under N deficiency [108]. Levels

of photoinhibition also increase under N deficiency

[109]. Thus, a favorable crop nitrogen status appears

to be necessary for the realization/expression of max-

imum RUE in a given crop species.

Several studies have reported a positive response

of RUE to N fertilization in a number of crops

[20,26,110]. Nitrogen deficiency should decrease the

range where there is a linear response between PAR

and increased light and thus the range of maximum

RUE [43,111]. A substantial decrease in RUE under

nitrogen stress has been reported for maize [32,85],

sorghum [43], kenaf [112], wheat [110], sunflower

[26,113,114], and peanut [25].

There are major differences between C4 and C3

metabolism in relation to their response to CO2. This

is reflected in the amount of N required for photosyn-

thesis and thus in RUE for a given amount of N.

Under low-N environments, the C4 species maintain

a higher level of RUE compared to the C3 species

[115]. A leaf N content of about 0.5 g N per square

meter of leaf area will sustain a RUE of about 0.5 g/

MJ in crops such as soybean and rice, whereas for

maize, a similar nitrogen level will sustain a RUE of

about 1.50 g/MJ [116] (Figure 29.5). The differences

between C3 and C4 species tend to diminish under

high N production environments. Under conditions

that provide high leaf N for each species (i.e., maize,

rice, and soybean), RUE in maize reaches a maximum

of 1.70 g/MJ, in rice about 1.4 g/MJ, and in soybean

about 1.2 g/MJ [81,116] (Figure 29.5).

Nitrogen distribution among leaves in a crop

canopy changes with LAI [117] or leaf age when N

availability is limited. Below the top zone of the can-

opy, leaf nitrogen content declines with increased

cumulative LAI [21]. The distribution of N in the

crop canopy (i.e., the vertical distribution of N in

the canopy) is one of the factors responsible for

the genotypic differences in RUE under optimal N

and growing conditions. Leaf N content largely de-

termines the maximum photosynthetic rate at high

irradiances [98,118,119]. Genotypes/varieties that

can preferentially allocate more N to the most illu-

minated part of the canopy will have higher levels

of RUE than genotypes that lack such a strategy

[118,120]. The interactions between RUE and photo-

synthetic rates is possibly one of the principal under-

lying mechanisms for the differences in RUE

among genotypic/cultivar variations or among crop

species [81].
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FIGURE 29.5 Theoretical relationship between canopy leaf

N content and the RUE in maize, rice, and soybean.

(Adapted from Sinclair TR, Horie T. Crop Sci. 1989;

29:90–98. With permission.)



C. WATER STATUS

Soil water and the resulting plant water status play a

key role in determining stomatal conductance and

canopy photosynthesis. Soil water deficit results in

plant water deficits that lead to stomatal closure and

reduced photosynthesis, and results in loss of photo-

synthetic efficiency of the canopy and thus to a de-

crease in RUE [2]. Plants have developed a number of

adaptive mechanisms to cope with water deficits to

minimize the impact on their productivity [121,122].

Nearly a 70% decline in RUE due to drought stress

was observed in a number of grain legumes [58].

Though RUE of C4 crop species is generally higher

than that of C3 crop species, this photosynthetic ad-

vantage disappears as the water stress increases. In

the very dry environments of West Africa, the RUE

of C4 crops spcies such as pearl millet and sorghum

was often similar to that of C3 crop species such as

cowpea [21].

When drought stress is imposed from flowering

until physiological maturity, a 25% decline in RUE

has resulted in pigeonpea [69] (Figure 29.6). Signifi-

cant genotypic variation in RUE under both water-

nonlimiting and water-limiting environments has

been reported (Figure 29.3) [69]. The growth of

many field crops can be slowed down or even stopped

by a relatively moderate water stress such as 0.2 to

0.5MPa (2 to 5 bar) [123]. Stress of this magnitude

develops following only a few days without rain,

resulting in stomata closure, thus limiting photosyn-

thesis [124]. For rice, wheat, maize, sorghum, and

pearl millet, drought stress has been reported to de-

crease RUE [3,21,51,84,125–127]. A variety of mech-

anisms that include leaf movements (that can reduce

the radiation load on the canopy when exposed to

water deficits) and osmotic adjustment, and root

attributes (that can maintain water supply during

drought spells) play a major role in maintaining

high levels of RUE during water stress [70]. For ex-

ample, RUE of six pigeonpea genotypes under water

deficit conditions was correlated with the relative leaf

water contents (Figure 29.7).

Also, drought stress alters the partitioning of bio-

mass between root and shoot, with a tendency to

increase the root/shoot ratio, thus more carbon is

partitioned into root dry matter under water stress

[74]. Since RUE is usually calculated based on above-

ground dry matter production, the calculated effect of

drought stress on RUE is further exacerbated. This

apparent reduction in RUE is in addition to the ac-

tual decline in carbon fixation from the decrease in

photosynthetic rates and canopy size. The extent of

reduction in RUE because of drought is dependent on

the severity and time of drought stress during the

growth cycle of the crop. Many crop plants respond

to water deficits by limiting the leaf area expansion as
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the first stage of adaptation, thus canopy size, and

and the resulting decrease in light interception, is the

principal factor that is adjusted by many plants to

compensate for limited water availability. However, if

the water stress develops after the canopy is fully

formed (i.e., during the time of reproductive develop-

ment), then the effect of drought stress directly affects

RUE and depends on the degree of internal water

stress the crop experiences. The timing of drought

stress thus is very important in determining the degree

of its impact on RUE in crops [74].

When crops are grown on stored water, like in

many Mediterranian environments, the leaf area ex-

pansion and canopy size are determined by the

amount of stored water in the soil. The effects of

slowly developing water deficits on RUE may not be

detectable until some threshold is reached. For ex-

ample, RUE of chickpea is independent of the frac-

tion of extractable water until it reaches a threshold

value of 30% in the soil; then there is a marked decline

in RUE [72]. This study demonstrated that the re-

sponse of RUE to water deficits is quantitatively

dependent on the severity of soil water deficit.

D. VAPOR PRESSURE DEFICIT

Vapor pressure deficits in the growing environment

could affect the water status of the plant and thus

canopy photosynthesis. As would be expected, a re-

duction in RUE occurs when the vapor pressure def-

icits are sufficient to induce water stress [30]. The

influence of vapor pressure deficit on leaf photosyn-

thesis tends to be most evident at high vapor pressure

deficits (>2 kPa), but modest decreases in leaf photo-

synthesis can affect RUE [128]. For sorghum and

maize, an increase in environmental vapor deficits

has been shown to decrease RUE [128]. Similarly, it

was also shown that vapor pressure deficits reduce the

RUE in barley. In one season there was a vapor

pressure deficit of 1.06 kPa, with a RUE of 0.67 g/

MJ, whereas in another growing season where the

vapor pressure deficit was 0.68 kPa, the RUE was

1.30 g/MJ [40].

E. SHADING

Decreasing solar radiation through shading can result

in improvements in RUE as the photosynthesis re-

sponse to radiation at higher levels is curvilinear. In

many plants half the intensity of sunlight is more than

adequate to reach light saturation and any subse-

quent increases in radiation over saturation do not

improve the canopy photosynthesis [129]. However,

increasing RUE may not be beneficial to the overall

growth of the crop if the increase in RUE was because

the overall growing system had become light limiting.

Hammer and Wright [94] have provided a detailed

analysis of the importance of the radiation environ-

ment for RUE. By altering the atmospheric transmis-

sion ratio, changes in radiation levels and its effects

on RUE are simulated. It was shown that RUE in-

creased by about 0.4 g/MJ from a clear day to a

cloudy day [94]. It was shown that the increasing

fraction of diffuse component on the cloudy day

accounted for a RUE increase of 0.15 g/MJ. Thus,

higher RUE values can be expected for low-radiation

production environments and will be of significance

when comparing RUE of a target crop species across

a range of production environments.

Several studies have reported that reducing the

intensity of radiation of the exposed canopy through

shading has increased RUE up to 72% in comparison

to the unshaded control [50] (Figure 29.8). Shading

has been reported to increase RUE in sunflower [114].

This phenomenon is exploited in cereal legume inter-

cropping (such as sorghum/pigeonpea, pearlmillet/

pigeonpea, pearlmillet/cowpea, and several other

combinations of legume cereal intercropping). This

intercropping results in a higher combined system
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RUE than that of straight cereal or legume produc-

tion systems, even including the period near the end

of the season when the legume of the intercrop is

growing alone. Consequently, mixed crops produced

more dry matter than either crop grown singly. They

intercepted more solar radiation than either of the

crops alone and used it more efficiently. In three

cereal/legume mixed crops, dry matter production

was 1.1 to 1.9 times that of the cereal and 2 to 2.5

times that of the legume. In effect, the mixed crops

grew for the duration of the legume at a rate more

nearly that of a C4 than that of a C3 [74].

Generally, the RUE of the cereal component of

the intercropping system is little influenced in the

intercropping system as the cereal is always fast grow-

ing and taller than the legume component. The leg-

ume in the intercropping component usually grows

more slowly in the beginning and receives only the

diffusive light (the light that is passed through the

cereal canopy) and thus has higher RUE, which im-

proves the overall RUE of the intercropping system.

The intercropped plant system uses solar radiation

with efficiency comparable to that of a C4 species. In

groundnut, RUE during vegetative growth was 1.3 g/

MJ when groundnut was grown alone but 2.0 g/MJ

when it was grown beneath pearl millet — almost as

efficient as the millet itself [74]. The higher RUE of

groundnut in the pearl millet/groundnut intercrop-

ping was solely due to the shading effect from pearl

millet and not due to any other interaction effect from

millet [74]. This was demonstrated by using other

types of shading. A similar effect of shade on RUE

has been shown on cassava [74].

F. SOURCE–SINK ISSUES

The ability of the plant to use or translocate photo-

synthates can limit the rate of photosynthesis

[130,131]. Thus, sink strength of a crop can be hy-

pothesized to influence RUE of a canopy [132,133].

This is based on the hypothesis that the photosyn-

thetic system has excess capacity that is presently not

utilized mostly because of the local buildup of excess

photosynthates (i.e., negative feedback) in the leaves

[134]. Such excess capacity of the photosynthetic sys-

tem could be exploited through genetic manipulations

by creating additional sink capacity [135–138]. The

unloading of leaf sucrose is necessary to maximize

photosynthesis, and sucrose loading into the phloem

is stimulated by an increased sink demand [139]. Dif-

ferent growth rates of sinks and thus photosynthate

demand were shown to influence photosynthetic rate

[131]. The rapid use or unloading of photosynthates

stimulates photosynthesis by avoiding negative feed-

back limitation of chloroplast activity due to the local

accumulation of sucrose [130,140]. It has been shown

that photosynthesis will respond to altered sink de-

mand in several crop species including soybean

[135,141,142]. Increased yield potential can also be

achieved through simultaneously increasing the cap-

acity for both photoassimilation and sink strength

[143–145]. To optimize the balance between source

and sink throughout the life cycle of a crop is a

challenging task for breeders and physiologists.

There is sufficient evidence to indicate that sink

strength is a major regulator of photosynthetic activ-

ity in crop canopies [146,147]. Positive associations

between sink size, canopy photosynthesis, and RUE

have been shown for wheat [148] and sunflower [149].

The dwarfing genes in wheat have altered the source–

sink balance (i.e., improvements in the sink strength),

and this has resulted in improvements in RUE during

the postanthesis phase of growth in many modern

semidwarf wheat varieties [150–153]. This was further

evident from a study contrasting old (tall) and mod-

ern (semidwarf) wheat in relation to RUE at various

growth phases. This study showed that there were no

major differences in RUE between modern cultivars

and old cultivars during the preanthesis period, but

during the postanthesis period, RUE of the modern

wheats was substantially higher than RUE of the old

cultivars [38,154]. The higher RUE during postanth-

esis in the modern cultivars appears to be entirely a

sink-driven stimulation of canopy photosynthesis

[38,144,155–157]. Positive relationships between

grain yield and postanthesis RUE have been shown

in wheat, which is a reflection of the influence of sink

strength driving canopy photosynthesis in the modern

semidwarf varieties. Thus, genetic increase in the

competitiveness of the desired sink will allow the

genetically increased photosynthesis to be used more

effectively and also unlock the reserve photosynthetic

potential that seems to exist in many crop species

[133,158].

V. OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE RUE
IN CROPS

The theoretical assessments of the capacity of plants

to convert intercepted radiation into biomass is close

to 5% and could possibly be larger if the biological

system is operating at maximum efficiency. The real-

ized efficiencies of radiation use in the present agri-

cultural production systems vary from 0.5 to 2.0 g/MJ

of the intercepted radiation. Agricultural systems pro-

duce biomass ranging from 30 to 60 tons/ha/year

under optimal conditions to less than 1 tons/ha/year

under subsistence farming. As a fraction of the inte-

grated solar constant, the efficiencies of agricultural



production systems lie between 0.2 and 0.004, which

is a factor of 50 between excellent production systems

and subsistence level farming systems. There are

many factors that influence the rate of carbon fixation

and RUE in plants including photosynthetic metab-

olism (C3 vs. C4), canopy architecture and light

distribution in the canopy, photosynthetic rates,

photorespiration, photoinhibition, Rubisco specifi-

city factor, and maintenance respiration. The inter-

action of climatic, edaphic, and environmental factors

with a range of physiological, morphological, and

phenological mechanisms will also modulate the real-

izable RUE in a given production environment.

Agronomic management of nutrient and water can

alleviate some of the environmental limitations found

in nature and allow expression of the genetic potential

of RUE. This is the case for many of the well-

developed agricultural production systems, but often

this increase is at the cost of relatively high inputs.

Some researchers considered RUE as a very conser-

vative feature in crop species that varied little with

cultivars, species, or within the same photosynthesis

group [2,83,155]. However, this view has recently

been challenged as there are now a number of studies

indicating that RUE is not a conservative feature and

that a range of genetic and environmental factors

influence RUE resulting in genetic/genotypic vari-

ation in many crops.

Because of the many factors involved, there are

many options available to improve plant perform-

ance. Many of these options directly or indirectly

influence the RUE of the crop. This effort can be

directed either to improve the genetic yield potential

of a target crop species or bridge the gap between

realizable and potential levels of RUE. This section

evaluates various components where genetic interven-

tions are reasonably possible or theoretically plaus-

ible to improve the productivity of agricultural

systems.

A. IMPROVING THE LIGHT DISTRIBUTION IN THE

CANOPY

A mature healthy crop may have three or more layers

of leaves; that is, above each square meter of soil there

will be the equivalent of 3m2 of leaves; this ratio of

leaves to surface area is described as an LAI of 3. If

the leaves are horizontal, the uppermost layer will

intercept most of the direct light, about 10% may

penetrate to the next layer, and 1% will penetrate to

the layer below that. In most dicots, a major portion

of the intercepted radiation is absorbed by the upper

portion of the canopy, with only 10% to 20% of the

radiation penetrating beyond about 2 LAI units [159].

The response of photosynthesis to solar radiation is

often hyperbolic, where the photosynthesis is satur-

ated often at one third of the natural light levels

(Figure 29.1). When the sun is directly overhead,

the PAR intercepted per unit leaf area by a horizontal

leaf at the top of a plant canopy would be 900 J/m2/

sec, or about three times that required to saturate

leaves for photosynthesis (Figure 29.1). Thus,

about two thirds of the energy intercepted by the

uppermost leaves is not useable by them for photo-

synthesis.

Once the crop canopy closes, nearly 90% of the

intercepted radiation is intercepted by the top of

the canopy, leaving the leaves that are located at the

lower levels with insufficient radiation to be product-

ive or even to sustain themselves. In addition, the

upper portion of the canopy becomes light saturated

(because of the light–radiation response relationship

— see Figure 29.1), and a significant portion of the

radiation that is intercepted does not contribute to

photosynthesis; thus, it becomes a wasted resource for

the crop [160]. Also, in many tropical environments,

the high-intensity radiation that is intercepted by the

upper surface of the canopy can contribute to photo-

inhibition [161–163]. This further reduces the photo-

synthetic capability of the crop canopy to fix carbon

efficiently [164]. High levels of irradiance along with

high temperatures are shown to cause metabolic im-

balances [165], deleterious effects on thylakoid func-

tion [166], enhanced photoinhibition [167], and

increased photorespiration [168,169].

One of the strategies to overcome the above con-

straints would be for the upper leaf layer to intercept

a smaller fraction of light, allowing more light to

reach the lower leaves, facilitating a more uniform

distribution of the intercepted radiation across the

canopy (i.e., optimizing the light distribution in the

canopy) [170–175]. This could be achieved by a more

vertical leaf angle, which would result in a reduction

in the number of leaves that are light saturated, while

allowing more radiation to penetrate into the deeper

layers of the canopy. Given the appropriate morph-

ology, this would lead to a more uniform contribution

of the various layers of leaves to the overall photo-

synthesis. The amount of sunlit area at the bottom of

the canopy would be increased, thus increasing the

number of leaves receiving radiation at levels most

efficient for photosynthesis [170,176,177]. Leaf orien-

tation also influences the amount of light absorbed by

altering both the level of reflectance and the available

cross-sectional area [178,179]. Vertical orientation of

the leaves will also facilitate better air movement

within the canopy and create a microclimate that is

not as favorable for many diseases and insect pests as

horizontal and droopy leaf canopy types [180,181].

Several theoretical and computer simulation models



have shown that an erect leaf angle is an essential

characteristic of any model of canopy architecture

producing high RUE values [182].

Genetic variability for canopy photosynthesis or

RUE in wheat and winter cereals was associated with

different patterns of radiation distribution within the

canopy [155,173,176,183–185]. In summer crops such

as rice, a positive effect of leaf erectness on RUE and

yield has been consistently shown [172,186,187]. Field

studies using vertical leaf orientation types have

shown consistently that canopy photosynthesis and

RUE were higher in canopy types with leaves having

an upright angle than in those with horizontal or

droopy leaves for a range of crop species that include

sugar beet, wheat, maize, and rice [176,183,188–193].

The light was more evenly distributed in the canopy

types with erect leaves and thus used more efficiently

than the horizontal canopy types [191,194,195]. Using
14C, it was demonstrated in barley that the canopy

photosynthesis of the erect leaf type was higher than

that of the horizontal droopy leaf variety (4.3 vs. 3.8 g

CO2/m
2/h). The traditional rice cultivar ‘‘Peta’’ has a

high concentration of leaves near the top of the can-

opy, which results in rapid decay of light intensity on

the leaves below the top of the canopy. This is in

contrast to the modern cultivar IR-8, which has a

high concentration of erect leaves near the center of

the canopy and a more uniform distribution of light

throughout the entire canopy than Peta; IR-8 also has

higher values of RUE than the Peta variety. The

advantages of erect leaf posture for photosynthetic

efficiency and RUE were also demonstrated using

semidwarf wheat genotypes with erect leaf type vs.

lax leaf habit [173].

The beneficial effects of erect leaf posture on

photosynthetic efficiency and crop growth are only

evident above a certain threshold level of LAI. On the

basis of crop/canopy modeling studies, it was shown

that erect leaf posture would be beneficial to improve-

ments in RUE and productivity when LAI of a crop

canopy reaches above 4 to 5 [196–198]. Nearly 80% of

the light can be intercepted with an LAI of about 3.0

(Figure 29.9) in pigeonpea; further increases in LAI

of up to 5 could only improve the light interception to

95%, thus as the LAI increases above 3.0, leaf orien-

tation would play more of a role in the distribution of

light across the LAI of the canopy (Figure 29.9).

Thus, leaf angle and LAI should be considered to-

gether in determining the importance of leaf angle on

the photosynthetic efficiency of crop canopies [170].

Also, when the ambient light exceeds that required for

light saturation of the top leaves, canopy architecture

and leaf angles can play a significant role in the

utilization of that excess light.

The canopy light extinction coefficient (k) is de-

termined by the LAI and leaf angle. The more acute

the leaf angle, the lower is the k value of the canopy.

Generally, a k value of 0.3 corresponds to a canopy

with predominantly erect leaves, and a k value of 0.9

represents predominantly horizontal leaves [196,197].

In perennial rye grass with different growth habits,

genetic stocks with erect leaves have a k value of 0.3,

while horizontal leaf types have a k value of 0.7 [199].

Growth rates of six forage grasses in simulated
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swards were shown to be strongly correlated with

crop growth rate (CGR) and RUE with k values

ranging from 0.3 to 0.9; the CGR of swards was

nearly doubled when k was improved from 0.9 (hori-

zontal orientation) to 0.3 (vertical orientation) [200].

Similar results were reported in winter wheat, where

cultivars with low k values had a higher level of RUE

than cultivars with high k values [155] (Figure 29.10).

Developing crops with erect leaf angles also have

an interaction with N storage in leaves. Many of the

high-yielding crops also require large amounts of N to

be stored in their leaves before the reproductive (i.e.,

seed growth) growth phase. In order to retain suffi-

cient leaf tissue to store adequate N, it is essential that

even the lower leaves in the canopy receive sufficient

light to remain functional [201]. For the leaves at the

bottom of the canopy to receive the required min-

imum amount of light, it is necessary for the leaves

higher in the canopy to be displayed at an erect angle.

In addition to the advantage of erect leaves in increas-

ing RUE, there is also the need for a larger function-

ing canopy to provide stored N for any increase in

seed development [201].

Another advantage of vertical leaf orientation is

that this type of canopy structure permits narrower

planting rows, facilitating a higher plant density,

which improves both LAI and RUE and results in a

higher yield potential for the target crop. This concept

has been demonstrated in maize genotypes where

vertical leaf orientation permitted higher planting

densities of 75,000 to 90,000 plants/ha compared to

a normal planting density of 60,000 plants/ha of the

normal leaf types (i.e., horizontal leaf types). This

higher planting density has given significantly higher

biomass, grain yields, and RUE [191,195]. Genetic

manipulation of leaf angle is not complex and is

controlled by only two or three genes [202]. In

wheat it was shown that improving the leaf angle

could permit further gains in RUE over the current

high-yielding agronomic types [202]. Using simula-

tion studies, it was shown that by improving leaf

angle further in rice genetic stocks where LAI exceeds

8, increases in RUE and yield potential are possible

for high-radiation environments [203].

B. IMPROVEMENTS IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC PERFORMANCE

IN CROPS

Leaf photosynthetic rate is important in determining

the photosynthetic efficiency of the canopy, thus it is

one of the major crop genetic factors that influence

RUE [30,118,204]. Theoretical analyses have consist-

ently indicated a dependence of RUE on leaf photo-

synthetic activity [30,205]. Between C3 and C4

photosynthetic pathways, photosynthetic efficiency

has been known to differ and has been well estab-

lished [95]. Also, within a photosynthetic group (i.e.,

C3 or C4), genetic variability in leaf photosynthetic

rates has been reported by several researchers in many

field crops that include rice, wheat, barley, maize, and

soybean [157,206]. The relationship between photo-

synthesis and irradiance is such that there are two

opportunities for the genetic modifications of this

relationship to improve photosynthetic efficiency

and RUE in a crop. There is room for potential

improvement in efficiency at low levels of irradiance

(apparent quantum yield) and also in the rate of

photosynthesis at saturating irradiance (Amax).

1. Photosynthetic Efficiency at Low Levels

of Irradiance

Most of the canopy photosynthesizes at nonsaturat-

ing light levels [207] (as a result of poor light penetra-

tion past the very top of the canopy). Thus, there

appears to be a larger potential for improving RUE

and production in leaves having low light intensities

rather than focusing only on Amax at high light inten-

sities [133,160]. The quantum yield of C3 (Triticum

aestivum) and C4 (Zea mays) plants ranges from 0.054

to 0.059mol CO2/E. Also, very limited genetic vari-

ation exists in quantum yield of photosynthesis

among the 22 crop species tested [133,208]. It appears

that there is only a limited scope for improving quan-

tum yield through genetic inventions [12,209]. The

theoretical upper limit for the quantum yield is

about 0.067mol CO2/E, and some C4 plants of
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NADP–malic enzyme types were reported to have

quantum yields close to the theoretical upper limit

[210,211]. An alternative approach is to optimize the

photosynthetic apparatus, such as adjusting N distri-

bution in the canopy to make leaf photosynthesis

efficient at different light intensities and thus increas-

ing overall canopy photosynthetic efficiency [160].

In Lucerne, it was shown that the leaf N levels

and chlorophyll a:b ratios declined with depth in the

canopy, which facilitates better capture of the limited

light (found in the deeper layers of the canopy). This

is accomplished by altering the investment of N in the

chlorophyll associated with the light antennae, rela-

tive to the reaction centers. This is consistent with a

lower total N to chlorophyll N ratio, reflecting a

smaller investment in soluble protein associated with

CO2 fixation. Consequently, lower leaves have a re-

duced overall photosynthetic capacity under normal

light, but are more efficient in light capture per unit N

at the low light intensities experienced toward the

bottom of the canopy [138]. Consequently, several

crop models support the advantage of optimizing

the vertical distribution of canopy nitrogen levels

[177].

2. Selection for Photosynthesis at Saturating

Irradiance (Amax)

Direct measurement of canopy photosynthesis on

multiple genotypes is costly, therefore crop physiolo-

gists have measured maximum leaf photosynthetic

rate as a surrogate [160]. Also, very little genetic

variation for photosynthetic rate at subsaturating

light intensities has been reported [208,212]. Because

of the above reasons, a major portion of the

genetic improvement efforts in photosynthetic rates

of crop species has been directed toward improving

Amax. Genetic variation in Amax has been reported for

many crop species including wheat [133,138,160,213–

218], soybean [142,219], peas [220], and tall fescue

[221,222]. In high-radiation environments such as in

Israel, up to 50% of the genetic differences in leaf

photosynthesis of C3 crops like wheat can be realized

in the measured improvements in canopy photosyn-

thesis [133]. For soybean, it is estimated that about

40% of the improvements in the single-leaf photosyn-

thesis (i.e., Amax) can be realized in the canopy photo-

synthesis [93].

C. IMPROVEMENTS IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC DURATION

OF THE CANOPY

Leaf area duration is one of the most critical factors

in the light harvesting process of the canopy to deter-

mine the canopy photosynthetic efficiency integrated

over the entire growth period of the crop. The stay-

green trait is a plant attribute that has attracted at-

tention from physiologists and breeders and has the

potential to improve RUE during the reproductive

phase of growth. The decline in RUE during the

reproductive phase is partly triggered by the remobi-

lization of carbon and nitrogen from leaves to the

reproductive tissue. This triggers the start of canopy

senescence, inducing a significant decrease in RUE. It

has been noticed that genetic stocks that keep a

photosynthetically productive and active canopy

throughout the reproductive phase of development

(i.e., the stay-green trait) maintain higher RUE. By

genetically transferring the stay-green trait from

Avena sterilis into the breeding lines of oat (Avena

sativa), biomass production, RUE, and yielding abil-

ity in oat have been improved to 20% over the normal

oat, and this has been largely attributed to improve-

ments in the leaf area duration rather than other

photosynthetic rates [223–225].

D. CAN PHOTORESPIRATION BE SUPPRESSED?

One of the ways to improve RUE is to reduce or

suppress photorespiration; this increases quantum

yield and stimulates net assimilation rates under

both light limitation and light saturation environ-

ments [160]. Nearly 30% of the carbohydrate formed

in C3 photosynthesis can be lost via photorespiration,

and this amount increases with an increase in tem-

perature and could reach up to 50% in warm tropical

environments or during hot summer weather in tem-

perate climates [226]. The kinetic properties of

Rubisco determine the partitioning of ribulose 1,2-

biphosphate between carboxylation and oxygenation,

and thus the amount of fixed carbon lost through

photorespiration. The carboxylase and oxygenase re-

actions involve the competition of molecular O2 and

CO2 for an activated enediol form of ribulose 1,2-

biphosphate, which is generated at the active site

[227,228]. There was no active site detected in the

Rubisco for the substrates CO2 or O2. In the absence

of a formal binding site on the enzyme for CO2 and

O2, partitioning between the two reactions (i.e., car-

boxylation and oxygenation) (i.e., the Rubisco speci-

ficity factor) should be the same irrespective of the

source from which this enzyme is isolated [228]. How-

ever, substantial variation in the Rubisco specificity

factor was discovered for Rubisco isolated from a

wide range of photosynthetic organisms [229–234]

(Table 29.2).

The most primitive form of Rubisco (Rubisco

form-I), isolated from prokaryotic photosynthetic or-

ganisms, contains two large subunits and has a higher

specificity factor for oxygenation (i.e., most of the



substrate is directed toward the oxygenation process

rather than the carboxylation process). This is in

contrast to Rubico form-II, which is isolated from

higher plants, which have both large and small sub-

units that differ in specificity toward CO2 and O2.

These differences in specificity are thought to be the

basis for the variation in Rubisco specificity among

species and possibly genotypes of some species. This

could open up possibilities for manipulating enzyme

structure and engineering a superior carboxylase that

would have a higher specificity for CO2 and a lower

specificity for O2, thus improving the photosynthetic

efficiency of the biological systems [227,231,234,235–

238]. The cyanobacterial Rubisco is closely related to

that of higher plants, but it has a lower specificity for

CO2, thus it will partition more substrate through

oxygenation than carboxylation. Also, Rubisco from

Rhodospirillum rubrum is structurally the simplest

form of Rubisco, and the specificity factor is similar

to that of Rubisco from cyanobacteria.

Among the C3 plants studied, nearly 20% of the

variation was in Rubisco specificity among species

[232,239]. Rubisco from tobacco has the lowest speci-

ficity. Rubisco specific factor in wheat, sunflower,

Chrysanthemum coronarium, Lotus creticus, and Hel-

leborus lividus has higher levels of specificity than that

of tobacco [232,239]. Rubisco specificity of some mar-

ine red algae is substantially higher (about 195 com-

pared to 95 in wheat) than that reported for C3 plants

[233]. Thus, a search for more efficient Rubisco in crop

species may be worthwhile, particularly in crop species

that have adapted to or evolved in high-temperature

environments. Rubisco specificity factor decreases as

temperature increases because of the inherent proper-

ties of this enzyme. Also, the relative solubility of CO2

and O2 favors the oxygenase reaction at high temper-

atures [240–242]. Because of the above reasons, it

could be expected that more efficient forms of Rubisco

may have evolved in plant/crop species that were

evolved in high-temperature environments as a normal

part of their adaptation [243]. Improvements in the

Rubisco specificity factor (and the associated reduc-

tions in photorespiration) are widely believed to have

significant impacts on yield under high production, as

well as in more marginal environments. Also, molecu-

lar techniques may offer the possibility of genetically

transforming wheat Rubisco from its current specifi-

city (i.e., Vc/Vo) of 95 to a value of 195, which corres-

ponds to that of the thermophilic alga (Galderia

partite) [244]. If this were to be achieved in field

crops, improvements in photosynthetic rates up to

20% from their current levels are predicted using bio-

chemical models for CO2 assimilation [245].

Another way of improving canopy photosynthesis

is to optimize the composition of the photosynthetic

apparatus, as well as N distribution, throughout the

canopy, so that leaf photosynthesis is equally efficient

throughout the canopy and at different light inten-

sities. This phenomenon was investigated in Lucerne

[138], where leaves showed a clear tendency for re-

duced total leaf N at greater depth in the canopy. In

addition, chlorophyll a:b ratios declined with depth,

indicating an increased ability to capture scarce light

by an increased investment in chlorophyll associated

with the light antennae, relative to the reaction cen-

ters. This was consistent with a lower total N to

chlorophyll N ratio, reflecting a smaller investment

in soluble protein associated with CO2 fixation [138].

VI. IMPORTANCE OF RUE IN CROP
PRODUCTIVITY AND YIELD POTENTIAL

RUE is a critical crop genetic component determining

yield potential and stability in performance over a

range of production environments [21]. Since there

are a number of genetic and environmental factors

that can potentially influence the crop’s ability to

utilize radiation efficiently for production, there are

several options or strategies that can be deployed to

improve RUE in crops. Crop yield can be considered

as a function of

Y ¼ RI�RUE�HI

where Y is the grain yield, RI is the intercepted

radiation, HI is the harvest index, and RUE is the

radiation use efficiency.

TABLE 29.2
Specificity Factor of Rubisco from Various Species

Species

Substrate Specificity

Factor

Rhodospirillum rubrum 9.0 + 0.9

Anacystis nidulans 52 + 4.2

Pastinaca lucida 84.7 + 1.0

Hippocrepis balearica 94.4 + 1.7

Medicago arborea L. ssp. citrine 96.4 + 2.2

Triflium subterraneum L. 96.5 + 4.9

Ceratonia siligua 98.1 + 2.9

Triticum aestivum 100.0 + 0.7

Chrysantehmum coranarium L. 106.6 + 1.9

Lotus creticus L. ssp. Cytisoides 106.9 + 3.5

Helleborus lividus Aiton ssp. Corsicus 107.5 + 3.8

Maize 92 + 6.6

Tobacco 89 + 4.1

Sunflower 104 + 4.1

Note: Based on Refs. [232,235].



Because of its central role in evaluating the yield

and productivity of crops, RUE is an integral feature

of all crop models. A wide range of morphological

(canopy attributes that determine the canopy archi-

tecture for optimum distribution of intercepted light)

and biochemical traits and a number of environmen-

tal factors influence in varying degrees the photosyn-

thetic performance of crop canopies, which in turn

largely determines the RUE. Our research on pigeon-

pea has shown that RUE is a key index for evaluating

the potential of dry matter production and grain yield

under optimum to deficit water environments (Figure

29.11 and Figure 29.12). Osmotic adjustment, a key

metabolic strategy for adapting to water deficits, was

also found to be an important mechanism contribut-

ing to RUE under water deficits in pigeonpea as RUE

was found to be linearly correlated with relative leaf

water content in pigeonpea (Figure 29.7).

Several attempts have been made by earlier re-

searchers to target genetic improvement in specific

components that affect RUE, such as photosynthetic

rates (Amax), Rubisco levels, and canopy attributes

such as leaf angle. Because of the limitations in under-

standing the function of specific traits/mechanisms in

improving grain yield under field conditions, it has

been difficult to identify the specific genetic interven-

tions that are responsible for the improved RUE in

crops [246,247]. Nevertheless, there have been no sys-

tematic research efforts to directly improve the RUE

in any of the crops to our knowledge. As explained

earlier, RUE is an integrated crop attribute where a

number of morphological and biochemical traits con-

tribute to determine the observed phenotype. Large-

scale systematic evaluation of genetic stocks for RUE

has been difficult to undertake from a breeder’s per-

spective. Presently, the only practical way to deal with

this issue is to target genetic improvements on specific

components with the assumption that they would

have a measurable effect on the total phenotype

under the right environmental conditions. However,

the new generation of growth chambers presently

available may make it feasible to evaluate the RUE

of the total canopy for at least the final plant

selections.

Despite several decades of research on RUE, this

important crop attribute is perhaps one of the least

understood phenomena in crop physiology. This is

underscored by the fact that in many crop models,

RUE is considered as a constant for a given crop

species (i.e., generally a crop-specific coefficient)

with little or no consideration as to variation among

genotypes, or changes in RUE during the different

growing phases of the crop. The various nutritional

and environmental factors that affect RUE are sel-

dom taken into consideration in many of the crop

models [21]. Thus, a better understanding and appre-

ciation of RUE are needed before genetic and man-

agement strategies to improve RUE in crops as a

means of improving their yield potential and stability

become routine.

It is rather surprising to see that there has been

very little genetic improvement in RUE of the major

food crops in the last four decades of breeding.

During this same time period, breeding has resulted
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in nearly doubling the yield of crops, but with rela-

tively no change in crop RUE [154,157,206]. This

has been indicated by comparative studies involving

wheat varieties that were released between 1960

and 1990, which showed very little change in

RUE [38,77,154,155,206,248]. However, the flag leaf

photosynthetic rates, stomatal conductance, and

canopy temperature depression have been improved

substantially in some of the new varieties of wheat

when compared to the older varieties (i.e., those

released in the 1960s) [217]. The canopy photo-

synthetic rates and RUE of the modern wheat var-

ieties appear to have been higher in the semidwarf

varieties of wheat postanthesis, but not during the

preanthesis period of growth; this change is largely

driven by the improved sink size of the new varieties

[218]. Nevertheless, some of the canopy attributes in

the modern high-yielding cultivars of wheat have

been improved, where the light penetration into the

interior of the canopies is much higher in some of the

semidwarf varieties than in the older taller varieties

[249].

Recent yield improvements have been achieved

largely through improved partitioning of crop bio-

mass into grain [206,248,250–252]. The HI of many

field crops is approaching very high levels (about

60%) [250]; further yield improvements most likely

will have to come from improving the total biomass

production, and RUE most likely will have to be

improved and maintained over the entire season to

accomplish this task [250,253]. It has been shown

that canopy attributes such as leaf angle and leaf

arrangment are some of the key plant attributes

that need to be improved for better light distribu-

tion. This type of modification is an essential feature

for the new ideotypes that are proposed by the

breeders and physiologists to develop new plant

types for rice, wheat, and maize to break the current

yield barriers. It has been argued that to improve the

present levels of grain yield in rice of about 10 to

15 tons/ha, the canopy architecture needs to be

modified substantially to utilize the light more

efficiently for the production of biomass [187,254–

256]. In order to realize the full genetic potential of

an increased RUE (including the reserve photo-

synthetic capacity of the canopy) [158], sink size

needs to be further improved in many crops. This

is in addition to increasing the photosynthetic dur-

ation of the canopy by introducing novel traits

such as stay-green characteristics of the canopy

[254,257,258]. Increased utilization of stem nutrient

reserves is another important attribute of yield de-

termination and stability that needs to be improved

in order to exploit any improved RUE for higher

grain yields [258].

VII. CHALLENGES AND CONSTRAINTS
TO IMPROVE RUE

Improvements in a crop RUE largely depend on the

genetic manipulation of the overall photosynthetic

output of the canopy [177]. Improving leaf photosyn-

thesis and other biochemical attributes can improve

the photosynthetic performance of crops, and thus

their biomass production and possibly RUE, often

considered for improvement in a number of crop

species [147,259]. However, improving photosynthetic

rates of specific leaves has not resulted in improve-

ments in biomass in a number of crops, as individual

leaf photosynthetic rate is only one of the attributes

that determine canopy photosynthetic efficiency and

RUE [214,260,261]. Often leaf photosynthetic rates

are negatively associated with leaf size, with no bene-

fits to the overall canopy photosynthetic efficiency

[147,262]. Similarly, Rubisco levels are often nega-

tively correlated with leaf expansion rate and leaf

size [262]. Nevertheless, a number of reports indicate

that genetic variation in leaf photosynthesis is inde-

pendent of specific leaf weight; thus, improvements in

specific leaf weight (often a function of increased

Rubisco levels) could independently be genetically

altered [221,222,263].

Evaluating a large number of genetic stocks for

canopy photosynthetic rates under field conditions is

not presently feasible because of the lack of tech-

niques that are suitable for large-scale evaluation of

genetic stocks [264–266]. Because of these inherent

limitations associated with evaluating RUE or can-

opy photosynthetic efficiency for a large number of

genetic stocks, research specifically aimed at improv-

ing RUE has not been undertaken so far, to our

knowledge. Other biochemical attributes such as im-

proving the Rubisco specificity factor may have po-

tential in future crop improvement efforts. Also, some

of the new molecular tools that can potentially mod-

ify Rubisco could have a major impact on canopy

photosynthetic efficiency in crops. Of the various at-

tributes that can be genetically manipulated to im-

prove RUE, the light extinction coefficient (k), largely

determined by the vertical orientation of the leaf

angle and leaf arrangement, would perhaps be one

of the most practical ways of improving RUE in

many of the current crop varieties. Despite the limited

amount of definitive evidence to show that improving

leaf orientation would improve canopy photosyn-

thetic efficiency and RUE of crops, there are sufficient

reasons to consider this trait to be important and

potentially a practical way to improve crop RUE.

An evaluation of the value of vertical leaf orientation

needs to be considered along with higher plant density

and in high-radiation environments.



VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND
FUTURE OUTLOOK

Net canopy photosynthesis is a function of many

interacting physiological attributes that involve both

photosynthesis and metabolism (sink strength). There

are many individual components involved such as

(a) photosynthetic metabolism, (b) canopy structure,

(c) sink strength, (d) rooting attributes that supply

nutrients and water, (e) respiration costs, (f) buffering

of environmental fluxes, and (g) tolerance mechan-

isms for water and nutrient stress (particularly water

and nitrogen), all of which must function together to

make up the overall structure necessary for the util-

ization of light. Conceptually, improvements in a

crop’s RUE can be through the genetic manipulation

of any of the traits/characters that influence the above

processes as their interactions determine net assimila-

tion rate and thus RUE. As mentioned earlier, the last

85 years (since the 1920s or so) of wheat breeding

have not resulted in any significant improvements in

RUE in the modern semidwarf wheat varieties when

compared to the traditional tall land races [267].

However, improvements in the RUE of some of the

modern high-yielding rice varieties indicate that

breeding can improve RUE through changes in

some of these physiological characters that contrib-

uted toward RUE [175].

Canopy attributes such as vertical leaf orientation

would have a large impact on the canopy photosyn-

thesis if they could be introduced into agronomically

elite materials. However, demonstrating the un-

equivocal beneficial effects of leaf orientation on

yield potential during the early stages of breeding is

still a challenge to breeders and physiologists. This is

largely due to the existence of allometric relationships

between leaf erectness and smaller leaves, spikes and

stems, which are associated with agronomicaly poor

phenotypes [192]. Also, genetic stocks with erect can-

opy structure require different environmental condi-

tions (such as narrowly spaced planting) to take

advantage of any such improvements in canopy struc-

ture. It is very difficult to take into consideration all

possible environmental conditions during the early

screening and evaluation of these materials [192,268].

More highly focused efforts are needed to develop

the elite genetic stocks containing the desirable com-

ponents and traits that shape RUE. Such efforts need

to be carefully planned and will require a long-term

commitment of resources, along with the joint in-

volvement of genetists and crop physiologists in the

breeding efforts. As mentioned earlier the best poten-

tial for further yield improvements of major food

crops (such as wheat, rice, and maize) seems to be in

improving RUE, as it appears to be the only viable

option for major improvements in biomass produc-

tion for many crops. This also puts a high priority on

the various physiological mechanisms/traits that dir-

ectly or indirectly influence RUE (such as tolerance to

water or nutrient stress) and contribute to adaptation

to marginal (stressful) environments. Improvements

in these factors would also contribute to yield stability

across a range of production environments. Cur-

rently, there is only limited understanding of the

underlying reasons for the variation of RUE, which

is often observed across a range of production envir-

onments, or of the functioning of the physiological

mechanisms that contribute to the improvement of

RUE in these marginal production environments. Al-

though RUE is not a physical parameter, it is a

sensitive biological index that basically integrates the

overall efficiency of the plant, providing key informa-

tion about the production potential of the plant.

Breaking the current yield barriers to production

for some of the major food crops will require modifi-

cations in crop canopy architecture, sink strength,

photosynthetic rates, tolerance to nutrient and water

stress, and increased photosynthetic duration. Im-

provements in these traits taken either together or

individually will contribute to improvements in

RUE of crops [187,254,258]. Genetic interventions

are possible at various biological levels to improve

RUE. Introduction of the C4 photosynthetic pathway

into major food crops such as rice and wheat, which

have the C3 pathway, is one such avenue that has

been shown to be conceptually possible and technic-

ally feasible and can have a major upward impact on

RUE of these crops. Such interventions will hopefully

lead to the development of new plant types with traits

that address the underlying phenomenon responsible

for RUE. Crop modeling, biotechnology, and physio-

logical breeding will become increasingly important

for targeting, evaluating, and incorporating desirable

traits into new plant ideotypes of the major food

crops, which will be able to use intercepted radiation

more efficiently to produce greater amounts of bio-

mass than the current crop varieties.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Adaptation to drought stress is a very complex pro-

cess. Drought stress is the result of numerous climatic,

edaphic, and agronomic factors that are frequently

further confounded by major variations in their tim-

ing, duration, and intensity. The combinations ofmor-

phological, physiological, and phenological traits/

attributes required for optimal adaptation to drought

stress varies with each local environment. Overall, the

genetic contribution to drought adaptation is based on

a combination of constitutive and induced physio-

logical and biochemical traits. Furthermore, new

plant varieties must have an array of biotic stress

resistances, while still retaining product quality traits

which are required for the farmers’ adoption of any

new cultivar. This may be of paramount importance as

it can interact with the expression of drought toler-

ance. The understanding of the full interaction of a

complex collection of drought adaptation traits is

much more difficult than understanding the function-

ing of each individual trait. The accurate assessment of

a cultivar’s drought adaptation may not be possible

from a single season evaluation. Similarly, there gen-

erally is no single trait that breeders can deploy to

improve the productivity of a given crop under all

water-limiting conditions. Development of overall

drought adaptation for a plant is most generally the

result of the collective expression of many plant char-

acteristics in the appropriate environment. The genetic

fragments defining these traits may be distributed

across various locations over the entire genome. Even

if one is fortunate enough to find the right combin-

ation of underlying loci in a single accession, it is very

difficult to transfer such a collection of traits intact

from a donor parent into the targeted local varieties.

For these reasons, the use of standard procedures to

directly breed for drought adaptation using classical

empirical screening approaches, which rely heavily on

yield or yield-derived indices have generally had at best

only modest return for most crops [1–7].

A potential alternative is a systemic component-

based approach. The underlying concept of this ap-

proach is that many of the various morphological,

physiological, and biochemical components that im-

prove plants adaptation to drought can be collected

in one plant genotype where they can contribute to

drought tolerance either by virtue of their direct ef-

fects or through their interactions with other loci. It is

now possible and practical to pyramid many of these

individual traits in a genetic stock/variety through

marker-assisted breeding. However, permutations

and combinations of pyramided genes will need to

be evaluated through replicated multilocational trials

in order to select the most appropriate interaction

effects. In nature, these traits are not usually all

found within a single plant genotype but are dispersed

in a number of different genetic stocks derived from

different geographical areas where that specific type

of drought stress is the limiting factor. These individ-

ual drought adaptation traits need to be located and

identified, in the varieties where they originated. Once

these traits have been identified it is then possible to

introduce a number of them into a locally adapted

variety. The precise traits or components required to

improve a crop’s drought adaptation depends on the

environment of the target growth area. Thus, identi-

fication of the appropriate genetic traits needed for

improvement of drought tolerance must be based on

an understanding of the eco-physiology of the area

where the trait developed as well as the eco-physi-

ology of the target area where the crop is to be

grown. Only incremental progress should be expected

from each of the independent drought adaptation

component traits introduced into the local variety.

This is due to the fact that many different environ-

mental factors contribute to drought stress and that

many adaptation traits are effective only for certain

aspects of drought and often only over a limited range

of drought stress. Moreover, the new interaction ef-

fects between introgressed genes and their new genetic

background may indeed at times result in ‘‘negative

progress.’’ However, it should be possible to achieve

greater and broader improvement of drought adapta-

tion as more and more drought adaptation traits are

incorporated into the locally desired plant genotype.



Because the diverse environmental factors inducing

drought may change from season to season, it is not

reasonable to expect that all traits would be equally

functional every season. This is one of the reasons

why it may be difficult to quickly reach the full po-

tential of these approaches in achieving a high degree

of drought adaptation.

II. RELEVANCE OF DROUGHT STRESS
TO THE SEMIARID TROPICS AND
POTENTIAL YIELD GAINS FROM
CROP IMPROVEMENT

Grain losses of maize in tropics alone because of

drought exceed 20 million tons per year and this

amounts to 17% of their realizable potential yield

(i.e., well-watered conditions) [2]. For Southern Af-

rica, nearly 60% of the potential maize yield can be

lost due to drought where it is severe [2]. Drought is

considered to be one of the major abiotic constraints

to crop production in the Guinea Savanna belt of

West and Central Africa. The risk of drought stress

is particularly high in the Sudan Savanna zone be-

cause rainfall there is unpredictable both in quantity

and distribution. Even in lowland locations where

there is generally adequate precipitation for growth

of maize, periodic droughts can occur during flower-

ing and grain-filling stages [4]. These growth stages

are the most sensitive phases of maize to moisture

deficits. When drought stress coincides with flowering

and grain-filling stages of maize, the resultant yield

losses range from 20% to 50% [8]. Similarly, cowpea,

which is also widely grown in the semiarid tropics of

Africa and Asia, also have drought as one of their

major production constraints. Although, cowpeas are

considered to be one of the most drought tolerant

legumes grown in dry-savanna of Africa, the severe

droughts of the Sahel, can still substantially limit

cowpea production [9,10].

There are two notable successes from ICRISAT’s

cereal breeding programs, in terms of the impact of

genetic enhancement of crop yield under drought-

prone rainfed conditions, the release of pearl millet

variety Okashana 1 in Namibia and sorghum variety

S 35 in Chad and Cameroon. The pearl millet variety

‘‘Okashana 1,’’ bred at ICRISAT (Patancheru,

India), is grown on almost 50% of the pearl millet

area in Namibia, where the main limitations to crop

yield are low rainfall, frequent drought, and low-

input agronomic conditions [11]. This variety is early

maturing, has good terminal drought tolerance, and is

generally adapted to marginal production environ-

ments [12,13]. The development and dissemination

of this variety has contributed to substantial improve-

ments in pearl millet production and overall food

security in Namibia [11]. However, this composite

and the base population from which it was bred

were selected during the highest rainfall years at

ICRISAT and thus were more fortuitous than strictly

a product of precisely controlled knowledge-led selec-

tion trials. Nevertheless, Okashana 1 and its sister

variety ICMV 221, which was bred by progeny-

based selection under managed terminal drought

stress and has been released in Eritrea, Kenya and

India is a clear indication that genetic improvement of

drought tolerance is possible within economically

productive and market acceptable genetic back-

grounds.

The sorghum variety S 35 was originally a photo-

period-insensitive, high-yielding, early-maturing, and

drought tolerant pure-line developed from ICRI-

SAT’s breeding program in India. Its subsequent

introduction into drought-prone areas of Chad has

been very successful, resulting in an estimated yield

advantage of about 50% over the farmers’ local var-

ieties [14].

For upland rice, West African Rice Development

Association (WARDA) has released several rice

varieties that are suitable for upland conditions

(i.e. Guinea Savanna), where drought stress is a

major constraint on production. The genetic stocks

WAB56-104 and WAB56-50 also showed good adap-

tation to drought-prone sites [15]. Another successful

example of drought tolerance is the rice variety

‘NERICA’, which was developed through interspe-

cific hybridization using Oryza sativa and Oryza gla-

berrima [16,17]. This rice variety has been reported to

have stable yields across a range of production envir-

onments in West Africa, where drought stress is an

integral feature of the environment [16,17].

Until recently, the maize breeding program at the

International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA,

Ibadan, Nigeria) screened germplasm for tolerance to

drought under naturally occurring drought stress at a

location in the Sudan savanna. However, because the

nonmanaged drought stress in these fields was not

always consistent, the screening for drought tolerance

was not very effective. To effectively differentiate

between tolerant and sensitive genotypes, selection

needs to be made under controlled conditions where

known levels of drought stress can be reliably in-

duced. Consequently, since 1997, IITA has been

screening diverse maize germplasm under drought

stress at a location carefully selected where drought

stress occurs predictably during flowering and grain-

filling stages of the crop. Using such a site, late- and

early-maturing broad-based populations were im-

proved for drought tolerance using recurrent selection

schemes. The Japan International Research for



Agricultural Sciences (JIRCAS) and IITA have

jointly developed efficient screening methods for

drought tolerance in cowpea [9,10,18,19].

Based on empirical field evaluations, the chickpea

germplasm line ICC 4958 has been considered as

drought tolerant in relation to other legume crops

[20]. In chickpea, large root systems are considered

to be the single most important component of ter-

minal drought tolerance in areas where the crop is

grown on residual soil moisture during the postrainy

season. However, the drought tolerance of this line

has been definitively shown not be due to a significant

difference in relative root size (Kashiwagi, personal

communication). Yet, plant breeders continue to rou-

tinely use this genotype as it has good general com-

bining ability for conferring drought tolerance. Thus

there is clearly a great deal more to learn about the

underlying basis of drought tolerance in crops of the

semiarid tropics (SAT). Nevertheless, there appears

to be no shortage of genetic variation in the germ-

plasm collections for this trait. Groundnut varieties

ICGS 11, ICGS 37 are considered tolerant to end-of-

season drought; ICGS 44, ICGS 76 and ICGS 10 are

considered tolerant to mid-season drought patterns

[21]. Here, water use efficiency has been implicated

as playing a major role. For pigeonpea, ICPL 87 and

UPAS 120 are considered to have tolerance to mid-

season drought [22].

For the SAT, drought stress is an integral part of

the overall agricultural production ecosystems. Thus,

any genetic improvement program that targets the

SAT region should include adaptation to drought

stress as one of the primary selection criteria. The

general problem of drought in the SAT is further

compounded with erratic, unpredictable rainfall,

high temperatures, high levels of solar radiation, and

poor soil characteristics. Considering all of these fac-

tors, drought stress is still considered to be the most

limiting factor for achieving enhanced yield potential

in the SAT (Table 30.1). Any increase in yield result-

ing from improved adaptation to drought would have

enormous economic benefits to the resource-poor

farmers in the SAT region (Table 30.1). A cost–bene-

fit analysis of various potential ICRISAT research

themes in this area indicates that the potential

returns on investment in drought research could be

very substantial and will clearly have long-term

impacts [23].

Unlike disease, insect or parasitic weed resist-

ances, which tend to become nonfunctional with

time due to the evolution of new virulent pest bio-

types, the progress made in improving drought adap-

tation is likely to remain effective over relatively long

periods of time. This is because these adaptations are

responding to climatic patterns, which do not readily

change in response to changes in plant response, but

rather change as a function of geology in the slow

time frame, which is a characteristic of geology. How-

ever, with the increasing threat of human-induced

global climate change, it appears that the dry regions

of Africa and South Asia may become even drier, thus

increasing the need for drought tolerant crops. The

agro-climatic and production system environments of

the SAT regions are very diverse and thus the inher-

ent water constraints that limit crop production are

also very variable. The first step necessary to charac-

terize the drought patterns of these environments

should be long-term studies of water-balance model-

ing using existing weather datasets and geographical

information systems (GIS) tools. The accurate assess-

ment of moisture availability in these environments is

critical for identifying crop genotypes adapted to such

drought-prone environments. However, even with

these challenges of drought complexity, a systemic

component-based approach should provide a valu-

able tool for achieving crop improvement for

drought-prone environments such as the SAT

[24–27].

III. CROP YIELD AND WATER USE

The relationship between carbon fixation and tran-

spirational water loss has been well established in

plants [28]. The slope of this relationship, termed

transpiration efficiency, varies substantially among

and within plant species and with phase of growth

[26,29–32]. Research over the last 100 years compar-

ing water use to crop growth has shown an intimate

TABLE 30.1
Yield Loss Due to Drought Stress and Potential Gain
from Crop Improvement for ICRISAT Mandated
Crops

Crop

Yield Loss due to

Drought Stress

(US$ million)

Potential Yield

Gain from Crop

Improvement

(US$ million)

Pearl-millet 630 142

Sorghum 1744 143

Chickpea 1058 525

Groundnut 520 208

Pigeonpea 570 92

Total Yield loss

(in US$ million): 4.522

Yield gain

(in US$ million) : 1.110

Source: ICRISAT. Medium Term Plan 1994–1998. Vol. 1. Main

Report. Patancheru, India: ICRISAT, 1992. With permission.



and predictable relationship between plant growth

and transpirational water-use after correcting for

variations in atmospheric humidity [33]. However,

there remains substantial heritable genetic variation

reported for transpiration efficiency (see Refs. [32,34]

for further discussion) in many C3 crop plants (and

perhaps C4 crop plants as well [35]), suggesting that

there is room for improvement in this phenomenon.

Generally, the response of plants to soil water def-

icits can be related to a sequence of three successive

stages of soil dehydration [27,33] (Figure 30.1). Stage I

occurs at high soil moisture when water is still freely

available from the soil and both stomatal conductance

and water vapor loss are not limited by soil water

availability. The transpiration rate during this stage

is therefore determined by environmental conditions

around the leaves. Stage II starts when the rate of

water uptake from the soil cannot match the potential

transpiration rate. Stomatal conductance declines,

limiting the transpiration rate to a rate similar to that

of uptake of soil water, resulting in the maintenance of

the water balance of the plant. Finally, stage III begins

when the stomatal adjustment is no longer sufficient to

maintain a positive water balance and plant’s survival

depends on other drought adaptation mechanisms

being available.

In the absence of drought adaptation mechan-

isms, virtually all major processes contributing to

crop yield including leaf photosynthetic rate, leaf ex-

pansion and growth are inhibited late in stage I or in

stage II of soil drying [36.37]. At the end of stage II,

these growth-supporting processes have reached zero

and no further net growth (i.e., increase in biomass)

occurs in the plants. The focus of stage III is survival

and water conservation mechanisms that will allow

the plant to endure these severe conditions until they

are relieved and improved moisture availability per-

mits growth to resume. Plant survival is a critical trait

in natural dry-land ecosystems and perennial crops,

but for most agricultural situations, stage III has little

relevance to questions about increasing crop yield.

Consequently, the amount of water available up to

the end of stage II for all practical purposes deter-

mines the cumulative growth and yield on a particular

soil. Recovery from stage III can only have relevance

to yield performance if water is added to the system

while there is still sufficient time for growth. There-

fore, options involving mechanisms to enhance crop

survival do not usually mean any increase in crop

yield for annual crops under severe drought stress

conditions [38]. Increased crop yields and water use

efficiency generally require the optimization of the

physiological processes involved in the critical early

stages (mainly stage II) of plant response to soil de-

hydration.

Several physiological, morphological, and

phenological traits/mechanisms/attributes (see Refs.

[6,36,39,40–45] for further discussion) can have a sig-

nificant role in adaptation to drought stress induced

by either stage I or stage II of the soil drying process

(i.e., to avoid the onset of internal moisture stress,

and thus maintain growth rate). Extracting soil mois-

ture from deeper or different soil layers can be a

major strategy for such an adaptation. Many high-

yielding short-duration crop varieties have shallow

root systems, thus cannot extract water effectively

beyond 50 cm. (see Ref. [46] for further discussion).

Osmotic adjustment can also have a substantial role

in increasing productivity under stage III drought

stress. Osmotic adjustment provides additional func-

tional metabolic time so that the stored carbohydrates

in stems can be remobilized to help in the grain-filling

process. Stored carbohydrates in stems play a sub-

stantive role in grain filling under terminal drought

stress. The contribution from the pre-anthesis stored

carbon to the grain-filling process during stage III can

often exceed 80% of the total grain yield in cereals

(where the current photosynthate production can be

very limited or almost nil during the grain-filling

phase of growth because of the severity of drought

stress during stage III) (i.e. rabi season) [36,39,41,47].

IV. DECENTRALIZATION IN BREEDING
FOR DROUGHT TOLERANCE

A. THE OLD PARADIGM

Finding a magic phenotype that has complete toler-

ance to drought in terms of yielding ability under high

drought stress conditions has not been successful. The
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biggest hurdle with this approach is even if one is

sufficiently fortunate to find such a magic phenotype,

it is extremely difficult to transfer all of the desirable

attributes intact to high-yielding cultivar, because of

the complex nature of these drought characters (as

discussed earlier). Many IARCs have spent several

decades in the past, using enormous amounts of re-

sources to screen world germplasm, searching for

such ‘‘elusive phenotypes’’ with only limited success.

Breeding directly for drought tolerance has made

relatively little headway because of inherent weak-

nesses associated with the perceived assumption that

drought tolerance is a single or a single composite

plant characteristic and can be handled like any

other trait (such as disease resistance). In addition,

this old paradigm is closely associated with the trad-

itional centralized breeding approach to develop crop

varieties that have a wide adaptation and are suitable

for a large range of geographical regions. But, the

complex nature of drought adaptation makes this

simple approach of limited value as there is no one

trait able to address the many aspects of drought

found in a large area like the SAT.

B. THE NEW PARADIGM

The new paradigm revolves around ‘‘traits or com-

ponents’’ that have a functional role in improving

adaptation to one or more aspects of drought stress

rather than an all-encompassing phenotype (i.e.,

drought tolerance). The underlying implication here

is that breeding for drought tolerance under the

new paradigm can be a decentralized process where

the breeding efforts would be focused in the National

Agricultural Research Systems (NARS) that have

responsibility to develop crop varieties that have

specific adaptation to locally or nationally important

agro-ecologies. The inherent hypothesis of the

new paradigm is that specific components of each

individual drought adaptation trait need to be select-

ively incorporated into varieties and breeding popu-

lations that are locally adapted and are currently

under improvement. This should be based on a thor-

ough analysis of what needs to be improved in the

locally adapted varieties. It will also be dependent

on which physiological/biochemical/morphological/

phenological traits are available. Perhaps, the shift

to this new paradigm will provide an alternative

means of identifying novel physiological mechanisms

or other morphological traits that contribute towards

the improvements in adaptation of crops to drought.

The role of IARCs or other research institutions with

a global mandate to address the issue of drought

adaptation would concentrate on providing the com-

ponents of drought tolerance or genetic stocks with

specific traits linked to improving crop performance

under drought stress. Thus, the IARCs would develop

the ingredients and information (technical knowhow)

to pass on to the NARS and then assist them in

developing varieties that have specific adaptations

required for their target agro-ecologies.

C. STRATEGY OF THE NEW PARADIGM

The complexity of the drought syndrome should be

tackled from a holistic perspective. This means that

physiological/mechanistic dissection and molecular

genetic analysis of tolerance/adaptation at key pheno-

logical stages should be integrated with the develop-

ment of agronomic practices that in the overall lead to

better conservation and utilization of soil moisture in

time and space. This endeavor would identify the

most appropriate combination of crop genotypes

and management systems for maximum stable prod-

uctivity under the target environmental profile.

A critical element to achieve this would be the devel-

opment and improvement of screening tools, along

with the appropriate protocols for characterization of

these component traits in multilocational environ-

ments. This would necessitate the identification of

genetic stocks, and the evaluation of the functional

relationships of relevant traits to crop adaptation for

various types of drought stress. The development of

working protocols for evaluating the value of various

combinations of morphological/biochemical/physio-

logical/developmental traits for different target

drought-prone environments would also be required.

It would be highly desirable to develop ideotype con-

cepts for various crops in an appropriate range of

agro-ecologies [25,48]. A good starting point for

choosing appropriate ideotype/s for modeling studies

can come from Farmer-Participatory Assessment of a

wide range of plant architectures and phenologies in

the crop(s) target range of drought-prone environ-

ments.

Recent advances in molecular techniques have

contributed significantly to germplasm utilization

and enhancement along with innovative approaches

to plant breeding under stress conditions. These

molecular tools, including high-throughput DNA

marker genotyping, can be used for diversity analysis,

genetic linkage mapping, and marker-assisted selec-

tion of crops for improved tolerance to drought

[49–51]. Identification and genetic mapping of quan-

titative trait loci (QTL) for specific components is

currently used to dissect the genetic basis of various

traits associated with crop performance, including

drought tolerance [52–68]. As the genotyping process

is developed and refined, it is essential that similar

refinements of the necessary phenotyping tools are



also developed concurrently. Many crops of the SAT

have not yet been intensively studied by molecular

biologists and, therefore, have only a limited number

of DNA markers and other genomic tools available.

Nevertheless, there are large public domain databases

accumulating for a number of model plant and

crop species that offer great opportunities for rapid

advances in orphan crops through synteny and se-

quence alignment studies [69,70]. This approach is

presently fueling rapid progress in chickpea research

through association with Medicago, Phaseolus, and

soybean.

Marker-aided genetic analysis suggests that a

large proportion of the variation for response to

drought or water-use efficiency may be accounted

for by a few QTL of large effect plus many others of

relatively small effect [8,67,71]. This may mean that

significant genetic gains can be made in marker-

assisted selection programs when focused on a rela-

tively few target loci which have the largest favorable

effects. Careful phenotyping is critical in the QTL

mapping of drought tolerance components. To a cer-

tain extent, cross-breeding assisted by selection with

DNAmarkers could be a promising strategy for a fast

and objective selection of new cultivars with enhanced

adaptation to drought. In addition, advances in mo-

lecular biology and crop model systems offer a num-

ber of new avenues to address the issue of drought

adaptation. For instance, cowpea would be a suitable

species to determine the genetic potential of drought

adaptation in legume crops using QTL analysis, and

germplasm characterization; Medicago truncatula

would be the suitable species among legumes for as-

sessing whole-genome transcriptional responses to

drought. Some of the desirable characteristics of

interest in a drought tolerant ‘‘concensus legume’’

species are root architecture, transcriptional path-

ways (e.g., dehydrin proteins), physiological param-

eters (e.g., osmotic adjustment), and plant

development (earliness). Comparative mapping will

be the means to assess gene synteny of drought toler-

ance loci across crop legume genomes. Forward, and

reverse genetics (in these legume species) may identify

key regulators of drought tolerant genotypes. The

outputs of such legume genomic research are genetic-

ally defined loci controlling the trait, candidate genes

(as defined by mapping, mutation, and transcrip-

tional investigations) for drought tolerance, and

DNA markers for assisted-selection or aided-intro-

gression and germplasm management for improve-

ment of drought adaptation.

Participation of NARS and private sector breed-

ing programs from various target production areas in

the mapping of drought tolerance components and

the development of component trait-specific genetic

stocks will be highly desirable. They can play an

essential role in verifying and refining DNA markers

and molecular breeding strategies for rapidly improv-

ing crop plants’ adaptation to drought stress. Not

only is such interaction necessary for this level of

scientific endeavor, it is also vital to appropriately

orientate the research goals such that there is a high

level of adoption of the drought-adapted crops. Such

collaborative programs could also lead to the

strengthening of NARS and an enhanced linkage

between public and private sector institutions.

V. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR
TRAIT-BASED IMPROVEMENT

Though the following two approaches are being dis-

cussed separately for the relative ease of presentation,

in practice the approach that needs to be adopted is a

combination of these two to derive the best from both

for the rapid trait-based improvement of crop adap-

tation to drought stress.

A. BLACKBOX APPROACH

Before the development of specific genetic markers,

plants with different adaptation to drought should be

identified so that independent drought tolerance

mechanisms can be studied. The logical route of sep-

aration is from phenotypic performance, to the

underlying reasons, to the mechanisms behind them

and finally to genetic markers (or actual genes) for the

individual mechanisms. Identification of QTL for

the superior phenotype (i.e., drought tolerance), and

the understanding of the functional role of the indi-

vidual QTL on the phenotype is critical to this ap-

proach. Once this is accomplished, one can selectively

incorporate individual QTL either together or inde-

pendently into crop genotypes of several genetic back-

grounds to evaluate the functional and adaptive

significance for drought adaptation of individual

QTL (i.e., development of near-isogenic lines [NILs]

in several genetic backgrounds). One of the major

advantages of using NILs is that once a favorable

QTL has been identified, it is already fixed in an

elite recipient line and the initial cycle of breeding

work to incorporate the trait into crop varieties of

interest to farmers is essentially completed for that

specific trait. Also, lines with favorable QTL alleles

can be easily maintained and then used for pyramid-

ing favorable alleles at several QTL into a single

genetic stock. Nevertheless, the amount of resources

(both man power and financial) required for this

approach can be substantial and thus should not be

underestimated. Initially, only those traits that



strongly influence adaptation to drought would have

a high priority, with traits having less of an influence

following.

It is not surprising that different genetic stocks,

with a similar degree of drought tolerance may have

achieved their tolerance through entirely different

physiological mechanisms. For instance, one geno-

type may have realized a given degree of drought

tolerance by better osmotic adjustment, whereas an-

other one could have achieved a similar degree of

drought tolerance by a better rooting depth. For

example, rice varieties ‘‘Moroberekan’’ and ‘‘Azu-

cena’’ derive most of their drought adaptation

through their deeper rooting attributes, whereas rice

variety CT9993 accomplishes a similar degree of

adaptation to drought through better leaf osmotic

adjustment [61,62]. Similarly, in short-duration

phenotypes of pigeonpea where the root systems are

often shallow [46], osmotic adjustment is a prevalent

form of drought adaptation [46,72,73], whereas for

long-duration pigeonea phenotypes where roots go

deeper than 2m, often there is no osmotic adjustment

in leaves even during terminal drought (Subbarao and

Chauhan, unpublished). The challenge is to bring

together appropriate complementary levels of such

independent attributes that have the potential to com-

plement each other functionally, or even have a syn-

ergistic effect when brought together within a single

genetic stock. Similar arguments can be made regard-

ing the interaction between WUE and the deep root-

ing characteristics in groundnut (see Ref. [32] for

further discussion on this).

B. IDEOTYPE APPROACH

The assumption of the ideotype approach is that the

morphological, physiological, or biochemical traits

that influence adaptation to drought stress need not

influence directly the desired yield formation at least

in the donor parent where a particular trait has been

sought. This is in contrast to the blackbox approach

where yield performance under drought stress condi-

tions is the primary criteria in selecting a genetic stock

to unravel the mechanisms contributing to it. The

ideotype approach is focused on traits that in theory

have a functional role in adaptation to drought stress,

which could be combined into a genetic stock (either

in adapted breeder’s lines or germplasm lines). Adap-

tation of a genetic stock to the experimental site

(where the genetic stock is evaluated) may be inde-

pendent of this process. For example, transpiration

efficiency (TE) (evaluated based on 13C discrimin-

ation analysis) is high (about 30%) in many of the

land-races in durum wheat in comparison to the high

yielding varieties [74; Subbarao, unpublished results].

Though TE is an important component of drought

adaptation, these land-races when evaluated for

drought tolerance based on grain yield, cannot be

ranked as drought tolerant because other character-

istics such as low harvest index (HI), and low early

above-ground growth rate. Thus, though some of

these land-races could be an excellent source for im-

proving TE in modern durum cultivars with high

grain yield potential, they are unlikely to be selected

as source material for improving drought tolerance of

these high-yielding cultivars if evaluations are based

solely on yield or yield-derived indices in a single

stress environment. Residual transpiration, a physio-

logical trait in durum wheat that has been implicated

in adaptation to drought stress would be effectively

eliminated in germplasm evaluations because of poor

agronomic score [40,75]. Similarly in groundnut,

some of the genetic stocks that have high levels of

TE have low HI, and thus would not be selected if

drought evaluations were based on pod yield or yield-

derived indices [32,76–78].

In crops such as wheat, barley and beans, selection

for high TE can lead to low dry matter production,

thus low potential productivity under water nonlimit-

ing conditions [7,31,79]. Because of this, it was sug-

gested that selection for high TE would improve

adaptation to drought [80], whereas selection for

low TE should improve yield potential [79]. However,

there is no theoretical reason that genotypes have to

comply with this general relationship. For example, in

barley, although, there is generally a negative rela-

tionship between TE and dry matter accumulation

among the genotypes tested, but certain genotypes

deviate from this relationship (Figure 30.2) [81]. For

crops such as groundnut and cool-season grasses,

where photosynthetic rates are the main source of

variation in TE, selection for high TE should lead

to genotypes with high dry matter production cap-

abilities irrespective of the water regime in which

they are grown [76,77,82,83]. It is interesting to note

that the usefulness of selection for high TE could

vary depending on the crop species and the target

environment; in one case it could improve productiv-

ity, and in other cases it could be detrimental to

productivity.

Thus, the ideotype approach has the advantage of

focusing on traits that are expected to have a func-

tional role in adaptation irrespective of their direct

influence on economic yield. Some of the steps in-

volved in this approach are:

1. Define the target drought-prone environments,

and identify the predominant types of

drought stress in each environment. Identify

the crop species most likely to be able to con-



tribute to improved productivity and stability

in each target environment.

2. Define the possible morphological, physio-

logical, phenological, and developmental traits

that could contribute substantially to adapta-

tion to drought stresses in each target environ-

ment.

3. Develop working hypotheses regarding the

combinations of traits required for a given tar-

get environment (farmer participation should

be encouraged at this stage).

4. Identify the genetic stocks for various putative

constitutive and inducible traits in the germ-

plasm and establish genetic correlations

between the traits of interest and the degree of

adaptation to the targeted drought stress.

5. Identify appropriate screening methodologies

and protocols for characterizing selected gen-

etic stocks that could act as donor parents for

traits of interest.

6. Develop genetic markers for traits that are of

critical nature for drought tolerance.

7. For a number of putative morphological traits

such as leaf size, orientation, waxiness, cuticu-

lar transpiration, canopy temperature differen-

tials, and developmental plasticity, markers

perhaps need not be developed as the traits

can be scored in a conventional breeding pro-

gram with relative ease. However, if this were

enough for them to be successfully used in

applied breeding for improved drought toler-

ance, there would be clearly demonstrable cases

of drought tolerant improved cultivars based

on selection for these traits and this is seldom,

if ever, the case. There may be no need to even

include these traits unless opportunities arise to

cost-effectively exploit the existing mapping

populations to identify markers for these traits.

8. Incorporate some of the components of rele-

vant physiological traits into various elite agro-

nomic genetic backgrounds to provide a range

of materials with specific traits of interest (i.e.,

developing NILs and/or RILs) to the NARS

for improving drought adaptation of locally

adapted varieties.

VI. HOW DO WE IDENTIFY TRAITS
RELEVANT FOR DROUGHT
ADAPTATION?

A. FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS AND THEIR

SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE TRAITS OF INTEREST

‘‘Passioura’s concept’’ considers that yield (Y) can be

expressed as Y ¼ W � WUE � HI (Y ¼ yield;

W ¼ water transpired; WUE ¼ water use effi-

ciency; HI ¼ harvest index) under water-limiting

conditions [84]. Those traits (whether physiological

or morphological) that can be shown to contribute

to any of these three components that determine

yield under drought stress conditions will be a trait

of interest for improving drought tolerance. It is

even possible that some of these traits will have

synergistic effects when brought together e.g., os-

motic adjustment (OA) and deep rooting attributes;

glaucousness and deep rooting pattern; wax bloom

and reduced leaf area; WUE and deep rooting; ver-

tical leaf orientation and small leaf size; reduced

cuticular transpiration and deep rooting; carbohy-

drate remobilization from stems and OA, etc. (see

Refs. [24–26,47,48,85] for further discussion on trait

based approaches). It is also necessary to character-

ize the target environment (e.g., soil type, water

holding capacity, soil depth, soil moisture index,

radiation load, relative humidity, evaporative
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demand, rainfall pattern, and amount) during the

growing season. It is these environmental factors

that determine the type and combination of traits

required in the local variety undergoing improve-

ment. For example, for shallow Vertisols of rabi

(postrainy season where a crop is raised mostly on

stored soil moisture) production systems in India,

deep rooting habit will have no advantage; perhaps

OA and morphological traits that reduce water loss

or minimize water use during prereproductive stages

of crop growth would be more relevant. Water use

efficiency would be more relevant for rabi produc-

tion environments than for the kharif (rainy season)

crops, where water stress is intermittent and unpre-

dictable. For crops such as pearl millet that are

predominantly grown in sandy soils of low water-

holding capacity, osmotic adjustment will have little

advantage after the initiation of flowering.

VII. NECESSITY OF A THOROUGH
UNDERSTANDING OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS TO
DETERMINE THEIR ADAPTIVE ROLE

Very often, researchers pay inadequate attention

while evaluating the adaptive role of a particular

physiological stress tolerance mechanism to grain

yield or biomass production under drought stress.

Also, there is no unanimity in relation to what con-

stitutes drought tolerance [41]. It is particularly chal-

lenging to evaluate the claims reported by a number

of researchers, particularly where the conclusions

were based on pot-grown plants. Also, research on

physiological mechanisms needs to be conducted on a

number of genotypes from any given crop to under-

stand the relative importance of various mechanisms

to the adaptation to drought. This is not often the

case, and in many cases where a number of genotypes

were evaluated for a given set of physiological mech-

anisms, the measurements were not carried out at

various growth stages in order to assess the full im-

plications of a particular mechanism contribution to

drought adaptation. This can be illustrated using our

experience with osmotic adjustment in pigeonpea. We

have observed a widespread occurrence of osmotic

adjustment in extra-short duration pigeonpea geno-

types under drought [72]. The degree of de-osmotic

adjustment during active grain-filling period is as im-

portant as the extent of osmotic adjustment during

flowering and pod-setting period in determining grain

yield under drought (Table 30.2). Two distinct pat-

terns of osmotic adjustment were noticed (Figure

30.3). One set of genotypes, where the osmotic adjust-

ment continued until physiological maturity, had the

lowest grain yields (ranged from 1.0 to 1.34Mg/ha)

(Figure 30.3). In another set of genotypes, where

osmotic adjustment reached its peak at the beginning

of active grain-filling period, but dropped rapidly

during the active grain-filling period attained the

highest yields among the 26 genotypes (ranging from

1.30 to 1.80Mg/ha) (Figure 30.3). The de-osmotic

adjustment during active grain-filling period facili-

tated the remobilization of carbon and nitrogen re-

TABLE 30.2
Forward Stepwise Multiple Regression of Osmotic
Adjustment (OA) at Various Growth Periods to Total
Dry Matter and Grain Yield of Pigeonpea Genotypes
Under Drought (n ¼ 26)a

Variable Added Model r2

Total dry matter at harvest 0.362**

OA 72 DAS

Grain yield at maturity

OA 72 DAS 0.161*

OA 82 DAS 0.068

OA 92 DAS �0.210*

OA 72 þ OA 82 þ OA 92 DAS 0.407**

aContributions of added variable (partial r2) significant at *P < 0.05

or **P < 0.01.

Source: Subbarao GV, Chauhan YS, Johansen C. Eur. J. Agron.

2000; 12:239–249.
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serves from the rest of the plant for the grain-filling

process (even the solutes contributing to the osmotic

adjustment were utilized for the grain production.

Thus the early initiation of this mechanism is as im-

portant as the early termination of this mechanism

during active grain-filling stage if this is going to

have a maximum impact on grain yield under

drought conditions. The above case illustrates the

importance of a thorough understanding of a given

mechanism before one can make a full assessment of

its relative contribution to the adaptation to drought

conditions.

VIII. MOLECULAR MARKERS AND THEIR
IMPLICATIONS FOR A TRAIT-BASED
APPROACH FOR GENETIC
IMPROVEMENT IN DROUGHT
ADAPTATION

A. MOLECULAR MARKERS

Molecular marker-assisted selection (MAS) is a

powerful tool for plant breeding programs [49–

51,54,55,86–88]. Screening at the molecular level is

independent of environment and plant developmental

stage. Thus, if genetic markers can be found that are

associated with components of drought adaptation,

this would resolve many of the technical, time, and

expense problems associated with field screening.

There are a wide range of DNA markers, but not all

are suitable for application in plant breeding pro-

grams. Restriction fragment length polymorphism

(RFLP) markers rely on hybridization of probe

DNA with plant DNA. Although, RFLP markers

provide high quality data and can often be used for

comparative mapping across species, low throughput

potential is one of their serious limitations for applied

plant breeding. Random amplified polymorphic

DNA (RAPD) was the first polymerase chain reac-

tion (PCR)-based assay to receive widespread atten-

tion in plant fingerprinting and mapping studies. The

problems of reproducibility within and between

populations and between laboratories are the major

drawbacks associated with this assay. Amplified frag-

ment length polymorphism (AFLP) markers are very

useful for simultaneously detecting a large number of

nonspecific polymorphisms as in fingerprinting and

diversity analysis. The AFLP assay is particularly

useful as it requires no prior knowledge of the genome

but offers more stringent amplification than RAPD.

However, their direct application in MAS programs is

not presently cost-effective and they must first be

converted to allele-specific simple PCR tests. Se-

quence tagged microsatellite site (STMS) or simple

sequence repeat (SSR) markers based on variable

numbers of tandem repeats (VNTR), are much more

reliable PCR-based markers as they are based on

stringent amplification of known DNA sequences.

STMS markers are highly polymorphic, provide

codominant data (essential for plant breeders to dis-

tinguish between heterozygous and homozygous indi-

viduals), and thus remain the assay of choice for

marker-assisted selection systems. Microsatellite

markers (STMS) are expensive and time consuming

to develop for practical breeding programs, but once

available, they are very cost-effective to use.

The DNA chip-based technologies such as micro-

arrays can be used to survey the expression of candi-

date genes from different genotypes under drought

stress [89–92], but may have difficulties in producing

repeatable results. Techniques such as ‘‘Diversity

Array Technology, DArTy [93] appear to offer low-

cost, high-throughput, and reliable assays, with min-

imal DNA sample requirement, and are capable of

providing good coverage of the genome without prior

sequence information for germplasm characteriza-

tion, gene tagging, and MAS. If prior sequence infor-

mation is available, then serial analysis of gene

expression (SAGE) can be used to analyze patterns

of expression. Expression analysis by a semiauto-

mated DNA fragment analyzer is one of the major

advantages of SAGE over traditional microarray

technology for established molecular breeding pro-

grams [94].

The use of DNA markers for indirect selection

offers greatest gains for quantitative traits with low

heritability, as these are the most difficult characters

to work with in the field when using conventional

phenotypic selection [95,96]. However, this type of

trait is also amongst the most difficult to develop

effective marker-assisted selection systems. This is

largely due to the effects of genotype-by-environment

(G/E) interaction and epistasis. Precise phenotypic

evaluation in several locations and seasons is essential

to obtain unbiased estimates of the genetic variation

controlling traits with low heritabilities and obtain

estimates of the mean performance of individual map-

ping progeny in order to accurately estimate the rela-

tive contribution and stability of component QTL

[65]. However, there is increasing support for the

idea that the use of much larger populations is an

even more important factor. The dissection of quan-

titative traits such as physiological mechanisms using

DNA markers can force an increasing dependence on

ever more complex biometric tools to facilitate inter-

pretation and manipulation of datasets to identify the

underlying genetic factors controlling the traits of

interest. This requirement for assessing large progeny

numbers in many environments can be a negative



factor in this approach as it dramatically increases

phenotyping costs. Nevertheless, the techniques that

have allowed traditional plant breeders to deal with

other complex phenotypes (such as yield in non-

stressed environments) can be adopted for this new

field of molecular breeding.

B. MAS-BASED APPROACHES FOR DROUGHT

ADAPTATION COMPONENTS

Trait-based approaches have been advocated by crop

physiologists for quite some time, nevertheless, the

approach has not been adequately integrated into

many public sector breeding programs that target

drought adaptation. Most of these physiological

traits are complex and require carefully controlled

environmental conditions to meaningfully evaluate

expression. The measurement of these traits also

requires an additional level of training, and in add-

ition, the number of samples that can be handled in

a reasonable amount of time is limited. This makes

it very difficult to routinely integrate them into

large-scale breeding programs. Given the current

advances in the development of technology for

molecular markers, it seems that it is now the right

time to use molecular markers to integrate some of

these physiological mechanisms into applied breed-

ing programs addressing drought adaptation

[52,53,56,61–65,68,96,97].

Phenotyping of most physiological traits across

sufficiently large progeny populations and with ad-

equate replication to permit effective QTL mapping is

still a challenge, but it is an attainable target with new

semiautomated technologies, if applied within care-

fully formulated experimental designs amenable to

spatial analyses [95]. Once a QTL is identified for a

given physiological trait, the use of its respective

DNA markers in breeding programs is practical and

desirable as these markers are not influenced by the

growing environment. Once molecular markers

(i.e., for a QTL) are linked to specific physiological

mechanisms, it would be possible to move these vari-

ous traits/characters into adapted cultivars or other

agronomic backgrounds through marker-assisted

breeding approaches. As mentioned earlier the effect-

iveness of a particular combination of drought

tolerance component traits, be it biochemical, physio-

logical, morphological, or developmental, will be de-

termined by the locally adapted variety under

improvement and the environment where the

crop will be grown. Thus, with recent advances in

marker-assisted selection systems, it is now possible

and indeed an opportune time to adapt/investigate

trait-based approaches for improving drought adap-

tation in crops of dry-land production systems.

IX. VISION AND RESEARCH PRIORITIES
IN DROUGHT RESEARCH

The primary research mandate of International agri-

cultural research centers that are located in the SAT

region (or mandated to address drought adaptation)

is to improve genetic yield potential and yield stability

in dry-land crops (such as sorghum, millets, wheat,

barley, chickpea, pigeonpea groundnut, cassava,

beans, lentil, cowpea, upland rice, etc.). Drought

stress is a major limiting factor in the SAT, preventing

realization of genetic yield potential. Earlier research

efforts aimed at improving levels of drought tolerance

in staple food crops around the world have relied

mostly on empirical approaches, which will provide

the necessary foundation for future research that may

include a substantial trait-based component. These

empirical approaches resulted in the identification of

several genetic stocks with varying degrees of adapta-

tion to drought-prone production environments.

These genetic stocks can be utilized for comparative

physiological studies to unravel the mechanisms caus-

ing these differences in adaptation to drought stress

(biotech-based analytical approach). Also, defining

iso-drought environments (by using emerging re-

search tools such as satellite image analysis, GIS,

and soil water-balance modeling) in order to match

traits with the appropriate niche-production environ-

ments, should receive a high priority in any new

drought research program (see Ref. [98] for further

discussion).

Breeders and crop physiologists need to work

closely in testing the viability/validity of the trait-

based approaches for improving drought tolerance.

This has not happened to any great extent previously,

thus missing a good opportunity for advancement.

Applied breeding programs always want a clear dem-

onstration of the value of a trait (morphological/

physiological/biochemical) before considering incorp-

orating it as a selection criterion. However, without

breeder’s participation, development of genetic stocks

with specific traits incorporated into locally adapted

genetic backgrounds to test the hypothesis of the

value of a trait is very difficult. Thus, despite many

decades of research on drought tolerance in several

crops, only limited progress has been reported in

developing NILs or RILs for specific component

traits of drought tolerance [47,48,65,99–101]. Another

limitation is that laboratory physiologists have been

reluctant to adapt their trait assessment protocols to

allow phenotyping of sufficiently large numbers of

individual plants that segregating progenies can be

assessed in screening experiments to demonstrate

that their target traits are indeed heritable. Plant

breeders on the other hand are unwilling to invest



much of their time and resources pursuing such traits

without this basic information. The few exceptions

are often cases where the breeder has physiological

expertise or vice versa [99,102,103].

Developing genetic stocks with specific traits or

combination of traits in the adapted genetic back-

ground is critical in testing hypotheses related to the

value of these traits in adaptation to drought-prone

environments. Also, trait-based approaches can be

used to delineate the very nature of those site-specific

problems of drought adaptation from a breeding per-

spective [104]. Information of this type would facili-

tate transferring traits from germplasm of one variety

to another. Thus IARCs should be aiming at provid-

ing genetic stocks with specific traits for components

of drought tolerance that can be utilized by NARS

breeding programs for improving drought adaptation

of the local varieties. Since IARCs have a global

mandate on several crops requiring improvement for

drought stress, adding a larger component of this

trait-based approach would provide a strong perspec-

tive for these institutes in addressing improvement of

drought tolerance in the staple food crops grown

under dry-land conditions in their mandated regions

of SAT without constraint by site-specific adaptation

problems.

A long-term vision is required while addressing

the research agenda for improving drought adapta-

tion in these international institutes that have a global

mandate to reduce the vulnerability of staple food

crops to drought stress. Incorporated into such a

long-term vision must be trait identification, charac-

terization, and evaluation, including the development

of tools and genetic markers for specific physiological

traits. Once the research has generated the necessary

information, these international institutes could also

act as resource centers for NARS of the SAT in

developing and providing genetic stocks with specific

traits that are components of drought adaptation in a

range of genetic backgrounds, along with consulting

services to assist the transfer of technology for

marker-assisted and phenotypic selection of key

drought tolerance component traits to NARS.

X. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is hoped that this concept review will stimulate

further discussion on determining the future direction

of drought research for development in the SAT.

Some initial work on trait-based approaches is on-

going at ICRISAT (pearl millet, sorghum, groundnut,

and chickpea), JIRCAS, IRRI, WARDA (upland

rice), and CIMMYT (maize and wheat). This has

been facilitated by advances in DNA marker tech-

nologies that now allow relatively low-cost screening

of the large-scale mapping populations (n¼ 250 to

750) that are essential for precise QTL mapping

drought tolerance components. In turn it is now

time to reassess the instrumentation and methodolo-

gies of physiological research, so that these too can be

readily applied to large-scale, replicated, multiloca-

tional trials. The limiting factor for molecular breed-

ing programs of very many traits is now the quality of

the phenotype data on which linkage mapping must

be based. Only with equal advances in all components

of the process will molecular breeding be able to have

a substantial impact on the genetic improvement of

drought tolerance. Characterization of the target

drought environments where the crops are grown

must also be done precisely and systematically to

enable appropriate targeting of drought tolerance

traits. This can be achieved through using historical

climatic data series, GIS tools, water-balance, and

crop simulation models [98]. With improved know-

ledge of probable soil moisture availability over time,

it also becomes easier to further exploit the drought

escape option, considering the spectrum of crop dur-

ation and germplasm availability.

The ideotype approach for incorporating the rele-

vant drought tolerance traits requires a better know-

ledge of the physiological mechanisms involved in

drought tolerance and their genetic control. Simple

mechanistic models that can reliably simulate crop

growth and yield in different environments can also

be used for the assessment of the putative drought

tolerance traits in a wide range of target environments.

Despite the difficulties associated with genetic en-

hancement of root systems to make them more effect-

ive in water extraction, this would seem a high-priority

effort for rainfed chickpea and extra-short-duration

pigeonpea. Dissection of root traits and development

of a screening system relevant to field conditions are

therefore needed, in parallel with extensive genotyp-

ing, use of functional genomics and search for molecu-

lar markers. Other promising integrated traits for

improving drought tolerance and crop water product-

ivity include panicle harvest index in pearl millet, stay-

green in sorghum, xylem exudation rate in upland rice,

and transpiration use efficiency in groundnut. There

seems to bemuch scope for improving such characters,

using QTL mapping and molecular breeding tech-

niques aided by physiological characterization and

conventional breeding, to significantly improve the

ability of staple food crops to withstand drought stress

in defined target environments.

The challenges associated with trait-based analyt-

ical approaches, particularly for physiological traits

are further complicated by the fact that the degree of

expression for these physiological traits needed for a

given target environment may vary depending on the



type and severity of drought they experience [75]. To

some extent, this can be resolved by using simulation

modeling to determine the degree of expression

needed in any target environment, based on the his-

torical rainfall and water-balance information. Also,

germplasm enhancement efforts through the gener-

ation of genetic stocks and population improvement

for specific traits, with varied genetic backgrounds,

are essential resources. These clearly take an enor-

mous amount of effort and should therefore be gen-

erated by the international institutes through crop-

based consortia. The training required for regional

breeding program personnel to undertake such a

knowledge-based breeding requires a ‘‘new paradigm

shift’’ in our way of thinking. The issue of drought

tolerance is of fundamental importance to dry-land

agriculture; thus it will have to be resolved as crop

adaptation to moisture deficits is the key factor for

improving the crop productivity in the SAT, where

drought is an integral part of any dry-land agricul-

tural production environment. A second green revo-

lution cannot be achieved without improving crop

productivity of these dry-land crops, particularly as

water scarcity becomes an increasing threat through-

out many of the countries in the SAT.

One of the most critical components of this ap-

proach is the assumption thatMAS-basedmethodolo-

gies can and will be suitable for handling physiological

traits now or in the near future. We understand that

there are still practical problems and challenges asso-

ciated with MAS-based methodologies for their wide-

spread adoption in practical public sector plant

breeding (see Ref. [54] for further discussion). How-

ever, the technological advances driven by the geno-

mics revolution will have substantial impact on even

these underfunded public sector plant breeding pro-

grams. A major portion of the easily achievable yield

gains have been accomplished by empirical breeding

approaches in the past. The next phase of improve-

ments should attempt to break barriers on yield po-

tential or to bridge the gap between this potential and

realized yields of crops grown in drought-prone envir-

onments. This requires knowledge-based breeding

where analytical skills provided by the crop physiolo-

gists coupled with the tools of modern genomics will

provide the synergistic strengths, which are crucial for

crop improvements in the 21st century.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plant growth and productivity are frequently quanti-

fied on the basis of dry matter accumulation. Dry

matter accumulation is dependent on photosynthesis.

Carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen represent approxi-

mately 95% of the dry mass [1]. Net C uptake is

derived from photosynthetic fixation of CO2 via the

C3 cycle [2–4]. However, it is difficult to correlate

quantitatively whole-plant productivity to photosyn-

thesis particularly that of a single leaf [5–9]. Most

crops achieve less than 50% of their photosynthetic

potential due to mutual shading, limitations of CO2,

nutrient and water supply during plant development

[5,10–13]. Respiratory losses occur from all tissues

and constitute an important limitation to seasonal C

gain [14–16]. The balance of daytime C gain and

nighttime C loss from the whole plant determines

the rate of daily C accumulation which subsequently

controls plant growth and development [17–20]. Plant

biomass production can be correlated to whole-plant

and canopy net CO2 exchange rates if the duration of

the leaf canopy is known and nighttime respiratory

losses are assessed [15,21–25].

In this chapter, we discuss two fundamental ap-

proaches that have been used to estimate growth and

productivity. The traditional approach involves

measurement of plant dry weight and leaf area fol-

lowing destructive harvests [26]. However, the em-

phasis in this chapter is on the value of noninvasive

continual whole-plant CO2 exchange measurements

as a tool for quantifying biomass gain and growth.

As outlined below there are advantages and disad-

vantages of both approaches to understanding the

effects of environmental factors, plant pathogen

interactions, and gene regulation on whole-plant net

C gain and productivity. The primary advantages of

measurements of whole-plant gas exchange and

C gain are that the analysis: (1) is made nondestruc-

tively, (2) requires fewer plants than does traditional

destructive analytical procedures, and (3) permits dir-

ect and accurate comparisons of photosynthetic

C gain and nighttime respiratory C loss in real time

that can be correlated with development. A problem



with net C gain estimated by CO2 exchange alone is

that partitioning of reduced C, N, and S compounds

and ultimately the growth, form, and development of

sinks still need to be determined. Quantitative analy-

sis of assimilate allocation and development of sinks

still rely on additional experimental approaches often

requiring invasive procedures analysis.

II. GROWTH ANALYSIS

A. INVASIVE ANALYSIS OF BIOMASS GAIN

Traditional measurements of plant dry mass require

destructive harvest of the plants [26,27]. Although

large numbers of samples are generally required for

statistical accuracy, the great advantage of conven-

tional plant growth analysis are that it provides ac-

curate measurements of whole-plant biomass and the

opportunity to determine dry matter allocation to

developing sinks [28,29]. Samples collected during

destructive plant growth analysis are available for

more detailed analyses of other variables such as

leaf area, organ size, chemical composition, metabol-

ites, proteins, and genes. A historic advantage of

destructive analyses is that, although sample handling

can be very labor intensive, for assessing general

growth patterns the procedures do not require sophis-

ticated equipment. Modern equipment such as leaf

area meters, flat bed scanners, and electronic balances

greatly enhance the speed and accuracy with which

measurements can be made and data analyzed. De-

structive analytical procedures have been applied ex-

tensively in agricultural and ecological studies.

Readers are directed to several key references for

more detailed discussions of methodologies [26–32].

Two important parameters that are frequently

determined following conventional destructive har-

vests are dry mass and leaf area [26,30,33]. Total dry

weight is a measurement of photosynthetic accumu-

lation of biomass corrected for respiratory loss over

time [26]. Leaf area measurements provide a means of

expressing the photosynthetic potential. For example,

the net assimilation rate (NAR) is the rate of dry

weight production per unit leaf area per unit time.

Normally, the time intervals are several days or

weeks. Another important calculation which is de-

rived from the leaf area and dry weight data is the

relative growth rate (RGR), which simply defined is

the increase in dry weight per unit dry weight, per unit

time. RGR expressed on a biomass basis is the prod-

uct of NAR and leaf area ratio (LAR), which is the

ratio between the total leaf area and the total plant

dry weight.

Plant productivity is significantly correlated with

RGR in many species [34]. In both agricultural and

ecological studies, it is valuable to compare the RGR

of different species [34–36] during development, as

influenced by exposure to different environmental

conditions [26,32]. Grime and Hunt [35] conducted

extensive examinations of the RGR of 132 species of

flowering plants from contrasting habitats. Between 2

and 5 weeks after germination, RGR ranged from

0.22 to 2.20 g/g/week. Herbaceous species tended to

have higher RGR than woody species. Sun plants had

higher RGR than shade-adapted species. In a study

of 24 C3 species with varying RGR, Poorter et al. [37]

reported that short-term rates of shoot net photosyn-

thesis, dark respiration, and root respiration were all

positively correlated with RGR on a dry weight basis.

Fast growing species fixed more CO2 per unit total

plant dry weight than slow growing species. In add-

ition, fast growing plants allocated a lower percentage

of their fixed C to shoot and root respiration and

more C to leaves.

Environmental conditions such as light, CO2 con-

centration, temperature, and nutrient supply affect

both NAR and RGR. Differences in RGR are due

to variations in NAR and or LAR. Poorter [36] con-

cluded that LAR is a very important parameter de-

termining the inherent differences in RGR among

species and NAR is of secondary importance. The

relationship between NAR and canopy photosyn-

thesis may be altered by changes in dark respiration

[8]. On a leaf area basis, NAR has been found to

correlate with leaf photosynthesis, leaf N content,

and dark respiration of shoots and roots [38]. A de-

crease in canopy NAR is usually compensated by an

increase in LAR. It has been reported that in many

herbaceous C3 species, an increase in LAR accounts

for 80% to 90% of the increase in RGR while higher

NAR only accounts for 10% to 20% higher RGR [36].

Daily growth rate is the balance between daytime

dry weight gain (primarily from C fixation) and night-

time dry weight loss as a result of dark respiration.

Diurnal patterns of plant dry weight change can only

be detected by destructive growth analysis when sam-

pling is frequent (e.g., hourly) and large number of

plants are sacrificed [39,40]. Seedlings of the grass

Holcus lanatus were grown in full or limited nutrient

medium and harvested hourly for dry weight meas-

urement over a 3-day period [39]. A diurnal pattern of

dry weight change was distinguished using regression

analysis, with the maximum growth occurring during

the period of illumination. The RGR in the dark was

not significantly different than zero, suggesting the

plants did not respire during the nighttime. However,

random variability in the primary dry weight data

was high. Wickens and Cheeseman [40] also applied

destructive analysis techniques in a short-term study

with seedlings of Spergular marina L. and Lactuca



sativa L. grown in nutrient solutions in controlled

environments. It was found that the RGR was higher

during the nighttime than during the daytime which

the authors reasoned was unrealistic. Alternatively,

measurement of whole-plant CO2 exchange has been

adopted as a more sensitive method to measure small

changes in dry matter accumulation occurring during

short-term studies.

B. NONINVASIVE ANALYSIS

Unlike destructive analyses that can be relatively in-

expensive, noninvasive analyses based on net C ex-

change rate (NCER) generally require specialized

equipment for the measurement of CO2 fluxes and

environmentally controlled plant holding chambers.

1. Chamber and System Design

There have been many gas exchange systems devel-

oped for measuring whole-plant biomass accumula-

tion based on analysis of CO2 exchange. It is beyond

the scope of this chapter to describe these systems and

materials used in their construction in any detail. The

reader is directed to specific references [18,19,21,22,

41–54]. Although each system may vary in the degree

of automation and complexity of its design, whole-

plant CO2 exchange systems have two basic compon-

ents: (1) the plant holding chamber with its associated

environmental control systems, and (2) the gas mixing

and analysis systems. In addition, specialized hard-

ware and software are used to integrate environmen-

tal control with data collection and analysis.

The size of the assimilation chambers varies

greatly depending on the number of plants and the

characteristics of the canopy which are investigated.

The light source will also vary depending on the style

and the objective of the experiment. In chambers

designed to enclose a portion of the canopy in field

[43,48] or in the greenhouse [18,45,46,49,50,55] nat-

ural radiation alone may be used. Artificial irradi-

ation, usually supplied from overhead lights (e.g.,

high-intensity discharge lamps) is a common feature

of many laboratory systems. In addition, novel sys-

tems have been design with the capacity to provide

inner canopy lighting [54]. Materials commonly used

to construct the chambers and the gas analysis system

may affect plant growth, development, and gas ex-

change [47,53,56–58]. For example, plastics can re-

lease volatile hydrocarbons such as C2H4 gas, which

can alter plant development, canopy architecture, and

net CO2 exchange (see below).

The CO2 level inside the chamber will either de-

crease due to net photosynthesis or increase in the

dark as a result of respiration. The rate of change in

CO2 levels depends on chamber volume, canopy size,

environmental conditions, and the design of the gas

analysis system. The gas mixing and analysis system

may be described ‘‘closed,’’ ‘‘semiclosed,’’ or ‘‘open’’

[22,47,59]. A ‘‘closed’’ system is one which is com-

pletely isolated from outside air and chamber air is

recycled after analysis. A ‘‘closed’’ system is not suit-

able for long-term whole-plant gas exchange or

growth studies because CO2 is rapidly depleted during

photosynthesis. An example of a ‘‘semiclosed’’ system

is one in which the plant chamber is closed to the

outside atmosphere, but CO2 is added to compensate

for the depletion of CO2 which occurs during plant

photosynthesis [18,59,60]. In an ‘‘open’’ system, there

is continuous flow of air through the chamber and

gases are not recycled to the plants [22,59,61,62]. The

selection of the most suitable system for measuring

whole-plant growth and productivity depends on the

research objectives.

2. Net Carbon Exchange Rate and Net Carbon Gain

Unlike field production, modern greenhouses provide

an opportunity for control of the aerial and root

environments of selected high value crops [63,64].

Our whole-plant gas analysis system was initially

designed to develop environmental algorithms which

could be used to predict growth of greenhouse crops

and to design larger commercial scale test in which

productivity and crop yield could be assessed [18,65].

Whole-plant NCER response to irradiance (I),

CO2 concentration, and temperature (T) can be ex-

pressed by the following polynomial function:

NCER ¼ b1 þ b2Iþ b3CO2 þ b4Tþ b5I
2

þ b6CO2
2 þ b7T

2 þ b8ITþ b9ICO2

þ b10TCO2 þ b11ITCO2

where NCER is in units of mmol CO2/m
2/sec, I is in

units of mmol photon/m2/sec photosynthetically ac-

tive radiation (400 to 700 nm, PAR), CO2 unit is ml/l,

T is in unit of 8C, and b1 to b11 are coefficients.

There is a strong interaction between the influence

of irradiance, CO2 concentration, and temperature on

whole-plant net photosynthesis, daily C gain, and

growth. Irradiance is the most important determinant

of whole-plant net photosynthesis followed by CO2

and temperature. In a woody ornamental species,

roses, irradiance, CO2, and temperature accounted

for 70%, 20%, and 5%, respectively, of the variance in

whole-plant NCER [66]. In a herbaceous C3 crop,

Alstroemeria, irradiance accounted for almost 60% of

the variation in whole-plant NCER, whereas CO2 and

temperature accounted for 23% and 14%, respectively



[65]. This crop is more sensitive to fluctuations in

temperature due to its large rhizomes. The polynomial

equation helps to describe how environmental vari-

ables affect net C gain due to photosynthesis. By

knowing the duration of the photoperiod, as well as

the respiration rate of the plants at different night

temperatures one can predict how daily C gain and

growth will be affected in controlled environments

[65,66].

Whole-plant dark respiration rate generally in-

creases exponentially with increasing temperature

[67]. The Arrhenius equation can be used to predict

the rate of whole-plant dark respiration rate at differ-

ent temperatures:

NCERd ¼ Ae�Ea=RT

where NCERd is dark respiration rate of whole plants

in units of mmol CO2/m
2/sec, A is a constant, e is the

base of natural logarithms with a value of 2.718, Ea is

the apparent active energy in units of cal/mol, R is the

gas constant with a value of 1.987 cal/mol/ K, and

T ’ is the Kelvin temperature (K).

Over a 24-h day/night period, daily C balance of

the whole plant includes the daytime net photosyn-

thesis and the nighttime respiration (Figure 31.1).

Daily plant growth (i.e., increase in dry mass) can be

estimated from NCERs and the C content [18,68].

Daytime net C gain (Cd) is the integrated NCER

during the day:

Cd ¼
Xm
i

(NCERi�ti )

where NCERi is the whole-plant net photosynthetic

rate over a period of time (ti).

Total nighttime respiratory C loss of whole plant

is integrated as:

FIGURE 31.1 Diurnal patterns of net C exchange

rate (NCER) of greenhouse peppers (Capsicum

annum ‘Cubico’) maintained at (A) 12 h/12 h day/

night, (B) an extended dark period of 36 h, and (C)

daily C gain (DC) calculated from A (solid line) and

from B (broken line). In both sets of plants, CO2

concentration during the experiment was main-

tained at 350ml/l, irradiance was 1150mmol/m2/sec

PAR during the 12 h daytime period. Temperature

was 228C during the daytime and 188C at night.

(Adapted fromWatts B. The Effects of Temperature

and CO2 Enrichment on Growth and Photoassimilate

Partitioning in Peppers (Capsicum annuum L.).

Guelph, Canada: University of Guelph, 1995.

With permission.)
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Cn ¼
Xn
j

(NCERdj�tj )

where NCERdj is whole-plant dark respiration rate

during a period of time (tj). Whole-plant daily net C

gain (DC) is calculated as:

DC ¼ Cd � Cn

The NCER of a common greenhouse sweet pepper

shows a clear diurnal pattern (Figure 31.1A). The

significance of nighttime C losses on daily C gain

(DC) is clearly illustrated in Figure 31.1C. Panels A

and B show the NCER of two similar populations

(i.e., A and B) of pepper plants. The only difference

between the two populations was the A population

was maintained in a 12/12 h day/night regimes

throughout the experiment, whereas the B popula-

tion was subjected to a 36 h uninterrupted dark

period, which corresponded to 24 to 60 h into the

experiment. During the first dark period of the experi-

ment, NCERd (negative values) of the two popula-

tions were similar. The rates of whole-plant net

photosynthesis (positive values) were also similar (ap-

proximately 1.3mmol C/plant/sec) during the first 12-

h light period. Thus, at the end of the first 24-h

period, the DC was virtually identical in the two

populations (Figure 31.1C). Stated in conventional

terms used in destructive growth analysis, these data

show that RGRs of the two populations were the

same.

During the next 3-day period (24 to 72 h), popu-

lation A increased its daytime NCER and nighttime

NCERd, consistent with increases in net photosyn-

thesis and dark respiration as plants increased in

size and new sinks developed. In comparison, popu-

lation B, which was maintained in total darkness for a

36-h period, lost biomass (Figure 31.1C). During the

extended dark period, there was a reduction in spe-

cific leaf weight, which corresponded with a reduction

in stored reserves of sucrose and starch [69]. Figure

31.1C shows the effect of darkness on productivity.

Interestingly, however, as a result of the extended

dark period in population B, net photosynthesis on

the third day increased more dramatically than that

of the control population (Figure 31.1A). By the end

of the fourth day, leaf starch reserves were replen-

ished [69]. The data in Figure 31.1 represent a study

of a relatively simple environmental perturbation in

which only the length of a single dark period was

altered. As many as 50 to 100 times more plants

would have been required to obtain a similar data

set if a destructive growth analysis protocol had

been used.

III. AGRICULTURAL AND ECOLOGICAL
CASE STUDIES

In agricultural and ecological studies, light intensity,

CO2 level in the atmosphere, temperature, and nutri-

ent availability are all important environmental vari-

ables affecting source and sink development that

determines net CO2 exchange. Plant growth regu-

lators and pathogens affect sink–source relationships

in part by altering canopy architecture, development,

and allocation of assimilates within the plant. Inte-

grated analyses of development of sources and sinks

are required for a full appreciation of the value of

whole-plant NCER measurements for studying

growth and productivity.

A. LIGHT

Light intensity and quality inside a canopy fluctuates

dramatically due to time of day, cloud cover, canopy

density, and season [10,63,70,71]. As illustrated in

Figure 31.1, the most dramatic changes in C gain

occur diurnally. Due to mutual shading within the

canopy, differences in leaf position, orientation, age,

and dark respiration of different organs, whole-

plant NCER is a better measurement of whole-plant

growth response to light than that obtained from

single leaf studies [65,72–76]. Figure 31.2A shows

whole-plant photosynthesis of greenhouse roses.

Leaf photosynthesis is saturated at lower light inten-

sities than are required to saturate NCER of whole

plants. The maximum rate of leaf photosynthesis is

much higher than that of whole plants. Furthermore,

the light compensation point (LCP) (i.e., the light

intensity at which C gain and C loss are balanced),

is lower for the leaves than for whole plants. Increas-

ing the irradiance from 0 to 1200mmol/m2/sec PAR

resulted in a marked increase in whole-plant NCER

(Figure 31.2A) and DC (Figure 31.2B) calculated for a

24-h period consisting of a 10 h day and a 14 h night.

DC was linearly proportional to daytime whole-plant

NCER (Figure 31.2C). We define the LCP for DC as

that light intensity required during daytime hours to

sustain photosynthetic C gain which will balance

nighttime (dark) respiratory C losses. The LCP for

DC (Figure 31.2B) was greater than the LCP for the

whole-plant NCER (Figure 31.2A). The difference

between LCP of the whole-plant NCER (Figure

31.2A) and that of DC (Figure 31.2B) was primarily

due to the duration of the night period and the mag-

nitude of nighttime respiration.

In a different experiment in which rose plants were

either irradiated over a 12-h light period or continu-

ously for 24 h with half the irradiance, but with the

same total radiant energy input of 17.6mol/m2, net C



gains during the periods of illumination were identical

[77]. In both cases, approximately 1.8 g C/m2 was

assimilated in the light period. However, when the

plants exposed to a 12 h daytime period were placed

in the dark for 12 h, DC over the 24-h period was

reduced to 1 g C/m2. The length of light period not

only affected the total canopy C assimilation during

the day, but also influenced C loss through respir-

ation in the subsequent dark period. Commercially

grown greenhouse roses are frequently provided with

artificial lighting at night to offset nighttime respira-

tory loss, even though the irradiance levels achieved

at canopy level are well below those achieved when

natural sunlight is available.

Leaf and canopy photosynthetic rates and C gain

change in close relation to changes in incident radi-

ation (Figure 31.2) [24, 78–80]. Productivity of a

plant community is generally proportional to PAR

absorbed as long as the canopy photosynthesis is

not light saturated for long periods during the grow-

ing season [8]. There are many factors which affect

the annual radiation absorbed by plant canopies dur-

ing the season [10,75]. The geographic and demo-

graphic (e.g., urban environments) locations of the

plants will determine the seasonal variation of inci-

dent radiation [63]. The location of the plants will also

determine water and nutrient availability. Annual

temperature fluctuations affect leaf emergence, ex-

pansion, and leaf area duration (LAD), each of

which influences canopy light absorption and sea-

sonal canopy productivity. Crop physiologists have

understood for many years that the structure of plant

canopy (e.g., leaf orientation), plays an important

role in determining the absorption of long and short

wave radiation [10,63]. An important determinant of

productivity is LAD which describes the total time

that the crop is photosynthetically active. Plant prod-

uctivity is limited by the efficiency of light utilization

which is also influenced by the genetic and morpho-

logical differences among plant species [12].

The rate of CO2 fixation is determined by the

efficiency of the light reactions, the activity of

Rubisco, the concentration of CO2, and the ribulose

bisphosphate (RuBP) level in the chloroplast [2–4,81–

83]. It has been suggested that RuBP regeneration is

generally the dominant limitation to leaf photosyn-

thesis under low light intensity [82,84] and in canopies

due to self-shading [85]. The upper leaf canopy, which

intercepts most of the incident light, contributes most

to whole-plant net photosynthesis [72]. Because of

light acclimation and aging, leaves in the lower can-

opy have lower maximum photosynthetic rates which

are saturated at lower irradiance levels. Sims and

Pearcy [86] reported that Alocasia macrorrhiza plants

grown in high irradiance have higher canopy photo-

synthetic rate than plants grown in low irradiance

when measured at high irradiance. However, when

measured at low irradiance, plants grown at low ir-

radiance had a much larger daily C balance than did

plants adapted to the high irradiance environment.

Plants grown at higher irradiance levels generally dis-

played higher shoot respiration. Plant productivity

depends on the efficiency of light interception of the

canopy as well as the efficiency of carboxylation pro-

cesses and subsequent respiratory losses due to

growth and maintenance respiration [12,13,16].

B. CO2 CONCENTRATION

At present, suboptimal atmospheric CO2 (approxi-

mately 370ml/l) and inhibitory O2 (21%) levels, rates
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FIGURE 31.2 The effect of light intensity on (A) net C

exchange rate (NCER) of a leaf (broken line, open symbols)

and a whole plant (solid line, solid symbols), (B) whole-

plant net C gain (DC), and (C) the relationship between

plant DC and plant NCER of a greenhouse rose, Rosa

hybrida ‘Samantha’. Values of DC were calculated from

plant NCERmeasurements for a 10 h/14 h day/night period.

The arrows in panels A and B indicate light compensation

points (LCPs) of leaf photosynthesis, of whole-plant photo-

synthesis, and of whole-plant C gain.



of CO2 assimilation in C3 plants are limited by CO2

availability [86–89]. C3 species grown under present

atmospheric conditions, lose as much as 40% of CO2

assimilated as a result of photorespiration which

is regulated by CO2 and O2 concentrations and

temperature [88,90]. There are two direct effects of

increasing CO2 concentration on increasing net

photosynthesis [91,92]. One is the direct increase of

the primary substrate CO2 for carboxylation. Sto-

mata tend to close in response to high CO2, however,

the increase in gradient between atmospheric CO2

and leaf internal CO2 concentration under CO2 en-

richment offsets the inhibiting effect of stomatal clos-

ure, resulting in higher rates of CO2 fixation. The

increase in the CO2 concentration at the site of fix-

ation in the chloroplast has a second direct effect on

carboxylation efficiency of the chloroplast. Oxyge-

nase activity of Rubisco is reduced and the flow of

C to the glycolate pathway (i.e., photorespiration) is

reduced. The benefits of CO2 enrichment can come

directly from the enhanced photosynthetic rate per

unit leaf area or indirectly as a more long-term con-

sequence of an increased total plant leaf area and

altered pattern of carbon partitioning among devel-

oping sinks [43,91,92]. One of the consequences of

CO2 enrichment of young tomato seedlings, for ex-

ample, is an increase in the allocation of assimilates to

the roots [93]. Healthy root establishment is a funda-

mental objective during transplant production. Many

bedding plants are grown commercially in green-

houses under CO2 enrichment (normally 1000 to

2000ml/l) to establish vigorous root systems that will

improve the degree of hardiness of these transplants

when they are exposed to field conditions [64].

In greenhouse production systems, daytime CO2

enrichment is commonly used to stimulate growth

and enhance crop yield [63,64,94]. Typical leaf and

whole-plant net photosynthetic responses of a herb-

aceous C3 greenhouse crop, Alstroemeria to varying

levels of CO2 are shown in Figure 31.3. The major

differences between leaf and whole-plant CO2 ex-

change was the higher rate of leaf gas exchange

when comparisons were made at the same CO2 con-

centration [65]. Leaf NCER was 18mmol CO2/m
2/sec

at 1500ml/l CO2 under 1000mmol/m2/sec PAR

whereas whole-plant NCER was 9mmol CO2/m
2/sec

at 1500ml/l CO2 under 1200 mmol/m2/sec PAR. The

lower rates of CO2 fixation by whole-plant NCER

were primarily due to mutual shading and respiratory

activity of sinks. Nevertheless, CO2 enrichment mar-

ginally reduces the LCP in some crops [50] and sub-

stantially increases the optimum irradiance for

conversion efficiency as well as the maximum conver-

sion efficiency [76,95]. Quantum yields of C3 leaves

are dependent on CO2 concentration, leaf tempera-

ture, and O2 while quantum yields of C4 leaves are

independent of these factors [78,96].

Although the extent of photosynthetic and growth

responses to CO2 enrichment varies with plant species

and depends on other environmental variables includ-

ing light, water, nutrients, and temperature, increases

in photosynthesis, growth, and productivity have

been observed in nearly all C3 species tested

[64,85,87,94,97–99]. In C4 species, a natural mechan-

ism of CO2 enrichment in the bundle sheath cells

exists reducing photorespiration [87,92,100]. Net

photosynthesis is usually much higher in C4 than in

C3 plants at ambient CO2 [88,101]. When there is a

positive growth response to elevated CO2 by C4

plants, that response is usually less than that observed

among C3 plants [64,87,94,96,99,102–104]. The CO2

exchange response of CAM plants to CO2 enrichment

also depends on species, developmental stage, and

environmental factors such as light, temperature, nu-

trients, and water availability [105–108]. Under con-

ditions of water stress, stomata are a major limitation

to C assimilation in CAM, C4, and C3 plants [104]. In

C3 plants at ambient CO2, stomatal limitation is

about 30% of the total limitation of leaf photosyn-

thesis [109]. Elevated levels of atmospheric CO2 in-

creases the CO2 gradient between the atmosphere and

the fixation site of the chloroplasts, high CO2 gener-

ally reduces stomatal conductance and increase water

use efficiency in C3 and C4 plants [110–112].

During long-term exposures to elevated CO2,

photosynthesis on a leaf and on a whole plant basis

is altered in a species specific manner [87,92,113]. In

roses grown at 1000ml/l CO2 for several weeks whole-
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plant net photosynthesis was identical to that of

plants grown under ambient CO2 conditions, indicat-

ing no inhibiting effect of long-term CO2 enrichment.

Similarly, lettuce plants grown under CO2 enrichment

showed no decrease in canopy photosynthesis under

high CO2 [95]. Nevertheless, in some herbaceous spe-

cies even in canopies open to the light and with

healthy developing root systems prolonged exposure

to high CO2 results in reduced rates of mature leaf

photosynthesis when comparisons were made at am-

bient CO2 and O2 [64]. These observations can, in

part, be explained by the fact that under CO2 enrich-

ment plant growth is enhanced and new sinks (e.g.,

leaves) [91,92] place a heavy demand on the key nu-

trients such as N [64,87,92,114–119]. In some species

grown at high CO2, a reduction in leaf photosynthesis

can be attributed to a reduction in key enzymes asso-

ciated with the fixation of CO2 (e.g., Rubisco)

[87,92,115,116]. These enzymes are a major source

of N and their levels tend to be reduced during sen-

escence as N is reallocated to growing sinks. As men-

tioned above, the magnitude of photorespiration

relative to that of photosynthesis is reduced at high

CO2 [87,88,92]. However, there is no reduction in

glycolate oxidase activity, a key enzyme of the photo-

respiratory pathway at high CO2 [88,115]. There is

growing evidence that dark respiratory processes are

altered in leaves of plants grown at elevated levels of

CO2 [16,17,87,92]. For example, enhanced whole-

plant dark respiration following growth under CO2

enrichment has been observed in several species and

can in part be attributed to the increased level

of carbohydrates present in leaf tissue of plants

grown at high CO2 levels [17,120]. In wheat, the num-

ber of mitochondria in the leaf mesophyll appears to

increase during growth at high CO2 [121]. These ob-

servations together serve to illustrate that during CO2

enrichment there will be profound changes in both

photosynthetic and respiratory CO2 fluxes as devel-

opmental processes are generally accelerated com-

pared to growth at ambient CO2 [92]. However, the

effects of short- and long-term high CO2 on respir-

ation rates need to be carefully examined in view of

limitations and errors that can arise using CO2 gas

exchange systems [122–125].

Studies with several greenhouse crops show day-

time starch accumulation at high CO2 [126–129]. Fur-

thermore, the increase in photoassimilate storage

supports an enhanced nighttime carbon export rate

from the leaves, which, in part, explains the faster

growth rate of plants exposed to elevated daytime

CO2 [3,69,92,128,130,131]. Storage of carbohydrates

may compete with leaf and root growth and reduce

the maximum growth rate [132]. The increase in

stored carbohydrates (e.g., starch levels) during

long-term CO2 enrichment represents a problem in

equating net CO2 exchange rates obtained nondes-

tructively to growth and development. Daytime and

nighttime CO2 exchanges are dependent on the parti-

tioning and the allocation of the stored reserves such

as starch. Starch in the source leaves definitely repre-

sent biomass accumulation [120,133]. However,

growth and development requires further partitioning

and allocation of these reserves to developing sinks

such as the roots and reproductive structures. In a

survey of 42 C3, C3–C4 intermediate, and C4 photo-

synthetic types the linear relationship between leaf

photosynthesis and C export at ambient CO2 breaks

down at elevated CO2 [101,134 –136]. Of the leaf

parameters tested, C export correlated best with

whole-plant RGR obtained noninvasively using

whole-plant CO2 exchange analysis [9].

Long-term exposure to elevated CO2 has also

been investigated to understand how different plant

communities will grow if atmospheric levels continue

to rise [43,137]. In a field study of pine, seedlings were

grown in soil and enclosed within open-top-plastic

chambers [43]. Plants were subjected to various CO2

enrichment treatments for 15 months. Canopy CO2

exchange was measured using an ‘‘open’’ system

within the CO2 enrichment chambers for a period of

4 to 5 days. Although, the contribution of root res-

piration to canopy gas exchange was not determined,

canopy net photosynthesis increased with increasing

CO2 concentrations. CO2 enrichment also increased

total leaf number and leaf area. Reid and Strain [138]

studied the effect of CO2 enrichment on whole-plant

C budgets of seedlings of beech and sugar maple

grown in low irradiance. At ambient CO2, photosyn-

thetic rate per unit mass of beech was lower than for

sugar maple, whereas elevated CO2 enhanced the

photosynthesis of beech only. Elevated CO2 preferen-

tially enhanced net C gain of beech by increasing net

photosynthesis and reducing respiration. Above

ground (i.e., shoot) respiration per unit mass de-

creased with CO2 enrichment for both species while

root respiration per unit mass decreased for sugar

maple only. C losses per plant to nocturnal shoot

and root respiration were similar for both species.

Under elevated CO2, C uptake was similar for both

species, indicating a significant increase in whole-

seedling NCER with CO2 enrichment for beech but

not for sugar maple. Total C loss per plant to shoot

respiration was reduced for beech only because the

increase in sugar maple leaf mass counterbalanced a

reduction in respiration rates. The RGR estimated by

destructive analysis indicated that the biomass accu-

mulation was not affected by CO2 enrichment in ei-

ther species possibly because of the slow growth rate

at low irradiance used to grow these plants. In both



species, the greatest C loss occurred from the roots,

indicating the importance of below ground biomass

(sinks) in estimates of plant net C gain. This study

illustrates how whole-plant gas exchange used to es-

timate total C gain can be affected by different photo-

synthetic activity of the source and respiratory

balances of the sinks.

C. TEMPERATURE

One of the advantages of using whole-plant NCER as

a tool to study growth is that the effects of tempera-

ture during the dark can be differentiated from those

in the light. Light and CO2 are environmental param-

eters which primarily affect photosynthesis and

photorespiration of the leaves. However, temperature

affects all aspects of metabolism, growth and devel-

opment of all organs.

Leaf net photosynthesis of most C3 plants has an

optimal temperature range of 208C to 358C at ambi-

ent CO2 level and saturating light [139]. Leaf photo-

respiration increases sharply at temperatures

above 308C due to decreases in CO2 solubility [140]

and in CO2/O2 specificity of Rubisco [141–143]. In

addition, as we have outlined elsewhere temperature

can dramatically alter C export rates from leaves

[128,129,135,144,145]. Thus, temperature moderates

source–sink relationships by affecting fluxes of me-

tabolites as well as photosynthetic and respiratory

metabolism more directly.

Because CO2 enrichment reduces photorespira-

tion in C3 plants, the optimal temperature for

whole-plant photosynthesis is usually shifted a few

degrees higher than at ambient CO2 [85,98,146,147].

Both the LCP [146] and the CO2 compensation point

[148] of whole plants increase with an increase in

temperature because respiration from all tissues are

increased. The effect of temperature on DC is the

balance among its effect on photosynthesis, photore-

spiration, and dark respiration. Both daytime and

nighttime temperatures are important in relation to

plant daily C gain. In white clover plants, DC at 308C/

108C (day/night) was higher than plants maintained

at 308C/208C [149].

The importance of nighttime temperature on daily

net C gain during greenhouse rose production is

shown in Table 31.1. Roses were maintained at either

278C/278C (day/night) or at 278C/178C (day/night).

The respiration rate of rose plants maintained at

278C during the night was twice that of plants main-

tained at 178C during the night. Daily net C gain

maintained at 278C/178C was 50% higher than that

of plants maintained at the same 278C/278C day/night

temperature. Dark respiration rate is more sensitive

to changes in temperature than photosynthesis. Res-

piration rate generally increases exponentially with

increasing temperature [67] with a Q10 of about

2 [14]. However, the rate varies with developmental

stage of specific tissues. For example, in a flowering

rose shoot, the respiration rate of the flower bud on a

dry weight basis is three to four times higher than that

of leaves and accounts for half of the total respiratory

C loss from the shoot [146].

In greenhouses, root zone temperatures can be

controlled by bench heating and cooling systems.

Lower root zone temperatures stimulate flowering

in Alstroemeria, which alters the growth and devel-

opment pattern of the whole plant. The NCER of

Alstroemeria is very sensitive to changes in aerial

and root zone temperature [65]. The optimal tempera-

ture for leaf photosynthesis under ambient CO2 level

and saturating light is about 208C whereas that of

whole-plant NCER is only 108C to 128C, which, in
part, reflects the metabolism of the rhizomes. Whole-

plant gas exchange measurements have also been used

to discriminate between growth and maintenance res-

piration and how these processes relate to C use

efficiency [150,151].

D. C/N BALANCE

Carbon is a major nutrient obtained by reduction of

atmospheric CO2 during photosynthesis. The supply

of any of the major mineral nutrients, such as N can

TABLE 31.1
Effect of Night Temperature on Whole-Plant Daily C Gain (DC) of Greenhouse Roses (Rosa Hybrida
‘Samantha’) Maintained at 12/12 h Day/Night

Temperature (day/night) in ˚C

NCER

(mmol C/m2/sec)

NCERd

(mmol C/m2/sec) Cd (g C/m2) Cn (g C/m2) DC Cn/Cd (%)

27/27 6.3 + 0.35 2.6 + 0.16 3.3 + 0.15 1.5 + 0.09 1.8 + 0.16 45 + 2.4

27/17 6.9 + 0.35 1.3 + 0.07 3.5 + 0.16 0.8 + 0.05 2.7 + 0.17 23 + 1.3

Source: Adapted from Jiao J, Tsujita MJ, Grodzinski B. Can. J. Plant Sci. 1991; 71:245–252. With permission.



have profound effects on plant metabolism, C alloca-

tion, and canopy development [90,117–119,152,153].

An improved N status generally results in an increase

in the above ground parts of the plant including a

larger leaf area [154], which in turn, increases the

opportunity for greater canopy light interception

and CO2 assimilation. Leaf photosynthetic capacity

and leaf N content are correlated in many species

[155–160]. Noninvasive approaches such as those

based on CO2 exchange analysis provide a means of

describing how respiratory demands and photosyn-

thesis are related to overall plant productivity, par-

ticularly when attempts are also made to monitor

separately the CO2 exchanges of the canopy and the

root zone [37,138,161,162].

Measurement of whole-plant net CO2 exchange

becomes a very useful tool in assessing N and C

economies in relation to plant growth. Many plants

adjust the amount of N which is allocated to the leaf

canopy according to a pattern which tends to opti-

mize the absorption of light energy within the canopy

and maintain the highest possible rates of canopy

photosynthesis [157,159,163,164]. For example, in

dense stands of Carex acutiformis, canopy NCER

was markedly affected by the pattern of leaf N allo-

cation whereas in open stands the net daily canopy

photosynthesis was essentially independent of leaf N

distribution [159]. Leaf N content is generally higher

in upper canopy leaves, especially in dense canopies in

which the light gradient is steep [159,165]. Upper

canopy leaves also contribute more to whole-plant

net photosynthesis than do lower canopy leaves [72],

however, the photosynthetic contribution of the inner

canopy (shade) leaves can be significant [71]. Increas-

ing leaf N content also enhances dark respiration

[159]. Increases in dark respiration with higher N

content may be the consequence of higher daytime

photosynthetic rates, which provide more photoassi-

milates as substrates for respiration or a change in

enzyme levels [16,17]. The effect of N availability on

photosynthetic and respiratory gas exchanges is

driven in part by the demand for reduced forms of

N (e.g., protein synthesis) and the supply of photo-

assimilates (e.g., sucrose), which act both as sources

of energy for N reduction and as the C-skeletons for

the synthesis of the primary amino acids in the shoot

and in the roots. The demand for N will vary with

growth rate, the developmental stage of the plant, and

the environmental conditions such as light, CO2, and

temperature each of which modifies photosynthesis,

respiration, and RGR [162]. Higher values of RGR

are generally associated with higher plant N content

[37,154,166,167].

Long-term exposure to elevated atmospheric CO2

reveals the importance of N availability. A significant

stimulation of both light saturated and daily integrals

of photosynthesis in Lolium perenne sward were

maintained over a period of 10 years managed as a

herbage crop grown in open field conditions in spe-

cially designed exposure chambers (Free Air CO2

Enrichment) [137]. The acclimation of photosynthesis

during long-term exposure to elevated CO2 depended

on development and growth of new sinks which were

limited by N availability. This study also provides

evidence that stimulation of photosynthesis at high

CO2 in not a transient phenomenon.

E. GROWTH REGULATORS

The use of plant growth regulators and herbicides for

controlling vegetative growth of agricultural crops

has increased dramatically in recent decades

[63,168,169]. Ethylene is a natural plant growth regu-

lator which is produced in nonphotosynthetic organs

(e.g., flowers and fruits) as well as in photosynthetic

leaf tissues [169]. Because of our interest in CO2 en-

richment in closed environments we began to investi-

gate the relationship between C2H4 and CO2 gas

exchange in photosynthetic tissue [64,92,170]. The

stimulatory effect of high CO2 levels on C2H4 release

from photosynthetic tissue during short-term expos-

ures (1 to 8 h) has been demonstrated in intact plants,

in detached leaves, and in excised leaf tissue [171–

175]. The CO2 levels which affect C2H4 release from

leaf tissue during short-term incubations (i.e., 50 to

5000ml/l) [176] parallel those encountered by leaf tis-

sue in closed greenhouse environments or in tissue

cultures [177]. Active photosynthesis under high ir-

radiance can deplete the CO2 to below ambient levels

in protected environments [63,64]. Therefore, CO2 is

added to supplement growth. Interestingly, predicted

future global CO2 concentrations also fall within this

range [87,92]. We know from earlier studies that C2H4

release from C3 and C4 leaf tissue during short-term

exposures to varying CO2 are different [172,173].

Long-term exposure to elevated CO2 concentrations

modifies endogenous C2H4 metabolism and affects

plant growth and development [92,176]. Prolonged

growth at high CO2 results in a persistent increase in

the rate of endogenous C2H4 release which can, only

in part, be attributed to an increase of the endogenous

pools of C2H4 pathway intermediates [176]. During

acclimation to high CO2 leaves appear to have higher

levels of ethylene forming enzyme activity [175,176].

Photosynthetically active young leaves contribute

most of the C2H4 emanating form the canopy

[176,178,179].

All lower and higher plant tissues produce C2H4,

which can elicit a wide range of biochemical and

morphological responses [169]. For example, leaf



ontogenesis and maturation are correlated with chan-

ging rates of both C2H4 emanation and sensitivity to

exogenously supplied C2H4 [176,177,180]. Ethylene

can modify leaf and whole-plant photosynthesis

[181–184]. Vegetative growth measured nondestruc-

tively as net C gain was reduced 50% within 24 h of

C2H4 exposure in Lycopersicon esculentum L. [183]

and 35% in Xanthium strumarium L. [184]. Similar

results have been obtained with destructive analysis

of tomato [185] and corn [186]. The observed decrease

was attributed to well-known morphological re-

sponses exhibited by these plants when treated with

C2H4 [185,187]. The reduction in whole-plant NCER

were attributed to (1) epinastic changes in leaf angle

(i.e., light interception patterns) [183,184], and (2)

alteration of sink–source relations [185]. For example,

when the leaves that showed C2H4 induced epinasty

were repositioned with respect to the overhead light

source in the analysis chamber, an NCER compar-

able to that of the untreated plants was observed. The

reduction in C gain associated with C2H4 is an indir-

ect effect of C2H4 on canopy photosynthesis since it is

a consequence of C2H4 induced epinastic responses,

which alter the orientation of the leaves and light

interception [183–185].

The role of C2H4 in regulating the CO2 exchange

of varying plant density was further tested by treating

model canopies of tomato seedlings with C2H4. Plants

were exposed to a 12 h/12 h, day/night regime, during

which NCER was measured after treatment with

C2H4 [188]. The critical leaf area index (LAI) at

which 95% of the maximum rate of canopy photosyn-

thesis was achieved corresponded to a value of

about 5. When a well-developed (i.e., dense) canopy,

with a LAI of about 6, was treated with C2H4 there

was no change in the photosynthesis of the stand.

However, when the LAI was only 4, treatment with

C2H4 resulted in a 20% decrease in canopy photosyn-

thesis. These studies with model canopies support our

earlier conclusion that the effects of C2H4 on photo-

synthesis and C gain [183–185] can be ascribed to

classical hormonal responses such as epinastic devel-

opment which result in altered light interception

within the canopy.

Light interception is a major determinant of can-

opy photosynthesis. Endogenously produced C2H4

can accumulate to physiologically active levels in

plant canopies [169]. For example, C2H4 concentra-

tions sufficient to stimulate premature cotton boll

abscission have been documented in field cotton can-

opies [189]. In closed greenhouse environments in

which crops are growing, C2H4 levels of 10 to

15 ppb have been detected [176], which can be attrib-

uted to production by the plant tissue. In ongoing

closed environment studies with lettuce, wheat and

soybean canopies at the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA, USA) [42,178] and at

the University of Guelph [179], C2H4 levels of up to

100 ppb in air samples have been detected. The prod-

uctivity of wheat and rice are also affected by low

concentration of ethylene that might accumulate in

closed environments [190]. Collectively, these obser-

vations support the view that C2H4 from the plants

accumulates in closed environments and can modify

canopy architecture and photosynthesis. Canopy

density (i.e., LAI) and light interception patterns are

important factors in determining the extent to which

exposure to this growth regulator will alter daily C

gain [54,179].

F. CANOPY ARCHITECTURE

During the early stages of plant growth, LAI is low

and the efficiency of light interception is almost en-

tirely dependent on the total leaf area of the canopy.

Therefore, leaf area production is the most important

factor determining growth of plants during early

stages of development [10]. There is a good correl-

ation between RGR and leaf expansion rate at early

stages of plant growth [191]. In cotton, plant growth

and canopy photosynthesis per plant has been found

proportional to total leaf area during early growth

[192]. The relationship between canopy photosyn-

thesis and total leaf area diminished as leaf area ap-

proached maximum values because of increased

mutual shading of canopy leaves. The results indicate

that in a closed canopy, photosynthesis was not lim-

ited by total leaf area, but more by canopy architec-

ture and reduced light interception at lower canopy

due to mutual shading.

The LAI, distribution, size, and orientation

of the leaves (i.e., canopy architecture) will determine

the amount of incident radiation intercepted by the

plants, the canopy leaf temperature, and gas exchange

characteristics [73,193–197]. An accurate description

of the three-dimensional distribution of leaves in

plant canopies is very difficult. The techniques gener-

ally used for determination of canopy structure have

been discussed by Campbell and Norman [198]. The

orientation of branches and leaves has a significant

effect on light penetration through the canopy and

allow a large LAI to be sustained by plants [75].

Canopy architecture varies greatly with plant species

[75], as well as during plant development and on-

togeny [199]. Seasonal changes of LAI depend on

planting density, the pattern of leaf initiation, growth,

and senescence. Plants with different canopy architec-

ture have significant influence on light use efficiency

and productivity. In some species such as evergreen

forest and pasture grasses with relatively constant



LAI year around, annual PAR absorption by the

canopy is primarily dependent on the annual PAR

receipts and the mean absorptance. In addition to the

seasonal variation of incident radiation, leaf area af-

fects annual canopy radiation absorption and many

acclimation processes such as cold acclimation. Pine

and winter wheat have quite different leaf form and

canopy architecture. Recently, we have been able to

utilize diel patterns of whole-plant NCER to help

explain different strategies for cold acclimation and

winter survival in these two species [200].

Plant canopies are composed of a population of

leaves of different ages and of different exposure to

light [71,201]. In a sugar maple forest canopy, the top

of the canopy intercepted approximately 60% of the

total light received by the whole canopy and contrib-

uted 37% of the daily C gain, even though the leaf area

at the top canopy represented only 11%of the total leaf

area [202]. The lower canopy, accounted formore than

50% of the total leaf area, but received less than 10% of

the daily irradiance. Both leaf mass per leaf area andN

per leaf area were 50% lower at the bottom canopy

than at the top of the tree. It was suggested that the

differences in leaf traits along the vertical canopy gra-

dient were mainly structural in nature. Leaf orienta-

tion may itself be affected by the light environment in

which the plants are growing. Sun leaves tend to have

more vertical orientation than do shade leaves, which

are more horizontally positioned [70,195]. Compact

and isolated tussock grasses with more horizontally

oriented leaves received more light during the midday

than tussocks with more steeply oriented foliage. The

lower midday incident radiation in tussocks with a

steep foliage orientation may reduce photoinhibition

compared to plants with the more horizontal leaf

orientation. However, the advantage of steep foliage

orientation in daily C gain over plants with more hori-

zontal leaves depends on plant species and changes

with time of the day [193].

Leaf morphology also influences canopy light

interception and, consequently, canopy photosyn-

thesis. In near-isogenic cotton lines, variations in

leaf morphologies (i.e., size and shape) resulted in

different LAI and leaf dry weight [199]. The genotypic

variation in LAI of different lines caused differences

in light penetration through the canopy, integrated

canopy apparent photosynthesis and limit yield.

‘‘Afila’’ mutants of peas, in which a single gene modi-

fication results in replacement of the laminar shaped

leaflets by cylindrically shaped tendrils [203–205],

have high plant NCER in the light because more

light penetrates the leaf canopy than is the case with

conventional leafy cultivars. In the semileafless

‘‘afila’’ phenotypes the tendrils and laminar shaped

stipules accounted for approximately 60% and 40%,

respectively, of the total plant photosynthesis even

though on a chlorophyll or area basis the tendrils

were predicted to account for only 30% of whole-

plant photosynthesis. These values were derived

from two different sets of experiments. In one set of

experiments 14CO2 was supplied to whole plants for

1min after which the plants were rapidly killed to

prevent translocation of 14C-labeled assimilates. The
14CO2 fixed in the different photosynthetic organs

was measured following destructive analysis. In a

parallel experiment similar values for the contribu-

tions of leaflets, stipules, and tendrils to plant CO2

exchange were determined by measuring whole-plant

NCER before and after surgical removal of the

tendrils or the stipules or the leaflets [206]. These

experiments demonstrate the importance of tendril

structures in peas and the heterogeneous nature of

leaf canopies. They also serve to underscore the

need for a greater degree of resolution in monitoring

gas exchanges from different parts of the canopy if we

are to fully describe how canopy architecture contrib-

utes to canopy photosynthesis, growth, and develop-

ment through the season.

In this chapter, we have focused on the value of

direct measurements of whole-plant NCER for esti-

mating plant growth and productivity. This approach

is generally limited to plants of small sizes and to small

populations. It is very difficult to measure directly

whole canopy NCER of a large population of plants

such as a forest and relate these values to seasonal

estimates of C gain and productivity. Many re-

searchers have developed models to predict canopy

gas exchange based on the knowledge and information

of changes of NCER of individual leaves and activity

of layers of canopy in relation to environmental

changes [193,207–212]. Canopy photosynthesis

models are helpful in understanding and predicting

the C balance of plant canopies and communities

under natural environmental conditions. Model

predictions need to be tested with independent field

studies such as those using eddy correlation microme-

teorological methods to estimate mass and energy ex-

change between atmosphere and plant canopies [213–

217]. Seasonal canopy photosynthesis models usually

combine microclimate submodels with photosynthesis

submodels [208–211]. However, it is becoming evident

that progress in canopy level photosynthesis and eco-

logical modelling has increased the demand for ad-

vanced description of canopy architecture [218].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

It is naive to suggest that any single technique such as

classical destructive growth analysis or a less invasive



analysis based on CO2 gas exchange can provide all

the data necessary to describe the complex sequence

of events that occur during plant development. Fu-

ture advances in imaging and remote sensing proced-

ures will undoubtedly facilitate a more complete

analysis of plant biomass accumulation and canopy

development. Many experimental approaches need to

be applied simultaneously at each stage of the vege-

tative and the reproductive development of a crop to

fully assess primary gas exchanges, source–sink inter-

actions and their impact on productivity.

Although there are limitations to all procedures

used to investigate whole-plant growth and product-

ivity, measurements of CO2 exchange made in real

time provides valuable information for many levels

of inquiry. Analysis of diel patterns of CO2 gas ex-

change is by no means limited to studies of photosyn-

thetic and respiratory metabolism. The application of

using gas signatures to quantify growth are endless

[18–20]. Numerous case studies within our group

alone demonstrate the value of gas exchange in

obtaining algorithms for modeling and optimizing

productivity of crops in controlled environments

[54,65,66]; assessing the role of canopy architecture

and form on productivity [183,184,206]; comparing

the productivity of natural photosynthetic variants

[9]; correlating whole-plant productivity with specific

leaf functions such as C-fixation or export [9]; evalu-

ating the impact of specific gene alterations on growth

[219]; assessing plant pathogen interactions [220]; and

investigating acclimation processes such as hardening

of overwintering perennials [200].
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I. INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides some basic theoretical know-

ledge and techniques (methodical approach in the

laboratory and in the field) for the study of plant

photosynthetic activity. It is not intended to be a

complete manual of techniques. Not only will meth-

odical approaches and published results be described,

but problems the scientist should be aware of when

planning experiments will be discussed. Measure-

ments of environmental or plant parameters must be

recorded in some manner in order to obtain the data

that meet the research objective. However, each type

of measurement requires a different approach.

Almost 35 years ago, one of the most cited meth-

odological monographs, Plant Photosynthetic Produc-

tion: Manual of Methods, was published [1], which

includes a rich source of background material. Hand-

books published later [2,3] or recent manuals [4,5]

describe general measurement principles, techniques,

and devices that form system components. Now,

highly sophisticated systems capable of accurate

measurements with a variety of transducers are widely

in use. These systems (e.g., portable photosynthesis

and transpiration systems, steady state porometer,

portable chlorophyll fluorometer, plant canopy ana-

lyzer) have permitted research that was previously

impossible or too difficult to attempt.

II. IN THE LABORATORY

A. MEASUREMENTS OF HILL ACTIVITY USING

ARTIFICIAL ELECTRON ACCEPTOR

2,6-DICHLOROPHENOLINDOPHENOL

The Hill reaction is formally defined as the photore-

duction of an electron acceptor by the hydrogens of



water, connected with the evolution of oxygen. In vivo,

or in the plant organism, the final electron acceptor is

NADPþ. The rate of the Hill reaction can bemeasured

in isolated chloroplasts [6]. A number of artificial elec-

tron acceptors can replace the natural acceptors and

allow electron transport to proceed in the light. The

artificial electron acceptor intercepts the electrons be-

fore they cascade down to photosystem 1 (PSI), but

after they have gone down the electron transport

chain. This procedure uses a dye as an artificial elec-

tron acceptor that changes color as it is reduced. Vari-

ous dyes can be used as the artificial electron acceptor

(A), so that the general equation, known as the Hill

reaction, can be written as follows:

H2OþA�!AH2 þ 1=2O2

As a suitable artificial electron acceptor, which can

accept electrons from the electron transport chain of

chloroplasts, 2,6-dichlorophenol indophenol (DCPIP)

can be used [7]. When it accepts electrons, DCPIP

becomes reduced and changes from blue (oxidized

form) to colorless (reduced form DCPIP/H2). This

color change can be measured spectrophotometrically

at it can be used to measure the rate of the Hill

reaction. The oxidized form of DCPIP has an absorp-

tion maximum at 600 nm, while the reduced form

does not absorb at this wavelength. The extent of the

color change is proportional to the number of elec-

trons transferred, or more precisely to the rate

of photosynthetic electron transport (PET). The

change in absorbance will be measured at certain

intervals (e.g., 30 sec) of exposure to an intense light

source. Since the DCPIP will begin to revert to its

oxidized (blue) state as soon as the chloroplasts in

the reaction vessel are removed from the light

path, it is essential that all absorbance readings

be taken as quickly as possible. The rate of electron

transport can be determined by calculating the

number of molecules of DCPIP reduced per

minute. For this purpose the following equation can

be used:

PET rate ¼ (DA600=min=«)� 106 mmol=mol� V

where DA600/min is the rate of absorbance change at

600 nm, « is the extinction coefficient for DCPIP at

600 nm (21,000 dm3/mol/cm), and V is the volume of

the reaction mixture in dm�3. This parameter is usu-

ally expressed per chlorophyll content unit.

Šeršeň et al. [8] isolated chloroplasts from spinach

leaves using the following procedure: 80 g of leaf

tissue (minus petioles and midrib veins) were rinsed

in ice water, then the tissue was blotted and cut into

pieces about 1 cm2. Cold conditions during isolation

were necessary to maintain good activity of the

chloroplasts. The leaf pieces were placed in a pre-

chilled blender cup containing 200 cm3 of ice-cold

isolation medium (20mmol/dm3 Tris, 5mmol/dm3

MgCl2 and 15mmol/dm3 NaCl, and 0.4mol/dm3 su-

crose). The leaves were blended for 30 sec at top

speed, and after a break of 10 sec they were blended

again for 30 sec. The resulting homogenate was

squeezed through eight layers of nylon cloth and a

10-mm layer of cotton wool into the prechilled bea-

ker. The green filtrate was centrifuged at 500�g for

5min. This removes unwanted whole cells and groups

of unbroken cells and cell wall debris, but most of the

chloroplasts remain suspended in the supernatant so-

lution. The decanted supernatant was then centrifuged

at 5000�g for 10min to sediment the chloroplasts.

Afterward, the supernatant solution was discarded

and the chloroplast precipitates were immediately

resuspended in a small amount of buffer. For deter-

mination of the chlorophyll (Chl) content in the

chloroplast suspension, 50ml of chloroplasts were

pipetted into 10ml of 80% acetone, the solution was

mixed, and after filtering the absorbance at 652 nm

was measured. The Chl content was evaluated

according to Arnon [9].

The effects of different inhibitors of PET on the

oxygen evolution rate (OER) in spinach chloroplasts

prepared according to the above procedure were

investigated spectrophotometrically in the presence of

DCPIP (30mmol/dm3) [10–12]. Before the measure-

ments the chloroplasts were resuspended in phos-

phate buffer (20mmol/dm3; pH 7.2) containing

5mmol/dm3 MgCl2 and 15mmol/dm3 NaCl. The

Chl content in the suspension was adjusted to 30mg

Chl/dm3. Samples were irradiated from a distance of

1 dm with a halogen lamp (250W) through a 4-cm

water filter to prevent overheating of the samples.

This photochemical assay was carried out under sat-

urating irradiance of ‘‘white light’’ (�900mmol/m2/

sec photosynthetically active radiation [PAR]) at

258C. The inhibitory activity of the inhibitors studied

was expressed in terms of IC50 values (eventually in

terms of their negative logarithms) corresponding to

molar concentrations of inhibitors causing a 50%

decrease of OER with respect to the untreated control

sample. Compounds with low aqueous solubility were

dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide. The applied solvent

content (up to 4 vol%) did not affect the photochem-

ical activity of spinach chloroplasts. Table 32.1 pre-

sents IC50 values related to OER inhibition in spinach

chloroplasts by substituted benzanilides [10]. The

photosynthesis-inhibiting activity of the benzanilides

studied showed quasiparabolic dependence on the

sum of lipophilicity of R1 and R2 substituents ex-

pressed as (p1
� þ p2

�). The p
� parameters express-



ing lipophilicity of the substituents on the aromatic

ring were taken from Norrington et al. [13] (Figure

32.1). The results of statistical analysis confirmed that

Hansch’s parabolic model is suitable for description

of the correlation between photosynthesis-inhibiting

activity and lipophilicity of the benzanilides studied.

These compounds were found to interact with the

intermediates Dþ, i.e., tyrosine radicals YD
þ that are

situated in the 161st position in D2 protein on the

donor side of PS 2 [10].

Piperidinoethyl esters of 2-, 3- and 4-alkoxy sub-

stituted phenylcarbamic acids (PAPC; alkyl ¼ me-

thyl to decyl) inhibited OER in spinach chloroplasts

and their inhibitory activity depended on the alkyl

chain length as well as on the position of the alkoxy

substituent on the benzene ring of the effector (Table

32.2) [11]. The OER-inhibiting activity showed quasi

parabolic course on the lipophilicity of PAPC, ex-

pressed by lipophilicity characteristics log k’ (from
high-performance liquid chromatography [HPLC])

and Kovats indices K10 (from gas chromatography).

The lowest OER-inhibiting activity exhibited 2-alkoxy

substituted derivatives. The highest biological activity

showed compounds with heptyloxy, octyloxy, and

nonyloxy substituents.

An expressive dependence of the OER-inhibiting

activity in spinach chloroplasts on the alkyl chain

length of the 2-alkylsulfanyl substituent showed

2-alkylsulfanyl-6-R-benzothiazoles with R ¼ forma-

mido (n-alkyl ¼ ethyl to nonyl), acetamido (ethyl,

butyl to hexyl, octyl, nonyl), benzoylamino (methyl to

butyl, hexyl to nonyl), bicyclo[2.2.1]hept-5-ene-2,

3-dicarboximido (methyl to nonyl), and bicyclo[2.2.1]-

hept-5-ene-2,3-dicarboximidomethylamino (methyl to

pentyl, heptyl) (Figure 32.2) [12]. A quasiparabolic

TABLE 32.1
IC50 Values Related to Inhibition of OER in Spinach Chloroplasts by the Benzanilides Studied (Me ¼ CH3;
iPr ¼ CH(CH3)2; Bu ¼ CH2CH2CH2CH3)

CONH
R1

R2

Compound R1 R2 IC50 (mmol/dm3) Compound R1 R2 IC50 [mmol dm�3]

I H 3-NO2 374 X 3-F H 324

II 3-Br 3-F 86 XI 3-F 3-Cl 71

III 4-Cl 3-NO2 73 XII 3-F 4-Me 193

IV H 4-iPr 50 XIII 3-F 3-NO2 126

V 4-OMe 4-iPr 53 XVI 3-F 4-NO2 109

VI 3-Br 4-iPr 67 XV 3-F 4-OMe 484

VII 3-NO2 4-iPr 41 XVI 3-F 3-OMe 263

VIII H 4-Bu 48 XVII 4-F H 497

IX 3-Br 4-Bu 357 XVIII 4-F 3-OMe 365

Source: From Král’ová K, Šeršeň F, Kubicová L, Waisser K. Chem. Pap. 1999; 53: 328–331. With permission.
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FIGURE 32.1 The dependence of inhibition of OER in

spinach chloroplasts on the lipophilicity of the substituents

R1 and R2 expressed by p� parameters of substituents on

the aromatic ring taken from Norrington et al. [13]. (From

Král’ová K, Šeršeň F, Kubicová L, Waisser K. Chem. Pap.

1999; 53: 328–331. With permission.)



course of these dependences is typical for all the series

studied. This ‘‘cutoff ’’ effect — a decreased activity

for the more lipophilic substances within the homolo-

gous series is caused by the interaction of the alkyl

substituent with constituents of biological mem-

branes, mainly lipids. Due to this interaction,

perturbation and subsequent changes in the biological

function of the membrane occur.

B. MEASUREMENTS OF OXYGEN EVOLUTION RATE

BY CLARK ELECTRODE

The OER could be also measured by Clark’s electrode

[14,15]. This electrode consists of an anode and a

cathode in contact with an electrolyte solution. It is

covered at the tip by a semipermeable membrane,

usually polypropylene or teflon membrane, which is

permeable to gases but not to contaminants and re-

ducible ions of the sample. The cathode is in a glass

envelope in the body of the electrode. The anode has a

larger surface that provides stability and guards

against drift due to concentration of the electrolyte

(usually potassium chloride, 0.1M ). This silver/silver

chloride (Ag/AgCl) anode provides electrons for the

cathode reaction. The Clark electrode measures oxy-

gen tension amperometrically. The pO2 (partial pres-

sure of oxygen) electrode produces current at a

constant polarizing voltage (usually 0.6V vs. Ag/

AgCl), which is directly proportional to the pO2 dif-

fusing to the reactive surface of the electrode. Silver at

the anode becomes oxidized.
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FIGURE 32.2 Dependence of the negative logarithm

of IC50 values related to OER in spinach chloroplasts by

Hill reaction on the number of carbons of the alkyl chain

of 2-alkythio-6-R-benzothiazoles (R ¼ formamido [circles],

acetamido [squares], benzoylamino [diamonds], bicyclo

[2.2.1]hept-5-ene-2,3-dicarboximido [filled circles], and bicy-

clo[2.2.1]hept-5-ene-2,3-dicarboximidomethylamino [filled

squares] groups). (From Král’ová K, Šeršeň F, Sidóová E.

Chem. Pap. 1992; 46: 348–350. With permission.)

TABLE 32.2
Negative Logarithms of IC50 Values (in mol/dm3)
Related to OER Inhibition in Spinach Chloroplasts
and Physicochemical Characteristics, log k ’ (from
HPLC) and Kovats Indices K10 (from Gas
Chromatography), of Piperidinoethyl Esters of
Alkoxyphenylcarbamic Acids (m — No. of Carbon
Atoms in the Alkoxy Substituent)

OR

NHCOOCH2CH2 N

(+)

Cl(−)

H

Substituted Position m log(1/IC50) log k ’ K10

1 1.220 0.0969 2.341

2 1.782 0.1207 2.468

3 2.114 0.1761 2.566

4 2.591 0.2540 2.622

2 5 3.262 0.3319 2.694

6 3.431 0.4409 2.782

7 3.485 0.5187 2.924

8 — 0.6110 3.022

9 3.252 0.7175 3.088

10 3.002 0.8342 3.188

2 2.388 0.0717 2.564

3 2.581 0.1514 2.653

4 3.117 0.2398 2.750

3 5 3.563 0.3079 2.857

6 3.965 0.4239 2.973

7 4.048 0.5279 3.061

8 4.351 0.5836 3.104

9 3.875 0.7342 3.247

10 4.020 0.8691 3.354

1 1.477 0.0111 2.552

2 2.204 0.0717 2.653

3 2.609 0.1532 2.709

4 3.262 0.2540 2.847

4 5 3.184 0.3446 2.919

6 3.720 0.4464 3.029

8 4.712 0.6612 3.207

9 4.079 0.7744 3.293

10 3.876 0.9020 3.424

Source: From Král’ová K, Loos D, Čižmárik J. Collect. Czech.

Chem. Commun. 1994; 59: 2293–2302. With permission.



Ag anode: 4Agþ 4Cl� ! 4AgClþ 4e�

Pt cathode:O2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e� ! 2H2O

Reduction of oxygen occurs at the surface cathode,

which is exposed at the tip of the electrode. Oxygen

molecules diffuse through the semipermeable mem-

brane and combine with the KCl electrolyte solution.

The current produced is a result of the following

reduction of oxygen at the cathode. Production of

four electrons accompanies each molecule reduced.

A simple scheme of a Clark electrode is shown in

Figure 32.3.

Šeršeň et al. [16] and Král’ová et al. [17] measured

OER in algal suspension of Chlorella vulgaris at 248C
using aClark-type electrode (SOPS 31 atp. Chemopro-

jekt, Prague) in a chamber constructed according to the

method of Bartoš et al. [18]. The liquid medium of the

suspension contained 20mmol KNO3, 2.5mmol

KH2PO4, 4.0mmol MgSO4�7H2O, 7.0mmol

CaCl2�6H2O, 34.6mmol FeSO4, 34.6mmol Na2
EDTA, 50.0mmol H3BO3, 5.0mmol ZnSO4�5H2O,

5.0mmol CuSO4�5H2O, 5.0mmol MnCl2�4H2O,

5.0mmol CoCl2�6H2O, and 1.5mmol (NH4)6Mo7
O24�4H2O in 1 dm�3 of H2O, pH 7.2. Irradiation was

carried outwith a 250-Whalogen lamp throughawater

filter (irradiance 450mmol/m2/sec PAR). Before OER

measurements the algal suspension was accommo-

dated in the dark for 4 h.

Immediate effect of the local anesthetic trimecaine

on C. vulgaris was compared with its long-term effect

on the chlorophyll content in statically cultivated

C. vulgaris suspensions (14 days, 16 h light/8 h dark,

248C) (Figure 32.4) [16]. Depending on the concen-

tration of trimecaine, two different effects on OER

were observed — at low trimecaine concentrations the

effect was stimulating, at higher concentrations this

effect was inhibitory.

The inhibitory effects on OER in spinach chloro-

plasts exhibited by structurally similar local

anesthetics used at sufficiently high concentrations

were observed by Král’ová et al. [11,19,20]. It was

found that local anesthetics caused inhibition of

OER in plant chloroplasts by damaging the manga-

nese containing protein in the PS 2 with subsequent

release of Mn2þ ions into the interior of the thylakoid

membrane. The stimulating effect of trimecaine, i.e.,

the enhancement of OER in algae, can be connected

with the uncoupling of photophosphorylation in algal

chloroplasts or with changes in the arrangement of

the thylakoid membranes. Based on the results of

Gallová et al. [21], who found that carbisocaine at

low concentrations decreases the microviscosity of

phosphatidylcholine membranes, it could be assumed

that due to incorporation of trimecaine into thylakoid

membranes changes occur in their arrangement, lead-

ing to the enhancement of photosynthetic activity.

The migration of the plastoquinone pool between the

photosynthetic centers becomes easier, which enables

faster photosynthetic electron transport. The con-

centration of trimecaine causing death of C. vulgaris
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FIGURE 32.3 A simple scheme of a Clark electrode.
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FIGURE 32.4 The dependence of Chl synthesis (curve A)

and OER (curve B) in C. vulgaris on the concentration of

trimecaine (the parameters studied are expressed as a per-

centage of the control samples). The Chl content in the algal

suspension was 6.3mg/dm3 for OER and 6.1mg/dm3 (start-

ing concentration) for the growth experiments in statically

cultivated algae. (From Šeršeň F, Král’ová K. Gen. Physiol.

Biophys. 1994; 13: 329–335. With permission.)



in long-term action causes enhancement of OER im-

mediately after the treatment.

A similar experiment focused on OER inhibition

in C. vulgaris was carried out with a series of Cu(II)

complexes with biologically active ligands of the type

CuX2�H2O and CuX2Ly, where X ¼ flufenamate (N-

(a,a,a-trifluoro-m-tolyl)anthranilate), mefenamate

(2-((2,3-dimethylphenyl)amino)benzoate)), niflumate

(2-(a,a,a-trifluoro-m-toluidino) nicotinate), naproxe-

nate (6-methoxy-a-methyl-2-naphthaleneacetate);

L ¼ nicotinamide, N,N-diethylnicotinamide, ronicol

(3-hydroxymethylpyridine), caffeine, methyl-3-

pyridylcarbamate; and y ¼ 1 or 2. In this experiment

the Chl content in the algal suspensions was 20mg/

dm3 [17]. The corresponding IC50 values monitoring

the immediate effect of the Cu(II) complexes on the

PET in C. vulgaris are summarized in Table 32.3. The

anionic X ligands increased the inhibitory effect while

the effect of the L ligands was not significant. Taking

into account the X ligands, the inhibitory activity

decreased in the order flufenamate ~ niflumate >
mefenamate > naproxenate, i.e., the most active in-

hibitors were compounds containing fluoro atoms in

their molecules. However, the differences between the

corresponding IC50 values for the set of compounds

studied were relatively small and varied in a relatively

narrow concentration range of 0.976 (Cu(fluf)2�H2O)

to 2.291mmol/dm3 Cu(nap)2(caf). These values are

also comparable with the corresponding IC50 value

determined for CuSO4 (2.49mmol/dm3), indicating

the predominant role of Cu2þ ions in OER inhibition.

On the other hand, the IC50 values for OER inhib-

ition by the complexes under study in the suspension

of spinach chloroplasts at comparable Chl content in

the suspension (30mg/dm3) varied in the range of 6.3

to 14.5mmol/dm3 (Table 32.3) [22], and so they were

approximately two to three orders lower than those

determined for OER inhibition in C. vulgaris. Similar

results have been obtained with diaqua(4-chloro-

2-methylacetato)copper(II) complex (IC50 ¼
1.46mmol/dm3 [OER in C. vulgaris] [23] or

15.38mmol/dm3 [OER in spinach chloroplasts]) [24].

These differences in IC50 values could be explained as

follows: whereas in C. vulgaris for reaching the site of

action the inhibitor must penetrate through the outer

and inner algal membranes, in partially broken

spinach chloroplasts (used in the above study) this

inhibitor could directly interact with the thylakoid

membranes.

C. DETERMINATION OF EXTENT OF PS 2 DAMAGE BY

ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY

Chloroplasts of higher plants exhibit electron spin res-

onance (ESR) signals belonging to both photosystems

(the so-called signal I and signal II) in the region of

free radicals (g � 2.00) [25]. Signal I is situated in the

region with g ¼ 2.002 and its half-width is DBPP �
0.9-mT. This signal has been identified as Pþ

700, i.e.,

the oxidized primary donor in PS 1. Signal II is a

broader signal with side ‘‘lobes,’’ centered around

g ¼ 2.004 (DBPP � 2mT) and it is associated with

PS 2. Signal II has two components, identified from

the decay as signal IIs (slow) and signal IIvf (very fast)

[25]. The latter was observed only in preparations

with inhibited O2 evolution, leading to the concept

that it represented an intermediate between the oxy-

gen evolving complex and Pþ
680 (oxidized primary

donor in PS 2). With the availability of sequences,

and the application of molecular engineering to PS 2,

TABLE 32.3
Concentrations of Cu(II) Compounds Causing 50%
Decrease of OER in the Suspensions of Chlorella
vulgaris and Spinach Chloroplasts. The Chlorophyll
Concentration of the Algal Suspensions was 20mg/
dm3, that of Spinach Chloroplasts was 30mg/dm3

Compounds

IC50 ± C.L.0.05
(mmol/dm3),

Ch. vulgaris

IC50 (mmol/dm3),

Spinach

Chloroplasts

Cu(fluf)2�H2O 0.976 9.4

(0.937–1.076)

Cu(fluf)2(ron)2 1.213 6.6

(1.146–1.300)

Cu(fluf)2(Et2nia)2 1.068 6.7

(1.026–1.128)

Cu(mef)2�H2O 1.401 8.9

(1.261–1.554)

Cu(mef)2(ron)2 1.632 6.3

(1.485–1.779)

Cu(mef)2(Et2nia) 1.664 13.0

(1.634–1.761)

Cu(nif)2�H2O 1.143 8.4

(1.111–1.194)

Cu(nif)2(mpc)2 1.109 n.d.

(1.026–1.173)

Cu(nif)2(nia)2 1.180 6.7

(1.102–1.246)

Cu(nap)2�H2O 2.261 14.2

(2.085–2.392)

Cu(nap)2(caf) 2.291 9.0

(2.135–2.382)

Source: From Král’ová K, Šeršeň F, Melnı́k M. J. Trace Microbe

Tech. 1998; 16: 491–500 and Král’ová K, Šeršeň F, Melnı́k M,

Fargašová A. Progress in Coordination and Organometallic

Chemistry, Slovale Technical University Press, Bratislava, 1997;

233–238. With permission.



it was demonstrated that signal IIs came from a redox

active tyrosine-161 in D2 protein (YD), and signal IIvf
from tyrosine-161 in D1 protein (YZ) [26]. The ESR

spectrum of YZ
þ is normally measured as the light–

dark difference spectrum after a relatively short dark

time, so that the spectrum due to YD
þ, which is

relatively stable in the dark, can be subtracted out.

The form of the ESR signals I and II of chloro-

plasts treated by compounds causing inhibition of

PET usually differs from that of untreated ones.

From the changes of the intensity and the shape of

ESR signals in the presence of the inhibitor, its site

and size of action in the photosynthetic apparatus can

be determined. Within a homologous series with the

same site and mechanism of action the extent of PET-

inhibiting activity for individual compounds can be

expressed by the P parameter [27,28], which can be

evaluated from the intensities of ESR signals meas-

ured in the dark and in the light according to the

following formula :

Pparameter ¼ [(I(inhib:)light : I(inhib:)dark)=(I(control)light :

I(control)dark)] [CChl]
�1

where I represents the intensities of ESR signals of the

control and of inhibitor-treated chloroplasts in the

dark and in the light and CChl is the chlorophyll

content in the sample (in mg). The values of the P

parameter for untreated plant chloroplasts are usu-

ally in the range 1.5 to 2.0.

Král’ová et al. [27] investigated the effects of the

amphiphilic compounds 1-alkyl-1-ethylpiperidinium

bromides (C6 to C18) (AEPBr) and 1-alkylpiperi-

dine-N-oxide (C8 to C18) (APNO) on the photosyn-

thetic apparatus of spinach chloroplasts using ESR

spectroscopy. The spinach chloroplasts applied for

ESR measurements were prepared using the proced-

ure described above. The ESR spectra of the untreated

suspensions of spinach chloroplasts in phosphate buf-

fer (0.02mol/dm3, pH 7.2) containing sucrose

(0.4mol/dm3), MgCl2 (0.005mol/dm3), and NaCl

(0.015mol/dm3) and in the presence of inhibitors

(0.05mol/dm3) were recorded with an ESR 230 in-

strument (WG AdW, Berlin) operating in X-band at

5mW of microwave power and 0.5mT modulation

amplitude. ESR spectra of all samples were recorded

in the dark and in the light. The samples were irradi-

ated with � 400mmol/m2/sec PAR directly in the

resonator cavity using a 250-W halogen lamp from

0.5-m distance through a 5-cm water filter.

Figure 32.5 presents the ESR spectra of untreated

spinach chloroplasts (lines A) and chloroplasts trea-

ted with 1-octylpiperidine-N-oxide and 1-dodecylpi-

peridine-N-oxide (lines B and C) in the dark (full

lines) and in the light (dashed lines). In the presence

of inhibitor a decrease of ESR signal II intensity and

an increase of the corresponding signal I on irradi-

ation could be observed (Figure 32.5, lines B and C).

The damaged PS 2 could not supply electrons to PS 1

and thus a great rise of the signal I under irradiation

was recorded (Figure 32.5, line C). The changes in

ESR signal intensities were used for evaluation of the

P parameter. From the dependence of the P para-

meter on the number of C atoms in the alkyl chain

of the surfactants (Figure 32.6) it is evident that the

most active inhibitors were surfactants with alkyl ¼
decyl to tetradecyl. A similar quasiparabolic course

showed dependence of the Hill reaction rate in spin-

ach chloroplasts expressed by IC50 values on the

number of carbon atoms in the alkyl chain of

AEPBr and APNO (Figure 32.7). A very sharp de-

pendence of the parameter P on the alkyl chain length

was also found for N-alkyl-N,N-dimethylamine

oxides (alkyl ¼ hexyl to hexadecyl) [8].
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FIGURE 32.5 ESR spectra of spinach chloroplasts

recorded in the dark (full line) and under irradiation (dotted

line) for the control sample (A) and treated with 0.01M 1-

octadecylpiperidine-N-oxide (B) or 1-dodecylpiperidine-N-

oxide (C) (dotted line: magnification 0.5�). B is the mag-

netic induction (in mT) and dx/dB is the first derivative of

the imaginary part of magnetic susceptibility x with respect

to B. (From Král’ová K, Šeršeň F, Mitterhauszerová L’,

Krempaská E, Devinsky F. Photosynthetica 1992; 26: 181–

187. With permission.)



P parameters were also evaluated from ESR spec-

tra of horse bean chloroplasts treated with 22 substi-

tuted aryloxyaminopropanols (Table 32.4) [28]. All

these compounds exhibited inhibitory effects on the

PS 2 of the photosynthesizing apparatus. An expo-

nentially increasing inhibitory influence was observed

for R1 substituents ranging from methyl to pentyl.

This effect was particularly pronounced in com-

pounds with substituents in the para position of the

benzene ring. Branching of the alkyl group in the

esteric substituent was associated with decreased in-

hibitory activity (compounds 2-i33, 3-i33, 4-i33 with

R1 ¼ isopropyl) as compared to the corresponding

compounds with linear alkyl chains (compounds 2-33,

3-33, 4-33 with R1 ¼ propyl). The inhibitory activity

also decreased when the i-propyl group of amine

nitrogen was replaced by i-butyl (R2 substituent).

D. RIBULOSE-1,5-BISPHOSPHATE CARBOXYLASE/
OXYGENASE ACTIVITY

Net carbon dioxide fixation in photosynthetic organ-

isms is due to the action of ribulose-l,5-bisphosphate

carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco), the bifunctional

enzyme that catalyzes the initial steps in both the

Calvin cycle and photorespiration. These two pro-

cesses are initiated when Rubisco either carboxylates

or oxygenates the common substrate, RuBP. Since

photorespiration results in a net loss of CO2, Rubisco

catalyzes two fundamentally opposing reactions [29].

Much of our present knowledge includes the struc-

ture, mechanisms, and activity of this important en-

zyme (for details see Ref. [30]).

A rapid method to determine the CO2/O2 specifi-

city factor of Rubisco was found. The assay measures

the amount of CO2 and O2 fixation of varying CO2/

O2 ratios to determine the relative rates of each reac-

tion. Carbon dioxide fixation is measured by the

incorporation of the moles of 14CO2 into 3-phospho-

glycerate, while O2 fixation is determined by subtrac-

tion of the moles of CO2 fixed from the moles of

RuBP consumed in each reaction. By analyzing the

inorganic phosphate specifically hydrolyzed from

RuBP under alkaline conditions, the amount of

RuBP present before and after catalysis by Rubisco

can be determined. Changes in Rubisco activity have

been found to be a valuable tool in the field of ‘‘stress

physiology.’’ Temperature, activating metal ions, and

amino acid substitutions are known to influence the

CO2/O2 specificity of Rubisco [31]. However, an

understanding of the physical basis for enzyme speci-

ficity has been elusive. It has been estimated [29] that

the temperature dependence of CO2/O2 specificity can

be attributed to a difference between the free energies

of activation for the carboxylation and oxygenation
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FIGURE 32.6 Inhibition of PET in spinach chloroplasts

expressed by the parameter P evaluated from ESR meas-

urements in the presence of AEPBr (circles) and APNO

(squares) on the number of carbon atoms in surfactant

alkyl chain; the applied constant surfactant concentration

was 0.05mol/dm3 (empty symbols) or 0.01mol / dm3 (filled

symbols). (From Král’ová K, Šeršeň F, Mitterhauszerová

L’, Krempaská E, Devinsky F. Photosynthetica 1992; 26:

181–187. With permission.)
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FIGURE 32.7 Dependence of Hill reaction rate in spinach

chloroplasts expressed by IC50 values on the number of

carbon atoms in the alkyl chain of AEPBr (circles) and

APNO (squares). (From Králóvá K, Šeršeň F, Mitterhaus-

zerová L’, Krempaská E, Devinsky F. Photosynthetica

1992; 26: 181–187. With permission.)



partial reactions. The reaction between the 2,3-ene-

diolate of RuBP and O2 has a higher free energy of

activation than the corresponding reaction of this

substrate with CO2. Thus, oxygenation is more re-

sponsive than carboxylation to temperature. Further-

more, the reduction in CO2/O2 specificity that is

observed when activator Mg2þ is replaced by Mn2þ

may be due to Mg2þ being more effective in neutral-

izing the negative charge of the carboxylation transi-

tion state, whereas Mn2þ is a transition metal ion that

can overcome the triplet character of O2 to promote

the oxygenation reaction.

Recently, the biochemistry of C3 photosynthesis

in high CO2 concentration (in-relation to the so-called

‘‘greenhouse effect’’) has been intensively studied [32–

34]. It was found that during long-term exposure to

high ambient CO2 concentration, the initial stimula-

tion of photosynthesis decreases or disappears. This

means that one must distinguish between the short-

term effect (with stimulation of net photosynthetic

CO2 fixation rate) and the above-mentioned long-

term effect of CO2 enhancement on photosynthesis.

Regulation of photosynthesis with the short-term ef-

fect is determined by interactions among the capaci-

ties of light harvesting electron transport, Rubisco,

and orthophosphate (Pi) regeneration during starch

and sucrose synthesis. Photosynthesis under high CO2

conditions is limited by either electron transport or

Pi-regeneration capacities, and Rubisco is deactivated

to maintain a balance between each step in the photo-

synthetic pathway. Long-term CO2 enhancement

leads to carbohydrate accumulation. However, accu-

mulation of carbohydrates is not associated with a Pi-

regeneration limitation on photosynthesis, and this

limitation is apparently removed during long-term

exposure to high CO2. Enhanced CO2 does not affect

Rubisco content and electron transport capacity for a

given leaf nitrogen content. In addition, the deacti-

vated Rubisco immediately after exposure to high

CO2 does not recover during the subsequent pro-

longed exposure. Such evidence may indicate

that plants do not necessarily have an ideal acclima-

tion response to high CO2 at the biochemical level

[35].

There are some difficulties in estimating both the

Rubisco activity and the protein content in the broad-

leaf forest trees that usually have higher amounts of

phenolic compounds. Therefore, the methodological

procedures must be modified. Results have been

obtained with three Slovakian autochthonous oak

species, Quercus cerris L., Q. robur L., and Q. dale-

champii Ten., from forest stands with different de-

grees of pollution damage (Rimavska Sobota

Enterprise, Central Slovakia) (see Ref. [36]). In add-

ition to mature trees, seedlings of the oak species

examined were also available at the research areas.

The experimental materials were

1. Leaves of seedlings (the same age as control

seedlings) transferred in spring and trans-

planted outdoors to permit them to grow

under the same conditions as the control seed-

lings

2. Leaves of seedlings that were processed imme-

diately after sampling (July).

Contents of metallic and nonmetallic elements

were also estimated in the leaves of both control and

damaged seedlings.

TABLE 32.4
Inhibition of PS 2 of Horse Bean Chloroplasts by
Substituted Aryloxyaminopropanols; Changes in
ESR Spectra of Chloroplasts are Expressed by the
Parameter P

NHCOOR1

.HCl

OH

OCH2CHCH2NHR2

Compound

Substituent

Position R1 R2

Parameter

P

2–13 2 CH3 CH(CH3)2 3.89

2–23 2 C2H5 CH(CH3)2 3.72

2–33 2 C3H7 CH(CH3)2 8.20

2–43 2 C4H9 CH(CH3)2 9.20

2–53 2 C5H11 CH(CH3)2 14.23

2– i33 2 CH(CH3)2 CH(CH3)2 2.36

2–55 2 C5H11 C(CH3)3 18.10

3–13 3 CH3 CH(CH3)2 1.27

3–23 3 C2H5 CH(CH3)2 3.05

3–33 3 C3H7 CH(CH3)2 3.64

3–43 3 C4H9 CH(CH3)2 5.27

3–53 3 C5H11 CH(CH3)2 17.99

3–i33 3 CH(CH3)2 CH(CH3)2 1.69

3–25 3 C2H5 C(CH3)3 1.60

3–45 3 C4H9 C(CH3)3 3.17

3–55 3 C5H11 C(CH3)3 5.11

4–13 4 CH3 CH(CH3)2 1.27

4–23 4 C2H5 CH(CH3)2 1.59

4–33 4 C3H7 CH(CH3)2 8.71

4–43 4 C4H9 CH(CH3)2 16.41

4–53 4 C5H11 CH(CH3)2 30.65

4–i33 4 CH(CH3)2 CH(CH3)2 1.27

Source: From Mitterahuszerová L, Král’ová K, Šeršeň F,

Blanáriková V, Csöllei J. Gen. Physiol. Biophys. 1991; 10: 309–

319. With permission.



According to several investigators [37–40], the

Rubisco assays in leaf extracts were not successful.

In oak leaves the bulk of interfering substances, espe-

cially of phenolic nature, must be removed. Of the

procedures tested, the method using dry plant hom-

ogenates (acetone dried powder) was the most

successful.

Preparation of acetone dried powder was per-

formed as follows: 1 g of freshly cut oak leaf material

was ground in 20 cm3 of cold (�208C) acetone in a

chilled mortar and pestle with acid-washed sand. The

homogenate was filtered through a glass sinter No. 2

under vacuum. The insoluble material was handled

two or three times in the same way until the Chls were

completely extracted. The acetone dried powder was

dried in open air for 30min and stored at �208C for

more than 4 weeks.

For the enzyme assay, acetone dried powder of

oak leaves was extracted at 08C for 40min using a

magnetic stirrer with 6 cm3 of extraction medium (M):

0.1 Tris–HCl, pH 7.8, 0.01MgCl2, 0.002 EDTA, 0.02

2-Me, 0.002 DTE, 0.02 NaHCO3, and 1% Tween 80,

1% PVP The tissue suspension was centrifuged at

10,000�g for 10min. The supernatant was used as a

crude enzyme source.

Assay of Rubisco (E.C.4.1.1.39) was carried out

according to Stiborová et al. [37,38] with some modi-

fications. To 0.1 cm3 of buffer solution (M) (0.1 Tris–

HCl, pH 8.0, 0.002 EDTA, 0.001 DTE, 0.03 MgCl2,

and 0.07 cm3 0.005M Na2
14CO3 [total disintegra-

tions/sec ¼ 933.3]), 0.1 cm3 crude enzyme extract

was added, and the mixture was incubated at 378C
for 15min. The enzymatic reaction was started by the

addition of substrate (0.002M Rubisco). The reaction

was stopped by adding 0.5 cm3 6MHCl after 5min of

incubation, and the mixture was left standing for 12 h.

Incorporation of 14CO2 was measured after the

addition of 10 cm3 Instagel, a scintillation cocktail of

Packard Instruments, into the KLB Wallace 1217

liquid scintillation counter. The incorporation of
14CO2 was linear for about 6min. The specific enzyme

activity of the sample was expressed as 14CO2 incorp-

oration per second per milligram of protein. Total

protein contents of the extract were determined spec-

trophotometrically according to the method of

Bradford [41].

Both the Rubisco activity and the protein content

in the leaves of oak seedlings were significantly low-

ered (Table 32.5). A lower content of nonmetallic and

a higher content of metallic elements were also found

in the damaged leaves (Table 32.6). The changes in

Rubisco activity and protein content may be used as a

sensitive diagnostic parameter in ascertaining the

negative effects of abiotic and biotic factors in the

environment (for details, see Ref. [36]).

E. PIGMENT ANALYSIS USING HIGH-PERFORMANCE

LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY

It is widely accepted that the primary function of

photosynthetic pigments (chlorophylls and accessory

pigments, carotenoids, and phycobilins) is the conver-

sion of light energy to chemical energy by forming

chemical bonds. This conversion of energy from one

form to another is a complex process that depends

on cooperation between a large number of pigment

molecules and a group of electron transfer proteins.

Protection of the photosynthetic apparatus against

excess light energy is achieved through the xantho-

phyll cycle: photoconversion and de-epoxidation of

violaxanthin via antheraxanthin to zeaxanthin [42].

Enhanced epoxidation of the xanthophyll cycle (in-

creased conversion of zeaxanthin to antheraxanthin

and violaxanthin) correlated with the increase in the

endogenous levels of abscisic acid induced by leaf

senescence. This, in turn, arises from fluctuations in

carotenoid turnover; therefore, abscisic acid produc-

tion and xanthophyll cycle are not independent reac-

tions in the process of leaf senescence. The protective

function of carotenoids in the desiccated leaves of

some plants may play an essential role in the reorgan-

ization of chloroplasts and of the whole photosyn-

thetic apparatus at leaf rehydration [43]. Some

carotenoid compounds are metabolized to retinol,

which is a physiologically active form of vitamin A

[44]. b-Carotene (the most plentiful carotenoid) has

potential vitamin A activity; it can be cleaved to

form two molecules of retinol. It was also confirmed

that b-carotene possesses a protective function

against reactive products or reactive forms of oxygen

(mainly superoxides) [45,46]. The carotenoids effi-

ciently quench singlet oxygen and free radicals that

could otherwise initiate reactions such as lipid per-

oxidation [47]. b-Carotene is a potent free radical

scavenger. The composition and contents of photo-

synthetic pigments appear to be important for taxo-

nomic classification as well as for the determination

of physiological characteristics of different groups

of algae [48,49]. In recent years, plant pigments

(especially carotenoids) became interesting from a

commercial point of view as substances used in the

food or cosmetic industries [50]. In spite of the above-

mentioned importance of plant pigments, little atten-

tion was devoted to their structure and function

or the methodological procedures for their detection

in the older or recent sources on photosynthesis

[2,4,5].

Characteristics of the Chls and carotenoids as well

as some methodological procedures for their qualita-

tive and quantitative estimations are briefly described

in the following sections.



The photosynthetic pigments, Chls and carote-

noids, belong to the group of isoprenoid plant lipids

later named prenyl lipids. Chls a and b are mixed

prenyl lipids. They have an isoprenoid phytyl chain,

which is bound to a nonisoprenoid porphyrin ring

system. This phytyl side chain, which is esterified to

the carboxyl group of the ring, gives the Chls their

lipid character. Carotenoids as tetraterpenoids are

simple or pure prenyl lipids, with carbon skeletons

made up solely of isoprenoid units. Because of their

biogenetic relationship (isopentenoid pathway), Chls

and carotenoids are also called prenyl pigments.

The Chls of higher plants, ferns, mosses, and

green algae consist of Chls a as the major pigment

and Chls b as an accessory pigment. Both Chls are

genuine components of the photosynthetic mem-

branes and occur in the ratio a:b of approximately

3:1. Chl content as well as Chl a:b ratio can be modi-

fied by both internal factors and the environmental

conditions [51].

More than 450 carotenoids occur in nature. The

carotenoids can be divided into oxygen-free carotenes

and xanthophylls, which contain oxygen in different

forms, such as one or several hydroxy or epoxy

groups. a-Carotene has one e-ionone and one

b-ionone ring, whereas b-carotene has two b-ionone

rings. Introduction of hydroxy and epoxy functions

into a-carotene (ionone rings) gives rise to lutein and

lutein epoxide. b-Carotene is the precursor of the

pigments of the xanthophyll cycle: violaxanthin,

antheraxanthin, and zeaxanthin. The carotenoids of

functional chloroplasts include b-carotene, lutein,

violaxanthin, and neoxanthin as the major and

regular components of the photochemically active

TABLE 32.5
Values of Specific RuBPC Activity and Protein Content in Different Leaves

Specific Activity (Bq/mg protein) Protein Content (mg/mm3)

Damaged Samples Damaged Samples

Healthy Samples A B Healthy Samples A B

Quercus dalechampii

58.55 37.42 29.96 7.20 1.92 0.29

107.42 31.13 30.41 5.56 1.88 0.32

97.22 27.78 20.01 2.38 1.88 0.45

104.52 — 19.34 3.01 — 0.49

2.82

�xx 91.93 32.11 24.93 4.19 1.89 0.39

s�xx 11.33 2.83 3.04 0.93 0.01 0.05

Quercus robur

41.98 25.41 20.10 6.90 1.16 0.45

69.95 33.60 31.15 4.86 1.76 0.33

83.77 17.78 28.87 4.38 1.16 0.39

— — 31.76 3.42 — 0.49

25.39 0.57

�xx 65.23 25.60 27.45 4.89 1.36 0.45

s�xx 12.29 4.57 2.15 0.73 0.20 0.04

Quercus cerris

24.58 27.72 27.81 6.04 1.28 0.45

34.63 20.78 30.53 4.47 1.36 0.73

27.74 17.38 31.67 3.12 1.36 0.84

26.57 — 23.50 2.84 — 0.77

— — 19.55 1.92 — 0.77

�xx 28.38 21.96 26.61 3.68 1.33 0.71

s�xx 2.18 3.04 2.26 0.72 0.03 0.07

Note: Sample A: leaves of the seedlings transferred in the spring of 1987 from damaged forest stand and

transplanted in the garden; sample B: leaves of the seedlings processed immediately after sampling (July

1987).

Source: FromKonecná B, Frič F, Masarovičová E. Photosynthetica 1989; 23: 566–574. With permission.



thylakoids of chloroplasts of higher plants and green

algae. The composition of carotenoids can vary with

both environmental and internal conditions [46,51–

53].

The use of HPLC for the analysis of Chls, carote-

noids, and other natural plant pigments is rapidly

replacing classical gravity-flow column chromato-

graphic methods (see Section III.A). The reason for

the increasing use of HPLC in pigment analysis lies in

the rapid, nondestructive, and improved analytical

nature of these methods [54]. This method of chro-

matography, using small-diameter columns, fine par-

ticle size, and rapid flow rate, is now widely used; its

theory is discussed in articles by Snyder and Kirkland

[55]. It has the advantage of speed and sensitivity, in

addition to protecting pigments from degradation by

oxygen, and it can be used for preparative chroma-

tography. Although HPLC can resolve carotenoids

and chlorophyllous pigments into sharp peaks, cer-

tain separations, as with thin-layer chromatography

(TLC), are not always possible with some of the

methods used (in particular, for lutein and zeaxanthin;

diadinoxanthin, dinoxanthin, and fucoxanthin; and

Chls c1 and c2). An outstanding resolution has been

achieved by Wright and Shearer [56], who separated a

mixture of 44 chlorophyllous and carotenoid pig-

ments [57]. On the other hand, analysis of variance

showed no significant differences between the results

(Chls and carotenoids content) given by the TLC and

HPLC methods [58].

HPLC was used for qualitative and quantitative

analysis of pigments in six strains of xanthophyceae

algae belonging to the genera Goniochloris, Pleuro-

chloris, and Heterothrix and in one green algae spe-

cies, Scenedesmus quadricauda, which is widely used

for laboratory and outdoor experiments [49]. For

quantification of antheraxanthin, neoxanthin, and

violaxanthin, the standard of pigment zeaxanthin

was used, since the pigments have the same absorb-

ance at a wavelength of 450 nm. For the spectropho-

tometrical quantification of Chl a and Chl b in 80%

acetone, the equation by Lichtenthaler [53] was used.

For all pigment standards, the specific absorption

coefficients were measured in the following solvents:

80% acetone, 90% acetone, 100% acetone, chloro-

form, ethanol, diethyl formamide, dimethyl sulfoxide,

and diethyl ether.

Figure 32.8 presents an HPLC chromatogram of

Pleurochloris sp. Table 32.7 gives the values of pig-

ment concentrations of the examined algae, and Table

32.8 shows pigment contents (in %) of the total dry

TABLE 32.6
Contents of Metallic and Nonmetallic Elements in Healthy and Damaged Oak Trees

Content of Elements (mg/kg)

Species K Na Ca Mg S Al Cu Zn Pb

Healthy samples

Q. cerris 8,750 75 12,820 1,671 800 3,727 55 36 6

Q. robur 8,470 100 24,120 2,023 810 1,090 78 62 3

Q. dalechampii 6,750 50 15,580 2,673 836 1,878 463 63 3

Damaged samples

Q. cerris 8,000 80 8,086 4,376 632 6,738 212 26 7

Q. robur 6,620 100 8,288 851 824 1,697 68 23 2

Q. dalechampii 3,720 60 12,330 1,823 989 2,109 97 22 3

Source: Ref. 36.
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FIGURE 32.8 HPLC chromatogram of Pleurochloris sp.

(acetone pigment extract). Peak identification: abscissa —

retention time (min), ordinate — absorbance. N, neox-

anthin; V, violaxanthin; A, antheraxanthin; L, lutein; Z,

zeaxanthin; a, Chl a; b, b-carotene. (From Krasnovská E,

Masarovičová E, Hindák F. Biologia (Bratisl.) 1994; 4: 501–

509. With permission.)



mass. In Table 32.9 the specific absorption coeffi-

cients of used pigment standards are presented [49].

F. CO2 EXCHANGE IN OPEN AND CLOSED SYSTEMS

The methods applied to the estimation of plant

photosynthesis may be divided, in principle, into

gravimetric and gasometric methods. The gasometric

method allows nondestructive measurements within

brief time intervals on the same plant, and quick

changes of CO2 exchange due to environmental

conditions can also be registered. On the other

hand, the disadvantage of this method lies in the

well-known problem of the ‘‘cuvette effect,’’ which

has already been partly solved by the water thermo-

stabilized assimilation chamber or by an automatized

chamber allowing the simulation of actual en-

vironmental conditions. The principle of gasometric

measurement of CO2 exchange may be divided into

closed, semiclosed or null-balance systems (see

Ref. [5]).

This section will deal mainly with the CO2

exchange of natural plants, especially forest herbs

and trees. In general, to obtain objective data a com-

prehensive methodological approach is required.

For the correct measurement and registration of

the parameters followed (CO2 and O2 concentration,

registration of micrometeorological factors), choos-

ing a suitable apparatus (with sufficient sensibility

and measurement accuracy) is essential. A brief

description of the measuring devices, registering

equipment, and accessories used for the investigation

TABLE 32.7
Values of Pigment Concentrations of Examined Xanthophycean Algae and Scenedesmus
quadricauda in Acetone Extracts

Pigment Concentration (mg/ml)

Strain N V A L Z b a b

Scenedesmus 0.59 0.47 0.49 0.84 0.13 1.00 3.28 0.15

Goniochloris sculpta 0.56 0.45 0.63 2.77 0.12 — 6.51 0.30

Pleurochloris sp. 0.96 1.48 1.29 3.50 0.90 — 7.15 0.30

Heterothrix musicola 0.19 0.16 0.19 1.65 0.12 — 5.43 0.25

Heterothrix sp. 1 0.97 0.15 0.67 3.16 1.05 — 9.46 0.53

Heterothrix sp. 2 0.32 0.04 0.32 1.82 0.18 — 4.63 0.22

Heterothrix sp. 3 0.84 0.07 0.84 1.35 0.20 — 3.29 0.16

Note: N, neoxanthin; V, violaxanthin; A, anteraxanthin; L, lutein; Z, zeaxanthin; b Chl. b; a, Chl. a; b, b-carotene.

Source: From Krasnovská E, Masarovičová E, Hindák F. Biologia (Bratisl.) 1994; 4: 501–509. With permission.

TABLE 32.8
Pigment Contents of Total DM in the Xanthophycean Algae Studied and Scenedesmus
quadricauda

Pigment Contents (%)

Strain N V A L Z b a b

Scenedesmus 0.195 0.102 0.177 0.295 0.015 0.311 1.016 0.124

Goniochloris sculpta 0.173 0.138 0.195 0.860 0.037 — 2.019 0.093

Pleurochloris sp. 0.313 0.662 0.579 1.577 0.401 — 3.221 0.136

Heterothrix musicola 0.013 0.011 0.013 0.113 0.085 — 0.372 0.016

Heterothrix sp. 1 0.102 0.016 0.071 3.340 0.111 — 1.000 0.039

Heterothrix sp. 2 0.606 0.028 0.225 1.281 0.127 — 3.261 0.162

Heterothrix sp. 3 0.643 0.050 0.596 0.957 0.141 — 2.276 0.117

Note: For abbreviations see Table 32.7.

Source: From Krasnovská E, Masarovičová E, Hindák F. Biologia (Bratisl.) 1994; 4: 501–509. With permission.



of CO2 exchange in beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) seed-

lings is presented herewith.

To study the CO2 exchange of 3-year-old beech

seedlings, a special assimilation chamber was con-

structed (Figure 32.9). It consisted of two independ-

ent parts. The lower section contained the lower part

of the seedlings and enough water to ensure soil and

plant saturation. The upper section of the chamber

contained the upper portion of the seedling. The two

parts of the chamber were separated by a rubber

lining with a surface layer of waterproof Ramsay

vaseline and were hermetically separated by a

plexiglass partition wall and interconnected with

metal clamps that isolated the chamber from its sur-

roundings.

The joints of the partition wall between the upper

and lower parts of the chamber were sealed with

special plastics. Figure 32.10 presents a schematic

draft of the chamber with its basic constructional

elements. The assimilation chamber was thermostabi-

lized with a water bath. In the upper part of the

chamber brass pipes were installed, providing gas

input and output into the CO2 and O2 analyzers as

well as the sites for the electric wiring of the photo-

diode, thermocouple, resistance thermometer, and

microfans.

The radiation source consisted of 1000-W halogen

lamps installed in a reflector with a parabolic mirror.

The infrared radiation was absorbed by an 80-mm

layer of chilled circulating water. The spectral char-

acteristics of the irradiation source were measured

with a monochromator with a prism and nonselective

thermocouple detector. Irradiance was measured with

a silicon photodiode.

Air temperature in the assimilation chamber was

measured with a platinum ceramic resistor, type PtKm

100W at 08C. The same type of resistor (dry and wet

configuration) was also used for psychrometric meas-

urement of air humidity. The leaf surface temperature

was measured by the copper–constant (Cu–Const.)

thermocouple. Gas transflux (air, CO2, nitrogen)

through both the open and the closed systems was

measured using a flowmeter [59]. Figure 32.11 shows

the light and temperature curves of the net photosyn-

thetic rate (PN) of leaves of 3-year-old beech seedlings.

TABLE 32.9
Specific Absorption Coefficients of Used Pigment
Standards, Calculated in Different Solvents

Specific Absorption Coefficients,

A (l/g cm)

Solvent b-Carotene Zeaxanthin Lutein

100% acetone 2520 2600 2440

90% acetone 2430 2780 2444

80% acetone 2390 2780 2420

Ethanol 2390 2800 2454

Dimethyl formamide 2280 2640 2350

Dimethyl sulfoxide 2080 2600 2430

Diethyl ether 2520 2640 2424

Source: From Krasnovská E, Masarovičova E, Hindák F. Biologia

(Bratisl.) 1994; 4: 501–509. With permission.
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FIGURE 32.9 Diagram of the measuring system. 1 — IRGA, Irex; 2 — recorder (vpm CO2); 3 — O2 analyzator, Permolyt 2;

4 — recorder (vol.% O2); 5 — overflow; 6 — pumps; 7 — flowmeter; 8 — assimilation chamber with accessories; 9 — water

bath; 10 — recorders for registration of micrometeorological factors; 11 — adjacent circuit with Ascarit; 14 — drier with

ZnCl2. (From Masarovičová E. Gasometrical Investigation into CO2 Exchange of the Fagus sylvatica L. Species under

Controlled Conditions, Veda, Publishing House of the Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, 1984. With permission.)



It follows from the investigated dependence that the

saturation of the photochemical reactions of photo-

synthesis was at an irradiance of 235W/m2 and maxi-

mal PN was reached at 270W/m2. The highest values

of PN were found at a surface temperature of the

abaxial leaf side of 22.88C. However, the optimal

temperature for assimilation processes (90% max.

PN) was 19.58C. The values of saturation irradiance

and optimal temperature were used in photorespira-

tion estimation [59].

To measure CO2 exchange in the leaves of forest

herbs (Mercurialis perennis, Arum maculatum, Cory-

dalis cava, Symphytum tuberoswn, Aegopodiwn poda-

graria, Impatiens parviflora) and forest trees (F.

sylvatica, Quercus cerris, Quercus petraea, and Quer-

cus dalechampii), other methodological approaches

and types of assimilation chambers were used (Figure

32.12).

Plants (herb species) were collected from natural

forest conditions with the whole rhizosphere and after
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FIGURE 32.10 Schematic draft of the thermosta-

bilized assimilation chamber. 1 — Upper part of

the assimilation chamber; 2 — lower part of the

assimilation chamber; 3 — potted seedling; 4 —

packing with Ramsay vaseline; 5 — metal clamps;

6 — slit for the stem closed with Colorplast; 7 —

microfans; 8 — filter; 9 — Si photodiode; 10 — Pt

ceramic-resistant thermometer (PtKm); 11 and 12

— thermocouple; 13 — electrical lead to the re-

corders. (From Masarovičová E. Gasometrical In-

vestigation into CO2 Exchange of the Fagus

sylvatica L. Species under Controlled Conditions,

Veda, Publishing House of the Slovak Academy of

Sciences, Bratislava, 1984. With permission.)
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FIGURE 32.11 Light curve of net photo-

synthetic rate (PN) at optimal temperature

19 ± 0.58C (filled circles and squares, cal-

culated data; empty circles and squares,

measured data) and temperature curve of

PN at saturating irradiance 235W m2

(filled circles and squares, calculated data;

empty circles and squares, measured data)

in the leaves of Young European beech

plants. (FromMasarovičová E. Gasometri-

cal Investigation into CO2 Exchange of the

Fagus Sylvatica L. Species under Con-

trolled Conditions, Veda, Publishing

House of the Slovak Academy of Sciences,

Bratislava, 1984. With permission.)



transfer were planted into pots, supplied with original

forest soil, and acclimatized for a few days outside.

Measurements made immediately after transfer

showed symptoms of shock.

In the case of adult forest trees (43-year-old beech)

growing in a natural forest stand, branches (~3m)

were cut from parts of the tree crowns both in the

sun (top) and in the shade (bottom). From these,

smaller shoots were cut (~1m) to prevent disturbing

the coherent water column in the vascular bundles.

The cut areas were wrapped in cotton wool and

plunged into PVC sacs with water. The experimental

material was then transferred from the forest area

into the garden of the research institute and kept

outside. After 2 to 5 days of adaptation CO2 exchange

measurements were made [60], together with other

quantitative analyses of the leaves (Chl content, spe-

cific leaf mass, stomata density, etc.)

The same plants (forest herbs and young forest

trees — saplings) were used for ecophysiological

measurements. The leaves of the plants were exposed

in the simple assimilation chamber for a short period

(approximately 5 to 10min) (Figure 32.13). Carbon

dioxide concentration was measured by infrared gas

analyser (Infralyt 4, VEB Junkalor, Desseau, Ger-

many). Simultaneously with the ecophysiological

measurements, the basic meteorological factors (air

temperature, relative air humidity, wind speed, etc.)

were recorded. The measurements and equipment

used have been described in detail by Masarovičová

[61–65], Masarovičová and Eliáš [66], and Masarovi-

čová and Stefančı́k [67].

Table 32.10 presents values of saturating (Is),

adaptation (Ia), and compensating (Ic) irradiances,

photosynthetic efficiency (a), net photosynthetic rate

at Is (PN,sat), and dark respiration rate (RD) of M.

perennis [65]. Some of photosynthetic characteristics

of the above-mentioned forest herbs are given in

Table 32.11 [66].

In beech leaves in the sun significantly higher rates

of photosynthesis, photorespiration and dark respir-

ation, photosynthetic CO2-fixation capacity, and

photosynthetic productivity, and higher values of Is,

Ia, and Ic were found than in shaded leaves (Figure

32.14 and Figure 32.15, Table 32.12 and Table 32.13

[67].

Mean and maximal daily net photosynthetic rates,

shoot length, leaf area, and stomatal density in the

various growth phases (polycyclic growth) of Quercus

robur were compared (Figure 32.16, Table 32.14 [62].

A number of models for describing the irradiance

response curve for CO2 uptake (‘‘light response curve

of photosynthesis’’) are extant (e.g., Ref. [68]). The

rectangular hyperbola, given by the formula:

PN ¼ (aIPN,max)

(aI þ PN,max)
�RD

is routinely used by plant physiologists because of its

simple formulation and the fact that each parameter

has a straightforward interpretation: a is the initial

slope of the PN(I) curve (photochemical efficiency of

photosynthesis at low values of irradiance); it pro-

vides the number of moles of CO2 assimilated per

mole of absorbed quanta. RD is the mitochondrial

respiration in the dark, and PN,max is the net photo-

synthetic rate at saturating I. However, Marshall and

Biscoe [69] note some problems in estimating values

FIGURE 32.12 Thermostabilized as-

similation chamber for measuring of

CO2 exchange under laboratory con-

ditions.



for these parameters using standard nonlinear least-

square fitting procedures: a is overestimated, PN,max

is greatly overestimated, and PN at the shoulder of the

curve, i.e., the area between the initial and saturating

rates, is always underestimated. To avoid these prob-

lems, Marshall and Biscoe [69] suggested the use of

the nonrectangular hyperbola:

PN ¼ (aI þ PN,max þ RD)

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(aI þ PN,max þ RD)

2 � 4aIQ(PN,max þ RD)

q
2Q

� RD

where Q describes the degree of curvature at the

shoulder of the PN (I) curve (later called the convex-

ity), i.e., the ratio of physical to total diffusion resist-

ance to CO2; a, PN,max, and RD are defined in the

first formula. The advantage of this formula is its

simplicity and the fact that initial estimates of each

parameter can be readily obtained directly from

photosynthetic I response data. The advantage of

the second formula is its increased flexibility in de-

scribing the observed photosynthetic data. However,

Q, unlike the other parameters, does not have a

straightforward geometric interpretation and cannot

be estimated from the I response data without a com-

puter [70].

According to Leverenz [71], the light response

curve of photosynthesis can be considered to consist

of four parts:

1. One part exists below the Kok effect, where

changes in respiration appear to have a consid-

erable influence [72,73], in addition to the

effects of light absorption and factors deter-

mining the quantum yield of photosynthesis.

2. A linear part exists immediately above the Kok

inflection where the quantum yield of photo-

synthesis is measured [73] and where the slope

is proportional to absorptance.

3. There is a nonlinear part above the initial

slope, but below light saturation where both

light absorption and distribution of light with-

in the leaf can affect the rates of photosyn-

thesis.

4. There exists a light saturation region.

For a complete understanding, it is important to

know how various factors affect photosynthesis in

FIGURE 32.13 Simple assimilation chamber for measuring CO2 exchange under field conditions.



TABLE 32.10
Saturating (Is), Adaptation (Ia), and Compensating (Ic) Irradiances, Photosynthetic Efficiency (a), Net Photosynthetic Rate at Is (PN,sat), Dark Respiration
Rate (RD), Specific Leaf Area (SLA), Specific Leaf Mass (SLW), Average Leaf Area, and Dry Matter per Shoot

Date Is Ia(W/m2) Ic a (mg CO2/J) PN, sat (mg CO2/m
2/sec) RD (mg CO2/kg/sec) SLA (dm2/g1) SLW (g/dm2)

Average A

per shoot (dm2)

Average W

per Shoot (g)

May 10 403 117 20 0.67 56 6 0.65 0.15

406 122 21 0.60 2.50 0.26

May 17 500 176 33 0.70 68 9 �xx ¼ 4.48 �xx ¼ 0.224 0.61 0.14

503 192 33 0.65 3.05 0.4

May 27 412 203 60 0.92 59 20 0.68 0.15

414 208 62 0.78 2.63 0.9

�xx ¼ 438 165 38 0.76 61 12 �xx ¼ 0.648 �xx ¼ 0.145

�xx ¼ 441 174 39 0.68 2.73 0.52

May 16 283 45 13 2.60 94 12 1.52 0.49

283 60 12 1.88 2.9 0.42

August 20 283 88 21 2.75 106 21 �xx ¼ 3.01 �xx ¼ 0.333 1.13 0.39

283 92 21 1.60 3.11 0.63

�xx ¼ 283 66 17 2.67 100 16 �xx ¼ 1.326 �xx ¼ 0.440

�xx ¼ 283 76 16 1.74 3.01 0.53

August 13 288 164 60 1.73 73 41

285 169 60 1.57 3.42 1.9

October 14 300 146 41 1.43 69 21 �xx ¼ 4.19 �xx ¼ 0.242

295 143 42 1.05 2.55 0.8

�xx ¼ 294 155 51 1.58 71 31

�xx ¼ 290 156 51 1.31 2.98 1.35

Notes: Upper values are related to the leaf area (A) and lower to the DM (W). �xx, Mean.

Source: From Masarovičová E. Bot. Közlem. 1993; 80: 61–72. With permission.



each of these four regions. According to the values of

convexity the following were defined: Blackman re-

sponse curve (F ¼ 1), rectangular hyperbola (F ¼
0), and nonrectangular hyperbola (F between 0 and

1) [74].

Tooming [75,76] analyzed the light response curve

of photosynthesis and determined the following

parameters: compensating irradiance (Ic), adaptation

irradiance (Ia), saturation irradiance (Is), and net

photosynthetic rate at the saturating irradiance

(PN,sat). Compensating irradiance (formerly called

light compensation point) is defined explicitly by

both the dark respiration rate and the photochemical

(or quantum) efficiency. Adaptation irradiance is the

PAR at which the rate of efficiency of PAR energy

conversion for the leaf area is at its maximum [76].

Saturating irradiance is the light energy at which the

photosynthetic (or assimilation) processes are satur-

ated. PN,sat is the maximum, or asymptotic, rate of

CO2 assimilation, frequently called the light saturated

rate of photosynthesis. This is the most frequently

quoted single parameter, but it is highly nonspecific

since it may be limited by an almost infinite number

of steps downstream from the light harvesting pro-

cesses. The light saturated rate of photosynthesis is

primarily useful for categorizing plants broadly as

shade tolerant or shade intolerant [77]. (The use of a

nonrectangular hyperbola for describing the irradi-

ance response curve for CO2 uptake is presented in

Section III.B.)

The relationship between PN and intercellular

CO2 concentration at an optimal temperature and a

particular irradiance is expressed by the CO2 curve of

PN. In general, the relationship of these two param-

eters has a linear character up to ambient CO2 con-

centration of approximately 300ml CO2 per liter.

Figure 32.17 shows the CO2 curve of PN in the leaves

of a beech seedling measured at an abaxial leaf

surface temperature of 19.58C at different irradiances

(63 to 330W/m2) [78]. The slope of these curves

represents the carboxylation efficiency, and the

curves also give the values of CO2 compensation

TABLE 32.11
Maximum Daily Values of Net Photosynthetic Rate (PN,max) and Stomatal Conductance (gs, max) in Forest
Herbaceous Plants in Spring and Summer

Species Date Time of Day (h) PN,max (mg CO2/m
2/sec) Time of Day (h) gs,max (mm/sec)

Early spring species

Arum maculatum April 21 09.45 0.295 11.30 14.490

April 25 10.10 0.277 09.24 20.34a

(09.21) (31.45)a

Corydalis cava April 21 — 12.07 14.14a

April 25 09.15 0.082 —

Symphytum tuberosum April 21 09.30 0.315 11.30 21.540

April 25 08.45 0.237 13.38 18.32a

(09.11) (47.62)

Summer species

Aegopodium podagraria April 21 10.45 0.245 15.00 19.51a

April 25 09.30 0.217 09.38 25.360

July 5 08.30 0.059 —

July 19 09.45 �0.042 09.31 3.29a

(09.28) (5.01)a

August 8 09.15 0.020 09.25 4.150

Impatiens parviflora April 25 — 11.36 23.88b

July 5 09.25 0.139 —

July 8 09.30 0.074 —

July 19 10.50 0.039 09.34 3.58a

August 16 9.40–11.08 �0.0097 to �0.0088 09.47 0.57a

11.20 0.013 09.44 3.29a

aSunflecks and shade.
bCotyledons.

Note: Numbers in parentheses indicate extreme values of series of measurements.

Source: From Masarovičová E, Eliáš P. Photosynthetica 1986; 20: 187–195. With permission.



concentration, G. Since G is a function of photosyn-

thesis, photorespiration, and mesophyll resistance, all

factors influencing these physiological parameters

also affect G. CO2 compensation concentration is

one of the physiological characteristics according to

which plants are categorized into C3, C4, or C3–C4

intermediate species [78,59].

For the estimation of photosynthetic rate and its

dependence on CO2 concentration, a closed gas ex-

change system is often used. Kotvalt and Hák [79]

evaluated and analyzed methods for the mathemat-

ical estimation of CO2 response curve parameters

based on a closed-system measurement. A mathemat-

ical model (program ‘‘FOTOS’’) was used to calculate

the following parameters of the CO2 curve PN in

spruce needles: maximal net photosynthetic rate,

CO2 compensation concentration, mesophyll con-

ductance, and convexity [80].

Photorespiration rate (RL) is an important char-

acteristic of the CO2 exchange between the plant and

the environment. The photorespiration rate can be

measured (1) by the extrapolation of the PN to inter-

FIGURE 32.14 Daily course of the net photosynthetic

rate (PN) in leaves in the sun (open symbols) and

shaded leaves (filled symbols) of tall beech trees.

(From Masarovičová E, Štefančı́k L. Biol. Plant. 1990;

32: 374–387. With permission.)
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FIGURE 32.15 Irradiance response curves for CO2 uptake in leaves in the sun (open symbols) and shaded leaves (filled

symbols) of tall beech trees. (From Masarovičová E, Štefančı́k L. Biol. Plant. 1990; 32: 374–387. With permission).



cellular CO2 concentration (ci) to zero ci; (2) from the

PN difference in 1% and 21% oxygen (the so-called

Warburg effect); (3) from the postillumination burst,

or CO2 effusion after the light fades away. To esti-

mate RL in beech seedlings, the following two prin-

ciples were used: the Warburg effect and

extrapolation of the PN curve in 2% to 3% O2 and

21% O2 to zero CO2 concentration (Figure 32.17).

The photorespiration rate was then calculated as fol-

lows:

R0
L ¼ PN(2---3%O2)� PN(21%O2)

RL ¼ R0
L þ 0:1R0

L þ RM

where 0.1RL’ is the correction to the hypothetical

concentration of 0% O2, RM ~ 0.25 RD, and RL

TABLE 32.12
Physiological Characteristics of Leaves of Tall Beech Trees in the Sun and Shade Measured under Field
Conditions

Physiological Characteristics Leaves in the Sun Shaded Leaves

Mean daily net photosynthetic rate, PN (mg CO2/m
2/sec) �xx 0.578 0.287**

s�xx + 0.032 + 0.019

Maximal daily net photosynthetic rate, PN,max (mg CO2/m
2/sec) �xx 0.964 0.470**

s�xx + 0.025 + 0.027

Dark respiration rate, RD (mg CO2/m
2/sec) �xx 0.261 0.292

s�xx + 0.011 + 0.033

Photosynthetic CO2-fixation capacity (mg CO2/g (Chl aþChl b)/sec) 1.004 (for 1) 0.659 (for 1)**

1.675 (for 2) 1.078 (for 2)**

Photosynthetic productivity (mg DM/m2/sec) 0.617 0.301**

Saturating irradiance, Is (W/m2) range 110–200 55–95

Compensating irradiance, Ic (W/m2) range 25–50 10–25

* Significant differences at p ¼ .05; **, significant differences at p ¼ .01.

Note: �xx, Mean, sx, standard error.

Source: From Masarovičová E, Štefančik L. Biol. Plant. 1990; 32: 374–387. With permission.

TABLE 32.13
Physiological Characteristics of Leaves of Beech Trees in the Sun and Shade Measured under Controlled
Conditions

Physiological Characteristics Leaves in the Sun Shaded Leaves

Net photosynthetic rate at saturating irradiance, PN,sat (mg CO2/m
2/sec) �xx 0.270 0.160*

s�xx + 0.023 + 0.005

Photorespiration rate, RL (mg CO2/m
2/sec) �xx 0.049 0.025**

s�xx + 0.005 + 0.001

Dark respiration rate, RD (mg CO2/m
2/sec) �xx 0.040 0.026*

s�xx + 0.005 + 0.001

Photosynthetic CO2-fixation capacity (mg CO2/g (Chl a þ Chl b)/sec) 0.422 0.367

Photosynthetic productivity, a (mg CO2/J) 1.428 4.011**

CO2 compensation concentration, G (10�6 kg CO2/m
3) �xx 108 87

s�xx + 12.9 + 10.5

Saturating irradiance, Is (W/m2) Close to 200 Close to 110**

Adaptation irradiance, Ia (W/m2) Close to 63 Close to 8**

Compensating irradiance, Ic (W/m2) Close to 25 Close to 5**

*Significant differences at p ¼ .05; **significant differences at p ¼ .01.

Note: �xx, Mean, s�xx, standard error.

Source: From Masarovičová E, Štefančı́k L. Biol. Plant. 1990; 32: 374–387.



represents the total amount of CO2 released by

photorespiration and mitochondria! respiration in

the light [59,81–83]. As mitochondrial respiration in

the light is approximately one fourth of that occur-

ring in the dark (Rm ~ 1⁄4 RD) [59,82–84], it is also

necessary to consider the amount of CO2 released in

the light by this pathway.

G. QUANTITATIVE PHOTOSYNTHETIC PARAMETERS

IN MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Empirical models are usually based on the analysis of

experimental data and on estimations in the form of

an equation or a system of equations that may be

used as a mathematical model that can be adapted

to data. In certain cases this method is an adequate

way of evaluating data in the given problem. If ex-

perimental data are well expressed by applying an

empirical approach, then it is possible to analyze the

mechanism that can give rise to the recorded re-

sponse. However, in assessing the results of the

model, it is necessary to avoid an extreme schematiza-

tion of the given reality and an overestimation of the

model results, because the model is only a simplified

image of the recorded reality [85].

The models of photosynthesis, as of most import-

ant physiological processes, have evolved using vari-

ous levels of organization. The first models of this

type were on molecular and cellular levels (e.g., Refs.

[86,87]). Subsequently, attention was paid to individ-

ual leaves or shoots (e.g., Refs. [88,89]), to whole

individuals (e.g., Refs. [90,91]), and to stands [92,93].

Indeed, the most complex models represent CO2 ex-

change of complicated natural systems exemplified by

forest ecosystems [94].

The presented empirical model of CO2 exchange

in young F. sylvatica plants, was evolved from the

basic photosynthetic characteristics obtained over

several years of experimental studies under controlled

conditions — for details, see Ref. [59]).

We defined the following photosynthetic param-

eters:

PN — net photosynthetic rate

PG — gross photosynthetic rate

RL — photorespiration rate (amount of CO2 re-

leased by photorespiration, i.e., metabolism of

glycolic acid in peroxisome, and by mitochon-

drial respiration in the light)

RD — mitochondrial respiration rate in the dark

RM — mitochondrial respiration rate in the light

Carbon dioxide exchange (photosynthesis, respir-

ation) was measured at nine x1 levels (PAR of 32, 44,

63, 86, 118, 55, 190, 235, and 330W/m2), in five

temperature regimes, x2 (158C, 208C, 258C, 308C,
and 358C), in an environment with ambient CO2

concentration (from 0 to 330 ml CO2 per liter, 0%

O2, x3, and 21% O2, x4).

In elaborating the model, an attempt was made to

use a minimal number of parameters to quantify PN

as the function of irradiance (x1), temperature (x2),

ambient CO2 concentration (x3), and O2 concentra-

tion (x4), assuming that

1. RD rises exponentially with temperature

increase

2. PN declines linearly with rising O2 concentra-

tion

3. PG (1) increases with the rise of irradiance until

it reaches a plateau (saturation of photochem-

ical processes), and declines subsequently; (2)

rises until it reaches the maximum in depend-

ence on temperature, and declines subse-

quently; (3) rises nonlinearly to saturation in

dependence on ambient CO2 concentration;

and (4) declines linearly in dependence on O2

concentration.
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FIGURE 32.16 Daily course of net photosynthetic rate (PN)

in leaves of the first (A) and second (B) growth phase

shoots. (From Masarovičová E. Biol. Plant. 1991; 33: 495–

500. With permission.)



The model takes the following form:

PN ¼ PG � RL ¼

mi

xi

x1 opt
exp 1� x1

x1 opt

� �
x2

x2 opt
exp 1� x2

x2 opt

� �
x3(m4)

1þ m3x3
(m4 � x4)� (m22

ax2þb � m5)

Least-square estimates for constants m1, m3, a, and b

were calculated from measurements of PN and RD.

PN was measured in 25 cases at various values of x1,

x2, x3, and x4; RD was measured at four values of x2.

The correlation coefficients between the measured

and predicted values were 0.940 and 0.986 for PN

and RD, respectively (for details, see Ref. [85]).

In conclusion, it is necessary to stress that the

question of model compartmentalization is often a

practical issue of compromise between the practical-

ities of measuring the necessary parameters and the

desire to include the highest possible number of basic

parameters in the model. The notion of a model

implies the idea of simplification. This simplification,

however, must not result in the distortion of the

investigated system. There is a limit within the scope

of simplification to which the similarity of the model

to real behavior can be restricted. Each model should

lie within this limit [95].

III. IN THE FIELD

A. QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATION

OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC PIGMENTS

Chromatography in its various forms is now the

major method of separating and purifying lipid-sol-

uble pigments, often preceded by saponification when

only carotenoids are to be examined or measured.

Chromatographic separations are based either on dif-

ferential adsorption of mixtures of compounds be-

tween a stationary phase and a moving phase (in

columns, paper, or thin layers) or on the differential

portion of the mixture between a stationary liquid

TABLE 32.14
Net Photosynthetic Rate (PN) and Some Quantitative Leaf Characteristics of the First (SGP-1) and Second
(SGP-2) Growing Phase Shoot in Common Oak Saplings

Parameter SGP-1 SGP-2

Mean daily PN (mg CO2/m
2/sec) July 0.482 + 0.045a 0.678 + 0.076**a

August — 0.724 + 0.077

September 0.437 + 0.041 0.567 + 0.051**

PN,max (mg CO2/m
2/sec) July 0.737 + 0.042 1.046 + 0.083**

August — 1.196 + 0.107

September 0.670 + 0.025 0.804 + 0.071**

Leaf area per tree (dm2) 69.72 + 14.49 101.31 + 16.58**

Total 180 + 0.24

Leaf dry mass per tree (g) 49.93 + 10.38 60.32 + 9.87

Total 116.92

Length of shoot (m) 0.22 0.5

Stomata density (mm�2) 384 + 5 471 + 4**

Stomata length (mm) 33.48 + 0.21 33.04 + 0.1 7

Stomata width (mm) 22.07 + 0.15 22.54 + 0.16

Chl a content (g/m2) 0.425 + 0.004 0.481 + 0.027

Chl b content (g/m2) 0.107 + 0.005 0.118 + 0.018

Chl (a þ b) content (g/m2) 0.533 + 0.008 0.600 + 0.033

Chl a content (g/kg DM) 5.593 + 0.109 8.071 + 0.233**

Chl b content (g/kg DM) 1.502 + 0.087 2.002 + 0.305*

Chl (a þ b) content (g/kg DM) 7.440 + 0.186 10.073 + 0.390**

Chl a:b ratio 3.97 4.08

aMean + standard error.

*Significant differences at p ¼ .05; **significant differences at p ¼ .01.

Source: From Masarovičová E. Biol. Plant. 1991; 33: 495–500. With permission.



phase (supported on an inert material in a column,

fine tube [HPLC], filter paper, or thin layer) and a

moving phase. These are known as adsorption and

partition chromatography, respectively. Chromato-

graphy is known as ‘‘reverse phase’’ when the support

(paper, thin layer, or powder) is impregnated with a

liquid, giving the reverse type of retention to the

untreated supports [57].

TLC is still a frequently used method. Thin-layer

chromatograms can run in one or two dimensions,

and soaking the material of the layer in organic li-

quids allows reverse-phase chromatography by parti-

tion of the pigment between a stationary phase and

a moving phase. Šesták [96] confirmed that the ad-

vantages of TLC outweigh those of paper chromatog-

raphy for separating plastid pigments; possible

degradation of pigments by the adsorbent is the

only serious disadvantage. However, choosing an

inert adsorbent or neutralizing its acidity can over-

come this problem [97,98]. One advantage of TLC

over paper chromatography lies in the wide choice

of adsorbents. Some types of silica gels are still

frequently used.

In order to investigate the dynamics of changes in

the amounts of b-carotene and lutein, we selected the

plant dominant in the herbaceous undergrowth, Pul-

monaria officinalis L. Samples were taken at 10-day

intervals during the entire growing season. The quan-

titative estimation of b-carotene and lutein was car-

ried out by TLC on silica gel plates, which consisted

of MN-Kieselgel G (23 g), CaSO4�2H2O p.a. (3.3 g),

starch powder p.a. (0.4 g), and distilled water (75ml).

The following solution for pigment separation was

used: petrol p.a. (120ml), isopropylalcohol p.a.

(10ml), and distilled water (0.25ml). b-Carotene was

dissolved in n-hexane p.a. and lutein in ethyl alcohol

p.a. Measurements of absorbance were made on a

UNICAM SP 800 recording spectrophotometer.

Table 32.15 shows seasonal changes in the contents

of b-carotene and lutein with regard to the ontogen-

esis of P. officinalis L. A close relationship was found

between pigment content and various phenological

phases. The seasonal changes in carotenoid content

were also considerably influenced by climatic factors

(global radiation and air temperature) [99].

Chl contents (a, b, a þ b) were determined directly

in acetone extracts (80% acetone p.a.) of forest plant

leaves (herbs, shrubs, trees). Measurements of ab-

sorbance (Chl a at 665 nm, Chl b at 649 nm) were

made on a UNICAM SP 800 recording spectropho-

tometer. The Chl contents were calculated according

to Vernon [100]. The results were expressed per dry

mass and leaf area unit.

Chl contents were estimated in the summer period

for 19 herbaceous species growing in a temperate

hardwood deciduous (oak–hornbeam) forest in south-

west Slovakia. Chl a content varied between 11.0 and

19.2 g/kg dry mass DM (0.26 to 0.45 g/m2), Chl b

content between 3.9 and 8.2 g kg DM (0.09 to 0.19 g/

m2), and total Chl (a þ b) between 15.0 and 27.3 g/kg

DM (0.23 to 0.31 g/m2). Chl a:b ratio ranged from 2.5

to 2.8. Within the same plant species, the variations in

Chl contents in stem and ground leaves and in apical

and basal parts of the leaf blade were determined

(Table 32.16) [101].
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FIGURE 32.17 Net photosynthetic rate (PN) in physio-

logical adult leaves of Young European beech plants at

saturating irradiance (235W/m2) and optimal temperature

(19 ± 0.58C) as affected by ambient CO2 concentration in

21% and 2–3% O2. The thin line represents the curve in zero

oxygen concentration. (From Masarovičová E. Gasometri-

cal Investigation into CO2 Exchange of the Fagus sylvatica

L. Species under Controlled Conditions, Veda, Publishing

House of the Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava,

1984. With permission.)



In the same oak–hornbeam forest stand, Chl

contents in the leaves of nine shrub species (Table

32.17) and four tree species (Table 32.18) were also

estimated. For shrubs, Chl a content varied between

7.3 and 12.6 g/kg DM (0.29 to 0.45 g/m2), Chl b be-

tween 2.4 and 4.7 g/kg DM (0.09 to 0.17 g/m2), and

Chl a þ b between 10.5 and 17.4 g/kg DM (0.29 to

0.62 g/m2). The Chl a:b ratio ranged from 2.5 to 3.4

[102].

For tree species, Chl contents were determined

in the leaves of Carpinus betulus L., Q. cerris L., Q.

petraea Liebl., and Acer campestre L. growing in

various strata in the above-mentioned oak–hornbeam

forest. The Chl contents expressed on a DM basis in

sun leaves on tall, dominant, and codominant trees

(forming an active surface of the canopy) were half of

those found in leaves from the interior of the stand,

i.e., in the lower crown regions of dominant and

partially codominant trees, in intermediate and

undertopping trees, as well as in young individuals

of tree species forming the undergrowth, e.g., Chl a

þ b, 4.3 to 7.8 g/kg DM in the first case and 9.1 to

16.6 g/kg DM in the second.

Relatively small variations in Chl content ex-

pressed per leaf area unit were caused by the compen-

sating influence of a specific leaf area. Chl a:b ratio

was usually above 3.0 in leaves in the sun and often

below 3.0 in shaded leaves [103].

The total amounts of Chls per forest area unit

were computed for individual species by multiplying

data on Chl content and leaf mass or area. The stand-

ing crop of Chl aþ b for trees was 3.1 g/m2, for shrubs

0.04 g/m2, and for herbs 1.5 g/m2. The total amounts

of Chl per forest area unit varied between 3.5 and

5.5 g/m2, depending on the calculation methods used

[104].

In the vertical profile of the stand, maximum Chl

a þ b was concentrated in the canopy layer at 15 to

19m (about 40% of the total amount), i.e., in the

upper canopy of the 22-m-high stand. There was

also a relatively high Chl content in the lower tree

canopy, at a height between 9 and 15m. Large differ-

ences in vertical distribution of Chl among five

tree species forming the stand reflect adaptation of

the species to irradiance [105].

B. MEASUREMENT OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN THE FOREST

STAND

An understanding of forest stand productivity

requires both a qualitative and a quantitative analysis

of forest growth and an understanding of many pro-

cesses that contribute to the growth of trees [106].

However, the relationships among stand structure,

energy interception, and stand productivity for

deciduous forests are still poorly understood.

TABLE 32.15
Quantitative Changes in Carotene and Lutein in Pulmonaria officinalis Leaves

Day Carotene (mg/g DW) Carotene (mg/dm2) Lutein (mg/g DW) Lutein (mg/dm2)

April 5 0.5551 0.1382 0.8975 0.2235

April 15 0.7418** 0.1246 1.1307* 0.1899

April 25 0.5751** 0.1277 0.9950* 0.2209

May 5 0.42 11** 0.1078 0.7844** 0.2008

May 18 0.5657** 0.1589 0.9077* 0.2551

May 29 0.5801 0.1560 1.0305 0.2772

June 10 0.5659 0.1443 1.1172 0.2849

July 1 0.6326* 0.1689 0.1758 0.3139

July 12 0.5643** 0.1642 1.1001 0.3201

July 27 0.5898 0.1634 1.0210 0.2828

August 9 0.5152* 0.1870 0.9874 —

August 22 0.6408** 0.1871 1.0896 0.3182

September 4 0.6708 0.2000 1.1523 0.3434

September 15 0.6746 0.2489 1.0731 0.3960

September 27 0.6502* 0.1918 1.2678* 0.3740

October 10 0.5320** 0.1713 1.3297 0.4282

October 25 0.4702* 0.1749 1.0419** 0.3876

*Significant differences at p ¼ .05; **high significant differences at p ¼ .01.

Notes: Spring caulis of Pulmonaria officinalis ¼ April 5 to 25. DW, dry weight.

Source: From Masarovičová E, Duda M. Biologia (Bratisl.) 1976; 31: 15–23. With permission.



A series of micrometerological and ecophysiologi-

cal measurements were made in an unevenly aged,

multispecies oak–hornbeam forest in Báb, southwest

Slovakia. The aim of this work was to improve our

understanding of the physiological processes (photo-

synthesis, respiration, and transpiration) of adult trees

and their microclimate, to collect data for the simu-

lation of canopy (stand) photosynthesis, and to study

the ecological synthesis of the functioning of the for-

est ecosystem [107].

Vertical and diurnal variations in PAR, air tem-

perature (AT) and relative air humidity (RH), wind

speed (WS), and CO2 concentration in and above the

forest were characterized for the fully leaved season

using diurnal courses, vertical profiles, and isodia-

grams (isopleths) [107]. The data obtained were used

for simulating the daily course of photosynthetic rate

and stomatal conductance of leaves in the sun and in

the shade from tall trees (Q. cerris L., C. betulus L.)

using a mathematical model [108].

TABLE 32.16
Chl Contents per Unit DM and Chl a:b Ratio in Leaves of Herbaceous Plants Growing in an
Oak–Hornbeam Forest

Species Chl a Chl b Chl (a þ b) Chl a:b

Herbs

Ajuga reptans L. 13.45 + 0.00a 5.38 + 0.00 18.83 + 0.00 2.50

14.04 + 0.30b 5.02 + 0.02 19.05 + 0.47 2.78

Asperula odoraia L. 11.80 + 0.06a 4.52 + 0.04 16.32 + 0.21 2.61

14.32 + 0.22b 5.23 + 0.04 19.56 + 0.19 2.74

Convallaria majalis L. 13.24 + 0.05a 4.28 + 0.46 17.51 + 0.78 3.10

13.82 + 0.26b 5.07 + 0.06 18.89 + 0.56 2.73

Fragaria moschata DLJCH. 10.38 + 0.05a 3.93 + 0.00 14.31 + 0.09 , 2.64

11.33 + 0.13b 4.44 + 0.15 15.77 + 0.28 2.55

Galeobdolon luteum Huds 17.90 + 0.37a 7.23 + 0.04 25.13 + 0.67 2.48

19.15 + 0.53b 8.17 + 0.22 27.32 + 0.42 2.34

Geum urbanum L. 11.38 + 0.77a 4.10 + 0.07 25.48 + 1.28 2.78

11.06 + 0.21b 3.97 + 0.02 15.02 + 0.32 2.79

Clechoma hirsuta W. et K. 14.12 + 0.38a 5.15 + 0.10 19.27 + 0.81 2.74

14.08 + 0.83b 4.69 + 0.01 18.77 + 0.26 3.00

Mercurialis perennis L. 11.82 + 0.00a 4.22 + 0.00 16.05 + 0.00 2.80

12.33 + 0.02b 4.62 + 0.03 16.95 + 0.11 2.67

Pulmonaria officinalis L. 13.60 + 0.04a 5.23 + 0.03 18.82 + 0.14 2.60

13.19 + 0.37b 4.32 + 0.07 17.51 + 0.74 3.05

Viola sylvatica L. 12.76 + 0.01a 4.89 + 0.02 17.65 + 0.06 2.60

15.67 + 0.00b 5.91 + 0.00 21.58 + 0.00 2.65

Viola mirabilis L. 12.32 + 0.04a 4.71 + 0.00 17.03 + 0.06 2.81

13.39 + 0.27b 4.88 + 0.03 18.27 + 0.52 2.75

Campanula trachelium L. 17.76 + 0.00a 6.50 + 0.05 24.26 + 0.04 2.73

Lamium macalatum L. 16.06 + 0.78a 6.45 + 0.52 22.51 + 2.57 2.49

Polygonatum odoratum Druce 13.03 + 0.07a 4.64 + 0.03 17.67 + 0.1 8 2.81

Sanicula europea L. 12.45 + 0.20b 4.67 + 0.01 17.12 + 0.07 2.67

Grasses

Bromus benekenii (Lange) 13.10 + 0.09a 5.04 + 0.06 18.14 + 0.24 2.60

Trimen 15.80 + 0.27b 6.34 + 0.02 22.15 + 0.46 2.49

Dactylis polygama. 14.12 + 0.19a 5.37 + 0.06 19.50 + 0.47 2.63

Horvatovszky 14.10 + 0.01b 5.10 + 0.00 19.21 + 0.00 2.76

Melica uniflora Retz. 13.33 + 0.07a 5.04 + 0.01 18.37 + 0.13 2.64

15.16 + 0.00b 5.96 + 0.00 21.13 + 0.00 2.54

Brachypodium sylvaticum L. 14.29 + 0.70 5.71 + 0.27 20.11 + 1.82 2.50

aJuly 16.
bAugust 13.

Source: From Masarovičová E, Eliáš P. Photosynthetica 1980; 14: 580–588. With permission.



Vertical profiles of the micrometerological factors

were determined at two positions above the horn-

beam canopy and at nine levels in the forest: 1, 4, 7,

10, 13, 16, 19, 22, and 25m above the ground. A

30-m-tall steel meteorological tower was used for the

installation of instruments and for the measurement

of microclimate (Figure 32.18). Global radiation was

measured at 22m above the ground, with a U-200SB

pyranometer sensor connected to a Li-Cor 185 B

quantum-radiometer-photometer, and with at 15, 12,

and 9m above the ground, a Kipp-Zonen pyran-

ometer. During the day, measurements were taken

at 30-min intervals and mean values were calculated

from the data sets. The PAR was measured with a Li-

Cor 190S-1 quantum sensor connected to the Li-185B

quantum-radiometer-photometer. The position of

the sensors in relation to the mast, frequency of

measurement, and calculation of mean values were

similar to those used for global radiation measure-

ments. AT and RH were monitored with thermohy-

grographs 1, 7, 13, 16, and 22m above the ground.

During field measurements, the thermohygrographs

were periodically calibrated by Assman aspiration

psychrometers. WS profiles were estimated with sen-

sitive four-cup anemometers with a range of 1–20 ¼

0.8m sec, or with three-cup anemometers from

Rauchfuss Instruments Division (Australia), which

have an accuracy of 1%. The anemometers were

placed 1, 13, 16, 19, 22, and 25m above the ground.

Vertical profiles of air CO2 concentration were meas-

ured with the Li-Cor 6000 or Li-Cor 6200 Portable

Photosynthesis System 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, and

24m above the ground. The accuracy of the measure-

ments was ±2 vpm. The measurements were made

every 2 h (for details, see Ref. [107]).

The aim of this ecophysiological research was to

compare the photosynthetic activity of Turkey oak

(Q. cerris L.) as the dominant and hornbeam (C.

betulus L.) as the codominant forest tree species.

The crown shape of these trees makes it possible to

divide crowns into two main layers: the upper ‘‘sun’’

layer with ‘‘sun’’ foliage (upper canopy layer [UCL])

and the lower ‘‘shade’’ layer with ‘‘shade’’ foliage

(lower canopy layer [LCL]). These crown layers

form the main sites of tree photosynthetic productiv-

ity. Comparison of the photosynthetic features of

these layers and estimation of the effects of basic

microclimatic factors will make it possible to appre-

ciate the contribution of different types of foliage to

whole-tree photosynthesis.

TABLE 32.17
Chl Contents per Unit DM and Chl a:b Ratios in Leaves of Shrub Species Growing in an Oak–
Hornbeam Forest

Chl Content (g/kg)

Species Chl a Chl b Chl (a þ b) Chl a:b

Cerasus avium L. 11.97 + 0.48a 4.37 + 0.28 16.34 + 0.77 2.73

Cornus mas L. 10.71 + 0.55b 3.98 + 0.11 14.97 + 1.08 2.69

9.06 + 2.61c 3.31 + 0.53 12.37 + 5.54 2.74

11.54 + 0.25a 4.34 + 0.01 15.91 + 0.35 2.65

Crataegus leavigata (Poir) DC. 8.10 + 0.01c 2.43 + 0.01 10.54 + 0.03 3.38

7.99 + 0.72a 2.97 + 0.08 10.96 + 1.28 2.69

Euonymus europea L. 9.86 + 0.09b 3.27 + 0.16 13.13 + 0.37 3.01

9.32 + 0.01a 3.41 + 0.01 12.73 + 0.04 2.74

Euonymus verrucosa Scop. 12.05 + 0.63c 4.74 + 0.13 16.80 + 1.31 2.54

11.12 + 0.56a 4.33 + 0.10 15.45 + 1.13 2.57

Hedera helix L. 8.14 + 0.35c 3.23 + 0.50 11.38 + 0.64 2.52

Ligustrum vulgare L. 7.29 + 0.12b 2.59 + 0.03 9.88 + 0.25 2.82

7.77 + 0.05c 2.86 + 0.04 10.63 + 0.18 2.72

9.85 + 0.00a 3.50 + 0.00 13.34 + 0.01 2.82

Sorbus torminalis L 11.50 + 0.01a 4.38 + 0.00 15.86 + 0.01 2.63

Ulmus campestris L. 12.65 + 0.00c 4.75 + 0.00 17.40 + 0.00 2.67

aAugust 13.
bJune 20.
cJuly 11.

Source: From Masarovičová E, Eliáš P. Photosynthetica 1981; 15: 16–20. With permission.



Gas exchange measurements were carried out on

physiologically adult leaves from June to August

1987. Field data were collected during 1 week of

each month. Tree canopies were divided into the

above-mentioned two layers: UCL and LCL leaves.

The classification of leaves was based on earlier in-

vestigations of leaf characteristics, such as specific leaf

area [109], leaf Chl content [103], and light conditions

within the crowns [107].

The CO2-exchange measurements were made with

the Li-6200 systems (Li-Cor, U.S.). The gas analyzer

was calibrated against dilutions of CO2 in nitrogen.

Gas mixtures were generated by a gas-mixing pump

(Wösthoff, Bochum, Germany).

Photosynthetic characteristics of oak and horn-

beam leaves were estimated in relation to the main

environmental factor — the photon flux rate (I). The

CO2 concentration within the assimilation chamber

of the Li-6200 system was set using a flow switch. The

flow switch allows the Li-6200 system to be toggled

between the open and closed modes of operation. The

open mode is useful for reaching equilibrium between

the CO2 concentration and air humidity within the

measuring system and the ambient air of the crown

space (320 to 360ml CO2 per liter) [108].

The results of measurements of the relationships

between PN and I were processed by an empirical

mathematical model [69,79,110]. The model was

TABLE 32.18
Chlorophyll (Chl) Contents per Unit DM and Chl a:b Ratios in Leaves of Tree Species Growing in Various
Strata of an Oak–Hornbeam Forest

Chl Content (g/kg)

Species Chl a Chl b Chl (a þ b) Chl a:b

Tall trees

Upper crown region (leaves in the sun)

Acer campestre L. (codominant tree) 4.59 + 0.02a 1.42 + 0.01 6.01 + 0.07 3.24

5.13 + 0.06b 1.77 + 0.02 6.90 + 0.15 2.91

5.38 + 0.09c 1.84 + 0.01 7.22 + 0.16 2.93

Carpinus betulus L. (codominant tree) 3.76 + 0.20a 1.14 + 0.04 4.89 + 0.40 3.31

4.73 + 0.01b 1.49 + 0.01 6.23 + 0.03 3.17

3.34 + 0.07c 0.10 + 0.02 4.32 + 0.17 3.41

Quercus cerris L. (dominant tree) 6.16 + 0.01a 1.67 + 0.00 7.83 + 0.01 3.68

5.72 + 0.41b 1.72 + 0.54 7.44 + 0.50 3.32

5.00 + 0.01c 1.20 + 0.03 6.20 + 0.01 4.15

Quercus petraea Liebl. (dominant tree) 5.82 + 0.01b 1.91 + 0.02 7.73 + 0.05 3.04

5.35 + 0.60c 1.36 + 0.01 6.71 + 0.80 3.39

Middle crown region

A. campestre L. 9.03 + 0.35b 3.38 + 0.04 12.41 + 0.35 2.67

C. betulus L. 6.88 + 0.00b 3.32 + 0.00 10.21 + 0.00 2.07

Lower crown region

A. campestre L. 7.50 + 0.54a 2.59 + 0.07 10.09 + 0.94 2.90

9.09 + 0.07b 3.36 + 0.00 12.45 + 0.11 2.70

9.34 + 1.52c 3.63 + 0.56 12.97 + 3.91 2.57

C. betulus L. 7.00 + 0.01b 2.33 + 0.00 9.34 + 0.01 3.00

8.29 + 0.19c 2.99 + 0.08 11.29 + 0.51 2.67

Q. cerris L. (dominant tree) 7.04 + 0.09a 2.09 + 0.02 9.13 + 0.18 3.37

5.70 + 0.02b 1.93 + 0.01 7.63 + 0.05 3.00

5.99 + 0.89c 2.00 + 0.12 7.99 + 1.65 3.00

Q. petraea Liebl. 10.65 + 0.00b 3.59 + 0.00 14.23 + 0.01 3.00

7.03 + 0.02c 2.18 + 0.01 9.21 + 0.04 3.22

Shrub-size individuals growing in shrub layer (up to 3.0m)

A. campestre L. 9.45 + 0.05b 3.64 + 0.01 13.09 + 0.08 2.60

7.71 + 0.10c 2.55 + 0.02 10.26 + 0.03 3.02

C. betulus L. 8.31 + 0.00b 3.13 + 0.00 11.44 + 0.00 2.83

8.45 + 0.07c 2.94 + 0.00 11.38 + 0.09 2.88

Source: From Eliáš P, Masarovičová E. Photosynthetica 1980; 14: 604–610. With permission.



applied as an analytical tool for summarizing infor-

mation about relations between PN and I. Kotvalt

and Hák [79] published a method for fitting an impli-

cit function directly into the primary experimental

data. The implicit function used for fitting was the

model of Marshall and Biscoe [69]. The results of field

measurements are composed of discrete clusters of

data. The possibility of constructing, mathematically,

the response curve on the basis of the abovemen-

tioned model, using some physiologically interpret-

able parameters, was considered advantageous. A

computer was used for these calculations. The light

response curve for CO2 uptake was calculated from

whole data sets for both types of leaf [108].

Stomatal conductance values measured with

the Li-6200 system and maintenance respiration rate

(Rm) were estimated from measurements of CO2

efflux after a period of prolonged darkness (48 h

[111,112]). The diurnal courses of PN were found

from the combination of calculated PN, using the

above-mentioned mathematical model, and I meas-

urements at the relevant leaf position in the tree

crown (see Ref. [107]). For every leaf position and

time interval, a sufficient number of measurements

(90 on average) were obtained (for details, see Ref.

[108]).

The values presented in Figure 32.19 and Figure

32.20 of PAR,AT,RH,WS, andCO2 concentration in

and above the forest are characterized for fully devel-

oped leaves during the season, using diurnal courses,

vertical profiles, and isodiagrams (isopleths). Approxi-

mately 50% of incident PAR was absorbed by the

upper 4 to 5m of leaves, and only approximately 5%

or less penetrated to the forest floor. Vertical gradients

of AT and RH were generally low, but large differ-

ences in diurnal ranges of AT and RH were observed

between vertical levels. The ULC greatly reduced WS,

and at a height of about 14m above the ground it was

close to 0. The highest diurnal CO2 concentration and

variations occurred at 1m above the ground, and the

lowest above the forest. In favourable light conditions,

the entire leaf canopy of the forest (overstory and

understory canopy) is a large sink of CO2. At night

the forest stand is a source of CO2, with the soil and

forest floor as the largest internal source [107].

The average photosynthetic rate of oak foliage

was higher than that of hornbeam. Net photosyn-

thetic rate of hornbeam at saturating photon flux

(PN,max) amounted to only 60% that of oak for

UCL leaves and 67% for LCL leaves (Figure 32.21).

In the summer months, the main photosynthetic ac-

tivity of this deciduous stand was focused upon the
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FIGURE 32.18 The measuring tower for

measurements of basic micrometeorological

parameters and leaf physiological character-

istics (solid symbols are the points of the

physiological measurements) of forest trees.

(From Marek M, Masarovičová E, Kratoch-

vı́lová I, Eliáš P, Janouš D. Trees 1989; 4: 234–

240. With permission.)



UCL leaves and oak species. The relationship be-

tween PN and photon flux rate, as well as the diurnal

course of PN and stomatal conductance (gs), was

calculated using a mathematical model. The diurnal

course for PN and gs was similar for both tree species

and both types of leaf. Maximal gs values were ob-

served at noon (Figure 32.22).

The lower values of compensation photon

flux rate (GI) and photosynthetic efficiency (a)

but higher values of the maintenance respiration

rate (RM) confirmed the higher shade tolerance of

hornbeam. The dark respiration rate (RD) of the

UCL leaves was higher than that of the LCL leaves

(Table 32.19). Various photosynthetic features

and production capacities of the abovementioned

types of leaves indicated adaptation pressures to

radiation conditions. In the stand studies, the pri-

mary production of the greater part of the

FIGURE 32.19 Diurnal courses of micrometeorological

elements in and above the forest at Báb. (A) PAR, (B)

AT, (C) RH, (D) WS, and (E) CO2 concentration.

(From Eliáš P, Kratochvı́lová I, Janouš D, Marek M,

Masarovičová E. Trees 1989; 4: 227–233. With permis-

sion.)
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crown depended on the vertical foliage distribution

and on light penetration during the midday hours

[108].

The balance of CO2 exchange may be calculated

on the basis of the dependence of physiological pro-

cesses on ecological factors, on stand structure, and

on the diurnal course of ecological factors. Using

these, both the seasonal balance of CO2 exchange of

the stand and the annual dry mass production can be

estimated [108].
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C. GROWTH ANALYSIS METHOD

An excellent and wide-ranging review, covering both

the classical and the functional approaches to plant

growth analysis, was published by Šesták et al. [113].

After 25 years it is still frequently used and cited as a

manual for methodology. Later the methods of

growth analysis were improved not only for individ-

uals but also for populations and communities [114].

One of the most recent papers [115] deals with a short

but clear explanation of the assumptions involved in

the use of the classical formulas and a brief introduc-

tion to the functional approach.

Growth analysis represents the first step in the

study of primary production using the technique of

direct harvesting, mathematical procedures, and the

application of the growth analysis method to investi-

gations of photosynthetic production. One advantage

of growth analysis is that the primary values (DM of

whole plant or their parts and dimensions of the

assimilatory organs) are relatively easy to obtain

without great demands on laboratory equipment.

Although the methods of plant growth analysis

seemed nearly complete a number of years ago, new

aspects have emerged, especially in mathematical and

computer techniques. This section will discuss the

basic concepts and methodical procedures in the

study of growth processes of plant individuals using

the components of classical growth analysis.

The basic component of growth analysis is

the relative growth rate (R, in kg/kg/day) of the

plant. This is defined at any instant in time (t) as the

increase in the material present and is the only com-

ponent of growth analysis that does not require
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knowledge of the size of the assimilatory system.

Thus,

R ¼ 1

W

dW

dt
¼ d

dt
( lnW )

whereW is the plant dry weight (kg DW). The relative

growth rate is therefore the dry weight increase per

unit of dry weight present per unit of time. The mean

relative growth rate, R̄ is measured over a discrete

time interval, t1 to t2, which is usually no less than

1 day. R̄ is defined as

�RR ¼ lnW2 � lnW1

t2 � t1

The relative growth rate serves as a fundamental

measure of DM production and can be used to com-

pare the performance of species or the effect of treat-

ments under defined conditions.

The unit leaf rate, E (kg/m2/day), of a plant at any

instant in time (t) is defined as the increase of plant

material (kg DW) per unit of assimilatory material,

s (m2), per unit of time:

E ¼ 1

s

dW

dt

The term unit leaf rate is often used interchangeably

with net assimilation rate (NAR), but the former is

now preferred. It measures the net gain in dry weight

of the plant per unit leaf area per unit of time (kg/m2/

day) and differs from the photosynthetic rate, which

measures the net carbon gain during the light period.

The mean unit leaf rate, Ē between t1 and t2 is given

by the formula:

�EE ¼ (W2 �W1)( ln s2 � ln s1)

(s2 � s1)(t2 � t1)

There are differences in E between plant species with

different carbon metabolisms (e.g., C3 and C4 spe-

cies), and E will also vary with age and the growing

environment.

The leaf area ratio, F (m2/kg�1), of a plant at any

instant in time (t) is the ratio of the assimilatory

material (m2) per unit of plant material (kg DW)

and is defined as
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TABLE 32.19
Photosynthetic Features of Turkey Oak and Common Hornbeam Leaves Measured in the Summer of 1987

Turkey Oak Common Hornbeam

UCL leaves LCL leaves UCL leaves LCL leaves

June July August June July August June July August June July August

PN,max 13.4 18.5 19.3 10.3 14.1 13.5 12.1 10.8 8.2 10.9 8.1 6.6

G1 20.8 21.6 18.6 16.3 15.1 13.6 17.6 18.2 19.8 12.1 14.2 15.4

a 19.2 23.1 24 14.1 15.6 18.6 19.2 16.8 12.2 13.8 15.3

gm 52.2 79.3 49.2 14.2 17.1 18.8 23.7 41.2 42.5 13.9 14.5 15.7

gm + 9.4 + 10.2 + 7.6 + 3.8 + 2.6 + 3.6 + 6.4 + 8.2 + 9.1 + 3.1 + 2.5 + 6.1

RD 0.78 0.71 0.75 0.42 0.52 0.78 0.67 0.66 0.65 0.49 0.5 0.36

RM 1.35 + 0.05 1.22 + 0.11 1.73 + 0.18 1.44 + 0.09

RM as %RD 45.6 69.7 68.0 77.3

Notes: PN,nax ¼ net photosynthetic rate at suturing photon flux rate (mmol CO2/m
2/sec); G1 ¼ compensation photon flux rate (mmol/m2/sec); a ¼ photosynthetic efficiency (quanta/mol CO2); gm

¼ mesophyll conductance (mmol CO2/m
2/sec) measured (mean + standard error, n ¼ 90); RD ¼ dark respiration rate (mmol CO2/m

2/sec); RM ¼ maintenance respiration rate (g CO2/m
2/day)

measured (mean + standard error, n ¼ 5); RM as % RD ¼ RM as percentage of RD. G1, PN,max, RD are calculated using the mathematical model. UCL leaves and LCL leaves are leaves of the upper

canopy layer and lower canopy layer, respectively.

Source: From Marek M, Masarovičová E, Kratochvilová I, Eliáš P, Janouš D. Trees 1989; 4: 234–240. With permission.



F ¼ s

W

The mean leaf area ratio, F̄, is given by:

FF ¼ (s2 � s1)( lnW 2 � lnW 1)

(W 2 �W 1)( ln s2 � ln s1)

Using the above-mentioned growth parameters, R

can be defined as

R ¼ E � F ¼ dW

dt
¼ 1

s

dw

dt

s

W

The relative growth rate, therefore, consists of two

components, which measure the efficiency of the plant

as a producer of dry weight (E) and as a producer of

leaf area (F ). Leaf area ratio can be redefined as

F ¼ W 1

W
� s

W 1

where W1 is the dry weight of the leaves. The two

componentsW1/W and s/W1 are called the leaf weight

ratio (LWR) and the specific leaf area (SLA), respect-

ively. LWR (kg/kg) measures the leafiness of the plant

on the basis of its total dry weight. It also defines the

partitioning of dry weight to leaves, a parameter that

determines the potential capacity of the plant to sup-

port the existing dry weight and to further increase its

dry weight through photosynthesis. The SLA (m2/kg)

measures the leafiness of a plant on a dry weight

basis. For a given light environment, species with

leaves having higher values of SLA (i.e., less carbon

invested per unit of area) will have a higher relative

growth rate (R).

The reciprocal parameter of SLA, the specific leaf

weight (in kg/m2), is a measure of the weight of

leaf material per unit of leaf area. It tends to be

positively correlated with leaf thickness. All of the

above-mentioned components of growth analysis

have been characterized and defined in detail by Bea-

dle [115].

This method of growth analysis was successfully

used in the study of Smyrnium perfoliatum L., a

strongly endangered species of the flora of Slovakia,

since this is the only locality where it is believed to be

an autochthonous species. The other central Euro-

pean localities are considered to be secondary. S.

perfoliatum, a conspicuous and aromatic species, is

used in natural medicine and in homeopathy, mainly

in southern Europe. The plant forms a storage tap

root and a rosette of compound leaves in the first

year. In the second year (after the growth of the

rosette with compound leaves is complete), shoots

with three morphologically different types of leaves

(basal compound leaves, upper simple amplexicaul

leaves, and bracts), inflorescences, and fruits appear.

Relative growth rate and DM partitioning into

the shoot and root were established in the second

year of ontogenesis. The intensive growth of the in-

florescence (sink of assimilates) conspicuously

affected DM partitioning in the whole plant. Table

32.20, Table 32.21, and Figure 32.23 present the val-

ues of NAR, relative growth rate of both leaf (RGRL)

and shoot (RGRw), leaf weight ratio, SLA, shoot and

root dry weights, and shoot:root (S:R) ratio, which

confirm that S. perfoliatum L. should be characterized

as a fast-growing species that rapidly increases in size

and occupies a large space in the early phase of the

growing season (for details, see Refs. [116–118]).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In general, a positive correlation between whole-plant

photosynthesis and growth or biomass production

has been established. However, growth rates based

on CO2 exchange must take into account respiratory

losses. On the other hand, CO2 exchange (photosyn-

TABLE 32.20
Values of Net Assimilation Rate (NAR) and Relative Growth Rate of Shoot (RGRw), Root (RGRR), Leaf Area
(RGRA), and Leaf Dry Weight (RGRL) of Smyrnium pefoliatrum L. in the Growing Season of 1993

Time of Sampling NAR (g/m2/day) RGRw (g/g/day) RGRR (g/g/day) RGRA (m2/m2/day) RGLL (g/g/day)

April 18–30 4.8803 0.0716 0.0266 0.0500 0.0581

April 30 to May 5 4.8281 0.0596 �0.0549 0.0375 �0.0514

May 5–12 �0.0132 �0.0016 �0.0203 0.0050 �0.0191

May 12–21 3.4584 0.0355 0.0320 �0.0033 �0.0059

May 21 to June 6 �2.9775 �0.0246 �0.0394 �0.0320 �0.0379

Source: From Masarovičová E, Lux A, Kobelová G. Biol. Plant. 1994; 36(suppl): S283. With permission.



thesis, respiration) is plant specific and depends on

both internal (stage of plant development) and exter-

nal factors (physical factors of the environment).

Therefore, photosynthetic activity can be studied on

different levels — from cell, tissue, organ, whole

plant, and population to the ecosystem. Depending

on the above-mentioned facts, a specific methodical

approach to measuring plant photosynthetic activity

under controlled conditions or in the field has to be

chosen. This chapter provides some basic theoretical

knowledge and techniques (methodical approach in

the laboratory and in the field) for the study of plant

photosynthetic activity.
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TABLE 32.21
Mean Values of Shoot:Root Ratio (S:R), Leaf Area Ratio (LAR), Leaf Weight Ratio (LWR), Root Weight Ratio
(RWR), Specific Leaf Weight (SLW), and Specific Leaf Area (SLA) of Smymium perfoliatum L. in the Growing
Season of 1993

Time of Sampling S:R LAR (m2/g) LWR (g/g) RWR (g/g) SLW (g/dm2) SLA (dm2/g)

April 18 3.079 0.0129 0.564 0.256 0.295 3.903

April 30 5.526 0.0113 0.540 0.158 0.245 4.119

May 5 12.085 0.0107 0.335 0.097 0.196 5.141

May 12 10.682 0.0114 0.293 0.088 0.206 5.044

May 21 11.239 0.0080 0.206 0.085 0.249 4.028

June 4 12.399 0.0073 0.173 0.069 0.236 4.250
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I. INTRODUCTION

The molecules that appear colored to our eyes are

named pigments. Among them are photosynthetic pig-

ments. They include at least 50 chlorophylls (Chls),

their precursors and derivatives (green tetrapyrrole

rings), 600 carotenoids (yellow to red isoprenoids),

and 10 phycobilins (red and blue open tetrapyrroles).

Usually, several kinds of pigments coexist in situ, and

the most abundant ones determine the color. A de-



monstrative example is that of endive. The top of

leaves of dark-grown plants is yellow due to the pres-

ence of carotenoids; after some hours of illumination,

they turn green; this change in color is due to the fact

that Chl has accumulated faster than carotenoids.

Color is a trading argument for fresh food but

also for processed products — who would buy yel-

lowish spinach or brown tomato puree ? In some

processed products, pigments are present as additives

to give the color expected by the customer (e.g.,

b-carotene in margarine, paprika in sweets). The up-

to-date functional food contains additives known for

their health benefits; among them one finds natural

pigments such as b-carotene or lycopene as antioxi-

dants.

In addition to protocols developed in basic re-

search, pigment extraction and analyses are routinely

performed by food and feed industries and phama-

ceutical industries as well as by control services [1,2].

Due to the appearance of new pigments, on the one

hand, and to technological progress, on the other,

pigment analysis is continuously necessary to increase

our knowledge on the topic.

In the first edition of Handbook of Photosynthesis

we presented a chapter entitled ‘‘Working with

Photosynthetic Pigments : Problems and Precau-

tions’’ [3]. The present contribution complements

this chapter as it details pigment analysis, relating

some examples of the past years.

II. NONINVASIVE MEASUREMENTS

The global color of a plant organ is strongly influ-

enced by its physiological status, like greening, ripen-

ing, senescence, etc. Therefore, to characterize these

biological processes, it is important to study the

changes in pigment composition.

A. COLOR MEASUREMENT

The setup of reflected-light colorimeters has allowed

us to measure the external color that the human eye

perceives (for a complete description of color meas-

urement principle, see Refs. [4,5]). To characterize the

influence of different kinds of drying on the color of

basil leaves, Di Cesare et al. [6] used a chromameter.

The greener leaves were obtained with microwave

dried samples. Quantitative high-performance liquid

chromatography (HPLC) Chl measurements indi-

cated that Chl is best preserved during this drying

procedure. Carotenoids are interesting flavor pre-

cursors. Therefore, they contribute to the organic

properties of food product such as wine. By color

measurements of grapes, Razungles et al. [7] estab-

lished a correlation between a change in color and a

decrease of carotenoids quantified by HPLC. As it

appears from the above two examples, a chromato-

graphic analysis is usually necessary to correlate color

measurement with pigment nature and content. Other

noninvasive methods such as in situ absorbance or

fluorescence spectroscopy can be used to get indica-

tions of the pigment composition (see Sections II.B

and II.C).

B. ABSORBANCE SPECTROSCOPY

The principle of absorbance spectrophotometry is

described elsewhere [8,9]. As this spectroscopic

method requires that light travels through matter,

the sample must be thin (e.g., a leaf) or not too

concentrated (e.g., a suspension of microalgae). The

information contained in in vivo absorbance spectra is

usually rather poor. However, this spectroscopy is

still used for samples where transformation of pig-

ments is expected, for instance, transformation of

protochlorophyllide to chlorophyllide from etiolated

leaves, or to follow the quantitative evolution of pro-

tochlorophyllide forms [10]. What is now more often

found in the literature is the absorbance difference

between two spectra relating to slight changes in a

sample. Using this method, Bertrand et al. [11]

detected the inhibition of the xanthophyll cycle in

diatoms by cadmium. The change in carotenoid com-

position was confirmed by further pigment identifica-

tion and quantification.

C. FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY

Fluorescence consists of radiations emitted during the

de-excitation of pigments that have been excited by

absorption of visible or UV photons. The particular

tetrapyrrole structure of Chls and phycobilins makes

these pigments fluoresce [12]. Technological progress

has led to set-up devices for recording images, spec-

tra, and kinetics of fluorescent objects. As fluores-

cence intensity is low, it is necessary to perform

measurements in the dark. It has been established

that the Chl fluorescence yield varies at room tem-

perature during an actinic illumination (reviewed in

Refs. [13,14]; see Section II.C.3). Therefore, when

different samples have to be compared, it is always

necessary to verify that the results have been obtained

under similar conditions.

1. Imaging

With the development of the CCD camera, we have

now the opportunity to visualize the global fluores-

cence emission of an organ such as a leaf or a fruit.

Not only pigments fluoresce in plants, but Buschmann



et al. [14] mentioned, for instance, ferulic acids. These

molecules emit blue-green photons when Chls are pre-

sent. Imaging allows us to detect the presence of a

fluorescing compound and its location within a cell

or an organ. This new dimension of measurement

differs from the classical one used during the last dec-

ades, which consisted of focusing on a single leaf point

or cell [3]. Fluorescence imaging has many applica-

tions. For instance, Nedbal et al. [15] developed a

strategy to measure the decrease of Chl fluorescence

from lemons during ripening. On the basis of fluores-

cence data, they defined robust parameters allowing

the prediction of damage at the lemon surface before

visible signs appear. This methodology can also be

applied to trace Chl in highly colored plant tissues

(e.g., red tomatoes). The development of Chl fluores-

cence imaging in fields other than agriculture is very

promising too, as it has been already used to study

pollutions and even to visualize the stress induced by

insect footsteps on leaves [16].

2. Spectra

Fluorescence spectra have been in use since a long

time. The advantage of fluorescence spectroscopy

over absorbance spectroscopy is twofold: first, the

investigated molecule can be excited selectively and

second, fluorimetry is more sensitive than absorb-

ance.

The main applications of in situ fluorescence spec-

troscopy are the characterization of the state of the

photosynthetic apparatus [17–19] and the identifica-

tion of the different spectral forms of Chl precursors

[10,20,21]. Authors have defined parameters to char-

acterize physiological states. For instance, the Chl

fluorescence ratio F690/F730 in green leaves is used to

follow the biogenesis of the photosynthetic appar-

atus. This ratio decreases during greening and devel-

opment of leaves [22] and increases during the

autumnal Chl breakdown [23].

3. Kinetics

Fluorescence kinetics is the most popular method to

study the photochemistry of photosynthesis. Because

the chlorophyll fluorescence yield is influenced by the

photosynthetic activities, fluorescence kinetics reveals

the health status of the photosynthetic apparatus

(reviewed in Refs. [13,24]). To relate the changes to

a particular aspect of photosynthesis, several param-

eters, such as photochemical quenching and nonpho-

tochemical quenching, have been defined (reviewed in

Refs. [13,25]). For instance, a decrease in the combin-

ations between kinetics and imaging is possible so

that F0 relaxation time can be correlated to the inhib-

ition of the xanthophyll cycle by cadmium in diatoms,

while other parameters remain unaffected [11].

III. INVASIVE MEASUREMENTS:
ANALYTICAL METHODS

Pigment analysis is a biochemical obligatory step

when details on the pigment composition are needed

during biosynthetic pathways [26,27], secondary me-

tabolism [28–30], and degradation pathways [31–33]

or when the effects of pollutants or xenobiotics

[34,35] are studied.

A. GENERAL PRECAUTIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS

Because of the presence of numerous double bonds,

pigments are very sensitive to light, high temperature,

oxygen, and acids. Therefore, it is recommended to

maintain them in darkness, at low temperature, under

nitrogen, and in slightly alkaline conditions [3]. Some-

times compounds are added in order to stabilize pig-

ments: sodium or magnesium carbonate for Chl

[6,36,37] or 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol for car-

otenoids[38]. When working with a mixture of pig-

ments, it is advisable to test the possible negative

effects of the added compounds on the pigments

under study.

B. EXTRACTION

To extract photosynthetic pigments, the operator

may consider two facts: the hardness of the sample

(e.g., seeds > leaves) and the relative polarity of pig-

ments (e.g., phycobilins > Chls > carotenes). Numer-

ous methods are described in the literature. They can

be divided into (1) mechanical modes (e.g., grinding

in a mortar [7,39], ball mill or glass beads [36], French

press [12,40,41], sonication [42], osmotic shock

[43,44]); (2) chaotropic treatments, e.g., repeated

freezing–thawing [45,46]; and (3) chemical ways: use

of organic solvents [35,47,48]. Sometimes different

methods are even combined. Among these methods,

it is difficult to know which is the best one, and

several tests should be performed (e.g., [28,46]). In

fact, there is no reference protocol, except the one

used in hydrobiology for Chl a using a 90% ethanol/

water (v/v) mixture [47]; however, this has been criti-

cized by Papista et al. [48], who argued that ethanol/

water mixture ensures a poor extraction yield in the

case of numerous alga taxa. According to Skidmore

et al. [49] and Lean and Pick [50], methanol/water

mixtures eventually containing dimethylsulfoxide are

preferred because their extraction power is higher.

Kopecky et al. [28] studied the effects of the solvents

and the initial sample size on the extraction yield of



secondary carotenoids from algae. Dimethylsulfoxide

was found to be the best one, just ahead of tetrahy-

drofuran, and far from 90% acetone. The highest

amount of extracted carotenoids was obtained when

the initial biomass was below 8mg dry weight.

Ideally, this kind of verification should be systemat-

ically performed before quantitative analysis. This is

especially true when the pigments are contained in a

particular matrix or have undergone treatments that

can affect the extractability of pigments. It is, for

instance, the case for carotenoids from frozen carrot

[51] or high-pressure processed tomato [52]. Differ-

ences in Chl extraction have also been reported in

heat-treated spinach leaves [31] or dry basil leaves

[6]. The extraction protocol should be modified to

get the same extraction yield as in the absence of

treatment (for a review, see Ref. [2]).

C. QUANTIFICATION OF A PIGMENT IN A

CRUDE EXTRACT

Once extracted, pigments in a mixture can usually be

characterized and quantified by absorbance or fluor-

escence spectroscopy without further analysis. For

this purpose equation sets have been designed in

order to calculate the concentration of each chromo-

phore [3,53]. When using fluorescence, care should be

brought to ensure that the pigment concentration is

low enough so that the emission intensity is propor-

tional to the concentration of the investigated mol-

ecules.

D. SEPARATION BY CHROMATOGRAPHY

Photosynthetic pigments differ in their polarity. This

property is used to separate them by adsorption chro-

matography with a polar or nonpolar stationary

phase. To optimize the separation, the mobile phase

consists of a mixture of two to three solvents of

different polarities.

1. Low-Pressure Chromatography

Open column chromatography (OCC) is adapted for

a coarse separation from a crude concentrated extract

of some milliliters [38,51]. The collected fractions can

be submitted to thin layer chromatography (TLC)

or HPLC. Low-pressure chromatography is well

adapted to preparative purification of pigments. Ber-

mejo et al. [43] used it to isolate B-phycoerythrin. For

such a polar molecule (actually a protein–pigment

complex), the developer is a buffer. The purity of

the phycobiliproteins can be tested using sodium

dodecylsulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

[43,54].

2. Thin Layer Chromatography

TLC can separate different kinds of Chls and carote-

noids (for a review, see Refs. [55,56]). TLC is espe-

cially adapted to mixtures containing only a few

pigments, adequately concentrated in a few microli-

ters. The main advantages of this method over OCC

is that it is rapid, inexpensive, and allows the separ-

ation of numerous samples at the same time in strictly

comparable conditions. In that optic, Kopecky et al.

[28] compared the secondary carotenoids from 25

stressed microalgae. The plates were developed by a

three-stage procedure differing in proportions of hex-

ane/acetone/2-propanol (Figure 33.1). A similar pro-

cedure was used to identify the reaction products of

putative enzymes of the carotenoid bixin pathway

overexpressed in Escherichia coli. These experiments

allowed Bouvier et al. [27] to establish the sequence of

reactions involved in this biosynthetic pathway.

The greatest disadvantage of TLC is its poor reso-

lution. In some cases this can be overcome using

chemical derivatization of pigments. An example of

this procedure is detailed by Guerra-Vargas et al. [51],

who wanted to identify carotenoids differing in the

number of hydroxyl groups from canned pickled pep-

pers and carrots. An efficient separation was obtained

after methylation of allylic hydroxyl groups and acet-

ylation of primary and secondary hydroxyl groups.

The modified molecules had higher Rf and were sep-

arated according to the number of acetyl and methyl

groups added. Another way to increase the resolution

consists in the use of HPTLC. This quantitative

method is carried out on layers composed of particles

with a smaller diameter (5mm compared to 12 to
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FIGURE 33.1 Thin layer chromatograms of pigments from

Bracteacoccus grandis (Bg) and Pleurastrum sarcinoideum

(Ps) before (left) and after (right) stress (combination of

light and nitrogen starvation). The arrow indicates the solv-

ent front. Abbreviations: Ad ¼ astaxanthin diester, Af ¼
free astaxanthin, Am ¼ astaxanthin monoester, b ¼ b-

carotene, Ca ¼ chlorophyll a, Cb ¼ chlorophyll b, L ¼
lutein, N ¼ neoxanthin, V ¼ violaxanthin. (Adapted from

Kopecky J, Schoefs B, Loest K, Stys D, Pulz O. Algolog.

Stud. 2000; 98:153–168. With permission.)



20mm for conventional TLC), therefore offering

greater separation efficiency, faster separation, and

improved detection limits [56]. Consequently it is

also more expensive.

When using TLC, the analyst must be aware of

possible artifacts. For instance, residual chlorine ions

on a plate can be transferred during chromatography

from the plate to Chl [57]. During carotenoid analy-

sis, rearrangement of epoxide–furanoxide in the pres-

ence of NaOH is the major cause of artifact formation

[58].

3. High-Performance Liquid Chromatography

The particle size of the stationary phase is as small as

the ones of HPTLC, and therefore a better resolution

power than that with classical TLC is obtained. This

is obvious when the TLC (three spots) and HPLC (12

peaks) chromatograms of the pigments from pump-

kin seed oil are compared [59]. Today, HPLC is

widely used for pigment separation, and numerous

protocols are available in the literature (reviewed in

Refs. [1,2,60]). Before injection of a sample, it is ad-

visable to clean and equilibrate the column by run-

ning the eluent, which is used at the beginning of the

elution programme. Usually pigment analysis re-

quires an absorbance detector, which most frequently

is hyphenated to the HPLC column. The fact that

detectors present a good sensitivity explains that low

concentrations of analytes can be detected. In some

cases, it is interesting to use fluorescence detectors.

Reversed phases (RPs) are especially adapted to

pigment separation [61] as they allow chlorophylls

and carotenoids to develop more interactions with

the phase. Among the RPs, octadecyl-bonded station-

ary phases (C18) are the most used. Stecher et al. [62]

compared different conditions of mobile phase, tem-

peratures, and flow rates for the separation of caro-

tenoids by RP C18-HPLC. In order to separate the

numerous cis–trans-carotenoid isomers, a C30 RP

was created. Using this material, Lee et al. [63] separ-

ated 25 carotenoids from a sweet orange within

40min due to a ternary gradient elution. This mater-

ial seems particularly suitable to separate the numer-

ous carotenoid isomers [64]. Monolithic stationary

phases have attracted considerable attention in the

sphere of liquid chromatography in recent years due

to their simple preparation procedure, unique prop-

erties, and excellent performance (for reviews, see

Refs. [65–68]). A monolithic column consists of

‘‘one piece of solid that possesses interconnected skel-

etons and interconnected flow paths through the skel-

etons.’’ This unique architecture allows shorter

retention times compared to particle-packed columns.

Svec [67] listed the stationary phases that are now

commercially available. Garrido et al. [69] reported

the resolution of eight Chls and derivatives in less

than 5min through a monolithic silica C18 column

(Figure 33.2).

The changes in phase manufacturing as well as the

discovery of new pigments force researchers to mod-

ify older elution programs or develop new ones to

improve pigment separation, for example, zeax-

anthin/lutein [70], a-/b-carotene/pheophytin [70], cis-

and trans-isomers of a-/b-carotenes [71], Chl b allo-

mers [72], mono- and divinyl Chl forms [73].

Numerous problems may arise using HPLC.

A troubleshooting guide is summarized in Ref. [61].

It is essential to take time at each step when working

with HPLC or testing a new protocol. For example,

water or aqueous solutions added to acetone or

methanol extract, to avoid distortion of early-eluting

pigments due to differences in solvent viscosity, can

produce losses of the most nonpolar pigments [74].

E. MOLECULAR IDENTIFICATION AND QUANTIFICATION

Parameters such as Rf for TLC and the selectivity

factor (log k’) for HPLC have been defined to charac-

terize the relative polarity of pigments. However, the

determination of the nature and the quantification of

the separated pigment require additional measure-

ments.

Purified pigments can be readily identified from

their absorbance or fluorescence spectrum. Of course,

a comparison of spectra with standards and data

from the literature is necessary to come to a conclu-
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FIGURE 33.2 Fluorescence chromatogram of standards of

chlorophylls a and b and their derivatives after their HPLC

separation using a monolithic silica C18 column and a

pyridine-containing mobile phase. Peaks: 1 ¼ chlorophyl-

lide b; 2 ¼ chlorophyllide a; 3 ¼ pheophorbide b; 4 ¼
pheophorbide a; 5 ¼ chlorophyll b; 6 ¼ chlorophyll a; 7 ¼
pheophytin b; 8 ¼ pheophytin a. (Adapted from Garrido

JL, Rodriguez F, Campana E, Zapata M. J. Chromatogr.

2003; A994:85–92. With permission.)



sion. When a molecule is not clearly identified by this

way or if additional structural information is needed,

other methods should be used such as infrared (IR),

circular dichroism, Raman, or nuclear magnetic res-

onance (NMR) spectroscopy, or mass spectrometry

(MS). The use of these techniques should then pro-

vide specific information on particular bounds, func-

tional groups, or radicals, and therefore help in

structural elucidation. For instance, the complete

identification of the 13 carotenoids from passion

fruit was only possible after analysis by electron im-

pact (EI) MS, UV–visible absorbance spectroscopy,

and 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy of HPLC-

separated pigments [75]. When possible, hyphenated

devices should be used to allow a complete online

analysis that reduces risks of alteration and interpret-

ation errors. All these methods may be also used to

detect adulteration in food products [76].

1. Standards

More and more pigments, such as authentic stand-

ards, can be easily purchased, but some, such as pro-

tochlorophyll a esters [26,77], metal-free pheophytins

and some metalloporphyrin analogs [78], neochrome

[7], and b-citraurin [75], should be prepared. When

standards are stored dried, under nitrogen (or better,

argon) at low temperature (below �308C), they are

stable for months.

2. UV–Visible Absorbance Spectroscopy

The identification of pigments is based on the wave-

lengths of maximal absorbance in the UV–visible

region and on the overall shape of the spectrum.

Quantification requires knowledge of the coefficient

extinctions, each specific to a pigment in a defined

solvent and at a precise wavelength [79]. Extinction

coefficients of Chls, Chl precursors, most carotenoids,

and phycobilins are given in Refs. [80–83], respect-

ively. In the case of phycobilins, which are often

isolated as bound to a protein [84], one can estimate

the purity of the preparation by measuring the ab-

sorbance ratio AX/A280, where X is the absorbance

maximum wavelength of the pigment (see Ref. [45]).

3. Fluorescence Spectroscopy

Some photosynthetic pigments emit fluorescence, as

mentioned in Section II.C. Pigment quantification by

fluorescence is more delicate as fluorescence intensity

is proportional only to very low concentrations of

pigments. In any case, this concentration range

should be determined using a calibration curve estab-

lished with a standard.

4. IR and Resonance Raman Spectroscopies

IR spectroscopy is used to determine the presence or

the absence of functional groups.This method has

revealed for the first time the presence of an allelic

group in fucoxanthin, alloxanthin, and bastaxanthin

c (reviewed in Ref. [85]). IR was also used to establish

the details of the light-induced oxygen-dependent

bleaching of the food colorant chlorophyllin [86].

The mechanism involves oxidation of a vinyl side

group together with aggregation of oxidized chloro-

phyllin [87]. This last point might be investigated using

circular dichroism spectroscopy. Resonance Raman

spectroscopy is complementary to IR as it can be also

used for in situ studies to confirm the presence of

identified functional groups. For instance, absorbance

shifts of photosynthetic pigments were used to get

important details on the protein structural environ-

ment [40]. The Raman spectroscopy of HPLC-purified

Chl d from the marine prokaryote Acaryochloris mar-

ina has been reported for the first time in Ref. [88]. The

formyl group at the C-3 position, typical of Chl d and

BChl a, gives a specific Raman peak at 1659 cm�1. As

for Chl a, Chl b, and BChl a, there are many strong

Raman signals in the range 800–1800 cm�1, which are

mainly due to the CH3 bend, CH bending, and CO,

CC, CN stretching vibrations. Raman spectroscopy

also allows the in situ analysis of carotenoids in com-

plex matrices [89,90].

5. NMR Spectroscopy

NMR spectroscopy is based on the fact that several

atomic nuclei (1H, 15N, 13C, etc.) may be oriented by a

strong magnetic field and will absorb radiofrequency

radiations at characteristic frequencies. The technique

carries information about the chemical environment

of the nucleus being studied and, by extension, infor-

mation on the molecular structure or conformation.

In the carotenoid field, it is mainly used to localize the

cis (Z)-carotenoid isomers.

NMR has been also used to detect adulteration of

food products. For instance, it is known that Chl

molecules are sometimes added to virgin olive oil in

order to improve its color [76]. The presence of the

added Chl may be detected by NMR as it gives a

different signature from that of pheophytin, the regu-

lar tetrapyrrole pigment in olive oils (the central NH

groups of the Mg-depleted Chl having a specific res-

onance signal).

6. Mass Spectrometry

When the identity of a certain pigment has to be

established, MS is the first technique selected as it



can provide information about both its molecular

weight and its structural features. MS is based on

sample ionization and subsequent separation of the

ions thus formed, depending on their mass-to-charge

ratio, using the forces exerted by magnetic and electric

fields in a system under high vacuum. The ions must be

introduced in the gas phase into the vacuum system of

the mass spectrometer. This is easily done for gaseous

or heat-volatile samples using classical EI or chemical

ionization (CI) techniques, but thermally labile ana-

lytes require either desorption methods (like field de-

sorption, fast atom bombardment [FAB] matrix

assisted laser desorption ionization [MALDI]) or des-

olvation methods (like electrospray ionization [ESI]

and atmospheric pressure chemical ionization

[APCI]). Some MS techniques can be coupled to

HPLC to obtain separation of different pigments or

to remove interfering contaminants prior to ionization

and detection. General information onMS and on the

different ionization methods is given in Refs. [91,92].

The general precautions to be taken when working

with photosynthetic pigments also apply for MS an-

alysis, and it is especially important to consider that

certain additives of common use, for example, those

employed to improve the ionization, can lead to the

formation of degradation products (e.g., the addition

of volatile acids to promote the formation of proto-

nated pseudomolecular ions in ESI–MS easily pro-

duces the demetallated derivatives of chlorophylls).

Carotenoid analysis byMS can be performed using

classical techniques like EI and CI, which produce

abundant, structurally informative fragment ions,

but usually weak (or even absent) molecular ions.The

exhaustive work by Enzell and Back [93] reviews frag-

mentation patterns and spectra interpretation. Ioniza-

tion techniques like FAB, MALDI, ESI, and APCI

provide information on the molecular weight as they

reduce the fragmentation of the molecular ion, which

can be increased if structural information is required

by employing collision-induced dissociation and tan-

dem MS (MS/MS) [93–96].

Most of the recent applications of MS for carot-

enoid analysis employ LC–MS systems. Thus, Goer-

icke et al. [97] applied ESI–MS to identify carotenol

chlorin esters formed in marine sediments, whereas

APCI–MS has been employed in the determination of

lutein and zeaxanthin stereoisomers [98], in the differ-

entiation between lutein monoester regioisomers [99],

and to study the specificity of gastric lipases on car-

otenol fatty acid esters [100]. In a recent study, Hor-

nero-Méndez and Britton [101] employed labeling

with stable isotopes and LC–MS to study the cycliza-

tion reaction of carotenoid biosynthesis. Classical EI–

MS continues to be a powerful tool in carotenoid

research, for example, for the identification of gyro-

xanthin, the first allenic acetylenic carotenoid de-

scribed [102].

Due to their high masses, low volatility, and ther-

mal instability, chlorophylls were an analytical chal-

lenge to MS for a long time [1]. The introduction

of desorption and desolvation techniques general-

ized the study of Chl-related pigments by MS and

LC–MS (reviewed in Refs. [1,103]). Most of the

Chls render good spectra in the positive ion mode,

but the acidic pigments of the Chl c group, char-

acteristic of the chromophyte algae, are best ana-

lyzed in the negative ion mode, providing good

[M–H]� ions that can be cleaved to give characteristic

fragments corresponding to formal losses of CO2

([M–H–44]�) and CH3OH ([M–H–44–32]�) (Figure

33.3).

The application of MS recently allowed the char-

acterization of naturally occurring Chls. Garrido et al.

[104] and Zapata et al. [105] employed FAB–MS to

describe two new Chl c2-monogalactosyldiacylglycer-

ide esters isolated from marine micralgae, and Airs

et al. [106] identified the bacteriochlorophyll homo-

logs of Chlorobium phaeobacteroides by APCI–LC–

MS/MS.

MS has also been applied in studies on the forma-

tion of Chl degradation products. Chl allomers have

been identified by APCI–MS [107,108], and the allo-

merization pathways traced by 18O labeling and ESI–

MS [109]. Gautier-Jacques et al. [110] also employed

HPLC–APCI–MS/MS to track Chl degradation dur-

ing the processing of spinaches and green beans. The

kinetics of Chl a demetallation was studied by ESI–

MS [111].

A method for the analysis of phycobilins from a

cyanobacterium by HPLC–ESI–MS has been recently

published [44].

IV. CONCLUSION

Pigments have been studied for a long time, and they

will probably still interest basic and applied research

for many years for the following reasons: studies on

not well-known material can lead to the discovery of

new pigments; new technologies allow us more and

more to characterize in situ molecules or to detect

small amounts of compounds. From the economic

point of view, the few examples that we have men-

tioned in this chapter show the impact of color and

the importance of detection of adulterated food.
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I. PHOTOSYNTHESIS

A. CHLOROPLASTS

Photosynthesis supports all life on earth and in eu-

karyotes occurs exclusively in chloroplasts. In higher

plants, all green tissues contain chloroplasts and per-

form, to some degree, photosynthesis.Most photosyn-

thesis, by far, occurs in the chloroplasts of leaves. The

only cells in the epidermis that contain chloroplasts are

the stomatal guard cells. Photosynthesis in guard cells

has to do with stomatal opening and not with photo-

synthate production and export. About 100 to 150

chloroplasts are found in each mesophyll or palisade

parenchyma cell of the leaf. Approximately the same

number of mitochondria are present also. Chloro-

plasts are a bit larger than mitochondria and can be

separated from them by centrifugation of leaf brei [1].



Chloroplasts are bound by a double membrane

but have considerable internal structure as well. Thy-

lakoids are roughly circular but flattened bags made

of thin (~90 Å) membranes. Stacks of thylakoids

called grana are the site of the light-dependent (or

light) reactions of photosynthesis. The region of the

chloroplast outside of the grana is called the stroma,

where the light-independent (or dark) reactions of

photosynthesis take place. About 60% of the volume

of the chloroplast is stroma, with the rest being

grana [1].

B. LIGHT-HARVESTING SYSTEMS

With very dense suspensions of cells and weak inci-

dent light intensity, as much as 17% of the light can be

converted to chemical potential energy. In natural

systems, however, only 1 to 2% of solar energy is

converted to plant material. Most of the light energy

is reflected away or reradiated as heat from soil, plant,

and other surfaces. If more light is absorbed than can

be transformed into chemical energy, the excess en-

ergy may result in the formation of free radicals,

which can destroy membranes in the chloroplast and

leaf. Light is required for the transformation of pro-

plastids into chloroplasts as well as the constant syn-

thesis of chlorophyll, which has a high turnover rate

[2]. Nevertheless, leaves exposed to high-intensity

light (sun-leaves) have many fewer chloroplasts and

much less chlorophyll than leaves exposed to low-

intensity or intermittent light (shade-leaves).

Thylakoid membranes are approximately 50%

protein, 40% lipid, and 10% chlorophyll by weight.

Much of the membrane protein is associated with

chlorophyll. About 8% of the light energy absorbed

by chlorophyll is reradiated as red light by fluores-

cence. If you look through a microscope, at high

magnification, at cells with large chloroplasts (e.g.,

the moss Mnium affine) you can see glowing red

dots in the chloroplast. This is fluorescence from the

grana. While purified chlorophyll a absorbs blue and

red light, the action spectrum for intact chloroplasts

covers most of the visible light range. Other pigments

including carotenoids, xanthophylls, other chloro-

phylls (b, c, d), etc., can absorb light and transfer

excited electrons to chlorophyll a. The chlorophyll a

and most of the protein and lipid of the thylakoid are

organized in light-harvesting complexes containing

250 to 300 chlorophyll molecules. The light-harvest-

ing antennae are intimately associated with electron

and proton-transfer systems called photosystems I

and II. Photosystem II (PS II) is larger and has a

higher proportion of accessory pigments than does

photosystem I (PS I). Excited electrons produced by

light absorption of pigment molecules can be passed

from molecular to molecule until finally a chlorophyll

a molecule transfers the electron to an iron–sulfur

protein (PS I) or to plastoquinone (PS II). Energy

can be transferred from PS II to PS I but not in the

other direction. Water is split (in PS II) to release

oxygen and protons in the inner thylakoid space.

Proteins are transferred from the stromal side of the

membrane into the inner thylakoid space by plasto-

quinone. Electrons are transferred from plastoqui-

none to cytochrome f and on to plastocyanin. From

plastocyanin the electrons are passed to PS I. Excited

electrons from either chlorophyll a or plastocyanin

in PS I are passed to an iron–sulfur protein, to ferre-

doxin, and eventually to a flavoprotein involved

in the reduction of nicotinamide adenine dinucleo-

tide phosphate (NADP). The proton gradient can

promote formation of ATP via ATP synthetase,

which is partially imbedded in the thylakoid mem-

brane. Both ATP and NADPH þ Hþ are conveni-

ently produced on the stromal side of the thylakoid

[3].

The light-dependent processes of photosynthesis

are biophysical in nature and involve electron and

proton transfer. They are not temperature dependent

and are very rapid, being complete in 10�3 to 10�4 sec.

In summary,

LightþH2O�������������������!thylakoid membranes
ATPþNADPHþHþ þO2

C. RIBULOSE BISPHOSPHATE CARBOXYLASE

The first step of the light-independent (dark) reac-

tions of photosynthesis is catalyzed by ribulose

bisphosphate (RuBP) carboxylase, also known as

Fraction I protein or Rubisco.

RuBP þ CO2�������������������!
RuBP carboxylase

2PGA

This enzyme was called Fraction I protein because

when first isolated as much as 50% of the soluble

protein in the leaf was in the form of this enzyme.

Since it is confined to the stroma of the chloroplast, it

is probably more useful to think of it as a solid-state

system than as a soluble enzyme. In higher plants, the

enzyme has a molecular weight of 550,000Da and is

composed of eight large subunits (55,000Da each)

and eight small subunits (15,000Da each), all bound

together by magnesium. Catalytic sites on the large

subunits are coded in the chloroplast DNA. Allosteric

control sites are on the small subunits, which are

coded in the nuclear DNA, synthesized in the cyto-

plasm, transported via companion proteins into the

chloroplasts, and there assembled into the functional

enzyme [4].



Recently, it has been shown that RuBP carboxy-

lase must be enzymatically activated with ATP before

catalysis can begin [5]. The activated enzyme has a

high affinity for CO2, but if the CO2 concentration is

very low and the O2 concentration is high, photore-

spiration can result. Despite great effort, it has proven

difficult to decrease photorespiration while maintain-

ing high rates of photosynthesis. It appears that O2

may bind to the same amino acid residues in the

active site of the large subunit as CO2. Oxygen not

only competes competitively with CO2 but results in

non-energy-conserving CO2 evolution in the light.

Fortunately, RuBP carboxylase has a much higher

affinity for CO2 than it does for O2.

D. THE CALVIN CYCLE AND PENTOSE

PHOSPHATE PATHWAY

While the initial reaction of the light-independent

(dark) processes of photosynthesis catalyzed by

RuBP carboxylase does not require energy input,

subsequent conversion of phosphoglyceric acid

(PGA) to sugar requires energy conserved from the

light-dependent reactions. Once sugar phosphates are

available, transaldolases and transketolases (group-

specific, not substrate-specific enzymes) transfer 2-

and 3-carbon fragments to and from various sugars,

forming a number of 4-, 5-, 6-, and 7-carbon sugars

[6]. One of these, ribulose phosphate, receives a phos-

phate from ATP to produce RuBP ready to combine

with CO2 via RuBP carboxylase. The energy from the

light-dependent reactions required for fixing one CO2

is 3ATP þ 2NADPH þ 2Hþ.

Chloroplasts kept in the dark but supplied with

ATP and NADPH þ Hþ can fix carbon. The light-

independent reactions represent the synthesis part of

photosynthesis and are enzyme catalyzed, temperature

dependent, and relatively slow (10�2 sec and longer).

Onemust remember that chloroplasts are great centers

of synthesis — not only of carbohydrates but also of

lipids, proteins, nucleotides, and secondary metabol-

ites. Biosynthesis does occur at many places within the

plant, but energy and building blocks come from the

chloroplasts. Leaves are the source for all of the many

sinks (flowers, fruit, seed, storage, and growth) in the

plant. Not only are producers the base of the food

chain, but photosynthesis is the source of useful energy

for all of the processes within the plant itself.

E. C3, C4, AND CAM PLANTS

Anciently in all plants and in most plants today, the

light-independent reactions are as outlined above

with the first product after CO2 addition being

PGA, which has three carbons. This common ances-

tral type is thus called C3 photosynthesis. Relatively

recently, possibly in response to lower CO2 concen-

trations, C4 photosynthesis evolved as a means of

channeling carbon to RuBP carboxylase and thus

reducing photorespiration (see Table 34.1). Concen-

tric cylinders of tissue surrounding the vascular tissue

characterize C4 photosynthesis with the bundle sheath

cells nearest to the leaf traces and the morphologically

distinct mesophyll cells external to that. Initial carbon

fixation occurs in the cytoplasm of the mesophyll

cells:

CO2 þ PEP��������������!PEP carboxylase
OAA ! malate or aspartate

Oxaloacetic acid (OAA), malate, and aspartate all

have four carbons, hence the designation C4 [7].

The C4 plants are sun-plants, some of which are

not light-saturated at full sunlight. It has been sug-

gested that the light-harvesting systems in C4 plants

are smaller but more numerous, with about 75 chloro-

phyll molecules, as compared with 25 to 300

chlorophyll molecules in C3 plants. Photosynthetic

rates of C4 plants are often double those of C3 plants.

Water use is more efficient in C4 plants as well, even

though more ATP is required per amount of CO2

fixed. It is a relatively recent adaptation to high

light, warm temperatures, and low moisture as well

as low CO2 concentrations.

Crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM) is an even

more extreme adaptation to hot, dry conditions.

These plants have the capacity to keep their stomates

closed during the day and open them during the

cooler night period for CO2 fixation and storage in

the vacuole as malate. This is an adaptation for water

conservation, not rapid growth. While some plants

are obligate, others are facultative and use the CAM

TABLE 34.1
Distinguishing Characteristics of Three Types of
Photosynthetic Plants

Plants

Characteristics C3 C4 CAM

Dark respiration (mg

CO2/g fr. wt./min)

þ5–15 þ5–15 þ5–15

Photorespiration (mg

CO2/g fr. wt/min)

þ50–75 0 0

Photosynthesis (mg

CO2/g fr. wt/min)

�100 to 150 �200 to 300 �10 to 30

Water loss (mg

H2O/g fr. wt/min)

4.5–6.0 2.5–3.5 0.25–1.5



mode only under harsh conditions, with C3 photosyn-

thesis during moderate times [8].

F. VARIATION IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC RATES

The C4 plants have a photosynthesis rate that is two

to three times faster than that of C3 plants and 100-

fold faster than CAM plants [9]. Many weed species

are C4 plants. Within each of these groups there is a

great deal of variability in photosynthetic rate (see

Table 34.1). Much effort has been made to correlate

these smaller differences with growth rate, but no

consistent results have been obtained. Photosynthesis

is surely the basis for all subsequent metabolic events

in the plant. The process of photosynthesis seems to

have been perfected to the point that any genetic

change is negative.

G. ECOLOGY

Differences between sun and shade leaves are well

known both on a single plant and in different species.

Much work has been done on sun-flecks and the fact

that considerable photosynthetic activity can be gen-

erated from brief exposure to full sunlight. In the same

environment, C3 plants will grow during early spring

and summer while C4 plants appear later in the season.

The C4 plants show a preference for open spaces and

the edge of the forest. All of the deep forest species are

C3. Although different survival strategies may be used

by different photosynthetic types, all are well adapted

to their present circumstances [10].

II. RESPIRATION

A. CYTOPLASM

1. Glycolysis and Fermentation

Stepwise oxidation of carbohydrates begins in the

cytoplasm. Glucose monomers are released from

starch by a-amylase, b-amylase, or phosphorylase,

and then step by step taken to pyruvate. The entire

sequence is controlled by phosphofructokinase and

the incessant demand for energy. An alternate route

to pyruvate is the pentose phosphate pathway, which

also has interesting controls and great flexibility. In

the presence of oxygen, pyruvate moves to the mito-

chondrion and greater glory. In the absence of air,

pyruvate goes to lactate in some species and to etha-

nol and CO2 in others [11]. Energy is conserved as 2

ATP per glucose molecule. While many plant tissues

can survive short periods of time without oxygen,

only about 5% of plants can endure prolonged

anoxia.

2. Free Radicals

Stress caused by drought, temperature extremes, air

pollution, heavy metals, etc., results in free radical

formation. Superoxide, super hydroxide, hydrogen

peroxide, etc., can oxidize the fatty acids in mem-

branes, resulting in leakage and eventually death.

Plant defenses against free radicals and potentially

harmful organisms than do more primitive types of

plants.

B. MITOCHONDRIA

1. The Krebs Cycle

The pyruvate dehydrogenase complex produces

acetyl coenzyme A (acetyl CoA), which condenses

with OAA to form citric acid in the inner matrix of

the mitochondrion, then on to aconitase and isocitric

acid. The allosteric enzyme isocitric dehydrogenase

controls the rate of the Krebs cycle in response to

demand in the cell for ATP. The cycle continues to

eventually regenerate OAA. Energy is conserved as

NADH þ Hþ at several steps: FADH þ Hþ at one

step and ATP at another [11].

2. Electron Transport

In the inner mitochondrial membrane, NADH2

and FADH2 start electron and proton transport,

resulting in the formation of ATP — 18-fold more

than from fermentation. This is often termed the

cytochrome pathway since several cytochromes are

involved.

3. Alternative Pathways

Most plant tissues either have or can develop an

alternative pathway for electron transport. If the

cytochrome pathway is inhibited by cyanide or azide

and the alternative pathway is operative, both CO2

evolution and O2 uptake usually show an increase.

Much less energy is conserved via the alternative path

[12]. This pathway is active in thermogenic tissues.

Plants that produce cyanogenic compounds may

find an alternative path worthwhile. The alternative

pathway might represent a sink for energy that could

otherwise go towards free radical formation. The

physiological role of the alternative pathway in most

plants is really unknown.

4. The Pasteur Effect and Respiratory Control

Pasteur observed that yeast cells produced as much or

more CO2 in the absence of oxygen as in air. How-

ever, in air more yeast cells were produced. In the



presence of substances (‘‘uncouplers’’) that destroy

the proton gradient across the inner mitochondrial

membrane, CO2 production and O2 consumption in-

crease. Isolated mitochondria exhibit respiratory con-

trol, responding with increased O2 consumption to

the addition of ADP. This evidence implies that in

most cases rates of catabolism are controlled by ana-

bolic demand. The sites of control are phosphofruc-

tokinase for glycolysis and isocitric dehydrogenase

for the Krebs cycle [3].

C. MICROBODIES

1. Lipid Metabolism

Microbodies or glyoxysomes are single membrane-

bound organelles that are the site of b-oxidation of

fatty acids in plants. In seeds and other tissues that

store triglycerides, the glyoxylate shunt develops. This

consists of de novo synthesis of two enzymes: isoci-

tritase and malate synthetase. They allow the process

of gluconeogenesis to begin. Cell walls can be formed

from fatty acids [5].

2. Free Radical Control

Microbodies (glyoxysomes or peroxysomes) are or-

ganelles where preformed enzymes useful in control

of free radicals are sequestered. All plant tissues have

large pools of catalase and peroxidase in microbodies

[13]. This is somewhat analogous to the role that

microbodies play in detoxification in mammalian

liver cells.

III. TRANSPORT AND PARTITIONING
OF PHOTOSYNTHATE

A. TRANSFER CELLS

Photosynthesis is often limited by the availability

of CO2. It may also be limited by the rate of move-

ment from source photosynthetic cells to sink cells

where growth or storage takes place. Starch grains

will be formed in the chloroplasts during periods

of rapid photosynthesis when transport cannot

keep up with synthesis. Gradually the starch is trans-

formed into sucrose and moved to sink tissues via the

phloem [14].

A key role in the transport process is played by

transfer cells. These cells have projections and protu-

berances that greatly increase the surface area of the

plasmalemma and facilitate transport of sucrose and

amino acids into and out of the phloem. Transfer cells

are located in association with both source and sink

cells and tissues [15].

B. PHLOEM

Phloem transports primarily sucrose and amino acids

through sieve tubes from source to sink. Partitioning

of the photoassimilate depends on vascular connec-

tions, proximity, and sink strength. The sink will

differ depending on season, stage of development,

etc. At various times vegetative growth, reproductive

development (including fruit development), or stor-

age might be dominant [15].

C. STORAGE

Photoassimilate may be stored in the form of starch,

lipid, or protein. Storage may occur in root, stem,

fruit, or seed endosperm.

IV. SECONDARY METABOLISM

The origin of angiosperms somewhat predates but in

many ways parallels the origin of mammals. In add-

ition to the flowering habit, angiosperms developed a

wide array of compounds that are not part of internal

(primary) metabolism but designed to influence other

organisms. These substances have been called second-

ary metabolites and include a wide array of terpe-

noids, phenolics, alkaloids, nonprotein amino acids,

cyanogenic glycosides, etc. Some of these substances

are toxins, others are feeding deterrents, and still

others are mammalian and insect hormones. Some

substances protect against pathogens, others against

plant competitors, and still others against herbivores

[16]. Of the approximately 300,000 species of flower-

ing plants on Earth, only 33 species are used by

humans as food. The rest are poisonous or noxious

to some degree. Even food plants must often be pre-

pared in such a way as to remove harmful substances.

Through long experience humankind has learned

which part of the plant to eat. For example, the

potato tuber is edible but leaves and fruit from the

same plant are quite toxic.

The advantage to flowering plants is apparently

sufficient to warrant expending considerable energy

to synthesize secondary metabolites. For some spe-

cies, it has been calculated that as much as 20% of the

total photoassimilate goes into the shikimic acid path-

way to produce phenolics [17].

V. MODELS FOR GROWTH

A. CROP PLANTS

It has long been recognized that both total growth

(biomass) or crop yield (seed, fruit, etc.) is ultimately



dependent on photosynthesis [18]. Photosynthetic

rates do vary a great deal, but no correlation between

photosynthesis and growth (or yield) has been found

[19]. Good correlations have been found between

dark respiration and growth in several instances

[20]. Thornley [21] proposed a simple expression:

P ¼ PRþ Rm þ Rg þ Rd þ Rs þ ?

where P is total photosynthate, PR is photorespira-

tion, Rm is maintenance respiration necessary for life

processes, Rg is energy for growth, Rd is energy for

defense, and Rs is energy for stress reduction. While

incident light, gross photosynthesis, biomass, and

crop yield can be measured, it is more difficult to

measure PR. It has not been agreed upon how to

measure Rm or the other R values [22]. In this form,

the hypothesis is difficult to test.

B. ECOSYSTEM DYNAMICS

In addition to internal factors (photosynthesis, respir-

ation, etc.), both living and nonliving parts of the

ecosystem have an impact on productivity. Patho-

gens, herbivores, competitors, temperature, drought,

air pollution, water pollution, heavy metals, excess

light, high or low concentrations of CO2 (including

the greenhouse effect), and O2 all contribute to the

formation of free radicals and resulting plant stress

[23]. Any of these can thus reduce plant growth.

VI. GROWTH AND EFFICIENCY

Clearly it would be very useful if some metabolic or

physiological measure could reliably predict future

growth. Despite great effort, photosynthetic variabil-

ity does not seem to be a good predictor. Farquhar

and coworkers [24] have found carbon isotopic ratios

to be reliable indicators of the degree of stomatal

opening and thus the ratio of carbon assimilation to

transpiration water loss. The technique, while some-

what expensive, is very useful under carefully defined

conditions. A variety of physical and biological pro-

cesses can result in isotopic fractionation. Clearly a

technique that is cheap, simple, and reliable is still

needed.

Yamaguchi [25] introduced the concept of growth

efficiency, which is related to biomass production,

gross photosynthesis, and respiration. The value of

growth efficiency decreased with tissue maturity. Ac-

curate predictions of growth rate based on respiration

measurements (see Table 34.2) require a great deal of

knowledge about the biology (growth habit, pattern

of growth, etc.) of a particular plant [26]. Recently, a

model has been proposed that emphasizes growth

efficiency and metabolism [27]. Every part of the

model is clearly defined and can be measured in the

laboratory. It now needs to be tested for a number of

different types of plants (Table 34.2). The model will

be most useful in assessing the effects of stress on

plant growth.

VII. SUMMARY

Since all life depends on it, photosynthesis is the most

important process in all biology. After nearly 4.5

billion years of selection, many genetic changes in

photosynthesis have negative consequences. For this

reason, variations in photosynthetic rates are not pre-

dictive of growth. Respiratory metabolism is abso-

lutely dependent on photosynthetic assimilation, but

there is a demand-driven balance between catabolic

and anabolic processes. Growth, reproduction, adap-

tations to stress, defense against pathogens and herbi-

vores, etc., are all part of these processes and are

reflected in respiratory rates. Photorespiration rates

differ widely among species of plants but do not seem

to be part of the respiration dynamic. Metabolic

comparisons of similar tissues predict plant growth.

Much more work is needed to establish this as a

generality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nitrogen is one of the most important nutrients ne-

cessary for plant growth (frequently it is the major

limiting nutrient) and its incorporation from the en-

vironment onto biomolecules determines productivity

and yield in crops. Nitrogen assimilation is the in-

corporation of inorganic forms of nitrogen into car-

bon skeletons, mainly synthesizing amino acids [1].

Ammonium is the most reduced form of nitrogen

ultimately utilized by plants for assimilation. Since

in nature nitrogen is largely present in more oxidized

forms (principally nitrate, nitrite, and dinitrogen),

organisms have to expend energy to reduce these

nitrogen sources. All higher plants (nonlegumes and

legumes) reduce nitrate to ammonium by sequential

reactions catalyzed by cytosolic nitrate reductase and

plastidial nitrite reductase. Legumes are able to utilize

dinitrogen.

Leguminosae (Fabaceae), the third largest family

in the angiosperms, includes more than 19,000 species

varying from annual herbs to trees, that grow in a

wide range of habitats. This widespread distribution

is related, at least in part, to the capacity of legumes

to grow in soils with low nitrogen content [2]. This

ability is due to the fact that legumes are able to

establish a symbiotic relationship with nitrogen fixing

bacteria present in soil. All of these bacteria (usually

known as rhizobia, see Ref. [3]) belong to the family

of Rhizobiaceae, which includes three genera: Rhizo-

bium, Bradyrhizobium, and Azorhizobium. Rhizobia

interact with legumes by characteristically inducing

the development of specialized structures, normally

not present in the plant: the nodules. These special-

ized structures are typically formed on the roots,

although some aquatic legumes (such as Sesbania

rostrata) exhibit stem nodules [4]. Subsequently, rhi-

zobia infect and colonize nodules and a metabolic

cooperation is established between both symbionts.

Bacteria reduce atmospheric nitrogen to ammonia,

which is delivered to the plant and subsequently in-

corporated into organic molecules. On the other

hand, the plant provides bacteria with sugars

synthesized by carbon dioxide reduction during



photosynthesis. These carbohydrates are utilized by

bacteria for carbon and energy requirements [5].

A given bacterial symbiont is able to nodulate a

limited range of legume hosts and similarly, a given

legume can be nodulated by only a restricted number

of bacterial species [6]. However, the degree of specifi-

city varies for different rhizobia [3], with some species

having a broad host range, while others have a more

limited one. Table 35.1 illustrates about reported rhi-

zobia–legumes symbiotic associations [7–12]. R. legu-

minosarum bv viciae, which only nodulates species of

European pea (Pisum sativum) and vetch (Vicia sativa),

is a classical example of a narrow host range bacteria

[13]. On the other hand,Rhizobium sp strain NGR 234

forms nodules in more than 70 legume genera and also

in the nonlegume Parasponia [14].

Legume–rhizobia symbiosis has been studied with

great detail, perhaps much more than any other sym-

biotic process, mainly because of two reasons. First,

the process of nodule development is interesting in

itself, after each symbiont influences in the other im-

portant events such as gene expression, metabolism,

cell division, and differentiation [2]. The second rea-

son is the agricultural and ecological importance of

legumes. Although nitrogen fixation occurs in nature

in many different ways, symbiotically fixed nitrogen

constitutes the most important part of the overall

nitrogen fixed [15]. Thus, legume cultivation consti-

tutes a natural way of improving nitrogen content in

the soil, with the obvious advantage of avoiding the

use of chemical fertilizers, which are expensive and

also contribute to environmental pollution.

In this work, we describe the structure of nodules

and the biochemistry of nitrogen fixation in legumes,

and also briefly describe reduction of inorganic nitro-

gen forms in nonlegumes. We analyze the metabolism

of ammonium assimilation and its relationships with

the carbon flux within the plant cell.

II. NODULE DEVELOPMENT, STRUCTURE,
AND FUNCTION

A. INITIATION

Initial steps of nodule formation involve an exchange

of chemical signals between both partners. Legumin-

ous plant roots exude quimiotactic substances, such

as carbohydrates, amino acids, carboxylic acids and

flavonoids, which attract rhizobia towards root hairs

[16]. Besides their role as chemical attractants, flavo-

noids also regulate the expression of a set of nodula-

tion genes (nod) of the bacteria [5,16]. In many

Rhizobium species these genes are organized in op-

erons and are located in episomal plasmids, whereas

in Bradyrhizobium spp. they are chromosomal [17].

Function and regulation of rhizobial nod have been

extensively described [1]. As a general rule, NodD

protein plays a key role in the recognition of the

induced flavonoid. Subsequently, NodD acts as a

transcriptional activator of other nod genes. In gen-

eral, this process of chemical signals exchange is

highly specific, thus resulting in that a given legume

is nodulated by only one or a few rhizobial species

[18].

Certain carbohydrate-associated plant proteins

known as lectins also play putative functions in nod-

ule development [19]. These functions are associated

with a differential distribution of lectins during devel-

opment of legume root nodule [16,19], as follows:

(i) lectins distributed at the surface of root hairs

may promote the aggregation of rhizobia at the be-

ginning of the infection thread development; (ii) in the

nodule, primordium lectins may reduce the threshold

of response to nodulation factors, thus stimulating

mitotic activity; and (iii) lectins may constitute a re-

serve of the nitrogen fixed in the mature nodule tissue

[19]. An unusual lectin exhibiting apyrase and Nod

TABLE 35.1
Rhizobia–Legumes Symbiotic Associations

Species Host Legume Ref.

Rhizobium meliloti Medicago sativa, Medicago truncatula, Melilotus albus [7]

Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. viciae Pisum sativum, Vicia sativa [8]

Rhizobium leguminosarum bv trifolii Trifolium species [8]

Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. phaseoli Phaseolus species [8]

Rhizobium tropici Phaseolus and Leucaena species [9]

Rhizobium NGR 234 70 genera [10]

Rhizobium loti Lotus species [11]

Bradyrhizobium japonicum Glycine and Vigna species [12]

Azorhizobium caulinodans Sesbania rostrata [4]

Sinorhizobium fredii Glycine max, Glycine soja [8,10]



factor (see below) binding activities has been identi-

fied in Dolichos biflorus [20]. Although legume lectins

have been studied intensively, the complete under-

standing of their functional role within plant tissues

is far from complete. Further studies are necessary to

clearly establish if these proteins are absolutely essen-

tial for nodulation and if introduction of a legume

lectin into a nonlegume would result in effective

rhizobial colonization [16].

Proteins coded by nod participate in the synthesis

of Nod factors, a family of substituded lipo-oligosac-

charides that elicit morphological changes in root

hairs being critical for nodulation [21,22]. In fact,

the responsiveness to Nod factors is one of the key

traits that makes a distinction for the nodulating

legumes respect to other plant species [16]. Normally

straight root hairs become deformed, branched and

curled, with Nod factors also inducing mitotic divi-

sions in cortical root cells. Curled root hairs form a

pocket-like structure, within which bacteria are en-

trapped, to subsequently penetrate plant cell walls by

means of an infection thread. This tubular structure is

mainly constituted of a matrix of plant-derived gly-

coproteins within which bacteria are enclosed [23].

The thread grows and reaches the cortical layers of

cells, where it ramifies. It follows that part of the

infection thread is degraded by a still not well-

established mechanism and bacteria are taken into

host cells by endocytosis or phagocytosis, a process

not very common in plant cells [24]. Once there, they

are surrounded by a peribacteroid membrane (PBM)

derived from host cells and undergo morphological

alterations, leading to the formation of bacteroids or

symbiosomes. These modified bacteria divide and,

depending on the species, each single bacterium re-

mains enclosed within a sac of PBM or, on the con-

trary, several bacteria share a common one. PBM acts

as a physical interface between both symbionts, its

integrity being essential for a stable symbiosis. At this

stage, bacteroids begin to fix atmospheric nitrogen.

Although other strategies of root penetration (not

involving infection threads development) exist in cer-

tain legumes such as Arachis and Stylosanthes [14,23],

they are very uncommon routes of invasion.

B. TYPES OF NODULES

During the early events of nodule formation summar-

ized above, the sequence of cell division and invasion

varies for different legumes. As a consequence, two

types of nodule may result: indeterminate or deter-

minate. The former are cylindrical in shape, contain-

ing cells undergoing division that are located in inner

layers of the cortex, nearby the pericycle. In this kind

of nodules, a group of cells of the cortex and the

pericycle divide together and remain uninfected, con-

stituting an apical meristem that grows outwards

from the root; while another group of cells stop div-

iding and then are infected by rhizobia. Meristematic

activity is permanent, continuously adding new cells

to the nodule tissues [23]. Thus, a differentiation of

cell types and functions are found along the longitu-

dinal axis of an indeterminate nodule [25]. Indeter-

minate nodules are typically found in alfalfa, pea, and

clover.

Determinate nodules arise in legumes such as soy-

bean, birdsfoot trefoil, and common bean. These are

spherical in shape. During development of this type of

nodules, cortical cells division occurs in layers located

just beneath the epidermis [26] and after that cell

invasion by rhizobia took place [27]. In this case,

meristematic tissue consists of a combination of

infected and uninfected cortical cells, along with un-

infected cells of the pericycle. Unlike indeterminate

nodules, meristematic activity is transient in deter-

minate ones.

In a given legume, infection and nodule formation

always occur by the same mechanism, whichever bac-

terial species or strain is involved. The kind of nodule

is also host determined and it does not depend on the

bacterial partner [10].

C. RHIZOBIAL POLYSACCHARIDES

This group of biomolecules plays an important role in

the establishment of symbiosis. Exopolysaccharides

(EPS) are important for the successful formation

and invasion of indeterminate nodules [28] provided

Rhizobium EPS mutants induce no nodules or empty

ones in alfalfa and pea [23]. Similar mutations have

no effect on the development of determinate nodules

in trefoil, soybean, and bean [29]. On the other hand,

lipopolysaccharides (LPS) are necessary for the estab-

lishment of determinate nodules, but they exhibit

variable effects on the development of indeterminate

ones. Thus, Rhizobium LPS mutants produce empty

nodules in soybean and bean [30,31]; whereas they are

able to form normal nodules in alfalfa but not in pea,

where bacteroids release into host cells is impaired

[23].

During the formation of an indeterminate nodule

infection threads are the main way of bacterial dis-

semination in host cells and, consequently, an abnor-

mal development of this structure should negatively

affect nodule colonization. The fact that EPS seems

to participate in the constitution of the luminal matrix

of the thread [32] could explain the previously de-

scribed lack of effect of EPS on indeterminate nodules

development. Regarding development of a determin-

ate nodule, cell to cell spread of bacteria is quite



independent on the infection thread [33]. In this case,

rhizobia are released in layers just beneath the epider-

mis [26] and endocytosis of bacteria by host cells

occurs very early in the development of the nodule

as compared with indeterminate ones [23]. As a con-

sequence, bacterial spread occurs mainly by their div-

ision within host cells that are also dividing. LPS

could play a role in the process of membrane fusion

during endocytosis and bacteria lacking them should

not favourably enter host cells. This could be the

reason for the observed phenotype of Rhizobium

LPS mutants cited above.

Cyclic b-glucans, a third group of cell surface

bacterial carbohydrates are involved in the infection

process. R. meliloti strains that do not synthesize

these glucans (ndv mutants) form empty nodules in

alfalfa [34], with a low number of infection threads

which further abort early during the development of

the nodule. These observations suggest that cyclic

b-glucans participate in the late stages of nodulation.

The family Rhizobiaceae includes both fast- and

slow-growing species, and a relationship between the

type of periplasmic cyclic glucan synthesized and the

growth rate has been established [35]. Cyclic b-(1,2)

or cyclic b-(1,6)-b-(1,3) are the glucans found in fast-

or slow-growing species, respectively. Cyclic b-(1,6)-

b-(1,3)glucans synthesized by B. japonicum elicit in

soybean roots production of daidzein, an isoflavo-

noid that induces nod expression in the bacterium

[36]. It was proposed that cyclic glucans may serve

as modulators of isoflavonoids synthesis in roots,

playing the role of suppressing defence response in

the host during rhizobial invasion [37].

D. MATURATION

Uninfected cells differentiate into a variety of special-

ized types. Nodule parenchyma is separated from the

outer cortex by nodule endodermis, a single sheet of

cells with suberized cell walls that restricts lateral

diffusion of solutes. Cell layers from nodule paren-

chyma immediately beneath the endodermis are also

uninfected [38]. These cells are closely packed and few

intercellular spaces are present between them. There-

fore, they constitute an important barrier to oxygen

diffusion, proven that this gas diffuses much more

slower in an aqueous phase than through intercellular

spaces [39].

Vascular tissue is also found peripherally located

in the nodule. Towards the center of the nodule, small

uninfected cells are intermingled with larger ones that

contain rhizobia inside. The metabolism of uninfected

cells differs markedly from that of infected ones [40].

Uninfected cells probably are part of a network that

transports carbon substrates from the vascular tissue

to the infected cells and organic nitrogen compounds

in the opposite direction [20].

Biological nitrogen fixation takes place in the

inner part of the nodule, where an oxygen level

below 1% of the atmospheric concentration must be

maintained due to the fact that although Rhizobium

spp. are obligate aerobes, the enzyme nitrogenase is

irreversibly inactivated by atmospheric oxygen con-

centrations [2]. The existence of a variable diffusion

barrier has been postulated [41–43], although the

exact mechanism of its regulation is still not clear

[44,45]. In this respect, modifications in pO2 lead to

alterations in the frequency of intercellular spaces and

the differentiation of cortical cells, which could be

associated with changes in the permeability of cowpea

nodules to gas diffusion [46]. Moreover, James et al.

[47] demonstrated that rhizosphere O2 levels affect the

content of a glycoprotein that occludes intercellular

spaces in the inner cortex of soybean nodules. A later

study conducted on white lupin nodules [45] also

suggested that cell wall and cell expansion along

with glycoprotein mediated occlusion of intercellular

spaces are involved in the operation of a variable

diffusion barrier.

Leghemoglobins, a group of nodule-specific pro-

teins that are present in high concentrations in the

cytoplasm of infected cells, also participate in the

regulation of intracellular O2 concentration [48,49].

These proteins bind oxygen with high affinity and

release it when intracellular concentration falls

below a certain critical level. In this way, they provide

rhizobia with the amount of oxygen necessary for

respiration while they keep a low intracellular con-

centration of this gas in the free state, which would

otherwise inactivate nitrogenase complex [48]. Studies

carried out in pea have shown the presence of five

leghemoglobin genes showing distinct patterns of spa-

tial expression in nodules [49]. These genes were clas-

sified into two groups that express leghemoglobins

exhibiting different O2-binding affinities [49]. Another

mechanism of regulation of O2 incorporation into

nodules involving the action of ascorbate peroxidase

has been proposed by Dalton et al. [50], after deter-

mining the presence of high concentrations of this

enzyme in the peripheral cell layers of nodules of

several legumes. Ascorbate peroxidase prevents oxi-

dative damage in plants by scavenging H2O2, a po-

tentially harmful form of activated O2 that tends to be

produced in high quantities in nodules. This enzyme

could be part of a diffusion barrier that controls the

entry of oxygen into the nodule interior, thus protect-

ing nitrogenase from inactivation.

Alterations of gene expression occurring in plant

cells lead to drastic changes in the metabolism of

oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen compounds. Many leg-



ume proteins are mainly expressed in cells forming

part of the nodule, and so they are termed nodulins

[51–54]. Examples are proteins that play specific roles

in the nodule, as leghemoglobin, enzymes of carbon

(sucrose synthase, [55]) or nitrogen (glutamine

synthetase and glutamate synthetase, [56–59]) metab-

olism, proline-rich protein present in plant cell wall

[60], and the protein of the symbiosome membrane

nodulin 26. It has been proposed that nodulin 26

could be responsible for the movement of NH3 as

well as dicarboxylates across the peribacteriod mem-

brane [61]. More recently, this membrane protein was

identified as an aquaporin that is regulated by phos-

phorylation, and being involved in the response to

osmotic changes [62]. Although a number of nodulin

genes have been identified on the basis of their exclu-

sive expression in the nodule, it is now clear that the

proteins expressed by many of them are also found

under nonsymbiotic conditions or in different plant

tissues [16].

III. THE METABOLISM OF NITROGEN
FIXATION IN LEGUMES

Nodule formation and functioning make legumes

able to assimilate atmospheric N2 to satisfy demands

for this elemental nutrient. Symbiotic association be-

tween plants and rhizobia operates at a biochemical

level. In this way, the plant provides the bacteria with

metabolites for their nutrition and in turn the legum-

inous receives ammonia produced from nitrogen in

air by nitrogenase, a prokaryotic enzyme. Ammonia

is then metabolized to produce glutamate, one of the

first organic forms of assimilated nitrogen, which is

then widely utilized for the biosynthesis of different

N-containing compounds [1,63].

Assimilation of atmospheric N2 is a key reaction

occurring in biosphere. Although a number of free-

living bacteria are nitrogen fixers, the single greatest

contribution to the assimilatory process comes from

the symbiotic association between rhizobia and leg-

umes [62]. In addition to the relevance for the agri-

culture, the biological nitrogen fixation process can

play a key role in land remediation [64]. N2 is one of

the most inert molecules to react under normal la-

boratory conditions [65]. Chemical synthesis of am-

monia from N2 is normally produced by a process

requiring high temperatures (4008C to 5008C) and

several hundred atmospheres of pressure. Biologic-

ally, this reaction is very efficiently catalyzed by

nitrogenase, a complex enzyme composed of

multiple redox centers and found in a relatively few

species of microorganisms, all of them prokaryotes

[62,63,66].

The nitrogenase complex consists of two iron–

sulfur proteins: dinitrogenase reductase and dinitro-

genase [66,67]. The first is a homodimer of molecular

mass 60 to 62 kDa, containing a single [Fe4–S4] redox

center and two binding sites for ATP. Dinitrogenase

is an a2b2 heterotetramer of molecular mass 200 to

240 kDa (a and b about 56 and 60 kDa, respectively)

containing both iron and molybdenum. Redox cen-

ters of dinitrogenase have a total of 2Mo, and be-

tween 24 and 32Fe and S atoms per tetramer

distributed in a called P-cluster (located at the ab

interface) and a FeMo-cofactor [63,66,67].

In an atmosphere containing nitrogen gas, the

reaction catalyzed by the nitrogenase complex is an

associated reduction of N2 and Hþ, which can be

described as follows:

N2 þ 10Hþ þ 16ATPþ 8e� ) 2NH4
þ þH2þ

16ADPþ 16Pi

The mechanism for this reaction has been proposed

by Thorneley and Lowe [68] as involving the sequen-

tial action of both proteins of the complex. The role

of dinitrogenase reductase is to transfer electrons

from a high-potential donor (i.e., ferredoxin) to the

dinitrogenase component, a process followed by the

binding of ATP which produces a conformational

change in the protein. Electrons are transferred to

the dinitrogenase, and ATP bound to the reductase

is hydrolyzed, being the product (ADP) released from

the protein. Electrons flow to the P-cluster and then

to the FeMo-cofactor in the dinitrogenase, where

finally nitrogen fixation takes place. After the transfer

of four electrons to the FeMo-cofactor, the state of

the dinitrogenase makes possible the binding of N2 to

this cofactor (which weakens the interaction between

both N atoms in the molecule) and this results in a

concomitant release of H2. The following transfer of

electrons is used for reduction of nitrogen to render

ammonia [68].

Nitrogenase complex can also catalyze other reac-

tions, utilizing the flow of electrons to reduce protons

to molecular H2 (in the absence of N2) or to produce

ethylene (in the presence of saturating concentrations

of acetylene). The later reaction is usually used to

measure nitrogenase activity [69].

Regulation of nitrogenase in vivo is exerted at

different levels, including transcription, translation,

substrate availability, covalent modification, and

allosteric effectors [66]. However, the importance of

each regulatory mechanism seems to be dependent of

the species determining symbiosis. Consequently, a

view of the regulation of the enzyme in the general

picture of the nitrogen assimilation process was not



established. Genes required for nitrogen fixation are

organized in a cluster (nif ) comprising 17 genes that

are transcribed in eight adjacent operons. Nitrogen-

ase is synthesized when bacteria are grown under

anaerobic, nitrogen-limiting conditions and, contrar-

ily, it is repressed by the presence of an excess of O2 or

nitrogen [63]. O2 has also an effect at the level of the

enzyme activity, since it is an irreversible inhibitor. It

has been established that dinitrogenase reductase is

the most O2 labile component in the complex, being

inactivated in air with a half-life less than 1min (dini-

trogenase inactivation occurs at about tenfold lower

velocity) [69]. The high sensitivity of nitrogenase to

O2 inhibition is paradoxical with the requirement of

the enzyme for ATP, since O2 is also the substrate

required for ATP production by oxidative phosphor-

ylation. In legume symbiosis, additions of nitrate or

ammonia produce a decrease in nitrogenase activity;

with different mechanisms possibly accounting for

this inhibition (i.e., disruption of membrane potential

that indirectly affects enzyme activity) [66].

Ammonium is the primary stable product of ni-

trogen fixation and the major (if not the sole) nitrogen

source secreted by the bacteroid [62]. Although the

latter statement was challenged by some controversial

results [62], it was strongly supported by recent stud-

ies using in vivo nuclear magnetic resonance spectros-

copy and liquid chromatography combined with mass

spectrometry [70]. In root nodules, fixed ammonium

is exported from the bacteroid cytoplasm to the plant

cytoplasm by diffusion across the membranes [62]. It

has been proposed that the movement of the reduced

form of nitrogen, as NH4
þ, could be facilitated by a

proton pumping ATPase. Also, the movement of

NH3 through aquaporins (probably nodulin 26) has

been shown. The general picture points out the im-

portance of the pH in the different intracellular com-

partments that could determine distinct routes for the

export of the fixed nitrogen [62]. In addition, the high

activity of enzymes metabolizing ammonium in the

host assure its rapid assimilation (ammonium is a

toxic compound) [62,63,66].

As is clear from the reaction of nitrogenase, dini-

trogen fixation has a strict requirement of energy. In

the symbiotic process, this energetic demand is sup-

plied by plant photosynthates. In this respect, it is

important to consider that photosynthesis, respir-

ation and nitrogen assimilation are interrelated pro-

cesses [71]. In nodules, the flow of photosynthates is

relevant not only to support the energy requirements

of bacteroids but also to provide carbon skeletons

necessary for nitrogen incorporation into organic

compounds [62,71,72]. Carbon provided to the nod-

ule by the host cell is derived from sucrose delivered

by the sieve tubes. Sucrose is primarily metabolized

by sucrose synthase, an enzyme playing a key role in

nitrogen assimilation, being included between nodu-

lins [55,73,74]. Studies carried out with Pisum sativum

mutants exhibiting severely reduced sucrose synthase

activity clearly established the essential involvement

of the enzyme to provide carbon skeletons for nitro-

gen fixation and to allow development of functional

nodules [74]. One of the genes involved in nodule

metabolism codifies for sucrose synthase and regula-

tion of the enzyme by heme seems to play a role in

controlling the flow of carbon [72,73].

Thus, sucrose transported through the phloem

from the leaf is incorporated to degradative routes

in the sink tissue to supply carbon intermediates to

the bacteroid [62]. Main catabolism occurs via gly-

colysis to phosphoenolpyruvate, which is carboxy-

lated by phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase, to

render keto acids necessary for synthesis of nitroge-

nated organic compounds. Excess of photosynthates

are stored in the nodule as starch. Active starch ac-

cumulation occurs during early stages of nodule de-

velopment, and a positive correlation was shown

between the capacity of mature nodules to fix N2

and their ability to degrade starch in order to supply

demands of metabolic energy of bacteroids [72].

Catabolism of dicarboxylic acids is a main source

fueling nitrogen fixation in the bacteroid [62]. In this

respect, a dicarboxylate transport (Dct) system op-

erative in rhizobia is relevant. In Rhizobium, the Dct

system was characterized as involving three genes:

dctA, dctB, and dctD; coding for a putative transport

protein (DctA) and for a sensor-regulation protein

pair (DctB plus DctD) involved in the activation of

dctA transcription after the presence of dicarboxy-

lates [75]. DctA has a typical structure of membrane

transport proteins, with 12-membrane spanning heli-

ces and the N- and C-termini located in the cytoplasm

[76]. Transport of dicarboxylates by DctA involves a

Hþ symport mechanism, with a high affinity toward

malate, fumarate, and succinate [62,75].

Rhizobia are obligate aerobes, thus having an

active tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle. The latter meta-

bolic route is mainly involved in the oxidation of

dicarboxylic acids in the bacteroid to fuel nitrogen

fixation [62]. Different studies have shown that

in rhizobia the TCA cycle may be blocked at the

2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase step and that a full

cycle is not necessary for effective nodule function.

Most probably, much of the carbon could be routed

linearly and also reversibly diverted to pools of poly-

hydroxybutyrate and glycogen as well as to amino

acids [62]. The function of storage pools in bacteroids

is not clear. Different studies have shown that poly-

hydroxybutyrate and glycogen granules are present in

early stages of nodule development, suggesting that



these polymers could play a role in the process. How-

ever, in mature, active nodules, synthesis of these

compounds (specially glycogen) could compete with

nitrogenase by energetic substrates. Studies with rhi-

zobia mutants with null activity of enzymes of the

glycogen have shown contradictory results respect to

their abilities to form functional nodules [77,78].

Probably, these discrepancies are related with the

association of glycogen and EPS synthesis, since

both require of sugar nucleotides, ADPglucose and

UDPglucose, respectively [62].

IV. REDUCTION OF NITRATE
TO AMMONIUM

Nitrate assimilation in plants is intiated by the import

of the anion by cells, a process mediated by specific

transporters. Nitrate uptake and assimilation are pro-

cesses highly regulated in relation with the whole

plant metabolism and nutritional status [79,80]. Sev-

eral genes that code for nitrate transporters have been

identified in Arabidopsis [79]. These genes were

grouped into two families (NRT1 and NRT2), each

including genes differentially regulated and encoding

transporters with distinct kinetic properties. Nitrate

itself induces NRT genes, and this is upregulated by

sugars. Recent studies using gene expression have

shown that nitrite is able to repress genes involved

in nitrogen uptake, mainly from the NRT1 family

[80].

Once in the cytoplasm of plant cells, nitrate is

reduced by nitrate reductase (NR):

NO3
� þNADH ) NO2

� þNADþ þOH
�

This reaction is the rate-limiting, highly regulated step

in nitrogen assimilation. In algae and higher plants

two forms of NR are found, one NADH-specific (EC

1.6.6.1) and one NAD(P)H-specific form (EC 1.6.6.2)

[81]. The enzyme is a homodimer of molecular mass

about 200 kDa, with each monomer containing three

redox centers: FAD, heme-iron and molybdenum-

molybdopterin.

Eight sequence segments have been identified in

NADH-NR [81]. One of them is the hinge-1 region

that links the molybdenum cofactor and heme-iron

domains and contains a serine residue that is phos-

phorylated by a calmodulin-domain protein kinase

(reviewed in Refs. [82,83]). After phosphorylation of

the seryl residue the hinge-1 region becomes a recog-

nition site for 14-3-3 proteins. It has been proposed

that NR has a second binding site for 14-3-3, al-

though its specific location was not characterized

[82]. The binding of these regulatory proteins pro-

duces inactivation of NR by blocking the electron

flow between the cytocrome- and molybdenum-cofac-

tor domains. Inactivation of NR occurs in darkened

leaves. Binding of 14-3-3 exhibits an additional effect

since it influences sensitivity of NR to proteolytic

degradation [82,83].

NR also catalyzes reduction of nitrite, generating

nitric oxide (NO), and peroxinitrite [84]. These add-

itional reactions are particularly important, and it is

thought that theymainly occur under stress conditions.

NO have been identified as a versatile signal molecule

playing key roles in a broad specrum of pathophysio-

logical and developmental processes in plants [85].

Reduction of nitrite to ammonium is the last step

of nitrate assimilation. It takes place in the plastid

through a reaction catalyzed by nitrite reductase

(NiR), an enzyme that utilizes reduced ferredoxin

(Fd) as an electron donor [86]:

NO2
� þ 6Fd(reduced) ) NH4

þ þ 6Fd(oxidized)

NiR is a nuclear-encoded enzyme exhibiting a mono-

meric structure (molecular mass about 60 kDa). The

enzyme has two redox centers formed by a siroheme

and a [Fe4S4] cluster. Binding of both redox cofactors

involves conserved cystein residues in the protein [86].

V. INCORPORATION OF AMMONIUM
INTO ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

Ammonium produced by nitrate assimilation as

well as that derived from nitrogen fixation and

exported from the bacteroids to the host plant is

rapidly assimilated via the joint action of glutamine

synthetase (GS) and glutamate synthase (GOGAT,

for glutamate 2-oxoglutarate aminotransferase)

[1,62,63,66,87,88]. These two enzymes constitute the

so-called GS/GOGAT system (also known as the glu-

tamate synthase cycle), which is the primary pathway

for ammonia assimilation in plants:

GS: NH4
þ þ glutamateþATP , glutamineþ

ADPþ Pi

GOGAT: glutamineþ 2-oxoglutarateþ
2e� , 2glutamate

Sum GS=GOGAT: NH4
þ þ 2� oxoglutatarateþ

2e� þATP , glutamateþ
ADPþ Pi

The reaction catalyzed by GS requires a divalent

cation and the enzyme exhibits a high affinity for



ammonium (Km ffi 10 to 50mM). Different isoforms

of GS (including cytosolic and plastidic forms) can be

found throughout the plant and root nodules of all

legumes contain multiple isoenzymes; being cytosolic

forms those mainly involved in the assimilation of

ammonia fixed by rhizobia [1,62,66]. GS enzyme can

constitute up to 2% of the total soluble protein in

organs actively assimilating NH4
þ and its activity

highly increases during the development of legume

root nodule [1]. Octameric structures have been

established for native GS from plants, the enzyme

being composed of a single subunit of molecular

mass 38 to 46 kDa depending on wheter localized in

the cytosol (GS1) or in plastids (GS2) [1,63]. Several

genes encoding GS1 have been sequenced [89]. On the

contrary, the GS2 isoenzyme is encoded by a single

gene.

GS catalyzes a key regulatory step in ammonium

assimilation in plants. Both GS1 and GS2 isoforms

are target for regulation via posttranslational modifi-

cation (phosphorylation) followed by interaction with

14-3-3 proteins [82,83]. Modification of GS1 is revers-

ible and catalyzed by a protein kinase and a micro-

cystin-sensitive serine/threonine protein phosphatase

[83]. Phosphorylation and 14-3-3 binding increase the

activity of GS1 and also reduce susceptibility of the

enzyme to proteolytic degradation. The phosphoryl-

ation status of GS1 varies during light–dark transi-

tion. Also, phosphorylation of the enzyme increases

during senescence and it is thought that this mechan-

ism is important for nitrogen remobilization [83]. GS2
was also found to interact with 14-3-3, with the bind-

ing of these regulatory proteins being associated with

an increase in the degradation of the enzyme [82].

Two different isoforms of GOGAT are found in

higher plants: ferredoxin-dependent (Fd-) GOGAT

(EC 1.4.7.1) and NADH-GOGAT (EC 1.4.1.14)

[87,88]. The former is a monomeric (molecular mass

130 to 180 kDa), iron–sulfur flavoprotein mainly

involved in assimilation of NH4
þ generated by photo-

respiration or derived from NO3
– reduction. Fd-

GOGAT from spinach contains one FMN and one

[3Fe–4S] cluster per molecule [88]. Two genes for Fd-

GOGAT (GLU1 and GLU2) have been identified,

apparently expressing the enzyme in leaves (GLU1)

and nonphotosynthetic tissues (GLU2) [87]. The en-

zyme has been found localized solely in chloroplasts

in leaves and green algae. Concerning heterotrophic

plant cells, it has been shown that Fd-GOGAT is also

restricted to plastids [88]. Levels of the enzyme are

affected by light conditions and availability of nitro-

gen sources.

NADH-GOGAT is also an iron–sulfur flavopro-

tein of molecular mass 190 to 230 kDa primarily

found in nongreen tissues of plants [87]. The plant

enzyme is monomeric in structure, which differs from

the bacterial enzyme characterized as a dimer com-

prised of two dissimilar subunits [88]. NADH-

GOGAT is a plastidial enzyme and its activity is

dramatically increased during nodule development

[87,88]. It has been hypothesised that NADH-

GOGAT is involved in the rate-limiting step of am-

monia assimilation in root nodules [1] and the differ-

ential increase in its expression in vivo was shown to

be associated with the formation of effective nodules

[87]. From these results, it was proposed that maximal

gene expression of the enzyme requires active nitro-

gen fixation, the process being regulated by NH4
þ or

other derived metabolites [87,88].

From the above, it is clear that the GS/GOGAT

system utilizes 2-oxoglutarate as the metabolite sup-

plying the carbon skeleton necessary for ammonium

assimilation. The exact enzymatic origin of this

keto acid in plant metabolism is unknown. It has

been proposed that different isoforms os NADP-

dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase (present in mito-

chondria and cytosol) could be involved in such a

function [90]. The enzyme catalyzes the reaction:

isocitrateþNADPþ ) 2-oxoglutarateþ
NADPHþHþ

Another key function thought to be played by isoci-

trate dehydrogenase is the production of NADPH for

redox-regulated plant cell metabolism [90].

In plants, it is also found glutamate dehydrogen-

ase (GDH) [91], a mitochondrial enzyme catalyzing

synthesis of glutamate as follows:

NH4
þ þ 2-oxoglutarate þNAD(P)HþHþ ,
glutamateþNAD(P)þ

Prior to 1970 (when GOGAT was discovered), GDH

was considered the key enzyme for ammonia assimi-

lation. However, the low affinity of plant GDH for

NH4
þ (Km > 1mM, see above for the value corre-

sponding to GS, for a comparison) suggested a minor

involvement of the enzyme in nitrogen assimilation,

with possible functions in processes of ammonia de-

toxification [1,66]. Studies using nitrogen isotopes,

enzymes inhibitors, and different plant mutants dem-

onstrated that the main route for nitrogen assimila-

tion is the GS/GOGAT system. Possible secondary

roles for GDH have been proposed as the enzyme

involved in anaplerotic functions, replacing amino

acids or producing 2-oxoglutarate (in the reverse re-

action) for the replenishing of the TCA cycle during

protein catabolism [1,66]. The latter is reinforced by

results showing that GDH activity increases during



periods of active amino acids catabolism such as ger-

mination and senescence [86]. Studies using trans-

formed tobacco and corn plants overexpressing

bacterial GDH suggest that the enzyme could play a

role in stress conditions [91]. Thus, plants expressing

enhanced GDH activity showed an increased toler-

ance to water stress accompanied by an increase in

biomass and yield. From the flexible biochemical

properties and catalytic properties exhibited by the

enzyme, it has also been proposed its involvement in

sensing the redox status of the plant representing a

stress monitoring protein [91].

Glutamine and glutamate, the products of pri-

mary ammonia assimilation participate as nitrogen

donors in many cellular reactions, mainly those cata-

lyzed by aspartate aminotransferase and asparagine

synthetase, which synthesize aspartate and aspara-

gine, respectively [1]. Aspartate aminotransferase ex-

ists as distinct isoenzymes, which seem to be related

to different roles played by the enzyme according

to the plant metabolic status. High levels of aspara-

gine synthetase activity were found in nitrogen-fixing

root nodules, thus suggesting a key role for the

enzyme and the relevance of asparagine as a com-

pound involved in the transport of nitrogen in plants

[1,86].

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Assimilation of nitrogen by plants is a main process,

mainly because the essentiality and limiting status of

this nutrient. The efficiency by which plants incorp-

orate nitrate, nitrite, and dinitrogen are critical in

determining growth and yield in crops. From this,

the understanding of the functioning of metabolic

routes for nitrogen utilization by photosynthetic or-

ganisms is of critical relevance. The functioning of

nitrate and nitrite metabolism in nonlegumes is a

highly regulated process that is coordinately operative

with carbon photoassimilation and partitioning. In

legumes the metabolic scenario is even more complex

since the existence of a synchronized symbiotic asso-

ciation between plant and rhizobia allowing dinitro-

gen fixation. The isolation and characterization of

different genes and enzymes involved in nitrogen as-

similation, together with the construction of several

mutants and genetically transformed plants have

afforded key new insights for the understanding of

nitrogen metabolism and its regulation. It is visual-

ized that with the realization of proteomic, transcrip-

tomic, and metabolomic investigations a quite clear

map will be available in the near future. This will be

relevant for rationally manipulate crops to improve

carbon and nitrogen incorporation into biomass.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Senescence is a developmental stage of the plant life

cycle leading to death of specific cells or whole organ-

isms.

Leaf senescence is the last, genetically controlled,

phase of leaf ontogenesis. Various aspects of leaf

senescence, physiological, biochemical, molecular,

and anatomical, were analyzed in the literature (for

reviews see Refs. [1–17]). Leaf senescence, as the last

phase of leaf ontogenesis, is a period of subsequent

series of events involving cessation of many processes,

such as chloroplast ultrastructure disintegration, loss

of chlorophyll (Chl), breakdown of leaf proteins, di-

minished level of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphorane car-

boxylase (RuBisCO), and loss of photosynthetic

capability. All this eventually leads to cell death

[1,2,8,18,19].

Many authors consider leaf senescence as a type

of programmed cell death (PCD) [5,7–9,11,12,20].

The activation of cell-death-associated hydrolytic en-

zymes, protein degradation, and breakage of nuclear

DNA (nDNA) strands are the main symptoms of

PCD [9,12]; however, the regulatory mechanisms

that control PCD are still not clear.

Leaf senescence can be initiated by endogenous

factors connected with regulation of this process as a

natural stage of development (developmentally in-

duced senescence). Natural senescence starts when

the leaf reaches a certain age or when the plant

reaches the reproductive phase. For example, in

Arabidopsis, a plant with a very short life cycle,



senescence starts shortly after the leaf reaches the

final dimensions [21]. Leaf senescence can be also

induced by external environmental factors that

cause premature leaf senescence (stress-induced sen-

escence) [10].

The environmental or even stress factors inducing

leaf senescence include drought, temperature ex-

tremes, intense light, UV radiation, herbicides, shad-

ing, wounding, or pathogen infection, and others

[22,23]. Another form of leaf senescence takes place

when crop plants, such as lettuce, asparagus, broccoli,

cabbage are harvested before maturation. In that case

leaves of these plants also show senescence symptoms

(postharvest senescence).

Each type of senescence is a long-lasting pro-

cess with specifically programmed gradual disintegra-

tion of cell components, leading to massive release

of proteins, phospholipids, galactolipids, and nucleic

acids and transport of their products to growing parts

of plants or to seeds or cumulative organs [2].

When redistribution of metabolites is completed in-

duction of mechanisms connected with PCD takes

place.

All types of senescence require activity of certain

genes [23,24].

It is a matter of debate whether molecular pro-

grams of different types of senescence or molecular

programs of senescence caused by different treat-

ments are the same.

Many genes whose transcripts are upregulated

during leaf senescence have been identified over the

past several years. Analysis of expression of these

genes in response to different types of senescence

has been used to distinguish between molecular as-

pects of age-dependent leaf senescence and those of

senescence induced by other factors [13].

Manipulating leaf senescence through breeding or

genetic engineering might help to improve crop yields

by keeping leaves photosynthetically active for a

longer time.

In this chapter a review of recent results on leaf

senescence will be presented. Aspects of PCD during

leaf senescence process will be emphasized.

II. GENETIC CONTROL OF LEAF
SENESCENCE

A. METHODS OF IDENTIFICATION AND

CHARACTERIZATION OF SENESCENCE-ASSOCIATED

GENES

Initiation of the leaf senescence and its normal course

require expression of many specific genes. Most of the

genes, whose expression increases during natural leaf

senescence, are called senescence-associated genes

(SAGs) [4,6,10,13,16,23,25].

Different groups of experimental studies have

been applied in order to identify and characterize

SAGs. They include studies with the use of (a) enu-

cleated cells, (b) selective RNA and protein inhibitors,

(c) mutations and transgenic plants with defects of the

senescence process, and (d) other methods [4]. Ex-

amples of these studies and their results are now

briefly discussed.

1. Chloroplasts in protoplasts of Elodea leaves

did not undergo senescence process when de-

prived of nuclei, whereas those with nuclei sen-

esced normally. Cell cycle of Acetabularia was

much extended without nuclei [4].

2. Actinomycin D, a selective inhibitor of DNA-

dependent RNA synthesis, inhibits leaf senes-

cence. Cycloheximide and similar inhibitors of

protein synthesis, acting on cytoplasmic ribo-

somes, retard leaf senescence. On the other

hand, chloramphenicol, inhibiting chloroplast

protein synthesis, usually does not retard leaf

senescence. This suggests that senescence is

driven mainly by nuclear genes and by

mRNAs translated in cytoplasm and that

chloroplast genes and protein synthesis in

chloroplasts may contribute to the senescence

process [2,3]. These results suggest also that

senescence is not induced primarily by shutting

genes off but by turning them on instead [2].

3. Most mutations interfere with hormone or Chl

production and cause degeneration and prema-

ture death. Senescence-retarding mutations are

mainly nonyellowing or stay-green and are easy

to identify [4,8,26–28]. They are mainly reces-

sive mutations and alter the expression of single

genes encoding senescence-related enzymes

(Table 36.1). Most SAGs are nuclear genes,

except for cytG — a chloroplast stay-green

gene, isolated from soybean leaves [2,4,6,8,10].

The mutations cytG and d1d2 prevent yellowing

of leaves [4,8]. CytG partially blocks yellowing

of leaves, selectively preserving the light-har-

vesting complex II (LHCII). This indicates

that chloroplast may control its own disinte-

gration. The genes cytG and d1d2 preserve the

photosynthetic capacity, degradation of Chl, of

LHC proteins and RuBisCO. The gf tomato

mutant retains Chl during ripening and shows

inhibition of chloroplast degradation and Chl

degradation [4,29]. The mutation Sid (senes-

cence-induced degradation) prevents leaf yel-

lowing, blocks degradation of Chl [30], but

not the decline of photosynthesis and presum-



ably the death of leaves [3,4,31,32]. The Ore4-1

Arabidopsis mutant exhibits a delay in leaf sen-

escence during the natural senescence but not

during the hormone-induced or dark-induced

senescence [16]. Stay green phenotype can be

obtained by disabled Chl catabolism, enhanced

endogenous cytokinins, or reduced ethylene

production [33].

4. Cloning of the senescence-specific gene allows

one to obtain information about the timing of

expression of the gene, the site of activity, and

the possible function of its products.

The levels of the total RNA decrease and the ex-

pression of many genes is switched off during senes-

cence. Identification of many senescence-enhanced

genes proved that de novo transcription of genes is

necessary for the initiation and the normal course of

the senescence process. Many cDNA clones represent-

ing SAGs have been identified (Table 36.2) using dif-

ferential screening and subtractive hybridization

techniques. cDNA libraries constructed from mRNA

isolated from senescing leaves have been screened dif-

ferentially using labeled cDNA from green or senes-

cing leaves. Clones showing hybridization to the

senescing and not to the green probe have been

selected [6,31]. Differential screening method is useful

only when a gene, represented by a certain cDNA

clone, is expressed at fairly high levels in the tissue.

Substractive hybridization technique has been used to

identify the genes expressed at lower levels [6,34,35].

Over the last 10 years many genes that show in-

creased levels of transcription during senescence,

from various plants such as Arabidopsis thaliana

[16,21,36] and Brassica napus [37], have been identi-

fied (Table 36.2). Among them are genes encoding the

degradative enzymes such as: proteases, nucleases,

enzymes involved in lipid and carbohydrate metabol-

ism, and enzymes involved in nitrogen mobilization.

All of them create a family of senescence-enhanced

genes; in many papers, also in this chapter, they are

called SAGs.

TABLE 36.1
Examples of Mutations Altering Leaf Senescence

Mutation Phenotype Effect Species

Nd Plant death delayed, leaves last till fruiting Cowpea

Nd Plant death delayed, extended cytokinin synthesis Sorghum

dt, dt2, e1, e2 Plant death delayed, reduced decrease of

photosynthesis and of nitrogen fixation

Soybean

e sn hr Plant death delayed, delayed apex senescence and

plant death in short-day photoperiod

Pea

ih (recessive), gr (dominant) Inhibition of degradation of chloroplast, thylakoid

membranes, chlorophyll, LHC, and cytochrome f

Bean

sid (recessive) Inhibition of degradation of chloroplast, thylakoid

membranes, chlorophyll, LHC, D1 protein, and cytochrome f

Festuca pratensis

d1d2 Inhibition of degradation of chloroplast, chlorophyll-binding

proteins, RuBisCO, and soluble proteins

Soybean

g (dominant) Inhibition of degradation of chloroplast and

chlorophyll content in seed coat

Soybean

cytg (chloroplast gene) Inhibition of degradation of chloroplast, chlorophyll,

LHC II, and cytochrome f

Soybean

gf (recessive) Inhibition of degradation of chloroplast, thylakoid

membranes, and chlorophyll

Tomato

ab (recessive) Leaf abcission delayed, in particular under stress Soybean

etr (dominant) Leaf senescence delayed, reduced sensitivity to ethylene Arabidopsis

Ore9 Progression of leaf senescence delayed, disturbed

hormone signaling

Arabidopsis

Nr Reduced sensitivity to ethylene, delayed chlorophyll degradation Tomato

Rin Slowdown of ethylene synthesis, chlorophyll degradation, and cell

wall softening

Tomato

det 2 (recessive) Light-signaling aberration; Chl degradation delayed Arabidopsis

Source: Adapted from Noodén LD, Guiamét JJ. Handbook of the Biology of Aging. New York: Academic Press, 1996:94–118.



To identify the precise time during leaf senescence

at which the expression of a certain gene is induced,

biochemical and physiological changes, such as Chl

content and photosynthetic rate during the senescence

process, have to be characterized [6,38]. Sometimes it

is difficult to determine when the senescence process

starts. It appears that different cDNAs representing

genes are expressed during the onset of induced sen-

escence as compared to natural senescence [52]. The

level of Chl in a leaf is a reasonable estimate of the

stage of this leaf senescence. Patterns of gene expres-

sion in B. napus leaves during development and sen-

escence were used to divide genes into different classes

[6,53], presented in Table 36.3. Different classes of

genes are expressed at different times during leaf

ontogenesis, some of them are not specific to senes-

cence and are expressed at a constant level through-

out the whole life of the plant, others are active before

senescence starts and are switched off before any sign

of senescence occurs. Some of these genes are speci-

fied, others are not (Table 36.3).

An attempt to clarify the role of SAGs in Arabi-

dopsis was recently made by Lim et al. [16]. They

conceptually categorized the genes that are either

involved in initiation or in progression of senescence.

The genes involved in initiation are (a) genes that

control the developmental aging process, (b) genes

that control other endogenous biological processes

in addition to leaf senescence, (c) genes that affect

senescence in response to environmental factors, (d)

regulatory genes that upregulate the senescence-

associated activities or downregulate the cellular

maintenance activities, and (e) genes that are sug-

gested to be involved in the degradation processes of

TABLE 36.2
cDNA Clones Representing SAGs from Selected Plants

Name of gene Possible Function Plant Characteristics Ref.

SAG2 Cysteine protease Arabidopsis Oryzain g-like [21]

Seel Cysteine protease Maize Oryzain g-like [38]

See1 Cysteine protease Lolium multiflorum Oryzain g-like [58]

LSC7 Cysteine protease Brassica napus Oryzain g-like [6]

See2 Cysteine protease Maize Vacuolar processing [38]

SAG12 Cysteine protease Arabidopsis Papain-like [36]

LSC790 Cysteine protease B. napus [35]

CysP1, CysP2 Cysteine proteinase Soybean [39]

LSC760 Aspartic protease B. napus [35]

UBC4 Ubiquitin carrier protein Nicotiana sylvestris [40]

UBI7 Polyubiquitin Potato [41]

RNS2 S-like ribonuclease Arabidopsis [42]

AhSL28 S-like ribonuclease Antirrhinum [43]

MS Malate synthase Cucumber [50]

ICL ICL Cucumber [48]

gMDH NAD–malate dehydrogenase Cucumber [49]

LSC101 Fructose 1,6-bisphosphate aldolase B. napus [6]

LSC540 Glyceraldehyde-3 phosphate dehydrogenase B. napus [6]

See3 Puryvate phosphate dikinase Maize [38]

pTIP11 b-galactosidase Asparagus Postharvest [47]

PLD Phospholipase D Castor bean Detached leaf [70]

Atgsr2 Glutamine synthetase Arabidopsis [45]

Glutamine synthetase Radish [46]

Glutamine synthetase Rice [44]

LSC460 Glutamine synthetase B. napus [35]

pPTIP12 Asparagine synthetase Asparagus Postharvest [47]

LSC54 Metallothionein I B. napus [37]

LSC210 Metallothionein B. napus [35]

MT3-2 Metallothionein Oil palm Heavy metal induced [51]

LSC30 Ferritin B. napus [35]

GSTII-27 Glutathione S-transferase Maize [38]

LSC650 Catalase B. napus [35]

Source: Adapted from Buchanan-Wollaston V. J. Exp. Bot. 1997; 48:181–199.



senescence regulation. Another class of genes is in-

volved in the progression of senescence [16].

B. CHARACTERISTICIS OF GENES AND THEIR PRODUCTS

ENGAGED IN THE DEGRADATION PROCESSES DURING

LEAF SENESCENCE

1. Enzymes Involved in Protein Degradation

Protein degradation is one of the most important

processes during leaf senescence. The role of proteo-

lytic degradation in leaf senescence was illustrated by

the biochemical identification of cysteine protease

and serine protease, which catalyze the degradation

of RuBisCO [54,55], and by the immunological iden-

tification of alkaline endopeptidases [56].

Most (above 60%) of the proteins in the photo-

synthetic tissues are located in chloroplasts, therefore

the proteolysis starts probably within the chloroplasts

[6–9]. For example, endoprotease whose activity in-

creased during leaf senescence of Medicago sativa was

purified and characterized. It appeared that this puri-

fied protease is capable of degrading a large subunit

of RuBisCO in vitro [55].

In Arabidopsis the chloroplast subunits ClpP and

ClpC of ATP-dependent protease have been identi-

fied. The role of this protease is not clear, because the

expression of gene encoding this protease takes place

during whole-leaf ontogenesis [6,7,57]. Probably pro-

teins designed to be degraded during leaf senescence

are transported to the vacuole [4,6,7].

Some of the cysteine proteases showing an en-

hanced level in different stages of senescing leaves

have been identified (Table 36.2) [6,58–60]. Senes-

cence-enhanced protease genes were isolated from

maize: see1 and see2, from Arabidopsis: clone SAG2,

from B. napus: clone LSC7, and from Lolium multi-

florum: clone See1. They show a sequence similarity to

seed-specific proteases from cereals, such as oryzain g

protease from rice. Their function is also quite similar

— remobilization of storage proteins (Table 36.2)

[6,21,36,38,61]. One of the cysteine proteases showing

an enhanced level during leaf senescence, represented

by the cDNA clone SAG12, has a similar protein

sequence to papain-like proteases (Table 36.2) [6,36].

Another cysteine protease from B. napus, represented

by the cDNA clone LSC790, is expressed at all stages

of leaf ontogenesis [6]. The transcript level of this gene

is high in young green leaves, subsequently decreases

when leaves are mature, and increases significantly

during senescence (Table 36.2) [6,35].

Maize cysteine protease encoded by the see2 gene

has two prodomains, indicating that this enzyme is

activated by the proteolysis. This protease is similar

to enzyme activating proteases contained in the vacu-

oles of Ricinus seeds [38]. It is conjectured that See2

protease can activate other proteases by proteolysis,

and in this way triggers a cascade of cysteine protease

TABLE 36.3
Expression of Genes during Leaf Ontogenesis. Patterns of Expression of SAGs during Leaf Ontogenesis are
Used to Divide the Genes into Classes

Class Time of Expression during Leaf Ontogenesis Characteristics of Class of Brassica SAGs

I Expressed at a constant level during whole ontogenesis ‘‘Housekeeping genes’’

II Expressed in green leaves; switched off before signs

of senescence occur

Encoded proteins activated during senescence

III Expressed in green leaves; switched off before signs

of senescence occur

Encoded proteins may cause the initiation of

senescence by their absence

IV Expressed immediately prior to or at the onset of senescence,

but for a relatively short time

Regulatory genes

V Expressed specifically during senescence till the death of the leaf Genes involved in the mobilization of storage

products, LSC54, LSC22, LSC25

VI Expressed specifically during senescence till the death of the leaf

but also during other ontogenesis stages

Genes involved in the mobilization of storage products

VII Expressed at low level in young leaves, increasing gradually

through the senescence stages

LSC7, LSC10, LSC12, LSC460

VIII Expressed at low level in the early stages of leaf ontogenesis but

increasing dramatically at a particular stage of senescence

LSC94

IX Expressed specifically during some stages of senescence LSC550, LSC680

X Expressed strongly early in leaf ontogenesis and again

during senescence

LSC8, LSC101

Source: Adapted from Buchanan-Wollaston V. J. Exp. Bot. 1997; 48:181–199.



actions, similarly as in animal cells. The pattern of

expression of this see2 gene suggests that some genes

encoding enzymes taking part in degradative processes

during senescence are transcribed during the whole

ontogenesis, but their products remain inactive inside

the vacuoles; their activation starts during certain

stages of senescence with the help of specific proteases.

Sequence analysis of two cysteine proteases and aspar-

tic protease isolated from B. napus indicates that all

three have similar hydrophobic N terminal regions,

probably responsible for directingproteins to the endo-

plasmatic reticulum. It is known that cysteine protease

encoded by the gene from the cDNA clone LSC7 in

senescing leavesofB.napus is located in chloroplasts [6]

(Table 36.2). Cysteine proteases can also play a regula-

tory role apart from their proteolytic function.

Recently, the structure and expression of the

SAG, SPG31, encoding cysteine proteinase pre-

cursors of sweet potato have been characterized.

Northern blot analysis revealed that the transcripts

of SPG31 are specifically induced in senescing leaves.

It appeared that SPG31 plays an important role in

proteolysis and nitrogen remobilization during the

leaf senescence process [60]. Also, genes encoding

two cysteine proteinases, CysP1 and CysP2, were

isolated from senescing soybean cotyledons from the

same stage when the Chl content decreased (Table

36.2) [39]. One of three recently identified endopepti-

dases from cucumber leaves appeared to be highly

active in senescing leaves. It seems that the appear-

ance of this enzyme, CEP4.3, is regulated by the

presence of sink tissues and is involved in the degrad-

ation of proteins in senescing leaves, facilitating ni-

trogen transfer to upper developing leaves. The

activity of another endopeptidase, CEP4.5, correlates

with the degradation of RuBisCO [62]. Also, the ac-

tivity of the 70-kDa serine protease increased consid-

erably parallel to the advance of senescence and the

reduction of the protein content of leaves [63].

There are also suggestions that ubiquitin-depen-

dent degradation of proteins takes place during leaf

senescence [6]. One of the ubiquitin-activating en-

zymes, E2, might be involved in the breakdown of

proteins during senescence. Expression of the gene

encoding the E2 enzyme increases during leaf senes-

cence in Nicotiana sylvestris [6,40]. Increased expres-

sion of another senescence-related gene — UB17

encoding polyubiquitin — was registered in senescing

potato leaves (Table 36.2) [41].

2. Enzymes Involved in RNA Degradation

Decrease of RNA during leaf senescence is related to

RNase activity. During senescence of Arabidopsis

leaves, induced by limitation of phosphate, increased

expression of three RNase genes was noticed; one of

these genes, RNS2, is also expressed during the nat-

ural leaf senescence (Table 36.2) [42]. Recently, a

gene named AhSL28 encoding an S-like RNase in

Antirrhinum was cloned (Table 36.2) [43]. It appeared

very similar to RNS2 (also S-like RNase). Its RNA

transcripts were induced during leaf senescence and

phosphate starvation but not by wounding, indicat-

ing that AhSL28 plays a role in remobilizing phos-

phate and other nutrients. Also, VRN1, encoding an

S-like RNase of Volvoc carteri, promotes RNA deg-

radation during senescence of somatic cell of this

green alga [64]. Its regulation is similar to that of

certain senescence-associated RNases in higher

plants. Products of these genes play an important

role in RNA degradation and in the metabolism of

phosphate groups during leaf senescence [6]. The

products of degradation such as purines and pirimi-

dines are probably degraded further. Recently, two

nucleases, PcNUC1 and PcNUC2, were observed to

increase steadily as senescence progressed. Both nu-

cleases were found to be glycosylated and could

degrade both RNA and DNA [65].

3. Enzymes Involved in Nitrogen Metabolism

Direct products of protein and RNA degradation

during senescence are amino acids, mainly gluta-

mines, asparagines, and amides that are transported

through phloem to the developing parts of the plant

[4,44,66,67]. By deamination of amino acids and ca-

tabolism of nuclei acids ammonia is released and

converted into glutamine by glutamine synthetase.

During leaf senescence the activity of the cytosol

form of glutamine synthetase (GS1) increases mainly

near the vascular bands where transport of glutamine

takes place. The activity of the plastidial form (GS2,

synthesized in photosynthetic tissues) decreases

(Table 36.2) [44]. In mesophyll cells, enhanced expres-

sion of GS1 gene was found in several plants species:

Arabidopsis, radish, rice, B. napus (Table 36.2) [35,44–

46].

Enhanced expression of the gene encoding aspara-

gine synthetase responsible for asparagine synthesis

was found in senescing mesophyll tissue of Asparagus

(Table 36.2) [6,47].

4. Enzymes Involved in Lipid Degradation in

Peroxisomes/Glioxysomes

The total amount of lipids decreases during senes-

cence. Lipids are released from photosynthetic mem-

branes, undergo modifications, and are a source

of energy for the senescing process. In peroxisomes,

called glioxysomes in senescing leaves, an increased



level of several enzymes was observed during different

phases of senescence [6,48,57,67,68]. Among them

are catalases, active during the whole ontogenesis

of the leaf. Three genes encoding catalases were

isolated from Nicotiana plumbaginifolia. The in-

creased level of catalase from B. napus (Table 36.2)

[35] during the last stages of senescence is correlated

with decreasing activity of ascorbate peroxidase in

chloroplasts. Both these enzymes, as antioxidants,

neutralize hydrogen peroxide during senescence.

Enzymes involved in b-oxidation of fatty acids

and glioxylate cycle, among them isocitrate lyase

(ICL) and malate synthase (Table 36.2), are located

in glioxysomes. According to Vicentini and Matile

[67] the best substrates for these enzymes are galacto-

lipids from degraded thylakoid membranes. Specific

expression of the gene from the cDNA clone ICL

encoding ICL, of the gene ms encoding malate

synthase, and of the gene from the cDNA clone

gMDH encoding NAD–malate dehydrogenase from

cucumber leaves was shown (Table 36.2) [48–50]. It

was reported that the amount of ICL was increased

by starvation and during senescence of barley leaves

and might be due to the conversion of lipids into

organic acids, which are then utilized in the mobiliza-

tion of amino acids from leaf proteins [69].

Other enzymes connected with lipid degradation

and remobilization are: b-galactosidase, released

during degradation of galactolipids in senescing

Asparagus, and phospholipase D, which hydrolyzes

phospholipids from the degraded thylakoid mem-

branes of senescing castor bean leaves (Table 36.2)

[6,70].

5. Enzymes Involved in Photosynthetic Apparatus

Degradation

Proteolytic enzymes, probably serine proteases, are

involved in degradation of protein components of

thylakoid complexes, mainly LHCII [71]. Disintegra-

tion of photosystem I (PSI) and PSII is due at first to

the activity of chlorophyllase. Phytol tail is removed

by this enzyme when Chl is still bound to the thyla-

koid membrane [53]. Subsequently, Mg–dechelatase

removes the magnesium atom, then dioxygenase

opens the ring, and finally Chl-binding proteins are

released [72].

Enzymes involved in photosynthetic apparatus

degradation, whose synthesis increases during senes-

cence, include also fructose,1,6-bisphospate aldolase

and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

(Table 36.2). In B. napus the relevant genes are ex-

pressed in green young leaves; in mature leaves their

expression decreases and increases again during leaf

senescence. The role of these enzymes is only indir-

ectly connected with degradation processes; they

probably play a role in gluconeogenesis in synthesiz-

ing sucrose from the components of degraded lipids

and proteins [6]. Puryvate orthophosphate dikinase,

the enzyme that in C4 plants normally synthesizes

phosphoenolopyruvate from pyruvate, can be also

involved in the gluconeogenesis pathway. As with

the genes discussed previously, the pattern of expres-

sion of the gene encoding puryvate orthophosphate

dikinase was observed during senescence of maize

(Table 36.2) [38].

C. CHARACTERISTICS OF GENES AND THEIR

PRODUCTS THAT HAVE PROTECTIVE FUNCTION

DURING LEAF SENESCENCE

The function of products of some genes that exhibit

enhanced expression during leaf senescence is not

fully understood. Some of these products protect or

detoxify the cell or cellular components. Some of the

genes that are induced during leaf senescence are

associated with the hypersensitive response (HR)

and with the systemic acquired resistance defense

programs [13].

Metallothioneins were found in many plant spe-

cies as a response to different heavy metal treat-

ments; some metallothionein or metallothionein-like

genes have been reported in different species [51,73].

For instance, genes LSC210, LSC54 encoding metal-

lothionein-like protein or products with high hom-

ology to metallothionein-like protein, and LSC30

encoding ferritin have been detected in senescing

leaves of B. napus (Table 36.2) [35,37]. The products

of all three genes are metal-binding proteins, and

their possible function is to bind metal ions released

during protein degradation, accumulate them in the

vacuole, and thus detoxify the cell. It is known that

metallothioneins in animal cells protect DNA from

oxidative damage caused by reactive oxygen species

(ROS). Degradation of Chl and peroxidation of pro-

tein and lipid compounds of thylakoid membranes

cause an increase in ROS production [22,37]. Prob-

ably enhanced expression of metallothionein-like

genes during leaf senescence establishes an antioxi-

dant system protecting DNA and other cellular

compounds.

Antioxidant enzymes such as glutatione S-trans-

ferase, superoxide dismutase, catalase, and ascorbate

peroxidase play a similar role [22,67,74]. The last two

enzymes were described already as involved, among

others, in lipid degradation in chloroplasts. Both of

these enzymes detoxify the cell from hydrogen perox-

ide that is produced during photosynthesis and

photorespiration processes or as a response to excess

iron, copper, and zinc [74,75].



Enhanced expression of GSTII-27 and higher ac-

tivity of its product, glutathione S-transferase, was

found in maize leaves during senescence (Table 36.2)

[38]. The function of this enzyme, belonging to anti-

oxidants, is probably to protect the photosynthetic

apparatus and the cell against ROS [6,22].

In pea leaves the total activity of manganese

superoxide dismutase (Mn-SOD), mainly localized

in mitochondria and peroxisomes, increases with sen-

escence, but the expression of mitochondrial and

peroxisomal Mn-SOD is regulated differently. The

expression of mitochondrial Mn-SOD is induced dur-

ing the senescence of pea leaves, whereas peroxisomal

Mn-SOD is probably posttranslationally activated

[76].

Several identified SAGs include genes executing

the senescence program, such as genes involved in

disintegration or remobilization of macromolecules

and genes involved in protecting cell viability for

completion of the senescence process. However,

SAGs may also include genes involved in the initi-

ation or triggering of leaf senescence and genes con-

trolling the progress and the rate of senescence [77].

Many SAGs are not uniquely induced during senes-

cence but show an induction pattern during leaf de-

velopment, suggesting that they have other roles in

leaf development as compared to senescence. Some

SAGs are activated during leaf senescence induced by

environmental factors. Some are induced also during

fruit ripening and during postharvest induced senes-

cence [24]; however, the definitive identification of key

proteins that are involved in the senescence process is

still under investigation.

Isolation and characteristics of promoters and

transcription factors related to SAGs during the

whole senescence will elucidate the mechanisms regu-

lating the senescence process. Some of them have

been identified, for example, the promotor of sag12

gene expressed specifically during Arabidopsis leaf

senescence [78]. It appeared also that the WRKY

transcription factor gene AtWRKY6, identified in

Arabidopsis, is involved in the regulation of SAG

genes. Its level substantially increases in nuclei of

naturally senescing leaves of Arabidopsis and during

pathogen infection [79,80]. Hinderhofer and Zentgraf

[81] identified the transcription factor WRKY53

in leaves of 6-week-old Arabidopsis prior to SAG12

expression. This indicates that WRKY53 is expressed

very early in leaf senescence and might therefore

play a regulatory role in the early events of leaf sen-

escence.

Although many cDNA clones showing enhanced

expression during senescence have been identified, the

function of gene products is still not clear in many

cases (Table 36.2).

III. DEGRADATION OF
PHOTOSYNTHETIC APPARATUS
DURING LEAF SENESCENCE

The first macroscopic symptom of leaf senescence is

leaf yellowing. However, this change does not indi-

cate the onset of senescence but the advance of this

process caused by degradation of thylakoid mem-

branes together with loss of Chl. Leaf senescence

involves chloroplast ultrastructure disintegration,

loss of Chl, breakdown of leaf proteins, and loss of

photosynthetic capability; all these processes finally

lead to cell death [1,2,8,12,19,82].

First changes at the ultrastructural level during

the leaf senescence process concern swelling of thyla-

koid in still green photosynthetically active leaves.

There is also a change in the shape and dimensions

of chloroplasts during senescence [18,83]. Together

with leaf yellowing, degradation of thylakoid mem-

branes and massive accumulation of plastoglobules

take place. Close contact of these plastoglobules

with degraded membranes suggests that the lipids

they contain come from degraded thylakoids. The

released fatty acids interact with carotenoids forming

esters located in plastoglobules [84]. Such chloro-

plasts filled with plastoglobules are often named ger-

antoplasts [3,57]. The degradation of thylakoid

membranes is connected with the disintegration of

protein complexes and electron carriers and also

with the release of photosynthetic pigments: Chl and

carotenoids [85].

Degradation of protein complexes takes place in a

certain sequence: first, the cytochrome b6/f complex

and then PSI, PSII, and synthase ATP complexes

are degraded [19]. Complexes are released from

the thylakoid membrane as intact units and are grad-

ually degraded later [71]. After that inactivation or

release of plastocyanin, ferredoxin, and NADP reduc-

tase takes place. Proteolytic enzymes involved in

protein complex degradation have already been men-

tioned.

It is known that the disintegration of thylakoid

membrane complexes during leaf senescence is ac-

companied by Chl release [19,86]. It was established

that loss of Chl in senescing leaves is not directly

related to the activity of chlorophyllase and that

chlorophyllase activity is not altered in the nonyel-

lowing mutant of Phaseolus vulgaris [87]. Enzymes

engaged in Chl degradation have already been dis-

cussed. Probably the products of Chl degradation

are transported to the vacuole by ATP transporters

localized in the tonoplast [57]. The total content of

carotenoids also decreases during leaf senescence,

although carotenoids are more stable than Chl [3].

Neoxanthin and b-carotene content decreases con-



comitantly with Chl, while lutein and xanthophyll

cycle pigments are less affected. Chl a/b ratio in-

creases while PSII photochemistry decreases with

senescence progression. It is suggested that down-

regulation of PSII occurs in senescent leaves and

that the xanthophyll cycle plays a role in the protec-

tion of PSII from inhibitory damage by dissipating

excess excitation energy, particularly when exposed

to high light [86]. During the first stages of leaf

senescence of Pistacia lentiscus grown under Medi-

terranean field conditions, no damage to photo-

synthetic apparatus occurred; xanthophyll cycle

pigments, lutein, neoxanthin, and ascorbate levels

were kept constant while b-carotene and a-toco-

pherol levels increased [88]. By contrast, Chl, carote-

noids (neoxanthin, lutein, b-carotene), and ascorbate

were degraded during the later stages of leaf senes-

cence. These results demonstrated that the mechan-

isms of photo- and antioxidative protection may play

a role in maintaining chloroplast function during the

first stages of senescence, while antioxidant defenses

are lost during the later stages [88].

Because Chl and chloroplast breakdown is so

prominent, leaf senescence is generally measured in

terms of Chl loss [8]. Decline of both Chl and soluble

protein levels has been used as a classical indicator of

leaf senescence [1]. According to Noodén et al. [8]

chloroplast breakdown is accompanied by the deg-

radation of protein complexes or damage of any of its

components, which immediately destabilizes the

whole complex.

The decrease of Chl is accompanied by a lowered

photosynthetic activity. The activity and content of

RuBisCO decrease even before the degradation of

photosystems takes place, probably due to the chloro-

plast protease activity [19].

IV. ULTRASTRUCTURAL CHANGES OF
MESOPHYLL CELLS DURING LEAF
SENESCENCE

At the ultrastructural level one of the main changes

during leaf senescence is chloroplast disintegration,

which was described in the previous section. Changes

in nuclei structure will be described in the next sec-

tion.

The number of rybosomes diminishes, both in

cytoplasm and stroma, as senescence proceeds; also,

degradation of Golgi apparatus and endoplasmic re-

ticulum takes place. Multifunctional peroxisomes,

abundant and characteristic of senescing mesophyll,

take part in the catabolism of purines and lipids

deriving from degraded thylakoid membranes

[48,67]. Vacuoles in senescing leaf cells contain cya-

nides and flavonoids, responsible for the purple and

yellow colors of leaves. Tonoplasts break down caus-

ing the release of the vacuole content into the cyto-

plasm [48]. Plasmolemma loses its integrity, and

finally cell death takes place.

V. ASPECTS OF PCD DURING LEAF
SENESCENCE

PCD is an active and highly coordinated process,

occurring as a part of normal growth and develop-

ment and also during the response of the plant to

pathogen infection and stress factors (reviewed in

Refs. [5,7,9,26,59,89–95]). Leaf senescence and cell

death during this process are under control of a co-

ordinated signaling pathway. Both leaf senescence

and cell death during this process are often triggered

by the same inducing environmental factors, initiated

or modified by endogenous signals such as hormone

levels and ROS, which subsequently stimulate synthe-

sis of many similar enzymes such as cysteine proteases

and nucleases [9,26,96].

There are numerous results that prove that leaf

senescence is a genetically defined process involving

mechanisms of PCD [11,12,26]. A lower rate of cell

death is associated with efficient recycling of nutrients

that are released during senescence [16].

Many molecular and structural features such as

condensation of nuclei chromatin and the subsequent

disorganization of the nuclei were identified and rec-

ognized as one of the hallmarks of PCD [5,7,11].

Significant chromatin condensation takes place dur-

ing leaf senescence [8 and references therein,9,97].

Chromatin changes in mesopyll cell nuclei of senes-

cing leaves of Ornithogalum virens and Nicotiana

tabacum were also reported by Simeonova et al. [12].

Relations between PCD, specific nDNA fragmen-

tation, changes in chromatin condensation, and deg-

radation of chloroplast ultrastructure together with

decrease of photosynthetic pigment level during leaf

senescence were found by Simeonova et al. [12] in two

plant species: O. virens and N. tabacum. In O. virens

the gradient of leaf development, characteristic of

monocotydelons, proceeds from the apical region of

the leaf blade, which develops first, to the base of the

leaf, which develops later. Development of N. tabacum

leaf, characteristic of dicotyledons, proceeds at the

same rate within the whole leaf blade. Description of

leaf development and senescence stages is given below.

In the first stage, mesophyll cells of basal green

parts of O. virens leaves as well as fully developed

mature green N. tabacum leaves contain differentiated

chloroplasts with numerous grana stacks and single

plastoglobuli (Figure 36.1a and b). Protoplasts used



for the comet assay, which will be described later,

were isolated from the same leaf regions (Figure

36.1a and b, insets). Nuclei of mespohyll cells from

the same regions of both plant species contain dis-

persed chromatin (Figure 36.1c and d) [12].

In the second stage of development, mesophyll

cells of the middle part of O. virens leaves and of

yellowish N. tabacum leaves have chloroplasts with

large grana. The number of plastoglobuli increase

slightly in O. virens chloroplasts and enormously

in N. tabacum ones (Figure 36.2a and b) as compared

to the previous stage. Nuclei of mesophyll cells from

the same leaf blade regions of both analyzed plant

species contain dispersed chromatin (Figure 36.2c

and d) [12].

In the third analyzed stage, mesophyll cells of the

apical yellow parts of O. virens leaves and N. tabacum

yellow leaves contain mostly chloroplasts that have

FIGURE 36.1 (a, b) Electron micrographs of the mature chloroplasts with typically organized grana (G), from the green

basal part of an Ornithogalum virens leaf (a) and the second green leaf of Nicotiana tabacum (b); bar: 0.5 mm. Insets: Light

microscopic images of protoplasts of both plant species from the respective leaf regions; bar for both insets: 200 mm. (c, d)

Electron micrographs of nuclei of mesophyll cells, from the green basal part of the O. virens leaf (c) and the second green leaf

of N. tabacum (d); Nu: nucleolus, M: mitochondrium; bar: 0.5 mm. (From Simeonova E, Sikora A, Charzyñska M,

Mostowska A. Protoplasma 2000; 214:93–101. With permission.)



changed their ultrastructure; the stromal and granal

thylakoids are characteristically swelled (O. virens) or

completely degraded (N. tabacum) (Figure 36.3a and

b). Chloroplasts of N. tabacum are filled with large

plastoglobuli pushing aside rudimentary thylakoids

(Figure 36.3b). Nuclei of mesophyll cells from the

same leaf blade regions in both the species studied

demonstrate a significant condensation of chromatin

(Figure 36.3c and d).

Simultaneous analyses of mesophyll cell ultra-

structure and photosynthetic pigment concentration

in leaves of O. virens and N. tabacum have shown that

the decrease of Chl a and b and carotenoid contents

of apical yellow parts of O. virens leaves and N.

tabacum yellow leaves is correlated with the gradual

disintegration of the thylakoids membranes in chloro-

plasts, which is characteristic of the progress of sen-

escence [12].

FIGURE 36.2 (a, b) Electron micrographs of chloroplasts containing large grana (G), and plastoglobuli (asterisks) observed

in the mesophyll cell of the middle green part of an Ornithogalum virens leaf (a) and a yellowish Nicotiana tabacum leaf (b);

bar: 0.5 mm. (c, d) Electron micrographs of nuclei of the mesophyll cell from the middle green part of the O. virens leaf (c) and

the yellowish N. tabacum leaf (d); Nu: nucleolus; bar: 0.5 mm. (From Simeonova E, Sikora A, Charzyñska M, Mostowska A.

Protoplasma 2000; 214:93–101. With permission.)



The chloroplast ultrastructure degradation in

mesophyll cells shows a similar pattern: dilation and

breakage of thylakoids, increase in the number and

size of plastoglobuli correlated with the process of

Chl degradation [12,98,99].

Kołodziejek et al. [100] found relations between the

changes in mesophyll cell ultrastructure and pigment

concentration in every region of leaf during senescence

in maize and barley. They demonstrated that degrad-

ation of chloroplast structure is not fully correlated

with the change in photosynthestic pigment content;

Chl and carotenoid content remains still at a rather

high level in the final stage of chloroplast destruction.

Changes to the mesophyll cell such as chromatin con-

densation, degradation of thylakoid membranes, in-

crease in the number of plastoglobules, damage to the

internal mitochondrial membrane, and chloroplast de-

struction do not occur at the same time in different

FIGURE 36.3 (a) Electron micrograph of chloroplast with changed ultrastructure observed in the senescing apical part of an

Ornithogalum virens leaf; visible dilation of thylakoid membranes (T). (b) Electron micrographs of chloroplast with changed

shape and containing destroyed thylakoids and large plastoglobuli (asterisks), observed in Nicotiana tabacum mesophyll cell

of the second yellow leaf; arrows indicate the remains of the thylakoids. Bar for (a) and (b): 0.5 mm. (c, d) Electron

micrographs of mesophyll cell nuclei observed in the senescing apical part of the O. virens leaf (c) and the N. tabacum

second yellow leaf (d); distinctly visible condensation of chromatin; bar for c and d: 0.5 mm. (From Simeonova E, Sikora A,

Charzyñska M, Mostowska A. Protoplasma 2000; 214:93–101. With permission.)



parts of the leaf. The senescence damage begins at the

base and moves to the top of the leaf. The dynamics of

mesophyll cell senescence is different in leaves of both

analyzed plant species; in initial stages this process is

faster in barley and in later stages, in maize. At the final

stage, the oldest barley mesophyll cells are more

damaged than maize of the same age [100].

One of the universal hallmarks of PCD is nonran-

dom, internucleosomal fragmentation of nDNA,

occurring as a result of a specific endonuclease acti-

vation [101]. It was shown that nonrandom, internu-

cleosomal fragmentation of nDNA also occurs during

leaf senescence. The in situ detection of DNA frag-

mentation leading to cell death can be achieved by the

terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated

dUTP nick and labeling of DNA 3’-OH groups

(TUNEL method) [102,103].

Comet assay, specific in revealing nonrandom

internucleosomal cleavage, was applied for the analy-

sis of nDNA fragmentation in leaf mesophyll

[12,104]. Using this method Simeonova et al. [12]

proved that nDNA degradation, specific for PCD,

occurs during the natural leaf senescence of O. virens

and N. tabacum.

Comet assay performed for isolated single-meso-

phyll protoplasts did not detect any fragmentation of

nDNA either in mesophyll cells of the basal parts (the

youngest parts) of O. virens leaves or in mesopyll cells

of N. tabacum green leaves containing already differ-

entiated chloroplasts. Figure 36.4a and b present nu-

clei of young mesophyll cells after gel electrophoresis,

stained with DAPI, observed with a fluorescent

microscope. There is no formation of ‘‘comets’’ at

this stage of development, either in O. virens proto-

plasts or in N. tabacum.

The nuclei from the middle, still green part of

O. virens leaves do not form comets (Figure 36.4c).

However, nuclei from mesopyll cells of yellowish N.

tabacum leaves give images that resemble comets

through the fluorescent microscope (Figure 36.4d),

although these nuclei still contain dispersed chroma-

tin. The ‘‘head’’ of the comet visualizes the nDNA,

which still remains in the region of the cell nucleus.

The ‘‘tail’’ of the comet visualizes negatively charged

DNA fragments, liberated from the nucleus, migrat-

ing toward the anode. Weak fluorescence of the comet

tail indicates that the process of nDNA damage is not

advanced yet.

The nuclei of the yellow apical parts of O. virens

leaves and senescing mesophyll cells of yellow N.

tabacum leaves are clearly seen as comets in the fluor-

escent light microscope (Figure 36.4e and f ). As

opposed to the previous stage there is strong fluores-

cence of the comet tail indicating the advanced pro-

cess of nDNA damage.

In mesophyll cells of both plant species the ap-

pearance of comets in the apical senescing part of O.

virens leaves and yellow senescing leaves of N. taba-

cum was followed by changes in chromatin structure,

and chloroplast and pigment degradation.

The nDNA fragmentation, typical for PCD, was

also detected by TUNEL and ‘‘ladder’’ standard gel

electrophoresis in senescent yellow leaves of Philoden-

dron hastatum, Epipremnum aureum, Bauhinia pur-

purea, Delonic regia, and Butea monosperma by Yen

and Yang [11] and Wang et al. [105]. Gradual nDNA

fragmentation, detected by gel electrophoresis, and

decrease of the protein level take place before degrad-

ation of chloroplast structure, loss of Chl, and de-

crease of photosynthetic activity during wheat leaf

senescence [106].

Comet assay gives a more sensitive and early de-

tection of DNA damage of the viable individual

protoplasts isolated from mesophyll tissue during

the natural leaf senescence. The nDNA fragmenta-

tion, specific for PCD, precedes the condensation of

nuclear chromatin. It is possible that by applying the

alkaline version of comet assay both single- and

double-strand breaks of nDNA were detected. An

increase of single strand-preferring nuclease activity

that hydrolyzes single-stranded DNA has been ob-

served during dark-induced senescence in barley as

well as during the natural senescence of wheat and

barley leaves [107].

Simeonova et al. [12] pointed out the sequence of

changes during the leaf senescence process:

1. nDNA fragmentation, swelling of thylakoid

membranes, slight increase in the number

of plastoglobuli, and decrease of pigment con-

tents

2. further nDNA fragmentation, condensation of

chromatin, degradation of thylakoid mem-

branes, significant increase in the number and

size of plastoglobuli, further decrease of pig-

ment contents.

According to Inada et al. [108,109] each mesophyll

cell follows a similar senescence program: chloroplast

DNA degradation, condensation of nuclear chroma-

tin, decrease of chloroplast size, degradation of

RuBisCO, degeneration of chloroplast inner mem-

branes, and cell disorganization. Degradation of

chloroplast nuclei before degeneration of chloroplasts

during senescence of rice coleoptiles and leaves was

reported also by Sodmergen et al. [110]. There are re-

ports that cleavage of chloroplast DNA occurs before

leaf yellowing in peach [99] and rice [111]. It was also

reported that proteases involved in the protein degrad-

ation in mesophyll tissue are mainly (>60%) located



within the chloroplasts. It is likely that the process of

protein degradation starts first in these organelles [6,9].

DNA fragmentation together with other symp-

toms of PCD, such as nuclear condensation, was

reported in Kalanchoë leaves exposed to different

gravity environments [112]. It was also reported that

the formation of nitric oxide (NO), a free radical, is

associated with ethylene biosynthesis, drought stress,

and cell death and proliferation [112–114]. Exposure

to hypergravity caused NO burst, which was histo-

chemically detected in vivo using 4,5-diaminofluores-

cein diacetate (DAF-2 DA), whereas nucleoid and

nuclei fragmentation was detected by double-staining

TUNEL-DAPI (shown in Figure 36.5A and B as

TUNEL-positive cells). Chloroplast DNA fragmen-

tation was detected 10 min after exposure to hyper-

gravity, fragmentation increased intensively more

than 60 min after gravitation treatment (Figure

36.5A). nDNA fragmentation was observed 20min

later (30 min after exposure) and was also increasing,

although not so rapidly (Figure 36.5A). Detection of

DNA fragmentation 1 day (24 h) after exposure to

hypergravity treatment showed that DNA fragmen-

tation increased further, compared to the results

taken immediately after exposure, but the nucleoid

fragmentation decreased significantly (Figure 36.5B).

The highest number of labeled nuclei and nucleoids

were visible 60min after hypergravity treatment and

60 min after exposure the next day (60 min þ 24 h)

(Figure 36.5A and B). A NO burst preceded a signifi-

cant increase in nDNA fragmentation. Exposure

to hypergravity showed that chloroplast DNA frag-

mentation occurred prior to nuclear fragmenta-

tion, chromatin condensation, and nuclear blebbing.

FIGURE 36.4 (a–f ) Fluorescence images of nuclei of the individual protoplasts of Ornithogalum virens (a, c, e) and Nicotiana

tabacum (b, d, f ) leaves, stained by DAPI after electrophoresis (comet assay); h: comet head, t: comet tail; bar: 10 mm.

Nucleus of protoplast isolated from the basal part of the O. virens leaf (a) and from a green N. tabacum leaf (b). There is no

formation of comets indicating that there is no fragmentation of nDNA (a, b). Nucleus of protoplast isolated from the

central green part of the O. virens leaf (c) and from the yellowish N. tabacum leaf (d). The appearance of the comet

demonstrates that nDNA fragmentation has already started but much more of the DNA is still tightly associated with the

nuclear matrix (d). Nucleus of protoplast isolated from the yellow apical part of the O. virens leaf (e) and from a yellow

N. tabacum leaf (f). Strong fluorescence of the comet tail indicates that the process of DNA degradation has already advanced

(e, f ). (From Simeonova E, Sikora A, Charzyñska M, Mostowska A. Protoplasma 2000; 214:93–101. With permission.)



Chloroplasts were the first visible organelles to show

NO production and DNA fragmentation. Kalanchoë

daigremontiana chloroplasts have small uniformly

dispersed nucleoids located in the matrix between

thylakoid membranes. Treatments with some chem-

ical agents — NO generator and NO-synthase inhibi-

tor — showed a direct correlation between NO

formation and DNA fragmentation in chloroplasts,

epidermis, and mesophyll cells. Thylakoid mem-

branes are the first to be under the influence of NO.

NO reacts with superoxide (O2
�) to form peroxyni-

trite (OONO�) causing degradation of DNA, RNA,

proteins, and lipids. Membrane lipids of chloroplasts

could be one of the main targets for NO attack.

Pedroso and Durzan [112] suggested that NO was

involved in signaling pathways leading to PCD in

plants.

All these data confirm that the leaf senescence

process involves mechanisms of PCD.

There are not many data concerning endonu-

cleases that are responsible for internucleosomal

nDNA fragmentation specific for PCD in plants.

Two classes of endonucleases have been identified in

plants:

1. Zn2þ-dependent endonucleases, causing both

single- and double-strand nDNA breaks (sin-

gle-strand-preferring endonucleases [SSNs] and

double-strand-preferring endonucleases), isol-

ated from Aspergillus oryzae

2. Ca2þ-dependent endonucleases, mainly SSNs

[115].

Zn2þ-dependent endonuclease, named ZEN1, was

isolated from a mesophyll cell culture in vitro; its

activity increased after auxin and cytokinin treatment

[116]. ZEN1 mRNA was accumulated during differ-

entiation of tracheid elements. Probably ZEN1 is

transported to the vacuole and after the disintegra-

tion of tonoplast is responsible for nDNA fragmen-

tation during xylem differentiation [115].

Ca2þ-dependent endonucleases, NUC I (100.5

kDa), NUC II (30 kDa), and NUC III (36 kDa), are

involved in HR in tobacco leaves. These endonu-

cleases, responsible for HR nDNA fragmentation, are

localized in apoplast and transported to the nucleus

after plasmalemma disintegration [115].

It is probable that at first the Ca2þ-dependent

endonucleases and then the Zn2þ-dependent endonu-

cleases are involved in nDNA breakage during PCD

in plants.

SSNs were also detected in barley leaves during

the natural leaf senescence and senescence induced by

darkness [107]. The activity of Ca2þ- and Zn2þ-

dependent endonucleases, causing chloroplast DNA

degradation, was shown in peach and rice mesophyll

cells. Chloroplast DNA degradation precedes ultra-

structural and physiological changes during senes-

cence [99,108–111].

Further identification of endonucleases is still

needed. In spite of rapid progress many questions

concerning endonucleases remain unanswered.

In recent years the role of plant mitochondria

in controlling cell death activation was recognized
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FIGURE 36.5 Quantitation of nitric oxide (NO) formation

and of nuclear and chloroplast DNA fragmentation follow-

ing acute hypergravity treatments. (A) Leaves, collected at

the times indicated after hypergravity exposure (150g;

hyper-G), were sectioned, stained for 1 h with 10 mm

DAF-2 DA for nitric oxide visualization, fixed, processed

for TUNEL and counterstained with DAPI. Leaf sections,

fresh and fixed, not assayed for TUNEL, treated with

DNase-I, and processed without terminal transferase and

without DAPI staining, were used as controls of this stain-

ing assay. (B) Hyper-G treated leaves, kept for 24 h in 1g

under a 16-h photoperiod, were processed as described for

(A). Leaves not exposed to hypergravity (0þ 24 h) were also

collected and used as controls. Three to five leaf sections

(90 mm), performed in at least six clonal leaves per treat-

ment, were used to quantify the percentage of leaf cells with

NO (shaded line) and within TUNEL-positive cells, those

presenting nucleoid (s) and nuclear (n) DNA fragmenta-

tion. Values are the mean of six independent experiments.

Error bars are lower than 7%. (From Peolvoso MC,

Durzan D. Ann. Bot. 2000; 86:983–994. With permission.)



[117–119]. A specific release of cytochrome c from

intact mitochondria was described in cucumber

cotyledons undergoing PCD. According to Balk

et al. [120] and Zhao et al. [121,122], the release of

cytochrome c into cytosol is an early event in plant

PCD.

There is also evidence that caspase-like proteases

might participate in PCD in plants [123] and that they

might be activated by the release of cytochrome c

from mitochondria into the cytosol [121,122,124].

The activity of caspase-like proteases during plant

PCD was revealed in a cell-free system [121,122,124].

Isolated mouse liver nuclei were incubated in cytosol

of carrot cell suspension, enriched with cytochrome c.

Condensation of chromatin was observed already

after 30 min of incubation, and nDNA fragmentation

started after 1 h. The treatment with caspase 3 and

caspase 1 inhibitor prevented nDNA fragmentation

[121]. It appeared that caspase-like proteases were

present in plant cytosol and were involved in

the onset of apoptosis in the nuclei of mammals

[121]. Caspase-like activity was revealed also in a

cell-free system induced by a heat shock that resulted

in chromatin condensation and nDNA fragmentation

[125].

In the case of PCD induced by environmental

agents, for example, in vivo victorin-induced PCD of

young oat leaves, a loss of transmembrane mitochon-

drial potential (DCm) was reported [126]. Moreover, in

isolated oat mitochondria after in vitro victorin treat-

ment, a mitochondrial permeability transition oc-

curred, which was accompanied by the release of

cytochrome c from mitochondria into the cytosol

[126].

The ability to regulate plant cell death may have

important applications in agriculture and postharvest

industries in the foreseeable future. For instance, sup-

pression of PCD induced by pathogens could minim-

ize disease symptoms and may prolong the life of crop

plants [93].

VI. LEAF SENESCENCE INDUCED BY
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Various environmental factors like drought, tempera-

ture extremes, intense light, UV radiation, herbicides,

and pathogens can induce plant response similar to

natural senescence [22]. Plants respond rapidly to

deteriorating environmental conditions. As opposed

to animals they cannot move to escape an unfavor-

able situation but can eliminate inessential organs or

tissues. For example, a diseased leaf will senesce, die,

and drop off the plant to prevent the whole plant

from being infected by the disease. Drought stress,

darkness or nitrogen deficiency, nutrient deprivation

[28], dark-induced senescence [34], low oxygen [83],

photodynamic herbicides [127], UV-A, and high tem-

perature [128] can initiate senescence processes that

may cause early seed production and shortening of

plant life [6].

The mRNA coded for early light-induced protein

was detected earlier than Chl loss during tobacco leaf

senescence induced by leaf detachment, water stress,

and anaerobiosis [129].

The main difference between the natural senes-

cence and senescence induced by environmental fac-

tors is that the latter process can be reversible when

stress factors are relieved before senescence has pro-

gressed beyond a certain phase [1].

It was found that many SAGs are also expressed

as a plant response to different internal and external

environmental factors, such as heavy metals, dark-

ness, wounding, heat shock, nutrient starvation, and

hormones [77]. For example, eight Arabidopsis SAGs

are induced by ozone [130]. All senescence upregu-

lated mRNAs are expressed in senescing leaves when

senescence is induced by drought, increased light, and

high temperature [77]. Also, Arabidopsis sen1 gene is

activated during leaf senescence induced by age, dark-

ness, abscisic acid (ABA), or ethylene. The promoter

of the Arabidopsis sen1 gene is activated upon sugar

starvation and is repressed by exogenous sugar com-

pounds [131]. It was also discovered that transcripts

of the tbzF gene of tobacco encoding a basic region

leucine zipper protein (bZIP), belonging to the LIP19

subfamily, accumulate during leaf senescence and

also on cold, ABA, or ethylene treatment. It was

suggested that the tbzF gene possesses a multiple

function [132].

According to Lim et al. [16], among the 43 tran-

scription factor genes that were induced during sen-

escence, 28 were also induced by stress treatments,

suggesting that there is extensive overlap between

the response to natural leaf senescence and the re-

sponse to stress. Often, several closely related tran-

scription factors have the potential to activate or

repress genes through cis-acting sequences that re-

spond to specific stresses. These factors may have

closely overlapping functions [133].

Many environmental factors cause oxidative

stress, that is, stress caused by the excess of ROS

overwhelming the system of natural defense. Each

cell compartment has its most sensitive target for oxi-

dative stress and its own mechanisms of defense [22].

Chloroplasts are among the first to react when the

plant is exposed to environmental stress; they are

exposed to oxidative stress more than any other or-

ganelle because of the high internal O2 concentration,

inside the thylakoid membranes in particular. There-



fore, they are especially prone to generate ROS.

Under normal conditions, due to defense mechan-

isms, chloroplasts minimize the potential damage fol-

lowing from the formation of large amounts of ROS.

Oxidative stress occurs when all these protective

mechanisms are insufficient. Environmental factors

such as high light intensity, UV radiation, air pollu-

tants, herbicides, water, and heavy metal stress, as

well as some others, induce oxidative stress and

often give similar symptoms of structural damage

and dysfunction independent of the primary stressing

factor and similar to symptoms of natural senescence

[22]. These alterations consist mostly in swelling

of thylakoids and membrane damage, intensive plas-

toglobules and starch accumulation, photodestruc-

tion of pigments, and inhibition of photosynthesis

[22,83]. Symptoms of photosynthetic apparatus deg-

radation caused by natural senescence are similar to

those that occur during natural senescence. ROS are

known to be mediators of PCD induced by different

endogenous and exogenous factors [134] and seem

also to be mediators of a natural program of cell

death. It has been shown that different antioxidants

can protect cells and tissues under various death-

promoting conditions. Production of ROS can be a

general alarm signal both to modify cell metabolism

and to stimulate antioxidative defense mechanisms. It

might indicate that the stressing factors inducing oxi-

dative stress do not act specifically and, therefore,

a plant resistant to one stressing factor is quite

often resistant to other oxidative stress-inducing

factors [22].

VII. REGULATION OF LEAF SENESCENCE
PROCESS

All processes taking place during senescence are

highly coordinated and involve complex interactions

of several factors, such as signal perception and in-

duction of cascade expression of many genes regu-

lated by activator proteins. These proteins are

activated and controlled by a variety of internal fac-

tors, for example, plant hormones. It is known that

plant hormones, especially cytokinins and ethylene,

are involved in the senescence process. Their role was

determined mainly by using mutants and transgenic

plants [53]. However, other signaling pathways can

be also involved in regulation of the leaf senescence

process.

A. LEVEL OF CYTOKININS

The level of endogenous cytokinins in Arabidopsis

mutant amp1 is several times higher than in wild

Arabidopsis plants; mutant leaves have significantly

reduced senescence compared to wild ones [23]. The

treatment with cytokinins delays leaf senescence in

many plants; on the other hand, a reduced cytokinin

level can induce senescence [2,6,23,26,135]. The iso-

pentenyl-transferase gene, which catalyzes one of the

steps in cytokinin biosynthesis, has been cloned under

regulation of the promoter for the Arabidopsis

SAG12 gene encoding protease [6,10,26,136]. Trans-

genic plants carrying this gene developed normally

until the moment when senescence should start. The

onset of senescence was significantly retarded, leaves

of transgenic plants did not show symptoms of sen-

escence, and the photosynthetic rate was comparable

with that of young, green plants. Expression of the

SAG12 promoter was induced when senescence

started, cytokinins were synthesized, senescence was

stopped, and the promoter was switched off [137].

The SAG12 promoter region of Arabidopsis was iden-

tified, and it was discovered that this gene is expressed

only during the natural senescence [78]. A high level

of cytokinins or sugars can inhibit expression of this

gene.

It seems that the control of senescence by cyto-

kinins is at the transcriptional level [137]. Expres-

sion of SAGs is inhibited above a certain level

of cytokinins. A critically low level of cytokinins

is one of the crucial signal factors inducing senes-

cence.

In conclusion, senescence can be initiated when

the level of cytokinins falls below a certain value.

A relatively high cytokinin level prevents the onset

of senescence.

B. ROLE OF ETHYLENE

It is known that ethylene is involved in plant response

to stress and environmental factors and that it plays a

regulatory role in different processes such as seed

germination, fruit ripening, and flower senescence.

Experiments with mutants and transgenic plants

were used to elucidate the role of ethylene in leaf

senescence. Two enzymes, 1-amino-cyclopropane-1-

carboxylate (ACC) synthase and ACC oxidase, are

involved in the biosynthesis of ethylene from S-ade-

nosyl methionine. At the beginning of tomato leaf

senescence an increased expression of the ACC oxi-

dase gene, which preceded Chl degradation, was de-

tectable [138]. Transgenic tomato plants with reduced

ethylene production expressing the antisense of the

ACC oxidase gene showed a delayed leaf senescence

as compared with wild plants. However, once senes-

cence had already started the progress of senescence

was similar to that in leaves of wild plants

[6,10,26,138]. A similar effect was obtained with



etr-1 Arabidopsis mutant leaves, which senesce much

slower than leaves of the wild type (Table 36.1) [139].

However, when senescence had already started it

lasted much longer than in the wild type, but the

photosynthesis rate fell with age [6,26]. Recently, a

wheat ethylene receptor homolog, W-er1, was isol-

ated using the Arabidopsis ETR1 cDNA as a probe

[140]. Treatments with jasmonate, ABA, and wound-

ing induced senescence and caused increased accumu-

lation of W-er1 mRNA [140]. Very recently, a new

ACC oxidase cDNA clone (CP-ACO2) was isolated

from papaya; expression of the gene cp-aco2 was

induced only at a late stage of leaf senescence [141].

Analysis of the ore9 Arabidopsis mutant, which

exhibits a significant delay in the senescence process,

revealed that the ore9 mutant carries a mutation in a

gene that encodes an F-box-containing protein (Table

36.1). The ORE9 protein forms an SCF complex and

probably works in senescence signaling, which is

mediated by ethylene, ABA, and jasmonic acid (JA)

derivatives [142].

According to Buchanan-Wollaston [6] treatment

with ethylene does not directly induce the transcrip-

tion of SAGs. However, the presence of ethylene may

increase the sensitivity for signaling age-related fac-

tors or enhance and accelerate their transmission.

To conclude, reduced ethylene production delays

leaf senescence. A relatively high level of ethylene

enhances the rate of senescence in leaves where the

process of senescence has already started. Probably

ethylene does not activate SAGs directly but modifies

the activation of genes through other signals. Ethyl-

ene may also repress the expression of genes involved

in photosynthesis [139].

It is possible that pathogen-stress-induced PCD

and natural PCD share the signaling pathway. Ethyl-

ene is the best possible candidate for a signaling mol-

ecule in multiple PCD programs; it promotes cell death

triggered by ozone, some toxins, and pathogens [92].

C. ROLE OF OTHER HORMONES

Some gibberellins, like GA4þ7, prevented leaf senes-

cence, while others were not effective [143]. Methyl

jasmonate promoted senescence [144]. It is known

that ABA, JA, methyl jasmonate, and even brassinos-

teroids are also involved in the regulation of the

natural leaf senescence process and senescence in-

duced by environmental factors and by pathogen

attack [6,10,26,145–149].

D. LEVEL OF METABOLITES

Like plant hormones, the level of metabolites can

regulate the expression of genes related to senescence.

Some of the senescence-induced genes involved in the

gloxylate pathway are also regulated by the levels of

carbon compounds [50]. Stimulation of SAG tran-

scription can be related to changes in the level of

metabolites that occur due to the reduced rate of

photosynthesis [21]. A decrease of photosynthesis re-

duces fixed carbon availability and can be a signal for

SAG induction [6]. Because sugars are the primary

products of photosynthesis, their levels could be a

part of the signaling system. Using SAG12, a gene

regulated specifically by senescence, it was shown that

exogenous sugars can repress gene expression in sen-

escent Arabidopsis leaves [78]. This means that the

senescence pathway, represented by SAG12 expres-

sion, can probably be activated by low sugar levels

[13]. Deficiency of sugar may be one of the compon-

ents regulating leaf senescence. Loss of photosyn-

thesis can influence the integrity of chloroplast

photosynthetic membranes and thus produce signals

that initiate the senescence program. Results with

transgenic tomato plants, which overexpress the

gene for hexokinase (HXK), a well-known sugar sen-

sor, suggest that an enhanced sugar signal can induce

premature senescence, but an increased sugar level

represses the photosynthetic activity by a negative

feedback regulation [17,150].

E. SIGNALS FROM DEVELOPING ORGANS

When there are no signals from developing organs,

such as young flowers or fruits, leaf senescence

does not occur or is even repressed. Many fruiting

plants receive signals from their fruits [6], but Ara-

bidopsis leaf senescence does not involve such

signals [21].

F. ROLE OF ROS AND NITRIC OXIDE

ROS can serve as direct or indirect mediators of PCD.

They can function as a facultative signal, starting the

program of cell death caused by different external or

internal factors and can also seem to be mediators of

the natural program of cell death. ROS can interact

directly or indirectly with several other signaling

pathways, such as the stress hormones ethylene, JA,

and salicylic acid [151].

A possible role of NO as a regulator of leaf sen-

escence was suggested by Leshem et al. [152] and

Pedroso and Durzan [112]. Involvement of NO as a

trigger of a senescence-like process that exhibits char-

acteristic aspects of PCD [112] has already been dis-

cussed in this chapter. NO formation is associated

with ethylene biosynthesis [153], drought stress

[154,155], cell death, and cell proliferation [113,114]

and can be directly or indirectly responsible for irre-



versible nDNA fragmentation [112]. The role of ROS

and NO as signal molecules was also discussed by

Corpas et al. [156] and Huang et al. [157].

In conclusion, a complete understanding of regula-

tory mechanisms underlying senescence can be made

possible only by isolation and identification of the

promoters controlling SAGs and by analysis of regu-

latory factors that are associated with these promoters.

Cooperation between ROS, NO, and plant hor-

mones might provoke a life or death decision in plant

cells [92]. A model showing the action of possible

regulators of leaf senescence induced by environmen-

tal (stress) factors or evoked by natural, developmen-

tal processes leading finally to the death of leaf cells

is proposed in Figure 36.6.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
CHALLENGES

Although the whole mechanism of senescence regula-

tion is still not understood, numerous molecular data

prove that leaf senescence is a genetically defined pro-

gram of cell death, accompanied by changes in gene

expression [10]. The results presented clearly indicate

that leaf senescence passes through a certain sequence

of changes and that this program involves PCD. An

important unanswered question still remains, what is

the mechanism that restricts endogenous signals of cell

death to individual cells within the same plant organ?

The application of molecular biology techniques

should make a major contribution to understanding

the basis for the onset of senescence in plants. To

clarify the complex regulatory network of leaf senes-

cence it is necessary to select a diverse range of novel

and informative mutants and to identify novel tran-

scription factors. By studying the altered senescence

regulation in multiple mutants of SAGs, catabolic

processes, and metabolite export in these mutants, a

better approach to understanding the nature of sen-

escence will be possible. Experiments with transgenic

plants may greatly contribute to the improvement of

important agronomic traits, crop yield, and storage of

harvested tissues.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to increase the agricultural productivity

within the limited land resource, it is essential to

ensure the stability of yield against adverse environ-

mental factors. Soil salinity, drought, flood, heat,

cold, anaerobiosis, gaseous pollutants, radiations,

and high levels of heavy metals in the soil are the

important environmental stress factors that lead to

severe crop loss every year.

Photosynthesis is essentially one of the key plant

processes that directly determine crop productivity.

The decline in productivity in many plant species

subjected to harsh environmental conditions is often

associated with a reduction in photosynthetic cap-

acity [1]. Supreme importance has been assigned to

photosynthesis because its products: (i) a high energy

reduced form of organic carbon (carbohydrate) and

(ii) molecular oxygen, support the life of all organisms

on this planet and without which life would cease to

exist. Various stressful environmental conditions re-

duce the photosynthetic capacity of growing plants

due to their influence on any one or more of the

events associated with the photosynthetic process.

The influence of stresses may include decreased util-

ization of light energy [2], alteration in pigment

composition and destruction of fine structure of

chloroplast [3], impaired photophosphorylation and

ATP synthesis [4], downregulation of photosystem II

(PSII) [5], decreased stomatal conductance leading to

closure of stomata and decreased availability of CO2

at the site of its fixation [6], and alteration in the

amount and activity of enzymes associated with CO2

assimilation [7].



Sometimes the effects of many stresses are com-

mon and they influence the same parameter of photo-

synthesis whereas all different stresses may influence

different events associated with photosynthesis de-

pending on the type and extent of stress [8]. Water

and salt stresses lower leaf water potential leading to

decreased stomatal conductance, stomatal closure,

altered chlorophyll fluorescence, photoinhibition of

photosystem II, impaired ATP synthesis and RUBP

regeneration, conformational changes in membrane

bound ATPase enzyme complex, as well as decrease

in both activity and concentration of Rubisco enzyme

[2,6]. Salt stress, in addition to osmotic effects, exerts

specific ion effects due to Naþ and Cl� penetrating in

the chloroplasts, leading to ion toxicity and resulting

in nutritional imbalance due to competition of salt

ions and nutrients [2]. Heat stress increases membrane

fluidity, leads to disorganization of chloroplast thyla-

koid membranes, dissociation of PS II complex,

destacking of grana lamellae, and inactivation of

Rubisco [9,10]. Chilling of plants leads to disorgan-

ization of thylakoids, changes in membrane fluidity,

decline in Rubisco activity, disruption in circadian

regulation of key photosynthetic enzymes, and inhib-

ition in the translocation of carbohydrates [7,11].

Waterlogged conditions lead to anaerobic environ-

ment, decreased nutrient absorption, reduced stoma-

tal conductance, and decreased level of ATP and

chlorophylls [12]. Polluting gases such as SO2, NO2

H2S, O3 enter leaves and inhibit stomatal movements

[12].

Heavy metal pollutants like Cd2, Ni2þ, Pb2þ,

Cu2þ, Hg2þ directly affect PSII activity, alter photo-

synthetic partitioning, and inhibit Rubisco activity

[13–16]. The overall impact of various environmental

stresses on different components of photosynthetic

process may be described according to the scheme

presented in Figure 37.1. This chapter presents our

current status of knowledge related to the effects of

different environmental stresses on the individual

components associated with the process of photosyn-

thesis in crop plants. The mechanism of stress injury

and the ways in which the plants respond to the

stresses have been discussed.

II. STRESSFUL CONDITIONS AND
PHOTOSYNTHESIS

The common stressful conditions of the environment

to which plants are exposed include excess of soluble

salts in the soil, soil water deficits, heat, chilling, water

logging and poor aeration of the soil, heavy metals,

gaseous pollutants, etc. Under these conditions, plant

growth, metabolism and more specially, photosyn-

thesis is severely affected. The extent of effect depends

on the plant species, the developmental stage of the

plant as well as the type, intensity, and duration of

stress.

A. SALINITY

Salinity of soils is one of the most important environ-

mental factors that limits plant growth and product-

ivity in many parts of the world and more specially in

arid and semiarid regions [12]. Accumulation of sol-

uble salts from poor quality irrigation water, irriga-

tion of soil with saline water, improper or restricted

drainage system to flush out accumulated salts often

lead to a high level of salt buildup in the soil. It is

estimated that about one third of the irrigated land on

earth is affected by salt.

The predominant salts in saline soils are chlorides

and sulfates of Naþ, Mg2þ, and Ca2þ. NaCl contrib-

utes substantially to salinity due to its exceptionally

high solubility. Plants growing in saline environments

suffer injury due to osmotic stress, specific ion toxici-

ties, and ionic imbalance [12]. Osmotic stress results

due to lowering of soil water potential as salt content

of soil rises. Specific ion toxicities result due to accu-

mulation of injurious concentrations of Naþ, Cl�, or

SO4
2� in the cells. Ionic imbalance or nutritional

imbalance results in salt-stressed plants due to com-

petition of salt ions with the nutrients.

Salt stress affects photosynthesis due to reduction

in stomatal conductance as well as decreased intercel-

lular partial pressure of CO2 in leaves, reduction in

chlorophyll content [17], changes in ultrastructure of

chloroplasts [18,19], decreased photochemical and

carboxylation reactions [5,20], and increased level of

soluble sugars in the tissues [21,22].

1. Stomatal Closure and Gas Exchange Processes

Salt-stressed plants show significant decline in stoma-

tal conductance [2,17,23]. Reduced photosynthesis in

plants under salt-stressed condition is primarily at-

tributed to decreased stomatal conductance [2,17],

which results due to combined effects of osmotic

stress as well as Naþ toxicity [2]. It is believed that

stomatal closure as observed under salt stress is as a

result of accumulation of abscisic acid in leaves of

salt-stressed plants [12]. Kaylie and coworkers [24]

observed that in cheat grass (Bromus tectorum L.)

salinity led to stunted growth through reduced leaf

initiation and expansion and reduced photosynthetic

rates, primarily due to stomatal limitation.

A decrease in CO2 fixation rate per unit of leaf

area is observed in plants grown under saline condi-

tions. Though the extent of decrease in CO2 exchange
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rate (CER) under similar level of salinization varies

widely in different plant species, salinity stress invari-

ably leads to stomatal closure and decrease in inter-

cellular CO2 concentration Ci in leaves [2]. The

immediate effect of salinity is mainly osmotic and

continuous exposure further leads to specific ion

toxicities. However, varied observations have been

reported regarding accumulation of salinity ions in

leaf tissues and alteration in the rate of photosyn-

thesis [17,25]. According to Downton and coworkers

[17], in spinach leaves, stomatal conductance and

intercellular partial pressure of CO2 decreased due

to salinity but this had little effect on photosynthetic

rate and on the other hand improved water use effi-

ciency. Other workers also observed that in spinach

NaCl concentrations upto 200 or even 350mol/m3 did

not inhibit the rate of photosynthesis [17,26].

When plants of four rice (Oryza sativa L.) culti-

vars differing in salt tolerance were stressed for 1

week under 60 and 120mmol NaCl, substantial re-

duction in carbon assimilation rate and stomatal con-

ductance was observed [23]. Similarly, in pepper

plants CO2 assimilation decreased under 100 to

150mmol NaCl but not under 50mmol concentration

[2]. In isolated mesophyll cells of cowpea leaves, the

CO2 fixation rate decreased by 30% in the medium

containing 130mol/m3 NaCl, whereas under 173mol/

m3 NaCl, photosynthetic rate was severely and irre-

versibly inhibited [25]. These observations suggest

that under higher salinity level, the observed reduc-

tion in CER is primarily an osmotic effect and that

concentration of salinity ions as well as duration of

exposure also become important in determining gas

exchange rate, CO2 concentration in leaves, and in

turn, the rate of photosynthesis.

2. Chloroplast Structure and Pigment Composition

Salinity leads to destruction of fine structure and

swelling of chloroplast [19,27], instability of pigment

protein complex [27,28] degradation of chlorophylls

[17,29], and alteration in the content and composition

of carotenoids [5,29]. Chloroplasts isolated from

leaves of salt-stressed spinach plants showed about

80% of the photosynthetic capacity compared to

chloroplasts from control leaves [17]. Salinity-induced

swelling of thylakoid membranes appears to be due to

a change in the ionic composition of the stroma [19].

Under salinity, plants accumulate higher levels of

Naþ and Cl� ions within the chloroplasts, which

leads to shrinking of thylakoid membranes [30] and

stacking of adjacent membranes in grana [31]. In

salinized barley, wheat, and pea plants, a marked

loosening between the chlorophyll and the protein

was observed in the chloroplasts [27].

Various workers have observed decreased level of

chlorophyll pigments in salt-sensitive plants grown

under NaCl salinity stress [1,17,19,29]. Downton

and coworkers [17] observed that leaves of spinach

plants grown under 200mM NaCl contained about

73% of the chlorophyll per unit area of control plants.

The decrease in the level of total chlorophylls in salt-

stressed plants is mainly attributed to the destruction

of chlorophyll a, which is supposed to be more sensi-

tive to salinity than chlorophyll b [28]. Decrease in

chlorophyll level in salinized plants is also partly

attributed to the increased activity of chlorophyll

degrading enzyme chlorophyllase [29]. Mature trees

of Prunus salicina, acclimated to salinity under field

conditions, showed reduced leaf chlorophyll content,

which was apparently related to increased leaf chlor-

ide content and decreased CO2 assimilation capacity

[1]. In such trees, if leaf chloride level exceeded

0.25mol/kg dry weight, a significant reduction in

Chl content as well as visual leaf damage was appar-

ent [1]. While performing stress studies in lentil (Lens

esculenta Moench), Tewari and Singh [32] observed

a continuous decrease in chlorophyll a and b content

in the leaves of plants with increasing exchangeable

sodium percentage in the soil.

Cultivars of crop species differing in salt tolerance

when grown under saline conditions show different

degrees of reduction in chlorophyll level. Chlorophyll

in salt-tolerant cultivars are more effectively pro-

tected against the deleterious effects of Naþ because

such plants show higher accumulation of vacuolar

Naþ and osmolytes like putrescine and quaternary

ammonium compounds in the chloroplasts [19].

Seedlings of rice cultivars differing in salt toler-

ance, when raised under increasing levels of NaCl

salinity in sand culture experiments showed signifi-

cant decrease in the level of chlorophylls with greater

decrease in salt-sensitive cultivars than the tolerants

[33]. An assessment of total chlorophyll level (Chl a þ
b) in rice seedlings of differing salt tolerance, raised

under increasing levels of NaCl salinity over 5- to 20-

day growth period, indicates that in salt-tolerant cvs.

CSR-1 and CSR-3 with moderate salinity level of

7 dS/m NaCl, almost no change occurs in total

chlorophyll level whereas with a higher salinity level

of 14 dS/m NaCl, a marked decline in Chl level is

observed (Figure 37.2). Whereas, in salt sensitive

rice cvs. Ratna and Jaya, with increase in salinity, a

concomitant decrease in total chlorophyll level can be

seen. Salt-stressed seedlings of tolerant rice cultivars

maintain higher level of total chlorophylls compared

to the sensitive ones under similar level of salinization

(Figure 37.2). Similar to Chl a, decreased level of Chl

b is noticed in plants grown in salinized medium

[19,32,33]. Salama and coworkers [19] noted an



increase in Chl a/Chl b ratio in salt-sensitive wheat

plants due to salinity, although separately the levels

of Chl a as well as that of Chl b decreased. Salinity

induces genotype specific change in the level of car-

otenoids [33]. Under 14 dS/m NaCl level of saliniza-

tion, seedlings of salt-sensitive rice cultivars showed

more decrease in the level of carotenoids compared to

the tolerants [33]. It is suggested that salt stress causes

an increase in zeaxanthin content and degradation of

b-carotene, which are apparently involved in protec-

tion against photoinhibition [5].

3. Photosystems and Photochemical Activities

Salinity stress enhances the susceptibility of plants to

photoinhibition, a phenomenon which leads to the

formation of toxic singlet oxygen in chloroplasts

and degradation of the quinone-binding protein,

now known as D1 protein in the PSII complex and

is caused by excess light [34]. Impairment of D1 re-

sults in disruption of the light-dependent separation

of charge between P680 and pheophytin a, and this

phenomenon is associated with interruption of the

transport of electrons that is medicated by PSII, ul-

timately leading to decreased photosynthetic activity

[18]. Under natural conditions, in the field, salt stress

very often occurs in combination with light stress and

it has been observed that the combination of light and

salt stress is synergistic is inactivating PSII [18].

According to Kyle and coworkers [34], the 32-

kDa D1 protein, which is one of the two reaction

center proteins of PSII, is the primary site of damage

due to photoinhibition. The level of photoinhibition

can be determined by the extent of damage and repair

of D1 protein [35]. Photodamaged PSII is repaired in

a process involving the rapid turnover of D1, with

degradation of damaged D1 and subsequent light-

dependent synthesis of precursor to D1 termed as

pre-D1. The damaged D1 is replaced by newly synthe-

sized pre-D1 [18]. Evidences suggest that salt stress

inhibits the transcription and translation of D1 pro-

tein genes and in this way it inhibits the repair of

photodamaged PSII [18]. In wheat plants, it was

shown by Mishra and coworkers [36] that the inhib-

ition of protein synthesis including the D1 protein and

closure of stomata by salt stress are responsible for

the exacerbation of photoinhibition by salt stress.

Salinization is reported to have little effect on

chlorophyll fluorescence characteristics [37] and has

no significant effect on whole chain electron transport

activity or on the activity of PSI [36]. The fluorescence

intensity of chlorophyll in plants, algae, and cyano-

bacteria depends on the state of PSII reaction centers

[38]. Larcher and coworkers [37], while examining the
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FIGURE 37.2 Chlorophyll (a þ b)

level in shoots of salt tolerant rice

cvs. CSR-1, CSR-3, and sensitive

cvs., Ratna and Jaya, at different

days of growth under increasing con-

ductivities of NaCl salinity (�, con-

trol; ., 7 dS/m NaCl; s, 14 dS/m

NaCl). Values are mean + standard

deviation based on three replicates

and bars indicate standard deviations.

With a higher salinity level of 14 dS/m

NaCl, values of Chl level in salt-sensi-

tive cultivars are much lower than the

values in tolerant cultivars compared

to respective controls.



combined effects of salt and temperature stresses on

chlorophyll fluorescence characteristics of cowpea

(Vigna unguiculata L.) plants, observed that appre-

ciable differences between controls and the various

salt levels could be seen in only a few of the fluores-

cence characteristics. These workers observed that the

fluorescence indicators such as the ratio of variable

fluorescence to maximal fluorescence (FV/Fm), steady-

state levels of photochemical quenching coefficient

(qp) and nonphotochemical quenching coefficient

(qn) remained practically unaffected, whereas the

peak of the induction transient, Fp (expressed as frac-

tion of Fm) was 20% higher for salt-stressed plants

than for controls. Salt-stressed cowpea plants showed

an Rfd value (ratio between fluorescence decrease and

steady-state fluorescence at saturating light) of 2.5

compared to 3.4 for controls [37].

Mishra and coworkers [36], while examining the

effects of salt and light stress on wheat plants, ob-

served that with NaCl treatments intrinsic chloro-

phyll fluorescence level (F0) did not change whereas

a gradual reduction in variable chlorophyll fluores-

cence (Fv) occurred, which was as a result of decrease

in maximal fluorescence (Fm) upon salt treatment.

However, no significant difference in Fv/Fm ratio

could be observed between salt-treated and control

plants [36]. A decrease in room temperature fluores-

cence of chlorophylls associated with PSII was

observed in salt-stressed sorghum plants, which

appeared to be due to photoinhibition of PSII activity

[5].

Varying opinions exist regarding salinity effects

on photosynthetic electron transport activities

[2,5,33,36]. In leaves and isolated chloroplasts from

barley (C3) and sorghum (C4) plants, electron trans-

port activity did not decrease with increase in salt

concentration [39]. In wheat and spinach, activities

of whole chain electron transport, PSI and PS II in

thylakoids of salt-stressed plants were similar to those

from control grown plants [5,36]. This suggests that in

salt-stressed field-grown plants, which are often prone

to high light stress, decreased PS II activity in isolated

thylakoids is mainly due to photoinhibition and not

due to salt stress [39].

Chloroplasts isolated from salt-stressed seedlings

of rice cultivars of differing salt tolerance, however,

showed different levels of electron transport activities

compared to control grown plants [33]. Results of an

experiment conducted to examine electron transport

reactions in chloroplasts isolated from 20-day grown

seedlings of a salt-tolerant rice cv. CSR 1 and a sen-

sitive cv. Ratna are shown in Table 37.1. As it is

evident from the table, about 53% decrease in whole

chain electron transport activity and 71% decrease in

PSII activity can be seen in chloroplasts isolated from

14 dS/m NaCl grown seedlings of salt-sensitive cv.

Ratna compared to electron transport reactions in

chloroplasts isolated from nonsalinized seedlings of

this cultivar. Extent of inhibition in electron transport

activities due to salinity was less in the tolerant culti-

var than in the sensitive one.

Alteration in the photochemical activity of salinity

exposed plants might possibly be due to more absorp-

tion of potentially toxic ions Naþ and Cl� in these

species, which could penetrate the chloroplasts and

exert its adverse effects [19]. Another possible explan-

ation appears to be salt stress induced photodamage

to PSII; however, the mechanism by which salt stress

enhances the photodamage to PSII remains unclear

[18].

TABLE 37.1
Effect of Increasing Levels of NaCl Salinity In Situ on Electron Transport Reactions in Chloroplasts Isolated
from 20-Day Rice Seedlings

Salinity

Rice Cultivar Assay Control (without NaCl) 7 ds/m NaCl 14 ds/m NaCl

CSR-1 (T) PS IþII 430.90 370.40 295.60

Whole chain (H2O ! MV) + 30.60 + 28.00 + 22.60

PS II 286.19 213.09 145.18

(H2O ! Pdox) + 27.80 + 23.70 + 20.20

Ratna (S) PS IþII 384.84 280.50 162.50

Whole chain (H2O!MV) + 42.50 + 32.80 + 28.50

PS II 250.84 129.30 72.58

(H2O!Pdox) + 36.80 + 24.60 + 18.40

Reaction rates are expressed as mmol H2O consumed or evolved per mg chlorophyll per h. Values are mean + S.D. based on three

independent observations. T and S in parentheses indicate tolerant and sensitive rice cultivar, respectively.



4. Carboxylation

Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase

(Rubisco, EC 4.1.1.39) is a key enzyme in the photo-

synthetic carbon reduction in all plants, and its level

as well as carboxylating capacity decreases in plants

subjected to salt stress [20,40]. In bean (Phaseolus

vulgaris) plants 100mM NaCl reduced photosyntheic

efficiency, which was as a consequence of decreased

Rubisco activity and decrease in pool size of RUBP

[40]. In winged bean (Phosphocarpus tetragonolobus)

plants, NaCl salinity decreased the activities of

Rubisco as well as phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase

(PEPCase, EC 4.1.1.31) and also the rate of photo-

synthetic CO2 fixation [41]. In leaves of 7-day-old

barley seedlings, grown in the presence of 100mM

NaCl, Rubisco level was only about 20% of the con-

trol plants [20]. Miteva and coworkers [20] suggested

that in barley plants NaCl salinity inhibited the syn-

thesis of total soluble protein with a more pro-

nounced inhibition of Rubisco synthesis. It is

suggested that the reduction in the amount of

Rubisco protein under salt stress might imply an

effect of salt at the level of transcription, translation,

or gene regulation [1].

Rubisco isolated from many plants species ap-

pears to be sensitive to NaCl [22]. It is believed that

under salt stress conditions, compatible solutes like

proline and it analogs accumulate in the cytoplasm/

chloroplasts and provide possible protection to this

enzyme against osmotic and toxic effects of salinity

[42]. Under in vitro conditions, the proline-related

analogs N-methyl-L-proline and N-methyl-trans-4-

hydroxy-L-proline have been shown to ameliorate

the inhibition of the activity of Rubisco by NaCl

[42]. Though it is observed that salinity decreases the

activity of Rubisco in many plants species [20], con-

trary to this, NaCl-adapted plants of Tamarix jorda-

nis showed production of higher level of Rubisco as

well as of compatible solutes [42]. Higher content of

Rubisco protein in salt-adapted plants might contrib-

ute toward better adaptation of plants to salinity

[43]. The activity of PEPCase has been shown to rise

considerably in salt-stressed plants compared to con-

trol grown plants [44]. NaCl-stressed barley plants

showed four times higher PEPCase activity than un-

stressed plants [44]. PEPCase isolated from many

halophytes like Suaeda monoica, Chloris gayana, and

Cakile maritima was shown to be not only a salt-

tolerant enzyme but also a salt-requiring enzyme [45].

5. Level of Photosynthates

The principal end products of leaf photosynthesis are

starch and sucrose. It has been observed by various

groups of investigators that plants under salinity

stress shown higher starch content and accumulate

soluble sugars more specially sucrose [22]. The accu-

mulation of photosynthates starch and sugars under

saline conditions is mainly attributed to the impaired

carbohydrate utilization as respiration rate decreases

at high salinity levels [46]. The accumulation of sol-

uble sugars under stressful condition of salinity might

contribute to a favourable osmotic potential and ren-

der a protective role to biomolecules [22].

The responses of NaCl salinity on the level of

starch and sugars depends on the plant organs as

well as the genotypes of plants studied [47,48]. Rice

genotypes of differing salt tolerance accumulate vary-

ing levels of sugars in plant parts when subjected to

saline stress. An examination of the levels of total,

reducing, and nonreducing sugars in shoots of rice

seedlings of salt-sensitive cvs. Ratna, Jaya and toler-

ant cvs. CSR-1, CSR-3 grown in the presence of

14 dS/m NaCl indicated that in the both sets of culti-

vars, salinity caused increase in the level of sugars

with more increase in the sensitive rice cultivars

than in the tolerant ones (Table 37.2). It was observed

that at 14 dS/m NaCl salinity level, shoots of sensitive

rice cultivars maintained about 2.52 to 3.14

times total sugars level compared to nonsalinized

seedlings.

B. WATER STRESS

Shortage of water or water deficit leads to water

stress in growing plants. Plants are often subjected

to period of soil and atmospheric water deficits during

their life cycle. Water stress reduces plant growth

and affects photosynthesis by reducing leaf area, en-

hancing stomatal closure, decreasing water status

in the leaf tissues, reducing the rate of CO2 assimila-

tion, causing ultrastructural changes in chloroplasts,

affecting electron transport and CO2 assimilation re-

actions impairing ATP synthesis and RUBP gener-

ation, and altering the level of photosynthates

in the tissues. Water stress causes an imbalance in

the hormone level in plants. Due to alteration in

hormonal balance, concentrations of many key en-

zymes of photosynthesis decline in water-stressed

plants.

1. Leaf Area and Stomatal Conductance

As a result of decrease in water content of the leaves,

cells shrink, cell volume decreases, and the solutes

within the cell become more concentrated. The

plasma membrane becomes thicker and compressed

resulting in inhibition of cell expansion. Leaf area as

well as size of individual leaves and the number of



total leaves are reduced under water stress. Decreas-

ing relative water content and water potential of

leaves progressively decrease stomatal conductance,

leading to decline in CO2 molar fraction in chloro-

plasts, decreased CO2 assimilation, and reduced rate

of photosynthesis [49].

Stomatal closure is among the earliest responses

of plants subjected to water stress and it is generally

assumed to be the main cause of drought-induced

decrease in photosynthesis, since stomatal closure

leads to decrease in CO2 intake by mesophyll cells,

leading to decreased intercellular CO2 partial pressure

(Ci), decreased chloroplastic CO2 concentration (Cc)

and thereby decreased CO2 assimilation and net

photosynthesis [50]. As guard cells are exposed to

the atmosphere, in air of low humidity, guard cells

lose water too rapidly by evaporation causing the

stomata to close by a mechanism called hydropassive

closure [12]. In a different mechanism of stomatal

closure, called hydroactive closure, the whole leaf

gets dehydrated under water stress and increased syn-

thesis of abscisic acid takes place in mesophyll cells

and it accumulates in the chloroplast [12]. Stored

abscisic acid is then released to the apoplast (cell

wall space) from where it reaches to the guard cells

through the transpiration stream. Redistribution

of stored abscisic acid from the mesophyll chloro-

plasts to the apoplasts initiates the closure of stomata

[51]. Under water deficit conditions in the soil, mes-

sengers from the root system like root drying or in-

creased delivery of abscisic acid from root to leaves

via transpiration stream also induce stomatal closure

[12].

2. Ultrastructural Changes in Chloroplasts

Water stress leads to decreased volume of the chloro-

plast, permanent adhesions occur within the grana,

partitions become thinner, lipid droplets increase in

number and size, many thylakoid proteins are oxida-

tively damaged, and structural changes occur in light-

harvesting chlorophyll protein complexes [52–54].

Maroti and coworkers [52], while investigating ultra-

structural changes in chloroplasts of different plant

species due to drought, observed that contraction of

stroma, swelling, and blistering of thylakoids were

characteristic features of the chloroplasts of Crassu-

lacean acid metabolism (CAM) succulent plant

Sedum sexangulare and mesophyll chloroplasts of C4

sclerophyllous plant Testuca vaginata. These workers

noted that under naturally induced drought the

chloroplasts elongated and contracted along the cell

wall, storma aggregated and were found along the

inside surface of the envelope. Stromal lamella and

stroma stuck closely in a sheet like manner. The effect

of drought on Sedum sexangulare chloroplast was

marked by shriveling of the cells and chloroplasts

with a decrease in the size of electrondense granules

and the electron density of the whole cytoplasm [52].

Aggregation of stroma occurred forming sheets and

large plastoglobules. The number as well as the size of

plastoglobules increased [52].

It was suggested by Poljakoff-Mayber [55] that

swelling, distortion of stroma and grana lamellae re-

gions, and the appearance of lipid droplets were com-

mon features of chloroplasts in conditions of water

stress. Decrease in the volume of cells and chloro-

plasts has been noted by other workers in plant tis-

sues undergoing dehydration due to long drought

[56,57]. It is regarded that stromal aggregation

under water stress is a reversible process as the nor-

mal structure is restored after drought recovery,

whereas the accumulation of lipid droplets in the

intrathylakoidal space may play an adaptive role dur-

ing drought conditions [52]. An examination of the

structural changes of bundle sheath and mesophyll

TABLE 37.2
Levels of Nonreducing, Reducing, and Total Sugars (mg/g dry wt.) in Shoots of 20-Day-Old Nonsalinized
(Control) and Salt-Stressed (14 dS/m NaCl) Seedlings of Salt-Sensitive Rice cvs. Ratna and Jaya, and Tolerant
cvs. CSR-1 and CSR-3

Nonreducing Sugars Reducing Sugars Total Sugars

Rice Cultivar

Control

(without NaCl) 14 dS/m�1 NaCl

Control

(without NaCl) 14 dS/m�1 NaCl

Control

(without NaCl) 14 dS/m�1 NaCl

Ratna 6.0 26.2 8.1 17.8 14.1 44.0

Jaya 8.2 19.5 11.5 30.2 19.7 49.7

CSR-1 5.8 12.2 10.2 14.1 16.0 26.3

CSR-3 7.1 15.2 9.8 18.6 16.9 33.8

Values are mean based on three independent determinations.



chloroplasts of a C4 plant Testuca vaginata that unde-

went water stress suggests that chloroplasts of bundle

sheath cells are more resistant to water stress than

those of mesophyll cells [52].

It has been shown that in chloroplasts, chiral

macroaggregate formation of the light-harvesting

chlorophyll a/b pigment protein complexes (CHC

IIs) occurs, which is involved in the lateral separation

of the two photosystems, protects the photosynthetic

apparatus against photoinhibitory damage and plays

an important role in the structure and function of the

chloroplast [54]. Imposition of drought stress leads to

disruption of the chiral macroaggregates and severe

dehydration conditions cause full disruption of such

aggregates [54].

In plants subjected to water stress, breakdown of

photosynthetic apparatus may result due to oxidative

damage of chloroplast lipids, pigments and proteins

[53]. Exposure to water stress leads to increased pro-

duction of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that cause

damage to membranes and build up elevated level of

lipid peroxides that ultimately affect photosynthesis.

Chloroplasts are the major source of production of

ROS in plants [58]. The application of moderate

water deficit (water potential of �1.3MPa) to pea

leaves led to a 75% inhibition of photosynthesis and

to increases in zeaxanthin, malondialdehyde, oxidized

proteins and mitochondrial, cytosolic and chloroplas-

tic superoxide dismutase activities [58], whereas se-

vere water deficit (�1.9MPa) almost completely

inhibited photosynthesis and decreased the levels of

chlorophylls, b-carotene, neoxanthin, etc. ROS in-

clude superoxide radical (O2
��), hydroxyl radical

(�OH), singlet oxygen, H2O2, etc. In chloroplasts

O2
�� is produced by photoreduction of O2 at PSI

and PSII, and singlet oxygen is formed by energy

transfer to O2 from triplet excited state chlorophyll

[58], followed by spontaneous generation of H2O2.

Fortunately, chloroplasts are the organells that have

the highest antioxidative protection due to presence

of carotenoids, tocopherols, and antioxidative en-

zymes that scavenge ROS and minimize oxidative

damage [59] but dehydrative conditions greatly en-

hance the production of ROS thereby leading to oxi-

dative damages within chloroplasts. In droughted

wheat, sunflower, and pea plants increased pro-

duction of ROS was observed primarily due to in-

creased photoreduction of O2 by the photosynthetic

electron transport system [53]. Imposition of

�2.0MPa water stress on 4-week-old wheat plants

led to oxidative damage of 68, 54, 41, and 24 kDa

thylakoid polypeptides and accumulation of many

crosslinked high molecular weight proteins with the

substantial decrease in photosynthetic electron trans-

port activity [53].

3. Chlorophyll Fluorescence and Photochemical

Reactions

Water stress leads to characteristic changes in chloro-

phyll fluorescence curves [60]. However, PSII photo-

chemistry is only marginally affected even under

condition of severe water stress [60]. In vivo chloro-

phyll fluorescence of dark-adapted leaf, which can be

elicited by very dim light beam modulated at high

frequency, represents the minimum chlorophyll fluor-

escence (F0) and is not significantly modified by water

stress [61]. After illumination with nonmodulated

white light of higher intensity, the fluorescence in-

creases rapidly to a peak point. The fluorescence

between F0 and peak point is termed as variable

fluorescence (FV). Maximum fluorescence (Fm) can

be induced by a short pulse of saturating white light.

The value of FV reflects the reduction of the primary

electron acceptor QA of PS II. In the oxidized state

QA quenches fluorescence. Quenching of FV reflects

the working of entire photosynthetic process, more

specially primary photochemical events and it de-

pends on reduction–oxidation of QA, light-induced

proton gradient across the thylakoid membrane, or

the light energy distribution between the two photo-

systems. Depending on the degree of oxidation or

reduction of the electron transport chain, FV is

quenched or enhanced [62]. On the acceptor side

of PSII, the quinone and plastoquinone pools are

possibly responsible for fluorescence quenching [62].

Knowing the values of F0, FV, and Fm, the value of the

photochemical component of fluorescence quenching

(qQ) can be calculated as suggested by Schreiber et al.

[63] as qQ ¼ (Fm � FV)/(Fm � F0).

Water stress causes drastic changes in the different

modulated fluoresence levels, resulting in severe re-

duction in qQ value [60]. Dehydration of leaves or

extreme water losses caused alterations in chlorophyll

fluorescence in many plant species [64]. At extreme

water deficit, fluorescence changes are more pro-

nounced. In oak leaves change in chlorophyll fluores-

cence was detected only when water deficit values

exceeded 30% [2]. At more severe dehydration, in-

crease in nonphotochemical quenching was observed

whereas photochemical quenching remained un-

affected [2]. Seven potato genotypes grown under

water stress showed decline in variable fluorescence

(FV) of leaves with a concomitant decrease in net

photosynthetic rate (PN) [62]. In potatoes, total dry

matter production in water-stressed plants could be

correlated with FV, which is a measure of the capacity

of primary photochemical event [62]. It was suggested

by Zrust and coworkers [62] that decreasing values of

FV under water stress indicate diminishing photosyn-

thetic activity in potato leaves and that Fv values



provide a method for the study of changes in the

photosynthetic capacity of the potatoes in response

to water stress.

It has been shown by certain workers that thyla-

koid membrane-related photochemical activities de-

cline under water stress, with PSII activity being more

drought sensitive than PSI [61,65]. In two native

Mediterranean plants, rosemary (Rosmarinus officina-

lis L.) and lavender (Lavandula stoechas L.) water

stress led to decrease in the relative quantum effi-

ciency of PSII photochemistry and decreased the effi-

ciency of energy capture by open PSII reaction

centers. These events were associated with downregu-

lation of electron transport [65]. Similarly, in water

stress-exposed wheat leaves, kinetics of the Hill reac-

tion activity declined significantly [3]. In a study on

metabolic consumption of photosynthetic electron

transport in tomato plants, Haupt-Herting and

Fock [66] observed downregulation of PSII under

water stress. Such observations, however, appear to

be relevant with only certain drought-sensitive spe-

cies. The observed inhibition of PSII activity under

water stress might not be due to the direct effect of

stress on photochemical activity but due to photoin-

hibition [64]. When leaves of Lycopersicon esculen-

tum, Solanum tuberosum, and Solanum nigrum plants

were illuminated with intense white light at 258C,
photoinhibition damage of PSII was more pro-

nounced in water-stressed leaves compared to unde-

siccated controls [64]. In tomato and potato, water

stress created by treatment of intact leaves did not

significantly alter the PSII functioning in dark- and

light-adapted leaf samples [64]. In these plants, PSII

was shown to be highly drought resistant; rather

water stress conditions provided protection to PSII

against heat injury. Cornic and Fresneau [67] simi-

larly observed that in many C3 plants, PSII function-

ing and its regulation are not qualitatively changed

during desiccation and that variations in PSII photo-

chemistry could simply be understood by changes in

substrate availability under these conditions.

Impaired photophosphorylation, decreased ATP

synthesis by the enzyme ATP synthase and loss of

ATP content have been observed in plants subjected

to water stress [2,6,49]. Among the different events

during photophosphorylation, electron transport ac-

tivity and uncoupling or thylakoid energization are

not affected due to water stress whereas the possible

effect of water stress appears to be decreased ATP

synthesis by the chloroplastic enzyme ATP synthase

(coupling factor, cf) [2,49]. Water stress conditions

retard chloroplastic ATP synthase activity. At low

relative water content (RWC) of leaves inhibition in

ATP synthesis occurs due to progressive inactivation

or loss of ATP synthase resulting from increasing

Mg2þ concentration in chloroplasts [49]. During

water stress, Mg2þ concentration increases in the

chloroplasts. Sunflower plants grown at high Mg2þ

levels in nutrient medium maintained lower photo-

synthetic rate than plants grown at lower Mg2þ level

[68]. Decreased ATP content and imbalance with

reductant status affect cell metabolism substantially,

limit RUBP biosynthesis and decrease photosynthetic

potential of plants under water stress [49]. Evidences

indicate that even under mild drought impaired ATP

synthesis is the main factor limiting photosynthesis

[6].

4. Carboxylation under Water Stress

Drought stress leads to stomatal closure, restricts

CO2 entry into leaves and thereby decreases CO2

assimilation [69]. Several studies have suggested that

decreased photosynthetic capacity under drought

results from impaired regeneration of ribulose-

1,5-bisphosphate as well as decreased availability

and activity of CO2 assimilating enzyme ribulose-

1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco)

[67,69]. The amount of Rubisco in leaves is controlled

by the rate of its synthesis and degradation. Though

the Rubisco holoenzyme is relatively stable even

under drought stress with a half life of several days,

in many plant species such as tomato, arabidopsis,

and rice, a rapid decrease in the abundance of steady-

state level of Rubisco small subumit (rbc S)

transcripts has been observed under drought which

indicates decreased synthesis of this enzyme under

water stress [69,70].

It is suggested that the activity of Rubisco in

leaves is independent of stomatal conductance, how-

ever dehydration has a direct effect on Rubisco activ-

ity [69]. In fact, Rubisco activity is modulated in vivo

either by reaction with CO2 and Mg2þ, leading to

carbamylation of a lysine residue at the catalytic site

that is essential for activity or by the binding of

inhibitors within the catalytic site, leading to inhib-

ition of enzyme activity [69]. In tobacco plants, it has

been shown that drought leads to decrease in Rubisco

activity and this decrease is due to the presence of

greater amounts of tight-binding Rubisco-inhibitors

in droughted leaves [69].

Plants with C4 metabolism can use water more

efficiently than C3 plants and need less Rubisco to

achieve a given rate of photosynthesis [12]. The car-

boxylating enzyme of C4 plants, PEPCase, which is a

cytosolic enzyme, also gets inhibited under water

stress [2]. It is suggested that under water-stressed

conditions reduction in chloroplast volume may lead

to desiccation within the chloroplast. This may ultim-

ately lead to conformational changes in Rubisco and



inhibition of its activity [71]. Anions like sulfate and

phosphate increase in the stroma of dehydrated

chloroplasts and may become inhibitory to Rubisco

[72]. According to Berkowitz and Gibbs [73], water

stress conditions led to acidification of chloroplast

stroma which also might contribute for inhibited

Rubisco activity as observed in water stressed plants.

Depending on the extent of accumulation of osmo-

lytes as well as transport of ions and low molecular

weight osmolytes, changes in chloroplast/protoplast

volume occur, leading to alteration in the behaviour

of Rubisco [72]. It has been specifically shown that

drought leads to limited ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate

(RuBP) regeneration and RuBP concentration de-

creases in droughted plants [6]. This decreased level

of RuBP might be due to progressive downregulation

of metabolic processes in mesophyll cells under

drought and might be one of the factors for decreased

Rubisco activity and thereby decreased photosyn-

thetic efficiency under water stress [6].

5. Levels of Carbohydrates and Related Enzymes

Water stress alters the ratio of the two end products

of photosynthesis starch and sucrose. Due to low

carbon supply under water-stressed conditions, chlor-

oplastic starch may be remobilized to provide carbon

in favor of more sucrose synthesis [74]. The rate of

sucrose synthesis is regulated by the two enzymes

cytosolic fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase (FBPase) and

sucrose phosphate synthase (SPS) which are subject

to various types of metabolic regulations. Activities of

these two enzymes decline in water-stressed leaves. In

drought-stressed leaves of sugar beet (Beta vulgaris

L.), when water potential decreased from �0.8 to

�4.3MPa, activities of FBPase and SPS declined

and also starch content declined by 10% whereas

about threefold increase in sucrose level was observed

[74]. In bean leaves, water stress caused a decline in

the partitioning ratio of starch/sucrose with no

change in FBPase activity whereas SPS activity was

reduced by 60% [75]. In bean leaves feedback-limited

photosynthesis after water stress was highly correl-

ated with a loss of extractable SPS activity [75]. Vas-

sey and coworkers [76], while estimating SPS activity

in leaves of bean plants subjected to water stress,

observed that a mild water stress of �0.9MPa re-

duced SPS activity by 50% and this effect was a

consequence of the inhibition of photosynthesis

caused by stomatal closure. Water stress decreases

photosynthesis and the consumption of assimilates

in expanding leaves as a result the amount of photo-

synthate exported from leaves decreases, however,

translocation of the assimilates is relatively unaffected

during water stress [12].

C. HEAT STRESS

When temperatures exceed the normal growing range

of plants heat injury takes place. Most of the crop

plants generally grow in the 158C to 458C tempera-

ture range. An increase in temperature of 108C to

158C above normal growth temperature leads to

disorganization of chloroplast thylakoid membranes,

dissociation of PSII light-harvesting complex,

destacking of grana lamellae, separation of nonbi-

layer lipids of thylakoid membranes, loss of photo-

synthetic O2 evolution activity, denaturation and

inactivation of many enzymes and thereby ultimately

limiting photosynthesis. Even a moderate degree of

heat stress slows the growth of the whole plant and

causes decrease in photosynthetic rate much faster

than respiratory rate [12]. When photosynthetic rate

is plotted against temperature, a characteristic bell

shaped curve is obtained (Figure 37.3). Ascending

side of the curve A to B shows stimulation of photo-

synthesis with increase in temperature. The tempera-

ture range B to C represents optimal temperature

where the highest photosynthetic rates are seen.

When the temperature exceeds optimum temperature,

decline in photosynthetic rate is observed. This de-

cline region C to D is associated with adverse effects

of temperature on photosynthetic capacity. During

optimum temperature range, the capacities of various

components of photosynthetic machinery are opti-

mally balanced [77]. Plant species growing in different

habitats have different optimal temperatures for

photosynthesis.
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FIGURE 37.3 A typical curve showing temperature de-

pendence of photosynthesis at saturating CO2 concen-

trations. Photosynthesis changes with the change in

temperature at the concentrations that saturate photosyn-

thetic CO2 assimilation. (Redrawn from Berry J, Bjork-

mann O. Annu. Rev. Plant Physiol. 1980; 31:491–543. With

permission.)



High temperatures modify membrane compos-

ition and structure and cause leakage of ions. Disor-

ganization of chloroplast thylakoid membrane and

inactivation of PSII takes place [9]. With rise in tem-

perature, increasing fluidity of the membrane lipids

takes place, the strength of hydrogen bonds, and

electrostatic interactions between polar groups of

proteins within the aqueous phase of the memrbane

decrease [12]. As a result, integral membrane proteins

tend to associate more strongly with lipid phase and

nonbilayer lipids of the thylakoid membrane form

aggregates of cylindrical inverted micelles [78].

PSII is more sensitive to elevated temperatures

than PSI [77]. In intact pea leaves with high-tempera-

ture treatment, PS II activity was inhibited or down-

regulated whereas PSI activity was stimulated [79]. In

dark-adapted pea leaves, heat treatment caused inhib-

ition of photosynthetic oxygen evolution and de-

crease in photochemical energy storage, which were

correlated with a marked loss of variable PSII chloro-

phyll fluorescence emission whereas the capacity of

cyclic electron flow around PS I increased [79]. In

cold-adapted C4 Atriplex sabulosa plants, electron

transport activity of PSII was more sensitive to high

temperature than in heat-adapted C4 Tidestromia

oblongifolia plants [80]. In both of these species, de-

cline in CO2 fixation under heat stress paralleled with

decline in PSII activity. Experiments have shown that

thermal inactivation of PSII is due to extraction of

divalent ions Ca2þ and Mn2þ from the oxygen evolv-

ing complex of PSII as well as due to dissociation of

the 32 kDa extrinsic polypeptide that is involved in

the stabilization of the Mn-cluster [9].

High temperatures induce the sysnthesis of heat

shock proteins (HSPs) in plants and it has been ob-

served that in soluble portion of the chloroplast al-

most 19 small molecular weight HSPs (sHSPs) are

synthesized at elevated temperatures and these

sHSPs play an important role is photosynthetic and

whole plant thermotolerance [9,81]. Chloroplast

sHSPs are regarded as the most abundant and heat

responsive of the plastid HSPs [81]. In vivo and in vitro

experiments from Agrostis stolonifera genotypes indi-

cate that chloroplast sHSPs could associate with thy-

lakoid and protect PS II during heat stress, possibly

by stabilizing the O2 evolving complex [81].

Heat injury leads to decreased quantum yield of

photosynthesis, lowered electron transport chain ac-

tivity, changes in membrane properties, uncoupling of

energy transfer mechanisms in chloroplasts, denatur-

ation of proteins, as well as loss of enzyme activities.

High temperature raises membrane fluidity, causes

peroxidation and lateral diffusion of membrane

lipids, increased membrane permeability leading to

decreasing proton gradient formation across the thy-

lakoid membrane [77]. The level and activation state

of the carboxylating enzyme Rubisco decreases with

rise in temperature. In maize plants, temperatures

exceeding 32.58C caused decline in activation state

of Rubisco and the enzyme was nearly completely

inactivated at 458C [10]. In maize leaves, the inactiva-

tion of Rubisco appears to be the primary constraint

on the rate of net photosynthesis at temperature

above 308C [10]. The carboxylating enzymes Rubisco

as well as PEPCase isolated from cold-adapted C4

A. sabulosa plants were less stable to high tempera-

ture than the enzymes isolated from heat-adapted C4

T. oblongifolia plants. In both of these plants photo-

synthetic rate declined at a temperature lower than

that caused denaturation of carboxylating enzymes

[80]. These observations indicate that due to heat

stress, reduction in photosynthetic capacity is more

associated with disorganisation of chloroplast mem-

brane and uncoupling of energy transfer mechanism

in chloroplasts than the inactivation of enzymes.

D. CHILLING

Growth and development of most plants growing in

tropical and subtropical regions are greatly inhibited

by chilling temperatures [82]. In a variety of plant

species, exposure to temperatures between 08C and

158C causes chilling injury, leading to inhibition in

photosynthetic processes, decreased enzymatic activ-

ities, changes in membrane fluidily, decrease in proto-

plasmic streaming, swelling of chloroplasts, inhibition

in the activities of photosystems, and increased sus-

ceptibility to photoinhibition of photosynthesis

[11,82]. The extent of injury due to chilling depends

on the duration of chilling, irradiance level, relative

humidity, and the plant species [11]. Crop species like

maize, bean, rice, tomato, cucumber, sweet potato,

and cotton are chilling-sensitive. Even in the same

crop species certain cultivars are chilling sensitive

and others are tolerants [11]. Chilling injury occurs

in sensitive plant species at temperatures that are too

low for normal growth but not so low that ice forma-

tion could take place [12].

Photosynthetic processes are often the first to be

inhibited at chilling temperaturtes and for a majority

of crop species examined, photosynthesis is significant

lower at temperatures around 108C relative to that at

208C to 258C [83]. Low-temperature treatment alters

the properties of chloroplast membrane. In chill-sen-

sitive plants, the lipids in the bilayer have a high

percentage of saturated fatty acid chains and such

membranes tend to solidify into a semicrystalline

state at a temperature well above 08C [12]. In high-

yielding indica rice varieties, chilling led to decline in

photosynthetic rate, swelling of chloroplasts, and



accumulation of starch grains within the chloroplasts

[84].

In maize, chilling enhanced the distribution of

excitation energy to PSI, which in part, accounted

for observed decrease in the quantum yield of photo-

synthetic oxygen evolution [85]. Low temperature

also induced alterations in the amount of excitation

energy transferred from Chl b to Chl a in maize [86].

When black alder (Alnus glutinosa) seedlings fertilized

with different doses of nitrate were acclimated in a

growth chamber for 2 weeks and were exposed to

2.5 h of nighttime chilling temperatures of �18C to

48C, net photosynthesis declined by 17% for plants

receiving low nitrate fertilizer (0.36mM ) and 19% for

plants receiving high nitrate fertilizer (7.14mM ). It

was suggested that in black alder chilling stimulated

stomatal closure only at high nitrate level and that the

major impact of chilling on photosynthesis involved

interference with biochemical functions [87].

The impact of low temperature on photosynthesis

is dependent on the concurrent light intensity. When

high light intensities are experienced simultaneously

with chilling, PS II is uniquely damaged and photo-

inhibition of photosysnthesis takes place [82]. Photo-

inhibition can occur at low temepratures even at low

light intensities, leading to injury to PS II [29]. Photo-

inhibition of photosynthetic CO2 assimilation occurs

in many plants following chilling treatment. In Zea

mays when either lamina of the second leaf or the

whole plant was subjected to chilling treatment, sig-

nificant photoinhibiton of PSII occurred [88]. Second

leaves of Zea mays grown at 258C when exposed to a

photon flux of 800mmol/m2/s at 6.58C for 6 h showed

marked photoinhibition with 50% decrease in the

quantum yield of CO2 assimilation [88]. Plants ex-

posed to low temperatures for a longer period show

sustained downregulation of PSII complexes with low

intrinsic efficiency of PSII electron transport (FV/FM)

[89]. In intact leaves of an Australian mistletoe

Amyemamiquelli, efficiency of excitation energy trans-

fer from light-harvesting pigments to Chl a molecules

in PSII core complexes was markedly reduced in win-

ter [89]. Chilling leads to degradation of photosyn-

thetic pigments which is more pronounced in

chilling-sensitive species like Cucumis sativa and

maize compared to chilling-tolerant species like

Pisum sativum [29]. Sensitization of photosynthesis to

photoinhibition at low temeprature appears to be due

to decreased activity of oxygen-scavenging enzymes,

slowdown of physiological processes and the inhib-

ition of PSII repair cycle [90]. It has been shown that

presence of a large proportion of cis-unsaturated fatty

acids in phosphatidyl glycerol (PG) of chloroplast

membranes is correlated to chilling resistance in plants

[91]. Transgenic rice seedlings showing 29.4% and 32%

cis-unsaturated fatty acids compared to wild-type

seedlings with 19.3% fatty acids had improved chilling

tolerance [91]. Cold treatment of plants leads to upre-

gulation of certain genes within chloroplasts, the prod-

ucts of which help in adaptation of plants to extreme

enviornmental conditions [90]. In alfalfa (Medicago

sativa L.) leaves, one such cold-induced mRNA for a

specific chloroplast protease has been identified, the

synthesis of which is induced only under low tempera-

ture and not under other stresses [90]. The enzyme

pyruvate orthophosphate dikinase plays a crucial

role in the declined photosynthetic capacity observed

due to chilling [92]. Activity of this enzyme declines

under cold treatment. In maize, at 118C or below, this

enzyme reversibly dissociates to less active dimeric and

monomeric forms [93].

In chilling-sensitive plant species, low temperature

exposure causes significant loss of the activity of cer-

tain carbon reduction cycle enzymes like Rubisco,

sedoheptulose-1,7-bisphosphatase (SBPase), and

chloroplastic fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase (FBPase).

In Zea mays genotypes, growth at 148C resulted in a

75% decrease in Rubisco activity and a 50% decrease

in the activity of C4 enzyme, NADP-malate dehydro-

genase, compared to plants grown at 248C, whereas
no change was observed in the activity of PEPCase

[94]. An overnight chilling between 58C and 78C of

the subtropical fruit tree mango (Mangifera indica L)

led to substantial decline in CO2 assimilation, which

was associated with increase in stomatal limitation

and lower Rubisco activity [7]. Similarly, in herb-

aceous chilling-sensitive crop tomato, overnight chil-

ling caused severe disruption in the circadian

regulation of key photosynthetic enzymes, leading to

dysfunction of photosynthesis [7]. Contrary to these

observations, in spinach leaves, cold treatment at

108C for 10 days caused increase in the activity of

many enzymes of carbon metabolism including

Rubisco, stromal F-1, 6-BPase, sedoheptulose-1,7-

bisphosphatase, phosphoglucoisomerase, malate

dehydrogenase, pyruvate kinase, etc. [95]. It is sug-

gested that in spinach leaves increased activity of

carbon metabolising enzymes under low temperature

exposure conditions is compensatory in nature, in an

effort to increase the capacity of carbon metabolism

to function under adverse kinetic constraints [95].

Among the photosynthates, accumulation of both

starch and sucrose is observed in plants exposed to

low temperature [96]. The most abundant and most

commonly accumulated sugar is sucrose, which may

accumulate upto tenfold in certain plants [96]. In

spinach leaves, when plants were transferred from

258C to 58C conditions, a sudden increase in sucrose

level was observed with a concomitant increase in the

activity of its biosynthetic enzyme sucrose phosphate



synthase; however, the activities of the enzymes su-

crose synthase and invertase remained unaffected

[96]. As a cryoprotectant, sucrose accumulation has

adaptive significance for cold-exposed plants [96].

Accumulation of starch under low-temperature treat-

ment is mainly due to production of this photo-

synthate in excess of its needs [96].

E. ANAEROBIOSIS

Due to poor drainage, excessive irrigation or rain, soil

becomes water logged and oxygen gets depleted from

the bulk of soil water, leading to anaerobiosis. Plants

growing under such conditions show depressed

growth and reduced photosynthesis with severe losses

in yield [12]. In some plant species like pea and to-

mato, flooding leads to stomatal closure without sig-

nificant change in leaf water potential [12]. It is

believed that oxygen shortage in roots stimulates ab-

scisic acid (ABA) production and movement of ABA

to leaves can account for the stomatal closure [97].

The factors associated with low photosynthetic

rate under submerged conditions include CO2 defi-

ciency in water, low irradiances in muddy water, set-

tling of silt on the leaves, as well as factors related to

slow diffusion of gases in solution [98]. Slow diffusion

results in restriction of CO2 influx during photosyn-

thesis. Complete submergence is a common feature

associated with low-land rice crop in Southeast Asian

flood plains where deep water and floating rice culti-

vars are grown [99]. Setter and coworkers [98], while

examining the effect of submergence on photosyn-

thetic capacity of rice cultivars, observed that due to

stagnation of water, supply of CO2 to the chloroplasts

was restricted and this was the prime reason for de-

creased photosynthesis of plants. CO2 enrichment of

water increased the rate of photosynthesis. Long

period of submergence makes the leaves chlorotic

and chloroplasts lose the capacity to fix CO2 [99].

Concentration of soluble sugars decreases in plants

after submergence, a more decrease is observed in

submergence-sensitive cultivars than the tolerant

ones [98]. O2 deficiency tends to accelerate breakdown

of carbohydrates and therefore a high rate of photo-

synthesis is required in submerged plant parts in order

to compensate for the carbon loss [98]. These observa-

tions suggest that anaerobic conditions reduce photo-

synthetic rate in submerged plant parts with a marked

decline in sugar level, which appears to be primarily

due to low CO2 level in the water environment.

F. AIR POLLUTANTS

The combustion of coal, oil, gasoline, as well as in-

dustrial activities release many gases such as CO2,

CO, SO2, NO, NO2, H2S, HF, and ethylene as well

as a variety of many hydrocarbons in atmosphere,

which in excess concentrations are inhibitory to

plant growth and have deleterious effect on photo-

synthesis. Ozone, produced as a result of reaction

between oxygen, nitrogen oxide (NO, NO2) hydrocar-

bons, and sunlight in a chain of atmospheric events is

considered as one of the most potent phytotoxic air

pollutants. Due to higher concentration of CO2 and

other ‘‘greenhouse gases’’ in the atmosphere, in-

creased absorption of infrared radiation takes place

[12], which is posing a serious threat of global warm-

ing. This may ultimately have serious impact on plant

health. Elevated CO2 level causes stomatal closure

and reduces uptake of other pollutants [12]. SO2 en-

ters leaves through stomata and causes stomatal clos-

ure. It gets dissolved in the cell and produces bisulfite

and sulfite ions, the later is toxic for the cell [12]. NO

or NO2 also reach the cells through stomata and when

present in air in concentration greater than 0.1ml/l

inhibit photosynthesis. The concentration of the pol-

luting gases varies depending on location, direction of

wind, rainfall, sunlight humidity, temperature, etc.

[12]. Table 37.3 shows common air pollutants, visible

morphological changes that occur in plants due to

these pollutants, and the associated metabolic impli-

cations.

Ozone may be present in high concentrations in

urban and nearby areas. It binds to plasma mem-

brane. Regulation of stomatal aperture by guard

cells is disturbed. Both SO2 and ozone inhibit

the translocation of photosynthetic products via a

disturbed pholem loading due to inactivation of the

plasmalemma-bound ATPase, which ultimately leads

to increased starch accumulation and finally bleach-

ing of the photosynthetic pigments [100]. Due to its

highly reactive nature, ozone damages chloroplast

envelope and thylakoid membranes and thereby

disrupts chemiosmotic balance [15]. Ozone leads to

decrease in the level and inhibition in the activity of

the carboxylating enzyme Rubisco [15,101]. The im-

pairment of carboxylation efficiency is regarded as the

initial effect of ozone on photosynthesis [101]. Pres-

ence of ozone promotes photoinhibition even when

the light intensity is moderate [101]. Ascorbate, DNA,

and lipids are very sensitive to ozone. Destruction of

chlorophyll due to ozone has also been reported [102].

Decomposition of ozone spontaneously in aqueous

medium within the cell or its reaction with a number

of compounds such as phenolics and other organic

molecules produces reactive oxygen species including

superoxide anion (O2
�) singlet oxygen (1O2

�), hy-

droxyl radical (�OH) and peroxides that denature

proteins, damage nucleic acids and cause peroxida-

tion of membrane lipids [12]. Free �SH groups pre-



sent on enzymes are highly susceptible to oxidation by

ROS.

The penetration of increasing amounts of ultra-

violet-B (UV-B) radiation to the earth surface due to

depletion of stratospheric ozone is a matter of greater

concern to plant health. UV-B is injurious to photo-

synthetic apparatus and inhibits photosynthesis in

both C3 and C4 plants [103]. Due to UV-B radiation

damage to PSII occurs, marked by increase in vari-

able chlorophyll fluorescence [104]. In rice and pea

leaves, the quantum yield of photosynthetic oxygen

evolution decreased with a concomitant decrease in

the ratios of variable to maximum chlorophyll fluor-

escence yield due to UV-B radiation [103,105]. Ele-

vated UV-B irradiance levels also cause stomatal

closure, reduction in efficiency of electron transport,

photophosphorylation, and carbon fixation, and

thereby limit photosynthesis [105,106]. Destruction

of chlorophyll and corotenoids occurs due to UV-B

radiation in sensitive plant species [105]. It has been

observed that UV-B radiation suppresses the expres-

sion and synthesis of photosynthetic proteins Rubisco

large (rbc L) and small (rbc S) subunits and chloro-

phyll a/b-binding proteins [106]. The extent of down-

regulation is dependent on the severity of UV-B

exposure.

G. HEAVY METALS

Heavy metal ions such as Cd2þ, Ni2þ, Hg2þ, Cu2þ,

Zn2þ, Pb2þ, Al3þ have been increasing in the envir-

onment and spread to the soil as a result of industrial

waste, sewage sludge, agricultural runoff, mining ac-

tivities, or via airborne pollution. Many of these elem-

ents have serious adverse effects on growth and

metabolic processes in plants including reduction in

chlorophyll content, degeneration of chloroplasts,

disorganization of chloroplast thylakoids, reduction

in photosynthesis, and inhibition in the activities of

many enzymes.

Cadmium, which is a long-range transported

heavy metal pollutant, inhibits the synthesis of chlor-

ophylls and carotenoids and affects the ultrastructure

of developing chloroplasts in many plant species

[107,108]. Exposure of 7-day-old etiolated Vigna

sinensis L. (savi) leaf segments to heavy metals Cu2þ

and Cd2þ for 24 h caused inhibition in the synthesis

of chlorophylls, with more inhibition of Chl a than of

TABLE 37.3
Common Air Pollutants and Their Effects on Photosynthesis

Pollutants Morphological Changes Metabolic Alterations

1. SO2 and derivatives 1. Chlorophyll bleaching 1. Alteration in FAD/FADH2 and NADþ functions

2. Leaf discoloration 2. Decrease in ATP pool

3. Epinasty 3. Peroxidation of thylakoid membranes

4. Growth Retardation 4. Inhibition in translocation of photosynthetic

products

2. NO and NO2 1. Change in leaf color 1. Reaction with olefins

2. Growth Retardation 2. Peroxidation of membrane lipids

3. Elevated CO2 1. Stomatal closure 1. Reduced uptake of nutrients

2. Growth Retardation 2. Decreased root permeability

3. Abscision

4. Ozone 1. Decreased stomatal conductance 1. Spilitting of olefinic bonds and reaction with thiols

2. Increased starch accumulation and

bleaching of photosynthetic pigments

2. Oxidation of glutathione and proteinic -SH gps

3. Inhibition of lipid synthesis in mitochondria

3. Damage to chloroplast envelope and

disruption of thylakoid membrane

and microsomes

4. Inactivation of several key enzymes

4. Abscision 5. Inactivation of /-1-proteinase inhibitor

6. Inactivation of plasmalemma bound ATPase

7. Uncoupling of photophosphorylation

5. Peroxides and PAN

(peroxyacetyl nitrate)

1. Epinasty

2. Necrosis of leaves

3. Browning

4. Early ripening

5. Abscision

1. Ozone formation

2. Reaction with NADPH

3. Lipid peroxidation

4. Acetylation of amines

5. Reaction with thiols of enzymes



Chl b [107]. The extent of inhibition was more with

Cd2þ compared to Cu2þ. Wheat seedlings grown in

Cd2þ containing medium showed a decline in total

chlorophyll content as well as Chl a/b ratio [108].

Similarly, Pb2þ alters photosynthetic pigment compo-

siton and disturbs the granal structure of chloroplasts

[13]. Pb2þ reduces the concentrations of total chlor-

ophylls (Chl a þ b) in rice (Oryza sativa L.) plants.

Figure 37.4 shows the observations related to the level

of total chlorophyll (Chl a þ b) in leaves of two rice

cultivars, Ratna and Jaya, during 5- to 20-day growth

period when the seedlings were raised in sand cultures

containing nutrient solutions supplanted with 500 or

1000mM Pb(NO3)2. As evident from the figure, seed-

lings grown under 1000mM Pb2þ in the medium

shown 57% to 67% reduced chlorophyll level com-

pared to control-grown seedlings. Ni2þ reduces pig-

ment content in various photosynthetic organisms

and affects both photosystems [13].

In general, most of the heavy metals preferentially

inhibit PSII activity. In chloroplasts isolated from

Cd2þ-treated Triticum aestivum seedlings, 70% decline

in oxygen evolution and inhibition in PSII-mediated

electron transport activity was observed [108]. It is

suggested that Cd2þ affects electron transport on the

oxidizing site of PSII [108]. Cadmium is also shown to

reduce the turnover rate of the D1 protein of the

reaction center of PSII [109]. Cu2þ, which is an inte-

gral part of plastocyanin, inhibits the electron trans-

port at a site connecting both PSII and PSI. Excess

copper induces changes in the lipid composition and

fluidity of PS(II)-enriched membranes in wheat [15].

Under in vitro conditions, high Cu(II) levels signifi-

cantly modify the oxygen evolving complex of PSII

by dissociating the Mn cluster and associated cofac-

tors in PSII-enriched oxygenic and nonoxygenic

thylakoid membranes [110]. Hg2þ inhibits both

photosystems, the inhibition in PSI is reported at

the donor side beyond the cytochrome b/f complex,

whereas PSII is affected on both donor and acceptor

sides [13]. Tripathy and coworkers [111] demon-

strated that Ni2þ affected both photosystems and

toxicity was more on PSII than on PSI. Hg2þ binds

to thylakoid membrane proteins, reacts directly with

plastocyanine, replaces copper and alters the enzyme

ferredoxin:NADP-reductase by reacting with –SH

group [13]. Mn2þ toxicity reduces photosynthesis in

rice bean seedlings due to peroxidative impairment of

thylakoid membrane function [112]. Al3þ, together

with kinetin, delayed the loss of pigment and protein

contents and the activities of PSII and PSI in de-

tached wheat primary leaves [113].

Cadmium and Ni2þ lead to decline in CO2 fixation

rates and have pronounced effects on the Calvin cycle

enzymes [13,14]. A reduced CO2 assimitation rate in

Helianthus annus plants subjected to Cd(II) treat-

ment, in addition to reduced Rubisco activity, photo-

chemical quenching, and quantum efficiency of PS II

was observed [114]. In pigeon pea (Cajanus cajan L)

plants, due to Cd2þ and Ni2þ treatments, in vivo CER

decreased and marked inhibition in the activities of

the Calvin cycle enzymes occurred [115]. Rice plants

grown over a 30-day period in nutrient solution con-

taining increasing copper levels ranging from 0.002 to

6.25mg/l showed a progressive decrease in Rubisco

activity [116]. It is concluded that in rice plants, Cu-

led inhibition in photosynthetic activity is primarily

due to decreased Rubisco activity [116].

There is increasing evidence that many heavy

metals like Cu, Cd, Pb, and Al induce formation of

free radicals in cells, which cause severe oxidative

damage to different cell organelles and biomolecules

including thylakoid membranes and associated pro-

teins [13,117,118]. In mung bean (Phaseolus vulgaris)
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FIGURE 37.4 Level of Chl a þ b in the shoots of two rice

cvs., Ratna and Jaya, during 5- to 20-day growth period

when seedlings were raised either in nutrient solution (con-

trol) or nutrient solution containing 500mM or 1000mM

Pb(NO3)2. Values are mean + standard deviation based on

three replicates and bars indicate standard deviations. A

marked decline in chlorophyll level is observed in Pb2þ-

treated seedlings compared to controls.



seedlings, Cd toxicity elevates level of lipid peroxides

and the decreasesd chlorophyll level observed in such

seedlings appears to be due to peroxide-mediated

degradation [119]. Heavy metals affect photosynthate

partitioning within the different organs of plants. Cd

toxicity in rice limits the availability of the photoassi-

milate sucrose in the cells by favoring its enhanced

degradation due to invertase and sucrose synthase

activities [16]. Due to heavy metals, the Calvin cycle

reactions are slowed down and limitation of ATP and

NADPH consumption occurs, which leads to inhib-

ition of photosynthetic electron transport [14]. These

observations suggest that inhibition in photosynthetic

capacity of plants exposed to heavy metals is both due

to inhibition of electron transport activities as well

as of the Calvin cycle enzymes.

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Abiotic environmental factors like salinity, drought,

heat, chilling, water logging, polluting gases, radi-

ations, and heavy metals present in the soil strongly

limit photosynthetic efficiency and crop productivity.

Photosynthesis is essentially the only mechanism of

energy input into the living world and represents a

dominant physiological process in plants that is

highly sensitive to environment. Under natural field

conditions, many stresses interact and this interaction

becomes so complicated that it becomes difficult to

analyse the effect of a particular stress in isolation.

Despite the extensive studies conducted on the effects

of various stressful conditions on different photosyn-

thetic parameters in growing plants, our knowledge is

still incomplete regarding detection and quantifica-

tion of the very precise changes that occur at different

sites during the photosynthetic process under the in-

fluence of a particular stress. Various steps involved

in the overall process of photosynthesis associated

with conversion of transient energy of a photon into

stable chemical energy like sucrose and other photo-

synthates within the photosynthetic apparatus are so

tightly linked that any impairment at a particular step

would influence the complete series of events ultim-

ately limiting photosynthesis. Our scientific knowhow

and devices are to be advanced to exactly identify and

monitor the slightest change occurring due to a stress-

ful condition on the different photosynthetic param-

eters.

As lack of water (drought) and salinity are major

problems because they affect the otherwise most pro-

ductive agricultural areas, increased drought and salt

tolerance with better photosynthetic efficiency have

been major objectives in plant breeding programs

where irrigation water in limiting, water quality is

poor or salinity is high. Water availability is the single

greatest constraint on crop productivity as stomata

frequently close to conserve water and in turn limit

photosynthesis. Therefore, to accelerate crop im-

provement programs, it is essential to understand

how plants cope with stressful environments. A

major effort is needed to identify the specific molecu-

lar mechanisms that endow the plants with the cap-

acity to adapt to a stressful condition with better

photosynthetic efficiency.

With the advancement in molecular techniques

several classes of genes have been identified which

have been used to engineer plants tolerant to salinity,

drought and cold stresses with better yield and photo-

synthetic efficiency. Overexpression of genes-encod-

ing enzymes that synthesize osmoprotectants and

genes-encoding transcription factors that regulate

metabolic pathways leading to drought-adaptation

has helped in producing transgenic drought-tolerant

plants. Transgenic plants overexpressing mitochon-

drial superoxide dismutase (Mn-SOD) show im-

proved tolerance to drought, freezing, and many

herbicides. Tolerance to oxidative stress is being real-

ized as an important factor in providing tolerance to a

wide range of environmental stresses. As stress toler-

ance is a multigenic phenomenon and only a few traits

have been understood at the molecular level in plants

that can be associated with stress tolerance; identifi-

cation, characterization, and assessment of many

more complex mechanisms involving interplay of

many gene products which govern many complex

traits like water use efficiency stomatal conductance,

ability to exclude salt, and maintenance of optimal

photochemical and carboxylation reactions are essen-

tial. Once detailed information regarding the meta-

bolic and physiological changes that the place on

exposure to stress, the complexity of genes involved

in stress tolerance, the signaling pathways leading to

the activation of specific transcription factors are

available, using powerful biotechnological tools it

may be possible to transfer specific stress-tolerant

genes to produce transgenic crop species with im-

proved tolerance to stressful environments showing

optimum capacity for photosynthesis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In nature, plants frequently experience a wide range

of stresses, both biotic and abiotic, that adversely

affect their growth and development. Although the

literature on plant responses to biotic stress is not

rich, the abiotic stress factors are extensively studied

and are shown to result in several responses, both

detrimental and adaptive, at different levels of plant

organization.

Reviews are available on the effects of stress

factors like high light [1,2], UV radiation [2–4],

water deficit [2], and extreme temperatures [5,6]

on photosynthetic activities. The literature in these

areas is extensive and the factors could have been

included in detail, with description of possible

mechanisms responsible for reduction in photosyn-

thetic efficiency. The present review, however, at-

tempts to briefly but critically discuss the recent

findings and thoughts in these areas with particular

emphasis on photoinhibition and molecular biology

of environmental stress response in green plants,

the areas that have drawn our serious attention in

recent days.



II. CHLOROPLAST, THE TARGET OF STRESS
IN GREEN PLANTS

Chloroplast in green leaves of higher plants is

considered as the major target of environmental

stress. The organelle has potential to absorb light,

split water molecules to liberate oxygen, and initiate

electron transfer reactions, resulting in production of

ATP and NADPH, which are used for fixation of

carbon dioxide. Under normal conditions, there

is a perfect coordination between light-induced elec-

tron transfer reactions associated with the thylakoid

membrane and carbon dioxide fixation by the

Calvin cycle in stroma. But during stress, a loss of

coordination may cause leakage of electron to oxy-

gen, which may produce toxic oxygen-free radicals.

Therefore, light absorbed by the pigments and oxy-

gen liberated by chloroplast in this condition become

harmful to plants. Second, the excited reaction center

of photosystem II (PS II) results in the production

of a strong oxidant (P680
þ) required for the liber-

ation of oxygen. But under stress condition, the

strong oxidant becomes long-lived and can oxidize

lipids, pigments, and proteins of the membrane.

Thus, the potential of chloroplast for photoexcita-

tion leading to liberation of oxygen, primarily re-

sponsible for survival of higher organisms in this

planet, makes the leaves a major target of stress in

green plants.

III. STRESS SIGNALS

The precise mechanism of stress signal perception

and signal processing leading to the stress response

in green plants is not known. There could be several

sites for perception of stress signals. Both PS I and

PS II in thylakoid membranes can be considered as

the major stress perception systems. The signals re-

ceived by the photosystems may subsequently be

transduced through the changes in the status of plas-

toquinone, NADPH, DpH, Dc and the efficiency of

the Calvin cycle for carbon assimilation. In fact,

photosynthetic plastoquinone pool through the

changes in its redox status has been shown as the

major sensor in green plants for regulation of several

defense genes associated with stress. The changes

may further be transmitted to various short-term

stress adaptations or to the expression level of spe-

cific genes that control long-term adaptation to ef-

fectively counter the stress effect [7]. The signal

transduction for the stress response in chloroplasts

at the donor and acceptor sides of both the photo-

systems has critically been discussed recently by

Biswal et al. [2].

IV. MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL STRESSES
AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC RESPONSE

A. PHOTOINHIBITION

Sunlight, which is converted to chemical energy in the

process of photosynthesis by green plants, is the ul-

timate source of energy to sustain the biosphere on

Earth. But the light, which is the substrate for photo-

synthesis, dramatically reduces the efficiency of the

process when absorbed in excess. This process, lead-

ing to downregulation of photosynthesis by excess of

unutilized light, is known as photoinhibition, a high-

light stress syndrome.

1. Photoinhibition of PS II

It is well established that PS II is a major site of

photoinhibition and widely studied as the most sus-

ceptible component of thylakoid membranes (for re-

view, see Refs. [1,2]).

a. Turnover of D1 protein

Among the components studied so far, D1 protein

has been extensively examined during photoinhibition

of chloroplasts [5]. In fact, D1 turnover in PS II is

established to be the central event of photoinhibitory

changes of the chloroplasts. In high-light conditions,

D1 is rapidly degraded and synthesized and its level

reflects the net balance between photodamage and the

repair process. The nature of damage of electron

transport components responsible for induction of

D1 protein degradation is still unclear. The free rad-

ical mediated induction of the degradation has been

suggested by many authors (for review, see Refs.

[2,8,9]). The possibility of two different mechanisms,

one operating at the donor and the other at the ac-

ceptor side of PS II for degradation of the protein,

has been critically discussed [5,10]. The mechanism of

acceptor side inactivation operates at high irradiance

when carbon dioxide fixation becomes limiting, which

results in saturation of the reduced plastoquinone

pool, a condition leading to overexcitation of PS II.

In this situation, oxygen may receive electrons result-

ing in the formation of oxygen radicals that could

possibly damage D1 protein in secondary reactions

[5]. Alternatively, the reduced plastoquinone pool

may favor a back reaction with PS II reaction center

resulting in the formation of triplet reaction center.

The triplet reaction center subsequently is likely to

form singlet oxygen, which can bring changes in re-

action center proteins including D1 protein and other

nonproteinaceous components, leading to inhibition

of PS II photochemistry [2,5]. A change in D1 protein

conformation may result in its degradation. The



donor side photoinhibition leading to D1 loss is sug-

gested to be a consequence of stress induced destabil-

ization of the water splitting system, which causes a

slowdown of electron transfer from water to P680.

Under this condition, there is a possibility of the

formation of strong oxidizing radicals including

P680
þ. These radicals with high oxidizing potential

accumulate at the donor side and may oxidize the

proteins, including D1 and its subsequent proteolytic

degradation [5].

The turnover of D1 protein in PS II during photo-

inhibitory stress is considered as an adaptive mechan-

ism of chloroplast against stress. High light induced

degradation of the protein leads to disassembly of PS

II resulting in protection of the rest of its components

against photodamage. Immediate replacement of a

new copy of D1 leads to the reassembly of a fully

functional photosystem.

b. Zeaxanthin, an effective xanthophyll for

thermal dissipation of excess quanta

during photoinhibition

Thermal dissipation of light energy, although a pro-

tective response, essentially results in a significant re-

duction in photosynthetic efficiency. The molecular

mechanism of the process of dissipation is not clearly

understood in spite of extensive literature available in

the field in the last fewyears.Nevertheless, operationof

the xanthophyll cycle as the possiblemechanism for the

harmless dissipation is suggested.The cycle is proposed

to be operating at the light harvesting system [2].

The operation of the xanthophyll cycle in light

harvesting system involves the interconversion of

three xanthophylls like violaxanthin, antheraxanthin,

and zeaxanthin under a specified physiological condi-

tion of the photosynthetic apparatus induced by high-

light irradiance [5,11]. High light induced electron

transport and consequently low lumen pH induces

enhanced activity of de-epoxidase enzyme converting

violaxanthin to zeaxanthin. In dark or limiting light

conditions, an enhancement in the activity of epox-

idase enzyme reverses the reaction, resulting in con-

version of zeaxanthin to violaxanthin. Formation of

zeaxanthin from violaxanthin is established to be a

major event in the energy dissipation process. The

role of zeaxanthin as an effective quencher of excited

singlet chlorophyll and consequently a quencher of

chlorophyll a fluorescence is well known [1,2]. The

quenching of fluorescence is correlated with the ther-

mal dissipation that brings down the level of excess

quanta absorbed by photosynthetic pigments.

Although the role of zeaxanthin in the dissipation

of excess excitation energy in the light harvesting

system of PS II of chloroplast is established, the

mode of its action still remains confusing. The xan-

thophyll action may be direct, with zeaxanthin dir-

ectly quenching singlet chlorophyll, or indirect, with

zeaxanthin behaving as an allosteric modulator of

light harvesting complex (LHC) II b aggregation,

which favors quenching of excess quanta through

chlorophyll–chlorophyll interaction. In either case,

zeaxanthin is required to have specific proximity and

orientation in the LHC of PS II. The studies with

mutants reveal that the thermal dissipation in photo-

synthetic organisms requires the synthesis of specific

polypeptides in addition to a pH gradient across the

membrane and formation of zeaxanthin from violax-

anthin by de-epoxidase activity. Recently, Elrad et al.

[12] have shown a gene, namely, Lhcbm1, that codes

for a light harvesting polypeptide participating in the

process of thermal dissipation. But the coordination

between zeaxanthin, pH gradient, and the polypep-

tide of LHC involved in the dissipation largely re-

mains unclear. We have proposed a model for a

possible coordination among the three [13,14]. In the

model, a molecular quenching complex involving

chlorophyll, zeaxanthin, and glutamic acid side

chain of a light-harvesting antenna polypeptide is

proposed (Figure 38.1). The model explains thermal

dissipation by zeaxanthin in the light-harvesting

antenna only when there is formation of a proton

gradient. The glutamic acid of light harvesting protein

at the lumenal side is proposed to be the site for

binding of zeaxanthin. The negatively charged carb-

oxylate ion of the amino acid may form a ligand to

Mg2þ of chlorophyll at pH >5. In this case, the nega-

tive charge of the carboxylate group is delocalized on

both the oxygen atoms, and this does not permit its

binding to the xanthophyll. On the other hand, the

carboxyl group becomes protonated and neutral

when pH <5 under quenching condition. The change

in pH leads to a change in conformation of the glu-

tamic acid residue. The carbonyl group of carboxylic

acid of the side chain forms a ligand to chlorophyll a,

and its hydroxy group forms a hydrogen bond with

the hydroxy group of zeaxanthin. The complex in this

model has been shown to behave as a sink for thermal

dissipation of excess light quanta absorbed at the

level of the light-harvesting system of photosynthetic

tissues. In addition to light-harvesting antenna sys-

tems, the quenching complex also acts as a sink for

dissipation of harmful quanta from reaction center

core protein complex. We have suggested the location

of a series of b-carotenes (both cis and trans forms)

present in the reaction center and proximal antenna

proteins. These b-carotenes are likely to provide a

safe channel to drain out the harmful energy from

the reaction center and send it to zeaxanthin in the

quenching complex for safe dissipation (Figure

38.2).



Other possible modes of zeaxanthin action in

the protection of chloroplasts against excess light

have been reviewed earlier by Biswal and Biswal

[5]. Recently, Baroli et al. [15] have examined several

mutants of Chlamydomonas and have discussed

the photoprotective role of constitutively accumu-

lated zeaxanthin in the background of its anti-

oxidant role in quenching oxygen-free radicals in

chloroplasts.

2. PS I Photoinhibition

Photoinhibition is normally referred to as inhibition

of PS II photochemistry of thylakoids. Reports are,

however, available on photoinhibition of PS I (for

review, see Ref. [16]). The inhibition is triggered by

the inactivation of some components at the acceptor

side of the photosystem. The nature of photoinhibi-

tion of PS I in many ways is different from that of PS

II. In the case of PS I, photoinhibition occurs at

chilling stress and the inhibition takes place in the

presence of oxygen at relatively low-light conditions.

It is proposed that the temperature dependent loss of

protective mechanism at the acceptor side of the

photosystem results in the production of oxygen-free

radicals, which attack the iron–sulfur centers of the

complex and ultimately degrade the product of the

psaB gene, one of the two major subunits of the PS I

reaction center.
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FIGURE 38.1 The proposed mechanism for low lumen pH

induced formation of a quenching complex involving chloro-

phyll a (Chl a), zeaxanthin (Zea), and glutamic acid (Glu) side

chainof light harvesting protein. The quenching complexnon-

radiatively dissipates the excess quanta of light energy that

otherwise would have been harmful for PS II of chloroplasts.

(FromNayakL,RavalMK,BiswalB,BiswalUC.Photochem.

Photobiol. Sci. 2002; 1: 629–631.With permission.)
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MK, Biswal B, Biswal UC. Photochem. Photobiol. Sci. 2002; 1: 629–631. With permission.)



B. ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIATION AND MODIFICATION

IN THYLAKOID COMPLEXES

In addition to visible light, UV radiation is known to

significantly modify the structure and function of the

photosynthetic apparatus [3,4]. Increased influx of

ultraviolet radiation to the surface of the Earth has,

therefore, drawn a great deal of our attention in

recent days. Molecular events associated with the

response of green plants to the radiation have been

recently reviewed by Biswal et al. [2] and Brosche and

Strid [4]. While UV-B and UV-C are demonstrated to

be highly detrimental, UV-A brings about mild, but

significant, damaging and nondamaging effects on

plant growth and photosynthesis. For example, we

have recently demonstrated that UV-A does not

have much effect on photosynthetic pigments but

brings about a significant reduction in the efficiency

of PS II photochemistry of chloroplasts during leaf

senescence of wheat plants [17]. The radiation in-

duced modification in thylakoid structure [18–20]

and the primary photochemical reactions of chloro-

plasts [17,19,21] have been well examined. The PS II

complex of thylakoids, however, has been demon-

strated to be the main target of UV radiation [18–

22]. The irradiation of plants exhibits a significant

loss of oxygen evolution [17] and a decline in the Fv/

Fm ratio [17,21]. Although the specific target mol-

ecules or components of PS II complex as the primary

site of radiation-induced damage are not identified,

the damage of reaction-center II including degrad-

ation [22,23] and structural modification [17,21,24]

of D1 protein has been suggested.

The plants in the natural environment, however,

exhibit certain adaptive responses and develop vari-

ous protective mechanisms against hazardous UV

radiation. Flavonoids are considered to be the poten-

tial UV protective components because of their cap-

acity to screen UV radiation (for review, see Refs.

[25,26]). The other photoreceptors that absorb light

in the visible region of the spectrum are also known to

show UV protective action. In this context, our work

on the involvement of phytochrome in retarding UV-

induced damage of chloroplasts of wheat leaves is

worth mentioning [20]. We have suggested the action

of phytochrome primarily through the suppression of

UV-induced lipid peroxidation. Altered gene expres-

sion as an adaptive mechanism in response to UV

irradiation has also been reported [4].

C. WATER STRESS INDUCED LOSS OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC

ACTIVITY

Plants may experience stress both during drought

(water deficit) and flooding (too much water). Both

the extreme conditions are known to bring about

damage of cellular organelles. Flooding stress that

causes oxygen deficit is known to significantly affect

cellular respiration [27]. But not much is known about

the photosynthetic response to this stress although

reports on the response of the photosynthetic organ-

elle to water deficit are extensive [2,5]. Water stress

causes a significant reduction in the content of photo-

synthetic pigments, proteins, and lipids [28,29]. Severe

water stress resulting in desiccation of leaves causes

not only a dramatic loss of the pigments but also

disorganization of the thylakoid membranes [28].

Photochemical reactions associated with PS II have

been shown to be more susceptible to stress than

those associated with PS I [30]. Although the precise

mechanism of stress-induced PS II inactivation is not

clear, Sundari et al. [31] have suggested the possibility

of depletion of manganese with the consequent effect

of the loss of oxygen evolution. On the other hand,

quantitative loss of D1 protein as observed by West-

ern blot analysis in cotyledons of cluster bean under

stress may lead to inactivation of PS II [28]. These

changes associated with the reaction center II com-

plex may significantly contribute to the loss of PS II

photochemistry. The data on the stress induced de-

cline in carbon dioxide fixation by the leaves of higher

plants are rather controversial. The loss of chloro-

plast capacity to fix carbon dioxide in green leaves

under stress is attributed at least partly to stress-

induced closure of leaf stomata, a response exhibited

by abscisic acid treatment of plants [32]. Graan and

Boyer [32] have proposed that one component of

photosynthetic inhibition during dehydration is non-

stomatal. This component is suggested to be a meta-

bolic one, but its precise nature still remains to be

worked out. Kanechi et al. [33], however, have shown

high sensitivity of Rubisco activity to dehydration

condition.

The protective mechanisms developed by plants

against stress have been examined in different labora-

tories. At the molecular level, changes in the gene

expression as a response of plants to water stress

have been reported, and the possible functions of

gene products induced by the stress have been critic-

ally reviewed [27,34].

D. TEMPERATURE EXTREMES: CHANGES IN THE

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF CHLOROPLASTS

Temperature at extremes behaves as one of the major

physical stress factors that brings changes in the

quantity of pigments, organization of thylakoids, pri-

mary photochemistry, and carbon dioxide fixing abil-

ity of chloroplasts [5,6]. Reports are available on the

effect of chilling temperature on the loss of thylakoid



photochemical reactions, and the reactions associated

with PS II inactivation are suggested to be the main

target of the stress [35]. The cold-induced inhibition

of D1 protein synthesis during the repair cycle of the

protein may be a major reason for such inactivation

[35]. In addition to light reactions, low temperature

also results in loss of efficiency of the Calvin cycle

[36]. High-temperature stress is demonstrated to

cause a decline in electron transport efficiency of PS

I, PS II, and the whole chain between PS I and PS II

[6]. The stress-induced denaturation of membrane

proteins and uncoupling of light harvesting antenna

complex from the reaction center complexes may be

the possible factors contributing to the loss [37].

Acclimation of plants to high or low temperature

is a complex process, but data are available on the

molecular biology of the adaptation of green plants to

heat [38] and cold [39,40] stress.

E. PHOTOSYNTHETIC RESPONSE TO INTERACTING STRESS
FACTORS: A SIMULATION OF THE NATURAL

ENVIRONMENT

1. Significance of Multistress Factors

The plants in the natural environment experience

several stress factors, which may operate simultan-

eously or in different combinations. This is unlike

the laboratory conditions where these factors are

examined mostly in an isolated manner. The interact-

ing stress factors also exhibit significant seasonal or

diurnal variations with increase or decrease in the

intensity of individual stress components. Only dur-

ing the last few years, attempts have been made to

simulate the natural stress conditions in the labora-

tory and examine the multistress effects on photosyn-

thesis.

We have examined the photosynthetic response of

laboratory-grown plants to multistress factors in dif-

ferent combinations like drought plus weak light [28],

osmotic stress plus high light [29], and UV plus high

temperature [17]. In the case of multistress factors, the

stress effects are shown to be additive [17]. Plants also

exhibit a kind of cross-adaptation establishing the

links between various stresses [29,41,42]. When plants

experience different stresses in a sequence, their ex-

posure to one stress develops provision of tolerance to

another stress [29].

2. Multistress Factors with Light as a Common

Factor: Sensitized Photoinhibition

Since green plants grow in light, other stress factors

are investigated mostly in combination with light.

Photooxidative damage of chloroplasts seems to be

the major and common response of all stress factors

that operate in the field in the presence of light [43].

Most of the environmental stress factors are known

to cause a decline of the water splitting system and

in the efficiency of carbon dioxide fixation. These

changes in the presence of light may lead to the for-

mation of several oxygen radicals that can damage

the photosynthetic apparatus. Here, the environmen-

tal factors other than light are normally referred to as

the primary stress factors, which can sensitize chloro-

plast for further damage by light through photoinhi-

bitory processes. Some of the important stress factors

and their sensitizing effects for photoinhibition are

described below.

Chilling stress: Extensive reports are available on

how the chilling of green leaves brings about inacti-

vation of PS II, a major syndrome of photoinhibitory

damage of chloroplasts in the presence of light

[35,44]. The chilling-induced decline of oxygen evolu-

tion with consequent accumulation of P680
þ, reduced

utilization of excitation energy because of low tem-

perature induced inactivation of carbon dioxide fixing

enzymes, reduction in the efficiency of the xantho-

phyll cycle because of a check in the conversion of

violaxanthin to zeaxanthin, and decline of D1 synthe-

sis during protein turnover could lead to photoinhi-

bitory damage of PS II.

Water stress, UV radiation and other abiotic

stresses: These stress factors have been demonstrated

to either alter oxygen evolution capacity or reduce the

capacity of chloroplasts to effectively utilize the

absorbed quanta for carbon dioxide fixation, leading

ultimately to the formation of free radicals in the

presence of light, and thus destroy the photosynthetic

organelle. Recently, Deo and Biswal [28] have dem-

onstrated water stress sensitized photoinhibitory

damage of D1 protein of PS II of chloroplast isolated

from cotyledons of cluster bean seedlings grown

under moderate light conditions.

However, it appears that the nature of interacting

stress factors in the natural environment is still more

complex than their simulation under laboratory con-

ditions. The data available so far do not permit us to

have a very close look at what really happens during

the operation of these stress factors in the field con-

ditions.

V. MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OF STRESS
RESPONSE

For quite a long time, the studies of plant responses to

environmental stress were limited to physiological

and biochemical parameters. However, owing to the

dramatic upsurge in the area of plant molecular gen-



etics in the last few years, the stress response is now

being examined from quite a different angle. At-

tempts have been made to identify and characterize

the stress responsive genes, their expression and regu-

lation during stress treatments. Some of the recent

findings in these areas are discussed below.

A. LIMITED OR OVEREXPRESSION OF GENES,

A MOLECULAR STRESS RESPONSE FOR

READJUSTMENT OF CHLOROPLAST COMPONENTS

In this case, the genes code for certain structural

proteins and enzymes that are required for readjust-

ment of cellular components in order to minimize the

damaging effect of stress. The stress itself induces

either overexpression or limited expression of the

genes of these proteins in a highly regulated manner

for the readjustment. The gene products are not

therefore stress specific. High light induced enhance-

ment of the production of transcripts for the synthesis

of D1 protein replacing the photodamaged protein is

one of the examples of these proteins [45]. Similarly,

the level of transcripts for the synthesis of LHCs

remains at a low level during high-light condition

[46], which results in lowering of the antenna size for

minimum absorption of light quanta. Similar studies

are made on stress induced regulation of gene expres-

sion in cyanobacteria. The genes responsible for the

synthesis of phycobiliproteins are switched off [47]

with the subsequent loss of biliproteins [48] under

nitrogen stress. On the other hand, the genes that

produce the proteins for the formation of gas vacu-

oles for buoyancy regulation are differentially acti-

vated depending on the availability of light in

aqueous environment [47]. These findings clearly sug-

gest that a stress can induce either reduction or en-

hancement of the accumulation of transcripts in order

to produce the desired amount of certain specific

proteins for adaptation under adverse environmental

conditions.

B. STRESS-SPECIFIC PROTEINS

The second category of proteins synthesized in re-

sponse to stress is stress-specific and the proteins are

not necessarily structural components of chloroplasts.

These are believed to play a role in modulating the

stress effect. Among these proteins, heat shock pro-

tein (HSP) and early light inducible protein (ELIP)

are well studied with particular reference to chloro-

plast. In addition, expression of osmotins in response

to water stress has also been examined. The plants

including green algae are reported to produce HSP in

response to heat stress [38]. There is a range of HSPs

varying in their molecular weight. HSPs are known to

be the members of multigene subfamilies. Although

heat is a major stress inducing the synthesis of these

proteins, other stress factors also may cause their

synthesis. The stress proteins, homologous to major

classes of HSP are located in chloroplasts. Although

the nature of function of these proteins is still not

clear, their role in the transport of chloroplast pro-

teins, the stability of essential proteins against ther-

mal stress, mediating in the reassembly of various

protein complexes and the repair processes, has been

reported [6,38].

ELIP is a class of stress responsive proteins, so

named because they were initially thought to be pro-

duced during the early stage of chloroplast develop-

ment. But recently, detailed studies of these proteins

reveal their association with high-light stress condi-

tions. The formation of transcripts of ELIP has been

reported to be significantly enhanced with increase in

the intensity of light [46]. These proteins are nuclear-

encoded, synthesized in cytoplasm, imported to

chloroplast, and finally inserted into thylakoids. The

proteins remain stable as long as the leaves are ex-

posed to high irradiation but start degrading when

the intensity of light is lowered [46]. The precise

photoprotective nature of ELIP is still to be worked

out. During light stress, the breakdown of pigment

protein complexes may release free chlorophylls,

which on absorption of light may produce oxygen-

free radicals, toxic to chloroplast. The ELIPs may

absorb these free pigments, providing the proper sur-

face and thus may protoprotect the organelle against

stress.

Literature on the protective role of late embryo-

genesis abundant (LEA) proteins against water stress

in green plants is extensive [27]. Overexpression of

LEA proteins in transgenic plants has been shown

to develop resistance of the plants to drought [27].

The LEA proteins are classified into five groups, but

their precise function during stress remains unclear.

In addition to water stress related proteins, the

proteins synthesized in response to cold stress have

been well characterized, but their precise function in

modulating the stress effect on photosynthesis is not

known.

C. MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OF OXIDATIVE STRESS

Oxidative stress develops in plants in response to

several environmental and biotic stress factors. Envir-

onmental stress factors including high or low light,

drought, extreme temperatures, and UV radiations

experienced by plants are known to promote the for-

mation of oxygen-free radicals that damage or kill

cellular components including chloroplasts. The pos-

sible signaling systems associated with oxidative stress



are shown in Figure 38.3. As discussed earlier, chloro-

plast is the major cellular organelle for production of

these free radicals when green leaves experience stress.

The formation of oxygen-free radicals is known to

induce expression of genes for the synthesis of anti-

oxidant enzymes and many other nonenzymatic

antioxidants that constitute the antioxidant defense

system against oxidative stress. The precise molecular

mechanism of oxygen-free radical induced signal

transduction that results in defense gene expression

has not been clarified. Hydrogen peroxide is sug-

gested to act as a stress signaling molecule in the

signal transduction pathway [49]. The participation

of protein kinases in the signal transduction pathway

is possible [50]. The data on possible signal transduc-

tion from oxygen-free radicals down to gene expres-

sion through the action of a family of protein

disulfide oxidoreductases have recently been reviewed

[50]. The effects of oxygen-free radicals at the bio-

chemical and transcriptional levels are likely to be

regulated by thioredoxin, a small protein with disul-

phide reducing ability [50].

D. GENE MANIPULATION AND CHLOROPLAST

RESISTANCE TO STRESS

We have information available on a wide range of

photosynthetic and other physiological responses to

different kinds of environmental stresses. Most of the

adaptive responses are well characterized. Due to

gene manipulation, it is now possible to have plants

with the capacity of stress tolerance in terms of these

parameters. Many of the stress adaptive genes have

been identified [2]. Attempts have been made to trans-

fer these stress genes by effective transfer techniques

and the subsequent regulated transcription in stress

sensitive plants to make them stress resistant. Some of

the specific findings relating to stress resistance of

chloroplasts by genetic manipulation are worth men-

tioning.

The transgenic plants with the bacterial coding

sequence of Mn-superoxide dismutase (Mn-SOD)

have been demonstrated to exhibit high resistance

against oxidative stress and other stresses like

drought and metal stress [43]. Transformed plants

with overexpression of chloroplast Cu–Zn-superoxide

dismutase (Cu–Zn-SOD) are also found to be resist-

ant to photoinhibition [43]. The most interesting piece

of work conducted by Murata et al. [51] is the pro-

duction of plants by genetic manipulation, which can

effectively resist chilling stress. Since the level of un-

saturated fatty acids in membranes determines their

sensitivity to chilling stress, they have been successful

in manipulating the level of unsaturated fatty acids

in chloroplast membranes by the transformation of

plants with cDNA to plants with glycerol-3-phos-

FIGURE 38.3 Perception of signals and

their transmission during oxidative stress.
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phate acetyl transferases from stress resistant species.

Similarly, Hayashi et al. [52] have demonstrated en-

hanced photosynthetic tolerance of Arabidopsis

plants to salt and cold stress with transformation of

plants with CodA gene for choline oxidase. From

recent literature it appears that genetic manipulation

for developing photosynthetic resistance to stress is

going to be a major area of research in plant stress

physiology.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

The stress biology of plants has gained impetus re-

cently in the background of advances made in the

field of molecular biology, mutational studies, and

the development of new analytical techniques. This

review, therefore, while describing the recent develop-

ments in the field, has raised several unanswered

questions and has posed some challenging problems

in the area, particularly the molecular aspects of stress

response including the molecular mechanism of

stress adaptation. Some of these problems are briefly

described below:

1. We have vast literature available in the area of

photoinhibition. The high turnover of D1, a

reaction center II protein, has been suggested

to be the major response of photoinhibition.

Different mechanisms have been proposed to

explain the rapid degradation of this protein

during the process. However, the question still

remains, how is the degradation of the protein

initiated? The mechanism of tight coupling be-

tween D1 degradation and immediate synthesis

of its copy still remains unclear. Similarly, the

role of individual components of thylakoids for

photoinhibition of photosynthesis has yet to be

worked out.

2. Photoinhibition has recently been shown to

cause inhibition of PS I photochemistry al-

though the nature of photoinhibition of the

photosystem appears to be different from that

of PS II of thylakoids. The mechanism of PS I

photoinhibition has not been worked out in

detail. The proposed redox signaling system

associated with cleavage of one of the reaction

center proteins during the inhibition process

requires more experimentation and clarifica-

tion.

3. Formation of zeaxanthin as a response to high

light stress and its photoprotective role are well

established. However, there is a great deal of

controversy about the mechanism of its protec-

tion. Different views on the role of the pigment

in thermal dissipation of excess energy, its ac-

tion as a quencher of oxygen free radicals and

as an agent in modifying the fluidity of thyla-

koids membranes, are expressed by different

authors. It appears that more critical and ex-

tensive investigations are needed to evolve a

generalized mechanism of the role of zeax-

anthin that could explain the existing literature

in this area.

Recently the requirement of a polypeptide in LHC

of PS II has been suggested for thermal dissipation of

excess light by zeaxanthin. But the coordinate action

of the polypeptide and zeaxanthin in quenching sing-

let chlorophyll during the dissipation process has not

been clarified.

4. Molecular biology of stress response in plants

is still in its infancy. Nevertheless, significant

progress has been made in the area. The stress

responsive genes, both stress resistant and

stress sensitive, have been identified in some

cases. However, the details of molecular and

biochemical mechanisms of natural stress re-

sistance have to be precisely understood before

proper manipulation of gene transfer technol-

ogy can effectively be applied in the production

of stress resistant plants.

5. Another molecular approach to examine stress

response is to characterize the precise function

of the proteins, namely, HSP, ELIP, osmotin,

and many other stress proteins. Some of these

proteins have been well investigated. Their

genes have been cloned and sequenced. Unfor-

tunately, we have failed to unravel the mechan-

ism or the way they modulate the stress effect

or protect the photosynthetic systems against

stress.

6. The stress signaling system has become the

focus of stress studies in recent years. If we

successfully investigate the molecular and gen-

etic aspects of stress response with its subse-

quent manipulation, and hopefully if we do it

in the next few years, the next field of research

would be the study of stress signals and their

transduction in plants. We have a couple of

questions to ask in this field. What are stress

signals? How is the unfavorable environment

perceived and recognized by plants? These

questions do not have any definite answers.

Although the stress response is explained at

physiological, biochemical, and even molecular

levels, the initial events that receive the stress

signal, process it, and finally result in the re-

sponse still remain unclear. The search for



signal molecules that mediate the stress re-

sponse is going to be a very fascinating area

of study in the future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Salinity is one of the most serious factors that limits

agricultural productivity [1]. Salinity occurs not only

in natural habitats, at the coastline for instance, but is

also a result of inadequate irrigation strategies on

about 20% of the farmland in arid and semiarid

areas all over the world. Under natural conditions,

multiple environmental stresses co-occur frequently.

It has been reported that the responses of plants to

several simultaneous stresses are usually not predict-

able by single-factor analysis and a combination of

different environmental stress factors can result in

intensification, overlapping or antagonistic effects [2].

There are large differences in stress responses be-

tween species. For example, apple trees will die when

permanently exposed to soil salinities higher than

50mM NaCl, while a 50% yield reduction will occur

for beans at 60mM, and for sugar beet 50% yield

reduction will not occur before a NaCl concentration

of 260mM NaCl is attained [3].

Different experimental approaches are in use to

analyze drought and salt stress effects on plants [4].

As pointed out very clearly in the reviews of Lawlor

[5,6], there is a general way of drought and salt stress

response common to all plants. Differences in stress

response among plant species is due to their special

capacities in metabolic pathways, rather than com-

pletely different strategies. In this review, redundance

with respect to earlier work is due to the fact that we

have to summarize main observations made with dif-

ferent plants to point out the general strategies. The

current experimental data show that any strategy

helping to stabilize at cellular level water potential

and keeping adverse ions out of the cytosol, will

contribute to a better plant performance under stress.

II. GAS EXCHANGE

Measuring leaf gas exchange during illumination and

dark incubation is among the classic physiological

methods. This technique allows to predict stress ef-

fects on plant growth rate as well as on crop yield. But

it does not provide any direct proof, which biochem-

ical reaction is the primary target of the stress.

A. SHORT- AND LONG-TERM RESPONSE

When analyzing salt and drought stress effects, the

situation is complicated by the fact that short- and

long-term stress responses have been observed. Sugar

release into the cytosol, for instance, is a short-term

stress response found in many plants, while cytosolic

sugar concentrations tend to normalize during stress

adaptation. The extent of sugar release as well as the

period of time during which enhanced sugar concen-

trations can be detected varies with both, the respon-

siveness of the individual plant and the extent of



stress applied. Therefore, short- and long-term effects

are not easy to be discriminated and in most experi-

ments an overlap of effects is observed. Interactions

between leaf area and growth rate are examples of

such multiple effects on plant performance. Photon

receipt has not only an influence on growth but also

on leaf morphology and CO2 fixation capacity [7].

For example, in radish (Raphanus sativus) it has

been observed that about 80% of the growth reduc-

tion at high salinity could be attributed to reduction

of leaf area expansion and hence to reduction of light

capture [8]. The small leaf area at high salinity was

related to an increase in tuber/shoot weight ratio. The

latter could be attributed to tuber formation starting

at a smaller plant size at high salinity. The remaining

20% of the salinity effect on growth was most likely

explained by a decrease in stomatal conductance [8].

B. GENETIC VARIATION, ENVIRONMENTAL,
AND DEVELOPMENTAL EFFECTS ON STRESS

PERCEPTION AND RESPONSE

Another problem is due to genetic variation of salt

and drought stress tolerance observed with most

plants [9]. Depending on plant species, susceptibility

to salt and drought stress may vary with the develop-

mental stage of an individual plant as well as envir-

onmental factors [10]. However, to develop cultivars

with drought and salt tolerance it is essential to

understand tolerance mechanisms and their direct or

indirect effects on development, yield and quality of

crops [11,12].

In experiments with rice it has been observed that

stomatal conductance is interactively affected by sal-

inity and atmospheric drought, thus explaining some

varietal differences in sodium uptake. Sodium distri-

bution within the plant is not homogeneous. The leaf

sheaths have the highest, and the youngest leaf blades

the lowest sodium concentrations. These differences

can be explained with differences in leaf sheath reten-

tion of sodium, and current concentrations reflect the

transpiration history of the individual leaf blade [13].

C. LIMITATION OF ASSIMILATION RATE BY LOW

INTERNAL LEAF CO2 CONCENTRATION

In many natural locations, the shortage of water is an

important environmental constant limiting plant

productivity [14]. The plant reacts to water deficit

with a closure of stomata to avoid further loss of

water through transpiration [15]. As a consequence,

the diffusion of CO2 into the leaf is restricted [14]. The

decrease in net CO2 fixation under drought stress

observed in many studies is explained by a lowered

internal CO2 concentration that results in a limitation

of photosynthesis [16].

There are several reports which underline the sto-

matal limitation of photosynthesis under drought

stress as a primal event, which is then followed by

adequate changes of photosynthetic reactions [17–20].

Assimilation rate in leaves decreases with decreasing

relative water content. This observation is independ-

ent of the type of stress, drought or salt stress, ap-

plied. But, in more detailed investigations it has been

found that stomatal conductance is not affected by a

reduction of relative water content from 100% to 90%

while a reduction of assimilation rate can be ob-

served. This result shows that there are effects other

than CO2 limitation controlling photosynthesis as

well. An overview on salt and drought stress induced

response reactions is given in Figure 39.1.

CO2 concentrations have been measured in the

air, inside the leaf apoplast, and inside the chloro-

plasts: as a rule of thumb, under conditions of

maximal stomatal conductance (relative leaf water

contents between 90% and 100%) the CO2 concentra-

tions inside the apoplast and inside the plastids were

70% and 50% of the atmospheric CO2 concentrations,

respectively [2]. In more detailed investigations it was

observed under saturating light intensity that the

inhibited CO2-dependent O2 evolution and the net

CO2 assimilation induced by drought stress can be

recovered by high external CO2 concentration [21],

implying that the perturbations of the biochemical

processes are not responsible for the inhibited CO2

assimilation, and stomata instead may play a domin-

ant role in the decreased CO2 assimilation under

water stress. The conclusion can be further supported

by the fact that photosystem II (PSII) photochemistry

is hardly affected by water stress [17,21]. From these

observations it can be concluded that assimilation

rate is limited by CO2 supply and the term assimila-

tion potential, i.e., maximal assimilation rate under

optimal CO2 supply, has been introduced [6,22].

D. LIMITATION OF ASSIMILATION RATE BY FACTORS

OTHER THAN LOW INTERNAL LEAF CO2

CONCENTRATION

Nonstomatal limitation of photosynthesis under

drought and salt stress, in sunflower leaves, for in-

stance, has been attributed to inhibited coupling fac-

tor activity [23], reduced carboxylation efficiency [24],

reduced RuBP regeneration [25], or to reduced

amount of functional Rubisco [26].

Under conditions of high light absorption,

an inhibition of NADPþ regeneration in the

Calvin cycle can result in an over-reduction of the



photosynthetic electron transport chain and damage

to the photosynthetic apparatus. There are several

mechanisms known to protect plants against photo-

damage, including the emission of surplus radiant

energy as heat in parallel to decreased PSII activity

[27] and the use of electron acceptors instead of

CO2, such as oxygen in photorespiration or Mehler

reaction [28] (Figure 39.2). Thermal dissipation

of absorbed light energy, which can be determined

by nonphotochemical fluorescence quenching in

relation to CO2 gas exchange, is well established in

studies with excessive irradiance and reduced CO2

[19].

Drought also leads to an increase in nonphoto-

chemical quenching in leaves [29,30]. One factor

contributing to nonphotochemical quenching is

DpH-dependent high energy quenching, which is cor-

related with a downregulation of PSII activity [31].

When comparing drought and salt stress effects on

stomatal conductance as well as on assimilation rate,

it was observed that stomata are closed below a crit-

ical value of water potential, stomatal conductance

adopted a minimum, but assimilation rate still was

reduced with further reduction of relative water con-

tent. From such results it may be concluded that

stomatal conductance and, hence, CO2 supply is not

the only factor controlling the assimilation rate. In

many experiments the contribution of stomatal effects

and the inhibition of other reactions to the total effect

of salt and drought stress response have been investi-

gated. One such approach is to compare plant per-

formance under normal and enhanced CO2 supply,

respectively. Based on such data Lawlor defined two

types of plant stress response, he named them type 1

and type 2 [22].

In type 1 response low stomatal conductance

causes apoplastic CO2 concentration to fall and ele-

vated apoplastic CO2 concentration restores assimila-

tion rate to assimilation potential. Only after

substantial loss of relative water content is metabol-

ism and thus assimilation potential impaired. Sun-

flowers and spinach [32] are good examples for

plants showing a type 1 response. While assimilation

rate and stomatal conductance of intact leaves de-

creased with water deficit, maximum quantum effi-

ciency of PSII and relative quantum yield of PSII

did not change significantly in stressed leaves. Under

such experimental conditions photosynthesis obvi-

ously is limited by stomatal factors.

In type 2 response, apoplastic CO2 concentration

also decreases with initial loss of relative water con-

tent but assimilation potential and metabolism are

progressively impaired as relative water content

falls, and elevated apoplastic CO2 concentration can-

not fully restore assimilation potential.

Depending on the plant species, reduction of as-

similation potential can be observed when leaf rela-

tive water content is reduced below a critical value:

With some species reduction of assimilation potential

is not detectable unless relative water content be-

comes reduced by more than 10% while others show

such an effect very early, i.e., with minor reductions

of leaf water potential. Moreover, under severe stress,

with low relative water content assimilation rate

cannot be significantly stimulated by increased CO2

supply any more: actual assimilation rate and assimi-

FIGURE 39.1 Salt- and drought-stress-induced

response reactions. The roots are the primary

plant organs of stress perception. Abscisic acid

(ABA) is the most important signal molecule

released from the roots in response to this type

of stress. In the leaves ABA can initiate a var-

iety of stress response reactions. The type of

stress response depends on cell differentiation

and metabolic status as well as ABA concentra-

tion, and the duration and extent of stress.

ABA-induced stomata closure is among the

macroscopic stress response reactions. This

way gas exchange and respiration are regulated.

But there are further stress effects affecting

photosynthesis by factors other than limitation

of CO2 supply. Some of them, which are dis-

cussed in this chapter, are listed here.
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lation potential become identical. With values of rela-

tive leaf water content below 50%, no assimilation is

observed any more in most plants.

From the abovementioned observations it be-

comes obvious that the contributions of CO2 limita-

tion and ‘‘additional effects’’ brought about by

reduction of leaf water content on assimilation rate

are not easy to be discriminated. Moreover, plant

species apparently differ in sensitivity to reduction

of relative leaf water content of these ‘‘additional

effects.’’ With respect to their stress sensitivity, light

capture, photosynthetic electron transport, ATP syn-

thesis, and CO2 assimilation have been extensively

investigated both in vivo and in vitro. But, in experi-

mental investigations each of these reactions has been

analyzed separately, and this isolated treatment of

parts of the total photosynthetic reaction chain

holds true for many reviews as well.

III. LIGHT CAPTURE

Light capture and photosynthetic electron transport

occurs inside the chloroplast thylakoids. Pigments as

well as redox systems mostly are bound to protein

complexes integral to the thylakoid membrane. Light-

harvesting complexes, PSII, the cytochrome b6f-com-

plex photosystem I (PSI), and the NADP reductase

have been found to directly interact [33]. Partners

become lined up in direct neighborhood according

to their function. The direct contact of reaction part-

ners is essential for optimal functioning of the elec-

tron transport system, because several reaction

partners (not only pigments and the water splitting

system but also tyrorsine, phaeophytin and quinones,

for instance) show very short half-lives of their acti-

vated states [34,35]. Subsequent reactions have to

occur within even shorter periods of time in order to

allow high yields of light capture. Such fast reaction

sequences call for direct neighborhood of reaction

partners, they cannot be achieved if diffusion of reac-

tion partners is involved [36–38]. Moreover, a limita-

tion of turnover as it may occur under stress,

apparently results in a stimulated production of re-

active oxygen species.

From in vitro experiments with both, isolated in-

tact chloroplasts and thylakoid membranes, it may be

concluded that light harvesting as well

as photosynthetic electron transport are not affected

by the enhanced cellular salt concentrations and

lowering water potential to values above 50% of the

control, respectively [39,40]. The functioning of

the water splitting complex leading evolution of O2

is not impaired [17,21,41]. Maintenance of high

rates of O2 evolution in stressed leaf samples in the

oxygen electrode at 5% CO2 is prime evidence

that assimilation potential is unimpaired when assimi-

lation rate (measured as net CO2 assimilation)

is inhibited and cannot be stimulated by elevated

CO2 [22].

On the other hand, several in vivo studies appar-

ently demonstrated that water stress resulted in dam-

age to the oxygen-evolving complex of PSII [42] and

to the PSII reaction centers [43]. Other studies have

shown that the inhibited CO2-dependent O2 evolution

and the net CO2 assimilation induced by water stress

can be recovered by high external CO2 concentration

[21], implying that the perturbations of the biochem-

ical processes are not responsible for the inhibited

CO2 assimilation [21,42,44], and stomata instead

may play a dominant role in the decreased CO2
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FIGURE 39.2 The Mehler reaction is an elec-

tron sink competing with ferredoxin for elec-

trons from PSI. It is generally accepted that

photosynthetic electron transport leads from

the water splitting system of PSII to ferre-

doxin, which distributes electrons to the final

sinks (CO2 fixation, nitrate and sulfate reduc-

tion, for instance). The production of reactive

oxygen species (ROS) by the Mehler reaction

apparently shows a lower affinity to electrons

as compared to the pathway, leading to ferre-

doxin. This is due to its longer half-life time

(lower turnover number). But, if the ferre-

doxin pool becomes over-reduced because of

inhibited CO2 fixation rate or high light inten-

sity, the percentage of electrons quenched by

the Mehler reaction increases and ROS scav-

enging reactions have to safe chloroplasts

from damage by ROS attack.



assimilation under water stress [45,46]. This discrep-

ancy calls for more detailed analysis.

A. STRESS RESISTANCE OBSERVED UNDER LOW LIGHT

CONDITIONS

Data from most publications agree with the expect-

ation that primary reactions of photosynthesis are

highly resistant to salt and drought stress [16], al-

though there may be some damage at unphysiological

low relative water content [47]. These latter observa-

tions may be explained in accordance with findings

from experiments with cyanobacteria: In Synechocys-

tis sp. strong light induces photodamage to PSII,

whereas salt stress inhibits the repair of photoda-

maged PSII and has no directly damaging effect

[48]. Because of this synergetic effect, the joint occur-

rence of both stresses results in a very rapid inactiva-

tion of PSII.

As it will be an important point for our discussion,

we want to point out clearly that stress tolerance at

low light intensities and enhanced sensitivity to

drought and salt stress in the presence of high light

has been reported from experiments with several

plants. For instance, the maximal efficiency of tomato

PSII measured in the dark is not affected by drought;

however, in the light O2 evolution decreases under

water deficit [14]. Under drought stress, light capture

in wheat was observed to be affected in high light,

whereas no inhibition could be observed in low

light [2].

In agreement with the assumption of salt resistant

primary reactions, recent studies have shown that

there were no changes in PSII photochemistry in

salt-stressed cowpea, wheat, sorghum, and barley

when they were grown under relative low light condi-

tions [49–52], suggesting that salt stress per se has no

effect on PSII photochemistry and that it is the inter-

action between high light and other environmental

stresses which result in damage to PSII [49,51,53].

Indeed, some studies have shown that salt stress and

low cytosolic water potential showed no effects on

PSII photochemistry if stress treatments were carried

out under relative low light but predisposed photo-

inhibition when salt-stressed plants were exposed to

high light [5,6]. These data correlate with observa-

tions made with plant cell cultures during freezing

for conservation purpose: High light intensities dur-

ing freezing and thawing, when water potential is

reduced in the presence of ice, reduce cell yield and

dead cells show symptoms of peroxidation. To our

knowledge, such results can be explained by deleteri-

ous effects of reactive oxygen species produced in the

light under conditions impairing photosynthesis.

B. INDUCTION OF PHOTOINHIBITION

Another explanation is provided by authors, who

discuss the observed effects as indicating downregula-

tion of PSII to match reduced CO2 fixation rate

[42,54,55]. If the demand for products of photosyn-

thetic electron transport is lower than its rate of

production, then the imbalance can lead to overexci-

tation within the reaction centers and, in some cir-

cumstances, these can become inactivated. External

factors leading to such a downregulation of photo-

synthesis and photoinhibition of electron transport

rate are: low temperatures, drought stress, surplus of

nutrients, or overexcitation of the reaction centers by

high light [7]. Feedback inhibition by overproduction

of photosynthesate has also been shown to cause

photoinhibition of photosynthesis [7].

Photoinhibition of photosynthesis originally has

been defined by the decline in net photosynthesis that

occurs when leaves are exposed to high light for sev-

eral hours [7]. The extent of photoinhibition is depen-

dent on photon flux density, cytosolic (plastidic)

water potential, and temperature [7]. Correlated

with these changes in photon yield and net photosyn-

thesis are changes in the efficiency of PSII photo-

chemistry, as measured by the fluorescence ratio.

Thermal dissipation of absorbed light energy, which

can be determined by nonphotochemical fluorescence

quenching in relation to CO2 gas exchange, is well

established in studies with excessive irradiance and

reduced CO2, and salt and drought stress [7,29,30].

C. ELECTRON CONSUMPTION BY REACTIONS OTHER

THAN CO2 FIXATION

Reduction of CO2 to carbohydrates by the Calvin

cycle consumes by far the largest proportion of elec-

trons derived from water oxidation. In annual crops,

the reduction of nitrate consumes the second biggest

part. At high relative water content photorespiration

will use only a small proportion of the electrons and

close to none will be consumed by the Mehler ascor-

bate peroxidase reaction [56,57]. In the context of our

discussion, it has to be stressed that nitrate uptake as

well as reduction are strictly regulated by the amount

of C-skeletons available. Therefore, nitrate assimila-

tion will consume a constant proportion of electrons

as compared to carboxylation. However, when as-

similation rate is decreased, as at low relative water

content, the electron transport chain becomes

strongly reduced and electron transfer to O2 in-

creases, producing reactive oxygen species [58,59],

which are very damaging unless alternative pathways

for removal are available.



IV. CALVIN CYCLE

A. METABOLIC CAUSES OF DECREASED

ASSIMILATION RATE

What metabolic reactions may be affected by reduc-

tion of relative leaf water content and impaired ion

homeostasis? We will focus here on sites at which

photosynthesis has been discussed in the literature to

be impaired: (1) Rubisco concentration and enzyme

activity; (2) regeneration of RuBP by the Calvin cycle;

(3) supply of ATP and NADPH to the Calvin

cycle; and (4) export and use of assimilation products

as well as the involvement of ATP and assimilates in

stress response.

B. LIMITATION BY RUBISCO

Rubisco is the most abundant protein contributing

50% of the total leaf protein. It has been discussed

that some portion of the total Rubisco protein is not

catalytical active but functions as a CO2 buffer. Dif-

ferent functions of Rubisco, CO2 binding, and CO2

turnover, agree with the observation that for full

catalytic activity in the light, Rubisco needs to be

activated. Activation of Rubisco in the light requires

Rubisco activase and ATP [60,61]. Inhibitors are gen-

erally analogues of the enzyme’s substrate ribulose-

1,5-bis phosphate (RuBP) [62]. They bind to the en-

zyme in the absence of RuBP. Activase releases tight-

binding inhibitors from the Rubisco active sites, thus

increasing specific activity. The reaction requires ATP

[60], so decreased activity and activation state of

Rubisco at low relative water content may be related

to inadequate ATP supply to the protein complex

[23,63].

The amount of Rubisco protein is generally little

affected by moderate or severe salt and drought stress

[64], even if experienced over a period of many days

[23,44,46,65]. This means that specific Rubisco activ-

ity rather than protein concentration is decreased

under drought and salt stress. Restoration of assimi-

lation potential to values measured with control

plants by rehydration also suggests that Rubisco

(and, of course, other potential limitations) is not

impaired irreversibly [63,65].

C. RUBP CONCENTRATIONS AND RUBISCO

ACTIVITY

The rate of photosynthesis depends on synthesis of

RuBP and activity of Rubisco. Therefore, the de-

crease in RuBP content of leaves at low relative

water content [23,25,46] is significant. In stressed sun-

flower assimilation rate correlated with RuBP con-

centration [25]. This suggests that assimilation

potential in these experiments was determined by

RuBP content, not by CO2.

Under salt and drought stress, there is a general

decline in Calvin cycle intermediates during the

phase of plant adaptation to the applied stress. De-

creased RuBP concentration might be caused by the

general rundown of the Calvin cycle and decrease

in assimilation rate. The large ratio of 3PGA/RuBP

suggests limitation in the ru-bisphosphate regener-

ation part of the Calvin cycle, either caused by en-

zyme limitations or inadequate ATP, although Tezara

et al. [23] interpreted it as evidence of 3PGA produc-

tion by mitochondria. In laboratory experiments

with salt-tolerant plants (Aster tripolium, for in-

stance), however, metabolite pattern recovered within

less than 2 to 3 days under constant stress conditions.

Interaction between Rubisco activity and RuBP

supply is well illustrated by studies on unstressed

tobacco leaves with normal amounts of Rubisco

[66,67]. The RuBP pool increased in leaves in

bright light when the CO2 concentration was de-

creased transiently, so that on return to normal CO2

concentrations, assimilation rate was much greater

than the steady-state rate for a short time, until the

RuBP was consumed. Thus, under steady-state con-

ditions, RuBP supply limited the rate of CO2 assimi-

lation.

Gunasekera and Berkowitz [46] also identified

RuBP synthesis as a limitation but assumed that

ATP was not limiting, so, accordingto them, the

cause was inhibition of enzyme activity. Decrease in

assimilation potential with stress was explained by

loss of Calvin cycle enzyme activity in early studies

[68]. The large 3PGA/RuBP ratio suggests that

Rubisco is not limiting, otherwise the ratio should

decrease. If the decrease in assimilation rate were

due only to CO2 depletion, then RuBP content should

increase, as observed by von Caemmerer and

Edmondson [69] at low CO2 and saturating irradi-

ance.

Interpretation of the available data is complicated

by two aspects: (i) the duration of stress might affect

results and interpretation, e.g., the decrease in ATP

and RuBP observed by Tezara et al. [23] on leaves

held at low relative water content for some days, may

be caused by enhanced transport activities during

stress adaptation on the expense of ATP. However,

the decrease in ATP shown by Lawlor and Khanna-

Chopra [70] was a rapid response to decreased rela-

tive water content. (ii) ATP concentrations were not

clearly assigned in terms of compartmentation in

these measurements.

Experiments of the above described type, but

using plant species known to grow under severe



salt and drought stress, currently are under inves-

tigation in several laboratories. They will help

to identify strategies to cope with these adverse con-

dition.

D. CALVIN CYCLE ENZYMES

Reduction of RuBP content at low relative water

content could result from a limitation in one or

more enzymes of the Calvin cycle. There is little direct

evidence regarding the response of the individual en-

zymes of the regenerative part of the Calvin cycle to

increasing cytosolic mineral content, subsequent to

drought or increased salinity. In very preliminary

experiments with leaf crude extracts, we did not find

differences between enzyme preparations from glyco-

phytes and halophytes, respectively [71–73]. Another

point is that in most cases isolated enzymes did not

show a degree of salt inhibition, sufficient to explain

the extent of inhibition of the respective metabolic

reaction in in vivo experiments. Therefore, we doubt

that high resistance to salt stress of halophytes is due

to changed catalytic properties of their Calvin cycle

enzymes. In the literature some enzymes have been

discussed to be affected by salt or drought stress, but

in most cases only preparations from a single plant

species have been analyzed. Here we will commend on

some such examples.

The inhibition of photosynthetic electron trans-

port and the activity of Calvin cycle enzymes under

water stress have been studied in Casuarina equiseti-

folia: Total NADP-dependent malate dehydrogenase

activity increased and total stromal fructose-

1,6-bisphosphatase activity decreased under drought,

while the activation state of these enzymes remained

unchanged [74]. Water stress did not alter the activity

and the activation state of Rubisco.

Thus, Sharkey and Seeman [44] concluded that

low CO2, and not enzymes, decreased the Calvin

cycle activity. In contrast, Gunasekera and Berkowitz

[46] concluded that the Calvin cycle activity limited

assimilation potential. Similarly, decreased ATP with

low relative water content observed in some studies

[23,70] suggests that the Calvin cycle is not substan-

tially impaired: if low apoplastic CO2 concentration

were the cause and no other ATP sink is activated

under stress, then ATP content should rise. This con-

clusion may be supported by results from experiments

with tobacco with antisense to phosphoribulose

kinase (PRK) [75]: a 95% decrease in PRK substan-

tially decreased assimilation rate and RuBP content

but increased ATP content. Thus, there is strong

evidence that the Calvin cycle per se is not the cause

of decreased assimilation rate with low relative water

content.

E. LIMITATION OF RUBP REGENERATION

BY NADPH AND ATP AVAILABILITY

Synthesis of RuBP depends on ATP and NADPH

concentration, and on the Calvin cycle activity, or

more specifically on PRK activity, and concentration

of the substrates ATP and ribose 5-phosphate [76].

In the Calvin cycle, NADPH is the substrate of the

glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase. If

NADPH were limiting at low relative water content

then it would decrease glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate

and thus ribose 5-phosphate, the same effect as de-

creasing the activity of an enzyme in that portion of

the cycle. In leaf mesophyll cells under salt and

drought stress, it was found that NADPH content

remained relatively constant [23,70] and NADH in-

creased [70] as relative water content decreased, indi-

cating that the electron transport capacity is sufficient

to maintain and increase the reduction state of these

pyridine nucleotides. Thus, with respect to high salin-

ity tolerance of photosynthetic electron transport sys-

tem in both glycophytes (pea, spinach, barley, and

maize) and halophytes (Aster tripolium and Beta mar-

itima), it is unlikely that availability of NADPH to

the Calvin cycle limits its capacity to form RuBP

[71,77].

The rate of ATP synthesis depends on the light

reactions, generation of the trans-thylakoid pH gra-

dient (DpH), availability of ADP and Pi, and activity

of the chloroplast coupling factor (CF1) [78–83]. In-

adequate ATP concentration would decrease the Cal-

vin cycle’s ability to regenerate RuBP by PRK,

so glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate would increase and

RuBP decrease. This was the effect of decreased

PRK activity [75], but ATP increased in the trans-

genics, in sharp contrast to the case of water stress in

some studies [5,6,22].

Loss of photophosphorylation capacity with de-

creased relative water content was observed by Meyer

and de Kouchkovsky and Meyer et al. [84,85]. This

result may be explained by the finding that the

amount of CF1 decreased in stressed leaves [23]. Fur-

ther studies concluded that limitation of assimilation

potential was not caused by loss of ATP [24,45,86].

The effects of leaf water potential on photophosphor-

ylation were measured in vivo with a spectrophotom-

eter, which detects the rapid relaxation of the 518 nm

electrochromic signal from carotenoids, located in

thylakoids. The signal changes as the pH of the thy-

lakoid lumen alters. Wise et al. [24] did not detect

inhibition of ATP synthesis in watered and wilted

field-grown sunflower. However, assimilation rate de-

creased substantially during the mid-afternoon when

apoplastic CO2 concentration increased, i.e., there

was nonstomatal inhibition. Therefore, Wise et al.



[24] concluded that assimilation rate was downregu-

lated as an adaptive response to drought.

F. TRIOSE EXPORT

In light, photosynthesate is exported from the chloro-

plasts into the cytosol as triose-phosphates as indi-

cated in Figure 39.3. In the cytosol, sucrose, and other

oligosaccharides are formed to be transported to the

plant sink organs. (The oligosaccharide patterns

found in the phloem sap are characteristic of each

plant family.) Transport of triose-phosphate out of

the chloroplast, via the phosphate translocator in

counterexchange for Pi, is the principal route for Pi

transport [87,88]. Therefore, triose-phosphate export

and inorganic phosphate import are directly linked

and affecting one of these metabolite pools will inter-

fere with trans-membrane transport rates of the re-

spective other species [89].

The chloroplast coupling factor has a low affinity

towards inorganic phosphate with a Km value in the

range of 150mM [79]. For maximal catalytic activity,

phosphate concentration in the chloroplast stroma

should exceed 2 to 5mM in the presence of more

than 1mM Mg2þ [79,82,90]. Therefore, ATP synthe-

sis rate in vivo is highly sensitive to inadequate Pi

supply [22]. In summary, as ATP synthesis is crucial

for the functioning of the Calvin cycle, a strict de-

pendence of CO2 assimilation on chloroplast Pi sup-

ply via the phosphate translocator can be postulated.

But only little data on salt and drought stress effects

on phosphate translocator activity are available.

The concentrations of phosphorylated Calvin cycle

intermediates in the chloroplast stroma have been

reported to fall under stress, internal Pi pool is not

reduced this way [44]. Analysis of Pi in chloroplasts

from leaves over a range of relative water potential in

relation to assimilation rate, phosphorylated inter-

mediates, etc., is required. But there is no standard

isolation protocol for intact chloroplasts applicable

for different plant species.Moreover, recoveryof intact

organelles from one species varies with differentiation

stage of leaves aswell as stages of stress adaptation [91].

V. DISSIPATION OF SURPLUS ENERGY

A. PHOTORESPIRATION

Photorespiration plays a key role in consumption of

reduced ferredoxin, when the O2/CO2 ratio inside the
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production as well as sucrose synthesis, liberated phosphate becomes available for ATP synthesis again.



leaves increases under drought [54,67,92,93]. Rubisco

oxygenase activity catalyzes the reaction of

RuBP with O2, resulting in 3-PGA and phosphogly-

colate synthesis. Metabolism of phosphoglycolate

via the glycolate pathway, involves three cell com-

partments, chloroplasts, peroxisomes, and mitochon-

dria. Functioning of this pathway obviously

requires well-defined subcellular structures and aggre-

gates of the three compartments are observed (Figure

39.4).

Decreasing relative water content has long been

known to increase the ratio of photorespiration to

assimilation [98,99]. Results clearly prove that the

CO2 concentration inside the chloroplasts is crucial

for regulation, because in contrast to an increase in

the O2 to CO2 ratio, a limitation in RuBP supply

would reduce both, assimilation and photorespiration

rates. However, it was quite a surprise when from

analysis of O2 exchange it became obvious that

photorespiration is a substantial sink for electrons in

leaves at high and low relative water content

[14,58,59,100]. But, while a significant increase of

the photorespiration/assimilation ratio was found

[101], the absolute rate of photorespiration did not

compensate for stress induced limitation of assimila-

tion rate, and total consumption of reductants was

inhibited as compared to control plants [58]. There-

fore, electron transport rate was impaired under

stress. Using chlorophyll fluorescence as an indicator,

photorespiration electron fluxes in salt- or drought-

stressed leaves were found to be much smaller under

stress as compared to control plants. As an estimate

photorespiration plus assimilation rates account for

45% of energy consumption at large relative water

content and 20% at small, and the proportion de-

crease under large photon flux [20].

B. MITOCHONDRIAL RESPIRATION

In leaves, mitochondrial respiration contributes to

CO2 release not only in the dark but also in the light.

Mathematical simulation of the C fluxes in illuminated

leaves [102] showed that with a small increase in stress,

Rubisco characteristics could simulate the changes in

CO2 turnover. But at low relative water content a

source of CO2 additional to photorespiration is re-

quired. The contribution of mitochondrial respiration

agrees with the increased apoplastic CO2 concentra-

tion and equilibrium compensation points observed at

low relative water content [23,98,103].

These results may be interpreted in terms of the

need of additional energy supply (to drive active

membrane transport, for instance) under severe salt

and drought stress. Moreover, these data point out

that gas exchange measurements call for very careful

interpretation in drought- and salt-stress experiments,

because there is no constant ratio of photorespiration

and tricarbon acid cycle activities.

C. PRODUCTION OF REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES

It is currently assumed that the negative effect of the

various environmental stresses is at least partially due

to the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS)

and the inhibition of the system which defends

against them. ROS include superoxide (O2
�), hy-

droxyl radicals (.OH�), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2),

and singlet oxygen (1O2).

The functions of ROS and other radicals, NO, for

instance, are under intensive investigation, since it

became obvious that they are involved in signaling in

plant cells alike in cells of animals and fungi [104,105].

ROS have been found to regulate growth and devel-

opment as well as stress responses [106–110]. However,

H2O2 can be converted via Fenton-type reactions to

the dangerous hydroxyl radical, and failure to quench

or inactivate the ROS may lead to degeneration of

membrane lipids, proteins, and DNA [111,112]. En-

zymes coding for defense systems are apparently under

the control of promoters activated by ROS or their

products, lipid peroxides, for instance.

D. ENZYMATIC DETOXIFICATION OF ROS

Apart from the xanthophyll cycle, photorespiration

and other changes in metabolic activity, which may

protect the chloroplast from oxidative damage

[54,93,113,114], a number of enzymatic and nonenzy-
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FIGURE 39.4 Electron micrograph of a chloroplast–mito-

chondrium–peroxisome aggregate from a mature barley

leaf cell. Aggregates of cell organells are rare in young

developing cells. It has been observed that compartmenta-

tion of metabolic pathway changes with organelle aggregate

formation [94–96]. It was convincingly shown that

these changes depend on direct metabolite shuttling

among aggregated cell organelles [97]. Moreover, stability

of aggregates apparently depends on cytosolic salt and

osmoprotectant contents.



matic antioxidants are present in chloroplasts that

control oxygen toxicity [106,112,115]. Catalase (CAT)

and ascorbate peroxidase (APX) detoxify hydrogen

peroxide and yield water and oxygen. The expression

of both enzymes seems to be induced by oxidative

products [116,117]. Glutathione reductase (GR)

acts by recycling oxidized glutathione using NADPH

as a cofactor. Many studies have reported changes

in antioxidant enzyme activities in response to

salinity, suggesting that the increases in these

activities can be the basis for salt-stress tolerance

[108,118].

More recently, a third type of plastidic thiore-

doxin has been described designated chloroplastic

drought-induced stress protein of 32 kDa (CDSP32)

[119,120]. The protein is composed of two typical

thioredoxin modules, with only one redox active di-

sulfide center in the C-terminal domain [121], and has

been found to participate in the protection of the

photosynthetic apparatus against oxidative damage

[122]. CDSP32 is located in the stroma and displays

a substantially increased abundance under severe os-

motic and photooxidative stresses [120,121,123–125].

The CDSP32 gene is induced at the transcript level

under drought and photo-oxidative treatments

[120,121]. But, the exact function of the CDSP32

protein is yet to be determined.

E. SCAVENGERS PROTECTING FROM ROS EFFECTS

Recently, it has been proposed that flavonoids and

polyphenolic compounds act as reducing agents either

as enzyme cofactors or as electron donors. Accumu-

lation of these agents could be pronounced in tissues

under stress conditions. Carotenoids, a-tocopherol,

ascorbate, and glutathione (Figure 39.5) help to

maintain the integrity of the photosynthetic mem-

branes under oxidative stress [112,126–129]. Besides,

some Labiatae plants, including rosemary (Rosmari-

nus officinalis) and sage (Salvia officinalis), contain

the diterpene carnosic acid (CA), which displays

high antioxidant properties in vitro [130–132], have

shown that CA is present in chloroplasts, where it is

oxidized to rosmanol and isorosmanol [133]. From a

comparison of in vivo and in vitro effects during

drought stress, Shalata and Tal [107] concluded that

CA in combination with other low molecular weight

antioxidants helps prevent oxidative damage under

stress.

F. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES TO MEASURE ROS
STRESS STATUS

Estimations of the redox state of low molecular

weight antioxidants may allow us to better under-

stand the relationship between drought and oxidative

stress in plants. Although levels of antioxidants indi-

cate the potential extent of antioxidative protection

and the balance between their synthesis, oxidation,

and regeneration, their redox state indicates an oxi-

dative load toward these compounds and provides us

with a reliable estimation of the oxidative stress in the

cell. Changes in the redox state of ascorbate and

glutathione [134,135] and in that of CA [136] have

been studied in drought-stressed plants. By contrast,

to our knowledge, drought-induced changes in the

oxidation products of a-tocopherol or carotenoids,

and therefore, in their redox states, have not been

reported so far in plants.

G. PHYSIOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE OF ROS
PRODUCTION AS AN ELECTRON SINK

In order to generally prove the permanent production

of ROS in illuminated chloroplasts, mass-spectromet-

ric measurements of isolated chloroplasts, mesophyll

cells, or whole leaves have been performed. This way,

O2 uptake has been observed in the light, which could

not be accounted for by Rubisco oxygenation or

mitochondrial respiration [54,137]. On the other

hand, combined measurements of leaf gas exchange

and chlorophyll fluorescence in vivo have not always

found evidence of significant extra electron transport

[17,138].

It is thought that O2 photoreduction increases

with increasing reduction of the ferredoxin pool,

thus allowing linear electron flow to continue when

NADP is scare. It has been suggested that O2 photo-

reduction can assist in maintaining a high trans-

thylakoid pH gradient, which in turn, enhances

nonradiative dissipation of light energy and protects

light reactions from photodamage [139].

In this context it has to be borne in mind that

the slight alkalization of the chloroplast stroma

in the light is an essential prerequisite for functioning

of most plastidic metabolic pathways. Phosphoryl-

ation potential of ATP, like group transfer potential

of many other metabolites, depends on pH (and cat-

ion concentrations, especially Mg2þ) and reaction

equilibria within pathways would not allow metabol-

ism to take place in other cell compartments because

of their lower pH values as compared to illuminated

chloroplasts. In addition, the stoichiometries of

NADPH and ATP production and consumption in

chloroplasts are different and the alternative sinks are

considered necessary to enable ATP production with-

out NADP reduction [127].

A great number of experiments using a variety of

plant species indicate that these findings, in general,

hold true for all plants. For instance, drought and salt



stress alter the amounts and the activities of enzymes

involved in scavenging oxygen radicals and their cor-

responding steady-state level of mRNA. Activities of

cytosolic and chloroplastic Cu/Zn-SOD isozymes and

cytosolic ascorbate peroxidase, as well as their corre-

sponding mRNA transcripts, were increased by

drought treatment of pea plants [140]. In tomato

cultivars differing in salt resistance, a correlation be-

tween growth performance and antioxidant content

was found [107]. Moreover, it was observed that salt-

stress-mediated peroxidation in tomato leaves did not

occur in the dark but during subsequent illumination

of stressed plants. Additional ascorbic acid partially

inhibited this response but did not significantly reduce

sodium uptake or plasma membrane leakiness. Other

organic solutes without known antioxidant activity

were not effective [108]. Water-stress-induced ABA

accumulation triggers the increased generation of

ROS and upregulates the activities of antioxidant

enzymnes in maize leaves. Rates of production of

ROS with decreasing relative water concentration

have not been quantified, but because of their reactiv-

ity and potential for damaging thylakoids, etc., even

small fluxes may be critical and rapid removal is

essential [5]. It is thought that low molecular weight

antioxidants cooperate to provide protection against

oxidative damage to plants [132].

Data from other plant systems indicate that the

stress induced accumulation of abscisic acid (ABA)

promotes stomatal closure which decreases CO2 in-

take. This leads to a loss in photosynthetic efficiency

and oxidative stress [118].
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FIGURE 39.5 ROS scavenging reactions protect from damages and can act as electron sinks. ROS synthesis by the Mehler

reaction, for instance, occurs when turnover of intermediate pools is inhibited. This may occur under stress, when the export

or consumption of photosynthesates is blocked, and the acceptors of the electron transport become over-reduced. As shown

for the example of the ascorbate–glutathione cycle, ROS scavengers have a twofold effect: (i) they protect the cell by ROS

consumption; and (ii) NADH is used for their regeneration. This way, they act as electron sinks and contribute to the

reduction of ROS formation.



VI. OSMOPROTECTANTS AND N
METABOLISM

Biochemical studies have shown that plants under

salinity stress accumulate a number of metabolites,

which are termed osmoprotectants or compatible sol-

utes because they do not interfere with biochemical

reactions [141,142]. These metabolites include polyal-

cohols, such as mannitol, sugars like glucose, sucrose,

trehalose, raffinose, and other oligosaccharides, as

well as nitrogen-containing compounds, such as

amino acids, betaines, and polyamines.

It has been observed that polyalcohols are accu-

mulated under stress in some rosaceae, which may be

salt-sensitive like apple trees, for instance. On the

other hand, oligosaccharides are found to accumulate

in the more salt-tolerant Leguminosae. From such

differences no ranking in terms of protection effect-

iveness of osmoprotectants may be deduced. This

example rather indicates that under stress plants will

respond within their genetically determined spectrum

and take advantage of metabolic capacity they have.

As an example, the metabolic pathways leading to

the synthesis of mannitol and proline are shown

in Figure 39.6. It is obvious that accumulation

of osmoprotectants can be interpreted as a side

effect of enzyme and translocator regulation. Plants

differ in metabolism as well as in the type of carbo-

hydrates used for far distance transport. Osmoprotec-

tants may become concentrated in the cytosol if their

export is inhibited by external stress factors. There-

fore, the positive action of osmoprotectants may be

a side effect of photosynthesate storage in source

tissues.

A. FUNCTION OF OSMOPROTECTANTS

The function of compatible solute accumulation is

often associated with osmotic adjustment, by lower-

ing the water potential to improve the uptake of water

against the external gradient. But in most cases it has

been observed that osmoprotectants account for less

than 50% of changes of cytosolic water potential

under stress [143]. Therefore, a number of other

roles for these compounds have been hypothesized

in the literature [115]. Possible roles include: serving

as a readily available energy source or as a nitrogen

source during limited growth and photosynthesis, de-

toxification of excess ammonia under periods of

stress, and stabilization of enzymes and/or mem-

branes [22]. We will comment on this in Section X.B

in more detail.

Detailed understanding of the biochemical path-

ways leading to the formation of amino acids and

compatible solutes will be important in engineering

plants to tolerant saline environments in the future.

Moreover, it has to be analysed prior to genetic ma-

nipulation that the wild type has the metabolic cap-

acity to produce, at a sufficient rate, precursors of the

desired osmoprotectant. Until now, most of the stud-

ies of compatible solute accumulation have focused

on the photosynthetic tissues, or source tissues. Here,

we will discuss some results observed with mannitol

and proline, for example, and then focus on N

metabolism.

B. MANNITOL

The osmolyte mannitol is synthesized in numerous

plant species (Figure 39.6c), but not in wheat (Triti-

cum aestivum). But, expression of the mtlD gene in

transgenic wheat plants has demonstrated that cellu-

lar accumulation of mannitol can alleviate drought

and salinity stress in this crop as well [144]. In celery

(Apium graveolens), mannitol is synthesized in equal

proportion to that of sucrose [145] and, therefore,

celery has been chosen to study stress effects on man-

nitol synthesis and transport. Salt stress inhibits su-

crose synthesis but does not affect the enzymes for

mannitol biosynthesis. Moreover, the rate of manni-

tol use in sink tissues decreases during salt stress

mainly because of the suppression of the NADþ-

dependent mannitol dehydrogenase, which oxidizes

mannitol to mannose [146,147]. Mannitol accumula-

tion increases when plants are exposed to low water

potential irrespective of whether this is brought about

by drought or salt treatment [148]. Studies using

transgenic tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) and Arabi-

dopsis also showed improved growth of mannitol-

accumulating plants under stress [149–151]. A more

detailed analysis of data indicated that improved

growth performance of mannitol-accumulating

wheat calli and mature leaves was due to stress-

protective functions of mannitol, although osmotic

effects on growing regions of wheat could not been

ruled out. Similar effects have been observed with

Arabidopsis and tobacco [149–151].

C. PROLINE

Proline accumulation in response to stress is widely

reported. Other nitrogenous compounds that accu-

mulate in response to stress may have important

roles in tolerance, but have received little attention

compared to proline accumulation [152]. The pattern

of solute accumulation during extended exposure to

stress has not been widely studied. It is important that

pulse chase experiments clearly showed that proline

as well as other aminoacids and amides accumulating

under salt and drought stress are not degraded from
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proteins but are synthesized de novo upon stress

[152].

Proline concentrations increase by several orders

of magnitude at low relative water content, where

assimilation potential approaches zero but respiration

continues. Proline is derived from glutamate (which

accumulates and is not derived from recently formed

carbohydrates); the reactions require ATP and

NADPH [153]. Synthesis is also possible from

ornithine, although it may be a minor pathway: it

does not require ATP or NADPH. If redox compon-

ents are very reduced at low relative water content,

this may enhance or even trigger proline formation

from glutamate [153,154]. This may be an important

sink for redox equivalents and ATP under salt and

drought stress [155]. Advantages of increased cytoso-

lic proline concentrations are documented for bac-

teria and for plant membranes in vitro, for instance,

and increased proline accumulation in genetically

altered plants confers osmotolerance [154] although

the mechanisms have been disputed.

Another aspect becomes obvious from investiga-

tions on the regulatory capacity of intermediates

of proline synthesis in rice (Oryza sativa L.). It

was demonstrated that intermediates of proline bio-

synthesis are stimulating the expression of genes

characteristic for osmotic stress. Among the genes

under metabolite control are: the gene for hsp70,

the gene for S-adenosyl-methionine synthase, salT,

Em, and dhn4. A concentration of 1mM proline

or 75mM NaCl resulted in a minor activation

of these genes, while substrates of proline synth-

esis, glutamine and D-pyrroline-5-carboxylic acid

(PC5), as well as its analog 3,4-dehydroproline

(3,4dPro), significantly increased the expression

of these genes. Unlike NaCl, gene induction by

these intermediates of proline synthesis was not par-

alleled by an increased level of ABA. Plants treated

with PC5 or 3,4dPro accumulated osmolytes typical

for osmotic stress, had increased cytosolic levels of

NADH, while NADPH levels were reduced, and O2

consumption was lower as compared to control plants

[156].

D. NITRATE REDUCTION

The effects of stress on plant nitrogen metabolism has

been frequently studied, with increases in protein deg-

radation, inhibition of protein synthesis and the

accumulation or depletion of protein and nonprotein

amino acids reported in a variety of monocts and

dicots [152]. If plants are capable of adapting to the

degree of stress, the accumulation of low molecular

weight N-containing compounds is observed. This

effect will peak within a few days of exposure to

salinity, for instance, and then decline, but remain

elevated. In general, several different compounds

will occur with a few dominant ones. The interactions

between CO2 and NO3
� assimilation and their dy-

namics are of key importance for crop production.

An adequate supply of NO3
� stimulates leaf growth

and photosynthesis [22].

Nitrate reduction is considered the rate-limiting

and regulatory step in the nitrogen assimilation path-

way, and is mainly related to the activity of the cyto-

solic nitrate reductase (cNR, EC 1.6.6.1) [157,158]

although several reports indicate that a distinct pro-

portion of the total NR may be associated either with

various organelle membranes [159,160] or with

plasma membrane [161–165].

Water deficits substantially alter all aspects

of nitrogen assimilation. Indeed, accumulation of

amino acids is characteristic of low relative water

content [166,167], particularly proline increasing

greatly below a well-defined threshold due to in-

creased rates of synthesis relative to consumption

[168]. In crops, this threshold appears to be at or

below 75% relative water potential, and there is no

evidence of correlation between the changing re-

sponse of assimilation potential and amino acid accu-

mulation. Changes in amino acid content are loosely

associated with very small assimilation rate (and as-

similation potential) and with rising internal CO2

concentration and compensation point, suggesting

that there is a relationship between altered CO2

assimilation and cell energetics.

Regulation of NR amount is complex, with inter-

actions between nitrate, sucrose, organic acids, and

amino acids determining the transcription and trans-

lation of the gene and protein activation: NR is rap-

idly turned over. Carbon metabolism is intimately

linked with NO3
� assimilation, and increasing su-

crose and glucose concentrations stimulate NR-gene

transcription and accumulation of transcripts [169]

and activation.

VII. MEMBRANES AND LIPIDS

Maintenance of membrane integrity and the selective

uptake of essential minerals as well as ion compart-

mentation are some of the parameters that were pre-

viously related with salt tolerance acquisition [170].

Membrane lipids play a fundamental role in regulat-

ing ion movement through cell membranes since they

are key determinants in the control of fluidity and the

environment surrounding proteins, which influences

bilayer permeability, carrier-mediated transport and

the activity of membrane-bound enzymes (see Ref.

[171] and references therein).



In addition to changes in membrane fluidity, lipids

may modify the activity of membrane enzymes by

changing their substrate affinity, activation energy,

and turnover number [172]. In common with other

membrane-bound enzymes, the plant plasma mem-

brane proton-pumping p-type ATPase (EC 3.6.1.35),

which produces an electrogenic proton gradient

across this membrane, has an absolute requirement

for lipids [173]. Tolerance to NaCl induces changes

in plasma membrane lipid composition, fluidity,

and Hþ-ATPase activity of tomato calli. Plasma

membrane phospholipids and sterols, lysophosphati-

dylcholine, phosphatidylinositol mono- and bipho-

sphate, and free fatty acids have been shown to

activate plasma membrane Hþ-ATPase in several

plant species [171].

VIII. CYTOSOLIC ATP

A. MITOCHONDRIAL RESPIRATION

The mitochondrial electron transport chain accepts

electrons from the TCA cycle and exogenous NADH,

with O2 as the terminal acceptor. This is coupled to

ATP synthesis by means of a transmembrane electric

potential [90,174]. Permanent supply of redox equiva-

lents to the active respiratory chains is essential, be-

cause intermediates, especially at the 1e�/2e� steps, are

unstable and radicals might be formed and cause dam-

ages. Electron supply has to occur within the half-life

time of redox intermediates. This demand of mito-

chondrial respiratory chains ismet by a rapid exchange

of reducing equivalents between the different forms

and pools. The relatively large photorespiratory flux

will maintain a large mitochondrial NADH/NADþ

ratio and the malate/oxalacetate shuttle may maintain

the large tissue NADH concentration while the

NADPH content in chloroplasts is kept relatively con-

stant at low relative water content [70]. The magnitude

of mitochondrial respiration is generally small when

compared to assimilation rate at moderate light inten-

sities in unstressed leaves [98,100].

B. ATP SYNTHESIS IN MITOCHONDRIA

Regulation of ATP synthesis in the mitochondria is

complex [175] and there is little understanding of

what might occur at low relative water content. ATP

from mitochondria contributes to the ATP/ADP ratio

in the cytosol, but there is no significant transfer of

ATP from mitochondria to chloroplasts. Therefore,

mitochondria do not directly contribute to the energy

status of chloroplasts.

Obviously there is considerable difference among

plant species in maintenance of energy status under

stress. ATP concentration decreased in osmotically

stressed mesophyll cells of Xanthium [176]. Sharkey

and Seeman [44] observed no differences in mildly

stressed leaves of bean. The decrease in ATP concen-

tration observed was interpreted as an indicator of an

inhibition of ATP synthesis [23,70]. The possibility of

increased ATP consumption by active transport, for

instance, or a feedback inhibition of electron trans-

port, were not considered by these authors. The cyto-

solic ATP pool will be reduced if V-type and P-type

ATPase activities are stimulated under stress.

ATP content decreased in stressed wheat [70] and

in sunflower [23]. But ATP was still present at the

smallest relative water content. In plant species with

limited control of phosphorylation potential, the de-

crease in ATP content of leaves occurs with relatively

small loss of relative water content [47], although

ATP content is not reduced to zero even at very low

relative water content when assimilation rate has vir-

tually stopped [23]. The correlation between decreas-

ing leaf ATP content and decreasing relative water

content is strong and appears to be linear [23], sug-

gesting increased consumption of ATP during the

adaptation phase to salt and drought stress as well

as at reduction of relative water content below a value

not tolerable by the plant.

IX. STRESS EFFECTS ON ENZYMES

The adaptation to saline stress is accompanied by

alterations in the levels of numerous metabolites, pro-

teins and mRNAs [177]. Various genes whose expres-

sion is activated in response to salt stress have been

identified [178–180]. While some of these genes en-

code for protective proteins such as the osmotin [181],

aquaporins [182], late embryogenesis abundant

(LEA) proteins [183], and ion transporters [184],

others code for enzymes that participate in metabolic

processes specifically triggered by saline stress [185–

187]. Because high salinity conditions promote plant

cell dehydration [188], many genes activated by saline

stress are also activated by drought. The expression of

most of these genes is regulated by ABA, a hormone

produced in response to both saline and drought

stresses [188–190].

A microarray study with salt-stressed rice showed

that the initial differences between control and

stressed plants continued for hours but became less

pronounced as the stressed plants adapted over time.

Moreover, an analysis of salt stress response of salt-

sensitive rice showed that in sensitive plants the im-

mediate response exhibited by salt-tolerant plants was

delayed and later resulted in downregulation of tran-

scription and death [178].



A. UPREGULATED ENZYMES

Accumulation of dehydrins, for example, is considered

to protect metabolic functions at low relative water

content [191], as judged by enhanced plant perform-

ance under stress conditions. Aquaporins are proteins

integral to cell membranes which facilitate diffusion of

water (and also other small molecules) into the cell.

Their functions are regulated by metabolic processes,

such as reversible phosphorylation, which depend on

apoplastic water potential [192]. Heat-shock proteins

are synthesized and accumulate in very dehydrated

tissues; they are molecular chaperones [193,194]. In

wheat, salt stress results in an upregulation of the gene

locusKna1,which plays a key role in the control ofKþ/

Naþ discrimination [195]. Some proteins induced by

low relative water content are also induced by ABA

[196]. This applies, for instance, to RAB17 which may

be part of nuclear protein transport, and ASR(s714),

which may function in the maintenance of nucleic acid

structure.Atmoderatedroughtandsalt stress, enzymes

involved in primary metabolism are induced: triose-

phosphate isomerase [197], enolase, and NAD-malate

dehydrogenase, which are involved in glycolysis, TCA

cycle, and the oxidative pentose phosphate pathway.

Riccardi et al. [198] point out the importance of main-

taining cellular homeostasis, emphasizing the role of

such proteins in energy production.

B. DOWNREGULATED ENZYMES

Protein synthesis is generally substantially inhibited

and a decrease in polyribosome content can be ob-

served to correlate with the degree of this inhibition

[182,199], but the relative water content at which

inhibition occurs varies with plant species as well as

its developmental stage.

Loss of sucrose phosphate synthase activity at low

relative water content was among the observed effects.

Native sucrose phosphate synthase is a relatively un-

stable dimeric protein; perhaps the changed cellular

environment, e.g., increased ionic concentration,

causes instability or increased amino acids inhibit ac-

tivity [200]. Also, altered protein turnover might be

responsible for loss of activity in the long term [201].

Similar considerations apply to loss of nitrate reduc-

tase activity in stressed leaves [202], and the loss of PSII

proteins. Salt stress inhibits de novo synthesis of

PSII proteins, especially the transcription and trans-

lation of the psbA genes which code for the D1

protein [48].

C. PROTEIN STRUCTURE

Production of correctly structured proteins and their

maintenance is clearly of great importance for effi-

cient cellular function. The concept that low relative

water content impairs protein structure explains the

importance of molecular chaperones, which accumu-

late under a range of stresses, including drought.

Chaperones have an important role in the folding

and assembly of proteins during synthesis, and in

the removal and disposal of nonfunctional and dam-

aged proteins.

D. V-ATPASE

Under conditions allowing crops to survive and finish

their life cycle, the cytosolic Naþ concentration in

both halophytes and nonhalophytes does not exceed

about 150mM, because otherwise a variety of meta-

bolic reactions would be inhibited [203–205]. Mem-

brane-bound transport systems regulating cytosolic

ion homeostasis (Naþ, Kþ, Ca2þ) and ion accumula-

tion in the vacuole can be considered of crucial

importance for adaptation to saline conditions

[206,207]. The capacity of Naþ transport from the

cytoplasm into the vacuole via the tonoplast Naþ/

Hþ antiport [208] is dependent on the activity of

V-ATPase (EC 3.6.1.35) and V-PPase (EC 3.6.1.1),

which establish an electrochemical Hþ-gradient

across the tonoplast that energizes the transport of

Naþ against the concentration gradient [209–212].

The V-ATPase is the dominant Hþ-pump, both in

terms of protein amount and activity [213].

Under stress conditions, survival depends strongly

on maintaining and adjusting of the V-ATPase activ-

ity. Regulation of gene expression and activity are

involved in adapting the V-ATPase on long- and

short-term bases. In general, in halophytes salinity

leads to an increase in V-ATPase activity, while it

does not significantly respond or decreases in many

nonhalophytes. This general outline can be specified

by some examples from plants differing in their spe-

cific stress responses.

The effects of salinity on tonoplast proteins

have been intensively studied in the halophyte and

salt-includer Mesembryanthemum crystallinum. Salt-

tolerant cell lines from this plant showed a

salt-induced increase in Naþ transport and V-ATPase

activities, while osmotic (drought) stress did not in-

duce any changes in ATPase activity [214]. V-ATPase

amounts did not change in response to salinity stress

in juvenile plants that are not salt tolerant. In haloto-

lerant mature plants the transcript levels increase in

leaves of Mesembryanthemum [215]. Similar observa-

tions have been made in tomato plants, where the

mRNA coding for the catalytic 70 kDa V-ATPase

subunit was found to accumulate in leaf mesophyll

cells after 24 h of tolerable salt stress [216]. This

was a transient stress response that leveled off with



adaptation after about 1 week of incubation. In Mes-

embryanthemum as well as in tomato salt stress in-

duced accumulation of v-ATPase was found to be

tissue specific: accumulation occurred in leaves but

not in the roots [215–217].

These results suggest that increased expression of

the tonoplast ATPase is an early response to salinity

stress and may be associated with survival mechan-

isms, rather than with long-term adaptive processes.

From experiments with other plant species it became

obvious that V-ATPase and V-PPase genes, though

the enzymes have comparable function, are not under

the control of the same promoter: according to our

information, the increase in V-ATPase activity is not

obtained by structural changes of the enzyme, but by

an increase in V-ATPase protein amount.

Previous studies demonstrate a positive correlation

between increased plant size, Naþ accumulation, and

increased activity of the vacuolar Hþ-ATPase as a

function of Naþ concentration during growth [218].

Increased vacuolar Naþ/Hþ exchange activity was

identified. It is sodium concentration dependent, spe-

cific for Naþ and Liþ, sensitive to methyl-isobutyl

amiloride, and independent of an electric potential.

The affinity of the transporter for Naþ is almost three

times higher in plants grown in high levels of salt than

for control plants (Km ¼ 3.8 and 11.5mM).

E. P-ATPASE

The control of Na and Cl accumulation involves not

only intracellular processes, such as vacuolar com-

partmentation, but also integration of uptake and

distribution between specific cells and tissues

throughout the plant [216]. The importance of plasma

membranes in plant salt tolerance has been suggested

from studies on both glycophytes and halophytes

[219]. The regulation of ions across the plasma mem-

brane is thought to be achieved by an electrochemical

gradient generated by the plasma membrane p-type

Hþ-ATPase [209].

The plasma membrane Hþ pump in plant cells

plays central roles in a wide spectrum of physiological

processes through the generation of a Hþ electro-

chemical potential gradient across the plasma mem-

brane by the active transport of Hþ from the

cytoplasm to the outside [220]. The activity of the

plasma membrane Hþ pump is regulated by various

external and internal factors such as phytohormones,

fungal toxins, elicitors, and light [220].

In contrast to the mRNA coding for the catalytic

subunit of the V-ATPase, which accumulates in leave

cells exclusively, NaCl-induced accumulation of the

plasma membrane P-ATPase message occurred in

both roots and expanded leaves [216]. In many

cases, an initial accumulation of the plasma mem-

brane ATPase message is greater in root tissues than

in expanded leaves, but increased to higher levels in

the expanded leaves after several days [216].

Although Naþ exclusion is typically correlated

with increased salt tolerance in glycophytes [216],

even the most resistant individuals exhibit increases

in net transport rates and internal salt concentrations

[216] and thus are highly dependent upon processes

integral to ion regulation. Consequently, transport

processes associated with plant response to salinity,

such as Naþ/Hþ exchange [221], may increase the

demand for the generation and maintenance of Hþ-

electrochemical potential gradient.

In plants, Naþ/Hþ exchangers in the plasma mem-

brane are critical for growth in high levels of salt,

removing toxic Naþ from the cytoplasm by transport

out of the cell. The molecular identity of a plasma

membrane Naþ/Hþ exchanger in Arabidopsis (SOS1)

has been determined. SOS1 is localized to the plasma

membrane of leaves and roots [222]. The apparent Km

of the transporter for Naþ is 22.8mM. One Naþ is

exchanged for one Hþ. The Naþ/Hþ exchange is un-

affected by the presence of a membrane potential.

In extreme halophytes, many different strategies,

each of them contributing to salt tolerance, are active

in a concerted and well controlled way. For example,

the salinity tolerance mechanisms of Spartina species

include cellular, organizational, and whole plant

adaptations, such as ion compartmentation, presence

of salt glands on the leaves, ion exclusion at the root,

and ion partitioning in different organs [219]. Control

of ion movement across the tonoplast and plasma

membranes in order to maintain a low Naþ concen-

tration in the cytoplasm is the key cellular factor in

salinity tolerance.

X. A GENERAL MECHANISM UNDERLYING
STRESS EFFECTS

It was recognized quite early that plants do not have

salt-tolerant metabolism even if they, halophytes for

instance, thrive in saline soil or even sea water

[200,205,223]. Amino acid patterns of enzymes from

glycophytes and halophytes did not differ signifi-

cantly [224]. Moreover, enzymes from plant primary

metabolism of halophytes, apparently salt tolerant

in vivo, were inhibited by salt treatment of the isol-

ated enzyme [204,223,224]. From these observations

it was concluded that salt and drought tolerance

means: tolerant species are capable of keeping a de-

fined microenvironment inside the cytoplasm, which

meets the requirements of their enzymes. We have

outlined above that primary events of photosynthesis,



the Calvin cycle, and export of photosynthesate have

to be tightly linked to allow maximal turnover rates,

and the rates of energy dissipation by photosynthe-

sate consumption have to exactly match those of

excitation of the photosynthetic apparatus. Absorp-

tion of light at levels in excess to the requirements for

photosynthesis can be potentially damaging due to

the formation of ROS. Inhibition of photosynthesis

by drought and salt stress in bright sunlight is among

such situations. Therefore, mild salt and drought

stress can be overcome in vitro by stimulating photo-

synthesis by increased CO2 concentrations [22] as

outlined in the first part of this chapter.

When comparing data from glycophytic crops to

those of laboratory experiments with halophytes, it

becomes obvious that the control of the enzyme’s

microenvironments brought about by compatible sol-

utes is most important for a plant’s salt and drought

tolerance. The results presented in the second part of

this chapter indicate that plant performance under

stress is improved by any effect supporting substrate

shuttling among metabolic pathways. The occurrence

of substrate leakage, overproduction of intermedi-

ates, and synthesis of products, like ROS, which are

eventually toxic to the cells, will be limited, if there is

a close neighborhood or a direct contact between

enzyme and cell compartments, as shown in Figure

37.4, for example.

A. PROTEIN HYDRATION

Sap isolated from plant tissues is not an ideal Van’t

Hoff solute. Proteins and other organic molecules

have a pronounced water binding capacity, therefore

their osmotic pressure P significantly differs from the

value calculated by the Van’t Hoff equation P¼
cmRTMw

�1 (cm is the concentration of mol-equiva-

lents, the molal concentration, R is the gas constant,

T is the temperature given in Kelvin, and Mw is the

molecular mass). Generally, proteins will bind under

physiological conditions 0.3mg of water per mg [225].

As extensively described during the analysis of F-type

ATPase function, water may bind in an exchangeable

way to the protein surface, can be found in ‘‘pockets’’

or binding sites accessible only to small (substrate)

molecules, or binds in inaccessible way inside the

protein structure [90,226,227].

Cell structure and enzyme activity depend on

aqueous environments. Generally, substrates and

products of metabolism are dissolved in water and

water is a product of many reactions. Moreover,

hydratation of proteins, forming bonds to ligands

and filling space are among the most important func-

tions of water [228]. But, the functions of water are

not easy to be analysed, because water activity cannot

be increased but only decreased, and any change will

bring about changes in viscosity, dielectric constant,

pH value, etc. [229].

In many cases, it has been observed that mem-

brane spanning transporters are inhibited by high as

well as low water potential. This has been explained

by the assumption that there are at least two rate-

limiting steps in a complete reaction cycle of such

transporters. At least one of these involves water

release and binding, respectively [229]. If water bind-

ing and release is part of the reaction cycle, altered

water activity will affect steady-state distribution of

intermediates, and there should be a value of water

activity optimal for turnover. This assumption is sup-

ported by the detection of water pockets in membrane

integral protein complexes known to depend on opti-

mal ionic strength [78,90].

B. FUNCTION OF COMPATIBLE SOLUTES

Both adverse conditions, drought and salt stress, will

reduce relative water content (water activity) inside

leaf cells. As outlined below, this will affect the sta-

bility of enzyme–enzyme, enzyme–membrane, and or-

ganelle–organelle aggregates [200,230]. In several

publications, stimulation of chaperone expression is

described as an early stress response [5]. The function

of chaperones is to keep enzymes and membranes in a

functionally intact structure. The problem obviously

is that protein hydratation is impaired under stress

and compensation for reduced availability of water

molecules is needed.

Plants have to adapt to their environment and it is

observed that some specialists can survive under ex-

treme conditions. With respect to water activity

plants can be found in the range of 1.00 (pure water)

to 0.750 (salt lakes). Most plants live at relative con-

stant water activity, while plants living in tidal zones

have to be capable of accepting extreme variations

from 0.980 (sea water) to 1.00 (after rain fall) to 0.75

in full sunshine at low tide. Such highly tolerant

plants have developed different strategies to handle

surplus salt. For instance, they produce substances

helping to overcome adverse salt effects. Such

compounds are called compatible solutes or osmo-

protectants. They are organic compounds (sugars,

polyalcohols, amino acids, polyamines, betaines,

etc.). Different compatible solutes are found in differ-

ent plants and some plant families have specialised on

their typical set of such compounds. Modulation of

the synthesis and degradation of these compatible

solutes is a primary goal of stress adaptation.

All compatible solutes can mimic water molecules

in terms of partial charge of the H and HO residues

presented at the molecule’s surface. Therefore, it was



postulated that compatible solutes may interact with

enzymes, replacing hydration, and by this stabilize the

conformation active in catalysis. Such a model does

not answer the question concerning hydration of sub-

strate metabolites. In most cases, the charge density

of enzymes is lower than the one of the substrates but

diffusion between dissolved, isolated enzymes would

be significantly hampered.

C. METABOLITE CHANNELING

Tight coupling of reductant production by photosyn-

thetic electron transport, reductant consumption in

CO2 and nitrate reduction, and photosynthesate con-

sumption by sink tissues is well known. For instance,

remote sensing techniques using chlorophyll fluores-

cence as an indicator of general plant performance are

based on this knowledge. The general understanding

is that there are limited intermediate pools in the

compartments involved in photosynthesis and these

pools function as a buffer to allow a constant rate of

photosynthesate transfer to the sink organs. For the

chloroplast compartment, the internal nucleotide

pool and phosphate supply to the coupling factor

are among the substrates discussed as limiting factors

in most publications [5]. But, in terms of limitations

of substrate flow both overworking of a pool and

impairing of substrate channeling would produce

similar results as long as turnover is measured at the

cell- or tissue-level. The two alternatives can be dis-

tinguished only by measurements at single enzyme

level. But, for biothermokinetic calculations of me-

tabolite fluxes, we still lack adequate in vivo data.

Here we will summarize arguments concerning the

idea of substrate channeling.

As outlined above, electron sinks have to accept

reductants at rates of their generation by the photo-

systems. Otherwise there is the risk of radical forma-

tion and spill off of radicals. Therefore, intermediates

of photosynthesis ideally should be directly channeled

between enzymes, and long distance diffusion has to

be excluded. Short distance diffusion, substrate chan-

neling, or metabolite hopping as it is called by some

authors, is fast enough to meet all requirements. This

situation ideally can be achieved, if enzymes belong-

ing to a certain pathway are localized adjacent to each

other. Interestingly, aggregates of Calvin cycle en-

zymes have been observed already by many authors.

Calvin cycle enzymes as well as enzymes from other

metabolic pathways have been found to form aggre-

gates [231]. By means of the immunogold technique

such complexes have been identified, and other en-

zymes of the chloroplast stroma were found to be

membrane associated or formed complexes with

membrane proteins [231,232]. Moreover, these aggre-

gates have been observed to be highly sensitive to

ionic strength [231].

It has been observed that both enzyme aggrega-

tion and formation of multiorganell complexes is

favored within a certain range of cytosolic ion con-

centration. But, aggregates will tend to dissociate at

lower as well as higher ionic strength. This can be

explained on the assumption that hydrate water from

the surfaces of the aggregating compounds has to be

extruded to form the aggregates. In diluted solutions,

hydrostatic pressure will favor the dissociation of

complexes and the partners will become separated

by hydration. As described by Kornblatt and Korn-

blatt [229], water bound to surfaces of membranes or

proteins occupies less volume than bulk water. There-

fore, at ion concentrations stabilizing bound water at

the aggregate interface in a sequestered form, hydro-

static pressure will favor aggregate formation.

Increasing ion concentrations will interfere with ag-

gregation as inorganic ions, due to their higher charge

density, successfully compete for hydratation with

proteins.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the onset and development of salt stress

within a plant, all the major processes such as photo-

synthesis, protein synthesis, energy, and lipid metab-

olism are affected. The earliest response is a reduction

in the rate of leaf surface expansion, followed by a

cessation of expansion as the stress intensifies.

Growth resumes when the stress is relieved. Photo-

synthesis is the source of organic carbon and energy

required by plants for their growth, biomass produc-

tion, and yield. Photosynthetic rates are usually lower

in plants exposed to salinity and especially to NaCl. It

is still not clear whether these low photosynthesis

rates are responsible for the reduced growth observed

in salinized plants or if stunted plants control assimi-

lation through a negative feedback of a reduced sink

activity.

Salt effects on photosynthetic processes fall into

two major categories: (1) stomatal closure, the usual

response of stomata to salinization of salt-sensitive

plants, and (2) effects on the capacity for CO2 fixation

apart from the altered diffusion limitations.

II. DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF
SALT ON PHOTOSYNTHESIS

The reduction in the photosynthesis rate of plants

exposed to salinity [1–3] usually depends on two as-

pects of salinization: the total concentration of salts

(osmotic effect) and their ionic composition (specific

ion effect).

A. LONG VS. SHORT-TERM EFFECTS

In arid and semiarid regions, insufficient precipitation

necessitates extensive irrigation, resulting in saliniza-

tion problems. High salt concentrations accumulating

in the soil solution create high osmotic potentials,



which reduce the availability of water to the plants.

Although photosynthesis has long been known to be

partially or completely suppressed by sufficiently se-

vere water stress [4], studies on the effect of salinity on

photosynthesis have produced contradictory conclu-

sions. Some investigators have shown that photosyn-

thesis was hardly slowed down by salinity and was

sometimes even stimulated by low salt concentrations

[5–8]. Others have shown a significant decrease in

photosynthesis in plants exposed to salinity [9–11],

and we also obtained similar results with tomato

plants exposed to several different salinity levels in

nutrient solutions (Figure 40.1). Genotypic differ-

ences in the response of plant photosynthesis to sal-

inity have previously been reported [12,13]. Only a

few reports are available on the short-term effects of

salt stress on photosynthesis, mainly after a few hours

or within 1 to 2 days of the onset of exposure [14–19].

However, plant exposure to an osmotic shock can be

encountered in field crops grown in arid zones and

irrigated with brackish water; therefore, the short-

term response is very important. For example,

although sugarbeet plants are considered to be semi-

tolerant to salinity, visual observations followed by

measurements of CO2 fixation have revealed an almost

complete cessation of photosynthesis within 60min

[15]. Photosynthesis then started to recover and

returned to the initial values equal to those in the

control treatment within 24 h. The experiment was

repeated with tomato plants, the results of which are

shown in Figure 40.2. One hour after exposure of the

plants to 135mMNaCl, CO2 assimilation was reduced

by 64%; it had only partially recovered after 24 h.

Long-term salt effects on plant growth have often

been related to direct ion toxicity due to the accumu-

lation of high ion concentrations in plant tissue. Bean

plants exposed to salinity showed an increase in Naþ

and abscisic acid (ABA) leaf concentrations with an

accompanying decrease in growth and photosynthesis

as salt exposure progressed, suggesting the participa-

tion of leaf ABA in the regulation of leaf growth [20].

In rice, an initial reduction in CO2 fixation has been

associated with water supply restriction, whereas

long-term reduction resulted from NaCl accumula-

tion in developing leaves [21]. Salinity reduced carbon

isotope discrimination in cheatgrass, indicating long-

term effects on conductance and carbon gain [22]. In

C4 plants, long-term exposure to salinity correlates

photosynthesis potential with plant succulence [23].

B. IONIC EFFECTS AND TOXICITY AND ION

COMPARTMENTATION

Plants that survive under saline conditions accumu-

late high concentrations of ions, mainly sodium and

chloride. The uptake of NaCl competes with that of

other nutrient ions, especially Kþ, leading to potas-

sium deficiency [24,25]. Although leaves of gray man-

grove have been reported to accumulate high NaCl

concentrations, changes in photosynthesis were asso-

ciated with changes in leaf Kþ concentrations [26]. A

strong positive correlation has been found between

the photosynthetic capacity of leaves and their nitro-

gen content, most of which is used for synthesis of

components of the photosynthetic apparatus [27,28].

A specific ion effect of chloride on photosynthesis has

been found in tomato plants [29], and Cl� has also

been found to closely associate with the inhibition of

photosynthesis in bell pepper plants [30]. A direct

effect of NaCl on the photosynthesis process has
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also been found in pea plants [31]. In chickpea, photo-

synthetic rates were reduced more by chloride than by

sulfate salinity [32]. Reports on the indirect effects of

salinity on photosynthesis are available [33]. A sub-

stantial decrease in the photosynthetic capacity of

spinach leaves has been attributed to the reduction

in Kþ supply to the roots under high-salinity condi-

tions [34], and under such conditions of high salinity

and low Kþ supply, a reduction in the quantum yield

of oxygen evolution, due to malfunction of photosys-

tem II, has also been reported [34]. In salt stressed

barley plants, reduced Mn concentrations have been

correlated with a reduced CO2 assimilation rate [35].

Photosynthetic activity in rice has been significantly

increased by potassium application [36] and the net

photosynthetic rate of barley was remarkably in-

creased by nitrogen nutrition [37,38].

In the case of glycophytes, it has generally been

concluded that the sensitivity of many of these species

to salt may be a consequence of the failure to keep

Naþ and Cl� out of the cytoplasm [39]. As neither

halophytes nor glycophytes tolerate large amounts of

salts in the cytoplasm, the current belief is that the

ions involved in osmotic adjustment (Naþ, Kþ, Cl�)

are largely restricted to the vacuoles [40]. Robinson

et al. [41] reported that the ionic composition of

isolated chloroplasts from spinach plants subjected

to salt stress was different from that of the whole

leaf; this also suggests compartmentation of these

ions within the cell. The level of Cl� in chloroplasts

from the salt-grown plants was only slightly increased

despite the large increase in leaf Cl�, suggesting that

the additional Cl� in the leaf was restricted to the

vacuoles. Isolated vacuoles of Atriplex have been

found to contain nearly the same concentrations of

Naþ and Cl� as the protoplasts, again suggesting that

in the leaves of halophytes, NaCl is sequestered into

the vacuoles [42]. Ion compartmentation among tis-

sues and cell organelles was observed in mature Pru-

nus salicina, enabling survival at low salinity levels for

several years [43]. In Triticum genotypes, salt toler-

ance was achieved trough two independent mechan-

isms: a low rate of Naþ accumulation and ion

compartmentation within leaves [44]. Enhanced Naþ

uptake and ion compartmentation and redistribution

resulted in increased tolerance to salinity in cotton

[45]. On the other hand, poor ion compartmentation

in plants was also reported. In bean, Cl� concentra-

tions were high in both cell vacuoles and chloroplast

cytoplasm, indicating a lack of effective intracellular

ion compartmentation in this species [46]. It seems

that the longevity of the leaves and photosynthetic

activity of bean depend on the balance between sup-

ply and uptake into the vacuoles, since they constitute

the only compartment within the protoplast with sig-

nificant storage capacity. Similar results were shown

in lemon trees and annona [47,48].

C. CHLOROPLAST STRUCTURE AND CHLOROPHYLL

CONTENT

Salinity causes chloroplasts to aggregate and leads

to ultrastructural changes of the assimilating organs

[49]. These include dilatation of thylakoid mem-

branes, almost no sign of grana, and enlarged meso-

phyll cells [50–53]. In some species starch content in

chloroplasts decreased [54,55], while in others it in-

creased [54,56] following salinity. Salt stress signifi-

cantly reduced chlorophyll content in pea and wheat

[55,57], while it increased it in tomato [58], as well as

the ratio of chlorophyll a to chlorophyll b [59,60]. In

faba beans, ultrastructural damage of chloroplasts

was observed in sensitive cultivars even at low salinity

levels [61].

D. STOMATAL CLOSURE AND PLANT WATER STATUS

The effect of salinity on CO2 assimilation has been the

topic of many papers, but there is still uncertainty

concerning the relative importance of stomatal clos-

ure and changes in mesophyll capacity in causing the

observed reduction in photosynthesis, and the results

are still controversial. In sunflower grown under sa-

line conditions, parallel changes in stomatal and

mesophyll conductance to CO2 occurred [62]. Stoma-

tal conductance was greatly reduced in lemon, sugar-

cane, cucumber, sorghum, wheat, rice, lucerne,

guava, and celery by salinity [63–71]. The extent to

which stomatal closure affects photosynthetic cap-

acity is indicated by the magnitude of the reduction

in the partial pressure of CO2 inside the leaf (Ci)

[72,73]. The reduction in Ci in response to salt stress

in glycophytes contrasts with the response of halo-

phytes, in which salinity has a smaller effect on the

extent to which stomata limit photosynthesis [74].

Nonstomatal inhibition of photosynthesis under salt

stress has also been reported in citrus, pepper, bean,

sugarbeet, kiwifruit, soybean, and sunflower [1,30,

46,75–79].

E. PHOTOSYNTHATE PARTITIONING AND OSMOTIC

ADJUSTMENT

Turgor in salt-stressed plants is maintained mainly by

means of the accumulation of organic and inorganic

solutes in plant organs, usually leaves, through osmo-

regulation [75]. It has already been mentioned that

the ions involved in osmotic adjustment are largely

confined to the vacuoles. The resulting decreased os-

motic potential in the vacuole has to be balanced by



the synthesis in the cytoplasm of noninhibitory or-

ganic solutes such as sugars, glycinebetaine, proline,

and organic acids. Under salinization, the incorpor-

ation of CO2 into organic compounds and amino

acids in C3 plants increases their resemblance to C4

plants with respect to photosynthetic metabolism.

The synthesis of these organic solutes, which are

required for osmoregulation, requires sources of car-

bon and energy, derived mainly from photosynthesis.

In sugarbeet, NaCl has been found to decrease the

proportion of carbohydrates and organic acids and

to increase the proportion of amino acids [76]. In pom-

egranate, salinity has been reported to increase the

amount of reducing sugars in the leaves and to de-

crease it in the roots, and to have the opposite effect

on nonreducing carbohydrates [80]. Similarly, in bean

leaves under saline conditions, C assimilation in su-

crose was reduced and that in amino acids and sugar

phosphate fractions was increased [81]. Sodium chlor-

ide has been found to increase CO2 fixation intomalate

and to decrease it into aspartate in maize seedlings and

chickpea plants [82,83]. Salt-treated pistachio plants

accumulated high sucrose and starch concentrations in

the stem and high concentrations of sucrose, reducing

sugars, and starch in the main roots [84]. In celery,

mannitol and sucrose are the primary photosynthetic

products. Increasing salinities increased mannitol ac-

cumulation in celery and decreased sucrose and starch

pools in leaf tissues, suggesting that mannitol accumu-

lation plays a role in adaptation and tolerance to salt

stress [85]. This is true for celery petioles [86] and olive

plants [87]. Salinity significantly reduced starch con-

tent in soybean, while sucrose was slightly increased

[88]. Salinity reduced sugar synthesis and translocation

from leaves to grains in sorghum [66]. Changes in

biomass partitioning have also been shown in man-

groves [89]. C4 halophytes from the Ararat valley

showed a strong negative correlation between the rate

of assimilate export and Cl� content in leaves [90].

Starch biosynthesis was inhibited and more C was

incorporated into amino and organic acids, particu-

larly alanine and malate. The difference in the distri-

bution and use of photoassimilates might help to

explain the difference in salt tolerance in cultivars of

species [91].

Osmoregulatory mechanisms enable plants to

maintain plant water status and positive carbon bal-

ance. Sugarbeet cultivars exposed to salinity showed

full osmotic adjustment [13,92]. High salinity coun-

terbalanced with high nitrogen nutrition stimulated

accumulation of sugar but not of proline in tomato

leaves [29]. When tomato plants were irrigated with

saline water (ECi ¼ 8 dS/m), proline accumulation

was significantly increased in all plant organs (Table

40.1). Several reports indicate that the reduction in

the photosynthetic capacity reflects a decreased allo-

cation of photosynthate enzymes of the carbon fix-

ation pathways [50].

F. RIBULOSE BISPHOSPHATE CARBOXYLASE/
OXYGENASE

Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rub-

isco) is the main enzyme in plants, responsible for the

initial step in the C3 photosynthetic carbon reduction

cycle. Contradictory information is available con-

cerning the effect of salt on enzyme activities. In

Phaseolus vulgaris, salinity caused a reduction in the

efficiency of the carboxylation reaction, mainly be-

cause of large reductions in RuBP pool sizes by caus-

ing regeneration of RuBP [46]. In rice, NaCl increased

the activity of Rubisco-degrading endoproteinases,

resulting in a significant decrease in Rubisco [93].

Following salinization, the Rubisco level decreased

also in barley, spinach, and Amaranthus tricolor [94–

96], while it increased in wheat [97]. Rubisco activity

was similarly reduced by salinity [89,98–103]. Salinity

did not affect Rubisco activity in Atriplex and olives

[104,105] and even increased it in tomato [106]. In-

creased levels of substrate or compatible solutes have

been found to mitigate enzyme inhibition by NaCl

[39,107]. Although the specific activities of Rubisco

in stressed and nonstressed plants are equal, salinity

might decrease the activation state of the enzyme

in vivo, which could account for the decline in the

assimilation vs. internal CO2 (A/Ci curve). In tomato

leaves, salinity did not affect Rubisco activity, but

reduced the potential of enzyme activation (Figure

40.3). It might also be that salt can directly inhibit

catalysis in vivo by acting as a competitive inhibitor of

RuBP. The biochemical basis for the reduction

in RuBP regeneration capacity resulting from salt

stress and the mechanism by which Rubisco activity

is reduced at the threshold level of limiting supply of

RuBP are not known.

TABLE 40.1
Accumulation of Proline in Tomato Plants Irrigated
with Saline Water

Proline Content (umol/g FW)

Plant Organ Nonsaline Saline

Leaves, young 0.57 + 0.06 6.27 + 0.05

Leaves, old 1.13 + 0.08 16.02 + 0.12

Stems 0.52 + 0.04 6.70 + 0.44

Roots 1.80 + 0.04 27.02 + 0.18

FW: fresh weight



G. BIOCHEMICAL AND ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY AND

GENE EXPRESSION

Contradictory information concerning the effect of

salt on activities of other enzymes of the photosyn-

thetic process is also available. In some cases, in vitro

studies have shown that soluble enzymes from halo-

phytes and glycophytes have similar sensitivities to

electrolytes [39,108]. ATP production, which must

be higher in salt-treated than in nontreated plants,

may become limiting even when excess substrate

is available [109]. Another possibility is that the

spectrum of synthesized enzymes may change under

stress. Differences in three proteins have been

shown in salt-adapted tobacco cells; two of these

differences are unique to the adapted cells [110].

Salinity increased the activity of mannose-6-phos-

phate reductase in celery [85] but decreased the activ-

ity of fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase (FBPase) in rice

[111]. Mild salt concentrations have been found

to induce conformational changes in sugarbeet

Rubisco [112].

The control of photosynthetic gene expression in

plants is often complex, with regulation occurring at

many levels. Winicov and Seemann [113] showed that

the response of alfalfa cells to salt was associated with

large increases in two photosynthesis-related messen-

ger RNAs, and a substantial increase in the activity of

Rubisco. The mRNA levels from other chloroplast

genes necessary for photosynthesis as well as from

several nuclear genes encoding polypeptides partici-

pating in photosynthesis also increased [114]. In re-

sponse to salinity or drought stress, the facultative

halophyte ice plant, Mesembryanthemum crystalli-

num, switches from C3 photosynthesis to crassula-

cean acid metabolism (CAM). During this switch,

the transcription rate of many genes encoding glyco-

lytic, gluconeogenic, and malate metabolism enzymes

is increased. In particular, transcription of the Ppc1

and Gap1 genes encoding a CAM-specific isozyme

of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase and NAD-

dependent glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogen-

ase, respectively, is increased by salinity stress [115].

The leaf-specific expression of Pgm1 contributes to

the maintenance of efficient carbon flux through gly-

colysis/gluconeogenesis in conjuction with the stress-

induced shift to CAM photosynthesis [116]. NaCl-

treated M. crystallinum plants have been reported to

accumulate high levels of PEP carboxylase mRNA,

indicating that gene expression of this enzyme was

affected by the salt [117]. Salt stress also leads to

differential expression of two isogenes of PEP carbox-

ylase in ice plant [118]: salinity induced Gpd1 genes

encoding the photosynthesis-related enzyme glyceral-

dehydes-3-phosphate dehydrogenase and Imt1 encod-

ing methyl transferase [119]. The gene expression of

pyruvate–phosphate dikinase, malic enzyme, and

tonoplast ATPase is also changed by salinity [120].

Four out of six genes of the Rubisco small subunit

multigene family (RbcS) were differentially expressed

in leaves of ice plant during the transition from C3

photosynthesis, but were regulated in a coordinate

fashion [121].

H. REDUCTION OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC CAPACITY

BY FEEDBACK INHIBITION

Feedback inhibition of photosynthesis as a result of

decreased sink demand and the accumulation of

sucrose or sugar-phosphate intermediates in source

leaves is a long-known phenomenon [122–124]. As-

similates function as a link between source and sink

tissues. Plants both produce and utilize carbohydrates

and have developed mechanisms to regulate their

sugar status and coordinate carbohydrate partition-

ing. High sugar levels result in a feedback inhibition

of photosynthesis and an induction of storage pro-

cesses. Thus, a negative correlation exists between

photosynthesis and accumulation of soluble photo-

synthates in source leaves. However, some reports

that could not show this relationship are also avail-

able [125].

Stress alters the type of carbohydrates that are

synthesized and exported by the source tissues. A
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reduction in photosynthetic capacity resulting from

salinity may also be a consequence of the inhibition

of certain carbon metabolism processes by feedback

from other salt-inhibited reactions [14,108]. There is

much evidence that carbohydrates accumulate after

exposure of a plant to salinity [109]. When the

amount of reserve carbohydrates was measured, it

was found that a salt treatment that reduces growth

causes either no change or an increase in the total

concentration of reserve carbohydrates (sugars and

starch). These osmoregulating compounds are the

principal end products of photosynthetic carbon me-

tabolism. Carbon flow to sucrose is the main meta-

bolic pathway in photosynthesis; for instance,

sucrose synthesis has been shown to account for

60% to 70% of the total photosynthetic fixation

products formed by isolated barley mesophyll proto-

plasts [126]. It is generally agreed that sucrose bio-

synthesis in the cytoplasm and photosynthetic CO2

fixation in the chloroplast are metabolically coordin-

ated [127]. The equilibrium between these two com-

partments is maintained by cytosolic phosphorus

(Pi). The rate of triose-P export from the chloroplast

to the cytosol and its conversion to sucrose must be

regulated with respect to CO2 assimilation. Without

such regulation, stromal metabolites could be rapidly

depleted and photosynthesis strongly inhibited under

suboptimal conditions. In other words, the amount

of photosynthetic substrate available for distribution

is determined, via a feedback control of photosyn-

thesis, by the sink requirement. Thus, the inhibition

of photosynthesis under salt stress could be a conse-

quence of the inhibition of certain photosynthetic

reactions by an altered sink–source relationship.

FBPase is a ubiquitous enzyme that, in nonphoto-

synthetic tissues, regulates the rate of gluconoegen-

esis, while in photosynthetic tissues, two FBPase

isoenzymes (chloroplastic and cytoplastic) play a

key role in carbon assimilation and metabolism.

The cytosolic FBPase is one of the regulatory en-

zymes in the sucrose biosynthetic pathway and its

activity is regulated by both fine and coarse control

mechanisms [128,129]. Micromolar concentrations of

F2,6BP markedly inhibit the activity of FBP and

cause a switch from hyperbolic to sigmoidal satur-

ation kinetics [130,131]. Since six other enzymes are

also regulated by F2,6BP [132], this enzyme seems

to play a central role in the regulation of carbon

metabolism in plants by activating glycolysis and

inhibiting gluconeogenesis. Metabolite studies have

indicated that under reduced water potential, stro-

mal levels of the substrate FBP accumulate and the

level of the FBPase product, fructose-6-phosphate

(F6P), is reduced, so that FBPase becomes rate limit-

ing to photosynthesis [133].

III. HORMONAL INTERACTION WITH
PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Change in phytohormonal balance in plants, such as

lower cytokinin or giberellin and higher ABA, results

in decreased photosynthetic activity. High salt con-

centrations trigger an increase in the endogenous

ABA level, which may be responsible for the activa-

tion of salt-stress-induced genes [20,134–137]. These

high concentrations also stimulate osmotic adjust-

ment by regulating the accumulation of solutes, par-

ticularly sugars and proline [138]. ABA has been

found to eliminate the inhibitory effects of NaCl on

pea photosynthesis [31], and exogenous GA3 has been

shown to promote cotton growth under saline condi-

tions and to counteract the salt-induced inhibition of

growth, photosynthesis, and translocation of assimi-

lates in bean and wheat [139,140]. Gibberellin and

kinetin counteracted the adverse effect of irrigation

of Vicia faba with seawater [141]. Similarly, kinetin

and zeatin also increased the rates of photosynthesis

and assimilate export from bean leaves and jute

species [142]. When the water plant Trianea bogoten-

sis was exposed to salinity, kinetin was found to

participate in the regulation of the activity of the

photosynthetic apparatus [143]. Application of auxin

to NaCl-stressed maize and safflower plants resulted

in significant reductions in transpiration, stomatal

frequency, and dry matter production [144] and leaf

growth of V. faba [141].

It is known that certain species of succulent plants

can shift from the C3 mode of photosynthesis to the

CAM mode in response to salt stress, and it may be

that this expression of CAM is promoted by ABA

[145,146]. Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEP-

case), the key enzyme of CAM, is induced by salinity

in leaves of M. crystallinum [147], and cytokinin ap-

plied exogenously to these leaves suppressed PEPcase

mRNA accumulation, enzyme activity, and CAM

induction. Phosphoglyceromutase mRNA was in-

duced in response to treatment with either ABA or

cytokinin [116].

IV. PHOTOSYNTHETIC EFFICIENCY AND
PRODUCTIVITY UNDER STRESS
CONDITIONS

Long-term photosynthetic production refers to the

partitioning of carbohydrates into leaves and other

plant organs such as roots or fruits. Water deficit may

affect photosynthate utilization by altering either the

efficiency with which photosynthates are converted to

new growth or the rate at which they are used in

maintaining the existing dry matter. The production



of the photosynthetically active leaf area by plants is

the most important factor affecting crop productivity.

It is also the component of growth that is most sensi-

tive to water stress and salinity. This topic was

reviewed in 1986 [148], and many reports on leaf ex-

pansion under salt stress are available [65,66,77,

149–152]. The same is true for crop productivity

under saline conditions [153–157]. For this reason,

the issue of photosynthetic efficiency and productivity

will not be further discussed in this chapter.

V. ROLE OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN
COMBATING STRESS

A. ADAPTATION OR ACCLIMATION

So far, many adaptation mechanisms of plants to salt

stress are known, among them osmoregulation and

compartmentation of inorganic ions. Proline and

other osmolytes may act as a signaling/regulatory

molecule able to activate multiple responses that are

part of the adaptation process. The accumulation of

compatible solutes (sucrose, proline, and glycinebe-

taine) contributes to decreases in leaf osmotic poten-

tial under NaCl stress, allowing plants to keep a

positive cell turgor by continuing water uptake so

that seedlings can grow under salt stress.

Short-term adaptation to stress is primarily linked

to stomatal regulation by reducing water loss by tran-

spiration and maximizing CO2 uptake [16]; this tends

to lead to a constant ratio between transpiration

and photosynthesis. Long-term adaptation includes

changes in biomass allocation, specific anatomical

modifications, or sophisticated physiological mechan-

isms. Acclimation is considered to be a midterm re-

sponse; it involves osmotic adjustment, changes in cell

wall elasticity, and morphological changes. Halo-

phytes can grow under saline conditions because of

their ability to maintain a high salt concentration

within their cells [39]. In mangroves, the chlorophyll

a/b ratio was increased to enable the high-energy

demands for adaptation to salinity [158].

The most obvious mechanism of adaptation to

salinity is a morphological one. Such mechanisms

include the development of fewer and smaller leaves,

increased succulence, thickening of leaf cuticle, etc.

[23,41,159]. Allocation and partitioning of assimilated

carbon provide resources for adaptation to stress

[75,160]. Plants can be induced to adapt to salinity

by gradual exposure to salt [5,161] or by reducing the

rate of stress development [162]. Adaptation of cotton

to salinity was adjusted by increasing mesophyll sur-

face area to ensure normal exchange of gases and

photosynthetic activities [163]. Metabolic acclimation

via the accumulation of compatible solutes is

regarded as a basic strategy for the protection and

survival of plants [97,164]. Adaptation of wheat,

maize, and duckweed to salinity was achieved by

rearrangements in the oxidative metabolism through

oscillations in the activity of the enzymes involved in

oxidative metabolism [165].

Suspensions of plant cells have also been adapted

to NaCl by successive transfers to solutions with

increasing salt concentrations [166–168]. The carbon

use efficiency of NaCl-adapted cells has been found to

be higher than that of unadapted cells [169,170].

Amzallag et al. [171] postulated that this adaptation

is achieved during a specific treatment and involves

changes in the plant behavior, including the expres-

sion of properties that were not evident before the

treatment. Consequently, growth under saline condi-

tions is restored more or less to the pre-salt-exposure

rate, similar to that of nontreated plants, and the full

life cycle is completed. According to Singh et al. [172],

the process of cellular adaptation to osmotic stress

in a saline environment involves specific alteration in

the gene expression of salt-adapted cells, leading to

synthesis of several novel proteins.

B. CARBON DIOXIDE ENRICHMENT

Plants can respond to changes in environmental con-

ditions by increasing dry mass allocation to assimilat-

ing organs. Enhanced demand for energy and

photosynthate is observed under saline conditions.

Thus, treatments that increase photosynthate sup-

plies, such as CO2 enrichment, were thought to be

beneficial to salt-stressed plants. In general, C3 species

are more responsive to CO2 enrichment than C4

plants. Increased relative growth at elevated CO2 pri-

marily relates to increased net assimilation rate,

enhancement of photosynthesis, and reduced photo-

respiration [173]. It stimulates plant growth and yield

under high salt concentrations but can only partially

relieve the deleterious effects of salinity [174–178]. In

roses, salinity tolerance has been found to increase at

high CO2 levels so that some combinations of CO2

and salt gave higher yields than those obtained with

CO2 alone, due to a decrease in blindness [179]. Ele-

vated CO2 improved dry matter production, leaf area,

and tillering of wheat grown under saline conditions

[180], whereas the photosynthesis of Plantago mari-

tima leaves has been found to be insensitive to ele-

vated CO2 or seriously decreased by it, depending on

the salt level [181].

C. INDUCTION OF CAM

Some plants respond to osmotic stress by switching

from the C3 photosynthesis pathway to CAM [182].



Most of the information about this phenomenon is

derived from M. crystallinum, the common ice plant.

During this switch, the transcription rate of many

genes encoding glycolytic, gluconeogenic, and malate

metabolism enzymes is increased [116,117,121,183].

The development of CAM-type photosynthesis is

one of the adaptation mechanisms for severe water

deficit. It provides plants with carbon dioxide and

permits efficient water spending under extreme envir-

onments. Transformation of photosynthesis into a

CAM pathway was also observed in Euphorbia para-

lias [184] and cacti [185]. CAM induction is dependent

on organized leaf tissue and cannot be elicited in

suspension culture cells [186]. The switch involves

stress-initiated upregulation of the mRNAs, which

encode CAM enzymes [120], specifically (1) gene ex-

pression of glycolysis and malic acid synthesis, with

phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase as the key enzyme;

(2) gluconeogenesis with pyruvate phosphate dikinase

as the key enzyme; and (3) transport across the mem-

brane by the tonoplast ATPase [185,187]. A similar

response has been found in Chlorophytum cultivars

[188].

D. SELECTION, BREEDING, AND GENETIC ENGINEERING

In the last 20 years, efforts have been invested in the

development of new salt-tolerant genotypes via selec-

tion and breeding. Exploitation of the genetic diver-

sity available in crops has proved its effectiveness for

this purpose [189]. Epstein et al. [190] showed that the

ability of conventional crops to tolerate saline condi-

tions could be improved by imposing appropriate

selections based on the osmotic adjustment ability of

plants. Selection and breeding approaches to increase

tolerance are more efficient if selection is based on

physiological and biochemical characters. Noble and

Rogers [191] claimed that the selection and breeding

approaches to increased tolerance might be more suc-

cessful if selection was based directly on the physio-

logical mechanisms or characters that confer

tolerance. Use of physiological traits in breeding pro-

grams was also recommended by Flowers et al. [192]

and Munns et al. [193]. However, this approach might

encounter difficulties in identifying important traits

that may contribute to improved yield and in having

these traits expressed within the various genetic con-

texts that result in increased yield. Nevertheless, the

traditional engineering approach of manipulating the

environment for the benefit of plants is no longer

adequate, and genetic adaptation of plants to saline

conditions is more likely to succeed in improving

agricultural productivity [157]. Attempts to improve

photosynthesis by altering stomatal conductance

through selecting for stomatal number have failed;

the stomata have become more frequent but smaller,

with no effect on stomatal conductance, and the rate

of photosynthesis has declined with the increase in

productivity and yield. Significant improvement in

salt stress tolerance was obtained by genetic engineer-

ing [194,195]. Transgenic tomato plants overexpres-

sing a vacuolar Naþ/Hþ antiport were able to grow

and yield in the presence of high salinity [196].

Molecular biology contributes to improving stress

resistance. The development in recent years of maps

of molecular markers (RFLP, RAPD, isozymes, etc.)

for many crops is revolutionizing the efficiency with

which breeders can introduce specific genes and so

develop new crop varieties by crossing and selection.

VI. SUMMARY

Rates of photosynthesis are usually lower in salt-trea-

ted plants, but the photosynthetic potential is not

greatly affected when the rates are expressed on a

chlorophyll or leaf area basis. The decrease in photo-

synthesis may be related to several factors: (1) reduc-

tion of the CO2 supply because of hydroactive closure

of the stomata, (2) salt toxicity, (3) dehydration of cell

membranes, which reduce their permeability to CO2,

(4) enhanced senescence induced by salinity, (5)

changes in enzyme activity induced by changes in

cytoplasmic structure, and (6) negative feedback by

reduced sink activity.

The understanding of the mechanisms by which

salinity affects photosynthesis would aid the improve-

ment of growth conditions and crop yields and would

provide useful tools for future genetic engineering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In arid and semiarid regions, drought stress usually

occurs together with light and high-temperature

stress. It has been widely reviewed in literature that

water deficit is a major constraint for plant survival.

Considerable progress has so far been made to deter-

mine the various physiological and biochemical pro-

cesses that are essential to understand the competitive

ability of plants to survive under different stress en-

vironments [1]. In nature, plants are either subjected

to slowly developing water shortage (days to weeks)

or face short-term water deficits (hours to days). To

cope with these water stress conditions, plants use

different types of strategies. However, generally,

plant resistance to drought has been divided into

escape, avoidance and tolerance strategies [2,3]. Es-

cape strategy is more important in plants with short

life cycle, high growth rate and gas exchange, using

maximum available resources [4,5]. Plants can also

resist drought conditions by avoiding tissue dehydra-

tion. It involves minimization of water loss by closing

stomata and reduced light capture, and maximization

of water uptake [1]. Water deficit reduces the growth

of plants by reducing the photosynthetically active

leaf area, the most important factor affecting crop

productivity, by altering either the efficiency with

which photosynthates are converted to aid new

growth or the rate at which they are used in main-

taining the existing dry matter [6].

Drought stress lowers the water potential of the

growing plants, leading to dehydration, decreased

stomatal conductance, altered chlorophyll fluores-

cence, photoinhibition of photosystem II (PSII), con-

formational changes in membrane-bound ATPase

enzyme complex, as well as decrease in both activity

and concentration of Rubisco enzyme [6]. The reduc-

tion in photosynthesis can be attributed to the

reduced intercellular CO2 (Ci) due primarily to sto-

matal limitations and partly to metabolic factors,

which may be indicated by increase in Ci [7]. The

reduced utilization of electrons due to reduced PCR



cycle may result in reduced electron transport. In this

case, thermal dissipation of excitation energy (non-

photochemical quenching or NPQ) may play an im-

portant role in protecting the photosynthetic

apparatus from oxidative stress [8]. Photochemical

reactions associated with PSII are more susceptible

to water stress than those of PSI [6]. Furthermore, it

causes a significant reduction in the content of photo-

synthetic pigments, proteins, and lipids while under

severe water stress, thylakoid membranes are disor-

ganized and disappear as well.

In this chapter, we will focus on how drought

stress affects stomatal and nonstomatal factors re-

sponsible for the regulation of photosynthesis in

plants. The changes occurring in gaseous exchange

properties and carbon metabolism due to water deficit

are discussed. Comparison between plants differing in

mode of CO2 fixation is also made so as to assess how

these different types of plants respond to drought

stress.

II. PHOTOSYNTHESIS

A. CONTRIBUTION TO PLANT GROWTH AND YIELD

Photosynthesis is an important process that is carried

out in all living land plants. It involves the conversion

of light energy into chemical energy [9,10]. It is a

primary process in plant productivity. The site of

photosynthesis in plants is predominantly in the

green leaf and the productivity of plants directly de-

pends upon the chlorophyll bearing surface area, ir-

radiance, and their potential to utilize CO2 [11]. Plant

biomass production depends upon the amount of

water use for growth as well as on water use efficiency

(WUE). Productivity in crop plants may be increased

by WUE, and one of the major factors for enhanced

WUE is net CO2 assimilation rate [12]. Thus, final

biological or economical yield can be increased by

increasing the net CO2 assimilation rate [9].

III. DROUGHT EFFECTS ON
PHOTOSYNTHESIS

A. STOMATAL LIMITATIONS

1. Stomatal Closure — A Major Response

to Drought

Stomatal closure is one of the earliest responses to

drought protecting the plant from extensive water

loss, which might otherwise result in cell dehydration,

xylem cavitation, and death [1]. Moreover, stomata

often close in response to drought before any change

in leaf water potential or leaf water content is detect-

able [13,14]. It is now well established that there is a

drought-induced root-to-leaf signaling, promoted by

soil drying and reaching the leaf through the transpir-

ation stream, which induces the closure of stomata.

This chemical signal has been shown to be abscisic

acid (ABA), which is synthesized in roots in response

to soil drying [15]. However, its role is not simple. The

complex regulation of stomatal conductance is related

to interspecific differences in response of stomatal

conductance to leaf water potential, relative water

content, ABA and other factors [9,16].

Stomatal closure in response to drought is gener-

ally assumed to be the main cause of drought-induced

decrease in photosynthesis, since stomatal closure de-

creases CO2 availability in the mesophyll. Moreover,

the CO2/O2 ratio drops [9,16–21] and photorespira-

tion increases under drought [22], whereas under

severe drought, where complete stomatal closure oc-

curs, photosynthesis and photorespiration both de-

cline, and thermal dissipation increases to account

for up to 90% of the total dissipation [23] and photo-

inhibition or photodamage of PSII. However, there is

a strong evidence that drought-induced stomatal clos-

ure also affects mesophyll metabolism thereby redu-

cing the photosynthetic capacity. Stomatal limitations

that cause inhibition in photosynthesis have been

frequently described and reviewed by various scien-

tists [1,16,20,24–26].

Several researchers have proposed the use of sto-

matal conductance (gs) as an indicator to assess the

inflexion point between stomatal and nonstomatal

limitations to photosynthesis under drought [16,22,

26–28]. For example, Flexas et al. [22] reported that

the most common parameters, reflecting photosyn-

thetic activity, show a more comparable response

when gs is taken as an indicator of water stress.

These parameters include net CO2 assimilation rate

(An), internal CO2 concentration (Ci), the estimated

gross photosynthesis (Ag), electron transport rate

(ETR), the ratios of ETR/An and ETR/Ag, dark leaf

respiration (RD), predawn ratio of variable to max-

imal chlorophyll fluorescence (Fv/Fm), NPQ of

chlorophyll fluorescence at midday, and parameters

derived from analysis of An/Ci curves, such as appar-

ent corboxylation efficiency («), leaf respiration (LR),

CO2 compensation point (G), and the CO2 saturation

rate of photosynthesis (ASat). All these parameters

were found to be strongly correlated to gs in both

field grown and potted grapevine plants [22]. Simi-

larly, other authors also found similar relationships in

different crops [20,21]. Therefore, downregulation of

photosynthesis depends more on CO2 availability in

the chloroplast (i.e., stomatal closure and mesophyll

resistance) than on leaf water potential or leaf water

content [22,26,29]. However, relationship between



different photosynthetic parameters and gs was not

observed with relative water content (RWC) or leaf

water potential, i.e., decreased photosynthesis caused

by drought occurred at different leaf water status in

different species, albeit at similar stomatal conduct-

ance.

2. Net CO2 Assimilation Rate (A) and

Photosynthetic Potential (Apot) as Affected

by Drought

The maximum rate of A under saturating CO2 (Ca

(ambient CO2), Ci (intercellular CO2), and Cc (chlor-

oplastic CO2)) and light in fully hydrated leaves is

called photosynthetic potential (Apot). Despite the

evidence that stomata play a major role in the limita-

tion of carbon assimilation under mild stress, conflict-

ing results are also reported [7]. These discrepancies,

which are mainly related to the onset of metabolic

changes induced by water deficit, may be explained by

differences in the rate of imposition and severity of

stress, plant developmental stage and leaf age, and

type of species studied. Also, the approaches used

to assess limitation may contribute to the variability

in responses obtained, e.g., A/Ci curves, which are

generally due to high Ci [1].

The photosynthetic rate (A) of leaves of both C3

and C4 plants decreases as their RWC and water

potential decrease (Table 41.1) [9,17–19,30]. Stomatal

limitation is considered to reduce both A and CO2

concentrations in the intercellular spaces of the leaf

(Ci), which inhibit metabolism [31–33]. The use of

large Ca to overcome small gs so as to increase Ci

and Cc, and restore A to Apot has been a key point

in water relation studies. Restoration of A to Apot

occurs over a wide range of RWC from 100% to

80%, but at more severe stress, Apot decreases and

cannot be restored by elevated Ca. According to Law-

lor and Cornic [7] there are two general types of

relations of Apot to RWC, which are called as type 1

[34] and type 2. Type 1 has two phases. In the first

phase, as RWC decreases from 100% to 75%, Apot is

unaffected, but decreased stomatal conductance re-

sults in smaller A, Ci, and Cc. Chloroplastic CO2

(Cc) may reach to compensation point [35]. Down-

regulation of electron transport occurs by energy

quenching mechanisms, and changes in carbohydrate

and nitrogen metabolism caused by low Ci are con-

sidered acclamatory. This phase is reversible since it

can restore A to Apot at elevated level of CO2

[7,19,36]. In the second phase, below 70% RWC,

there is a metabolic inhibition which results in smaller

Apot. In contrast, in type 2 response, Apot and stimu-

lation of A by elevated CO2 decreases progressively at

RWC 100% to 80%. In this process, gs leads to lower

Ci and Cc, but gs becomes less important, and meta-

bolic limitations are more important. This is not

regarded as a consequence of the effect of low Ci or

Cc on nitrate reductase or sucrose phosphate synthase

activity [7,36].

Decrease in Apot is considered to be caused by

limited RuBP synthesis resulting from decreased

ATP synthesis. Recently, Medrano et al. [41] demon-

strated that RuBP content was reduced (Table 41.1)

due to water shortage and a very strong correlation

was observed between RuBP content and leaf water

content. Moreover, RuBP response to water deficit

was quite similar to that of Asat, which strongly sug-

gests that Asat was downregulated by decreased cap-

acity for RuBP regeneration, and not by decreased

electron transport [41]. This is consistent with other

reports that RuBP regeneration is strongly affected by

drought [58,59]. Working with sunflower, Tezara et al.

[37] reported that decreased capacity for RuBP regen-

eration might be related to drought-induced impair-

ment of chloroplastic ATPase. Furthermore, impaired

ATP synthesis even under mild water deficit has been

well documented [37]. Decrease in ATP synthesis ei-

ther due to ATP synthase activity [37,70] or due to

increased ion (specifically Mg2þ) concentrations oc-

curs in chlorplasts as RWC falls [71]. Therefore, CO2

depletion is not a primary effect [72]. Thus, in this type

of response (type 2), limitations to Apot is caused by

inadequate ATP supply, but not due to CO2.

By summarizing, it is suggested that either water

deficit has no effect on photosynthetic metabolism

until a threshold is reached, below which it is

impaired (type 1), or caused a progressive inhibition

of metabolism [7].

3. Internal CO2 Concentration (Ci) under

Drought Stress

Flexas and Medrano [26] showed that decreased Ci

confirms the predominance of stomatal limitations in

restricting photosynthetic rate in early phase of water

loss. However, metabolic changes are responsible for

loss of photosynthetic potential during this phase [7].

A number of studies showing inhibition of enzyme

activities under water stress and restoration of activ-

ities of these enzymes by placing water-stressed plants

in high CO2 for a number of hours strongly suggest

that CO2 availability in the chloroplast is mainly

regulated by gs [19,29,73]. Similarly, with 90% to

75% RWC, increasing ambient CO2 to 5% restores

A fully to Apot of the control leaves [19,31,35]. In

other studies, restoration of A to Apot required 15%

ambient CO2, whereas this high ambient CO2 inhibits

metabolism in C4 plants [74], and reduces A in sun-

flower at high as well as low RWC [37].



TABLE 41.1
Effect of Drought Stress on Photosynthesis as Reflected from Various Photosynthetic Parameters
and Their Source

Serial No. Photosynthetic Parameter Effects Crop Ref.

1 Net CO2 assimilation rate (A) Decreased Helianthus annuus [37,38]

Vitis vinifera [21,22,39–41]

Triticum aestivum [42–44]

Abutilon theophrasti [45]

Amaranthus retroflexus [45]

Betula ermanii [46]

Lycopersicon esculentum [47,48]

2 Internal CO2 (Ci) Decreased Vitis vinifera [22]

Triticum aestivum [44]

Betula ermanii [46]

Pachyrhizus ahipa [49]

Increased Helianthus annuus [38]

Lycopersicon esculentum [48]

3 Stomatal conductance (gs) Decreased Helianthus annuus [37,38]

Vitis vinifera [21,22,26,39–41]

Triticum aestivum [42–44]

Abutilon theophrasti [45]

Amaranthus retroflexus [45]

Betula ermanii [46]

Lycopersicon esculentum [47,48]

4 Water use efficiency (WUE) Decreased Helianthus annuus [38]

Vitis vinifera [41]

Triticum aestivum [43]

Hordeum vulgare [50]

5 Transpiration (E) Decreased Triticum aestivum [43]

Lycopersicon esculentum [47]

Brassica napus [47]

6 Photochemical quenching (qP) Decreased Sorghum bicolor [51]

Eragrostis curvula [52]

Unchanged Helianthus annuus [37,42]

Hordeum vuulgare [50]

Increased Betula ermanii [46]

7 Nonphotochemical Increased Vitis vinifera [22,26]

quenching (qNP) Triticum aestivum [42,44]

Sorghum bicolor [51]

Talinum triangulare [53]

Decreased under severe stress Vitis vinifera [23]

Eragrostis curvula [52]

Betula ermanii [46]

8 Fv/Fm Decreased Eragrostis curvula [52]

Pachyrhizus ahipa (Wedd.) Parodi [49]

Unchanged Vitis vinifera [20,22]

Triticum aestivum [42]

Hordeum vulgare [50]

Sorghum bicolor [51]

9 F’v/F’m Decreased Vitis vinifera [40]

Pachyrhizus ahipa (Wedd.) Parodi [49]

Triticum aestivum [42]

Eragrostis curvula [52]

Increased Betula ermanii [46]

10 Quantum yield of PSII electron

transport (FPSII)

Decreased Sorghum bicolor [51]



As the stomata close, the CO2 inside the leaf (Ci)

initially declines with increasing stress and then in-

creases as drought becomes more severe [9]. If Ci is

high, this reflects the inaccuracies in the Ci calcula-

tions under drought, i.e., heterogenous stomatal clos-

ure and cuticular conductance [36], which tend

to overestimate Ci. The decrease in Ci indicates

that stomatal limitations dominate with moderate

drought, irrespective of any metabolic impairment.

However, at a certain stage of water stress, shown

by a threshold value of gs, Ci frequently increases,

indicating the predominance of nonstomatal limita-

tions to photosynthesis. In most cases, the point at

which Ci starts to increase, which we call the Ci

inflexion point, occurs at gs around 50mmol H2O/

m2/sec. However, in Medicago sativa and Abutilon

theoprasti the Ci inflexion point was observed at

higher gs [27,75].

B. NONSTOMATAL LIMITATIONS

1. Effects of Water Shortage on Photochemical

Events

a. Light reaction

Under well-watered conditions, C3 plants use a large

fraction of absorbed light through photosynthesis

and photorespiration [76]. As the light intensity in-

creases, photorespiration in C3 plants also increases.

Photorespiration also increases in droughted plants

Talinum triangulare [53]

Vitis vinifera [40]

Triticum aestivum [42]

Eragrostis curvula [52]

Unchanged Hordeum vulgare [50]

Increased Betula ermanii [46]

11 Electron transport rate (ETR) Decreased Phaseolus vulgaris [54]

Helianthus annuus [38]

Vitis vinifera [22,39]

Triticum aestivum [55]

Unchanged Helianthus annuus [56]

Evergreen bush [57]

Increased Betula ermanii [46]

Gossypium hirsutum Lei and Kitao

(2003, personal

communication)

12 RuBP content Decreased Helianthus annuus [37,38,58]

Nicotiana tabaccum [59]

Gossypium hirsutum [60]

Unaffected Helianthus annuus [61]

13 Rubisco protein Decreased Helianthus annuus [38]

Glycine max [62]

Unaffected Helianthus annuus [37]

Trifolium spp. [63]

Vitis vinifera [26]

14 Rubisco activity Decreased Helianthus annuus [38]

Vitis vinifera [40]

Trifolium spp. [63]

Triticum aestivum [64]

Gossypium hirsutum [60]

Lycopersicon esculentum [65]

Little affected Helianthus annuus [58]

Unaffected – [66]

French bean [67]

15 ATP Decreased Helianthus annuus [37,38]

– [68]

Lupin [69]

Unaffected Helianthus annuus [61]

16 NADPH Unaffected – [68]

17 Xanthophyll cycle Increased Vitis vinifera [23]



[77]. Under water stress, requirement of light de-

creases and low light can saturate the photosynthetic

apparatus [9]. This excess light can cause severe dam-

ages to photosynthetic apparatus. To get rid of excess

light, plants prevent its absorption, lose chlorophyll,

or can divert the absorbed light as thermal dissipation

or photorespiration. If plants are unable to cope with

excess energy, the production of highly reactive mol-

ecules is exacerbated. These molecules, generated

within the chloroplast, can cause oxidative damage

to photosynthetic apparatus [1,78–80]. Furthermore,

it has been suggested that tolerance to drought in

plants depends on the ability of plants to process

active oxygen species [81].

As described earlier, drought stress decreases the

requirement of light energy, and excess light absorbed

by the photosynthetic apparatus may cause photoin-

hibition. Although drought stress causes a wide range

of structural and functional modifications of the

photosynthetic apparatus, certain specific sites of the

photosynthetic apparatus are identified as the main

targets of damage [82]. It is generally accepted that

the primary target of damage is PSII. Photoinhibition

results in the impairment of electron transport fol-

lowed by the selective degradation of D1 reaction

center protein [83]. The term photoinhibition (PI) is

defined as decrease in photosynthetic activity that oc-

curs upon excess illumination. Photoinhibition in PSII

and PSI was reported long ago [84–87]. If the absorbed

light energy that ultimately reaches the reaction cen-

ters exceeds its consumption, the photosynthetic ap-

paratus can be injured [88,89]. There is strong evidence

which indicates that PSII is more responsible for it,

because D1 protein has long been considered the pri-

mary target to PI [90–92]. It is also because PSI is more

stable than PSII under strong light [93].

As described earlier, excessive illumination par-

ticularly under water deficit causes photo-oxidative

damages. There are two types of photo-oxidative

damage:

1. Reversible photoinhibition

2. Irreversible photoinhibition

Reversible photoinhibition. PSII can reversibly

downregulate the quantum efficiency at higher light

intensities [94], because energy gradient between ex-

cited chlorophylls in the antennae and reaction center

chlorophyll is small. In addition, charge separation is

itself a reversible process [95], and excitation energy

can be transferred back to antennae. Excitation en-

ergy can be nonradiatively transformed into heat

[88,94,96,97]. It involves the operation of xantho-

phylls cycle [83]. Zeaxanthin is produced by de-epox-

idation of violaxanthin [88,97,98] and is assumed to

be a reversible process. Furthermore, back reaction is

retarded under stress conditions, which completely

inhibits photosynthesis; zeaxanthin levels stay at an

elevated level, thereby allowing harmless energy dis-

sipation [18,67].

Irreversible photoinhibition. According to different

reviews, light can damage or inactivate PSII by

two different mechanisms, which are called ac-

ceptor-side- and donor-side-induced inhibition

[83,91,92,99–101]:

Acceptor-side-induced photoinhibition of PSII.

Excess light keeps the plastoquinone pool fully

reduced and QB binding site remains unoccu-

pied and electron flow between QA and QB

is inhibited. As a consequence, highly stable

doubly reduced and protonated QA is produced

and thereafter released from its binding site

[102,103]. This leads to increased reaction cen-

ter chlorophyllP680 triplet formation, which

strongly interacts with oxygen [104] to form

the highly reactive singlet oxygen. This singlet

oxygen can damage pigments and the protein

structure [103]. Nonheme iron located between

QA and QB acceptors at the interface of D1 and

D2 proteins, is modified or released [105,106].

Photoinhibition of PSII electron transport is

followed by degradation of D1 reaction center

protein. D1 protein degradation is a two-step

process. In the first step, the protein is damaged

by photochemical event and in the second step,

the damaged protein is degraded by serine-type

proteolytic activity [107].

Donor-side-induced photoinhibition of PSII. If the

water-oxidizing complex of PSII becomes in-

active before photoinhibitory illuminance,

donor-side-induced photoinhibition occurs. In

this case, rate of electron donation from the

water-oxidizing system is unable to keep up

with the rate at which electrons are transferred

from P680 towards acceptor side components. As

a consequence, long-lived and strong oxidants

are produced, which have potential to induce

rapid inactivation of PSII electron transport

and protein damage [100,101,108].

b. Chlorophyll fluorescence

Using chlorophyll fluorescence we can estimate the

photochemical activity of PSII. Chlorophyll fluores-

cence is elicited by a very dim light beam modulated

at high frequency called minimum chlorophyll fluor-

escence (F0). After illumination with nonmodulated

white light of higher intensity, the fluorescence in-

creases rapidly to a peak point (Fm). The fluorescence

between (F0) and peak point (Fm) is called variable



fluorescence (Fv). Maximum fluorescence can be in-

duced by short pulse saturating white light. The value

of Fv reflects the reduction of primary electron ac-

ceptor QA of PSII. In the oxidized state, QA quenches

fluorescence. Quenching Fv reflects the working of

entire photosynthetic process, especially the primary

photochemical events. This process depends on the

reduction and oxidation of QA. Depending on the

degree of oxidation reduction of electron transport

chain, Fv is quenched or enhanced [109].

Severe water-deficit conditions cause changes

in chlorophyll fluorescence in many plant species.

Change in chlorophyll fluorescence was detected in

oak leaves only when water deficit values of the

growth medium exceeded 30% [6]. Similarly, RWC

from 100% to 75% caused changes in fluorescence

parameters at equivalent values of A that were the

same as in unstressed leaves, but with altered CO2

[54]. The basal rate of electron transport (F0) de-

creases in some experiments [110], but increased in

some other experiments [74]. It suggests that transfer

of excitation energy to the reaction centers may be

altered. However, in most experiments it is unaffected

[7]. Maximum quantum yield of PSII (Fv/Fm) is about

0.8 in healthy leaves and may decrease under condi-

tions of photoinactivation [111]. There is almost no

evidence indicating that shortage of water had effects

on the primary photochemistry of PSII in wheat and

other plants [7,42]. There is evidence that drought

stress decreases the photosystem activity and alters

the structure of PSII [112]. For example, field grown,

high light acclimated grapevines showed a slight

decline in Fv/Fm (down to 0.7) after high photon

exposure at midday, regardless of water availability

[113–116]. Even the low light acclimated, severely

stressed plants grown in greenhouses showed Fv/Fm

> 0.5 [117,118]. At predawn (i.e., after a whole night

of relaxation of photoinactivation), Fv/Fm in field-

grown grapevines was usually close to 0.8, and de-

clined to 0.74 only under conditions of extremely

severe drought where diurnal photosynthesis was al-

most zero [20,22]. In low light acclimated, drought-

stressed grapevines, predawn Fv/Fm declined to 0.6

[118]. Thus, under normal conditions, Fv/Fm in grape-

vines remained higher than 0.5 to 0.6. However,

Flexas et al. [119] found a curvilinear relationship

between Fv/Fm and actual number of functional PSII

units, so that the loss of 40% to 50% of functional

PSII resulted in slightly reduced values of Fv/Fm (0.6

to 0.7). Comparing these results with Fv/Fm values

measured in field- and greenhouse-grown grapevines,

it can be inferred that up to 40% to 50% of PSII

centers may be photoinactivated during day. Reduc-

tion of 40% of total functional PSII would not affect

the maximum photosynthetic rate of leaves, since

photosynthetic capacity is not limited by PSII con-

centration until about 50% of PSII centers are lost

[120]. However, in the light-adapted leaves, drought

stress reduced the efficiency of excitation energy-cap-

ture by open PSII reaction centers (Fv’/Fm’ ) and the

quantum yield of PSII electron transport (FPSII), in-

creased the NPQ (qN), and had no effects on photo-

chemical quenching (qP) [42]. This suggests that water

deficit caused modification in the PSII photochemis-

try in the light-adapted leaves and such modification

could be a mechanism to downregulate the photosyn-

thetic electron transport so as to decrease CO2 assimi-

lation.

The captured photon energy is used to excite the

reaction center, and initiate electron transport and

chemical reaction, or dissipated as heat via the xan-

thophyll cycle. Electrons are ultimately transported to

CO2 for carbohydrate production, excess electrons

are transferred to O2 and photorespiration occurs.

Therefore, we can measure the rate of electron trans-

port by the measurement of oxygen evolution [7].

Badger [121] demonstrated that high rates of O2 evo-

lution are maintained in stressed leaves while net CO2

assimilation rate (A) is inhibited and cannot be stimu-

lated by elevated CO2. It is suggested that electrons

must be transferred to O2 instead of CO2. In another

experiment where Fv/Fm and qP remained unaffected,

suggested that relative concentrations of oxidized

PSII are unaffected due to shortage of water [19,37].

Generally, the quantum efficiency of electron trans-

port in PSII and qP, decreases only at RWC below ca.

75%. In addition, water stress also modified the re-

sponses of PSII to heat stress when temperature was

358C; thermostability of PSII was strongly enhanced

in water-stressed leaves, which was reflected in less

decrease in Fv/Fm, qP, (Fv’/Fm’ ), and FPSII in water-

stressed leaves than in well-watered leaves. There was

no significant variation in the abovementioned fluor-

escence parameters between moderately and severely

water stressed plants, indicating that the moderate

water stress treatment caused the same effects on

thermostability of PSII as the severe treatment. It

was found that increased thermostability of PSII

might be associated with an improvement of resist-

ance of the O2-evolving complex and the reaction

centers in water-stressed plants to high temperature

[42].

2. Effects of Drought on Metabolic Factors

The places where photosynthetic metabolism may be

impaired include Rubisco enzyme activity, regener-

ation of RuBP by PCR cycle, supply of ATP and

NADPH to PCR cycle, electron transport, light cap-

ture, and use of assimilation products [36].



a. Effects of drought stress on RUBP content,

Rubisco activity, and PCR cycle

The amount of Rubisco protein is generally little

affected by moderate or severe stress [26], even if

plants experience drought over a period of many

days [37,63]. Restoration of photosynthetic potential

(Apot) to maximum photosynthesis (Amax) by rehydra-

tion also suggests that Rubisco is not impaired irre-

versibly. However, more prolonged, severe stress

often decreases Rubisco activity. Loss of Rubisco

activity is probably more related to inhibition or to

nonactivation of enzyme active site [63,122]. Decrease

in Rubisco protein by antisense genetic modification

resulted in lowering total enzyme activity and Apot

[123]. However, with 75% decrease in enzyme activity,

Apot fell only by 50%, suggesting that large change in

Apot under stress would require substantial reduction

of Rubisco protein and activity. Photosynthetic rate

also depends on synthesis of RuBP and activity of

Rubisco. Therefore, decrease in RuBP content of

leaves at low RWC [37,58,59] is significant. A strong

sigmoidal relation between A and RuBP was demon-

strated by Gimenez et al. [58] in stressed sunflower

leaves where Apot was progressively inhibited by fall-

ing RWC, suggesting that A depends on RuBP sup-

ply, and not on CO2. Similarly, von Caemmerer [124]

suggested that under steady-state conditions, RuBP

supply limited the CO2 assimilation. According to

Lawlor [36], limited RuBP may result from inad-

equate supply of ATP or NADPH to the PCR cycle

turnover caused by low enzyme activity.

Rubisco activase is an abundant protein [125] that

regulates the conformational structure of active site of

Rubisco and releases tight binding inhibitors from the

Rubisco active site, thereby increasing the activity.

This reaction requires ATP [126]. Thus, decreased

activity and active state of Rubisco at low RWC

could be due to inadequate ATP concentrations [36].

There is an evidence that Rubisco activase activity

decreases at low RWC consistently with decrease in

ATP concentration [122].

If water-stress-induced decrease in Rubisco pro-

tein and activity causes photosynthetic inhibition, an

increase in the level of RuBP content would be asso-

ciated with water-stress-induced photosynthetic in-

hibition. For example, when Rubisco activity

decreased in tobacco plants, an increase in the

steady-state level of RuBP was observed [59,127].

However, some scientists suggest that reduced

Rubisco activity may not necessarily be evidenced

by a build up of steady-state RuBP levels, because

RuBP regeneration capacity can be downregulated in

response to Rubisco activity [128]. This could lead to

the maintenance of constant steady-state RuBP at

varying rates of carbon flow through the system. In

contrast, photosynthetic rate declined with decline

in RuBP content in transgenic and nontransgenic

tobacco plants showing different levels of Rubisco

protein and activity, suggesting that RuBP regener-

ation rather than Rubisco activity rate limits photo-

synthesis in water stressed plants [59]. In other

experiments, wild plants with a mean Rubisco activity

of 70.4mmol/m2/sec was compared with transformed

plants with a mean Rubisco activity of 23.1mmol/m2/

sec. Photosynthetic sensitivity to water stress was

again found to be identical in wild type and trans-

formed plants, and RuBP level decreased with in-

creased water stress [59]. However, it is concluded

that stress effects on an enzymic step involved in

RuBP regeneration cause impaired chloroplast me-

tabolism and photosynthetic inhibition in plants ex-

posed to water deficit.

Reduction of RuBP content at low RWC could

result from a limitation in one or more enzymes of

PCR cycle. The large ratio of 3PGA/RuBP suggests

limitation in RuBP regeneration part of PCR cycle

either caused by enzyme limitation or inadequate

ATP supply [58]. But there is little direct evidence

regarding the response of individual enzymes of re-

generative part of PCR cycle to decreasing RWC.

However, Sharkey and Seemann [66] concluded that

low CO2, not enzymes, decrease PCR cycle activity.

Moreover, unstresssed transgenic plants (plants have

antisense Rubisco gene to reduce Rubisco protein

amount and activity, and hence reduce PCR cycle

activity) show that reduced PCR cycle activity re-

duces A, but increases RuBP content [123]. It pro-

vides evidence that PCR cycle activity is not a cause

of low Apot at low RWC.

b. Drought effects on ATP synthesis

Inhibition of photophosphorylation, reduction in

chloroplast ATPase activity, and low ATP content

have been observed in plants subjected to water deficit

[6]. Water deficit reduces the ATPase activity in vari-

ous crop plants and hence the level of available ATP

[6]. Similarly, many researchers have observed a pro-

gressive decrease in ATP as RWC fell [37,68,69].

Thus, the observed decrease in ATP at low RWC is

due to inhibition of ATP synthesis [36].

The rate of ATP synthesis depends on various

factors including light reactions, generation of trans-

thylakoid pH gradient (DpH), ADP and Pi concen-

trations, and activity of ATP synthase or coupling

factor [36]. Photophosphorylation by ATP synthase

was inhibited at low RWC in isolated chloroplasts

from water-stressed leaves of sunflower [70,129] due

to high Mg2þ concentration in chloroplast [71]. Ac-

tivity of CF1 (part of ATP synthase) inhibited by high



Mg2þ is likely to increase in chloroplast stroma as

RWC falls [71]. Additional evidence by Meyer and de

Kouchkovsky [130] and Meyer et al. [69] confirms the

sensitivity of CF1 to stress conditions and loss of

photphosphorylation capacity at low RWC. How-

ever, loss of ATP synthase protein was not considered

as the sole cause [37]. Photophosphorylation requires

DpH, CF0, and active CF1 [131]. In most studies, DpH

is large and sufficient for ATP synthesis even at low

RWC [69,130,132], and hence ATP synthesis should

occur and ATP content should not decrease.

The role of changes in ATP content and ATP

synthesis in reducing Apot is controversial [33,37].

Boyer and his coworkers [70,129] concluded that in-

hibition of ATP synthesis and photophosphorylation

was considered to be the main cause of metabolic

limitation of A in water stressed leaves of sunflower.

However, others [61,133,134] concluded that limita-

tion of Apot caused a decrease in ATP content, and

loss of ATP synthase protein.

c. Drought effects on NAD(P)H (reductant)

Dynamics of NADH, NADPH, and other pyridine

nucleotides in photosynthesizing leaves with different

conditions are complex [135]. However, there is little

information in the literature on the effect of drought

stress on the dynamics of NAD(P)H. Pyridine nucle-

otides are in reduced state under stress; NADPH

content remained relatively constant [37,68], which

indicates that electron transport capacity is sufficient

to maintain and increase the reduction state of the

pyridine nucleotides. Increased NADH may be

explained by increased mitochondrial activity and

respiration (both photorespiration and dark respir-

ation) as A is decreased and a relative increase in pho-

torespiration would increase the peroxisomal NADH

pool. NADPH is consumed only by the triosepho-

sphate dehydrogenase reaction in the PCR cycle, for

the reduction of 1,3-bisphosphate to 3-phosphoglyce-

rate (3PGA), which is essential for RuBP synthesis

[136]. Thus, inadequate reductant supply is not likely

to reduce A at low RWC [7].

d. Carbohydrate metabolism as affected by

water deficit

The principal end products of leaf photosynthesis are

starch and sucrose. Due to low Ci under water stress,

chloroplastic starch may be remobilized to provide

carbon in favor of more sucrose synthesis [6]. How-

ever, sucrose content in leaves fell in rapidly stressed

leaves at RWC <80%, due to low net CO2 assimila-

tion rate (A) and continued respiration, plus synthesis

of amino acids [137]. The rate of sucrose synthesis

is regulated by two enzymes, cytosolic fructose

1,6-bisphosphatase (FBPase) and sucrose phosphate

synthase (SPS), which are subjected to various types

of regulations [6]. Activity of SPS is greatly decreased

by even small loss of RWC [7]. SPS is deactivated by

protein phosphorylation [138]. As a result, sucrose

synthesis decreases and phosphorylated metabolites

increase in the cytoplasm, whereas phosphate (Pi)

concentration decreases. Export of triosephosphate

is reduced by phosphate limitation [7]. Thus, reduced

flux of triosephosphate and SPS activity seems to be

the cause of sucrose synthesis and low content.

Under drought stress, massive changes in gene

expression [139,140] lead to an accumulation of su-

crose, polyols, and fructans in source leaves [139,141].

Such changes may be adaptive as the low molecular

weight carbohydrates together with amino acids and

their derivatives are effective osmoprotectants [83].

IV. EFFECTS OF DROUGHT ON C4 PLANTS

One of the most intriguing plant metabolic adapta-

tions to drought occurs in plants possessing C4 or

Crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM) photosynthesis

[1]. In C4 plants, a metabolic pump has evolved that

concentrates CO2 in bundle sheath cells where

Rubisco is located [142]. The CO2 fixation process is

separated in mesophyll cells and bundle sheath cells,

while reduced CO2 concentrations may have been

driving force for the evolution of C4 plants [143].

This specialized photosynthesis led to greater WUE

and ecological success in arid environments. How-

ever, the sensitivity of the photosynthetic metabolism

to water deficit in C4 plants is similar to that in C3

plants [19].

Increasing drought stress severity caused a de-

crease in photosynthetic rate, and increase in PSII

photochemical efficiency (Fv/Fm) of two C4 grass cul-

tivars. Drought tolerant (Eragrostis curvula cv Con-

sol) showed small variation in these parameters.

Generally, decrease in PSII quantum yield can result

from photoprotective increase in thermal energy dis-

sipation [52] induced by excess absorbed light [88,97].

However, in drought-sensitive E. curvula cv. Ermelo,

PSII thermal energy dissipation (NPQ) was strongly

inhibited due to damage to PSII structure and func-

tionally as reflected from reduction of PSII energy-

capture efficiency (Fv’/Fm’ ). It was found that under

severe water shortage NPQ of E. curvula was reduced

which was ascribed to downregulation of PSII activ-

ity [144].

As described earlier, C4 plants are capable of con-

centrating CO2 in bundle sheath cells to levels that

have been estimated to exceed 3 to 20 times the at-

mospheric CO2 concentration [145–148]. Therefore,

the ratio of CO2 to O2 increases in bundle sheath



cells, and photorespiration is considered insignificant

because of the suppression of the oxygenase reaction

of Rubisco [11,146,147,140,150]. However, measur-

able rate of photorespiration has been observed in C4

plants [151–154]. Due to the high resistance of bundle

sheath cells to gas diffusion [145,148,150,155], it is

generally accepted that CO2 released during photore-

spiration will be partially refixed by Rubisco. How-

ever, estimates of leakage rates of CO2 from bundle

sheath cells vary from 10% to 50% of the C4 cycle flux

[147,148].

Simultaneous gas exchange and chlorophyll fluor-

escence measurements under different CO2 partial

pressures suggested that above the optimal O2 partial

pressure, inhibition of net photosynthesis is associ-

ated with photorespiration. Below the optimum O2

partial pressure, inhibition of net photosynthesis is

associated with reduced PSII activity and electron

transport, and open PSII centers (oxidized PSII)

[45]. It might be due to decrease in ATP supply to

the C4 cycle [156]. Data from C4-cycle limited mutant

of Amaranthus edulis and C3-cycle limited trasfor-

mants of Flaveria bidentis at varying concentration

of oxygen showed that when the C4 cycle is deficient,

photorespiration is increased, and when the C3 cycle

is deficient overcycling of C4 pathway with increased

CO2 leakage was observed. It was suggested that C4

photosynthesis requires coordinated function of the

C3 and C4 cycles for maximum efficiency [45].

Although, O2 inhibits C4 photosynthesis, espe-

cially at low CO2 concentrations, G remains low

[146], which reflects an efficient refixation of photo-

respiratory CO2. The degree of inhibition of photo-

synthesis by O2 depends on Ci at the site of Rubisco.

Ci around Rubisco in bundle sheath cells of maize is

3.2-fold higher than Ci around Rubisco in mesophyll

cells of wheat. However, leaf stomatal conductance

was lower (391mmol/m2/sec) in maize than in wheat

(681mmol/m2/sec). These differences allow maize

(C4) to have higher WUE than wheat (C3). Similarly,

some investigators observed that C4 drought-tolerant

grass cultivar (E. curvula cv. Consol) in comparison

with drought-sensitive cultivar (E. curvula cv. Ermelo)

had greater ability to save water during drought stress

[52], and consequently reduced limitations to CO2

uptake and photosynthetic biochemical processes

were ascribed to reduced photoinhibition and photo-

damage to PSII systems.

In conclusion, high uptake to CO2 at reduced

stomatal conductance, concentrating CO2 at site of

Rubisco, photoprotective increase in thermal energy

dissipation and high WUE are key adaptations in C4

plants to hot and arid conditions. It has strongly been

suggested, based on geological evidence, that major

selective force for the evolution of C4 photosynthesis

was decline in atmospheric level of CO2 [157],

whereas according to Dai et al. [146] low level of

CO2 combined with water stress or higher tempera-

ture likely accounts for the adaptation of C4 plants to

hot and arid environment.

V. EFFECTS OF DROUGHT ON
CAM PLANTS

Crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM), a key adapta-

tion of photosynthetic carbon fixation to limited

water availability, is characterized by nocturnal CO2

fixation and daytime CO2 reassimilation, which gen-

erally results in improved WUE. However, CAM

plants display a remarkable degree of photosynthetic

plasticity within a continuum of diel gas exchange

patterns. Genotypic, ontogenic, and environmental

factors combine to govern the extent to which CAM

is exposed [158]. Some species can switch freely and

reversibly between C3 and CAM cycle regardless of

plant ontogeny. Diversity of CAM inducibilty is

marked within the genus Clusia [159–161]. In Clusia

minor, opposite leaves on the same node are capable

of expressing either C3 or full CAM characteristics,

depending on the leaf–air vapor pressure difference

[162], whereas in Clusia uvitana, rapid and reversible

switching between C3 photosynthesis and CAM can

occur within 24 h in response to environmental

changes [163]. Spatial separation of CAM inducibility

is found in Cissus quadrangularis, a species with suc-

culent CAM stem bearing small, short lived leaves

that can switch from CAM cycling to CAM under

conditions of moderate stress [164].

Ting and Sipes [165] reported two modifications

of CAM. One modification, termed CAM-idling, oc-

curs when CAM plants experience severe water deficit

so that stomata close both day and night, and a low

rate of cycling of organic acids through CAM path-

way occurs. With this downregulation of metabolism,

biochemical activities of the CAM plants are main-

tained until water becomes available and the plants

recover again [166]. In the second modification,

termed CAM-cycling, gas exchange occurs mainly

during the day as in C3 plants, yet a diurnal cycling

of organic acids similar to that of CAM is observed

[165].

Inducible CAM greatly decreases water loss dur-

ing drought due to stomatal closure in the light when

atmospheric humidity and leaf temperature favor

water loss [167]. Once CAM is induced, decarboxyla-

tion of organic acids in the day increases internal CO2

and reduces stomatal conductance [168]. The carbox-

ylation of RuBP when stomata are closed [167] main-

tains linear electron flow through PSII reaction



centers. Induction of CAM is accompanied by im-

portant changes in PSII photochemistry [169–171].

The xanthophyll cycle is of great importance in

this regard. Pieters et al. [53] suggest that increased

xanthophyll cycle activity and induction of CAM by

drought are linked, in an unknown manner, and may

be triggered by similar cellular conditions elicited by

water deficit. In Talinum triangulare, NPQ of chloro-

phyll a fluorescence increased with water deficit, but

decreased with more severe drought, when CAM ac-

tivity is low [53]. Quantum yield of PSII photochem-

istry FPSII, and intrinsic quantum yield of PSII (Fv/

Fm) were lower in severe water deficit. Under high

light and moderate drought, the D1 content in leaves

was identical to control, whereas under severe stress,

D1 content decreased. From this, it is concluded

that under water deficit, CAM activity in plants like

T. triangulare plays a central role in protection

of photosynthetic machinery from photoinhibition.

At maximum CAM activity, a relatively high intercel-

lular CO2 concentration and the capacity for energy

dissipation by xanthophylls cycle are sufficient

to prevent damage to and net degradation of D1.

When CAM activity is limited and the capacity

of energy dissipation by xanthophyll cycle is

exhausted after prolonged drought, inactive reaction

centers accumulate with the subsequent degradation

of D1 [53].

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
PROSPECTS

In view of the many reports cited earlier in the text,

it is evident that water deficit adversely affects photo-

synthesis and plant growth. Despite a lot of research

devoted during the last decade to examine the effects

of water deficit on photosynthetic parameters, fur-

ther work is still needed to elucidate the specific

changes occurring in photochemical, gas exchange,

and metabolic phenomena during photosynthesis

under water-deficit conditions. Different photochem-

ical, gas exchange, and metabolic processes of photo-

synthesis are so tightly linked with one another that

slight change in any process may change the series of

events that ultimately inhibits the overall rate of

photosynthesis [1,6,7,16,23,26,36,41].

There is a large body of literature available reflect-

ing stomatal closure as a major response to shortage

of water, which leads to reduction in the net CO2

assimilation rate. Stomatal closure decreases the

photochemical efficiency and it seems to be the basic

strategy of plants to cope with water deficit. The view

that implicates a primary role for nonstomatal effects

of water deficit on photosynthesis is in conflict with

the evidence suggesting that ATP synthesis and RuBP

regeneration impair the photosynthesis at mild water

stress [1,7,16,23,26,36,37,41]. Therefore, mechanisms

of stomatal and nonstomatal limitations are not yet

clear.

When absorbed light exceeds that can be used by

the photosynthetic apparatus, specific processes such

as xanthophylls cycle, Mehler-peroxidase reaction,

photorespiration, etc. seems to effectively retard

photodegradation of photosynthetic apparatus. How-

ever, these photoprotection mechanisms are not

sufficient, because in C3, C4, and CAM plants photo-

inhibition and photo-oxidation do occur under severe

water deficit as reported earlier in the text [52,53,83,

100,101]. PSII is more sensitive in comparison to PS

I toward photoinhibition. The research for how

photoinhibition starts, why PSII is more inhibited

than PS I, and how violaxanthin and zeaxanthin

dissipate thermal energy is a fascinating area of re-

search.

It is now becoming evident that the relationship

between photosynthesis and carbohydrate metabol-

ism is not a simple one. Therefore, it is essential to

elucidate that plants have some means by which

photosynthetic activity can be coordinated with the

actual needs of nonphotosynthetic plant parts under

drought stress. Enhanced demand for energy and

photosynthates was observed under water deficit,

and strategies that increase photosynthate supply

were thought to be beneficial.

Global circulation models have predicted that

aridity of some regions will increase in the coming

years. Furthermore, due to global warming, CO2 con-

centrations will also increase. Interactive effects of

CO2 and water availability may alter the relative

performance of C3, C4, and CAM plants. Therefore,

it is possible that net CO2 uptake and productivity

will be altered in the future [45,158]. Although the

patterns of effects of drought stress in C3, C4, and

CAM plants are almost the same, water use efficiency

and rate of photosynthesis are different. However, C3

species give better response to elevated CO2 under

water deficit as compared to C4 ones [45]. Finer de-

tails of these differences are still very unclear. There-

fore, attempts to improve photosynthesis by

enhancing CO2 under drought stress will be helpful

in elucidating the effect of global warming and aridity

on different crop plants in the near future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although water is the most abundant molecule on the

Earth’s surface, the availability of water greatly re-

stricts terrestrial plant production. Thus, if we want

to increase productivity of agriculture and forestry we

need to understand how plants regulate their water

status and the physiological consequences of water

stress.

During water stress, most plants avoid shoot

desiccation by closing their stomata to decrease tran-

spiration (E ). However, this action can also limit

CO2 influx into the leaf and consequently decrease

photosynthesis (PN). To understand how water stress

decreases photosynthesis, it is important to under-

stand the regulation of stomatal behavior. Stomata

respond to many environmental signals in their aer-

ial (external) environment such as light, CO2 concen-

tration, temperature, and vapor pressure. Stomata

also respond to changes in their internal environ-

ment (the leaf apoplast) such as ionic composition

and the concentrations of natural plant growth



regulators (PGRs), known as plant hormones. Since

water stress influences both hormone synthesis and

response, it is likely that plant hormones are in-

volved in the limitation of photosynthesis during

water stress. Although most of the work on plant

hormones and stomatal responses emphasizes the

hormone abscisic acid (ABA), stomata have also

been shown to respond to all hormone classes (Fig-

ure 42.1).

This chapter aims to illustrate

Changes in endogenous phytohormone content

induced by water stress.

Stomatal responses to endogenous phytohor-

mones and application of natural or synthetic

PGRs.

The occurrence of photosynthetic limitations and

water deficits in plants.

Possibilities of ameliorating the negative effects of

water stress by application of natural or syn-

thetic PGRs.

II. ABSCISIC ACID

A. BIOSYNTHESIS AND COMPARTMENTATION

Although well-watered plants contain some ABA,

water stress stimulates ABA biosynthesis in both

roots and leaves. Many schemes representing the

pathway of ABA biosynthesis start with the carote-

noids of the xanthophyll cycle. The first committed

step of ABA biosynthesis is the oxidative cleavage

of the carotenoids 9’-cis-violaxanthin or 9’-cis-
neoxanthin to xanthoxin by plastid enzymes 9-cis-

epoxycarotenoid dioxgenases. In the second step,

xanthoxin is converted to abscisic aldehyde by

xanthoxin oxidase. In the last step, abscisic aldehyde

oxidase catalyzes conversion of abscisic aldehyde to

ABA (for recent reviews see Refs. [2,3]). During water

stress, activities of the above-mentioned enzymes as

well as their mRNA transcript abundance increase in

both leaves and roots. In the roots, xanthophylls are

in low abundance and zeaxanthin epoxidation to vio-

laxanthin might be a further regulatory step of water

stress-induced ABA biosynthesis [2,3].

There is still little information about the signaling

pathway from water stress perception to activation of

genes encoding the key enzymes of ABA biosynthesis,

but the gene ATHK1 and an MAP kinase cascade are

thought to participate in it [4]. Interactions between

the plasmalemma and cell wall seem essential to trig-

ger water stress-induced ABA accumulation [5]. The

changes in cellular volume in response to dehydra-

tion, rather than cellular water relations parameters

such as water potential or pressure potential, stimu-

late ABA biosynthesis [6]. The ability of leaf tissue to

synthesize additional ABA varies between different

genotypes [7], and can be enhanced by nutrient stress

and decreased by high (408C) temperature [8].

The main catabolic pathway of ABA, degradation

to phaseic acid and dihydrophaseic acid, is probably

cytosolic since the enzymes are located in the endo-

plasmic reticulum [8]. The rate of catabolism of

xylem-delivered ABA is decreased in water-stressed

plants and when the xylem sap is alkalized [10,11].

ABA can move rapidly through the plant in both

the xylem and the phloem in the active free form or as

inactive conjugated forms (predominantly ABA glu-

cose ester) [12,13]. In roots and leaves ABA can be

transported in apoplast or symplast. Since ABA is a

weak acid (pKa ¼ 4.5), its distribution in plant tissues

will be governed by the Henderson–Hasselbach equa-

tion. At a cytosolic pH commonly found in many

well-watered plants (pH 6.5), ABA present in the

protonated form moves into the alkaline chloroplast

stroma (pH 7.5) where it dissociates to form an anion

that is not as readily permeable. For this reason, most
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FIGURE 42.1 Responses of Commelina stomata to incuba-

tion of epidermal strips on 10-mM solutions of various

PGRs, made up in two different incubation solutions.

PGRs applied were ABA, the auxins IAA and NAA, the

CKs benzyladenine (BA), kinetin (K), and Z, and GA3.

Data for hormone solutions made up in a buffer containing
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Ref. [116] (ABA), Ref. [65] (IAA), Ref. [62] (NAA), and

Ref. [1] (K, Z). Data for hormone solutions made up in

10mM KCl and 20mM phosphate buffer at pH 6.7 were

taken from Ref. [90].



of the ABA in unstressed leaves is assumed to be in

the chloroplasts (which act as an anion trap for

ABA). However, under osmotic stress the intracellu-

lar pH gradients are much smaller and a greater

proportion of ABA is found in the cytosol [14]. Leaf

dehydration alkalizes the apoplast, increasing apo-

plastic ABA concentrations [15]. Redistribution of

ABA among different compartments of the leaf pro-

vides an attractive possibility for stomatal regulation

in response to drought. The role of xylem ABA con-

centration in stomatal regulation is considered in Sec-

tion IV.

B. SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION

Isolation of ABA receptors has proved elusive, as

initial reports [16] are yet to be substantiated. Re-

cently, a 42-kDa ABA-specific binding protein has

been purified from the epidermis of broad bean [17].

Interest has focused on where in the guard cells an

ABA receptor might reside. ABA-induced stomatal

closure in isolated epidermes incubated at pH 8, when

ABA is not readily able to cross the cell membrane,

has been taken as evidence of extracellular ABA re-

ceptors [18]. At more acidic pHs, guard cells appear

to have a significant carrier-mediated uptake of ABA

[19]. The presence of intracellular ABA receptors has

also been suggested, as injection of ABA into individ-

ual guard cells causes stomatal closure, indicating

that stomata can perceive symplastic hormone con-

centrations [20,21].

ABA can regulate stomatal aperture by promot-

ing stomatal closure or inhibiting stomatal opening,

induced by changing the osmotic potential of guard

cells, the mechanical properties of guard cells, or gene

expression [22]. ABA-induced decreases in stomatal

opening involve both inhibition of channels facilitat-

ing Kþ entry and activation of channels controlling

efflux of Kþ and anions. ABA also inhibits blue light

dependent Hþ efflux in Arabidopsis thaliana [23,24].

Ca2þ is a second messenger in some, but not all, ABA-

induced changes in guard cell ion channels. ABA-

induced inactivation of the plasmalemma inward Kþ

channel is usually Ca2þ mediated, whereas ABA-in-

duced activation of the plasmalemma outward Kþ

channel is Ca2þ independent [19,25–28]. In the latter

case, intracellular pH changes are probably important

[19,26,29]. ABA enhances cytosolic Ca2þ calcium

concentration by stimulating both Ca2þ entry across

the plasma membrane and Ca2þ release from intra-

cellular stores by Ca2þ channels sensitive to inositol-

1,4,5-triphosphate or cyclic ADP-ribose [19,24,29].

Protein kinases and phosphatases may also partici-

pate in ABA signal transduction (e.g., [30,31]). H2O2-

mediated ABA-induced inhibition of inward Kþ cur-

rents has also been suggested [32,33]. Nitric oxide can

be another component of ABA-mediated stomatal

closure [34].

Cytoskeleton reorganization may also be involved

in the ABA-dependent or ABA-independent regula-

tion of stomatal opening under water stress [31] by

changing the mechanical properties of guard cells

(modulus of elasticity). ABA treatment caused re-

organization of the actin structure of guard cells

from a radial pattern to a randomly oriented and

short-fragmented pattern [35]. The small guanosine

triphosphatase protein AtRac1 was identified in Ara-

bidopsis as a central component in the ABA-mediated

disruption of the guard cell actin cytoskeleton [36].

ABA also disrupted cortical microtubules of Vicia

faba guard cells, but not epidermal cells [37]. This

effect was reversible and arrays of microtubules reap-

peared within 1 h of removal of ABA.

The ABA signal can also be relayed to the guard

cell nucleus to alter the pattern of gene expression,

leading to changes in the content of proteins involved

in water transport, ion transport, or carbon metabol-

ism [38].

C. ENVIRONMENTAL MODULATION OF STOMATAL

SENSITIVITY TO ABA

The sensitivity of stomata to ABA varies widely in

different species and cultivars, with leaf age, time of

day, temperature, irradiance, air humidity, ambient

CO2 concentrations, plant nutritional status, ionic

composition of the xylem sap, and leaf water status

(reviewed in Ref. [39]). Varying stomatal responses to

ABA may be important in the minute-by-minute con-

trol of stomatal aperture in a fluctuating environ-

ment. In the whole plant, differences in stomatal

response to xylem ABA concentration may simply

reflect differences in the amount of ABA reaching

the active sites at the guard cell. However, this ex-

planation cannot hold where isolated epidermal strips

are floated on hormonal solutions.

Water stress commonly co-occurs with high tem-

peratures and vapor pressure deficits, which will pro-

mote water loss. In maize epidermal strips, application

of ABA stimulated stomatal opening below a thresh-

old temperature, yet caused stomatal closure as the

temperature increased [40]. Similarly, stomata of sev-

eral species (Bellis perennis, Cardamine pratensis,

Commelina communis) were relatively insensitive to

ABA when incubated at 108C and in some cases

showed stomatal opening, but showed normal ABA-

induced stomatal closure at 208C or 308C [41]. The

temperature dependence of ABA action allows

drought-stressed plants to open their stomata to

maximize photosynthesis under conditions (lower



temperature and vapor pressure deficit) where tran-

spirational losses can be minimized.

In field-grown maize crops, the slope of the rela-

tionship between xylem ABA concentration and sto-

matal conductance (gs) varied diurnally, with the

most sensitive stomatal closure occurring at lower

leaf water potentials (Cleaf) [42]. Since an increased

Cleaf increases the rate of catabolism of xylem-sup-

plied ABA [10], such a result might be explained in

terms of differences in the amounts of ABA reaching

the guard cells. However, this does not explain the

increased stomatal sensitivity to ABA seen when

Commelina epidermes were incubated on ABA solu-

tions of decreasing osmotic potential. This interaction

may be thought of as a sensitive dynamic feedback

control mechanism to ensure homeostasis of leaf

water status. Any decrease in leaf water status (e.g.,

the sun appearing from behind a cloud) will enhance

stomatal response to ABA, thus decreasing E and

returning leaf water status to its original value.

Previous water stress can influence stomatal re-

sponse to ABA independently of current plant water

status, although the effects can be variable. In V. faba

the stomata of previously water-stressed plants were

more sensitive to ABA applied through the petiole or

sprayed onto leaf surfaces than the stomata of well-

watered plants [43]. In contrast, stomata of previously

water-stressed plants (in which almost all leaves have

wilted) were less sensitive to ABA applied through the

petiole than stomata of well-watered plants [44]. To

try to reconcile these conflicting observations, Com-

melina plants were subjected to a slow soil drying

treatment (over 15 days), and every day epidermal

strips were removed to determine the sensitivity of

stomatal closure to ABA using a bioassay [45]. Ini-

tially, water stress sensitized stomata to ABA (at the

time that stomatal closure occurred in intact plants),

but a later desensitization of stomata to ABA oc-

curred when leaf relative water content began to de-

cline and stomata had effectively closed completely.

Stomatal sensitivity to ABA was thus greatest when

stomatal closure was trying to ensure homeostasis of

leaf water status, and then declined when hydraulic

influences would ensure continued stomatal closure.

III. OTHER HORMONES AND STOMATAL
BEHAVIOR

A. AUXINS

The most important natural auxins seem to be indole-

3-acetic acid (IAA), indole-3-butyric acid (IBA), and

phenoxyacetic acid (PAA). Many man-made auxin

analogs have been synthesized and some of them

(e.g., napthyl-acetic acid [NAA] or 2,4-dichloro-

phenoxyacetic acid [2,4-D]) are practically important.

Auxin concentrations are highest in regions of active

cell division such as the apical meristems, the cam-

bium, the developing fruit, the embryo, and the endo-

sperm, and in young leaves. The transport of IAA is

strictly polar from the apex to the organ base. IAA

can be synthesized via tryptophan-dependent and

tryptophan-independent pathways [46]. Plants store

most of their IAA in conjugated forms (which are

probably inactive) such as ester conjugates (predom-

inantly in monocotyledonous plants) or amide conju-

gates (predominantly in dicotyledonous plants) (for

review, see Ref. [47]). IAA can be quickly broken

down by oxidative decarboxylation.

Relatively little information is available on the

changes in auxin content induced by water stress.

Osmotic stress (150–300mM NaCl) decreased IAA

content in tomato roots, but the leaf IAA content

remained relatively unchanged [48]. In Fatsia japonica

leaves, IAA content increased as Cleaf decreased dur-

ing the day but only slightly increased during drought

[49,50]. Although root drying can decrease root auxin

concentration by up to 70% [51], it has not been

investigated whether this changes xylem auxin con-

centration. Dehydration of detached leaves did not

alter xylem auxin concentration [52].

The auxin-binding protein (ABP1) is an IAA re-

ceptor located at the plasma membrane. Binding of

auxin causes a conformational change affecting the C

terminus of ABP1 and this change probably activates

the signal transduction pathway, which may involve

activation of phospholipase and plasma membrane

Hþ-ATPase (for review, see Ref. [53]). Activation of

guard cell Hþ-ATPase by IAA may stimulate Hþ

extrusion and stomatal opening [24]. Stomatal open-

ing induced by IAA in epidermal strips of Paphiope-

dilum tonsum was preceded by a reduction of cytosolic

pH [54]. Exogenous auxins (IAA and NAA) can also

affect inwardly and outwardly rectifying Kþ channels

in a dose- and pH-dependent manner [55–57]. Low

auxin concentrations promote inward movement of

Kþ, while higher concentrations inhibit it [58]. These

effects may be mediated by second messengers such as

changes in cytosolic Ca2þ concentration [54,56]. Cyc-

lic guanosine monophosphate (GMP) was suggested

as a mediator within the Ca2þ signaling cascade for

IBA signal transduction in C. communis [59,60].

Stomatal responses to exogenous auxins are

dependent not only on the auxin used and the con-

centration, but also on plant species, age, environ-

mental conditions, and source of the epidermis

(adaxial or abaxial). High concentrations of auxins

such as PAA [61] and NAA [62] can suppress stoma-

tal opening. Stomata in epidermal strips from the

adaxial leaf surface are often more responsive to



auxin [63]. The effects of auxins can depend on at-

mospheric CO2 concentration. In Pisum sativum and

Phaseolus vulgaris, IAA increased gs in the presence of

CO2 but not in absence of CO2 [64]. IAA also inhib-

ited the closing effect of high CO2 concentration in

C. communis [65] and V. faba [66].

Several reports suggest that auxins can antagonize

ABA-induced stomatal closure. IAA alleviated the

closing effect of ABA in epidermal peels of C. com-

munis [65] and V. faba [66,67]. Similarly, PAA re-

duced the closing effect of ABA in C. communis [61],

and vice versa (ABA reduced PAA-induced abaxial

stomata closure). However, it is not known to what

extent variation in endogenous auxin concentration

influences stomatal sensitivity to ABA in planta.

B. CYTOKININS

Most naturally occurring cytokinins (CKs) are N6-

substituted adenine molecules with a branched five-

carbon side chain, such as trans-zeatin (Z) and

isopentenyladenine. Riboside and ribotide derivatives

are less active than the free bases, and N- and O-

linked glucosides are mostly inactive (e.g., [67,68]).

The pathways of CK biosynthesis have not yet been

completely solved. The important step is probably the

formation of N6-(D2-isopentenyl) adenosine-5’-mono-

phosphate from D2-isopentenyl pyrophosphate and

adenosine-5’-mono-phosphate catalyzed by isopente-

nyltransferase [70]. Another possibility is the degrad-

ation of tRNA and the isomerization of cis-zeatin to

Z by cis–trans isomerase [70]. CKs are produced in

plant meristematic regions including the roots [71]

and transported in both the xylem and the phloem.

CK metabolism is very complex and reflects the ex-

istence of many of the above-mentioned compounds

with different activities (for a recent review, see Ref.

[72]). Irreversible degradation of CKs by N6-side

chain cleavage is catalyzed by CK oxidase (which

may also be considered to be CK dehydrogenase)

[73]. Endogenous CK contents are also regulated by

other plant hormones, in particular by auxins [e.g.,

67,73].

Decreased leaf CK concentration in response to

drought stress has been observed (for reviews, see

Refs. [75,76]), although it is difficult to predict the

actual change of any given CK species. For example,

dehydration of wheat seedlings by 15–30min of air

drying decreased shoot concentrations of zeatin nu-

cleotide and zeatin 9-N-glucoside, but the total con-

tent of Z derivatives as well as the content of free base

of Z remained almost constant [77]. Mild water deficit

(Cleaf ¼ �0.32MPa) had no effect on sunflower

xylem zeatin riboside (ZR) concentration, yet the

decrease in E (caused by stomatal closure) decreased

ZR flux to the shoot. More severe water deficit (Cleaf

¼ �0.97MPa) decreased both concentration and

flux of ZR [78].

The cellular site and molecular mechanism of CK

action are poorly understood. They probably act at

the plasma membrane in concert with other signals

[69,79]. The mechanism of CK action on guard cells

might involve direct induction of membrane hyperpo-

larization by stimulation of electrogenic Hþ-pump;

stimulation of adenylate cyclase activity which could

lead to an increase in intracellular adenosine 3’,5’-
cyclic monophosphate content, stimulation of guany-

late cyclase activity, or interaction with a calcium–

calmodulin system [80–82].

Stomatal responses to naturally occurring or syn-

thetic CKs are variable [e.g., 82,83] although CKs can

increase stomatal aperture. The apparent insensitivity

of stomata to CK application may be because CK

concentration is already optimal for stomatal opening

[83]. In the context of stomatal limitation under water

stress, CKs are often considered as antagonists of

ABA action. Alleviation of ABA-induced stomatal

closure by CKs has been reported in maize epidermal

strips [85], detached flax leaves [86], and leaves de-

tached from N-deprived cotton [8]. In isolated sys-

tems, such antagonism may result from interactions

in the signal transduction pathways of both com-

pounds, perhaps involving cytosolic calcium concen-

tration [87]. In planta, metabolic interactions may be

involved as CKs partially share a common biosyn-

thetic origin with ABA [88].

C. GIBBERELLINS

Gibberellins (GAs) are diterpenes constituted of four

isoprene units. They derive from ent-kaurene formed

by cyclization of geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate.

Many plants contain a mixture of different GAs,

and at least 70 GAs have been isolated from natural

sources. Cleavage of the ring system results in loss of

activity. They are easily transported in both xylem

and phloem.

The little that is known about changes in endogen-

ous GA content under water stress has been previ-

ously reviewed [76], with either no change or

decreases in GA content reported. The effects of fo-

liar application of gibberellic acid (GA3) are variable

[76] although retardation of stomatal closure in

water-stressed lettuce leaves following GA3 treatment

has been observed [89]. This is consistent with a re-

port that GA3 could reverse triazole-induced stomatal

closure in isolated epidermal strips of Commelina

benghalensis [90]. Some nonstomatal effects of GA3

application (increased ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate car-

boxylase activity [91]) have been reported, thus any



report of GA3 effects on photosynthesis should care-

fully analyze whether stomatal or nonstomatal effects

are important.

D. JASMONATES

Both jasmonic acid (JA; 3-oxo-2-(2-cis-pentenylcyclo-

pentane-1-acetic acid)) and its methyl ester (MeJA)

occur in plants. JA is formed from linoleic acid, and

the first step is catalyzed by lipoxygenase (e.g., Ref.

[91]). Little is known about changes in jasmonate con-

tent during water stress. Despite this, JA and MeJA

have been applied to intact plants of many species, and

stomatal closure is a common response [76]. The pos-

sible mechanism of JA or MeJA action on stomatal

opening is probably similar to that of ABA with a

suppression of Hþ efflux and Kþ influx occurring [93].

In Paphiopedilum, JA and MeJA caused intracellular

alkalization, which preceded stomatal closure [94].

E. ETHYLENE

Ethylene is a single, gaseous compound synthesized

by the conversion of methionine to S-adenosyl-

methionine, then to 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carbox-

ylic acid (ACC) by ACC synthase, and further to

ethylene by ACC oxidase [95]. Ethylene biosynthesis

is enhanced under extreme temperatures, wounding,

and mechanical stresses, but conspicuously, not when

intact plants were droughted [96]. Exogenous appli-

cation of gaseous ethylene [97] or liquid Ethrel [98] (a

phosphonic acid that liberates ethylene in planta) can

inhibit leaf gas exchange. Manipulation of plant

ethylene production in isolated systems such as epi-

dermal strips or detached leaves, using precursors or

inhibitors of ethylene biosynthesis or action, has

yielded variable results [99], and evidence that ethyl-

ene affects stomatal behavior during water stress is

lacking.

F. BRASSINOSTEROIDS

Brassinosteroids (BRs) are a group of steroid-like

compounds isolated from various plants. Brassinolide

and castasterone are the most abundant biologically

active compounds and synthetic homobrassinolide

has a similar biological activity. Exogenous applica-

tion of brassinolides induces a broad spectrum of

responses, including proton pump activation and re-

orientation of cellulose microtubules (for review, see

Ref. [100]). Little is known about changes in BR

content during water stress. Foliar applications of

brassinolide decreased stomatal opening and E in

sorghum leaves and enhanced the effect of simultan-

eously applied ABA [101]. Pretreatment of jack pine

seedlings with homobrassinolide delayed stomatal

closure induced by water stress [102].

IV. WATER STRESS AND STOMATAL
LIMITATIONS TO PHOTOSYNTHESIS

A. DEFINING STOMATAL LIMITATIONS

By regulating water loss, stomata play a dominant

role in the control of plant water status. Over the

course of a day, plant water status fluctuates as

stomata respond to various environmental signals.

Light-induced stomatal opening decreases plant

water status at the start of the day. As solar noon

approaches, water status decreases as E increases to

keep the leaves cool, and then increases as temperat-

ures (and E) decrease toward the end of the day.

Stomatal conductance and PN also exhibit consider-

able diurnal fluctuation. Given such a variation

in plant water status, how should water stress be

defined?

Traditionally, water stress has been characterized

by decreases in Cleaf or relative water content. How-

ever, in some species, considerable stomatal closure

can occur without decreases in daytime Cleaf [103].

Since plant water status equilibrates with soil water

status overnight, measurement of predawn Cleaf can

be useful to define the degree of water stress experi-

enced since soil water status affects the magnitude of

diurnal changes in Cleaf, gs, and PN.

Under mild water deficits, stomatal closure to

reduce water efflux simultaneously decreases the

CO2 influx, which limits photosynthesis. Decreased

gs is accompanied by a reduction in internal CO2 con-

centration (ci) and decreased diffusion of CO2

via mesophyll cell walls, membranes, cytoplasm, and

chloroplast envelope, leading to decreased chloro-

plastic CO2 concentration [104,105]. When stomatal

limitation occurs, there is often a linear dependence of

PN on the internal to ambient CO2 concentration

ratio (ci/ca; Figure 42.2). To confirm that photosyn-

thetic limitation is exclusively stomatal in nature, it is

necessary to raise the CO2 concentration (to 1–5%

CO2) around the leaves of droughted plants, and

show that this overcomes any limitation of photosyn-

thesis.

More severe water deficit directly affects the

photosynthetic capacity of mesophyll causing de-

creases in carboxylation as well as in electron trans-

port chain activities, and induces ultrastructural

changes in chloroplasts (for review, see e.g., Ref.

[106]). Depression of PN under high CO2 concentra-

tions is indicative of nonstomatal limitations.

Several mathematical models have been developed

for calculation of the stomatal and nonstomatal limi-



tations of PN (e.g., Ref. [107]). However, they are

usually based on the implicit assumption of uniform

gs and uniform mesophyll photosynthetic capacity

over the leaf surface, which in some cases may over-

estimate nonstomatal limitations (e.g., Refs. [108,

109]). Differences among species and in the rates of

imposition of water deficits, as well as the interactions

with other environmental stresses, play a role in the

relative importance of stomatal and nonstomatal

limitations of photosynthesis under drought (e.g.,

Ref. [110]).

B. ABA AND STOMATAL LIMITATION

Although stomata can respond to all classical hor-

mone classes (Sections II and III), most interest has

centered on the ability of ABA to induce stomatal

closure. At the time that the effects of ABA on sto-

mata were identified, it was widely assumed that sto-

matal closure occurred in response to decreased leaf

water status. An attractive hypothesis was that

drought-induced changes in Cleaf liberated ABA

from the mesophyll chloroplasts where it is normally

sequestered in unstressed leaves, and that this ABA

would move to the guard cells to initiate stomatal

closure [111]. This hypothesis emphasized the import-

ance of leaf ABA concentrations in determining gs.

However, drought-induced stomatal closure is not

always well correlated with bulk leaf ABA concentra-

tion, and ABA accumulation often occurs only after

gs has declined [112].

In many circumstances, xylem ABA concentration

increases earlier and to a greater magnitude than

changes in bulk leaf ABA concentration (Figure

42.3). The origin of this ABA is subject to debate.

During some drying cycles, root ABA concentration

and xylem sap concentration increase in parallel [113],

suggesting that xylem ABA is root-derived. However,

considerable recirculation of ABA between xylem and

phloem can occur [114], thus not all ABA in a xylem

sap sample is likely to be root-derived. In some spe-

cies, even ABA found in the rhizosphere can be effi-

ciently transferred across the root tissues into the

xylem [115].

Irrespective of whether ABA is root- or leaf-

sourced, the apoplastic ABA concentration in the

vicinity of guard cells seems important in regulating

stomatal opening. Apoplastic ABA concentrations

can be increased by increased xylem delivery of ABA

to the leaf, decreased metabolism, or sequestration by

mesophyll cells [116], or redistribution of existing leaf

ABA to the apoplast. Water evaporation from guard

cell walls also increases the ABA concentration in

the guard cell apoplast [117–119]. The concentration

of free ABA in the vicinity of the guard cells may

also depend on apoplastic b-glucosidase activity,

which releases ABA from the physiologically inactive

ABA–glucose conjugate pool [13].

While apoplastic ABA concentration may regu-

late stomatal opening, it is difficult to measure dir-

ectly and several comprehensive studies indicate an

excellent correlation between xylem ABA concentra-

tion and gs (when xylem sap was collected from the

same leaves in which gs was measured) in species such

as maize [42], sunflower [120], and tobacco [121].

Since ABA-induced stomatal closure limits leaf

photosynthesis, there is also a negative relation-

ship between PN and xylem ABA concentration (Fig-

ure 42.4). Importantly, PN is often less negatively

affected than gs, increasing water use efficiency

(WUE).

Although xylem ABA concentration can account

for stomatal closure in many experiments, sometimes

stomata close prior to any increase in xylem ABA

concentration [122]. Detached leaf transpiration

studies have suggested the presence of other antitran-

spirant compounds in wheat and barley xylem sap

[123], since the antitranspirant activity of xylem

sap could not be explained in terms of its ABA

concentration. Alkalization of xylem sap is a com-

mon response to various edaphic stresses includ-

ing soil drying [124], and supplying detached

Commelina and tomato leaves with neutral or
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alkaline buffers (pH $ 7) via the transpiration

stream can restrict E. These alkaline buffers in-

creased apoplastic pH, thus decreasing sequestration

of ABA by mesophyll cells, causing increased

apoplastic ABA concentrations, which closed the

stomata [125]. Stomatal closure in response to

xylem-supplied alkaline buffers was ABA dependent,

as leaves detached from an ABA-deficient mutant

(flacca) did not show stomatal closure when fed pH

7 buffers, and in some cases E actually increased.

Stomatal closure in response to sap alkalization may

explain observations where stomatal closure could

not be readily explained in terms of ABA concentra-

tion. Thus, plants do not necessarily need to increase

their ABA concentration to initiate stomatal closure

(and limit photosynthesis), as the ABA concentra-

tion present in well-watered wild-type plants can be

redistributed to the guard cells following an increase

in apoplastic pH.

Over the course of a soil drying cycle, different

mechanisms may operate to maintain increased

apoplastic ABA concentrations at the guard cells.

An early response to soil drying might be sap alkali-

zation, which might initiate stomatal closure by redis-

tributing ABA already present in the leaf to the

apoplast. As root tips start to wilt, additional ABA

is synthesized in the roots and augments xylem ABA

concentrations. If soil drying is prolonged or severe

enough, leaves may wilt, stimulating leaf ABA syn-

thesis. It is under these conditions that nonstomatal

effects of water stress may occur, and the possible

involvement of ABA in this response is considered

below. Following relief of stress, stomata may remain

partially closed even when Cleaf has returned to pres-

tress values. Rewetting previously dried roots may

release a pulse of ABA into the transpiration stream,

and xylem ABA concentrations can remain elevated

up to 48 h after rewatering [126].

FIGURE 42.3 Stomatal conductance (a),

leaf water potential (b), xylem ABA con-

centration (c), and leaf ABA concentration

(d) of plants that were well watered (
) or
remained unwatered from Day 0 (.). (Re-

drawn from Zhang J, Davies WJ. Plant

Cell Environ. 1990; 13:277–285.)
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V. NONSTOMATAL EFFECTS OF PLANT
GROWTH REGULATORS ON
PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Although many studies indicate that the principal

effect of ABA on photosynthesis is due to stomatal

closure decreasing intercellular CO2 concentration

(e.g., Ref. [127]), ABA-induced depression of PN at

constant internal CO2 concentration is a recurrent

theme in the literature [128,129], suggesting a possible

effect of ABA on carboxylation capacity. The pos-

sible mechanisms might be decreased activity of

ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase, decreased re-

generation of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate, or inhibition

of ATP-synthase.

Nonstomatal effects of CKs have been reported

including altered chlorophyll and photosynthetic pro-

tein synthesis and degradation, chloroplast compos-

ition and ultrastructure, electron transport, and

enzyme activities (for review see, [130]). Exogenously

applied CKs alleviated the negative effects of water

stress on chlorophyll and carotenoid contents, photo-

chemical activities of photosystems 1 and 2, and

content and activity of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate car-

boxylase or phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase [131–

134]. However, it is not known whether improved

photosynthetic performance is due to direct, specific

effects of CKs on enzyme activity, or due to delayed

leaf senescence caused by CK treatment. Analysis

of senescence-induced genes that are unrelated to

photosynthetic performance may resolve this distinc-

tion.

VI. AMELIORATING EFFECTS OF WATER
STRESS USING PLANT GROWTH
REGULATORS

Antitranspirant compounds may be useful at critical

stages of the crop life cycle when it is desirable to

decrease plant water use, such as after transplanting

of greenhouse-grown seedlings to the field or hard-

ening off of tissue-culture-grown plants. The potent

antitranspirant effect of ABA suggests that it would

be ideal for such use, and seedlings whose roots were

dipped in ABA prior to transplanting showed greater

survival than those dipped in water [135]. However,

exogenous ABA applications often give only short-

term effects due to metabolism of ABA in the plant

and light-induced breakdown on plant and soil sur-

faces. For this reason, ABA analogs that are more

resistant to inactivation have been synthesized. As we

have seen, application of antitranspirants will also

decrease PN. Fortunately, the inhibitory effect of

ABA on E is much greater than its inhibitory effect

on PN (e.g., Ref. [136]), thus increasing plant WUE.

Similarly, application of these ABA analogs has also

increased WUE [137].

In other circumstances, it might be advantageous

to override photosynthetic limitation caused by ABA-

induced stomatal closure. As noted above, in isolated

systems (detached epidermes and leaves) IAA and

some CKs can antagonize ABA-induced stomatal

closure. There are also cases where foliar applications

of these PGRs have increased gs. In intact cotton

plants, foliar sprays of 50mM IAA, GA3, or benzyla-

minopurine partially counteracted the effect of water

deficit on gs, PN, and E [138]. However, foliar CK

application generally has little consistent effect on gs,

PN, and E of water-stressed plants [139,140], although

in some cases PN can be increased due to a delay in

leaf senescence [141]. One of the inherent difficulties is

knowing to what extent the substance of interest en-

ters the leaves, and its fate in the leaf. While foliar CK

application can prevent ABA-induced photosynthetic

limitation, the effects can be transient and of little

consequence in the long term (Figure 42.5). Conse-

quently, transgenic approaches to alter CK status in

planta may be more reliable.

VII. SUMMARY

Although prolonged water stress can decrease Cleaf

and close stomata via hydraulic influences, in many
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cases, plants use chemical signals traveling in the

xylem to initiate stomatal closure thus preventing

any decrease in Cleaf. Such signals can operate prior

to any increase in bulk leaf hormone concentrations.

Most interest has centred on ABA as the most prob-

able root-to-shoot chemical signal regulating stoma-

tal aperture. Apoplastic ABA concentration around

the guard cells is crucial in determining stomatal re-

sponses, and this will depend on many factors includ-

ing xylem ABA delivery to the leaf, leaf mesophyll

ABA catabolism, leaf ABA synthesis, and apoplastic

pH. Even when apoplastic ABA concentration is con-

stant, environmental and physiological variables such

as CO2 concentration, temperature, and current leaf

water status can alter stomatal response to ABA.

Other plant hormones are also important in modify-

ing stomatal response to a given ABA concentration.

The most probable candidates for alleviating ABA

effects seem to be CKs and auxins, and for stimulat-

ing ABA effects, JA and MeJA. Although some

nonstomatal effects of hormone application on

photosynthesis have been demonstrated, in the ma-

jority of cases changes in endogenous hormone con-

centrations during water stress affect gs, thus

modifying intercellular CO2 concentration and then

photosynthesis.

Application of synthetic or natural plant growth

regulators may modify stomatal response in vivo, but

the effects of a given application can vary according

to uptake and degradation of the compound of inter-

est, and the effect of the compound on endogenous

phytohormone contents. Transgenic technologies give

considerable scope for manipulating endogenous phy-

tohormone contents, and may provide a way of re-

producibly modifying stomatal responses to ABA.

Under dryland agriculture where soil moisture is de-

pleted as the crop nears maturity, enhancement of

ABA-induced stomatal closure may allow the crop

to survive for a sufficient period to produce some

yield from stored photosynthate. Alternatively,

under irrigated environments where water supply is

assured, suppression of ABA-induced stomatal clos-

ure may minimize photosynthetic limitations and

maximize crop yield. Given that much of the photo-

synthetic limitation that occurs under managed agri-

culture is mostly stomatal in nature, understanding

how variation in plant hormone status affects photo-

synthesis seems important.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photosynthetically relevant solar radiation that

reaches the surface of Earth is divided into three

main spectral regions: ultraviolet-B (UV-B) (290 to

315 nm), UV-A (315 to 400 nm), and photosynthetic-

ally active radiation (PAR) (400 to 700 nm). Among

those, the UV-B region is selectively attenuated by the

stratospheric ozone layer [1,2]. In contrast, the UV-A

and PAR radiations have no selective absorber and

are affected mainly by light scattering. The biologic-

ally most damaging wavelengths below 290 nm, such

as the UV-C (200 to 290 nm) region, are absorbed

almost completely by the atmosphere and are there-

fore unimportant for biological processes under nat-

ural conditions. Thus, depletion of stratospheric



ozone, which occurs as a consequence of human ac-

tivities, specifically enhances the UV-B radiation

reaching the Earth [3–7].

UV radiation, terrestrial life, and ozone depletion

have a notable relationship with oxygenic photosyn-

thesis. The present-day ozone shield that protects ter-

restrial life from damaging UV-B radiation is formed

in the stratosphere from oxygen by short-wavelength

(l < 242 nm) UV radiation. In the prebiotic phase of

the Earth’s evolution, the atmosphere contained only a

low amount of oxygen and ozone, thus damaging

short-wavelength UV radiation could reach the sur-

face without significant attenuation [8]. It seems highly

probable that the primary life forms have developed in

the oceans protected by the water layer against UV

radiation. After invention of the oxygen-evolving cap-

acity by photosynthesizing bacteria, the biotically pro-

duced oxygen started to accumulate in the atmosphere

between 2200 and 2400 million years ago and was

partly converted into ozone in the upper layers by

UV radiation [9]. The gradually formed ozone layer

served as a protective shield against the biologically

damaging UV-B radiation andmade it possible for the

marine life forms to conquer terrestrial habitats. As a

result of this process land plants appeared about 500

million years ago and their photosynthetically pro-

duced oxygen contributed further to the increased

oxygen content of the atmosphere. In a paradoxical

way, it appears that one highly UV-sensitive site in

plants is the very same water-oxidizing machinery

that facilitated the formation of the present-day oxy-

gen atmosphere and ozone shield, with the latter in

potential danger due to recent human activities leading

to stratospheric ozone breakdown [3–6].

II. THE MAIN TARGETS OF UV-B
RADIATION IN PLANTS

A. NUCLEIC ACIDS

DNA is one of the most notable targets of UV radi-

ation in cells of living organisms. Irradiation, both in

the UV-C and UV-B region, results in a multitude of

DNA photoproducts [10], which may cause muta-

tions during replications [11]. The most common

DNA photoproducts are cyclobutane-type pyrimi-

dine dimers and the pyrimidine(6,4)pyrimidone

dimer [12]. In addition, DNA strand breaks, DNA–

protein crosslinks, and insertion or deletion of base

pairs can also be induced by UV exposure [13]. These

effects are studied in detail in humans, other mam-

mals, fungi, yeast, and bacteria. In case of plants and

plant cell cultures, mainly cyclobutane dimer forma-

tion has been measured directly [14–20]. However, the

UV-induced formation and blue-light-dependent

elimination of pyrimidine(6,4)pyrimidone photopro-

ducts have also been observed in plant cells [21,22].

The reader is advised to consult Chapter 8 of this

book, as well as recent detailed reviews regarding

this topic [23–26].

B. AMINO ACIDS AND PROTEINS

Proteins have strong absorption at about 280 nm, and

also at higher wavelengths of the UV-B region due to

absorption by the aromatic amino acids tyrosine,

phenylalanine, and tryptophane as well as cysteine,

and thus can be direct targets of UV-B radiation. UV-

induced destruction of tyrosine and tryptophane have

been observed both in the free amino acid form and in

proteins [27]. UV-B can also induce photooxidation

of tyrosine to 4,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA)

[27] and the formation of dityrosine [27–29]. Photo-

biological changes initiated by tryptophan are often

attributed to the formation of N-formyl kynurenine

through photooxidation [27,28,30]. Cysteine is a rela-

tively poor absorber in the UV-B region but under-

goes UV-induced photolysis at a high quantum

efficiency [27,31]. Disulfide bridges between cysteine

residues, which are important for the tertiary struc-

ture of many proteins, can also be split by UV-B

radiation [31,32] and can strongly influence protein

structure and function.

UV irradiation causes not only the modification

or destruction of amino acid residues, but also leads

to inactivation of whole proteins and enzymes. Char-

acteristic examples for this effect include trypsin, pep-

sin, lyzozyme, insulin, myosin [27], Rubisco [33–35],

ATP synthase [36,37], violaxanthin deepoxidase [38],

as well as the protein subunits of the photosystem II

and I complexes, as discussed in detail in Sections IV

and V. Inactivation of proteins and enzymes can be

caused directly by UV photolysis of aromatic amino

acids or the S–S groups if the affected residues are

included in the active site. Alternatively, the forma-

tion of dityrosine, or the breakup of disulfide bridges

may lead to significant changes in the conformation

of the affected protein and thereby induce inactiva-

tion. It is also important to note that UV absorption

within the protein matrix can sensitize damage far

from the actual absorption site via energy migration

to functionally important amino acids of the active

center, as suggested for the sensitization of cysteine

destruction by aromatic residues [27].

C. LIPIDS

Lipids with isolated or conjugated double bonds can

also be photochemically modified by UV absorption.



Phospho- and glycolipids, which are the main com-

ponents in plant cell membranes, contain unsaturated

fatty acids which are destroyed by UV-B radiation in

the presence of oxygen [39,40]. The consequent lipid

peroxidation may have a direct effect on membrane

structure, and lipid peroxy radicals may induce fur-

ther damage by participating in free radical cascades

[41] (see also Chapter 8 for further details). Associ-

ation of lipids with proteins have also been reported

to enhance the UV-B sensitivity of the plasma mem-

brane ATP synthase [36].

D. QUINONES

Quinones are important components of various redox

complexes of plant membranes, and have special role

in photosynthesis as electron carriers within and be-

tween the photosystems, Photosystem II (PSII) and

photosystem I (PSI) (see Chapters 8 and 9 for further

details). The main absorption of plastoquinone is at

about 250, 280, and 320 nm for the quinone (PQ),

quinol (PQH2), and semiquinone (PQ�) forms, re-

spectively [42]. Direct UV-induced destruction has

been reported for plastoquinones by UV-C radiation

[43–45]. UV-B irradiation has also been shown to

decrease the amount plastoquinones in irradiated thy-

lakoids [46]. In addition, the redox function of quin-

ones in the PSII complex is impaired [47,48] (see

detailed discussion below in Section IV.B.1).

E. PIGMENTS

Pigments of the photosynthetic apparatus can be

destroyed by UV radiation, with concomitant loss of

the photosynthetic capacity [35,49–53]. Decrease in

the amount of pigment content in UV-irradiated

plants may also be the consequence of reduced syn-

thesis of the main chlorophyll pigment complexes

encoded by the cab gene family [53,54]. In cyanobac-

teria, harvesting of photosynthetically active light is

performed by the so-called phycobiliproteins, which

contain open chain tetrapyrrole pigments and can be

destroyed by UV radiation [55–59].

III. UV-B EFFECTS ON NET
PHOTOSYNTHESIS

From over 300 species studied so far, about 50% have

been considered sensitive, 20% to 30% moderately

sensitive or tolerant, and the rest insensitive to UV-

B radiation [60–62]. Typical sensitive species include

pea, bean, sunflower, soybean, cucumber, squash,

maize, and barley [61].

Despite the variety of UV-B targets in plants it

appears that the photosynthetic apparatus is among

the prime action sites of UV-B, and its damage con-

tributes significantly to the overall UV-B effect. The

most common consequences of exposure to enhanced

UV-B radiation on the photosynthetic functions are as

follows: (i) decreased CO2 fixation and oxygen evolu-

tion [63–73]; (ii) impairment of PSII, and to a lesser

extent, of PSI (as discused below); (iii) reduction in dry

weight, secondary sugars, starch, and total chlorophyll

[33,74]; (iv) decrease in Rubisco activity [33–35,64,65];

and (v) inactivation of ATP synthase [37].

In addition to direct effects of UV-B radiation on

the photosynthetic apparatus, photosynthesis may

also be indirectly affected. Induction of stomatal clos-

ure occurs in UV-B exposed plants, as demonstrated

in cucumber seedlings, in bean and oilseed rape leaves

[65,75–78]. This phenomenon may reduce photosyn-

thetic activity by decreasing the efficiency of gas ex-

change. Changes in leaf thickness or anatomy may

alter the penetration of photosynthetically active light

into the leaf and thus indirectly impair photosynthesis

[79]. UV-B irradiation may also indirectly alter whole

plant photosynthesis by changes in canopy morph-

ology [80].

The extent of UV-induced damage on plant prod-

uctivity is somewhat controversial. Experiments per-

formed under laboratory/greenhouse conditions using

relatively high UV levels and high UV/visible ratios in

the applied illumination tend to show larger decrease

of productivity as compared to field studies simulat-

ing the effects of predicted levels of ozone depletion

[64,74]. However, even under conditions that are close

to the natural situation significant effects of UV were

observed in agriculturally important species like

maize and sunflower [81–83]. UV-induced loss of

productivity can be clearly significant in plants,

which have decreased repair capacity of damaged

DNA as was shown for the commercially important

rice cultivar Norin 1 [19]. The extent of gross damage

is also strongly influenced by the co-occurrence of

other environmental factors like low temperatures,

which increase the damage [81] most likely by inhibit-

ing the repair of damaged DNA or the photosythetic

apparatus. Drought, on the other hand, can amelior-

ate the damaging effect probably due to precondition-

ing of antioxidant enzyme systems [84], which are

important for the defence against the oxidative dam-

aging agents common in the water- and UV stress.

Interestingly, UV-B radiation can also reduce the

severity of drought stress through reductions in

water loss rates [85].

Further details regarding the effects of UV-B ra-

diation on net photosynthesis of terrestrial plants are

provided by extensive reviews [25,60–62,64,74,86–91].

The effects of UV-B radiation on marine algae and

phytoplankton are given in Refs. [92–97].



IV. UV-B EFFECTS ON PSII

Since the mechanistic aspects of UV-induced damage

on the photosynthetic apparatus are best character-

ized in case of the PSII complex, a detailed overview

of these effects is provided below. Although under

natural conditions, the relatively low intensity UV-B

light is accompanied with moderate or high intensities

in the visible spectral range, studies using higher than

physiological UV-B intensities without visible com-

ponents are inevitable to clarify the mechanistic de-

tails and molecular background of UV action in the

photosynthetic apparatus. However, extrapolation of

the knowledge thus gained to explain effects under

physiological conditions needs special caution and

thorough verification. In this section, mainly data

from in vitro measurements will be presented in com-

parison to in vivo results whenever possible.

A. THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF PSII

In order to provide the nonspecialist reader with the

basic knowledge regarding the structure and function

of PSII, a brief summary is given below. More

detailed information on this topic can be found in

Chapters 8 and 9 of this book and in extensive reviews

[98–102].

PSII is a multifunctional pigment–protein com-

plex embedded in the thylakoid membrane of oxy-

genic photosynthetic organisms (Figure 43.1). The

PSII complex contains over 20 protein subunits and

the redox components that mediate light-induced

electron transport. The main function of PSII is the

light-induced splitting of water to molecular oxygen

and protons, which is unique to PSII in nature. The

electrons that are liberated from water are transferred

by PSII to mobile plastoquinone electron acceptors

that form a pool in the hydrophobic phase of the

membrane.

The reaction center of PSII is composed of a het-

erodimer of two hydrophobic proteins, called D1 and

D2, in close association with cytochrome b-559 [103].

The reaction center heterodimer binds or contains all

the redox electron carriers of PSII electron transport.

Two chlorophyll-binding proteins, called CP43 and

CP47, form the inner light-harvesting antenna of

PSII, which are complemented with outer antenna

systems, the LHCII in higher plants and algae, and

the phycobilisomes in cyanobacteria; for reviews see

Refs. [98,104]. The three-dimensional structure of the

PSII complex is known to a considerable detail

through computer-assisted modeling [105,106] and

X-ray structure determinations [107–109].

Light absorption in PSII results in the excitation

of a special reaction center chlorophyll, P680, which

is followed by a very fast transfer of an electron from

P680* to the first electron acceptor, a pheophytin

molecule (Pheo). The primary charge separation is

stabilized by a series of electron transport reactions

both at the reducing and oxidizing sides of PSII. The

electron from Pheo is transferred to the first, QA, and

then to the second, QB, quinone electron acceptor. QA

is bound by the D2 protein and cannot be easily

exchanged with plastoquinones from the lipid phase

of the membrane. In contrast, QB is located in a

binding niche formed by the D1 protein. QB is

bound strongly in the semireduced state (QB
�), but

can be easily exchanged with plastoquinones from the

pool in both the oxidized (QB) and fully reduced

(QBH2) state. On the oxidizing side of PSII, P680þ is

re-reduced by a redox-active tyrosine, called Tyr-Z.

The D2 protein also contains a redox-active tyrosine,

called Tyr-D, but in contrast to Tyr-Z this residue

does not participate in steady-state electron transfer.

The final electron donor of PSII is water, whose

oxidation is catalyzed by four Mn ions (for reviews,

see Refs. [98,99]) bound by the D1 protein [107,108].

The proper conformation of the catalytic Mn cluster

is expected to be maintained by a 33 kDa hydrophylic

protein attached to the lumenal side of the D1/D2

heterodimer [110,111].
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FIGURE 43.1 The structure and function of the PSII com-

plex. The reaction center of PSII consists of the D1 and D2

protein subunits, which bind the redox cofactors of light-

induced electron transport: the Mn cluster of water oxida-

tion, the redox-active tyrosine electron donors (Tyr-Z and

Tyr-D), the reaction center chlorophyll (P680), the primary

electron acceptor phyophytin (PheO), and the first and

second quinone electron acceptors QA and QB, respectively.

The reaction center heterodimer is closely associated with

cytochrome b-559, and surrounded by chlorophyll-binding

antenna (CP43 and CP47). The PSII complex also contains

various low molecular mass polipeptides (LMPs).



B. INHIBITION OF PSII ELECTRON TRANSPORT

BY UV-B

There is a general consensus that the PSII complex is a

highly sensitive target of UV radiation and many cru-

cial components of PSII electron transport: the QA,

QB, and PQ quinone electron acceptors, the Tyr-Z and

Tyr-D redox-active tyrosine residues, as well as theMn

cluster of water oxidation have been suggested as ac-

tual target sites (Figure 43.2). Critical comparison of

the literature data is often complicated by the largely

different experimental conditions: different light inten-

sities, the presence or absence of visible light, and the

spectral composition of the applied UV source (con-

tributions from UV-C and UV-A besides UV-B).

However, it seems to be well established that the

redox functioning of the above components are all

affected by UV-B to a smaller or larger degree and

the idea of multiple UV target sites in PSII is generally

accepted [112].

1. The Quinone Electron Acceptors

The original suggestion for the UV effect on the

quinone acceptors comes from observations showing

that the action spectrum of PSII damage peaks at 250

to 260 nm [63,70], where oxidized PQ absorbs [42,113],

and also that plastoquinones are destroyed by UV-C

radiation [43–45]. This idea was adapted for the UV-

B-induced damage of PSII on the basis of selective

absorption of plastosemiquinones in the UV-B range

[42,114]. Damage of PSII quinone electron acceptors

seems to be supported by a number of observations:

decreased extent of flash-induced absorption change

at 320 nm reflecting QA reduction [69,71,115]; de-

creased yield of absorption change at 263 nm reflect-

ing plastoquinone reduction in the PQ pool [115]; loss

of flash-induced chlorophyll-a fluorescence rise

reflecting QA reduction [116,117]. However, these

measurements all monitor the ability of PSII to trans-

fer an electron from the donor side to the quinone

acceptors. Thus, decreased yield of QA and PQ reduc-

tion does not necessarily reflect direct destruction

of the quinone acceptors, but may also arise from

an effect on the Mn4-Tyr-P680-Pheo section of the

electron transport chain. Damage of the QA redox

function, independent of possible limitations on

donor-side electron transport, has been confirmed

by showing the loss of the electron paramagnetic

resonance (EPR) signal arising from the QA
�Fe2þ

complex when QA reduction was induced chemically

[47,118]. Similar effect was observed after UV-A-in-

duced inhibition of PSII function [48].

UV-B and UV-A radiation retards electron trans-

fer from QA to QB as indicated by slowed down decay

of flash-induced chlorophyll fluorescence [48,116,

119]. This effect most likely indicates an UV-induced

modification of the QB binding protein niche as also

revealed by the lowered affinity of atrazine [72] and

DCMU to occupy the QB site in UV-irradiated thy-

lakoids and cyanobacterial cells [71,119,120].

2. The Redox-Active Tyrosines

UV-B sensitivity of tyrosine residues is based on their

absorption in the UV region, which peaks at around

280 nm in the neutral form. In addition, tyrosines also

absorb at around 250 and 300 nm in the oxidized

radical form, as demonstrated for the Tyr-Z compon-

ent of PSII [121–123]. The absorption of the oxidized

Tyr-D.radical has not been measured directly, but

expected to be identical with that of Tyr-Z.. Deleteri-

ous effects of UV-B radiation on the redox function of

Tyr-Z and Tyr-D are revealed by the loss of the EPR

signals arising from Tyr-Z
.
and Tyr-D

.
[47,117,118].

Similar effect was also observed for UV-A radiation

[48].

3. The Water-Oxidizing Complex

Inhibition of the water-oxidizing complex by UV-B

radiation has been suggested by a number of
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observations. (i) Retarded rise of variable fluores-

cence, typical for donor-side limited electron trans-

port was reported in Refs. [68–70,124]. (ii) Conversion

of the re-reduction kinetics of P680þ from the nano-

second to the microsecond range [72,125,126], indi-

cating retarded electron donation from the Mn cluster

to P680. (iii) Faster inhibition of charge recombin-

ation of the S2 state of the water-oxidizing complex

with QA
� as compared to that of Tyr-D

.
with QA

�

[120]. (iv) Restoration of PSII activity by artificial

electron donors, which can maintain electron trans-

port in PSII centers that are deprived of their oxygen-

evolving capacity by UV-B radiation was found by

some authors [70,72], but not by others [115]. (v) The

loss of the multiline EPR signal arising from the S2
redox state of the Mn cluster, which was observed for

both UV-B [47,118] and UV-A radiation [48]. (vi) A

compelling evidence for the impaired function of the

water-oxidizing complex comes from time-resolved

EPR measurements showing that the stability of

Tyr-Z
.
is increased in UV-B [47] or UV-A [48] irradi-

ated PSII membranes from the microsecond to the

millisecond time range, which demonstrates the block

of electron transfer between the catalytic Mn cluster

and Tyr-Z
.
. This effect was corroborated by the ob-

servation of a fast decaying phase of flash-induced

chlorophyll fluorescence in the presence of DCMU,

which shows that Tyr-Z
.
becomes the recombination

partner of QA
� after UV-induced impairment of the

Mn cluster of water oxidation [119,127].

It is also of note that the reaction center of purple

bacteria whose structure and function shows large

homology with PSII, as far as the quinone acceptors

are concerned, but does not possess water-oxidizing

complex [128], is highly resistant against UV-B radi-

ation [129], providing a further proof for the primary

UV-B damage at the water-oxidizing site in PSII.

Since characteristic consequences of inhibited water-

oxidizing activity, such as slow rise of variable chloro-

phyll fluorescence, are observed not only in isolated

thylakoids but also in intact leaves [79], the water-

oxidizing complex appears to be the primary action

site of UV-B radiation under both in vitro and in vivo

conditions.

C. DAMAGE BY UV-A RADIATION

In contrast to the wealth of information available on

the damaging mechanism of UV-B radiation our

knowledge is more limited on the effects of UV-A

(315 to 400 nm) radiation. The intensity of this spec-

tral range in the natural sunlight is at least 10 times

higher than that of UV-B, and its penetration to the

Earth is not attenuated significantly by the ozone

layer or other components of the atmosphere [97].

Thus, the damaging effects of UV-A radiation could

be highly significant [130]. UV-A radiation has been

shown to damage PSII to a considerably larger extent

than PSI [127]. Within PSII, the slow rise of variable

chlorophyll fluorescence together with the modified

oscillatory pattern of flash-induced oxygen evolution

indicates a damage of PSII donor-side components

[127]. Further support for the primary effect of UV-A

on the water-oxidizing complex is provided by low-

temperature EPR measurements [48]. The so-called

multiline signal, which arises from the S2 state of the

water-oxidizing complex is lost much faster than the

EPR signal that arises from the interaction of QA
�

with the nonheme Fe2þ or from Tyr-D
.
. Thus, the

immediate cause for the loss of oxygen evolution is

the inactivation of electron transport between the

catalytic Mn cluster and the tyrosine electron donors.

However, the loss of QA function points to additional

UV-A-induced alteration of PSII acceptor-side com-

ponents. This observation is in agreement with flash-

induced thermoluminescence and chlorophyll fluores-

cence measurements, which showed that the QB-bind-

ing pocket on the acceptor side is also modified [127].

Comparison of the characteristics of PSII damage

induced by UV-A and UV-B radiation shows that

the two spectral ranges inhibit PSII by very similar

or identical mechanisms, which target primarily the

water-oxidizing complex. Although the damaging ef-

ficiency of UV-A is much smaller than that of UV-B,

due to its higher intensity the UV-A component of

sunlight appears to have the same overall potential to

inactivate the light reactions of photosynthesis as

UV-B.

D. POSSIBLE MECHANISMS OF UV ACTION ON PSII
REDOX COMPONENTS

The mechanisms by which the PSII redox compon-

ents are impaired by UV radiation are not completely

clear. In case of the quinone acceptors and tyrosine

donors, a direct destruction of the molecules could

occur. However, the possibility that the redox func-

tion of these components is impaired due to damage

of their protein environment cannot be excluded.

Damage or alteration of the protein binding site

of the catalytic Mn cluster is also a likely scenario for

the inactivation of the water-oxidizing function, since

the Mn ions themselves are not expected to be modi-

fied by UV light. The sensitivity of PSII in different S

states of the water-oxidizing complex was studied by

synchronizing PSII into specific S states by short

pulses of visible light, which were then illuminated

with monochromatic UV-B laser flashes of 308 nm.

The damage induced by the UV-B flashes showed a

clear S-state dependence indicating that the water-



oxidizing complex is most prone to UV damage in the

S2 and S3 oxidation states [131]. During the S-state

transitions the catalytic Mn cluster of water oxidation

is sequentially oxidized, see Refs. [99,101,102]. Mn

ions bound to organic ligands (such as amino acids)

have pronounced absorption in the UV-B and UV-A

regions in the Mn(III) and Mn(IV) oxidation states,

which dominate the higher S-states, but not in the

Mn(II) oxidation state, which occur in the lower

S-states [132]. As a consequence the S1 ! S2 and S2
! S3 redox transitions of the Mn cluster are accom-

panied by absorption changes in the UV region

[122,133]. Thus, the high UV sensitivity of PSII in

the S2 and S3 states indicates that UV absorption by

the Mn(III) and Mn(IV) ions could be the primary

sensitizer of UV-induced damage of the water-oxidiz-

ing machinery.

A further possibility for the inactivation of the

Mn site is related to the specific structure of the

33 kDa water-soluble protein subunit of the water-

oxidizing complex, that is expected to maintain the

functional conformation of the Mn cluster [109–111].

The 33 kDa protein is unique among the PSII sub-

units in the sense that its proper conformation

is likely to be stabilized by a disulfide bridge

[134] whose breakup by dithiothreitol (DTT) inhibits

the water-oxidizing complex [135]. Since disulfide

bridges can also be split by UV-B [31], this effect

may lead to the inactivation of the catalytic Mn

cluster.

The action spectrum of PSII inhibition peaks

at around 250 to 260 nm for both the Hill reaction

[63], which measures electron transport through PSII

and for the slow-down of variable fluorescence rise

[70], which directly reflects the inhibition of water-

oxidizing activity. The match between the action

spectrum and the absorbance of single potential tar-

gets is satisfactory only for limited spectral ranges

(Figure 43.3). The absorption by Mn(III) and

Mn(IV) ions follows well the action spectrum of

UV-induced inactivation of PSII in the whole UV-

A and UV-B ranges, in contrast to PQ� and Tyr-Z.,

which give only limited match. However, in the

short-wavelength (UV-C) region there is a close

similarity between the action spectrum by the ab-

sorbance of the oxidized tyrosine radicals and, to a

lesser extent, by oxidized plastoquinone, which indi-

cate the involvement of these species in sensitizing

UV damage in the UV-C region. Thus, while it is

obvious that no single target could be responsible for

the whole UV action in the UV-B plus UV-C range,

it is also evident that absorption related to redox

transitions of Mn ions in the water-oxidizing com-

plex could explain most of the UV-B and UV-A

effects.

E. DAMAGE OF PSII PROTEIN STRUCTURE

BY UV RADIATION

An important consequence of UV irradiation is the

damage of the protein backbone of the PSII reaction

center. This effect is characteristic mainly for the D1

and D2 subunits that form the heart of the reaction

center of PSII, and was observed both in vivo

[46,136–139] and in isolated thylakoid preparations

[115,140–145]. Other protein components of PSII

seem to be damaged much later than D1 and D2,

and this may be an indirect consequence of the

breakup of the D1/D2 reaction center heterodimer

[145].

Based on the assumption that the QA and QB

acceptors are potential targets of UV-B radiation,

these quinones have frequently been suggested as sen-

sitizers of D1 and D2 protein damage [136–140]. The

main argument in favor of this idea is the similarity of

the action spectrum of the D1 protein degradation

and of the absorption spectrum of plastosemiqui-

nones [136]. However, the absorption of plastosemi-

quinones and oxidized tyrosine radicals are very

similar in the UV-B range, which makes rather am-

biguous the distinction between the two species. In

addition, the primary UV-B-induced cleavage site of

D1 appears to be located at the middle, or close to the

lumenal end of the second transmembrane helix [141],

which is closer to the putative binding site of the

catalytic cluster of water oxidation [105,107,108],

than to the QB site. The specific UV-B-induced D1
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cleavage in the second helix can also be observed in

PSII preparations from which QB is selectively de-

pleted by heptane–isobutanol extraction, but retain

active water-oxidizing complex [145]. In contrast to

this, the 20-kDa C-terminal fragment of the D1 pro-

tein is not detected in Tris-washed PSII membranes

that lack Mn ions but retain QB and QA [46]. The

latter series of data point to the importance of the

donor side components of PSII, primarily of the Mn

cluster of water oxidation, in sensitizing D1 protein

cleavage.

The loss and fragmentation of the D2 protein has

not been characterized to the same extent as that of

the D1 protein. The available data indicate that deg-

radation of the D2 protein is considerably accelerated

when visible light, that enhances the reduction level of

QA, is applied together with the UV-B irradiation

[146]. Furthermore, the D2 protein is not fragmented

in isolated PSII reaction center complexes that lack

QA [142]. However, in the presence of the quinone

analog DBMIB a 22-kDa N-terminal breakdown

product is formed, indicating a cleavage at around

the QA site [142]. These data are considered as evi-

dence for the role of QA
� in sensitizing D2 damage by

UV-B. On the other hand, D2 protein degradation is

retarded in the presence of the electron transport

inhibitor DCMU [146], which blocks the reoxidation

of QA
� by QB, thereby enhancing the accumulation of

QA
�. Thus, although the semiquinone form of QA is a

possible sensitizer of UV-B induced D2 protein deg-

radation, other factors are likely to be involved in the

overall UV-B damage of D2.

UV-B-induced loss and cleavage of the reaction

center subunits seems to be specific to PSII, since the

protein structure of the reaction center from the pur-

ple bacterium Rhodobacter sphaeroides R-26 is not

affected by UV-B [129]. The purple bacterial reaction

center lacks Mn ions and water oxidation, but binds

QB and QA by its L and M subunits, respectively, in

very similar protein environments as in D1 and D2

[128]. The insensitivity of the bacterial reaction center

proteins to UV-B supports the above considerations

that quinones are unlikely to act as primary sensi-

tizers of D1 (and also D2) damage.

As regards the actual mechanism of UV-B-

induced protein degradation, in isolated preparations

D1 and D2 protein damage is not retarded by low

temperature [115,141,144] and not affected by adding

a cocktail of protease inhibitors [142,143], thus point-

ing to a mechanism that does not involve proteases in

the UV-B-induced polypeptide cleavage.

It is noteworthy, however, that a clp type protease

is required for the UV-induced exchange of two dif-

ferent D1 protein forms in Synechococcus 7942 [147].

In Synechocystis 6803, UV-B radiation strongly in-

duces the gene that encodes an ftsH homologue pro-

tease that is involved in the repair of D1 following

photodamage by visible light [148]. These results in-

dicate that the turnover of the D1 protein, which

involves the removal of the damaged D1 copies, prob-

ably requires proteases in intact cells.

V. UV EFFECTS ON OTHER COMPONENTS
OF THE PHOTOSYNTHETIC APPARATUS

A. PHOTOSYSTEM I

The effects of UV-B and UV-A radiation do not seem

to be evenly distributed between the two photosys-

tems. Most studies found minor or no effect on PSI as

compared to PSII [68,69,127,149]. Impairment of PSI

is usually observed as a decrease in the amplitude

of absorption change at 700 nm that reflects the

amount of oxidized reaction center chloropyll (P700)

of PSI, in cases where high intensity UV-B radiation

was applied [150]. Loss of PSI activity was also ob-

served by UV-C irradition, but even in that case, its

inhibition was much less pronounced as that of PSII

[151].

The possible targets within PSI, and damage to its

protein structure are not studied in detail. Since both

PSI and PSII contains quinone electron acceptors,

but only PSII possess the water-oxidizing complex

and redox-active tyrosines see Ref. [99], the im-

mensely different sensitivities of the two photosys-

tems against UV-B can most likely be explained by

the above discussed vulnerability of the water-oxidiz-

ing complex in PSII or by the presence of the redox-

active tyrosines.

It is of note that DNA microarray experiments

indicated a significant downregulation of many genes

that encode PSI protein subunits in UV-B-exposed

cells of the cyanobacterium Synechocystis 6803 [152].

Although the corresponding decrease in PSI activity

has not been reported yet, this effect may indicate an

acclimation response, which could readjust the PSI/

PSII ratio upset by the UV damage of PSII centers.

B. THE CYTOCHROME B6/F COMPLEX

Electron transport between the two photosystems is

mediated by the cytochrome b6/f complex: it oxidizes

plastoquinol produced by PSII, and reduces plasto-

cyanin, which serves as electron donor to PSI; for a

review, see Ref. [153]. From the studies of Strid et al.

[35,37], it appears that the cytochrome b6/f complex,

together with PSI, is the least affected thylakoid com-

ponent by UV-B. This resistance to UV-B is notable

since the cytochrome b6/f complex contains two quin-

one binding sites; one where quinol oxidation occurs,



and the other where quinone reduction occurs [153].

Consequently, the observed low UV-B sensitivity of

the cytochrome b6/f complex can be considered as

another piece of evidence against the importance of

quinones in mediating UV-B-induced damage in the

photosynthetic apparatus.

C. ATP SYNTHASE AND RUBISCO

ATP synthase and ribulose 1,5-biphosphate carboxy-

lase (Rubisco) are among the thylakoid membrane

components, which are adversely affected by UV-B

radiation. During supplemental UV-B irradiation of

pea plants, both the amount and the activity of CF1-

ATP synthase of thylakoids decreased [37]. ATP

synthase from nonphotosynthetic cells can also be

inactivated by UV-B [36], but no mechanistic details

of this effect have been clarified.

Rubisco is the main CO2-fixing enzyme in C3

plants, which consist of two subunits (14 and

55 kDa). Rubisco activity declines with enhanced

levels of UV-B radiation [33–35]. The activity decline

is correlated with the decreased amounts of both

subunits and the corresponding mRNA levels [154].

Some studies actually propose Rubisco as the major

potential candidate for the primary action site of

inhibition by UV-B radiation of the photosynthetic

apparatus in intact plant systems [64,65,155].

D. THE LIGHT-HARVESTING SYSTEMS

The light-harvesting complex of PSII (LCHII) plays

an important role in light absorption and energy

transfer to the reaction center as well as in thylakoid

organization (for further details, see Chapter 9 of this

book). UV-B radiation appears to have adverse af-

fects on LCHII: it may lead to the functional discon-

nection of LHCII from PSII in isolated thylakoids

[71] and decreases the RNA transcript level of the cab

genes responsible for the synthesis of the chlorophyll

a/b binding proteins of LHCII [53,54]. In cyanobac-

teria, light harvesting is performed by phycobili-

somes, which are profoundly affected by UV

radiation. The phycobiliproteins can be destroyed by

UV-B, or the energy transfer towards the photosyn-

thetic reaction centers can be impaired [55–59]. In the

absence of protein repair, UV-B-induced damage of

phycobilisomes occurs much slower than that of PSII.

However, in cells, which are capable of de novo pro-

tein synthesis, PSII is efficiently repaired when the

UV-B radiation is removed from the illumination

protocol. In contrast, restoration of phycobilisomes

is a very slow process and it is quite likely that recov-

ery of phycobilisome function requires the develop-

ment of new cells, via cell division [131]. Comparison

of PSII and phycobilisomes provides an interesting

example for a highly UV-sensitive, but well-repaired

component in contrast to a less sensitive, but ineffi-

ciently repaired component.

E. THE THYLAKOID MEMBRANE

UV-B radiation seems to exert adverse effects not

only on various protein or pigment–protein com-

plexes of the photosynthetic apparatus, but also on

the structure of the thylakoid membrane that con-

tains these complexes. An early consequence of UV-

B irradiation is the leakage of the thylakoid mem-

brane, i.e., an increase in ion permeability [69,156].

UV-induced membrane leakage has also been ob-

served with plasma membranes [157] and cultured

cells of higher plants [158], and explained with effects

on specific ion channels [157]. UV-B-induced loss of

Kþ from guard cells may be responsible for the ob-

served loss of stomatal conductance in irradiated

plants [75–77].

VI. PROTECTION, ADAPTATION,
AND REPAIR

Plants possess various defense mechanisms which

greatly modulate the sensitivity of the photosynthetic

apparatus to UV-B radiation. These protective mech-

anisms include morphological changes such as in-

creased length of epidermal cells [159], production of

a vaxy cuticle [160], accumulation of UV-B absorbing

compounds, particularly phenylpropanoids in the epi-

dermal layer [79,161–167], and activation of different

scavenging systems of various active oxygen species

[84,168–171]. These protective defense mechanisms

are discussed in detail in Chapters 8 and 9 of this

book, and by extensive reviews [25,60–62,86,89].

In addition to the protective defense mechanisms

by which plants can lessen the impact of UV-B radi-

ation on the photosynthetic system by attenuating the

intensity of UV-B before it reaches crucial targets,

plants have also developed active defense systems by

which the cells can repair the damage that has oc-

curred. The overall UV-B sensitivity of the photosyn-

thetic apparatus and that of the whole cell is

eventually determined by the balance of damage oc-

curred and of the efficiency of repair processes that

can restore the impaired functions.

As regards repair of UV-B-induced DNA dam-

age, a blue light requiring repair enzyme, photolyase,

can directly split pyrimidine dimers, whereas, other

types of DNA damage can be repaired by excision

repair in the dark [10,24,172,173]. Although DNA

repair in plant cells has not been studied to the same



extent as in mammalian, yeast, or bacterial systems,

dark repair and light-reactivation of damaged DNA

has been demonstrated in Arabidopsis thaliana

[14,18,19,21,22].

Repair is also important at the level of the photo-

synthetic apparatus [71,93,156]. Experiments with the

cyanobacterium Syenechocystis 6803 and with the

higher plant Arabidopsis thaliana have demonstrated

that the inhibited PSII activity can be restored via de

novo synthesis of the damaged D1 and D2 protein

subunits [174]. These proteins are usually encoded by

small multigene families in cyanobacteria [175],

whose members respond differentially to UV-B

light. In Synechocystis 6803, there are three psbA

genes called psbA1, psbA2, and psbA3 [176]. Among

these, psbA2 and psbA3 encode identical D1 proteins,

whereas, psbA1 is not expressed. Under normal light

conditions, the majority (>90%) of the psbA tran-

script is produced from psbA2 [177]. However, in the

presence of UV-B light, the expression of psbA3 is

preferentially enhanced [178] and the protein made

from this gene is incorporated into the PSII complex

[179]. A similar differential UV-B response of the

psbA genes is observed in Synechoccus 7942. In this

species there are two different D1 forms: D1:1 is

encoded by psbAI and D1:2 is encoded by psbAII

and psbAIII. This cyanobacterium exchanges D1:1

for D1:2 upon UV-B irradiation, which provides pro-

tection against the detrimental UV effects [180]. It

appears that the protective effect arises not only

from the different UV sensitivity of PSII containing

the D1:1 and D1:2 protein forms, but also from the

decreased rate of repair of D1:1 [181]. The D2 subunit

is also encoded by two genes, called psbD1 and

psbD2, which result in identical polypeptide se-

quences under the influence of different promoters

[182]. As a result of UV-B radiation, the expression

level of psbD2, which produces only a small fraction

of the psbD transcripts under normal light conditions,

is significantly enhanced in Synechocystis 6803 [183].

Thus, it appears that an important physiological role

of multiple psbA and psbD gene copies in cyanobac-

teria is to ensure rapid increase of the psbA and psbD

transcript levels, respectively, under conditions of UV

exposure when there is an increased demand for rapid

D1 and D2 protein synthesis.

VII. INTERACTIONS OF VISIBLE AND
UV-B LIGHT

Detrimental effects on the photosynthetic apparatus

are induced not only by UV-B irradiation, but also by

the visible spectral range of solar radiation (for re-

views, see Refs. [98,184–191]). In their natural habi-

tat, plants are exposed simultaneously to visible and

UV-B irradiances, and the interaction of the two

different light regimes can greatly modulate the light

sensitivity of the photosynthetic apparatus.

Since both UV-B and visible light can influence

the function of PSII electron transport, the inter-

action of the two light regimes can lead to a wide

range of effects. Earlier observations indicated ex-

amples for both a synergistic enhancement of photo-

damage to the function and protein structure of PSII

[67,90,192] and amelioration of damaging effects of

UV-B radiation by visible light [193]. More recent

results demonstrated that in isolated systems or in

the absence of protein repair capacity, UV-B and

visible light damages PSII by independent mechan-

isms without synergistic interaction [194]. However,

the situation is quite different in intact cells, which are

capable of de novo protein synthesis. In Synechocystis

6803 cells the presence of low intensity visible light

was shown to prevent the UV-induced loss of PSII

activity by enhancing the efficiency of the protein

repair process. However, at high light intensities, the

UV-induced damage is not prevented, or even got

enhanced due to the additional photodamage induced

by visible light [194].

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Intensive research during the last two decades has

yielded significant improvement in our understanding

of the molecular background and physiological sig-

nificance of ultraviolet radiation plant photosyn-

thesis, which is highly important for terrestrial and

aquatic ecosystems. Further research will be needed

to clarify the rather complex interactions of UV radi-

ation and other stress factors, like elevated and low

temperatures, drought, visible light, which influence

the protective and repair systems under conditions of

present-day and predicted UV-B levels. Another im-

portant topic of interest will be the elucidation of the

significance of UV damage exerted on the photosyn-

thetic apparatus in relation to the damage caused at

the level of nucleic acids. An emerging field of UV

research concerns the role of UV light in signal trans-

duction events in cells of photosynthetic organisms. It

will be highly important to explore the connection

of these signaling events with the adaptation and

acclimation processes occurring under ultraviolet ex-

posure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Agricultural plants are exposed to various environ-

mental stresses from planting to marketing. Growing

plants require a balanced soil environment in which

all components should be present in a definite ratio.

The stressful conditions of the environment such as

water stress, soil salinity, heat, chilling, anaerobiosis,

pathogenesis, wounding, gaseous pollutants, heavy

metals, etc. drastically affect plant growth and me-

tabolism and in turn limit crop productivity. In the

present-day situation, the stress factors have multi-

plied in an exponential manner with the advent of

modern agricultural and industrial practices.

Heavy metal contamination of agricultural land is

a widely recognized problem and studies on the harm-

ful effects caused by heavy metals on crop plants are

receiving increasing attentions [1,2]. Frequently,

heavy metals causing toxicity in plants are biologic-

ally nonessential. Such metals include cadmium (Cd),

mercury (Hg), lead (Pb), aluminum (Al), silver (Ag),

tin (Sn), arsenic (As), etc., and are important envir-

onmental pollutants. Toxic levels of some heavy

metals occur naturally in some soils, however increas-

ing human activities have modified global cycle of

heavy metals, leading to widespread contamination

of our environment with the toxic nonessential elem-

ents like Cd, Pb, Hg, and Al [3,4].



A fundamental factor that heightens the concern

over the presence of potentially toxic heavy metals in

the environment, is their nonbiodegradability and

persistence in the food chain [1,5]. Heavy metals are

difficult to remove from the environment and unlike

many other pollutants, cannot be chemically or bio-

logically degraded and are ultimately indestructible.

Due to high affinity of heavy metals for organic mat-

ters, even low inputs lead to high levels in soils espe-

cially in humus layer [6]. In the soil they function as

stress factors for growing plants and after absorption

by the root system, they cause various physiological

constraints inside the plant [7,8].

Heavy metals causing toxicity in plants fall into

two groups — the first group includes essential metals

for plants, which function as micronutrients such as

Fe, Zn, Cu, and are involved in numerous physio-

logical processes, but at high concentrations they are

strongly toxic and impair plant growth. The key es-

sential heavy metals and their toxic effects on various

photosynthetic parameters are given in Table 44.1.

The heavy metals of the second group include nones-

sential metals, which are major pollutants of the en-

vironment such as Cd, Pb, Hg, As and are very toxic

even at low concentrations and for them no biological

functions are known [9].

Heavy metals generally inhibit normal physio-

logical processes. This could be due to their interfer-

ence with activities of a number of enzymes essential

for normal metabolic and developmental processes as

well as due to their direct interactions with proteins,

pigments, etc. [10,11]. The concentration causing tox-

icity varies with the type of ion, plant, and conditions

of growth [12].

Photosynthesis, an important process for plant

growth and biomass production is negatively affected

due to increasing levels of heavy metals in soil envir-

onment or air emissions [2]. Heavy metals reduce

photosynthesis due to their effects at various levels.

The major effects include changes in chloroplast

ultrastructure and pigment composition, inhibition

in net photosynthetic rate, decreased carboxylation

efficiency of RUBISCO, inhibition in photosystem

II (PSII) activity, and electron transport.

Plants exposed to high levels of heavy metals show

altered functional state of chloroplast thylakoid mem-

branes as well as altered shape of chloroplast, size of

plastoglobuli, and starch grains [13–15]. Heavy

metals generally reduce chlorophyll content and de-

crease Chl a/b ratio and enhance chlorophyllase

(Chlase) activity [14,16,17]. Chlorophyllase causes

degradation of chlorophylls. Under in vitro condi-

tions, chlorophyllase catalyses the removal of the

phytol chain from the porphyrin head [18]. Although

both Chl and Chlase are components of thylakoid

membranes, due to effective compartmentation

within membranes, the role of chlorophyllase in nor-

mal chlorophyll turnover appears to be limited

[19,20]. Inhibition in net photosynthetic rate (PN)

has been observed in maize, soybean, tomato, pea,

pigeon pea, sugar beet, barley, and maize plants

grown under elevated levels of heavy metals [21–26].

RUBISCO is a bifunctional enzyme that catalyzes

both carboxylation of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate, the

initial step in photosynthetic carbon reduction in C3

plants and its oxygenation, the first reaction of the

photorespiratory metabolism [27]. Inhibition of

RUBISCO activity and thereby decreased carboxyla-

tion in vivo has been frequently observed due to heavy

metals and this inhibition could be explained by either

substitution for Mg2þ in the ternary enzyme–CO2–

metal2þ complex or by reaction with enzyme –SH

group [28,29].

PSII is a multisubunit pigment–protein complex

with the enzymatic activity of light-dependent water-

oxidizing plastoquinone reductase, leading to the re-

lease of electrons, protons, and molecular oxygen [30].

Most of the heavy metals inhibit PSII activity [31].

They affect the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) with

the loss of all or part of the Mn2þ cluster together

with some of the extrinsic polypeptides associated

with the water oxidation mechanism [32]. A larger

number of studies have been conducted during recent

years to examine the effects of individual essential and

nonessential metal ions on various processes associ-

ated with photosynthesis in plants. Figure 44.1 de-

scribes a generalized view of various parameters of

TABLE 44.1
Essential Metals that, in Excess, Cause Damage
to Various Components of Photosynthesis

Metal Toxic Effects

Cu 1. Disturbs architecture of thylakoid membranes

and alters overall chloroplast ultrastructure

2. Inhibits photosynthetic electron transport of

both PSI and PSII

3. Inhibits RUBP carboxylase activity

Mn 1. Inhibits chorophyll biosynthesis

2. Decreases Chl a and b levels

3. Reduces net photosynthetic rate (PN)

4. Inhibits RUBP carboxylase

Zn 1. Decreases total chlorophyll content and Chl a/b ratio

2. Inhibits CO2 assimilation

3. Hampers activity of oxygen evolving compelex (OEC)

Fe 1. Impairs photosynthetic electron transport

2. Induces oxidative stress



photosynthesis that are affected when plants are ex-

posed to excess levels of heavy metals. In the follow-

ing sections, the effects of different metal ions on

various parameters and metabolic processes associ-

ated with photosynthesis are reviewed.

II. HEAVY METALS AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC
ALTERATIONS

A. COPPER

Copper is spread to natural ecosytems by agriculture,

industry, and mining. Cu has long been known as an

essential micronutrient for higher plants but its role in

plant metabolism has been studied in detail during the

recent years [33–35]. As a component of enzymes

involved in several important metabolic and physio-

logical processes, its function as a plant nutrient is

based mainly on the participation of enzymatically

bound copper in redox reactions [36].

Cu is a redox-active metal and is a constituent of

water-soluble, blue-colored 10.5 kDa protein plasto-

cyanin that transfers electrons between the cyto-

chrome bf complex and P700 and serves as putative

electron carrier between PSII and PSI [37]. Cu also

acts as prosthetic group of chloroplastic antioxidant

enzyme Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase. The role of Cu

in the regulation of PSII-mediated electron transport

as either a part of polypeptide involved in electron

transport, or as a stabilizer of the lipid environment

close to electron carriers of PSII complex has been

suggested by various investigators [38,39].

The role of cupric ions in photosynthetic organ-

isms mainly depends on its concentration within the

tissues. At endogenous concentrations slightly above

optimum, Cu can induce a number of deleterious

effects at the physiological, biochemical, and struc-

tural levels [40].

In general, about 10% of the excess heavy metals

absorbed by plants is accumulated in the leaves and

only 1% enters chloroplasts [41]. In chloroplasts, ex-

cess copper may exert its direct effects by inducing

structural changes in proteins and lipids and indir-

ectly by acting as efficient generator of reactive oxy-

gen species [42,43]. PSII contains binding sites for

excess Cu both on the oxidizing and reducing side
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and PSII
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FIGURE 44.1 An overview of the effects of acute heavy metal exposure to plants on different parameters associated with

photosynthesis.



[44,45]. Cu is not readily lost from the soil and within

the leaves of the plants, its level may reach up to 20 to

100 ppm. Table 44.2 describes the soil conditions that

lead to excess levels of essential metals and foliar

levels of these metals.

Macdowall [46] was the first to demonstrate the

sensitivity of the photosynthetic apparatus to excess

Cu and since then, the inhibitory effect of Cu on both

photosystems has been confirmed in a number of

publications. The toxicity symptoms of Cu are depen-

dent on the plant growth stage at which the element is

added to the nutrient solution [47]. After binding of

the divalent cation Cu2þ, a chain of events is intro-

duced that finally ends up with functional degrad-

ation of the photosynthetic apparatus.

1. Ultrastructural Changes in Chloroplasts

Cu commonly exerts its toxic effects on the photosyn-

thetic apparatus by decreasing photochemical activ-

ities (mainly PSII), thereby causing damage to the

structure and composition of the thylakoid mem-

brane [48,49]. Cu disturbs the architecture of thyla-

koid membranes and causes changes in lipid and

pigment composition [50]. In Cu-treated plants de-

graded intergranal thylakoid membranes, fine starch

grains and numerous plastoglobuli are seen in place

of normal intergranal thylakoids [50].

Valcke and Voc Poucke [51] observed swollen

thylakoids and the occurence of pseudocrystalline

structure in the thylakoids when plants were grown

in the presence of Cu in the medium. Similar effects

were seen in expanded leaves of spinach and wheat

after Cu treatment [52]. Alteration in the structure

and composition of the thylakoid membranes caused

by Cu(II) influences the conformation and function of

photosystems [53]. The thylakoid intrinsic pigment–

protein complexes of higher plants are distributed

within the lipid bilayer, so that any change in the

lipid composition and fluidity alter the conformation,

orientation, and function of proteins involved in the

photosynthetic electron flow [54]. Prolonged treat-

ment with copper causes gradual collapse of the thy-

lakoid structure by increasing degradation of

thylakoid proteins [55].

Cu-treated plants showed a lower level of acyl

lipids as structural constituents of the thylakoid mem-

branes. In runner bean plants (Phaseolus coccinieus

L.), Cu increased acyl lipids during the initial stages

of growth. However, significant decrease in acyl lipid

content with dramatic reduction in the levels of

monogalactosyl diacylglycerol (MGDG) to about

55%, followed by sulfloquinovasyl diacylglycerol

(SODG) to 85%, phosphatidyl glycerol (PG) to 71%,

and phosphatidyl choline (PC) to 85% was observed

by the end of the intensive growth period [47]. De-

crease in the acyl lipid content and changes in the

lipid and fatty acid composition was also noticed in

the chloroplast membranes of Cu-treated spinach

plants [38,56]. Regardless of the time of its applica-

tion, Cu caused a relative increase in linolenic acid

(18:3) and corresponding decrease in palmitic acid

(16:0) in thylakoids [47]. Low levels of PG and PC

in Cu treated plants impair the photosynthetic activ-

ity [47]. These lipids are shown to be responsible for

grana stacking of the thylakoid membranes [57,58].

Cu-induced alteration of chloroplast ultrastructure

was associated with a decrease of MGDG/DGDG

ratio [50]. Degradation of the polar lipid leading to

accumulation of free fatty acid (FFA) accompanied

by decreased MGDG/DGDG ratio has been ob-

served in many plants grown in presence of excess

Cu [42]. MGDG is indispensable for PSII complex

and its lower level disturbs the organization of PSII

complex and as a consequence, decreases PSII activity

[59]. Most likely Cu causes enhancement of MGDG

degradation [60]. In yellowing leaves of wheat plants

it was shown that the lipid matrix degradation in the

TABLE 44.2
Essential Metals Causing Phytoxicity

Metal Form Absorbed Soil Conditions Causing Contamination

Minimum Foliar

Level (ppm)

Maximum Foliar

Level (ppm)

Cu Cu2þ Not readily lost from soil, too much can cause toxicity 5 20–100

Mn Mn2þ Acid soils may increase toxicity 30 500

Zn Zn2þ Occurs on eroded soils, least available at

pH 5.5 to 7.0. Lower pH can

cause more availability to the

point of toxicity

20 100–200

Fe Fe2þ and Fe3þ Leached by water and held in lower

parts of soil, low pH in soil creates toxicity

50 Rarely accumulates

in excess



thylakoid membranes was accompanied by a high

activity of galactolipase, which preferentially de-

graded MGDG [60]. Increased fatty acid unsatur-

ation level of membrane lipids with decreased

MGDG content in PSII complex results in local

modification of reaction centers, which leads to inhib-

ition of PSII [47]. Smith and coworkers [61] suggested

that Cu might interfere with the unsaturation and

elongation processes of lipids, both in brown and

red algae. Alterations in membrane structural com-

ponents might also be due to enhanced peroxidative

processes under Cu toxicity [62], which would induce

disturbances in lipid–protein–pigment complexes as-

sociated with the photosystems [47,63]. It was shown

by Gora and Clijsters [64] that peroxidation of lipids

in primary leaves of Cu-treated Phaseolus vulgaris

plants resulted from increased lipoxygenase activity.

A decline in the level of chlorophylls and carote-

noids has been observed in plants grown under high

Cu concentrations. Though, there is no certainty

whether toxic copper levels affect chlorophyll synthe-

sis via aminolevulinic acid dehydratase or via modifi-

cation of chlorophyllase activity, or by stimulating

chlorophyll peroxidation by inducing production of

hydroxyl radicals [14,29]. It has been shown that Cu

toxicity leads to formation of hydrogen peroxide,

superoxide radicals and hydroxyl radicals, which

could cause chlorophyll destruction in Cu-treated

plants [29,62].

Carotenoids normally shield chlorophylls from

peroxidation [65]. As carotenoid contents tend to

decrease after Cu treatment, chlorophyll destruction

can not be prevented and in turn energy is preferen-

tially transformed to oxygen, giving rise to an oxygen

singlet, which could cause further chlorophyll degrad-

ation [65]. Some authors believe that Cu inhibits the

synthesis of 5-aminolevulinic acid as well as proto-

chlorophyllide reducatase activity [66]. Excess Cu

triggered Fe and Mn deficiency, which blocked syn-

thesis of protochlorophyllide and phytoene, thus de-

creasing the contents of chlorophyll and carotenoids

[67]. According to some investigators, Cu(II) reduced

photosynthetic pigments by interfering with terpenoid

biosynthesis prior to the formation of C20 geranyl–

geranyl pyrophosphate [68,69].

2. Photosystem II

There are some experimental evidences suggesting the

functional involvement of Cu in PSII-mediated elec-

tron transport. Anderson and coworkers [70] were the

first to find Cu in the PSII-enriched fraction obtained

from digitonin-fractionated spinach chloroplasts. Sib-

bald and Green [71] reported that about 75% of Cu in

PSII preperations from barley and spinach was

bound to the major antenna complex of PSII (LHC

II). The involvement of Cu in the water-splitting sys-

tem was experimentally determined by several work-

ers [72,73].

One of the pronounced features of PSII is its

susceptibility to damage by high concentrations of

toxic metal ions and by excessive light. It was shown

that isolated PSII particles bind two to four copper

atoms per 300 chlorophyll molecules, suggesting that

most Cu2þ ions entering the chloroplast in a healthy

plant are bound to PSII [39]. It is suggested that light

is required for the expression of the toxic effect of Cu

[55,74].

Extensive in vitro studies have shown that PSII

is more susceptible to Cu toxicity than PSI [38,75].

So far most of the work has been done under in vitro

conditions. The in vivo physiology of Cu toxicity is

much more complex due to compartmentalization,

inactivation, translocation, etc. However, the precise

location of the Cu(II) binding site on PSII and the

underlying mechanisms of copper inhibition are still

the subject of debate. Both the acceptor and donor

side have been proposed as copper-inhibitory sites.

Maksymiec and coworkers [47] attributed de-

crease in PSII activity to the inhibitory effect of Cu

on the acceptor side of PSII, which was due to in-

duced inhibition of the Calvin cycle and downregula-

tion of electron transport. On the PSII reducing side,

the QB binding site and the Pheo-Fe-QA domain have

been reported as the most sensitive sites for Cu(II)

toxicity [45,76]. Mohanty and coworkers [76] also

considered the possibility that Cu may interact with

the nonheme iron located in the vicinity of the QA and

QB acceptors. Modification of QA to QB electron

transfer was reported as a consequence of Cu treat-

ment [74,77]. Arellano and coworkers [74] showed

that this modification was due to the direct effect of

Cu on the PSII donor side, however, in vivo experi-

ments showed that it was due to indirect effect of Cu

ions [77]. Cu diminished reoxidation of QA. The re-

duction state of QA is a result of the imbalance be-

tween the rate of QA reduction by PSII activity and

the rate of QA reoxidation by PSI activity [78]. In

addition, Cu was shown to impair the function of

the oxidizing/donor side of PSII [79]. Cu inhibits

photosynthetic electron transport mainly at PSII

and this is at least in part, due to a decline in chloro-

phyll biosynthesis or to an increase in its degradation

[29].

3. Electron Transport and RUBISCO Activity

Cu toxicity has a direct negative influence on the

photosythetic electron transport [29]. Figure 44.2

shows different Cu-inhibitory sites associated with



PSII-mediated electron transport. Kinetics of P680

reduction in isolated PSII particles reaction centers

and Tris-washed PSII particles was markedly slower

in presence of Cu and it was confirmed that Cu spe-

cifically inhibited the electron donation from TyrZ to

P680* on the donor side of PSII, either by a modifica-

tion of this amino acid in D1 protein or by a modifi-

cation of its microenvironment [80]. Using electron

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, it was

confirmed that electron flow from tyrosine (TyrZ) to

P680* is blocked at toxic Cu(II) concentrations [74]. It

was shown that QA-Fe
2þ EPR signal was not changed

by Cu, indicating that the charge separation remained

functional [80]. However, it has been observed that

Cu(II) interacts not only with TyrZ, but also with

TyrD on D2 protein [81].

The presence of high Cu(II) concentration can

significantly modify the oxygen evolving complex of

PSII, dissociating the Mn cluster and associated

cofactors [82]. Fluorescence and EPR spectroscopy

studies have revealed that Cu(II) ions bound with

tridentate Schiff base ligand affect Mn cluster in

OEC by chelation of Cu(II) ions with tryptophan

and tyrosine constituents of proteins situated in

photosynthetic centers [81]. High Cu(II) caused the

loss of extrinsic proteins of 32, 24, and 17 kDa of the

OEC of PSII and 43 as well as 47 kDa antenna pro-

teins from the PSII core complex [55,82]. As Cu(II)

has a high affinity for amine triazole or imidazole

nitrogen atoms, it is suggested that Cu(II) could inter-

act with the amino acids destabilizing 47- and 43-kDa

proteins [82,83].

A possible direct interaction between Cu and Ca

at the oxidizing side of PSII has also been shown both

under in vitro and in vivo conditions [84,85]. Calcium

appears to be indispensable for the normal function-

ing of the photosynthetic apparatus. In vitro supple-

mentation of Cu can substitute for Ca2þ in OEC and

in CF0CF1, leading to a decrease of phosphorylation

processes and PSII activity [81,86].

Inhibitory effect of Cu has also been observed on

chlorophyll fluorescence parameters. In oat plants,

altered fluorescence signal with increasing Cu was

noted, which was due to decrease of both maximal

(Fm) and variable (Fv ¼ Fm � F0) chlorophyll

fluorescence of dark-adapted leaves [87]. Inhibitory

effect of Cu is exhibited by strongly reduced Fv/Fm

ratio [47,53]. Decrease of Fv/F0 that was noticed in

Cu-treated older leaves was possibly due to injury of

the thylakoid membranes that affected photosyn-

thetic electron transport [88].

A noncompetitive action of Cu and DCMU on

QB binding site has been observed. DCMU

blocks the reduction of QB and in consequence causes

an increase in initial fluorescence (F0) [89,90].

In young plants, excess Cu(II) causes stronger inhib-

ition of the quantum efficiency of O2 evolution than

the quantum yield of electron transport [75]. Through

the displacement of Ca2þ from its functional sites,

excess Cu(II) can trigger processes of ‘‘high energy

quenching,’’ leading to acidification of the thylakoid

lumen and thereby limiting photochemical processes

[86].

Plants grown at elevated levels of Cu show a

decline in RUBISCO activity [91]. Cu toxicity inhibits

both carboxylase and oxygenase activities of

RUBISCO [29]. This effect appears to be due to a

metal-induced interaction with essential cysteine res-

idues of the enzyme [92].

B. MANGANESE

Mn is one of the most abundant metals in the Earth’s

crust and it is also an essential micronutrient for most

living organisms. It is a constitutive element of the

water-splitting system that provides electrons to PSII,

as well as a cofactor for different enzymes involved in

redox reactions such as Mn-containing isozyme of

Mn-SOD, an essential enzyme involved in protection

against oxidative stress in plants [93,94].

Mn toxicity is one of the limiting factors for crop

yield in acid and volcanic soils where soil conditions

often lead to Mn toxicity in growing plants [95].

Solubility of Mn is strongly affected by soil pH [96].

In the process of soil acidification, increased rate of

leaching of cations such as Mg and Ca enhances the

solubility of the metals Mn and Al in the soil [97].

Mn toxicity involves a broad array of physio-

logical responses. Morphological symptoms of Mn

toxicity include chlorosis of leaves, brown speckles,

foliar necrotic spots, etc. [36,98]. However, the decline

in photosynthesis with excess leaf Mn was proposed

as one of the mechanisms that constitute Mn toxicity
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[99]. Various parameters of photosynthesis have been

studied to explain Mn-toxicity-induced decline of

photosynthetic activities under Mn toxicity condi-

tions.

1. Chlorophyll Level

Using NMR spectroscopy, it has been observed that

after uptake by plants Mn gets localized in different

organelles including chloroplast and also in vacuole

[100]. In the leaves of Mn-sensitive cvs of Vigna ungui-

culata, Mn gets localized as deposits of Mn oxides,

whereas, in the Mn-tolerant cultivar it is uniformly

distributed in an easily extractable form [101]. A de-

crease in chlorophyll level has been observed in plants

growing under Mn toxicity conditions. In Nicotiana

tabacum plants Mn had a direct effect on either

chlorophyll synthesis or degradation which resulted

in interveinal chlorosis [102].

Mn directly influences the biosynthesis of chloro-

phylls. Several enzymes which are involved in chloro-

phyll synthesis including the enzymes of isoprenoid

biosynthetic pathway (which produces plant pig-

ments) are sensitive to both Mn deficiency and tox-

icity [103]. A 50% decline in the level of Chl a and 35%

to 55% decline in the level of Chl b was observed in

the leaves of wheat plants grown under Mn toxicity

conditions [104]. Similar decline in total chlorophyll

was observed after exposure to excess Mn in Phaseo-

lus vulgaris, Zea mays, and Glycine max plants [98].

Despite a decrease in concentration of both Chl a and

b with increasing Mn in the solution, the ratio of Chl

a/b increased with Mn concentration in certain plants

[105].

A significant inhibition in chlorophyll biosyn-

thesis was observed with 10mM Mn in Nicotiana

tabacum [106]. Inhibition in chlorophyll biosynthesis

was also reported in blue green alga Anacystis nidu-

lans, resulting from interrupted insertion of Mg into

protoporphyrin due to Mn toxicity and thereby lead-

ing to reduced synthesis of chlorophyll [107].

Under in vitro conditions, enhanced degradation

of chlorophyll was observed due to Mn [14]. Mn plays

a role in protecting chlorophyll from photooxidation,

however oxidized Mn in the leaf is believed to cause

either oxidation of chlorophyll or of other chloroplast

components [108]. Other workers have also proposed

that Mn-induced chlorosis is not caused by inhibition

of chlorophyll synthesis but due to photooxidation of

chlorophyll [109].

2. Photosynthetic Rate

High concentrations of Mn inhibit photosynthesis at

a variety of physiological levels [110]. In leaves of

Nicotiana tabacum, Mn inhibited photosynthesis

when data were recorded on a dry matter and per

unit chlorophyll basis, without inhibiting activity of

the Hill reaction, PSI and PSII [102]. With increasing

Mn concentration in the nutrient solution. The net

photosynthetic rate (PN) was reduced in Vigna umbel-

lata, Phaseolus vulgaris, Betula ermanii, Alnus hirsuta,

Ulmus davidiana and Acer mono, Triticum aestivum,

Nicotiana tabacum, and Glycine max plants [98,102,

104,105,111,112]. It is suggested that Mn-induced re-

ductions in PN is a direct result of reduced pigment

level; however, reduced RUBISCO activity also ap-

pears to be responsible for reduction in PN at high

Mn concentration [112,114].

3. CO2 Assimilation

Decreased rate of carboxylation is observed in plants

exposed to high concentration of Mn in the growth

medium. In tobacco plants decreased CO2 assimila-

tion was observed before any chlorosis and other

damages were perceived in leaves due to excess Mn

[102]. Carboxylation efficiency decreases concomi-

tantly with increased level of leaf Mn [114,115]. In

tobacco plant, it was shown that reduction in CO2

assimilation during Mn toxicity was due to reduced

carboxylase activity [116]. High level of Mn in to-

bacco leaves affects the activity rather than the

amount of RUBISCO [116]. McDaniel and Toman

[99], however, observed that despite a rapid accumu-

lation of Mn in leaf tissues of tobacco, RUBISCO

activity declined only after 48 h of Mn treatment. In

contrast, Chatterjee and coworkers [117] reported no

change in RUBISCO activity in their in vitro studies

on wheat plants treated with excess Mn, although

tissue Mn levels were considerably lower than those

reported by Houtz et al. [116]. Other researchers also

observed that leaf Mn accumulation reduced

RUBISCO carboxylation activity and also physical

presence of Mn in the leaf chloroplasts caused a

reduction of RUBP regeneration capacity [114].

RUBISCO shows enhanced oxygenase activity in

the presence of excess Mn in leaves [118]. Different

hypotheses have been proposed for the mechanism of

Mn-induced decline in RUBISCO activity. One pos-

sible hypothesis is that under conditions of Mn tox-

icity, Mn replaces Mg from the active center of

RUBISCO, i.e., replacement of RUBISCO–Mg2þ

with RUBISCO–Mn2þ occurs and this results in

higher ratio of oxygenase to carboxylase activity

[119].

The decline in photosynthesis with excess leaf Mn

is also attributed to peroxidative impairment of thy-

lakoid membrane function [120]. In wheat chloro-

plasts, Mn induced lipid peroxidation, which, in



turn, inhibited electron transport and decreased the

activities of photosynthetic enzymes due to polyphe-

nol oxidation products [121,122]. Increased activity of

polyphenol oxidase is regarded as the most sensitive

indicator of Mn toxicity preceding chlorophyll loss

and the occurrence of visible symptoms [102].

4. Fluorescence Parameters

The photochemical and nonphotochemical processes

that bring about the relaxation of the excited chloro-

phyll molecules to ground state are measured as

coefficients of photochemical (qP) and nonphoto-

chemical (qN) quenching of variable fluorescence, re-

spectively. Plants of Vigna umbellata treated with

higher Mn in the medium showed a significant reduc-

tion in qP with a concomitant increase in qN values

[111]. The decreasing trend of qp with increasing leaf

Mn concentration suggests that Mn in leaves causes

an increase in the reduction state of PSII primary

electron acceptor, QA, indicating a decrease in the

fraction of open PSII [123]. Photoinhibition is closely

associated with the decrease in qP [124]. The decrease

in qP observed in the leaves that had accumulated Mn

is also suggestive of possible photoinhibition in excess

of leaf Mn [114]. The potential maximum efficiency of

PSII photochemistry as represented by Fv/Fm was

little affected by Mn accumulation in white birch

leaves, Vigna umbellata and Betula platyphylla

[111,114,125].

C. ZINC

Zinc is a major industrial pollutant of the terrestrial

and aquatic environment [126]. It is an essential

micronutrient involved in numerous physiological

processes and has wider roles in plants, but at high

concentration, it becomes strongly toxic and impairs

plant growth and metabolism. Zn in an essential

component of the enzymes oxidoreductases, trans-

ferases, hydrolases, lyases, isomerases, and ligases

[127]. Since, Zn(II) does not undergo reduction

under any conditions compatible with life, its role as

metalloenzyme is inherently different from that of

other metals like Cu and Fe, which are capable of

redox reactions [126]. Due to similarities of ion radius

of bivalant cations (Mn, Fe, Cu, Mg, and Zn), excess

Zn can shift certain physiological equilibria by local

competition at various sites [128].

1. Chlorophyll Content

Decreased total chlorophyll content and decline in

Chl a/b ratio were observed when Chlorella and Eu-

glena gracilis were grown in presence of Zn [129,130].

Reduction in the level of Chl, particularly Chl b, was

observed in Oryza sativa grown under Zn toxicity

[16]. The reduction of chlorophyll under Zn toxicity

appears to be due to the sensitivity of enzymes of

chlorophyll biosynthesis towards heavy metal ions

[131]. Stimulation in chlorophyll degradation due to

enhanced activity of chlorophyllase was observed

even when Zn was supplied in millimolar concentra-

tions [132].

2. Hill Reaction and RUBISCO Activity

Zn affects water oxidizing complex due to the local

competition between Zn2þ and Mn 2þ on the water

splitting of PSII and substitution of Mn2þ by Zn2þ

[133]. In membrane preparations from Anacystis nidu-

lans, inhibition in Hill activity and oxygen evolution

was observed due to Zn [134]. In vitro experiments

related to Zn(II) toxicity showed dissociation of the

OEC proteins and displacement of the native cofac-

tors Ca,2þ Cl�, Mn2þ due to Zn2þ [135]. In submem-

brane fractions treated with Zn, the extrinsic

polypeptides with molecular weights 16 and 24 kDa

associated with OEC of PSII get dissociated [32]. In

rice plants a significant inhibition in Hill reaction

activity was noticed under Zn toxicity [16].

A decline in photochemical activities associated

with PSII observed under Zn toxicity is related to an

alteration of the inner structure and composition of

the thylakoid membranes [136]. A direct correlation

exists between Zn in the leaves and capacity of PSII to

capture and use light energy; however, the relation-

ship is not linear [137]. Zn affects the quantum yield

(f) of electron flow through PSII; however, in the

presence of endophytic Neotyphodium lolii in Lolium

perenne, increased values of Fv/Fm and f PSII were

observed.

Zn inhibits CO2 assimilation at relatively low con-

centrations. In Phaseolus vulgaris plants, Zn inhibits

RUBISCO activity and a decrease in net photosyn-

thetic rate is observed which is linked with the in-

crease in Zn concentration in the leaves [138]. As

bivalent cations are involved in both formation and

catalytic function of the ternary RUBISCO–CO2–

metal2þ complex, Zn excess significantly diminishes

RUBP carboxylase capacity by substitution of Zn2þ

for Mg2þ [133].

D. IRON

Excess accumulation of Fe in plant tissues is a rare

phenomenon. However, increase in leaf Fe content

many cause severe cellular damage. Soil features

that create Fe toxicity, apart from low pH, are low

cation exchange capacity, low base status, low levels



of K, PO4
3�, Zn, and a lower supply of easily redu-

cible Mn. Fe toxicity is often associated with a defi-

ciency of Zn and Mn. It is often associated with a

marked imbalance of nutrients or due to the presence

of H2S.

Elevated levels of Fe in leaf lead to an increased

uptake of Fe in chloroplasts and thus, a dramatic

impairment of total photosynthetic electron transport

capacity. Fe uptake in dicot roots requires a reduction

step and the subsequent translocation of Fe2þ across

the cytoplasmic membrane via a presumably un-

known transport protein [139].

Bronze spots on leaves are generally associated

with iron toxicity [140]. In some structural studies, it

was observed that chloroplasts of healthy tissues sur-

rounded by the necrotic zone were most sensitive to

metal excess [141]. In studies with Nicotiana plumba-

ginifolia, it was found that Fe excess decreased photo-

synthetic rate by 40% and there was increased

reduction of PSII and higher thylakoid energization

[139]. Iron, due to its participation in oxidation–re-

duction reactions within the cells, is believed to gen-

erate oxidative stress in plants when taken in excess,

thereby leading to increased activity of antioxidative

enzymes [142]. Fe toxicity may also cause stimulation

of photorespiration [139].

E. CADMIUM

Cadmium is a nonessential potentially toxic element

and is an important environmental contaminant

[143]. The presence of Cd in the environment has

increased with time in some areas to levels which

threaten the health of aquatic and terrestrial organ-

isms because its addition becomes greater than its

removal through leakage and plant harvesting. The

toxic levels of Cd are caused by natural soil charac-

teristics or by agriculture, manufacturing, mining,

and other waste disposal practices or by use of

metal containing pesticides and fertilizers in agricul-

tural soils [143]. Table 44.3 describes common nones-

sential heavy metal pollutants of the environment and

their sources.

The higher concentration of Cd in soil environ-

ment results in enhanced Cd uptake by plant roots.

Cd is compartmentalized into chloroplasts in a pro-

cess that may involve the transport of free Cd and the

participation of thiol-peptides [144]. The most com-

mon effect of Cd toxicity in plants is stunted growth,

leaf chlorosis accompanying retardation of plastid

development, and degradation of ultrastructure of

chloroplasts [145,146]. Various sites of Cd-inhibitory

effects on chlorophyll (Chl) content and biosynthesis

have been suggested [17]. Cd exposure was shown to

result in a reduction in chlorophyll content with de-

crease in Chl a/b ratio [147]. Cd altered the aggrega-

tion state of phycobilisomes in blue green alga

Anacystis nidulans [148]. An overview of the effects

of nonessential heavy metal pollutants on various

photosynthetic parameters is presented in Table

44.4.

Cd decreases chlorophyll formation by interacting

with –SH group of enzymes d-ALA dehydratase and

porphobilinogen deaminase, leading to the accumu-

lation of intermediates of chlorophyll synthesis like

ALA and prophyrins [149]. Reports also suggest that

Cd inhibits chlorophyll biosynthesis by reacting with

protochlorophyllide reductase, which causes photore-

duction of protochlorophillide into chlorophyllide

[150]. Cd causes transformation of the long wave-

length protochlorophyllide form into shortwavelength

ones and in this way inhibits the formation of chlor-

ophyllide [17,150]. Fluorescence spectroscopy analy-

sis at 77K, which was used to study Cd-induced

changes in molecular organization of protochloro-

phyllides in the etioplast inner membrane, revealed

that irradiance of Cd-treated wheat leaves and mem-

branes resulted in the appearance of a small amount

of cholorophyllide with a characteristic band at

678 nm and appearance of a high-intensity band at

633 nm, suggesting that considerable amount of pro-

tochlorophyllide was in the inactive form [17]. The

tetrapyrrole biosynthetic pathway in plants is com-

mon for chlorophyll (in chloroplast) and heme (in

mitochondria). ALA synthesis is the rate-limiting

and regulatory step in both organelles [151]. Cd inhib-

ited ALA synthesis at the site of availability of glu-

tamate for ALA synthesis [152]. Cd also induced iron

deficiency [153], which later caused inhibition of

chlorophyll biosynthesis and several other reactions

TABLE 44.3
Nonessential Metal Pollutants and their Sources

Metal Sources

Cd Metal working industries, mining, as a by product of

mineral fertilizers, coal-fired power plants

Pb Mining and smelting activities, Pb-containing paints,

gasoline, explosives, disposal of municipal sewage and

sludges enriched with Pb

Ni Combustion of coal and oil, incineration of waste and

sewage sludge, mining and electroplating, cement

manufacturing, coinage etc.

Hg Dental amalgams industrial applications,

pharmaceuticals and medicines including vaccinations

and laxatives, fabric softener, inks, antiseptic creams,

and lotions, etc.

Al Al-related industries, in acid soils availability of

Al increases



associated with photosynthesis [153,154]. Interaction

of Cd with functional –SH groups of enzymes has

been proposed as the mechanism of inhibition of

several physiological reactions due to this heavy

metal [62]. By interacting with –SH groups of sulfhy-

dryl requiring enzymes such as ALA synthase, ALA

dehydratase, PBG deaminase, and protochlorophyl-

lide reductase, Cd interferes with heme biosynthesis

and chlorophyll formation [155].

Elevated Cd levels in the nutrient solution de-

creased RUBISCO activity in Erythrina variegata

seedlings [156]. Cd appears to form mercaptides with

thiol groups of RUBISCO, thereby decreasing its

activity [92]. Cd inhibits PSI and PSII activity [157].

PSII is more sensitive to Cd than PSI and it is the

primary site of action of Cd in photosynthetic elec-

tron flow in isolated spinach chloroplasts and Nostoc

linckia [157,158]. Cd acts on the donor side of PSII

[156,159]. Muthuchelian et al. [156] in their study on

seedlings of Erythrina variegata found that higher Cd

levels in nutrient solution decreased 14CO2 fixation. In

agreement with this Husaini and Rai [157] reported

Cd-induced inhibition of carbon fixation in Nostoc

linckia and suggested that such inhibition was due to

decrease in ATP content by Cd.

Since ATP and NADPH are the primary require-

ments for CO2-fixation, it was shown that diminished

PSII activity, at both low and high Cd concentrations

whereas diminished PSI activity at high Cd concen-

tration were responsible for a decrease in ATP and

reductant pool [157]. Cd accumulation in Euglena

chloroplasts led to inhibition of photophosphoryla-

tion [144]. Cd ions decrease the proton source for

various reduction reactions and also inhibit the en-

zymes of several different metabolic processes where

NADPH is used as H donor [17,160].

Cd inhibits photosynthesis but stimulates respir-

ation [161]. It induces TCA cycle activities and also

activities of other pathways of carbohydrate utiliza-

tion. This is related to increased demand for ATP

production by oxidative phosphorylation to compen-

sate for deficits in photophosphorylation [162]. High

galactolipase activity with diminished level of the

thylakoid membrane lipid content has been observed

under Cd toxicity [163]. Cd enhances activity of lipox-

ygenase which in turn might damage chloroplast

membrane and cellular constituents such as proteins,

DNA, and chlorophylls [164,165]. Lipoxygenase

causes breakdown of biological membranes in plants

[166]. It mediates oxidation of polyunsaturated fatty

acids and produces free radicals which in turn destroy

chloroplast membrane and this has been proposed as

a general mechanism for inhibition of photosynthesis

under Cd toxicity [167].

Free radicals can also be produced in chloroplasts

due to blockage of electron flow in PSI by Cd. This

leads to the formation of excited chlorophylls and

generation of free radicals, which, in turn, initiate

peroxidation reactions. Either excited chlorophyll or

oxygen species derived from superoxide anion radical

can initiate peroxidation reactions [143,167]. En-

hanced peroxidation activity contributes significantly

to the decreased level of chlorophyll and decreased

photosynthetic rate observed under Cd treatment

[164].

F. LEAD

Lead, a nonredox active metal, is a nonessential elem-

ent for plants and animals and is considered as one of

the hazardous heavy metal pollutant of the environ-

ment [168]. Pb-contaminated soils adversely affect

various plant processes and lead to sharp decrease in

crop productivity. Pb affects photosynthetic appar-

atus in multiple ways. An alteration in the photosyn-

thetic pigment composition, reduction in total

chlorophyll content, and a decrease in Chl a/b ratio

have been observed in plants growing in the presence

of Pb [87,169]. Pb is reported to disturb the granal

structure of the chloroplasts [170]. Retardation in Chl

content may be due to Pb-induced inhibition of

d-ALA dehydratase, an enzyme catalyzing the con-

TABLE 44.4
Nonessential Heavy Metal Pollutants and Their
Effects on Photosynthesis

Pollutants Effects

Cd 1. Reduces both chlorophyll content and Chl

a/b ratio

2. Inhibits chlorophyll formation

3. Decreases RUBISCO activity

4. Inhibits both PSI and PSII

5. Enhances lipoxygenase activity

Pb 1. Reduces both chlorophyll content and

Chl a/b ratio

2. Changes lipid composition of thylakoid

membranes

3. Influences both PSI and PSII

4. Inhibits RUBP carboxylase

Ni 1. Reduces chlorophyll concentration

2. Affects both PSI and PSII

3. Causes complete inactivation of electron

transport system

Al 1. Lowers chlorophyll content

2. Decreases net photosynthetic rate (PN)

Hg 1. Modifies chloroplast protein

2. Affects both PSI and PSII

3. Alters organization of OEC



version of d-ALA into porphobilinogen in the synthe-

sis of chlorophyll [171]. Pb is known to inhibit enzyme

activities due to its interaction with –SH groups or

due to Pb-induced deficiency of elements essential to

enzymes, e.g., Zn [172]. An enhancement in in vitro

degradation of chlorophyll was observed by Pb2þ

[14].

Pb toxicity causes changes in lipid composition

especially in monogalactosyl diacyl glycerol

(MGDG), which is concerned with membrane per-

meability in chloroplasts. Pb ions stimulate dehydro-

genation of fatty acids. Incubation of chloroplasts

with Pb ions results in the decrease of saturated

fatty acids while an increase in unsaturated fatty

acid linolenic acid (C18:3) is observed [173].

Pb is considered to influence both PSI and II

although PSII is more sensitive [174]. In detached

pea leaves, a 2-h exposure to lead reduced PSII effi-

ciency by about 10% [175]. Under in vitro conditions

when assayed with isolated photosynthetic mem-

branes, Pb produces a decline of variable chlorophyll

fluorescence, indicating an inhibition on the donor

side of PSII [176]. Such inhibition was partly restored

by using specific electron donors such as hydroxyla-

mine and MnCl2. Donor side inhibition of PSII and

possible recurrence of cyclic electron transport

around PSII under Pb-toxicity conditions have also

been observed [43]. It was shown by Rashid and

Popovic [176] that Pb competes for binding near the

calcium and chloride binding sites in the water-oxi-

dizing complex and that Ca2þ and Cl�, which are

essential cofactors for oxygen evolution could protect

against Pb-induced inhibition. Further experiments

have confirmed that in lead-treated PSII submem-

brane fractions there was loss of the extrinisic poly-

peptides of 17 and 24 kDa [177].

Other researchers believe that Pb is less effective in

damaging the photosynthetic apparatus [87,178]. It is

agreed that Pb is not very well translocated in plants

and its deleterious effects on photosynthesis are seen

only after prolonged exposure [32].

Pb does not seem to destroy photosynthetic ap-

paratus but results in decreased coordination among

the components associated with light reaction [87]. Pb

inhibits photosynthesis by inhibiting the carboxylase

activity of RUBISCO. Irreversible binding of Pb with

the enzyme RUBISCO dissociates it into its subunits

and thus activity of the enzyme is lost [92].

Pb contamination in the soil decreases the quan-

tum yield of photosynthesis in plants as observed by

Fv/Fm ratio. Initial chlorophyll fluorescesnce (F0)

showed little decrease in oat plants grown in Pb-con-

taminated site, suggesting a decrease of energy trans-

fer from the light-harvesting chl a/b protein complex

(LHC) to PSII [87,179]. The increased half-rise time

(t1/2) from the initial (F0) to maximal (Fm) chlorophyll

fluorescence observed under Pb toxicity suggests that

the amount of active pigments associated with photo-

chemical apparatus decreased and that the functional

chlorophyll antennae size of photosynthetic appar-

atus was smaller compared to the control grown

plants [87].

G. NICKEL

Nickel is discharged in the water or soil environment

with waste disposals, municipal and industrial sewage

in the form of mobile organic chelates [180,181]. Ni is

strongly phytotoxic at high concentrations and has a

destructive effect on plant growth and physiology

although it is considered as an essential micronutrient

for plants [182,183]. It is readily absorbed by plant

roots and then translocated to various plant parts and

gets accumulated in the vacuoles, cell walls, and epi-

dermal trichomes [184,185]. In plants, Ni is com-

plexed with organic compounds such as amino acids

and organic acids [186,187]. Ni inhibits photosyn-

thesis and damages the photosynthetic apparatus on

almost every level of its organization. Ni(II)–Glu and

Ni(II) citrate treatment caused reduction in leaf

chlorophyll content in cabbage plants [188]. Ni re-

duced the chlorophyll concentration in the leaves of

plants that were grown in the presence of its inorganic

forms [189,190]. Reduced chlorophyll content due to

Ni is possibly attributed to inhibition of chlorophyll

biosynthesis or by induction of its degradation cata-

lyzed by increased chlorophyllase activity [14,189]. Ni

affects electron transport and may cause its complete

inactivation [191]. Ni-treated cabbage plants showed

a significant reduction of grana structures. In such

plants, Ni was shown to be localized in the chloro-

plasts [192]. Inside the chloroplasts, 63Ni was largely

associated with the lamellar fraction and to a lesser

extent with the stroma and envelope membrane [193].

On treatment with organic Ni complexes, electron

density of chloroplast stroma and the number of

grana were reduced and appearance of thylakoid

also got changed in cabbage plants [188]. The degree

of advancement of these changes increased with the

exposure level. Control plants had typical lens-shaped

normal chloroplast but Ni-treated plants had ellip-

tical/oblong shaped chloroplast with reduced volume,

very little or no starch and with few small plastoglo-

buli [188].

A reduction in photosynthesis and alteration in

the activities of many enzymes associated with photo-

synthetic carbon reduction cycle are observed in pi-

geon pea (Cajanus cajan L.) plants due to Ni [24]. Ni

affects both photosystems PSI and PSII. The inhibi-

tory site for Ni appears to be on the donor side of



PSII, as Ni caused inhibition of the reduction of PSII

artificial electron acceptor [194]. Certain workers

have suggested that Ni-induced phytotoxicity in

plants is mediated by peroxidation of membrane

lipids due to the induction of free radical reactions

by Ni [190,195].

H. ALUMINUM

Indiscriminate use of acid forming nitrogenous fertil-

izers lead to acidity in the soil. Al toxicity is consid-

ered to be the most common cause of limited plant

growth and production in acid soils [196,197]. Al

shows a number of adverse effects on physiological

and biochemical processes in plants [198]. Al affects

photosynthesis by lowering the chlorophyll content

and reducing electron flow [199]. Al-stress-induced

loss in chlorophyll has been reported in many plant

species like lemna, sorghum, wheat, and tobacco

[200,201]. Decline in Chl a/b ratio was observed in

Oryza sativa grown in the presence of excess Al [202].

Al taken up by plants accumulates mostly in roots,

which are regarded as primary target sites of Al tox-

icity and the retardation in shoot growth or decrease

in chlorophyll content appears to be only a secondary

event of Al toxicity [203,204]. Al toxicity caused a

decline in photosynthetic rate in Oryza sativa and

Sorghum bicolor and led to ATP depletion

[200,202,205]. At low concentration Al has been

shown to stimulate PSII-mediated oxygen evolution

in cyanobacteria and in isolated chloroplasts [206].

I. MERCURY

Mercury is an important environmental contaminant

and is highly toxic to photosynthetic organisms. Both

photosystems are affected due to Hg [32]. Mercury

binds to –SH groups present in proteins [207]. Nahar

and Tajamir-Riahi [208] observed a strong interaction

between PSII submembrane fractions and mercury

due to the formation of metal protein binding through

peptide SH, C ¼¼ O and C–N groups. Mercury has

been shown to react directly with plastocyanine, re-

placing copper [209]. Electron paramagnetic reson-

ance studies also indicate that the reaction centre of

PSI is oxidized by mercury in the dark [210]. Using

simultaneous fluorescence and photoacoustic meas-

urement studies with isolated thylakoid membranes it

has been observed that PSII is also affected on both

donor and acceptor sides by mercury [43]. On the

acceptor side, the inhibition was proposed between

quinone and acceptors QA and QB [211]. On the

donor side, using PSII submembrane fractions, it was

shown that the inhibition could be reversed by chloride

ions that act as a cofactor for the OEC and that mer-

cury selectively removed the 33-kDa extrinsic polypep-

tide associated withOEC [212].Mercury is also known

to form organometallic complexes with amino acids

present in chloroplast protein [210].

III. CONCLUSIONS

Proliferation of industrial activities and metallurgical

operations release huge quantities of heavy metals

into the environment. These heavy metals are readily

absorbed from the soil by the growing plants. Among

the essential micronutrients, which exert strong phy-

totoxicity at high concentrations include Cu, Mn, and

Zn, whereas common nonessential heavy metals that

are major pollutants of the environment are Cd, Pb,

Ni, Al, and Hg. The heavy metals interfere with

photosynthesis due to their effects at various levels.

The central metal atom of chlorophyll, Mg, can be

substituted with Cu, Zn, Cd, Pb, Hg, or Ni. This

substitution prevents light harvesting by the affected

chlorophyll molecules. Most of these metals enhance

the activity of chlorophyll degrading enzyme chloro-

phyllase. When these metal cations reach the photo-

synthetic apparatus they cause ultrastructural

changes in thylakoid membranes, affect the activities

of PSI and PSII and inhibit the carboxylation activity

of RUBP carboxylase. Most of these metals inhibit

photosynthetic electron transport due to their direct

inhibitory action at the level of PSII. Oxygen-evolving

complex is clearly affected with the loss of Mn cluster

and some extrinsic polypeptides associated with the

water oxidation mechanism. Some of these metals

interact strongly with the functional –SH groups pre-

sent on enzymes of chlorophyll biosynthesis and thy-

lakoid membrane proteins. A common response to

heavy metal toxicity in plants involves generation of

reactive oxygen species, which, in turn, leads to per-

oxidation of lipids of thylakoid membrane. As a re-

sult, certain specific isoforms of antoxidant enzymes,

more specially of ascorbate peroxidase appear in

chloroplasts. Induced synthesis of the antioxidant

enzymes ascorbate peroxidase, superoxide dismutase

under metal toxicity seemingly serves as protective

mechanism for chloroplasts and its internal constitu-

ents against metal toxicity induced oxidative damage.

However, more investigations are needed to unveil

the exact sites and mode of actions of the different

heavy metals on individual components of the photo-

synthetic process, the extent of damage caused on the

photosynthetic parameters by the heavy metals and

the possible components of the plant system which

would confer metal stress tolerance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photosynthesis is a complex process that transforms

light into chemical energy. The primary processes of

photosynthesis are driven by pigment-binding pro-

teins called simply chlorophyll (Chl)-proteins (CP).

They are organized into supercomplexes/particles,

namely photosystem I (PSI) and PSII embedded in

the thylakoid membranes in chloroplasts of higher

plants. Built from antenna and core parts, they serve

as light-harvesting and trapping units; the final traps

being the primary reductants in the photosynthetic

electron transport pathway. PSII and PSI operate

mostly in series, and PSI also operated in a comple-

mentary cyclic way, to produce reducing power and

energy in the form of highly reducing electrons or

NADPH and ATP in a suitable ratio for the biochem-

ical processes carried out in the chloroplast/cell. En-

vironmental changes in light quality and intensity

could affect the amount of these end products, while

changes in temperature and water availability influ-

ence their use by the chloroplast metabolism. Over-

loading by light produces reactive radicals, which are

harmful for the system. Therefore, excitation must be

properly balanced by modulation of the organization

and stoichiometry of PS cores and their antennae or

diverted into other channels by protective mechan-

isms in order to optimize the efficiency of photosyn-

thesis and avoid the damage of the photosynthetic

apparatus. Stressors, including heavy metals (HMs),

can be considered as special environmental factors

that, by causing serious imbalance or damage in



different metabolic steps, switch on multiple protect-

ive mechanisms and regulatory responses in plants.

Revealing physiological responses and regulatory

processes under environmental extremes has both sci-

entific and practical importance. The direct and indir-

ect effects of HM stressors on Chl–protein complexes

of higher (mainly vascular) plants will be reviewed

here with special emphasis on the reasons of their

changed accumulation and organization.

II. CHLOROPHYLL–PROTEIN COMPLEXES
IN HIGHER PLANTS

Chl–proteins are multicofactor proteins that bind pig-

ments such as Chl a, Chl b, and carotenoids in green

plants [1]. Some of them are also associated with

other cofactors participating in the electron transport

from water to NADPþ. Membrane-intrinsic proteins

with a-helical structure serve as dynamic scaffolds to

bind and arrange all pigments and other cofactors in

a suitable distance and orientation. They influence

cofactor properties (spectroscopic characteristics or

redox potentials) by providing metal ligands,

H-bonds, p-interactions, or hydrophobic pockets.

The Mg atoms of Chls are coordinated to side-chain

nitrogens (His, Gln, Asn) or side-chain (Glu, Asp,

Tyr) or backbone oxygens directly or through water

molecules. Carotenoids are bound to proteins by

weaker interactions. Though from the point of view

of photosynthetic process, the main function of Chl–

proteins is light gathering or primary photochemistry,

some complexes are switched into energy-dissipating

mode to prevent the damage of the system if light is

present in relative excess [2].

Chl–proteins of both PSs can be classified as Chl

a-proteins and Chl a/b-proteins (Table 45.1). Chl a-

proteins binding Chl a and b-carotene constitute the

inner part of complexes and function as reaction

centers (RCs) and inner/core light-harvesting anten-

nae [3–6]. In PSI, the RC and most of inner antenna

pigments are bound to the same proteins (PSI-A,B).

The pigment cofactors of PSI-A/B include the six Chl

a, which take part in the electron transport: P700, the

primary acceptors (A0), and accessory Chl a-s. Other

electron transport cofactors, two quinones and one

Fe–S cluster, are also bound to the complex. Light

energy captured by the antenna is collected by the

red Chls with long wavelength absorption/emission

maxima localized near to the RCs. By analogy with

cyanobacteria, some small core proteins (PSI-

F,G,H,K,L) may also bind Chl or b-carotene as evi-

denced from biochemical and mutant studies on

higher plants [7,8]. In contrast, the RC (D1/D2)

and inner antennae (CP43 and CP47) are separate

proteins in PSII, and no Chl bound to small sub-

units has been shown [9]. In addition to the pig-

ments, P680, two Chl a-s and the two pheophytins,

and the quinones (QA and QB) participating in the

electron transport, the RC binds two b-carotenes

and two Chl a, called ChlZ, which may direct the

excitation energy from the antenna to the RC or

dissipate it in an oxidized form [10]. The inner

antenna of PSII binds much less pigments than that

of PSI [11,12].

Chl a/b (Cab)-proteins binding Chl a, Chl b, and

different xanthophyll pigments are parts of the per-

ipheral light-harvesting antennae or serve as connect-

ing antenna between the core and peripheral antennae

[13–15]. They are all three-helix proteins with similar

sequence and pigment complement [16]. Four Lhca

proteins forming homo-(LHCI-680A,B) or heterodi-

mers (LHCI-730) build up the antenna of PSI. Inter-

estingly, Chls of the longest wavelength maxima are

found in the peripheral PSI antenna, and their exact

role is debated [17–19]. The antenna of PSII contains

more components: Lhcb1, Lhcb2, and Lhcb3 form

the peripheral LHCII complexes. Trimers of different

composition were isolated: Lhcb1 homotrimers and

heterotrimers composed of Lhcb1/Lhcb2 (2/1),

Lhcb1/Lhcb3 (2/1) [20] or Lhcb1/Lhcb2/Lhcb3 [21].

CP29 (Lhcb4), CP26 (Lhcb5), and CP24 (Lhcb6),

however, are mostly monomeric, and bind less Chl

than LHCII [22–25].

Chl–proteins are organized into more complicated

Chl–protein complexes/photosystems (PSI þ LHCI

and PSII þ LHCII) for efficient light harvesting and

protected photochemistry. Supramolecular organiza-

tion of PSII in higher plants was revealed by electron

microscopy and image analysis [26]. CP43 is located

closer to D1, while CP47 is closer to D2 constituting

the core of PSII together with other nonpigmented

proteins. CP29 connects trimeric LHCII complexes of

different rotational orientation (S/M — strongly/

moderately bound) to the core. In addition, L —

loosely bound LHCII trimers — as well as CP26

and CP24 are also bound to the core. Highly active

PSII is dimeric, while PSI is a monomer in higher

plants. Crystal structure studies on mutants, and sin-

gle-particle analysis indicated that PSI binds LHCI

dimers connected by PSI-K, PSI-G, and PSI-F [27–

29] on one side of the complex [15,30]. LHCII can

also be attached to PSI through PSI-H [31]. The

photosystems are located in different domains of the

thylakoid membrane [32]. PSII with its LHCII

antenna were mainly found in the grana core, while

PSI þ LHCI particles were shown both in grana

margins and stroma thylakoids. Heterogeneity of

both PSI and PSII according to antenna size, local-

ization, and function has been discovered [33–35].



The changes in the function and dynamic inter-

actions between Chl–protein complexes can be fol-

lowed by the fluorescence emission characteristics of

the system studied. The intensity of room temperature

fluorescence emission is influenced by the fate of

absorbed light energy: both functionally important

photochemistry and protective heat dissipation de-

crease the fluorescence yield, thus the latter can be

used to estimate the former processes [36]. Variations

in the amount or physical environment/spatial inter-

actions of complexes are represented by wavelength

shifts or changed ratio of the 77K fluorescence emis-

sion maxima (Table 45.1).

In addition to the abovementioned ones, other

Chl-binding proteins were also discovered in higher

plants the exact function of which is debated [37,38].

They all show sequence similarity to Cab proteins,

but have 1-4 transmembrane a-helices (Table 45.1).

They are stable in the absence of pigments, but may

bind Chl and carotenoids. However, the Chls are only

weakly attached to the protein, and there is only poor

excitonic coupling between the chromophores, which

excludes a light-harvesting function. The four-helix

PSII-S (CP22) is constitutively expressed like the

other antenna proteins, is present in stoichiometric

amount in PSII (2/PSII), and shows extreme lateral

heterogeneity as it is found almost exclusively in

granal PSII [39]. Its location is not exactly known,

biochemical evidences place it close to the PSII core

[40]. New arguments seem to underline its regulatory,

photoprotective role [41]. Elip-like proteins include

one-helix (Hlips — high light induced proteins, Scps

— small Cab-like proteins, Ohps — one-helix pro-

teins), two-helix (Seps — stress-enhanced proteins,

Lils — light-harvesting-like), and three-helix proteins

(Elips — early light-induced proteins, Cbr — carot-

enoid biosynthesis related), which all have an Elip

consensus motif in Helix 1 [38,42,43]. They are

TABLE 45.1
Characteristics of Chl-Proteins in Higher Plants

Proteins Pigments

Fluor.em. (77 K)

(nm) Ref.

Mass

(kDa)

TMH Gene Chl Chl a/b b-car Lutein Neox Violax

PSII core

D1 38 5 psbAC 3 – 1 – – – [3,6]

D2 39 5 psbDC 3 – 1 – – – [3,6]

CP47 56 6 psbBC 16a – 3 – – – 695 [11,12]

CP43 50 6 psbCC 13a – 5 – – – 683 [11,12]

PSII CA

CP29 29 3 lhcb4N 8 3.0 – 1.0 0.35 0.65 680 [23]

CP26 26 3 lhcb5N 8 2.2 – 1.0 0.61 0.38 680 [24]

CP24 24 3 lhcb6N 10 1.0 – 1.0 1.00 – 680 [22]

LHCII

Lhcb1 25 3 lhcb1N 12 1.3 – 1.9 1.0 0.2 680 [16,25]

Lhcb2 25 3 lhcb2N –

Lhcb3 24 3 lhcb3N –

PSII-S 22 4 psbSN 5 6.0 Tr 0.6 0.3 0.25 675 [39]

PSI core 96a – 22a 720 [5,17]

PSI-A 83 11 psaAC 43a – – – – [4,5]

PSI-B 82 11 psaBC 42a – – – – [4,5]

LHCI

Lhca1 22 3 lhca1N 10 4.0 – 2.0 – 1 686 [18]

Lhca2 23 3 lhca2N 10 1.9 – 1.5 – 0.5 701 [19]

Lhca3 25 3 lhca3N 10 6.0 0.6 1.4 – 0.7 725 [19]

Lhca4 22 3 lhca4N 10 2.3 – 1.5 – 0.5 732 [17,18]

Elip-like 7–17 1–3 þ þ 674 [38,44]

aDetermined in cyanobacterial complexes.

Notes: TMH, transmembrane helix; car, carotene; Neox, neoxanthine; Violax, violaxanthine; Tr, traces; N/C, encoded in the nucleus/

chloroplast.

Protein data were obtained from Refs. [9,15].



transiently expressed during greening and under light

and dehydration stresses, and are present in substoi-

chiometric amount in stroma thylakoids. They prob-

ably fulfill photoprotective function by binding newly

synthesized Chls or those released during the turnover

of pigment-proteins or, alternatively, they may stabil-

ize the proper assembly of complexes or act as sinks

for excess excitation energy [38,44,45].

The biogenesis of Chl–proteins takes place in dif-

ferent compartments of the cell. The genes of Chl a-

proteins are localized, transcribed, and translated in

the chloroplast, and they are cotranslationally

inserted into the thylakoids, while Chl a/b-proteins

and other Cab-like proteins are encoded in the nu-

cleus by gene families, synthesized in the cytoplasm,

and posttranslationally inserted into the thylakoids

[37,38,46]. Pigment binding is probably cotransla-

tional (Chl a-proteins) or coinsertional (Cab-pro-

teins). Transcription and translation of different

Chl–proteins are redox regulated according to the

actual environmental requirements [47,48]. More-

over, gene expression differences and posttransla-

tional modifications may influence the properties of

the antennae.

III. EFFECTS OF HEAVY METALS
ON CHLOROPHYLL–PROTEIN
COMPLEXES

Heavy metals (HMs) are defined as metals with dens-

ity higher than 5 g/cm3. Among those HMs that are

available for plants, Fe, Mn, and Mo are important

micronutrients, Zn, Ni, Cu, Co, and Cr are toxic but

have some importance as trace elements, and As, Hg,

Cd, and Pb have no known importance and are

mostly toxic. They are naturally occurring compon-

ents in soils. Toxicity problems come into prominence

due to human activity. Mining, coal-firing, intensive

road traffic, different industrial activities, and agro-

nomical practice such as the use of phosphate fer-

tilizers, sewage sludge deposited in lands, pesticides,

and seed coat dressing lead to the emission of

HMs and their accumulation in the environment

[49,50].

HMs can affect plant growth and production in a

multiple way by inhibiting a number of physiological

processes in plants [49,51–54]. They were shown to

cause disturbance in plant ion-[55–57] and water-

balance [58], to interfere with protein metabolism

through influencing nitrate and sulfate reduction

[59–61]. Though only a small part of toxic HMs

(around 1% of leaf content) reaches the chloroplasts,

photosynthetic light reactions and enzymatic pro-

cesses are the main targets of HMs [62–64].

A. MODIFICATIONS OF THE COMPOSITION,
ORGANIZATION, AND FUNCTION OF

CHLOROPHYLL–PROTEIN COMPLEXES BY TOXIC

HEAVY METALS

1. PSII Core

Numerous studies have demonstrated that PSII is the

main target of HM stress. However, the exact mech-

anism has not been unambiguously elucidated yet

despite a wealth of information accumulated. Though

both Cu at equimolar concentration to PSII RC [65]

and Cd [66] were shown to stimulate O2 evolution, the

most frequently reported effect of Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, Ni,

Pb, and Zn was its inhibition in both in vitro and

in vivo experiments (for reviews, see Refs. [63,64,67–

71]). On the basis of the results of experiments carried

out with isolated chloroplasts or PSII particles treated

with Cu, Pb, Zn, or Hg, the inhibition was attributed

to the dissociation of the oxygen-evolving complex

(OEC) proteins and to the displacement or substitu-

tion of the cofactors (Ca2þ, Cl�, and Mn) necessary

for water splitting [72–75]. In accordance, Ca excess

partly eliminated the symptoms of Cu stress by sta-

bilizing the PSII complex and increasing its electron

transport activity [74]. Yruela et al. [76] showed that

<230 Cu(II)/PSII RC, which inhibited O2 evolution

and variable Chl a fluorescence around 50%, did not

affect the polypeptide composition of PSII, and only

higher Cu concentration (300mM, Cu(II)/PSII RC ¼
1400) caused the release of OEC polypeptides. Flash-

induced absorption difference spectroscopy of the

partial reactions of PSII electron transport revealed

that Cu (25 to 100mM) specifically modified TyrZ
and its microenvironment so that the electron transfer

to P680þ was extremely slowed down [77]. Electron

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies on isolated

chloroplasts also indicated the interaction of Cu and

Hg with TyrZ
þ/TyrD

þ, and the appearance of free

Mn2þ due to copper treatment [72,73].

Inhibition sites of HMs were also shown at the

acceptor side of PSII. Electron transport between

Pheo and QA was impaired in PSII core and RC

particles by Cu (80mM) treatment [78]. Thermo-

luminescence measurements identified the electron

transport between QA and QB as the site of action of

Ni, Zn, and Co in isolated thylakoids [79]. Displace-

ment of nonheme Fe by Cu in PSII RC (1000 Cu/

PSII) and Zn (10,000 Zn/PSII) was detected by EPR

spectroscopy [80]. Conformational modification of

the QB pocket by Cd was supposed on the basis of

herbicide binding studies [66]. Coordination of Cd,

Zn, Ni, Co, and Cu to the residues on the protonation

pathway was shown by x-ray crystallography in the

purple bacterial RC [81].



The decreased rate of electron transfer was also

reflected in the fluorescence induction parameters of

HM-treated plants. Reduced fluorescence yield due to

degradation or inactivation of PSII centers and in-

creased fluorescence quenching have been reported in

many cases [82–84]. Though the above results suggest

that different HMs act similarly, Cd (5mM), Zn

(50mM), and Cu (50mM) were found to have differ-

ent mechanism of action when fast fluorescence tran-

sients of developing bean plants were investigated

[85]. While Cu influenced only the re-oxidation, and

Zn only the reduction of QA, Cd influenced both

processes. However, Cd slowed down the re-oxida-

tion of QA in contrast to the effect of Cu. These

changes may be indirect consequences of the inhib-

ition of the Calvin cycle, but the direct effect of Cd on

QA–QB electron transport due to its possible inter-

action with nonheme Fe cannot be excluded. In add-

ition, the response of Cu and Zn seemed to be elastic,

the plants were able to adjust to the altered supply of

Cu and Zn, while that of Cd was plastic, i.e., a new

steady-state level was reached.

Less information is available in connection with

the effects of HMs on the composition and organiza-

tion of PSII core, except the changes caused in the

phosphorylation state and turnover/degradation of

D1 protein [86,87], the details of which will be dis-

cussed later. In addition to the release of the OEC

proteins (see above), high concentration Cu treatment

of PSII (BBY) particle also destabilized and liberated

antenna proteins CP47 and CP43 in vitro [76]. Cd

caused similar effect on the polypeptide content of

chloroplasts in vivo [88,89]. Newly synthesized pro-

teins in the region of 20 to 29 kDa (putative stress

proteins) were found in isolated PSII particles after

longer stress [90].

2. LHCII

Coordination of Hg, Cd, and Pb to protein nitrogen

and carbonyl oxygen atoms, and in the case of Hg

also to sulfur donor sites was shown with Fourier

transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy in isolated

LHCII [91]. At higher concentrations (10 to 20mM),

Hg and Cd, but not Pb caused strong conformational

changes of the protein decreasing the a-helix content

heavily.

Cd (0.2mM) diminished the ratio of oligomeric to

monomeric LHCII in thylakoids of greening radish

seedlings [92,93]. Isolated LHCII of Cd-treated radish

cotyledons contained somewhat lower amount of

Chls, xantophylls, and acyl lipids, particularly

MGDG, DGDG, and PG [93]. The most dramatic

change, strictly parallel to the changes in the reduc-

tion of the oligomeric forms or LHCII, was observed

in trans-D3-hexadecenoic acid content specifically

bound to PG, which plays an important role in the

association of the protein subunits in the trimer

[16,94]. It may be connected with the inhibition by

Cd of the palmitate desaturase activity [93]. However,

the LHCII was exclusively present as a trimer in our

Cd-treated cucumber [95] and also in poplar plants

after mild solubilization with glucosidic detergents

(Figure 45.1). Therefore, the LHCII may be present

in the form of less stable trimers in Cd-treated plants

or the stabilization is only retarded during greening

and takes place under longer development.

Concerning the organization of LHCII antenna,

the shape of the 77K fluorescence emission spectrum

did not change in bean plants developed with 0.3 to

15mM Cu (10 to 110 Cu/PSII) [96] or in cucumber

treated with 10mM Pb, therefore the characteristics of

the PSs remained like those in controls. The lower Chl
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FIGURE 45.1 Chl-protein patterns of iron-deficient

and HM-treated plants. Left: Green bands (marked

with points and numbers) separated by Deriphat

PAGE after mild solubilization of thylakoids by

glucosidic detergents [95]. FP — free pigment. Pop-

lar plants grown hydroponically in the presence of

10mM Fe-EDTA or Fe-citrate as iron source up to

four-leaf stage were treated with Cd or Pb (10mM)

or by withdrawal of iron (-Fe) for another 14 days.

* — iron supply was increased to 50mM during the

treatment. Right: Method of identification of bands

by 2D gel electrophoresis: native gel electrophoresis

followed by denaturating gel electrophoresis show-

ing the polypeptide pattern of green bands. Protein

standards (in kDa): phosphorylase b (94), bovine

serum albumin (67), ovalbumin (43), carbonic

anhydrase (30), soybean tripsin inhibitor (20.1),

a-lactalbumin (14.4).



a/b ratio, and the accelerated PSII closure referred to

larger PSII antenna at higher Cu concentrations (0.2

to 1mM) in barley plants [97]. Cd-treated (30 to

120mM) wheat seedlings exhibited reduced PSII emis-

sions [98], and a maximum at 680 nm replaced the one

at 685 nm together with some increase around 700 nm

in severely inhibited cucumber plants [95], i.e., LHCII

antenna decreased and perhaps detached from the

core under strong Cd stress. Therefore, antenna

changes were different depending on the circumstan-

ces.

3. PSI Holocomplex

PSI electron transport activity in vitro was more tol-

erant to HM treatment than that of PSII (see Ref. [63]

and references therein, [99,100]). Pb (45 Pb/Chl) de-

creased the active P700 content by 28%, and changed

the kinetics of the dark re-reduction of photo-oxi-

dized P700 [101]. In isolated thylakoids Cu did not

affect the function of P700 [72]. However, in the

presence of ascorbate rapid destruction of Chl and

P700 Chl–protein was detected probably due to the

formation of H2O2 in a Cu(II)-catalyzed auto-oxida-

tion of ascorbate [102]. Oxidation of P700 in the dark

with Hg (Chl:HgCl2 ¼ 1:1), was indicated by EPR

spectroscopy [73].

Lower sensitivity of PSI than PSII activity was

reported even in vivo. Moderately reduced PSI elec-

tron transport activity was measured in Cd-treated

(30 to 120mM) greening wheat seedlings [98] and in

Ni-treated (100 to 500mM) more or less mature bean

plants [103]. PSI activity measured by photochemical

energy storage in far red light and P700 photo-oxida-

tion in developing maize plants was less affected with

Cu (8, 80mM) treatment than PSII activity [83]. How-

ever, 10-day chromate (20 to 40mM) treatment re-

duced considerably the P700 oxidation in Spirodela

[104]. Ferredoxin-dependent NADPþ reduction was

much more inhibited than methylviologen reduction

with dichlorophenol-indophenol as electron donor in

chloroplasts isolated from Cd-treated (10, 20, 30mM)

maize seedlings, and was correlated with the de-

creased ferredoxin and Fe content [99].

The amount of long wavelength fluorescence

(77K) decreased in developing, Cd-treated (10 to

120mM) wheat and cucumber plants [95,98] referring

to disturbed PSI antenna organization. The long

wavelength emission was blue shifted in severely

inhibited plants [95]. In addition, a population of

PSI binding both LHCI and LHCII came into prom-

inence (Figure 45.1: band 1 on gels) compared with

PSI containing only LHCI (band 2). Comparable

change in PSI composition was observed under light

stress [105]. Moreover, the amount of the LHCI

antenna in PSI particles isolated from Cd-treated

plants was a little reduced relative to that of the

control (Sárvári et al., unpublished) similar to the

phenomenon observed in iron- and copper-deficient

Chlamydomonas [106,107].

B. CHANGES IN THE ACCUMULATION OF

CHLOROPHYLL–PROTEINS UNDER HEAVY

METAL STRESS

HMs influenced not only the composition and func-

tion of complexes but also their relative accumulation

and consequently the ultrastructure of thylakoids.

In Cu-treated (315mM) spinach plants, the

amount of CPa (CP47, CP43) decreased significantly

[108]. In 6/12/18-day-old bean plant in intensive/inter-

mediate/stationary growth phase Cu (315mM) treat-

ment for another 10 days increased (but the highest

inhibition of growth was observed)/did not change/

decreased the Chl content, decreased the Chl a/b, and

Chl/carotenoid ratios in the primary leaves [109].

Higher tolerance to Cu based on O2 evolution was

shown in young leaves. In agreement, fluorescence

induction showed that the primary photochemical

processes in PSII did not change in plants in the

intensive and intermediate growth stages, but energy-

dissipating processes were activated [110]. Fv/Fm

decrease was only found in plants treated in the sta-

tionary phase and was related to senescence processes.

Analogous changes were observed under similar cir-

cumstances, but using Cd (25mM) stress [111]. Simi-

larly, investigating the effect of Cd (50 to 200mM)

toxicity on the different sections of rye leaves in differ-

ent developmental stages, the strongest decrease in the

Chl content and Fv/Fm, and increase of nonphoto-

chemical quenching (NPQ) occurred in the more

mature leaf sections [112].

The abovementioned changes were reflected in the

effects of Cd (10mM) and Pb (10, 50mM) on the

accumulation of Chl–protein complexes in cucumber

[95,113]. Cd treatment from one-leaf stage up to the

control plants had seven leaves (around 4 weeks) gave

an order of sensitivity of the complexes PSI > PSII

core > LHCII corresponding to the sequence of deg-

radation of complexes in senescing leaves [114]. When

the Pb and Cd treatment started later, in four-leaf

stage of plants, the PSII core was the most sensitive

complex in the mature leaves. In the newly emergent

ones, however, Pb and Cd reduced the amount of

complexes in the order of LHCII > PSI > PSII

core, and PSI > LHCII > PSII core, respectively

[95]. In accordance with these data, a decreased ef-

fective antenna size of PSII was suggested on the basis

of fluorescence induction parameters in detached pea

leaves greening in the presence of Pb [115]. Chl–



protein patterns similar to those found in Cd-treated

cucumber were also obtained in barley plants green-

ing with Ni (0.4 to 1mM), in Salix treated with Cd

(90mM) or Cu (45mM) (Sárvári et al., unpublished),

and with poplar plants treated with Cd (10mM) from

four-leaf stage (Figure 45.1) [116]. The maximal, ac-

tual, and intrinsic efficiency of PSII decreased mod-

erately and NPQ rose during the long-term Cd stress

(Table 45.2). Furthermore, the symptoms became

stronger with increasing light intensity during the

treatment [117]. However, higher sensitivity of PSII

compared to the other complexes was observed in

chromate-treated (100, 500mM) Spirodela [118] in

agreement with the conclusion of the measured fluor-

escence transients [119], and in the more tolerant

Phragmites leaves emerged under Cd (90mM) or Cu

(45mM) treatment (Sárvári et al., unpublished). PSII

accumulation was retarded even in bean plants trea-

ted with very low concentrations (0.5 to 1mM) of Cd,

Ni, and Pb, in spite of the fact that the accumulation

of Chl and other complexes was stimulated [120]. The

Cd-induced changes usually lowered the Chl a/b ratio

due to a relative decrease in the amount of PSII

core or to the lower relative sensitivity of LHCII

than PSI.

HM treatment reduced the size and sometimes the

number of chloroplasts and the amount of the thyla-

koid system. Either the stroma lamellae were

more markedly destroyed with irregularly spaced

grana or on the contrary, the higher sensitivity

of grana structures was observed [88,121–124].

In the last stage, swelling of thylakoid membranes,

numerous plastoglobuli, and sometimes crystal-like

bodies were seen. In young leaves, metal toxicity

had a severe inhibitory effect on the development of

thylakoids [125].

In conclusion, the Chl–protein patterns obtained

during HM treatments could be classified into four

stages (Figure 45.2). The first and second stages are

similar in character, the only difference being that the

Chl and Chl–protein accumulation is stimulated com-

pared to the control in the first stage and inhibited in

the second one. The first stage was observed in mild

stress treatments given in the intensive or intermedi-

ate growth phase of leaves, and the PSII efficiency did

not change. The second stage varied in strength de-

pending on the dose of the stressor. It was character-

istic to leaves treated in intermediate growth phase, as

well as to some stressors such as chromate, or to more

tolerant plants treated in both the intensive or inter-

TABLE 45.2
Chl content, Chl a/b ratio, CO2 Fixation, Ion Content, and Fluorescence Induction Parameters of Cd-Treated
and Iron-Deficient Poplar Plants. Plants Grown in Hydroponics with 10mM Fe–EDTA (iron depleted during
the treatment) Fe–Citrate (Cd treatments) Were Treated from Four-Leaf Stage, and Parameters of Leaves
Emerged before (+) or during the 2-Week Treatment Were Used. Values of a Representative Experiment Are
Expressed as the Percentage of the Control (except Cd contents).

Parameters 0mM Fe 50mM Fe

10mM Fe

10mM Cdþ
10mM Fe

10mM Cd

50mM Fe

10mM Cd

Chl aþb (mg/cm2) 62.1 98.8 118.0 58.6 104.6

Chl a/b 84.8 101.5 96.8 90.6 97.0
14CO2 fixation (cpm/cm2) 44.0 117.0 77.5 21.5 106.7

F0 164.0 94.2 114.5 165.2 95.0

Fv/F m* 80.8 100.6 100.2 81.1 100.0

FPSII* * 79.2 101.2 100.3 81.2 104.8

Fv’ /Fm’ *** 80.5 101.2 99.6 74.4 104.0

qP 108.3 100.0 100.8 116.6 100.8

NPQ 356.5 106.1 101.4 314.2 82.5

Cd (nmol/cm2) – – 4.43 5.78 nd

Fe (nmol/cm2) 50.7 nd 117.1 55.4 nd

Mn (nmol cm2) 134.0 nd 127.5 79.7 nd

Note: F0, initial Chl fluorescence, *maximal, **actual, and ***intrinsic (excitation capture) efficiency of PSII, qP, photochemical quenching

coefficient, NPQ, nonphotochemical quenching, nd, not determined.



mediate growth phase. Stage 3 was observed most

frequently in leaves of sensitive plants emerging

under HM stress with stronger stressors, which influ-

enced PSI heavily. The strength of the stress also

varied as in stage 2. Changes in the maximal efficiency

of PSII were slight to moderate in Stages 2 and 3

depending on the circumstances. Stage 4 was charac-

teristic of plants with totally exhausted stores, show-

ing very low maximal efficiency of PSII, and dying if

the treatment continued.

Since the relative rates of both biosynthetic and

degradation processes determine the accumulation

of complexes, studies on the course of events during

greening or acclimation may give clues to the ex-

planation of the final pattern. Cd (1 to 100mM)

slowed down the rate of accumulation of Chls and

carotenoids, and reduced synthesis of LHCII,

LHCI, and OEC polypeptides, as well as a delay

in the appearance of PSII activity and grana stack-

ing was observed in greening radish seedlings [92].

The slower rate of accumulation of LHC proteins

can be explained by Cd suppression of the transcrip-

tion of Lhcb1 [126] and inhibition of the activity of

the protease, which cleaves the precursor of LHCII

apoprotein to its mature form [92]. While Cd (2.5 to

10mM) had a more pronounced effect on PSII ac-

tivity during the initial stages of Cd treatment, PSI

activity was also equally affected in pea plants after

longer treatment [100]. During regreening of cucum-

ber plants etiolated by iron deficiency in the pres-

ence of Cd (1mM) and Fe (10mM), the

accumulation rate of each complex was differently

reduced compared to the control (Figure 45.3). The

recovery of complexes in control plants was similar

to the iron nutrition-mediated chloroplast develop-

ment in sugar beet plants [127]. A lag period of 24 h

was observed before the bulk Chl was accumulated,

and the accumulation rate of PSI was the highest. In

plants greening in the presence of Cd, first the level

of PSI grew the most rapidly relative to the control,

the accumulation rate of PSII was significantly more

inhibited, and the increase in the amount of LHCII

lagged behind the RC complexes. Subsequently, the

destruction of complexes was observed, which
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FIGURE 45.2 Patterns of Chl–protein complexes in differ-

ent stages of HM stress. Amount of Chl–proteins calculated

in mg Chl per cm2 leaf material are expressed as the percent-

age of control values.

FIGURE 45.3 Accumulation of Chl and Chl–protein complexes

during iron resupply induced greening of cucumber leaves in the

presence and absence of 1mM CdNO3. Leaves were etiolated by

iron deprivation. Subsequent periods of greening (white, dotted,

gray, and black) represent 24 h each. All values measured as mg

Chl per cm2 leaf material are expressed as the percentage of

values measured in the green control.
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started earlier in the case of PSI, later in LHCII,

and PSII core was the most stable complex hardly

degrading during the investigated period (120 h).

The early degradation of PSI can be related to the

inactivation of the protective mechanisms [128] due

to Cd inhibition of protective enzymes [129]. There-

fore, Cd influenced both the synthesis and the deg-

radation of all complexes, but degradation of PSII

core lagged behind that of the other complexes in

the later stages of development. Alteration of D1

turnover was also found in different stresses, and it

was suggested that it might represent stress adapta-

tion response [86].

IV. SOME REASONS AND REMEDIES OF
HEAVY METAL EFFECT

Concerning the mechanism of action of HMs, direct

effects as blocking functional groups in biologically

important molecules by HM binding-induced activ-

ity/conformational changes or by displacing/substi-

tuting essential prostetic groups, as well as indirect

effects such as HM-induced disturbances of mineral

metabolism and oxidative stress in plants have been

assumed [53,56,57,130]. From the point of view of the

pigment–protein complexes, HMs may also cause

regulatory changes triggered by the modified balance

of photosynthetic functions due to inhibition of the

biogenesis of PSs or functional damage of the existing

complexes.

A. INFLUENCE OF HEAVY METALS ON PHOTOSYNTHETIC

PIGMENTS AND MEMBRANE LIPIDS

Though Chl accumulation have been shown to be

stimulated by micromolar and submicromolar con-

centrations of Ni, Mn, Fe, Co, Cd, Pb, and Cr in

the nutrient solution [120,131], the most frequently

observed symptom of HM (10mM to 1mM) treat-

ment or metal deficiency was the chlorosis of leaves

(see Ref. [132] and references therein). The extent of

chlorosis was strongly influenced by the experimental

conditions (composition of the nutrient solution, age

of plants, time of the treatment), and the plant spe-

cies. It is the relative rates of leaf growth and Chl

accumulation that have particularly great influence,

and can explain the sometimes contradictory results

concerning the sensitivity of leaves of different age

[95,109,111]. For this reason, it should be more reli-

able to determine the Chl contents on a whole leaf

basis or in a given number of chloroplasts, which is

usually not the case.

Concerning the inhibition of Chl accumulation,

different affectivity of HMs employed under the

same circumstances was observed such as Cd > Cu

> Pb [133], Cu > Co,Ni > Mn,Zn [134], Co > Ni >
Cd > others [135], and Co > Cu > Cr [136]. The

inhibition was concentration and dose dependent

[103,131,133,136]. The relative sensitivity of Chl a,

Chl b, and carotenoids differed considerably from

experiment to experiment (see Ref. [132] and refer-

ences therein). This is probably caused by the differ-

ent effects of HMs on the accumulation of Chl–

proteins depending on the actual circumstances.

The reason of chlorosis is not unequivocally de-

termined. Several authors found evidence for the dir-

ect inhibition of enzymes of the Chl biosynthesis

pathway by HMs. Inhibition of the accumulation of

d-amino-levulinic acid (ALA) [131,137,138] and that

of the activity of ALA-dehydratase (EC 4.2.1.24) was

shown by Cd, Fe, Co, Ni, Mn, Hg, Pb, and Cr

[131,138–140] at similar concentrations which inhib-

ited the Chl accumulation in vivo. It was frequently

supposed that HMs made their impact on enzymes by

directly complexing to –SH groups in the catalytic

center. Feedback inhibition of ALA accumulation

by the high Mg–protoporphyrin monomethyl ester

content can also be evoked by HM induced iron

deficiency [141,142]. Other enzymes of Chl biosyn-

thesis such as porphobilinogenase [131] and proto-

chlorophyllide oxidoreductase [137,143,144] could be

inhibited only at very high metal concentrations. Nei-

ther the phototransformation of protochlorophyllide

nor its dark accumulation was influenced by Cd in vivo

in barley leaves [145]. Instead, the presence of highly

fluorescent, not stably assembled Chl could be

detected. At the same time, greening pattern of Cd-

treated bean seedlings under intermittent illumination

referred to some inhibitory effect of Cd on proto-

chlorophyllide accumulation, regeneration, or photo-

transformation [126]. Even marked reduction, in

chloroplast density, supposedly due to inhibition of

chloroplast division by Cu and Cd treatment, may

lead to the development of chlorosis in certain cases

[146,147].

On the other hand, decreased Chl content can be

attributed to increased degradation of the existing

Chl. Enhancement of Chlase activity by HMs was

found in vitro [148]. Cd-induced lipid peroxidation,

and peroxide-mediated oxidative degradation of Chls

was also suggested [149,150]. Accelerated senescence

induced by Cd was proposed as the main cause of Chl

breakdown in bean leaves treated in an older age

[111]. In more mature, but still growing leaves, the

Chl concentration hardly changed, but the Chl a/b

ratio varied suggesting an acclimative response

[95,121].

In conclusion, HM inhibition of Chl biosynthesis

may contribute to the decreased accumulation of



Chl–proteins in young leaves. However, the presence

of imperfectly bound Chl in developing plants under

HM treatment points out that the importance of

other processes, affecting membrane biogenesis and

the proper assembly of complexes, is more significant

[92,95,97,145,151]. HM-induced inhibition of the re-

quired aggregation (stabilization) of complexes was

evidenced from FTIR and EPR results [152]. During

stronger and longer HM treatment or in older leaves,

HM-induced decrease in Chl content and changes in

the Chl a/b ratio can be also connected with acclima-

tion and degradation processes.

Another effect of HMs observed in higher plants

in vivo is the substitution of the magnesium in the Chl

molecule by toxic HMs (HM-Chls) such as mercury,

copper, cadmium, nickel, zinc, and lead [153,154].

Most HM-Chls are unsuitable for photosynthesis.

Their energy transfer (and fluorescence emission) ef-

ficiency is strongly decreased because of their blue-

shifted absorption spectra and rather unstable first

excitation state, which relaxes thermally [155]. In add-

ition, the photochemical capacity of HM-Chls, i.e.,

the ability to release electrons from the singlet excited

state, is also decreased relative to Mg-Chl [156]. The

toxicity of metals could be ordered as Hg > Cu > Cd

> Zn > Ni > Pb, and it was proportional with their

complex formation rate and not with the thermo-

dynamic stability of the complexes formed [153].

Under extreme shade circumstances (1 to 5W/m2),

great part of the Mg atoms of Chls were replaced by

HMs, and either formed long-lived, stable complexes

with blue shifted absorption spectra (color change)

and low fluorescence emission (copper, nickel) or, in

the case of unstable complexes, pronounced bleaching

of Chl was observed. Under intense light (100 to

150W/m2), only a low fraction of Chl magnesium

(<2%) was replaced, and large amount of Chl broke

down with the appearance of allomerization prod-

ucts. The possibility of HM–Chl formation, particu-

larly in the pigments participating in the electron

transport, could also explain the observed functional

changes of Chl–protein complexes under the effect

of HMs. Results presented in other papers such as

blue-shifted spectrum or direct observation of substi-

tuted Chls strengthen the view of the in vivo occur-

rence of HM-Chls (see Ref. [153] and references

therein).

The Chl–protein complexes are embedded in the

lipid bilayer of the thylakoids. Any change in the lipid

composition and fluidity may alter the conformation,

orientation, and function of the complexes. HMs

were shown to affect the lipid composition and fluid-

ity of thylakoids [157]. Cd lowered the amount of

the acyl lipids, particularly MGDG and PG, and

decreased the amount of trans-D3-hexadecenoic acid

[93]. Lower toxic Cu and Pb doses decreased the

amounts of phospholipids (PG and PC), higher

doses also affected that of MGDG [151,158].

MGDG is necessary to PSII activity [159], and to-

gether with PG is important for building up the oli-

gomeric LHCII and for grana stacking [16], thereby

influencing the energy transfer towards PSII. Fatty

acids of thylakoid lipids showed the tendency of sat-

urated species to increase replacing the unsaturated

ones, which made the membranes more rigid

[152,160]. Similar changes in the lipid content and

fatty acid composition were also observed in Fe-defi-

cient pea plants [161].

B. DISTURBANCE OF MINERAL METABOLISM

BY HEAVY METALS

One of the most important effects of HMs on photo-

synthesis is their influence on the mineral nutrition of

plants. Excess trace or toxic metals very often induce

iron deficiency [55–57]. Cd and Cu decreased the

amount of both Fe and Mn [96,162–164]. Cd-treated

cucumber did not show the signs of element deficiency

[95]. However, the total leaf iron content is not always

a suitable marker of physiological iron deficiency

[165].

The reduced iron accumulation has been attrib-

uted to either HM inhibition of uptake or transloca-

tion processes [166]. Excess (1mM) Cu, Mn, Zn, and

Co (but not Ni) reduced 59Fe translocation to young

barley leaves [134]. Cd interference with either iron

uptake [167] or translocation of Fe and Mn [168,169]

was also reported. In addition to causing element

deficiency, HM treatment simultaneously altered cat-

ion balance in plants due to competition of metals in

uptake or translocation processes. Effectiveness of

Cd, Pb, and Zn depended on the Fe and Mn concen-

tation in the nutrient solution [57,171,172].

Studies on the alterations of the Chl–protein pat-

tern under selected ion deficiencies may shed light on

their importance in the HM effect. Manganese dimin-

ished the amount of CPa (CP47 and CP43), i.e., that

of the PSII core, and it was accompanied by a de-

crease in the Chl a/b ratio, the short wavelength fluor-

escence emission measured at 77K, and PSII electron

transport activity [172–174]. Lamellar structure of

Mn-deficient chloroplasts did not differ from that of

the control [174]. Deficient plants were recovered to-

tally within two days by re-addition of manganese

[174]. Restoration of PSII activity and some recovery

of grana stacking were achieved in Cd-treated

(20mM) tomato plants by increasing the manganese

concentration to 1mM in the nutrient solution [175].

Therefore, manganese deficiency was connected

mainly with PSII activity changes, and it could not



be responsible for the HM effects on Chl–protein

pattern, because symptoms of severe manganese defi-

ciency were slight compared to the effects of HMs,

and HM-induced changes were hardly recovered by

the addition of extra amount of manganese.

In contrast, severe Fe-deficiency syndrome was

highly similar to a strong HM effect. Iron deficiency

induced different biochemical and activity changes in

the photosynthetic apparatus [176,177]. It diminished

the pigment content, with carotenoids less sensitive

than Chl a [161,178,179]. The changes in the Chl a/b

ratio depended on the extent of the iron deficiency.

Both PSI and PSII donor- and acceptor-side-related

activity changes were reported, and QA was reduced

even in the dark [179–181]. The decreased actual effi-

ciency of PSII under iron deficiency could not be

simply explained with a lower number of photosyn-

thetic units, but it was related to the closure of PSII

centers at moderate iron deficiency, whereas it was

associated with a decreased intrinsic PSII efficiency at

severe iron deficiency [182]. The stronger inhibition of

O2 evolution than the actual PSII efficiency suggests

the existence of changed electron pathways.

Concerning the compositional changes in

Chl–protein complexes, iron deficiency (<1mM Fe),

which was followed by the expression of a marker

gene (Fox1) encoding an iron assimilation compon-

ent, diminished the amount of Lhca3 in the isolated

PSI particles in Chlamydomonas [106]. It was present

in the free LHCI pool as it was evidenced from the

blueshifted 77K fluorescence spectra and the high

yield of fluorescence. Loosening of LHCI connection

was due to marked loss of PSI-K. Severe iron limita-

tion resulted in loss of PSI, LHCI (loss of long wave-

length fluorescence), PSII (lack of Fv), and residual

LHCII with 77K fluorescence emission at 680 nm was

shown. The iron-deficiency-induced changes in Chl–

protein complexes were not the consequence of inhib-

ition of Chl synthesis, rather they were suggested to

be specific regulatory events occurring at posttran-

scriptional level, which started well before the decline

in the Chl content. The first step was the expression of

Fox1, which accumulated about 80-fold within 24 h,

excluding the possibility of general protein synthesis

inhibition and referring to a very sensitive Fe-sensing

mechanism. The decrease in the ferredoxin content

(within 1 day) was followed by a decrease in PSI-K

(within 2 days), then, with a distinct lag period, the

amount of Lhca3 that is connected to the core

through PSI-K [27,28] was reduced, and later on a

decrease in PSI core polypeptides was observed.

LHCII, CF1, and D1 were found to be stable within

the 5-day experiment. Furthermore, disappearance

and formation of new LHCI and LHCII polypeptide

spots were detected by 2D PAGE during this period.

The observed processes proved to be mostly posttran-

scriptional events (different gene procession, specific

proteolysis) though translational control of the syn-

thesis of some components could not be ruled out. As

iron-deficient plants were not light-sensitive and light-

sensitive mutants (e.g., PSI-F) grew better in iron-

limited conditions, it was suggested that these

antenna changes made the cells able to optimize

photosynthesis and minimize the damaging effect of

excess light. Differential processing may influence

antenna associations by shifting the antenna function

from efficient light-harvesting to dissipation of light,

as it was supposed in the case of the iron deficiency

induced antenna rearrangement in cyanobacteria

[183].

Antenna disconnection under iron deficiency was

also shown in PSII. The use of phase fluorometry and

time-correlated single photon counting indicated the

presence of a long lifetime component (3.3 ns) con-

tributing to the total fluorescence by approximately

15%, and persisting during the whole induction

period, which was interpreted as a disconnected in-

ternal PSII antenna component [184].

Iron deficiency induced more or less the same

changes in the Chl–protein pattern as HM treatment.

Mild iron deficiency in young expanding leaves of

previously Fe–citrate-grown poplar plants slightly de-

creased the amount of PSII core [116]. Strong iron

deficiency in developing leaves of previously Fe-

EDTA grown poplar plants, however, caused similar

change in the Chl–protein pattern to Cd, decreasing

the accumulation of complexes in the order of PSI >
LHCII > PSII core (Figure 45.1). In accordance, the

long wavelength emission was blueshifted and de-

creased as in cucumber either Fe-deficient or Cd-trea-

ted [95,185]. Changes of the same character were

observed in the Chl–protein pattern of pea [161].

Reductions in the amount of PSI core, LHCI-680,

D1, and CP43 were also reported in iron deficient

tomato, but LHCII remained stable [179]. The ex-

treme sensitivity of PSI is not surprising in the light

of its high iron content (12/PSI). Furthermore, the

assembly of the Fx cluster is a critical requirement

for the stability of the PSI core [186].

In addition, Chl content and the amount of all the

complexes decreased in parallel with the reduction of

the iron content of leaves both in iron-deficient and

Cd-treated poplar plants [163]. While the slopes of

curves in the case of Chl, PSI, and LHCII were more

or less the same in Fe-deficient and Cd-treated plants,

the decline of PSII core with the decreasing iron

content of leaves was much stronger in the latter

treatment showing that other factors than iron defi-

ciency also influenced its accumulation. The maximal,

actual, and intrinsic efficiency decreased and NPQ



rose under both treatments referring to both photo-

inhibition and high nonphotochemical energy dissi-

pation (Table 45.2).

The chlorosis of iron-deficient leaves was easily

reversible upon Fe resupply [127,187], as well as the

deleterious effects of Cu and Cd on photosynthesis

and Chl–protein pattern were reduced considerably

by simultaneous higher Fe supply (Figure 45.1, Table

45.2) [164,188]. Reconnection of unconnected LHCI

to the newly synthesized PSI centers was observed in

red algae during the readdition of iron [189].

Therefore, it is evident that many aspects of iron

deficiency are very similar to the HM syndrome con-

cerning the Chl–protein complexes. The most import-

ant ones are: (i) the similar changes in the Chl–protein

pattern, (ii) similarity of the iron deficiency and Cd-

induced rearrangement of antennae and alterations of

77K fluorescence spectra, and (iii) the same slopes of

the curves showing the dependence between the Fe

content of leaves and the amounts of Chl and PSI and

LHCII in both types of treatment. It means that iron

deficiency plays an essential role in eliciting the HM

symptoms. The most important effects of iron defi-

ciency on the accumulation of Chl–protein complexes

may be the inhibition of Chl synthesis, having its

greatest impact on the accumulation of LHCII, and

slowing down the assembly of PSI or decreasing its

stability. The reduction in the amount of PSII core,

however, is influenced not only by Fe deficiency, but

also by other factors, e.g., Mn deficiency and degrad-

ation rate in Cd-treated plants.

C. EFFECTS OF LIGHT EXCESS DUE TO INHIBITION

OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS BY HEAVY METALS

Stressors, including HMs, result in an imbalance be-

tween the light absorption and light energy utilization

even under moderate irradiance [190]. Such excess

light relative to the capacity of photosynthesis is

sensed through alterations in the PSII excitation pres-

sure or the more reduced/energized state of the sys-

tem, and protective mechanisms are switched on to

avoid damage of the photosynthetic apparatus. If the

state is a long-lasting one, signal transduction path-

ways are initiated to coordinate photosynthesis-re-

lated gene expression. Depending on the severity of

the stress, however, more or less damage of the system

is unavoidable.

1. Effects of Reactive Oxygen Species on

Chl–Protein Complexes

Plants are more exposed to oxidative stress because

one of the major sources of reactive oxygen species

(ROS) is the photosynthetic electron transport [191].

The water-splitting enzyme produces H2O2 in vitro by

deactivation of the S3 state of the enzyme. Some

electron leakage to O2 at the acceptor side of PSII

results in H2O2 liberation. The main site of ROS

production is, however, the reducing side of PSI,

where superoxide is formed by electron transport to

O2 (Mehler reaction). Superoxide is transformed into

H2O2 by superoxide dismutase (SOD). Inhibition of

the electron flow may also lead to the formation of

singlet oxygen, because triplet Chl is formed due to

back reactions in the PSII RC, which reacts with O2

[192]. Singlet oxygen production in the cytochrome

b6/f complex was also detected [193]. ROS cause

nonenzymatic breakdown of lipids (lipid peroxida-

tion) and may oxidize aromatic and sulfur-containing

amino acids. Both nonenzymic antioxidants, glu-

tathione and ascorbate localized in the chloroplast

stroma, and a-tocopherol and carotenoids in the

membranes, as well as enzymes such as SOD and

ascorbate peroxidase (Apx) take part in the elimin-

ation of ROS [191]. The enzymic and nonenzymic

antioxidants are organized into an antioxidant net-

work called the water–water cycle [194]. The super-

oxide formed by photosynthetic electron transport

from H2O to O2 is disproportioned to H2O2 and O2

by SOD, H2O2 is then reduced to water by Apx and

ascorbate, which is regenerated by dehydroascorbate

reductase, glutathione, and glutathione reductase

using photosynthetically produced NADPH.

While plants are able to cope with the normal rate

of ROS production, stress factors may seriously dis-

turb the balance of the detoxification mechanisms.

HMs may stimulate the formation of ROS as a con-

sequence of inhibition of metabolic reactions, and

thereby increasing the electron transport to oxygen,

which leads to higher superoxide production [130]. In

addition, transition metal catalysts (Fe, Cu) promote

the production of biologically far the most reactive

ROS, the hydroxyl radical from superoxide or H2O2

(Haber–Weiss or Fenton-type reaction). Though the

defense mechanisms are frequently stimulated by HM

treatment at the beginning of application, after longer

treatment or at higher concentration HMs may also

damage the detoxification system [129,130,195].

Excessive level of ROS formation results in dam-

age to the photosynthetic apparatus causing photo-

inhibition of both PSII and PSI. PSII photoinhibition

can be caused either by acceptor- or donor-side mech-

anisms [196]. In the acceptor-side mechanism, singlet

oxygen is produced due to the overreduction of QA,

which is able to oxidize nearby pigments, redox com-

ponents and amino acids. The donor-side, oxygen-

independent inactivation results in prolonged lifetime

of P680þ and TyrZ
þ causing irreversible oxidation in

the surroundings. Both processes damage D1 protein,



which is usually rapidly (within hours) and efficiently

repaired by replacing the damaged protein with a new

one [196,197]. The degradation and resynthesis take

place in the stroma lamellae. The damaged, phos-

phorylated D1 protein is triggered to degradation by

conformational change in the granum. The inactive

PSII becomes monomerized, LHCII, and OEC is dis-

placed. The core migrates into the stroma lamellae,

where D1 is degraded by specific proteases after

dephosphorylation. Concomitantly with its degrad-

ation, a new polypeptide is synthesized and cotransla-

tionally inserted into the thylakoid membrane and

ligated by cofactors. The repaired PSII moves back

to the granum where the native complex reassembles.

However, at excessive inactivation of PSII, the com-

plexes cannot be all repaired, and most of the dam-

aged phosphorylated centers stay in the grana for

longer time. Phosphorylation probably stabilizes the

complex, and protects all the components from deg-

radation. Active oxygen species were reported to play

a role even in the degradation of LHCII in high light

[198].

Photoinhibition of PSI is not so frequently ob-

served than that of PSII, but happens in vivo. The

process needs oxygen, and the primary targets are the

iron–sulfur centers [128]. Hydroxyl radicals, pro-

duced by Fenton-type reaction between the photore-

duced Fe of the degraded centers and superoxide, are

the cause of the damage of stromal extrinsic proteins

and that of PSI-B. The recovery of PSI from photo-

inhibition is very slow process, lasts for several days,

so it must be prevented. PSII electron transport in-

hibitors suppress PSI inactivation, thus the photoin-

hibition of PSII can be regarded as a protective

mechanism. Other protective processes may be the

Mehler reaction in the presence of protective enzymes

and the cyclic electron transport, which also downre-

gulates PSII, by creating a pH gradient [195,199].

Furthermore, the P700þ species, accumulating at

high light and being quenchers, may also dissipate

energy as heat.

PSI activity does not seem to be particularly sen-

sitive to stress. However, a slight loss of PSI was

observed under high light [200,201] or mineral defi-

ciency stress [202]. In contrast, PSII photoinhibition,

measured as inhibition of oxygen evolution or de-

crease in Fv/Fm, was often found in HM stress

[83,84,96,164]. It may be enhanced by weakly coupled

Chl–proteins [203,204], which were reported to be

present in HM-stressed plants [97,145]. Photoinhibi-

tion due to iron excess (50 to 900mM) was accom-

panied by light-induced oxidative degradation of D1

protein, i.e., that of PSII [205,206]. Changes in D1

amounts during short and strong Cd (5mM) stress in

pea and bean plants detected by pulse-chase experi-

ment with radiolabelled 35[S]methionin showed that

D1 turnover was stimulated in the first hours of treat-

ment, and later it was inhibited [66,90].

The stimulation or inhibition of D1 turnover was

found in different stresses, and may represent a stress

adaptation response [86,87]. Our knowledge about

the regulation of D1 protein turnover is rather incom-

plete. It was inhibited if the PQ pool was mostly

reduced [207]. Under chronic mineral deficiency

photoinactivated PSII did not accumulate in the first

phase, i.e., there was a rapid degradation of PSII,

which also induced the degradation of LHCII (chlor-

osis), but after losing considerable amount of PSII D1

degradation became limiting, the level of phosphoryl-

ated D1 protein even in the dark was enhanced, and

inactivated PSII centers could accumulate [208,209].

HM induced PSII core ‘‘stabilization’’ after a consid-

erable loss of Chl may be connected with such type of

processes.

2. Regulatory Processes under Excess Light

Because of the importance of photosynthesis as en-

ergy source, plants developed a number of strategies

to avoid damage of the photosynthetic apparatus and

maintain photosynthetic efficiency as high as possible

even under adverse conditions. These involve activa-

tion of different protecting mechanisms, and changed

gene expression both to optimize photosynthesis or to

further enhance protective mechanisms.

Plants use a wide range of regulatory and protect-

ive mechanism to get rid of excess light and to avoid

the production of ROS. Acclimation of that type

occurs on a time scale of minutes. They include state

transitions, photochemical and nonphotochemical

quenching processes. State transitions balance the

light supply of PSII and PSI [211]. Photochemical

mechanisms consume the excess electrons or reduced

substances in a more or less dissipative way, such as

cyclic electron transport, photorespiration, chlorore-

spiration, and indirectly also the respiration [2,210].

Among nonphotochemical mechanisms, which dissi-

pate excess light in the form of heat thereby decreas-

ing not only the quantum yield of photosynthesis but

also quenching the fluorescence emission of the sys-

tem, there exist antenna and RC-related processes

[190]. Suggested mechanisms of action of qE-type

antenna quenching induced by the highly energized

state of thylakoids were the deepoxidation of violax-

anthin to zeaxanthin [212], and zeaxanthin binding

and conformational/aggregation state changes of

Chl–proteins such as LHCII [190,213,214], minor

antenna of PSII (CP29, CP26) [215, but see 216], or

PsbS [41,217], which generate antenna traps able to

deactivate by heat production. PSII RC inactivation



may induce futile cyclic electron transport around

PSII [218]. In addition, photoinhibited PSII centers

also seem to dissipate energy as heat under sustained

excess light [219–221].

From the examples studied so far it is clear that

any one combination of these mechanisms can be

used in plants to lower the excitation pressure. Ele-

vated photochemistry protected winter wheat or rye,

and LHCII aggregates containing zeaxanthin were

shown to dissipate excess energy in Pinus sylvestris

during winter [222]. Excess Mn (0.18 to 1.8mM), Al

(1mM), and Cd (50mM) treatment all decreased the

yield of PSII photochemistry with a parallel increase

in qN (Table 45.2) [66,82,84,123]. Using Cu-treated

PSII (BBY) particles, the Fm quenching could be

connected with the Cu-induced oxidation of both

forms of cyt b559 (LP and HP) and that of ChlZ
[223], which is an efficient quencher of antenna fluor-

escence in its oxidized state [10]. Increased cyclic elec-

tron transport around PSI and less inhibited

respiration than photosynthesis has also been

reported under HM stress [83,115,224]. The fact that

a residual part of the maximal quantum yield of PSII

photochemistry and a quite large portion of energy

storage measured by phototacoustic spectroscopy

was unaffected in isolated thylakoids (not able to

perform PSI cyclic electron transport) by Hg, Cu,

and Pb at full inhibition of the O2 evolution can be

explained by the occurrence of cyclic electron trans-

port activity around PSII [225]. However, HMs can

also interfere with some of these regulatory processes:

Cu treatment (8, 80mM) was shown to highly down-

regulate the change from state 1 to state 2 [83].

Alternatively, plants can acclimate to the new

environmental conditions by means of changed gene

expression, leading to biogenesis or degradation of

Chl–protein components, the result of which is their

changed ratio better suited to the given circumstances

[47,48,222,226,227]. According to a recent hypothesis,

the signal is the altered redox state of some compon-

ents (PQ, cyt b6/f complex) of the photosynthetic

machinery (perceptional control) or that of small

molecules (thioredoxin, glutathione) in the chloro-

plasts, or the appearance of ROS (transductional

control) [48]. Regulator components are active in the

range of light when their redox state is variable. At

low light intensity this is the PQ pool, the function of

which is the fine-tuning of the operation of the photo-

synthetic apparatus. At higher light, when the PQ

pool is totally reduced, the thioredoxin, the redox

state of which depends on both the linear and cyclic

electron transport, become the most important redox

regulator. At high light intensity, where thioredoxin is

also reduced, the concentrations of oxidized glu-

tathione and H2O2 is increased, and act as activation

signal for induction of light stress defense mechan-

isms. Regulatory mechanisms control gene expression

at all levels, transcription, posttranscriptional pro-

cesses and translation can be affected. PQ-regulated

transcription of psaAB (gene of P700 apoprotein),

and psbA (gene of D1) [228], and the nuclear Lhcb

(genes of PSII antenna components) [229,230] were

described. Binding of a translation-activating protein

complex to the psbA mRNA 5’ untranslated region

was enhanced by means of activation by reduced

thioredoxin and a disulfide isomerase-like enzyme

[231,232]. Redox state of glutathione is thought to

play an important role in enhancing the expression

of the psbA gene under high light stress, i.e., when the

amount of oxidized glutathione increased [233]. High

light induces the repression of Lhcb transcription

[234] and the proteolysis of the existing polypeptides

[235,236].

Alterations in the abundance and organization of

pigment-proteins were also reported under photoin-

hibitory light. Disconnection of LHCII from PSII

was shown independently of phosphorylation under

photoinhibitory conditions [237]. LHCII content of

PSI increased [105]. A detailed investigation of

changes in Chl–proteins under different light regimes

revealed that during rising the irradiance level from

normal to high light the amount of PSI core was

constant, that of PSII core doubled, while that of

Lhcb1,2 dramatically decreased, and that of the

Lhcb4,5,6 did not change, but a new Lhcb4 polypep-

tide of higher molecular weight (posttranslational

modification) appeared [238]. Reduction in transcript

abundance of Lhcb1, Lhcb4, and Lhca under high

light was also shown in Chlamydomonas [239]. In

Tris-washed thylakoids irradiated with photoinhibi-

tory light and solubilized by digitonin, the dissoci-

ation of PSI core and LHCI was observed [240].

Decreased PSI antenna was also observed in Porphyr-

idium cruentum with increasing irradiance [241]. In

green algae reduction in the amount of Lhcb poly-

peptides and increased level of a carotenoid-binding

protein, Cbr was detected, which was attributed to

the concomitant repression and de-repression of their

nuclear genes, respectively [222]. Elips can protect

plants from high light induced photo-oxidative stress

[45,242]. These changes may all contribute to the

protection against photoinhibition.

In conclusion, it can be said that the changes of

the photosynthetic apparatus during HM treatment

are mostly of acclimatory character, in which the

excess light generated by the stress-induced damage

of photosynthetic function plays an important role.

In stage 1 (Figure 45.2), when the system still has

reserves, the elevation in the amount of PSI is prob-

ably due to an increased requirement of ATP for



synthesis/regeneration of proteins, the alteration of

which was induced by the HM stress. The increased

LHCII/PSII may help the functioning of the undam-

aged PSII centers. The situation remains the same as

long as the relative damage of PSI is smaller than that

of PSII even if the synthesis/accumulation of com-

plexes is inhibited (Stage 2). However, when the

amount of PSI becomes limiting, e.g., due to HM-

induced iron deficiency or increased photoinhibitory

damage caused by the inhibition of protective en-

zymes, other control mechanisms are switched on,

which probably also works under strongly photoinhi-

bitory conditions (stage 3). This involves decreased

accumulation/proteolytic degradation of antenna

complexes, and relative stabilization of PSII centers,

a part of which is photoinhibited. These centers may

participate in energy dissipation [220,243]. In stage 4,

senescence becomes prevalent. The advanced stage of

senescence is characterized by massive Chl break-

down accompanied by a strong decrease in PSII effi-

ciency, and the LHCII is the most stable component

[114,244].

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

For the interpretation of the effects of HMs on Chl–

proteins, it is important to bear in mind that (i) their

toxicity and mechanism of action are different in

mature and developing plants, and (ii) the toxicity of

the essential metals needed as micronutrient (Fe, Mn)

or that of the trace element (Cu, Zn, Ni) and nones-

sential metals (Hg, Cd, Pb) may be expressed in quite

different concentration range, because plants can tol-

erate the essential micronutrients in wide concentra-

tion range. Furthermore, though the effects of HMs

are basically dose dependent, the time factor is of

primary importance, i.e., the effects obtained during

a very short time treatment cannot be compared to

those of long treatments. In addition, different plant

species can significantly modulate the response in vivo

due to the different, and not only photosynthesis

related, protective mechanisms.

In the case of mature leaves, HMs’ influence on

the element uptake or Chl synthesis does not seem to

be the main reason of the changes observed in the

organization and function of Chl–protein complexes.

The direct HM binding including substitution of im-

portant ions (Ca, Mg, Mn), oxidative damage of

proteins and lipids can be the primary effects, which

induce compositional (e.g., HM-Chls) and conse-

quently functional changes, and variations in the

amount of complexes. Usually, the PSII is the most

sensitive complex. Under strong stress, increased deg-

radation of D1 leading to decreased amount of PSII is

the result. Induction/strengthening of protective

mechanisms is usually observed during the stress-

resisting period, which involve the reorganization of

the antenna for increased nonphotochemical quench-

ing, induction of cyclic electron transport around PSI

and PSII, and increased expression of stress-related

proteins.

HM effect on the photosynthetic apparatus of

developing leaves is even more complicated. The dir-

ect inhibition of Chl synthesis, depression of nitrate

reduction (influencing protein synthesis), and most

importantly the inhibition of uptake and transloca-

tion of ions (Fe, Mn, Ca) can be involved in the HM

effects retarding the synthesis and assembly of com-

plexes. After the photosynthetic apparatus begins

functioning, regulatory mechanisms are activated.

Under mild stress, upregulated synthesis of the com-

plex having functional defects can occur. Strong stress

evokes responses in the Chl–protein pattern charac-

teristic to excess light. The higher the light intensity,

the stronger the stress response. Processes mentioned

in mature plants can also contribute.

Therefore, long HM treatment mainly affects the

synthesis or stability of apoproteins during the de-

velopment of the photosynthetic apparatus. The

resulted changes under not too severe stress, when

PSII efficiency was only moderately affected, seems

to be of acclimative character, which may help to

optimize photosynthesis under adverse conditions.

However, the details and the progress of processes,

namely the exact causes and consequences in the

subsequent steps in a developing or a more mature

system, are to be discovered. The most promising

experimental setup seems to be studying the progress

of events from gene expression to compositional,

organizational, and functional changes step by step

during the in vivo HM treatment. The dynamism in

pigment binding and interactions among the Chl–

proteins seems to be of prime importance. This

kind of work has just started in the recent years.

We practically do not have any information concern-

ing ‘‘helper’’ pigment-proteins (PsbS, Elips) under

HM stress. In addition, more detailed study of the

isolated complexes is necessary to find out the direct

effects such as cofactor substitution and compos-

itional or conformational changes of functional

importance.
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I. EVOLUTION OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS
AND THE ATMOSPHERE

A. ATMOSPHERE OF THE EARLY EARTH

All the elements, including those common in living

things, were synthesized from primordial hydrogen in

the interior of stars [1]. As a result of supernovas and

other stellar instabilities, many elements were spewn

into space. Since hydrogen and the noble gases are

greatly depleted on Earth as compared with their

cosmic abundances [2], it is likely that the chunks of

matter giving rise to the protoplanet did not carry

with them gaseous shells of their own. As a result of

contraction and redistribution of materials in the

developing plant, an atmosphere of water and CO2

was released with lesser amounts of CO, N2, H2, CH4,

H2S, NH3, HF, HCI, and others [3,4]. In time, this

highly reduced atmosphere has become our present

gaseous environment of nitrogen (78%), oxygen

(20.9%), argon (0.9%), and a small amount of carbon

dioxide (0.03%), and other gases [3]. Some have sug-

gested [5,6] that gradual oxidation of the atmosphere

has been due entirely to physical dissociation of water

vapor. Most evidence, however, points to a biological

origin for the gradually increasing oxygen content of

the atmosphere [3,7]. As outlined in Figure 46.1,

photosynthetic oxygen was used initially to oxidize

other components of the atmosphere, only later to

become an ever-increasing portion of the atmosphere.

Evidence [8] now indicates that several times in the

history of the Earth there have been major outflows



of magma from the mantle accompanied by massive

exhalations of CO2, giving an atmospheric CO2 con-

centration tenfold greater than at present. This led to

an increase in O2 (from photosynthesis) and warming

of the Earth’s surface by a greenhouse effect as well as

massive deposits of carbonates or burial of organic

matter under anoxic conditions, which became coal

and oil [9].

B. PROKARYOTIC PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Given water, a reducing atmosphere, and energy

sources, organic molecules can be synthesized abioti-

cally [4]. Organic molecules have even been reported

in deep space. The first organisms were probably

anaerobic heterotrophs similar to modern archaeo-

bacteria. Bacterial photosynthesis [10] probably

developed early with light energy used to produce

organic matter with H2S, NH3, or organic substrates

serving as hydrogen donors. Since water was abun-

dant, it soon became the major source of hydrogen,

with oxygen released as a by-product.

Several lines of evidence point to increasing levels

of oxygen with time. Fossil microalgae over 3 billion

years old have been found [3,11]. In morphology, an-

cient fossils are very similar to recent cyanobacteria.

Some of these forms are unicellular, others are fila-

mentous, and still others are colonial. Presumably the

first photosynthetic organisms were anoxic auto-

trophs, and oxygen may well have been an objection-

able by-product. Cloud [12] has postulated that

dissolved ferrous iron could have been a convenient

oxygen acceptor and that deposition of oxidized iron

in sediments must have taken place long before oxygen

could have entered the atmosphere in significant quan-

tities. Indeed, extensive deposition of banded iron

sediments occurred 2 to 3 billion years ago [12], and

it is only in the last 2 billion years that atmospheric

oxygen has been present in significant amounts. This

analysis is supported by studies of sulfur in Precam-

brian rocks [13], which indicate that the oxygen pres-

sure in theEarth’s atmospheremust have been very low

at the time of sulfur deposition. Boychenko [14] has

noted that change from fermentation to more recent

aerobic respiration involved developments by organ-

isms of various metal-containing enzymes. The evolu-

tion in organisms of oxidation functions catalyzed by

these enzymes paralleled the increase in redox poten-

tials of reactions occurring in the biosphere during

successive geological eras. Thus, the pattern of respir-

ation is that expected if the most primitive organisms

evolved in a reduced environment and more recent

forms in a more oxidized environment.

Urey [15] proposed that in the Earth’s early at-

mosphere, oxygen was kept below 0.02% of the total

atmosphere by the freezing of water vapor in the so-

called cold trap at around 10-km altitude and the

circumstance that the same wavelengths of ultraviolet

sun rays, which dissociate water and form free oxy-

gen, are also absorbed by the same oxygen to form

ozone. Hence, there is competition for the use of this

part of the spectrum, and the more free oxygen there

is in the atmosphere, the less light of the proper

wavelength is available for further dissociation of

water. Thus, 0.02% is an important level that cannot

be broken by any inorganic process but could be

broken by photosynthesis [15].

Direct evidence that most of our present atmos-

pheric oxygen came from photosynthesis is seen in the

Dole effect, illustrated in Figure 46.2. The two most

common stable isotopes of oxygen are 18O and 16O,

Photosynthetic O2 O2

N2
NH3

H2O

CH4

CO2

O2 0.02%

CO2

78%

21%

0.03%

Modern
atm.

Ancient
atm.

FIGURE 46.1 Scheme for transforming the ancient atmos-

phere of the Earth into the present atmosphere by photo-

synthethic oxygen. (Adapted from Cosmos, Earth, and Man,

Yale University Press, New Haven, CT, 1978.)
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or U V
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FIGURE 46.2 The Dole effect implies that atmospheric

oxygen arose largely from photosynthesis. (a) The 18O/16O

ratio of oxygen released from water by electrolysis or ultra-

violet radiation is less than the 18O/16O ratio of the water

itself. (b) The 18O/16O ratio of oxygen released during

photosynthesis is greater than the 18O/16O ratio of the

source water. (c) Modern atmospheric oxygen has a larger
18O/16O ratio than ocean water. (Adapted from M. Dole

and G. Jenks, Science, 100:409 [1944] and G. A. Lane and

M. Dole, Science, 123:574 [1956]. With permission.)



which normally occur on earth in a ratio of one atom

of 18O for every 250 atoms of 16O. This proportion

can be altered slightly by various biological and phys-

ical processes. For instance, water may be dissociated

into oxygen and hydrogen by physical means such as

ultraviolet radiation or electrolysis. The O2 released is

depleted in the naturally occurring stable isotope 18O

with respect to the water reservoir from which it

came. On the other hand, oxygen liberated from

water during photosynthesis is slightly enriched in
18O relative to the source water [16]. This effect is

enhanced by preferential uptake of 16O in respiration

[17]. The 18O/16O ratio of ocean water is quite con-

stant everywhere, as is the ratio for atmospheric oxy-

gen. However, oxygen from the atmosphere is

considerably enriched in the heavy isotope with re-

spect to ocean water.

Thus, for the first half of the history of the Earth,

the atmosphere was reduced with an oxygen content

less than 0.02% and a carbon content (CH4, CO, CO2,

etc.) as much as 16-fold higher than our present at-

mosphere [8]. The oxygen content of the atmosphere

then began to increase with a concomitant decrease in

carbon [3]. Most of the carbon moved from the at-

mosphere into the ocean as dissolved CO2 and bicar-

bonate. There the carbon was deposited as calcium

carbonate by marine organisms [18]. This resulted

(Table 46.1) in more than 78% of the carbon on

Earth deposited as carbonate sediments, with another

21% in sedimentary shales and sandstones. With the

relatively small amounts of coal and petroleum, the

total amount of carbon that is bound in sedimentary

rocks and thus largely unavailable to organisms is

99.7% of the total carbon on Earth. Only 0.3% by

contrast is labile or available for the carbon cycle in

the biosphere. Since there is so little available, the

turnover time for the labile carbon on Earth is a

very rapid 100 years. Today, by contrast with the

early Earth, we have an atmosphere with a great

deal of oxygen (21%) and very little CO2 (0.03%).

This change may have been gradual [3] or punctuated

by fluctuations in carbon from outgassing of the

mantle and the consequent buildup of oxygen with

fluctuations in O2 ranging from 14% to 35% of the

atmosphere [8]. These changes have been mediated by

organisms with important consequences for them.

II. C3 PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND
PHOTORESPIRATION

A. CHLOROPLASTS

Visible light is transformed into chemical potential

energy in the thylakoid membranes, which make up

the grana of the chloroplast. This chemical energy,

such as ATP and NADPH, is then used to reduce

CO2 to the level of carbohydrates, fat, and protein.

The source of carbon for all terrestrial plants is atmos-

pheric CO2. Algae and submerged spermatophytes

utilize either dissolvedCO2 or bicarbonate. The overall

reaction for photosynthesis can be written as follows:

CO2 þ 2H2O!light(CH2O)nþO2 þH2

Calvin [19] and coworkers have elucidated very ele-

gantly the mechanism by which inorganic carbon is

synthesized into complex organic molecules. The ini-

tial fixation step involves the enzyme ribulose bispho-

sphate carboxylase (Rubisco) in the stroma of the

chloroplast. This enzyme can make up as much as

half of the soluble protein in some leaves. The reac-

tion requires CO2 and a five-carbon sugar (ribulose-

1,5-bisphosphate), and the product is two molecules

of a three-carbon acid (3-phosphoglyceric acid

[PGA]). This mechanism for carbon fixation is

found in virtually all green tissues. Rubisco, however,

has another property — it also reacts with oxygen

[20]. As shown in Figure 46.3, the products of this

reaction with oxygen are PGA and phosphoglycolate.

Oxygen and carbon dioxide thus compete for the

same active site on the enzyme.

B. MICROBODIES AND MITOCHONDRIA

After removal of the phosphate in the chloroplast

(Figure 46.3), the glycolate moves into the microbody

(peroxisome or glyoxysome) where it is oxidized with

hydrogen peroxide to glyoxylate [21] and then trans-

TABLE 46.1
Distribution of Carbon on Earth Expressed as
Percentage of Total Global Carbon

% Total Carbon

Nonlabile 99.7

Carbonates and shales 78.46

Sandstones 21.22

Coals 0.037

Petroleum 0.0012

Labile 0.3

Oceans (CO3 and HCO3) 2.43

Oceans (dissolved organic matter) 0.020

Biosphere 0.011

Atmosphere 0.004

Note: Labile carbon is that available for the carbon cycle.

Source: Adapted from E. I. Hamilton, Applied Geochronology,

Academic Press, New York, 1965. With permission



aminated to produce glycine. Glycine is transported

into the mitochondrion, where two molecules of gly-

cine produce a molecule of serine with the evolution

of ammonia and CO2 [22]. Much of the ammonia and

CO2 are refixed [23]. The serine can then enter any of

several metabolic pathways [21].

Photorespiration is light-dependent, oxygen-

dependent CO2 evolution. The amount of carbon

lost in the light can be as much as 50-fold greater

than the carbon lost in the dark by the same tissues

[24]. Photosynthesis exceeds photorespiration by a

factor of 3 or more, so special techniques are neces-

sary to measure CO2 evolution in the light. Since

Rubisco has a greater affinity for CO2 than for O2,

both photosynthesis and growth are stimulated in

O2-depleted or CO2-enriched atmospheres [25].

Rubisco, regardless of source, has oxygenase activ-

ity [26]. Indeed, even Rubisco from anaerobic photo-

synthetic bacteria can show oxygen inhibition in vitro

[27]. Rubisco activity has been conserved during evo-

lution possibly because of the key and ubiquitous role

played by the enzyme in photosynthetic CO2 fixation.

Plant species have characteristic and different rates of

photorespiration, sometimes expressed as compensa-

tion points [28]. These differences probably do not

represent differences in Rubisco itself but in stomatal

function and leaf anatomy [29].

Early in the history of the Earth, the environment

was rich in carbon but poor in oxygen. Under these

circumstances, photosynthesis evolved with a key step

catalyzed by Rubisco. In the absence of oxygen this

was a very efficient process. However, as oxygen con-

centration in the atmosphere increased due to photo-

synthetic splitting of water and release of oxygen, O2

competition for the active site of Rubisco became

important enough to decrease the efficiency of carbon

fixation in photosynthesis. Because the challenge pre-

sented by rising atmospheric oxygen concentration

FIGURE 46.3 Photorespiration begins in

the stroma of the chloroplast with O2 rather

than CO2 binding with Rubisco and ribu-

lose bisphosphate to give phosphoglycolate

and PGA. The phosphoglycolate is subse-

quently dephosphorylated to glycolic acid,

which is subsequently transported into the

microbody or peroxisome. There the gly-

colic acid is oxidized by hydrogen peroxide

to glyoxylate, which is then transaminated

to form glycine. The amino acid moves into

the mitochondrion, where two molecules of

glycine form one molecular of serine with

loss of ammonia and CO2. The serine can

be further metabolized. Photorespiration is

thus the light-dependent and oxygen-depen-

dent evolution of carbon dioxide and am-

monia. (Adapted from N. E. Tolbert and

J. Preiss (eds.), Regulation of Atmospheric

CO2 and O2 by Photosynthetic Carbon Me-

tabolism, Oxford University Press, Oxford,

1994. With permission.)
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could not be met by modification of the enzyme to

prevent oxygenation, adequate means for the disposal

of the phosphoglycolate waste product would have

been required. In aquatic organisms dephosphoryla-

tion and excretion of glycolate may have been

employed, and many modern algal species still do

this [30].

III. C4 PHOTOSYNTHESIS

A. DISCOVERY AND IDENTIFICATION

A small number of plant species have relatively re-

cently evolved a mechanism to protect Rubisco from

oxygen and thus improve the efficiency of photosyn-

thesis. The mechanism includes a syndrome of distin-

guishing anatomical and physiological characters

associated with light harvesting and fixation of car-

bon [31]. Kortschak et al. [32] described malate and

aspartate as the first products of photosynthesis in

sugarcane. Since the first products have four carbons,

the syndrome has been called C4 photosynthesis.

A number of sugarcane researchers and weed scien-

tists soon expanded our knowledge of C4 species [33].

C4 plants differ from C3 plants in anatomy, physi-

ology, biochemistry, carbon isotopic ratios, and ecol-

ogy [34].

B. KRANZ ANATOMY

Anatomical features include a chlorenchymatous

sheath of large, thick-walled cells (Kranz cells) sur-

rounding vascular bundles of leaves [35]. In turn,

mesophyll cells form a cylinder around the bundle

sheath cells. The function of bundle sheath cells and

mesophyll cells is to channel CO2 and keep Rubisco

in a high-CO2, low-O2 environment and thus minim-

ize photorespiratory carbon loss [36].

C. C3�C4 INTERMEDIATES AND GENETICS

A number of species have been identified that lack

fully developed Kranz anatomy and have C3-like car-

bon isotopic ratios but reduced rates of photorespira-

tion. Flaveria in the Asteraceae and Panicum in the

Poaceae are genera that contain C3, C4, and C3�C4

intermediate species. Breeding experiments indicate

that many genes are probably involved, as is a degree

of maternal inheritance [37].

D. EVOLUTION OF C4 PHOTOSYNTHESIS

A fossil C4 bunchgrass from the early Pliocene has

been described [38]. Based on carbon isotopic ratios

of terrestrial plant carbon in Bengal fan sediments, it

was concluded that in the late Miocene there was a

rapid increase in C4 plants, particularly in the low-

lands [39,40]. Since the subfamily Eragrostoideae of

the family Poaceae is entirely C4 and is found on all

continents [41], C4 plants may have made an appear-

ance before the breakup of Pangaea. C3 photosyn-

thesis is the only mode found to occur in algae,

bryophytes, pteridophytes, gymnosperms, and the

great majority of angiosperms [42]. C4 photosynthesis

has been described in at least 18 families and occurred

more than once in several families (Table 46.2). These

families, for the most part, are not closely related to

one another, and it is most likely that C4 photosyn-

thesis is an adaptation to warm, arid, semitropical to

tropical conditions.

IV. C4 BIOCHEMISTRY

A. LIGHT-HARVESTING EFFICIENCY

C4 plants at optimum temperatures are often not

saturated even under full sunlight [43]. Under differ-

ent conditions other factors may be limiting. While

the light-harvesting unit in C3 plants often contains

250 to 350 chlorophyll molecules, in C4 plants the

TABLE 46.2
Families in Which the C4 Photosynthetic Pathways
Is Known To Occur

Monocotyledonae

Cyperaceae

Liliaceae

Poaceae

Dicotyledonae

Acanthaceae

Aizoaceae

Amaranthaceae

Asteraceae

Boraginaceae

Capparadaceae

Caryophyllaceae

Chenopodiaceae

Clemaceae

Euphorbiaceae

Molluginaceae

Nyctaginaceae

Polygonaceae

Portulacaceae

Scrophulariaceae

Zygophyllaceae

Source: From B. N. Smith, BioSystems, 8:24 (1976), J. R.

Ehleringer, HortScience, 14:217 (1979), and J. Lloyd and G. D.

Farquhar, Oecologia, 99:201 (1994). With permission.



units may be smaller (75 chlorophyll molecules) but

more numerous [44].

B. CARBON FIXATION

In the cytoplasm of mesophyll cells, CO2 is com-

bined with phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) by means

of PEP carboxylase to form oxaloacetic acid

(OAA). What happens next depends on the species

of plant (see Table 46.3). For NADP — malic en-

zyme (NADP–ME) plants, the OAA moves to malic

acid, which then moves through plasmodesmata to

the bundle sheath cells, where in the chloroplast

malate is decarboxylated with CO2, combining with

Rubisco and entering the Calvin cycle. The remain-

ing pyruvate is transported back into the mesophyll

cell, where pyruvate Pi dikinase removes the terminal

two phosphates from ATP and transforms pyruvate

to PEP. In NADP–ME species, OAA undergoes

transamination to form aspartate, which is trans-

ported to the bundle sheath cell and deaminated

back to malate, which in a bundle sheath mitochon-

drion is decarboxylated. The CO2 moves to the

chloroplast and enters the Calvin cycle, while the

pyruvate is transaminated to alanine for transport

back to the mesophyll cell. In the mesophyll cell,

the sequence is alanine to pyruvate to PEP via pyru-

vate Pi dikinase. In the third group the OAA is

transaminated to aspartate. The aspartate moves to

the bundle sheath cell where an aminotransferase

again produces OAA, which in the cytoplasm is

decarboxylated with ATP yielding PEP [45].

C. NITRATE AND SULFATE REDUCTION

In C3 plants, nitrate reductase is found largely in the

cytoplasm of mesophyll and palisade parenchyma

cells of the leaf. Nitrite reductase is found in the

chloroplasts of the same cells. Sulfate reduction also

takes place in chloroplasts of leaf cells.

In C4 plants Rubisco is found in bundle sheath

cells, while PEP carboxylase is found in the mesophyll

cells. A similar division of labor is noted for nitrate and

sulfate reduction. Nitrate and nitrite reduction occurs

in mesophyll cells and chloroplasts [46], while sulfate

reduction takes place in bundle sheath cells [47].

V. CRASSULACEAN ACID METABOLISM

Succulent desert plants often exhibit a mode of car-

bon fixation called crassulacean acid metabolism

(CAM). CAM plants under conditions of drought,

short hot days, and long cool nights, will fix CO2 at

night via PEP carboxylase and store it as malic acid in

the vacuole [48]. During the day they are obligate and

can only fix carbon in this way. Others are facultative

and only use the CAM mode under conditions of

water stress. Under favorable conditions they can

utilize the C3 mode of photosynthesis. Although cer-

tain superficial similarities do exist between C4 and

CAM, the differences are fundamental enough so that

they probably had a separate origin.

The CAM pathway has now been identified in 27

families [34,42] including some xeric ferns and the

gymnospermWelwitschia (see Table 46.4). Some fam-

ilies contain all three photosynthetic types. CAM

plants appear to be more united by adaptations to

xeric environments than by phylogeny. Several separ-

ate evolutionary origins are evident. For instance, in

the large and diverse genus Euphorbia, both CAM

and C4 species arose from C3 ancestors but from

very different sections of the genus [49].

TABLE 46.3
Differences in C4 Plants

NADP–ME type

Malate þ NADPþ ?CO2 þ NADPH þ Hþ þ
pyruvate (chloroplast)a

Chloroplasts centrifugal in BSC, grana greatly reducedb

Transport forms: malate into BSC, pyruvate into MCc

Energy requirement: 5ATP þ 2NADPH/CO2 fixed
d

Corn, sugarcane, sorghum, crabgrass (Digitaria)e

NAD–ME type

Malate þ NADþ ?CO2 þ NADH þ Hþ þ
pyruvate (mitochondrion)

Chloroplasts centripetal in BSC, grana abundant

Transport forms: aspartate into BSC, alanine into MC

Energy requirement: 5ATP þ 2NADPH/CO2 fixed

Pigweed (Amaranthus), purslane (Portulaca), millet

(Panicum miliacium)

PEP–CK type

OAA þ ATP ?CO2 þ PEP þ ADP (cytoplasm)

Chloroplasts centrifugal in BSC, grana abundant

Transport forms: OAA or malate into BSC, PEP into MC

Energy requirement: 4ATP þ 2NADPH/CO2 fixed

Guinea grass (Panicum maximum), Rhoades grass

(Chloris guyana)

C3 type

Energy requirement: 3ATP þ 2NADPH/CO2 fixed

aDifferences in biochemistry.
bDifferences in anatomy.
cDifferences in transport.
dDifferences in energy requirement.
eExamples.

BSC ¼ Bundle sheath cell, MC ¼ mesophyll cell.

Source: From G. E. Edwards and S. C. Huber, in The Biochemistry

of Plants, Vol. 8 (M. D. Hatch and N. K. Boardman, eds.),

Academic Press, New York, 1981, p. 237. With permission.



CAM plants protect Rubisco from oxygen by

keeping the stomates closed in the daytime. The par-

tial pressure of oxygen must be low in the vicinity of

Rubisco when CAM is operative. Water loss is, of

course, greatly restricted with the stomates closed, but

so is gas exchange. The only source of CO2 for photo-

synthesis in the absence of communication with the

atmosphere is from malate decarboxylation. Under

these conditions, rates of photosynthesis are very

low, but the strategy of CAM plants seems to be

survival rather than rapid growth.

VI. C4 ECOLOGY

A. GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION

An estimated 21% of total global photosynthesis is by

C4 plants [50]. Most C4 plants are found between

458N and 358S latitudes. They are more abundant in

warm, dry climates and seem to be rather recent

invaders of the colder temperate zones. C4 species in

both grasses and dicots in North America are more

abundant in the warmer latitudes and progressively

less so with movement north [51,52].

B. COMPETITION AND HABITAT SELECTION

In warm deserts where plants can grow most of the

year, C3 plants tend to be winter and spring active,

while C4 plants grow in the late spring and summer

[42]. In a study on short-grass prairies of Wyoming,

C3 grasses were predominant early in the growing

season and at high altitudes, while C4 grasses grew

later in the year and showed a preference for lower

altitudes [53].

VII. FUTURE OF C4 PHOTOSYNTHESIS

A. GREENHOUSE EFFECT

Carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere

undergo seasonal and even daily fluctuations but

have shown an increase of at least 70 ppm in

the past 60 years due to human activity [25]. The

atmospheric CO2 concentration has fluctuated

throughout time, with recent levels being very low

[54]. Any increase in CO2 obviously will benefit C3

photosynthesis. However, since the greenhouse effect

will also raise the temperature and may change wea-

ther patterns, C4 plants may still have some advan-

tage.

B. GENETICS AND SELECTION

As mentioned above, we are still far from under-

standing the genetic basis for C4 photosynthesis.

However, given the rapid progress in so many areas

of genetics, we may soon know enough to attempt

hybridization or genetic manipulation. Care must be

taken as no pathway has the advantage under all

situations. Ecotypes always grow best where they

are well adapted, whether they are C3 or C4 plants

[55].

VIII. SUMMARY

The carbon content of the atmosphere has decreased

and the oxygen content has increased, perhaps more

than once, during the history of life on Earth. C3

photosynthesis became established first. As the oxy-

gen content of the atmosphere increased, O2 compe-

tition with CO2 for Rubisco became large enough to

reduce the efficiency of photosynthesis in C3 plants.

Recently, the C4 syndrome has evolved through con-

vergent evolution not just once but many times. C4

photosynthesis is efficient because the Rubisco is

sequestered in the bundle sheath cells and is thus not

exposed to atmospheric oxygen. One would expect to

see this adaptation become more widespread in the

plant kingdom with continued high O2/CO2 ratios.

CAM plants, however, seem to show primarily an

adaptation for water conservation in extremely arid

environments.

TABLE 46.4
Families in Which CAM Is Known To Occur

Filicinae

Polypodiaceae

Gymnospermae

Welwitschiaceae

Angiospermae

Monocotyledonae

Agavaceae Liliaceae

Bromeliaceae Orchidaceae

Dicotyledonae

Aizoaceae Euphorbiaceae

Asclepiadaceae Geraniaceae

Asteraceae Labiatae

Bataceae Oxalidaceae

Cactaceae Passifloraceae

Capparaceae Piperaceae

Caryophyllaceae Plantaginaceae

Chenopodiaceae Portuloacaceae

Crassulaceae

Didiereaceae

Source: From B. N. Smith, BioSystems, 8:24 (1976), J. R.

Ehleringer, HortScience, 14:217 (1979), and J. Lloyd and G. D.

Farquhar, Oecologia, 99:201 (1994). With permission.
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